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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.

DEPAR'l'MENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCA'l'ION,

Wctshington, D. 0., November 30, 1894.
Sm: I have the honor to submit here.with my fifth annual report, the
same being for the year ending June 30, 1893.
This report begins with a chapter of . statistical summaries, a few
items of which I quote:
GENERAL SUMMARY OF PUPILS.

The whole number of pupils enrolled in the schools and colleges of
the United States, both public and private, during the school year
1892-93, as given in Chapter I, .was 15,083,630, or 22.5 of the population. The increase over the preceding year was 370,697.
This summary does not include, however, large numbers of pupils in
attendance upon various special, but less formal, educational agencies,
such as evening schools, conservatories of music, schools of art and elocution, business colleges, trade scho.ols, etc. These if included would
swell the total to about 15,400,000 persons who attended a school of
some kind during a longer or shorter period of the school year.
_
The great majority of pupils, 96.2 per cent of the whole, were in the
elementary grades, receiving instruction such as is given in primary
and grammar schools, which usually embrace the :first eight grades in
a fully graded system. Only 410,420, or 2.7 per cent of the whole,
were under secondary instruction in public high schools, private academies, preparatory schools, and corresponding institutions, doing work
covering the third four years of a graded course of study. .All beyond
this is embraced under the general term of higher instruction, under
which were 154,989 students, or 1.1 per cent of the total number.
Only 1 pupil in 37 was of the secondary grade, and 1 in 94 under
higher instruction.
THE COMMON SCHOOLS.

The statistics of _the different State common school systems, compiled from information furnished by the State school superintendents,
are given in detail, pp. 23-38. The common schools are understood in
this report to include an elementary and secondary public day schools.
ED
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The whole number of pupils enrolled in the common schools during
the school year was 13,510,719. Of these, there was an average of
8,855,717 in atteudance daily.
The enrollment increased 1.92 per cent over the preceding year,
while the-average attendance increased 3.45 per cent.
Tlle fact that the average attendance increased at a greater rate than
the enrollmeut indicates a somewhat increased regularity of attendance. ..A.n average of 65½ per cent of all the pupils enrolled during
the school year were present each day, as compared with 64½ per cent
the preceding year, and 62½ per cent in 1879-80. Of the 136. 7 days
during whicll the schools were in session in 1892-93, each pupil enrolled
attended on an average only 89.6 days. These facts indicate the great
extent to which children in the United States leave school during the
year to engage in labor or from other motives, particularly in large commercial and manufacturing centers and in rural districts, and emphasize a distinguishing feature of our schools as compared with those of
Germany or France; in these countries all children of a prescribed age
are required to attend school the entire-school term, and official statistics woul<l. seem to show that the requirement is enforced.
The school terni.-Tbe schools were kept on an average 136. 7 days,
being about the same as the preceding year, and an increase of 6.4
days since 1880.
This period is equal to twenty-seven weeks of five school <l.ays each,
or a little more than half the number of such weeks in a year, the maximum number of weeks desirable in the school year being forty, with
an aggregate of two hundred days-.
There were considerable variations in the different parts of the country from the average school term, both now and in 1880, as the following table will show:
L ength of school terni 'in clays.

Korth Atlantic Di,ision... .. . .......... .. . . . . . . . . ....... .... . . . ........... . ... . . . . ..
, out I.! .A ti antic DiYision........................... .. ...............................

18i9-80.

I

159. 2
92. 4
79.'
139. 8
129. 2

I

I

South c,ntcol m,ision .....................................••..... . .. . ...... . .•..•
T orth Central Division....................................................... . ...
·western Division ...................................... . ............. _...........

1892-93.
169. 7
105. 7
93.1
146. 4
141.1

Teachers.-Tbere were employed in the schools . 383,010 teachers, of
whom 122,056 were men and 260,954 were women.
The increase in the number of male teachers was 483, about one-half
of 1 per cent; in that of female teachers it was 8,301, or more than
3 p r cent. The percentage of male teachers accordingly decreased
from 3.,J.5 to 1. .
Th re are fewer male teachers now than in 1880, while the female
t a ·h r have iucrea ed about 70 per cent in number since that date.
1' lwol property.-The number of . choolhou es in 1893 was 235,426,
valu 1, with th ir grounds, libral'ie , and apparatus, at ·398,435,03!).
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The increase iu value was over $15,OOO,OOO, or about 4 per cent, showing that the liberal expenditure for school buildings of the past decade
continues uninterruptedly. The value of public school property has iu
fact doubled in the last twenty years. The average value of school
buildings has risen during the past year from $1,G79 to $1,692.
F-inances.-Of the $165,000,000 of school revenue received in 1892-03,
$3:1,000,000 were derived from State taxes and $108,000,000 from local
taxes; the income of permanent school funds furnished $9,000,000 more, and the balauce, $14,000,000, came from various miscellaneous sources.
State taxation furnished $3,750,000 more than in 1891-92, an increase
of about 12~ per ceut, or oue-eighth. Three millions of this increase
are credited to Pennsylvania. Local taxation increased $2,750,000, or
less than 3 per cent. The total increase was nearly $8,000,000, or an
.amouut nearly equal to the income from permanent school fonds.
Of the total common scl10ol revenue, one-fifth comes from State taxes
and t,yo-thirds from local taxes. The income from permanent school
fonds amounts to ouly about one-twentieth of the total school revenues.
The total expenditure for school purposes was $163,000,000. Of this
sum, $104,000,000, or 64 per cent, were paid for teachers' wages;
$31,000,000, or 19 per cent, for scl10olhonses; and $28,000,000 for foeJ,
supplies, and incidental purposes.
It is not generally realized to what extent the expenditure of money
for common schools has increased in recent years; the iucrease has far
outstripped the gai.n in population, as will appear from the followiug
table:
Expcnditw·c fol' co mmon schools per capita of populatfo11.

- --

- - - - - - - -- - - - - --

- - - - -- - - - - - ! ' 1879-80. [ 18~2-98.

N ort 11 .Atlantic Division ......... _... _. _... _. _. _. ____ .............. _. __ . _________ .
South .Atlantic Division. -- .......... __ ...... ___ . _............... _... ___ ..• _... __ .
South Central Division ...................... _____ ................. _._. ___ . __ . ___ .
North Ccu tral Di vision .. . . ... __ ___ .. _____ . _... _. _... _. _. _........ ______ . ____ . ____
W cs tern DiYisiou ... .................... _____ .. _............ _... _. . . _... __ ... ___ .
United States .............. _......................... : ............ _. __ . ___ ..

97
. tlS
. 55
2. 0:3
2. 41

$1.

1.

5G

$3. 0-!
1. 08
1.05
3. 07
3 . 9,!

I

2. 47

Since 1880 the common school expenditure of the United States
has heen more than doubled, having increased from $78,000,000 to
$163,000,000.
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Tl.le usual statistical summaries of public and private secondary
schools are given in Qhapter I, pp. 51-69. For the year ending June
30, 1893, the number of public high schools reporting to the Bureau
was 2,812. In these schools 9,489 teachers were employed, aml the
number of pupils was 232,951. Reports were received from 1,434 ~
1wivate high scl10ols and academies employing 6,2.61 teachers and
giving rnstruction to DG,14 7 pupils. Tbe summaries show for each
State the munber of high s~hools, tlie number of teachers and pupils,
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the number preparing for college, and the numb~r of students pursuing each of the nine leading high school studies. In this annual report
larger space is devoted to secondary schools than to the statistics of
all the other educational institutions combined, as will be seen by
reference to the ddailed tables.
HIGHER EDUCA.TION.

Universities and colleges (pp. 69-88).-Of the 451 universities and
colleges for men and for both sexes, 310 are coeducational, an focrease
of more than 3 per cent in two years. The total number of instructors
reported by the 451 institutions was 10,247. Of this number, 5,679
were engaged in regular \,ollegiate departments, the remainder being
in preparatory, professional, and special departments. The students
reported were as follows: .Preparatory, 44,054; collegiate, 55,553; resident graduates, 2,625; nonresident graduates, 940; professional, 19,385 ;
total in -all departments, 140,053. Of the total number, 23.5 per cent
were women and 5.6 per cent were colored. The graduate students
have increased from 200 in 1872 to 3,565 in 1892-93.
The property of these institutions is as follows: Volumes in libraries,
5,319,602; value of material equipment, $109,078,100; productive funds,
$94,500,758. The benefactions amounted to $6,532,157, and the total
income was $14,601,034.
- Among the important events of the year were the affiliation of the
Teachers' College, New York City, with Columbia College, the establishment of a school of pure science by the latter, and the opening, to
a limited extent, of Brown and Yale universities to women.
Colleges for women.-The 143 colleges for women reporting to this
office had, in 1892-93, 2,114 instructors and 22,949 students. The material equipment was valued at $13,794,701, and the endowment funds
at $3,594,947. The income was $3,070,516J and the benefactions
amounted to $182,981. New institutions. for women have been established at Marietta, Ohio, and Lynchburg, Va.
Colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts.--These institutions owe
their origin to an act of Congress of July 2, 1862, granting land for the
endowment of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts. Under
aid act the General Governmeut has granted 10,400,000 acres of land
from which an income of $632,677.80 was derived in 1892-93. Under
the act of Congress of August 30, 1890, these institutions have received
to June 30, 1893, a total of $3,010 1000. The State appropriations for
the e s hool amounted to $1,634,715.18 for the year 1892-93.
Pecuniary aid for college students.-Cbapter V of Part III contains
a compilation of the number of scholarships and fellowships offered by
the everal uuiver itie and colleges of the United States, England,
France an G rmany, together with the value and condition. attached
t th fuun ati n o far a given by the institutions concerned.
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Professional ediwation.-The whole number of medical students was
19, 752-regular, 16,130; homeopathic, 1,445; eclectic, 773; graduate, etc.,
1,404. The nuniber graduating was 4,911, about 25 per cent; dental
students numbered 2,852; pharmacists, 3,394.
The number of Jaw students has increased very rapidly during the
last five years-3;906, 4,518, 5,252, 6,073, 6, 776.
Theological students numbered 7,836. One-haJf of them get their
collegiate training in denominational schools, one-sixth in nonsectarian
schools, and only 3 per cent in State universities.
If we consider the number of students in attendance and the necessary current expenses, theological schools are more heavily endowed
than any other class of institutions. Two of them have endowments of
over $ 1,000,000, whi1e ten others have about half a million each.
Summaries of the statistics of normal schools are given on pp.102-112.
In 121 public normal schools there were 1,301 teachers and 28,983 students. Tlle number of graduates reported was 4,491. In 31 private
normals 268 teachers, 7,686 students, and 552 graduates were reported.
Students pursuing pedagogical or teachers' courses in 708 universities, ,
colleges, high schools, and academies are reported to th~ number of
16,796. Thus it will be seen that the number of students in 1893 in
teachers' training courses in the various institutions was 53,465.
In the same connection a table is given indicating the growth of normal schools for the past five years. It shows, by States, the amounts
of money appropriated by State, county, or municipal corporations each
year from 1888 to 1893 for the support of normal schools and for normal
school buildings. In 1893 the amount thus appropriated for support
was $1,452,914 and for buildings $816,826.
ILLITERACY.

Chapter II is a presentation of the statistics of illiteracy . in the
United States for 1890, 1880, and 1870, based upon the census reports
of those years. The number of illiterates (persons 10 years of age and
over unable to read), the population 10 years of age and over, and the
per cent of illiterates, by States, will be seen by reference to the first
seven tables in the chapter, the figures relating to each class for the
three decades being placed in parallel columns on the same page.
By this arrangement the progress of the white and the colored, the
native white and foreign white population, from 1870 to 1890, can be
more easily reviewed.
In 1870 the per cent of illiterates to the total population 10 years of
age and over was 20; in 1880 the rate was 17, and in 1890 the per cent
had fallen to 13.3.
The per cent of illiteracy of the native white population in 1870 was
10.8; in 1880 it was 8.7, and in 1890 the per cent was 6.2. In 1870 the
per ceut of illiteracy of the foreign-born white population was 14.4 ;
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and in 1880 the rate was 12, while the tables show that in 1890 the percentage had risen to 13.1.
The table relating to the illiteracy of the colored population tells a
still more encouraging story. In 1870 the rate of illiteracy of the colored
population 10 years of age and over was 79.9; in 18S0 it wa8 70, and in
1890 it had fallen to 56.8.
Tlle following table shows, in a condensed form, the percentages of
illiteracy for the total 11opulation, male, female, native white, foreign
white, total white, and colored, for 18D0, 1880, and 1870, in each of the
five divisions of the United States
Perccntcige of illiteracy, classified by sex, race, and nativity.
Year.

Division.

Total.

Male.

i

Foreign Total
Female. Nath-e
white. white. white. Colored .

----

1890
1880
18i0
Atlantic Dfris;on_ .. ··-. - - 1800
1880
1870
Atlantic Di\"ision·-··-···· 1890
1880
18i0
Central DiYision .. - - -·-· __ 1£90
1880
1870
Central Dfrision_. _____ .. _ 1890
1880
1870

United States --- --- --- ··- -------·
Nortli
Soutli
South
North

Western DiYision . -.. - -... -. - ...

]8!)()

1880
18i0

13. 3
12. 4
14.4
17
15. 8
18. 2
20
.... . .... .
·------G. 2
5. 9
6. 5
6. 2
5. 4
7
7. 6 ·······- ..........
30. 9
2!l.1
32. 6
40. 3
38. 8
41:7
46. 2 -------- -------- 29. 7
27. 6
31. 9
30. 5
37. 8
41. 3
4!.5 -------- --------5. 7
5. 2
li. 3
6. 7
6. 2
7. 2
9. 3 ··------ ..........
8. 3
8.1
8. 7
11. 3
10.1
13. 6
15
......... ............

6. 2
8. 7
10. 8
2. 3
2. 8
2. 2
14. 6
20
24. 2
15
22
2!
3.4
5
7. 6
4. 5
8. 6
16

13.1
12
14.4
15. G
15. 4
18. 3
12. 2
10.1
12. 2
20. 2
15. G
16. 2
10. 6
8. 9
10.1
10.4
9. 2
12. 9

7. 7
9. 4
11. 5
5. 0
5. 0
7. 2
14. 5
19. 5
23. 5
15. 3
21. 6
23. 4
5.1
5. 9
8. 3
6. 2
8. 8
14. 9

56. 8
70
79. 9
21. 7
2!. 2
27. 7
00.1
75.1
85
61. 2
76
86

32. 8
41. 2
56. 4
41. 5
33. 2
16

The remarnrng tables in the chapter arc easily understood. Tlle
rank of each State in respect to illiteracy is given and the several
classes of population arc treated se1)arately, showi11g the relative progress of each. A chart shows the comparative density of illiteracy in
the several States, and several diagrams illustrate the salient facts
extracted from the statistical tables.
This is followecl by a synoptical table of illiteracy in Europe, compiled from official returns, HUbner's statistics, and other sources. This
table contains tlle latest a,vailable statements, and will therefore be
Yery acceptable. The states of Germany in particular make a good
showing, in that there are states fo which not a single army recruit
i, found to be illiterate, while the total ratio of illiteracy in the Empire
les~· than 1 per cent.
ED -cA'.l'ION IN FOREIGN COUN'l'H.IES .

.B Zuiwn.-Chapter III presents a survey of tlle educational system
of B 1°'ium a developed in the organic laws and official reports.
Tlle y tern of clgfom resembles in its general form that of France,
but i totally different in spirit. Loca,l freedom is not more marked
even 111 Engli h policie ·, and ad·rnntagc ha been taken of this prini1 l h · opp ing partie to carry out widely different conceptions of
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populaT education. The changes effected in the elementary school
system under successive laws (i. e., 1842, 1879, and 1884) are traced in
the chapter, and the present condition of tlle schools set forth as shown
by recent statistics.
Of the changes noted the most suggestive· is the reaction from a
uniform system of public secular schools established by the Liberals
in 1879 to the mixed public and parochial school system under, the
Clerical party, which came into power in 1884.
In the department of secondary instruction (enseignement moyen)
the same questions have arisen as in the United States. Belgium has
had less difficulty in securing recognition for the uew studies than
neighboring countries, but this fact bas not solved the problem of the
correlation of studies nor of overcrowded programmes.
As regards superior instruction, the union of special technical schools
with the four traditional faculties is noticeable in the case, both of the
two State and the two private universities. The latter comprise a little
more than half the university students, i.e., 3,463 out of a, total of 5,634.
The departure made in 1876, when the universities were authorized to
confer deg_rees, a, function hitherto restricted to a special jury, is confirmed by the law of 1890, which is discussed iu the chapter. A brief
survey is also presented of industrial and technical schools, for which
Belgium is justly noted.
Grecit Brita-i-n.-Ohapter IV deals with the state-aided elementary
school systems (English and Scotch) of Great Britain. From an examination of the statistics presented it appears that the effect of the law
for tlle remission of school fees has been to increase both the amount
and the regularity of school attendance. In England tbe emollment
for 1803 shows an increase of about 3 per cent over that for 1892 in· the
case of children under 7 years of age, and of 2¼ -per cent in the case of
older children. The increase of deposits in the school savings banks is
interpreted as a disposition on the part of parents to invest the small
sums . (from 2d. to Gd. per pupil) hitherto paid in weekly tuition fees.
Among notable evidences of progress in popular education are the
reeeut acts providing for the education of deaf and dumb and blind
children, the act raising tlle minimum age for exemption (either partial
or total) from school attendance in England from 10 to 11 years, and
the new regulations for evening schools. These are now virtually
transformed from elemeutary schools to "continua.tiou" schools; that
is, schools affording young men and women of the working classes the
chance to push the fundamental studies beyond tlle elementary stage,
and to pursue special branches w1lich may be helpful to them .in business careers.
A detailed- account is given in this chapter of the agitation of the
subject of religious instruction in the London school board. Some
excitement prevailed when the board issued a special cirnular for the
guidance of teachers in respect to the use of the board syllabus of
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religious instruction. The spirit of the document is indicated by the
statement as to the" principles" of the Christian religion which the
teachers should inculcate. "These principles," says the circular,
"include a belief in God the Father as our Creator, in God the Son as
our Redeemer, and in God the Holy Ghost as our Sanctifier. The
board can not approve of any teaching which denies either the Divine
or the human nature of the Lord Jesus Christ, or which leaves on the
minds of the children any other impressions than that they are bound
"to trust and serve Hirn as their God and Lord." The document was
regarded as a religious test, and as such was vehemently opposed by
~ecular _associations, by nonconformists of all denominations, and by
the great body of the teachers. The results of the school board election just closed, 1 as this matter goes to press, have changed somewhat
the aspect of the question. The opposition party polled a majority of
nearly 150,000 votes as against the party favoring the policy indicated
by the special circular, but owing .to the operations of the "cumulative
vote" the latter have a majority of 3 in the board. This is a reduction of 12 below their majority in the former board. The result is
regarded as a clear indication that the electors are opposed to any
disturbance of the settlement of the religious question by the act
of 1870.
Hecent measures affecting secondary education in England, as noted
in the chapter, are the conference on the subject held at Oxford University in October, 1893, and the appointment of a royal commission to
investigate and report upon the present condition of this important
department of education with a view to needed reforms in organization
and improved curricula.
France.-A. brief outline of the French educational system is given in
Chapter V, together with the latest official statistics and a resume of
recent measures affecting secondary schools and university faculties.
The enrollment in elementary schools (exclusive of infant schools) in
1891-92 was 5,556,470, or 14.5 per cent of the population. The enrollment exceeded the total number of children of the obligatory school
ages (6 to 13), who form 12.1 per cent of the population. This ratio is
less than the corre ponding ratio for many countries. In England and
Scotland, for example, the children 6 to 13 years of age form about 16
per cent of the population. The enrollment for those ages in England
i r latively maller than in France, being 13.7 per cent of the population, but in Scotland the corre ponding enrollment rises to 15 per cent
of the population.
If the total enrollment in infant schools and classes be included, the
ra i to total population ri es to 16.4 per cent for France, and to 17 and
1 ¼ r cent fi r England and Scotland, respectively.
1. . Leva eur, th di tinguished statistician, to whom this office
i ind bt
fi r a lvan e proof: of the "Statistique de l'enseignement
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primaire" for 1891-92, notes that the enrollment in primary schools for
that year is 37,413 less than for the previous "year. The decrease in
the enrollment since 1888-89 is about the same as that in the number
of births.
The statistics of university faculties (or separate universities) in<licate the gradual development of the provincial groups. Whereas so
late as 1887-88 the Paris faculties comprised more than half the total
number of university students, in 1893 the enrollment in the provincial
faculties exceeded that of .Paris by 3,177.
The reports of the two French commissions appointed to develop
plans for the reorganization of medical studies and the institution of
a special course of preparatory scientific study for medical students,
together with the decrees giving effect to the recommendations of the
commissions, are considered in detail in this chapter.
British colonies.-Tbe systems of education developed in the British
colonies have a special interest for citizens of the United States. In
the system of Ontario, which is described in Chapt€r VI, local independence has been happily combined with a degree of centralization
sufficient to insure economy of means and equality of conditions. The
principal features of this system as set forth in a recent monograph by
Mr. John Miller, deputy superintendent of education, are presented, and
also a survey of the practical workings' of the system by Hon. George
W. Ross, the minister of education.
The chapter- also contains a brief account of the organization and
present status of the universities and technical schools of New Zealand;
for which the office is indebted to au esteemed correspondent, Mr. Mark
Cohen, editor of the Dunedin Evening Star, and further an 13xposition
of the conditions of popular education in India, supplemented by a
paper on educational journdism -in India, by Thomas Denham, M. A.,
of Madras, who writes from intimate personal knowledge of the subject.
Germany.-Ohapter VII contains an account of the recent developments in the teaching of geography in central Europe; it seems very
desirable to enter into the history of certain leading branches of study
so as to gain an insight into the development of the methods of teaching. The present historical sketch is full of interest for teachers as
well as professional geographers. Prof. John Goodison, of Ypsilanti,
recently deceased, has furnished some descriptions of methods applied
in Europe.
'
A teacher in Munich, Mr. Lorenz Reiser, contributes (Chapter VIII)
a brief statement of the common school system of Bavaria, some features of which commend themselves to the attention of American educators. Several contributions to this report touch upon Germany and
the German-speaking states in central Europe, and will attract the
reader's attention on account of the high reputation German pedagogy
has long borne and still retains for efficient methods.
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Riissia.-rrhe subject of education in Russia was presented i'll ex~enso
in my report for 1890-91 (pp. 19-!-262).
The current of operations in that country indicates continual effort
to more thoroughly assimilate the border provinces (so as to increase
the home influence in the faculties of the universities and schoo1s on
the western border) and to cultivate a distinct national spirit, to further
develop the village industries, and to extend the facilities for industrial and higher education of women.
The Russian exhibit at Chicago gave opportunity for a study of institutions not previously reported, the exhibit from the ministry of public
instruction, the Pedagogical Museum, and the Empress Marie institutions being especially noteworthy.
Highe,· ediwation of icomen in Russia.--Prince Serge Wolko,nsky, delegate from the ministry of public instruction in Russia to the Columbian Exposition, presents (Chapter VIII of Part II) an expose of the
educational facilities given to girls in Russia, many of the institutions
being under imperial patronage, and the object being to train the girls
for family life or for teaching schoo1, as well as industrially, so that
those who are obliged to may earn a livelihood by the skill of their
bands. He describes the vicissitudes to which the institutions for the
higher education of women are subject. The remarkable intellectual
development in mathematics, science, and literature of some of the
Russian women may be considered as pointing toward the ~ame d~-siTe
for the broadening of woman's sphere that is active in the c01mtries of
western Europe and America.
Education in Uruguay.-A first attempt is made (Chapter IX) to
present a statement of the system of education in Uruguay. It is
notewortlly, as in other South American countries, that prominent
educators have been detailed from Uruguay to make a thorough study
of the newest methods in pedagogical science in Europe and North
America. The adaptability of kindergarten work, and of manual
and physical training, ha-ve been taken under special consideration.
E xperiments are in progress with a view to the introduction of kindergartens in Montevideo. A higher school for agriculture, to train experts,
has been started. Uruguay declared its independence of Spanish rule
in 1825~ its first public schools and '' junta," or bouy of inspectors, date
from 1827, but the organization of the school system, wit.ha special
department of 1mblic instruction in charge, is accredited to Don Pedro
Yarela (in 1877), who is called by one of his biographers the Horace
2.\Iaun of Uruguay.
It i · the declared intention to have instruction gratuitons tbrough
all grades, and compulsory between the ages of G and 14. The ratio
f nrollment to population in the elementary grades is 9.25 per cent.
The cost of eclu atiou for each pupil enrolled is $12.06; for eacll pupil
iu average atten ance, · 16.95. Of the teachers employed, two-tltirds
ar r ported to be normal graduates, and three-fourths lay teachers,
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one-fourth parochial. The Government furnishes books and all necessary material for school purposes. The minister of public instruction
has general supervision of the schools, with a national and a technical
inspector and five otl).er officials to aid him in the department of public
instruction at MontevideoA
. · Child study.-The chapter on child study (Chapter X) inserted in
this report will be found to contain instructive contributions from the
leading Americ~n representatives of this modern movement. While
in the Old World. few other than university professors have· made
attempts at a systematic ·study" of this kind, in this country it has
enlisted teachers of all classes, and both the professional and other
journals to its aid; To Dr. G. Stanley Hall, president of Clark University (Worcester, Mass.), is due the credit of inaugurating this valuable movement.
Bibliography. -The recent popularity of Herbart's pedagogy and
philosophy have made a bibliography (Chapter XI) of Herbartian literature c1'esirable. In Chapter X is printed also such a bibliography of
child stu.dy, compiled in this Bureau.
Foreign statistics.-The table of statistics of elementary schools in
foreign countries printed in my report for 1890-91 is again inserted wjt,h
valuable additions based lipon the latest official returns.
EDUCATION AT THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN . EXPOSITION.

Part II is devoted entirely to reports which were called forth on the
occasion of the World's Fair. It opens with the programme of the
International Congress of Education. Then follows a symposium of
American views and comments on the educational exhibits at Chicago.
In the third chapter of this part are collected the criticisms on American education advanced by representatives of the German Government
at Chicago. They will be read with great interest because of the
authoritative character of the writers.
In Chapter IV will be found the substance of two articles upon
American education and the educational exhibits at Chicago from the
pen of an educational expe.tt of interuational reputation, M. Jules
Steeg, director of the Musee Pedagogique, Paris. His comments and
criticisms upou our schools were inspired by actual observation of their
daily exercises as well as by their exhibits.
The chapter contains extracts also from reports by M. Jules Violle,
commissioned to study the state and tendencies of scieucein the United
States, and by M. Henri Le Soudier on the exhibits of publishers·and
booksellers. The latt~r is particularly full with respect to these industries in the United States and Germany.
Iu Chapter V will be found a survey of medical instruction in the
United States as presented in the reports of two French commissioners
appointed to make a special study of the subject. One of these reports
was prepared by Dr. Bonet-Maury, member of the general council of
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the Paris faculties, who confined himself to an investigation of the
eutrance requirements of the chief medical schools and to a comparison of the same with the preparation for professional study as required
in France.
·
The second report, which is much more extensive, was prepared by
Dr. Marcel Baudouin a~d M. R. Mathieu, appointed by the French Government as commissioners to the Chicago Exposition, the former charged
also with the special investigation of medical schools and the status of
medical instruction in the United States. The result of these investigations is a quarto of 3G8 pages, which is claimeJ. by Dr. Baudouiu to
be the most comprehensive work on the subject that has yet appeared,
not excepting even reports by Americans themselves. The first part of
the report treats in detail of the scientific institutions of the Government at Washington, schools of medicine, departments of biology and
hospitals. It deals also with groups of institutions and with social
customs, especially such as affect health and sanitation. The second
part of Dr. Baudouin's report comprises a general survey of the conditions, standards, and results of medical instruction in the United States,
which is reproduced substantially in the chapter. Particularly suggestive is the discussiou of t'h e role of women physicians. It should be
mentioned that the appendixes to the report comprise a tabular view of
the laws regulating medical practice in the United States, a complete
list of the medical schools existing in 1893, and a very full description
of the exhibitions of surgical instruments and apparatus for physiological and anthropological laboratories displayed at Chicago from all
countries. For obvious reasons these have not been reproduced in this
chapter.
Chapter VI consists of notes and observations by the Italian, Swedish, Danish, and Russian delegates. Signor Luigi Bodio, the director
of the royal statistical bureau of Italy and one of the most eminent
statisticians of the world, records in a generous manner his recognition
of the end and aim of the methods of such of our educational devices
as come under his inspection.
Prof. A. Ghisleri makes a careful study of the school furniture and
apparatus, and a comparison of the methods that he observed in the
New York City schools with the methods of his own country, Italy.
Dr. 0 terberg, of Sweden, Miss Frederiksen, of Denmark, and M.
Kovaleski, the delegate from the Russian ministry of instruction, make
intere ting comparative studies of our educational exhibits .
..A.;nother chapter (Chapter VII) contains an English versfon of a
report on American technological schools made by Professor Riedler
of the Royal Polyt chnicum at Charlottenberg, near Berlin. This
report i. copiou ly illustrated, showing the courses of study of this
kind of chool in a very novel manner. The author offers some
tandard of mea urement hitherto not applied, and the graphic pres ntati n f the our e of tudy facilitate their application.
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Iu Chapter VIII of this part of the report I have printed a report
of the proceedings of the World's Congress of Librarians held at Chicago during the Exposition. Under the presidency of the Hon. Melvil
Dewey, the able secretary of the State board of regents of New York,
a remarkable series of articles was prepared, all of them relating to
library economy. In the interest of the librari~ns of the 4,000 public
libraries in the United States I have obtained a complete set of these
papers and offer the same in this report. I am sure that these valuable
papers will be ~ppreciated not only by those immediately conn~ted
with libraries but by all intelligent persons interested in libraries.

In

the third part of this report Prof. B . .A. Hinsdale, of the University of Michigan, co~tributes a ,chapter of "Documents illustrative of
American educational history" (Chapter I). This will be of particular
interest, b.ecause it gives some of the important school legislation of
the colonial period; but no attempt has been made to gather all the
acts of the colonial legislatures on this subject, nor is it claimed that
the laws quoted stand for more territory than the colonies by which
they were passed. This paper also gives with considerable detail the.
history of the Congressional grants of land and money for common
schools, universities, and agricultural colleges. It traces the agitation
for and the struggle in behalf of the bill establishing this Bureau and
presents the views of many statesmen and scholars on tp.e establishment of a national university-a question whose interest begins with
Washington and the founding of the National Government, and is
to-day attracting attention from statesmen and educators. The last
section of the paper is a compilation of the provisions of all the State
constitutions relating to education from 1776 to the present time. It is
believed to be complete, is divided into periods, and is of value not
only as a matter of reference, but also as a means of comparative study r
for by it the remarkable growth of the estimate set on education, as
seen in the organic laws of the several States, can be distinctly traced.
Chapter II treats of the report of the committee of ten appointed by
the National Educational Association to take up the important subject
of courses of instruction in the secondary schools. Not only is there
great confusion in the existing curricula, but actual waste of the time
and energy of students, not because of poor teaching-for the teachers
of secondary schools are on the whole the most skillful of all-but
because of defective courses of study. The first step toward the much
needed reform in these particulars was a conference between leading
representatives of secondary education in different sections of the
country, including specialists in the several branches of study to be
considered. Such a conference was secured through the action of the
National Educational Association, which appointed a committee under
the chairmanship of Dr. Eliot, president of Harvard University, and
appropriated $2,500 for its expenses. Nine subcommittees were
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appointed upon whose expert opinions touching the various phases of
secondary instruction the final report of the committee was based.
Thirty thou.sand copies of this report were printed and distributed by
this Bureau under your authority.
The report of tho committee is reprinted iu this chapter together
with several reviews of the same. These have l>een selected as typical
at once of the lines along which the report has been most sharply criticised and those on which it is most generally indorsed. The review by
Dr. ;Nicholas Murray Butler emphasises the weak . points of our
secondary school work, i.e. , the unorganized, sporadic character of the
courses in modern languages and natural sciences, weaknesses that are
reflected even iu the committee's model programme. His analysis of
the progra.mmes brings into clear view the simultaneous arrangements
which permit students in different courses to be united in many subjects.
Dr. Eliot's article on the unity of educational reform sets forth the
elements that are common to all educational work, and slwws the
bearing of the report of the committee upon this integral process.
In my address before tho department of superintendents at Richmond, I claimed for the high school course, as laid out by the school
authorities of the cities of the country, that it is more rational than
the secondary course of the private preparatory schools prescribed for
them by the colleges, because it opens the mind to all the phases of
human learning presented by nature and humanity. The problem of.
secondary instruction involves a thorough inquiry into the relative
educational values of different branches. In his history of the work of
the committee Dr. Baker has ably defended this position. He takes
exception to the report as favoring "an extreme theory of equivalence
of studies.'' The importance of this central problem is reinforced by
Principal 0. D. Robinson in view of the fact that 90 per cent of high
school pupil do not enter college.
Superintendent Nightingale has ~on:fined himself chiefly to the results
of tlle special conference on English. Of all the stuclies·uiscussed this
suffer most from the want of systematized instruction, and further
from it un sati, factory treatment in college entrance examinations.
Hence a reason for special atteutio11 to this subcommittee report.
The chapter concludes with a bibliography of the report of the committ , which i substantially complete up to tile time that this goes
t pr ... .
Chapter III ontain a hi torical account of tlie National Educati011al
. ociation, followed by a statement of the organization and
fun ·ti 11 of tlii l)Owerful educational agency; its constitution is quoted,
au 1 a Ii of it. annual meetings with the name of its officers is given,
a w ll a. a atalogne of the papers and addre ses delfrered since its
oro-aniza i n in 1 6. . It i · a fortunate circumstance that the fir t
pre.-i 1 nt of the asso ·iation, :Mr. Z. Richard , could undertake a sketch
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of its historical development. He has with singular faithfulness followed the growth of this worthy institution. The lists of principal
subjects cousidered is complete; a search through it reveals a wealth
of educatioual ideas and suggestions.
The third part of the report also contains an article on "The education of the negro, its characteristics and facilities," contributed by l\Ir.
Welford Addis, who takes the ground that there are three features
which distinguish the equcation of the American negro and to a large
extent differentiate it from that of the white people among whom he
lives. These facts are, (1) the co-s t of education of the negro is borne
by the white portion of the community; (2) this education is almost
always elementary; (?) it is becoming more industrial in character.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. T. HARRIS,
Com,m i ssioner.

Hon. HOKE SMTI'H,
Secretary of the Interior.
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PART I.
CHAPTER I.
STATISTICAL SUMMARIES.

CoN'tENTS: !.-General silmmary of pupils. II.-State common school systerns (p. 23).
III.-City cornrnon school systems (p. 39). IV.-Pitblic high schools ancl prfoate secondary
schools (p. 51). V.- Unh:ersities ancl colleges (p. 69). VI.-Colleges for women (p. 88).
VII.-CollegeB of agricultu1·e and the mechanic artB (p. 92). VIII.-Schools of theology,
law, ancl meclici11c (p. 96). IX.-Normal schools (p. 102).

!.-GENERAL

SUMMARY OF PUPILS OF ALL GRADES IN

PUBLIC

AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS AND lNS'.l.'ITUTIONS.

Tbe following table gives the number of pupils of all grades in the
United States, 1 classified according to grade of instruction imparted,
instead of according to the character of institution attended. Thus, ,
all secondary pupils fo colleges have been classed as secondary, and
a.11 elementary pupils as elementary, even though attending (in the
''preparatory" department) an institution of secondary grade.
The statistics of private elementary education have never been completely gathered, and the figures in column 3 are, therefore, largely
estimated; they arc known to be much less than the facts would war. rant, and _should possibly be increased as much as 50 per cent. The
returns of pupils receiving secondary instruction, both public and private, are also incomplete.
The total number of pupils and students of all grades in 1892-93 in
public and private schools, as given by the table, was 15,083,630, or
22.5 per cent of the total population.
The increase over the preceding year was 370,697, or 2.52 per cent.
About 10 prrsons in every 44 during the year in question received
formal instruction of some kind.
Of the whole number of pupils and students, 96.2 per cent · were
receiving elementary instruction, 2. 7 per cent secondary instruction,
and 1.1 per cent higher instruction.
1
Excluding, in genera.], evening schools; music, elocution, art, industrial training,
tra<les, nml private business schools; schools for tho defective, dependent, and delinquent classes, and Indian school~. These collectively enroll some 300,000 pupils.
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Only 1 pupil out of 37 was of secondary (or high school) grade, and
1 in 94 of collegiate grade.
A.s compared with the total population, 1 person in every 161 was a
secondary pupil and 1 in 413 was nuder higher instruction. On this
basis, a city of 10,000 inhabitants would furnish on an average 62 secondary pupils and 24 higher students (the latter including professional
and normal students).
Of all pupils and students, 90 per cent attended public schools and
institutions and 10 per cent private. This percentage of private pupils
is, however, probably too small, as the records of private scbooi attendance are very incomplete, particularly in the elementary grades.

Total nwrnbm· of p1ipils or students of each grade, in both public and p1·ivate schools.
NoTE.-The clasP.ification of States rnacle HSe of in tho following fable is 1.he same as that adopted by t.ue United States censns, and is as follows: North Atlantic Division:
Maine. New Hamp»hire, Vermo11t, .Massa<:liuf<etts, Rhode lsl!lnd, Connecticut, Kew York, New .Jersey, and Penusyl,ania. South Atlantic Division: Delaware, Maryland , District of Columbia, Yirginia, W est Virginia, NortlJ Carolina. South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. South Centra l Divis·i on: Kentucky, TenueAsee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, .Arkansas,nncl Oklahoma. North Central Di·v ision: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin. Minnes11ta, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas . 1Yestern Division: Montana, \Vyoming, Colorado New Mexico, .Arizona, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, and California.
Pupils recl'lvrng ele- Pu nils receiving secmentary iustrnction
ondary iustruction
("high school"
("primary" and
"grammar" grades).
grade). a
Division.
Public.

Students r eceiving higher instruction.

Private
(in prepar- In universities and colleges.a
Private ·
atory
(largely
Public.b
schools,
estimated).
academies,
semina- Public .d I Private. I Total.
ries, etc.).

In schools of medicine, law,
and theology.e

In normal school;,.g

>

Public.f I Private. I Total. I Puulic. I Private.hi Total.

2

3

4

6

5

7

s

9

- -- - 1 - - -- 1 - - -- 1- - - - 1

The United States .......... . 13,277,768
North Atlantic DiYision..........
South .Atlantic Division . . . . . . . . . .
South Central Division............
North Central DiYision . . . . . . .. . . .
Western Division.................

3,148,918
1,908,393
2, -540, 794
5,067,647
612,016

1,240,453
489,761
123, 178
158,057
420,354
49,103

256,628

153, 792

-========== - - -92,442
13,215
15,903
121, 147
13,921

45,673
21,493
27,609
51,197
7,820

-

17,974

61,724

2,248
1,587
1, 770
10. 469
1, UOO

24,680
8,795
9, 129
16,923
2,197

79,698 I
1====
26, 9~8
10,382
10,899
27,392
4,097

1-3
.....
m
1-3
H

1-- -- J . - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - • -- -

1

m
""9

10

H.

1---------l

5,459 .

38,220

198
652
561
3,462
586

16,549
4,230
4,075
12,725
641

43,679 '
==:;_;:=======

16,747
4,882
4,636
16,187
1,227

12

13

14

,- - - - ,- - -

27,926
71 286
35,212
=======-==== =-=======--=== =====·======
11,988
259
12,247
1,752
1,073
2,825
3,005
545
3,550
9,688
4,175
13,863
1,493
1,234
2,727

a Including pupils in preparatory or academic departments of higher institutions, public ~nd private, and excluding elementary pupils, who are classed in columns 2 and 3.

Q

>
t"'

m

q

~

~

>

~
t_rj,

H

vi

b This is made up chietly from the returns of individual high schools to the Bureau, and is considerably too small, as there are a great many secondary pupils outside the

completely organized lii~h schools whom there am no means of enumerating.
c Including colleges for women, agricultural and mechanical (land-grant) colleges, and scientific schools. Students in law, theological, and medical departments are
excluded, being tabulated in columns 9-11. Students in academic and preparatory departments are also excluded, being tabulated in columns 4 and 5.
d Mainly State universities and agricultural and mechanical colleges.
e Inc~uding Yeterinary and nurses · trainin1; ,schools.
.
..
f Mamly in schools or departments ofmed1cme and law attached to State umvers1ties.
g Nonprofessional pupils in normal schools are included in columns 4 and 5.
h Private normal schools are, with few exceptions, scarcely superior to the ordinary secondary schooh:.

N)

I-

t,:)

Total number of pupils or students of each grade, in both public ancl pri1,atc schools-Continued.
Summary of
I
higher instruction ."!
Dh·ision.

·

_ _ _....,.._ _ _ _ ,I

Public.

l
Tllo Unitctl 8tnt<'s .. __ ..
North Atlantic Division ........................ ..
South .Atlantic Divisio11 .................. ................................. .
South Centm l DiYisicm .................................................... .
North (.;outm l Division .... .... ................. .. ................ ........ ..
\Ycl:!torn L'ivision ........... . ............................................. .

15
51, 359

--14,434
3, !)91
5, 33()
23, Gi!J

a, om

I· Priv~to.
16

Summary of pupils by grade.
- - - - - . - - - - - - - - - -

Elementary. Secondary.

17

lS

~

I SummarY:-publicancl
pnvate.
.

Higher.

Public.

Private.

19

20

21

107. 230

14,518,221

410,420

154, !)89

41,488
14,098
13, 749
33,823
4,072

:.:, 638,679
::i, 031, 571
2,608,851
5,488, 001
661, 119

138, 115
34,708
. 43,512
172,344
21,741

55,022
18,089
rn, 085
58,842
8, 051

13,585,755

1,497,875

- - - -=-====-=
3,255, 7!J4
1,925, 5!)9
2,562,033 j
5,212, 41:!
629,916

576, !)22
158, 76!)
199,415
501, 774
60,995

I Gr:mcl total.
~2
15,083,630
3, 8~2. 716
2,084,368
2,761,448
5,714, 187
690,011

trj

t:J

q
0

~

1-1

0

Z ,
I

~
trj

"'CJ

0

~

~i-:3

......
YJ

co
I,.?
I

co
~
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Il.-STATISTICS OF ST.ATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEi\'IS.

NOTE.-Tho common schools, as here understood, include public day schools of elementary and
secondary grade (i.e., public primary, grammar, and high schools). Classification by race is gh~en
elsewhere in this report.
The enrollment here gh--en is less than that found by adding together columns 2 and 4 in Table 1,
in that it does not embrace scconc:ary pupils in public collegiate institutions.

SUMl\IARY.

The figures for 1802-93 in the following statement are made up from
returns from t.he different States for that year, except in a few instances,
where the latest figures obtainable were used. The results are therefore giveu subject to correction.
1302..:.93_

1891-92.

I.-General statistics.
66,087, 900
Population of tho U nited Sk1tes (estimated)...
64,834,561
Number of persons 5 to 18 years of a'-'·e........
19,192,894
19, 552, 401
Number of different puJ)ils enrollecl· in the
schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13, 255, 921
13, 510, 710
Per cent of persons 5 to 18 years of age enrolled... .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
69. 06
69. 10
A ,erage daily attendance......................
8, 560, 603
8,855, 7F
_t{atio to enrollment (per cellt).................
64. 58
65. 54
A.verage length of school term (dn.ys).. .. . . . ..
130. 0
136. 7
.Aggregate number of days' attendance ........ 1,171,800,677 . 1,210, 75J, 031
Average number for each person 5 to 18 years
ofage........................................
61.1
61.0
A.n·rage number attended by each pupil enrolled .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
88. 4
89. 6
122~05G..
121, 573
:Male teachers .................................. .
Fern ale teachers .............................. .
252,653
,260, 954

i!n

Increase or
decrease.

Per cent
of increase or
decrease.

I .. 1,253,339
I ..
359, 597

I..
I..

1. 93
1. 87

I ..

I..

1. 92

I..

3. 45

I..

3. 33

I..
I..

. 40
3. 29

254, 798

I ..
I ..

. OJ
295, 114
I ..
. 96
D..
.2
I .. 38, 954, 254

I..

.8

I ..
I ..
I ..

1. 2

. 483
8. 301

~1?i

37
6
38
0 I ..
8. 784 I.. 2. 35
J'cr ce;;?;}~,s:~~c~~;se_a.~l~~~~::::: ::::::::::
D..
.6
.ixerage monthly wages of teachers in 42
States:
Male teachers. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
$46. 39
Female teachers ...................... .. ... . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
$38. 46
Nurnl.J er of schoolhouses ...................... .
228, 853
235,426 I . .
6, 573 I.. 2. 88
Value of school property...................... $383,167, 7G9 $308,435,039 I .. $15,267 ,2.J.O I.. 3. ()8
.A Yerage Yalne per schoolhouse... .. .. .........
$1, 679
$1,692 I . .
$13. CO
.Averageya!uopercapitaofaverageattendance. 1===$='4=4=.7=6=is===$=4=5=·=
00=~=I= ..==$=0=.=24= ·i= = = =
II.-Finnnces.
Heceipts:
Iucome of permanent funds ..•..••.. . .....
$8,081,255
$8,674,945 I .. $593,690 I.. 7. 35
From State faxes . ... ..... ............... .. $29, 908, 076
$33, 694, 813 I .. $3,786,7U7 I.. 12. 66
From local taxes .......................... . $105, 629, 838 '$108,425,054 I . . $2, 795, 216 I.. 2. 65
From other sources ....................... . $13, 555, 886
$14, 228, 070 I .. $672, 184 I.. 4. 96

I

Total re,enue .. ........................ . $157,175, 055
Per cent of the total re,enue derfred fromPermanent funds ......................... .
5.1
Stato taxes .................. ....... ....... .
19. 1
Local taxes .. .......................... . .. .
67. 2
Other sources .. ........................... .
8. 6
1
Expenditures:
.
====== 1
For sites, buildings, furniture, lil..iraries,
ancl apparatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $29,344, 559
For salaries of teachers and superintendent.'! $100,298,256
For other purposes........................ $26,174,197

$165, 022, 882
5. 3
20.4
65. 7
8. 6
$31,439,580
$104,090,607
$27,813,091

I .. $7,847,827

I ..
I ..
D ..

I..

4. 99

I..
I..
I..

7. lJ
3. 78
6. 26

.2
]. 3

1. 5
.0

I .. $2, 095, 021
I .. $3, 792, 351
I .. $1, 638,894

Total expenditures ........... ..... .. .... $1::i5, 817,012 $1(l3, 343. 278 I .. $7,526,266 I.. 4. 83
.Average expenditure per capita of population.
$2. 40~
$2. 47 I . .
$0. 07
1======j:======i====
A. verage expenditnre per pupil:
For sites, buildings, etc ................... .
$3. 42
$3. 55 I ..
$0. 13
For salaries ............................... .
$11. 72
$11. 76 I ..
$0. 04
For other purposes ....................... .
$3. 06
$3.14 I ..
$0. 08
1- - - - - - 1
Total ................................... .
$18. 20
$18.45 ·r ..
Percentage of the total expenditure de,oted
to18. 8
19. 2
I ..
.4
~~\;~i!1~~l~i~.~~·- ~~~: :~:::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : ·
6!. 4
63. 7
D ..
.7
0th er purposes ...................... · · · · · - J
16. 8
17.1
I ..
.3
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TABLE

1.-The total population, the school population, and the adult male population.
School population.

State or Territory.

Approximate total
population
in 1893.

1

2

Approximate number of children
5 to 18 years of age in 1893.

Per
cent of
males

Males.

Females.

Total.

(1890).

3

4

5

6

Approximate adult
male
population
in 1893.

,,

United States .......•.. 66, 087, 900

9,868,033

9,684,458

19,552,491

50.47

North Atlantic Division ...... 18,295,500
South Atlantic Division ...... 9, 283,293
South Central Division ....... 11,620,017
North Central Division: ...... 23, 377 , 700
Western Division ............ 3,511,390

2,331,680
1,592, 811
2,043,872
3,466,830
432,840

2,317,312
1,566,230
1,990,944
3,389,360
420,612

4,648,992
3, 159, 041
4,034, 816
6,856,190
853,452

50.15
50. 43
50. 65
50. 56
50. 70

2,670,472
6,487,310
l, 341,610

650, 100
385,900
332,500
2,359,400
382,200
786,400
6,179, 000
1,628,000
5,592,000

80,820
43,050
42,260
268,900
46,370
93,000
758,450
212,330
786, 500

79,080
42,940
S9, 700
270, 700
46,800
92,100
759,950
211,542
774,500

159, 900
85,990
81,960
t39, 600
93, 170
185, 100
1,518,400
423,872
1, 561 ,000

50 . .,3
50. 06
51. 55
49. 83
49. 77
50. 24
49. 95
50. 09
50. 38

197,900
121, 100
101,700
700,800
110, 60()
236,150
1,823,000
465,900
1,554.600

168,493
1,077,000
262, 200
1, 723,000
800,800
1, 688, uoo
1,202,000
1,924,000
437,800

24,071
158,200
32,310
296, 700
136,100
301 , 600
225,400
345, 450
72,980

23,420
157, 100
3(l,, 240
291,800
133,200
295,200
221 , 100
337, 6SJ
72, G20

47, 491
315,300
66, G50
588,500
269, 300
596, ::oo
446, 500
683, 100
145,500

50. 69
50. 18
48. 55
50. 41
50. 56
50. 54
50. 48
50. 57
50.17

47,559
279,700
73,400
394,100
190,400
357,500
246,100
416,900
107,600

1,946,000
1,806,000
1,513, 017
1,352,000
1,178,000
2,491,000
1, 183, 000
151,000

322,030
314, 500
273, 812
251, 800
201,500
442,400
214,250
23,580

315,270
303, Lv ll
266,414
244,200
l'.J9, 700
431, 800
207,950
22,010

637, 300
Cl 8, 100
540,226
496, 000
401. 200
874,200
422,200
45,590

50. 53
50. 89
50. 69
50. 78
50. 22
50. 61
50. 75
51. 73

471,900
411,200
324,822
284, 150
264,000
597,200
270,400
4U, 800

3,723,000
2,253,000
4,041 , 000
2,168,000
1, 815, 000
1,439, 000
1,989,000
2,859, 000
245,800
308,900
1,122, OOu
1,414,000

534, 200
335,800
574,900
303,500
273,200
210, 150
304,800
448, 800
34,090
46,290
172, 700
227,800

521,800
329,800
567,100
298, 500
269, 100
200, lGO
205,300
440, 700
32,420
44,190
165,300
219, 000

1,056, 000
665, GOO
1,142, 000
602, 000
542, 300
41G, 300
600, 100
889,500
07,110
90,480
338,000
446,800

50. 57
50. 45
50. 34
50. 42
50. 37
50. 48
50. 79
50. 45
51. 67
51.16
51. 08
50. 98

1,031, 000
611,600
1,133,000
639,300
496. 700
415, 600
541,300
75:l, 200
75, 290
90, 920
319,600
379,800

159, 800
85,500
503, 100
164,000
76, 120
244,600
43, 170
107,000

14,580
9,450
55, 980
23,510
9,775
40,150
4,790
14,900
51,915
51,790
156,000

14, 280
8,790
54,720
22,520
9,575
39, 210
4,652
14,070
49,485
50,710
152,600

28,860
18,240
llO, 700
46,030
19,350
79,360
9,442
28,970
101,400
102,500
308,600

50. 52
51. 78
50. 56
51. 07
50. 52
50. 59
50. 73
51. 43
51. 20
50. 52
50. 54

79, 090
38,090
201,300
48,000
30, 250
64,080
19,760
39, 940
187,900
135,400
497,800

Nort,h Atlantic Division:
Maine .................. ..
New Hampshire ..........
Vermont ..................
Massachusetts .........•..
Rhode Island .............
Connecticut ..............
New York ................
New Jersey ..............
Pennsylvania .............
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware (1890) . .........•
Maryland .................
District of Columbia ... , .
~~ftn~1~gl~i~::::::::::::
North Carolina ...........
South Carolina ...........
Georgia ...................
Florida ...................
South Central Division:
(

~:~~~~~le ::·. -_:::: ::::::::

Alabama (1890) •. ...... ...
Missiflsippi ..............
Loui siana ............... .
T exas .... . ...............
Ark ansas .................
Oklahoma .... ............
North Central Dh-ision:
Ohio ...... ..... ...........
Indian a .. .................
Illinois ......... ..........

:wi~~~~~~~::: :: : ::: :: :: :: :
Minnesota ...... ... .......
I owa. .. ... ... .............
Mis Houri .... ..............
Morth Da.kota . . ..........
South Dakota ............
NebraRka .... ........... ..
Kansas ... ...... .. . .......
Wes tern Di vi ion :
Montana .................

~Yo
1~~h~~-:::::: :::: :: :: ::
New Mexico ..............
0

Arizona ............ . .. .. .
tah ....... .... ... ...... .
N evada .......
Idaho . ......... : : : : : : : : : ~:
Waf!h ing ton ..............

c~tft-~~-i~-::: :: ::: :::::::

17, 924,401
5,311,750
2,113,259

--

446, 800

380,300
1,301,000

I
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TABLE 2.-Relation of the school population to the total population and to the adult male
population; proportion of the white school population of foreign birth or extraction;
percentage of foreign born of total population.
Number of childrc-n 5
Percent- Percent.age of foreign
to 18 years of age to
born of total populaevery 100 persons of Number ;\ei1t~
tion.
the total population. of adult children
males to 5 to 18
years of
~h!lc1r~~ age that
were of
5 to 18
years_of foreign
1890,
1870 . . 1880.
1890.
1880.
1870.
age, In birth or
1890.
pare~tage In

State or Territory.

1890.

,,

--3

4

31. 27

30. 04

29. 61

28. 30
33. 02
33. 92
32. 40
25. 57

26. 87
32. 24
33. 13
30. 63
25.13

25. 39
34. 04
34. 76
29. 33
24. 33

28. 01
24. 75
27.18
25. 51
25. 66
25. 86
28. 09
29. 01
30. 55

25. 71
22. 80
25. 96
23. 98
24. 64
24. 97
26. 32
27. 98
29. 43

24. 60
22. 29
24. 65
22. 87
24. 38
23. 54
2!. 57
26. 04
27. 92

31. 84

27. 01
32. 39
34 . 13
83. 60
33. 15
34. 42
34. 03

29.11
29. 89
26. 87
32. 43
33. 37
32. 30
33. 21
33 . 17
32. 82

34. 41
34.13
34. 40
33. 70
3 1. 11
:'l4. 80
34. ](i

33.14
33. 44
33. 37
34 .12
31. 93
32. 60
33. 15

30. 28
:l3. 57
3?. 45
33. 06
33. 57
93 74

2

1

6

5

--- ---

North Atlantic Division .......
eouth Atlantic Division .......
South Central Division ........
North Central Division . . .. ....
Wes torn Division .... _.........
North Atlantic Division:
Maine-· ··· · --·-···········
New Hampshire ... .. .•.. - .
Vermont . .. . - . -............
Massachusetts .•.•..... _- . .
Rhode Island- ---.-_.-·-- __ .
Connecticut . __ . _. __. __ . __ .
New York __ ____ ______ _____
New Jersey: . - .. - ......... .
Pem1sylvama .......... ·-··
South Atlantic Division;
Delaware._ ... - - .. __ __. ... .
Maryland __ ____ -··-- --- ___ .
District of Columbia . . _.. .

- - - ---- - - -

?:F:~!~~:le
:::::::::::::::::
Alabama······ ····------- ·

Minnesota--_.·- _--- . _.. ...
Iowa- --·······-----------Missouri. ..... _........ ___ .
NorthDakota- - -······---··}
South Dakota..... .. .. . ... .
Nebraska ____ ...... _.. .. ...
Kansas ____ -· .. . . . .... . . ...
Western Division:
Montana .... _.... _........ _

~ri:~:1~~::::::: :: ::: :::: ::

New Mexico .. , . . ········-·
Arbwna -·· ··- --- ----- ----Utah ............ _.. ... .. _.
Nevada ... .. __ . . . _.........
Idaho . ........... ___ ... . . . .
·waslnngton ...... __ .. .. _. .
2Jn~~n-J~- ::: ::::::::::::: :

- -9

13. 32

14. 77

- -- - 19, 40
2. 29
3. 08
16. 80
28. 29

22. 34
2. 35
2. 93
18.16
25.46

Q. 6
8. 6
41. 5
44. 7

2. 85
3. 6:l
17. 97
31. 64

123. 7
140. 8
124.1
129. 9
118.7
127 6
120.1
109. 9
99. 6

25. 0
38. 4
33.4
60. 5
62. 4
54. 6
54.8
48. 3
32. 3

7. 80
9. 30
14. 27
24. 24
25. 49
21.14
25. 97
20. 85
15. 48

9. 07
13. 34
12. 33
24. 87
26. 76
20. 88
23. 83
19. 60
13. 73

11.94
19. 21
13. 26
29. 35
80. 77
24. 60
26. 19
n77
16. 08

28.19
29. 28
25. 38
34.16
33. 62
35. 35
37. 14
35. 50
33. 23

100.1
88. 7
110.8
67. 0
70. 7
59. 9
55.1
61. 0
74. 0

17. 3
24. 4
26. 3
2. 8
5. 9
0. 7
2. 3
2.1
11. 5

7.31
10. 68
12. 34
1.12
3. 87
0. 28
1.14
0. 94
2. 65

6. 46
8. 86
9. 64
0. 97
2. 95
0. 27
0. 77
0. 69
3. 68

7. 81
9. 05
8.15
1.11
2. 48
0. 23
0. 54
0. 66
5. 86

32. 76
34. 22
35. 70
36. 69
34. 04
35. 10
35. 68
30. 18

74. 0
66. 5
60.1
57. 3
65. 8
68. 3
64. 0
102. 7

8. 7
3. 61
4.80
2. 9
1.08
1. 53
3. 2
1.00
0. 77
0. 81
3. 1
1. 35
5. 76
17. 8
8. 51
16. 9
7. 20
7. 62
1. 04
1. 29
3. 5
9. 6 . .. . . . . . . . .. ....

97. 6
91. 9
99. 2
106. 2
91. 6
!)!). 8
90. 2
84. 7
112. 2
100. 5
94. 5
85. 0

30. 4
13. 98
17. 8
8. 42
47. 0
20. 28
56. l
22. 63
72. 4
34. 56
76. 4
36. 55
42. 6
17.14
22. 5
12. 91
80. 3
61. 2 } 33. 95
42. 1
25. 00
26. 4
13. 28

12. 35
7. 2!)
18. 96
23. 73
ao. 82
34. 28
16. 11
9. 76

28. 07
2!). 83

28. J 7
29. 54
28. 26
28. 37
27. '/7
2!J. 88
30. 85
28. 93
30. 43
80.17
31. 40
32. 35
31. 11
24. 34 { 27. 30
W.29
29. 88
30.12
31. 5!)
31. 73

21. 53
11. 05

12. 51
6. 67
22. 01
25. 97
30. 78
35. 90
16. 95
8. 77
44. 58
27. 69
19. 13
10. 36

10. 20
9. 3!)
22. 47
31. 90
16. 78
35. 05
12. 56
11. 30
26. 96
32. 34
24. 48

17. 10
18. 06
18. 72
29. 85
19. 59
33. 39
18. 22
22. 98
27. 10
28. (j3
25. 03

274. 0
208. 8
181.8
104. 3
156. 4
dO. 7
i09. 3
137. 9
185. 3
132. 1
161. 3

49. -i
47. 2
36. 3
13. 2
57. 1
66. (i
60. 8
41. 1
39. 3
27. 9
51. 8

29. 42
28. 14
20. 48
6. 73
30. (j!)
30. 56
41. 20
30. 59
21. 04
17. 45
33. 87

32. 61
24. 57
20. 38
7. 33
31. 52
25. 52
32.14
20. 69
25. 76
18. 27
30. 32

,n. 30

Mississippi . ... - __ .. __ . __ ..
Louisiana. __ . __ _.. _.. ____ __
T exas .. _.. __ . . - .. _. - . _.. - -Arkansas ..... __ . . _. . . _____
Oklahoma. ___ __... __.. __ : ·_ - ...... ... .. ......
North Central Dh-ision:
31. 74,
29. 75
Ollio
India~~::::: :::::::: ::::::: 33. 75 1 31. 37
Illinois ... ... ......... -- - .. 32. 24
30. 66

~j~~~~~:111; :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

14. 44

33. 5

-------45. 8 20.'49
114.4

- - - -- ---

~~ftn~~;gi~i~::: ::::::::: :
North Carolina -----------South Carolina _. _.. _. .. _. .
Georgia._ .... _. ____ .... ___ .
Florida . - - .. - . -. __ .........
South Central Division :

91. 4

s

Per ct. P e1· ?t· 1 Per ct.

Per ct.
United States - --·· ···· ···

- --

- - - -- --

- ·

i

18. 06
21. 33
22. 00
28. 07
25. 12
B2. 45
21. 87
27. 07
22. (i9
26. 96
:!3 . 72 ,
I

66. 8
65. 9
94. 6
156. 7

--

I

38. 74
38. 53
16. 55
6. 12
00.15
35. 38
44. 25
52. 57
20. 97
12. 76
37. 45

- - - ----

38. 32

3. 19
1.13
0. 98
0. 62
4. 45
6. 84
1. 26
4. 43

{
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TABLE

3.-Numbe1· of pupils enrollecl in the common schools at various periods, ancl relation of tlle enrollrnent to the school pop1ilatio11.

Stnte or Territory.

Whole number of pupils en-rolled on the
school registers during the school year,
excludinp: duplicates.
lSi0-71.

----------1----

1879-80.

1880-90.

I Number
of pupils so enrolled
for every 100 children 5 to 18
I

years of age.
1870-71. 1 18i0--SO. 1880-00. : 18'.l2-93.

1893--93.

- - - - - 1- - - - - 1- - - - -i - - - - --

3

4
1

6
1

,,

--- ---

I s

o

~

1

"Gnited States . ..... 7, 561_,_5_8?._~_,9__,_8_6_7_,_5_05_ _-1:2_,-_7-2:2:,_5-8:1~ ~1:3_,-5:1:0~,-7:J_.-9~ ~:G:l_~._4-_5- _-_6_5_.5_0 I _ 68. 61 _
1

1

1

(j!), 43
North ..Atlantic Division. 2,743,344 2,930,345 3, 112, G22 3, 228, 816
77. 95
75.17
70. 45
5;). 22
GO. 77
South Atlantic Division. 603,619 1, 2-i2, 811 1, 785, 486 1, \:ll9, 980
30. 51
50. 74
G3. 31
South Central DiYision.. 767,839 1,371, 075 2, 293, 579 2, 554, 655
46. 43
60.14
J4.17
75. 60
North Cent-r al Division .. 3,300,660 4,033.828 5,015,217 5,183,453 · 76. 87
75. 84
7G. 46
73.10
Western Division. ... .... 146, 120
28S, 546
64. 96
515, 677
623, 815
54. 77
70. 01
~=--=------= =====1= = = =0 1=====1===== - - - -- -- -NorthAtlanticDivision :
85. 56
Maine .. .......... - . - a 152, 600
139, 6i6
1-19, 827
13G, 868 a8i. 35
85. 88
89. 80
71. 75
NewHampshireb....
71,957
64,341
Gl, 703
71. 28
59,813
91. 31
81. 32
75,238
cl 65,608 Cg 65,314
Vermont .. -- . - . ---- - . c65, 384
87. 21
72. 62
. 391, 745
306,777
371,492
Massachusetts .. -. - . - 273, 661
72. 34
71. 76 . -ii 56.
40, 60-1
62. 65
57. 64
Rhode Island - - - .. - - . a31, 000
52,774
53, G05 a 59. 24
59. 59
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . 113, 588
110, (;9-t
12G, 505
71. 98
133,237
so. 83 76. 97 72. 02
70. 71
71. 83
77.10
82. 98
New York -- ----·---- 1,028,110 l , 031, 593 1,042, 160 1,083,228
New .Jersey d ___ •• - _. 169,430
20!, !J61
G2. 21
58. 89
23!, 072
63. ~o
249,588
64. 77
()37, 310

1,020,522

Soufhe_m:~;~~nb1,~~i~~-=- 834,614
27,823
31,434
Delaware------ -----20,058
Mar., land . ___ -- . -- - . . l 15, 683
162,431
181, 251
26,439
District of Columbia15, 157
3G, 906
220, 736
342,269
Virgiuia ··------·---- 131,088
142,850
193, OG4
We. t Virginia. - -- . -76,999
North Carolina _- . _-- a 115, 000
252,612
B22, 533
Sou t h Corolina ... .. -66, 056
201, 260
134,072
Georgia __.. - -.. - - - - . .
49, 578
236,533
381,297
Floricla __ _... . - - . - . - . a 14, 000
39,315
02, 472
South Central Division:
~entucky . ---- - - - - - . el 78, 4:i7 ae276, 000
399, 660
:rennessee . - --- - - - . - . a 140,000
.JOO, 217
447,950
Alabama .. __ _________ 141,312 179,490
301,615
Mississippi. _... - -- - . a 117,000 236,654
334,158
Louisiana .. . - -- -- - -- 57,639
77 642
120,253
Texas _. __ ... -- -- -- ..
63, 504 a 220: 000
466, 872
Arkansas_ -.. - - --- - -.
69,927
81,972
223,071
Oklahoma .. _- ___ . _.. _ __ . . _.. __ .. _. . ________ . .. ____ ..
North Central Division:
Ohio _________________ 719,372
720,499
797,439
Indiana __ ...... - .. - . . 450,057
511,283
512; 955
Illinois ....... - - . - - -- ti72, 787
704, 041
778,319
Michigan -.. - . - . -- . -- 292, 466
362, 556
427,032
Wis con in . _-. - -. . .. . 265, 285
299, 457
351,723

fo~~:~~-t-~ : : : : : : : : : : : I
Missouri. __ .. -. - - .... '
0

North Dakota . . _. ___ .
SouthDakota. _______
Nebraska____________
Kan as _. -- ... - - .. - - .
Western Division:
Montana.------ _____ _

lli~~~~::::::::::::
'ew1\1exico ________ _

m: i:~ m: ~t~

330, 070
?.. a/l G
5 ' 60
23,265
89, 777

482, 986
,
113 718
!12,549
231, 434

al, 657
450
4,357
al, 320

4,270
2,907
22, 119
4,755
4. 212
24,326
9,045
5,834
14, 780
37,533
15 , 7G5

Arizona ... ___ -----· ..
0
tab __ -·- ________ ·--·
16,992
· e,·ada _________ ____ _
3,106
Idaho ... ___ ._ .. _.. __ .
906
·wasbington --------a5, 000
Or :£On . _..... __ ... _. a21,000
Ualiforma .. ______ . __ .
91,332

S"

l

280,060
493, 267
6'.)0, 314
35,543
78,043
240,300
399,322
16,980
7,052
<l5, 490
18,215
7,080
37,279
7,387
14,311
55, 964
63,254
221,756

aApproximat ly.
b .._Tumb r of pnp1l att nding 2 ~e ks or more.
c ..:umber of-pupils 5 to 20 y ar of a«e.

dN'amb r of pupils 5 to 1 ·years of

age.

76. 35

74. 37

60. 53

67. 48

g33, 174
50. 04
199,402
4G. 70
30, 764
41. 60
348,471
32. 34
208,217
40. 47
356,958 a31. 23
223,150
27. 28
415,617
11. 89
95,197 a21. 21

63. 20
58.13
55. 40
45. 00
69. 21
55. 87
40. 56
46. 24
44.16

66.19
GO. 37
G3.10
00. 51
75. 27
56. 39
47. 08
58.45
71.10

g67. 93
63. 24
59. 76
59. 22
77. 32
59. 81
49. 97
60. 8-l
·65. 45

65. 64
74. 05
55. 83
70. 62
31. 58
50. 50
55. 41

a71. 3o
75. 00
h55. 83
67. 31
38. 65
63. 29
62.66
57. 79

7/J. 54
79. 21
71. 97
73. 45
69. 77
74. 59
85. 51
74. 43
S" 71. 26
l 81. 04
75. 35
8 . 56

76. 37
77. 75
72.40
75. 68
68. 63
g74. 60
85. 58
68. 85
71. 03
90. 20
77. 02
87. 20

71. ]4
54. 46
72. 20
42. 25
52. 72
55. 26
73. 80
G2. 66
70. 58
74. 78
77. 38

81. 60
54. 44
69. 63
47. 13
58. 50
69. 90
79. 58
77. 72
8~. 83
76. 35
75. 35

1,053.438

a 455,000
463,461 a32. 00
58. 21
h301, 615
40. 36
42. 60
334,923 a40. 60
61. 20
155,470
25. 87
24. 78
553,271
21. 00 a42. 40
264,576
30. 81
40. 29
26,339

84 . 04
7G. 69
806, -!9G
517,459
78. 64
82. 39
826, 085
81. 01
74. Gl
455, 598
79. 66
78. 08
372, 102
73. 92
73. 78
g 300, 333
75. 92
75. 87
513, 614
84. 44
83. 52
G12. 455
56. 03
68. 85
47, 6~7( Jr9 96 / 41. 68
81 Gl15 a .> • GS. 48
260: 336 I 58. 79
389,597
74. 22
73. 23
23, 550 a 70. 2-l
9, 933
45. 34
77, 089
42. 28
21, G90 a 4. 42
11,320
0
55, 471
53. 36
7,514
53. 97
22, 510
4G. 06
83, 979 a G9. 00
78,258 a67. 73
232,501
G3. G3

G3. 77
77. 44
60. 82
13. 32
53.16
50. 61
79. 73
77. 85
72. 36
75. 02
73. 37

e Highest number enrolled.
JDakota Territory.
g In 1 91-92.
h In 1 '9-90.
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4.-The common school enrollrnent of 1892- 93, classificcl by sex.
male and of the female school population enrollecl.

Per cent of the

Whole number of pupils eurolled,
excluding duplicates.
State or Territory.
Doys.

Girls.

I.·

- - - - -- - - - - -- - -1 - - - - - 1 - - - - 3
~
1
I

Total.
4

United States ........... * 5,030, 505 ;, 4,847, 681

I 13, 510, 719

,.- 730,087
,.- 752, 751
N Prtb Atlantic Dir.ision ........
,.- 83.J., 4H)
South Atlantic Division .......
k 852, 085
South Central Division ........ k ], 134,986 k 1,091,715
;,- 1, 900, 698 k l, 014, 210
North Central Division
,, 276,350
Western Division . • ...........
* 2:)0, 085

3,228,816
1, 919, 980
2,554,655
5,183,453
623,815

/
}Tortb Atlantic Di-vision:
Maine ............................................ .
New Hampshirca.........
31,730
20,967
Yermcnt (18Vl-!J2) b........
33,903
31, 321
Massachusetts ................................... .
Rhode Islaml... ...........
c 27, 28cl
c 26, 411
Connecticut ...................................... .
N ewYork ......................... . . ............. .
N cw Jersey...... .........
125, 970
12:l, 618
Pcnns.,lvm1fa, . .. . . . . .. .. . .
533, 768
519, 670
South Atlantic Division:
Delaw:1re (1801-92) .............................. ..
Marylan<l .... .................................... .
District of Columbia. .....
18, 723
21, OH
Virginia...................
176, 104
172, 3U7
"TI'est Virginia. ............
109, 604
08,. 613
North Carolina..... .......
182, 275
174,683
South Carolina.. ........ ..
111,663
111,487
Georgia.... ...............
207,514
20S, 133
:Florida................... .
47, 102
48,005
South Central Division:
Kcutuckyc ....... .. . .. . .. .
235,000
220,000
'l'enn essee. ................
238, 280
2~5, 181
Alabama (1889-90) .................... .. .......... .
Mississippi . . .. .. .. .. . .. ..
167, 034
166, 989
Loui s iana .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .
78, 219
77, 251
Texas. . .. • .. .. . . . .. . .. .. ..
278,303
274,968
Arkansas .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .
137, 250
127, 326
Oklah o1na ..•................................
North Central Division:
Ohio . .. .. ..... .. ... . . . .. ..
413,002
399 594

l \i ~~:l; ::::::::::::::::::....;!;:.~~~. .. ..;~~:. ~~~ Wisconsin .. . .. . . .• .. . .. • .

188,807

183,385

i~~~~~~~~.(:~~:~~~!:: ::: :::I:::::::::::: :::: :: ::::::

Missouri . .. • .. . .. . . . ... .. .
312,362.
300. 093
North Dakota.............
25, 234
22,443
South Dakota.............
43, 200
38, 411
N ebraska . . .. . ... .... .. . ...
133, O.J-3
127,293
Kansas....................
199,794
180,803
Western Division:
Montana .............................. . .......... .
Wyoming ......... ....... ·1
5,101
4,832
Colorado .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
37, 644
39,445
New Mexico............. ..
13,142
8, 5cl8
Arizona . .....•.•..................................
Utah ..................... ·1
28,523
26, !l48
N eYada . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. • . ..
3, 724
3, 790
Idaho ........ .......•.............................
Washington ......... ....
43,209
40, 770 I
Oregon....................
39, 66-!
38 591
California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
119, 078
113: 423 I

--1

,•,•)
Number of pupi'l s of
each sex enrolled for Exr.ess
every 100 children of of pro·
snch sex, 5to 18 years portion
of boys
of age.
(G=ex·
cess of
Both
Boys. Girls. sexes.
girls).
6

- - - - - - - - -69.10
* 68. 63 ;, 67. 55
* 1. 08
-----k G6. 59
69. 43
'65. 53
* 1. 06
60. 77
'' GO. 4G * 60. 21
* 0. 25
~ 65. 00
* ()4.12 63. 31
* 0. 88
* 75. 52 * 73. 92 75. 60
* l. 60
,.- 73. 68 k i2. 22
73.10
* 1. 46
--- --- --- ----

136, 868 - -- . - - - - ............
73. 73
69. 77
61,703
65,314
81. 98
80. 38
391, 745 ---····· --- ----·
58. 82
56. 44
.53, 695
]33, 237 -------· -------1,083, 228 ·-- ---·· -------2m, 588
50. 33
58. 44
()7. 10
l, 053, 438
67. 86
33, 174
109,402
39, 7u4
348,471
208, 217
356,958
223, 150
415, 647
95, 197
455,000
463,461
301,615
334, 923
155,470
553,271
264,576
26, 33!)

------·· -·------------------··
61. 44
57. 04
59. 3u
80. 50
60. 44
49. 55
60, 07
64. 53

5!J. 07
74. 05
59.17
50. 42
61. 64
66. 33

72. 98
75. 75

60. 77
74.18

---·---····---66. 70
68. 37
38. 83
62. 90
64. 06

...........

38. 68
63. 68
61. 21
.... .... .

85. 56
71. 75
81. 22
72. 62
1>7. 64
71. 08
71. 33
58. 89
67. 48

3. 96

1. ()0

2. 38
0. 89
0. 7U

67. 91
63. 24
59. 7G G. 3. 50
5g_ 22 I
0. 29
77. 32
6. 45
59. 81
1. 27
49. 97 G. 0. 87
60. 84 G. l. :,7
65. 45 G. 1. 8J
71. 38
75. 00
55. 83
u7. 52
38. 75
63. 29
62. 66
57. 79

3. 21
1. 57
G. 1. 67
0.15
G. 0. 78
2. 85

806,496
77. 48
75. 25
517,450
78. 96
76. 52
826,085
72. 77 I 71. 92
455,598 -------- i -------372, ]92
00.10 I 68.14
300,333 -------- ---- ----513,614 ........ ,........
612,455
69. 62
68.10
47,677
72. 77
69. 23
81, lill
93. 32
86. 92
260,336
77. 05
77. 00
389, 507
87. 72
86. 68

70. 87
2. 23
77. 75
2. 44
72. 40
0. 85
75. 68
()8. 63
0. 96
74. 60 1-- .......
85. 58 .........
fi8. 85
1. 52
71.03
3. 54
90. 20
6. 40
77 . 02
0. 05
87. 20
1.0-!

23,550 ---····· ---- ---·
0, 933
5-:t. 01 I 54. 96
77,089
67. 23 1 73. 08
21,690
G5. 91
37. 96
11, 320 ·····--- ·------·
55, 4il
(i8. 73
i 81. 45
7,514
22. 510 -------- -------33; 979
83. 24
82. 40
78. 258
76. 58
76.10
232, 501
76. 33 ' 74. 32

81. 60
54. 44 G. 0. 95
69. 63 G. 4. 85
17. 95
47.13 I
58. 50 ..
u9. go
2. 30
79. 58 G. 3. 70
77. 72
82. 83
0. 84
76. 35
0.48
75. 35
2. 01

g:~~

sa:U~~\~ ~~~~ary includes only the States b elonging to the group that are tabulated l>elow in the
1
aNumher of pupils attending two weeks or more.
blnclude~ only pupils 5 to 20 years of age.
c.Approximately.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892-93.

TABLE

5.-Average daily attend(l,nce of pupils· at varfous periods and its present relation
to the school population and to the enrollment.
Relation of the
Average number of pupils in attendance each average
attendance
day.
in 1892-93-

State or Territory.
1870-71.

1879-80.

1889-90.

1892- 93.

'.t'o the
school
population.

To the
enrollment.

2

3

4

;'i

6

7

1

Per cent. / Per cent.

Uniteu States-_. ___ . __ . --.

4,545, 317

6, 14i, 143

8, 153, 635

8,855,717

45. W

65. 5!

North Atlantic Division. __ ._. - .
South Atlantic Division ___ ... _.
Sonth Central Division . .... ....
' North Central DiYisiou ... __ . _..
!Western Division···-········-·

1,627,208
368, 111
535, 632
1,911, 720
102, 646

1,824,487
776,708
902, i67
2,451, 167
188, 924

2,036,459
1,126,683
1, 4.67, 6-!9
3,188,732
334,112

2, 152,930
1, 174, 634
1, 605,920
3,503,670
418,563

46. 30
37.18
39. 80
51. 10
49. 04

66. 68
61.17
62, 86
67.60
67.10

100,392
48, 150
a 44, 100
201,750
22, 485
62, 683
49:l, 64.8
86, 812
507, 183

103, 115
48,066
48,606
23~, 127
27,217
73,546
573,080
115,194
GOl, 627

98,364
41 , 526
45,887
273,910
33,905
83, 65G
642, ~84
133,286
682, OH

a 90,393
42, 889
b 45, 057
290, 801
35,969
86,255
688,097
151,273
722, 19G

a5CT. 52
49 . 88
b 56. OJ
53. 9~
38. 60
46. 60
45. 32
35. 68
46. 26

b 66. 00
69.52
b 68. 08
74. 23
66. 97
64. 74
63. 54
60. 60
GS. ::,5

a 12, 700
56, 4H5
lC, 261
77, 402
51,336
a 73, OllO
a 44 , 700
81,377
a 10,900

17,439
85, 778
20,637
128,4 04
01, G04
170, 100
a 90,600
H5, 190
27,046

]0, 640
102,351
28, ]84
198, 290
121, 700
203 , 100
147, 790
240,791
64,819

ab 22, 693
108,-611
30, 067
194, 143
134,425
214,770
162, :ioo
245,378
62,238

ab 46. 47
34. 44
45.19
33. 00
49. 92
35. 98
36. 34
35. 92
42. 80

ab GB. 40
54. 46
75. 62
55. 70
64. 57
fl0.16
72. 73
50. 03
65. 39

a 261, 700
330, 978
C 182, 4G7
19J, 993
107, 370
364,835
a 147, 76G
15,811

a 40. 90
53 . 55
C 33 . 78
39. :n
26. 66
41. 64
a 35. 00
34. 68

a 57. 29
71. 40
C 60. 50
58. 22
60. 07
G5. 95
b 55. 85
GO. 01

200,457
]27 025
306, 300
384, 627
20,694
48,327
.i.46, 130
243, 300

570,056
371,298
605, 8i8
a :106, 162
a 231,942
173, 786
3M, 217
437, 693
25, 823
a 50, 600
159, 704
246, 571

53. 97
55. 70
53. 05
a 50. 85
a 42. 78
43.16
54 . 02
4!J. 20
38. 47
(£ 55. 92
47. 25
55. 19

70. 68
71. 75
73. 28
a G7. 19
a 62. 3'.l
57. 86
63.13
71. 47
54.16
a G2. Ou
59. 95
63. 29

10, 596
a 4,700
38,715
a 13, 000
4,702
20,067
5,064
a 9,500
36, \J46
43,333
146,589

15,144
a 6. 360
a 48,211
14,158
6,921
37, 230
5,192
17, ]37
54, 680
55. 848
157,673

52. 47
34 . 87
a 43. 54
30. 76
35. 77
46. 02
55. 00
50.16
53. 92
54. 47
51.19

64. 30
a 6!. 04
b 62. 54
65. 27
61.15
67.13
69.12
76.12
65.10
71. 35
67. 80

North Atlantic Division:
Maine·······-··············
N ew Hampshire .......... ..
V ermont ....................
Ma~sachusetts . - ..... __ ....
Rhode Island. - _.... _. _.....
Connecticut - ..... - ... __ ....
N ew York. _____ ·-----··---New .Jersey _. ___ - -..•.. -...
Pennsylvania ........... _...
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware . ...... _-··_ .......
i) Maryland .... . ....... . . .....
[ District of Columbia ........
: Virginia ....................
W est Virginia ..............
North Carolina .............
South Carolina .............

ifi~a~.::::::::::::::::::::

South Central Division:
Kentncky .......... . ..... ..
120, 866
178, 000
225 , 739
Tf>nnessee ........ .... ......
(£ 89, 000
32'.3, 548
208,528
Alaoarna ... ... .............
107, 6GG
117, 978
182. 467
Mississippi ... .. ............
00, 000
156, 7Gl
201: 704
Loui siana ..................
a 4.0, 500
a 5!, 800
87 , 53G
a 41,000
T exas ............ -······· . .
a 132,000
a 291 , !"J41
A.rkausas . ................. .
a 4G, GOO
a 54,700
a 148,714
Oklahoma . .. .......... .... . ----- --·- · ·· ... ........ ..... ..............
Nor th Central Division :
Ohio ................. .. .. ..
432,452
476,279
540,260
Indiana ....................
2!J5, 071
321,659
342,275
Illinois .. .................. .
341,086
431, 038
538, 310
a 103, 000
a 240,000
a 282, 000

~\~l~~~~i~:::::
'.::::::::::::
Mitmesota ................. .

a 182,000
50, 69J

Iowa .. ........ .............
211,562
Mi!;souri ... ...... .........
187, 024
North Dako ta ....... ....... }
ci 1, OJO
Son th Dakota . .............
Nebraska .... ........... ....
a 14, '.JOO
Kan~a~ ............ ........ .
52,801
Western DiYhn,,n:
Mouta1,a ..... ...... .........
a 1.100
a 2:,0

iJ~'.;1/,~~~-:::::::::::::::::
·.
N<'w Moxico ...... .. .. .. ... .

.Ari'l:ona ............... . ....
tah . .....................
N ,·ada .. ...................
I ,laho ....... ........... .... .

Yr~g~:;:1~.t~.~:
:: :: :::::: :: :::
Califorma. ........ ..........

2, 6ll
a so
0
12, l!J
al , 800
a GOO
(£ :i, 300
a 15, 000
G4, 2 6

ct Approximately.

a 15G, 000
a 78,400
250,830
a 281,000

8,530
GO, lii6
13i, 669

{

a 3, 000
], 020
12,618
3,150
2,847
17,1 78
5,401
3,863
10, 546
27,435
100, 966

b In 1891-92.

C Jn

1889-90.

(£
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STATISTICS OF STATE COMMON SCHOOLS.

6.-(1) Average length of school term. (2) Aggregate number of days' schooling
given to all pupils; the sarne compared with the schvol population and ·the school
wrollrnent.

TABLE

-<71~ Cl)
~cil b.O
Q;,cil
'O .......

<+-,00

o""' m

Average length of school term in
days.

State or Territory.

1870-71

United States ........
North Atlantic Division ...
South Atlantic Division .•..
South Central Division .....
North Central Division .....
Western Division ..........

-

1889-90

~-....
h
bl)OO
A

~f'.S

a

h"'""

O,.cj

~~

,.OQ;,

Sh

::l~.

A

Q;,--c

iii

Q:>-0$

<tj

<tj

7

6

~le

Q,-+"

.:l

l>cilQ:>

---s

- -- -

132. 1

130. 3

134. 7

136. 7

1, 210, 754, 931

61. 9

89. 6

152. 0
97. 4
9J. 6
133. 9
119. 2

150.2
92. 4
79. 2
130. 8
129. 2

166. 6
99. 9
88. 2
148 . 0
135. 0

169. 7
105. 7
93.1
146. 4
141. l

365, 226, 295
l 24, 176, 795
149, 499, 549
512, 809, 466
59,042,826

78. 6
39. 3
37. 0
74. 8
69. ::!

113.1
64. 7
58. 5
98. 9
94. 7

a 123. 0
130. 2
a 138. 0
173. 0
188. 0
182. 74
183. 5
190. 0
162. 0

bll, 118,339
5, 584, 148
a 6,215,847
50, 308, 573
6,967,980
15, 76!:l, 239
128,53 1,547
28,741,870
116, 995, 752

b 67. 9
64. 9
a 77. 3
93. 3
74. 8
85. 2
81. 4
67. 8
75. 0

b81. 2
90. 5
a 95. 3
128.4
129. 7
118. 3
114. 0
115.1
111.1

166. 0 ab 160. O
184. 0
184. 0
178. 0
175. 0
118.2
120. 0
97. 0
114 . 8
59. 2
62. 6
69. 6
74. 2
83 . 0
100. 0
b 120. 0 b 105. 0

a b3, 640,881
19,984,424
5, 26], 725
23, 297, 160
15,431,990
13,445, 165
]2, 042, 66(.l
24,537, 800
b 6,534,990

ab 74. 6
63. 4
79.1
39. 6
57. 3
22. 5
27. 0
35. 9
b44. 9

ab 100. 7
100. 2
132. 3
66. 8
7,l. 1
37. 7
54. 0
59. 0
b68. 6

b 28, 001, 900
28,464,108
13, 405, 900
16, 964,391
11,270,063
b 39, 183', 279
10,786,918
bl, 422,990

b43. 9
46. 0
24. 8
34. 2
28. 1
b44. 8
25. 6
b31. 2

b 61. 5
61.4
44.4
50. 6
72. 5
b70. 8
40. 8
b 54. 0

--- - - -

-

- - - -- - - - - - - -

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ..................
98. 0
New Hampshire .. ......
70. 0
Vermont ...... ..... ... .
115. 6
Massachusetts ...... ...
169. 0
Rhode Island .. .........
170. 0
Connecticnt ............
172. 4
NewYork .. ...... . .....
176. 0
NewJorsev ............
178. 0
Pennsylvania .... ......
127. 2
South .Atlantic Division:
Delawal'e ...... . .. . . ....
132. 0
Marylan1l ..............
183. 0
District of Columbia ....
200. 0
Virgi nia .... .. ....... ..
93. 2
West Virginia ..........
76. 8
North Carolina ......... b 50. 0
South Carolina . ... ... .. b 100. 0

i10°:;a~'l-:::: ::::::::::::

~§~

,.0 I> Q;,

1-<,l:1•....
Q:> o.l:1
I> <71 0

1802-93

--- - - 3
4
--- ---

2

1

1879-80

.Aggre11:ate
number of
d~ys' s~hoolmg given.

<11'""'

cil Pc
--c::l
....Pc

50. 0

100. 0
]05. 3
125. 5
177. 0
184. 0
179. 0
178. 5
102. 0
133. 4

112. 0
117. 7
136. 0
177. 0
188. 0
182. 5
186. 5
102. 0
147. 6

158. 0
187. 0
193. 0
112. 8
90. 0
50. 0
70. 0
b65. 0

South Ce11tral Di vision:

--

102. 0
68. 0
81. 3
74. 5
f'~~~~=~1?ti.:: ::::::::::
78. 8
Texas ......... . .. ......
71. 7
Arkansas .... .. ........ . -- . - . -- - ..... . .... .

94. 0
86. 0
73. 5
b 86. 0
100. 6
100. 0
b 75 . 0

b 107. 0
86. 0
c73. 5
87. 0
105. 0
107. 4
73. 0
ab 90. u

165. 0
!}8. 5
146. 7
140.0
~ii~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::
155. 0
Minuesota ... ... ....... . b83. 0
Iowa .. ................ .
130. 0
Mis1rnuri ....... .. .. ... .
90. 0
North Dakota .......... } b 75. 0
South Dakota . .........
Nebraska ..............
72. 0
Kansas . ....... ... . ..... •
116. 0

152. 0
136. 0
150. 0
150. 0
165. 0
94. 0
148. 0
b 104. 0
b 86. 0
82. 0
120. 0

166. 5
130. 0
155. 4
156. 0
158. 6
128. 0
156. 0
129. 4
113. 0
145. 0
140. 0
135.0

165. 3
133. 0
155. 41
156. 0
C 158. 6
a 155. 2
156. 0
lHt.3
a117.0
a 100. 7
130. 0
129. 5 ·

94-, 230,257
49,382, 6'34
94, 153, 076
b 47, 761, 272
b 36, 714, 631
b 26, 97], 587
50 ,577,852
52,208. 332
b 3,021,291
b 5,095,420
20,762,170
31,930,944

89. 2
74-.2
82. 4
b 79. 3
b 67. 7
b 67. 0
84. 3
58. 7
b 45. 0
b56. :J
61. 4
71. 5

116. 8
95. 4
113. 9
b 104. 8
b98. 7
b 89. 8
98. 5
8fi. 3
b63. 4
b62. 4
79. 8
82. 0

b 80. 0
b 200. 0

96. 0
119. 0
b 132. 0
111. 0
109. 0
128. 0
143. 0
94. 0
b 91. 0
90. 0
14U. 6

a 148. 0
b 139. 4
170. 0
113. 3
195.0
a 153. 0
a 154. 4
a 86. 4
101. 5
107. 0
160. 2

b 2,241,312
b 88!l, 129
b 8,195 ,870
1, 604,101
1,349,595
5, 1i97, 567
b 801,645
b ,, 480,636
5,550,020
5,075,736
25,260,215

b77. 7
b48.6
b 74. 0
34. 8
69. 8
7i. 8
b 84. 9
b 51.1
54. 7
58. 3
81.8

b95. 2
b 89. 2
b106. 3
74. 0
]19. 2
102. 7
b106. 7
b65. 8
66.1
76. 3
108. 6

!f!1~~~~~:
:: :::::: ::: ::
Alabama ....... ... .....

Oklahoma .. ............
North Central Division:
Ohio . ...................
Indiana . ..... . . .... .. ..
Illinois ...... ...... .. . . .

Western Division:
Montana ..... . .........

bll0.0
b 77. 0
66. 5
110.0
b65. 0
b 140. 0

---·-···· -----···· ---------

ci:Iir~tg_:::: ::::::::::
02. 0
New Mexico ........ .... blll.O
Arizona ..... . ..........
Utah . .. .... ...... . ..... · · ·i52."
Nevada ...... .... .......
142. 0
Idaho: ............. . ...
b45. 0
Washi11gton .. .. .. ......
b80. 0
Ore~on ....... ..........
b90 . 0
California ...... . .......
l W. 0

o·

a In 1891-92.

{

142. 7
b 12(). 0
144.4
b 67. 0
126. 0
133. 0
140. 0
b69. 8
97. 2
118.2
157. 6

b Approximately.

C

c In 1889-90.

C
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892-93.
TABLE

7.-N11mber a·ncl srx of teachers.

Per cent of rnale teachers.

Whole number of different
teachers employed.

State or Te:.-ritory ,

IF,m;les

Males .

l

Total.

1870-71

1879-80

1889-90

1892-93

4

5

6

7

s

2

United States ..............
North Atlantic Di,ision .........
South Atlantic Division ..........
South Central Division ..........
·North Central Division ..........
'\"Vcstern Division ................

122, 056

260,954

383,010

41. 0

42. 8

34. 5

31. 9

17,555
19,400
20,788
· 49,462
5,851

77,433
23,475
23,627
122,618
rn, 801

94,988
42,875
53,415
172,080
19,652

26. 2
63. 8
67. 5
43. 2
45.1

28. 8
62. 5
67. 2
41. 7
40. 3

20. 0
49.1
57. 5
32. 4
31.1

18. 5
45. 2
55. 8
28. 7
29. 8

a 7,686
3,125
a4, 351
11,233
1,520
b3 , 766
32,476
4,868 ·
25,063

b24. 4
15. 0
16. 5
12. 7
b20. 4
b22. l
22. 9
32. 5
42. 8

b 27. 2
16. 8
16. 8
13. 2
20. 2
b22. 8
26. 0
28.5
45. 5

brn. o
9. 8
12. 0
9. 8
12. 0
b13.4
16. 9
18. 4
34. 2

ab 14. 5
9.1
a12. 4
8. 8
10. 7
bll. 1
15. 6
15.1
31. 8

a840
4,209
895
7,932
5,936
7,031
4,535
8, 81!)
2,678

b 20. 9
45. 0
b 8. 2
64. 5
79. 0
b 73. 2
62.4
71.4.
b65, 7

b40. 6
42. 6
7. 8
61. 8
75. 2
b71. 3
59. 5
b65. 2
61. 6

b 31. 0
27. 8
13. 0
41. 5
63. 4
59.1
49. 6
53. 3
48. 0

a26. 0
2-!. 2
12. 5
37. 3
58. 2
55. 8
46. 6
50. 3
43. 3

b 8,562
8,812
6,608
7,497
3, 2-14
11,906
6,314
a472

b66. 0
b 75. 0
60.8
b 60. 8
50. 0
b 77. 3
b 75. 6

64. 6
74.4
63. 8
61. 2
46.1
b 75. 0
78. 4

49.8
61. 8
62. 9
4!l. 6
44. 7
61.1
68. 5

t;i2, 7
58. 4
C 63.1
48. 7
40. 0
53.5
70. 2
a43.4

43. 2
60. 5
43. 5
26. 3
b28. 8
33. 7
39. 0
65. 3
b 24. 7
51. !)
47. 2

47. 8
57. 5
39. 7
29. 2
28. 0
35. 9
33. 0
58.1
40.8
40. 7
45.1

43. 1
51.1
32. 5
22. 3
19. 8
23. 0
20. 6
44. 4
28. 3
29. 0
27.1
40. 8

41. 0
48. 2
27. 0
20. 2
17. 7
18. 8
17.1
39. 4
29. 9
26. 0
22.8
35.1

763
b60. 3
424
b28. 6
2,895
48. 8
547
b 91. 7
283 --·······
1, 014
55. 0
277
32. 4
650
b 64. 3
3,086
b46. 5
3,577
b 51. 7
6,136
40. 0

38. 5
44.3
36.4
78. 0
47. 5
54. 5
4G. 7
57.4
37.4
48. 3

22. 9
22. 4
26. 2
b 62. 2
38. 8
46. 6
16. 3
b 33. 4
40. 6
43. 3
21. 4

22. 6
b 23. 8
67. 3
30. 7
42.1
15. 9
40. 0
34. 7
38. 7
20.1

---

Korth Atlantic Division:
Maine . ....................... a bl, 116
New Hampshire .............
283
Vermont .....................
a538
Massachusetts ..... . . .. ......
!)89
Rhode Island ... ....... ......
162
Connecticut ... ........ .......
b417
New York ...................
5,068
~::~:;f!!~i~·::::::::::::::::
South Atlantic Division:
Debwarc ·-·-···--·---------·
Mar.dand ........... . ........
D;st~ic_t of Columbia .........
~~ft~;~i£i~.i~·::::: : : : : : : : : : :
North Carolina .. ·..... ........
South Carolina ...............

iti:l(t:.::: :::::::::::::::::::

South Central Division:
Kentucky .. , .................
Tennessee .. ..................
Alabama . . ...................

ri~t;!:tt.::::::::::::::::::

T exas ...... ... ...............
Ark:u1sas ....................
Oklahoma ....................
North Central Division:
Ohio . -- . ----- . --- ... - . - - .. -- .
I ndiann. ......................
Illinois .. . --·· ................

W?~~~l~in·:::::::::::::::::::
Minnesota ...................
t~~O-l~;i ::::::::: :::::: ::::::

North Dakota ................
South Dakota ................
N 1.Jrn ka ....................
Kan sas ................... ... .
Western Dh:ision:
Montana .....................
6:ri;~i~g-: ~: ~:::::::: : : : : : : : :
NewMexico ........ ..........
Arizona ............... .. .....
'tah ...... . ..................
N Yada ......................
Idaho .. . .....................
Wa'!liington ... .. ............
OreJ!OU .......................
California ....................

Per cent of r.::ale teachers.

737
8,245

ab 6,570
2,842
a3 , 813
10,24-!
1,358
b3, 349
27,408
4,131
17,718

a218
1,010
112
2,961
3,458
3,921
2,114
4,436
1,161

a622
3, mo
783
4,971
2,478
3,110
2,421
4,383
1,517

b 4,515
5,146
C 4,168
3,654
1,299
6,367
4,434
a205

b4, 047
3,666
2,440
3,843
1,945
5,539
1, 880
a267

C

C

10,464
6,523
6,553
3,300
2,202
1,678
4,837
5, 497
814
1,225
2,133
4,236

15,048
7,024
17,687
13,005
10,248
7,262
23,464
8,439
1,904
3,482
7,221
7,834

25,512
13,547
24,240
16,305
12,450
8,940
28,301
13,936
2,718
4,707
9,354
12,070

190
96
b 688
368
87
427

573
328
b 2, 207
179
106
587
233
300
2, 014
2, 19:l
4, 902

4-!
260
1,072
1,385
l , 23-!

- - - -·· - - -

··-·····- -- -···--· - - .......

}

I

a In 1891-92.

b .Approximately.

----------

C

es. o

In 1890-01.

{

====--=
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STATISTICS OF .STA.TE COMMON SCHOOLS.
TABLE

8.-Teachers' salct1·ies.

State or Territory .

A ,erage monthly
salaries of teachers.
Males.

1
U nited Sta tes ............. . . . ....... . ...................................... .
North A tlan t ic Div ii-ion .......................... . .............................. .
South A tl antic Division ........ . ......... . ...................................... .
Sou t h Central Division . ... . ........................................... _........ .
wi::!r~em ;,t~i~~ ~-~~j.~~ ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Nort h A tlan tic Division:
M aine (1891-92) .... . .... . ........ ... . _............. _.....•................ , .. .
New H ainpshire .. .. . ......... . ................... __ . ........................ .
Vermont (1891- 92) ........... . .. . .. . .. . ...................................... .
Massach usetts . ...... . . ... ...... . .. .. ................................. . ...... .
Rhode I slaucl .. . ... .. . .. .. . ... . ...................................... . : ...... .
Connecticut .... .. .. ... .. . . .... _..... . ........... . ........................... .
Now York . ....... . ..... . ............................................ . ....... .

i:~f;r~=t ~.·::: _- _- _- _- .· .- :::::::::::::::::::_-:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

South .Atlantic Division:
Delaware (1889- 90). _. . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Females.

2
* $46. 30 ,

* $38. 46

5\:l. 75
* 32. 33
*30. 44
* 46.18
* 65. 31

40. 25
;, 31. 95
,·,33_ 65
* 37.16
*54. 37

43. 95
48.83
38. 40
140. 73
96. 29
86.48
a69. 70
79. 99
43. 9,!

25. 02
27. 00
24. 80
48.13
49. 44
40. 64
a4i. 50
47. 73
33. 04

36. 60

34. 08

tlf
~:~}iIJ~;tt:mt·•••••••·••••;•••••••••••••••·•:••••••••••••••i
~trt~~!~~~~:; ! ::::::::::::::: : ::: :::::::: : ::::: : ::: : : : :::: ::::-~:m1:.
: :~~: ~~: ----~!t!~~
:::::~t

South Central Di d sion :
·
Kentucky ... .. .... .. ... . .... . .... . .... . .. . ............... . ....................
b 36. 29
b 29. 65
T ennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a 33. 45
l't 27. 82
A labama . .. ........ ..... .... .. .... . .............................................. . ............... .
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27. 37
26. 60
Louisiana .... . ... . .. . . . ....... . .. . ..... . ......................................
34. 50
31. 32
Texas. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56. 71
46. 48
Arkansas... . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ......... .. ........... . ........................
36. 27
32. 80
Oklabomn, (1891-92). . .. . .. .... .. .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
34. 20
32. 00
North Central D ivision :
Ohio .. .. .... . . ... .. . . . ................................ . ........ . ...... . .......
41.!!4
36.47
Indiana,.... .. . ... .. . . . . .......................................................
46. 00
40. 20
Illinoi s . . . . . ....... . ... . .·...... . .................... . .. . ....... . ..............
60. 90
47. 07

~\~]~~~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . - .. ~~·. ~~ ......~~-.~~

Minne ota (1891-92) . ...... .. ..... . ..... . ................. . ................. __ .
Iow,t .... .. . -.. .. . . . . .................. - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jll1issouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Dak ota ......... . ......... . ... . .......... . ................ . ............
South Dakota. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N ebraska . .. .. . . ............................ . .......... _......................
Kansns ....... . . .. ...... .... .................... . ... . .... . . .. .. .. .... _. .. . . . . . .
,W stern Div ision:
J\1ontana . .... ......... . ...... . . . . ... ................. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

48. 28
38. 73
44. 11
44.75
38. 00
47. 59
43. 91

34. 58
30. 81
41. 30
39.03
33. 00
38. 06
35. 4J

85. 00

64 . 00
40. 93
40. 50

Ari zona, .. .... · · · · · · ·· - ·........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

87. 50

72. 50

6N~Ti~~1~
~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ::::: ¥t g~
ew Mexico . .. . ......... .. ............................ . ......................... .. .... .

t:!1t}7•!•••••••••!••••:•••••t•••••\•\\•\••••\\••\\••l••:\•\\•\•\•--'!!·!!---·--~. ;;

* Tliis summary includes only t he States of t ho group that ar e tabulated in the same column below.
a Approximately .
b Excludin g cities.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892-93.
TABLE

9. -Schoolhouses and value of school JJroperty.
School 1noperty.

State or Territory.

1

3

5

4

"Gnited States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

235,426

$398,435, 039

$1,692

$45. 00

North Atlantic Division ................................ .
South Atlantic Division .•.... . ...•......................
South Central Division ................................. .
North Central Division ................................. .
W estern Division .....•...............................•..

46,683
34,700
42, 760
100,208
11,075

153, 332, 672
18,083, 761
19,663,955
173, 155, 739
34,198,912

3,285
521
459
1,728
3,088

71. 22
15.40
12. 25
49.42
81. 70

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ...... . ........................................ .
4,401
New Hampshire ...... : ............................. .
2,047
Vermont ........................................... . ab 2,524
Massachusetts ..................................... .
a7, 510
Rhode Island ....................................... .
500
Connecticut ........................ . ....... ... ..... .
1,635
New York . ......................................... .
12,015

::~:j~f!:~i~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.: :::::

South Atlantic Division:
Delaware (1891-92) ........... . ..................... ..

~i~mit~ ·c~1~·~bi~:::: :::: ::: :::: :::: :::: ::::::: ::

iftt~Jii!riii::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::
South Carolina .•....... . ................ . ...... .. ...

i1iri~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

South Central Division:

"!f:~!~~:e~
~:::::: :·.·.·.::::::: :: :::::: ::::::::::::::: ::
Alabama .................................. . .... . ... .
t:~!1!!t~
t~: ·. ·.: ·.:::::::::·.:: ·. ·.::: ::::::::::::::::::::
Texas .............................................. .

Arkansas ........................................... .
Oklahoma .......................... ... ..... . ..... _..
North Uentral Division:
Ohio .........•....................................... .
Indiana ............................................. .
Illillois ............................................. .

~\~~~:~~tisiii~ii2i :::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: ::: :: :
Minnesota ...•.. .............. .. ... ... ............. .

it::o~·;i·
:::::: :::::::: :.-:::::::::: :::: :: :::: :::::: ::
North Dakota ............... .... ................... .
Son th Dakota .................................. .. ... .
Nebra ka ......... _....... _....... .. ................ .

w e;f:;~s~i ~·isi~~·:· .................................. ... .

lr1~~r~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
New :Mexico ........ ...... . ..... . ....... ...... . __ ... .
Arizona ......... ....... ... ... .... .. .. . ............ .
rtah ··········-·····································
Tevacla . .............. . .......... .. .... ....... .... .. .
Idah o ...... ....................... ........ .......... .

6~:~1~~~.~~ .·.·.·.·.·.·.·:::: :.· .-:: ::::::: :::.-: :::::: :::::::
California .......................................... .

a ..·umb r of school..

bln 1 01-92.

1,725
14, 326

856
3, 76~, 998
1,506
3,081,406
cd594
cl, 500,000
30, 913,840
d4, 117
3,592,565
7,185
7, 508, 536
4,592
49, !)13, 605
4,155
10, 374, 218
6,014
2, 07(
42, 679, 504 I
004, 426
000
000
2,763, 585
3, 547, 815
b892, 364
617, 571
c2, 133,000
650,000

dl, 820
cl, 648
c25, 840
416
671
b 143
176
cd276
275

4,822,000
2,950,004
120, 000
1,511,069
c832, 000
6,128,882
1,875,000
425,000

626
433
c d 172
d270
cd315
732
385
1, 647

12, 991
9,737
12,454
7,690
6, 570
6, 143
rn, 433
9,660
1, 178
b ~. 253
6,490
10, 000

36,505,281
16,777, 504
32,356, 846
15,757, 921
10,224,926
10, 158,637
15,571, 588
11,570, 4]5
b 2,423, 286
2,506,770
8,212,556
11,000,000

2,811
1,723
2,598
2,049
1,556
1,653
1,159
1,198
b 1,363
798
1,264
1,100

408
247
/;}, 375
a510
13:3
a893
10:3
520
], 654
1, 7 7
3,343

1, 547, 632
380,474
5,861.018
c215, 000
41!), 700
1,973, 103
b 292,214
614, 210
4,872,711
2,649,080
15,873,770

a497
2,312
107
6,636
5,284
6, 238
3,518
a7, 740
2, 368
7. 700
6,817
11,6, 495
a 5,590
a 2,645
8,380
4. 875
b 258

c Approxiruately.

----

- - - - - ===~= ' t - - - -

C 3,810,
C 2, 765,

C },

d

3,793
1,540
b 4,254
C Cl 414
3,155
d2, 210
1,514
l, 181
2, 946
1,482
4,509

41. 69
71. 85
c33. 29
106. 32
99. 88
87. O<l
72.5~
68. 60
59.10
39. 85
35. 08
c91. 9ti
14. 23
26. 31
b4.16
3. 81
c8. 69
10.«

C

18. 50
8. 91
c6. lt
7. 7,t
c7. 75
16. 80
12. 69
26. 88
64.

o,

45.19
53. 40
51.47
4i. 09
58. 45
48. 03

26. 43
b93. St
51. 31
51.42
44.62
102. 20
59. St
bl21. 60
C 15.18
60. 63
52. 99
56. 27
35. 8-L
80.10
47. 42
97. 52

Average value per school.
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RTATISTICS OF s·rATE COMMON SCHOOLS.
TABLE

10.-Public secondary education.-Private schools.
Private schools. (a)

Public secondary education.

State or Territory.

Number of
pupils in
public high
schools,
or studying
secondary
branches.(b)

Total numPer cent
Per cent of
N
b
f
ber of
um er o pupils in of pupils
the whole Same per.
centage in pupils in both public in pripublic
private
and
1889-90.
vate
school enschools.
private
rollment.
schools.
schools.
3

1

6

4

United States ..•......................••••...............•..

1,336,600

14,847,319

North Atlantic Division ...•......................................
South Atlantic Division .•••••....................................
South Central Division ..••••.....................................
North Central Division ................................••.........
Western Division ................................................ .

C 527,900

3,756,716
2,056,680
2,729,955
5, 6ll6, 153
677,815

c136, 700
C 175,300
C 442,700

c 54, OOG

9. 00
C 14.

05
c6. 65
c6.43
c7.88
C 7.96

North Atlantic Division:
Maine . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
d 15, 884
d 11. 62
10. 95 . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . ••••.....
New Hampshire...... ....
e 7, 165
11. 61
11. 84
8,254
69, 957
11. 80
Vermont .......•.•....•...
d2,425
d3.71
3.71
d7,857
d73,171
dl0.74.
Massachusetts.... ........
28,582
7. 30
6. 82
62,350
454, 095
13. 73
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . • . . .
2, 023 ·
3. 77
3. 32
13, 660
67, 355
20. 28
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20, 981
154, 218
13. 60
New York................ .•..... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
170,901
1 254. 129
13. 63
New J ersey. .............. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
49,167
298, 7U5
16. 46
Pennsylvania ........•••............ ......................... .. ........................•......••
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ...............•................................ ___ .................... _..............•
Maryland........ .........
5,303
2. 66
2. 43 ................................. .
District of Columbia......
2, 236
5. 62
4. 79 ................................••

:O~tt~fjliiia:::::::::::: :::::e:~·:;~~: :::::::~:;;: :::::: :~: ~~: :::~:ici,:ii~: ::~:iii,:bii: :::: ~i~
South Carolina ......... ...

e 9,605

4. 30

3. 58 ................................•.

irir~~~:::::::: :: ::::: :: :: ::: ::::::::: :::: :: ::: ::: ::::: ::::::: ..... ~~·.~~~ ..... ~~~:~~~ ....... ~·-~~

Sout,h Central Division:
K entucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
d 15, 000
d 404, 860
d 3. 70
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
/20, 391
4. 40 . . . . . . . . . . • .
d 45,428
d 532, 935
d 8. 53
Alabama ........ .. .................. .............................. _... . ........ _............... .

ri~1~~:t!.~::::::
:: ::::::: ::: :g:37,758
::::::: ::::::::::::
::: ::: :6.::89::: .....
~~·. ~~~. _... ~~'.·. :~~- ...... ~·.~~
Texas.....................
7.15
................................••

Arkansas ................................................................ ·.............. : .......•
Oklahoma ..... ... ............................................................................•••
North Central Di vision :
40, 171
4. 98
4. 58 .•••.•...................•.•.•.•••
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Indiana .....•....... ..................... ....... ......... .. .................. .... ..............•
Tilinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23,281
2. 82
2. 25
121, 050
947, 1.35
12. 78

Wfs~~~~1n:::
:: ::::: ::::: :: ···..hi2."21s
· ··· .. ··a: 30 · ·······a: oi · ..... ~~·.:~:.....:::·. ~~~ ....... ~·. ~~
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
4, 290
1. 43
1. 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......•.

iiEeb!~s
ti~t~!~~~~::
i~~~i~:::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
::::: : : : : : :::::::::: ...~.~~:.!~!... ~ ~~~:. ~;~... J~:.;;
.....

·7,-324 ........ i si - ....... :i:57 ....... ~·.~:: ...... ~~·. ~:~ ....... ~~ ~~

0

we!~~~tn\;i~i~~·=· .............................. -............... -................................. .
1

~;~f!i::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::: ::::: :: :: ::: :::::::::::: .
Coforado.:················

3,081

4.00

2.65

d ], 014

d 22,782

d 4. 45

···--3:sis· ···-·so:002· ...... 4.'7i

iEi~~t~~~:::::::::::::: ~:: : :: :~~::::::: :~-:~~: ::::: ::::::: ···;ii~:.:::. ···;z-;;:.;;;····a·;;_·.;;
Nevada .. .... . .........•.....•.................................•.•......••......................
Idaho .. ........................................................................................ .
Washington..............
3, 7041
4. 41.
4. 52
3,398
87,377
3. 89

8~t1~~~1a:::~:::::::::: :::

~: ~~~

a Of elementary and secondary grades.
b Included in Tables 3 and 4.
c Estimate for all the States of the division.
d In 1891-92.
ED

93--3

U~

1. 60

2Ui:

2~:: :~~

:: ~~

e Number studying the" higher branches."
j Number studying either algebra or physiology
g Number studying either algebra or geometry.
h Includes only high schools under State supervision.
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ll.~Rcceipi s of school moneys.

1'ABLE

State or Territory .

From taxation .
Income
from per·
rnanent
I
funds ancl
Total
From Staie From local raised
r ent
by
taxes.
of school • taxes.
taxation.
lands.

1

3

4

From
all other
sources.

Total
receipts,
excluclingsales of
bonds and
balance on
hand.

6
I

United States .......... $8, 67.J, 945 $33, 694,813 $108,425,054 ,$H2,119,8G7 $14,228, 070 $1G5, O~, 882
North Atlantic Di'dsion ..... 1,005, 039
South Atlantic Division.... .
436, 426
South Central Division...... 1 540 737
North Central Division ...... 4: 985: 097
W estern Division............
707, 646
Nortll Atlantic Dh-ision:
Maine (1891-92) . ........ .
New Hampshire .... . ... .
Vermont (1891-92) ....... .
M assacbusetts .......... .
Rhode [slancl ........... .
Connecticut ........ .... .
N ew York .............. .
New Jersey .... .. ... ... ..
P ennsyl van ia ........... .
South A tlantic Divi sion :
Del aware (1889-90) a .... .
Maryland .. .. ........... .
District of Columbia ... .
Virginia ................ .
W est Virginia (1891-92) ..
NorLh Carolina (1891-92).
South carolina (1891-92) .

11,953,796
.J, 376, 119
6,815, 991
7,489, 999
3,058, 908

38, 270, 584
4,577, 866
3, 269, 240
54,310,394
7, 996,970

1

1
I

50, 224,_38. O
8, 953, 985
10,085, 231
fl, 800,393
11,055,878

- - - - - --- 5,098,403
674,851
1,014,706
6,069,645
1,340,465

56,327,822
10,065,202
12,670,074
72,855.135
13,103,989

==,-====l=====l==========:===== I=====
a !JS, 845

421,210
79,136
89, 030
0
110,4:.!4
251,713
3,771,667
2,251, 700
4,978,907

903, G07
701,068
540,634
9,468,436
953,538
1, 577, 787
12,884,903
1, 460,007
9,780,604

1, 32J, 826
780,204
629, 664
9,468,436
1,063,962
1,829,500
16,656, 57-0
3, 711, 707
14,759,511

0
63,325
29,759
2,738
b 152,316
147,888
2,271,361
7,820
2,423, 196

1, 423,671
860,259
727,782
9,663,907
1,233,792
2,140,227
19,222,290
3,867, 187
17,182,707

Co, 00U
587, 087
d 426,904
931, 9G8
a 317, 316
638,835
454,976
919,364
!)3, 660

209, 000
1,185,029
426,904
796, 131
1, 040,083
b 36,588
57,322
e 429,961
396,848

215, 000
1,772, 116
853,808
1, 728, 099
1, 357,399
G75, 423
512,298
1, 34!l, 325
490, 517

0

305,137
0
36,095
122,364
125, 027
7,614
57,527
21,087

275,000
2, 132, 84-l
853,808
1,807,346
1,510,094
800,450
519, 912
1, 618,898
54.6, 910

144, 63G fl, 462,208
124, 884
1,240, 931
143,938
465, 729
7!l, 592
921,500
46, OiG
275, 223
T exas (1891-92) ... ... ... . Cl 997,000 Cl 1,992,172
Arkansas .. .. ...... . .... .
0
fr!, 509
Oklahoma (1801- 92) ..... .
4,G ll
d 3, 719

f897, 311
228, 103
418, 769
632, 191
764,347
38,519

2,359,519
1,240,931
755, 729
1,149,603
693,992
2,624,363
1,218,856
42,238

150,000
250,839
115
163,732
231,877
224,148
15,655
8,340

2,654,155
1,616, -654
899,782
1,392,527
971,945
3,845,511
1,234,511
55,189

iri~1a~::::::::::::::::::

South Central Div ision:
K entucky (a) ...... .. ... .
Tennessee ...... .... .... .
Alabama (1889-90) ...... .

16, 730

a 68,359

192,733
17, 514
168,839
2'.)4, 350
147, 660
0
60,000
55, 591
0

43, 152

a 30,331

0
0
212,046
35,306

r~~t~t~t.::::::::::::::

North Centr al Division:
Ohio .... . . .. .. .. ........ .
Indiana {1801-92) ....... .
Illinois ................. .

~~~~~:~~:::::::::::::::

Minnesota .............. .
Iowa . ................... .
:Missouri. .. .......... ... .
North Dakota (1891-92) ..
South Dakota (lS!ll-92) ..
Neoraska ... .. .. ........ .
Kansas ..... . ..... ...... .
W estern Division:
.Montana. .. ....... .. ... . .
Wyomiug .... .......... ..
Colorac1 o (1 9J-02).. . ... . .
N cw :llexico .. .. . .. . .. . . .
.A rizoua..................
Utah................. ...
K ernrla (18!11-9:l)...... ...
l(lal10 (1 91-92) . . . . . . . . . .

(g)

a ~90, 000

238,256
fi35, 327
631 , 216
311,578
197,878
1, 017,534
229,508
719,386
38,906
a 75,649
561,019
a 328, 840

1,715, 158
1, 638,548
1,056,937
686, 117
655,101
69J, 828
0
703, 258
190 760
' 0
149,292
0

9,439,381
2,872,173
]2, 717,415
4,589,005
3, 717,582
2,781,535
6,578,532
3,731, 875
570, 514
1,502,484
2,269,898
3,540,000

11, 15J, 530
4,510,721
13,774,352
5,275,122
4, 37Z, 683
3,476,363
G, 578,532
4,435, 133
761, 274
1,502,484
2,410,190
3,540,000

656,730
463,607
912, 951
432,981
576, 207
303. 960
b 923: 4i:l4
443; 422
34,295
39,078
877,965
a 375,015

12, 049,525
5, 609,-655
15,348, 519
6,019,681
5,146,768
4,797,857
7,731,474
5,507,941
834,475
1, 617,211
3,858, 174
4,243,855

3,200
O
108. 463

0
0
0
0
178,164
348,576
15, 1181
0

414, 617
l'i2, 052
1,462,109
140,100
49. 375
436, 144
lOJ, ~65
260,785
1,546,312
1,005,812
2,404,890

414,617
172,052
1,462, 109
140, 100
227,539
781,720
120,446
260,785
1,546,312
1, 005,812
4,021,386

188,529
14,898
753, 182
62,215
11!.
GS, 356
247
6,655
39, 114
13!l, 098
67, 160

606,355
186, 950
2, 323, 754
202,315
234,223
853,076
200,105
282, 44.9
1,669,901
1,321, 3J5
5, 22:3, 5J.ti

o

6, 5i3
(h)

70, 412
15,009

,vashington.. .. .... .. . . .
84, 47,5
0
~rc·~)m : .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
175, 50.i
0
al1forma ··-···--·-- ····i a235,COO a 2,516,487

a A11proximately.
b Includes receipts from sale of bonus.
c ."tato appropriatiou for colored. cbool
d From nited tat s.
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12.-The school revenne compared (1) with the adult male population (taxpayers),
ancl (2) with the school populat'ion. Percentage analysis of_t~e s_g]io_olr..ev~nrrn.,_..

TABLE

Amount raised per ta:s:pa.yer.

j di

Per cent of the total reYenue derived frorn-

·s,;:l

g g,....:.. 1- - - - - - - - - . . , . . - -

t

A~
A ...... gg

"'0
.;~~
~ w.s

I>,

State or Territory.

.p Q) I.{)

A..c.-

s'o]
-1

p-+" A

s

0

-----------,- -t
2

;..
~

---

3

--- --- --- - - - --- --- --- --I 4
5
6
1'
8
9
I 10 ~

___ /_________ _ _ _ Peret. Peret. l Peret . Peret.
United States ........ $0. 48

$1. 88

$6. 05

$0. 80

$0. 21

$8. 45

5. 3

20. 4

7. 21
2.17
1. 22
8. 37
5. 96

. 96
. 31
. 39
. 94
1. 00

I 10. 61
4. 70
4. 74
11. 23
9. 77

12.11
3.19
3.14
10. 62
15. 35

1. 8
4. 3
12. 2
6. 8
5. 4

21. 2
43. 5
53. 8
10. 3
23. 3

7. 11
7.10
7. 30
13. 79
11. 15
9. 09
10. 54
8. 30
11. 05

8. 80
10. 00
9. 05
17. 91
13. 24
11. 59
12. 66
9.12
11. 01

a 6. 9
1. 9
a 9. 4
2. O
1. 4
7. 9
1. 5
3. 8
.O

5. 78
7. 63
11. 64
4. 59
8. 02
2. 29
2.14
3. 88
5. 08

5. 79
6. 77
12. 83
3. 07
5. 67
1. 37
1. 18
2. 37
3. 76

21. 8

1

North Atlantic Division...
South Atlantic Division...
South Central Division . . . .
North Central Division .. ..
Western Division . . . . . . . . .
lforth Atlantic Division:
Main e (1891-92). ..... ..
New H ampshire.......
Vermont /1 891-92) . . . . .
Massachusetts . . . . . . . .
Rhode I sland..........
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . .
New York.......... ...
New Jersey ........... .
P enns~· lnmia..........
South A tlantic DiYision:
Delaware (1889-90)a...
Maryland..............
D)str:ic_t of Columuia...
V 1rgmia. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WestVirginia(l 891-92)
North Ca rolina (1891-92)
South Carolina (1891-92)

.19
. 21
. 58
. 77
. 53

2. 25

2. 07
2. 55
1. 1,5
2. 28

-a . 49
.14
a. 09
. 28
. 16
. 72
.16
. 32
. 00

2. 10
. 05
. 89
. 00
1. 00
1. 06
2. 07
4. 83
3. 20

e .13
. 20 cl 2.10
. 00
~-. 82
. 11
<, 37
a .16 a 1. 69
. 00
1. 83
. ro
l. 88
1. 26

_./ iii:i~i:: ::::::::::::::: :~~

2
:

~~

1·

4. 52
. 00
5. 79
. 52
5. 42
. 30
13. 51 . . . . . . .
8. 62 b 1. 37
6. 68
. 63
7. 07
1. 24
3.13
. 02
6. 29
1. 50
4. 39
4. 24
5. 82
2. 02

5. 52

a .10
. 24
el. 03
3. 69

. 00
1.09
. 00
.09
.65
. 36
. 02
.13
.19

5. 57
3. 93
2. 77
4. 90
3. 68
6. 69
4. 57
1. 77
11. 69
9. 35
13. 55
9. 42
10. 30
11. 54
14. 28
7. 43
11. 09
16. 38
12. 07
11. 18

:!~ ui

a Approximately.
b Includes receipts from salo of bonds .
c State appropriation for colored scliools.
d From United States.

65. 7

1

South Central .DiYisiou:
Kentucky a . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 30 f 3. 07 fl. 88
. 32
TennessP.e . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 30
3. 02
. 01
(!J)
. 44
1. 43 a . 89
A labama (1889-DO) . . . . .
. 01
Mississippi. . . . . . . . . . . .
. 28
3. 24
. 80
. 58
Louisiana...... .. .. ....
.17
1. 04
1.59
.88
Texas (1891-92) ........ a I. 73 a 3. 47
1.10
. 39
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 00
1. 68
2. 83
. 06
,
Oklahoma (1891-02). . . .
.15
. 12
1. 23
. 27
:North Central DiYision:
Ohio... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 23
1. 66
9.16
. 64
Indiana (1891-92)....... 1. 06
2. 73
4. 79
. 77
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 56
. 93 11. 23
. 83
7.18
. 08
~\~~io%~1~:::::::::::::
7. 48
1.16
Minnesota........ .. ... 2. 45
1. 67
0. 60
.73'
Iowa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 42
. UO 12.15 bl. 71
M issouri. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 96
. 93
4. 95
. 59
North Dakota (1801-92) .
. 52
2. 53
7. 58
.46
8outh Dakota ( 1891-92). a . 77
. 00 15. 21
.40
N ebraska .......... .. .. ' 1. 76
. 47
7.10
2. 74
. 00
K ansas . ............... ! a . 87
9. 32 a. 99
Western D ivision:
/
Montana...............
. 04
. CO 5. 24
2. 39
"\Vyoming ....... . ......
. CO
• 00
4. 52
. 39
Colorado (1891-92) . . . . .
. 59
. 00
7. 05
4. 09
New Mexico . . . . . . . . . . .
. 00
. 00
2. 92
1. 30
Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 22
5. 89
1. 63
Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(h)
5. 44
6. 81
1. 06
Nerncla (1 891-02) . .. . . . 3. 92
. 77
5.17
. 02
Idaho (1891-92) . . . . . . . .
. 39
. 00
6. 83
.17
Washington. ......... .
. 42
. 00
8. 23
. 24
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1. 30
. 00
7. 43
1.03
California • • • • • . • . • • • . . a . 47 a 5. 03
4. 81
.13
I

I

7. 67
4. 91
12. 63
4. 22
7. 74
13. 31
9. 88
7. 39
8. 89
9. 76
10. 44

67. 9
45. 5
25. 8
74. 6
61. 0

8. 6

~

6. 7
8. 2
8. 3
10. 3

_ _ I___- - 29. 6
63. 5
.0
9. 2
81. 5
7. 4
12. 2
74. 3
4.1
.0
98. O ..•....
9. O 77. 3 b 12. 3
11. 7
73. 5
6. 9
19. 6
67. O
11. 9
58. 2
37. 8
.2
29. O 56. 9
14.1

e 2. 2
2. 6 d 27. 6
.o iiO. 0
51. 6
2.4

76. 0
55. 5
50. 0
44. 0
68. 9
a4.6
11. 0
e26. 6
72. 6

.0
14. 3
.0
2.0
8.1
15. 6
1. 5
3.5
3. 8

4.16
5. 4 f 55. l J 33. 8
2. 62
76. 8
7. 7
(g)
1. 67
16. 0
51. 8 a 32. 2
2. 81
5. 7
66. l
16.4
2.42
4. 7
28.3
43.1
4. 57 a 25. 9 a 51.8
16. 4
2. 92
.0
36. 8
61.9
1.81
8.4
6. 7
ii8. 8

5. 7
15. 5

11. 41

8. 59
13. 44
10. 00
9.49
11. 52
12. 88
0. 29
12. 43
16. 45
11.41
9. 50
21. 50
10. 25
22. 98
J.40
12.11
10. 75
20. 68
10. 20
16. 47
12. 89
16. 93

a 2. 0 a 21.0
•0

•0

13.1
6. 5

79. 8
87. 5
56. 8
17.1

11. 8
23. 9
5. 9

]. 3
15.1

2. 0
11. 3
4.1
5. 2
3. 8
21. 2
3. 0
12. 8
4. 7
a 4. 7
14. 5
a 7. 7

14. 3
29. 2
6. 9
11. 4
12. 7
14. 5
•0
12. G
22. 9
.0
3. 9

78. 3
51. 2
82. 9
76. 2
72. 2
58. 0
85.1
66. 7
08. 4
92. 9
58. 8
83. 4

5.4
8.3
6.1
7.2
11. 3
6. 3
bll.9
7. 9
4. 0
2. 4
22. 8

.5
.0
4. 7
.0
2. 8

•0
•0
•0
.0

68. 4
92. 0
02. 9
69. 2
21. 1
51. 1
52.4
92. 3
92. 6
76.1
46. 0

31.1
8. 0
32. 4
30. 8

.o

76.1
(h)
40. 9
39. 7
7. 8
5. 3
•0
5.1
.o
13. 3
•0
a 4. 5 a 48. 2

a 8. 9

8. 0
.1
2. 4
2. 3
10. 6
1. 3

I
c Inclndes balance on band.
f A ,erage for t wo years.
g Not reported; a part is included in "othor sources."

Included in '' other sources . ''
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TABLE

13.-Progress of sahool expenditure.
Expended per capita of
population.

Total expenditure for common schools.
State or Territory.
1870-71.

1879-80.

1889-90.

1892-93.

2

3

4

5

1870- 1879- 1889- 189280.
90.
71.
93.

,,

---- --

1

6

s

9

---- -United States ...... $69, 107, 612 $78, 094, 687 $140,506,715 $163, 343, 278 $1. 75 $1. 56 $2. 24 $2.47
------

North Atlantic Division. 29,796,835
South Atlantic Division. 3,781,581
South Central Division .. 4,854,834
North Central Division .. 28,430,033
Wes tern Division ........ 2,244,329
Nort,h.A.tlantic Division:
Maine ...............
New Hampshire .....
Vermont .............
Massachusetts .......
Rhode Island ........
Connecticut ... ... ...
NewYork . ..........
New Jersey ..........
Pennsylvania ........
South.A.tlant-ic Division:
Delaware ............
Maryland . .. .........
District of Columbia .
Virginia .............
West Virginia . ......
North Caro lina ......
South Carolina .......

Ja:::::::::::::::

0

48,023,492
8,778,165
10,667,680
62,823,563
10,213,815

55,596,903
10,035,993
12,213,490
71,660,910
13,835,982

2. 38
. 63
. 73
2.14
2.15

1. 97
. 68
. 55
2. 03
2. 41

950,662
418,545
499; 961
5,579,363
461,160
1,496,981
9,607,904
2,302,341
8,479,918

1,067,991
565,339
446,217
4,983,900
526,112
1,408,375
10,296,977
1,873,465
7,369,682

1,327,553
844,333
711,072
8,286,062
884,966
2, 157, l!14
17,543, 880
3,340,190
12,928,422

C 11 393,833

1. 51
1. 30
1. 51
3. 73
2. 05
2. 74
2.17
2. 48
2. 36

1. 65
l. 63
1. 34
2. 80
1. 90
2. 26
2. 03
1. 66
1. 72

2. 01 c2.12
2. 24
2. 25
2.14 c2. 26
3. 70
4.10
2. 56
3. 01
2. 89
3. 02
2. 92
3.10
2. 31
2. 35
2. 93
2.46

153,509
1,214,729
373,535
587,472
577. 719
177;498
275,688
292,000
120,431

207,281
1,544, 3G7
438,567
946,109
707,553
376,062
324,629
471,029
114,895

a 275,000
1,910,663
905,777
1,604,509
1,198,493
714,900
450,936
1,190,354
516,533

ab 275,000

1. 21
1. 53
2. 77
.47
1. 26
.16
. as
. 24
.66

1.41
1. 65
2. 47
. 63
1.14
. 27
. 33
. 31
.43

1. 63 ab].63
2. 08
1. 83
3. 26
3. 93
1. 04
. 97
1. 57 cl. 78
. 47
.44
.40
. 39
. 85
65
1. 25
1. 32

866,777
c738, 058
9,663, 907
1,150, 929
2,376.635
19,161,684
3, 83'1, 103
16,410,977
2,247,111
853,808
1,798, 158
cl, 408, 065
790, 320
483, 180
1,631,221
549,130

iio
South Central Division:
Kentucky ........... al, 075, 000
. 80
1,069,030
. 65
2,140,678 a2, 385,000
Tennessee ........... a 758,000
1,647, 799
. 59
744,180
1,526,241
. 48
Alabama ..... .. ... .. a 370,000
a b890, 000
.36
a 500,000
a,890, 000
.40
Mississippi . .. .......
950,000
830,705
1,192,844 1.11
. 73
1,109,575
Louisiana ...........
531,834
411,858
992,000
817,110
. 71
.41
Texas .............. .. a 650,000 al, 030, 000
. 74
3,178,300 a3, 925,000
. 65
Arkansas ............ a 520,000
], 109,092 1. 02
287,056
. 36
1,016,776
Oklahoma ........... ----- --··--- ---····----- .. ...............
c71, 755 ....... . ......
North Central Division:
Ohio ................. 6 831 035
7,166,963
12,180,794 2. 52 2. 24
10,602,238
Imliana .............. a2'. 897'. 537 4,491,850
c5, 609,655 1. 70 2. 27
5,245,218
Illinois .............. 6,656,542 7,014,092
14,296,375 2. 57 2. 28
11,645, 126
Michigan . .... .... .. . 2, 84.0, 740
2,775,917
6,062,647 2. 33 1. 70
5,349,366
Wisconsin ........... 1,932,539 2,177,023
4,678,689 1. 79 1. 65
3,801, 212
Minnesota ......... . .
960,558
1,328,429
4,187,310
4,692,891 2. 06 1. 70
Iow·a . ................ 3,269,190 4,484,043
6,382,953
7,551, 483 2. 70 2. 76
Missouri ..... ........ 1,749,049 2,675,364
5,434,262
5,705,110
. 99 1. 23
North Dakota ....... .
626,948
1, 008, 901
245, ooo{
South Dakota ........ } a 23,000
1,199,630 cl, 380,727 }1. 29 1. s1{
Nebraska .......... . .
365,520
1,108,617
4, 2'13, 638 2. 61 2. 45
3,376,332
Kansas ..............
904. 323
1,818,337
4,250,000 2. 24 1. 83
4,972, 967
Western Division:
Montana .... .. .... ...
a35, 600
78,730
364,084
657,800 1. 62 2. 01

~ri:::.to~::::::::::::
New Mexico .........

Arizona .............
Utah ................
Ne,ada ..............
Idaho ................
Washin rton .........
Oregon ..............
California .... .......

-

2. 7ti
. 99
. 97
2. 81
3. 37

28; 538,058
5,130,492
4,872,829
35,285,635
4,267,673

a7, 000
67,395
a4, 900
0
all 7,000
a85, 000
19,003
a35, 000
a 160,000
1,713,431

-a Approximately.

28,504
395,227
28,973
61,172
132,194
220,245
38,411
112,615
307,031
2,864, 571

---

225,000
1,681,379
a85, 000
181,914
394,685
161,481
169,020
958, 111
805,979
5,187,162

194,662
cl, 981, 635
182,559
216,779
1,313,319
210,680
C 232,278
1,914,959
1, 221, 615'
5,709,687

. 71
1. 44
. 05
0
1. 28
1. 93
1.17
1. 30
1. 65
2. 93

---- - - -

b In 1889-90

c In 1891-92.

1. 37
2. 03
. 24
1. 51
. 92
3. 54
1. 18
1. 50
1. 76
3. 31

3. 04
1.08
1. 05
3. 07
3. 94

----

1.15 al. 23
. 91
.86

a . 59 ab. 5(1

. 88
. 86
. 84
. 73
1. 42 al. 58
. 94
. 90

-----2. 89
2. 39
3. ()4
2. 55
2. 25
3. 22
3. 34
2. 03
3. 4.3
3. 65
3. 19
3. 48

c. 71

3. 27

c2. 5!
3. 5!
2. 80
2. 58
3. 26
3. 80
2. 00
4.10
c4.11
3. 78
3. 01

4.12
2. 28
c4. 31
].11
2. 85
1.IJO 5. 37
4. 88
3.53
2. 00 c2. 27
4. 29
2. 74
3. 21
2. 57
4. 35
4. 29

2. 76
3. 71
4. 08
. 55
3. 05
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TABLI~

14.-School expenditure.

State or Territory.

Sites,,buildings, furniture, libraries, ancl
apparatus.

Salaries of
teachers ancl
superintendents.

1

2

3

United States .............•.•..........

$31, 439, 580

$104, ooo; 607

$27, 813, 091

$163, 343, 278

North .Atlantic Division ...................•.
South .Atlantic Division .................... .
South Central Division .........•............
North Central Division ....•••.............. .
Western Division ........................... .

11,533,721
1,110,885
1,392,408
12,932,291
4,470,275

33,267,419
7,825, 245
9,877,393
44,941,476
8,179,074

10,795,763
1,099,863
943,689
13,787, 143
1,186,633

55,596,903
10,035,993
12,213,490
71,660,910
13,835,982

62,302
101,051
104, 403
1, 791, 112
286, 141
373,188
4,579, 128
667, 29:J
3,569,103

a 857,244
579, 571
558,719
a5, 997,190
700, 092
1,520, 661
12,073,595
2,511,910
8,468,437

474,287
186,155
74,936
1,875, 605
164,696
482,786
2,508, 961
654,900
b 4,873, 43'7

1,393, 833
866,777
738,058
9,663,907
1,150,929
2,376,635
19,161,684
3,834,103
b 16, 410, 977

285,137
68,240
194,006
276,391
63, 09,1
9,018
d 147, 949
43,258

225, 000
1,667,570
619, 605
1,416,106
885,731
628,268
444,992
1,472,278
465,695

26,205
294,404
165,963
188,046
245,943
98,961
29,170
10,994
40, 177

275, 000
2,247,111
853,808
1,798,158
1,408,065
790,320
483,180
1,631,221
549,130

330,000
186,801
150,000
16,858
80,342
500, 000
110,407
18, 000

1,960,000
1,340,446
660,000
1,009,387
681. 744
3,225; 000
952,561
48,255

95,000
120, 55::l
80, 000
166,599
229,914
200, 000
46,124
5,500

2,385,000
1,647.799
tillO, 000
1,192,844
992,000
3,925,000
1,109,092
71,755

1,582,455
895,220
3,304,714
923,583
866,796
1,468, 928
1,237, 419
1,172,776
261,092
a 277, 720
591,588
350, 000

7,700,763
3,835,919
8,561, 529
3,758, 787
2,992,346
2, 806,405
4,789,323
3, 697, 139
566,360
686,427
2,446,478
3,100,000

2,897,576
878,516
2,430, 132
1,380,277
819,547
417, 558
1, 524, 741
835,105
181,449
a 416,580
1,205,572
800,000

12,180,794
5,609,655
14,296,375
6,062,647
4,678,689
4,692,891
7,551,483'
5,705,110
1,008,901
1,380,727
4,343,638
4,250,000

264,481
32,455
659,562
42,989
42,514
744,385
22, 193
53,255
536,830
417,812
1,653,799

352,983
137,232
985,137
111,241
139,993
440,765
162,352
162,731
881,048
74\J, 704
4,055,888

40,336
24,975
336,936
28,329
34,272
128,169
26,144
16,292
497,081
54,099
0

657,800
194,·662
1,981,635
182,559
216,779
1,313,319
210,689
232,278
1,914,959
], 221,615
5,709,687

North .Atlantic Division:
Maine (1891-92) .........••.•••..•........
New Hampshire . ....... .. .......... .... .
Vermont (1891-92) ............ , .... ...... .
Massachusetts .......................... .
Rhodeisland ............................ .
Connecticut ............................. .
New York .............................. .

i::n:;r~~=r{~::::: :: ::::::::::: :: ::::::::

South .Atlantic Division:
Delaware (1889-90) a .................... .
Maryland .. ................. ...... ...... .
District of Columbia .................... .
Virginia .......... ...................... .
West Virginia (1891-92) .. ..... .......... .
NorthCaroliria ................ .......... .
South Uarolina ................... . ...... .

iio°:ii~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.

South Central Division :
Kentuckya ............................. .
Tennessee .............................. .
A~ab~m.a (1.889- 90) ci ...... .••..•••.•.•••••

r;:f!f:ia~~
~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
a ................................. .

Texas
Arkansas ........... .... ................ .
Oklahoma (1891-92) a ....... ............. .
North Central Division :
Ohio ...... ................ .... ... .... .. . .
Indiana (1891-92) ....... ........ ..... .... .
Illinois ... .. ........... .......... ... .... .

~ii~~~t~Yn: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Minnesota .............................. .
Iowa .................................... .
Missouri. .......... . ........ . .. .. ....... .
North Dakota ........................... .
South Dakota (1891-92) .................. .
Nebraska ............................... .
Kansas ............. .................... .
Western Division:
Montana ................................ .
Wyoming ........................... .. .. .
Colorado (1891-92) ....................... .
New Mexico ............................ .
Arizona ................... .... .... ...... .
Utah ............ ....... ................. .
Nevada .......... . .................... .. .
Idaho (1891·92) . ........................ _.

2~i~t1:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
a Approximately.
b Includes recle.ml?tion of bonds.

C 23,795

Other
expenses.

Total expenditure, excluding payment of
bonded debt.

cinclucles city of Wilmington only.
d Includes some current expenses in cities.
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TABLE

15.-(1) Expencliture per pupil; (2) percentct-ge analysis of expenditure; (3) monthly
expenditure per pupil.
Average
Average expenditure per pupil Per cent c,f total expend- r.:ionthly ex(for the whole school year) .•
iture devoted toper:diture per
_pupil.

State or Territory.

For
For
Sites,
sites,
For
other Total. buildSalabuildsalapurings,
ries.
ings,
ries. poses.
etc.
etc.
--- --- ----2
3
4
5
6
7
--- --- --- --- ---

1
United States .. _....
North Atlantic Division_ ..
South Atlantic Division ...
South Central Di vision._ ..
North Central Division ...
Western DiYision . ..... __ .
North Atlantic Division:
Maine (1891-92) ..... _.
New Hampshire ......
Vermont (1891-92) .. _..
Massachusetts ..
Rboclelslanil .... _::: ::
Connecticut ..... _.....
New York._··-_ .. ··- ..
New Jersey ...........
Pennsylvania .........
South Atlantic Division:
, Delaware (1 889-90) ct. ..

Per ct.
$3. 55

ifi1~~~!. ::::::::::::: ::

South Central Division:
Kentucky a ...... ... ..
Tennessee ... _.... _....
.Alabama (1880-90) a ...

ri~1~1~tt _:::::::::::
Toxasa ···---···- ··-··
.Arkansas . __ .. .. ... _. _
Oklahoma (1891-92) a . .
North Central Divi1'ion:
Ohio···-··············
Imliana (1891-92) .. _...
Illinois . _... _... __ .. ...

Arizona ....... . ··· · -· ·

:tah ......... - .. ·-·-··Yncla ·· ··-·· ···· ·--·
J clnho (1 91-92) .. .•....
Wa hin!rton ..........

~~rnt~i~: ::: ::: ::::::

$18. 45

19. 2

For
all purposes.

--- --- --s
10
9
- - - - - - - -Per ct. Peret.
63. 7

5. 36
15. 45
5. 01
25. 82
20. 7
59. 8
. 95
6. 66
8. 55
. 9J
11.1
78. 0
6.15
. 87
. 59
7. 61
11. 4
80. 9
3. 69
12 83
3. 94
20. 46
62. 7
18. 0
10. 68
19. 54
2. 84
3:.l. 3
33. 06
59.1
- · -- - · - - - - - - - - - - - - -

i;i~-::
Virginia . ....... _.... _.
W est Virginia (1891-92)
North Carolina ........
South Carolina. __ .....

~j~~~i~1ti· :::: :~: ::: ::

$3.14

For
salaries.

17.1

$1. 72

$2. 70

19. 5
10. 9
7. 7
19. 3
8. 6

1. 82
1. 26
1. 32
1. 75
2. 77

3. 04
1. 62
1. 63
2. 80
4.69
2. 51

- - --·- - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - -

~~m~r~r"c~i~1~

Minnesota .. _.... . . .. .
Iowa .... ·--·-····-=·· ·
Missouri ..... _. __ .....
Korth Dakota ... _.. _..
outh Dakota (1891-92)
~ braska ··-····-·····
Kansas ..... ...........
West rn Dh•ision:
)Iontana .. _.. __ .......
Wyoming .. _... _......
~olornclo (_1891-02) . ....
.i: ow~ ·x1co ··-·····-·

$11. 76

Other
purposes.

-=====-=-========= =

=

(£ 9. 50
. 69
13. 51
2. 36
2. 32
12. 40
6.16 a20. 62
7. 96
19. 47
4. 33
17. 63
6. 65
17. 54
4. 42
16. 61
4. 94
11. 73

5. 26
4. 34
l. 66
6. 46
4. 58
5. 60
3. 65
4. 33
b 6. 06

15. 45
20. 21
16. 38
33. 24
32. 01
27. 56
27. 84
25. 36
b 22. 73

4. 5
11. 7
14.1
18. 5
24. 9
15. 7
23. 9
17.4
21.7

a61. 5
66. 9
75. 7
a62.1
60. 8
64. 0
63. 0
65. 5
51. 6

34. 0
21. 4
10. 2
19. 4
14.3
20. 3
13.1
17.1
b 26. 7

al. 55
2. 08
1.80
a, 2. 38
2. 01
1. 93
1. 95
1. 75
1. 45

2. 37
3.84
3. 30
3. 02
3.10
2. 67
b2. 80

cl. 21
2. 63
2. 27
1.00
2.16
. 29
. 06
d. 60
.(i!)

11. 45
15. 36
20. 60
7. 29
6. 92
2. !)3
2. 7J
6. 00
7. 48

1. 33
2. 71
5. 52
. 97
1.92
. 46
.18
. OJ
. 65

13. 99
20. 70
28. 39
9. 26
11. 00
3. 68
2. 98
6. 64
8. 82

c8. 7
12. 7
8. 0
10. 8
19. 6
8. 0
1. 9
7. 9

81. 8
74. 2
72. 6
78. 8
6'.l. !)
79. 5
92.1
90. 3
SJ. 8

9. 5
13.1
19. 4
10. 4
17. 5
12. 5
6. 0
0. 6
7. 3

l. 38
1 67
2. 36
1. 22
1. 26
. 93
. 74
1. 20
1. 43

1. 67
2. 25
3. 25
1. 54
2. 00
1.18
. 80
1. 33
1. 68

1. 27
. 56
. 82
.OD
. 75
1. 37
. 75
2. 40

7. 52
4. 05
3. 62
5.18
6. 35
8. 84
6, 45
6.43

. 36
. 36
. 44
. 85
2. 14
. 55
. 31
. 73

9.15
4.07
4. 88
6.12
9. 24
10. 76
7. 51
9. 5G

13. 8
11. 3
Hl. 9
1. 4
8.1
12. 7
10. 0
25.1

82. 2
81. 3
74.1
84. 6
68. 7
82. 2
85. 9
67. 2

4. 0
7.4
9. 0
14. 0
23. 2
5.1
4.1
7. 7

1. 40
. !)J
. 98
1.19
1. 21
1. 65
1. 77
1. 43

1. 70
1.16
1. 33
1. 41
1. 76
2.00
2.06
2.12

2. 78
2. 48
5.45
3. 02
3. 74
8.45
3. 82
2. 68
10.11
a6. 05
3. 70
1. 42

13. 51
10. 64,
14.13
12. 28
12. !JO
16.15
14. 77
8. 44
21. 93
14. 97
15. 32
12. 57

5.08
2.44
4. 01
4. 51
3. 53
2.40
4. 70
1. 91
7. 03
a9. 08
7. 55
3. 25

21. 37
15. /i6
23. 5!)
10. 81
20.17
27. 00
23. 2!)
13. 03
30. 07
30.10
:26. 57
17. 24

13. 0
16. 0
23.1
15. 2
18. 5
31. 3
16. 4
20. 6
25. 9
a20.1
13. 9
8. 2

63. 2
68.4
59. 9
62. 0
64. 0
50. 8
63. 4
64. 8
56.1
49. 7
57. 6
73. 0

23. 8
15. 6
17. 0
22. 8
17. 5
8. 9
20. 2
14. 6
18. 0
a30. 2
28. 5
18. 8

1. 63
1. 61
1. 82
1. 57
1. 63

3. 75
2. 97
2. 36
1. 94

2. 58
2. 36
3. 04
2. 54
2. 55
3. 48
2. 98
2.19
6.68
5. 98
4. 09
2. 66

17. 47
5. ]O
13. 76
3. 04
6. 14
10. 99
4. 27
4. 83
9. 2
7. 4
10. 4!)

23. 31
21. 58
20. 55
7. 86
20. 22
11. 81
31.27
14. 77
Hi.11
13. 42

2. 66
3. 93
7. 03
2. 00
4. 95
3.44

43. 44
30. 61
41. 34
12. 90
31. 31
35. 27
40. 58
21. 0
35. 02
21. 87
36. 22

40. 2
16. 7
33. 3
23. 6
19. 6
56. 7
10. 5
22. 9
28. 0
34. 2
29. 0

53. 7
70. 5
49. 7
60. !)
64. 6
33. 6
77.1
70.1
46. 0
Gl. 4
71. 0

6.1
12. 8
17. 0
15. 5
15. 8
9. 7

3.15
3.10
2. 74
1. 39
2. 07
1. 55
4. 05
3. 42
3.17
2. 51
3. 21

5. 87
4. 3!l
5. 51
2. 28
3. 21
4. 61
5. :26
4. 88
6. 90
4. 09
4. 52

25. 73

a Approximately.
bincluclcs red mptiou of bonds.

5.04
1. 48
!). 09
. 07

0

d9. l

12.4
7. 0
2G. 0
4. 4
0

2. 08

1. 89
1. 42

c Includes ity of "W"ilmin gton onl_\·.
d Include. some current expenses in ciii.cs.

3.10

CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
III.-OITY SCHOOL SYSTEl\lL
NoTE.-For statistics of indivi<l.ual cities, sec Part IV, Tables 1-3.

Tho two facts which are the most striking of those disclosed by the
stati stical summaries of city school syEtems arc, (1) that the average
length of the school term has still further decreased, and (2) the great
increase, both relative and absolute, in the cost of the schools.
Tho decrease in the length of term is less than that noteJ. last year,
being only nine-tenths of a day. This difference is b"ut a slight one,
and may or may not be a further indication of a growing belief that a
shorter school year is advisable, as was suggested iu the last report.
But if this explanation is not the true one, the difference must be
ascribed to increasing laxity in the matter of holidays, due to a feeling
that the closing of the schools occasionally for a day is not a very serious
matter. This is certainly true of many cases, ancl there arc indications
that they have been sufficiently numerous to account for the decrease
that app~ars in the general average.
In any case of doubt: the final test of the true meaning of statistical
changes is to search out tho locality from which the differences come
and investigate the conditions that prevail there. Upon these conditions must be based any lessons that are to be drawn from the statistics,
for the tables themselves are merely the dials upon which are sllown
the effects of causes that are in operation behind them.
Proceeding upon this idea in the present instance, it is discovered
(see Table 4) that the average length of the school term has decreased
one day jn the North Atlantic Division; 0.44 day in the South Atlantic,
and 1.3 days in the South Central, and 3 days in tho W esteru: On the
· other hand, there bas been an increase of 1.6 days in the North O~ntral
Divi.sioll, which counterbalances much of the decrease in the other divisions, and leaves the loss in the general average at 0.9 of a clay.
On account of its great preponderance in the number of pupils over
the western and the two southern divisions, it is to the North Atlantic
Division that we must look for the causes that affect the geueral aver- .
age most. New York and l\fassaclmsetts are the two States which
have had the greatest influence in the decrease.
The following shows the length of school year for 1891-92 and 1892-93
in the cities of New York which bad over 25,000 inhabitauts in 1890:
Cities .

Length of school
term.

Decrease
or
increase.
-1- - - - - -. - - Days.
Days.
Days.
l!Jl
185
D..
6
18!Jl-!J2.

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

t ~~~;;.·.·_-_._._._._·_·_·.· .·.·.·_·.-.·_·_· .· .-.-.·.·.·_·_·.·_. .· _· _·_-_. .-.-: .- _· _. _. _.:: .-.-: _.::: _. _.: .-.-: ::::_. _.:

Binghamt on . .. ................. . ........................ ........ .. .... .

~~~1
1~y-~::::: -. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Elmira ... . .................................. ........ ............ ...... .

~~?i~lF.~~~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Syracuse . .. ............ . .......... . ..... _... _......................... .

?;i?i
:::::::::: _. _.::::: :·:::::::::::::: _.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Yonkers . .................................... ................... . ...... .

188
195
202
195
196
197
198
196
195
178
192
192

1892-93.

188
]95
198
192. 8
l!JG
19-!
1!)2

195
195
188
190
18()

D ..

4

D ..

2. 2

D ..

3

D ..

1

I..

10

D ..

D ..
D ..

6

2
3
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It appe~rs, therefore, that there were fewer school days in eight cities,
including the largest in the State; that in four the term was the same
in both years, and in only one there was an increase. In New York
City the schools were in session 202.5 days in 1890-91.
In Massachusetts the reports of length of term directly show a
shortening in 13 cities, namely: Amesbury, 10 days; Chicopee, 2 days;
Clinton, 6 days; Framingham, 2 days; Hyde Park, 10 days; Lawrence,
1 day; Lowell, 9 days; Medford, 10 days; :Few Bedford, 7 days ; · Newton, 9 days; Quincy, 26 days. Eleven cities report a longer term,
namely: Gloucester, 2 days; Haverhill, 2 days; Holyoke,½ day ; Lynn,
4 days; Marlboro, 5 days; Melrose, 7 days; Newburyport, 2 days;
Pittsfield, 5 days; Worcester, 4 days; Woburn, 1 day; North Adams,
5 days. The remaining 18 cities report the same term in both years,
or else fail to report the i tern.
·The reports t-0 the State superintendent vary in some instances from
the returns made to this office, and the table below shows the figures
which appear in the Massachusetts State reports:
Town or city.
1891-92.

1892-93.

increase.

·
11fos.days. Mos.days, Days,
Adams . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 7
9 6 D..
l

1mi,[+++t :++:::++:+/ ! :J :1 ::.. ~
1

Cambridge ............................................... . .............

1110

o

o

10

ilrim~ i!l:t: !! !!t!iI i !!!li ! I!!l'.i\!\l ] 11 ;I

l

J::

2
5
4

10
3
14
4

12
7
2

~t/+ ++: : : : : : : : : : : : I!I i ~ ;:
i!~1i::r++ : ++: +:::::+ i ! i !r i
f!l;:/} Ii\\'.'. i :'. :!i ; i;;{ ; ;

Lawrence .......... . . . ......... ....... ................... ...... ... .....

lO

o

10

o

D ..

1

;

Mel~ose ............................ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

o

10

9 15

1

Northampton . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . ..

·····························································

1

9 10

o

'.lo

'.19

'.110

R: i

10

;:4! ; ; ;
D..

16
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If each of the differences in the fourth column be weighted according

to the corresponding average attendance, a net loss to all the cities of
2.15 days is indicated. But the figures of this office in regard to attendance indicate a loss of 4.7 days. This is probably the more nearly
correct, for many superintendents report every year as the length of
term the number of days which the regulations prescribe, without
deducting extraordinary holidays.
The following shows the term of the principal cities in the two southern and western divisions, in ali three of which, as wholes, a reduction
appears:
Length of school term.
SOUTH ATLANTIC DIVISION.
1891-92.

1892-93.

Days.

Days.

¥i.Ji~ft:.: • • • :• • • •:•:• • • • • • •:•:• • • • • • • • • • :• ::

Baltimore, Md ........•..•..................................................... - - ·

203
185
195
177
195
193

201
175
195
183
180
192

201
175
185
187

201
180
187
180

~i: i~t:~1:~~c3;i:::: :~:::: :::::::::::: ::: :: :::: ::: ::::::: :::::: :: ::: ::: :: :::::::

173
205

171
203

~iut1t~te i~~J,·ut~h:::: ::::::: :::: ::::::::: ::: :::::: ::::::::::::: :: :::::::::: ::::

190
182
184
190
180

181
181
180
190
177

Charleston, S. C ...•••............................................................ .

SOUTH CENTRAL DIVISION.
Louisville, Ky ......................................... .. ........................._.
Memphis, Tenn ............................................._..................•...
Nash ville, Tenn .... ..••.•.•......................................... . .............
New Orleans, La .••.•..............•..••.........•......••. ... ....................

WESTERN DIVISION.

D enver , Colo~:
District No. 1 ....................•............................. . ........... ...
District No. 2 .••.••........................••....••............ .. .............
District No.17 ...................................•............. ... ............

The figures presented tend to show in what way the decreased length
of term came about. It appears to have been not the result of a well
considered plan, but of a custom · that is becoming only too common,
of closing the schools for any one of a great variety of reasons. There
are cases, to be sure, where lack of funds necessitates the premature
closing of the schools, and there are also other cases in which a long
school term is shortened from a well-defined belief that such a course
is best for the pupil. But the small number of days by which the
decrease comes is against the supposition that either class of causes is
chiefly responsible for the loss .
•Comparatively few school officers refer to this matter and it is not
possible to give the precise cause that is operative in any other than
those few cases. The following, however, are significant:
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Mr. Isaac A. Sheppard, president of the board of education of Philadelphia, Pa., says, in his re.port for 1893:
Parents haYe frequently complained that too many holidays are giYen; and such
complaints appear to be well founded. Nominally our schools are open ten months
in the year, for fiye days per week; but, in fact, tho schools are not opened until the
second "eek in September, and are closed about a week before the close of June.
Deduct.ing, moreover, the legal holidays; the Christmas holidays, the Easter holidays,
and tho time lost for rainy days, colll days, hot days, and days when some other
e:s:cuso is found for taking rest, "o fi~cl that the actual days of school work amount
to less than nin~ months, insteatl of ten. It is true that both teachers and children
like holidays, and plenty of them, but is it well for the children, is it well for the
parents; is it well for the ta:s:payer that valuable time should be thus wasted, I
belie;-o that the interests of the community would be betteT served by keeping the
schools open not less than two hundred days in the year.

'l'he report of Mr. Gordon A. Southwortli, superintendent of schools,
Somerville, Mass., for the year 1893, contains the following:
Nominally our school year contains forty weeks. In 1893 the schools \\'ere in session thirty-seven weeks lacking a half <lay. This loss of 7½ per cent of the time was
occasioned as fol1011s: School holidays, twelve half clays; stormy w eath er, eight half
da;ys; last half "'IYeek in June, fl ve half da,ys; Thanksgi dng Tecess, three half days;
Middlesex County Teachers' Association, two lrnlf da.ys; ex-Mayor Pope's funeral, one
ha,] f day. Total, thirty-one h alf da;ys.

A similar condition exists in Wilmington, Del., as is shown by the
following extract from the report for 1893-94 of Superintendent D. W.
Harlan:
One hunclrecl ancl eighty-nine is somewhat more than the average number of clays
the schools were OJ)Cn. The number of days of school in each school ca.ch month
can be seen in the tables iu the Appe:1dix. Labor day, two days for a teachers'
institute, the Pridny following Thanksgiving Day, were voted holidays, and by an
old custom the schools were closed the last "'i:Vednesday in June in stead of the lai,t
Fridny. The Inst eight school days of June the grammar an(l primary schools were
closed at noon, making only a, half day each day, or four days of school in the eight
day s. At e:s:amination time, if the teacher of a room has one class under examination and the other class is out of school, the day is counted as a day of school in that
tliYision, bnt if neither class is in school, there is no school in that diYision, allll the
re.ports show there has been no school, or ought to clo so. This only occu rs when so
runny examination papers have accumulated in the bands of a teacher that the day
is nccdetl to mark them.
E:XPENDI'l'URES.

A grievon fact in connection with the modern improvements in the
chool, ystem i. that they cost money. Handsome buildings, effecfoTe
Yentilation, manual training, scientific laboratories, kindergartens, 11hysi al training, and ~ompul ory attendance are all costly. They require
not only :xpenditure for new material appliances, but a, greater munl r ft acher , janitor , and otheI employees, and frequently, much
bi o-b r priced one . A. . t ady incr a. e i therefore observable in the
a O gr ,·, te f exr nditur for school .
'liil lie enr Ihnen in tlie cities under consideration increa ed 4.86
11 r · nt during tit y ar the increa e in total expense was 8.96 per

CITY 'PUBLIC SCHOOLS . .

cent. For teaching and supervision the increase-was 6.63 per cent.
By divisions these items of increase were as follows:

I

Enr.ollment Cost of teach- Expenditure
in public
ing ap~l
for all
schools..
superv1,,10n.
purposes.

,---------------ii----1
DiYision.

N_u_r_t_h _.A._t-la-nt_i_c

1891-92.............................. . .. . ... . . . . . . . ... ..
1892-03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

], 335,998
1,377,808

~~~r~!!t :::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::: -- 4\~i~
South Atlantic:

1891-92 ... ................ .... .. ...... ... . . . ..... .... . . .
1802-93 ... . . ......... .. . . . ... . ...... .......... ....... .. .

Increase ............................................ . .
.Per cent .. ...... .. . . ....... . ..... ... ... .... ..... . ..... =

South Central:

1891-92 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1892-93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Increase....... . .. ..... .. . .... . ...... .. .. ... ... . . .....
I'er cent........ . . ..... ... .... ...... . ..... .... .. . . . . .

Norlh Central:

$17,330,426
18, 104, 963

$30,065,635
31,678, 701

1~ 3~!~ --1,
4

I
212, 9521 · $2,268,220
218, 872
2,497, 697

I
I
l 51, 325

$3,537,554
3,475,077

~bj

5, 920
229,477
2. 78 =--=-----·10
_ _~_12~
_

164, 057
12, 732 /
8. 41

1

61\~~g

1

~c--====

$1, 637, 110
1, 884, 400

$2,300,369
2,579,273

247, 290
15. 10

278,904
12.13

1891-92 ........ . .................... . . . .. . . ..... ~ .. . ... .
1892-93 .......... .. .................. ...... .. . .... . .... .

897, 167
959,591

$11, 673, 823
12,600,751

$20,057, 510
22,980,728

In crease .... ... ... ... ... .... .. ... - . - - ... - .. - . . . - - -- · · ·
l'er cent .................. .. ...... ... ........ ... .... . .

62,424
6. 96

926,928
7. 94

2,923,218
14. 57

"-cstrrn:
1R9 l- 92 .............. . ............................... .. .
1892-93 .. .. . . ... . ....................... . .... .... - . - - - - -

145, 988 1
156,538

$2,462,907
2,630,027

$4,594,052
5, 267, ()09

In crease ...... ...... ..... ........ ... . ........ ..... ... .
l 'e>r cent ......................................... -.- .. .

10,550 \
7. 22

167, 120
6. 74

C73, 557

a Decrease, 62,477.

H.66

l,Per cont of decrease, 1.77.

From this it appears that in the North Atlantic and North Central
divisions the increase has been in both the amount paid to teachers
and in the sums spent for ot,her purposes. In the South Atlantic
DiYision more has been spent for tuition, but there has been a saving
in other respects, so that the whole amount spent was actually less in
1892-93 tban in 1891-92. In the South Central Division there appears a
heavier increase in the cost of tuition than in the total expense, showing that the teachers received the lion's share of the 12 per cent increase
in the whole amount spent. In the Western Divjsion, on the contrary,
tlJe total expenditure shows a heavy increase, while the amount paid to
teachers has increased at a less rate than the enrollment. In the South
Atlantic Division there was but a small iucrease in enrollment during
the year-much less than in any other division. This itself would
e:Kplain why the expenf?e should not have increased in the same ratio as
in the other divisions, but as it happens there was not only no increase
but an absolute decrease of $62,477.
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The expenditures for the two years of the principal cities in this
division were as follows:
Total expenditures.
Cities.

1891-92.

Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 176, 484

:;r1~f~f~~:
R~f::::: ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Richmond,Va . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Atlanta, Ga. ................................ . .. .. ....... .. ...... ..............
Charleston, S. C ............................... . ...... . ·.....•.......•..........

m: gI~

145, 377
139,460
61, 854

1892-93.
$1,121,033
860, ?,45
151,533
155,095
152, 778
78,558

It will be seen that the decrease of the division is due principally to
the conditions in Baltimore, Washington, and Wilmington. Baltimore
spent for building $96,000 more in 1892 than in 1893, and $20,000 more
for current expenses other than teachers' salaries. In Washington the
expenditure for sites and buildings was $220,344 in 1891-92, and only
$42,270 in 1892-93. In Wilmington there was a reduction of $5,000 in
the amount paid for buildings, and $10,000 in the current expense~.
In all three cities more was paid to teachers in the later year than in
the earlier.
The unusual increases noted in the North, Central, and Western
divisions come from UI).Wonted energy in the erection of new buildings.
Chicago expended $1,370,000 for that purpose during 1892-93, against
$995,000 in 1891-92, and $749,000 in 1890-91. St. Louis speut $565,000
last year, and only $109,038 in 1890-91. Omaha, Nebr., invested
$255,000 in sites and buildings in 1892-93, or over twice as much as
in the year previous. Salt Lake City, Utah, however, surpasses them
all, for with a school attendance of less than 6,000, nearly $360,000 was
expended for permanent improvements, thus more than doubling the
value of the school property of the city in a single year.
Expenditures like these are the best possible evidence of the favor
with which the American people regard the public schools. The complacent attitude of school officers and boards of education toward· the
tendency to heavy expenditures is exemplified in the following extracts:
Superintendent A. P. Marble, Worcester, Mass. (Report of the
Worcester Schools, 1893, p. 28), says : ·
The cost per scholar in the day schools has risen from $24.52 last year to $26.28 in
1893. This increase of $1.76 in the cost per scholar is due partly to changes in the
course of studies, which require cabinets of specimens in natural history, etc., more
apparatus a:r;id books of reference, and a large amount of supplementary reading; in
part it is due to the improved means of heating and ventilation, which require much
more fuel; and in part it is due to the overcrowded condition of some of the schoolhouses, where four teachers aro required to do the work which three might do in
suitable rooms. In the two high schools the cost per pupil has arisen from $47.25 in
the olu and crowded school to $66.90. This increase is dne first to the smaller and
mor rea onable number of pupils to a teacher; and secondly, it is due to the extenE'1ve purchase of books and apparatus. The equipment of these schools is now
elaborate and fir t clas , if not unsurpassed.
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Hon. Z. L. White, president of the board of education, Columbus,
Ohio (Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of Columbus, Ohio, for the school year ending .August 31, 1893, p. 29), says:
An article in the Evening Dispatch of recent date charges this board with extravagance, affirming that this is the most expensive branch of the public service, costing more to maintain it than it costs to conduct the balance of the city government.
This proposition is quite :new and we think the statement will admit of investigation, but, granting that it is true, why should it not be the most expensive, The
education given in our public schools constitutes the capital and the stock in trade
of three-fourths of our boys and girls, who are thereby equipped for business.
They in turn become good · citizens, help to build up and enrich the city, so the
grade of scholarship given them should be as high as the city can afford.
But let us see about this expense.
The item of tuition coi:;ts now only $1.92 per capita more than it did twelve years
ago, when our teachers were poorly paid, and a lower rate of scholarship given.
During the transition from 1880 to 1892 there has been a gradual advance in the
wages of the teachers, and in the course of study, with the very small advance of
13 per cent in the cost of administration. Is there any extravagance in this f The
department of penmanship and calisthenics was also added during this period. The
library building is cited as a monument of our extravagance. The fact is, we have
here the choicest piece of property owned by the city, the most beautiful front and
inside finish, and the best adapted to the uses for which it was designed. This department had grown to such proportions that a home, with fire-proof vaults for the
records, contracts, and valuable papers, with assembly room, committee rooms, offices,
reference rooms, and library ball was indispensable to the successful management of
the department. This home, including the lot and the improvements to the buildings, cost $80,000, and bec'1,use it was built so beautifully and substantially for the
money, it stands a monument to economy-a credit to the building committee, to this
board, and to the city.
'

TABLE

1.-Summary of statistics of school systems of cities containing over 8,000 inhabitants, showing increase or decrease from previous ye(l.r .

[NOTE.-No correct list of cities of a given population can be made in other than census years.
The percentages of increase shown below, therefore, are relative only and are intended to be used for
no other purpose than comparison with each other.]

Enrollment:
1891-92 .......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1892-93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,743,430
2, 876, 866

Increase ................................................. __ ... _.
P er cent of increase ................................ _...... _ .... .

133,436
4.86

Aggregat e number of days' attendance of pupils:
1891-92 ................................ _ .. __ ... __ ... ____ ... _ ..... . 378,389,408
1892-93 ....................... ____ .. ____ .. ___ .. __ . _. ________ .. ___ _ 394,017,038
Increase ..................................... _................ _. 15,627,630
Per cent of increase ..................... __ ................ ____ . _
4.13
Average daily attendance:
1891-92 .................................... . _ ...............•... _.
1892-93 ............... ~ .......................................... .
Increase ............................................. .......... .
Per cent of increase ...............................·....... . . . . . . .

1,977,442
2,066,850
89,408
4. 52 '
=====I
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AYerage length (in days) .of school form:
1891-92 ............. _......................... - .................. .
1892-93 .......................................... ·..... . .... ...... .

HH.5

190.6
0.9

Decrease ... _.......................................... ......... .
Enrollment in private schools (estinrn,tetl):
1891-92 ................................................ . .. . .. .... .
1892-93 ................................ -................... ·-...... .

753,178
775,910

Incren.se ............................................ - .... - - .... .
Per cent of in crease .. ..................................... ..... .

22,732
3.02

· Number of supervising officers:
1891-92 ............................................... ............ .
1892-93 ................................................. ........ - .

2,72±
2,894:

Increase ....................................................... .
Per cent ·of increase ..................................... ....... .

170
6.24

Number of teachers:
1891-92 ............................•........ .. .....................
1892-93 ............ . ................................. .. .. - - .. - ... .

55,057
58,522

Increase ..... .. ................................... ... ... ....... .
Per cent of increase ............................................ .

3,465
6.29

Number of buildings:
1891-92 ..................................... . ... .. ....... ........ .
1892-93 .......................................................... .

6) 757

Increase ........................................................ .
re.: cent of increase ........................... ..... ..... ....... .

200
2.96

Number of sittings or seats:
1891-92 .......................................................... .
1892-93 ................................. __ ......... _............. .

2,501,694
2,693,522

Increase ..... ." ................................................. .
1> er cent of i ucroaso ... ...... ·................................... .

6,957

181,828
7.27

Value of school property:
1891-92 ........................................................... $193, 607, 787
1892-93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203, 338, 077
Increase ............................... ~ ................. . ..... .
Per cent of increase ..... . : ..................................... .

11,730,290

6.06

Expenditure for teaching and supenision:
1891-92 ........... ·········· .............. ······ ······ ........... . $35,372,482
1 92-93 .................................................. __ ...... _. 37,717,838
Increase ....................................................... .
P er cent of increa e ............................. .. ............. .

2,345,356
6.63

Expenditure for all purpose , excepting loans mHl bonds :
1891-92 ................................................ ___ ....... . $60,555,120
1892-93 ............................................ _............. . 65,981,388
Increa.-c ................ ...... ............................. __ .. .
P rceutof i1H·rcn ·o ............................................ .

5, •126, 268
8.96
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TABLE

2.-Swrnrnary by States of enroll?nent, attendance, supervising officers, an.~ ,eachers
in cities containing over 8,000 inhabitants. (a)

Enroll·
Number of te:1cl1ers .
ment in Num·
Num · Enroll. .Aggregate_ Average private ber of
berof m.entin number of
daily and :paro· super.
days' at.
Cities ofschool public
chial
vising
day
ttndanceof attend·
sys·
offi. Male. Fe. Total.
ance.
schools
male.
terns. schools. all pupils.
cers.
(esti·
mated).
---- --- - - --- ----- ---,1
a
6
7
s
10
1
3
9
2
---- --- - - --- ----United States , ..
Ti5, 910 2,894 4,298 54, 224 58,522
473 2, 87G, 866 394,017,038 2, 0()6, 850
·- - - - - - - - - - - - - N. Atlantic Division . .
981, 290
358,624 1,386 1,931 26,549 28,480
195 1,377,808 190, 042, 037
S. Atlantic Division ...
154-, 789
166
44 0 3,928
4,368
218,872 28,840,197
49,901
38
S. Central Division ....
361 2,727
164,057 21, 967, 115
119,229
138
3,088
47, 631
41
132,
268,
316
N. Central Division .. .
1,342
18,200
295,681
985
54
959,591
702,
158
19,
173
220
Western Division .....
156,538 20,899,373
224 2,820
24,073
109,384
3, 04
26
..
- ---- - - - - - ~ =
N. Atlantic Dh-ision:
Maine ... ..........
20,364
2,756,341
15,538
4,729
22
38
512
55 0
8
New Hampshire ...
1,459,079
257
11,691
8,421
18
21
27 8
5
6,580
Vermont ....... .. .
438, 706
3,689
2,438
6
72
1, 788
4
76
2
Massachusetts ....
198
260,187 37,665,611
195,420
583 5,318
5, !lO1
42
47, 163
Rhode Island ......
35,698
4,166,558
22, 239
40
702
74 2
8,271
6
47
Connecticut .. . ....
62,832
8,624, 281
1, 346
43,390
13,646
86
96 1, 21>0
14
New York . .. . .... .
636
538,439 72,985,977
376, 942
568 10,222 10, 79 0
162,772
50
New J ersey .......
122,053 16,023,818
35, 020
155
2, 20 9
80,700
21
75 2,134
Pennsylvania ......
322,855 45,921,666
217
506 6,082
236,202
47
78,655
6, 58 8
S. Atlantic Division:
Delaware . .... ....
9,622
1,346,085
6,903 ··-· -----2
6
20 2
196
1
Maryland ... . .....
9,763,364
75,983
49,062
4
34
147 1,395
19, 791
1, 54 2
Distridoof Coluru.
bia ...... ... . ....
85.39,764
5,261,725
30, 067
2
b 8, 500
42
92
763
Virginia . .... ......
4,001,804
30,884
22,146
9
8,907
30
75
460
535
,Vest Virginia . ...
!J, 733
1, 350, 391
7,248
1,500
3
16
196
10
212
North Carolina ....
6 ------·--· -------·--·· ------ ---· ----- -- --- ------- ---- -- --- -- -- ------Sou th Carolina ....
8,846
1,390,862
7,471
2,560
3
18
144
162
14

r~t~t- :::::::::::

0

ifo
S. Central DiYision :
Kentucky ... .... . .
Tennessee .........
Alabama ...... ... .
Mississippi. .......
Louisiana, .........
Texas . ............
Arkansas ..........
Oklahoma .........
Indian 'l..'erritory . .
N. Central Di dsion:
Ohio ..............
Indiana ... • .......
Illinois ........... .
Michigan ..... . ....
,Viscon sin ...... . .
Minn esota . .......
Iowa ..... ... ......
Missouri .... ... ...
North Dakota._ ...
South Dakotab . ...
Nebraska .........
Kansas ............
Western Division:
Montanab .... .....
0

6:fo r~c\~~:::::: :: :
New Mexico ......
Arizona ... ........
Utah ...... ........
Ne,adab .. . .......
Idaho ........... ..
Washington .... ..
Oregon ............
California ...... : . .

7
3

27,463
3,614,691
5,787 ----·- ---- - -

20,194
4,383
21
4,068 ---------- . .......

45
20

476
104

52'L
124

44, 094
6,271,245
31,713
9
10, 608
42
73
773
84 6
28,544
3,800,015
6
20,514
4,640
85
434
51 9
24
13,739
1,882, 866
5
10, b71 ............ ------42
200
24 2
4,887 ------- ---- 3
3,337 ---------- --- ---6
95
101
3 ------·- -- ------------ .... ..... .. ........ ... . ....... ....... ......... .......
34,270
4,054,777
11
2:3, 154
7,292
106
30
508
61 4
!)
10,945
4
1,318,443
7,522
1,602
21
149
17 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
194,282
70,465
232,139
96,548
76,936
55,600
52,249
109,827

11

1,706
34,549
35,290

28, 577, 731
9,401,924
32,856,964
13,196,203
10,043,287
7,913,199
6,861, 778
H, 169,861
0
203, 970
4,510,247
4,523, 061

149,932 ···· · · · ·· ·
51, Oti3
21, 7?1
172,506
81, 178
69, 980
30, 741
54,089
32, 639
41,378
15,090
37,656
12,060
75, 347
so, 915
0
0
1,179
140
23,558
6,045
25,470
4,654

2
1
7
0
0
2
1
0
3
1
9

4,853
1,143
26, 74.3
0
0
12,198
1,575
0
14,798
!J, 810
85,418

591, 545
140, 159
3,272,487
0
0
1,428,136
231,800
0
2,054,555
1,399,179
11,781,612

3,238
500
50
869 ·
17,923 ........ ... . .
0
0
u
0
8,117
2, [>63
1,159
253
0
0
10,612 . ...... .. ..
7, 3G4
1,238
GO, 102
13, 204

33
19
24
24
20
7
15
10
0
1
9

0

··----77
293
74
79
79
94
79
0
1
36
19
6

1
53
0
0
13
0
0
20
10
117

331
138
248
105
124
88
64
126
0
2
41
75

3,716
1,238
4,394
1, 905
1,388
1,254
], 095
1,928
0
34
661
587

4, 04 7
1, 37 6
4, 64 2
1, 01 0
1. 51 2
1, 34 2
1, 159
2, 05 4
0
36
70?
66

6
0
43
0
0
22
3
0
21
17
112

!ll
29
466
0
0
175
27
0
289
187
1,556

!J7
20
509
0
0
l !J7
30
0
310
204
1,668

a In the preparat.ion of this table omissions uncl deficiences in the returns of indiviclual cities were
supplied from the best- sources available. If no accurate information could be ban. in any particular
~ase, an estimate based upon the ratios de,eloped in the other cities of the same State was used unless
it arpeared that the conditions were essentially different in the city for which precise data were
lackmg-.
_
:Blanks indicate that the number of cities which reported the Hem was not sufficient to justify an
estimate to supply the deficiency.
b Sta tis tics of 1891-92.
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TABLE

3.-Surnrnary by States of school property and expenditures in cities containing
over 8,000 inhabitants. (a)

Cities of-

Number of
buildings.

Number of
seats or
sittings for
study.

1

!J

3

Value of all
Expenditure
public prop· Expenditure
for all purfor super· poses
except
erty used for vision
and
loans and
school
teaching.
bonds.
purposes.
4

i)

6

United States .............

6,957

2,693,522

~205, 338, 077

$37,717,838

$65, 981, 388

North Atlantic Division ........
South Atlantic Division .........
South Central Division .....••...
North Central Division .... ......
Western Division .... . ..........

3,323
451
397
2,362
424

1,287,123
206, 001
150,270
915,185
134,943

103, 172, 001
10,048,445
7,946,424
67,085, 358
l7, 085, 849

18,104,963
2,497,697
1,884,400
12,600,751
2,630,027

31,678,701
3,475,077
2,579,273
22,980,728
5,267,609

187
80
16
1,011
133
198
704
220
774

21,835
12,439
3,190
248,590
33, fl74
57, 073
500, 515
1.04, 430
305,677

1, 338,047
1,378,195
206,716
25,064,514
2,735,052
5,130,987
39,091,194
5,712,262
22,515,034

232,938
165,797
39, 188
3,996, 991.
477,213
820,806
7,381,385
1,294,869
3,695,776

389, 749
252,568
75. 969
7,057: 581
836,697
1,369,947
12,390, 223
1,985,932
7,320,035

25
127
78
65
23

9,448
72,570
b 36,648

559,517
3,178,173
.\!, 775,663
850,012
503,145

106,391
845,332
617,105
259,548
99,388

151,533
1,176,242
860,245
323,633
184,489

1,373,730
93,170

337,254
36,812

453,289
46,421

554,188
285,633

769 , 805
423,530
137. 602
57,950

North Atlantic Division:
Maine . .... ............•...•.
New H ampshire .... .....•..
Vermont .................•..
Massachusetts ..............
Rhode Island ................
Connecticut .................
NewYork ...................

i:~:s;1~S:li~· ::: :: ::·.: ::::::

I

South Atlantic Division:
Delaware . ...................
Maryland ...................
DiAtrict of Columbia ........
Virginia ... . .................
W est Virginia ..............
North Carolina . .. . ..........
South Carolina ..............

iriri~~.:::::::::::::::::::::

South Cert:ral Division:
Kentucky ...................
Tennessee ...................
.Alabama .......... .... ......

26,822
8,600

............. ................... ---- ---· -- -- -- .................... . ............ ....
107,925
16
7,950
72,767
219,635
64
31

26,813

................... .

89
54
31
9

-------------21,021

114
33
0
0

29,216
8,803
0
0

------········
ri!~~~:tt.::::::: :::;:::::: ........... ... ..............
...............

Texas .......................
Arkansas ...................
Oklahoma .... . ..............
Indian Territory ....... .. ...
North Central Division:
Ohio ---------- - --·---------Indiana . ................... .
Illinois ..... . . ...............

~fs~~11as~n·::::::::::::::::::
Ji,:Unnesota ..................
Iowa .......... ..... . ....... .
Missouri .. .... ..•.......... .
North Dakota .... ...........
South Dakota b ...•••.•.•.• ••
Nebraska ........... . .......
Kansas ......................
Western Division:
Montanab ..... ... ... ....... .

lri:i~g.:::::::::::::::::::
New Mexico . ...... . ...... ..

Arizona ............ . ........
Utah .... ................... .
Nevadab .. ... ....... ....... .
Idaho .......................

i:&!t~t:::::::::::::::::

454
198
438
270
208
142
177
230
0
8
113
124

...............

24
5
67
0
0
53
6
0

4,723
], 100
22,624
0
0
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30
193

64,154
215,465
91,732
73,011
52,637
49,454
99,494
0
1,520
31, 792
33,495

................
................
0
15,640
10,000
71,056

2,184,685
1,294, 741
652,000
156, 500
............. . ..
1,999,698
628,800
0
0

-------------40, 909

. ....... ......... ...
406,189
105,410
0
0

....... 605,-6i7
166,090
0
0

14,917,026
4,572,730
15,973,588
6,144,104
3,997, 288
6,776, 245
3,702, 621
6,304,061
0
175,000
2, 611,095
1,911,600

2,580,278
795, 150
3,540,120
1,102,033
899,640
951,345
640, 997
1,270, 936
0
24,250
464,761
331,241

4,613,015
1,390,235
6,575,232
2,011, 5gg
1,563, 17(
1,391,218
1,201,969
2,501,196
0
48,271
1,091,915
592, 91"

837,430
134,250
4,010,142
0
0
1,058, l86
50,575
0
1,950,380
835,870
8,209,016

80,098
22,679
434,299
0
0
139,703

197,494,
46, 47-l
1,101,611
0

------········
0
270,293
155,098
1,499,064

0

740, 984
64, 194
0
627, 57 2
222, 526
2,266, 754

a In_ the preparation of this table omissions and deficiencies in the returns of individual cities were
snpplied fr?m the best sources available. If no accurate information could be bad in any particular
case, an estimate based upon the ratios developed in the other cities of the same State was used unless
1!cw~e~r d that the conditions were essent1ally different in the city for which precise data were
13lan{s indicat that the number of cities which reported the item was not sufficient to justify an
esii~trs}fcs ~¥Wof~:2~eficiency.
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4.-Comparative statistics of cities containing over 8,000 inhabitants, summa1·ized by States, etc.
Ratio of
private
school
enrollment to
total
public
and pri·
vate
school
enroll.
ment.

t,:j

t,

r
<:O

Cities of-

·~

1

2
3
---- ---Per cent. Per cent.

U ·t d St
{ 18!H-92 ..
m e
ates.···· -- · · 1892-93 ..
. . ... - { 1892-93.
189l-92 .._
North Atl an t·1c D'1vis1on
· D'1vis1on
. .
..
South Atl an t 1c
. . . . { 1891-92
l 892-93 ..
SouthC ent raID'.
. ..... - {1891-92
1v1s1on
] 892-(13..._
N orth Cen t r al D'1v1s10n
. . . . . . . { 1891-92
..
1892 _93 ..
. .
..
W es t ern D'1v1s1on.
_
.... .. . . . . { 1891-92
1892 93 _.

North Atlantic Di vision:
Maine ................... -..........
New Hampshire ...... ···········--·
Vermont ...........................
Massachusetts .. - ............. . ....
Rhode Island .......................
Conrecticut ........................
NewYork ..........................
NewJersey ...............••.......
Pennsylvania .. _.... ...... .. .......
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ...•................ . .... . .
Maryland ......... ......... ........
D~st~ic_tof Columbia ...............

i~ft~tgi~i;·: :~ ::: ::: :::: ::::::::

Ratio of Average
Average Average Average
number
~~!~!!~ of
days· Average number number number
ance to
of pupils of teach- of seats
attendtotal en- ance of le~i!~i°f in attend- ers to
for each
roll·
anceto each su- 100 pupils
each
term.
ment
pervising
each
in
attend(public pupil en·
teacher. officer.
ance.
schools). rolled.

---4

ii

Days.

Days.

6

21. 5
21. 2
21. 0
20. 7
17. 8
18. 6
24. 4
22. 5
23. 8
23. 6
13. 9
13. 3

72.1
71. 9
71.1
71. 2
72. 0
70. 7
70. 7
72. 7
74. 0
73. 2
70. 7
69. 9

137. 9
137. 0
138. 5
138. 0
137. 3
131. 7
131. 2
133. 9
138. 5
137. 8
137.1
133. 5

191. 5
190. 6

35. 9
35. 3

194. 7
193. 7
190. 7
188. 3
185. 5
184. 2
187. 2
188. 4
194.1
191.1

18. 8
36. 0
32.6
15. 3
18. 8
17.8
23. 2
22.3
19. 6

76.3
72. 0
66.1
75.1
62. 3
69.1
70. 0
66.1
73.1

135. 4
124. 8
118.9
144. R
116. 7
137. 2
135. 5
131. 3
142. 2

·---······

71. 7
64. 6
75.6
71. 7
74. 5

139. 9
128. 5
132.3
129. 6
138. 7

20. 7
17.6
22. 4
13. 4

,,

s

Cost of
Value of tuition
Average school (i.e., SU- Total cost
number property pervision of schools
of seats per capita and teach- per capita
or sit- of pupils ing) per of pupils
tings to a in aver· capita of in aver·
buildage
pupils in age ating.
attend.
tendance.
ance.
ance.

!;:::!~

Average
cost per
day of.
tuition
for one
pupil.

---9

10

lJl

12

$97. 92
99. 32

$Z8. 80
31. 92

102. 25
105.15
58. 37
64. 90
72. 01
66. 73
96. 50
95. 54
154. 00
156. 23

$16. 83
18. 29
18. 23
18. 45
14. 79
16.14
15. 30
15. 81
17. 63
17. 95
23. 87
24. 05

31. 63
32. 28
23. 08
22. 45
21. 50
21. 62
30. 21
32. 73
44. 52
48.16

9.37
9. 52
7. 75
8. 66
8. 25
8. 58
9.40
9. 53
12. 30
12. 59

24

4
1
1

l.3

126.5
130. 3

35. 0
34. 5
37. 3
35. 4
38. 5
38. 6
36. 4
35. 9
36. 9
35. 9

128. 5
131. 2
121. 9
133.1
112. 2
126. 0
127.4
130. 4
124. 8
123. 4

371
387
383
388
407
457
324
379
368
388
312
318

177.4
173. 3
180. 0
192. 8
187. 3
198. 7
193. 6
198. 5
194.4

28. 2
30. 3
32.1
33.1
30. 0
32.2
34. 9
36. 5
35. 8

25. 0
15. 4
12. 6
29. 8
15.8
15. 6
17. 0
14. 2
30. 4

140. 5
147. 7
130. 9
127. 3
150. 0
131. 5
132. 8
129. 4
129.4

117
156
199
246
251
288
711
475
395

86. 12
163. 70
84. 80
128. 23
122. 95
118. 25
103. 70
70. 76
95. 34

14. 21
19. 70
16. 08
20. 46
21. 45
18. 91
19. 58
16. 04
15. 65

25. 08
30. 00
31. 09
36.14
37. 61
31. 57
32. 86
24. 61
30. 99

8.45
11. 36
8. 93
10. 61
11.46
9. 52
10.11
8. 08
8.05

195. 0
199. 0
175.0
180. 7
186. 3

34. 2
31. 8
35.2
41. 4
34. 2

101. 0
45.4
20. 4
17. 8
21. 2

136. 9
147. 9
121. 9
121. 1
118. 7

378
571
470
413
374

81. 06
64. 79
9a~
38. 37

15. 41
17. 23
11. 72
13. 71

21. 94
24. 08
2&fil
14. 60
,._ 05

7. 90
8. 66
11. 73
6.49
7. 36

9. 05

11. 41

North Carolina ..........•...•......
South Carolina ................. _...

· · · · ·2i 4· · · · · ·s4.-4· -- · · i51: 2· -- · ·isil:2· -- · .. 46.- i

;ii:fil:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

13. 8
..........

73. 5
131. 6
179.1
70. 3 •••••••••• ••••••••••

38. 8
32.8

9.0
24.8

·-·····--- ...........
106. 4
132. 8

o ·

Oents.

20. 2
20. 2
21. 5
20. 6
28. 9
26. 3
16. 4
22.4
19. 3
19. 8
13. 8
13. 8

497
419

.......... ··········

. . ,; I

2~~

····~ur---·Jt ··--½fff ...........
.

22. 90

H

4,
8. 79
9. 60 _ _ _5.,

7
0

1-3
~

'"ti

c::
o:;
t-1

1-1

0
U1

0

lJ::

0
0
t-1

~

4
9

8
8
9

4
6
5
4

9
6

5. 23
9.33

6

4
'

~
~
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4.-Comparalfre statistics of cities containi1u; over 8,000 inhabitants, summarized by States, etc .-Continued.
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Cost 01
Valuo of tuition
school
(i. e. 1 ~U· T?t'.11 cost
property perns1on of scho?ls
percapitaanclteach·percap.1ta
of pupils iup:) per of pu pils
in :1vor. capita of in aver·
ago
1mpils in age at·
a!~:i~· ~;:~-~~~ teudance.

.A. veracre Average

cost ~r claily ex·
pendi·
d .a v~f
t i;ition ture p er
for one pupil for
pupil
all pur·
poses.
·

ance.

- - - - , - - - - 1 - - - - , - - - - , - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - l- - - -l - - - - l - - - - l - - - - l - - - - 1 - - - 7
6
]2
3
ii
s
9
10
13
2
4
11
14

~

t:!

d
Son th Centrnl Division:
l'er cent. P er cent.
Kontncky..........................
10.4
71.!J
'l'onnossoo...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14. o
71. !J

Days.
142.2
133. 2

0

Days.
197.7
185. 3

37.5
3!J. 5

20.1 .................•..
21. 6
102. 5
389

68.!Jl
o:.i. 11

17. 48
13. 92

24. 28
20. 64

8.84
7. 52

12. 27
1 l. 14

~

H

t11~m;ii::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: .....~~:·~· : : ~~~:~: ::::~~~t .....~~:·~· :::::::::: :::::::::: ~::::::::: ....;~:.~~. ::::~~~~~: ....!t~!. :::::::::: : : : ~-:~~ z
0

Toxas..............................
17.f>
07. 5
118.3
175.2
37.7
20.5
126.2
262
80.40
17.55
26.17
10.02
14. 03
.Arknnsas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 8
63. 7
120. 5
175. 3
4:.1. 2
18. !l
117. O
267
83. 60
14. 01
22. 08
8. 00
12. 00
North Centrnl DiYision:
·
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77. 2
147. 1
l!lO. 0
37. 0 . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99. 50
17. 21
30. 77
0. 03
10. 14
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23. Ci
72. 5
133. 4
18!. l
37. 1
17. !)
125. 7
324
89. 56
15. 57
27. 23
8. 40
14. 79
Illinois.............................
25. !J
'i4. 3
141. 5
mo. 4
:17. 2
15. s
124. 9
492
92. 60
20. 55
38. 13 i 10. 77
20. 02
Mi9higan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~4. 2
72. 5
142. 5
]88. 5
34. 8
27. 2
131.1
340
87. 80
15. 75
28. 75
8. 35
]5. 25
·wisconsin.................... .. . . . .
20. 8
70. 3
130. 5
185. 6
:35. 8
19.1
135. O
351
93. 91
16. 03
28. no
R 96
15. 57
Minnesota. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'.ll. 4
74. 4
142. 3
l!Jl. 3
30. 8
17. 0
127. 2
371
163. 77
23. 00
U3. 02
12. 02
17. 50
Iowa...............................
18. 7
72.1
131. 3
182. 2
32. 5
12. 3
131. 3
279
!JS. 32
17. 02
31. 91
!). 35
17. 52
Missom-i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22. O
GS. (i
120. 0
188.1
36. 7
26. O
132. O
433
83. 66
16. 86
33. 20
8. 97
14, 02
North Dakota ............................................................................................................ . .... : . ........ ... ....................... . . .
SouthDalcot:1a ....................
7.0
G9.l
11!). 5
173.0
26.0
30.0
128.!l
190
148.43
20.50
40.94'
11.8!)
23.17
Nebraska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.UJ
OS. 2
130. O
191. 5
33. O
19. 5
135. O
281
110. 82
19. 72
40. 33
10. 30
24. 21
Kansas.................. . ..........
11. 7
72. 2
128. 2
177. 6
38. 5
34. 8
130. 9
270
75. 03
13. oo
23. 28
7. 34
rn. n
Western Division:
Montana a..........................
!l. 3
60. 7
121. 9
182. 7
33. 4
10.1
145. !J
107
258. 00
24. 75
60. 9!)
13. 23
33. 40

ci~I:r~i~~
:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......17.4
~-.~.
Utah......... .. ....................

~~: ~

06.5

g~: 1 176.0
m: ~

!17.0

~~: i

41.2

..... 15.1
~~~~. }~~J
~5~ ~~Ui
...... . ....... .. . . ·..
130.40

~g~

17.21

gub
91.30

}n~
9.78

~U~

51.!lO

Novadaa. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13. 8
73. (i
147.1
200. 0
38. (i • •• • • • • • • • ••• • • • . • • . • •• • . . • • • .
43. 04 .. . . . . . . . .
55. 3!) . . . . . . . . . .
27. 70
Itlaho ............ ~ ....... .... ...... ....... . . . .. .................... .... ...... . ..... . . . ........ ....... .. ............ ... ... .... . . ... . .... . .................. .. ........ .
71. 7
138. 9
193. o
34. 2
15. 5
147. 4
340
183. 65
25. 52
59. 13
13. 10
30. M
·washington...... . ................. . . . . . . . . . .
Orogon...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11. 2
75. 1
142. G
l!JO. 0
36. 1
20. 4
1-35. 8
333
113. 50
21. 06
30. 22
11. OS
15. 90
California..........................
D. 4
70. 4
137. !l
]!)6. 0
30. 0
14. 3
118. 2
368
136. 60
24. !l4
37. 71
12. 72
10. 24

a Statistics of 1891-92.
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
IY.-PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS AND PRIVA'l'E SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

In Part IV of this report, Tables 4 and 5, will be found the names of
the 2,812 public high (secondary) schools and the 1,434 private secondary schools reporting to this office for the year ending June 30, 1893.
The post-office address of each school is given, and the name of the
prlucipal, the tw·o lists being arranged alphabetica,lly by States. In
the same line with the name of the institution is given the number of
instructors, the number of secondary students, and the number below
the secondary grade. The tables also give the number-of students in
each school preparing for college -classical and scientific courses, and
the number of graduates. The number of college preparatory students
in the class that was graduated in 1893 is also given for each school.
The number of colored students in public and private secondary schools
is showu. Male and female students are numbered in separate columns
in the detail tables.
In the following pages are twelve tables in which is summarized by
States and divisions all the statistics contained in the two detail tables
in Part IV relating to pnl>lic and private secondary schools.
Table 1 shmrn that in the 2,812 public high schools reporting there
were 9,48!> teachers, 232,951 students in the secondary grades, and
436,855 pupils below the secondary grades. Of the number in the high
scl.1001 grades 3,227 were pupils in colored schools.
Table 2 gives the number of college preparatory students and the
number of graduates. In the 2,812 pnbUc high schools, 17,572 students
were preparing for tbe college classical course and 16,563 were preparing for college scientific courses. The total number of graduates in
1893 was 29,410, and of these 8,815 were college prep§l,r atory students.
Tables 3; 4, and 5 give the number of students pursuing each of
the ten leading high school branches. Latin is studied by 100,319
students, Greek by 7,922, French by 14,959, German by 27,760, algebra by 123,177, geometry by 60,570, trigonometry by G,34:8, physics by
54,219, chemistry by 23,285, and history by 78,917.
Table 6 gives the number of volumes in the libraries, the value of
the equipments, and the income of the public high schools of the country. The summary shows that the public high school libraries so far
as reported contain 1,211,147 volumes. The aggregate value of buildings and grounds was $51,811,044. The schools received State, county,
and municipal aid to the amount of $5,923,800, and received from tuition fees, $616,350. The amount received for support from all sources
was 88,374,104. This total is larger than the sum of the other two
items and results from the fact that many schools reported only the
total amounts received from all sources.
Tables 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and· 12 give the summaries of statistics for
private secondary schools, corresponding to the same items in the preceding six tables for public secondary schools. These tables are
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arranged so that they can be easily compared column by column, Table
1 with Table 7, Table 2 with Tables, etc.
In the 1,434 private secondary schools and aeademies there were
6,261 teachers, 96,147 secondary students, 64,180 elementary pupils,
15,009 preparing for college classical courses, 10,476 preparing for college scientific courses. There were 8,319 graduates from these private
high schools.
Tables 9, 10, and 11 show that the ten principal high school branches
were pursued by the students as follows: Latin by 37,716 students,
Greek by 8,278, French17,756, German 15,025, algebra 41,106, geometry
19,587, trigonomet,ry 5,539, physics 18,998, chemistry 9,554, and history
by 31,212 students.
Table 12 shows that the libraries of the pri:vate high schools contain
1,219,118 volumes and that the value of buildings and grounds aggregates $44,395,941. The amount of income from State and municipal
appropriations was $201,440; from tuition fees, $4,586,530; from productive funds, $1,545,968, making the total sum for support $6,333,938.
It should be noted that the information relating to the income of
both public .and private high schools is far from complete. The aggregate sums given in the two tables for the support of schools, $8,374,104
for public high schools and $6,333,938 for private high schools, should
be much larger. Many schools failed to report on these items and
others sent incomplete :figures. In the city high schools, particularly,
it was difficult to separate the amounts expended for their support
from the general school funds. The actual aggregate value of buildings and grounds occupied by secondary schools doubtless exceeds the
sums given in Tables 6 and 12.
Table 13 summarizes the statist.ics of public and private secondary
schools for the whole country, placing the two classes of institutions in
parallel columns and giving grand totals. The percentage of male and
female students to the total number of students in each is shown, as
well as the percentages in ~ertain studies. To those seeking information in a condensed form relating to secondary schools this table is
invaluable.
Tables 14 and 15 have been arranged to show the number of private
secondary schools controlled or supported by religious denominations.
From the first column of Table 14 it will be seen that 824 of the 1,434
private secondary schools are under nonsectarian management. The
r mainder of that table and Table 15 will show that of the remaining
610 schools 173 are under Roman Catholic control, 90 Episcopal, 68
Pre byterian, 59 Baptist, 49 Methodist, 45 Congregational, 42 Friends,
28 Southern Methodists, 23 Lutheran, and 33 under thP- control of other
religion denomi ations. From the tables can also be learned the distribution of teacher and students in these denominational schools.
Of the 6,147 tudent in private secondary schools, 55,129 are in the
n n e tarian chool .
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Table 16 will in some measure illustrate the growth of public and
private secondary schools in this country for the past twenty years.
The :figures are taken from the annual reports of the Commissioner of
Education beginning with 1871 when this Bureau collected the first
statistics from private high schools and academies. The report of 1876
contains the first detailed information relating to public high schools
and the figures were collected exclusively from public high schools ju
the larger cities. It was not till 1889 that an attempt was made to
collect statistics from all the public high schools of the country.
In referring to Table 16 it should be noted that the exclusive city
high school statistics end with the report of 1888-89 and the statistics
for public high schools in general begin with 1889-90. The lack of
uniformity in the apparent growth of private secondary schools as _displayed in the table should be explained. Where to draw the line
between secondary and elementary pupils was long a vexed question.
Perhaps one year all pupils who pursued only one secondary study were
classed as high school students while the very next year the total would
be reduced by excluding all who did not pursue at least two secondary
studies. Perhaps greater effort was made to collect statistics one year
than was made the next. This may also in a measure account for the
falling off in the number of students as shown in several of the annual
reports. ~raking these discrepancies into consideration and reviewing
the whole period from 1871 to 1893 a fairly accurate idea of tbe relative
growth of public and private secondary schools can be gained from an
inspection of Table 16. The net gain for the private schools has not
been very large in the twenty-two years, but public high schools have
had a remarkable growth.
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TABLB

1.-Snmmary of statistics of public high schools.

SCHOOLS, INSTRUCTORS, AND STUDENTS.

Students in secondary grades.

Secondary
instructors.
State.

Colored secondary students Students below Aec(included
ondary grades.
in preceding
column).

i I1
1

United States __ _ 2,812 4, 120:5, 3(WIO, 489 93, 464 139, 487i232, 951?, 155 2, 011 3, 22i 2o9, 621i227, 234'1436, "tl55
NorthAtlantieDiviI I
I
I
I
sion....... . ....... 835 1, 2112, 023 3,234 133 , 476! 46,422 70, 89
SouthAtlantie DiviI
sion............... 166 243 275 518 4, 642 6, 945 11, 587
South Central Divi1
sion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 218 301 320 621 5, 773 8, 088 13, 861
North Central DidI
sion . ......... . .. . . 1,474 2,178 2,506 4,684 44,820 70,986 115,806
Western Division... 119 196 236 432 4,753 7, 046 1 11,799
NorthAtlantieDivision :
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New .Hampshire...
Vermont..........
Massachusetts....
Rbodoisland..... .
Connecticut. . ... . .
N ew York . ........
New Jersey ... . . . .
Penns~·lrnnia.....
South Atlantic Divi·
sion:
Delaware .. . . .. .. .
Maryland ..... .. . .
Dist. Columbia ... .
Virginia ......... .
W est Virginia .. . . .
North Carolina . .. .
South Carolina . .. .

iti:ii~t:::::::: :::

South Central Didsion:
Kentucky ... ..... .
· Tennessee ....... .
Alabama ......... .
Mississippi ....... .
Loui siana .... : . . . .
Texas . ........... .
Arkansas ........ .
Indian T erritory ..
North 'entral Divi.
sion:
Ohio ..... ..... . .. .
Indi ana .......... .
Illinois . .......... .
M,i_chigan . ...... . .
\\ 1sco11s1n ....... .
Minn esota ....... .
Iowa ... .......... .
Missouri ......... .
North Dakota .... .
·onth Dakota .. .. .
-ebraska . ....... .
Kansas ........... .
W-c · tern Dh-ision :
~Iontana ...... ... .

'~~ri~:i°og: ::: :: ::::
W::\I XlCO ..•.•••

I
98
37
44
190
.10
44

216
42
154
10
31
4

31
3
10
13
48
16

38
351
18
32
()

70
18
1
293
121
206
169
134

79
189
77
]

114
42
43
311
20•
7 61
312j1
65
223

H
41
32
35
3

151
16
67
201

~ii t~

Hi i~

1001 119
21
21

\····

426,
2191·
362
237

495
195
377
362

1631
121
242
141

183
197
338
143

1

2

7
17
95, 117 102
1021 1421 951'
8

12
2
23

2
2

Arizoua .... ...... .
-tall ............. .
_- ,ada. .......... .
Irlaho . ... . . . .. .. ..
"'a.bingtou... .. ..

5
H

.:rnfi~;i;:::::::::

3~

2

!)

10
2
48'
31

15
3
56
2

!i !1
8

6

23
13!5!1
77

31
143

1011

29 • 281
733
79
()27
80
89
668
97
10
27
282
191
41
12-! 1,419
344
30

486

728 11, 056 11, 99() 23, 052
538 21, 584 24, 313I 45, 897

541
15

9691, 510.118, 246,127,146,245, 392
22
371 11,282 11,967 23,249

2

l
2
49
5
2
38
12
40

2, 355
2, 576
1, 082
1, 436
591
4, 7()8

8,734 12, 6i 8
4,275 6,383
6, 606 12,456
6,082 8,976
3, 318 4,807
2,805 ~276
5,402 l:S, 064
2,900 5,416
28
24
221
131
2,113 3, l 3
2, 421 3,898

21,412
10, 658
19, 0()2
15,058
8, 125
7,081
14,066
8, 3;~

1481
73
!)0
26
2
4
42
53

352
5, 296
6, 31!)

0
11
92

25
5
104
5
4
8
14
8
54
27
liS

I

332

945 1, 410
94
100 1,070 1,506
377
705
50
()36
800
82
25!)
332
31
219 1,950 2,818
590
409
4~1
54 .. .... .

3

414 47,453 51, 812I 90,265

242

595
2,055
1,817
1,850
264
605
714
2, 915
772

24
219
237

263

206

314
1,322
1,190
1,182
107
323
523
1,496
428

921
414
739
599
346
318
580
284

I

j

151

1

1

I

-- -

107 221 2, 510 3, 452 5, 962
55
97 1,014 1, 398 2,412
63 106 1, 040 1,322 2,362
510 821 9, 313 11, 796 21, 109
40
65
Gll 1,064 1, 675
107 183 1, 781 2,405 4,186
7061, 01810, 845 13,481 24, 326
12l 186 1, 700 2, 780 4, 480
314 537 4,662 8,724 13,386
15
38
48
54
7
12
25
57
19

1

1

1

9il
109
13

2

2
0
18
8
35
32
19
41
0
49

'lL30

3
1
4

66
5
10
52
34
88

881 1,656
775
5
644
350
294
2
6 2,171 2,328 4,499
794 1,225
431
115
31
16
15
10
12 1,455 1, 558 3,013
90 25, 180 26,849 52,029
46 5,881 6,133 12,014
128 11, 251 12,903 24,154
], 239
5,544
0
3,038
l, 876
2,941
1,538
5,057
1,819

0
95
300
45
1
10
0
27
8

640
0
2,681
] 851
0
409
58 1,449
908
3
1,365
734
45 , 2,432
847
16

599
2,863
0
1,589
968
1,576
804
2,625
972

108
32
45

143
64
64
85
0
99

2, 574
2, 611
1, 600
2, 858
323
8, 200

2, 710 5, 284
3, 415 6, 056
1, 768 3, 368
2, 868 5, 726
378 . 701
9,629 17,928

3, 1:g

3'. 545

6, 7~

240 388 18, 384
119 192 9, 402
159 2491 10, 221
48
74 21, 717
3
5 5, 845
12
16 8, 877
53
95 1 17,482
144 ..

18,994
10, 044
11, 207
22, 513
G, 217
9,971
19,711
10, 261

37,378
19, 446
21, 4.28
44,230
12, 062
1 , 848
37,193
19, 30s

44

0
50

53

1~,

"I

~~'. I._~'.~~'.

~

17
172

2~jl

2
42i
281 8, 224
2641 8,120

502
11
0
1 2, 354
119
0
01 01 088
2
7
9 1,515
1, 2611 2,056
]9
62
0
0
0
90
90
0
Oj
O
132
266 .. .... ........ . ...... .
260
419
0
0
0
433
91
161
2
2
4 1, 071
56!)
087
l
l
2 1, 503
555
9-t
1
0
1
732
3,731 0, 2431
12
20 2, 761

1~tl

Si

1

500
927
8, 717 16, 041
!l, 01] 17,131
2, 825
609
] , 610
0
128

5, 179
1. 357
3,134
9J
260

932
1, 961
3, 129
865 1, 597
2, 8461 5,610
499
890

1, 626
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TABLE

2. - Summai·y of statistics of public high schools.
STUDENTS AND COURSES OF STUDY.
College
prepar.
aton·
stu.'
dents in
Classical co,usi:i.
Scientific course.
gradu1 - - - - - , - - - - - 1 - - - - , - - - , - - - 1· - - - , - 1- - - - - - 1 ating
Students preparing; for college.

Gradnates in class
of 1893 .

State.

~1~.J

- - - - - - - - - - - :Male., 1;;ie. ! Total. Male., 11
"Cnited States .. ......... !8, 085 18, 587 17, 572 8,521

J!,

Tota~~ ~~eJ Fcm~~ Total. ci1t1~f

Js, 042

116,563

10, 256

rn, 154

20,410

8,815

North Atlantic Division ...
282 · 3, 258 7, 540- 2,588 1, 674 4,262
4, 151
6,980 ll,131-2, 3fl5
8outh Atlantic Division ... ·1 691
478 1?1'69
170
16±
331
421
825
l, 246
352
Son th Central Division..... 836
896 1,732
548
590 1,138
417
790 • ·l, 207
8i6
North Central Division ..... 2,859 3,606 6,465 4,549 -!, 965 9,514
4,830
9,755 14,585
4,661
Western Division........... 317
3-!9
GG6
GG6
G49 1, 315
437
804
1, 241
561
- - - -'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - · - - - - North Atlantic Division:
Maine .................... 513
108
236
459
385
898
695
158
43
151
New Hampshire .... . ..... 146
218
276
83
130
45
128
123
341
86
1ermont .................. 145
215
240
129
102
333
142
95
231
118
Massachusetts ............ 1,510 1, 175 2, 09-!
693
1,999
3,327
635
195
888
1,328 ·
l'hoclo Island ............. 215
415
151
200
31
10
76
227
80
41
Connecticut .............. 516
307
921
246
34
280
181
548
18!
405
New York ................ 914
940
727 1,667
1, 6-!2
776
559 1,473
2,959
1,317
136
464
NewJersey . ............. . ll8
196
192
656
100
78
63
199
So~i~n.ct~f:!ti~aDi~i;;~~ i · · ·
Del::twaro ... .. .............
Maryland .................
District of Columbia .....
~~~tn~1~gi1;1;: ::::: : : : : : :
North Carolina .... .. ... ..
South Carolinn, ... .... ....

196

231

427

222

455

677

580

3
35
52
8±
0
22
42
424
29

0
47
20
67
0
21
46
254
23

3
82
72
151
0
43
88
678
52

16
12
36
32
0
10

0
27
6
6,J,
0
0
15
34
12

22
39
42
llG
0
10
32
64
29

43
44
126
50
12
22
5
102
17

63
1'.!1
1
67
14
282
37

142
198
13
143
32
513
97

815
158
740
736
327
926
468
308

1,922
362
1,289
1,452
661
1,642
824
551

I, 036
47J
683
575
381
273
635
252
15
211
2!)5

17

30

ifo~~¥i~::::::::::::::::: ::
17
South Central Di,ision:
Kentucky . ...............
74
182
04
88
Tennessee ................ 113
231
77
118
Alabama ............ ......
12
38
77
39
233
76
Mississippi ............... 105
128
Louisiana ................
55
18
30
25
Texas ........... ... ... ... R74
795
231
421
60
Arkansns .................
78
159
81
Indian T erritory ........ .. --- -- - ------ --- -- -- -----North Central DiYision:
Ohio ...................... 742
635 1,377 1,107
Indiana ......... .... ...... 310
747
204
428
Illinois ................... 405
960
549
555

~ii~l~~t~~~: : :~:: : : : : : : : : : :
Minnesota ................
Iowa . .....................
Missouri. .................
North Dakota ........ ....
Son th Dakota ... .. ........
Nebraska ...... . ....... ...
Kansas .. . .... .... ........
Western Division:

1G6
115
226
293
181
2J.
3
165
220

176
189
140
557
32!}
28
4
244
321

342
304
366
850
510
52
7
409
541

!}~J~!~~::::: ::::::::::::I·.. ~~.

43

76

46
0
0

142
10
0

New 1\[exico . .............
10
Arizona ..................
0
Utah ..................... ......
NeYada ............ . ......
1
Idaho .......... ... .... ... .
16

2it;~~t~t::::::::::::::

6
46
109

--··ir-··2·
27

'I

80
Hl5

43
14
135
244

716
334
716
856
243

------ ·------

JI
234 I

391
392

16
3
111
0
4

21
4
150
0
8

37
7
270
0
12

13
0
10
10
499

13
5
1
17
421

26
5
11
27
920

39 1
136
248
134
35
47
39
119
28

129
82
174
G3
62
23
99
45
10
54
248
109
38
68
3 ... .....

----------- ------ - -------)2
28
154
158

1,465

10
1
75

3
4
5
12
4
34.
34
246

2,045

234

82
180
37-!
184
47
69
44
221
45

6
46
43
63
5
37
23
105
2!

211
237
85
144
64
357
106
3

84
43
39
398
6
2-!6
30

1, 967
3 003
1' 337
863
2' 413
l, 730
1' 631
1,056
786
1' 117
'746
473 ,
1,248 I 1 883
'&95
6-!~
6
45
60
434
645
554
849

I

3,j

7
143
3
8
10
45
16
46
74
417

54
8
218
6
12
. 15
57
20
80
108
663

--------

738
462
578
662
381
423
550
240
(j

15

303
303
28

-------·
107
0

2
7
15
9
36
75
282

56
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TABLE

3.-Summary of Btatistics of public high schools.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN CERTAIN STUDIES.

State.

Latin.

Greek.

<D

<D

cil

<D

cl
~

s

~
-+"

R

E-,

0

<D

cil

~d:l

]

~

~

French.

0

E-,

R

<D

~

~

R

<D

,.....;

s

cil

German.
~
0

<D

E-,

-- --- -- -- -- -- --

a5

cil

~

s

3

R

E-,

~

<D

0

Unit€d States ............ 39,311 61,008 100,319 4, 87213, 05017, 922 5,288 9, 67114, 959 9,626 18, 134 27,760
1

North Atlantic Division .... 13,420 19,431 32,851 3, 364 2, 03015, 394 4,352 6, 342 10, 694 3, 207 6,441 9, i08
South Atlantic Division .... 2,970 4,061 7,031 261 131 392 105
352 1,184 1,536
5741 679
3!)8
South Central Division ..... 2,890 4,161 7,051 197
361
392
437
35 232
31
835
North Central Division ..... 18, 251 30,823 49,074 898 752 1, 650 726 2, 108I 2, 8:H 5,192 9,314 14,506
Western Division ... ........ 1,780 2,532 4,312 152 102 254
417
758 1,175
74
2861 360
---- - - ---North Atlantic Division:
I
Maine .................... 1,157 1,797 2,954 448 288 730 252
17
43
60
5871 839
16
New'Hampshire ..........
794 1,284 107 104 211 186
8
24
490
295, . 481
]33
205
41
60
Vermont ..................
72
101
456 ·575 1,031 107
64 171
554 1,247 1,801
Massachusetts ............ 4,149 6,080 10,229 1,182 832 2,014 3,013 3,510 6,523
49
308
18
67
Rb ode Island .............
164
543
920 123
62 185 144
377
286
441
Connecticut .............. 1,157 1,277 2,434 392 152 544 240
708
727
468
New York ................ 3,331 4,322 7,653 747 429 1,176 379
844 1,223 1,743 2,517 4,260
827
147
115
942
New .Jersey ............. ~.
52 120
39
108
475
778 1. 253
68
260
485 1,241 1,726
Pennsylvania ............. 1,828 3,265 5; 093 190
47 237
27
233
South Atlantic Division:
6
5
0
11
Delaware .................
252
0
0
237
489
0
0
0
77
359
436
Maryland .................
115
336
469
805
22
58
37
78
36
452
585
133
0
District of Columbia ......
0
443
704 1,147
33
67
0
34
344
462
118
185
1
6
Virginia ..................
37
479
978 1,457
5
148
]
West Virginia ............
61
96
1 ..... ------ ------ ------ .......... --·--35
0
0
0
0
0
North Carolina ...........
176
238
414
26
56
82
0
0
0
2
2
130
162
South Carolina ...........
268
2
2
106
u
13
128

ri~~:::::::::::::::::::

1,033 1,006
191
125

i:~!~~:le
:::::: ::::::::::
Alabama ..................

620
959
921
510
130
328
293
372
303
72
845 1,251
169
258
20 ......

0

ito
South Central Division:

ri~~~~:tt.:::::::::::::::
Texas . ....................

Arkansas ... ..............
Indian Territory ..........
North Central Division :
Obio ....................•.
Indiana ...................
Illinois ...................
Michigan .................
Wisconsin ................
Minnesota ................
Iowa ......................
Missouri. ......•..........
North Dakota ............
South Dakota ...... . ......
Nebraska. .................
Kansas ...................
Western Division:
Montana ............. •.. ..

6'NewMoxico
:;i:;~A~~:::::::
~:::::::::
..............

Arizona ..................
Utah ... ....... .......... ..

Ne,ada ...................
Idaho ........... .

l1/~~~~~~::::::::::::::

California .................

4,222
2,146
2,729
2,003
960
1,350
1,796
1,081
24
63
771
1,106

138
11

14

152
13

10
19

192
28

202
47

14
2

21
3

35

~

1,579 128
14
1, 431
458
14
665
13
375
0
2,096
26
427
2
20 .. , ..

7
8
1
2
0
17
0

135
·22
15
15
0
43
2

0
2

12

236
2
5
0
0
150

110
4
34
0
0
264
25

346

0
0
15
3

12
6
86
39
156
62

151
21
134
165
30
60
48
73

425
50
279
309
39
163
100
161

58
3
255
142
16
87
6
135

1
37
32

2
72
50

2,039
316

6,442 10, 664 274
29
3,186 5,332
5,728 8,457 145
3,022 5,025 144
1,236 2,196
9
1,987 3,337 103
52
3,295 5,091
2,605 3,686
88
28
52 .....
127
190
1
1,193 1,964
35
1,974 3,080
18

11

----- ----- ·---· -- ---- ------

-- --- .....

.....

0
17
7

o, 0
0
1~~1
i
0
O·
0
29I 93
35
1, 201!
64
121..... ..... ......... .
7\
0
01
0
0
0
58
4
01
4
311
0
39
0
168
287\
0
1
86
166
0
0
0
o
801 2, 2921 83
968 1,324
731 156 39

73
20
460
4
3
24
7
16
119

95
25
747
8
4
34
24
23

0

8

97
39
156
77
3

,

l

!: !i

323
11

823
349
22
343
44
127

------

0
44
22

0
0
121
0
6
0
0
0
0
159

5

........

5

6
39
0
0
414
30

---- -- ----·-

381 1,031 1,665 2,696
580
954
374
14
761 1,983 2,744
1,078
903 1,519 2,422
401
903 1,516
613
38
774 1,190
4301 416
767 1,182
415
50
634
229
405
262
---- - .
------ ------6 -----25
19
0
29-1 502
208
61
641
405
236
29
i1
1561

,

3i
153

. ..... ......
0
0
6
6
0
3
0
0
26
0
0
60
198
139

17
0
346

47
0
499

. 0
9
5
0
68
149
164

0
15
8
0

94
20 9
303

57
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4.-Surnmary of statistics of publ-ic high schools.

TABLE

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN CERT.A.IN STUDIES.
A lgebra.
State.

I

Geometry.

Trigonometr~, .

Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Tota.1. Male . Female. Total.
--- --- --- ------ --- --J

United States ......... 49,874

73,303 123,177

23,603

36,967

60,570

2. 807

3,541

6,348

22,163
4,575
4,076
38,426
4, Oti3

37,923
7,599
7,724
63. 070
6,861

8,438
1,435
1,638
10,446
1,646

12,606
2,138
2,539
17,267
2,417

21,044
3,573
4,177
27,713
4,063

839
311
355
1,181
121

689
319
648
1,775
110

1,528
630
1,003
2,956
231

1,304
477
531
4,140
321
1,079
3,944
1,144
2,820

1,711
598
603
4,671
434
1,367
5,476
1,835
5,468

3,015
1,075
1,134
8,811
755
2,446
9,420
2,979
8,288

637
257
224
2,647
151
546
2,193
383
1,400 .

829
360
291
3,154
211
810
2,965
715
3,271

1, 4ti6
617
515
5,801
362
1,356
5,158
1,098
4,671

lU

15
4
125
19
133
257
70
206

·1
0
0
71
1
31
308
86
191

11
15
4
196
20
164
565
156
397

188
462
275
438
231
213
108
977
132

196
1,021
489
796
299
276
355
985
158

384
1,483
764
1,234
530
489
463
1,962
290

103
328
207
156
19
82
27
453
60

ti5
665
350
275
38
118
158
403
66

168
993
557
431
57
200
185
856
126

32
79
70
29
9
0
0
85
7

0
101
16
68
28
0
0
94
12

32
180
86
97
37
0
0
179
19

519
598
169
338
321
1,414
274
20

953
920
374
420
127
939
343

...........

1,472
1,518
543
753
448
2,353
617
20

242
463
283
372
74
175
71
134
182
119
671
1,069
109
207
6 ---·-- · ·

705
655
249
205
301
1,740
316
6

122
27
39
23
4
116
24

267
41
58
52
7
172
51

389
68
97
75
11
288
75

5, 4]0
2, 3!l6
3,655
3, 08!l
1,233
1,613
2,911
1,838
17
68
997
] , 422

8,423
3,490
5,973
4,405
1,801
2,245
4,436
3,447
27
107
1,659
2,353

13,833
5,886
9,628
7,549
3,034
3,858
7,347
5,285
44
175
2,656
3,775

2,580
960
1,546
1,094
36&
779
1,084
620
8
37
468
705

4,059
1,464
3,044
1,690
936
900
1,929
1,281
13
71
763
1,117

6,639
2,424
4,690
2,784
1,501
1,679
3,013
1, 901
21
108
,1, 231
1, 822

92
25
468
4
36
76
135
53
244
204
1. 461

117
27
654
9
48
140
239
65
316
322
2,126

209
52
1,122
13
84
216
374
118
560
526
3,587

40
33
258
3
10
14 .
39
19
84105
1,041

38
16
399
4
15
18
98
33
123
173
1,500

78
49
657
7
25
32
137
52
207
278
2,541

- - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----

North Atlantic Division .. 15,760
South Atlantic Division ... 3,024
South Central Division .... 3,648
North Central Division .... 24, 644
Western Division ......... 2,798
North Atlantic Division:
Maine ................. . .
New Hampshire .........
Vermont ....... .........
Massachusetts ..........
Rhode Island ............
Connecticut .............
NewYork ...............
New.Jersey ..............
Pennsylvania ...... . ....
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ..... ...........
M aryland ...............
District of Columbia ....
Virginia .................
WestVirginia ...........
North Carolina ..........
South Carolina ... ~ .....

- - · - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

i~ri~:.:::: .- :::::::-::::

South Central Division:
Kentucky ...............
Tennessee .......... . ... .
Alabama ......... .......

ri!~;~:tt::::::::::::::
Texas ........... ... .... .

Arkansas ...............
Indian Territory ........
North Central Division:
Ohio .....................
Indiana .................
Illinois ..................
~\~~o~as~~-::::::::::::::
Minnesota ...............
Iowa ....................
Missouri .......•........
North Dakota ...........
South Dakota ...........
Nebraska ...............
Kansas ........ ........ ..
Western Division:
Montana ................
wrcoming .............. :
Co orado .............. . .
New Mexico ............ .
Arizona .... ... ..........
Utah .......... .. ........
Nevada ..................
Idaho .... ...............

iiilt~t:::::: :::::::

--

------- - ... ....... .........
548
81
155
71
28
13
123
114

780
95
240
42
157
26
165
164
-------- ........ .
4
1
30
83
14
22
7
0
44
0
5
1
5
7
9
43

1,328
176
395
113
185
39
288
278

...........

5
113
36

9
0
47

16
0
91

0
3
0
5
2
13
31

0
8
1
10
9
22
74

----- -- - ······--

58
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5.-Snrnma1·!f of statistics of Jrnblio ltigh schools.

TABLE

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN CERT.A.IN STUDIES.
Physics.

Chemistry.

History.

Male. !Female.\ Total.

Male. Female. Total.

Male. Fem'1,., Total.

State.
United States ......... 21,517

I~

54,219

0, 299

13,986

23,285

29, 717

17,502
3,363
4,158
26,326
2, 8i0

3,630
437
559
4,093
580

4,848
535
063
6,772
868

8,478
072
1,522
10,865
1,448

10,451
1,938
2,321
12,786
2,221

1,334
550
475
4,720
384
076
3,504
1, 290
4,269

321
140
115
1,244
58.
170
990
l!ll
392

309
186
123
1,636
111
266
851
335
1,031

630
826
238
2,880
160
44'i
1, 841
526
1, 423

181
922
449
498
48
122
328
6:38
li7

61
03
8-!
66
8
5
3
04
23

28
45
13-!
133
25
12
4.8
71
39

-------

"ort.h Atlantic Division .. 7,055
South Atlantic Division ... 1, 148
South Central Division .... J, 7S6
North Central Division ... 10, 'l75
Western Division ...·... .. .. l, 253
North Atlantic Division:
Maine ...... . ........ . ...
Nev, Hampshire .........
,Vermont ................
,M assachusetts ..........
•Rhode Island ........... .
Connecticut . ............
•New York ... . ...........
/New Jersey: .............
Pennsylvama ............
l,o.ntlt Atlantic Division:
· D elaware ................
Maryland ...............
District of Columbia ....
,Virginia .................

10,447
2,215
2,372
16,051
1,617

-==== ======== - - - ---- - - -

io~~h~!f~li~a~:: ~:::::::
South Carolina ..... . . . ..

ir~~t:::::::::::::::::::
¥:~~~~~le.·:~::: :::::::::
.Alabama.

586
280
222
2,078
115
402
1,670
526
1,176
109
240
15l5
152
]2
51
35
312
73

748
270
253
2,642
260
574
1,834
764
3, 003_
72
673
204
346
36
71
203
326
10±

South Central Division:

ri~~;!!ti:::::: ~ :_: : :

Texas ...... . .............
.Arlrnnsas ................
Indian Territory.... . ...
North Central Division:
Ohio .....................
Indiana ..................
Illinois ..................

~\~~~~~f; ::::: ::::::::::

376
276
172
228
56
125
218
280
9G
40
780
1,105
154
2C!l
3-! -------·
2,000
1,033
1,706
1,205
655
598
1, 206
601

Minnesota .. .............
Iowa
Misso{1~i::::: : : : : : : : : : : : :
Torth Dakota . .. . ...... . . ·····--·
South Dakota ............
29
'cbraska ... ......... ....
4.53
Kansas ... ...............
630
\\Tcstern Divi£ion:
Montana ........ .........
87

~:1~~~:{~~::: ::::::: ::: :::
Kew:Mexico .............

.Arizona .................
lJtah . ....................
NeYa(fa ........... .. .....
Idaho ....................
1\Tashington .. . . .........
8~rfi.~~ni;:::::: : : : : : : : : : :

21
21!)
4
13
7
71
18
78
]20
60:l

2, !)34
], 467
3,236
1,709
093
607
1, 887
1,344
8
30
752
C85
92
8
308
5
13
12
125
23
103
142
786

652
4.00
]81
498
145
1, 885
303
34

123
283
77
llO
15
37
22
49
60
57
]81
322
6i
105
14 ·--·- -- -

40, 200

78,917

16,037
3,749
3, 748
21,255
3,511

2i, 388
5,687
Ci, Oli9
3!,0H
5, 732

766
264
235
4,213
247
66G
2,212
556
1,292

1, 015
364
355
5,037
502
l, 083
3,634
1,006
3,941

1,781
628
590
9,250
749
1,749
5, 8!6
1,562
5,233

89
13R
218
199
33
17
51
105
62

81
259
436
318
40
177
109
411
98

46
731
947
714
97
212
421
441
137

406
187
52
71
117
503
172
H

617
30i
64.6
440
26-!
107
287
164
246
180
1,542
876
203
167
14 -- ------

92-!
1,086
371
451
435
2,418
370
14

2, G04
1,230
1, 995
1, 4!l8
557
958
1,610
776
24
43
GOl
S00

3,901
1,826
3,672
2,541
044
1,625
2,640
1,646
22
88
1,071
l, 270

6,505
3,056
5,667
4,039
1,501
2,583
4,259
2. 42 9
46
131
] , 76'
2, 07

101
:J2
56,i
15
16

100
20
035
1
26
38
63
42
130
285
1,871

201
52
1, 49
16
4'.!
57
07
63
22
44
3, 04

- - - - - - =====-====-· ==--====

5,033
854
2,306
1,542
2,500
649
] , 373
.72±
5,002
u50
], 381
2,031
2,914
558
787
1,345
1,648
145
201
346
1,295
262
294
556
3,093
336
912
576
1, 94.5
31-!
992
678
8 ---·-··· ····---- -------·
68
6
22
1G
]93
1,205
565
372
1,615
126
201
327
170
32
527
0
20
l!l
196
41
181
271
1, 8 !J

JO
22
82

-------0
5
18
5
36
31
3il

!)
0
159

-------0
3
48
5
51
50
534

----

1!)

31
24.1
0
8
66
JO
87
81
005

l!)

34
21
02
155
1,173

127
990
1,383

1,032
146
389
533
852
235
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TABLE

6.-Smnmary of statistics of public ltigh schools.
EQUIPMENT .A.ND INCOME.
Value
of grounds, of.Amount
Number
State anu
volumes in
building,
librnrics.
apparatus, municipal
ail1.
etc.

State.

$51, 811, OJ.4

I $5, 1)23 , 800 I

487,194
42,725
35,663
608, 421
37, 144

18, 6JIJ, 762
1, 666, 356
2,191,607
25, 461, 646
3, 841, 673

1,474, 161
340, 003
511, 818
3, 106, 584
41Jl, 234

15,401
5,903
10,969
75, 478
G, 045
23, 727
2ii0, 555
22, 027
67, 08!)

658,450
672,650
680, 45lJ
5,128, 017
IJO, 700
1, 18J, 21 8
6, 016, 220
81J2, 883
3, 32G, 165

1,690
2,356
8,005
3, 518
805
21,000
770
3,721
830

Uniteu States .. .. ............ .... . $1, 211,147
North .A.tlnntic Division .. .. ......... .
South Atlantic Di,ision ...... . ..... .
Sou th Central Division ............... .
North Central Division _.......... ... .
Western Didsion .................... .
North Atlantic Division:
Maine ...... . .......... : ............ .
NewHampsbire .................... .
Vermont .... ......... ..... ......... .
Massarbusetts ..................... .
Rhode Islancl .......... ___ ......... __
Connecticut .............. ______ , ___ .
NewYork ..... . .................... .

::~::;;~~:xi~·::::::::::::::::: :::::·.

South .A tlantie Di Yision:
Delaware ............ . .............. .
Maryland ....... .... .. ... ........ .. .
District of Columbia . .... . .. . . ..... .

!~{!t1fafl~~i::::::::::::::::::::::
South Carolina .................... _:

i1i1~i~~~:: :: ::::: :: ::::: ::::::: :::: ::
South Central Didsion:

Kentucky .......... ... ...... ___ ... _.
Tennessee .......................... .
.Alabama .... . .... .. .......... __ .. __ _

ri~1~!:tt:::::
::::::::::::::::::::
Texas .............................. .
Arkansas .......................... .
N~~t'i:ceI~~~N5'f-½~i~~;,- ............ -.
Ohio ................................ .
Indiana ... . ........................ .
Illinois ............................. .

i\~~~g~~~~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Minnesota ............... . _.. . . ___ . .
Iowa ............................... .
Mi:isouri . _....... . ....... _.... _____ .
North Dakota. __ ......... . ......... ..
South Dakota .. _............ _. ____ ..
Nebraska ........... . .............. .
Kansas_ .. . ...... _.............. . ... .
Western Di,ision:
Montana .............. :.............

liliF : /:

$616,350

1---192,555

Total in·
come from
all
sources.*
$8,374,104

59, 734
85,420
250, 382
28, 259

2, 576, 018
40!, 817
616,648
4,235,357
5H, 264

67, 015
46,366
52, 2G3
169, 184
12, 81)9
39,304
668 327
l 93' 457
295: 346

4,665
4,881)
12,162
20, 781
1,664
12,llG
101, 676
10,206
2-1, 396

81,735
220,480
102, 640
295,030
14,563
72,084
1, 135, 925
133,663
519, 898

4;), 500
187, 500
600,000
110,725
50, 000
157, 501
83, 000
303,080
7l, 050

16,492
153,305

550
14, 331

17, 0-!2
167, G36

41,041
2,500
20,443
16, GlO
63,402
26, 210

4,241
1,543
3,520
35,219
330

45, 282
2,500
21,986
25, 210
98,621
26,540

7, 3Gl
1,380
5,795
2,922
1,513
11, 950
3, 1)12
800

261, :no
325,572
128, 250
153,800
3,500
1,085,275
133 900
100'. coo

33, 571
98, 651
33, 85G
27, 734
4,097
275,391
37, 918

7, 098
8,011
8,661
21, 141
375
37,488
2,646

40,669
106, 6G2
42,517
48, 875
5, 072
331, 875
40, 1)78

02, 2:rn

4,470, 991
1, 744, 645
3,363,451
3,335,531
1, 941, 275
2,205,528
3,429,194
1, 742, 060

778, 707
1T9, 352
343,919
607,016
43,988
157,217
277,814
273,519

182, 000
1, 268, 071
1, 778, 900

48,458
165 265
231: 329

53, 365
11, 367
39 526
52: 896
22, 581
6,420
28,598
12,507
48
l, 237
9,069
12,768

832, 07z
190,719
404,890
795,787
404,889
248,451
457, Oll
286,026
48
49,695
321,672
244,097

421,000
l 72, 000
1,038, 700
3,500
102,000
400
148, 500
92,000
41Jl, ]50
286, 473
1,085,950

32, 250
4,301
66,146

384
1)1)3

32,634
4, 31Jl
67,139

79,640
75, 521
103, 286
52,489
46,518
59,356
40,320
500
1,185
20, 626
3G, 7H
2,55G

~~~r~\~i~:: : :::: :::::::::::: ::: ::. ·- .:~:-~~~-

Arizona..............................
Utab ...... ..........................

Income
from
tuition
fets.

650
275

+ JIii

-.. -.. 5: 500 ... -. --.. 303 .. -.. ..• 5," 803
· · · · ·03," oso·
44,274
15, 887
259,697

·-····3,- 119 · ··· · · •66: 868
475
2,133
20, 192

*Ineluucs also certain amounts l'lOt incluclcrl in tho precedin g columns .

58,156
26,384
279,889
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TABLE

7.-Siirnmary of statistics of enclou)ed academies, seminaries, and other _p1·ivate
secondary schools for 1892-93.
SCHOOLS, INS'rRITCTORS .A.ND STUDENTS.

ui

Colored sec.
ondary
Students in
students (in- Students below
secondary grades.
eluded in secondary grades.
preceding
column).

Secondary
instructors.

'e0

,q

iE
State.

'H
0

....
<!)

..0

s::l

a5

a5

oe

.

s 1

oil

a5

~

a5

s

,-9:i

0

<!)

a5

oe

~- ~8
8
~
~
R
-- -- -- --- -- - --~

~

~

~

oe
~

R

-

-

United States ......... 1,434 3,038 3,223 6,261 50,074 46,073 96,147 391 432
North Atlantic Division ..
South Atlantic Division . ..
South Central Division ....
North Central Di vision ... .
Western Division .........
North Atlantic Division:
Maine ..............•....
New Hampshire .........
Vermont ...........•....
Massachusetts ..........
Rhode Island ............
Connecticut .............
NewYork ...............
New Jersey .............
Pennsylvania . ..........
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ................
Maryland ................
District of Columbia ....
Virginia ................ West Virginia ........••.
North Carolina ........•.
South Carolina ..........

518 1,341 1,473 2,814 20,299 17,840
267 465 408 873 7,726 5,796
282 430 495 925 8,432 8,811
275 619 642 1,261 11,387 10,959
92 183 205 388 '.l, 230 2,667

8:18
871
0
878 2,090
0
795
840
41
99 1,758 1,744
344
639
74
0 1,558 1,643
450
392
31
166
0
168

1,719
2,968
1,644
3,502
983
3,201
842
334

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

903
048
1
172
701
3
512 1,117
2
687
394
1
704
1
717
407
326
1
532
0
561
1,149
1,204
0
0
59
155
106
0
81
0
237
271
244
302
3

1,851
873
1,629
1,081
1,421
733
1,093
2,353
214
187
508
546

0

0

0
0
0
43

42
67
69 110
33
47
53
70
22
18
42
80
16
28
5
10

81
109
45
79
57
96
18
10

148
219
92
149
75
176
46
20

1, 132
2,306
851
1,526
350
1,577
513
177

l, 018
2,207
754
1,682
642
1,997
395
116

2,150
4,513
1,605
3,208
902
3,574
908
293

0
0
18
43
35
0
12
0

44
20
41
14
20
18
27
55
2
4
14
16

116
29
86
24
57
42
56
129
2
7
31
40

96
45
115
35
42
44
50
122

212
74
201
59
99
86
106
251
9
21
73
70

2,809 1,755
463
927
1,660 2,283
392
658
642
385
746
612
1,411
087
2, 164 2,094
23
47
70
124
389
502
618
585

4,564
1,390
3,943
1, OfiO
1,027
1,358
2,398
4,258
70
194
891
1,203

1
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

3
1
~lir~~~g.:::::::::::::::
5
'ewMexico ....... .. ...
3
Arizona .....................
Utah....................
11
Nevada ......................

0
0
15
3

4
3
18
2

4
3
33
0

0
0
218
38

27

13

40

336

!:~~!:~~.: ::::::::: :: :::'

Western Divi ion:
Montana. ...... . ... . .....

[daho ··················r·· 2
8!m~~l;i~-:::::::::::::::
!6

Washington.............

11

7

64,180

1, sos
166
2,844
1,879
4,224
614

278
1,541
1,005
2,225
159
3,927
1,634
2,435
318

14
42
-30

. 8231'9, 398 "· 782

245
621
496

rn 131 147
624
118
917
89
558
447
166 1,479
746
11
102
57
233 2,218 1,709
89
869
765
132 1,291 1,144
22
161
157

Iowa ....................
Missouri ................
North Dakota ....... ....
South Dakota ....... ....

b

- - - - - --

130
115
0
0
356
265
0
0
161
335
0
0
55 98
807 1,001
108
0
58
0
111 172 1,245 1,599
892
41 96
!J87
53 128 1,849 2,375
479
16 36
135

6
61
43
60
6
111
45
66
10

~~~~i~i~::::::::::.::::
Minnesota ..............

8

~

276
325
245
914
340
939
8,950
1,493
3,520

7
57
46
52 106
5
3
73 122
32
44
66
58
12
7

~

R

- - -- - - - - - - -

114
130
118
453
43
144
992
264
556

iriJ~~.:::: : ~::: ~::::::
South Central Division:
Kentucky ...... . ... .....
Tennessee ...............
Alabama .......... ......
Mississippi. .............
Louisiana ...............
Texas ...................
Arlmnsas ...............
Indian T erritory ........
North Central Division:
Obio ... ......... -- .......
Incliana ...... ... . . - .....
Illinois ..................

~

~

144
132
210
115
130
115
438
476
143
197
374
565
4,341 4,609
668
825
2,377 1,143

1,214 2,415
837 2,180
1, ]55 2,347
2,804 5,552
296
736
966 1,779
5,919 11,753
1,213 3,472
3,436 7. 905

0
1
0
15
0
1
0
3
1

71
54
64
266
24
86
517
118
273

11

8

17,002
12, 897
15,193
12,489
6,599

43
76
54
187
19
58
475
146
283

4
27

1,201
1,343
1,192
2,748
440
813
5,834
2,259
4,469

~

38,139 21 14 1l5 8, 929 8, 073
13,522 254 276 530 5, 633 7, 264
17, 243 108 137 245 6, 797 8, 396
22,346 . 7
5 12 5, 407 7, 082
1
4,897
0
1 2,632 3,967

- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - 29
25
22
80
6
38
178
47
93

a5

oe

b

0

61
55
75
20

63
37
209
19

63
0
37. ··427
0
57 ....

286

622

------ ........

0
3
0
4
0
4
2
0
1

0
0
23
56
39
0
19

0
0
1
0
1

0
4
0
19

0
5
2
3
2

---- ---·
0
0
---- ----

133

38
30
56
127

95
52
133
314

189

372

82
441

0

0

0

543

915

0
0
1

0
0
0

102
212
0
0
285
326
1 1,622 2,292

3,914

-- ---- ···-·--

19
25
94

-----------227
437
644

331
52
26
51
327
359
686
106 200 1,084 1, 2571 2, 341

314
611
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8.-S1,mmary of statistics of private secondary schools.
STUDENTS AND COURSES OF STUDY.

f

Students preparing for college.

:l~e;t~~~!\~
0
graanating class
Classical course. Scientific course.
of 1893.

1 - - -- --

State.

-

-,----------1

~
-,.,
0
H

8

Q)

;;:1

R
-

o.i

~

o.i

';j

<D

';j

o.i

j

8a;,

';j

~

Graduates in
class of 1893.

<D

';j

0

~

H

R

<D

ci1

s

j

Q)

0

R

H

';j

<D

]

~

';j

~

0

R

- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -

-

H

--

United States ......•••.. 10,786 4, 22315, 009 7,642 2, 83410, 476 3,304 1,696 5,000 4,600 3, 719 8,319
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - -

North Atlantic Divil'ion ....
South Atlantic Division....
Soi1th Central Division .. :..
North Central Division.. . . .
Western Division...... .....

5, 8011, 380
1, 409 852
1,474 86!:i
1, 54.2 925
380 107

North Atlantic Division:
·-- Maine .... .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
337
New Hampshire . . . . . . . . .
530
Vermont..................
239
Massachusetts ............ 1,013
Rhode Island...... . . . . . . .
205
Uonnecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251
N ew York ................ 1,344
New Jersey...............
864
Pennsylvania............. 1,108
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware.................
26
Maryland.................
113
District of Columbia.....
73
Virginia..................
477
West Virp.inia....... .. . . .
5
North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . .
410
South Carolina...........
116
Georgia...................
251
Florida........ ... ........
28
Sonth Centr.-.1 1 Division:

~:i!~;:le
:::::: ::::::::::
Alabama ................ .
ri~1!!:t:.~::
::~: ~:: ::::::
Texas ................... .
Arkansas ................ .
Indian T enitory ......... .
North Central Division:
Ohio ............... .... .. .
Indiana .................. .
Illinois .................. .

~t~~i~Y~::::::::::::::::
Minnesota ............... .

~~::~~~-i: :::::::::::::::::

North Dakota ............ .
South Dakota ............ .
Nebraska ................ .
Kansas .................. .
Western Di vision:

813 1 4,599 1,659
313
862
395
873 2, 106
427
709 2, 412
704
126 1 497
119

u06 2, 2u5 2, 379 1, 794 4, 173
223
u18
477
356
833
-330
757
525
605 1, 130
448 1, 152 1, 001
77G 1, 771
89
208
218
188
406

7
65
33: 275 .
49 , 145
192
738
15
53
14
142
252 1,336
67
549
184 1, 296

65
31
72
260
26
74
556
262
313

36
40
47
152

13
156
30
139
0
302
96
86
31

1
1

130
467!'
58
91
621 1 242
95
334
96
256 1,269 546
15
220
38
87
338 128
360 1, 704 l, 084
82
946 482
264 1, 3721, 112

251
122
245
97
261
123
671
339
83
43
223
113
545 1,261
465
130
713
282

15
183
28
99

129!'
14.8
138
3321
40
110
716
335
431

7
34
56
60
0
126
41
54
17

10
10
23
34
0
58
31
47
10

17
44
79
94
0
184
72
101
27

10
81
62
75
0
83
57
78
31

22
36
13
87
0
G5
54
6G
13

265
429
192
535
38
546
91

83
122
23
149
35

36
90
22
116
29
32

4

4

3

1

90
152
28
140
31
63
17
4

60
215
43
127
42
101
11

10

119
212
45
2G5
37
67
8
4

66
371
14
144
154
473
25
119
27
79
270
83
53
176
490
148
17
27
14
28
28 · 62
80
173

160
53
122
36
34
59
65
143

1

57
66
76
13
17
27
40
106
2

0
7
15

17
12

217
119
198
49
51
86
111
Z49
3
18
24
27

273
50
173
51
66
56
91
161
J.
12
15
52

123
64
130
44
44
37
78
155
2
22
35
42

6

1

8
49
·37
112
0
184
68
70
21

5
107
2
27
0
118
28

272
565
167
180
68
115
85
13

82
30G
80
148
92
96
59
6

354
871
247
337
160
211
144
19

181
285
123
291
13
276
54

84
144
69
244
25
270
37
0

819
74
182

77
150
160
35
19
16
97
263
6
13
GS
21

39G
224
342
80
77
8.1
236
739
11
49
154
75

305
130
319
94
52
187
123
342
10
14
34
93

4

2

{5

- -!
101
71
119
412
32
89
739
290
412

29
120
110
532
6
718
212
5G8
5G

58
GS
139
476
5
30
80
54

1

·--i-- --1- - - -- -

-

3
7
37
55
1
308
96
317
28

~;~:r:g::::::::::::::~~~ . o

Colorado....... . . . . . . . . . . .
N e:wMexico ..............
.Arizona .................. .
Utah.....................
Nevada . ................. .
Idaho ...... ·.............. .
Washington..............
Oreg:on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Califor11ia...... . .. . . . . . . ..

7, 2713, 786
2, 351 54.9
2, 3431, 233
2, 467,1, 703
577j 371

4

10

16

10

s

8

9

6

32
117
75
162
0

148
111
14!
44
150
307
7l
267
73
164
28
10
396
114
303
95
110
93
169
316
3

34
50
94

10 ...... .... .. ......

o

o

o

75
20
24
44
1
10
11
1 ..................................

13
4

14

o

27
4

45

40

85

45
1

30
0

13

5

18

14

1

15

6

26
31l
259

23
17
118

49
53
377

20
59
256

8
30
55

28
89
311

14
1G
82

11

17

is--··2s····2.i ....41

4 ....
8
24
56
138

41
92

13
97

54
189
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TABLE

9.-Summary of statistics of private seconcla1·y schools.

NUMBER OF STUDEKTS IN CERTAIN STUDIES.
L atin.

Greek.

~s· 1~ 1]

~

State.

French.
0

c;;
"-;
tl:>
0
~
~RH~

0
H

I

German.

]1~

~ ~

Q.>
0
Q
RH~

I

0

a.i

R

t-i

I

I

United States ........... 22, 14615, 570 37,716 G, 9111, 367 8, 278'6, 713?1, 01317, 756 7, 956 7, 06Di15, 025
1
·1

Korth Atlantic Di,ision ... . 10,028
South Atlantic Division .... 3,972
South Central Division..... 3, 140
North Cen~~l _Division ..... 3,988
·w estern D1v1s10n ........... 1,018

6, 70916, 737 3,738
2,401 6,373
756
2,811 5, 941
650
3,070 7,058 1,380
589 1,607
387

G99

North Atlantic Division :
---Maine . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . ..
548
434
982
215
New Hampshire..........
8:JO
365 1, 255
402
Vermont.:.. . ....... ... ...
450
352
802
163
Mm,sacl.msetts .. . . . ....... 1,038 1,330 2,968
596
Rhode Island ........... . .
227
170
397
98
1
Conne~ticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4~£
487
9~71 141
New 1.'ork . . ....... . . . .... 2,581 1,?7~ 4,~o8 1, 1!0
NewJersey ............... 1 1,280
001 1,187
412
Pennsylvania............. 1,958 1 293 3, 251
541
So~tl~~~~!n.t!~.~-i~-i~~~~---.. .
Mary laud .................
District of Columbia... . ..
Virginia . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ..

ilo~it
ci!:~~w~~:::: :·:::::::
South Carolina.......... . .
~l~~~a~-i:::::::::::::::::::
South Central Division :

60
490
252
874
1,

1~~

501
6

~~

¥:~~~~:le::::::::::::::::
1, g~i
A1abama . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .
384

Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
390
Louisiana.................
91
Texas . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
488
Arkansas...... ......... . .
19/i
Indian Territory..........
48
North Central Division:
Ohio ........ ............. . 1, 1731
Incliana ..... ............ ..
174
Illinois ...... ......... . .. .
519
M ichigan ................ .
127
Wisconsin ............... .
306
Minnesota ............... .
232
Iowa .................... .
412
~issouri. ..... .......... ..
745
North Dakota ........... .
8
outh Dakota . ........... .
42
Nebraska .............. .. .
104
Kansas .......... .... ... . .
146
Wes tern Di vision :
Montana ................. .
0

6'New
:Iirr;:A~~.:~::::
:: :::::: ::
Mexico ..... .. ...... ..

'Ctah ..... , ............. ..

~~fo~?:t~::::::::::::::

0
96
10
65
111
156
580

82
142
281
771
124
376
348 1,222
0
20
587 1,688
269
770
676 1,277
34
107

231
71
116
9

413
935
793 1,814
271
655
465
855
138
229
541 1,029
172
368
18
66

110
304
78
40
12
55
44
7

527 1,700
336
510
546 1,065
135
262
424
1181
173
405
226
038
650 1,395
6
14
32
74
198
302
123
269
3
10
4.G

50
51
137
279

18
109
GB
134

.o

421
37
130
40
306
56
87
205
1
13
39
45

4,437
671 823
232
882
315 1,695
54
441

4, 768 j 5, 99110, 759 4, 253

1
3, 8501 8, 103
866 1,550 2,416 852
581 1,433
382 1· 1,605 1, 387 1 336
523
859
501 1, 842 2, 343 2, 229 1,670 3,899
196
655
851 286
445
731

-

----

70
285 1 83
161
244 1 12
19
31
48
450 309
175
484 106
90
205
48
211 1 84
129
213
48
98
146
231
8271, 244 1, 154 2,398 381
632 1,013
7
105 1 137
156
293
19
56
75
52
193 16~ '-1 35~
5~? ~23
290
41~
128 1,238 1,63, ~,63o 4,212 1, ,~; 1,514 3,290
39
511 588
339
927 700
353 1,108
76
ul 7 525 883 1 40811 028 789 1,817
3
5
2
4
0
23
7
22
1
1G

llO
27 1
17
2
30
26
1
53
44
42
43
3
12
20
44
0
5
37
12

211 22
114 1 195
70' 57
138 23u
0
25~ 121
78 193
42
0

51
411
274
232
0
191
176
202
13

73
606
331
468
0
312
369
244
13

10
387
38
247
3
71
42
46
8

25
246
87
73
9
45
65
20
2

35
633
125
320
12
116
107
75
10

129
414
105
57
14
85
70
8

135
220
82
23
404
139
0
2

185
270
104
35
622
164
2
5

101
64
34
10
10
95
21
1

139
112
37
23
33
165

240
176
71
33

1

260
34
2

556
85
218
68
410
145
178
382
4
14
51
88

263
138
318
66
136
137
140
293
8
20
89
62

819
22:J
566
134
546
282
318
675
12
3!
140
150

1i~

474
81
172
83
309
GS
107
249
l
18
76
57

50
50
22
12
218
25
2
3
132
24
29
47
110
15
0
133
3
0

268
196
526
135
65
78
36
404
8

4

95
17

4

14

400
220
555
182
175
93
36
537
11
14
99
21

13

43

3 ...... . . . .. ......
0
12
12
0
6
6
16 .................................................. .
142
77
7
SJ
8
26
34
22
28
50
17
11
0
1
2
2
4 ............... ..
115
23
4
27
5
9
14
50
55
105
162
77
14
91
16
63
79
35
60
9.3
293
43
-14
57
18
52
70
66
85
151
850
1661 15
181
491
638
211
,,,

1471

1131

63

SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
10.·-Sumrna1·y of statistics of p1'it:etle seconllal'y schools.

TABLE

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN CERTAIN STUDIES .

State.

.Algebra.

G.e ometry.

Trigonometry.

Male. !Female. Total.

Male. Female. Total.

Male. Female. Total.

1

_ _U_n_i-te_d_S_t_a-te-s-.-.-. .-.-.-. .-.-. -23_,_3_3_
7
North Atlantic Division...
South .Atlantic Division...
South c_ entral D~vi.s?n ·....
North Central D1v1s10n....
Westem Division..........
North Atlantic Division:
Maine. .......... . . . . . . . . .
New Hampshire . . . .......
Vermont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MassachusettA . . . . . . . . . . .
Rhode Island.............
Connecticut...... . . . . . . . .
New York................
' New J ·ersey..............
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . .
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ................ .
Maryland ............... .
District of Columbia .... .
Virginia ................. .
'\Ve st Virginia ........... .
North Carolina .......... .
South Carolina ..... ..... .

iri11~~'t. ::::::::::::::::::

South Central DiYision:

·;', :I:~!~~;le:
:: :::::::: ::: ::
.Alabama ................ .
ri~!~!:tt:::
::::::::::::
Texas ............... . .. . .

.Arkansas ............... .
Indian Territory ..... ... .
North Central Division:
Ohio ..................... .
I])(liana ................. .
I Illinois .................. .

w~~~~as~~·:::::::::::::::

1
Minnesota ............... .
Iowa ........ , ........... .
Missouri .. .............. .
North Dakota ........... .
South Dakota ........... .
Nebraska ............... .
Kansas .. ... .. ........ ... .
Western Division:
Montana . . .............. .

l1~~1~~::::::::::::::::
New Mexico ............ .

Utah .................... .
Washington ............. .
Oreg-ou .................. .
California ........... . . .. .

I~-~~_:_:_~~

607

2:_~ ~~ --2:_909

6, 190
2,662
4, 412
3,637
868

15, 643
6, 54!)
8,692
8,319
1,903

5,588
1,604
1,907
2,301
580

3, 176
774
1, 764
1,513
380

8,764
2,378
3, 671
3,814
960

1,508
477
734
766
145

540
637
321
1, 595
241
392
2,703
1,310
1, 714

512
319
293
1, 034
105
08!)
1, 9:!6
388
1, 224

1, 052
956
614
2, 62!)
346
781
4, 62!)
l, 698
2,938

235
348
14fi
1, 124
155
236
1, 690
G18
J, 036

207
193
163
600
56
211
1,013
14!)
584

442
541
309
l, 724
211
447
2,703
767
1, 620

7
37
28
540
27
38
357
24li
228

63
5[7
127
87!)
17
98!)
474
736
85

65
345
175
344
3
fi83
40-!
674
6!)

128
862
302
1,223
20
1,572
878
1,410
154

21
281
94
456
6
274
136
297
30

25
83
72
!)l
134
155
197
17

46
364,
166
547
6
408
291
494
56

89
33
139
2
7!)
28
G9
33

G84
1,075
495
684
122
850
294
75

474
1,258
892
758
253
1,011
223
43

1, 158
2,333
888
1,442
375
1,861
517
118

395
368
194
296
61
480
£6
17

157
552
441
809
134
328
288
584
90 ,- 151
1,020
540
106
202
8
25

182
168
76
157
27
!)8
18
8

1,411
186
503
13G
374
193
427
1,133
15
53
108
143

641
207
fi50
177
] 5!)
157
338
897
35
51

2,052
483
l, 062
313
533
350
765
2,030
50

551

253
134
262
77

277
54
56
16
99
11
45
152
3
9
24
20

9,453
3,887
4, 28. o
4,682
1,035

j

I

===-=-=-== ====---==::

0
0
G2
17
110
74
161
611

215 1
111
41
7

5-!
14
80
7G
]2(1

470

104
323
254
41
7
116
31
]90

150
287
1,081

0

101
297
51
268
140
257
473
3
37
6!
56
0

4.0
14
40
44

71
60
180
313
7
30
86
40

I

80.1
235
559
131
33!)
200
437
786
10
67
150
96

5

•

400
207
702
510
90

1,908
684
1, 1136
1,276
235

7
30
9
92
20

14
67
37
632
47
43
475
290
303

5
118
44
75

0
23
fl
37
0
42
25
63
8

47
163
82

HiO
75
154
19
2
104

5
112
42
176
2
121
53
132
41

229
331
158
817
102
252
87

JO

92
21
33
0
10
126
4
4
34
5 1

381
125
148
37
132
11
61
278
7
13
58
25

10

10

71

10

10

0

31
1
2\l
33

71

7 · · . - .•

3~~ l 2~~

_ 5, 539

o... ----7

15 ....... . .••.•..........
69
13
1
14
77
22
11
33

m

i~-

~~

1~~

64
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TABLE

11.-Swrnmary of statistics of private secondary solwo"ks.
NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN CERTAIN STUDIES.
Physics.

State.

Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --5,277

. 4,277

9,554

15,409

15,803

31,212

2,509
629
714
1,203
222

1,602
528
895
1,031
221

4,111
1,157
1,609
2,234
443

6,716
2,891
2,184
2,780
838

6,600
2,118
3,009
3,207
869

13,316
5,009
5,193
5,987
1,707

437
408
186
1,425
137
290
2,247
696
1,452

91
165
85
668
46
49
543
372
490

96
99
61
337
44
72
516
88
289

187
264
14.6
1,005
90
121
1,059
460
779

225
217
194
1,391
267
235
2,J.39
803
1,245

258
182
189
1,064
145
428
2,738
449
1,147

483
309
383
2,455
412
663
4,877
1,252
2,392

19
205
60
195
7
277
178
181
35

34
398
133
522
12
682
359
392
79

17
95
29
186
5
158
35
61
43

21
53
48
94
0
130
88
68
26

38
148
77
280
5
288
123
129
69

31
455
286
641
20
783
378
270
27

35
372
247
210
13
502
257
415
67

66
827
533
85t
33
1,285
635
685
94

280
407
146
408
39
554
91
14

210
422
155
471
185
662
74
13

490
829
301
879
224
1,216
165
27

151
144
122
100
39
118
30
10

108
249
94
100
139
180
20
5

259
893
216
200
178
298
50
15

42i
430
303
389
162
345
97
34

494
u74
250
446
352
650
110
33

918
1,104
553
'835
514
995
207
67

514
116
235
87
2jll
96
177
440
13
42
70
71

315
171
364
106
84
55
143
462
16
21
115
71

829
287
599
193
325
151
320
902
29
6:3
185
142

531
69
82
58
78
49
41
231
4
5
28
27

178
138
186
78
39
19
62
241
12
7
49
22

709
207
268
136
117
68
103
472
16
12
77
49

585
128
302·
83
234
162
322
722
11
47
92
92

398
276
565
205
158
]05
184
932
16
51
232
85

983
40-l
867
288
392
267
506

0
0
37
14
64
37
64
260

20
7
23
10
43
30
64
280

20
7
60
24
107
67
128
540

0
13
l
31
18
35
124

United States . .. •...... 10,090
North Atlantic Division .•..
South Atlantic Division ....
South Central Division .....
North Central Division .....
Western Division .... ......
North Atlantic Division:
Maine ....................
New Hampshire ..........
Vermont .... .............
Massachusetts ...........
Rhode lsla:PcL .. .. .· .......
Connecticut ......... .... .
NewYork .... ............
NewJersey ...............
Pennsylvania ............
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ......... . .. .... ..
Maryland ................
District of Columbia . ... .
Virginia .................
West Virginia ...........
North Carolina .......... .
South Carolina ...........
iri:;a~a- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
South Central Division:

?E:~!~~::e::
~: ::::::::::::
Alabama .................

Missi.ssippi ..............
Louisiana ...............
T exas ....................
Arkansas ................
Indian Territory .........
North Central Division:
Ohio .. •.. ..... ........ ...
Indiana ........ ....... .. .
Illinois ............ ... ....

~\~~~t~in. : : : : : : ~ ~ ~::::::
Minnesota ...............
Iowa ..... ..... ...... .....
Missouri .. .......... .....
North Da.kota. ·······-~··
Sontb Dakota ............
Nebraska ................
Kansas ...................
Western Division :
Montana ...... ·.. ... ......
~1ir1!.1J~~::::::::::::::::
New Mexico .............
Utah ................. . ...

iiirl~:~t::::: ~::::::::

General history.

Chemistry.

-

8,908

18,998

4,119
1,454
1, 939
2,102
476

3,159
1, lii7
2,192
1,923
477

7,278
2,611
4,131
4,025
953

247
265
57
919
64
116
1,143
511
797

190
143
129
506
73
174
1,104
185
655

15
193
73
327
5
405
181
211
44

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - ---

-- --- - - - --- --- --- - - - - - -

,

.........
16
18
4
12
24
35
112

.........

1,654
27
98
324
1'77

45
45
0
16 ---- ---- -------- .........
105
67
38
31
16
15
1
5
165
65
43
100
213
81
42
1321
186
56
130
70
977
518
236
459

65
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TABLE

12.-Summw·y of statistics of private secondary sclwols.
EQUIPMENT AND I N COME.

State .

Value of Amount
Number of gronnds and of 8tate
buildings, ormunicivolumes
in libraries. app:;1,ratus, pal aid.
etc.

United States ......... _ 1,219,118
North Atlantic D ivision ... .
South Atlan tic Division __ _.
South Central Division . _...
North Central Division _.. . _
Wes tern Division . . ..... _.. _
North A..tlant.ic Division:
Maino_ .. _. ___ _._. __ .... _.
New Hampshire_ .. . _.. ___
Vermont_ .... -. . ..... . - .. Massachu se tts- - ...... - .. Rhode Island. __ .. _.......
Conn ecticut .... - -·· .. .. . . .
NewYork -------·--······
New Jersey __ .. . ..........
Pennsylvania- ............
South Ailantic Division :
Delaware_ . ..... ··- · -- -· -Mar_ylancl_ ···· -- __ _----···
District of Col nm bin -.. . Virginia··-_ . .. _- . - ...... Wes t Virgiuia . .. . ____ ....
North Carolin a . .. _..... ·South Carolina .... ___ ... ,

if:~~~::::::::::::: ::::::

South Central Division :
Kentucky----·--- ---·· -··
Tennessee ....... . ..... ...
Alabama . .... . . .......... .
Mississippi . .. ........ .. _.

~~~;~~~~. :::::~::::::::::

Arkansas. __ ... _..........
Indian Territory . - - - - .. __ .
North Central Division:
Ohio·····---··· ···· ·--·-··
Indiana_ .. _....... _.......
Illinoi s .... - ... - -- . .. . ·- ..
w jc; ~~g~~~::::: :; : : : ::: :::
Minnesota - .. _......... - . Iowa._.--- -- -- - ···· ·· ·····
Misso uri. ...... _. - ........
North Dakota· ---- - -----South Dakota ... ___ ... __ ..
N ebraska ... _... ...... - . _Kansas-------- -·· ········
W e;,t ern Division:
Montana ....... -.. - .......

lri;~l~~
:::::::::::::::::
New Mexico . .............
Utah ... ... .'..............

~:;~~~D~
:~~::::::::: :: :::
California ..... .. . ___ .....
ED

93--5

Income
from
tuition
fees.

Amount
from J:rOduct1ve
funds.

Totalincome from
all sources.

$201, 440

$4,586,530

$1, 545, 9G8

$6,333,038

650,412
118,070
113,766
272,529
64,341

25, 233, 665
3, 987,875
3,208,450
8,698,451
3,267,500

43,221
35, 946
56, 143
66,130
0

2,429,766
370,305
492,245
1,003,352
290,862

1, 850, 204
(i6, 380
35 , 020
55,817
38,547

3,823,191
472,631
583,408
1,125, 299
329,409

10,270
34,412
2,3, 030
103, 208
12,000
26,213
198,218
31, 450
202,602

366,300
783, oco
814,779
4,194,586
512,000
1,285,465
8, 150, 184
2,795,976
6,322,375

12,010
800
1, 58-!
7,575
0
1,750
17,480
1,200
822

27, 5°26
5,l, 936
47, 680
440,918
49,120
61,350
1, 107, 442
300,307
341,487

17, 235
46, 143
21,378
129,385
1-1, 135
38,950
65, 818
40, 605
976, 465

56,771
100,879
70,642
577,878
63,255
102,050
1, 190, 740
342,202
1, 318, 771

1,825
37,200
13,125
24,000
1, 150
24,301
5, 154
8,015
3,300

135, 000
1, 579,500
400, 000
4-57, 100
7,400
518, 100
:m, 8"25
571, 950
86,000

0

8,800
0
650
0
1, 5i7
7,630
16,310
1,000

23,800
85, ]22
10,800
8!, 318
4,400
85,437
28, 483
88,115
0, 830

10,350
40,700
7,500
800
0
350
1,380
5,300
0

34,150
134-, 622
18,300
85,768
4,400
87,334
37,493
59,734
10,830

23, 875
23,808
8,060
15, 000
12,005
23,163
4, 155
2,800

431. 300
764: 550
291, 700
886,450
349, 550
694,000
163,600
127,300

4, 691
0, 326
2,850
13,706
0
7,510
2, 160
15, 900

85. 802
153,372
33,841
72, 190
41,369
83, 928
18,956
2,688

2,300
26, 150
0
770
3,600
1,000
1,200
0

92,883
188,848
36,691
86,675
44,060
92,438
22,316
18, 588

1,180,024.
331, 675
1, 607, 000
672, 667
860,000
740, 250
38,000
1, !)67, 035
25,000
126,200
737,200
413,400

0
8, 320
56,700
0
0
0
0
1,100
0
0
0
0

208, R03
33,832
152, 280
127, !)55
7J, 204
114,173
B, 100
222,025
2,000
8,383
25,188
34,909

17, 05G
800
10, 783
1, 120
], 380
10,420
0
60
0
0
], 150
13, 03!)

225,350
42,962
219,763
129, 075
72, 58412-!, 602
3,100
223, 185
2,000
8. 383
26,338
47,048

$44, 395, 941

-

72, 651
30, 666
51, 700
8,291
25,670
10,505
15, 275 ·
34,716
1,000
2, lCO
11, 055
8,900

485
7,000
0
1,375
300 ........ ..... ········· -· -··- -- ---- -8,505
384,000
0
27, 601
1,600
50, oco
0
500
7,525
267,000
0
25,596
7,087
4,.0, 000
0
38, 801
11,850
350, 000
0
12,020
26,380
1, 760, 500
0
18-!, 960

0

1,375

250
0
14, 200
6,550
17,547
0

27, 851
500
39,706
45,351
2!), 576
18-!, 960

·· ···· ·----- ..............
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TABLl~

13. - Conde11se£l statistics of pttblic and private secondary schoo ls .

Items summarized in tho twel vo preceding
tables.

Number of high schools ...... . ............. .
Number of secondary instructors .... . ..... .
Male teachers .. .. ........................ . . .
Female teachers .... . .............. .. ....... .
lfumber secondary stu(le1,t~, total .... .. .... .
Males . . ................ . ...... . ....... . .
Females . ............. . ................. .
Colored students included in totals ... . ..... .
Colored males ......................... . .
Colorc(l femnlrs .... . ................... .
Number pupils uclo"· sccomlary grades .... .
Males ......... . . . ............... .. ..... .
l<'emales .......... . ... .. ..... ... ......... .
Coll~:lft~~~~t~·r·~ ~~~,:~~~~'. ~:~:~~~~:::: : ::
]'em ales .. . ... . ....... . ........... . ... .. .
College preparatory students, scientific ..... .
1fales ........ . ........ . . . ... . ........ . . .
Females ........ . - ..... . ............... .
Number in graduating classes of 1803 ...... .
Males ........ . .. . .. . . . ................. .
Iie.:nales . .. . ...... . .. . ... . .............. .
College preparatory students in graduating
classes, 1893 ..... .. ..•.......... . ......... .
Number students studying Latin .......... . .
Males. . ... . ... .. .. . ...... .. ... . ... . ..... .
Females . . .... . . . ........ . ...... . ....... .
Number studying Greek ..... ... . . .. . ...... .
Males . . .. .... . . . ..... . .. . ... . .......... .
Females . .. .. . ... .. ... .. ... .. .......... . .
Number studying French ..... . ............ .
Males . . .. . .. . ... .. ....... . ..... . ....... .
F emales ................................ .
Number stuilyiug GeTman .......... . ...... .
Males ... . ....... . ...................... .
Females . . ........................ . ..... .
Nurn ber studying algebra ............... . .. .
.l\Iales ........... . ... . .............. . ... .
Fe1nales ......... . ...................... .
Number studying geometry . . .............. .
Males ........... . ........ ....... ....... .
]females ........... .. ................... .
Number studying trigonometry ............ .
J\.falcs .................................. .
Females ................................ .
Numuerstud.ying physics .................. .
Males .......... ........ ................ .
Females ................................ .
Number studying chemistry ............... .
Males .................................. .
Females .......... ...... ............ .... .
Number studying general history .......... .
hlaleA ......... ...... ............. . ..... .
l!'crnalcs ................................ .

Statistics
of public
Jligh
schools.

2,812
9,489
4,120
5,360
232, 951
9'.l, 464
139,487
3,227
1,155
2,071
436, 855
209,621
227, 23-!
17, 572
8,085
8,587
16,503
8,521
8,042
. 29,410
10,250
19, 154

Per cent
Per cent
to total Statistics to total Grana total
number for pnblic
number ofr,rivato
students and private
students
high
in public schools
in
1iriYate
high
.
high
high
schools.
schnols .
schools.
-

-·--40.1
50. 0
1. 3

7. 5
7.1

] , 43J
G, 261
3,038
3,223
OG,147
50,074
46,073
823
:101
432
GJ, 180
29,398
:34, 782
15,000
Ill, 780
4,223
10,476
7,642
2,834

62. 1
47. 9
"9

262, OlG
15. G

8, 31£\
3, 30-!
1, 006

8. 7

8,815
100, 3)9
30, 311
01, 008
7,922
4,872
8,050
14,950
5,288
9,671
27,700
9, G26
18,134
123, 177
40, 874
73,303
60,570
23,003
36, 9G7

,l. 8
43.1

5,000
37,716
22, 146
15,570

5. 2
39. 2

8,278

8. 0

0, 348

2. 7

2,807
3,5-H
54, 210
21,517
32,702
23, 285
9,290
13, 986
78, fll7
20,717
40,200

6.4
11. 0

52. 9
20. 0

23. 3

0. 9
33. 0

0, 911
1,307
17, 750
G, 713
11, 0,13
15,025
7, 9~6
7,000
41, lOG
2:3, 337
17,700
. I!), 587
l l, 080
7,007
5,530
J , 630
], 900
18,098
10,090
8, 908
o, 55-!
5, 277
4,277
31,212
15,400
15,803

32,581
10,771
12,810
27,039

10. 0

12.G

3. 4

4,246
1:i, 750
7,167
8 583
329'. 0~8
143,538
185,560
4., 050
], 540
2,503
501,035
230, 01()

I

15. 6

13,815
138,035
01, 457
76,578
16,200
11,783
4,417
32,715
1'2, 001
20, 714
42,785

42.8

25, 203
16J, 283

18. 5
,

16, 163
10,876
37, 72!)
13,560
20,850

20.4

5. 8
10. 8

.9
32. 4

17, G82

73,211
01, 072
80,157
35, 583
44,574

11,887
0, 437
5,450
7:l,217
:n, 607
41,010
32,839
14,570
18,263
110,129
45,126
65,003

.
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TABLE

14.-Showing the nurnbe-r of denorninational schools included in the tables of private secondary schools ancl academics. (See also Table 15.)
Nonsectarian.

~

State.

~ g
,g ~

~

;l

ai

Baptist.

~

ai

& ;l

w.

Episcopal. Lutherau. Methodist. M. E. South.

~ g i
,g ~ ]

g

s
w.

~

j

~

U)

~

E

~

2
ai
•
I2
~ .~ § ~ g ] 'a p §
~ ,g ,g :: ] 0 ~ ] ,g ~ I ·g

~ g

l
0

§

rJ5 ;l

U1

~ ~

w.

c]1

~ .il.2

1

--U-11-it_e_d_S_t-at_e_s_
..-.-.. .-.-. 8--24 3, 49i:55, 129 5!J 289(, og2 !JO 47!J 4,817 23 !J6 1, 501 49:271 5, 071 28i1rn:2, 633
1

North Atlantic Division. 335 1., 748,22, 741 22149 2, G4.l 37 Hl4 l, 993 5 30
South Atlantic Division. 171 1ii3 8,556 14 <tO 779 13 01 613 5 15
SouthCentralDivision ... 187 5GOll,407 12 43 714 G 26 258 1 2
North Central Division .. 107 53811, 250 9 48 821 22120 1,234 12 49
Western Division ........ ~
J75 ~ -~~~-~
.~~ ~
North Atlantic Division:
·
-

2~

1051_!•

~i~: 1i-;~·p~bi~~::::::: }~ 47i1
'Vermont ... ............ 10
1

.Massachusetts......... G3
Rhode Island.... ...... 2
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . 29
NewYork ... .. ........ 117
New .Jersey ............ 30
Pennsyl Yauia.......... 52
South Atlantic DiYision:

~Xi~ffa:ci~it~~~~i~::: i
1

Virginia....... . ....... 34

iTo~-1t vJ1J~1tl!~: :::·.~ ~ · 4~

South Carolina ... ......
Gr.orgia................
.F lorida . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
So1!th Centr,al Division:
Kentuek:i .............
Tennessee ...... . ......

Ala llama. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Miunesota.............
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MisRomi...............
North Dakota..........
South Dakota. .........
Nebraska..............
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

wc~ri::~d~.i~ _i~!
7

t2 17~f

mi

I

~L: ::: ::::: .. ~ .~~ .. :~~ ::: :::1:::::

1,241.
248
4,036 2 12 219
151 . . . . . . . . . . .
1,400 . . . . . . . . . . .
7,692 4 28 484
1,971 2 30 385
3, 661 3 15 2J5

5
2 lG . 103 ........... 2 13 267 .......... .
24 2i7 . . . . . . . . • . . l 14 209 ...... . ... .
.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 12 211 . ... .... .. .
G 281 305 ................................ .
lG OH,0381 313 116 5 39 614 ... 1. . ...••.
1 21 20... . . . . . . .
1 14 225 ...•.......
o' 22 19JII 2,· 17 188 3 38 899 .......... .

~~ l, ~i~ ::: ::: :::::

::~:~~::~~tr~:::~~::~::~::·
~~~:::::::::::
lj

:l46
10
110
66G
156
271

109

532

1

4

32

4 14

144/

2

19

2

5

86 ......... . .

18
44
2
22
48
20
40
12
25
11

68
14i
77
109
39
91
29

,.,

s·
!

ii ·

,

I

I

ii · ·

_

1,01, 1 4
4G 2 3
G9 ... ... ..... 1 5
53 3 14 2;:,2
3,185 4 5 125 1
60 ... 1........
20 342 7 22 606
1, 396 . . . . . . . . . . . 1 !l 100 11 2
49 ... .......... ... ... .. .
2, G50 2 ~
9~ .............. I".. . . . . . 3 8 132 2 o 136
496 1 G 112 1 3
16 . . . . . . . . . . . l 2
40 ...... .... .
2,063 3 1.7 273 1 4
13-·· j-- - ... . . 2 25 520 2 13 3~7
GOO .... .. ..... .. ............... ·-··· 2 5
04 1 (j
72
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5 • 07 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7 140

7

6[

124 :1.300
5 155 3 26 239 ...................•.............
17 · 400 1 5 103 4. 10 119 ............................ _.. _.
92 1, 82L.. . . . . . .. .
! 16 179 1 3 100 2 15 21G 2 15 335
~ 34
1 5
33 _. _ ... ____ . 1 2
50 ...... __ . __
22
4 18 182 l 7 129 1 7
71 . . . . .... .. .
8
20
57G 1 6 187 1 13 162 4 13 240 ..................... .
9
17 1, 337 J 7 140 1 7
50 1 5 145 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
32 157 2,510 2 6
82 1 4
32 3 12 214 1 4- 151 4 16 47!J
1
5
30.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 10
79 1 5
60
2
39 ............... _.... _.
J
8
122 1 7
G5 1 10 140 1 7
96 1 3
13 ......... _.
2
O 136/ 1 2
10 1 6
38 ... 1••• . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _ •

m:::::::::::

0
~.· .....•. __ . . . . . . ...... _. . . . . . ___ .

Uta.11 . ... ... . . . . . . . . . .

~·. ~.:. _21~ ~~ .:_~~.:.~

15~ 2, 7~~ -- 1 · ·4 · · ·,; 4j· · 2ci · ·21s · ·a/·io · ·ia2 · · i4 · ·200 · ·2 · ·
io1
5!i 1,018 4 8 172 1 7
75... . . . . . . . . 31 7 17G .......... .
91 1, Gl 9 8 24 501 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1
25 3 9 143
10
187 ......................... I... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2
36

Mis~i~sippi...... . .....
Lomsrnna ..............
Texas . .................
Arkansas ..............
India-u Territory.......
North Central Division:
Ohio ... . . .............. 23
In<liana..... . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Illinois . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

~,:\~~it~~~:
::::::::::::
_

tm

304 141141.12, 687 ..... · 1 · . . . .
185 13 31 674 0 17 286
4915 651,181 1G 711,5:.13
963 6 3] 50] 0 311 814

1

Washington . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Orrgou . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 3
California ............. 18!

4
7
12 1
82I

:J5 1. . . . . . . . . . .
63 1 4 101
166 1.. . . . . . . . . .
011 1 5
36
1

2

23
1 5
3 15
2 17
4 18

154 ______ --·-· ....... __ .. _.. __ ... __ _
33 ....•...................... _ .. _. .
126 ... ......... .. .......... _ ... _. _..
203 ............•.......... _..... _.. .
203...........
3
28 ...... , .... .
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TABLE

15.-Denornirlational schools, nwrnbe1· of teachers and students.
Table 14.)
Congregational.

Friends.

.;
State.

H
0

+>
<:,)
p

~0

0
~
1
rn H>=I

Roman
Ca tholic.

.;

..zj

'-::I

~
1
rn HA

<!)

E

rn

°lJnited States ___ .. - - . 42 254 3, 870

0
0

.s

ii

'O

"o0 .!3
,q

rn

rn

<!)

E

0

<!)

'O

E

~

<:,)

ii

·~

p

rn

H

62
1
15
48
34

1,103
8
232
741
523

.;
I'<

I'.

.;

<:,)

4.5 160 2,607 173 698 8, 513

North ..Atlantic Division. - 19 155 2,028 16
South .Atlantic Division_ - 3 21
247
1
South Central Di dsion. _.
4
North Central Di vision ... 20 78 1,604 15
Wes tern Di vision ... ..... ---· -- -- ---- -· 9
North .Atlantic Division :
Maine·-······························
NewHampshire .·-····· .. , .... . ......
Vermont.- ·····-·· ·-- ·· ..... . ........
Massachusetts. _., ............. ··---·
Rhode Island_. ...... ... 1 10
150
Connecticut ....... _.. _.. __ . __ ... __ . _.
NewYork ______ .... ... 4 23
209
New .Tersey .... , . . . . . . . 3
9
94
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . 11 113 1, 575
South ..Atlantic Division:
D ela,vare ................. 1
85
Maryland···---········ 1 14
119

.;

H

:J>=I

+>
<:,)
p

A

denomiPresbyterian. Other
nations .

rt)

H
0

.;

( Con tinued from,

41 183 2, H23
19 77 1,142
25 95 1,100
55 228 3,051
33 115
891

20
14
223
lG
316 ....... .. .....
4 13
340 ..... _. . . . . . . .
4 17
210
3 13
185
.. _.
2 11
224
1
2
14
2
4
00
·-- · .... ·-···· 25 113 1, 417
.•....... ___ .. 2
4
73
. ... ... . __ ... . 6 35
344
3

4

0

,q
<:,)

rn

.s
p
t1
<:.)

>=I

H

rt)

.;

-+-'
>=I

<!)

"C

E
rn

00

~

.Cl
<:,)

rn

~\~~~~~n·::::::::::::: .. ~. ·-~· ... ~~ . .. i ... 4. ·-·s2· 4 9
5

13

228

1
2

7

34

608

2

~~

4
3

36
54

:
5
6

14

9

117

1

5

~t~-1h
riak~t;: ::::::::: :::: :::: :::::: .. ~ ... ~. ·-~~~. 31
S011thDakota ................... . ............ ·-···· i !
Nebraska . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
8
118
3 19
1

l

:Montana.......... ..... .... .... ... ... .... .... ...... 3 4

qo1f~~!~~:::::::·::::: :::: :::: :::::: .T·1
tah. .. . . . . ... .. . .... .. . . . . . . . . .... ..

~~!~1~!~~~~~:::::::::::: ::::1::::1::::::
California ........ . . ... . ,...

l ·········

'O

H

rn

~

E

33 152

2,524

1,112
873
629
836
931

14 79
2
9
3 10
9 31
5 . 23

1,207
159
140
525
493

15
20
13
14
6

73
58
38
5.9
21

...... .. ................... .
. . _. . . . . . . . . . . 1
3
39
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 12
148
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 27
446
.. ...... . _........... ...... .
.......... .. ............... .
3
9
131
7
52
7 44
606
5
08
5 20
375
25
424

6
5

15

o

264 -·-· .......•••
143 .. . . .......•••

:t;;;;

i ... 4... ioi . ..'.. ~ ~~ . .. ~~~ ... ~ .. _~ .. __ ~~ ... i ... 2.... .4i

Indian Territory .... - - ............ _.. 1
3
21 . .. _ __ .. . . . . ..
North Central Division:
Ohio .. ................. 2
6
114 .... ......... . 10 35
508
Indiana .... .. .... ...... 4 16
307 .............. 5 21
385
Illinois .. .. ..... - . . . . . . . 1
O 196
3 J1
229
8 26
000

Kansas .. ........ . ......
we. tern DiYision:

(1)

.!3

68 249 4, 381

tti i~i :ii :t:

'i1!f
t}!nt\1
;
)
;;'
.
;;
.:i;{~;~;l_S_:::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::::: ..
Iowa .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

U)
+>
i:=

i i i! - 7· -26. --3i4. --r ·-r -- -·i~

North Carolina ...... . .. 1
2
43
1
1
8 .... .... ......
South Carolina ...... - - . .......... __ . . ..... __ . . . . . . . 1
2 • 50

Minnesota .... . ........ . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

<:,)

_______ ____ ... ____ ____ ______
43 ____ .....••.••
.... .... .... .. 5 28
432 .... .. .. ....... ............ .
4
3

~m~t:i~~t~~t~~ :::: :::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::

8

.£

2

126
364
157
285
363
31
16
192
30

65 .. . .. .. . ..... .
7

84

2

9

74

15

2i~ .. i. ··2· .... 47

6
5

53 ........ · ····•
60 ........ - .... .

5

63 .. ... ... ........... ... ··•··•
87 ............ . . .. .... .. .... · ·

1
2
62 ... _ . ........ .
~t80 ii ~~ 1~4~ I.....•
•. .•.• • .• ••..• •..•••..
6
si~ \.... ~...... . '.. ...
~~~ ... ~ .. ~~.3 ·--~~~69
~ ~~ ~ i~ 156
. .... .. 1
13
145 l 17 57
122 I 2 12
755
1 10
141
1
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TABLE

16.-Nurnber of student s in piibUc ancl private secondary schools reported to the
Uni ted States Bureaii of Education each yea,· since 1871.
Public.
Year reported.

-

-

School s.

1- - P_n_·,_,a_te_._ _ _ _____
T.,...
o_ta_1_._ _ _
1

Students.

Schools.

Students.

Schools.

Students.

-----------1----

1871. ... ......................•... . ... . ............................
1872 ... ........................................................... .
1873 ....... ....... .. .......... .. ............ .. ......... ... . • .......
1874 .. ... ....... ...... ............ .. - - ...... · ... - ........... · · · · · · ·
1, 143
1875. . .... . ...... ..... ... .. ..... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1876 ........ ... .. .... . .. ... . . . .. .. . .. .. . .... .
22,082
1,229
1877. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24, 025
1, 226
1878.. ..... .... . .. .. .. . . .. . .. ... . . . .. .. .. .. ..
28,124
- 1,227
18i9, ............................
27, 163
1, 236
1880. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
26, 009
1, 261
·1881. .... ... .. .......... .. . . .. ... , . . . . . .. . . . .
30, 5!l4
1, 336
1882-83.......... .. .. ........ .. ....
263
39,581
1,482
1883-84. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
266
34, 672
1, 588
188J-85...... ....... ... .. ..........
276
35,307
1, til7
1885-86.... ........................
471
70, 241
1,440
1886-Si............ .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .
515
80, 004
550
1887- 88 ............................
684
116, 009
673
1888-89.. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . ..
* 7l3
125, 542
l, 324
2, 526
202, 963
1, 632
188!l-90.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1890-!ll............................
2,771
211, ri96
1, 714
18Dl-!J2........ . . ......... .... .... .
3, 035
23~, 556
1,550
1892-93. ........ . ............... . . .
2, 812
232, 951
1,434
0

•

.. .. .. .. ..

. 80, 220
98,929
11 8, 570
98,179
108,235
106, 647
98,371
100, 374
]08, 734
110,277
122, 617
ms, 384
152, 354
mo, 137
151, 050
101, 115
126, 721
146,561
94, 931
98, ·400
100,739
06, 147

80,220
98,929
118, 570
98, 179
108,235
129,629
123,296
128,408
135,897
136,886
159,211
177,965
187,026
195,444
221,291
181,119
242,730
272,103
297,894
309, !)96
340,295
329,098

1,745
1,85 4'
1, 8!l3
l, 911
1, 065
1, 357
2,037
4,158
4.485
4; 585
4, 24.6

* From 1876 to 1889 t he D"'Ures rriyen in the public high school columns apply to city high schools.
o:1ly . From 1890 to 18!l3, iifclush -i, all public high schools are included.
TABLE

17 .-I'er cent of students pnrsuing certain studies in the pnblic ancl private seconcla1·y schoo l s.
0

Per cent of students studying-

r:l

(I)~

....0rn rn
~

Division.

t.;

,.cc: ...

A
;: ;: <0
,..,r_j

~ 0'0

z

In pnblic high schools in theNor th .Atl antic Division .... 79,898
Soul.Ji Atlantic Division . .. . 11,587
South Uentr:11 Division .. , . . 13, 861
North Central Division ... . 115, 806
W estern Division ... . . . .... 11, 7!)!)

,!,j

::i
~

H

(I)
(I)

...

C;)

-- -

41. 12
60. 68
50. '67
142. 38
36. 55

-

...

d...

,::,
(I)

bJ)

(I)

•·

p,...,

-~-~
...

0

o,)

213. 34
30. 84
30.14
23. !);J
34. 44

G. 42

ju. 92

52. 88 26. 00

43. 88 11. 63 28. 21
47.13 6. O!l 17. 87
34. 45 5.11 8. 04
31. 50 7. 5!) 10. 48
32. 82 9. 01 17. 38

21. 25
10. 60
4. !)8
17. 45
14. 93

41. 02
48. 43
50. 41
37. 23
38. 8G

========

0

s

47.46
65. 58
55. 73
54 . 46
58.15

3. 40

s

h

t0

-~
f;,

,.q

i

'§
(I)

,.q

h
...

~

C!:)
C,
Fi
0
~
H
P-s
~
-- ---- -- -- -- ----

6. 75 13. 38 12. 15
3. 38
1.til 5
2. 83
86 G 02
20
1. 42 il. 45 12. 53
2. 15 3. 05 !l. 9G

------

38, 13!)
13,522
17, 243
22,346
4,897

¢,j

A
(I)

j"·

The United States .... .. 232, 951 43. 06
In private high s chools in
theNorth.A.tlantic Division ....
South Atl antic Division ....
South Central Divi ion .. ..
North Central Division ....
Western Division ........ ..

el
...El

..ci0

21. 91 10. 61
29. 02 8. 39
30. 00 10. 98
22. 73 9. 38
24. 32 12. 27

34. 28
40. 08
43. 79
29. 39
48.58

2. 73 23. 27 10. 00

33.88

19. 08 10. 78
19. 31 8. 56
23. 96 0. 33
18. 01 10. 00
19. 46 9. 05

34. 91
37. 04
30.12
2G. 79
3 1. 86

l. 91
5. 44
7. 24
2. 55
1. !l6

- - - - ·- - - -

22. 98
17. 59
21. 29
17. 07
19. 60

5. 00
5. 06
8. 33
5. 71
4. 80

·- - - - ·- - - - - - - - · - - --- - - - - - -

Tho Unitecl States ...... 96,147 30. 23

- -

8. 61 18. 47 15. G3 42. 75 20. 37

- - - - ·-- - -

In both ~ublic nucl private
high sc ools in the United
States . ..... .. .... . ......... :129, 098 41. 94

4. 92

!l. !Ji 13.

co

= 1==
49. 02

I 24. 36

5. 76 19,.;'6

0. 94

32.46

!l. 98

33. 46

--- - 3. 61

122. 25

V . -UNIVERSI'l'IES AND COLLEGES.
(See rart IV, Table G, for detailed statistics .)

The number of coeducational colleges and colleges for m·en- only
reporting to the Bureau for the year 1892-93 was 451. This number
does not include the purely technical schools, which are entered in a
separate table. In order to show the number of coeducational colleges
and tue number of colleges for men only, together with the number of
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students attending each of these two classes of institutions in the
several States, the following summarized statement has been prepared:
Nitrnbcr of colleges for 1nen only, and numba of coednca ti.orwl co lleges in the several S tates.
Colleges for males
only.
States and Territories .

Num.

Male
college
students.

ber.

Coeducational college~ .
Num ·
uer.

College s-tudents.

I Female.

Male .

--------------------1--------- --- ----1--5
(88 )
United States .................. . ........ .... . .... .
20, mo
310 I. 27,317 I
n, 583
141
1

North Atlantic Dfrision . . _.. . .. _... . .. . .... .. . . ..... .
South A tlantie Division . ... . .... . .... . .. . ...... . . .. . . .
South Central Dfrislon .... ... . _. .. . . .. . . : . . . .. .. .. . . ...
North Central Division . .... . . . . .. .. . . .. ... . ...... . ... .
West ern Divis·ion .. ........ . ... . ... . .. . .. . . .... ....... .

29

9, 763
4 , 092

26
36

2, 591 I
3,169 ,

48 {
168

5

515

-I

31 {

45
1

North Atlantic Division:
Maiue .. . . .. . . . .............. .. ......... . . . .. . . . .... .
New Hampshire .. . _. ..... . _. . ..... ·. . .. .. ......... .
V ermon t ......... .. . . ; ... .... ..... . . .. . .. . .... ... .
Massachusetts ........ _. .. . _.... . .. .. . ... ... . , ... .
Rhode Islantl. ..... . ............. .. .. . . ... . ...... . .
Connecticut . ..... . ... _........... . . .. . . .... ... . . . .
NewYork .... . .... . . .. ... .. ....... .. .. . ... . ...... .

:w:~:t;f~;~,j~·::::::::::: :::::::: ::: :::::::::: ::: ::

South Atlautic Division:
D elaware . . .. . .. .. ... . . . ........... .. ..... . . .. .... .
Maryland .... . . ·.··· ..... .. .... . .. .. .......... .. .. .
Di strict of Colmn u ia . ... . . .... ... . ......... . . . .... .
Virginia .... .. . .. ....... ....... ...... . . . ........ .. .

::o~~r:~ci~~~t:~:::
:: :::: :::::::::~:: :: :::::::::::: :
South Ca1:oli11a .................. . . . ...... . ... .... .
iri:!t!.'::::::::::::::::::: _-:::::::: _- :: _- _-: ~ ··::::::
South Cent ral Di Yisio11:

i0

96

0

1,003
105
1,090
0
854
418
532
0

4

2

Minnesota .... ... ...... . .. .. ..... ....... . ... _..... .

~1::o~{r:i
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
North Dakota ..... ....... ......... ... ... .. .. . . .. . .
South Dakota ..... . . ............ .... .... ..... ... .. .
:rcuraska ... ......... .. .................. ... .. .. . .
Kan. as ................................... . . .. .... .
Wer-iternDidsion:
.
:lrontana ..................................... .. .. .
\Vyoming ....... . ....................... . ....... .

4
3

6
4
6
1
4
4

3

0
0

707
620
527
148
423
16G
0

2
3
1
2
7
0
16

3
1
-!
5
4

5
4
7
16

3
3
5
8

5
1

393
573
613
65
516
249
108
452
0
0
36
16,i

32
11
22
11
6
8
21
24

0

4

6
8
15

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1

0

4

0
509

0

Colorado ..... _.... . .......... . ............ . . .
.1:"<•w )Icxico ... .. ......... . ....................... .
rizona . .. ......................... . .. . ......... .

0

rtah ··········-································-··
T,•,a<la ................ . .. . ............. .. .. . ... . .

0

t~iirt::i\ • • : • •:• •:• : • •:•.• • • • • • • ;

~

1
6
1
7
0
6
5
3
0

f~1~1~ft::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::
Texas ........ ... ... .... . .. . ... .. .. ....... ...... . . .

-~1~ ~~~~~1;: :::::::: :::: :::: ::::: :::::::::: :::::::::

mI

6
0
1
Hi
5
15

6
7
4

1

30

0
3, 087
0
122
2, 090
1,489
2, 428

K entucky . .......... .. .. . ........ .. ... .. . . .. ...... .
Tennessee .. ...... . .. ............... ..... . ... .. .. . .
Alabama ................ . .. . ... . ................ . .

.Arkansas ................... .. ... . ..... . ..... .. .. .
Oklahoma ........... ... .... .. ·. .. . . . .. .. . .... •. . ...
North Ce1itral Divisi011:
Ohio .. .. ... .. .. ....... . ......... .. .. ...... .. ...... .
Indiana .... .... ....... . ............. . .... . .... . .. .
lllinois .. . ... ..... ......... . . .. ...... ...... . .. . .. . .

,l3

0

0
1
0
4

0

10

8, 1551
1, 088
5
~. s6t i
13,411 1
1,

1,740
5!-2
1, 158
7,178

soP~_ 965

25~
244
358
501
1, 795
2, 946
0
2, 055

11i

0
124
252
22
174
218
81
149
68

0
97
G!
18

542
1,069
90
212
211
586
(75)
152
0
2,878
1,191
2,048
], 589
044

942
1,281
1,192
41
109
4g5
701

19
19
(13)
122
0
17
71
36

(:j;j

2!6
48
63
62!
0
519

7lJ

111
14
75
84
219
276
GS
08
113
315
00

0
1,311
585

1, 107
900
349
57')

832
G95

;o

()(j

350
304
4
9
80
0

8
46
23

4

2

138
154
1,221

GJ

123
5'7

11 ad of oedncational colleges have been included all
ti n: in whi h ith r the undergraduate de:partment, the graduate

from

ent or oth, are op n to both men and. women. It will be seen
tabl that 10 in.-titutions (GS.7 peT cent of the total numuer)
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are open to women. In lSD0-91 of a total number of 430 institutions
only 282, or G5.G per cent, were open to women, showing a gain in two
years of a little more than 3 per cent. These two years witnessed the
admission of women to certain privileges in Yale and Brown universities, while Tufts College and M_iami University were entirely thrown
open to them.
Professors a,nd instructors.-The number of professors and instructors, male and female, employed in the several departments of universities aml coJleges is sltown in tbe following summary:
Cni'l:ersilics ancl colleges fol' 1892- 93-Snniinary of professors anrl insil'uctors.

f->latcs a:Hl Territori es .

Num· I Preparatory
departments.
I

!oflieri11· ,

1 stitu· i
\ tions. i Male.

-

-U-n-it_e_ll_S_t_a_tc- s- .- .-.-. .-.-. -. .·'--40l

N orth Atlantic Division

South Atlantic Divii:!iOn.....
South Central Didsion . . . . .
Nortll Central Division . . . . .
Western Division...........
lfort.h Atlantic Division:
Maine . ................. .
New Hampshire ....... .
Vermont ......... . ..... .
MassacL.nsctts ......... .
Rhode Island ... ...... . .
Co1mccticut ............ .
New York ............. .
New Jersey,. ........... .
l'ennsylvaurn .......... .
South Atlant.ic DiYisiou:
D clawuro .............. .
Marylancl .............. .
District of Columbia ... .
Virginia ............... .
West Virginia ......... .
orlh Carolina ......... .
South Carolina ......... .

78
59

74

i_!-~

80; 300
212
108

204
36

!)(iQ
118

3
1

23

0
0
0
20
0
0
152

31

lOG

1
10

0
G2
31

2
9

1
3

22

4

s

Fe·
rnale.
-;;;

Collegiatede.
partmcnts.
Male.

5,120 _559

48

8-i

007
506
2,022
337

52
84
320
55

38
34

0

33

0

284
0

58

0

HO

13

540

4
25

398

]17

9

13
161

2

78

0

20

3

4

0

11

24

2
19

!)

35

]6

08
20
03
G3

i~o;;t~::::.::::::::::::
So nth Cen trul.. Di vision:

8
,!

20
11

14
19

10

Kentucky ........ :· ·· .. .
Tennessee ... .. ......... .
Alabama ............... .
Mississippi ............. .
Louisian:t ... .... ...... . .
Texas ......... .... ..... .
Arkansas .............. .
Oklahoma .............. .
North Central Division:
Ohio .... ............... .
Incliana ................ .
Illinois ................. .

13

33
Ol
0
15
30
29
ll •

12

T

~i\~l~~~as~~.::::::::::::::
Minnesota .. .... ........ .
Iowa ...... .. . .......... .
Missouri ............... .
North Dakota .......... .
8outh Dakota .......... .
Nebraska .............. .
Kan sas . ................ .
Western Division:
Montan:,, ............... ,

ci:i~~~J~g. :: :::::::::::::
Hew Mexico . .... . ..... .

Arizona ................ .
Utah ....... .. .......... .
Nevada ................. .
Iuabo ...... . ........... .
·washing-ton ........ .... .

2~rn-~~~ia: ::::::::::::::

23
7
5
!)
11

5
1

38
15

28

12
10

12
24
29
4

1
1
1
1
1
5
0

1-!

20
8

21

11

35
55
91

4

4

22

!)8

72
150
56
3-!
38
10!)

(i

1
1

7

04
]6
65
27
]-!
13
70
71

!)

17

44

4 ..... .. .
105

3
G
13
3

2
JO
4

4
8

]5
50

Fe
rnal~.

1, 648

63

23
21
34

1

6

Professionni
departments.

5(i

83
lG!l
45
Ll2
70
73
21

0

3

oI

0
10
0
35

Male .

I mal~.
Fe

2. 654 1__ 20
O'.l7

215

1
0

202

0

24

089
251

1

13
10
22
241
0
70
301

5
260

173
360
165
130
130
177
223
18

. 32
84
140

8,883 /
2, 773

058
003
3,590
G5!.l

Fe·
male.
1, 36-!
7-!
145

235
7!.lO
120

50
GO

0
0

55

0

GJO

0
0

232

4
0
0

0
0
0

045
130
098

0
0
0
15 ............... .
2
140
0
0
16
0
4
2
0

58

13
]81
284
128
33
135

21
4

45
0

20
10
9
5
29
20
26
26

9

20

0

2
5
0

0
19
0

0
0
0

87

15
30
1

21
156

0

128
35.(

48

10

160
120
20

53
45
17
1

,,

0

5

0
0
0

18

51

0

0

51
15
52
28
15
1G

47
38

5
16
12 ·
25

201

47
257
55
17
105
111
92
3

0
83
18

17

59

5

29
70
lO

722

13-i

280
G!.ll

0

23!)

118

0
2
.,.

80

0
1
19

2

0
0
0
0
0

4 . . ........ . ···-· ....... .

!~ I

I

0

7
23
0
7 ....... ..••.. ...
4 ................ ·••··· ··

303

Mal~.

0
0
l

~ ··· · ·98 -- .. · · ·6·

4 ..•.............................
0 . ... .. ........ . .
10
12
0 . ....... 1••..••.•
]l
2
0
2
2
4
]7
14
7
1
05
2~
8
10
20
23
203
87

0
1

I TotalnumlJer.

- - - - - - : - - - -- -

44
117
429

I

45
73

168

21

240
334
421

112
113

31
43
100

·213

7

2!)

13
42
29
58

1

]2

2

1:37
3
JO

15

16
]5

1

(!

n

00

333

4
0
2

2
17

2-!
5:al
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The foregoing table shows that the proportion of women professors
aml instructors remains low; especially is this true of the college and
professional departments. The largest proportion of women professors
is found in the North Central and Western divisions of the country,
while the SI!lallest prnportion is foun~ iu the North Atlantic Division.
Taking the total number of students enrolled in the collegiate and
graduate departments of the universities and colleges of the entire
country, we find that the proportion of students to instructors is 10.4
students to 1 instructor.
Iu 1890-!H the total number of professors and instructors in all
depaTtments reported by 430 institutions WaS 8,472, while in 1892-93
the number reported. by 451 institutions was J0,247. Among the institutions reporting in the latter year and which were not included in
1890-Dl is the University of Ol.1~ca.go, with 135 professors and instructors.

.
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Students.-The number of students enrolled in the several departments of tlle universities and colleges, classified according to race and
sex, is given in the following summarized tables:
Uni'i:ersities and colleges for 189,&-93-Surnmary of st-uclents.
Preparatory departments.
States ancl Territories.

~bite.

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Milo

Colored.

1,;';;J;

Yalo

Collegiate clep:irtments.

Total.

1

,!',:'i~ Malo. 1.;:1;

Colored. ~~

White.

Malo

Iru~J; Malo J:i, Malo. IJ.:l;,.

·
5
(73 )
<2 1 5 1 5
(73 >
( 88 )
'/_ 563
Umtecl States. - · · · · .. ( 28, 519 11, 850 S ,o7 1, 4 /'/_30, 590?3, 391 43, 8031 l 1, 017 ~ Nortb.AtlanticDivision .. 4,803
618
69
1/ 4,8721 619,lfi,251 1,58G
South Atlantic Division.. 2,285 1 6811, 022 648 3, 307/ 1,329 4, 581
510
1
7G)
56
· ··
5
1 )
( 68
90'
<56 )
(
South Central D1v1s1on .. ( 3, il 94 , l, 4885 8 / 8- j< 4, 762/ 2, 308, 5, 160/ 1, ll
North Central Division ... 15, 628! 7,993 : 107
72 15, 735, 8,065.15, 607 6,880
5
Western Division. - - · · · · ·{ . l, 9
L 9ir1' \ 070 2, 20(11 ~03~}
070}

I (

O
O
O
6

o

i~~

NOj~}~~~~~ :~ .~~~~~i.~~-= ..

Indiana .................
Illinois . ................
~i?',1clio~s~n· -. : : : : -. : : : : : : : :
, 8
Minnesota. . .. ......... .
Iowa ... - ... - .. - . . . . . . . .
Missomi...... ...... . .. .
North Dakota, . . . . . . . . . .
South Dakota ........ . ..
Nebraska. ............. .
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,Ves tern Division:
Monta11a ............... .
Wyoming .......... . ... .
Colorado . ....... . ···---{
New M exico ........... .
Ari zona ............... .
Utah ....... ............ .
N evada ........... ... .. .
Idaho .................. .
·washin gton ........... .

2~rn-~~~i;::::::: ::: ::: ::

(56)
141
GI

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
433
O
O
O
O
0 2, 780
O
230
l 1, 429
O
7.1
8
O

O
~~~

270

216
5-!7
121
43

85
725
331 1, G41
1041
278
G
296

65
60

(

5 99
·
0

O

2i~
54 {

O
O
O
u'
0
O
242
22
340

30
16

2, 2dt 930

1,355
300
l, 150

487
198
243
1, 30G
1, 34:!

t, 9~
,_ 8'*
477
644

90
1
G
2

o,

o1

t1
0
01
1
3

C

0
O
2
O

o
0

O

0

0
0

31
20

(17)
140}
162
7
10
9
4
116
135
45
77
SJ
45
164
85
293
236
983
287

69
1
O

o{
0
0
0

0
0
0
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
O'

ol
!

115
O
O
O
65
O
2?7
2
39
0
36
2
569
2
O
O
555 147

o

O
06
59
18

270
230
204

465
650
68

10~
11 ! 28
70
29
84 1
o

558
44 7
202

301 1,235
878 1, 516
2251 608
49
326

214.
9
261! 112
Ci6
3
58
6

~~~

~~~

13
29

o

/

mm

(56)
(75)
240
119
1421
(jl
60 ..... .

96

I
2,948 --~.-~;~

,

3,185
1, 02!l
2 662
' 965
567
668
1, 582
2, 528
200
289
7GO
1, 184

ll=~i{

O
90
176
767
12?. l, 324
105
2_

1

O

453.
340
244
3, 08~
422
1, 78~
4,453
l, 371
4,094

m 3~~ m ii

21~
244
113

76
310
75
9

21 16,404 1, 588
31 4,785
541
34 5
<75 )
I< 5, 3131 1, 145
151 15,659 6, 89:i

I

1~~1 35~
26 401
1171 77
'.l04
0

3~~ 2~~

l-~~\s~~~~::::::::::::::: g~~I
1 1

O
O
O
O
O
0
1
1
67

011
242!
22
3481
r
O
O
105 1:Jl
4,
54
2_9
O

157
Georgia,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370 1
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202
South Central Divi sion:
I
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
649
'l'e11nessco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 331I
Alabama. ...............
203'
!!ississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287 j

A r k·ansas . · · · · · · · · · · · · · {
OklnJ1oma . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

G2

I

North Atlantic DiYision:
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O
New Hampshire. .......
O
Vermont.. ..............
O
Massachusetts.. ........
433
Rbocle ~sland.... . ......
O
Connecticut..... ....... .
o
N ew York .............. 2,770
Now J erse_\·. . . . . . . . . . . . .
229
l'enns,vlvanfa . .......... 1,362
So nth Atlantic Division:
Dela ware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O
Mary land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
597
D) st1;ic_t of Colurnuia....
266
V1rg1ma. ...............
279

~~er1t
b~~~~~n~~:::::::::
South Carolina... .......

t/5 /

1_o{

ori,

153
204
153

89 5
<88 )
~1<44, 3661 11, 099

3,275 1,424
1, o:JO
310 1,709
562
2,668 1,150 2, 4161 1, 020
9G7
487 1, 569
8G7
(j~(j6'87
198 1, 382
326
243 1, 119
541
1, 58\i .1, 308 1, 3GO
806
2, ~
1, 342 1, 589
687
198
41
rn
289
284
109
94
770
477
524
349
1, 187
644
841
348

66

30
16

(17)
16:J
7
9
116
, 45
84
164
297
983

31
20
140
10
4

135
77
45
85
236
'.l87

}

/
01

453

o1
o1

422
1, 784

2

4,241

0
1
4
0
0
lS
3
5

0

90
780
353
1, 105
172
1, 045
493
679
68

5
12
21
4

1,244
1, 628
611
332

o 349
o
244
o 3, 0~5

o1 4,455
o11 1, 371

! i
lO

3{

~~~

(75)
152

115

O
65
207
39
36
560
O
557
0

97
G3
18
79
111
14

75
84c
219
273
68
62
109
3.15

99

31 ····; ·-~.-~~~ ·~.-~;;
5
o 1,714 562
1
2 2,417 1,022
4
2 1, 573
859
1
0 1, 383
326
O
1 1,119
542
1
C 1, 361
806
0
0 1, 589
687
o o
41
19
O
O
109
94
3
O
527
349
6
3
847
351

19
4
0
181
9
0
3
11(J l
87} 0
...... ...... . .....
17
8
0
66
46
0
34
28
0
4
2
0
142
62
0
154
129\
0
1, 637
555
1

0
0

19
18

4

9
0 { 11~ 3) s1
. ••.. . ..• .•..
0
17
8
0
66
46
0
34
28
0
4
2
0
142
62
01
154
129
01 1,638
555
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'EDUCA'l'ION REPORT, 1892-93
un-i-vc1·lJitfos and oollog-es jo.r 1893- 9.3. - .Snmm-ary of sfoc'"lents-Cont inue-u .

I___ _

Profess ional departments.

I

Col.
White. -, ored.

States and T errHories .

Graduate departments.

Resident.
Nonresi dent.
- - - - - - -- -- - - -- - - - - Col.
White. -ored. Total. j White. _ore
Co;1. ITotal.

Total.

r! i ~ 1~ rd d ;1f1;11

I

1

~ 1i ~

; - - - · -- - - - - - - - - -!

United States . . . - .. ·{ 17 _9JJ~iG} G93 10

{i8, 64~l~~ 6}

2, 233 l3!JO _'J

__

o 2, 235'39o_i_ 844 04

l_ _ I_

21

1

o s4GI

Di

1

North Atlantic Division. 6 096 1881 zJ.O
South Atlantic Dh-ision. l ' 708 lfl 330
South Centr.al Division. . 2' 207
3 209
North Centr:al D1vision ..
184• 455 24
16
} O
WestcrnDivision ....... {
75
1

1:

hb

=

o
2
7
O

6 136°1 188 1, rnh34
2' 038 21
381 J
2' 50G 10
102 8
1: "208 455
498 212
6~ }
1{
8!) 35
75
2

i

O

89 35

O

1- = = = = = = = = = = = = == -

North Atlantic Division:
i
Maine .. .... - .... - .. - -100
o
New Ramp.shire··----·
108
o
Vermont .. - - - - - - - - - .. ..
188
o
Massachusetts .. - . - . . . . 1,457 75
Rhod,e Island .. - - .. .. -o o
Connecticu·t - - - .. -- .. - .
348
o
New York .. -- ..... .... 2 151 1:08
New ,Jersey............ ' 38
o
Pennsylvm1ia ..... -- - -- 1 706

Son th Atlantic Division:

18 20351 -18

1

o o 1, 1G3 l34 349
O O 381 J 14 O
l
O 103 8 37 5
1 O 4.99 212 422 71

'

o O
100
O
o o
108
·o
2 O
190
o
6 O 1,463 75
0 o
o o
8 o
356 · O
2 O 2, 153 108
O O
38
O
5 22 O l 728
5

'

o
1
(i

337
40
112
4-l6
108
119

o o
o o
o o
39 o
9 o
20 o
40 O
O o
20 O

22

O

O 0 14- O
37 5
0 0 4"22 71
1

0

O o: 22

0

----= ==-----

I

o
O O O
1
o O O
o
O
O O O
o 337 30 23 O O
o
40 9 39 0 0
O 112 26 21 1 O
O 446 40 133 15 2
O 108 O 10 0 O
O 119 20 123 2 0
O
o

O
O
0 O
0, 23
0, 39
01 21
O135
O 10
0 123
1

O
O
O
O

0
1
15
O

2

D e laware_ .. _________ ...... .... __ ...... _____ .. ___ ... ____ ......... .............. . --- ... -- . -- ·
Maryl:md. ..............
:JO
O O O
48
O1 347- O (:) 0 347 0 .... -- - ... --- - · · --·
D!~t-,i_:ic_t of Columbia...
?£5 18190 2 1, 1~5 201
4 1 0 O
4 1 ..... -- -- · -- · - -- .. ·
Vugmrn ____ __ _________
317
ol O O
317
0
7 0 0 0
7 0 ....... -- · ... -- · --West-Virginia ..........
75
1\ O O
75
1
2 O O 01
2 0 .... --- ..... . -- . --·
No1·th Cal'olina. _____ ..
98
0)30 o
228
o 17 O 0 O 17 O 10 O O O 10 O
South Carolina..........
22
01 1 O
23
O
2 o O O
2 O
4 O O O 4 0
Gcor.gia .. -- -- .. .. - .. .. .
102
O O O
102
O
2 O O O
2 O
O O O O O 0
F lori<1a . .... .... - .. - .. .
O O O O
o o
o o o o o o o O O O o O
South .Uentral DiYision :
Kentucky - .... - . . . .. . . l, 341
1 0 O l, 34,
l
_3 O O O
3 o
~ 0 0 0 ~ 0
Tennessee .... - -- . • - .. .
O209 7
7
158
36 1
49 3 O O 49 3 1 ,. O O O 1 - O
Alab:ima ...... ·- .. - .. ..
42
0 6 O
48
O
5 O O O
5 O
1 0 0 0 1 0
Missis sippi. - - . . - - - -- ..
23
O O O
23
O
8 l 1 O
9 1 1'9 5 O O J9 5
Louisiana, __ ___________ .
488
O 1l3 O
521
o 27 4 o o "'27 4 3 O O O 3 O
Tex{la .... -- ... - - .... - ..
155
2 4 o
159
2
10 o o o 10 o
o o O O O O
Arkansas .. . - .. - -- .. -- .
o O 47 O
47
o
o o o O o O O O O O O' O
1

!

Okl::.homa ..... ....... ........ 1____ ... .. .. .. ........ ______
North Central DiY1sion:
Ohio ................... 1,323 14 12 01 1,335 14
44
Jnc1ia11a .. - - - - -- -- · --- -377 41 2 01
370 41
27
Illinois-------------·-- l 557 175 5 o 1 562 175
191
Mi_chigm~ -------------- 1;273 1001 O O 1:2,3 lO!J
43
W1sco11srn .... - . -- -.. -371
4 l o
372
4
52
Minnesota -.. - ...... - ..
G14 25 1 0,
G15 25
53
Io~a-·-~---···---··---· 1 805 71 . O 01
865 71
25
M1ssoun...............
474
0 0 O
474
O
52
No:rthDakota. .. ....•.•. 1
3j o'I O O
3
O -----1
1
~~~~:::~:::::: 1--·i9· ,--jo --o --/·--ins --io
Kan. n~ - .. - . - . -. - . - .. - .
JW
Cl ~ 0
132
0
!)
We. tem J)iYision :
I

I

.. . ___ ... ... ..... ____ .............. .
20 1 O 45 20 24i 13 0 0247
lG O O 27 16 23 7 0 0 23
77 o o 191 77 53 8 0 0 53
25 O o , 43 25 38 10 O O 38
11 o 0
5'2 11 25 12 0 0 25
25 o o ::;3 25 19 3 0 O l!J
22 o O 25 22
3 4 o O 3
8 0 o 52 8
3 O 0 0 3
...... - -- ............ ..... . ... ---

13
7
8
10
12
3
4
0
.. .

t~~~!~~
---- ·2I i o~ ~1----21 i ·--2,--0,--01--01-- 2:-- 0
1
~t;110~~1:,;.:::::::::::::: :::::: :::: ::: ::: ::::::: ::::1-----t·o "o "o .... i "'o :::: :: : ::: ·-- -.. ~ol<>r:ulo.~-----------. 1

16t0}

17

;tl{f:}:•:·'.:•• ~}:j
f~h"'rn" . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

,.;;

o.

11

S6~1}

1

3

5

2

0 ·

o ol

i• ,.i:•:.:: :

9

31

5

21

8 0
,

!,

o· o

o

0

9

8

J

o'

G. o

1

•••r••g •• g·•••::; •••
,o

o

o

457

26

~h

~'-~

(.u •• u•• , ••u
1-1 o
1

~o

•• :.: ••: ••• , , ••
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UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. Universities atlll eu lleges fol' 189:'!-93.-Summary of s1uclents-Contiirno(1.
Total number.
Colored.

White.

States and Territories.

Male.

j

]'emale.

Male.

Total.

Female.

I

Male.

j

Femal e.

- - - - - - - -1- - - 1 - - - - - - ·- - 1 - United States- ---··-- -- ----------- {
North Atlantic Division._ ..... _____ . __ .
South Atlantic Division __ . __ _. ________ .
South Central Division _- - . - - - . - - .. - - . {
N

or

tl C
i

t

en ra

1 D' · ·
S
n-rs10n. - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 1

Wes t ern Divisio11 ... . . - ........ .. .. - .. {
North A i.Ian tic Di.-ision:
Maine········-· ····-····-·········-- ·
New llampshrrc ............. __ .. _.. ..
Vermont .............. ····· · ·····-····
Massachusetts .. .. .. _.. _........ ..... .
Rhode Island ..... ................. _..
Connecticut. ............. _........... .
New York ......... .. . ... . . _·----·-·-·
New J crscy _. __ ........ _.. _. _. _. _____ .
Penn syl vnnia _....... _.. _.... ___ . ___ ..
South Atlantic DiYision:
Delaware ___ .. _- . - . .. - - - . - . - - -- - - . - ...
Maryland.·-- .. ____ -· - ---- ·- ·-·-- · . --·
D~st~ic.t of Columbia. _. ____ .. ___ . ____ _
Virg1n1a. _-·· __ .. _... _-· --··- _. --·---.
West Virgin in._ . _..•. . __ . _.... ____ ....
North Carolimt .. _.. __ .. _.... __ .. _. _:.
Sou th Carolim1. __ . _..... __ . _. _.. ____ . _
G corgia. _. ___ ....... ___ ... __ ___ _ . __ . __
Flori(la _--· · -·- .. ·-· .. _. . -· .... _... _..
Son th Central Di \'i sion:
Kentucky ....... .. .... - - ... - - - - . _.. . .
Tennessee ...... ·---·.-- - --·._ ...... {
Alabama ........ ......... ............ .

ri~1!f:tt ~ ~: :::::::::::~:::::~ ~: ::::

:~: :·~~~: ::: ::::::::::: :::: ::::::::.{.

Oklahoma ...... ...... _._ ... ......... ..
North Central DiYision:
Ohio·······-----·- ·- ·· -·--·-- .-·-·--· {
Indiana._ - .. ____ ........... ___ . ____ . {
Illinois ________ _. _. _____ ..... ____ ___ {

~i~l~~:~l;l~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: _{.

Minnesota __ . ___ ...... . . . ............ _

~~;: ~;!~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::.{.

North Dakota ....... ................ ..
8011th Dakota ................... . . .. ..
NelJraska ...... ... ....... ............ .
Kamas ............. . ............... {

\V rstcrn DiYision:

.

JI.Iont:rna ....... _..................... .
·wyoming . .......................... ..

~:~r~:~~~~:
~: ·. ·. ~::: ~ ·.::::::::::::: .{.
Arizona .......... ... ................ .
Utah ........................ : ...... .. .
NeYada ....... . .................. .... .
I<laho ......... ...... ....... .......... .

6::;~:11?~~'
.i.::: ~ ·. ·.: ::::::~: ::::~::::::.
California ............................

(2, 776)

I

99,830

29,557

}

29,368
2,593
S, 967
1, 3GO
6 2
1~ 16 ~ ) 21 850 }
(2 036)
}
43, 92S I 20, 128
8
,
4
)
,
}
2 620
5 41
1
·

b

.

~

4,508

3,31 3

·264
1,954

3
1,156

2, 08()
204

J

1{

bf

2 {

0
0
0
3

0
72
93
0
0
247
418
32G
0

!JO
1, DOG
l, 084
l, 71J)
465
1, 82G
l, 258
], 397
276
:l, 029

109
106
492
333
319
0

07
473
138
127
722
315
221
0

}
5

151

105

J
J

12

2

8
2
1
5
0
0
0
4
13

4
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
4

0
0
l
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
1

0
1
l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

115
0
G5
327
48
83
042
22
007

0
0
2
8
0
10
7
l
236

00

0
206
87
40
148
227
37
310

0
153
387
0
1
569
612

232
0

296

2,041
(145)
4, 0581
8±8
GW
], 682 .
(547)

l, 5821
3:lO
61

470

736
232
60
3,802
1,149

(128)

2,060
8,4J4 I
(145)
1,087
4,290
2,472
074
2,568
9Gl
(1,184)
2,413
,. , , , I
5,007
2,479
280
237
561
560
], 578
978
(268)
1,859

I

'·°'' I

49
53
(48)
657
5.1
2(3
187
81
88
4'32
583
3,206

83
G36

847
188
107
204

(289)

8,447 I
(22)
3,250 I

35
5.1
388
5!
12
181
105
47
198
525
], 021

5 42J4i8)
1
553
458
434
5,462
501
2, 29G
10, 072
1,780
8,076

553
458
432
5,454
50]
2, 28G
10,065
l , 779
7,840

32,GSO

29, 632
2,602
10,921
2, 516
6 2
2, 003 { 14 , 24
) 4, 043
{
(2, 03G)
119
44, 132 I
20,247

- --- - - - - - - -

1,753
1,597
1, 710
46-!
l , 257
61G
1,165
276

(2, 77G)

104,347 1

0
0
0
0
0

8

C

2, G22
115
0

65
327
48
83
042
22
1,000
0
278
180
40
HS
17-!
455
G4ii

2D6
573

(145)
057 I
,. "'
752

{
{
{
{
{

2,174
(5·17)
1,915
658 1
Gl
(280)
8,508 I
(2.2)
3,267 I
(128)
s, 456 I
(145)
4, 2981
2,474
2,569
(1, 184)

{ •. ,,, I
5,097

280
561
1,582
(268)

'·"'49 I
53
(48)
658
54
26
187
81
88
432
587
3,207

l, 320
326
234
926
1,051
453
60
:l, 967

1,150
2,963
l, 991
674
962
2,415
2,479
237
569
978
1,863
35
55

389
5!
12
181
105
47

ms

52.5
1,021
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892-93.

The foregoing tables show that the total number of students in
attendance upon all the courses of the several institutions was 140,053.
Of this number 23.5 per cent were women, and 5.6 per cent were colored. In the undergraduate depal'tments there were enrolled 55,553
stmleuts. Women comprised almost 20 per cent of this number, while
the _proportion of colored students was small; only 1.5 per cent of the
total number belonging to the colored race. In the preparatory departments these two classes 'of students make a much better showing.
Of the 4±,054 students enrolled in the preparatory departments, 30.4
per cent were women, and 8.2 per cent were colored. It would naturally be expected that the proportion of colored students would be
considerably larger in t he preparatory departments than in the other
departments of the several institutions. The professional departments
claimed 19,385 students, of which number 3.7 per cent were women
and 3.6 per cent were colored.
The diagram shown on p. 77 shows the number of students iu attendance on the undergraduate courses of the universities and colleges as
reported to this office for the years 1885-86 to 1892-93, inclusive.
The graduate students pursuing advanced liberal studies have been
classified as resident and nonresident students. The number of resident graduates for the year under consideration was 2,625, while the
number of nonresident graduates was !)40. Of the former number, 14.9
per cent were women, while of tlie latter number but 10 per cent were
women. The greatest number of nonresident graduates is found in the
North Central Division of the country. In this section as well as in
the North Atlantic Division there are several institutions in which the
nonresident graduate departments are important features of the institutions.
The growth of graduate work in the U nited States from 1871-72 to
1802-93 is set forth in the diagram shown on p. 18.
In this diagram are included only such graduate students as a,re pursuing- what are ge!lerally knowu as liberal studies, graduate students
pur. uiog profe · ional c urses of study being excluded.
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UNI VERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Un dergraduate students in 1tnivcrsities and colleges from, 1885- 36 to 1892- 93.
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EDUCATION H,EPORT, 1892-93.

Grad'iiate students in iiniversiiies and coll.eges froni 1871-78 to 1892-DS.
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UNIVERE,ITIES AND COLLEGES. -

The following table shows-the percentage of college students in the
several degree courses reported by 361 universities and colleges:
Unh:ersities and colleges for 189;2-93.
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN DEGREE COURSES.
Number of
institu- Number
tions
of stu.
report- dents in
ing
degree
classifi· courses.
cation
of students .

States and Tcrritortes.

~ - -- - -- - -- -!- --

I'cr cent of students in de~rec courses pursuing
courses of study leading to-

I
A.I3.
degree.

1-- - - - --

Ph.B. I B. L.
degree. degree.

B.S.
degree.

- - - - - - - - - - - - --

United States ....... ... _361 _41, 9i8 __ 55. 70 ___::~ _7 ~ _
North Atlantic Division_ ... .
South Atlanti-c Division . ... .
South Central Division .... ..
North Cen trwl Division ..... .
Western Division .......... .

68
45
50
165·
33

-

Korth Atlmitic Di·vision:
Maine ................... .
New Hampshire ........ .
Vermont ................ .
Massachrrsetts ........... .
Rhode Isla11d .......... ..
Connecticut ... _.. _.... ..
New York .............. .
New Jersey ............. .
Pennsylvania ............ ·
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware .............. ..
Maryland ......... - .... ..
D~st~ic~ of Columbia ... .
Vugm1~. ·:·: ........... .

West Virgrnrn..... . ..... .
North Carolina ......... .
Sonth Carolimt ......... .
Georgin, ............ __ ... .
Florida ................. .
South Central Division:

¥:~~~~
!'le :::::::::::::::
Alai.Jama ............... ..
ri~~~1!tt
::::::::::::::
Texas .. ..... ........... .

N ortlt Central Di visiou:
Ohio ......... .. ......... .
Incliana ..... ........... ..

3

1
2
8
1
3
21
3
26

61. 97
79. 44
50. 72
46. 00
56. 79

547

100. 00
55. 00
47. 46
'137. G6
65. 99
G7. 59
37. 66
63.. 80
63. 12

8.12
:3. 63
2. 86
12. 54
11.15

----- -=-=========== 1-====-=====
320

295
3; ~~i
1,811
4,554
1, 160
3,932

2. 88
2. 35
8. 71
11. 85
7. 29
-

~

18. 44
16. 95
. 69
29. 29
29. 76
7. 53

0
. 05
7. 44

G. 54

1. 55

. ID

2. 28

7
7

85
526
284
559
80
G70
388
608

4

79

60. 00
01. 25
81. 69
99. 64
GO. 00
61. 9J
85. 05
77. 80
34.18

7
17
7
3
9
7

526
1,106
581
2!l2
G89
619

47. 53
48. 46
59. 04
40. 75
54. 57
50. 08

3. 80
3. 80
G. 71
1. 03
. 58
.16

15. 78
2. 44
3. 27

31
12

3,224
1,991
2,963
1, G47
1,487

51. 30
54. 4.9
41. 41
29. 87
33. 5U

14. 45
14. 42
10. 56
19. 31
2. 29

37. 55
35. 91
60. 83
55.10
57. 2D
49. 52
77. 57

28. 24
7. 79
2. 04
7. 54
1. 92
5. 55

12. 19
4. 82
9. 42
18. 64
36. 31
22. 05
2. 39
3. -rn
4. 08
4. 52
9.14
4.13

1
8
4
4

7

2(i

l}\i~l~i:a~:::: ~::: :·::: ~:::
Wiscon sin ......... _... ..
Minnesota ........ _.... ..
Iowa ................... .
Missouri. ............... .
North Dakota .......... .
South Dakota ......... ..
Ncbraslm ... ,. ...... .. . ..
Knns::is ................. .
Wes t ern Div ision: ·
Montana ........ . ..... . ..
·w y ornin g ............... .
Colorado ................ .
Arizon a ................ .
U t ah ..... .. _. . .......... .
N evada ........ . ........ .
I<laho .................. ..
'\Vasliington ............ .
Oregon .... . ............ .
California ... ............ .

15,970
3,279
3,813
16, 639
2,277

6·

9
9
21
22
3

!)16

1,760
I, 348
49

(j

199

7
13

20R
847

1
1

23
27
]42
22
49

4

l
1
1
1
4
6
1·1

GO
(j

DO
185
1,673

B. C. E. ~ther
o- ·ee first dc·
d 801
• grces .

G. 25
4. 48

11. 64
2. 84 ·-··-·-·
4. 77
37. 97

8. 27
23. 50

---

20. 93

2. C6 1_4. 34

15. 00
10. 95
3J. 09
25. 45
21. 91

4. 54
2.44
1. 68
1. 39
.66

7. 49
1.19
1. 94
2". 77
2-. 20

24. 06
l-f.91
D. 56
0
-2. 60
19. 32
22. 50
20. l-9

2. 50
13. 56
2. 09

7.12

---- ---· - -

4. 72
6, 00
1]. 72
4. 81

22. 05
1. 98
3. 79 ,

4. 71
6. 28
8. 45

23.-53

11. 76

6. 69

22. 50
18. 66
12.11
14.14
27. 85

13. 75
J. 4ll

3. 17
. 36
7. 50
1, 79

32. 13
37. 97
27.19
58. 22
32. 22
26. 01

. 7·6
3. 62
3. 27

13. 74
24. 91

2. 33
1. 36

:rn. w1

31. 27
14. 66
27. 51
30. 79
26. 8G
38. 7.8
30. 65
39. 42
]2. 75

3. 29 ........

3. 71
. 52
4. 36

.16

3. 83
3. @6
2.·. 50
. 07

5. 99
. 24
. 91
9. 35
9. 83
.17
. 96

iUf -------- --25:nii· ·--·2s.-93. ....... . :ti~
35. 21
23. 24
16. 90
....... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 25
8. 16
63. 33 • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . .
. • .. .. .. . • . . . • ..
50. 00
1.11
69. 73
7. 57
uo. 85 I3. 21
G.93

24. G5
100. 00
48. 98
36. 67
83. 33
48.89
22. 70
17.81

.............. ..
... . ........... .
30. 61
..... . ... . ... . . .
16. C7 ....... .
.............. ..
.. . .. .. . .. ... _..
. 84
.36

For n, number of years the percentage of students in the classical or
A. R. course bas been decreasing, while the percentage of students in
courses leading to the science degrees has been increasing.
Preparation of students.-Another attempt was made during the year
to ascertain the kinds of schools in which the several freshmen students
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of the year were prepared for college. Not much success has attended
the efforts of the Bureau in this direction, as answers to this inquiry
were received from but 216 of the 451 in stit utions t o which t he inquiry
was directed. The results of this investigation have been incorporated
in t he fo11owiug table:
Universities ancl colleges f or 1892- 93 .
PR EP .A.RA TION OF FRE SH MEN .

States and Territories.

United States . . .. . . . .. . . . .
North .A.tlantic Division .... . .. .
South .A.tlantic Division ....... .
South Cen tral Division ........ .
North Central DiYision .. . ... .. .
Western Division . .. . . . ........ .

No. of
in stitu.
tions re·
porting .

~i~:~;r!:b;;: ::: :::::::::::
South .A.Llantic Di,ision:
D elaware .. . . . . . ... ... . .... .
Maryl and .... . .......... . .. .
. District of Columbia . . .. .. . .
Virginia .... . . ...... .. . . .. . .
West Virginia . ... .. ....... .
North Carolina .. . .. . . . .. . ..
'onth Carolina .... . .... . . .. .

~ii'.iTI~'t...·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.::~:: ::: ::

South Central DiYisiou:
Kcntu ·ky . . .... . .... . ... . . .

Tc1mei $CO ......... ... . . .. .. •

1
f~;it~~
'.~: :: : :: ::: :: ::: : ::
Texas ................. .. ... .
North Central Division:
Ohio ................ . ..... . .
Indiana . ................. . .
Illinois .. . ....... . ..... . . . . .

~-\~~tl~~;::::::::::::
::::::
Minnesota. . ......... .. . . .. .
tr~~~~·i::::::
:: ::::: :::::::
..:'orth Dakota . ........ : . . .. .
South Dakota ........ . .... . .
N bra. kn. . . ....... . ....... . .

w

e:

8 8
~

n'i~·lsi~~ ·: ............. .

16()
168
100
520
118
90
826
93
700

10. 65
1. 19
0
3. 65
0. 78
3. 33
18. 28
23. GG
30. 57

1
5
2
3
2
5
5
4

27
103
28
43
1-!
178
73

1

2

3. 70
01.17
78. 57
100. 00
100. 00
85. 39
43. 83
50. 00
100. 00

5
8
1

175
238
5
157
101
171

55. 43
51. G8
100. 00
58. 60
64. 36
63 . 74

493
410
1,091
127
95
101
334
380
25
109
57
137

46. 45
37. 56
51.J5
59. 8-!
78. 95
50. 50
43.11
6!. 21
50. 00
71. 56
Gt. 4.0
71. 53

3
1
2
4
1

l
13
1
lG

]14

3
4
5

14
8
21
4

5
5
11
15
2
3
4
7

Montana ................... .

l

":i1:r~;l~~::::::
::::::: :::~::
Arizona ....... . ........ .. . .

1
2

Utah .................... . .. .
..:TcYacla ............... .. ... .
Idaho ...................... .
·washington ............... .
regon ....... .............. .
California ....... . ...... . .. .

Per ce~t of
freshmen Per cent of P er cen t of
prepared in freshmen freshmen
private prepared in pr epar ed
public high hy privat e
secondary
schools.
study .
schools.

216
8, 273
39. 28
21. 59
- - -· - - - - - - - -· 1- - - -- 1·42
2,784
17. 96
35. 31
582
28
32. 82
51. 03
26
847
21. 37
57. 97
3,359
99
52. 28
11.13
21
70 1
8.13
29. 39

North .11 t1antic D ivision :
hlaino ... . . . .. .. ..... .. . ... .
N cw Hampshire ... . . . .. .. . .
Vermont .. .. ..... .. .. . . .... .
Massachu setts .. ... . . .. . . . . .
Rhode Island . ........ .... . .
Connecticut ... . .. . ... . . . ·.. .
Ne1VYork . . . ......... .... . .

.Alabnma ............ . ... . .. .

P er cen t of
fr eshmei:i
prep ar ed m
p_r~para,.
to~t ! tt~r t ·
colleges .

No . of
fresh.
meu.

l
1
1
1
3
4
6

I

12
17

24
38
16
:1.)

G
40
33

486

2. 87
36. 20
- -- ·i-- - 42. 4!)
4. 24
2. 41
13. 74
4. 25
16. 41
1. 55
35. 04
2. 42
60. OD
15. 39
1.19
2. 00
1.15

51. l(j
52. 5-!
68. 34
25. !)J.
27. 96
31. 86

44. 97
70. 24
79. 00
44. 04
40. 68
30. 00
53. 87
46. 23
16. 86

-----------·
3. 33

44. 45
7. 77
17. 80

i9. 03
26. 21
0

22. 22
4. 85
3. 57

28. 99
27. 38

19. 00

1. 94
2.15
8. 71

...... 48: 88 . .... ..i.i: i;i . .. ..... .i: i2
30. 14
26. U3 . • •.... . .•• •
50. 00 ..... . .... . .. .. . ..... · · ·

HI. 43
31. 09

12. 57
15. 55

32. 48
20. 79
. 59

29. 82

7.10
5. 37
17. 41
G. 32
8. 91
12. 88
ll. 84
12. 00
10. 09
7. 30

12. 57
1. 68

8. 92
U85
5. 85

2. 23
44. 22
4.39
52. 68
1.10
30. 34
40.10
2.10
12. 63
40. 50
. 60
43. 41
. 53
23. 42
16. 00
16. 00
18. 35 -·-··· · ·· · ··
38. GO
. 73
20. 44

---------·----· ------- ·-- --- -·--· ·

100. 00 .....•. . ........ . ....... .. ... ..... . .
100. 00 ... ... .................. . .. · · · · · · · · ·
4:;. 8:3
16. 07
37. 50 . . . . ...... . .

I
::::::i~i: ...... ::::~........
1~~: ~z 1:::::::::::: ...... ~~·. ~~. ::::::::::::
11. n ······io:iof ···15.·12· ········i:si

1

~Ui

~::i:

100. 00

D grees.-r h numb r of different degrees, excluding purely profe r e c nferred on examination or in course by the several
uni ver ities and college i given in tb'3 following table:
i nal
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DEGREE~ CONFERRED (EXCLUDING PROFESSIONAL DEGREES).

I

t_rj

t1
~

;.

~-.J,=l

I
States and Territories .

v:1

~

1

c:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-

.

~

I .
~ IA

. .

I

I

·

w w A ~
~ i~
--1
~~al~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1::;j
- - - - -·- -- - ---!--

--1

Uni tedStates ... ..... .. ... ... . ... 4,061

802 1,153

97

6

707

77

189

~

~
~

~~

i--<

-..,

~,=..

,-:;;J
0
~

~~

r.:q •

. ::.5
o .

·~

.

'3

.

I0

.

-o

~; c.5'5 P=i~ ~ -1
~
~ p:i ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ i
-1·- --- --,---·---·-·
-------- - --I
443

13

1

~;;

140

17il

42

11

13

2

6

P:i

f::'.i

~c,

1

42

22

- - -415
- - 345- -37· - -- - -10- -110-1-GG-I- -- -1- - - - · - - - - - - - 3 286
4
1
125
104
18
4 12
2
G .... . ... 21

N or t h Atlantic Division ..... .. ... . .. . . 1,946

~~~i~:t:~~~!1°J!T!f~~n_::::::::::::::: t;! 22G;~ 527
l~~
Nor t h Cen t r a l D iv ision . ............ . .. 1, ?84

~

i~ :::::
66

-·- ~ 53
2 344

3

..

-o A ~ :;;:l .; ~
o ~ ~ ~ ~ .;:; 0 0 ~ ;.j
.A

1

~ 1 5~
41 · 207

1: : : : :

:::: :

9 .....

----i12

7

7

4G

1

7

2-!

1 ..... .. . ... . 35

11

12

----11 .... I

n :::::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :::: ::::
45

..j

1 .. .. rn

1

1

G

. . ~.

:

12
:::

3 ... .

;,iti[ltt·i: : i: ii :ii i: ': : ,:i:'."; ;: ; 1:;;-\ ::)i:;;:;;; : }::i:::'. ;~);;I:\ :
1

Connecticu t ......... . .. .. . ... .. ...
New York . ........... . .. . . .. . ... . .

9

2 ... .. i16 · · ·· ·

240
318

17
71

109

17

r::u:;r!:~i;:::::::::::::::::::::: i~i
Sout h A t lnnt ic Div ision:

1l~

1!~

1I : : :: : · ·65 ·

1
15

1

12

1
10

D elaware ....... . ... . .. .. ......... .
Maryland . .......... . .... . . . .. .. . . .
District of Columbia .. . . ........ .. .

;o~!t~iiiri~~;::::::::::::::::::::
South Carolina ............... . . .. . .
0

ifor~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::
South Central Di vision :

:~~~~:!e ::::::::::::::::::::::::~

!f

Alabama ... .. ..... . .......... . .... .

~;~~1~;~~:: : : :::::::::::::::~ ~ ~
Arkansas ....•.... . ................

4

120
33
64
27
66
50
100

23
2
8
11
4

7

57
97
30
11
38
22
10

14
19
2

12
6

6

1

2

72

6

1· · ·

4·

12 · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·:···· ·
45

38

3~ · · i5 ·

4 .....

1

115

: : : :: ... ~. · · · ·9·

····1·11··· ····
··· ····· ···· ···· ····7 ····
········ ····
. . . . G ........ 21
7 .... 3 ....

4 · ·· · ··

51

!)

2~

g ··4· · ·i · · -2· : : : : : : : : :: : : : :: : ::: : · ·3· ::: : : : : : : : : :
1

:!l:'I\Il:!i:'.'.~ /:t '.!!!:It!!:! '.!III

3

11
')
4
3 , . • •.• ,• ••.. , .. . . . , • ••.• , .•• . . ,.. .. .

16 ,. . . . . . . . . .
3 .. _. .

41·· .. .,.....2

3 . •• . .

• • • • • l • .... . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . J • • • • • • l • • • • l • • • • l • • • • • · • •

~

H

t_:,:j
~

w
H
8
H

t_:,:j
U2

P>
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I/II):

0

0

~
~

t_:,:j

0

t_:,:j

rr-
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28 . . . . . . •.......
1
3 ·····. .. ..
1 ........ .

z

<:

.• • .

1 1

22

77

1

C!

1
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00
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The number of A. B. degrees conferred continues to be considerably ,
larger than the number of other first degrees. The number of A. M .
degrees will undoubtedly continue to grow snrn11er year by year. This
is due to the fact that many of the institutions which formerly granted
1
tile master's degree -in course three years after attaining the bachelor's
1
degree, are withdrawing this privilege, and are requiring one year's
1
resident study1 or its equivalent, together with an examination and, in
some cases, a thesis.
The total number of-Pb. D. degrees conferred for work done was 189.
Of this number, 110,- or 58.2 per cent, were conferred by the institutions
iu the North Atlantic Division, lG.9 per cent in the South Atlantic Division, 2.7 per cent iu the South Central Division, 21.7 per cent in. the
North Central Division, and 0.5 per cent in the -western Division.
Degrees in pedagogy were conferred in but G States h1 the North
Central and Western divisions. In many of the institutions offering
courses in pedagogy or the science and art of teaching, such courses
are counted towards fulfilling the requirements for degrees in arts and
science..
The total number of honorary degrees conferred in] 892-93 was 886 ...
Of tbis number, 396 were A. M., 121 LL. D., and 277 D. D. In all there
were conferred 458 honorary doctorates, of which number 32 were
doctors of philosophy. The number of honorary degrees, by States, is
given in the following table:

00

Universities and colleges for 1892-93.

~

HONORARY DEGREES CONFERRED.

S<ote, ond Twitodo,;.
mtct1 Stnres.......... .

,=· n:-:;::;. s. s.l
1B.

U.

E. E . Pb. n. Pb. M. M. Perl. I LL. B. LL. D. D. C. L. D. ~·

306
3
Hi
1
1
2
1
2
121
--G -- - --· - - --- --- - - - - - - - - - -

··1

Nol'lh Atlnutic Divil'lion......
4 I 165 ..........
1 . ..... ..
1 . ..... ..
South.AtlanticDidsion ......
2
7-! . .. . .. . .•... ...•. .
1 ········ !········
South t:cutrn l DidKicm.. .. . . . . .. . . .
1G
3 · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · :. · · · · · · · ·
13
1
0

~?~~l~1~ nt;~fo~,~~i.~ ~:::::::

::::::

1

....... .
········I

g :::::: ... ~~. :::::: ::·:::::: ...... ~.!...... ~ ....... ~.

217

3

s.

T. D.
4

Litt. D. L. H. D. Mus. D . . Sc. D.
2

2

7

Ph. D.

10

32

- - - - - - - - - - - ----- ---- - - - - - - -

57 . ........
15 .........
2
~o

:ig ···'"··~·

4
1
2
38 ........ .
1 .........
43 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1· · ·
SG

1

4
8
1 ........

23
1

· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · ·

i~ ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ······2· ······2· ....... ~
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!;d
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....

00
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Iowa............................
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5 1......

G ...... ....... ........ ....... .

15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

1 ........

4 1.. .......
1 .........

11 ........................... ........

........

....... .

3 .................................................. .
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1

1

1
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Colorado... . .............. . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 .. . . .. . . .
2 ...................... _.. _........................ .
New Mexico.............. . .. . . .
1 . ..... ........ _........ _.................................. __ ... . _.............. .. ........................... _.............. .
Utah... . ......................................... ...... .... . ... ........ ... . .... ........
1 ................................ . ........... . ......,.............. .
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Property.-The following table gives in a summarized form the number of volumes in libraries, the value of scientjfic apparatus, the valne
of grounds and buildings, tlle amount of productive funds, and the
amount of benefactions received during the year:
Uni1:e,-s'ities ancl colleges for 189:3- 93.
SUMMARY OF PROPERTY .
Libraries.

V alue of
scientific
apparatus
and
libraries.

-States :md Territories.

Bound
Yolumes .

Pamphlets.

---

Value of
.Amount of
gronnds and productive
builllings.
funds.

Benefactious.

-

-

1, 14.8, 567

$13, 532, 419

$95, 54.5, 681

I $94, 500, 758

$6, 532, 157

638,431
97,056
72, 715
301,120
30,245

6,997,916
1, 020, 956
6!J8, 589
3,977, 335
837, 623

3/i, 103, 760
9,384. ~:'50
8,234, , 25
31,725, 21)6
10, 007, 250

52,801,159
7, 280, 781
6, 815, GOS
2-l, 330, 35-!
3,242,856

-~, 4GO, 662
2!H, 905
:J66, 417
3, 210, 70
l!J9, 46"

114,397
100, 000
135,000
1, 353, 263
538, 200
767, 200
2, 307,416
565, 800
1, llG, 640

678,936
250,000
450, 000
7, 062, 500
1, 250, 000
4, 6-10, 000
11,850,587
1,980,000
8,022, 737

151, 60
1, 332.933
1, IGO, 000 ·· ··---- --110,80
630, 000
729, 13
13,652,923
06, 00
1, IBO, 860
228, 08
5,501, 912
698, 41
21, 5~8, 434
2,700,000 ·--·------470, 62
5,224,588

35, 000
230,700
150, 000
:.iH,900
20, 200
113, 000
8,100
109,056
10, 000

80 000
J, 762, 000
2, 200, 000
1, 694, 000
345, 000
1,110, coo
776,000
1, 156, 750
261, 000

83,000 ··· ···· ·· · ·
12, :n 0
3,013, 500
4, 23 9
425, 000
85, 11 0
1, 775,816
6, 07 1
114, G40
1, 00 0
521, 027
21, 80 5
252,000
43, 46 9
919,798
120, !JO 1
146,000

50,713
8, 151
130, 34.4
22, 9G4
27, GOO
5,700
23, 000
0, 900
1Hi, 800
20,800
27,438
5,900
9,200
2, ;:;oo
600 ··· ··· ·· --·

64-, 000
279,556
98,350
Ci7, 300
103, U83
72,900
1:!, 500
300

], 072, 000
3, 1-!0, 870
704, 500
455,000
1, 4:J7, 255
1, J 25, 000
255, 000
45, 000

<l2, !)5 6
1.16G, 233
76, 388
2, 163, 000
7, 00 0
353,000
], 00 0
708,061
212,
52 0
l, 701,814
36, 55 3
738,000
15,500 ········-·

320,837
l 80,900
4:31, 584
172, 734
101, 000
72,525
126, 151
140,503
7 , 740
11 , G2,i
79,000

90,675
26, 150
43 , 292
55,334
11 , GOO
4,245
J4, 750
32,325
4,100
2,574
6,525
!J, 550

877,380
447, 144
572, 81)3
(i71, 30{i
2U3, 500
183,378
213, 500
186,000
37,500
22, 02.'.i
2iJ3, 400
2!J(), 300

6,133,304
2, 335, 301
5,996,700
1 ,792,415
2, 159, 000
2, 8i53, 232
2,270,341
3,031,700
290,000
372, 630
1,988,050
1, {i02, 000

], 200
2, n:;o
22, GOO
500

200
], 700
3, :ioo
250

3, 41;8
1, 5 :;
JO, 232
17, ,30

2,500
l!, 300
4,000
4, GOO
7,425
12, 9i0

7,000
2, f>OO
62,800
750
26,475
31.1, 000
3Ci, 100
4,498
15,300
22, GOO
629, coo

Uni tell States __ - - - - ... 5,319,602
North .Atlantic Dh-ision _.. _ 2,460,673
South .Atlantic Division ____
5u7, 561
Soutll Central Division _____
385, 695
North Centrn,l Division. ____ 1,696,858
Wes tern DiYision _____ __ . ___
208,815

I

-- -

~

North .Atlantic DiYision:
Main o _______ ___ .________
New H:uupshir e. __ . __ __
Vermont_ .. . ... _. __ .. ___
Massachusetts _____ .. _..
Rhude I sland __________ _
Conneciicut ___ ... -.. ___
New York .. ____________
N cw J er se:r - -.. - .. - . - . _.
Penn sylvania __. _... _. __
South .Atlantic DiYision:
Delaware ____ . ___ . _.. . __
Maryland_. __ ._. __ ._·_._ .
Distri ct of Columbia ___
Virginia .. _, ....... __ .. We"t Virginia ___ __ _.. __
North Carolina . _..... _..
South Carolina ___ . ___ . ..
ifo~\ta::::: :: ::::::: :: :
South Central Division:

¥i~~~~;¥o:
:: :::::: :::::
Alabam:i,_ .. _____ ... __ .. _
t~~!~!1~~t
:::::::: :: :::
Texas_ - __ ... _.. _: - _... __

Arkansas .. .. ______ .. ___
Oklahoma_ .. _... _._ .... _
North Central Division:
Ohio------------------ ..
Incliana __ .. . __ ... - .. _...
Illinois _...... _..... _...

~~i~~~~;:~1{:

::: :: : :: : : : : :
Minn sota ______ ----- --Iowa .. ____ ____________ __
Missouri __ .. _. _. _. __ .. _.
North Dakota._ . __ .. __..
8011th Da1rnta ____ .. __ ...
Nebrasl·a __ ..... _.. _... .
Kansas -.. - . - . - .. -----Western Division:
• fontana ___ . -·. ______ . _.
'\\';\·onliu., __ ·-·-·-··--·-·
C:!1lor:ulo .. _....... .. _...
el\· )ft.:xicr, ___ _________
Ari1.011a ___ ___ .... ______
.
Utah

Ni-va!li ::::: ::: : : : : :: :::

I1lah11_ --···· ______ --····
'\'{a~liin"ton ____ ..... . __
Orc·gon __ ... ___ ..... _. _.
California ··············

--- --

91,803 . - - . -- - . - - .
73,500 ··-----·--·
6i5, 461
1. 150
613,650
320; 050
80, 000
20, 000
275,000
23, 000
678, 195
86,322
187, 926
30. 020
415, J 38
157,889
6,007
H4, 520
92, 'i82
137, 000
9,446
61, !)06
59,200
45,800
7,000

4-, 589
41, 870
10, 172
16,200
575
13,850
4,000
4,500
1,300

41 r,59

-----·-···
. · ········- 10, 5LO

I

~

--

---------- -- - ----- -----

293, 594
104, 20 2
2, 136, OJ 8
63, 46 6
116,57 5
·25, 20 2
10:J, GO 9
107, 86 1
5, 80 0
118,466
32, 377
103, 41 8

6, 525, 165
2, OH, 368
5, 743, 239
1,685,731
1, 318, 500
1, 634, 55!
1, 4n, 291
2, 797, 729
25, 000
85, 000
434,777
563, 000

50,000
22. oa0
0
100, 000 ----------- -·
0
780,300
103, 00 0
387,728
3:;, 000 · ---·--·----- ··-··---·

66"'[.-----.-.-- _ _ _ _ _ _

2:~: ~g~

0- ,- . ----. -. -

40,000

___ - - - - __ - . - - - . - - - - .. - -

520,000

4 5:;, 000
7, 583, !JOO

,. 000

:!28, 000
2, 523, 128

I

JS, ,0

10, J
~4, 72
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The total nurn ber of volumes in libraries in 1892-93 was 5,3H),602,
an increase of ai little more than 700,000 over the number reported in
1891-92. Besides these bound volumes there wern reported 1,148,567
pamphlets. The North Atlautic Division seems to be especially favored
in the number of books possessed by its universities and colleges.
While this divisiou contains but 17.3 per cent of the total number of
institutions, it has 46.2 per cent of the total number of books reported,
and 55.G per cent of the total number of pamphlets. The total amount
of the value of grournls:, buildings, and apparatus, together with the
amount of invested funds, forms an equipment worth $203,578,858. Of
this tofol amonnt we again find that about 4 7.2 per cent is possessed
by the institutions in the North Atlantic Division.
While the institutions in this division have but 37.9 per cent of the
total amount of the value of grounds and buildings, they have almost
50 per cent of the scientific apparatus and 55.9 per cent of the total
amount of produ ctive fonds. These figures are very significant when
it is remembered how small a proportion of the institutions are located
in this division. As to tLe amount of benefactions received during the
year, the North Central Division has the advantage, having received
almost 50 per cent of the total amount reported. Of the $3,210,708
reported by the institutions of this division, the University of 01.Jicago
reported $1,950,000.
Income.-Tbe income of universities and colleges is derived ~rom
tuition fees, from. productive funds, State or municipal appropriations,
appropriations from the General Government and from miscellaneous
sources. The total income reported by the universities and colleges in
18D2-D3 was $ 14,601,034. Of this amount, $5,466,810, or 37.4 percent,
was derived from tuition fees, thus showing the comparatively small
proportion of the cost of an education that is borne by· the stnd en ts.
Of the remainder, 34.9 per cent is the ineorne from invested funds; 11.5
per cent was appropriated by the several States and cities; 4. 7 per cent
was appropriated by the General Government, while the balance was
received from miscellaneous sources. The following summary gives the
stµ,ti stics concernin·g the income by States:
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Universities and colleges fo1· 189,°d-9:1;
INCOME.
From
tuition
fees.

States and Territories.

From
productive
fnuds .

]from
State or
muujcipal
appropriations.

From
U.S. Government.

$5,099,859

$1,679,051

$G82, 292

$1, 423, 022

$14, GOl, 034

2, 58fi, 3&7
378, 453
444,284
1,492,577
198,208

228,945
162, 052
26, GOO
879,656
381,798

131, 075
187,144
56,728
Hi7, 023
140,322

5!2, 442
196, 171
106,489
531, G67
46, 253

5,861,597
1,408, 105
1, 125, 359
5,012,169
1, 193, 714

From
other
sources .

Total
income.
I

United States .. . . . .... $5,466,810
North Atlantic Di,ision ....
f:;outh Atlantic Division . . ..
South Central Division .....
North Central Division .. . ..
Wes tern Di vision . . . . ... ....

-~~ -

2,372,798
48-!. 375
491,258
1,941, 246
177,133

North Atlantic Di,ision:
Maine ....... . ....... .. .
42,380
New Hampshire ........
18, 000
Vermont .. .. . . . .. ... . ...
10, 612
Massachusetts .. . . . .....
604,429
Rhode Islm1d ..... .... ..
63 , 250
Connecticut . . .... .. ....
323,872
New York ... . ....... . ,. .
733, 205
New Jerney . . ...... . . . ..
50,720
P enn s:ylvauia . . ..... . .. .
520,330
South Atlantic DiYision:
D elaware ........ .. .... . ----·------ ·
Mar,yland . .. .. . . .. .... . .
187, 400
District of Columbia . . .
9-!, G02
Virgini::t . ..... .. .... . ...
74,372
·west Virginia ..........
10,538
North Caroliua .........
58, 553
Hoa th _Carolina . . ...... :
21, 354

i10°:;~~

23, 41G
14,140

1
::::::: ::: :::::::

South Central Division:
Kentucky . .............
Tennessee . .. . . . . . . .. ...
Alabama ......... . ......
Mississippi . . .. .... .. ...
Louisi ima ............. .
Texas ............. . . .. ..
Arkansas .. . .......... ..
Oklahoma ..............
North Central Division:
Ohio ........ . ...........
Imliana ............. .. ..
Illi.:1ois .................

Wr\~l~~~~~~: ::::.::: ::::~:
Minnesot:::. ... ...........
I owa ...................
Missonri. .. ..... . .... . . .
North Dakota .. . ........
S01tth Dakota .. .... .....
N cbra. ka .. .. .. .........
Kansas .. .... ...........
Western DiYision:
Montana . ...............

'"Tew
or::~!{~~:::::
:::.::::::
[exico .... .. ... .. .

.Arizona ................
tnh ...................
Ne,·ada .... . .. . .........
I daho ...................
Washington ............

g~rn-~~-ia:::::::: : : : : : :

~

0
59, 8~7
0
0
0
GO, 000
0
18, 000
8,
58]
6,000
26, mo
32, 198
656,548 ----·-- · ·-- · -----------·
143,026
6U, 334 -- - ·· · ·· · - · ·
2,945 ···· · - -- ---140,011
18,000
243,975 .. . . . .. .. .. .
153,727
1,058, 169
151, 163
33,000
20,000
150, ]50
0
33,000
25!), 136
76,497
71, 782
0
4,980
119,700
21,084
99,071
6,389
84,537
2-!, 525
60, 132
8,035
67,008
127, 880
27,000
42,983
10a, 505
69, 378
], 530

67, 020
157,089
72,914
21,344
77,1'18
79,476
16,200
67

······------

275,785
281, ] 82
~2/i, 6!)1
199,704
51, 140
72, ] 85
196,151
803,439
7,450
16,810
29,511
78, 1!)8

412,880
110, ] 82
335,626
110,959
70, 97()
80, 250
92,931
18G, 505
1,500
4,300
56,868
::9, coo

7,500
293
20,218
0
0
1, 54:l
0

-----------14,800
14,296
11 , 483

-- -- --17,-----·
700
0
40,000
49, 982
20,000
33,270
1, 100
0

14, 4CO
0
90,500
0
::o, 000
1,500
38,744
12, coo
0

0
0
950
33, 000
1,200
0
400
0
13. 450
23, 728
5,000
0
0
0
5,600 - - -·--- --- - 67,292
40,000
G3, 533
18], 000
168, oco
69,500
67,000
1,33 1
37, 000
28,500
70,000
86,500

18,000
0
33 ,000
0
33, 000
33,000
0
17,023
0
0
33,000
0

2,108
33,270
20,371
66,442
5,803
32, 662
14. 000
18,289
3,226

21,488
358, 070
226, 557
279,885
102,712
147,252
131,893
lU , 937
25 , 401

3,157
55,379
1 , 00()
1,600
23,409
12, 144
9,800

137, 185
374,298
102,114

-------·····
9-!, 588
0, 892
178,403
36, 918
01, 459
38,476
21, i2~
27,636
7,000
5,085
25,087
28,700

---- -------- --- --- -----· ------------ ------ -----36,559
22, ~22 -- -----·-- ------------ 70, ()00
21,185
0
0

------- ----0
1,349
400
28,091
147,183

12, 500
12,000
45, CJOO
25,000
15, 104
25,000
25,000
115,575

0
0
18, 000

--------- -- 34,000
3J, 000
0
0
33,000

102, 207
9G, 000
83, 521
1, 40-!, 003
132, 529
726, 458
2,129,264
253,870
933, 745

11, 427
0
190

------ -----0
------ 4,700
-----14. 024
15, 3]2

6G,:J27
246,240
165,998
27,530
5. 667
808, 5-15
438,256
1. 037, 253

528,581
387,575
293,411
377,505
535,934
52,950
5-!, 695
214, 4G6
222,998
7, 500
59, 17-!
122,830
12,500
30,100
46,543
5!), 000
49,513
44,900
82,011
679,553

--VI.-

OLLEGES FOR WOMEN.

( c Part lV, Tabl s 7 and 8, for detailed statistics.)

r
lleo-e for women reported for the year 1892-93
numb r 16 w re placed in a, division by themselves
lass of in.·titution imilar to tlie coeducational col·ol1' : for men. Th numb r of in titu tions in tlli
l over the number in the pr cediug year by the
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addition of R ockford College, Rockford, Ill., and the H. Sopllie Newcomb l\Iemorial College, Nmv Orleans, La. During the year information was received of the closing of Ingham University, Le Roy, N. Y.
New institutions that will undoubtedly be classed in this division for
the year 1893- 94 are the 1\farietta College for vVomen, at l\farietta,
Ohio, and the Randolph-Macon "VVornan's College at Lynchburg, Va.
The summarized statistics of the 16 institutions, included in Division
A of the table of colleges for women, are given in the following tables:
Colleges fol' women -DiL'isfon ..d..
SUM)ifARY OF STATISTICS FOR 1892-03.

Professors and ins tructors.

J

I

Prcpara -

I

Colle-

~

Total

t_O_r_rn_~_~_r_
.a r_t-- g- -ia-~-t\-~~-er_.-_·n-·t-- _ n_u_m..,...LJ_e_r_.-

States.

1

1

~
~

~
~

Q

U11ited States ... . ....

I

~1__

1_

~
<'l

~ -~

R

~ ~-

~
~

~ I
~ I
Q

North A t lnntic Did~ion ... 11 ......
5
170
201
South Atlan tic DiYision... 1 . • • . .. . . • .. . . . .. .. . • . . ..
South Central DiYision ... . 1
1
8
4
7
N ort h Central Division.... 2 . .. . . .
G
15
18
W estern Division . ........ . 1 .... . .
3
1
9
North 1\ tlantic Di.-ision :
Massachusetts.. . .. . . . .
New York. ............
New J ersey. ........ ...
Pennsylv:rn ia ... .......
South Atlantic Division:
.Maryland ... .. . .. .... . .
Sonth Cm1iral Didsion:
Louiaia na ............. .
North Central Division:
Ohio .................. .
Illinois ....... ....... ..
Western Di vision:
California.... ..........

~
~
R

I

.g ~
~§ ~ ~ l.; ~

J3! l 205 }

170

20G

+'

s .... s

ta ~

~~

:5'~

~

0

§

p

:-:3

5

A

'g-

o;l

i

5

-6__ ~ 0 __:::__ - ~-35G_

~~ ~ - 4,023

53 2,901

98
45
1G
20

O
1
4.
O

123
G2
G

11

98
45
lG
20

123,324

70
115
22

l 23
63
O
11

0 l , 912
40
787
15
,;5
0
167

39 1 951 \ 70 GOO
12 '839
21: 024
50
2,700
35
'.!02
11,500

. 12

58

4
20

193

. .. .. . • • • ..

12
24c
23

GS
J03
50

-O
0

4
5
1
1

·

303

15
1

•

~~

8G 3,042 111,824
.• •. .
303
2, 000
4
193 . - .... -. . .. . 308
5,000
. . .. . 177
4,500

(33)

51

lG
5

~

k

03

235 { 20

.S

Students.

70

I

4

~5 1

0
ilO : .••..

2,000

193
85
223

G, COO

177

4,500

I

1

2:i

...... ,
1

50

22

i-- ...

_ _ _ ___J_ _ _ _ __ j _ _ _
1 __ :_ _ _ _...:.___

Co lleges

Joi·

___,__

_

_

'lt·omcn-Dii:ision .J .

SU:~1M.ARY OF STA TISTIC S FOR 1892-03 .

In come.
T'nluc
Valno
of
Amount - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - '
of scion- gro unds of pro- j From
Benetific npand
clu ct i\'O prorhtr- t~f{1
Total.
; 11
p ara tu s. lrnilufunds . I tiv c
ings.
fund s .
fees . sources .
1

~tntes .

.

;{i~~;

I

1 - - --

tf~ai~.

-

Un1tcd: States ..... $494, 982!$4, 755, 442i$2, 965, 965 1 $200,657 $5 02, 1<92 $250, 391 $1,059, 340:$127, 4.35
Nor thAtlanticD\v!s!on. 384,982 3, 850~421 2,683~65-™,728. 477,731)! 219, 964
928,431 127,435
1 .... ...
SonthAtlant1cD1ns10n...
345,000
170, ooo
8,500
30, coo 1• •• • . • . . .
38, 500 ....... .
N orth Ccn~r~l =1,)iYision. 100,000
IGO, 000
37,000
2, 42!l
34, 5531
427
37,409 ....... .
Western D1v1s10n .... . ..
10,000
400,000
75, 000
5,000
50,000 ...... . ..
55,000 . . ....••
- --- - -·-- = = ======----- -·= = - NortbAtlanticDivision:
I
Jl!assach usetts ...... 168, 562 1, 963, G38
780, 420
79, 209 350, 539
28, 986
464, 734 3/J, 855
ew
181, 420 1,240,804 1, 303,545
G5, 5 19 102,100 163,580
331, 199 G2, 680
New Jersey . ...... . .... .. .. .. ... . ............... · ' · ·· · ... . .
16,000 ....... .
Pe11nsylnnia .. , . . . .
35, 000
GJ.G, 000
600 000
40 000
19 100
57 398
·110, 498 33,000
SouthAtlanticDivision:
'
I
'
'
'
N
Di~-i;{~~; ---··· --. 345, 000 170, 000 1 a 8, 500 a 30, 000 . . . . _ . . _. a38, 500 ..•.....
37,409 ..•....•
Illinois ............. 1 100, 000
IGO, 000
37 000
2,420
34, 553 1
427
Western Division:
California...........
10, ooo
400, 000
75, oco
5, oo:>
50, 000 1. . . . . . . . .
55,000 ..•. . .•.

York..........

orft~!~1~~\-

I
1

'

1

a Estimateu.

1
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Colleges for icomen-Dii"ision A.
STUDENTS IN DEG-llEE COURSES IN 1892-93.

Number
of institutions
States.
report_ing
cl~ss1fi-.
cat1on of
students.
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - Unitell States ..... - - .

Per cent of stuuents in uegree courses
Number
pursuing courses leading toof students in
I
I B. S. :firstdcOther
<l egree
A. B.
B. L.
courses. degree .
degree. I t1egree .
grees.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ !___
I

I

n

18. 89

11. 5s

I

G2.79
100. 00
9.52

18.48
0
90~48

17.89

j

1
1

2,392
22
21

4
5
1
1

1,589
G2G
13
104

49, 78
85. 30
100. 00
100. 00

2G. 31
3. 84
0
0

22

100. 00

21

9. 52

rn

NorthAUanticDivision. __________ .....
North CentralDivision .-- · ··-··········
"\VcsternDivision.......................

2,435

--11

North Atlantic Division :
Massachusetts .. .. ........ . ..... .. - .
New York ..................... : ... .
New Jersey ...... . - .. ... ......... -·.
Pennsylvania .......... . ... ......... .
North Central Division:
Illinois ............. ·····-·--··· ... .
Western Division:
California .......................... .

1

02.

=

0

o. 82
.81
0

1

o_ l= - ~
0
3.19
0
0

23. 91
7.07
0
0

00. 48

Colleges fol' w01nen-Dfrision A.
PREP .A.RATIOlif OF FRESR1fE!:-r Ql? 18'.l2-D3.

! Per cent of freshmen _pr:_parc~ by=Number
of insti- Number Prepara. Prh·ato
Public
States.
tutions
of
tory
Private
propar::t·
lliglt
stuuy.
r ~~~t· freshmen.
torv
schools.
1
colleges . schools.
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

!~Rf;~f'

1

1,ni tetl States .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

;~~li~ti~~~~i°rH~I~f~~n_::::::::::::::::
·western Division............ ... ........

8

11

North ..1.Ulantic Division:

W:!8Y~rl:~~~~::
::::::::::::::::::::
NowJersey .. _............. . ........
Pe1msylvm1ia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Korth Central DiYision:
Illinoi:J. -... .. .. . ........ .... .... ... .
Western Division:
California . . ... ........... _. ........ .

~

I

500

G. 68

iiG

4~:~lo

40

m

i

4J. 20

4G. 76

n:~io

100. 00

!~:!~ I

I

5

11.51
40.00

i ~: ~gO '

GO

G. 67

73. 33 1

41. 4J

2. %

2.4g

O

= --~~: gl
ug

40.00
8. 33

i

44. 45

oI

100. 00

11. 11

1_ _

20.00
11. 67

As will be seen from these tables, 11 of the 1G institutions are found
in the ~ orth .Atlantic Divi ·ion. The large proportion of these institn.
tion: in thi · divi ion is dn e probably to the fact that in this division
oeclm:ation of the sexes has ma<lc the least 11rogTess. Iu nearly all of
the \Vc:·tern tates the State univcrsitie. and other luading educa·
tional in. titutions have, from the fir. t, been open to women, tllus rend ring unnec . :ary tlie fonn<liug of any large number of institntion ·
for th education of "\YOlll€n only.
\Yhil t11 ~~ orth tlantic Divi ion 1m · u .73 per cent of the i11:titutio11: i h'" .- U3.:31 per cent of the coJlege. tudent , 93.55 per cent of the
gra<luat .-tud nt · mid bnt 13.43 p r cent of the preparatory stuclent. .
t ha: . · p r c Ht of tl10 book· reported, 77.7S ver c nt of the ·cien·
tific ~ ppa1·, u..!r per c nt of the grounds m1tl buildin °·.·, and 90.3
p r <·cnt f h lH'O<lu · iv, fm1d: Ydiilc all of the ben faction· reported
1
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were received py institutions in this clivisio11. It may be well to state,
however, that the financial statistics of the Cleveland College for
Women and of the H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College were not
reported separately from those of the institutions with which they arc
connected, viz, the Western Reserve University and Tulane University.
Only 13 of the 16 institutions reporte(\ the classification of students
in <l.egree courses. Of the 2,t!35 students classified, 62.71 per cent were pursuing courses of study leading to the A. B. degree. This proportion js greater by 7 per cent than the proportion of students in the
coeducational colleges and colleges for men that pursue courses of study
leading to the same degree. One reason, if not the principal one, for
the greater proportion in the colleges for women may be found in the
fact that in this class of institutions there are no technical courses like
the courses in civil, mechanical, electrical, and mining engineering to
'
claim the attention of the students.
The summarized statistics of the 127 institutions included in Division
B of the table of colleges for women are given in the following tables :
Colleges for women, Division B, for 1892- 93.

I Professors

f
.s

1

and
instructors.

....

I'<

~

i,:,

0

~

<l)...,

i,'.,

<D
~

,.0

s
::!
z

$

s

c:s

<l)

~

.~

<l)

I'<
0

<)

I'<

·~

~

rd

I'<

C)

~

cd
Q,)

cd

~

"bo
<l)
;::::;
0

13
43
47
22
2

44
143
81
55
1

1n6
3!)!)
419
238
35

103
423
485
987
948 1,020
101
574
46
80

856
702
416 3, 980
805 3,185
590 1,078
37
21

12
1
~
10

1

Alabama... .. ..........

t~,~~1!tt.:::.-::::::::

~

N or~;c~~.t~·~l ·:oi~·isi~~;,....
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11linois........... .... ..
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.!\I issouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kan sas ... ... ....... ··-·
Western Didnion:
California ..............

20
3
:
10

16

7
15
3
14
1 ... . . .
1

2

8
2

23
1

2
1

~

p
rd

cd

I'<

sp

~

.s

0

0

:;:.

s

~
<l)

<l)

A

3

a3

;l

rn

:=
0

C)

A

Q,)

100
1

i 136_
16
53
51
13
3

18, !)26 190,015

$55,546

2,451
6, 4C5
6,861
3,075
134

46,881
3,446
46, 580
26, 200
55, 233
1,200
3J, 312
24,700
7,000 . ...... .

.. .. .
.....
O
3
.....
13

410
273
182
756
34
787

ll,000
1,200
2,000
246
1 900 ....... .
5'1 020
1,000
11 061 .. ..... .
25 900
1,000

11
17
. . . ..
....
22
3

325
1,869
40
979
J, 169
2, 023

5, 055 ....... .
O, 260
3,450
300 ....... .
8,450
525
8,082
2,000
15,442
20, 225

18

1,736

15,GOO ....... .

1, 004
500
49
54
l,]94
274

11, 100
4,800
2, 000
], 500
10,412
4,500

=1= --= ==1== - - -·-

North Atlantic Division: - - - - - - Maine .... ..............
2
10
13 .. . .. . , 58
335
2G
New Hamp_shire.. .. ....
1
4
8 ...... ...... ...... ......
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . .
1
10
23
O
8 ......
68
New York ..............
1
6
48
44
275
:::oo 128
NewJersey.. ....... ...
1 ......
J:1
8
6
8
12
l'enmylvania..........
7
14
91
51
76
207
468
Sout.li Atlantic Division:
Mnryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
13
2!l . . . . . .
3
55
25G
Virginia.... ........ . . .. 14
30
137
180
287
182 1, 175
West Virginfa, . . . . .. . . .
1 ......
2
20
17 . . . . . .
3
North Carolina.........
8
25
67
55
228
30
483
, 'outh Carolina. ...... ..
7
38
Gl
18
199 I 100
758
SouH1eC~~i~~i ·:o·i~·isi~~·:· · · · 10
28
103
212
253 I 31 1,305

!§i~ ;~~:le: :::::::::::::

,.0

<D

<r;
p.~
Q
R
0
~
~
E-i
~
- - - - - - - -i - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

U1Jite(l States ...... . . ~-~ 1, 287 l, 683 3, 04.3 2,704 8, !JG6
North Atlantic Didsion. . ..
Soul h Atlantic Di Yision. ...
South Central Division.. ...
North Central Division.....
Western Division....... . ..

Q,)

·~

~oo
0 ::l

States.

00

Students.

339

355

1G7

852

75
155
G6
137
11
24
44 . . . . . .
27G
269
102
5

300
107
14
10
514
124

'

i!~ l~~ 1' g~i 1i 2' m U; g~~ ... -- ~~~
67
102
166
328
415
16
1,258
D, 300 .. ..... .
~~ ~~ liii ~~ 3~b ::::: ~§g d~~ .. T 000

~!

2

~~

93 . . . . . .
34
20
7 ......
G ......

72
26

38
43

35

4G

30

37

2[

8
.... .
... . .
.... .
5
. . .. .

134

21, 000

3, 000
700

7,000 1· ..... . .
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Colle[Jes fol' wornen, Dfoision B, for 1892-93 .
Income.
Value Value of
of scien· grounds
and
tific ap·
paratus. buildings.

States.

From
State
ormu·
From
nicipal other
appro · sources.
pr ia·
tions.
--- ---- - - - ---

.A.rnonnt
of pro · From
From
duct,ive pro·
funds . ductive tnition
fees.
funds.

Total.

. - - - - - -- -Unitetl. States . ...... $230, 138 $8,314,139 $628,982 $38,091 $1,G-l0, 508 $53, 1G5 $221, 412 $2,011,176

North Atlantic Division ..
South Atlantic Divi,don ..
South Ceut.ral Division ...
North Central DiYision ...
Wes tern Division .... ....
North Atlantic Divis ion:
Maine . .. ......... ... .
New Hampshire ......
Mas,-achnsetts .. . .. . ..
New York .... . .. ... ..
NewJersey .... .. .....
P em1s_ylYania ... .. . ...
South .A.tl:mtic DiYi.'ion :

- --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- --

- - - - - - - -· ===== ========== -

73,566
50. 022
53,800
37, 750
15, OGO

¥i:~·
;!~~''.::: :::: ::: :::
W ei-;t Virg inia . .. . ....
North Carolina .......
Sou t h Carolina ... ... .
Georgia .. .... . .. . ....
Sonth Ceutral Dil"ision:
K entucky . .. .. .. .... .
Trnn esf!ee . ... . ..... . .
.A.lal.Jama ..... . .' ... ...

r~~~!~:~t

:::::::::::

Texas ......... . ..... .
North Central Division:
Ohio ..................
Illinoi s ...............
Wi sconsin .... . ... . ...
Miun e;,ota .......... . .
Mis:;ouri .. ... ...... . . .
Kansm1 . ..... . .. . .....
W cstn11 Division:
California ... ......... .

14,000
6,000
2,500
20, 566
2, 000
28,500

l , 355,639 151,350
9,321
2, 8i4, 900 133, 500
7,680
52 , 000
'2,044,600
3,120
1,821,000 292,132 17,970
248, ooc - ---- ---· ----- ---

I

207,000 121,000
75, 000
30, 350
135,000
0
218,639
0
35, 000 --------685,000 --- -----·

8,500
225,000
9, 000 l , 135. 000
8,000
3, 400
403, 000
10,500
315, 000
18, G22
758,900

35,000
5, 000
0
7,500
1,000
85,000

---

314, 000 ------ -- 72, ~81
40,881
550,607 23, 060
62,500
41G, 550 30, 105
356, 601 ----- --- 45,750
2,750 --- ---- · --- ·-- --·

395,602
622,228
512,::l/5
420,321
60,750

500
11, 281

15, GOO
21,002
75, OJO
80, 000
4,000
200,000

--- ---

-

G, 600
2,721
0
0

8,500
7, uoo
75,000
80, 000
4,000
139, 500

1,800
300
0
5GO
80
5, 000

47, 000 ---···-·
185, 517 ---- ---oco
0
118,300 -------160
74, 000
124,880 22,900

5,000
4,901
0
2,180
23,000
5, 800

53, soo
190, '(18
900
120, 080
97, 2-10
158,500
108,500
172,520
90, 350
70,705
8,000
62,200

---- ----------·

·····-··

-------0
0

0

--- ----· --------·
-------· 60, 500

8,750
14, ouo
9,850
13, 550
150
7,500

300, 000 ---·-···· ······· ·
608,000
2,100
35, 000
4.88, 000
0
0
304,600
17,000
1, 020
50,000 ···· · ··-· -- --····
2!H, 000 ·--- --- -· -·-·····

81, 900 ·-- --- - ·
152, 720 ········
0
-70, 250
42. 180 25,805
4, coo
4, 000
300
59, 500

26, 600
17, 700
14,100
1, 700

7,000
6,300
2,000
2, 000
9,850
10. GOO

685, 000
260,000
25,000
50,000
410,000
391, 000

109, 132
0
75,000
26,000
80,000
2,000

131,833 --- ---- 71 ,000 -------6,500 ..... .. .
5,000 - -----··
110,500 -------31 ,768 ------- -

11, 000

15, oco

248,000

0

5, 250
0
4, 500
1,570
6,500
150

........ .

2,750 ... . ....

2,400
23,000
2,000
1,000
8 ,000
750

---- ----·

14B, 083
9-!, 000
13,000
7,570
125, 000
32,668
60,750

The equipment of the institutions in the several divisions may be
shown by comparing the proportion of institutions with the proportion
of property reported by th e institutions. The following summarized
state111ent give such proportion by divisions:
Proportion of-

DiYisions.

-I s n
~io~t·
··

- --~-- IVolnm
;s , ci;;-· G rounds Prodnc·
in li brn· tific ap- a nd build· _tivo
-

ries .

.

paratus.

ings.

tunds.

-------- - -- ------- ------------··- - - - - 1

North .A llantic .......... .... ... . .......... .... ... .
outh .A.tlauth; ..... .. ....... ... .. .. . ....... . .. ... .
outh Central. ................... . ............... .
,._ orth 'cutral. ............................ .. .... . .
We tern ..... .................. ....... ...... .. .... .

VII._:

1

Per cent . ' Pe1' cent. Per cent,
10. 2-l
33. 86
37. 01
17. 32
1. 57

24. 67
24. 52
29. 07
18. 06
3. 08

31. 97
21. 73
23. 38

16.40
G. 52

Per cent . Per cent.
16. 31
3-!. 22
24. 59
21.90
2. 98

24. 06
2 l. 22
8. 27
46.45
0

0LLE ' E,' OF AG RIC LT RE L\.ND THE MECIIANIC ARTS.
( ·e Part IV , Tahles 9-11, for full st:Histics.)

, cou rning he ollege. of agriculture and the mechanic
y the act of 1ongr " of July 2, 1 62, and further
a· f I ugr .' of Augu t 30, 1 90, are given in three
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tables in Part IV of this report, the first two of which include the
colleges for white students and those in which no distinction as to race
and color is made iu the admission of students, while the third table
includes the institutions for students of tlle colored race.
The acts on which tllcse institutions depend mainly for their support
have been printed a number of times in former reports of this office
and it js therefore not deemed necessary to again insert them. It may,
however, be of interest to state that in accordance with the provisions
of tbe act of July 2, 1862, and of the acts admitting several of the
newer States, 10,400,000 acres of land llave been given l>y the General
Government to the several States for the endowment of agricultural
and rnechauical colleges.
In some of the States the land was disposed of advantageously,
wllile in a large number of the States the amounts realized from tlle
sale of the lands are very small when compared with the number of
acres received. In a few of tbe newer States the larn1 can not, according to law, be sold for less tllan $10 per acre. This wise provision of
law can not but prove of great benefit to the institutions of these
States, as the amounts reaJized from tlie sale of the lands will be considerably greater than the amounts realized by States that received
four or five times as much land. The nurn ber of acres received by the
several States, together with the income derived therefrom for the year
1802-93, as reported by the institutions, is as follows:
Number of In come for
acres grautecl 1892-93 defor agricul- rived from
turalancl
proceeds of
mechanical the sale of
colleges.
lands.

States .

United States .................. .......... ... .............. : ...... ... .
North AO antic Di d sion ................................ ... ............... .
South Atlantic DiYision . .... ............................. .......... .. .... .
South Central T>iYis:on .... .... .. ............ .... ........ .... . ... ...... . ... .
North Central DiYi,\ion ................................ . ............... ... .
Western Didsion ............. .. ............ ............... ..... .... .... .. .

10,400, 000

$632,677.80

- - - -----3, 150, 000
1, 560, 000
1,620, 000
3, 140, 000
930,000

94,906.71
90, 5Ti. 52
99,328. 94
273,977. ti5
04, 880. 98

;:1~:1[:i?i1~~~Ki~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

210, 000
150, 000
150, 000
3UO, 000
120, 000
180,000
990,000
210,000
780, 000

6,275.00
4, 800 ..0()
8,130. 00
12,739.50
3,024.00
4,468.21
18, coo. 00
6,960.00
30,510.00

f~ti)f u~f / /i :: : '.'. ::'./ H+

90,000
210, 000
300,000
150,000
270,000
180, 000
270,000
90, 000

4,980.00
6,142. so
30,998. 08
6,388.00
7,500.00
11,508.00
22, (154.14
9,107.00

ifili~;,y;+) : / : , ii

330, 000
300, 000
240, 000
210, 00J
210, 000
] 80, 000
150, 000

9,900.00
23,760.00
20,280.00
11,593.25
9,115.69
14,280.00
l(l, 4.00. 00

North A.Uantic I >iYision:
Maine . ....................................................... .. ....... .
New Hampsldre ..... .. ... .... ....... .... .. .......................... . .
Ver"1ont ....... ... ........ .... ................. ....................... .
Mas1;achu setts ........................................................ .
Rliolle lslantl .......... .... .............. ... .......... ........ . ....... .
Connecticut ................................................ _.... _... __ .
New York .... .. ........... .. ......... ....... .. ................ . ...... .
South .A.tlautic Division:
Dela ware ........................................................... __ .

South Central DiYision :

!
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Statfls.

Number of I Income for
acres granted 1 1892-93 defor agricuJ. rfred from
tural and
proceeds of
mechanical I the sale of
colleges.
lauds.

North Central Division :
Ohio·--················- --- · · ······· -· ········ . -- .· · - · ··· ···--··--···-··
Iuclinn a . __ . .... ... ...... ... ... ......... . ........ _. _..... .. ... ... ... . .. .
Dlinoi s ... .... ..... . ....... . ....... . ............. ··- .... --- .. ...... ... ... ..... . . .

~j~l~~~~iu: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Minnesota. .... .. ....... - ...................................... - ... .. ...... .. ... .
Iowa . . -....... '... .... ....._.. ..... ........ ... ·-···-· ·· · ··· ·· ·· ·· ·· . . ... _.... .
Missouri ............... . ............................................ .... _. ...... .
North Dakota _........ .. ..... ........... . . ..... - .. .. . - - . .... . - ... - .... .... - . .
South Dakota ... ....... .. .. . ...... . .. ............. ......... .. ....... . . ..... . .
Nebraska .. ..... · ··- ...... . ... ... ..... ...... ....._._ . . _._ . ... .... ................ .
Kansas . ........... . ........ .......... ... .......... .... . . . . ...... .... ........ . .... . .
Western Division:
Montana .... . .......... . ........................................................ .. .

ci:11~~:fo~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::
N eYacla ............. - ......... -..... . .... .. - . . . . - ............. - ............. .

Idaho .................................................................... .

fii1t1t::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

630,000
$?.9, 849. 43
17,000.00
390, 000
26,082.38
480,000
:;6, 000. 00
240,000
lG, 961. 95
240,000
- H, 977. 00
120,000
44,417. 73
240. 000
15,850. 00
330; 000
130, 000 . - - - - . - . -. -- .
HlO, 000 -- ------ --- -42,652.12
90,000
30, 187.04
90,000
140,000 . ... .... ........
90,000 ............. ...
10,244. 27
90,000
90,000 --·- -- ------ !JO, 000 ··---- -- ----·
190,000 -- -···· -----10, 95i. 00
90,000
43, 6!JO. 71
150,000

From the above table it will be seen that in a number of the States
no income is reported from the funds arising from the act of J nly 2, 186~.
This is due to the fact that those Stater:; have not yet been able to dispose of ·their lands advantageously or at the rate required by law.
The total income for 1892-93, arising from the funds derived from the
sale of these lands, was reported as $632,677.80.
In addition to the lands granted by tlle act of July 2, 1862, tbe General Government, by au act approved August 30, 1800, gives a certain
sum of money annually to the agricultural aud rneclmuical colleges.
The amount granted by tbis act for the year ended June 30, 1890,•was
$15,000 for each State and Territ~ry having an agricultural and. mechanical college endowed by the act of July 2, 18G2. The amount increas~s
annually by $1,000 until the sum appropriated reaches $25,000 per
annum, which sum ·will be tho amount to be disbursed annually thereafter to each State and Territory, provided certain requirements are
complied with.
The act of August 30, 1890, unlike the act of July 2, 1SG2, svecifies
the brancheR of study for which the money granted may be clisbur,·ed. It hall "be applied only to instruction in agriculture, tbe
me ·haui · art , the Engli ~1t language, and tbe various branches of
math rnatical, pbysica1, natural, and economic science, with special
refer n · to th ir applications in the industries of life, and to the
facilitie for ,·u h in truction .' It i. held that this langunge author·
ize · the pur ·ha. from thi.· money of apparatn , machinery, text.books,
r fir nc bo 1-.· t ck all{l material) used in in,·truction or for purposes
f illu:tr~ tion in conn ction with any of the branches enumerated, and
th paymeut, f :alari of in:tru ·tor: in ~aid branches only.
Th
r ction of buil<liug: i: :pccifi •ally prohibited by th act, , nd
th· ::i ·b nt
t nwy-(r n ral for the nt rior Department La· de ·ided
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that the purchase of land and the payment of salaries of treasurers
are not allowable. It should not be expended for repairs of buildings,
furniture, cases, shelving, tableware, cooking utensils, musical instruments, the salaries of instructors in an cient and modern languages
(except English), or for the salaries of professors of pedagogy; neither
should it be expended for the- salaries of secr etaries, bookkeepers, j anitors, ·watchmen, etc. In short, the plant-the land, buildings, and
ordinary appliances of a school-must bo provided from other sources,
and this particular fund must· be applied exclush~eJy to the subjects
named in the act and the facilities especially required for those subjects.
The amounts disbursed to the several States and Territories to June
30, 1893, under this act are as follows:
Disbursements to the Stales ancl Terr itories of the apJiropriation in aid of colleges of agricttlturc ancl the 'mechanic arts ·u nder the act of Congress approved August 30, 1890.
1
1

First installment, Second installment, Third i nstallment-, Fourth installment,
year ending June I
year enrling Jun o I year ending June
year endin g June
~~ ~89o._ _ _ ! ;io, 1su1. I
;io_, _1_89_3_._- -~
_ ._3o_,_1s_ D_2.___ ....,-. _ , _ _
1
1
J

J

_
State,; au<l Tor.
r itorics.

1

l{ofq uni~-1et1\oon1·s
De!artment.

§ ~rqI~~~~\~~s §
S

1

I!

Department.

~

Re9:r1isitions

S D~p:i,.\:~~~.

~

.Alabama ...... .July 27, 1891 $15,000 .Jul.v 27, 1891 $16,000 Sept. 8, 1891
.Arizona .. .. ... D ec. 3, 1890 15,000 1\la_y 5, 1891 10, 000 Sept. 7, 18()1
.Arkansas ...... May 13, 1891 15,000 Aug. 4, 1891 lG, 000 ... .. do ......
Californi3; ..... .Jan. 20, 18()1 15,000 May 5, 1891 10,000 .. . . . do . . .. - .
Colorado ....... Nov.11 ,1890 15,000 Mar. 2,1891 l.G,000 ..... do ..... .
Connecticut ... Dec. i.l, 1890 15,000 ... . . do ...... 10,000 ..... do .... . .
Delaware . ..... Nov. 5, 1800 15,000 Mar. 10, 189 1 lG, 000 .... . do ... ...
Florida.--····· Mar. 4, 18!)1 15,000 May ~, 1891 16,000 ..... clo .. . .. .
Georgia ... ..... .July !l,18!)1 15, 000 July 0,1891 10,000 Sept. 8,JS!ll
Idaho ................................. - ......... . .. ... ... . . . ... ... .....
Illinois ........ Nov. 5,1890 15,000 .Jnne25,18!)1 lG,000 Sept. 7,l8fll
Indiana ... .... - ..... do ...... 15,000 l\.lar. 2,J8Dl Hi,000 ..... do . .. ...
Iowa .. ....... . NoY.13,1890 15,000.- . .. tlo ... . . . lG,oeo . . ... d o . .....
Kansas ........ NoY. 5, 1890 15,000 .. .. . do . . . . . . lG, 000 ..... do . . . . . .
Kentucky ..... Apr. 10, 1891 15,000 i:iept .•1, 1891 10,000 .. .. . c~o ......
Lo11isiaua ..... Jul_y20,1890 15,0.00 .July 20,18!ll 16,000 Sep t. 8,J8!)1
:M aiuc . . . . . . . .. A pr. lG, 180] 15, 000 May 25, 1891 16, 000 Sept. 7, 1891
Mar_yllll1tl. ..... NoY. 5, 1800 15,000 Mar. 18, 1891 Hi, 000 .... . <lo .. ....
Massachusetts ...... do_ ..... 15,000 Juno 9, 1802 lG, 000 Juno 9, 1892
Michigan ..... . . .... do ...... 15,000 Mar. 2,1891 16,000 Sept. 7,1891
Minuesota ...... . ... do ...... 15,000 ... ,.do_ ..... 16,000 .. - .. do .... _.
Mississippi .... Dec. 3, ] 800 15,000 Mar. 27, 1891 IG, 000 . ... . do ......
Missonri ....... Mar. 30, 1891 15,000 Sept. 3, 18Dl lG, 000 .. . .. do .. . ...
1

I .~

§

Req nisitions
J:'5!/'l~i~~°:t.

~

0

~

- - - 1 -- - - --

1-

$17,000 .Aug. 1, 1802
17,000 ... .. <lo .... ..
17,000 ..... clo ......
17,000 ... . . do .... ..
17,000 ..... <1 0 .. ·--·
17,000 . ... . do ......
17,000 .... . do ... ...
17,000 .... . <lo ... - ..
17,000 ..... do .. .. . .
. ... .. . Jan. 7, 180:J
17,000 Aug. 1,1 8()~
17,000 . .. . . <lo ......
17,00lJ . . .. . ,lo ......
17,000 ... .. do ... __ .
17, 000 ..... do ......
11,0001.- . .. <lo. -·--·
J 7, 0001. .... do . . . . . .
17, 000 .... . do ......
1.7, oool..... do ......
17,0oo!... . ~<lo .---··
17,000 1..... <lo ......
17,000 .. ... do ......
17,000 1.... . do ... . . .

$18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18, 000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18, 000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18, 000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000

-

~i;::s~~~::::::
·.u·~~.· ·:i: isoii ·i5," ooo ·j~-i;,-.. 9:isoi· ·ii;," ooo :::::(1~·::::::,·i 1: 0001 ~~~- 2~:i~~~ }~:~~~
NeYac1a . .... ...... . do . . . . . . . 15,000 Mar. 2, 1891 Hi, 000 .. . .. do __ ._. . 17,000 ..... do ... ... 18,000

NewHampshire Nov. 5, ]890 15,000 Mar. 4, 18()1
NewJcn;cy . ... Nov. e,JB!lO 15,000 Mar. 27,1891
New 1exico ..... - .. do- ..... 15,000 ..... tlo .. . _..
New York ..... Nov.13,1890 15,000 hlayl3,J891
NortltCarolina. Jan. 20,1 801 15,000 July l ,18fH
..i:~o~thDakota .. ~c c. ~,l8!JO l~,000 Mar. 30,18()1
Oluo ........... J\ov. ,1,1890 l o,000 Mar. 4,1801
Oklalwma . . ......................................
Oregoa ........ Nov. 22, 1890 15,000 May 13, 1891
Pennsylvania .. Ko,·. 5,1890 15,000 I<'cb. 5,18!)1
Rhode Island .. Juno 2, 1802 15,000 Jnno 2, 1892
South Carolina . Sept. 1, 1892 15,000 Sept. 1, 1802
8?uth Dakota .. ~ec. 3, 1890 15,000 Mar. 27, 1891
'Iennessco ..... Nov.ll,1800 15,000 Mar. 4,1801
Texas ........ . . Dec. 23, 1390 15, ODO May 23, J801
Utah . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 20, 1890 15, 000 ~Iar . 10, 1891
Vermont ....... Nov.11,1800 15,000 Mar . 2,1891
:Virgi1;ia. ··-··· Dec. 3, 18:JO 15, OOU Mar . 27, 1891
\Vashrngton ........ ..... ...... .. ........ . ........
W~stV1:ginia. Ma_y27,l891 15,000 .Au~. 5,1891
W1 coi:1.rn .. . _. Nov. 5,190 15,000 May 5,1891
Wyomrng .. . - .. , Dec. 3, 1800 15, 0001 :Mar. 27, 1891
Total .. .. i.. --... .... ... 660, 000

..............
1

lG, 000 ..... tlo ......
_lG,000 . ... . do ... . . .
10,000 .. .. . do .. ....
16,000 . .... do ......
lG,000 ..... tlo . .... .
l~,000 •• ••• do ......
lb, 000 1 ..... do ......
··--·-· hla'.r.14,1891
lu, 000 Sept. 7, 1801
16,000 Sept. 1,1891
16,000 .Juuo 2, 1892
16,000 Sept-. 1, 1892
lG, 000 Sept. 7, 18Dl
16,000 Dec. l-i,1891
16,000 Sept. 7, 1891
10, 000 ..... do . . . . . .
JG,000 ..... rlo .. . - ..
Hi, oool. ... . do .. .. ..
. ......
1!), 18!)2
16, 000 Sc>pt. 7,] 8()1
16, 000 ..... do ......
1
. . . . . do ......

,Apr.

.!~-~~

704, 000 1.
1

- . . . . . . . .. . . .

17,000 ..... do ...... 18,000
17,000 ..... do ... _.. JS,000
17,0ool ..... do .... .. 18,00()
17,000
do .. _._ . 18,000
17,000 1• • • •• do . .. _.. 18,000
]7, 000 [. .. . . do .. . .. . 18, 000
17,000 . • . . _do ... _.. 18,000
17,000 1..... do .. ... . 18,000
17,000 ..... do . . . ... ] 8, 000
17,000 ..... clo ...... ]8,000
17, 000 .... . do . . . . . . 18, 000
J7, 000 Sept. 1, 1892 18,000
17,000 .Aug. 1, 1392 18,000
17,000 ... .. do ... - .. 18,000
17,000 ..... do ...... 18,000
17, COO ..... do . . . . . . 18, UOO
17,000 ..... d o ...... 18,00(:)
17, ooo Mar. 17, 1803 18,000
17,000 .A11g. ], 18!J2 18,000
17,000 . . ... clo .. - ... 18,000
17,000. _... do ...... 18,000
17,000 ..... do . _.... -~O~
1

.

_

•••

782, 000 ...... . .... . . . 1804, 000
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This table shows that under the above-mentioned act the several
States and Territories have received to .•Tune 30, 1893, an aggregate sum
of $3,010,000.
·
In addition to the income derived from the acts of July 2, 1862, and
August 30, 1890, these institutions lrnve been fairly dealt with by the
majority·of the States in the way of State appropriations. The amount
of such appropriations received by the institutions during the year
under consideration was $1,G34, 715.18, of which sum $88,820.41 were for
the institutions for colored students. Of the $1,634,715.18 appropriated, $701,471.17 were for buildings or otller special purposes, leaving
but $773,244.01 appropriated for current expenses.
According to the acts of Congress in aid of colleges of agriculture
and t he mechanic arts· none of .the money arising from such acts can be
expended for buildings. I t has therefore been necessary, from the very
founding of a large number of tlle institutions, for the several States
to extend a helping hand.
The establishment of agricultural experiment stations in connection
with these institutions llas proved a great . benefit, not only to the
stations, but also to the colleges. The General Government appropriates annually $15,000 to each Stat'3 and Territory for the cnrrent
expenses of the stations. From this amount the staff of the station is
paid. But frequently not all of the time of the staff is required by the
station and the available time of such members of the staff is then
given to the college. vVe thus find in a great majority of the States
that some of the members of the station staff arc also members of the
college faculty . For instance, the professor of agriculture or the president of the college is also director of the station; the professor of horticulture, the horticulturist of the station; the professor of botany, the
botanist of the station, etc. In such cases tJrn salaries of t.hese persons are paid in part from the college funds and in part from the station
fund ', thus· enabling the colleges, as well as the stations, to obtain the
services of specialists at a much less cost to each than would be possible if the stations were not in close proximity to the colleges. In but
four States have the stations been established at places remote froi;n
the colleges. The staffs of the 44 stations established in con ..iection
with the agricultural colleges consist of 394 members.
Tlt detailed statistics concerning the agricultural and mecaanical
coll o-e' are given in Part IV of this report.
VIII.-

no

LS OF THEOLOGY, L AV{, AND MEDICINE .

( · ·c Part IV, Tables 13-HJ, for tho cletailou statistics of individual school s .)
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1892-!)3 was 19,752. Of these the number iu the regular medical schools
was 16,130, an increase of .about 1,200 over the previous year. The
number of theological studm1ts was 7,839. During the last five years
the number of 'theological students bas increased with much uniformity, the figures being 6,989, 7,013, 7,328, 7,729, 7,839.
During the year 1892-93 the number of law students was G, 776. The
number of law students has been increasing quite rapidly, the figures
for tlie last five years being 3,906, 4,518, 5,252, 6,073, 6,776. This
increase, however, may be more a,pparent than real; it may possibly be
attributed to a larger number of young men seeking regular and systematic instruction in law schools rather than in the private offices of
attorneys and counsellors.
Summary of stat·istics of schools of tli.eology for 189/1-93.

I

State.

United States .. ____ ....... _.. ___ ... ___ ..
North .A.tl::mtic Division·--- .. · ----- -----·. __ .
Son th Atlantic Division . ... ___ . ____ .. ____ .. __ .
8outh Central Division .... _.... _... ____ .. ___ ._
North Cent,ral Didsion. ____ .... _. .... _. _... __ .
Western Division ................... _........ .
North Atlantic DiYision:
Maine . .. .. ....... . ....................... .
Massachusetts ... _.... _.................. .
Connecticut .... _............... _._ ....... .
NewYol'k .. .............................. .
New J erscy .................. _........... .
Pennsylva11ia . .............. ... .... ...... .
Sout.h Atlautic Division:

~:~\~:t~t~i c~it;;~bi~:: :: :::::::::::: :::: ::
;~:ffhn~;1:~li;1·,~:::: : :: :: : : : : : : : : : ::: : :: : : : :
South Cal'olin:1 .......... ·................. .
Georg·a .. ............................... .
South Uentral Divi!l1on:
K entucky ......... __ .. .. ... ...... _.... __ ..
Tennessee .... ................ ..... .. . .... .

t~~Y:jr::::1·: :::::::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :: ::::

Texas .................................... .
North Central DiYision:
Ohio ...................................... .
Inrliana ... . ..... .. ... _......... _..... .. _..
Illinois ................................... .

~t~~~i~i~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Minnesota . ..... . .... _.................... .
Iowa ..... .... ... ............. . ........... .
Missouri ........... .. ...... .. _........... .
Nebraska._ ........................... _... .
West,ern Division:
Colorado ...... . .. _..... _.... _............ .

g~m~~~i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ED

93--7

Professors and
Students .
instructors.
I
Number
of
I
schools. Regular. orSpecial
a,ssist. I In attend- Graduating.
ant. I ance.
I
---1 ;/

142

714

4G
19

56
6

283
103
GO
24G
22

11
17
32
3

2
7
3
12
5
17

11
57
25
7t
28
91

1
10
. 22
20
3
24

6-1
4:W
176
808
435
835

72
52
16!>

38

0
5
1
1
4
0

355
109
176
58
97
8()

33
0

2

15
10
]2
9

3
7
2
2
1

]7
34
4
3
2

0
]3
1
0
3

463
204
50
2G
33

Gt
43
3
0

13
3
15
3
4
6
7
4
1

56
11
86
9
23
25
20
13
3

11
0
12
0
1
2
2
4
0

462
183
1,400
70
330
237
317
3B9
15

11,

2

G
3
13

---- ---15

4
3
3
3
4

1
tl

10

~1
I

7, 83G
2,754
884
770
3, 35:l
69

16
2
5l

1,502
614
117

117
6H

rn

ig

101
20:!

45

s

22
~

()

18
253
8
5:S
64.
41
85
()

l
(}

12
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Surnmary of stc(tisi-ics of schools of law for 1S9:?-93.

Kumuer

State.

United States. ___ ._. __ . ... __ ........

Professors a llll
instTuctors.

J Special I I
ttencl I
Regular. or assist- n a cc · Graduating.
'
a11 .
I
I aut.

sch~~ls .

_._.\= :

G3 ~ ~:_

North Atlantic Di,ision ·······-·····-· --- ·--· '
12
102 I
SouLhAtlanticDiYision .... - ...... .. .......... 1
14
50 I
South Central Divi sion._ .. _......... ___ ...... - .
11
32
North Centi:a~ J?ivision. - ..... - ... -. - . - ... -- - -21
99 I
Western D1v1s10n ................ ......... ...... ____5___ _ ~ 1-

--!---,-

1

North Atlantic Division.:
:Massachusetts ... - ... - ....... - ... - . - ... - _.
Connecticut ... - ..... - ......... _. __ .. .. . _..
New York. -- - . - -- . - - ......... - .... ... _. __ .
SoutJ:1fl!K~~~ni5\~,1~i~~·: .......... .-... . - ... - . .
Man·land .......... . .. .. ......... . : .......
District of Columbia._. __ ...... . __ . ___ ....

;o~!t°JJi~ifif~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Souili Carolina . ...... ·--...................
Georgia.......................... . ........
South Ceutral Division :

lf.:1~J~i;Zc:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Alabama ..... ........... ··--· - .......... . .
r~~1!~:~~P_i:::
.· .· .· .· .· .· .·:::: .·: ::::::::::::::::
Texas ... .... _...... _................. ... _.
Arkansas ... . ······ ·-·-- · ................ .
North Central Di ,·ision:
Ohio ...... ·-···-·-·····--· ..... ........... .
Indiana ..... _. ___ . - _- ... .. _... _..... _.. .. .
Illinois .. _. _....... . _..... .. ... ... _... .. .. .
:Michigan ....... _.... ................... . _.
\Visconsin .......... . .. _................. .
l\Iinncsota ..... _....................... . _..
~::o'u./i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
. Nebraska ................ ... . .. . ......... .
]Cansas ......... ..... ....... .. . ........ ... .
Western Di ,·is ion:
Coloraclo . .. . .... . ..... .. .......... ....... .

g~~ft~~~

;; ::::_- _- _- _- _- _-:::: ::::_- _- ~ _- .. ........ .

Stnclenls.

I----,----~

2 ,

~5~1
84
ID

i

ID I
JOG
23 1

22
7 :

12
25

1

7

GO ,

30

1

21

13

2~ ....... . .,~..
3:;

~

~

1

...... .

I

!

1 I

3
13
3
1
5
2

8 1. . - .
~. ,
1

1

1

1 ;
7

5

1
1
1
1

1

1

~ ;

O
9
0
13
0

t2 1
0

!====613
171
1,481
- . -

11-!

81
443

-2· 6· 8-

.1... -.. .. .·7·2·

742
2

295

H
15
50

I

I

2,400

2,533 ----71-0
1,102
413
394
192
2, 477
1, o~
5,.
270

·1

1 1

I

0, 77G

ii
4:l

40
142
30
23
57
77
25

2)
76
14
13
25
34
10

234
149
414
701
166
277
254
144
53
85

116
44
156
362
89

78
71
121

G
25
23

I

2
;1 '
5
l
1
2 ;
2 1
2

2
2 '
1

18
14
18
15
5
2
10

0
6
18
20 I
5
13 :

7

g1

3

10

7
35
15
3

i

22
1 I
0

s:i

86

25
28
4~
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Swnriw1·y of stati stics of schools of riiecUcine, dentistry, pharmacy, and for nnrses and ·
veter-ina1"ians fo1· 1892- 93.
Professors a11u
instructors .
Number
of
schools.

----Uni ted States ..... ·... . ... . . .... . . .. .

Stiulents .

Per
Special In attend· Graduat. ceut
Regular. or assist·
ance .
gradu.
ing.
ant.
ating.

---- - - - -------- ---

24G

2, 910

2
94
16
10
2
8

17
1,202
240
] 81
28

132

1, 811
31!)
159
556

2,027

28,900

7, 232

25. 0

l, 292
150
40
6
191

48 ---------- -- -----26.8
16,130
4,324
R94
27. 3
1,445
23. 0
773
178
()4
23. 4
15
1,292 ------ -- -· - -- · ----

A . -BY CLASSES .

Prej_Jaratory ... ..... .. ...... . ............ .
~~~~~;[;t·l;i-~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Eclectic ......... . .. . .... ... . . ... . ...... . .
PhyRio.medical .......... . ... . ....... .. . . .
Grad uate ... .... . ......... ... ... ... .. .... .
Total medical. ................. .. . . .
Dental. •.... ............. .. . .. ... .. . .. . ...
Pharmaceutical .. ............ ...... .. .... .
Nurse training ............ .... .......... .
Veterinary ......... ..... ...•. .. ..........

20

31
47
7

1!)3

a 19,752

65

1, G79
194
105
0
49

2,352
3, 394
2,338
564

4,911
b507
827
786
201

24. 9
17.8
24.4
33. 6
35. 6

l, 010
257
l!l7
1, 25!)
187

827
195
182
728
!)5

11,460
2,896
3,466
10,190
888

2,634
823
1,146
2,425
204

23. 0
28. 4
83.1
23. 8
23. 0

B.-BY GEOGRAPIIICAL DffISIOXS .

North .Atlantic ...... . ... ..... . .. . .... .. . .
South .Atlantic ............... . . . ... .. ... .
South Central .......... . .... .... ..... . .. .
North Central ....... ... ....... . ......... .
Western ... . . .. ... ... ........... . ...... . . .
C .-BY STATES AND CLASSES .

78
30
24
!)9
15

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --

Meclica l schools.
Regular :
Maine . .......... .. ............... .. . .
.i: ew Hampshire .. ................... .
Vermont .. ..... . . .................... .
Massachusetts . . .................. . . . .
Connecticut ............... ... . .. ... . .
New York .... ............. .... ...... .
Pennsylvania ... ... .. ........ . . .. .. . . .
Maryland .......... ...... . .......... . .
District of Columbia . ................ .
Virginia ..... ..... . ..... .. .... . . ..... .
North Carolina .................... .. .
South Carolina ...................... . .
Georgia ... ........... ... ..... .. ... .. . .

1
1
1
2
1
9

5
5
4

2
1
1
,1

K eut ucky ... ...... . ...... ........ .. .. .
Tennessee ... ....... . .......... .... .. .
.Alabama ................ .. ..... ...... .
Louisiana ....... ......... . . .......... .
Texas ............................. ... .
.Arkansas .. ...... ...... . ............. .

4
5
1

Ohio ... ...... ... ..................... .
In rliau a ........•. .. ........... ... .....
Illinois ........... ........... ...... .. .

8
3
4

~t~~e~~t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~:!~{1
~i: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Nebraska ..... .... ... . .... , ........ .. .

2
3
10

Colorado..............................
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
California................... . .........
North A.ilantic Divisio11. . .. ... ... ·....
South Atlantic Division..............
South Central Division..... .. .... ... .
North Central Division......... . .....
Western Division.....................
UnitedGtates ........ . ............ .. ~

:.I

11
13
17
32
9
117
53

2
1
6
20
17
215
192

97
112
198
545
76
2,287
1,867

53
39
15
8
8
26

52
67
19
0
8
12

1, 111
423
222
49
70
317

359

37
59
8
15
8
12

45
58
12
29
8
3

1,342
] , 060
139
407
25
75

539
398
33
96

!)5
4:l
84
63
4G
35
]51

95
21
125
43
10
17
133
12

867
238
1,386
707
203
346
1,394
88

182
46
347

29

24
10
59

35

10

3

41
28
42

31

108
58
313

20
17
14
35
8

252
140
139
551
111

453
158
155
456
70

5, 182
2, l !l2
3,048
5,229
47\J

2

4 _1,20:_ __I_,~___2~~,

Homeopathic:
-Massachusetts.... ....................
1

18

i

f~

~:~:~1~~~ia:::::::::::::::::::::::::
a 1,238 of tl1esc were women.

21

r~

I
156

m

b Number smaller than usual on account of change to 3.year course.

-·--

21
31
51
1)8
16
571

458
82

53
10
12
142

2

21

:44
t3
53
411
12

•••

~ ••••

1

1, 246
658
1,089 .. .. ... .
1,238 . ... _. .. .
93 ..... .. .
4.324 -26. 8

j

41

~~

1· ...... .

::::::::
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Sunnna1·y of stat-i stics of 8chools of medicine, dentistry, pharm acy, etc.-Contiiiued.
Professors antl
instructors.
Number
of
schools .

,

S t. nrlents .

1

--··r-r~

. !
Spcc!al
Regular. or assist·
ant..

lrn attend· G rad1rn.t· i cent
i

I

:i.nce.

ing.

\ gradu·
I ating.

> - - - - 1 - - - - i - - -- - - - - - - c.---B Y

ST.~TES AND CLASSES-continu ed.

Medical schools-Continued.
Homeopathic-Continued.
Maryland . ...... .. . ........ ..... . . . .. .
Ohio ..•............................... .
Illinois ........... ................ . .. .
Michigan ............................ .
Minnesota ........................... .
Iowa . ................................ .
Misso uri ............................. .

2
3

1
1
1
2

North Atlantic Division ............. .
South Atlantic Division ............. .
North Central Division . .. . .. ..... . .. .
·western Di vision .................... .

Eclectic:
New York . . .... ...... . .............. .

H

29

2

7

154
379
74
24
67
91

40

122 . .. ··••·
20 1• • • • • • • •
4

47

8 ....... .

34
5

4
6
11

20 1

California .. ...... ....... .. . . .. .... ... .

United States ................... ... .

36
58
5
10
5
22

J Ji Ii
1

20

1G

240

i

2:i
21 ....... .

~* :i~ ~:i 11::::~:::
1

3 '

150

47

8 ....... .

1,445

394 l-27.3

-========= - - - - ======== =====- 65

17

Georgia ................ . . .......... .. .
21
18
lt\

7

]O

0

12
12

13
8

4
0

California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

18

0

~ortlt Atlnnt.ic D~v!s)on ............. .
::,ou.tll .J\-tlant1c J:?1':~~1011...... . .. .. . . .
No1l11 Cc11t.rf1:lp1v1S1011......... .. ....

l
7

7
89

1
32

46

3

13

I

2!J

3381
80
24
22

G4
23
9
5

r,3

Ohio . ................................ .
Illinois ...... .. .. .. ... . ...... .. . ..... .
I11tliau:1 .. .... .. .... .. ..... ........... .
Iow a ....... . .... . ................... .
Missouri ...... . ...... ...... ......... .
:Neuraska ......... - .. ..... .. -........ .

-- =-

~~ I

G3

II

18
2

15

---1-771___7_I_G5
_j--131~~~
I
I
w;:t::: :;:;::~~.::::::·.·.:::::::::::: = 1: __,:: C- ,: !_ ,:: i~ ,~: ·;;
71 153 1

Gracl uato:
New York. ............ . ..............
Pennsylvauia.. ..... . ..... ...... . ... ..

I

1

1-1
0

854
117

r

llt:~~iiri:::::::: ·. ·.::::::::::::::::::::

i

f~

2~

North Atlanti Division .... .. . .......
Houth Centrnl DiYi~ion . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
North Central Divi siou . . .. . ...... ... .

3
1
4

11714
62

156 ,
0
35 1

Dentistry.

;::.:;~('.~;: ::

:: : :::

Inryland ...... .................. ... ..... .
Di trict of Colurnliia ... ... ..... __ .... _... .

¥~~;~~\6·:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

=

8 = -l!J3 =1~1

i :! I
1
1

.Iic-111!!1111 ......•. •....••• .•.. .•• .••. ••. ...

2
1
1
2

~ri1111e ota ...... .. . . ... ... ...... ......... .

4

j

I

l

1

Oliio ... .. .... . ..... .. ........• . .. .. .. . ....
Jrnlian a .......... ....... . .... . .......... . .
llli noi. ..... ...... ......... . ...... ..... .. .

Iowa ......... ..... ... . .. . . ... . . ...... .... .
i . ouri ........................ ... .. . .. . .

29 .. ..... .
12! 1. . . . . . . .

1

2

Louisiana ... ........ ....... .......... .

nitc<l .'tatc3 ... ....................

63 :
58~

59 . ...•. ... .. ·· · ·•••

g I:::~:::::: ::::::::

2

I······ .... ········

971
59 ................. .
262 ...... . .. • • • • • • • •
1

1,292

!.:. . :. :. .:. ·· ··!····=
I

'.1

!!i

ll [ : :

16
42

7

231
93

36

9

9

5

45

](j

8

149

I

6
4
l4
l4
10
8
9 I

121

I

5
8

OG
15
10
12
l!J

9 ·· ·· -···

5~g I
61
130 I
1-13
)l(j

6 .. ... . .....
15 , ........

15

1 . . . .. . . .

rn: i:::.: :::
5:l

12
6
7
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S1trnrn01·y of statistics of schoo ls of rneclicine, den tis t1'y, pharmacy, etc.-Continued.
Professors and
instructors.
:Knmuer
of
sch ools.

Students.

Per
Speci.al In attend· Gradnat· cent
ance.
ing.
gradu.
ating.
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -C.-BY STATES AND CLASSES-continued.
R egular.

01·

:~~~st·

D entistry-Con tin ucd.
Colorado ............................ . . ... .
California ....................... . ........ .
North Atlantic Division.... ..............
South .A.tlantic Division . ......... ... .....
South Central Di vision...................
North Central Divi sion...................
Western Division . .......... ............ . .
U nitcd States .. . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10
8

15

1!
114

12
2

53
58
25
165
18

82
16
13
65
18

1,065
324
19J
1, 141
128

148
45
21
260
33

29

319

194

2, 852

507

6
5

4

3

- - -· - - - = - - ---- -,

Pharmacy.
Massachusetts . ................. ... ...... .
New York .... . .. .. .... . ... .. ... . . .... . .. .
Pennsyl va nia . ........ . ......... .. . ..... .

6
]2
8

:: 1::::::::
17 .... . ...
9 ....... .
10

8
8
3

8
4
2

78
43
44

3
1

18
4
15
11
14
4
11
11
6

7
4
3

151
88
611
109

North.At.lanticDivision...... .. . .. . .... ..
SouihA.tlanticDidsion ..... ...... . .... . .
South Con tral Division......... ........ ..
North Central Di vision . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Western Division. ... .. ....... .... . ..
United States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 1

1

Vermont ... ..~~ '. : ~~ ~'.·~~~:: .~·.. .•. . ••. . . • ..
Massachusetts. .. . ...... . ..... .... ....... .
Connectic ut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rhode I sla11cl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York..... . ................... . ..... .
New Jersey................ .. . ... .... .....
Pcnnsyl nrnia.... .. . . . . ... . .. ... ... .. .... .

15
63
6

0
4

57
103

4
33

1

28
6
14
53
4

1,459
207
16[,
1, 443
120

36
321
37

~J

150

105

3,394

827 1

0
O

30
354
80
34
780
78
387

12
14
24.9
85
172

GJ

2-!

=-1-1 ~
5

1
l
15
3

105
3
18
140
32
116
14

California ....... ....... ......... ... .... . . .

UniteclStatcs ..... .. ............ : ...

3
75
284
57

rn

26
10
10
94
10

1
9
1
17
2
18
3
30
2
27
1 -------- -1
lJ

~orth .Atlantic DiYision ............ ... .. .
South .Atlantic D i vision .. ... .. ..... . .... .
North Central Dh-i. ion ..... . ..... ... . . .. .
·w estern Division .. ... . .. ....... .. ... .. . .

0
5
4
6

11

6
3
5
15
2

District of Columuia ... ... ... ... . . ... . . . . .

Ohio .......... .. ... . . ......... . ... .... ... .
\Visconsiu ..... .. ......... ... ......... ... .

6:i

37
22
136
27
14

====!=== - - - - - - ---

Indiana ..... ... .... : . .. .. .... ...... .. .... .
Illill ois ......... . .. ..... . .. .. . .. ... . ..... .

gj~!{~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

23
151
19-!

120
87

2
2
1

Colorado . ..... .... . . .... ... .... . . .. ...... .
California .. . . . . ..... . .. .. ........ ... . ... .

17. 8

-

1

Kentucky .. . . ..... .... .... .. .... . ....... .
'l'ennesseo ..................... ....... . . . .
Louisiana .... . . ................ . ....... . .

2
1
1
2
2
1

I

272
455
732

1
2

2

-

6
15
7

Maryl anrl .......... . . ..... . ..... .. ...... .
District of Coluruuia ..... . ............ .. .

Obio .... ... .. . ... .. ...... . ..... .. . ... ... . .
India11a .... . ...• • .... . ... ...... ..... .....
Illinoi:; ........ .. ....... ... .......... ... . .
:Michi;.rn11 . . . ...... ............ .. ...... ... .
"Wisconsin ............. .. .. .... . ...... . .. .
Minnesota ... . . . ..... . . . ................. .
Iowa . . ........... .... ...... ...... . . ..... .
Jl,1issouri . ...... .. . ..... .. . ..... ... .. . .. . .
Kansas ....... . ..... . ................... . .

5 ··•·••••
28 .. . ... . .

O

O
0
O
O

0
0

0
0
0

---- -- -- -·

23
140
81
74
47
74
35

10

- - - - -33
2
11
1

420
H
112
10

51

-

- - - -0

0
0
0

--471~ - - -

1, 749
6J
474
51

368

65

24. 4

7 . •...•..
112

8
61
25
8
6
23
12 ···· ·- -18

-----601
24
143
18

... .. .. .
. ····•·•
.. . .. .. .
.... .. . .

2, 338 - -786 ,-33. 6
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IX.-NORM.AL SCI-IOOLS.

In 1893, according to the returns made to the Bureau of Education,
52,008 students were pursuing teachers' training courses in the various
institutions of the country. J\fore than half these students, or 27,926,
were in public normal schools. The private normal schools had 7,286
students preparing for the work of teaching. Many normal schools
offer other courses of instruction, but the figures here given include
only the number of students in the teachers' trainin g courses proper.
In the universities n,ncl colleges 5,232 normal students were reported,
and 4,803 were found in the public high schools and G,761 in the private
high scho.ols and academies. Normal students were found in 8G8 distinct institutions, but the number of graduates is given for on ly tlle IGO
public and private normµ,l schools. These sent out 5,043 graduates
equipped with diplomas or certificates.
In Part IV of this report, Tables 20-22, the statistics of each of the
1mblic and private normal schools are given in detail. These two tables
are followed by another giving a list of the 155 universities and colleges reporting students in the pedagogical or normal courses, showing
the number of students in each.
In this chapter are printed the statistical summaries of normal schools
and tables showing the number and location of other institutions in
which normal students are pursuing their studies. 'Ihe statistics of
public normal schools will be found in Tables 1 and 2, and the corresponding items for priva,te normal schools are given in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 1 gives the number of public normal schools in each State, the
number of students, aml the number of graduates. There were 121
schools, 1,301 instructors, 8,G33 male students, 19,293 female students,
nnd 4,4!)1 graduates. From Table 2 it is seen that these schools had
17,777 students uot in the teachers' training courses. There ,rnre 14,167
pupils reported in the model schools in connection with the public normals. Included in the total number of normal studeuts ·were 2,!)35 in
colored normal schools.
Tal>les 3 and 4 show tllat iu the 3!) normal schools uuder private
management there were 268 teachers, 4,089 ma1c norm al studeuts and
3,197 female , and 552 graduates. The number of students reported iu
other cour, es of study, 7,4G!), exceeded the number of normal students,
which wa. 7 2 G. The number of colored normal students was 3,797.
In the mouel cllools connected with these private in stituiio11s 911
pupil am r ported.
Of th total numb r of tndent , 45,703, iu all cour es of study in the
1uuli normal cho 1 · ..:.17,!)2G, or over G1 per cent, are in the teachers'
tr, inin~ our. '· , n l lc than !) per cent, iu otlicr courses of study or
f the t tal number of student in all cour es of study
•partm nt ·.
iu the private 11 rmal .-chool., J 4 755; 11ly 7,28G, or 4!) per cent, ·were in
h · t a ·h r.- training ·our c . Th larg r proportion, or 51 per cent,
r ·r in omm r ·ial and other d partment:.
i.- a .- rnnnary .-howiug th in om of public aml J)rivate
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normal schools, the amounts received by State, county, and city appropriations, tlw mnouut from tuition fees and from other sources. P ublic
uormal schools received $1,452,914 for support from State, county, or
city, and private schools received $430 from the same sources. The
public normals received from these sources $81G,826 for building and
the private normals $51,000. The public normals received $372,428
from tuition fees and the private schools $133,957. The amount
received from benefactions was $153,927 for public normal schools and
$151,386 for the private schools.
Table 6 sllows the location of the 155 universities and. colleges in which
students arc pursuing pedagogical courses. In these institutions are
5,232 normal students. This number includes 727 colored students.
Table 7 shows- that i~ 264 public high schools there were 4,803
normal students, all white. In 289 private high schools there were
6,761 normal students, 484 of whom were colored.
Table 8 combines the figures in Gand 7 and shows that in the 708institntions not public and private normal schools there were 16,796 students
pnrsuingteachers'trainingcourses. Ofthesel,211 werecoloredstudents.
The following table will show at a glance the distribution of tlle
52,008 normal students, in which kind of institutions they are found,
· and in what section or division of the United States:
State.

United St.ates .............. . ......
N ortb Atlantic Division ................
South Atlantic Division .... .............
South Central Division ...... .... ...... ..
North Central Division .. ...............
·we:itcrn Division .............. .. ...... .
--

In uni- In puulic iIn private
Inpu\Jlic In private vcrsit.ies
normal
normal
high
high
Totnl.
au <l
schools. schools.
schools.
colleges . schools.

- -27, !126

7,286

5,232

4,803

(i,

761

52,008

11, !)88
1,752
3,005
9,688
1,403

259
1, 073
545
4,175
1,234

550
722
1,490
2,037
433

1,893
180
520
2, 04!)
161

1,379
932
2,242
1,920
288

16, 069
4,659
7. 802
19, 8()!)
3,609

Table U will indicate what has been done by the States, counties, and
cities withiti the past five years for public normal schools. In 1888-89
the smns appropriated for the support of tllese schools amounted to
$1,284,453. The 11ext year the amouut appropriated for support was
$1,312,419 and for buildings $900,533. In 1890-91 the amouut for sup port was $1,285,700 and for buildings $409,916. The highest aggregate of appropriatious for support was in 1891-92, when the amount
reached $1,567,082, but the a11propriations ·for building that year
amounted to only $394-,635. The highest total of appropriations was
reaclled in 1892-93, wllen tlle amount was $2,2G9, 740. Of this aggre
gate $1,452,914 was for support and $816,826 for buildings.
It is known tllat tlle two lists comprising 160 public and private normal schools, publi shed in Part V, do not include all the norm al schools
of the country. Only those institutions fnrnisbing statistics to this
Bureau appear in the lists. Repeated requests for information failed
to bring- responses from tbc others. It is hoped that the statistics of
many of the schools omitted will appear in the next annual report.
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TABLE

1.-Nwnber of insfructors ancl stuclents in public norrnal schools.
Teaching staff.

State.

Students in teachers' training courses.

For stu. Wholly
den ts
for other
in normal depart.
course.
ments.

..'0!i
0

,§

w.

Femal e.

Male.

Total.

Gradu.
ates.

- - - - -- - - ~ - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - United States................
North .Atlantic Division............
South Atlantic DiYision............
South Central Didsion..... .. . . .. . .
North Central Di,ision.............
Wefltern Div~sion..... ... .. . . . .. . . .

121

1, 301

319

8, 633

19, 293

27,926

4,491

55
16

G49
87
145
350
70

185
21
40
49
24

2, 930

9. 058
1, 129
1, 707
6, 212
1, 187

11,988
1,752
3,005
9,688
1,493

2, 465
277
308

---1-------i-----:---·--1---· - - - -- 14

27
9

62:)

1, 298
3,476
306

1, Ul6

305

- ---- ====----- ====----1c.....c-'--c...c=1
=-=--=---- -,=--=-=-=--=--=--=North Atlantic Dh·ision:
Maine ... ...................... .
125
652
5
505
40
147
0
New Hampshire ............... .
27
2
98
98
8
6
0
Vermont ..... ....... .......... .
102
446
3
363
2ll
0
83
Massaclmsetts ................ .
36~
1,213
11
94
1,149
49
64.
26
' Rhode Islaucl .................. .
1
191
191
8
0
Connecticut ... .. .............. .
118
515
2
59
511
4
NewYork ..................... .
752
15
3,197
188
2,780
417
7-1
New J ersey . ............... __ ._
160
616
3
19
5i4
42
31
793
Penn sylvania ................. .
13
5,060
213
2,887
2,173
25
South Atlantic Division:
D elaware ............ . ................................................ . ...... . ....... ... ....... .
Maryland.... .. .................
1
11
17
232
249
55
District of Columbia...........
2
14
o
4
71
75
75
Virginia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
2
16
5
105
174
279
57
West Virginia..... ...... ... ... .
5
23
7
374
363
737
70
North Carolimt........... . .....
3
10
3
119
218
337
10
South Carolina.................
1
6
o
66
G6
8

~fi1~~~'t- :::~:: :::::::::::::::::: ........................ 6................... 5......... 9... ..... 2

South Central DiYision:
Kentucky .............................................................. . .... .... .............. .
Tcnucssec ......................
1
21 . . . . . . . . . .
200
3GO
560
156
Alabama......... ... .. . ........
6
84
27
674
811
1,485
94
Miss issippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
3
1
83
99
182
12
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
16
9
38
165
203
36
Texas ................................ . .. ... . . ...... . ............... ·. ····· · ·· - ·· · · ··· · · · ···· ·· ·
3
16
3
263
210
473
10
Arka11sas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Oklahoma.............. . . . . . . . .
1
5 . . . .. ••. . .
40
6~
102
0
Indi an Territory . ............................................ .. ... . ....... ............. .. . .... .
North Ceutral Division:
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
20
6
151
::!67
518
64
Indim1a . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
27
6
500
4i3
973
24
Illinoi s. ........................
2
34
G
460
655
1, 115
52
W,\~~~gu~~~n·:::::::::::::::::::::
hliuuesota, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~i:;0·l;t:i ::: ::: ::::: :::::: :: ::::

North Dakota..................
South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!~~~~:~~.:: :: :::::::: :: :::: :: ::

·western Di ,·ision:
Montai1a.... . ... . . . . ... .... ..

it

~

4

43

10

173

O

214
6

~!

2

~

½

15
18

2

5

m ~~:
~i: m

~gi

;

781

~~

105
201

118

i~~

722

120
13

319

33

l,

204

g

··· ··· ····· ··20 · · ·· · ·· · ·4· · · · ·····435· ·· ·· ·· ··600
· · · · ···· · · · · · · · · · ··ioi
1, 035

. ........................ .. .............. . .. . ......... - . · · · -- · · ·

!!t]Gt:":" \.(• ••.\•\ i•:•• •}
1

.: ••••• •; • • :: • •:. :; • • : • • ••

1 •:.

(~ref.on . .-....... ........ ........
al.fornia.... ....... ........ ...

11,025
'

3

3

I

20
23

~

lo

1£6

J'. I•••;;I}• j; •••::
1!)7

622

10
1

I

~63
U!J2

59
189
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TABLE

2.-.1..Yurnber of other stuclents in pnblic norrnal schools.
Students in nouprofessional I
courses.
/ Cbihlren Colorecl
in model students.
Male. I Female.
Total. / school.

State.
1

I~~ I

1 - - - --

1_ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - ,-

___U_n_1-.t-cc_1_S_t-at_e_s-.-.-. -. .-.-. -. .-.-.-..-.-.-. -. .-.-. -. .-.-.-.-. .-.-.-. - 6,_9_8_2
North Atlantic Division ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Suut.h Atlantic Division........... ......... ......
South Ceutral Division..................... ......

4,098
292
551
1
•

14, 167

2,935

5,958
1, 0J2
981
1
•

126
10,056
8,588
45:3
486
1,334
863
2,226
1,512
3,775
3,490
97
W)t;~~?ne'i}f~:ts~d:'.~i.~~::::: :: : : :: ::: : : : : :: : : : : : : :
774
0
1,080
= = = = ·==:===.=====1=====

m m

North Atlantic Division:
Maiue ....................................... .
306
652
G52
340
4
New Hampshire ............................ .
0
236
0
0
0
Vermont .............. ..... . ........ . . ...... .
0
0
0
0
0
Massachusetts ................ . ............. .
!!23
2,139
72
1,277
2, 200
Rliode Island . ... . ........................... .
0
0
0
0
Oonnectic11t ....... . ......................... .
1,577
], 366
281
1,808
6
New York .................... .... ........... .
1,829
19
062
2,791
1,838
Now J crsoy .... ............... .. ............ .
597
18
324
921
9:H
l'ennsylYania ............................... .
726
], 436
958
1,684
7
South Atlantic Division:
D elaware ..... ....................................... _.................•.................... _... .
Mary laud....................................
2
111
113
5
O
D)sti:ic_t of Columbia.........................
190
610
800
400
25

~~tt~Jii!fb~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ll

2

fg
~

~

ii ........ ~?.

2

~

38g

~

~

go;~~·~i~~~~~i'.1.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... .. .. ... . ..... ....... . _ .......... ... ·.... __ .
.F lorida.......................................
2i
39
66
o
75
South Central Didsion:
·
•
Krntucky .. _............ . .. .... .................................. . ............................. .
'l'mrncssce .............................. . .. ............. .... ...... . ......... . ... . ............... .

~t~f..,~~ij,i:: ::::::: :: :::::: :: ::: :::::::::: ::: ...... ~~~ ....... ~~~ ..... ~'. ~~~ ........ '.~~.

Lou isi:ma . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
5!J
353
412
113
'l'oxas ............ . .............. ............ .. ..... ..... .. . ........ - . . . . . . . . ......... .
Arkansas.. .... ......... ... ... .. ....... .......
24
7
31
O
Okla horn a.... ... .................. ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
N orii1tg~~

I,

f~~

o

221

t~-r£r~r~~~~ ·: ............................................................................o.

Ohio........ ............. . ....................
lncli ana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lllinois ....... . .... . ..... .. ... ................

205

~~!~1~: :: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ii~

1

~ii~

O

421

213

O

385

m

423

316
O .... ..•.. ..
806
551

29
15
26

gi~

1

~~!io~;t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: m m m

t{{{!is~f~~~.~ :::::::: :::::: :::.::: :~:::::::: :: .......;;. ...

ft

Ji

m
~~~
1~~

i

1

g

~

Kam;as.... ..... ... .......... . ................
140
zu2 . ..... 3!2 ........ i46. ··-------5
Western Di,·ision:
Jl1nntana ...................... . .................... ....... ...... ..... ......... ......... .. ...... .

~~rirr;_g~g.: ::::::::: ::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::: ···· ···57 · ······ ·r;.i· ··· · ·· · · · · ····· · ·· · ··

New Mexico ............................ . ............................. ~~~ ........ ~~~.
O
Arizona ................................ ........ ... . ................. ...... ....... . ... .
Utah ...... .. .......................... ... ..................... ... ···-····· · .... . ........ .. .. ... .
, N e.,acl,~ .... ............... ... .......................... . ......... .. .............. . ... . .

i~m:~~~~~~:: : : ::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: ...... ~~f .......~i~o· .......m
4

California .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .

40

Go· .. ..... i4o· ..... ·-. ·o
II

~~~

O
0
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TABLE

3.-Xmnbe,· of instnictors cincl students in private no1'inal schoo ls.
Teaching staff.

: Students in teachers' trai ning courses.

I

For stu· 1 Wholly
i
I
. dents for oth er Male. :F emale. Total.
m normal llepart·
·
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ w. __ course.
ments. _ _ _ _I _ _ _ 1
State.

rn

g

1·

~

United States . ....... . ... ....
North .A1lanticDivision............
South.AtianticDivision............
South Central Division . . . . . . .. . . . .
North Cent_ra_l pi vision . . . . . . . . . . . .
WesternD1v1s1ou............... . ..

Noc:.\!.tJ!"ntioDi,ision _

30

2G8

I

184 :

4,089

I.

3, 197 1

Grad11ates.

7, 28G

I

552

12
!ll
43
38
1~
5g l
289
"
L 1
122
- - - - - - · - - - - - _ _ __ 1- - - - -

1
10

74 1

75
47
121
lG

!)

______ _________ _

1

;;ion••·-•••••••• '••••

1G2
G!l .
297 1
1, ~97
..ilO

_I

i~tf
iff • • • • • • • • • • ·•:• ·• • • • • • •
soui~~j~~~if
1
: ••• :: ••• '

107
532
248
2,478
724

• : •• : ••••

_

250
1,073
5-15
4, 175 ;
1,234

F _ _ _ __

:•·:••··•••1•·······••1•••••••············
•t.: •• :•1;;:I•••• :; i"::• :;;; ' .;: ;:::::'.'

0
~ -i~!~~i\ !._~-~~l'.~~~~~:::::::: :::1
·... 2· I·... .. 'iii· \· ...... 56 ·1·.. -.. isi . ...... 235 ·1· .. ... 88G·1·... ..46

W est V1rgnna ..........·.... ...
North Carolina...... . ... .. . ....

2
1

12
10

5

130
44

1-- ........ 1

~oe~~ffi~~~~~i-~~: ::::::::: : : : : : : : I.... ~. 1. ...... .~.

117
38

247
82

...... .~~ .1.... ... ~~. . ..... .~~ .. _. ... -.~~ - . :.... ~~

J.......~~.1........~_\_.... ~~~........ ~~.1...... ~~~.II. ..

Souf:~~~1tf~!~i:~~~~:=::::::::: j _..
'.rennessee ... . ................. ·\
3
.Alabama ......... ....•.... .. __ .

Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Louisiana ............. . ....... · \

2
2
1

12
2

2G I

19 1
10

~23
82

5 ,

o

9
2

7

14~
12;i
2G
1

25

1

I

11

2GG
207

51
12 I

rn
2~
,

8
1

j\}J?J;:L :•:J•.•,• ••••••}:::J•••• :, :. ••, l•••.•••ti•••••·
Ohio ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Indiaua,.... .. ...... . .. . . .......

1

18

15 1

Illinois ............ _.. .. . . ......

2
4

25
21

0
JO I

Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

3

3

G81
812
70'.'l

428
408
502
17

3

I

~i\!Iz~•:••'.••·••'.·:•:•i•••••:•I;••••••:r•••;:; ::••1:i

1,109
J , 220
1,205
20

1

1

Wei<tPrn Didsion:

ill[;:\ \}

I

i\ ' '. :::

iiiiI

1
::

!:

1

:

:::

!

103
15
!JJ
O

•: • • • •

I

I i••••••;;

i :!!I :}l:Il:!
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NOHMAL SCHOOLS.
TABLE

4.-Ntimber of other students in private 11onn.al schools.

State.

Male.
Female.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - Unitetl States ... ...... ............. . ....... __4_,
North.Atlantic Divi sion .. .. ... .................. .
South.Atlantic Di,ision .. . . . .... . ......... .... ... .
South Centr al Division .......................... .
North Central Division ....... .. ..... . . . .......... .
Wes tern Division ........•.................. . ... .
North Atlantic Di,ision:

Iiilitff•;•;

I

Students in nonprofessional
courses.
Toh:l.

C . <l
hil ren Colored
in model students.
school.

~ ~ ___7_,469 1_ _ _9_1_1--1 ___3_.'_7_97

13
884
549
2,679
189

8
859
763
1,415
110

- -- --- - - ----

21
1,743
], 312
4,094
299

0
136
447
328
0

I

0
2,021
1,770
6
0

! !;••!•!·;;!;:••1;;;;;•:•••!•;•:;;!!!•

;r;!•!!•i;; ••; i;; ••;;;;•.••;i!! i;• !

Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South Atlantic Division:

13

8

21 I

O

O

1

~~:J~l~~~l :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

2

4

I: : : : : : : : : : :

District of Columbia ... ...... . .. . ...................... . . .... ... .... . ... . .. _I _ •••••. • ...

~~itw~111~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::.: :::: ~ li l;

~g

1........

~~-

I: : : : : : : : : :

m

South _Cnrolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361
510
871 j
o
8S1
Georg ia . .. .... .. . ..... .......... ... . ....... .. . .... ....... . .. .. .......... . ... .. ... _... ......... .
161
102
20 :J '
Soufifc~::f;~iD~~,i sio~····· ·· ·· ··· · ·· ····· ... .. . ,
40

iift:!I~~: :: :::::::::: ::: :::::: ::: ::::::: :::1·-.... 3~t .......tH ......·ti~··.I ---··-8~i ·····- 1ig

Mis~i~s111pi. ................... _. .. ......... ...

N

53

53

106

o

157

1,;:~
25
153

::~
13
121

::::~
38
274

1~
O
27-!

O
O

"~~i~~i\;niJ;.,n• :• • • • • • • • :• • •l:• • :.: ••• :•j::: ••:••:'.;:.i.::: •:•i,;•••:••••;;'.
fm~~~l~'t_: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

303
129

38

~
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892-93.
TABLE

5.- Incorne of public ancl private normal schools.
Public.

Private.

Appropriation
Appropriation
from 8tate,
from 8tate,
county, or city.
county, or city .
Receipts1
1
Amount
Receipts
·- - - - - 1 Amount
State.
from
For
of
from
For
For
of
tuition
For
building benefac· tuition sup· building b1mefac.
fees.
support
or
tions.
fees.
port
or
tions.
during the repairs
during repairs
year.
<lurin g
the
during
t,l1e year.
year. the year.
- - -- - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - , - - -- - \ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - United States ..... . .. $3i2, 428 $1,452,914 $81 G, 8~6 $153,927 $133, 95.7
$!30 $51,000 $151, 386
- - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - 0
0
North .A.1.lrrntic Divi,;ion ... 255,818
40,000
0
696,603 485,516
99,874
8, 000
Sout,h Atlantic Divishm . . .
4, 555
G2, 268
33, 074
2,500
430
9,388
2J, 512
13,000
Sont,h Central Division ... . 17, 317
56, 34.4
24,450 109,427
11, 2.J.7
0
28, 000
35,000
465, 31!) 1.GS, 686
0
North Central Division.... 85,458
0 104, 96'.J
0
0
WesternDivision.... ... ...
9,280
0
172,380 105, 100
2,000
8,362
------· - - - - --- North Atlantic Division:
Maine ............... . .
28,600
2,000
644
0 ········· ······· .......... ....... .
New Hampshire ...... .
12,000
390
0
Vermont . .. .... ...... . .
16,100
1,000
2,800
0
Massachusetts ...... .. .
645
121, 731 200, 000
0
Rhode Island ... .. .... .
14,
000
0
0
Connecticut .......... .
4,000
40,000
75,000
0 ..................... ... . ... .. ... .
New York ........... .. 15 683
336,645
92,391
New J ersey .. .... .... .. 25: 697
28,750
12,000
9- · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Pennsy 1vania ......... . 205,950
89, 777 103,125
40 ' 00 J .••.•••••
South Atlantic Division :
Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ...... ... .. . ...... .................... . .... .. ... . .. · · · ·

I

I

o· ········o

~j~i~}~iit=c~i~~bi;L:~: ::::~:::: ----~~:-~~~- ---~·,_~~~Virginia. .. .... ... .....
2, 763
West Virginia. ....... .
1,792
North Carolina. ........
o
South Carolina. ...... .. . . . . . . . . .

17, 000
15,000
4,300
5,250

Q ..........•.......................

ooi ... i," 225 ............... 0... ·go," 874

1,
27 300
1,200
'150
300
2,000 . . . .. . . . .

0
O
4,000
O .. .......... -- · • • •
3, 163

150

0

5,000

iri;{i\~L:::::::::::::~:·. ·-·····o· ·--·io,"2is· --·i,-400· ·······o· ···5:ooo· -- ·2so· --·s:ooo· ... .... .o
South Central Division:
Ii~~~~!'le ~::::::~::::. ·--1:iloi· --·--1:iioo· ·······-- ··.io,"ooo· ... 5,.s5o· ······· .. ia,"ooo· ... io,"360
.A.labiuua.... ..... .. . . ..
0, 130
27, G04
200
67,127
1,797
O
7!
.Mississippi. . ... .... .. : . . . . . . . . .
2, 500
o
o . . . . . . .. .
o
O . . . ..... •
Lonisiaua..............
O
12,500
1, ~50
2,800 . . . . . . . . .
O
O ... ..... ·
'l'exas ....... . ...................................................... ............... ........... ..
Arkansas..............
386
Ci, 2.J.O
G, 000 .. . . . . . . .
8, GOO
O
O
4,078

f:i1~~~it~1:y::::::: ....... ~ ...... ~·.~~~ ... ~'.·.~~~ ........ ~. ::::::::: ::::::: .:~:::::: :::::::::

1

~n~1
North Central Division:
Ohio . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Inr1iana................
llliuois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

565
l, 850
14, 364

m

1, 500
40,000
56, 105

1t~

o
40,000
O

~~~

O
O

48, 810
10,000
7,400

0
0

g .. --····o

:J5, 000
0
0
0
0
0
18,000
8,
0
o .... ...... .... ... · · · · · . .. · · · · -- · · ·
0
0
4, UOO
0
0
O 14, 000
O
O
10, 000
O ......................... .... .. · · ·
O
. . . . . . . . . 12, 000 .. ... .. ...... ......... . · ·
0 ........ .
O ........ .

g

h~g

0

2
~ii~~~ia;;~:::::::::: ~:: 2i:
l~~:
~:
~tiu1~esota . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 255
76, 800
06, ooo
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, G35
21, 000
0
Missouri............... 19, 770
26, 250
O
North Dakota..........
0
23, 000
40,000
Son th Dakota... . ......
1,640
21,100
O
Nebraska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 000
20, 000
O
Western DiYision:
Montana ....... ...... ........... .... ........ ..... ... ......... . .. ... ........ ............. ...... -

'~~~r;il!i~~::::::::::: ::::::::: : : ~~~~~~-- : ~~.:~~~: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::

t:{~~2 : : : :: : : : : : <
,vai<hington..... .. . . . .

o

43, 8~0

o

2:1n·~~ul;:::::::~:::~:·., 8'fo~ I !o:~gg ~~:i~g
1

<

o ............ .......... . .. ..... .. ..

2

,<'og ···s:~u2f ·--o· ....... o. ········o
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NORMAL SCHOOLS.
TABLE

6.-Norrnal stndent8 in 1tniversities and colleges.

i
•
Male and
Institu·/ Mal<':
Female female not White.
tions. I students. students. reported
I________ _ ______ se_p_a_r_a_te_l_y_.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

____

__

1

Colored.

________

1

Total.
_

_ __

11

I

!__ ~ __ 828

United States .......... _155
North Atlantic Division ..... .
South Atlantic Division .. ... .
South Central Division ...... .
Xorth Central Division ...... .
W es tern Di vision , .......... .

14
19
43
66
13

180
146
188
71

341
240
432
103
24

_ _ 3,810 __:_505 --~---5,232
550
489
1,039
1,994
433

341
336
870
1,863
40!)

233
451
43

550
722
1,490
2,037
433

-----North Atlantic Division:
Maine ... ...... ..... ... . ..
1 ..........
8 ...........
8
8
N ew Hr.mps hire ............................................................................... .
Vermont ......................................................... ·······.··· ...................•
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . .
2
3
21 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24 . . . . . . . . . .
2,l
Rhocle lslancl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ .
Connecticut .... . .... .. .. ......... .. ........................................................... .

~~:Ji:~~y·:::::::::::::: ······~-/:::::::::: :::::::::: ........ ~~~ ....... ~~~. :::::::::: ....... ~~

Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
177 . . . . . . . . . .
142
319 . . . . . . . . . .
319
South .Atlant ic Division:
1
D elawar e ... _.....................................
: .................................. . ......... .
l\faryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
14G . • • . . . . • . .
6
14G
6
152
District of Columbia.....
l .......... ..........
6
6
6
Virgi11ia ..................
1 ...... .... ..........
4
4
4.

~~-~tv~~ftr!i~~:::::::::::

.......... ·······2s·

~g

~g

3
6
7
206
1 . . . ••• . . . . . •. . . . . . . .

94
135
6

0
2C8
O

94
133

100
34l
6

267
40
14

78
403
179

341
309
43

4
174
150

345
483
193

1§: ... ... ~~~.

~~

m

~~

½~~

43

~

Son th Carolina...........
Georg-ia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South Central Division :
Kentucky ................
T ennessee ...... . ........ .
Alabam1t.. .. .. ...........

9
15
3

ri~~t1:~~t ::::::::::::::

~

Olli? · · · ·· ·················
I1Hliana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Illin oi,1.. .................

10

40

~~

Texas .......... . . . . . . . . . .
6
5
7
02
69
5
7!
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 ... . .. . . . . . . . .... . ..
50
50
50
Oklahonut ......... . .................. . ............ ......... ............... ... ........ . ........ .
NorI1~t!1~;7~rnl~~~r~~ -:·· ···· ....... . ... .... ... , .......... ······ ·· -··· ............................. .
4

8

12

8

40

90

... . . . . . . . . . . ....•. .

~~~~~£~~:::·.:·.:::·.::::::

~

Minn esota .......... _.. _..

3

9 .. .. . . . . . .

Io"\"l"a . . . . • . . • • . . . • • . . • • • • •

10
9
1
.4
4
6

10 . . . . . . . . . .
. .. ............. _...
... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ..
... . .. . . . . ... . .. . . ..
... . ..... . ..........
..........
1

Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Dakota... ........ .
South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . .
:Nebraska... . . . .. . . ......
Ka n sas .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wester11 Division:

::::::::::: ··-···-·,i·

313

29~

115

245

28
555
248
28
148
72
128

37
565
248 , . .. _. _. . . .
28
148
72 ..........
12S ....... _..

115

11.:>

lfg

lf~

'

ll!SL!;; ;:;; i(:::f j! ;:;: ;:ii!\['.'. 'l: '. 'li
1

--· Cali:~~i~-·-···· · · ·· ·· ···

3

j·-········1

24 1

28

52

333

115

245

1~~

1

/I : :

37

565
248
28
148
72
129

:11
52
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892- 93.
TABLE

7.-Normal students in public and private secondary schools.
In public high Bchools.

State.

In priYate high schools.
1

~~t-II

Male Fe. Total
Male I ]'e·
1
Schools. stu- ~t~~
al_l Schools. stu. I ~t~~ Wbite. 0
dents. de n ts . white
dents, I' uens.
t

.
Total.

1

1

Unit(l(1 States . ....... - ~ 1,209
North Atlantic Division .. .
South Atlantic Division .. .
South Central Division ... .
North Centl'al Division ... .
Western Divi sion ......... .

90
15
3!)
110
10
-----====--

2±7
75
228
641
18
~

3, 594_ 4,803 · -· 289 3,030 /

s, 731

6, 2771 ~

1,646 1, 893
105
180
292
520
1, 408 2, 049
143
161

932
429
1, 135
1, 095
140

1,379
718
1, 972
1, 920
288

======·- ~ =

67
447
56
503
83 1,107
66
825
17
148

214
270

1,379
932
2,242
1, 920
288

===== - -- --- -====-==== - - -- -

North .Atlantic Division:
Maine ............. , .. .
2
23
24
6
New Hampshire.......
1
5
5
2
Vermont.......... . ....
3
14
37
51
2
Massachusetts.........
2 .. .. ..
10
10
4
Rhode Island .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . ..
1
Connecticut . ............................................. ..
N ewYork .............
55 1 174
789
963
28
New Jersey............
6
10
64
74
2
PennsylYania..........
21
48
718
766
22
South Atlantic Division:
.
Delaware ................... . ... 1• • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . . • •
1
Maryland... . ..........
4
28
47
75
4
Distl'ictofColumbia ... ··---··-- ................. ..
1
Virginia ...............
6
20
32
52
10

:o~it1.i:r~n~~'t·:: ::: ::: ::::::::: :::: :: ::::: :: ::: :::

·- 6,761

1
19

16J
21

164
2-1
10

22

22

2

2

3
17
100
47
57
231
33
169
41

3
17
100
96
57
320
107
191
41

:! f :!l ...... ···~
2 j

119
20
255

il4
10

1

1

~I

1(10
28
30
147
56
103
28

1

8 1

68
27
173
51
88
13

40
()9

South Cal'olina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....
7
74
Georgia...... .. .. .. . .. .
4
23
12
35
22
11
Florida .. .. . .. . .. . .. . ..
1
4
14
18
2
South Central Division:
Kentucky..............
8
53
78
131
11
.195
417
417
222
Tennessee .. . . .. . . . . . ..
4
18
22
40
22
292
485
485
l\l3
Alabama ...............
3
7
20
27
4
26
5!
15
39
28
Mis~i~sippi.. ..........
6
47
68
115
18
272
604
567
37
332
Lomsiana.............. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. ..
5
6
30
21
0
24
l'exas.... ...... .. ......
14
86
8li
172
14
215
439
173
224
266
Arkansas .. . . .. . . . .. . ..
4
17
18
35
8
98
190
36
92
154
Oklahoma . .. .............. .. ... ... .. ..... ... . ... ............ .. .... ··· - - -- ----· · -- ...... ----· · ·
Indian Territory..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
3
_0
2
23
23
North Central Division :
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26
243
290
533
,2-18
9
111
137
2-!8
Intliana .......... . .. . ..
2
10
10
174
4
86
88
174
Illinoi s .... .............
8
57
78
135
137
5
48
89
137
Michigan . .. .. . .. . .. .. .
10
25
79
104
77
1
32
45
77
·wisconsin .... . .. .. .. ..
18
05
182
277
(i
3!)
70
31
70
Minnesota . .. .. . .. . .. ..
4
10
58
68
55
2
30
25
55
Iowa...................
16
41
198
239
]32
316
8
18.J.
316
Missouri..............
12
54
283
337
443
15
202
243
445
North Dakota ......... . ......... .. .... .. .......... .
30
1
12
18
30
South Dakota..........
2
(i
6
]25
3
46
125
~9 ,
NebraRka. .... .. ..... ..
8
6-!
133
l!J7
6
97
34
97
Kansas................
4
52
!H
143
6
146
53
146
03
Western Division:

a3

illt[ '. l ~iI:; \~f!i >!ii:: :!:It t :!
1

f!repm ·; · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·1
( ahforma..............

21 3 1
2 . . . . ..

I

7
!JG I

lO
Ofi

4
8
~-- 85 I_

50

~

58
lOG

58
lO!i
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NORMAL SCHOOLS.
TABLE

8.-Total 11 umb er oj-nornial stiicle-nts in nniversi,ties and colleges, pnblic ancl prii:ate
high schools .
I

~ii

Insti· I Male
Feiualo f!;~l~
White. , Colore<l. 1, Total.
tutions. stmlen-fs. _students. reporterl
separately.
- - - - - - - - - - - -- 1- - --1 - - - - -1 - -- - - -- Un itec1 States ....... ... ..
4,817
8, 14G
3,833
15,583
1, 211 ; lG, 79G
708
Statt> .

North Atlantic Division ... .. .. .
South Atlantic Division . .......
South Central Division .. .. .. .. .
Nort h Central Division ..... . ..
Western Division ........... . ..

·- - - - - ·
171
90
165
242
40

- -

87±
72,i
1, 51G
1,537
166

2, 607
774
], 852
2,606
307

3H
33G
881
1, 863
409

3,822
1,387
3,53 1
5, 963
882

~-- -

.... ·:447· 1
721
43

I

3, 8~2
1, 834
4,252
G, OOG
882

=-==== =====

Korth Atlantic DiYisi on:
:M;aine ................ . .... .
196
196
48
148
New Hampshlrn .......... .
29
~9
29
Vermont .................. .
70
51 ........ . .. .
70
19
Massachusetts ............ .
G6
56
4
52
Rhode I sland . . ............ .
2
2
2
Conuocticut ........ ......... . .................. .. ....... . .................. ..... ...... .. ...... .
N ewYork ................. .
1, 589
86
1,589
293
l, 097
199
N ew .Jersey ............... .
109
109
30
79
8
Ponnsyl v:lnia. ... .......... .
], 771
1, 7il
480
1, l!lD
142
51
South Atlantic DiYision:
:!Jelawaro ... . ... . ..... .. ... .
3
1
3
Mar.vland ................. .
24-l
183
10
233
55
G
D istrict of Columbi:1 . ..... .
2
. 106
100
106
G

:Y~tf\~]~gi;1i~::::::::::::::

North Carolina .. .......... .
Sou th Caroliua ....... . .... .

¥1o~ff!:.::::::::::::::::::::
Sonth C<'ntral Division:

17

2
22
10
22

,1

4.8
30
147
56
126
32

100
27
201
57
306
27

60
25
94
135
(3

103
117
304
39
412
65

4b~

~~;

~;!~~i~ciL::::::::::::::::
Abba.ma.... . . .. ...........

!f10

~;~

~~~

ri~1!~:!rt:::::::::
:::::~::
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

m

5

~
34
14

33

306
108

G2

~!

317
103

4

179

109

~~

m
507

62
64

49
GO

108
155

15\1
117
373
207
567

GG

11!
165
i~
178

Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239
36
Oklahoma ..... .... ..................... ...... .. .... ... ...... ... .............. . ........ .
Indian Territory. ........ ..
1
3
20 ........•...
2:l
Korth Central Division:
Ohio ...... ...... . . ......... .
45
366
1, Oil
313
43
435
Indiana ... ............ . ... .
2!)9
10
86
115
98
Illinois ..... .... . .. . .... . .. .
21
145
257
115
517
]6
57
100
124
281
~i~l~~~~~~:::: :: :::::: : : :~: :
:w
· 13
134
217
364
Min uosota ................. .
9
83
28
49
160
Iowa .... .................. .
3-l
382
183
555
1,120
Missouri ....... . ..... . .... .
36
256
526
1, 03 0
248
North Dakota ......... . . .. .
2
12
18
28
58
Sout.lt Dakota . .. ..... . . . . . .
8j
9
279
46
148
Nebraska . . ....... .... ..... .
18
98
196
72
HOO
Kansas . .. . ................ .
]6
105
128
418
185
w· estern DiYision:
Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ..........
4 . . . ... . .. . . .
1

~t~~~(\~~.:::::::::::::::::: ······,i · :::::::::: ········s· ··········1· ····--·i2·

893
1, 008
274
855
239
683
275
23
1,114
299
517
281

36!
160
1,120
1,030
58
279
366
4 18

12

NewMcxico . ..... . ... .... ..
1 ... .. . .... ..........
63
63
G3
Ari:,;ona ... . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . ......... . ..... .. . ....... .. ...... . . ..... ................ . ... ... .. . .
Utah ... ..... .. . . . ... .. . ... .
3
40
35
203
278
278
Nevada . .. ... ..... ....... .. .
3
8
22
70 .........
40
70
Idaho . . . . ... .. . .... _...... .
] . .... .
3
3
3

,

g]h~~:~t ~:: ~:::::::::::

7
9[ !
1 I

.

22·1
1l
8.3 I

37

,,7

lH

3:l
88
28

92
106
25!

92
106
25,!,

TABLlG

f,--1.

9.-.Appropriations for normal schools froin States, counti.es, and cit-ies for fire years.

~

~

18S!J-90.

1882-80.

Slnto.

rnitNl Stnll';\ . . ......... .

$1, 284, 453

I $1, 312, 419 I

$900, 533

For
s upport.

\Yostorn Dh-ision........................ ......... . ... . . ... .. ..
North .Atlantic Didsion:

1\lnino ..................... . .. .... · ·

Ilampshir

Yormont ....... .
?ifossnch11!lotti:1 ..••........

l{ho!lo Island ............... .

Uom1ceticut ............................... ... .
New York .............. ... . . . . ..... .. . ... . ........ . . .... .
Now ,J ei·sey • ••............••........
J>onusylvania ...... . ..... ................. . ............... .
Sou! h Atlantic l)iYision:

624, 937
!l6, 392
DI, 875
379, 240
02, 000
20, 166
11, 800
8, 66!
!l3, 583
12,000
21,580
308 77-1
2:3'.1w
126, 2i7

G80, 380
83,076
!JO, 190
380, 591
78, 182
18, 900
0, 000
0, 610
90,770
1:J, 073
21,520
354, 061
22,5'16
140, 000

H;!~f r!~: ci~j~;~~i~: :: :::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::~~:: :: :1::::: ~~·: ~~~: ::: ::~~.:~~~: 1

638,143
12, 130
70,760
167,000
12,500

535, 485
86,380
86, 329
453, 006
101, 500

!J, 800
60,000

20,000
7,000
7,176
74,650
12, 87!
20,000
335, 981
2-!, 276
53, 528

0

304, 100
0

25,000
54, 243
40, 000
145,000

::: : : : : : : :

~:1I::: ::~~.:~~~:

Yirgiuia . . .. ... .. . . . . . . . ...... ...... . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . •.. .....
, \?est Virginia... . ....... .... ...... . .......... ....... .. .....
North Carolina .•.................•..........•. _..... .. ... . .
South_Caroliua .............................................
Goor~rn, ............................ ... . ........ . ........ _. .

55,500
14,072
6, GOO
1,0:!0
800
8, 000

45,329
12,880
5,017
1,050
800
8, 000

3,800
6, 3:30
0
0
2, 000

8, 000

l(ontucky .••.. . .• ••....••..... .• •••....•.•.... ••. ....•..•..

2,600
11, 000
27,075
4, 000
!J, 100

4,320
10. 550
25, 'iOO
4,520
9, 600

0
3,000
2,250
510

4,320
11,097
31, 41D
4,520
10, ooo

Soui1;c!~~t-~ i Di,-.isi~~ ·: · ·· · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · ·
'.l.'onnessco..................................................
Al_::tb:tiu!l' · ·.·................................................
Jll1s~1~s1pp1 . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . .

Lo111s1ana. ..... ... . .... • ............. . ....... _............. .

!~1}"iL~)L: i ::::

I

For
bnilclin~

I $1, 285, 700 I

189~-!'J3.

1801-!'J'.l .

1800-!Jl.

For
bnilding.

$409, 016

:For
support.

I l>uildillg_-.
For

l $1, 567 , os2 I1-

For
support.

For
bail<lin g.

~;3 04, G:-J5

1

North .Allnnlil' DiYi,don. ........ . .. ... . . . ..... ... . . . ... . . . . . . .
i:,outh .Atlnutic l)idision.... .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . ... . .
South l'outral DiYi,ii1111... .. ...... .. ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
North Cent rnl Di,isiou. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_Np11·

l!'or
support.

For
snpport.

;;

i :: ~ ::}~

North Central Division:
Ohio ............................................ _..........
Indiana. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Illinois.............. . . .. ...................................

1

<1, 650
31, 300
79, 553

1
::}~
4, 500
3 l, 000
82, 701

I

47,000
14, 6:30
5, 200
1,050

412 1

225,
{0, 900
5,500
71,530
G6, 565

I====
279
1,500
0
25,000
70,633
48, 000
80,000

702, 28-!
!J3, 260
83,800
5-.!.7, 038
IGO, 700
- -·

0
37,000
0
0

~~~ ~~~:

58,500
l:J, 480
G, 000
1,050

G\l6, 603
G·) 2G8
344

56'

46ii: 310
172, 380

4-85, 516
33, 074
2¼, 450
168, 686
105,100

0

0
95 500

- '

0

0

44 550
' 0
04, 000
1
: :: : · ::

~~ ~~~:

0
40,400
0
0

28, GOO
12,000
Hi, 100
121,731
14-, 000
49, 000
336, 645
28, 750
89,777

: : : : :

~~.:~~~:

17,000
15,000
4, 300
5,250

2,000
0

1,000
200,000
0

75,000
92,301
12, 000
103, 125

::::::

:~~ ~~~

O

27,300
150
2,000

O ...........•....•.....•......•. .. ...•....••.. _..••..........••••• •.... . _

o

3, 000

3. 780

O

10, 21S

1, 400

0 . . .. ... ..... . ........... . . .. .... ..... . ......... . .
O
16, 000
4,000
1,500
O
3,000
81,000
5, 44S
27,604
200
0
2, 500
0
2, 500
0
2, 500
10, ooo
2, 500
12, 500
1, 250

:::657 ::::?tog: ::::) ::} 11::c::::/
Jt:: :: :;~:g~
I
o

l 50, 000
4,

ooo

5, ooo
30, 000
Ill\ 970

4,

o
O
ooo

6, ooo
41, 100

100, 104

t_rj

t:,

q
5,000

24,650
9. 000
8; 676
105,011
14,000
34, GOO
334,847
21, 500
150, 000

1
:::::::::: ~: : : : : :

lG!J, 050
t 2, 02-!
11, \q S
100, !)1 3
70, 100

o
O
o

1,500
o
40, OOll
40, ooo
56, 105 .•••........

0

::---

8
H
0

z
~
t_rj

'"d
0

~

~;-3
,-....
00

c.o

l~

<:=>

~

Michigan ____ _____ ____________________ ________ __ ____ . _.... _
W_is consin---- ~------------ -- -- -------·---------------- -- --Mmncsota. ___________________________ ____ ______ , ________ ___
Iowa ___ ._. ___ __ _____ . ______ . _____ . ____ . ____ __ . _____ . _____ _.
.Missouri. ___________________________ ___ ____________________
North Dakota. ______ .. _____ ___ .... _._ __ _____ ___ _________ __ _

t,,j

42, 875
2,ooa
50,000
38, aOO
02,121
47,250

42, 875
50,000
57,500
22,050
35,000
oOO

-

0
o
o
O
O
O

36, 360
86,142
, 58,500
2L, 500
53,000
500

0
1.139
15,000
8,400
10,000
20,000

49, 908
121,201
68,500
25,000
37,250
13,500

4, 000
22,913
25,000
6,000
0
40,000

56, 647
123.417
76,300
21,000
26,250
23,000

r ·!!iiI:;• : : ::::;:•::;:;::: ::::•:;• • • • :• • •:: ~: • • •1:I:••i::U'.'.1•• • •~:;: • • •;~: 1: :: ~:~l :::;~ :; • • : : ::::

20, 000
2,68G
06,000
0
0
40,000

00

1: ~:· •• ;;~;,~

w

:g!~~a_;-: :::: :::::::::::: :: :: :: :: :::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: ~: :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: ---- -- --- .------ -- ---- -~;i~~~~~~~~:
::i~;: :::: :: ::::~: ·----iii;~gg" ---- --i;5~r 1· --·· 2s:t~~-1-··-· -~.-

::: ::::::: ~:: : ::::::::~::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::: :::: : : : :::

Cahform a . ___ . ____ . __ . __________ _. _. __ ....... . _... . __. . . __ .

86, 000

71,500

12,500

78,250

65,000

90,500

~i\"--.-ifl~f1·--.--~~.- ~~g

39,000

45,500

75,000

!:i
0

~

~
ti>
t-i

m

0

~

0
0

t"'

<;n

r-l

.......

~

CHAPTER II.
ILLITERACY IN THE UNITED STATES.I
(See tables, pp. 125-144.)

The three principal ele,ments -compo.sing the population of the United.
Stat-es are the native whites, the forejg11-born whites, and the blacks.
In discussing the statistics of illiteracy it seems important to deal with
the-so clements .separately an<l. then to inquire what infl.uenc.e one.elcm~nt
may have upon each of the others or upon the other two combine.cl.
The total population of the country in 1890 was G2,622,250~ The nativeborn whites numbered 45,862,023, or 73.24 })er cent; t:he foreign -horn
whites Bumhered 9,121,867, or 'j_4.57 1'.).e r emit, and. the c01ored 11opulation.
was 7,638,360., or 12.rn per -c ent {H ~he whole. It is found that the
smallest per cent of illiteracy belongs t0 the native white population
an<l the greatest to the -colo:r ed populatiou. Tile for-eign-born whites
occupy an intermediate position on the scale..
The illiteracy tables have been arranged so th.at the 1890, 1880, and
1870 statistks can be easily compared. Seven of these compara,ti ve
tables are given on as many pages., compiled. from the census re1)orts.
To facilitate a comparative _study -o f the facts made prominent by the
three censuses the tables hav-e boon rearranged by the statistician of
this Bul'eau and in some case~ nm1 computations made..
The seven tables -now show for 1890, for 1880, fill.cl for 1870 tho total
population 10 years of age and over, the number of illiterates, and the
per cent of illiterates to tbe })Opulation 10 yea-rs of age and above for
each of the States and Ten.·itories, givil1g these numbers and peTceutages for the total, for males, females, native whites, fOTeig.n-bo:r n whites.,
total whites, and for the colored population. The :figures are arrang..ed
by divisions, so that the :five great sections of the United States can be
compared or contrasted with each other or with the country as a whole.
In the :first column of Table 1 is given the populatiol). 10 years of age
alHl over for each State and Territory, for each of the five sections, and
for the United States in 1890. The second column shows the number
of illiterates and the third column .gives the per cent of illiterates to the
population 10 years of age and ov-er. The next three ·c olumns on the
same page give the corresponding item-s for 1880 arnl the remaining
three show the correspondillg- figures for 1870.
1

By Alex. SU.1I1mers statistician of the Bnreau.
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In 1890, of a total population of 62,622,250, the number 10 years of
age and over was 47,413,559. Of this number 6,324,702 could not read
and write. These illiterates comprised 13.3 per cent of the population
10 years of age and above. A comparison of these figures with the
corresponding figures of 1880 will show a most gratifying decrease in
the percentage of illiteracy. Of the total population of 50,155,789 in
·1880 the number 10 years of age and over was 36,761,607 and the
number of illiterates was 6,239,958. Then the per cent of iliiterates
was 17. While the total population of the country increased 12,466,467,
- or almost 25 per cent, the number of illiterates increased only 84,7447
or about 1¼ per cent. So the actual rate of illiteracy·fell from 17 per
cent in 1880 to 13.3 per cent in 1890, a difference of 3.7 in the rates, an
actual reduction of nearly 22 per cent in the percentage. Had the
same rate obtained for 1890 as for 1880 the number of illiterates in
1890 would have been 8,060,305 rather than 6,324,702, and the actual
gQlin in numbers would have lJeen 1,820,347 rather than 84,744.
These figures will give some idea of the progress in elementary education which the United States must have made in the ten years in order
to make so marked a reduction in the per cent and in the comparative
number of illiterates.· This fact is illustrated by diagram 1, which is a
graphic comparison of the statistics of 1890, 1880, and 1870.
A further examination of Table 1, under the 18!)0 column, will show
the relativ e standing of the States and sections in regard to illiteracy.
The percentage of illiteracy is smallest iu the North Central Division
and greatest in the South Atlantic, being 5.7 for the former and 30.9
for the latter. In the South Central Division the per cent of illiterates
is 2!:l.7, in the North Atlantic 6.2, and in the Western Division 8.3.
The State having the smallest percentage of illiteracy is Nebraska, with
3.1, and that having the largest Louisia~a, with 45.8.
The accompanying chart will indicate the relative density of illiteracy
in the States and Territories.
A glance at Table 14 will find the relative rank or standing of the
States and Territories for the years 1890, 1880, and 1870, those States
showing the smallest per cents of illiteracy standing at the tops of the
columns.
Diagram 2 how graphically the relative standing of the five divisions in 1 90, 1880, and 1870. Diagram 4 shows tlle rank of each State
in 1 9 according to the percentages of illiteracy.
The mo t intere ting study of Table 1 is that which will reveal the
r lath· progre made by the several State aud sections between 1880
an 11 fl . Th
r h Atlantic Divi ion shows no change in the per
· n f illit rat . While the rate remained at 6.2 the actual number
f ill it rat · had in r ase from 699, 69 to 59,989. In the North Central ivi ion th
r nt of illiteracy dropped from G.7 to 5.7, but the
number in ·rea ·e 1 from j ,02 to !) 4:,2 , and in the Western Division
th n te f 11 fr ru 1. t
whil he umnber of illiterate · increased
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from 155,150 to 199,686. Only in the two Southern sections was there
actual decrease in the number of illiterates.. As a consequence the
decrease in tlle percentage of illiteracy was very great. In the South
Atlantic Division the number decreased from 2,129,830 in 1880 to
1,981,888 in 1890, and the per cent fell from 40.3 to 30.9. In the South
Central Division the improvement was quite as marked, the number
falling from 2,402,589 to 2,318,871 and the per cent from 39.5 to ~9.7.
Between 1880 and 1890 all the Southern States actually decreased
their numbers of illiterates, a8 well as the percentages, excepting Alabama, Louisiana, aud Arkansas. · In the other divisions the States of
Indiana, and Missouri and the Territories of New Mexico an<l. Utah alone
show decrease in the actual number of illiterates. For purposes of
comparison Missouri should be classed with the Southern States, but
in the census cla&si:fication it is in the North Central Division where
the geographical position of the State properly places it.
In the United States nine States and one Territory increased their
rates of illiteracy between 1880 and 1800, four in the '.North Atlantic
Division, three in tlie North Central, and three in the Western Division.
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New Jersey, Michigan, Wisconsin,
North Dakota, Montana, Arizona, and Nevada increased not only their
number of illiterates, but their rates as well.
In justice to North Dakota it should be noted that the rate of illiteracy in 1890 is compared with the pei~centage for the entire Territory of
Dakota in 1880. This comparison may show a higher rate of increase
for North Dakota and a greater rate of decrease in the per cent of
illiterates for South Dakota than is equitable.
Table 11 is a comparison of the rates of illiteracy in all the States for
the census years 1890 and 1880 for all classes.
Table 12 shows the differences between the percentages of illiteracy
for the several State$ in 1880 and 1890 for all classes. Those whose
rates of illiteracy increased are marked with the + sign and those
whose rates were less in 1890 than in 1880 are marked with the - sign.
Table 13 is derived from 11 and 12 and shows for each State and
division the per cent of decrease or increase in the percentage of
illiterates between 1880 and 1890. These rates are computed for each
element of population and are the :figures which indicate the relative
progress made in the ten years in overcoming the mass of illiteracy
which existed in 1880. In the table the - sign indicates decrease in
the percentage of illiteracy, and the + sign denotes increase in the
rate. A glance at the :first column will show that in ten States there
was increase in the rates. For the whole country there was a decrease
in the rate from 17.0 in 1880 to 13.3 in 1890, or a 21.8 per cent decrease
in the percentage. This :figure, 21.8, is a measure of the actual progress
made in rec1ucing the relative ratio of illiteracy to the total population.
Diagram 5 show~ th~ rank of each State in 1890, graded.according to
the rate of progress or retrogression made by each in the preceding
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.decade.. The ,open Jines mark the States which decreased their rates ·af
illiteracy, and .the ,d ark lin-es are placed -opp.osi=tc the States w.hich
:retrograded or focreasecl their per ,ce·n ts of illiterates.:
.AJ:i idea of .the relative .p rngr:ess made by t he :-several States may be
-o btained ·b y.a study -o-f this clia.gram iu c01111.ection with the first column
ofTable13, wlticll.it :graphicaJlymt1strates. W ashington stands at the
he.ad of the 1ist on th--e -d iagram mar.keel wit h 38.-6 p.er ce:nt. Thisis the
:per cent -of :diffe-reu.ee between W as:hington's rates .o f illiteracy in 1880
.and 1890. Tlcis m:eans 'tbat "rasb.ing·t on overcame ·a greater per -c ent of the illiteracy of the. State than any other State or Terr-ito1'y.
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Cha1·t showing the relative clensity of illitemcy in the States in 1890.
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0

1890.
TOTAL POPI/LAT/ON,
62, 622, cSO. __ _
\

POPI/LAT/ON, 10 YEARS OF AGE A/VO OVER,,

47,413.559. _ -- - - - - - ---- __ - - - - - - -

~u::~~fF ILLITERATES, ___________________________________________ - - - - - - ~ - - -

t:.,rj

t='

~
0

1880.

p;--

~

TOTAL POPI/LAT/ON,'

S0,15.S, 738. ___ - - _________ -- __

1-4

0

z

POPULATION, vO YEARS OF AGE ANO OVER,
36,761,607. ______________________________

-~

-L......---------------------------'

~
t_rj
~

0

NUMBER OF ILLITERATES,
63239, ·S.SB. ________ .:... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ """'""""""""'-......,"" .

I-'

---

1870.

00

TOTAL POP//LATIOIV,
.38,$58,37/. ________________________ ----.__,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
POPULATION, 10 YEARS OF AG£ ANO OVER,
28.228,845. -.:..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·' - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -

~~~~5~~F ILLITERATES,---------------------- - - D1A.GRAlvI
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___

_____ _ _ ___

1.-Showin_q refative number illiterates to _po_pulatfon.
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D IAGRAM

2.-Sliowing p1'opo1'tfon of illite1'aies to nu.mbe1' 10 years of age and
didsion for 1890, 1880, ancl 187().

0 ·1:c1·

in ~acli

/890.
NORTH ATLANTIC.....
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..L~=""

WA

SOUTH ATLANTIC.

SOUTH CENTRAL.

JEN.

=----L~""-U.I

. _ _ l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

WESTERN DIVISION.

1880.
NORTH ATLANTIC.

,SOUTH ATLANTIC.

SOI/TH CENTRAL.

NORTH CENTRAL.

D

WESTERN DIVISION..

1870.
NORTH ATLANTIC.'

'SOUTH ATLANTIC.

SOUTH CENTRAL

NORTH CENTRAL.

----~~

·- '

tWESTERN DIVISION.

D
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3.-Showing relatfre m1nibcr illiterates in three classes of population, 10 years of
age and ove1'.

1890.
POPULATION, /0 YEARS OF AGE ANO 01/ER, 47,413,.SSS.

ILL/TERATES,6,324,702.

NATIVE WHITES, 10 YRS OF AGE AND 01/ER, 33,144,187.

!LL/TERATES,c,06S,003.

----- I.____ _~-----'-'·~~
~~----'-~I
-----------------

-1

FOREIGN WHITES, 10 YRS OF AGE ANO 0//ER, 8,786,887. __ ILLITERATES, 1,147,571.

~

------- -----. ----------- ------- --------i=COLORED, 10 YEA/fS OF-AG£ AND OVER, .S,482,485.

ILLI TERAT£S,3,l/2,128.

7880.
- POPULATION,

,,

36,761, 607.

ILLITERATES, 6,239,958.

J
NATI VE WH /TES, ___ "

___ _:'_ ____ 25...:-,7_B_S...:.,_7...;.8_9_. _ _ _ _ _
" _ __._2.:..,2_5_5..:.'..,,4,,..,.0"20.

fl

I
~0REIGN WHITES, _ " - ___ ,,

____ 6,374,611. ______ " _ _ _

763,620.

f.

~

COLORED,
"
"
4,601 207.
220 878.
-------------------------'
- - - - - - -" - - -3 -'~

1870.

-------

POPULATION,

"

--------,r--~----i-'7'7777"777777
"

28,228,945.

NATIVE WHITES,_,, ___ • " ____ 19,34'7;967.

ILLITERATES, 5,658,144.

a

2,081,233.

----------1-----"~~

-----------------------, --'---·-----------o
FOREIGN WHITES,

"

9q~'?_'!._':..D..!. _____ !.,'__
.

et

5. 369 903

u

770 678.

"
2,806,233.
- - -"- - - - - -3,511,075.
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --~
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4.-Ehowing ·the

Neb.,
Wyo.,
Iowa,

3.1p::aa

-

3...6 :
4.,0 ;

Oreg·on,

-

4:.1 4 .. 2 .

-

4.3
5 .1 .
5 .2

Wash.,
Idaho, Colo.,
Ill. , - Ohio,
Conn., Okla.,
Me.,
Mont.,
N . Y .,
Utah,
Mich., Minn., N.Dak.,
Mass., -

-

5.2
.5.. 2

-

5 .3

-

5.5
5.5
5.5
5.0
5 .9
G.0
6.0
G.2

5 .4

Ind., :.. N . J .,
Vt., - - Wis.,
·N. H., - Pa., Cal.,
Mo.,
R. I .,
Nev.,
D. 0.,
Del.,
vV. Va., Md.,
Texas,
Ky.,
Al·iz., Ark., - Tenn.,
Fla.
Va.,
N.C.,

Ga.,

of -ead1, St:ate according to the rntes e;f i lWeracy -in 1890.

3..4

Kans., S . Dn.k.,

?'f1rt.k

G.3
6.5
G.7
G.7
G.8
G.8
7.7
0 .1
0.8
12.8
13.2
14.3
14.4
15.7
10.7
21 .6
23.4
2G.G
2G .G
27.8
30.2
35.7
38.9

- 40.0 ,
Miss.,
Ala.,
41.0
N.Mox. , - 44..5

s. o.,

45.0

La.,

45.8

&,-

12-3

YI
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DIAGRAM

5.-Showing the rank of each State according to the per cent of decrease ot•
increase of the rates of illiteracy between 1880 and 1890.

Wash.,
Utah,
Fla., Texas,
Mo.,
N . Mex.,
Tenn., Ark., -

-

38.(3

-

38.5
35.9

D. 0., -

-

Kans., Incl.,
Oregon,
Ky., W.Va.,
N. C., Va., Colo.,._ Ga., - Ala.,.
Miss.,

28.G
28.2
- 28.1

-

Md.,
Del.,
Ind.,
Neb.,
R. I.,

-

S. Dak.,
Iowa, Conn., L a ., - Ohio,
lliass., -

'

29.8

-

27.8
27 ." 6
- 26.1
25.6
- 21.2
- 20.2

-;

19.4
19.2
18.8
18.8
18.7
18.3
16.0
- 13.9
12.5
- 12.5

I

~

·-

7.7

-

Minn., - -

4.G c=:=:J
4 .2 ~
3.2 ~

C:::tl.,

1.3 t:::1

Pa., - -

.

- 31.5
- 31.3
- 30.0

Ill.,

s. c.,

-

33.7
32.1

7.0
6.7
5.5

-

N . Y.,
0.0
Wyo., - - 0.0
Mont.,
+ 3 .8
...~. J., - + 4 .8
Vt.,
- + 11.7
Mich., - + 13.5
Wis., - + 15.5
....~. Dak., + 25 .0
Me., - - + 27.0
Ariz., - + 32.2
:.:."' . II., - + 36.0
ev. , - + 60.0

-

~

.

-
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ILLITERACY IN 'rHE UNITED -STATES.
TABLE

1.-Population 10 years of age and over. ·

1890.

States and Territories:

1880.

Iiliterates.
Total.
Number_

United States- 47,413, 559-6, 324,702

c!'~t

1870.

Illiterates.
Total.
N

urn ber. c!~t

13. 3 36,761,607 6. 239,958

Illiterates.
Total.
Number.

17. O 28,228,945 5,658, ·144

N orib Atlantic Division_ ......... _ 13, 888, 377
859, 989
6. 2 11, 270, 090
699, 369
6. 2 9, 430, 802
712, 277
South Atlantic Division ____ __ . ___ . 0, 415, 921 1,.981, 888 30. 9 5, 286, 645_ 2, 129, 830 40. 3 4, 207, 398 1, 943, 166
South Central Division ______ .____ 7, 79!), 487 2, 318, 871 29. 7 0, 076, 243 2, 402, 58!) 39. 5 4, 548, 220 2, 024, 395
North Central Division. ____ . ___ .. 16,909,613
964,268
5. 7 12,760,841
853, 020
6. 7 9,292,434
865,917
WestemDivision_ 2,400,161
199,686
8.3 1,367,788
155,150 11.3
750,101
112,389
- - - - - - - - ===!====~!==== = ==!=====!=====
North Atlantic Divis ion:
·
Maim,
__________ ·_
541,662
51!), 069
4. 3
493,847
19,052
22,170
29,587
5. 5
New Hampshire_
315,497
6. 8
260,420
14, 302
5. 0
9,926
286, 188
21, 47G
271, 173
258,751
6. 0
17,706
15,837
264, 052
Venuont __ ---·-·
6. 7
18, 15-l
Massachusetts __ 1,839,607
97, 742
6. 2 1,432,183
6. 5 1, 100, 666
114, 468
92,980
Rhode Island _.. _ 281, 950
173,751
21, 921
!J. 8
220,401
24,703 11. 2
27,525
609,830
{;onnecticut. -...
5. 7
425,896
28,424
5. 3
4!l7, 303
29, 616
32, 194
NewYork ______ _ 4,822, 392
5. 5 3,378,959
209, GOO
239,271
5. 5 3,981,428
266 911
New ,Jersey ____ _ 1, 143, 123
(j"
0. 5
53,249
680,687
54,687
865, 591
74: 321
Pennsylvania __ _ 4,063,134
6. 8 3, 203, 215
7.1 2,597,800
228,014
222,356
275,353
"South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ______ _ 131,067
92,586
23,100
19,41-! 17. 5
110. 856
18, 878 14. 3
Maryland _____ ._
708,605
575,439
134,448 l!J.3
695, 364
135,490
125, 376 15. 7
District of Columbia ______ ._
188,507
25,778 18. 8
136,907
100,453
28,719
24,884 13. 2
Virginia ____ ..... 1,211,034
365·, 730 30. 2 1,059, 03-1
890,056
430,352 40. 6
445,893
West Virginia __ _ 549,538
85,376 19. 0
308,424
428,587
81,490
79,180 14. 4
North Carolina __ 1, 147, 446
463,975 48. 3
769,629
397,690
959, 951
409, 703 35. 7
Soutll Carolina __
802,400
667, 456
369,848 55. 4
290,379
503,763
360, 705 45. 0
Georgia __ . ___ .. _ 1,302, 208
520,416 49. !)
835,929
468,593
518,706 39. 8 1,043, 840
Florii:la _________ _
283, 250
131,119
184,650
78,720 27. 8
71,803
80,183 43. 4
"South Central DiYision:
Kentucky _.... __ 1, 360, 031
294,381 21. 6 1,163,498
348,302 29. 9
930,136
332, 176
Tennessee .... __. 1,276, 631
890,872
340, 140 26. 6 1,062,130
410,722 38. 7
364,697
.A.labama ___ . __ . _ 1,009, 545
43:l,
447
706,802
50.
9
41.
0
383,012
438,535
851, 780
MisoiRsippi __.. _ 002, 028
373,201 49. 5
581,206
753, 093
313,310
360, 613 40. 0
Louisiana _.. ___ _ 794, 683
526,392
318, 380 49. l
640,070
276,158
364,184 45. 8
Texas . __ . ___ .. . _ l, 564, 755
571,075
221,703
308,873 19. 7 1,064,196
31G, 432 20. 7
Arkansas_. ___ -_.
787, 113
341,737
202, 015 38. 0
209, 745 26. 0
531,876
133,339
Oklahoma ______ _
44,701
2,400
5.4
N'orth Central Di- vision:
149,843
5. 5 1, 953, 374
131,847
Ohio------·-··-- 2,858,659
5. 2 . 2,399, 367
173,172
Irnlia11a. ___ ____ . 1, 674, 028
7. 5 1, 197, 936
110,761
105, 829
6. 3 1, 468,095
127,124
Illinois ......... _. 2, !)07, 671
6. 4 1,809, 606
152, G34
145,397
5. 2 2,260,315
133,584
Miclligan ..... __ l, 619,035
5. !) 1, 236, 686
873,763
5. 2
95,914
63,723
53,127
5, 8
751,704
WiscoIJsin ·-·--- 1,258,390
84, 745
965,712
55,558
6. 7
55,441
Minnesota . __ ...
9G2, 350
0.
2
305,568
34,546
58,057
6.
0
559,977
24,413
Iowa_, _________ _ 1,441,308
52, 061
3. 9
837, 959
3. 6 1,181,641
46,609
45,671
Missouri_ ......... . 1, !)95, 638
181,368
9.1 1,557,631
208, 75! 13.4 1,205,568
222,411
North Dakota __ .
129,452
7,743
6. 0
4,821
4. 8
90,849
10,640
1,563
236, 208
South Dakota ...
9,074
4. 2 }
771,659
Nebraska··· ··-·
24,021
3.1
11,528
3. 6
318,271
88,265
4,861
Kansas_ ........ . 1,055, 215
42,079
4, 0
704,297
30,476
f\. 6
258,051
24,550
Wes tern Division:
Montana .... _._ .
107,811
5,884
5. 5
31,989
1,707
5. 3
18,170
918
47, 755
1,630
3. 4
16,479
3. 4
556
8,059
602
327,896
17,180
5. 2
158, 220
10,474
6. 6
30, 349
6,823
New Mexico_ .. .
112, 541
50, 070 4-!. 5
87, 960
57, 156 65. 0
66,464
52,220
ArizOIJa .. _, ____ _
46, 076
IO , 185 23. 4
32,922
5,812 17. 7
8,237
2,753
Utah ..... __ .....
147, 227
8,232
5. 0
97, 194
8,826
9. 1
56, 515
7,363
38, 225
4, 897 12. 8
Nevada···-·····
50,066
4,060
8. 0
86,655
872
0'.l, 721
Idaho· -··------·
3,225
25,005
5. 1
1, 778
7.1
13,189
3,388
·washington _.... .
275,639
11,778
55,720
4. 3
7. 0
3,880
1,307
17,334
Oregon _.... . .... .
2±4, 374
7 493
10, 103
130,565
4.1
5. 7
G4, G85
4., 427
California ....... _
989,896
75, !)02
081, 062
7. 7
7. 8
31, 7.16
430, 4!4
53: 430

~rir:~~~:::::::

!e~t
20.

0

7. 6
46. 2
44. 5
9. 3
15_0

==
3. 9

3. 8
o. 8
8.4
12. 6
7. 0
7.1
8. 0
·3_ 6
25. 0
23. 6
28. 6
50.1
26.4
51.7
57. 6
56.1
54.8
35. 7
40. 9
54. 2
53.9
52.5
38.8
39.0

8.9
10. 6
7.4
6.1
7.4
8. 0
5.5
18. 5
14. 7
5.5
9.5

5.1
7.5
22. 5

78.6
32.4
13.0
2.4
25. 7
7. 5
6.8
7.4
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TABLE

2.-Ma,le population 10 years of age ancl ·cvei·.
1890.

I lliterates.

States and Territories.
Total.

Number.
United States ......... .• ...... 2<1, 352,650
North Atlantic Division ........ , . ..
South Atlantic Division ..••........
South Central Division ........ . .....
·North Cen-tral D.i v:1si6n .... . . -- . . .. .
1 W estern Division .... .. . ............
"Korth At1autic Division:
Maine ..... ... . . .. ... .............
New Hampshire .............· ...
Vermont .•.. . · - .......... ·--- .. ... .
Massachusetts . .... . ..... ..... . .
Rhode Island . .. .... .. ... .......
- Co=ecticut ........... ... .......
New York ....... , .......... .....

J::n~;f;~t~:: ~=.:::: :.::::::: :::

South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ...... .. ..... ...,.......
Maryland . . ...... . ............ ..
Distri•tof Columbia ... ... . .....
Virginia . ... .... . ........ . ......

:0~1r1
b~!~1t:~- :::::::::::::::::
South Carolina ................. .

Georgia . .... .. . .. . ....•.........
Florida ......... ........ ....... .
South Cootral Di,~i-sio:n:
Kentucky .................. , ...
Tennessee ......................
Ala1Jarna .. . .......... ... . . . .......

ri~t~i:~ft_::
:-::::::::·::::::::::
'J'e-xas .......... .. ... . ...........

Arkansas ... . .. . . ...............
Oklahoma ................... ...
North Central Division:
Ohio . .. .......... . .. ..• .•.......
Indiana ....... ..................
Illinois .... .. ... ... ...•... .. .....
wi~fu~1u:::::::::::::::::::::::
Minnesota ........ ..... . ........
Iowa .... . .......................
l.fissonri. ....... .. ......... .....
North Dakota ...... . ............
South Dakota ...................
Nebraska ....... ................
Kausas ............ .. .... . ......
Western D.i.-ision:
Montana ........................
ci:xir~i~~: :::::: :: :::: :::~ :: : : : :
Now Mexico ....................
Arizona

rtah .... ::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::

Nevada .............. ...... .....
Iclaho ............. ... ... . _......

irl~t.t~~:::::::::::::::::::::

1880.

I H1teraces .

Per
cent.

Total.

Number.

Per
cent.

3,008,222

12. 4

18,735,080

2, .o.6D, 421

15. 8

6,904,566
3,178,769
3,977,614
·8, 828, 083 .
1, 4.63, 627

407, 186
926,096 .
1, Oll8, 755 .
-457, 793 I
118,392

5. 9
29.1
27. G
5. 2
8.1

5, 527, 160
2,588,035
3,069,756
6, 6'8J., !05
866,924

299,431
1,-003, 565
1,.lGU, 624
415,572
87., 229

5.4
38.8
37. 8
6. 2
10.1

.271,787
155,928
137,899
887, 063
135,955
300,675 .
2,385,622
568,585
2,061,052

15,932
11, 643
10,230 ·
47,348
12, 240
15, 238
124., 443
35, 4J3
134,704

5. :9
7. 5

!7.4
5. 3
9. 0
5.1
5. 2
6. 2
G. 5

258, .587
139,807
132,036
681,786
104,986
242, 392
1,950,059
426,451
1,591, 056

11, 6.76
7,077
8,500
36, ·262
10, 237
12, 039
·95, 551
23,857
94,232

4. 5
5.1
6.4
'5.3
9. 8
5.0
4. 9
5. 6
5. 9

9,294
59,526
9, 82 1
17_7, 043
37, 579
184, 506
167, 120
244,944
36, 283

13. 8
15. 2
11.1
29. 6
13. 3
33. 0
42. 8
37. 8
24. 7

56, 003
341,621
03, 420
.516, 395
217, 650
465, 268
324, 364
509, 830
03, 475

0, 39:1
63, 504
10, 048
207,562
40,280
213, ]06
173,807
247,330
38, 435

16. 8
18. 6
15. 8
40.2
18. 5
45. 8
53. 6
48. 5
4.1.1

-689, 572
640,677
.531, !l41
451,788
394,815
830,783
412, 227
25,811

141,990
155,.869
206, 302
170,761
172,847
151, 852
97,770
1 ,286

20. 6
586,424
24. ll
524,559
38. 8
414,095
37. 8
375,561
43. 8
322, 004
18. 3
568,928
23 . 7
278,185
5. 0 --- -- - ------

169,029
191,641
205, 243
180,526
154, 535
l 61, 047
98, U03

28. 8
36. 5
49. 6
48.1
48. 0
28. 3
35. 4

1,442,430
855, 368
1,507,159
851, 163
657,968
1'>23, 342
755,134
1,037, 904
74,442
]33, 252
426,815
563,016

09, 924
49,505
70, 548
51,522
39,517
25, 993
2!, 125
86,530
3,650
4,816
11,753
10, 910

4. 8
5. 8
4. 7
6.1
6. 0
5. 0
3. 2
8. 3
4.0
3. 0
2. 8
3. 5

J, 209,435
752,405
1,178,131
059, 101
50:3, 434
307,449
023, 675
816,962

75,596
32, 675
202,719
01, 885
20,730
7!l, 747
35,370
40,276
17!1, 065
146,406
!i 9, 252

4,330
1, OiO
9, sos
20,069
0, 027
:i, 778
3,127
2, 33(i
7,039
G, 0:34
52,674

5. 7
3. 3
4. 8
:13. 9
20. 3
4. 7
12. 3
5. 8
4. 2
4. 5
8.9

67,309
392,485
88,703
598,677
;::81, 576
-559, 764
395,466
"647,922
146,867

:,

i

--------- --- · · -· ····

6!, 343
JSl, 022
388,148

61,754
52,033
69,940
35, 21l
26, 381
16, ]20
22,519
103, 172
2,510
5,027
19,987

5.1
6. 9
5. 9
5. 3
5. 2
5. 2
3. 6
12. 6
3. 9
3. 3
5.1

24,558
11, !l50
110,896
48, 26(i
24, 267
50,580
:rn, 211
17,910
30, 085
81. 031
425,170

1, 125
330
5,345
26, 10:J
3,511
4, 15G
2, 7uo
1,302
2,360
5,15 1
34,087

4. 6
2. 8
4.8
54. 1
14. 5
8. 2
7. 6
7. 8
6. 5
0.4
8. 2

--- --
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T.A.BLE

3.-Re:male popula:tion 10 .vcars of age and

01;1,i·.

189D.

States and Territories.
Total.

-U nitcc1 States.......... . .. . . . . . . . . 23, 06Il, !JOO

North Atlantic Division ........... .
South Atlantic Dh-ision ...... . . .... .
South Central Division ............ .
North Central ·Division .... .... .... .
Western Division ..... . ........... . .

1880.

I lliterates .

Illiterates.

6,983,811
3,237,152
3,821,873
8,081,530
!)36, 534

North Atlantic Division:
Maino ... ... .... . . .... .. . ............
.2u9, ·8-75
New Hampshire ........ . .. .. .. .
159, 560
Vern1ont ....... . .... .. ... ..... . .
]83, 27.4
]\'fassachu setts ................. .
952,544
Rh oclo Island ..... ... .. . ........ ,
146,004
Connecticut ....... .. ........ ... .
300, 155
Now ¥ork . ........... .. .... .. . .. . . .2, 436, .770

Total.

Number .

Per
·cent.

3, S16,4BO

J.4.4

18,025,627

3,273,497

18. 2

452,803
l, 035, 702
1,220,116
506,475
81 ,294

6. 5
32. 6
31. 9
6. 3

5,742,930
2, 608,·610
3,006,487
6,-07§, 736
500,864

399,938
1,126,265
.J, .241, 925
437, 448
u7, 021

7. 0
.41. 7
41. 3
'I. 2
13:6

.2.GJ,, :082
146,381
:1 32, 016
750, 397 .
115, 475
254, !lll
2,031,369
439,-140
1,.612,159

10. 49!
·7; 225
7,337
!56, 718
14,556
16,385
124, °'19
29,392
133,782

-4. 0
4. 9
G. 6
7. 6
12. G
G.4
G.1
G. 7
8. 3

'54,853
353,'74.3
73,478
fiJ2, ·G30
210, !)37
404, 683
343, 092
534,010
!Jl , 175

10, 020
70, 98-!
15,730
222,790
45,096
250, 77.fJ
l!-)6, 041
273, 07.7 .
41,748

18. 3
20. 1
,2 1. 4
41.1
21. 4
50. 7

8.1
5. 1

Number .

:i~:):;f:~rii~::::::::::::::::::: I

G74,5ll8
2,002, 082

13,·055
!l, 833
;/, 92.4
.67, 120
15,285
:lG, 961
142, 4-68
38,908
140, 640

~~tt*Jiil~b~::::: ::::::::.::::

64,658
406, 120
99,-86.4
Gl3, 257
267,062
587, 682
406, 9J.O
G5-l, 286
136, 383

9, 60-!
G5, 850
15,003
188,603
-41, 601
225, 197
193, 585
2.73, 't62
42,437

16. 2
15. 1
30. 8
15.' 5
38. 3
47. 6
41. 8
31.1

537, 60-!
450, 240
399, 863
733, !)72
37-!, 88G
18,890

~~ti~~

152, 882
18.-l, 271
232,173
189, 852
191, 337
1G7, OZ:1
111, 9GO
1,114

.5-77, ·0.74
22. 7
537,f>71
29. 0
437, ·685
4:3.2
42. 2
378,132
327, 066
47.·9
21. 4
-495, 268
29. 9
253,691
5. 9 -----·------

1, 4Hl, 229
8 18, 660
1,400, 512
767, 872
GOO , 422
430,008
686, ]74
957, 6-14
55, 010
· 102. 956
344,844
402, 190

79, !)]!)
56, '.!24
82, 08G
44, 30.2
'.45, 228
32,064
27,936
94,838
4, 09:3
5,158
12,268
22, lG!J

5. 6
(l, 0
5. 0
5. 8
7. 5
7. 3
4 .1
!l. 0
7. 4
5. 0
3. G
4. 5

1,189, 932
.715, ·690
1, 091, 184
577, 585
462, .278
252, .528
557, 966
740,669

1,554
5GO
7., 372
29,101
4,758
.4, 454
1,770
880
4, 1:rn
:J, 460
23,228

!l. Is
8. 7
5. 0
57. 4
29.1
G. 0
13. 8
4. 0

7,431
4,529
47,324
30, .700
8,655
46,614
14, 4.55
'7,095
19, 635
40, 5R4
255,892

G82
220
5, ]20
31, 053
2, 33-1
4,670
1,309
386
1,520
2,260.
18, 4!3

South Atlantic DiYision :
.
Delaware .. ................ . ·- .. .
Mary'lancl .................. . ... .
District of·Goluml>ia ............ .
1

South Carolinn. . ... . .... .... . ... .

¥1i~i~:: :·::::::::::::::::::::::
South Central DiYision:
Kentucky ...................... .
Tennessee . ... ... .. .... ........ .
Alabama ......... ... ........... .

ri~~!~~t::::::
~::::::::::::::
Texas ...................... . .. .
Arkansas ......... ....... ...... .
Oklahoma ................ . .. .. .
North Central DiYis.ion:
Ohio .......... ... .. .... ... ..... .
lncli:rna ..... .... ........ . ... ... .
Illiuois . .... ... ................. .

~\~~~ias~U:: :: :::·:::::::::::: ::: :

Mhmcsota ....... . ..... .... .. ... .
Iowa .... .. ........... . ... ...... .
Missouri ....... .... . ... .. ...... .'
North Dakota ............. . .... .
Soitth Dakota ..... ... . ...... ... .
Nelmiska ... . .. ............ .. .. .
Kans as ............. ... : .. . ... . .
·wcs tern DiYision:
Montana ................. .... . .. .

l~i;~~~~:.::: :: ::::::::: :~ ::: .·::

Now :Mexico ................... .
Arlr.on:,, .................. . . ... .
Utah ......... ...... ........ ... .'
Nevada . ............. . ......... .
Idaho .. . ....................... .

Yr~;~;
1n~.t~~~::::::::::::::::::::
California . .................... .

32, 215
]5, 080
125, 1-77 .
50, 65(i
16, 3!10
G7, 4·80
12,855
22,445
U5, G7497, 908

400, GJ4

u. 2
5. 9
7. 0
10. 5
5. 5
5.. 8
6. 8
7. 0

14. 0

4.[)

3. [j
5. 8

179, 368
2.19, 081
228, 204
192,685
1G3, 845
155,385
103, 4".12

----- ---- · ·-

Per
cent.

.51.1
51.1
45. 8
31.1
·40. 8
.52.1
50. 9
·50.1
31. 4
40.'8

--------

70, 0.93
fi8, 728
75,457
28,512
29,177
18,417
24, ODO
105,585

5. 9
8. 2
6. 0
4. 9
G. 3
7. 3
4. 3
14. 3

35, 506

2,302

137, 249
316, 14!)

5,601
19,489

6. 5
4. 1

-o. 2

·1. S
4. !)
10. 8

7-8. 2
26. 0
10. 0
D.1
·5. 4
7:8
4. 6
7. 2

I
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TABLE

4. - Native whi,te population 10 years of age and over.
1890.

States an d T erritories.

1880.

Illiterate~.
Total.

Per
Number. cent.

1870.

Illiterates.
Total.

Per
Kumber. cent.

Illiterates.
Total.

Number. Per
cent.
· -

U nited States. 33,144, 187 2,065,003
N orth .Atlantic Division .. . .... ....
Sou th A tlanti c Division .. . .. .. ... .
South Cent ral Di.
vision .... ... . ...
N or th Central Di.
vision .. . . .. . . . ..
Wes tern Div ision .

6. 2 25,785,789 2,255,400

8. 7 19,347,967 2,081, 233

-

10.8

--

9,937,918

229,897

2. 3

8,351, 065

234,576

2. 8

G, 815,773

218,962

3.2

3,912,815

571,899

14. 6

3, 144,714

630,062

20. 0

2,490,168

603,310

24.2

5, 039,641

754, 935

15. 0

3,806,063

836,480

22. 0

2, 788,841

668,972

24.0

12,652,374
1, GO l , 430

436, 3i8
71, 944

3. 4

9,646,617
837,330

482,103
72,230

5. 0
8. G

G, 824,774
428,411

521,381
68, GOS

7.6
16. 0

8,775
2, 710
5,354
G, 933
4,261
3,728
59, 51G
20, 093
123, 20G

1. 0
1.1
2. 4
.7
2. 9
1. 0
2. 2
3. 2
4. 8

444, 226
230,885
211. 781
802,832
115,101
· 306,440
2, 220, C40
471,823
2, Oll, 955

7, 808
1,897
3, 780
5, 750
3,552
3,975
50, 870
21,425
110, 905

1. 8
.7
3. 1
1. 3
2. 7
4. 5
5. 5

= ==

N orth Atlantic Division :
Maine .... . .. .. . .
466, 835
:New Rampsbire .
247, 82±
Vermont . . .. . ...
228,689
Massachusetts .. 1, Ul3, 469
Rhode Island . . . .
175, OG5
Connecticut .. ...
422,986
New York ... . .. 3, 248, 761
New Jerrny .. . ..
788, 401
Pennsylvauia . .. 3,165,888
South .Atlantic Division:
Delaware . . . . .. ..
97, 732
Maryland .......
546,290
D istrict of Co.
l urnbia . . .. .. . .
109,262
Virginia .... ....
738,476
West Virginia . .
506,434
North Carolina . .
751, 302
South Carolina . .
326,125
Geor~i a .: .: . . ...
689,969
F lorida . ... ..... .
147, 225
f:'out,h Central Division :
A entucky .. ..... 1,104,044
1 ennessee ...... .
9J7, 445
· Alabama . . . .....
576, 15±
Mhsissippi
377,466
Louisiana . . . . . . .
35J, 293
Texas ........... 1 1, 08!, 587
.A.rk.:.usas . . . . . . .
55.>, 873
Oklahoma.. .. . ..
39, 779
North Central DiYision:
OJ.iio ....... . .... 2,343,936
Indiana ...... ... 1,495,302
Illiuois .... . ..... 2,051,323
Micl1igan ...... . 1,086,481
Wisconsin . .....
752, 678
Minnesota . .....
508,615
Iowa ........... . 1, 11 8,475
Missouri ........ 1,651, 622
North Dakota .. ,
52,033 ,
South Dakota ...
148, 8l!J
Nllbraska .......
5G8, 041
Kansas ..........
874, 14!)
Western Division:
Montana ........
64,089
Wyominrr .......
32,516
Colorado ........
241, 08±
N w Mexico ....
93,625
Arizona ...... _.,
26, 130
94. 925
tah .. ·-·····-··

·····1

~evacl,

Idaho .. ::::::: ::
"iVa hington ....

Orl'j!On ..........
California .......

20,456
4-5, 339
184, 8li0
l 6, 599
Gil , 777

- -11,443
3,679
7,211
9,727
4,087
4,300
57, 362
21, 351
llO, 737

4. 5

463, 158
242,811
2'4, ,.,
990, 160
144, 596
361, 733
2,742,847
618,941
2,562,458

6,068
32, 105

6. 2
5. 9

82,318
462, 6:J7

6,630
36,027

8.1
7. 8

66,971
365, 155

8,811
38,201

13. 2
10.5

1,803
103, 265
65,420
173,545
59,063
113,945
16,.085

1. 7
14. 0
12. 9
23. 1
18.1
16. 5
11. 3

75, 025
016, 314
392,242
605, 244
265,356
553, 7(j!)
91, 749

1,950
113,915
72,826
191,913
59,415
128, 362
19, 02±

2. 6
18. 5
18. 6
31. '/
22. 4
23. 2
20. 7

50,532
513,819
278,599
49!, 133
205,802
451,703
63,454

2,658
122,269
68,392
166,280
54,514
123,849
18,336

5. 3
23. 8
24. 5
33. 7
26.5
27.4
28. 9

178, 159
170,318
106, 235
44,987
72,013
89,829
92, C52
1,342

16.1
18. 0
18. 4
11. 9
20. 3
8. 3
16. 6
3, 4

914,311
774,411
443,327
319,385
268,600
701,969
384, 060

208,796
214,994
111, 040
52, 910
53, 261
97,498
97,990

22. a
27. 8
25. 0
Hi. 6
19. 8
13. fl
25. 5

712,158
646,653
368, 30-i
265,292
204, 130
340, 596
251, 708

193,846
176, !J85
91, 18!!
47; 217
43,406
52,526
63,803

27. 2
27. 4
24.8
17. 8
21.3
15.4
25. 3

83, 183
87,786
88,519
19,981
11,4!14
5,671
23,660
137, 949

4. 3
6. 8
5. 3
2. 3
2. 0
1.0
2. 6
11.1

1,545,177
1, 042,562
1,288,434.
601,555
395,617
148,542
635,150
906,579

1. 8
2. 3
3.1

5,095

7. 3
10.1
6. 3
3. 0
3.4
3.4
3. 7
16. l
2.1

22.J., 890
GOS, 380

033
5,102
17,825

113,313
104. 822
80, 635
18, OG9
13,517
5, o8u
23,453
146,179
109

57,736
198,327

3,321
12,877

5. 8
6. 5

19,628
10,458
117,132
72, 219
15,200
53,944
22, GOO
15,011
37,278
09, 02
374,772

272
1. 4
177
1. 7
8,373
7.1
46,329 64. 2
1,225
8.1
3,183
5. 0
240
1. 1
443
3. 0
05
2. 4
3, 433 1 3. 5
7,000
2. 0

10, 016
4,406
23,350
59,716
2,497
26,176
17,839
5,300
11,179
52, 741
215,182

2. 5
248
4.1
179
6,309 27. 0
48, 231 80. 8
9. 7
2-13
3,283 12. 5
.4
77
2. 0
108
2. 9
320
2, 705 1 5.3
3. 2
G, 815

82,673
78, 638
64, 380
27, Olu
15,613
7,112
20,649
112, 938
920
1, 811
7,412
17,157
1,020
427
9,235
40,065
2, 056
2, 21!)
li3
867
2,407
3,302
10,113

2. 5

J.8

3. 2
.8
2. 3
1. 0
1. 8
2. 7
3. 5

1. 5

3. 5
5. 3

ll.1
2. 5
2.1
1.4
1. 8
6. 8
1.8
1. 2
1. 3
2. 0
1. 6
1.3
3. 8
42. 8
7. 9
2. 3
.8
1.9
J. 3
l. 8

1. 7

I

--······· · · ... . .. . .... -----1, 952,858
1, 29i, 15!)
1,666,214
854,925
566, 745
300, 747
!J18, 723
1, 2!4, 738
51,229

}

.8

............. .. . . ....... -· ·· ·
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TABLE

5.-Foreign-born white popiilation 10 years of age and over.

Il literates.

Illiterates.

Illiterates.
Total.

1870.

1880.

1890.

States an rl Terri
tories .

Total.

.
P er
Number. cent.

Number.

I!!t

Total.

Number.

- - - - - - - - 1 ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 -- - - -1 · - - -

United States .. .. 8, 786,887 1,147,571
North Atlantic Di·
vision ............. 3,720,601
5so; 194
South Atlantic Di·
Yision.............
196,454
24,053
Sontlt Central Divi·
62,096
sion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307, 458
North Central Divi·
sion ....... . . . . . . . . 3, 908, 466 413, 515
67, 713
Western Division...
653,908
===== =======
North Atlantic Di·
vision:
17, 665
73,322
Maine . .......... . .
17,661
67,089
New Hampshire .. .
10,775
41,696
Vermont ... .. .... .
626, 543
lUl, 715
Massachusetts ... .
22,268
100, 564·
Rhode Island ..... .
26,236
176,360
Connecticut ..... . .
198, 136
New York ..... . .. . 1,511,521
41,812
New Jersey .... .. .
315,385
143,926
Pennsylvan ia . ... .
808,121
South Atlantic Di·
vision:
12,627
Delaware ... .. .. . . .
2,118
91,209
12, 548
Maryland ...... .. .
District of Col um·
bia ... .. .. ... . .. .
18,264
1, fi92
17,776
VirginiM .......... .
1,793
18, 367
2, 768
West Virginia .... .
3,555
177
N ortb Carolina . .. .
6,049
380
South Carolina . .. .

~1ir~i~g.
:: :::::::
New Mexico .. .. ·. . .
Arizona ........ .. .
Utah ............. .
Nevada .. ........ .
Idaho . . .......... .
Washington . ..... .
Oregon .. .... ... .. .
California . ........ i

ED

6,374,611

763,620

5,369,903

770,678

14. 4

15. 6

2, 735,039

420,241

15. 4

2,470,039

453, 115

18. 3

168,206

17,023

10.1

165,165

20, 076

12. 2

20. 2

262, 727

40, 855

15. 6

225, 93~

36, 658

16. 2

10. 6
10. 4

2, 819, 948
388, 691

249, 701
35,800

8. 9
9. 2

2, 263, 277
~45, 490

229, 252
31, 577

10. 1
12. 9

24.1
26. 3
25. 8
16. 2
22.1
14. 9
13. 1
13. 3
17. 8

54,853
42, 783
38,884
426,607
7(\ 562
126, Ofi
1,184,756
216,444
574, 103

12, 938
11,498
10, 327
83,725
19, 283
2:i, 035
148, 659
23, 956
86,775

23. 7
26. 9
26. fl
19. 6
27. 3
18. 3
12. 5
11. 1
15.1

47, 902
29,019
46, 212
346, 158
54,288
111, 364
1,115,558
185, 149
534,389

11,066
7,934
13,804
89,828
17,477
23,938
168, 554
24,961
95,553

23. 1
27. 3
29. 9
25. 9
32. 2
21. 5
15. 1
13. 5
17. 9

16. 8
13. 8

9, 293
81,389

1, 716
8,289

18. 5
10. 2

9,045
82,576

2, 4li9
8,591

27. 3
10. 4

9. 3
10.1
15.1

16,847
14, 270
17, 899
3,562
7,350
10,208
7,388

2,038
777
2,411
119
362
572
739

12.1
5. 4
13. 5
3.3
4. 9
5. 6
10. 0

16, 088
13,613
16,920
2,999
7,992
11, 015
4,917

2, 2)8
1,269
3,101
117
653
1,090
5G8

13. 8
9. 3
18. 3
3. 9
8. 2
9.9
11. 6

58,964
16, 333
9,395
8, 911
52,317
106, 962
9,845

5,701
1,233
727
538
5,690
26,414
552

9. 7
7. 5
7. 7
6. 0
10. 9
24. 7
5. 6

61,495
18,737
9,663
10,840
(;9, 903
60,514
4,780

7,231
1,742
870
811
7,343
18,369
292

11.S
9. 3
9. 0
7.5
12. 3
30. 4
6. 1

386, 670
141, 796
568, 264
364,981
394,688
256,436
255,340
208,500
47,119
91,413
104, 741 '

32,308
12, 612
43, 907
38, 95)
42,739
27,835
20,677
14, 561
3,224
5,824
7,063

8. 4
8. 9
7. 7

361,317
137,230
499,741
259, 968
353,564
155,876
198,548
215,596

39, 070
13,939
42, 989
30, 580
41,328
18,855
20, 692
15,584

10.8
10. 2
8. 6
11. 8
11. 7
12.1
10.4
7.2

17.0
4. 4
8. 7

9, 358
4, 78'2
38,324
7,548
13, 434
41, 932
19, 9:l5
6,470
11,991
20,454
214,463

359
197
1,533
3,268
3,599
4,954
1, 675
341
534
910
18,430

- - -=--- ·- - - ·- - - - - - · - - - - -

5. 0

6. 3
6. 4
10. 8

746
1,831

58, 298
19,386
13,961
7,633
47,748
144,014
13,786
2,632

5, 692
1,851
1, 100
768
8,926
42, 560
1,038
161

9. 8
9. 5
7. 9
10.1
18. 7
29. 6

445,543
143,032
810, 348
515,993
!'iOO, 916
449, 047
314,374
229. 856
76,065
86, 160
194,103
143,029

49,571
15,696
75,839
64,060
67,371
49,854
29,179
20, 868
6,599
7,753
14,163
12,562

11. 1
11. 0
9. 4
12. 4
13. 4
11. 1
9. 3
9. 1
s. 7 (

39,175
13,890
79,975
10,478
16,343
50,512
11,833
15, 107
82,887
46,326
287,382

3,212
981
6,239
3,200
6,900
5,188
1,1 83
1,252
5,794
3,644
30,120

93--9

--

12. 0

12. 2

11,616
16,991

iri:;~~.:::::::::::
South Central Divi·
sion:
Kentucky ........ .
Tennessee . ....... .
Alabama ..... .... .
Mississippi ... .... .
Lonisiana .... . ... .
Texas . ........... .
Arkansas ........ .
Oklahoma . . ...... .
North Central Divi·
sion:
Ohio ... ........... .
Indiana .......... .
Illinois ........... .
Michigan ... ...... .
Wisconsin ........ .
Minnesota .. ...... .
Iowa ............. .
M1ssoun .. . ... ... .
North Dakota . ... .
South Dakota .... .
N ebraska . ...... . .
Kam1ai; ........ ... .
Western Division:
Montana ......... .

13.1

c!~t

7. 5
6. 1

9. 0
7. 3
8. 8

5

8. 2
7.1
7. 8
so: 5
42. 2
10. 3
10. 0
8. 3
7.
7. o
9
10. 5

I

10: 7
10. 8
10. 9
8.1
7. 0

6. 8

4,671

805

6. 4
6. 7

29 ,826
46,940

1,309
4,101

3. 8
4.1

5,909
3,303
6, 460
5,508
5,673
29,652
15,336
3,539
4,694
8,105
)57, 311

395
302

4. 0
43. 3
26. 8
11. 8
8. 4
5. 3

4. 5
4. 4

8. 6

6. 7

9.1

255

3. !}

2,909
2,486
3,814
576
378
503
616
19,343

52.8
43.8
12.9
3. 8
10. 7
10. 7
7. 6
12. 3
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T ABLE

6. - TVli'ite popiila tion 10 years of age .and over.
1880.

180J.

1870.

I

Illiterates .

States and Territories.

Total.

Unitell States - 41,031,074 3,212,574

North.A..tlantic Di·
Yision:
Maine . . . . .. . ... .
540,157
NewlJampshire .
314, 913
Vermont . . .. ....
270, 885
Massacbuset,ts .. 1,820,012
Rltodc Isl::rnd . ..
275, 629
Connecticut .... .
599, 346
New York ...... 4,760,282
.N"ew Jersey . .. . . 1, 103, 780

Total.

Illiterates.
-------Per
N umber. cent.
-

9. 4 2i, 717,870 2,851,911

7. 7 32, lGO, 400 3,019,080

11.

---- -

5. 9 11, 08u, 10-!

Ci54, 817

5. 0

!), 283,812

(i , ;!,

077

7.

5!)5, 952

14. 5

3,312,920

G47, 085

19. 5

2, G55, 333

Ci23, 38G

23.

817, 031

15. 3

4, 068, 71)0

877, 34-!

21. 6

3,014,773

705,630

23.

5.1 12,466, 5tl5
G. 2 1, 22G, 021

731,804
108, o;m

5. 9
8. 8

0, 088, 051
073, 901

750,633
100,185

1-i.

3.
18, Si-!
3.
9. 83 1
6.
17,584
8.
!J5, 578
21, 02\l 12. 4
27,913 I 6. 7
6. 8
228,424
7. 1
46,386
8. 1
20G, 458

810,091

840,843
139, 657

-

==~ - - -- -

8.

5. 4
6. 8
G. 7
0. l
9. 6
5. 1
5. 4
5. 7
G. 4

518,011
285, 594
263, 2-!5
1,410, 767
215,158
487. 780
3, 9'.l7: 603
835, B85
3, 1:36, 561

21,758
14, 208
15,681
90, li58
23, 54.;_·
26, 763
208,175
44, 0-.!9
200, 981

4. 2
5. 0
Ci. 0
Ci. 4
10. 9
5. 5
5. 3
5. 3
6. 7

492,128
259, 90-!
257, 993
l, 148,990
169,470
417,804
3,330,198
656, 9n
2,546,344

no, 359
fj37, 499

8,120
44,653

7. 4
7. 0

01, 611
5-!-!, 086

8,340
44,316

9.1
8.1

70, 016
447, 731

11,280
46, 79:l

127,520
750. 2,,2
52-!, 801
754,857
332, 17-!
701,585
16J, 216

3,495
105,058
08, 188
173, i22
5<J, 443
114. 691
18, 51G

2. 7
13. 9
13. 0
23. 0
17. 9
16. 3
11.3

91 ,872
630, 584
410, 141
608,806
272,706
503,977
99,137

3,988
114, 0!)2
75, 2'J7
192, 032
59, 777
128, 03-!
19,703

4. 3
18. 2
18. 3
31. 5
21. 9
22. 9
19. 9

66, G20
527,432
295,519
497, 132
213,794
462, 718
08, 371

4, 87tl
123, 538
71,493
166,397
55,167
12-!, !)39
18, 90-!

7. 3
23. 4

1,102,342
966, 831
590,115
385,099
402,041
1,228, GOl
569, 05!)
42. 411

18:J, 851
172, Hi9
107, :!85
45,755
80,989
132,380
93, 090
1, 50J

15. 8
17. 8
18. 2

973,275
700,744
452,722
828, 296
3:W, 917
sos, 931
393,905

214,497
2lu, 227
111,767
53,448
58,951
123,912
98, 5-~2

22. 0
27. 3
24. 7
10. 3
18. 4
15. B
25. 0

201,077
773, li53
178,727
665, 390
92,059
377,967
276, 132 I 48,028
50,749
204,033
70,895
401 , llO
GJ, C95
256,488

26.0
20. 9
2-! .4
17 .4

2,789,479
1, !i:.18, 33-!
2,861,671
1,602, 4i4
1,253, 59-!
957, (i(j2
1,432, 8-!0
1,881.478
128,!)!)8
234, !)7!)
702 , 141
1,017, 178

132, 2H
0-.i, 334
l-J.0,219
91,076
82, 98!
56, 9Gli
49,828
133,800
7, 5'.l
0,5tH
21, 57
W, 7l!l

152,383
118, 701
123, 02-!
48,649
5-1,8-15
2:1,!Hl
4-1, 145
161,703
914

8.0
JO .1

:Montana ........

10:;, 26-i

"\\~_yrnning ...•...
Colorado ..... ...
N w ~fox.ico ....

i, 232

4G, 43G

1, -!08

321,059
10-!, ]03

:tah ............

P er
Number. cent.

29,108
21 , 340
17, 986
111,442
26,355
30, 53G
255,498
63, 163
254,603

3, 97-.i, 009

Arizona. .........

T otal.

Per
NumLer. cent.

1{ ortb Atlantic Division . .. ... . .. . . 13,658, 519
South .Atlantic Di·
visiou - .. ... ..... 4,100,269
South Central Di·
vision . .. ... . .. .. 5, 347, 099
North Central JJi.
vision .... . . . ... . lG, 560,840
Western Division . 2, 255, 347

s!!~~~i~:~1~lni~ ·
vbion:
Delaware .. . ... .
Maryland .......
District of Columbia .. . .....
Virginia .. . . . . . .
West Virginia ..
North Carolina ..
South Carolina ..
Georgia .........
Florida . ....... _.
South Central Division:
~cntncky .......
I e nnesseo .......
.Alabama ........
M.issi ·si1nii. -....
Louisiana . . .... .
Texas ...........
Arkausaa .......
Oklahoma .......
North C"ntral Di·
viswn:
Ohio .......... . .
Ill!liau a .........
[llinois ..........
:Mf_chigm~ .......
,, 1sconsm ..... .
Minnesota .. .... .
Iowa ............
Mi;;sonri . . ......
North Dakota ...
So nth Dakota ...
Nchra~ka, .......
Kansas ..........
West, rn J)h-ision .

Illiterates.

42. 482
145, 4.17

,·:ufa .........

32, 2'9

I1laho ...........
,·n11!11ucrton . ....
Or<·.:on ..........
<..:aliforuia . .... ..

267,747

GO, 440
2:J2,0'25
8!)9, 159 j

11. 9

I

20. 1
10. 8
16. :J
3. 5 ......... -- - .. - - ·· --···-·- --- --- - -- ---- --- 4. 7
5. 8
4. 9
5. 7
G. G
5. 0
3. 5
7.1
5. 8
4. 1
2. 8
2. 9

}

4. 1 \

3. 0

15. 47-!
4.8
43,205 H.6
'95(i 21. 1
7 407
5.1
1,356
4. '.l
2. 119 1 3. 5
, 201
3.1
o. om :1. 0
4. 5

4 .~3 ,

2,339,528
1,438,955
2,234,478
1, 21!), 906
961,433
557, 183
1, 174, 06'3
1,453,238
08, 348
316, 312
673, 121
28,986
15, 2~0
155,450
79,767
28,634
95,870
42, 5!)5
21,481
49, 269

119,4 :t
589,235

I

4. 9
115,491
100,398
7. 0
132, 42G
5. 0
58,932
4. 8
5-!, 233
5. 6
33, 50li 1 · 6. 0
44, 3:17
3. 8
152, 510 10. 5
4, 157 1 4. 2

1, 900, 494
1, 179, 7!)2
1,788,175
861,523
740, 181
20J, 418
833, 098
1, 122, 175

10,920
3. 5
24, 888 1 3. 7

0, 76G
87,502
245,207

2. 2
2. 5
6.4
62. 2
16. 8

15, 925
7, 70!)
29,810
65, 221
8,170

8.5
4, 5

55,828

031
374
9,900
49, 5 ~7
4,824
8,137
1, 015
7 4
1, 42'.l
4, 343

26,090

I

3. (j
2. 9
3. (j
4.4

33,175
8, 8-'39
15,873
00,8-!6
372,493

14.
10.

2J. 2
33. 5
25. 8
27 . 0
27 . 6

](). 2
17 . 7
23 .0

---------· ...

4,630
lG, 978
643
481

Ci, 504
51, 140
2,729
7,097
053
480
823

3, 4Jl
20, 158

-

6. 9
5. 6
7. 3
7. 9
C.
:>.3
14.4
9.4

:). 3

6.9
4.0
6. 2
2 2. 0

7 .-!
:J,3. :l
12. 7

2. 0

5. 5
'i. 2

5. 6
7.0
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ILLITERACY IN 'l'HE UNITED STATES.
TABLE

7.-Colored population 10 yeai·s of age and over.

Stafos and Terri·
torics.

Number.

c~:t

Illiterates.

Illiterates.

Illiterates.
Total.

1870.

1880 .

1890.

Total.

Per
Num b er. cent.

Tot al.

I

INumber. c~!t

United States . 5,482,485 3,112,128 5Cl. 8 4, "601,207 3,220,878 70. 0 3,511 , 075 2, 80G, 233 79. 9
----·1--- --1 - - - - - -- - -1-- - - - 1 - - -1- - - - -1------1--North Atlantic Di·
40,200 27. 7
44,552 24. 2
144,080
18:J, 086
YiSiOll .. .. ...... .
49,898 21. 7
229,858
Sout 11 Atlantic Di·
Yision . ........ .. 2, 306, (l52 1, :l85, 936 G0.1 1,073,725 1,482, 74.5 75. 1 1, 552, 065 1, 319, 780 83. 0
South Central Division . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 4j2, 388 l, 5Gl, 8i0 61. 2 2, 007, 453 1, 525, 245 76. 0 1,533,447 1, 318, 765 86. 0
North Central Di·
204, 383
115, 284 56. 4
204, 276
121, 210 41. 2
vision . . . . . . . . . . .
348, 773
lH, 425 32. 8
70, 200
12, 204. 16. 0
141, 767
47, 120 33. 2
Western Division.
144,814
60,020 41. 5
1=====1==-=-·-,,----- · - --1----=--=---- -·-. - - - - --~-1---_--1-~=== ----

North Atlantic Di·
vision:
Maine ...... ... . .
New Hampshire.
Vermont ....... .
Massachusetts ..
Rhode Island . . . .
Connecticut .... .
New York ...... .
New Jersey.- ... .
Pennsvlvanm .. .
South A tlautic Di·
vision:
Delaware . ...... .
Maryland ...... .
District of Co·
luml>ia ...... ..
Virginia ....... .
West Virginia ..
North Carolina ..
Sout,h Carolina ..
Georgia ........ .
:Florida ........ . .
South Ceutral Di.
vision:
~elltucky ...... .
I en11 e1:,see ...... .
Alabama ... . ... .
Mi,;s issippi. . ... .
Louisiana ... ... .
T exas ..... .. ... .
Arkansas ...... .
Oklahoma ...... .
North Central DiYision:
Ohio ............ .
Indiuna ..... . .. .
lllinois . ..... . . . .
Michigan ... .... .
Wisc011 si11. ..... .
Minnesota ...... .
Iowa ........... .
Missouri .. _.... .
North Dakota .. .
South Dakota .. .
N el> ra 1,ka .. . ... .
Kanf!as ........ ..
W estern DiYiRion:
Montana .. .... ..
Wyoming . .... ..
Colorado ....... .
New11Iexico ... ..
.d1'l Z0lla ....... ..
Utah .......... ..
Nevada ........ . .
Jclaho .... .. .... .
" 'ashingtou .... .
Oreg-on ......... .
California . .... . .
0

1,058
594
807
15, 416
5,303
9,523
53,825
30, 20(l
(lti, 054

412
9J
156
2 , 322
1, 240
1,061
11,425
9,200
18,033

24. 8
15. 8
]9. 3
15.1
23. Cl
17. 4
21. 2
30. 5
27. J

1,719
522
758
11, 670
4,272
8, 092
42, 701
23 7[5
51: 465

178
05
122
2,164
802
1, 70;)
10,847
8,301
15,808

10. 3
18. 2
16.1
18. 5
20. 0
21. 0
2.5. 4
35 . 4
80. 9

40. 5
50. 1

19, 245
151,278

11 , 068
!JO, 172

57. 5
50. 6

16, 570
127, 708

Jl, 820
8d, 707

71. 3
GO. 5

21, 389
260, 678
10,902
235, 081
30 1, 2(l2
4.0J, 015
GO, 20!

35. 0
57. 2
44. 4
GO. 1
04. 1
07. 3
50. 6

45, 030
428,450
18,446
351,145
3H4, 750
479,863
85,513

21, 700
315, GGO
10,130
27 1,043
310,071
30 1, 482
60,420

48. 4
73. 2
55. 0
77. 4
78. 5
81. (j
70. 7

33, 833
362,024
12, !)05
272, 497 .
280, 060
873, 211
62,748

23, 8J3
3:l2, 855
9,907
23 1,:193
235, 212
343 li54
52: 809

70. 5
88. 9
77. 4
8L8
81. 1
02.1
81.1

1[)7, 080
309, 800
479, 4:;o
516,020
392, 612
336 154.
211: 454
2, 290

llO , 530
167,971
331, 260
31-!, 858
283, 245
176,484
116,655
8!)7

55. 9
54. 2
09. l
60. 0
72.1
52. 5
5'.l. G
39. 2

190,223
27 1,386
39:l, 058
425,307
328, 15J
255, 265
137,971

133,805
1!)4, 405
32i, GSO
319, 75;3
250, 420
l!l2, 520
103,473

70. 4
71. 7
80. Cl
75. 2
79.1
75. 4
75. 0

150, 483
225,482
328,835
305, 074
262, 350
160, 905
85,249

131, 099
185,070
200,953
2G5, 282
2·)5 40'.l
150: 808
_69, 244

83. 8
82 ..J
88.1
87. 0
85. 9
88. 7
8 1. 2

09, 180
3:'i, 60-1
46, 000
lG, 561
4,706
4,688
8,459
114, lGO
451
1,220
9, 5]5
38, 037

17, 5!J9,
11,495
12,415
4,838
1, 761
1,091
2,233
47, 502
215
410
2, 440
·12, 360

25. 4
:l:l. 2
27. 0
2!). 2
36. 7
23. 3
26. 4
,i l. 7
47. 4 }
'.l3. 4
25. 7
3g. 5

5!l, 839
29, 14v
31, 837
16,780
4,270
2,704
7,578
lOJ, 303

16,350
10 363
l'.!: 971
4,791
1,325
1,040
2. 272
56, 24.4

37. 2
28. 5
31. 0
37. 2
30. 0
53. 0

1,501

Go!

4.4-. 2

87•1

6JO

74. 3

1, 959
31,176

002
J.!,588

30. 7
46. 8

703
l :l, 784

231
7, 572

32. 9
59. 1

4, 5-!7
], 310
6,837
8,438
3, 50J
l, 700
5,936
2,275
7, 802
11. 440
90, 737

1,652
222
] , 700
G, 805
1,820
825
3,541
l, 106
3,517
3,157
35,669

36. 3
16. 8
25. 0
80. 6
50. 9
4Cl. l
59. 7
48. 6
4-l. G
27. 6
39. 3

3, 003
], 230
2, 764
8, 1!19
4,288
1, 318
8,071
3, 52J
G, 451
ll, 083
91,827

1, 076
182
568
7, 559
1,018
GS9
2, 15!
9lli
2, 4Cl0
3,080
27,340

35. 8
14. 7
20. 5
D2. 2
23. 7
52. 3
2Cl. 7
28. 2
38.1
27. 8
29. 8

2,245
350
530
1, 240
(l7
687
3,480
4,350
1,461
3. 83~
57, 951

275
121
259
1,080
24
266
219
2, !l02
4.84
], 0 16
5,558

12. 2
34. 6
48. 9
8i. l
35. 8
38. 7
6.3
66. 7
33. 1
26. 5
9. 6

1,505
584
788
l[), 595
6,330
10,484
62,110
39, 837
SU, 125

479
13li
108
3,026
1, 170
1,058
11,413
11, 158
20,600

31. 8
23. 3
21. 3
15. 4
18. 5
15. 8 .
18. 4
28. 4
23. 2

21, cos
161, lOG

10,692
80, 7:13

(ll, 041
455, (l82
2-i, 737
392, 58!)
470, 232
600,623
110, 03-!

;: : t ~;r::; ; !t;
21,431
12, 240
2, 52:l
1,150
4, 2<il
83, 393

0, OCO
4, 478
5!)6
472
1, 526
60, 048

46. 5
36. Cl
23. Cl
41. 0
35. 8
72. 7
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892-93.
TABLE

8.-Th e three elements of population in 1890.

States and Territories.

· Native
Total
population.
white.

Per
Foreip:ncent. boru white.

Per
cent.

Colored.

Per

cent.

United States------····· 62,622, 250

45,862,023

73. 24

9, 121, 867

14. 57

7,638,360

North .Atlantic Division ...... 17, 401, 545
South .Atlantic Division ...... 8, 857, 920
South Central Division _...... 10,972,893
North Central Division ....... 22,362,279
W estern Division . . _.......... 3, 027, 613

13,247,115
5, 389,833
7,168,997
17,858,470
2,197,608

76.13
60, 85
6_5. 33
79. 86
72. 59

3,874, 866
202,316
318, 579
4,053,457
672,649

22. 27
2. 28
2. 91
18. 13
22. 22

279,564
3,265, 771
3, 485,317
450,352
] 57,356

661,086
376, 530
332,422
2, 238, 943
345, 506
746, 258
5,997,853
1, 444-, 933
5,258,014

580, 568
303, 644
287,394
1,561,870
231,832
550, 283
4, 358,260
1,068,596
4,304,668

87. 82
80. 64
86. 46
69. 76
67.10
7'l. 74
72. 67
73. 95
81. 87

78, 695
72, 196
44,024
65:l, 503
106,027
183, 155
1,565, 692
327,985
843,589

11. 90
19.17
13. 24
29. 19
30. 69
24. 54
26.1 0
22. 70
16. 04

1,823
690
1,004
23, 570
7, 647
12, 820
73, 901
48,352
109, 757

. 28
.19
. 30
1.05
2. 21
!. 72
1.23
3. 35
2. 09

168,493
1,042,390
230,392
1, 655, 980
762,794
1,617,947
1, 151, 149
1,837, 353
391,422

126, 970
732, 706
136,178
1, 001, 933
711,225
1,051,720
455,865
966,465
206,771

75. 36
70. 29
59.11
60. 50
93. 24
65. 00
39. 60
52. 60
52. 83

13,096
93,787
18, 517
18, 189
18,852
3,662
6,143
11,892
18, 178

7. 77
9. 00
8. 04
1.10
2. 47
. 23
. 53
. 65
4. 64

28,427
215,897
75,697
635,858
32,717
562,565
689, ] 41
858, 996
166,473

16. 87
20. 71
32. 85
38. 40
4. 29
34. 77
59. 87
46. 75
42. 53

1,858,035
1, 767, 518
1, 513, 017
1, 289, 600
1,118,587
2, 235,523
1, 128, 179
61,834

1,531 ,222
1,316, 738
819,114
537, 127
509,555
1,594, 466
804,658
56,117

82. 38
74. 50
54.14
41. 65
45. 55
71. 32
71. 32
uo. 75

59,240
19,899
14,604
7,724
48,840
151, 469
14,094
2,709

3.19
1.12
. 97
. 60
4. 37
6. 78
1. 25
4. 38

268, 173
430,881
679,299
744, 749
560, 192
489, 588
309,427
3,008

14. 43
24. 38
44. 89
57. 75
50. 08
21. 90
27.43
4. 87

3,672, 316
2,192,404
3,826, 351
2,093,889
1,686,880
l, 301,826
1, 91], 896
2,679, 184
182, 71!)
328,808
1, 058, 910
1,427, 096

3,126, 252
2,000,733
2,927,497
1,531, 2~3
1, Hll, 484
829, 102
1, 577, 154
2, 294,176
100,775
2:16, 447
844-, 644
1,228,923

85.13
91. 26
76. 51
73.13
68. 85
63. 69
82. 49
85. 63
55.15
71. 91
79. 77
86.11

458, 55;!
146,003
840,975
541,601
518, 989
467, 057
323,932
234,282
81, 348
90,843
202,244
147,630

12. 49
6. fl6
21. 98
25. 87
30. 77
35. 88
16. 94
8. 74
44. 52
27. 63
19. io
10. 34

87,511
45,668
57,879
21,005
6,407
5,667
10, 8 LO
150,726
596
1, 518
12,022
50,543

2. 38
2. 08
1. 51
1. 00
. 38
. 43
. 57
5. 63
. 33
.4
1. 13
3. 5·

86,941
44,845
321,962
131, 85!)
38, 117
153,766
27,190
66,554
254,319
253,936
818,119

65. 79
73. 87
78.11
85. 85
6;!. 93
73. 96
59. 42
78. 87
72. 79
80. 93
67. 72

40,330
14,330
82, 506
10, 860
17,463
52,133
11,894
15,464
86, 194
47,822
2!)3, 553

30. 52
23. 77
20. 02
7. 07
29. 29
'.!5. 08
25. 99
18. 33
24. 67
]5. 24
24. 30

4,888
1,430
7,730
10,874
4,040
2,000
6,667
2,367
8,877
12,009
96,458

3. 69
2. 36
1. 87
7. 08
6. 78
.9 6
14. 59
2. 80
2. 54
3. 83
7. 98

North
.Atlantic
Division:
Maine
_____________________
New Hampshire . --------Vermont ..... _.. ___ .. ___ . _
Massachusetts . __ . _... _. _.
Rhode Island .. _. _. _.. _.. _
Connecticut .. _. _. __ . __ . __ .
New York ·------·-·······
New .Jersey ....... _. _. ____
PennsylYania _............
South .Atlantic Di.vision:
Dela ware ....... - ..........
Maryland .. __ ._ . . __ .·-- ___
District of Columbia ... _._
Virginia .. _.. _. ___ ........
West Virginia ._.- ·- ......
North Carolina ...... ____ ._
South Carolina ..... __ .. __ .
Georgia .. ........... _. ___ .
Florida. _... __ . _.... _......
South Central Division:
K entucky .............. __ .
Tennessee . ....... . .. _._ ...
.Alabama. - ... ·-·· ······- __
Mississippi _. __ .. _.. . __ .. _
Louisiana _. __ . ____ ... ___ ..
Texas ... _... _...... _... __ .
.Arkansas .. - _.. _....... __ .
Oklahoma. ______ .·-······North Central DiYision:
Ohio ····-- ----·-········- Inr1iana .. _____ .... ___ ... _.
Illinois __._. - .. - _. _...... _.
~:\~io~as~~-::::::::::::::::
Minn esota .......... _-·- ...
Iowa ......... ·--···------·
Missouri. __ .. _............
No:. th Dakota_ .. .. . ... _...
South Dakota .. _.... . .....
Nebraska- -··· · - ·--·-- - - - Kansas ... _. - . __ . ..........
Western Division:
Montana ___ .. _____ .... ____

~f:r~~~~:::: :::::::::::::

New Mexico ..............
.Arizona . ...... __ : ....... __
Utah ______________________
Nevada _. _. -. - - . __ ..... ...
Idaho .. _.

i fl1~:~:~.\~~ ~; ~ :_ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ i

132, 159
60, 705
412,198 ·
153, 593
59, 620
207, 905
45, 761
84,385
349,390
313, 767
1,208,130

12.19

--1. 60
36. 87
31. 76
2. 01
5.19
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ILLITERACY IN THE UNITED STATES.
TABLE

9.-The three elernen ts of popiilation in 1880.

- - ----- -- - -Total
Per
Native
Foreigu
States and Territories ..
population .
cent.
white.
white.
- -United States ... . ..... - - 50,155,783 36,843,291
73. 46 6,559,679

P er
cent,.

Colored.

Per
cent.

13. 08

0, 752,813

13.46

11,465,448
4,483.144
5,630,217
14,049,225
1,215,257

79. 03
59. 01
63. 12
80. 91
68. 75

2,808, 396
170,968
271,098
2,912,198
397,019

19. 3ti
2. 25
3. 04
16. 77
22. 46

233,563
2,943,085
3,018,056
402,688
155,421

1. 61
38. 74
33. 84
2. 32
8. 79

588,193
299, 995
290, 281
1,321, 844
19fi, 108
481,060

870, 697
3, 609,953

90. 64
86. 46
87. 36
74.13
70. 02
77. 25
74. 90
76. 98
84. 29

58,659
46, 2:l4
40,937
441,938
73, 831
129, 709
1,208,705
221, 320
587,063

9. 04
13. 32
12. 32
24. 79
26. 70
20. 88
23. 78
19. 57
13. 71

2,084
762
1,068
19,303
6,592
11,931
66,849
39,099
85,875

. 32
. 22
.32
1.08
2. 38
1. 92
1.32
3. 45
2. 00

1, 54'.!, 180
260,493

110,720
642, )65
101, 026
866, 248
574, 309
863,550
383,651
806,573
134,902

75. 52
68. 68
56. 88
57. 27
92. 86
61. 69
38. 53
52. 30
50. 06

9,440
82,528
16,080
14, (ilO
18, 228
3,692
7,454
10, 333
7,703

6. 44
H. 83
0. 56
. 97
2. 95
. 26
. 75
. 67
2. 86

26,448
210,250
59, 618
031, 707
25, 920
532,508
604,472
725, 274
126,888

18. 04
22. 49
33. 56
41. 76
4.19
38. 05
60. 72
47. 03
47. 08

J, 648,690
1, 542, 359
1,262,505
1, 13l, 597
939,946
1, 591,749
802,525

1, 317, 725
1,122,230
652,664
470, 403
402, 177
1, 083,656
581,356

79. 93
72. 76
51. 70
41. 57
42. 79
68. 08
72. 44

59,454
16,595
9,521
8,995
52,777
113,581
10, 175

3. 61
1. 08
. 75
. 79
5. 61
7.14
1. 27

271,511
403,528
600,320
652,199
484, 99~
394,512
210, 994

Hi. 46
36.16
47. 55
57. 64
51. 60
24. 78
26. 29

3,198,062
1,978, 301
3,077,871
1,636,937
1,315, 497
780, 773
Minnesota . _... - -. - - -- - - ..
Iowa __ ____________________ 1, 624, 615
Missouri . _- . ...... -. - - .... 1,168,380
North Dakota ... ___ . __ - . __ }
135, 177
South Dakota_ ... . - .. - - - - Nebraska . __ .. __ ..... - ....
45:!, 402
906,096
Kanoas ___ . . -·· - .. --· --- - . .

2,723,582
l, 794,764
2,448,172
1,228,127
!)04, 300
509,373
1,353, 046
1,811,467
81,770
352, 4-13
842,211

85.16
90. 72
79. 54
75_03
GS. 74
65. 24
83. 28
83. 54
60. 49
77. 90
84. 55

394,338
144,093
582,979
386,433
4.05, 318
267,511
261, 554
211,359
51,377
97, 351
109,944

12. 33
7. 28
18. 94
23. 61
30. 81
34. 26
16.10
9. 75
38. 01
21. 52
11.04

80,142
39, 503
46,720
22, 377
5,879
3,889
10, 015
145,554
2,030
2,638
43,9U

2.51
2. 00
1. 52
1. 36
.45
. 50
. 62
6. 71
1. 50
. 58
4.41

39, 159
20,789
194,327
119,565
40,440
143,963
62,266
32, 610
75, 116
174, 768
864, 6!J4

25,898
14,509
]51, 978
100,773
20,809
98,958
33,350
22,414
54,896
142,143
549,529

66.14
69. 79
78. 21
84. 28
51. 46
68. 74
53. 56
68. 73
73. 08
81. 33
63. 55

9,487
4,928
39, 148
7,948
14,351
43,465
20,200
6,599
12,303
20,932
217,052

24. 22
23. 71
20. 15
6. 65
35. 49
30.19
32. 45
20. 24
16. 38
11. 98
25.17

3,774
1,352
3,201
10,844
5,280
1,540
8,710
3,597
7,917
11,693
97,513

9.64
6. 50
1. 64
9. 07
13. 05
1. 07
13. 99
11. 03
10. 54
0. 69
11. 28

North AtlanticDivision ______ .
South Atlantic Division. ____ ..
South Central Division ____ ... _
North Central Di vision_ ..... _.
es tern Division ........... _.

14,507, 407
7,597, 197
8,919,371
17, 36.t, 111
1,767,697

,v

North
Atlantic
Division:
Maine
_____________________
648,936
New Hampshire ...........
346,991
Vermont ..... . ............
332, 286
Massachusetts ............ 1,783,085
276, 531
Rhode Island.-----·-·---Connecticut ._ .... ... ......
622, 700
New York .....
5,082. 871
New Jersey .. _... -.... - . _. 1, li.ll, 116
Pennsylvania _____________ 4,-282, 891
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware .. _____ ... _... ...
146,608
Maryland. __ ... - - -- - - .....
934,943
District of Columbia ..... 177, 624
Virginia . ___ .. -. - - - - - ..... 1,512, 565
618,457
West Virginia · · ·---- ----North Carolina . ... - -. _. _. - 1, 399, 750
South Carolina ........... _
995, 577

iio:~a~~ :::::::::::::::::::
0

South Central Division:
Kentucky_. - - - ............
Tennessee ............ - - .. .
Alabama .. _... . . ... __ .. - - -

ri~1~~:tt.:::
::::::::::::
Texas. - - - - . . - -- - - - - - - .....

Arkansas . _... - . - - .. - - - ...
Oklahoma. ____ .... _..... _.
North Central Division:
Ohio--··· - ---- - · - -----··· ·
ln<liana ___ .. ___ ...... -. - ..
Illinois _____ - . - - . - - - . - -... -

------------ -------- ----

~\~~~~~i; ::::::::::::::::

Western Division:
Montana- __ .. . - . - - - .. --- ..

ix~~1~~:::::::::::::::::
New Mexico _.. . .... ___ - - ..

Arizona __ .. _... __... __ . __ _
Utah----- ·-·-·-··-··-···-Nevada .. ... . - . --- ... - . - . Idaho . __ . __ . _.. _. __ .. .. .. _
Washington··--· - -----···

8~f{l~~~i~::: :: ::::::::::::

,.,,,.m I

---·---- ·---·-·· ··· ----·-- -

-------·--· ··-----
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'f,rnLl~ 10. - The three elements of pop1.1lation in 1870.
Total
population.

States and Territories .

N::itive
white.

Per

Foreign
white.

I ce11t.

Per
cent.

Colored.

Per

I cent.

Uuitccl States .. ... ..... . 38,558,371

28,085,402

72. 8!

5,503,975

14. 27

4,968, 994 1 12.89

N ort.h .Atlantic Dit-ision ...... 12, 298, 730
Sontli Atlantic Division . . _.. . . 5, 85il, 610
South Central Division .... .. .. 0, 434,410
North Central Division .. . .... . 12,981,111
Western Division .............
990,510

9,596,821
3,468,405
3,995,051
10,365,228
059, 897

78.
59.
62.
'i9.
66.

03
25
09
85
02

2,520,448
166, 833
232,920
2, i:l33, 275
250,499

20. 49
2. 85
3. 62
17. 97
25. 29

181,461
2, 218, il72
2,206, 43!)
282,608
80, 114

·- ----- - - - -

North .A.tlantic Division:
Maine .... . .. .... ..........
New Hampshire .. ..•......
Vermont ... ··- ···-· .... . ..
Massachusetts ............
Rhode Island ... .. . .. . ... ..
Counecticut ...............
NewYork . ... .... ...... ...
New Jersey ... .... ........
Pennsylvania ... ..... _....
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ... ... .. . ..... . ...
Maryland . .. ............. .
District of Columbia ......
Yirginia ................ ..
West Virginia ... ..... .....
North Carolina ......... . ..
South Carolina ............
Gcor,2ia .... . ..............
Florida ........... ... .....
South Central Di\-isiou:
Kentucky .. .. ..... . . . .....
'l'cunessec .... . ............
.Alalrnma ..................
1

t~i~i~~
t. :::::::::::::::
'.Iexas ... . ... .. ............

0

Arizona ... .... .. ..........
tali ...... · - ·· ........... .
'e,ada ...................
Idaho .......... ... ...... ..

~~~;7i~1-~~~~. ::::::::::::::
California . ................

2.18
8. 09

575,929
288,086
282,458
1,089, 934
156,823
413,912
3,191,886
686,470
2,911,314

91. 87
90. 51
85. 45
74. 79
72.15
77.0l
72. 82
75. 76
82. 66

48,880
29,611
47, 155
353,222
55, 3D6
113,637
1,138,324
188,928
"'545, 295

7. 80
9. 30
14. 27
2J. 24
25. 49
21.15
25. 98
20. 85
15. 48

2, 106
603
()38
14., 195
5,134
9,905
52,549
30,689
65,342

. 33
.19
. 28
. 97
2. 36
1.84
1.20
3. 39
1.86

125, 015
780,894
131, 700
], 225, 163
442,014
l, 071, 361
705,606
1, 184, 109
187, 748

93,085
522,087
72,027
698 339
406. 942
G75, 441
281,594
627,800
91,090

74. 46
06. 86
5!. 69
57. 00
!J2. 07
03. 05
R9. 91
53. 02
48. 52

9,136
83,410
16,251
13,750
17, 091
3,020
8,073
ll, 126
4,967

7. 31
10. 68
12. 3!
1. 12
3. 86
. 28
1. 14
. 94
2. 6!

22,794
175, 3D7
43,422
513,074
17,981
392,891
415, 939
545,183
!Jl, 601

18. 36
2J. 40
32. 97
41.8 8
4.07
36. 07
58. 9:5
4G. 0!
48. 8!

1,321,011
1,258,520
996, 992
827,922
726, 915
818,579
484,471

1, O:J5, 295
916,803
511,422
371,721
300, 309
502,314
357, 187

78. 37
72. 85
51. 30
44. 90
41. 31
61. 30
73. 73

63,397
19, 316
(), !)62
11,175
61,750
62,386
4,928

4. 80
1. 53
1. 00
1. 35
8. 50
7. 62
1. 01

222,319
32~, 401
. 475, 008
445, 026
36!, 850
25:J, 879
122, 356

1, 05!, 670
4.30, 706

Io wa ........ ....... . ... . .. 1, 194, 020
.Missouri ......... : ........ 1, 721, 295
North Dakota . ... . .. ...... }
14, 181
South Dakota .............
Nebraska .................
l 22, 993
Kaniias ....................
36!, 390
Western Di ,·isiou:
.:\fontana ..................
20,505

6~r~
:~i1~~::::::::::: ::::::
New ~exico ......... _.....

1.48

37. 90
34. 29

626,915
318, 300
320,551
1,457,351
217,353
5:37, 45J
4,882,759
900, 096
3,521,951

Arkansas ....... ..........
Oklahoma ................. -----------North Central Division:
Ohio ..... ......... . .. ..... 2,665,260
I11<1iaua ................... 1, 080, 637
Illinois .................... 2,530, 891
1
1, 18!, 059

Wt:i
~~~1~1n·::::::::::::::::
Min11esot::i, ................

---

9,118
30, 86!
!JI, 87-i
9,658
86, 786
42. 491
J4, 990
23,055
!lO, 923
560, 2-17

---

----- --- ----

83. 65
90. 11
78. 58
75. 95
65.13
G3.12
82. 37
80. 2:3

8,072
!Jl, 36D
207, 985

56. 92
74. 29
81. 77

12,276 I
5, :J56 I
32, 62!)
SJ, 773
3,792

g~:in I

7, 007
17,405
78, 059
338, !J03

--------

·····--· -----------

2,229, 45!
1,514,363
1,995,899
899,274
686. 852
277, 560
983,518
1,380,882

I

59. 61
58. 74
81. 85
92. 27
39. 26
6!. 28
54. 86
46. 72
72. !i6
8G. 51
(i0. 40

16.

s:

25. Ci

47. 7

53. 7
50. l
31. 0
25. 2

............ . .. . ..

13. 97
8. 42
20. 28
22. 63
34. 56
HG. 55
17.14
12. 91

63,314
2-!,800
28,795
10, 777
3, ::SHJ
], 44\l
5, 8 l3
118,149

2. 3
1. 4
1.1
1. 4

33. 95
4,815
30, 74.8 1 25. 00
48,392
13. 28

1,204

9.1

876
18, 022

.7
4. 9

2, 28!)
i:l!J2
6!3
1,481
77
742
3,532
4,381
] , 760
3, r,94
GO, 823

]1.1 1
4. 30
'

372,492
141,474
C15, 197
208,008
3G4, 49g
160, 697
20-l, 689
22'.}, 264

I

6,030
:i , 370
G, 592
5, 620
5,780
30,257
15,649
3,611
4, 7DO
8,270
160, 521

I

i
I

I
I

29. 28
1.!6. 06
16. 54
G.12
59. &!
34. 87
36. 83
24. 07
20. 00
9.10
28. 05

-

. :i
.3

.4
0. 8

1. (j 1

1. 61
. 80
85
8 ,.,•) 1
29. 21
7. 3!
4. 39
10. 86

ILLIT.E RACY IN T ~
TAELB

11.-Percentage of illiterntes to popnlation 10 years of age ancl over 'in 1890
and 1880.

States and Territories .

Tota l
whites.

F emales.

Males .

Total.

aa

_
1

9. 4 _ 6. 2i__ 8. 7 __13.1 __12. O _50. 8 ~
1
5.9 2. 31 2. 815.!l 15. 4 21.7 24.2
19. 5 1±, 6 2g. 0 ~ 2. 2 lLI. ~ ~O. 1 z5. 1
21. G lo . o . LO 20. 2 15. !l Gl. 2 16. 0
5. 9 3. 4 1 5. 0 JO. G 8. !l 32. 8 41. 2
8.8 4. 5j_ 8. G 10.-! !J.2 41. 5 33 . 2

7. 7

North..A.tlanticDiYision .. 6.2 G.2 5.!l 5.4 G.5 7.0 , 5.9
South ~tlautic D~~' i_sion ..
~ ~O. 3 29. 1_ 3~. 8 32. G 41. 7J lf, 5
South Central D1\ls10n .. . _.), , u9. 5 27. (l 31 . 8 31. 9 41. 3/ 1:.>. 3
North Central Di-vision... 5. 7 G. 7 5. 2 G. 2 6. 3 7. 2. 5.1
WesteruDivision . ........ 8.3 11.3 8. 1 10.1 8.7_rn . o G.2

~?·

i~~{r'l·J_;;:::::::::::::::
Illrnms ..... ..... . .. . .
Mi_ch iga1; . . . . . . . . . . . . .
\YJ SCOllSlll... .. . . . . . . .

Minnesota . .. . . .......
Iowa. . .. .... .. . ..... ..
:Missonri.. .. . .... .....
North Dal_rnta ...... ..
South D_a kot a ....... ..
Neurasl,a ....... . . ... .
K a11 sas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wes rem Divi sion:
Monta1_1a.......... ....
"\Vyomiu g .: ..... . ....

~~~~\~'l~ic~::: :::::::

5. 5
G. ~
G. ,
6. 2
!l. 8
5. :s
5. 51
6. 5;
6.8 .

1. 3
5. O
G. 0
6. 5
11. 2
5.7 1
5. 5
6. 21
7.1

5. 9
7. 5
7. 4
5. 3
9. O
5.1
5. 2
G. ~

9 jwu,a~~

·~ ~·

United St:ltcs . . . . .. _ 13. 3 17. O 12. 4 15. 8 H. 4 18. 2

North Atlantic Didsion :
Maino . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N ew Hampshire......
Vermont..............
Masiachusetts..... . ..
Rl10do Island .........
Connecticnt .... ......
New York. . ... .. .. . . .
N cw J ersey :..... . . . .
Pennsy!Yam:-L ... . ... .
South Atlantic D1visiou:
Delaware .............
M_aryland._.; · ·····:···
D!s~1;1~~ of Colnml.n:1 ..
V1r.,m;•:. ·: ·:.. .. .....
Wc;;t \ 1rg rnrn ..... . ..
North Caro lina . ......
Son th Carolina . .......
Grorgia . . .... . ........
Florida...............
South Ceutral Divisio11:
K\mtucky .... ........
'l'en ucsseo .... ........
.Alabama ........ ......
Missisflippi .. .... .....
Louisiana.............
Texas ..... ... . .. . ....
.Ark,msas.............
Oklahoma.............
Nortl: Central DiYi8iou:

Nath"e
whites.

1890. 118SO. lS!lO. ]880. 18SO. 1880. 1890. 1880. 1890. 1]880. 1890. 18SO. 18So. 11rno.

--------~-1_ •

I
5.1 4. 0

1

6. .J

4. 5/
5.1
G. 4
5. 3
!l. 8
5.0
4. 9
5. 6
5.9

H. 311 17. 51 13. 8
1
1?.7 HJ.3 15.2
18. 8 11. ~
:JO._ 40. ~ 2?. li
14. 4 19.. I 13. 3
85. 7 F->~·. 3 33. 0
45. 0 v 4 42. 3
39. 8149. 9 37. 8
27. 8 43. 4I 24. 7

lG. 8
18.6
15. ~,
40.;:
18. ::>
45. 8
53. 6/1
48. 5
41. 1/

14. 9
16.2
1
3g . 8
lo. 5
38. 3
47. 6
41. 8
31. 1

18. :J
20.1
21.4
41.1
21. 4
50. ~
57. 1
51. 1
45. 8

7. 41 D. l
7. 0 8.1
~- 7 4. 3
l .!. !) 18. 2
13. 0 18. 3
23. 0 ~1._ 5!)
17. 9 - 1
lG. 3 22. !)
11. 3 l!l. !)

21. 6 2!J . D, 20. G1 28. 8
26. 6 88. 71 24. 3 BG. 5[
41. O 5U. !) 38. 8 49. 6
40. 0 4P.. 5 37. 8 48. 1/
45. 81 49 . 1 43. 8 4tl. O,
~9. '.I ~9. 7 ~8. 3 ~8. s,
26. 6 38. O :n. 7 85. 4j
5. 4 . . . . . 5. o . . . . .

22. 7
29. 0
43 . 2
42. ::!
47. !J
21. 4
29. !l
5. 9

31.1
40. 8
52. 1
50. !)

15. 8
17. 8
18. 2
11. 9
20 . 1
llOG . 83

~.3 .;

I

1

6. 2 4. !l
5. !) 5. 6
7. 0 7. 6
10. 5 12. 6
5.5 !l.4
5. 8 G.1
G. 8 G.
7.0 8. ;J

/

5. 4
6. 8
G. 7
G.]
9. 6
5.1
5. 4
7
G.4

!5.

~t !

40. 8
.....

1

~:~

1

I

4. 2
5. O
G. 0
G. 4
:o. 9
5.5
5. 3
~- ll
G.7

'! ~-

u n u n ~J

2. 5i
~- 5 1
3. 21
.8
2. 3
1.0 1
1. 8
~- Z[
,l.o
6. 2
5. U
1. 7
14. 0
!J
., 1
18. 1
16. 5
11. 3

i;_·

22. 0
27. 3
24. 7
Hi. 3

16. l
18. u
18. 4
ll. 9
2~:
''"· O ,
16. 6
3. 5 . . . . . 3. 4

}t ! t
-

V

n i:~

~:~

1. U
l. l
2. 4
.7
2. ()
1.0
2. 2
3. 2
4. 8

I

24.1
2~. 3
2~. ~
lti. ::'
:!2.1
lJ. 9
13.]
13. 3
17.8

. I

23. 7 31. 8 2-t 8
~~ - !> 1 2:l.3 fl 15. 8
26. ~I 2! , 3 1~. 3
19. GI b . 4 lo . 1
::!7. U 18. 5 '.2:l. 6
18.3 15.8 17.4
12. 5 18. 4I1 ::!1. 2
1 !· 1 2~. 4 :JQ. 5
l ;:i. l 2:J.2 2, . 1
1

8.1 lG . S 18. 5
7.~ 13. ~ 10.2
2. 61 !UJ 12.1
18. ~ i 1g. 1 ~.· 4
18. G, fa l 1., 5
31. 1 fi. 0 8. 3
~2. 411 6. 3 4. 9
::!3. 2 G. 41 5. 6
20. 7 ' 10. 8l 10. O

40. 5 1 57. 5
5r1 / 59.G
~.J. O
I 4~. 4
v7. 2 7~. 2,
44. 41 50. O
GO. l 77. 4
G4. 1 78. 5
U7. 3, 81. G
1
50 . 6 7U. 7

22. 81 !l. 81 !J. 7
27. 8 1 !l. 5 1 7. 5
25. O 7. !J I· 7. 7
lG. G 10.1 G. 0
ID. 8 18. 7 10. U
1
1~. ~ 279 . ~
~u'·
2;:i. o
v
v
. . . . . G. 1 . . . . .

&5. 9 70. 4
54. 2 71. 7
69.1 so. G
GO. 9 75. i
72. 1 7!J . 1
~2. ~
40
o3. G v
ll9. 2 __ ...

2t·.

)

z.~-.

u ii:i ~:t att ~~:~

5.2 1 6.4 j 4.7 5.9 5 !l 6.9 4.U 5.9 8.1 5.3 !l.4 7.7 27.0 37.2
~- !J , 5. 2i ~- 11 5. ~ 5. 8 4. !) 5. '. 4. ~ 2. 5 ~- 3 l ~- 4 10. i 29. 2 28. 5
6. 7 5. 8 6 01 5. 2 7. 5 6. 3 G. G 5. 6 2. 1 2. 0 13. 4 10. 8 30. 7 31. 0
6. 01 u. 2 5. o 5. 2 7. 3 7. 3 5. !J 6. o 1. 4 1. u[ 11. J 10. 9 23. 3 37 . 2
:J (i 3. 9 3. 2 3. 6 4. 1 4. 3 3. 5 3. 8 i. 8 2. 6 !l. 3 8. 1 26. 4 30. o
!l. 1 l:J. 4 8. 3 12. 0 !l. !J 14. 3 7. 1 10. 5 G. 81 11. 1 !J. 1 7. 0 41. 7 53. !)
0.0( 4 _8 1 4.~( 3 _9 5
G. 5 5, 8l _ 5 1.8/l i . 5 8. ~ ( 6. s14y.4,c _
4. 2 I
) 3. 6 5 , < ;)· O 5 5 l 4. IS' 4 2 1. ~ 5 8 1< !l. l S . )3~. 44 2
3.11 3.6 2.8 1 3. 3 3.6 4.1 2. 8 3. 5 1. 3/ 2.3 7.3 u.4 2o.7 J'J.7
4. O 5. 6 :J. 5! 5. 1 4. 5 6. 2 2. 9/- 3. 7 2. 0/ ll. 1 1 8. 8 G. 7 32. 5 4G. s

r4 (

1

5. 5
3.4

I

It

415

I

5. 3
3.1

~-- 7
., 3

4. 6
2.8

4._~,
3

7. 8
4. !J

4. 1 2. 2
:J.01 2.5

/

1. G 1. 4 8. 2
l.ll 1.7 1 7.1

3. 8 36. 3 35. 8
4.J lG. 8 14.7

~n G~: ~ 3U 5g 5~: i ~U ~U, (j~: ~,4t ~ 6;: ~I3b:~ 4t ~ ~~: i it~

.A.nzona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23. 4 17. 7
tah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5. G 9. 1
1' en1<la.. .... . . . . . . . . . 12. 8 8. O
Idal10:................ 5. ~ 7. 1
"\Vas lnn gtou . . ........ 4.3 7.0
~rti,g_on :············ · - 4.1 5.7
Cah lorma ............. 7. 7 7. 8
T
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1

20. 3 14. 5 29.1 2G. 9
4. 7 8. 2 G. 6 10. O
12. 3 7. ti 13. 8 9. 1
5. ll 7. 8 4. o 5. 4
4.2 G.5 4.3 7. 8
4.5 1 6.4 3.5 4. 6
8. 9! 8. 2 5. 8I 7. 2

21. 1 lli. ~ 7. 9
5. 1 8. oj 2. 3
4. 2 4. 51 . 8
3. 5 3. G. 1. 9
3.1 2.!l 1. 3
3.0 3.G 1. 8
4. 5 4. 4 1. 7
1

o. 1 42. 2 26. 8 50. g 23. 7

5. 9
1. 1
3. o_,
2.4
3. 5
2. o

1

10. ll
10. o
8. :i
.7.0
7.n
10. 5I

11. 81 46. 1
8. 4 59. 7
5. a 48. ti
4.5 44.0
4.4 27.G
8.
39. 3

f\

52. 3
26. 7
23. 'd
38.1
27.8
29. 8
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12.-Differences between percentages of 1880 and 1890, the
increase and the - sign denoting clecrease.

States and Territories.

indicating

Differences b etween the percentages of illiterates.

DifferenceR between
tlle percentages of
population.

Fe- Total Native For
. ·
Col·
Total. Male. male. white. white . .;~1~e. ored.

Native
white.

.;{ft~.

For-

Col.
ored.

s

9

10

I

1

2

6

4

3

------------/--- --- --- --- ---

United States ....... Nor th.A.tlantieDivision..
South.AtlanticDivision ..
South Central Didsion ...
NorthCentralDivision ...
Western Division ........

+ sign

3.7 -

3.4 -

3.8 -1.7 -

.

2. 5 + l.l -13.2 -

O + .5 .5
.0 .5 + . 2 - 2.5
-9. 4-9.7 -9.1-- 5.0 -5.4 +2.1-15.0
- 9. 8 -10. 2 - 9. 4 - 6. 3 - 7, O + 4. 6 -14. ~
-1.0-1.0 .9 . 8 -1.G +J.7 '--8. 4
- 3. C, - 2. O - 4. 9 - 2. 6 - 4. 1 + l. 2 + 8. 3
~ =======-· ======= ====== = = ========

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ........ '. . .... s . + 1. 2
New H ampshire ...... + l. 8
Vermont ... .......... + .7
Massachusetts ........ .3
Rhode Islaud . ... . .... - 1. 4
Connecticut ........ .. .4
New York............
O
New Jersey . ......... + . 3
Pennsylvania ......... .3
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware .......... .. . - 3. 2
Maryland ............ - 3. G
District of Columbia. -- 5. 6
~r~ini::i,:.:.: ......... -10. 4
e, t Vuguua ........ - 5. 5
North Carolina ....... -12. 6
South Carolina ....... -10. 4

iiir\~~~ :.·.·_·::: :: ::::: =i~: ~

South Central Division:
K entucky ............ - 8. 3
Tennessee ......... . .. -1.!. l
Alabama ....... ... ... - 9. 9
Mississippi. .......... - 9. 5
Louisiana ............ - 3. 3
Texas ....... . . .. ..... -10. O
Arkansas ............. -11. 4
North Central Division:
Ohio ............... ... - .3
Indiana ............. . - 1. 2
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 1. 2
~i_cbiga~ ....... : ..... + . 7

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

1. 4
2. 4
1.0

0 -

.8
.1
.3
.6
.6

- 3.0
- 3.4
- 4.7
-10, 6
- 5. 2
-12. 8
-11. 3
-10.7
-16.4
-

+ 1.1 +
+ 1. 3 +
+ .3 +
-

+

-

,6 2.1 .9
.3 +
.1 +
1. 3 -

- 3.4
- 3. 9
- u.3
-10. 3
- 5. 9
-12. 4
- 9. 5
- 9.3
-14. 7

8. 2 -

-

1.2
1.8
.7
.3
1. 3

+

+
+

+

.4
.l
.4
.3 -

1. 7
1.1
1. 6
4.3
5.3
8.5
4.0
6.6
8.6

-

======= =
+ 7. 0 -

.!l + . 4
.6 +
.4 .8 +
.8 .1 - 3.4 +
.G - 5, 2 0 - 3. 4 -

.4
.5
1. 3

1.9 +
.9 4.5 +
5.7 +
8.6 +
4.3 +
6.7 +
!l.4 +

6. 2 -

6. 7

9. 5 6. 5 4. 4 1. 7

9, 8
6. 6
4. 7

4. 6
8. 7

.3 .3 .2
- 1. 1, - 1. 3 - 1. 2
- 1. 2 - 1. o - 1. O
+ .8 + .9 + .9

Mi~~~~i~~:::::::::::· + :~ ! j + l.~ ~ 1J

1. 7 -

8, 0 -

3. 6
2. 8
4. 7
1. 6

9. 5

1.7
1. 4
.8
.8

+ .2

Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.3 .4 .2 .3 . 8 + 1. 2
Missouri ............. - 4. 3 - 4. 3 - 4. 4 - 3. 4 - 4, 3 + 2.1
North Dakota ........ + 1. 2 + 1. O + , 9 + 1. 6
O + 1.9
Sonth Dakota ........ . 6 - . 3 - 1. 5
.1 . 6 + 2. 2
Nebraska...........
.5 .5 .5 .7 - 1.0 + . 9
Kansas .. ...... . ..... . - 1. 6 - 1. 6 - 1. 7 . 8 - 1.1 -t 2. 1
Western Division:

!~fr~li~:.:::::::::: ~ J t :g =H! ~J =s:i ++
+
i::'ili~'.~-.-_ ·.: ~ ~ ~:::::::: ~ t ~ ti I
!n I=+ :,~ =d +
F
1

New Mexico .......... -20. 5 -20. 2 -20. 8 -20. 6 -21. 4
Arizona ........ .... .. + 5. 7
5. 8 + 2. 2 + 4. 3 .2
Ttah • • • • • • • • • • • • •. •., - 3. 5 - 3, 5 I- 3. 4 - 3. 4 - 3. 6

o

-

-

-

-13. 4
-16. 0
-10. 6
-17.3
-14. 4
-14. 3
-20. 1

+ .1 -14. 5
+ 2. 0 -17. 5
+ .2 -11.5
+ 4. 1 -14. 3
+ . 5 + 7.8 -- 7.0
- 5. 6 + 4. 9 -22. 9
- 8. 9 + 1. 9 -21. 4
.8 + 2. 7 - 1. 9
- 1. 5 + 2.1 - 3.4
- 2. 2 + 1. 7 -10. 2
+ . ~ + 1. 7 + . 7
! :~ + 2. 6 - 5. 7

8. 4 -

+

+

1.9 -

-12. 2 -11. 8 -10. 8 - 8. 9 -10. 3 - 8. 7 -

- 4. 2 - 2. 2
-10. O -10. O -11. 7 -10. 9 -

2. 7 -

7. 5
2. 0
.3
5.1
l. 6
2. 8
2. 1
3. 9

+ .6
+ 2. 2

1Yasbin rtou ........ •. - 2. 7 - 2. 3 - 3. 5
2 - 1.1
Or gou . ..............
1. 6 .- 1. 9 - 1. 1 . 6 _ 1. 7
'alifornia ............ . 1 + . 7 - 1. 4 + . 1 .3

4. 4
3. 0
3. 8
-12. 8
+15. 4
- 1. 5
+ 1. 6
+ 3. 0
2. 5
3. 5
+ 1. 9

+

+

-13. 9
- 3. 6
-12. 2
+ 3.2
-10. 8
- 5. 0
-14. 3

.22 + 1.49

- 2.90
+ 1.84
+ 2. 21
-1.05
+ 3. 84

-·
-

-

5. 82
. 90
CH
3, 82
3. 51
2. 23
3. 03
2. 42

-1.27
- .01
-1.87
-2.08
-.31
-3. 60

======~ :=

2. 82 + 2.86

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

. 16 +
1. 61 +
2. 23 3. 23 +

+
+
+
+ . :JS
+ 3.:n + 1. 07 + . 30 + 2. 77 +
+ 2. 45 +
+· l. 74 +
+ 2.44 +

+ . 08 + 2.76 + 3, 24
- 1. 12

5. 85
.92
4.40
3,
3.
2.
3.

99
71

32
13

2.33
1. 33
. 17
1.52
.13
. 48
.03
.22
.02
1. 78
.42
.04
.22
.19
1.24
. 36
. 02

. 03 + . l 6
.5!
.62
3. 03 + 3. OJ
1. !JO + 2. 26
+ .11 -- . OJ
- 1. 55 + 1. 62
. 79 -t- • 84
+ 2. 09 - 1. 01
- 5.:J4 t 6.51
+ 11. 42 -10. 38
+ 1. 87 - 2, 42
+ l. 56 - . 70

- .04
- .03
- .02
- .03
-e.17
- .20
-

+

-.71

-2.03
-1. 78
-2.66

+ .11

-1.52
-2.88
+L 14
-

51- .

35
4. 08
. 10
+ 1. 1>7
+12. 47
+ 5. 22
+ 5. 86
+10.14
. 29
. 40
-t- 4. 17

+ 6. 30
+ . 06

+
-

+

+

-

. 13
. 42
6. 20
5. 11
6. 46
l, 91
8. 29
3. 26
. 87 ,

,1)9

--3. 36
+ .10
-3.28
- .85
- .28
--4.55

-

+

.09
.10

-1.17
-1.78

-

+ .
+ 2. 1 +
+ 4. 5 -

- 11. 6
1+27. 2
- 6. 2
+ 33. 0
+ 20. 4
+ 6. 5
.~
+ 9. 5

+ 2.91
+ .03
.13
t-1.86
- . 24

. 13

+ .08

. 01
. 36
. 07
- . 07
- . 05
-1 . 08
- 1.17
-1. o4
+ . 55
- . 86
-5. 95
-4. 14
+ . 23
-1. 99
-6. 27
- . 11
+ . 60
-8. 23
- 8. 00
-2. 86
-3. 30
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13.-Showing per cent of clecrease 01· increase in the percentage of ill-iterates between
1880 ancl 1890, the
sign inclicating in01·ease and the - sign denoting decrease.

TABLE

+

States and Territories.

Native
white.

Total.

Foreign
white.

Total
white.

Colored.

- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
United States ............................... .

-21. 8

-28. 7

+

North .A.tlantic Division ...... _.................. .
South .A.tlantic Division ....................... _.. .
South Central Division ....................... .... .
North Central Division ........................... .
Western Division ...... ·.... . ..................... .

0

-17.9
-27.0
-31.8
-32.0
-47.'7

+

North .A.tlantic Division:
Maine .. .......................................
New Hampshire..............................
Vermout ... .. .................................
Massachusetts ......................... _......
Rhode Island................................. .
Connecticut...................................
New York.. ... . ...............................
¥:1~~~~r:~~i;t· .-:::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::·: ::: : : : : : : :
South Atlantic Division:
Delawarr-... ... . . . . .... ........ ... . . . . .. . .. . ...
Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Distri<:t of Columbia. ............ __ ....... ... ..

- 23.8
-24.8
-14.8
-26.5
+27.9
+36. O
+11.7
- 4. 6
-1 2. 5
- 7. U

-

O

~ !: g
-18. 3
-18. 7
-29. 8

f:~1m1;i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Texas ..... .............. .... ..... - ........... .
Arkansas ............................... . .... .
North Central Division:
Ohio .. ......... ..... .. ....... .............. . . . .
Indiana . ...... ...... .... ..... ............... . .
Illinois ....................................... .

~~~)~~~~~~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Minnesota .................................... .
Iowa ......... ............................ . ... .
Missouri ......................... ... ..... . ... .
North Dakota ............. .. .......... ... .... .
South D ,1 kota ............. .. ........ . ........ .
Nebraska ..................................... .
Kansas ....................................... .
Western Division:
Montana .. ......... .. .... ....... .............. .

~{oo/;;1J~~.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

New Mexico ............................. . . ... .
Arizona . .................................. . . . .
Utah ............... .. ........................ .
Nevada ....................................... .
Idaho ............................ . ........... .

~!~l~~n-~~~~: .· .·: .·::.·::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

Califoruia .................................... .

-18.1:

-

18.9

1.3
+ 20.8
+ 29.5
+ 19.1
+ 13. 0

0
-25.6
-29.2
-13.6
-29.5

-

+

10.3
20.0
19.5
20.4
2-:i.O

l. 7
2. 2

+ 28.0
+36. 0
+11.7
- 4.7
-11.9
- 7.3
+ l. 9
+ 7.5
- 4.5

+
+
+
+
-

28.2
47. 5
10.4
2. 0
21.6
9. 2
13.2
6. 9
14.4

+

-

- 3. 0
-· 17. 3
- rn. o
- 18. 6
+ 4. 8
+ 19. 8
+ 17. 9

-

-

-18. 8
-20. 2
-85. D

....:...23. 5
-24.4
-34. 6
-24. 3
-30. G
-27.1
-19.2
-28.9
-45.4

+

9. 2
35. ·3
23.1
87. 0
11.9
51.5
28. 6
14.3
8. 0

-18. 7
,---13. 6
- 37.2
-23. 6
-29.0
- 27.0
-18.3
-28. 8
-43.2

- 13.9
- 16.0
- 27.7
- 21.9
-19.3
- 22.4
- 18. 3
- 17.5
- 28.4

-27.8
-31.3
-19.4
-19. 2
- G.7
--33. 7
-30.0

-29.4
-35.3
-26.4
-28.3
+ 2.5
-40.8
-34.9

-1- 1.0
-t- 26. 7
+ 2. 6
+ 68. 3
+ 71. 6
+ 19. 8
+ 33. 9

-28.2
-34.8
-26. 3
-27. 0
+ 9. 2
-29.4
-34.8

-

- 5.5
-16.0
-18.8
+13.5
+ 15.5
·- 3. 2
- 7.7
-32.1
+ 25. 0
-12.5
-13.9
-28.6

-18.6
-21!.1
- 41.5
+ 8.7 .
+ 5.0
-26.3
-30. 8
-38.7
0
--33. 3
-43.5
-35.5

+
+
+
+

+ 14. 3
-23.5
-46.5
-33.3
- 2. 5
-61. 0
-27.3
-36. 7
-45.8
-48.6
-15.0

+ 115. 8
+ 73.2
+ ~5.0
- 29.6
+ 57.5
- 12.7
+ 19.0
+ 56. 6
+ 55.6
+ 79.5
+ 22.1

Yom~1i~1ii~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =it~

South Carolina . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Georgia . ..... - ............................ _. _.
Florida . . .... _....... ..........................
South Contra! Division:
Kou tucky. -........ ............. . ............ .
TennesS'JO .................................... .

+31. 6
+36.4
+33. 3
+ 14. 3
-20.7
0
-18.2
-15. 6
-27.1

9. 2

.+

3. 8
0
-21.2
-31.5
+32. 2
-38.5
+60. 0
-28.2
-38.6
-28.1
- 1.3

+
-

+

+
+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

32. 1
23. 6
22.1
15. 9
2!.1
1. 8 .
14.8
30. 0
27.9
32.4
14.1
31. 3

-

20.0
2-l. 4
14.3
19.0
8. 8
30.4
28. 5

- 4.1
-17.1
- 16.!J
+18. ·8
+ 17.!J
--16. 7
- 7.9
-32.4
+38. 1
- 2.4
-20.0
-21.6

-

+86. 4
+20. 0
-25.0
-33.1
+25.6
-40. 0
- 0.7
- 2.8
+ G.9
-16.7
+ 2.3

+ 1. 4
+ 14.3
+ 22.0
- 12.6
+114. 8
-- 11. 9
+123. 6
+ 72.3
+ 17. l
.7
+ 31. 9

-

+
+
-·

7. 0
9. 6
27.4
2. 5
18. 4
37.4
12.0
22.6
7. 2
24.5
16.3
30. 6
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TABLE

1-±.-Showillg the rank of each State in percentage of illiteracy to tota l popiilations
10 yeal's of ct[JC ancl ocer.
1800.

Rank.
1
2
3
4
5
G

7
8
0
10

11
12
13
14
15
lG
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

33
:.i ~
3u
3G

States and Terri·
tories.
Nebraska ...•.....
Wyoming ........ .
Iowa .... ......... .
Kansas .... ...... .
Oregon ........... .
South Dakot:1 .... .
Washington ..... .
Itlaho ... ......... .
Colorauo ......... .
Illinois .......... .
Ohio ............. .
Connecticut ...... .
Oklahoma ..... ... .
Maiue .......... . ..
Montann, ......... .
Xew York ....... .
Utal1. ............ .
Michigan ........ .
Minnesota ....... .
North. D akota .... .
Mnssac!J.usetts ... .
Indiana ......... . .
New .Jersey ...... .
Vermont ......... .
Wisconsin ..... . . .
New Hnmpshiro ..
i:en_~syl?ania .... .
Calitorma ... ..... .
Missouri ...... ... .
Hhoc1e Isl:rnd .... .
Nevnlfa .. ..... ... .
District of Col um.
liin, ........ ·· ····
Delaware . . . .. . . . .
'\Vest Yirgiuia ....
:l\[arylaml... .... ..
Texas . .......... ..

~~ 1~:izt~:1?:: :::::::

30
40
4-1
42
43

4-!

45
46
47
48
4!J

Arkansas . . . . . . . . .
TemH'SS!'e . . . . . . . .
Florida............
Virginia . ..... ....
North Carolina....
GC'orgia..... ......
Mh;sissippi . . . . . . .
Alal.Jnma ..........
New Aexico ......
South Cnrolina ....
Loui iana... ......

3.1

JO

11

5. 4
5. 5
5. 5
5. 5

12
13

6.
6.
6.
6.
G.
G.

3

0
0
6. 2

5
7
7
8

8
7. 7
!J. 1
9. 8
12. 8

13. 2
H. 8
1t·. 4
1u 7
· 10. 7

~u

2G. G
2G. 6

2i. 8
80.2
35. 7
30. 8
40. O
11. O

4!. 5
45. O
45. 8

States and Tcrri.
tories.

l rlu~'.~l~t::::: :::

5. B

G
!)

1870.

I

3. 4
3. 6
4. 0
4.1
4. 2
4. 3
5. 1
5. 2
5. 2
5. 2

5.
6.
6.
6.

I

1880.

I

Per
cent. Rank.

3
4

5

S
(

G
7
8

!l

14
15

16
li
18
19
20
21
22
23
2!
25
2G

27
28
2!J

30
31
32
~~

..,..
35
3G

8i
38

Iowa ............ .
Maine ........... .
North Dakota .... .
South D:1kota ... . .
New Ilamvshire ..
Michigan ........ .
Montana ......... .
NewYork ....... .
Ohio ............. .
Kansas .......... .
Counecticut .... ..
Oregon ...... .... .
'\Visconsin ....... .
Vermont ......... .
Minnesota ....... .
New.Jersey ...... .
Illinois .......... .
Mai:;sachnsetts ... .
Culurnclo ......... .
'\Va!'lhingtou ..... .
Idaho ............ .
l'euus_ylYania . .. . .
Indiana .......... .
California ....... .
Nevada . ...... ... .
Utah ........... ..
Rhode Islaml .... .
l\Iissuuri. ....... ..
Delaware ........ .
Arizonn, ......... .
District of Columbi:1 ............. .
Mar_vl:t,.~d-_. ._. .... .
;Ye~t '\ ngrn1:1 ... .
Iexas ........... .
K!'ntucky ....... .
Arkansas ........ .
Tennessee ....... .

~i41 North
i;tfiJ~3,::::::::::
Caroli11a . .

Louisiana . . : ..... .
Mississippi ...... .
Georgia . ......... .
Al,,bani:t . .. ..... . .
Son th Cnrolinn, .. . .
New Mexico . ... .

4''
43
44
45
46

47

P er I
cent. Rank.
3. 4

n. u
3. G

4. 3

}4.8
5. 0
5. 2
5. 3
5. 5
5. 5

5. ()
5. 7
5. 7
5. 8
6. 0
G. 2
G. 2
6. 4
6. 5
6. 6
7.0

i.1
7.1
7. 5
7. 8
8. 0
9.1
11. 2
l'.J.4
17. 5
17. 7

1
2
3
4
5
G
7

8
!)

JO
11
12
13
14

15
16

17

18
HJ

20
21
22
23
2-!
25
26
27
28
20
30
31
32
33

Nevacb .......... .
New Hampsliire ..
Maine ...... ..... ..
M.outaua ......... .
Iowa . ............ .
Nobraska .. ...... .
Miclligan ....... ..
Oreg-on .......... ..
Vermont ......... .
Counccticut ..... . .
New York ....... .
California . ....... .
Illinois ... ........ .
Wisconsin ....... .
Washington .... ..
Wyoming .... .... .
Minnesota ....... .
New .Jersey .... .. .
M:assacllltsetts ... .
Penns_ylYauia .... .
Ohio ............. .
Kansas .......... ..
Inui,nm ... ....... .
Rholle faland . ... .
Utah ... .......... .
D ,1kota ..... ..... .
Missouri ...... ... .
Colorado .. ....... .
Maryland ........ .
D ela\\' are ...... .. .
1<1aho ........... ..
,Vest, Virginia ... .
District of Colum-

19. !)
2!). 7
29. 9
38. 0
38. 7
40 . 6
43. 4
4.8. 3

49.1
40. 5
40. 9
50. 0
55. 4
05. 0

2.4
3.8
3.9
5.]
5. i
5J
!i.l
6. R
(i, 8
7. 0
7.1
7. 4
7. 4
7. 4
7. 5
7. 5
8.0
8.0
8.4

8. 6
8. 9
9. 5
10. 6
12. 6
13. U
M.7
18. 5

22. 5
23. 6
2j. 0
25. i
'.!6. 4

28. 6
32. 4
35. 7

bin, ...... . . ..... .

18. 8

rn. :.i

Per
cent.

States nml Terri·
tories .

3!
35
36
37
38
:30
40
41
42
4;J
44
45
46

Arizona .... ...... .
Kentncky ....... .
Texn,s ...... ..... Arkansns .. ...... .
Tennessee ....... .
Virginia .... ..... .
North Cnrolin:1 .. .
Louisia11a . ... . ... .
Mississippi ..... ..
Alabama .. ....... .
Florida ......... ..
Georgia ... ...... ..
8ontli Carolina .. .
Now M.oxioo ......

::JS. 8

39. 0
4.0. 9
50.1
51. 7
5'.l. 5

5~. !)
54. 2
Cl. 8
tiff. I

"I

b7. 6
78. 6
1

1
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TABLE

15.-Sliowing the rank of each State in perccntaJe of illi.teracy t:J the 11 atire wli'ite
population 10 years of age ancl 01:er.
1880.

1890.

Rank. /

- - -I
1
2
3
4

5
G
7
8

D
]0

11
12

13
14
15
lU
17
]8

ID
20
:11
22
23
24

25
2G
27
28
20
:JO
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
4G
47
48
40

States and Territori es.
Massaclmseits. - ..
Nevada . __ ----- . - .
Connecticut .. .. ..
So nth Dakota ....
Nebraska._ . _.....
\Vasliington. - . .. - .
Wyomiug __ ,, _____
Minnesota .... - ...
Now Hampshire ..
Montana -·------·
California
District of Col umliia - -----------Iowa. ---------- - -North Dakota-···
NewYork ........
Oregon .. ___ - - ....
Idaho .. ...........
Rausns .. - . - .. - . - .
·wisconsin. __ .....
Rhode Island .. _..
Utah --- ---------hlaine ---------- -·
Jilichigan ..... ___ .
New Jersey .... ..
Illinois-· .. ---· --Vcl'munt --------Oklahoma ........
Ol1io.----·---·--· ·
l'en11 sylv-auia . . _..
Colorado _. __ .....
Indiana
Maryland._._._ ...
Drbware .........
Mi ssouri._ ... ____ .
Arizona ---------Tex a s --- --- -----·
Florida .. _________
l'.llis si ssippi.. __ ...
W es t Virginia ... .
Virginia._ .. _... _.
K entu cky ....... .
G eorgia .. _... __ ...
Arkansas .. _......
T enn l'ssee . _____ ..
8 outh Carolii1a ...
dlauama ----- - --·
L onisiana
:North Carnli1m .. .
N e w Mexico ......

I Pt>r

I cent.

Rank.

.8

1
2
3
4
5

.8
1. 0
1. 2
1.3
1. 3
1. 3

1.4
]. 5
1. G
1. 7
]. 7
l. 8
1.8
l.8
l. 8
1. !)
2. 0
2. l
2.;;
2. 3
2. 5
2. 5
2. 7
8. 1
3. 2
3. 4
3. 5
3. 5
:-!. 8
5. 3
1>. 0
G. 2
G. 8
7. D
8. 3
11. 3
11. !)
12. D
H.O
lti.1
l(i. 5
16. G
18. 0
18. 1
18. 4
20. 8

2'.!.l
42. 8

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
13

lfl
17
]8

ID
20
21
22
23
24
25
2G
2.7
28
29
30
31
32
33
:!4
35
36
37
38
3!l
40
41
42
43
44
4ii
4G
47

States nml Torritories.
Masr;aclmsetts .. _.
Conuecticut ··· ·-·
.Nova(1ri,_ ..........
New H::rn1pshire __
Montana ..... . __ .
·wyoming . _... ...
{North Dakota .. _.
Soath Dakota ....
.lUainc ... _.. .. - - . Mi11nesota .. . . . _..
California
iVisconsin ... __ ...
New York ________
Mich igan . . _... _. ,
Nebr::islrn .. __ ... _.
\Vnslliugton .. _.. .
Yerm011t ...... ...
District of Columbin, ---- -- - - ----Iowa. ______ . ......
Ilhor1e Island .. __ .
Idaho -----------Kans::i s .. _..... - ..
New Jersey_ .....
Oregon .. _. __ ... _.
Ohio ........... ...
Ponnsylnrnia .. ...
Illinoif! _..........
Utah ------ --- ---Imliana. ....... . _..
Colorado . .... .....
l',lardancl. ........
Arizonn,
Delaware .. _..... .
:Mir,souri --------Texas ------ -----Jifo; r;issippi .. _....
Virginia .... --- - - \Vest Virginia.._ ..
Louisiana . _... _..
:Flor.1dn ...........
Son th Carolina . ..
Kentucky ..... __ .
Georgia ... _._. __ ..
Alaliamn
Arknnsaf!_. __ ... _.
'J'ennessee ........
North Carolina .. .
New 711cxico ......

I

1870.

Per Rank.
ccut.
1
2
3

.7
1. 0
1. 1
1. 1
1. 4
]. 7

JJ.S
1.0

l. !)
2. 0
2. 0
2. 2
2. 3
2. 3
2. 1!
2. 4

,1

5
G
7
8

I

D
JO

;

11
12
l'.!

H
15
1G
)7
]8

19
20

2. G
2. G
::. !)

3. 0
3.]
3. 2
3. 5
4. 3
4. 8
5. 3
5. 0
G. 8
7.]
7. 8
8. 1
8.1
11. 1

H.!l
lU. li
18. 5
18. G
10. 8
20. 7
2:2. 4
2'.!. 8
23. 2
25. 0
25. 5
27. 8
31. 7
GI. 2

'

21
22
23
24
2.}
2G

27
28
2!)

30

:n

32
83
3l

35
3G

H7
38
30
40
41
42
43
44
45
4G
47

States and Territori es.
NeYatl ::i . ........ -Mass::ic hu,;etts .. .
New H::imps hir c ..
Connecticut .. . .. .
Mni11c . .... . -----Vermont _.... . _..
I1lnl10. _. _. _.. _.. _.
Dakotn .. .. .... __.
Montmrn
Kew York .. . .. . -.
Washington .. ___ .
Mich ig,m .. _..... .
Rl10cle Islarnl . . . . .
California . . _.. __ .
Minnesota ........
\Visconsiu ... ... - .
Iowa ----------- - \Vyorning . _......
NewJen;ey _____ __
Di strict cf ColumlJi:t ...... ···---··
Oregon ........ _..
l'e1lllsyh-ania .. _..
Nebraska ... _.. _..
Illinois_ .. - . _.. _- .
Kansas ... _.. . ....
Ohio ------------- -Arizo11a __ ____ ____
Inrli:rna ........ __ .
Maryland · ····-· ·
Utah-·--· · · --·-··
Jlobware_ . ... . _.
Texas ----------Missouri _. _.....
M:is,;issippi.. ___
Louisinna . _.. . _.
Virgiui::t. __ ______
West Virginia._.
.Alabama _..... _.
Arkansas
So 11th Carolina ...
Colorado

~~~~~li~k~ ~ ~ -_ -_ ·_·_ : :
T ennessee ... ... _.
Florida .. _..... __ .
North Carolina ...
New Mexico ... __ .

l'cr
ccut.
.4
.7
.8
1. 3
1.8
l. 8
2. 0
2. l
2. 5
2. 7
2. 9
3. 0
3.1
3. 2
3. 4
3.4
3. 7
4.1
4. 5
fi. 3
5. 3
5. 5
5. 8
G. 3
G. 5
7. ;3
0. 7

JO. l
10. 5
l:!.5

l'.!.2
15. 4
JG. 1
17. 8
21. a
23. 8
2!. 5

2-t 8
25. 3
2u. 5
27. 0
27. 2
27. 4
27. 4
28. U
53. 7
80. 8

.,
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TABLE 16.-Showing the ran le of each State in percentage of -ill·iteracy to the foreign white
population 10 years of age and over.
1880.

1890.

Ranlc.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

H
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2,9
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49

States and Territories.

Per
cent. Rank.

N or1,h Carolina ...
Oklahoma ....... .
8outh Carolina ...
Georgia . .. ... .....
Washington . .....
Wyoming .........
Nebraska .. ...... .
Arkansas .........
Colorado ..........
Alabama . .........
Oregon ...........
Montana ..........
Idaho .............
North Dakota ....
Kansas ......... ..
South Dakota .....
Missonri. .... .. ...
District of Colurubia ..............
Io\l·a ... ...........
Illinois .......... .
Tennessee ... . ....
Kentucky ........ .
Nevada ...... .....
Mississippi .......
i¥~t~i-~:: ::::::::
California . .......
Florida ...........
Indiana . . . .. ......
Minn esota ........
Ohio ..... . ........

~!~t~k::::::::
New Jersey .......

Wisconsin ........
Maryland .........
Connecticut ......
West Virginia ....
Massachusetts ....
Delaware ... . .....
Pen1;1~ylvania .... .
Louunana .... .....
Rhode I sland ... ..
Maine ............
Vermont ........ ..
New Hampshire ..
Texas .............
New Mexico ......
Arizona ..........

5. 0
6. 1
6. 3
6. 4
7. 0
7.1
7. 3
7. 5
7. 8
7. 9
7. 9
8. 2
8. 3
8. 7
8. 8
9. 0
9.1
9. 3
9. 3
9. 4
9. 5
9. ii
10. 0
10.1
10. l
10. 3
10. 5
10. 8
11. 0
11. 1
11.1
12. 4
13.1
13. 3
13. 4
13. 8
14. 9
15.1
16. 2
16. 8
17. 8
18. 7
22.1
24.1
25. 8
26. 3
29. 6
30. 5
42. 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

States and Territori es.
lf orth Carolina ...
Montana . . ........
Colorado .. .. ......

1870.

P er
cent. Rank.
3. 3
3. 8
4. 0
4.1
.4.4
4. 5
4. 9
5. 3
5. 4
5. 6
5. 6
6. 0
6. 4
6. 7

~l~:n_~:::::::::
Washington ......
Sout,h Carolina ... .
Idalto ... .. ........
Virginia . ... . .....
Arkansas . .. ......
Georgia ...........
Mississippi .......
Nebraska ....... ..
Kansas ....... ....
SNorth Dakota .....
/South Dakota ..... } 6. 8
Missouri. ......... 7. 0
T ennessee ........ 7. 5
Alabama . .. . ...... 7. 7
Illinois ........... 7. 7
Iowa .............. 8.1
Nevada ........... 8. 4
Ohio .... .. ........ 8. 4
California . ...... .. 8. 6
Indiana . . .. ....... 8. 9
Kentucky ........ 9. 7
Florida ......... : . 10. 0
Maryland ........ . 1(1.2

~\~~~~~y~:: ::::::

Louisiana .........
Minnesota ........
New Jersey .......
Utab . ............ .
District of Colum·
bia . .. ............
N ew York ........
West Virginia ....
P ennsylvania .....
Connecticut ......
Delaware ...... . ..
Massachusetts ....
Maine . .......... .
Texas .. ...........
Vermont ......... .
Arizona ..........
New Hampshire ..
Rhode Island ....
New Mexico ......

10. 7
10. 8
10. 9
10. 9
11. l
11. 8
12.1
12. 5
13. 5
15.1
18. 3
18. 5
19. 6
23. 7
24. 7
26. 6
26. 8
26. ()
27. 3
43. 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2-!
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

I

States and Terri- Per
tories.
cent.
Nevada ....... ... ·colorado ....... . ..
Nortl1 Carolina ...
Nebraska .. .......
Arkansas .. .......
Montana ......... .
.Missouri. . ........
Mississippi .......
Oregon ...........
South Carolina ....
Illinois ....... ---- .
Kansas ...........
.A.lahama .........
Wyoming . ........
Tennessee ........
Virginia ..........
Georgia ...........
Indiana .... .......
Iowa ... . .... ......
Maryland .........
Idaho ......... ....
vVasltington .. ....
Ohio ............ ..
Florida ...........
Wisconsin ........
Kentncky
Michigan .........
Minnesota ........
California •........
Louisiana .........
Utah ------·······
NewJer sey . ......
District of Colum·
bia . ... ... .......
N"'wYork ........
Dakota .... . .... ..
Pennsylva nia .....
West Virginia ....
Cor.necticut ......
Maine ............
Massachusetts ....
D elaware ...... . . .
New Hampshire ..
Vermont ..........
Texas ... ..... . ....
Rhode Island .....
Arizona .... .......
New Mexico . .....

3.8
3.9
3.9
4.4
6.1
6. 7
7. 2
7.5
7.6
8.2
8.6
8. 7
9.0
9.1
9.3
9.3
9.9
10. 2
10.4

10.4
10. 7
10. 7
10.8
11.6

11. 7
11. 8
11.8
12.1
12. 3
12. 3
12. 9
13. 5

13.8
15.1
17. 0
17. 9
18. 3
21. 5
23.1
25. 9
27. 3

27. 3
29. 9
30. 4
32. 2
43. 8
52. 8

,
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TABLE

17.-Showing the rank of each State in percentage of illiteracy to the total white
pop-ulation,. JO years of age and over.
18!)('.

a.ncl Terri·
R ank. Statestories.
District of Colum·
bia ..............
Nebraska .........
1l Kansas ...........
4 Oregon ....... ... .
5 Wyoming .........
6 Washington ......
7 Idaho .............
8 Iowa .............
9 Oklahoma ........
10 Montana ...........
11 South Dakota .....
12 Nevada ...........
13 Califomia .........
14 Ohio ..............
15 Colorado ..........
16 Illinois.
17 Connecticut ......
18 Utah .............
19 M aine ............
20 N ew York ........
21 Michigan .........
22 NewJer sey .......
23 Indi ana . ..........
24 North Dakota .....
25 Minnesota ........
26 Massachu set ts ....
27 P ennsy lvania .. ...
28 Wiscon sin ........
29 Vermont . . ........
30 N ew Hampshire ..
31 M'.1'ryl an_d . ........
32 Missouri ..........
33 Delaware .........
34 R11od e I sland .....
35 Tex as ............
36 Florida . ..........
37 Mississippi. ......
38 West Virginia .. . .
39 Virginia .. ....... .
40 K en t ucky . .......
41 .Arkan sas ... .. ....
42 ~ eor gia ....... .. ..
43
I ennessee ........
44 So nth Carolina ....
45 . .Alabama ..........
46 Louisiana . ........
47 .Arizona . .........
48 North Carolina .. .
!1.9 N ew M exico ......

I

2. 7
2. 8
2. 9
3. 0
3. 0
3.1
3. 5
3. 5
3. 5
4.1
4.1
4. 2 I
4. 5
4. 7
4. 8
4. 9
5.1
5. 1
5. 4
5. 4
5. 7
5. 7
5. 8
5. 8
5. 9
6.1
(i, 4
6. 6
6. 7
6. 8
7. 0
7. 1
7. 4 I
9. 6
10. 8
11. 3
11.!) I
13. 0
13. 9
15. 8 I
16. 3 I
16. 3
17. 8 !
17. 9
18. 2
I
20.1 I
21. 1
23. 0
41. 6

i

I

2
3
4
5
6

}t

1870.

States and Terri. Per Rank. States and Terri. Per
tories.
cent.
tories.
cent.

Montana ..........
Wyoming .........
Washington .... . .
Nebraska .........
Idaho .. .......... .
Oregon ...........
7 Kansas ...........
8 Iowa ...... .... . . ..
!)
Maine ............
10 {North Dakota .....
South Dakota .....
11 District of Colum.
bia ..............
12 California .........
13 Nevada ...........
Michigan .........
I Ohio ....... .- ......
16 New Hampshire ..
17 New .Tersey ...... .
18 New York .. . .....
19 Conn'ecticut ......
20 Wisconsin ........
21 Illinois ...........
n Minnesota ........
23 Vermont ..........
24 Colorado ..........
25 Masf<achusetts ....
26 Pe1msylvania .....
27 Indiana ...........
28 Maryland ........ .
29 U tah .............
30 Delaware .........
31 Missouri. .........
32 Rhode Island .....
33 Texas .............
34 Mississippi. ......
35 .Arizona ... .... . ...
36 Virginia ..........
37 West Virginia ....
38 Louisiana .........
39 Florida ...........
40 South Carolina . . ..
41 Kentucky ........
42 Georgia ...........
43 Alabama ..........
44 Arkansas_ ........
45 Tennessee . .......
46 N ortb Carolina ...
47 NewMexico ......
l

1

2

1880.

Per I
cent. /Rank.
- -

2. 2
2. 5
2. 9
3. 5
3. 6
3. 6
3. 7
3. 8
4. 2

}4.2
4. 3
4. 4
4. 5
4. 8
4. 9
5. 0
5. 3
5. 3
5. 5
5. 6
5. 9
6. 0
6. 0
6.4
6. 4
6. 7
7. 0
8.1
8.5
9. 1
10. 5
10. 9
15. 3
16. 3
16. 8
18. 2
18. 3
18. 4
19. 9
21. 9
2.!. 0
22. 9
24. 7
25. 0
27. 3
31. 5
62. 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
!)

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
10
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
3i
35
36
37
38
89
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

H

Nevada ...........
2. 0
Maine ............
3.8
New Hampshire . .
3. 8
Montana ..........
4. 0
\Vashington ......
5. 2
Iowa ..............
5. 3
Nebraska .........
5. 3
Idaho .. . ..... ... ..
5.5
Michigan ... ......
5. 6
Oregon ...........
5. 6
·wyoming ... ... ...
6. 2
Connecticut ......
6. 7
New York ........
6. 8
Vermont ..........
6. 8
6. !)
Illinois.
Knnsas ........ .•.
6. 9
California .. ······I " 7. 0
New.Tersey . ......
7.1
District of Colum.
bia .... ..........
7. 3
Wisconsin ........
7.3
Minnesota, ........
7 9
Ohio ..............
8. 0
Pennsylvania .....
8.1
Massachusetts ....
8. 3
Dakota ......
9.4
Indiana ........... 10. 1
Maryland ......... 10. 4
Rhode Island ..... 12. 4
Utah ... ........... 12. 7
Missouri. ..... .... 1-!. 4
Delaware ......... 14. 8
Mississippi ....... 17. 4
Texas ............. 17. 7
Louisiana ......... 19. 2
Colorndo ........ : . 22. 0
Virginia . .. ....... 23. 4
W est Virginia .... 24. 2
.Alabama .......... 24.4
.Arkansas ........ . 25. 0
South Carolina.... 25. 8
Kentuckv ........ 26. 0
Tennessee ........ 26. 9
iri;i~a: :::::: ::::
.Arizona ...........
North Carolina ...
New Mexico ......

27.
27.
33.
38.
78.

0
6
3
5
4
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18.- Showing the rank of each Etcite ·i n percentage of illiteracy to the colorctl
population 10 years of ag(} ancl OVCI'.
I

1800.

nank.
1
2
3
4
5
G
7

8
0
10

11
12
13
14
15
1G
17
]8

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
20
30

:.ll
32
33
34
35
3(i
37
38
3!)
40
41
42
43
4-l
,45
46
47

48
4!)

1880 .

1S70.

St:ite8 nnd Teni- P er Rank.
tories.
cent.

States anrl Terri- Per
tori cs.
cent.

Massaclrnsettii . __ .
Connecticut . . ....
"\Vyomiug .... . . ...
New York ...... . .
Rhode I slaml. .. ..
Vermont . .. ..... . .
Pennsylvanb . ... .
Minnesota ........
New Hampshire ..
Colorado._ .. _.... .
Ohio .... ..... .....
NelJrn.slrn... __ . . ...
Iowa . ... _.. .......
Illinois ------- -- -Oregon .. .........
New J ersey ......

Wyoming. ____ __ . .
Massach uset,ts ....
New Hampshire ..
Com1ecticut .. .. ..
Vermont ..........
Colora,1o .. _.... . ..
New York . ... ....
Rhode l slaml. ....
Arizona · -- ------Maine - . - - . . .. ....
Nevada .. .........
PeunsylYnnia . . ...
Ohio .. .. -- - · ···--·
Oregon . __ . __ _____
Idaho .. ..... ·· - ...
Micl1i_gan .. _..... .
Ca,lifornia -- -- ····
Iowa -- -· ····· --·New Jersey .......
Ne_brask~. ·.- ......
,v1seomnn .... . _..
Iudiaua ... ... _....
.M,,ntana ..........
I llinois ·--- -- ----Minnesota ........
Washington ..... .
'Dakota ···· ··· --··
Kansas .. ___ ......
District of Col um·
bia .. · -·-· · ···· ..
Utah -- --------- -·
Mi::iso1ui
W est Virginia ....
Delaware .........
Maryland .. _. .... .
Kentucky . ... ....
l!'lorid:t .. . .. . .....
Tennes~ee ...... _.
Virgjnia ..........
Arlrn.rn,afl .... .. .. .
~ississippi. .... ..
I e xas ...... . . . ...
No rth Carolina ...
South Carolina ...
Loni siana ... .. ... .
Alabama ..........
Georgia ... ........
New Mexico ... . ..

15.4
15. 8
16. 8
18. 4
18. 5
21. 3
2'.l. 2
23. 3
23. 3
25. 0
25. 4
25. 7
26. 4
27. 0
27. 6
28. 4
20. 2
31. 8
Indiana ... ....... . 32. 2
Kansas ........ ... 32. 5
South Dakota . ... 33. 4

1
2
3
4
5
G
7

8
0
10

11
12
13
1-l,

15
l(j
]7

~~\~~g~.~ :::: :: :::

Di strict of Colum.
bia ... · -- · · ···· · . 35. 0
Montana . .. ..... _. 3G. 3
"\\'isconsin .. _... _. 36, 7
California
30. 3
Missouri. .. .. .. ... 41. 7
West Vir;rinia . .. . 44.4
"\\'ashington ...... 44. 6
Utah ... ... ... . . . . 4G. l
North l.Jakota .... 47. 4
Itlaho ............. 48. 6
Debware ......... 4!l . 5
hlaryhmd ......... 50.1
J!'loriLla . .......... GO. 6
,\ rizona ...... . . . . 50. !l
Texas ........ . _. . 52. 5
Virginia . ... __ ._ .. 52. 7
Arkansas .... ... .. 53. 6
Tennessee .... _.. · 1 5L 2

18

19
20

n

22
23

2-i
25
26
27
28

I
I

2,)

I

30

31
32
33
34
35
36

:n

38
39
40
4l

:is:~n~n~ky ........ 55 . 9

1~\~~;l~a._::: :: :: ::

57. 2
59 . 7

42

··1

no. 1
Nor th Carolina.
Mississi1>pi . ...... GO. !l
8,ont-h _Carol:na ... 64.1
Georp;1a . .... ...... 67. 3
Alabamn .......... l 69.1
I;_ouisim1n,_ ........ n1
ew Mexico ...... 80. 6
--

4'3
44
45
46
47

-

~

Rank.

1-1.7
15.1
15 . 8
]7. 4
19. 3
20. 5
21. 2
23. 6
23. 7

1
2
3
4
5
G
7

2i.3

10
11
12

8
9

26. 7
27.1
27, 3
27. 8
28. 2
28. 5
29. 8
30. 0
30. 5
30. 7
31. 0
35. 6
35 8
37. 2
37. 2
38. 1
44. 2
46. 8

l3
14
15
]6

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

2,1
25
2fl
2,
28
20

t!O

48. 4
52. 3
53. 0
55. 0
57. 5
59. 6
70. 4
70, 7
71. 7

31

73. 2
75. 0
75. 2
75. 4
77. -i
78. 5
79.1
80. 6
81. 6 I
!l2. 2

I
I
11

32
33
34
35
36
37
HS
30
40

41
42
43
44
45
46
47

-

States an<l Terri- Per
torics.
cent.
Ne,ada ........ ...
California ........
Maine ......... ...
Montnua ...... ....
Verm011t ...... ....
Now Hampshire . .
Yfaf'sac Ii n setts . .. .
Rhode Island . .. - ,
Connecticut . .....
Wisconsin .... ... .
New York._ ......
Oregon ... - -.... . ..
Pe11nsylvama. - . . .
Nebraska ..... ....
Washington .. -- ··
Wyoming ..... .. .
lfowJen;ey .. ·-· ..
Arizornt ...... . - . .
Iowa······ --···· ·
Mic.-higan ..... _. . .
U~ah -·····-··· ··· !
Mrnn osota . .......
Ohio ... ...........
Indiana ..... _. . _..
Illiuois ... .... . . ..
Colorado ....... . . . 1
Kansa s.
Idaho ..... ...... ..

~1!~-~:}~f~\: c~1~~~.bia ..... --·······
Delaware .. .... .. .
Missouri. .........
Da.kota · ··-· · ·····
West Virginia • . ..
Son th Carolina . ..
.Ark ansas .........
Tem1essee ......
K entuc ky·-······
Florir1a .......... .
North Carolina . ..
Louisiana. - . . ....
Missi;;i:;ippi .......
New Mexico ... ...
Alabama ..... ....
Texas ...........·.
Virginia ..... ·-···
Georgia ..... ····· · 1

G. 3
0. G
10. a

12. 2
10. l
18. 2
18. 5
20. 0
21. 0
23. li
25.4
2G. 5
30. !J
32. 0

33.1
3-LG
3,j _4

35. 8
H5. 8
:JG. G
38. 7
41. 0
44. 3
4G. l
4G. 5
48. 9
f,0.1
Gu. 7
fl~. 5

'iO.

71. :1

72. 7
74. 3
77.
81. l
81. '2
3·) 4
~;j_ 8
8~. 1

St 8

85. !)
87. 0
87. 1
8S. 1
3a. 7
8:l. !)

!J2. 1
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lD.-Sclwol and ce1·tain other statistics of 1890.

States and Territories.

____________ ,____ -

--

_____ ,_____ ,___

---- --- -

- -

-

United States ....... 2, 0!'3, 380
21. 31 22,447, 392 1'.!, 704, 487 23. 29 13G 226, ES-1
13. 0 13. 3
- - - - - - -- !-- - -~,- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - 6. 2
3. 7
45,845
168
107.
37
5,
481,
205
3,
103,
2GG
17.
83
North Atlantic Division.. . lCS, GG5
8. (j 30 . 0
32.98 3,581,513 J,751,225 10.77 100 33,024
South Atlantic Division.. . 282,535
29.
7
13.
5
40,
838
05
18.
04
4
593
731
2,
326,
258
21.
20
Son th Ce11tral Division.... 588,890
5. 7
7. 8
29. GS 7; o:i9; 333 5, 008, 577 22. 40 147 97,615
North Central Division.. . . 765,855
8.
3
124.
2
9,562
134
17.
02
2.
58
011,
610
,
515,161
·western Dh-isiou ........ . 1,187,435

-===[:====::=== =·,== - - - - - North Atlantic DiYision:
Main e .... . . ..... .... .
New Hampshire .... . . .
Vermont ............. .
Massachusetts ... .... .
Rhoclo Island ... . ..... .
Connecticut ... ..... .. .
NowYork . ........... .
Now J ersey .- ......... .
PennsylYanrn ..... .. . .
South Atlantic Division :
Delaware .. . . ......... .
Maryland ............ .
District. of Columbia ..
Virgiuia ............ . .
·w est Virginia . .. ...
North Carolina ....... .
Sou th _Carolina .. . .. ... ,

··1

~Jcoo/;a~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·. :
South Cm1tral DiYision:
\

!fi~ ~~~!'le: ::::::::::::
1

Alabama .. . . .. . ...... .

~i~t~:~t::::::::::::
Texas ................ .
Arkansas ......... : . . .
Oklahoma ............ .
N ortlt Central Di,ision:
Ollio .. . . ...... .. ..... .
Inrliaua .. . . .......... .
Illi nois ..... . ......... .
~1\cs~~%~~·::::::::::::
Miuncsota . ... . ....... .
Iowa ... .............. .
Missouri ............. .
North Dakota ........ .
South Dakota ..... ... .
Nebraska ............ .
Knwi::is .. . ............ .
W esten~ DiYision :
Mont::tna ......... .. .. .

ci~~~r~~A~~:::::::::::::
New Mexico . ... .. .... .
Arizona . .. . .......... .
tah ... ....... .. ..... .
No,·ada ............... .
Irlalto ... . . .. ... ...... .
Washington ...... .... .

8~fff~~~i·~::: ::::::::::

-

22.11
41. 81
36. 3!)
278. 48
318. 44
154. 03
]25. 05
103. 82
116. 88

201,851
106, 611
101,457
()50, 870
105,534
221, 24.5
1, 836, 935
464,902
1, 791,710

139, G79
59, 8]3
65, 608
371,402
52, 774
126, 505
1,042, ](30
234, 072
1, 011, Hi3

I 21. 13
15. 89
10. 7-1
l(i.5!J
15. 27
16. 95
17. ~8
16. 20
19. 23

105
119
137
169
188
182
186
192
155

4,209
2,075
2,424
7 239
'40 1
], 650
12,072
], 663
14, 022

7. 8
4. 5
3. 9
1.1

85. !J7
2,050
12,210 105. 72
70 3,830.87
41. 27
42,450
30. !)5
2.J., 780
3:1. 30
52, 250
38. 16
30,570
81. 15
59,475
7. 22
58, 680

57,496
370,802
74, 176
071, 770
305, 66!)
(i73,405
501,303
771,027
155,676

31,434
1s,1, 251
36, 906
342, 26!)
193,293
325, Sul
203,461
342,562
91, 188

18. 66
17. GS
16. 02
20. 67
25. 34
20.14
17. 67
18. 64
23. 30

452
2,236
98
6,500
116
96 1 5,011
5,813
60
3,510
70
7, 047
83
120 I 2,348

4. 5
5. 5

46. 47
42. 34
29. :;Q
2i . 83
2-!. 63
8. 52
21. 27
1. 50

727, 061
720,872
630,494
539,101
455,234
92.J., 142
476, 185
21 ,642

408, 9GG
455, 7a2
302, 940
334,168
12-1, 372
476, 421
2:23, 071
570

22. 00
25. 78
20 . 02
25. 91
11. 12
21. 31
19. 77
10. 85

100

00. JO
41,060
HG, :350
61. 05
68. 33
56,650
58, !)15
36. 46
30. 98
56,040
16. 44
83,365
34. 4G
56, 025
fi9 , 415 1 38. 08
70,795
2. GO
4. 28
77,650
77,510
13. 78
17. 47
82, 080

l, 271,031
785, 172
1, 32:1, 030
70B, 684
603, 846
454, 804
701 , 182
1,008,035
!'i9, 324
113,900
384, 255
5JO, 170

707,4 39
505, 516
778, 319
427,032
351,723
281, 850
403, 267
620,814
35,543
77,943
21.0, 300
39!), 32'.l

21. 71
23. ()6
20. B4
20. 39
20. 85
21. 65
25. 80
23.15
10. 45
23 . 70
22. 69
27. 98

. 91
. 62
3. 08
1. 25
. 53
2. 53
. 42
l. 00
5. 22
3. 32
7. 75

30,240
16, 291
113, ]50
52,543
18,284
79,937
12, 391
27,257
97,863
103,365
360,289

16,980
7, 875
65, 490
18, 215
7, 989
36,372
7, :J87
14,311
55, 432
63,354
221, 756

12. 85
12. 07
15. 80
11. 86
13. 40
17. 40
16.14
16. 96
15. 87
20.19
18. 86

33, 04()
0, 805
0, 565
8,315
1,250
4,000
49, 170
7,815
45,215

40,400
42,050
52,250
46, 810
48,720
2G5, 780
53,850
89, 030

146,080
97, 890
103, 025
122,580
113,020
8.J., 970
110,700
8-l, 800
69, 180
96,030
158,360

166 ,

mi

2. 5
3. 0
4.1
4. 7
3. 2

.7
G. 5
4. 0
0. 0
8. 7
8. 4
25. 0

-5. 5
0. 8
6. 7
6. 2
9. 8
5. 3
5. 5
6. 5
0. 8

14. 3
15. 7
13. 2
30. 2
14. 4
35. 7
45. 0
H9. 8

27. 8

7 ,485
6,620
6, i 95
6,071
2,501
9,065
2,592

5. 4
6. 3
8. 0
7. 7
10. 5
29. 3
20. 8

21. 6
26. 6
41. ()
40. 0
45. 8
19. 7
26. 6
5. 4

160
1:10
155
154
]59
128
156
126
113
145
130
128

12,814
!J, 907
12,313
7, 616
6,476
G, 035
13, 120
9,711
1,483
3,153
5,937
0,041

3. 2

5. 2

3. 7
4. 6
7. 7
8. 7
13. 8
4. 3
7. 1
47. 7
2-!. G
13. 1
0.1

6. 3
5. 2

156
120
144
70
126
130
140
70
102
118
158

385
223
1,190
452
210
618
151
315
1,275
1,613
3,121

3i9. 4
430. 0
87. 3
271. 2
516.1
137. 5
733.1
260. 2
54. 3
59. 5
50. 7

~~
85
101
116
75

I

I

5. 9
6. 7
G. 0
3. a
9.1
6. 0
4. 2
3.1
4. 0

G. 5
3. 4
5. 2
44 . 5
23. 4
5. 6
12. 8
5.1
1. 8
4.1

7. 7
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TABLE

20.-S howing perce,ntage of illiteracy in th e countries of Eu,1·ope.
[e~~. Date. Categor.y of
age.
populat10n.

How found.

Sources of information.

Group.

Countries (or States).

T eHtonic na.
tiuns.

German.Empire...... .

. 24

1894

Prussia .......... .
B avaria ......... . .
Saxony .......... .
Wiirtemberg .... .
Baden ........... .
Hesse ....... . .... .
M eck l enb ur g ·
Schwerin.
Sax:e."\V eimar ... . .
Mecklenburg.
Strelitz.

. 37
.03
. 04
. 01
. 03
. 04
.12

1894
]894
1804
] 804
1894
1894
1894

.00
. 00

1894 ..... do ... ~ ... .. do ......... .
1894 ..... do ..... . ... do ......... .

. 00
. 00
. 08
.12
. 00

]894
1894
1894
1894
1894

......... .
......... .
.. . ... . .. .
..... .... .
......... .

Do.
Do .
Do .
Do .
Do.

.00
. 00

1894 ..... do . . ....... do ......... .
1894 ..... do ... . ..... do ........ . .

Do.
Do.

. 00

1894 ..... do ......... du . . .... ... .

Do.

. 00
. 00
.18
. 00

1894
1894
1894
1894

. 00
. 00
.13
. 00
.14
.12

1894
189±
J89J
189±
1894
1890

P eret.

~~~~sb;\~1i:·:::::::
Saxe·Meiningen ..
Saxe·Alte11burg ..
Saxe· Co bu r g·
Gotha.
Anh alt . .. ....... .
Sch warzburg·Son.
dershausen.
Schwarzburg·Rll·
dolstadt.
Waldeck ..... . ... .
R eu ss, s enior line.
Reuss, junior line.
Schaumburg.
Lippe.
Lippe ............ .
Lubeck . ..... .... .
Bremen .......... .
Hamburg ........ .
Alsace.L orraine ..
Sweden and Norway •.
Denmark ............ .
Finland ....... : ...... .

. 54
1. 62

Mixed Teu- \ Switzerland ..... ... .
tonic.
, Scotland ............. .

2.10

Netherlands ......... .

6. 50

England ..... .... .. .. .

7.

France . ..... .. ..... . .

7. 40

Romanic,
Teutonic,
M agyaric
mixture.

5.17

co

Belgium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 80
Austria .... .. ......... 15. 40
Ireland ...... ... . .... . 19.40

f~fy~~?. ·.: ·. ·.: ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·_

31._ 50

40 30

rortugal......... . ... . 62. 60
lavic na.
tions.

, pain..... ... ......... 62. 66
Russia ................ 70. 80
• rYia ................ 79. 31
Roumania . ............ 79.60

I

Male ...... Army recruits .. Imperial bureanor
statistics, Berlin.
.. .. .. ... do ....... .. .
Do.
... .. .... do ......... .
Do.
... . ... .. do ..... ... . .
Do.
Do .
...... ... do ......... .
Do.
........ . do ......... .
Do .
.... ..... do ......... .
Do.
... .. .... do ...... . .. .

..... do
..... do
..... do
... .. do
..... do
.... . do
..... do

..... do
..... do
.•... do
.... . do
.... . do

..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do

......... do
.•..... .. do
.. ... .... do
....... .. do
.. .. ... .. do

....... .. do
......... do
......... do
......... do

. . ....... .
... .. .... .
......... .
........ .

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
....... . . .
Do.
......... .
Do.
... .. . ... .
Do.
..... . ... .
Do.
......... .
......... . Hiibner's Annual
Tal>les .
Do.
]891 ..... do .... ..... do . . ... . ... .
Do.
1892 Malo and Census .. ... ... .
female
oYer 10
..... do
..... do
..... do
.... . do
..... do
.•... do

..... . . . . do
......... do
......... <lo
... .. ... . do
....... .. <lo
........ . do

M~f~'t·r·s··· .. Army recruits .. Sch w eizerische
Lebrerzeitung.
S i &"n in g mar· Statesman's Year·
book.
n age certifi.
cat.es.
1891 1 Male ...... ' Army recruits .. Hiibner's Annual
Tabl es .
1891 I Male and I Si~ning mar. Statesman's Yearuook .
female.
nag e certifi.
cates.
1891 Male .... .. Army r ecruits . . Levasseur's Sta.tistique.
1892 ..... do ......... do ... ..... . Hiilmer's Annual
'.fal>les.
1892 . . ... do . ... .... . do ......... . A.rmy Returns.
1891 Male and Signing mar· Statesman's Year·
book.
female.
r i age certifi.
cates.
Army Returns.
1892 1 Malo...... .Army recruits .. Hi.Hmer's
Airnual
1885 ..... do ..... .... do ......... .
Tables.
78 Mf~~
Census . ...... . - Mischler's Sum·
maries.
1
1 77 Male ...... ..... do . ... ..... .
Do.
1882 ..... do .... Army recruitl:1 .. IIiibner's Annual
Tables .
no.
1 1882 1.... . do ... . ..... do ......... .
11 m •
1 2 ..... do ...... .. . do ........ . . Mischler's
maries.
1890

1891

Male and
female.

1

I

:i~~l \

I

1
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New Mexico occupies the six.t h place, credited with 31.5 per cent of
decrease. New York holds the thirty-seventh place in the list and is
marked o, for the reason that the rates in 1880 and 1890 were the same.
It is true that New Mexico had greater room for improvement than
New York, the percentage of illiteracy for the former standing at 65
in 1880, which was reduced to 44.5 in 1890, while New York's rate was
only 5.5 at the two periods indicated. While it is undoubtedly true
that New York was performing immeasurably greater work for higher
and secondary education and better work in elementary education perhaps, New Mexico deserves the credit of having accomplished relatively more in the foundation work. While New Mexico stood at the
very bottom of the list in literacy in 1880 and was only two places
removed from that unenviable distinction iu 1890, that Territory must
have the credit of having made a wider gap between her two positions
than any other State or Territory.
The 9 States and 1 Territory standing at the foot of the .list, marked
+ in Diagram 5, actually retrograded, as has already been shown.
While several of these States undoubtedly made great progress in
secondary and higher education, and in most cases improved their
systems of elementary education, the fact remains that the rates of
illiteracy in these Commonwealths were higher in 1890 than ten years
before. An examination of the second column of Table 13~ in which
the States have been graded according to the progress made by the
native white population alone, will reveal the fact that the retrogression of several States was due to the influx of an illiterate foreign
element. This cause will be noticed latter on.
Table 14 indicates the rank of each State in literacy in 1890, 1880r
and 1870, the States having the smaller per cents of illiterate population standing at the heads of the fo;ts. It may be interesting to note
how States changed places in the twenty years. Thus in 1870 Wyoming held the sixteenth place in 1880 it appeared at the top, while in
1890 it occupied the second place. In 1870 New Hampshire w~,s the
second State, in 1880 the sixth, and in 1890 the twenty-sixth.
Table 15 ranks the States with reference to the illjteracy of the
native white population, Table 16 with reference to the foreign white,
Table 17 to the total white, and Table 18 with reference to the illiteracy of the colored population. These tables not only show the rank of
each State, but also the per cent of illiterates in each.
Table 2 gives the male population 10 years of age and over, the number of illiterate males, and the per cent of illiterate males to the male
1)0pulation 10 years of age and over for each of the States and Territories for 1890, 1880, and 1870. A comparison of the percentages will
show that the rate fell from 15.8 in 1880 to 12.4 in 1890, both rates
being lower than the per cents of illiteracy to the male and female
population combined. In the North Atlantic Division the rate of illiteracy to the male population increased from 5.4 per cent to 5.9. In all
ED
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the other divisions there was decrease jn the rate, and
th1s (lecrease was very warked, being even greater than the general
decrease of illiteracy in that section. The increase in the North At.
lantic States was probably due . to the increase in the proportion of
illiterate fore1gn-born males, while the decrease in the South can be
attributed in part to the fact that among the blacks more males than.
females learned to read. and write. A c'o mparison of Table 2 with the
succeeding table will further emphasize the fact that the decrease in.
the relative number of illiterates was greater among the males than
among the females.
Fourteen States ancl one Territory show increase in the per cent of
illiterates among rnaies, all in the North Atlantic, North Central, and
Western divisions. In addition to the!) States and 1 Territory already
mentioned as having increased their rates of illiteracy to the general
population, the States of Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Wyo-ming·, and California show increase in their rates of illiteracy to the
male population . . The rate of illiteracy for males in Massachusetts stood
at the same figure in 1890 and 1880. · Rhode Island was the only State
in the North Atlantic Division which decreased the rate of illiteracy
among the males between 1880 and 1890, the ra.te in 1880 being 0.8 and•
0 in 1890. In column 2 of Table 12 are shown the differences between
the 1880 and 1890 rates of illiteracy to the male population for each of
the States. Those marked+ show actual increase in their per cents of
illiteracy, and those marked - showing decrease.
An examination of Table 3 and the third column of 'rable 12 will
show that, with one exception, all the States iu which there was a
decrease in illiteracy compared to the general population there was also
decrease in the rntes of illiteracy to the female population. The single
exception is the State of Minnesota, in which the general rate of illiteracy was somewhat smaller, while the per cent to the female population remains the same. New York, which made no change in the.
general rate between 1880 and 18!)0; ·shows an iucrease in the rate of
illiterncy of the male population and a corresponding decrease in the
percentage to the female population.
By a comparison between the second and third columns of Table 12
it will be seen that in the No-rth Atlantic Division there was a small
increa ·e in the rate of illiteracy to the male population and a corresponding decrease in the per cent to the female population. In the
South Atlantic and South Central divi ions the decrease in illiteracy
among the male wa considerably greater than the decrease of the
rat mnon · the female , a alr auy noted. In the North Ceutral Diviion the impr vement L· omewhat greater in the male population, while
e tern Divi ion the difference is decideclly in favor of the
in th
£ male population, The decrease of illit racy for the male population
in tha divi i n wa.· from 1 .1 to .1 while the de rea e for the female
I pulati n wa from 1 .G to 8.7. For the whole country the rate of
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improvement was in favor of the female population by a small fraction
of 1 per cent.
A comparison of Tables 2 and 3, or more conveniently columns 3 and
5 of Table 11, will show the relative rates of illiteracy to the male and
female population 10 years of age and over. For the year 1890 the
per cellt of illiterates to the male population was 12.4, and to the female
population 14.4. In the North Atlantic Division the rates were, for
males 5.9, for females 6.5; South Atlantic, males 29.1, females 32.6;
South Central, males 27.6, females 31.D; North Central, males 5.2,
fe males 6.3; Western Division, males 8._1, females 8.7.
Table 4 presents the illiteracy statistics of the native white popnlation in 1800, 1880, and 1870. It is most gratifying to trace the steady
progress made by the native white race through the two decades. In
1870 the per cent of illiterates to tl:e native white population 10 years of
age and over was 10.8, and in 1880 it was 8.7. In that decade there had
been improvement in each of the :five divisions of the country. In the
North Atlantic Division the per cent of illiterates had fallen from
3.2 to 2.8; in the South Atlantic from 24.2 to 20; in the South Central
from 24: to 22; in the North Central from 7.6 to 5, and in the Western
Division from 16 to 8.6.
In the ten years from 1880 to 1890 the advancement of the native
white population was even greater. The number of illiterates had
decreased from 2,255,400 in 1880 to 2,065,003 in 1890, notwithstanding
the increase of 24.5 per cent in the number of the native whites. The
1ier cent of illiteracy had fallen from 8. 7 in a population of 25,785, 789·
to 6.2 in native white population of 33,144,187, ten years of age and
over. In each of the five di visions there had also been an a0tual
decrease in the number of native white illiterates, as well as in the
rates. [n the North Atlantic the rate was reduced from 2.8 t,o 2.3, in
the South Atlantic from 20 to 14.G, in the South Central from 2~ to
15, in the North Central from 5 to 3.4, and in the Western Division
from 8.6 to 4.5. In a greater number of ~tates the actual number of
native white illiterates had decreased from 1880 to 1890.
In 8 of the States-Maine,New Hampshire, Vermont,Massachusett s,
Louisiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Montana- there was a slight
increase in the per cent of native white illiterates, but in no case did this
incrP.ase exceed the fraction of 1 per cent. The fifth column of Table 12
will show the differences between the rates in 1890 ancl 1880 for each
State, those marked+ having increased their rates as indicated. Colmnus D and 10 of Table 11 give a comparison of the rates for the two
years. The second column of Table 13 gives the percentage of decrease
or increase in the rates of illiteracy in each State, showing the relative
progress of the native whites in each State during the decade.
The native white population of the United States increased about
24.5 per cent from 1880 to 1890, the colored population about 13 per
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cent, while the foreign-born white population increased more than 39
l)er cent. In other words, in 1880, the colored population comprised
13.5 per cent of the whole, while in 1890 it was only 12.2 per cent. In
18S0 the foreign-born white population was 13.1 per cent of the whole,
but in 1890 the per cent had risen to 14.6. During the decade innnigration was increasing our for~ign population more rapidly than the
birth-rate could increase our native population.
Table 8 gives the total population for 1890 by States and Territories,
and also the native white, foreign white, and colored population, and
the per cent of each to the total. Tables 9 and 10 give the like statistics
for 1880 and 1870. A study of these tables will prove interesting in
connection with the examination of the statistics of illiteracy among
the three elements of our population.
In the first place, it will be noted that the foreign-born whites numbered 9,121,867, or 14.6 pet' cent of the entire population in 1890, an
increase from 6,559,679 in 1880, when the per cent to the whole population was less than 13.1. In the North Atlantic Division in 1890 there
were 3,874,866 foreigners, or 22.3 per cent of the population of that section. In 1880 the per cent was only 19A. In the North Central Division in 1890 there were 4,053,457 foreigners, or 18.1 per cent of the
population of that section. In 1880 the per cent was only 16.8. In the
Western Division the foreign-born whites numbered 672,649, or 22.2
per cent. Although this was a very large increase from 397,019, the
number of foreign whites in that division in 1880, the per cent to the
total remained about the same.
In the South Atlantic Division in 1890 the foreign-born whites numbered only 202,316, the per cent to the total population being only 2.3, or
about the same as in 1890. In the South Central Division the percentage of foreigners fell from 3 in 1880 to 2.9 in 1890, when the_ number
was only 318,579.
The ninth column of Table 12 will show in which States the per cent
of foreign population increq,sed or decreased between 1880 and 1890.
The tenth column indicates the same for the colored population, and
the eighth column shows where there was increase or decrease in the
per cent of native white population. The :figures marked + indicate
increase in the percentages, aud those marked - show wheie there has
be u decrea e in the per cents. These :figures are the differences
b tween the rate in corre>'ponding columns of Tables 8 and 9, and are
u:ed only to more plainly mark the States in which the three elements
of population have made gain· or losses in their ratio to the whole
population of a tate.
'I able o llow what wa the foreign-born white population in 1890, 10
Y r, of age~ n lover, the number who could not read and write, and
11 p r ent of illiterate to tlli for ign population. Tl.le corre ponding figU1· · are given for 18 0 and for 1870 on the ame page. The for-
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eign-born population 10 years of age and over in 1890 was 8,786,887, and
of this number 1,147,571 were illiterates. The number of illiterates had
increased from 763,620 in 1880, or from 12 per cent to 13.1. In each of
the five divisions of the country the increase in the per cent of illiteracy
of the foreign white population is marked. This increase is maintained
in all the States save 9. In New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, New Mexico, and Utah there was
more or less decrease in the rate of illiteracy among the foreign-born
whites.
More than three-fourths of the illiterate foreigners of the North Atlantic Division are in the States of Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania. In the South Atlantic more than half the foreign illiterates
are in Maryland, and in the South Central Division more than two-thirds
of them are in Texas, and a large portion of the remainder will be found
in Louisiana. In the North Central Division they are more evenly distributed, though Illinois has more than any other State. In the Western Division nearly one-half the illiterate foreigners are in California.
In the States mentioned are the large cities of Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans, Chicago, and San Francisco.
Of the foreign illiterates in the South Uentral Division nearly 9,000 are
in Louisiana, or New Orleans, and over 42,000 in Texas. Most of the
latter are Mexicans. The presence of Mexicans in New Mexico and
Arizona raises the per cent of-illiterates to the foreign white population to 30 and 42, respectively, which are higher than the rates for the
foreign whites in any other part of the country.
It is important to uote that of the native white population 72.3 per
cent is iO years of age and over, while 9G.3 per cent of the foreign-born
wllite population exceeds that age. Of the co]ore<l population 71.8
per cent is 10 years of age and over. Of the foreign illiterates a much
larger proportion is beyond the reach of schools than of the native
illiterates.
In Table 11, columns 11 and 12, will be found i comparison of the
rates of illi1 eracy for the foreign-born white population for 1890 and
1880. In Table 12, column 6, will be seen the differences between the
1880 a11d 1800 rates for each State and Territory, only the 7 marked showing decrease in tue percentage.
Diagram 3 is a graphic illustration of the relative number of illiterates in the three classes of population.
To what extent does the presence of foreign-born illiterates increase
the rate of illiteracy to the whole popul::Ltion of the United States1
The iufiueuce of this foreign element may be inferred from the facts
made prominent in the tab]e below. The third column shows the per
cent of illiterates to the native white population 10 years of age and
over in 1890 for the whole country and for each divi1-ion. The fourth
column gives tlle per cent of illiterates to the foreign white population,
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while the fifth . shows the rate for the two combined, or for tbe entire
white population.
Total.

Native
w hi te.

Foreign
white .

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -1 - - - - -- - - - United States.. . ....... . ..........................
N orth A t lantic Divi sion.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South A tl antic Div ision....... . ...................
South Central Division... .. .......... . ............
North Central D ivision....... . ....................
Western Div ision.............. . ....... . .... . .....

13. 3
· G. 2
30. !)
29. 7
5. 7
8. 3

6. 2
2. 3
14. 0
] 5. 0
3. 4
4. 5

13. 1
]5. 6
12. 2
20. 2
JO. u
10. 4

Total
white.

-

Colored.

- - -7. 7
5. !)
14. 5
15. 3
5.1
6. 2

56.8
21. 7
60.1
61.2

32. 8
41.5

The per cent of illiteracy for the native white p opulation is G.2. This
represents 2,065,003 native-born whites who can not read and write.
The per cent of illiteracy to the forei gn-born white population is 13.1,
representing 1,147,571 foreign-born whites who can not read and write.
The addition of this foreign element raises the r at e of illiteracy for the
total white l)Opulation 10 years of age and over to 7.7 for the whole
couutry.
A comparison of columns 3, 4, and 5 in the above table will reveal
the extent of this influence in the several sections. The influence is
greatest in the North Atlantic Divi sion, wh ere it changes a native
wllitc illiteracy of 2.3 p er cent to a combined white illiteracy of 5.9
per cent. Nearly· two.thirds of the white illiter ates in that division
are foreign er s. In the Nort h Central Division , where nearly one-half
of the white illiterates are·foreigners, the 3.4 per cent of native white
illiteracy is raised to 5.1 for the combined white population. In the
W est ern Division less than h alf the white illiterat es are foreigners , but
their presence increases th e rate from 4.5 for the native whites to 6.2
for th e com binecl white population. In the t wo Southern divisions the
number of foreigners i~ so small t h at their presence has but little influence i n r aisin g or lowering t he gener al rate of illiteracy.
W hat is t he effect of the great rn ass of color ed illiterates in the Southern States upon t h e per cent of illiteracy to the combined population of
the t hree elements~ Compare columns 2, 5, and 6, in the foregoing
t able. Of the 6,324,702 illiterates in the United States 3,112,128, or
nearly one.half, are colored. T llis element-, constituting 56.8 per cent of
t he colored popu1ation 10 years of age and over, raises the p er cent of
illiteracy from 7.7 for the white population to 13.3 for the whole population of t h e country. This influence is, of course, most strongly felt iu
th . two outhern clivi~ion.,, where the rate of illiteracy for the ent ire
poi nlation i doubl that for t h e white population alone. This is easily
un ler toocl when it i noted that more than 30 per cent of the pop ul a- .
ti n f th two Southern clivi ' ions i colore<l. and that the rate of illite a ·y
th c lored population i over GO pe~' cent in th e South. But
th pr en o of olored illiterate. is al. o felt in other divisions. In the
rth
la11ti · the illiter acy of he mall colored population rai ·es the
rat f ..... fi r he vi·hite populati n t 6.2 for th whole. In the Nortb
tral th rat i rai d fro 5.1 to 5.7 and in he W tern Divi ion
T
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from G.2 to 8.3 by reason of the presence of colored illiterates. A more
careful study of the comparative rates as shown in Tables 11 and 12
will give an idea of the influence of ~n illiterate colored population in
each State in raising the general rate of illiteracy.
Before examining in detail the illiteracy statistics of the colored popnlation it may be well to combine the other two elements of our population so that the statistics of the whites and blacks may be studied in
contrast or by comparison.
Table 6 gives the total white population 10 years of age and over for
the whole country for each State and section in 1890, 1880, and 1870,
the number of illiterates, aud the percentage of illiteracy. This table
includes the native whites and foreign whites, and excludes the negroeB,
Chinese, Japanese, and Indians.
The relative standing of the white population in regard. to illiteracy
for the years 1890 and 1880 will be show:o. by a glance at columns 7 and
8 of Tal>le 11. The rate of illiteracy for "each of the three years is giyen
for each State and Territory. Column 4 of Table 12 will show which
States have made gains and which losses in their rates of illiteracy to
the white population from 1880 to 1890. In 1880 the rate of illiteracy
among the whites was 9.4, and in 1890 it had .fallen to 7. 7. In the
North Atlantic Division the rate stood the same for both yearn, 5.D. In
the South Atlantic tlie difference between the rates in 1880 and 1890
was 5; in the South Central, 6.3; in the North Central, 0.8; and in the
Western Division, 2.G. The difference between the rates for the entire
couutry was J.7. In the column relating to the total whites the 14
States and Territories m:1rked + show increase in the per cents of
illiterates to the white population, aud all the others marked - slww,
decrease in the rates of illiteracy.
Table 7 presents the illiteracy statistics of the colored population of
the United States from 1870 to 1890. In 1890 the colored population
of the country 10 years of age and over was 5,482,485. Of this number
3,112,128, or 56.8 per cent, could not read and write. Although the colored people composed less than one-eighth the entire population, nearly
one-half the illiterates of the country were colored . In the North
.Atlantic Division, where there is but a small negro population, only
220,858 ten years of age and over in the 9 States, the percentage of
illiterates is smallest, or only 21.7 . In the North Central Division th e
colored rate of illiteracy is 32.8. In the Western Division the nercentage of illiteracy to the colored population is 41.5. It should be r;marked
that the 60,029 colored illiterates in that division are nearly all Chinese
Japanese, and Indians.
In the South Atlantic Division the p·e r cent of illiterates to the colored population is 60.1, and in the South Uentral Division the rate is
Gl.2. In tllese two Southern divisions there are 4,759,040 blacks 10
years of age and over, of whom 2,887,776 can not read and write. The
State in that sectio1i having the highest rate of illiteracy is Louisiana,
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with 72.1 per cent, and that with ,t he lowest is West Virginia, with 44.4
per ceut. In the District of Columbia, which belongs to the South
Atlantic Division, the per cent is _35. On account of its geograp1iical
position Missouri has not been included with either of the two Southern divisions. That State has 47,562 colored illiterates, comprising 41.7
per cent of its colored population 10 years of age and above. A study
of the first three columns of Table 7 and a glance at the chart in the
first part of this chapter will show how the dark cloud of illiteracy
overshadows the Southern part of the country. In this section, including all the former slave States save one, more than 60 per cent of the
blacks are illiterates.
Dark as this picture may appear now, it was darker in 1880, and still
d"arker iu 1870. In 1880, of a colored population of 4,601,207 ten years
of age and over, there were 3,220,878, or 70 per cent, wbo could not read
and write. In 1870, of a colored population of 3,511,075 above the
10-year age, there were 2,806,223 illiterates, or 79.9 per cent. There was
marked progress from 1870 to 1880, but from 1880 to 1890 the improvement was wonderful. Not only was the number of illiterates decreased
from 3,220,878 to 3,112,128 in the face of a 13 per cent increase in the
total colored population, but the rate of illiteracy fell from 70 in 1880
to 56.8 in 1890. Iu the South Atlantic Division tlle rate was reduced
from 75.1 in 1880 to 60.1 in 1890, and in the South Central it was
reduced from 76 in 1880 to 61.2 in the same period. In the North
Atlantic Division tbe rate was only decreased from 24.2 to 21.7. It is
a fact that in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachusetts,
where the proportion of colored people is very small, there was actual
increase in the per cent of colored illiteracy. This will be seen by a
glance at the top of column 7 of Table 12 and a comparison of the rates
in Table 11. In Michigan and N urth Dakota increase is shown in the
rate of Hliteracy among the colored population. In the Western Division
there was a pronounced increase in the illiteracy of this class. This is
shown in all the States and Territories of that division excepting New
Mexico, Utah, and Oregon. As before explained, this Tetrogression is
dlle to the pre cnce of illiterate Chinese and Indians.
In the last column of Tabl e 13 will be found for each State and Territory and divhdon the per cent of decrease or increase in the percentrige of illiterate between 18 0 and 1800. For the whole United States
the rate of illiteracy to the colored population in 1880 was 70; in 1890
it wa oG. . There wa. thu a decrease of 18.9 per cent in the per, ntag in the t n year,. Thi figure (1 .9) repre ents the rate of progr : ma<le y he blacks b tween 1 80 and 1890 in overcoming their
Ille. N Of illiterate .
fo Iik mann r it will be lear that 10.3 per cent is a mark of the
pr gr ' ma<l 1 y th · lor cl peopl in the North Atlantic Divi ion,
2 1> r
nt in th , 'onth tl, nti 10 ..3 in the ou h Central. and 20.4
in th ..1. orth
in ov r omin their perce~tages of
illit ra ·y. ' he
i 11 ·ho, a 1·etrogres ion of 25 p r cent.
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In the Southern divisions the greatest relative progress made by the
blacks was in Texas, where the decrease between the rates in 1880 and
1890 was 30.4 per cent. The Southern State standing next in the list
is Arkansas, with a per cent of 28.5. Florida stands next,, with 28.4
per cent. Louisiana stands at the bottom of the list in the South,
having reduced the former percentage of colored illiteracy only 8.8 per
cent.
In this connection an examination of columns 13 and 14 of Table 11
and column 7 of Table 12 may prove interesting to those who care to
make further comparisons of the progress of the blacks in the several
States between 1880 and 1890. ·
Table 18 shows the rank of each State in 1890, 1880, and 1870 with
reference to the illiteracy of its colored population. The State standing at the head of each column had the smallest per cent of illiteracy
to its colored population in the year indicated. Nevada held the first
place in 1870, the eleventh place in 1880, and the forty-second place in
1890. .An inspection of the table will reveal the changes of position
made by other States.
The table which follows shows in parallel columns the rank of sixteen Southern States and the District of Columbia with reference to
the rates of illiteracy to the colored population in each. in 1890, 1880,
and 1870. The table not only indicates the rank of each State, but the
per cent of colored illiterates in each is given for the three census
years. In 1870 Te~as occupied the fifteenth place, with a percentage
of 88.7. In 1880 that State was twelfth in the list, with a percentage
of 75.4, and in 1890 it bad reached the seventh place and had reduced
the rate to 52.5.
1890.

Rank.

1
'2

"
4
5
6
7

g

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

States, etc.
Di_strict. of Columbia .. .
Missouri .. .. .. ........ .
West Vil'ginia ......... .
Delaware .. ............ .
Maryland . ............. .
Florida ............... , .
Texas ................. .

I~1¥:~~~:~ ·::::::::::::::
'l'enuesf;<'e .... ......... .

1880.

Per
cent.

States, etc.

District of Columbia ... .
Missouri. .............. .
West Virginia ........ _.
49. 5 Delaware . . _.. _... ..... .
50.1 Maryland.-.... . ...... .. .
50. u Ke11tueky ............. .
52. 5 Florida ................ .
35. 0
41. 7
44. 4

52. 7
53. 6
54. 2
55. 9
60. 1
60. 9
64. J.
67. 3

Kentucky ...... ...... . .
North Carolina. ___.... .
Mis,iissippi ..... . ... . .. .
So nth Caroliua . ... .. .. .
Grorgia ............... .
.A.hthama _............ . . 69.1
Lonisiana ............. . 72. 1

1870.

Per
cent.
48. 4
53. 9
55. 0
57. 5

59. 6
70. 4
70. 7

71.7
Virgini::t ..... .......... . 73. 2
.Ar]rnn sns . ..... . ....... . 75. 0
Mississipp i . ........... . 75. 2
'l'Cll ll CSSt·e . . . . . • . . . . . . ..

Texas ................. .
North Carolina ........ .
Son~h. C::trolh1a ........ .
Lou1f'iana .... ...... _.. . .
.Alabama ....... __ ...... .
Georgia ................ .

75.4
77. 4

78. 5
79. 1
80. 6
81. 6

States, etc .
Maryland ............ .
District of Columbia ..
Delaware ............ .
Missonri : ....... _..•..
,Vest Virginia .. _... _.
SouLh Carolina ... _.. _
6

f!~~~s :0~ :::::: :::: ::

;1d~~~.:::::::::: :~

1
~~

Nor~]~ Carolina ... _.. .
Lomsiana ........... .

~1~~~"!1~~ :::::::::::

Texas ............... .
Virginia ............. .
Georgia ......... . ... .

PAr
cent.
69. 5
70. 5
7.l. 3

72. 7
77. 4

81. 1.
81. 2
82. 4

8:3. 8
84. 1
84. 8
85. 9
87. 0
88. 1
88. 7

88. !:I

n1

Whether the remarkable progress made by the blacks of the South
in the last twenty years is due more to the aid of the whites who pay
t1ie school taxes than to the efforts of the negroes tlrnmselves is not a
question for discussion here. It would be more important to know how
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far above mere reading and writing their education extends and what
use tlley are making of their newly acquired knowledge. Future
inquiries of the Bureau of Education will from year to year bring out
information on these questions.
Tlie rate of illiteracy is greater among the colored females of the
South than among tllc colored males. In many of tlrn larger towns and
cities large numbers of blacks of the voting age attend night schools
to prepare themselves for tile exercise of one of the privileges of citizenship. Recent ballot laws which make it necessary that the voter
suoukl be able to read and mark his own ticket are undoubtedly acting
as an educational stimulant to the colored men. At least a surmise as
to the ex.tent of the influence of this force in elementary education
may be gained from an examination -of the colored illiteracy statistics,
in which are shown separately the number of male and female illiterates, and the number of each between certain ages.
It is claimed that much of the decrease in the rate of illiteracy among
the blacks is due to ~he fact that the old illiterate ex-slaves are rapidly
dying off and that tue J)er cent of decrease iu the number of illiterates
somewhat exaggerates the real progress made by the race. To what
extent tl1is is true may be inferred from a comparison of the rates of
illiteracy to the adult population for the three census years. But the
figures can uot rob the blacks of the credit of having made steady and
certain progress in tue last two decades.
Table 19 is a table of miscellaneous statistics which may have some
relation to the statistics of illiteracy. The table gives for each State
the area, population per square mile, number of persons of school ago
in 1S90, the public common-school enrollment, per cent of enrollment
to population, the average length of school term, the number of schoolhouses, number of square miles to each schoolhouse, and the per cent
of illiterates. The curious may find in struction in traciug the supposed
relation of enrollment, number of schoolhouses, or leugth of school
term to the per cent of illiteracy.
This chapter may be appropriately concluded with a reference to tlle
illiteracy stati tics of other countries. Table 20, compiled by Dr. L. R
Klemm] shows the percentages of illiteracy in the countries of Europe.
In Germany the IJer cent of illiteracy to the male population, .t aking the
cen us of army recruit,· , is 0.24, or less tlrnn one-quarter of 1 per cent.
In Swe len and .1.T orway the rate is 0.12, and in Denmark 0.54, as found
from a like , ource. In .FinlaHd, according to a cen us of 1802, the per
c ut f illit r<- t
t the male all(l female popul:1tion 10 years of age
and ov r was 1.02. From variou ,·ource,· the rates for otlrnr countries
n a.' follow.·:
l'cr cent.

-- -- - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -... -- ....... __ .... _.... • _. _....... : . _. _

2. 10

5.15
G.50
En<Yland .• _•• __ • __ . _. ______ •. __ •• ________ ••. ____ .. __ .• ___ .•...• ____ •••••.. _

7.00
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Per cent.

France ........ .............................................................
7'.40
Belgium . ............................................. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 80
Au,stria ... ............ . ..............•.•.............................•..... 15. 40
I relan(l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19. 40
IInngary ......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31. 5J
I ttily . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40. 30
Portugal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62. 60
Spain .......• ...............•................ . ............................. · 62. 66
Russia... .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70. 80
Ser via . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 79. 31
Ro umania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79. 60

These rates of illiteraey will be compared by the reader with 13.3, the
per cent of illiterates in the United St_a tes to the total population 10
years of age and over.

CHAPTER III.

SYSTEM OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN BELGIUM. 1
SOURCES OF INFORMATION.

1. Official reports of the Ministe1· of the Interior and of Public Instruction, i.e., Rapports
Triennaux sur la situation de l'enseignernent superieur, 1886-1887-18?:f8; 1889-18901891. De l'enseignernent1noyen, 1885-1886-1887; 1888-1889-1890. Del'enseignement
primaire, 1885-1886-1887; 1888-1889-1890.
2. Laws relative to pubUc instruction.
3. Annuai1·e statistiqiie de la Belgique, 1891.
4. Recensement general du 31 decembre 1890.
5. Bulletins du Ministere de l"instriiction publique.
6. Recueil des lois et arretes 1·elatifs a l'enseignement superieur, Minis tere de l'instruction.
publique.
7. L'enseignement pnblic en Belgique, par Emile Greyson.
8. L'enseignement special en Belgiqirn, par H. Bertiaux.
9. Code administrai'if de l'enseignement prirnaire, lois et reglernents, par A. Stasse.
10. Files of the Revue Pedagogique Belge.
· 11. F-iles of the Revue Universitaire.
TOPICAL OUTLINE.
Political organization of the Kingdom-System of public instruction: General 'l!iew; sum.ma,·ized statistics-Eletnenta1·y instruction: Hi.storic antecedents; initial measures;
law of 1842 organ-izing primary instruction; law of 1879; rectctionary measures,
1884-Statistics, 1890: School attendance; duration of school period; programmes
maintained; the teaching force: Number, salaries, conferences, pensions-Normal
schools-Inspectors: Classification, salaries, services-Einances-Effects of changing
policies--Auxiliary agencies.
Intermediate instruction: Classification of State schools, numbel' of schools, and en1·0Ume11t in the same; suppol't and control-Teachers: Classification and sala1·iesComrnunal schools-Examination and diplonias-Clerical schools- Special cou1·ses for
professors-Curricula and programmes-Finances-Superior instr1wtion: The univernities-O1·igin and constitution of S tate unfoersities; p1·ofessors; officers of admin- !
istratfon; students; fees; lessons and courses; scholarships and prizes; number
1
and distribution of &tudents 1890-91; buildings and equipnients; income and expenditures-Degree con/erring aitthorit-ies; 01·de1·s of degrees and conditions for obtaining;
admission of women to clegrees-Academ-ies of science and literature-:Libraries - University extension-Technical ancl industrial schools: Establishment, classification, and
general characteristics-Typical exhibits at the Antwerp Exposition- Official statistics.
APPENDIX: (A) Citation from "L' Instruction du Peuple," by Emile de Laveleye. (B)
Obligatory programme of priniary studies and official di1·ections relative thereto-Law
of 1879. ( C) Law of September 20, 1884, relative to p1·imary instruction.
1

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION OF THE KINGD.OM.

Belgium, co11stitutional monarchy; the executive ancl legislative powers vested in
hereditary king, Senate ancl Chamber of Representatives; senators of two classes1

Prepared by A. Tolman Smith.
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first class, in number equal to half the number of representativ es, elected directly
by the voter~; second class, elected by provincial councils, their number being proportioned to the population of the respective provinces. Representatives elected
directly by the voters, number proportioned to the population, -but may not exceed
1 for every 40,000 inhabitants.
Every citizen over 25 yeaTS of age, domiciled ·for not less than one yea,r in the same
commune and not legally disqualified, has u, vote. (Law of September 7, 1893.)
A supplementary Yotc js allowed to every citizen over 35 years of age, married or
widower, with legitimate issue and paying at least 5 francs ($1) a year in house tax;
al so to every, citizen over 25 years of age owning real estate to the value of 2,000
francs ($400) dr having a corresponding income from such property, or who for two
years has (lerived at least 100 francs a year from ;Belgian funds either directly or
through the savings bank.
.
Two supplementary votes are given to citizens over 25 years of age who have
received a diploma or certificate of higher instruction or who :fill or have fil led office
or engaged in private professional practice, implying at least average higher instruction. (St::itesman's Year Book, 1894, pp. 376, 377.)
Under th e law of Scptemucr 7, 189H, amcn<ling the 9onstitntion, the ·number of
electors is raised to 1,200,000 as against 135,000 under tho former conditions (Constitution 1831, and law of March 17, 1848), which allowed the franchise only to male
citizen s paying n, <lirect annual tax of at least 42.32 francs ($8.40).
The divisions of the Kingdom for local government are provinces (9) and communes (2,596, census of 1890), both of which enjoy a large measure of autonomy.
The affairs of tho former arc administered by a governor appointed by tho King,
a provincja} conncil (elected), and a, permanent deputation, consisting of the governor an<l six members of the council chosen by that body.
Three distinct authorities :participate also in tho administration of the commune:
an elcctell council, a burgomaster appointed by the King from the members of the
council, and a body of aldermen ( college echevinal), consisting of tho burgomaster
and from 2 to 5 members of the council chosen by that body. The council, which
represents the people ·dire-ctly, i s the principal source of authority in communal
affairs (Law r egulating provincial ancl communal organization, March 30, 1836, and
modifying laws, 1838, 1842, 1848, 1860, 1865; also Les ministres clans les principaux
pays. d'Europe ct d'Amerique, par L. Dupriez, tome l, pp. 262-266).
The provinces are also divided into arronclissements and these again into cantons.
These di.visions are intended to facilitate the control of the central authority, and
arc not strictly speaking divisions for local government.
In three provinces lying along tho border of France, i. e., Haina,ult, Luxembourg,
aml Namur, and also in Liege, a central province, French or \Valloon is the prevailing
fanguage. In Antwerp, Brabaut, East and West Flanders, and Limbourg, the Flemish or Dutch.
The population of Belgium, as shown by the census of 1890, wl:ls 6,069,321, compri cu
in an area of ll,373 square miles. Further analysis gives 2,894,694 as the population
of communes of 5,000 inhabitants or more, anu 3,174,627 for communes of less thau
5,000 inhabitants.
Tho n us by ex gives men 3,026,954; women, 3,042,367. It :itppears, moreover,
that ahout 36 p r cent of the male (1,079,035) an<l 40 per cent of the females (1,204,647),
or 3 p r c nt of th entire population, are unable to read and write. In 1866 il1iteratcs formecl 53 per cent ancl in 1 0 42 per cent of the entire population.
B ]1rium j Jlr emin ntly a Ca.tholic country. Protestants number only n.uont
10,000 an<l J ws 4, 0. Th census of 1890 gives 30,098-men 4,7751 women 25,323meruber of religious ord r · in th Yingdom, of whom 24,585 are native Belgians.
Tb ·x cutiYo aff irs of th Gov rum nt arc administer d throu gh seven departu ·. Tb
du ational inter st are iutruste<l to the mmi ·ter of the interior and of
publi · in tru ·ti n. 1
1

Th pre ent incumu ut is 1. J. cl Burl t.
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SYSTElVI OF PUBLIC EDUCATION.

General view.-The ell ucational system of Belgium, like that of
France, preserve::, many features of the Imperial University, established by Napoleon.1 In Belgium, however, there is the form without
the spirit of centralization, local freedom, especially in the department
of elementary education, being the ruling principle .
.All grades of instruction receive State support, ancl all institutions
sllariug in the public funds·are subject in some measure to State inspection . Schools, colleges, and universities arc-maintained by public and
private, central and local agencies.
The central administration, like the ministry of public instruction in
France, is organized in three departments, corresponding to the three
commonly recognized grades of instruction, i. e., primary, secondary,
and superior. The chief educational officials under the minister of the
interior and of public instruction, are two general directors, one for
primary instruction, the other for secondary and superior.
The minister also maintains a supervision over secondary and primary instruction, as in France, by the agency of inspectors, i. e., for
secondary instruction (enseignement moyen), one ge'n eral inspector and
two ordinary inspectors, one for the humanities, the other for mathematics and tlle sciences ; and for primary instruction one or more principal inspectors iu. each of the nine provinces of the Kingdom, and sub ordinate cantonal inspectors.
The Belgian State universities, like the French Facultes, are not
only teaching bodies, but constitute also part of the machinery for the
public administration of superior instruction. In the Belgian system
there is nothing exactly corresponding to the superior council of public
fostruction or to tlle academic and departmental councils which are
important features of the French organization. These are suggested,
however, by the deliberative councils (conseils de perfectionnement),
one for each of tlle three departments of the Belgian system. These
councils, which are formed by appointment from the official and professional bodies, deliberate upon scholastic affairs submitted to them
by the minister, but have not the judicial functions of the French
councils.
In Belgium, as in France, the appointment of professors fo~ the public
secondary and superior iustitutionB. and the regulations of their programmes are prerogatives of the central authority, while the appointment of primary teachers rests with local author1ties.
A further resemblance to the French organization is noticeable in the
union of State, provincial, and communal agencies and resources for
the direction and maintenance of education. But with these external
features, the resemblance ends; in spirit the two systems are radicaUy
different; in the Republic there is a high degree of centralization, in
the K ingdom everything tends to decentralization. In both countries.
1

.Form 1794 to 1814 Belgium was under French rule.
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the three orders of education have their distinct origin and history, and
although now coordinated into organic systems are still managed as
separate departments of those systems.
STATISTICS, 1890.

The following table shows the status · of schools and universities in
Belgium with respect to enrollment and teaching force and the expenditure for public education, according to the latest official report, which
covers the triennial period 18~7-1890:
Teachers or professors .

Pupils or students.

Male,
- - - - - --

-

-

From
From
Total. Male. J:ie. Total. private puulic
funds.a f'u nds.

F em ale .

- - ]- - - - - - - - - -

Infant schools (lfool es gardiennes) [ages 3 to 6 y ears] :
State
intermediate
(Ecoles moyennes)Public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
Subsidized private...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total.

--- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

68, 718 . . . • . . 1, 292
44, 454 . ... . .
660

Total...... .. .... .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113, 172 . . . . . . 1,952
- ·· ==
====== =======
P rimary schools [ ages 6 to
14 years] :
Public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 266, 502 174, 144 440, 646 5, 438 3, 153
Subsidized _private ...... 68, 537 106,858 175,395 1,189 2,015

=======

Current ex penditure.

=======

1, 292 ........... .......... • • • • ••
660 ........... ..... -~-... -·· ···
1,950 $13,918 $399,095

$413,013

======= ======== _-:-;~ - - 8, 591 ............. ........ • • · ···
3,204 .......... ................ .

Total.................. 335,039 281, 002 616, 041 6, 6.!7 5, lti8 J 1, 795 153,533 3,717,344 b3, 870,877
====-==== ====~ ::::::::=-===== ===== ======= = = ·-====- ===---=== - - -

Primary n ormal school s :
State school s and sections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'Privat'1· ·············--··

345
720

366
1,085

Pnblic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Subsidized private.. .. . .

48, 362
3,652

13, 797
1,864

62, 159 2, 076
5, 516
146

622
42

2,698 ........ .... ..... --.. - .. · ··
188 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . · · . . ··

Total..................

52,014

15,661

67,675 2,222

664

2,886

711 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132, 670 254, 366
387, 036
1,805 . .. . . .... . .. .... .. . . . .. . . .... ................ .

---- ----------------Total..................
1, 065
1, 451
2, 516 ... . .... ... ....... .. .................... - ... ..
=-==== ====== ========= =
= ========-======== -===== - =
Schools for adults:
1

1,127

194,414 195,541

= - = = = = = = = = = = = == =

Secondary schools :
Royal ath<mees. .. . . . . . . .
5,726........
.For boys . . . . . . . . . . . . c12, 475
(d)
'l
For girls . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 721 (
Subsidized communalFor lJoys . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 046
(e)
'I.
For girls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 237 S'
Communal . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
1, 223
Total.... . ..... .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Secon<lary normal schools...
Superior instruction :
8tate universities-

5, 726 ........ . .. . ...... . 63,757
18 , 196 · · · · · · · · - · · · · .. · · · · {57,742
33,770

412,940
321, 701
144,309

476, 697
379,443
178,079

{22,092
3
' ' 283 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 46,652
1,223 ... . . . ...... ..... . .
8,325

74,679
20,039
11, 67a

96,771
66, 691
19,998

28,428 ..... . ............. 232,338

=======-== = = =
113

250

Pri~l~tt;::~~~: :~ :::: :::: ::::::::
Bru ·sel::1 ......... . ...... . ........... .
Louvaiu .... .... . .... ............... .
I

985,341 fl. 217,679

== =====-= ====-=== =-= - =

363 .... . .... ........................ .. . ······ · .. .

788 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 3831...... . . . . . .

g 117 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i 120 . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .

h 138, 456
j 155, 123

~:~iii:::::: :::: ::1::::::: :::::::: ::: :: :::: :::: :: ::::

aChicflv tuition f s.
b ·ot inclndinJ:{ co'lts of admini stration, which pertain to the entire elementary department and are
b9~1e by the ·tato exclusively, aruouut $115,885; excluding ali;o cos Ls of new l,uildiugs, repairs, etc.,

.,_,,ooo.

c7.2:n preparatory .
d3,!)7:J pr!·paratory.
c53:S pr parato1x.
.
. /Ind~1dc. repair of buildin"S and equipm ut, but do s not incluclo expenses of administration,
ms1wct1on , le·.
r, I. o 44 otli en; of a,lministration.
i, Or1linary i.e., mat •1ial, 26,740; salaries,. 111, 7l6; in addition xtraordinary, i.e., now Luildiugs,
t ·.. 5,Gi7.
i 1~0.
ottic r. of a,lministration.
,i.Jrdinary, i.e., mat ·rial , 35,206; salarie., 110, 27; in addition, xtraordi nary, $71,302.
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ELEMENTARY INSTRUC'l'ION.

Detailed view.-The system of elementary instruction in Belgium has
special interest for the student of public policies. Its history illustrates
in a striking manner the opposite tendencies of national and of local
authority and the adverse influence of party politics as a factor in popular education. Moreover it affords valuable lessons with respect to a
problem of deep and widespread interest, namely, that of religious
instruction in public schools.
The development and present status of the system will be best understood in the light of its origin and of the successive laws which have
controlled its operations.
Historic a,n tecedents.-The history of the modern Kingdom of Belgium
begins with its separation from the Netherlands in 1830. The principal
provinces comprised within the new Kingdom had long been distinguished by their generous support of the arts and sciences, not only so,
but popular education bad been fostered in their midst by both church
and secular agencies. It is a matter of record that as early as 1192 the
citizens of Gand (Ghent) had secured from the court of Flanders a
stipulation that "whoever had the will, capacity, and means" should
- be permitted to open a, school in Gand, without opposition. SimHar
concessions were obtained by other towns, uotably Ypres, Antwerp,
and Brussels. Thus, in continental Europe, as we have seen formerly
in Scotland, 1 the rise of popular education can be traced back to the
awakening of the sense of civic responsibility, antedating in truth the
Protestant Reformation which is often regarded as its source.
Evidently, then, for a full understanding of this interest as it is maintained to-d.ay in nelgium or elsewhere, it is necessary to know the history of civic life and growth, the origin and spread and concentration
of the arts and industries which have bound men together in industrial
brotherhoods and communities, emancipated human thought, and quickened and multiplied human activities. It is necessary, moreover, to
know the history of scholastic institutions, the ancient prototypes of
existing schools and universities, a study for which Belgium affords
rich and varied material, illustrating the spirit of every power that has
contended for supremacy in western Europe from the days of Charlemagne to the modern era.2
No such study is here contemplated; it must suffice to note that the
Kingdom began its existence when popular education had become a
subject of national interest in all the adjacent States. In Holland,
duriug the period of the final union with Belgium (1815-1830), attention
had been specially directed to details of school management and control. The law passed just prior to the union (1806) bad imparted to the
1

Rept. of Commis&ioner of Education, 1889-90, vol. 1, pp. 212-236.
For n, brief summary of this history see citation from "L'Instruction du Penple,"
by Emile <le Lave]eye, pp. 192-194.
·
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schools of the northern division a certain form of organization by the
system of inspection which it provided, and higher standards by requiring all primary teachers to secure a professional diploma. .Although
during the union Belgium resisted the efforts of the Government to
modi~y its own institutions, the influence of this law was felt after the
separation. The influence of Protestant Holland fostered also the sphit
oflocal independence which is deeply inwrought into Belgium politics,
Initia,l .1neasurcs.-Tbe subject of popular instruction was earnestly
discussed in the National Congress that framed the constitution of
Belgium (adopted February 7, 1831), and the conflict of opposite parties was allayed for the time bi a })rovision that gave equal recognition
to all. "Instruction," says article 17 of the constitution, "is free, all
prohibitory measures are forbidden; tlle suppression of abuses is regulated solely by law. Public instruction given at the cost of the Stare
is equally regulated by law."
From 1830 to 1842 primary education was left to tlle free initiative of
individuals and communes. Between party contentions and local apa·
thy the cause languished, and the need of a specific law on tbe subject
became apparent.
Law organizing primary instriiction, 1842.-Tbe movemen t tbat was
going on in France under the guidance of Guizot, Uousin, Rendu, and
others was followed with deep interest by Belgian statesmen, and in
1842 a law organizing primary instruction was secured similar in its
principal provisions to "Guizot's Jaw of 1833," which laid the foundation of the present system of primary instruction in France. The Belgian law, an ana1ysis of which will be foulld in a citation from de Laveleye
(pp. 192-4), made provision for the e1ementary instruction of all cbildreu
in inspected schools, either public or private, and the gratuitous instrnc·
tion of poor children, specified the branclles of a limited obligatory programme, authorized inspection by the state and the church, the former
confinP-d to secular matters, fixed a minimum salary for teachers (200
francs per annum), and emphasized the importance of their training by
the provisions as to normal schools.
On the whole, tlle law fk,rorccl the ascendency of the clergy; they
not ouly had the rights of inspection, but religious instruction, which
was inscribetl at the head. of the programmes, was to be given under
their au ·pice'. Rights of con ·cience were, however, secured by the
exemption of children from the religious les.' ons, wllo did uot belong to
th communion of the majority.
The Jaw was regarded as a compromise betweeu the Liberal party
wllo de. ired a , y t n of secular in:::.truction under State control, aud
tbe ·1 ~ri ·aL, wllo were oppo. d to all State interference in schola ·tic
matt r:. Th motiv whi ·h] ad to it. adoption are . et forth iu the
xpo:iti n by ,. L d Lav leye alr ady referr d to. They reduce in
fact t thi.·, hat th lergy w re in po· e.···ion of uearly all the agellcie
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for education existmg at the time the measure was adopted. .As a compromise, the. law was subject to repeated attacks from both parties, but
1t remained in force till 1878, when the Liberal party gained tbe ascendancy in the two houses.
Law of 1879.-0ne of the first acts of tlie new legislature was the
creation (August 19, 1878) of a ministry of public instruction. A law
reorganizing the system of primary inst.cuction followed July 1, 187D.
The particulars in which it departed radically from the pr.evious law
were as follows: Every commune was obliged t.o maintain at least one
public sclwol, the actual number .to be determined in each case by the
Government. (As under the pre,~ious law, however, two or more communes might be authorized to unite together for tbe maintenance of a
single school.) Moreover the State could oolige the commune to
establish also an infant school an.d a school for adults.
The ecclesiastical inspection .of schools was abolished; teachers must
be native Belgians and furnished either with the diploma of a teacher
or of a professor in the lower order of secondary schools. It was forbidden to employ as teachers members of a religious order. The prograrnme1 of obligatory subjects was greatly extended and religious
instruction was excluded. This was to be left to tbe care of the family
and the chnrches, excepting that ministers might be aUowed the use of
a room iu the school lmiluing to give religious instruction to the children of tlrnir respective communions attending the school, before or
after the school session.
For cantonal inspectors appointed by the Government under advice
of the provincial authorities, and serving without sa,lary, the law substituted two classes of inspectors, i. e., provincial inspectors appointed
by the King and subordinate inspectors appointeq. by the central authority; all salaried officials responsible directly to the minister or to his representative. The rigllt of tl,e communes to control their own schools was
r es1rncted by the new law. It determined, however, the manner in
wliich tbis control shoultl be exercised. Moreover, it created a special
agency, school committees (comites scolaires), to keep watch over the
schools. The members of these bodies were to be appomted by the communal council, excepting where several communes had united to maintain a school, when the appointment went to the minister of public
instruction. The minimum salary of teachers was raised to 1 000
francs-tlle number of State normal schools was raised from G to 12.
'
In brief, the Liberal programme called. for a system of secular schools
under the surveillan~e of the State. The measure was heartily approved
in the chief cities, which were the stronghold of the Libe_ral party, but
excited intense opposition from the Catholic clergy, whose in-fiueiice
wa: supreme in the mral regions. Subsequent decrees, especially those
of December, 1883, determining the amount which each commune must
1

For full programme and official directions pertaining to the same, see pp. 194-8.
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raise for the support of public schools, increased the opposition, and
the clerical party having recovered control of the Government in 1884,
almost their first concern was to change the system of public instruction.
Reactionary measures.-As a preliminary measure, the ministry of
public instruction was abolished and the duties of the same restored U>
the ministry of the interior, whose chief assumed the double title, i.e.,
minister of the interior and Qf public instruction. The law of 1879 was
annulled and a new law passed (September 20, 1884), which is still in
force. The law is a return, substantially, to the policy of 1842, but
with mo<l.ifications which show that some permanent changes had been
wrought in popular sentiment by the measures adopted under the Liberal party. The chief provisions of the law will be found in full in the
appendix to this article. 1 Here are noted only the particulars in which
it.differs essentially from the previo_us laws or by which its spirit is
most clearly illustrated, together with the statistical evidence of their
enforcement.
As regards schools, the law gives equal recognition to public (communal) and subsHlized private schools (articles 1 and 9). 'rhe powers
of the communes with respect to the establishment and direction of
schools are more explicitly stated than in the previous laws, and the
establishment of infant and adult schools made optional (article 2).
Statistics show that at the close of 1890 there were 4,097 communal
primary schools and 1,576 subsidized under State inspection. During
the triennial period 1887 -:-1890 the_privilege of adopting schools had
been sought by 250 commuues, and 9 had obtained permission to unite
with other communes in the support of a school. Of infant schools
there were 686 communal and 456 subsidized private, and of schools
for adults 1,603 communal and 142 subsidized.
The obligatory programme is much abridged as compared with that
of 1879, although not reduced to the meager limits of the earliest law.
Religion is not included, but the communes are authorizAd to inscribe it
at the head of tlle programme, children of dissenters being allowed to
withdraw from the exercise. If upon the demand of twenty heads of
farnil'es having children of school age the commune refuse to include
religion in the programme, the Government, at the request of the
parents, may adopt one or more private schools which afford the
in truction an<l fulfill specifiecl conditions (article 4).
'ince the pa.· age of the law 26 schools have been thus adopted, of
which 22 were still maintained at the close of 1890. These schools
rec ived about $2. ,ooo, as au annual allowance from the State for tbe
in;truction
iudig nt children.
The appomtmeut and control of teachers is confided to the commuual
conn il, wuicb et rmine al o the amount of the salary (article 17).
aturaliz d a w ll a. native Belgian may be appointed (article 8).
ate in p cti n an not ext nd to rehgiou: rn ·truction, alld the local
1
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school committees created by the law of 1879 are discontinued (article 10).
The law of 1842 called for 2 normal schools to be founded and maintained by the State, and normal departments in the 5 State high s.chools
(ecoles primaires superieures de l'Etat) (Sec. IV, article 35). By a
law of May 29, 1866, 4 new State normal schools (2 for rnch sex) were
authorized. Private normal schools also from the first received official
recognition. The law of 1879 raised the number of State normal schools
from 6 to 12 (Sec. IV, article 41). The faw of 1884: simply authorizes
the State, the provinces, and the communes to establish normal schools
(article-11), leaving the number to be determined by circumstances.
It is provided further that private normal schools may receive subsidies from public funds provided that they submit to State inspection
(article 13).
At the close of the last biennial period there were 13 State normal
schools and departments (i. e., 7 for ·men, 6 for women) and 34 subsidized private normal schools (11 for men, 23 for women).
The right of the communes to manage their own schools has never
been questioned. As a legal provision, it antedates all school legislation in Belgium since the law of March 30, 1836, organizing the communes, confided the right '' to administer, direct, and supervise all
communal institutions to the college des bourgmestre et echevins" (a
body resembling somewhat a board of aldermen in our own cities).
Public education, however, has another aspect than the narrow communal oue; it is a matter also of national concern. This fact was
recognize<l in the law of 1842 by the provision of State funds for the
work, and of State inspection for all schools participating in the same.
It was by increasing the authority of the central administration that
the Liberals sought to raise the level and to deepen the results of primary education even in the most apathetic communes. They failed in
their broad purpose. Nevertheless, iu the chief cities, which are the
strongholds of their party, their work endures hy virtue of the independence of the communes, which the law of 1884 does not abridge.
Moreover, the obligatory programme introduced by the Liberals 1 raised
an ideal of popular education not easily destroyed in progressjve communities. Undoubtedly, too, it bad the effect of keeping the obligatory
programme of 1884 above the level of tha,t of 1842.
Under pre.·ent conditions the Central Government simply maintains
an inspection with reference to the very easy conditions required for
obtaining the public appropriation . These are sufficient school accommodation, approved buildings, and the maintenance of the obligatory
programme. The reports show, however, as we shall see, that the last
condition is not strictly enforced. Primarlly the commune must bear
the cost of elementary education. The State and the province grant
subsidies only when the commune has contributed a sum equal at least
1

See pp. 194--8.
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to the proceeds of 4 centimes additional to the direct tax:. Since, however, the poorest communes may receive extra assistance, the Government appropriation is seldom forfeited.
Practically, at present, the control of the schools, excepting in tbe
chief cities, rests with the Catholic cler gy.
Official statistics, which in accordance with the r equirements of the
three laws here reviewed have been elaborately compiled from the date
of the organization of the system, afford abundant data as to its general workings. The following particulars are from the latest report,
which brings the record to 1801:
School attendcince.-On the 30th of December, lSDO, the communal
primary schools (for children G to 13 years of age) were atten cled by
440,G4G pupils, and the subsidized primaries by 175,395, or a total attendance of G16,041, about 10 per cent of the population (census 1890).
The attendance upon infant schools, 113,172; upon schools for special
classes (i. e., deaf mutes and blind, orphan s, etc.), in charge of the minister of justice, 7,407; adult schools, 67,675, and the elementary departments of secondary schools, 11,737, raises the above tot~il to 816,03'.3, or
13 per cent of the population in attendance upon elementary instruction. Of the ·pupils in communal elementary schools 00 per cent
(396,235) received free instruction, and of those in subsidized private
schools 80 per cent (141,532), or, combining the two classes, 87 per cent
of pupils in elementary schools under free instruction.
On behalf ·of these, payment is made by the boards of charity at a
rate determined by the provincial authorities (perm anen t deputation)
subject to the approval of the King. The amount contributed from this
source in 1890 was $89,810; the amount received iu tuition fees on
behalf of paying pupils was $ 132,103. The fee per pupil ranges from
$1.18 to $4.70 l)er annum.
Dumtion of school period.-In accordance with the officin,l rrgulations the primary schools should l>e in session 240 days in the year. As a
general rule a school day is from 4~ to G hours, including the intermission between morning and afternoon classes. In 1890 t1lie communal
primary schools were open on an average 235 days and the subsidized
:choo1s 23G. The average number of days' attendance for each pupil
was, in the public schools, 178 days for tlle free pupils and 188 for the
pay, ancl in the sul> idized chools 18-1 and 19G <lays, respectively.
Complaints are made l>y the inspector of the e low averages, which are
attributed in th main, to the iuability of the teachers to iutere t pupils
or t the indi:fferen · of parent,· in the matter.
The arly age at which pupils leave ehool i. anoth er evil upon which
the in pector dw ll. Of 81,lGU pupil , who left the communttl school:s
in 1 °0-' with ut in ten lino- to r turn ouly 17,268, or 21.28 1,er cent,
lia 1 omp1 •ted the our.- of . tu<ly. In the ·ul>. idized chools the prop rti u W<: till low r i. .
.07 p r c nt(.-, lG upon a total of 30,491).
hat tb nnml r 1 , ving wa. very nearly 18 per cent of
l al.
·liool:.
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Programme maintained.-The new programme includes seven ele-'
mentary subjects besides the three R's. The number of scl10ols omitting any of these subjects is carefully reported each year. In 1890
the showing on a total of 5,G73 public and subsidized schools was as
follows :
Numl>er of schools omittingGeography ....... - - - - .. - . - ..... - .... - - ..... - .............. - - - - - - - . - - - - - History of Belgi nm ........................................ . - . . . . . . . . . . .
Elements of drawing .................... .............. . ...... ---------Singing ........ _. _..... _.............. ·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gyn1nastics ............................................. .............. _...
Needlework for girls ... _........... _..... _..............................
Notions of agriculture (rur:11 communes)-- ---- ........... ...............

3
7
11
130
111
243
55

In this particular there has been noticeable improvement since 1887.
A fair proportion of schools maintain optional branches in addition
to the full obligatory programme. These are called schools with
developed programmes (ecoles primaires a programme cleveloppe ). Their
number and the optional branches they offered in 1890 are as follows:
Primary schools affording instruction in.Elements of natural sciences.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 041
Geometric forms and surveying . .. ................... _....... _........ _.. 1, 457
Language other tb an the mother tongue ............ _................. _.. 1, 927
Notions of constitutional law and political.economy (schools for boys and
mixed schools) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285
Notions of hygiene ...................•...................... ......... __ .
817
Bookkeeping ....................••••............................ _..... _ 195
Vocal rn nsic .................•••••...............·_. ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965
Domestic economy (schools for girls and mix.eel schools) .. ~ .... _... _......
547
Manual work rschools for boys and mixed schools) ........ _._ .... ___ ._...
55

An annual public examination (couconrs) of the higher classes of
primary scllools is held, iu which all communal and subsidized primary
schools must participate (article 10 of the school law). The riumber
of pupils taking part in the exercise increases alittle year by year,
reachiug a tot.al of 16, 7G3 in 1890. Of these, 12,374 were from public,
2,759 from subsidized private, and 1,650 from uniuspected private
schools. Tl.le proportions of pupils from the three classes of schools
securing the certificate of capaeity were, respectively, 71. 76, 56.30, and
78.36 per cent.
Teachers.-The teaching force of public primary schools, as reported
December 31, 1890, numbered 5,438 men and 3,153 women , or a tota·l of
8,591. The corresponding totals for the Rubsidized primaries were,
men, 1,189; women, 2,015; or altogether, 3,204. In the schools for both
sexes men and women teachers are employed without distinction. The
former, however, are more numerous. Only women are employed in
girls' schools, as is the case also in infant schools. Of the teachers in
tlle public primary schools only 3.83 per cent were without diplomas,
and of those in the subsidized primaries 33.46 per cent.
The average salaries in the public schools were, for masters, $323; for
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assistant masters, $305; for mistresses, $314.94; for assistants, $289,
The averages have declined slightly during the triennial period. Of
the public school masters 718 pursued some additional calling, and of
those in subsidized schools 303. It should be added that communal
teachers are generally provided with lodging or its equivalent at the
cost of the commune.
The substitution of parochial for public schools allowed under the
present law has left many teachers without positions (en dispouibiliw).
Teachers thus deprived of service are allowed a salary not less than
one-half the salary withdrawn, nor in any case less than 750 francs
($150). The communal councils determine the amount and duration of
this allowance (traitement d'attente); the time counts in calculating
pensions. Teachers· absent from their post by reason of sickness also
receive a portion of their salaries.
'rhe statistics show that on December 31, 1890, under tbe first provision, 752 teachers were 1:eceiving salaries to the total annual amount
of $161,053, and 76 teachers unable to attend to their duties, a total
amount of $21,518. Pedagogical conferences an, held every quarter in each canton and under· the direction of the cantonal inspector,
attendance upon the same being obligatory for all communal teachers;
teachers in the subsidized schools are free to attend or not, and the
same freedom is accorded the teachers of all infant schools. In 1890,
the number of conferences reported was 1,503 (i. e., for masters, 790;
for mistresses, 589; for infant school teachers, 124). As there are 319
cantons it appears that inspectors even exceed the requirements of the
law in respect to this part of their duties.
The attendances upon the conferences for teachers of communal
schools were 5,059, 2,874, and 1,178, respectively. The correspond,
ing figures for the subsidized schools are 223, 259, and 7, respectively
The Government also maintains normal courses corresponding to our
teachers' institutes. These are in session during the long vacations.
The influence of these conferences and summer courses is increased
in many places by the pedagogical museums. These afford suitable
halls for the conferences, while the collections of illustrative material
add greatly to the effect of the practical teaching exercises that are a,
feature of the proceedings. Three. such museums are maintained at
Brus els (Province of Brabant) and two in each of the eight remaining provinces. Teachers also have the benefits of the National School
Mn um (Mu ee Scolaire National) at Brussels, an institution similar in
it object: to the Mu ee Pedagogique at Paris. Models of school furniture and :cbool apparatus and a fine library are included in the collectio1v of the nati nal mu eum. All the material i. admirably cla. sifted
and arrange in the new buil<l.iug~, fir t occupie<l in 18UO. Exhibition
of chool work ar ma eh re annually, lectures delivered, and coufere · .' maintain ou ·ubjeet. of inter , t to teachers.
In thi c unec ion meution houl<.l be made of the Belgian teachers
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association (Federation generale des institnteurs belges). It was
orga,nized in 1860, and has been a powerful means _of stimulating zeal
and extending professional knowledge among the Belgian public
school teachers.
·
The civic decorations for teachers, instituted July 21, 1867, are an
incentive to efficient aud continuous service. These awards are of
four classes-the civic cross, first and second class, and civic medal, first
and second class. Altogether 56 decorations were conferred in 1890.
Pensions.-Teachers have the right to a pension upon the same terms
as persons in other branches of the civil service. The amount of the
pension is calculated at the rate of one fifty-fifth of the average salary
for the last five years of actual service. Upon this calculation the
pension ranges from $200 to $400 annually. The State, the communes,
and the provinces bear the expense, the first two contributing each twofifths, the last one-fifth of the amount. The number of teachers on the
pension list December 31, 1890, was 1,644, and their combined pensions
1,725,170 francs (about $345,034).
A fund is also maintained by the State, provinces, and communes for
the widows and orphans of communal teachers, to which fund teachers
desiring· its benefits for their families must contribute annually 3 or 4
per cent of their salaries. In 1890 the amount paid from this fund was
525,704 francs ($105,141) .
Normal schools.-In 1890 the 13 State normal schools and departments 1 were attended. by 711 students and employed a teaching force
of 205 teachers and officers. The 34 subsidized private normals were
attended by 1,805 students.
With few exceptions the normal schools have boarding departments.
Promising students, whose parents are too poor to meet the charges,
may obtain the aid of tlie scholarships maintained by the State, the
provinces, and tl.ie communes. In 1890 the number of scholarships
proYide<l in the State schools was 1,130, representing a money value of
$23,845, aud. iu the subsidized normals 1,536, having a money value of
$3!:J,(334.
.
The course of the State normal schools is arranged for three years,
all(l includes the foll::wing obligatory branches: Moral precepts, elementary notions of the constitutional and. admiiiistrative institutions of
the country, and also of primary school legislation, theory and practice
of education; the mother tongue (grammar and literature), a second
language (French, Flemii-ih, or Uerman, according to local demands) ;
arithmetic, theoretic a1Hl practical, together with the complete system
of legal weights and measures; geography, and particulady that of Belgium; outlines of general history and the detailed history of Belgium,
notion s of agriculture in the schoolg for men, and needlework in those
1
The State normal schools for men ::i.re Gand, Lierre, Mons, Nivelles, Verviers, the
normal departments Convin, Huy. For women the schools are Bruges, Liege, nnd
Tournai; departments, Andenne, Arlon, and Brussels.
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for women; writing, drawing, vocal music, gymnastics. .A.11 the above
enumerated branches are included in the examination for a Government
diploma. There are besides optional branches, as follows :
In the schools for men, algebra, geometry, natural sciences, natural
history, physics and chemistry, elements of hygiene, bookkeeping.
In the schools for women, geometric forms, elements of natural
science, natural history and physics, ~lements of hygiene, bookkeeping,
elements of domestic economy and gardening. .A. third language may
be taken in any of the schools.
In State normal schools the training is eminently professional, theory
is supplementeu by practice, for which purpose 11 of the normals have
attached to them model elementary schools (ecoles d'application).
Pupils are not admitted to training under 1G years of age nor above
23. They must pledge themselves to teach in the public schools three
years after graduation. The internal conduct of the schools, the staffing, examinations, etc., are regulated by the minister.
Teachers' libraries are also maintained in several communes either
wholly or in part by public funds. It appears from the report that at
the date, December 31, 1890, there were 191 of tllese libraries, comprising 130,357 volumes. .rhe number of volumes taken for home reading
during the triennial period 1887-1890 was 25,669, and the number of
teachers borrowing books 9,781. Complaint is made that so few teachers ap1lreciate the advantages thus offered, but improvement is noticed _
in this respect.
Stcite inspection.-For the service of Sta,te inspection there are 18
principal inspectors anu 80 cantonal inspectors. The former receive
salaries varyiug from $1,000 to $1,500; tlle latter from $GOO to $900;
traveling expenses are also allowed. The majority of district inspectors
are chosen from the ranks of successful teachers; the principal inspectors are either promoted from the di strict inspectorsllip or were formerly
professors in normal or secondary schools. From the report it appears
that the district inspectors are careful to meet tlle requirements of an
annual visit to each school in their resper~tive districts. In 1800, on a
total of 5,673 schools, 4,128 had been visited more than once, and 1,4,3!
once only. In addition 1,102 infant schools had been visited out of a
total of 1,146, and 7i'50 adult schools ou a total of 1, 74D. The number
of conference _conducted by these ofiicials has already been given. Tl.le
chief untie.· of the principal inspectors arc arlvi -ory and the preparation
of r port. wbi ·h ar ba ed upon those of the subordinate inspectors.
The number of vi:iL made by tllem to individual schools in 1800 was
~,
, at whith rate they would fully me t tlrn requirement of a visit to
, th ,' ·11001 onc·e in two y ar .
Finance .-Th "co_.t of m, iutaining the entire sy. tem of elementary
in.-tru · i n, induding ordinary and extraordinary expenditure~, in
1
n GiO fran '., or about 5,779,000. Of thi amount the
ntri t cl 44.2 I r ·ent; the provinc .', G per cent; the
1
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State, 41 per cent; school fees, 5 per cent; boards of charity, 2 per cent.
The small remainder came from donations, balances, etc.
Ejj"ects of changing polfoies.-A school system left so largely to local
influences as that of Belgium will necessarily present widely different
degl'ees of efficiency aud development in diffcrm1t localities. These
differences, which exist in all countries, have presumably been intensified in Belgium, where elementary education, as we bave seen, bas
been particularly snbject to political influences.
The changes from n:1tional to local supremacy and from secular to
sectarian management have · not been accomplished without great excitement and bitter pal'ty recriminations.
While the law of 1879 was in force the Clericals accused their opponents of forcing comrnuues to snpport schools which they did not want.
The Liberals now retort that tl1e people are kept from attending the
schools they prefer by threats of excommunication and appeals to
superstitious fears. Certain it is that under the law of 187D Clerical
schools had to live in spite of the Government, and equally certain that
under the law of 18S4 large numbers of public communal schools have
been closed and th<'ir teachers deprived of employment. Official statistics, which have been systematicaJJy reported siI1ce 1836, conflrm
these statements. For comparison, it suffices to select the years which
mark, respectively, the close of the pel'iod under the law of 1843, and
that under the Liberal law (i. e.,- 1878, 1883), and also 1890, the latest
year of report. Tlle changes from period to period are iudicated in the
statistics of enrollment in communal and adopted schools (private
schools have not been includeu. in the returns since 1878), percentage
of clerical teachers, and the propol'tion of income derived from each
coutributing source. Tliese item8 are as follows:
E11rollment.

Income (per cent) fromTeachTuition fees
Per
ers,
from-cent per cent
of
of
State. ?-"rov- Compopu- clerical.
rnces. munes. Par Charlation.
cnts:

Year.

____ ____
[

1878 _.. __ . 527, 417
1883 . . . . . . :l-15, C87
1800 . - . __ . 4-10, li4.G

I

70, 7!Hl
325
115, 305

598, 213
34G, 01 2

I 616, 041

10.8
5. 9
10

J,.2
.2
14. 8

1

47
50. 5
:io

I
I

2.2
2
6. 6

I

36.6
35. 6

47

Subscriptions,
IJal-

ances,
etc.

}~~~!. _
__ ___
8.48
2. 58
3. 47

3.35

2. 84
2. 30

2.37
6. 48
1. 57

Tile flnctnation in the tcacliing body is the most significant frtet
brought out in tile above showing. U udcr the law of 1879 the teachers
belonging to religious denominations were practically eliminated from
the communal schools. They ,Ycre free, however, to conti1me tlieir work
in the church schools, which received nothing from public funds. That
this was their course js apparent from tile decline in public school
enrollment, for it is scarcely to be supposed that the children withdrawn
from these left school altogether, Uuder the new law tlle religions
teachers are being rapidly restored and church scbools adopted iu tile .
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place of nonsectarian communal scliools, which are consequently sup.
pressed. The exteut of these changes is indicated by the following
statistics, quoted by M. Bara in the Chamber of Representatives during
the discussion of the educational appropriations for 1894. Said this
member:
You havo suppressed 877 primary schools, 228 infant schools ( ecoles gardienues),
and 1,079 schools for adults, a total of 2,184 public schools, with 44,987 scholars.
You have struck the teachers in a manner incredible: 1,047 teachers have been
placed on the roll of those awaiting engagements at a reduced salary; 1,500 received
nothing. You have decreased the salary of 3,316 teachers. I cite this from official
returns. To-day it is proposed to give a part of the appropriation to private
education.
Consider the situation of France, which has six times as many inhabitants as
Belgium.
There are in France 66,340 primary public schools. vVe have but 5,000 schools,
one-thirteenth the number in France. The schools of the latter are atten~ed by
4,400,000 scholars, ours by 433,000, not even one-tenth. Belgium has an appropriation of 7,400,000 francs; France bas twenty-two times as much for a population
which is only six times as large as ours.
In future we shall pay fo1-- this inferiority of our population as compared with
that of France. Where suffrage is universal it is necessary that everybody should
be educated.
We may add that actually, after ten year s waiting, there are more than 580 teachers without employment because their places bn.ve been declared vacant (en disponibilite).

Jt should be noted that the school attendance quoted above is in
public schools only and the funds specified are the State appropriations.
The attendance in adopted or subsidized schools raises the total attendance to 616,041, and local appropriations (provincial and communal)
raise the public funds devoted to primary education to a total of
19,840,280 francs ($3,870,877).
That these changes in the school system have interfered with the
true purposes of elementary education seems evident aiso from the
degree of illiteracy prevailing in Belgium. The census of 1890 gives
38 per cent as the proportion of illiterates in the entire Kingdom, or l>y
sex, 36 per cent of men and 40 per cent of women.
In the discussiou of a table showing the distrib.ution of illiterates by
sex and age, the reporter says :
Ju examining tbis tahle it is impossible to ignore the fact that among the children
8 to 15 years of age nearly 22½ p er cent are still illiterate. The proportion was 25
per cent in 1880 arnl fell then to 20 per cent for those from 15 to 25 years. To-day
the latter show only 15 per cont of illiterates. The actual gain in the proportion of
11er. on hetween 15 and 25 years of age able to read ancl write has thus been 7½
P r cent during the last ten years. 1 It is amono- the persons of this age that in ·trnction i · most di:ffu ed. F r tho e aboYe 25 years of age the statistics show a coustaut d ·rea in the numh 'r of literates. This is tru both of the census of 1 0
and of 1 90. Tile diminution varies from 3 to 4 per cent for each quinquennial
period. ( 'ensns 1890, vol. 1, pp. XLII, XLIII.)
1
The tables show an increa e of 17.3 per cent in the total population 15 to 25 years
f a"' in th cl c·ad 1 0-1 90 ancl an iucr a ·e of 25 p r cent in the proportion abl~
tor ad and writ , r a gain in the latter of 7.5 per cent.
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.Auxiliary agencies.-Belgium is par excellence a country of beneficiary associations and of public charities, and it naturally follows that
the needs of poor children are carefully looked after.
The boards of charity, which are organized on a legal basis in each
commune, help, as we have seen, in defraying tho cost of elementary
education. In a great many places they also give assistance to destitute families. There are very few vagrant children in the Kingdom.
The school savings bank has been fostered as a means of inculcating
thrift, but at the present time the general sentiment of teachers seems
to be oppm,ed to the system. The official report states thatThe savings bank is not fostered in the subsidized schools for adults and for
infants, and has little development in the subsidized primary schools. As to communal or public schools, the savings bank works well in the primary grades, but
has little success in the infant schools and schools for adults.

The total investments made by pupils of the primary schools in 1890
amounted to $721,85G, of which $45,227 only were from pupils of the
subsidized schools.
School colonies or vacation schools for the poor children, which originated in Zurich in 1876, flourish in Brussels and several other cities of
Belgium. Their purpose is to afford the poorest children of the great
cities a brief sojourn in the country during the heated season, with the·
chance for useful and healthful training at the same time. The first
experiment in this direction in Belgium was made in 1886 by Dr. Kops,
communal councilor at Brussels. He endeavored at tbe outset to
form a private society, composed of Catholics and Liberals, for the support of the undertaking. Failing in this he appealed to the municipal authorities for aid. The response was immediate. From that time
school colonies made rapid progress in Belgium. Brussels, the capital,
took the lead; the cities of Liege, Verviers, Anvers, and Gand were not
far behind. Two large philanthropic societies of Brussels, the Progres
and the Mar91mvins, have i:;ustained the work with great zeal-t.he first,
since 1888; the second, since 1892. They are aided in their generous
efforts by private initiative, and by subsidies from the city itself. The
latter al~o every year organizes colouies on its own account.
The followi11g statistics summarize the work at Brussels:
Nurnber of pupils.
Brussels. •
Year.

1 --

Progres.

· Mar9un vtns.

- .- - - 1 - -- - , - - - - 1 - - - - , - - - 1

Boys. _ Girls.

Boys .

I Girls .

Boys.

Total.

Girls.

1R86 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
30
1887... .. . . . . . . . .. . . •••.... .. . . . ••. .. . . . . . . .
60 ..... 30. : :: :: : : : : ::::::::: ::: : : : : : : ::: : :
18>18........................................
00
60
30 ............... .
1889 .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
30 . . . .. . ..
70 .... . .......... .
1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
03
65 . . . . . . . .
75 .••.............
1891 ............................................... .
55
120
64 ............... .
1892 .......... ······. ········· ..................... .
DO
94
80
1893. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30 ....... .
90
80
94

30
90
150
175
203
239
264
294
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INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTION.

Intermediate, instruction (enseignement moyen) is the term applied
in Belgium to that part of instruct ion which lie8 between the primary
schools, whose age limit is 14 years, and university education, upon
which students enter at 18 or 19 years of age. Historically the institutions for intermediate instruction are distinct from the primary
schools, and the distinction 1s maintained in their public administration. Between the two classes of institutions, however, a relation is
established by means of public and private scholarships awarded generally upon competitive examination.
Classification of Sta,te schools.-The public intermediate schools are of
two classes, those supported by the Government and those maintained
by the communes.
The Government schools are of two grades- the royal atlleuees or
higher intermediate schools, whose courses c·omprise seven years, and
the lower intermediate schools of three years. The latter include what
· were formerly termed superior primary school s, and also the industrial
and commercial schools. The royal athewfos are for boys only; the
lower intermediate include schools for boys and a]so for girls.
Number of schools ancl enrollment in the scime.-By the law of September 20, 1884, the number of athenees is fixed at 20. The province of
Hainaut bas 5, Brabant and Liege each 3, Anvers, occidental Flanders,
and Limbourg each 2, and the remaining provinces, i. e., oriental
Flanders, Luxembourg, and Namur, 1 each. As sllown in the table
(p. lGO), the athenees were attended in 1890 by 5,72G pnpils. Of these,
1,751 were admitted gratuitously and 1,109 at a reduced fee. The full
fee differs in the several athenees and also in the different sections of
each, the lowest fee being 20 francs ($4) and the higllest 120 francs ($24)
per annum. Lower intermediate schools (ecoles moyennes inferieures)
can not exceed 100 for boys and ,50 for girls. (Law of September 20,
1884.) Actually in 1890 there were 79 schools of this class for boys,
attended by 12,475 pupils, of whom 4,537 were admitted gratuitously
and 3,487 at reduced rates. The annual fee varies in these schools
at o, the highest being 72francs ($14.40) per a,unum and the lowest (preparatory section) G francs ($1.20).
Tli number of this cla s of scliools for girls in 1800 was 3G, attended
by 5,721 pupils, 1,3G7 under free instruction and 1,528 n,t reduced rate.,
aud tl1e r maincler paying foll. fees, which ranged from 14 fraucs (, ·2.80)
to 12 franc· (, '2!) per annum.
> upport and control.-The to,ni. in which these State , chools are
itnat d generally give the building., and tu
tate appropriation covr · the exce s of the ·u1T nt expenditur , bove the 1·eceipts from fee·.
Both grade f , ·hool are <· ntro1led by u Government in accordnc with th law of Juu 1 1 30, . nb ·equ ut modifying law , and
r ·al decree .
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Te.achers-classi.fication and salaries.-The teaching force in the athences consists of a prefect of studies, professors, and masters (surveillants); in the lower intermediate schools of a director (in scl.10ols for
girls a dircctress), regents, and teachers. The prefects, professors,
directors, and regeiits are appointed by the Ifing, the masters and
teachers by the minister. The prefects and professors of the athenees
must h ave a doctor's degree. Tbe regents and teachers of the lower
schools must have the diploma of a professor agrcge, which is obtained
by a rigid examination bef<?re a special committee, or for the lowest
positions the diploma of a primary teacher. A special diploma (diplome
d'institutrice) is instituted for the directreE<ses and teachers of the secondary schools for girls.
The salaries are fixed as follows:
Salaries.
Minimum.

Maximum.

Athenees.
In spector of studies (prefot des 6tudes) ............••.•••••••••...••••...••...........
Professor of third class . .............. _...... _. __ ..... . ___ . . . _____ . . . . . . ... __ __.. _. __ .
Professor of second class . .. .... . ...... __ ._. __ . . . __ .... __ .. _.. __ ._ ... __ .. ___ .. . __... _.
Professor of first c lass .. ..... . .... .... ... _... _______ .. ___ __ . . .... . _. . . .... ____ .. ____ . .
Master (sunciJl,mt) of second class._ . . _. . . . _.... _. ... . __ ._ ... _... ____ .. __. __ .. _... _.
Master (sun-eil:ant) of first class .... _._._ ... _. ___ . __ ._ .. _... ___ . .... . ............... .

$840
520
640
740
440
520

$920
580
680
820
480
560

560
400
460
320
400

660
440
500
360
440

500
400
460
320
400
180

660
440
500
360
440
220

State intermediate schools for boys.
Director ................ ......... .. . .. ......... . _- ........... _.......•..•........... _. _

¥:~~l;~)~tff:fl iJl:~1~J;~):i]l~l:~j~~~:: ::::::::: :: :: ::::: :::::: ::: ::: ::: ::::::::: :::
Teacller (instituteur) of first class ... __ . _...... _... __ . ____ .... ___ ............. . ..... _

State intermediate schools for girls.
Directress ..................... - .. .. - ..... - . - . . - . - ........ . - . - ... . . - - - ...... : ........ .

¥m~~t: (~~stil~IJi~!) ~Ys::0i r:i~~~: :::~~: :: :~: : _ :;:_: : :::::::::::::::::::::: : :::

T eacher (institutrice) of first class. __ .. __ .. ... .. . _.. _... _... _. _. _. ... __ ._ ... _. .. _. . . .
Professor llaving diploma of capacity for teaclling dmwing, music, or gymnastics . . .

The professors of the State rncondary schools have the right to a
pen sio11.
Oomm,u,nal schools- The communal schools either r ecei ve a subsidy
from the Government, in return for which they must admit a certain
number of free students, or are maintained wholly by the communes.
Of the former tllere are eight for boys and four for girls. They must
conform to Government regulations in respect to programmes, textbooks, and tbe appointment of professors.
The attendance upon the communal schools, subsidized and exclusively communal, raises the total number of students in public intermediate schools to 28,428, of whom 11,737 were m preparatory classes.
Examincttions and diplomas .-The atl.l enees occupy about the same
position in the Belgian system of education as the Jycees do in the
French system or tlle gymnasia in the German. Students who complete the course anu pass the final examination before a committee
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appointed by the Government receive a diploma (diplo me de sortie)
which admits them to the universities. Students who complete the
courses in the lower iutermediate schools for either boys or girls and
pass a :final examination also receive a diploma. Annual competitive
examinations (concours genera.ux) for distinction s (i.e., llonorable mention and prizes) are held in which the students of the various classes
of seconclary schools participate.
Specia.l courses for professors.-In 1847 the Government created special peclagogical courses to prepare professors for the athenees, i. e.,
courses of humanities at Liege, and of science at Ghent. In 1852
these courses were organized as special normal schools and so continued until 1800, when they were merged into the universities-the
former into the faculty of philosophy and letters, University of Liege;
the latter into the faculties of science, University of Ghent. There
still remaiu the normal courses for teachers of the lower secondary
schools of the State, i.e., for teachers of boys' schools at Ghent aud
Nivelles, and for teachers of girls' schools at Brussels and Liege.
Clerical schools.-Parallel with the public provision for intermediate
or secondary education are the clerical schools, which are more numerous
than the public schools. It is stated officially that salaries are higher
in the former than in the latter, with the result of attracting the best
t eachers to the clerical schools.
Curricula and programmes.-In Belgium, as in other countries, the
question of classical versus scientific traiuing has been earnestly discussed ever since the orgl},nizatiou of intermediate instruction (law of
1850). On account of the freer spirit of the Belgian system the movement in favor of science and modern languages has had less opposition
than in adjoining countries. A peculiar complication, however, has
affected the movement in Belgium. Here the period of secondary
study is shorter than in either France or Germany, i. e., five or six
years, 1 as against nine or ten. This has made it uifficult for students
to reach the standard in classical studies that prevails on the continen1J, aud has operated also to the disadvantage of Belgian universitie.. The difficulties have necessarily been increased by the endeavor
to provid.e for additional studies. Without eutering into the details of
the various adjustments attempted from time to time, it must suffice to
pre eut here the present organization and programmes of the royal
athenees, the typical secondary schools of Belgium, as established by
royal decree of Augu t 5, 1888.
The athenfos are divided into three sections, a.:; follows:
Latiu and Greek humanitie~.
Latin humauiti .
Iodern lmmanitle. .
Iu a ·h · i u th · number of ·la._·. e or year of study i even.
'As cl tcrmin d by the re11lllrenwnt8 for aclnu. s10u to the degree exanunations.
·e page 1 5.
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The programme of the section of Latin .and Greek humanities comprises the following subjects:
Religion,
Latin,
Greek,
French,
Flemish,
Notions of the constitutional

German,
Natural sciences,
:2nglish,
Drawing,
History,
Writing,
Geography,
Music,
Mathematics,
Gymnastics,
and administrative institutions of the country.

The programme of the section of the Latin humanities is the same as
the foregoing, with the exception that Greek is replaced by extra mathematics and science.
The course in modern humanities is also the same, with the exception
of Latin and Greek and the addition of commercial sciences. The lastnamed section is composed of a lower division, compr_ising four years'
study, and of two higher divisions, the scientific and the commercial
and indm;trial, each composed of three classes.
In the adaptation of these programmes to the different sections of
Belgium, i. e., the French or Walloon, and the Flemish or Dutch, only
the courses in modern language are varied.
The following schemes show the number of hours a week assigned to _
each study in the athenees of the Walloon districts:
[Figures in parentbeses inuicate number of hours for optional studies.)
Classes.
Studies.

~neL~;_. Sixth.

f:tt~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~

~

Greek ............ ........... . .... ...... .. ..... .. . . .
]'rench . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
6
Flemish or German (obligatory).... . . . . . . . .
5
German or Flemish (optional) ... ........ .. .... .... .

Fifth. Fourth. '1.'hircl. Second. ]'irst.
2

2

8.

8
5
3

5
3
3

!t{t~iie. ::::··1 1 T

2
8
5

2
8
5

Total.

2
8
5
3
3

1453
25.
(8)
(8)
14

3

3
3

3
3

(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

2
1

2
1

(2)
(2)
2

3

3

3

(2)
(2)
2
l
3

2

2

2

(2)
(1)

8

(2)
(1)

(2)
(1)

6+(8)

2
Natural sciences ... ....... . ....................... .
2
(2)
Drawing...........................
2
2
(1)
(1)
Music (o:\ltional)...................
(1)
(1)
Gynrnast1cs (two hours during
recreation) ...................... - .. -- - - - - - - -- - · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Total l1ours of obligatory les- ·
I
sons........................
23
28
20
29

1 •

•

•

-

•

-

•

1

-

-

•

•

-

•

•

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

••

28
20

7
21
(7)
-

••• -

••••

----

29

29

29 ....... .

2
8
3
3

2
8
3
3

2
8
3

(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

2
1
4

2
1

(2)
(2)
2

(2)
(2)

1
6
3
2
b4

]

147

8
3
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Religion...... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
2
2
2
Latin..............................
O
7
8
French............................
7
6
3
Flemish or German (obligatory).. . . . . . . . .
5
3
German or Flemish (optional) ............................ .

~Wt~~;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::····· ·2· · ···· ·2 ·
Geography . . .... .. . . ... . .. .. .... . .
Mathematics a ................... ..

1

3

1

6

3

3

2
8
3
3
2

1453

28
20
(8)
(8)

9
Natural sciences a ............... .. .... . ......... .
2
b4
15
Drawing .......................... .
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
14
Music· (optional) .................. .
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(7,1
Gymnastics (two hours during
recreation) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ....... ...... .. ... . .. .. ...... .. .......................... .
Total hours of obligatory les.
sons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23
28
27
30 27
29 28
29 28 . . ..... .

--i- --,- -1- -·
:7 -------~

a After the third class (troisieme) for mathematics and the secoud class for natural sciences, there
is a bifurcation, and students may choose between the two series indicated in the programme .
b Not including manipulations.
ED 93--12
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MODERN HUMANITIES.
[Figures in 1iarentheses indicate number<' of hours for optional stu<lies.J Classes.
Third. Second.
Stu<lies.

Se,enth.

·c3
....
Q)

0
Fifth. Fourth. q:;

--2
8

~
- ~~

--- -

2
8

2

2

8

6

2

4

3

1

1

1

3

3

4

Flemish or Englisll (prin·
cipallang11age) ---- -- ....
German or English (additional language) _____ . ___ . - , .. __ .

g

-

-

0

w.

<l)

0

0

w.

0

-

I

I Com,
Scien· mer.
tific. cilf.

Q

-

u

4.6

27

Iif;}~;e:::::::::::::::::::: ······2· ··---·i ...... 2. k
(2)

Geography········· - - --···
Mathematics . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

0

.

<A

ss :g ss
-~

'8

0

if.).

....
Q)

'8

0

0

:;z

s
.§ s

:;3
0

¥~~ii~~ :::::::::::::::::::

0

<.:I

Total,

-;;

~

~

Sixth.

First.

~~~:~ci~le~ii~~~~;::::::: : : : : : : · : : : : : : : : : .. _... ~.
Dra"ing..... ........ ......
2
2
2
Music(optional)...........
(1)
(1)
(1)

3
2

(3)

1

~

3

~

(3)

1

4

6

52

·

I

3

3

G

I
a!
3

(2)

I

2

2

1

81

... . a43

.... 4
3 . _~.
3 (2)
(2)
3 , (2)

(1)

. . . . ..

3

1

I
-2·

(l)

G~~;l~lt~~~r~!~~gn) ~~.~~~ ....... -.......... ·-. .. .. .. .

3

(1)

(])

J_ ... -...... ··· · ···· .... ........ ..

a After troisirme for nrn,tt ematics nnd the seconcl clnss for natural sciences, there is a bifurcation
and students may choos e between the two series indicated in tile programme.

The organization <l~creed in 1881, which is replaced by tbat of 1887,
nlso c01:i;i.prised two ~listinct sections, i. e., section of humanities aucl
the professional (industrial and commercial). The former included
three parallel courses, one based upon Greek and Latin , the other two
upon Latin without Greek. Of the two Latin courses, one was adapted
to students who gave 1,reference to mathematics and physics, the other
to those who desired natural science, especially, as a preparation for
th e medical faculty. This attempt a,t extreme specialization is now
abandoned . Tbe apparent division of tli e classical course into two
parallel courses is in rea1ity nothing more than making Greek optional,
students being allowed. to substitute for this study extra mathematics
and science. The new name given to the section which omits the
classics, i. e., modern humanities, in place of professional, empha ize.
the tendency to make it more truly a culture course than a technical
COlll',e.

The lower inter~n ediate schools h aye been regard.eel both as Rchoo1
preparatory to the ath ~nees and as fini sliing schools for :tudent
oblig ,c.1 to enter early upon practical pur nits. Recent modification,
han r ult din a pro Tamme more especially adapted to the iatt r
pmpo. , tli,.11 h r tofor . I · i.·, howeYer, permitted to the directors to
modif th mv, 1 co 1r:e l>y iutrodn ·ing Latin for students who int •n l
t ·ut r the ·1a ·:ical .·e tion of cu atheu(~e. Tlle model cour · i a
foll w.:
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Subjects of study ancl the ti1ne aHsigned to ecich in the lower i nterntelliatc schools of the State
,
(Ecoles moyennes de l'etat ) for boys.
_
First
class, or
third
year.

Second
Third
r,lass, 01• class or
first year. seco~d
year.

Subjects.

Religion .............................................................. . .
French ................................................................ .
Flemish (obligatory in ]flernish ~1istricts) ... _. ........................... _}
Flemish or German (obligatory rn Walloon districts) ................. . .
First optional study, German (Flemish districts); Fle1nish or German

ci

i~i~t~i~r ~r ttt••••;•:••:•: ••• •••••:·••:•••····!•

1

Natural sciences ...... 1
... . . . ... . .. .. .. . . .... . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .... . .. . . . .
b2
Bookkeeping and elemeuts of commercial law ................................. \~.

I, 2
~

t;m{~:7t~t~ ~~~;; ,;~; ~~ ~;;:~;;:~; ••••: ••••••: :•::•:::·: \:::_:_:·'27.1= ~,
Total obligatory hours ..... ......................................

a

3

11

28

·

3

:

b2

=~-._,

~

. 29

1

b Nut including field and laboratory exercises . ·

a Optional.

Subjects of instruction ancl nnm.ber of honrs a weelc assignecl to each in State inter11iccz.ia fe
school for girls.

Subjects.

Third
Second
1
class, or ~
firstyear . year.

:ii-lir

- - -- - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -1 - - - - - - --

~:!1dh~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Flem~sh (in ~bligator;v Fle1:1ish districts) .... .- .. ·.· ...................... }
Flemish OL' German (m obhg-atory ·walloon dist.nets) .................. .
J!'irst optional lan~ua~e, Flemish (Fiel!lish districts); ~lem!sh or Ger.
man ( Walloon districts); second opuonal language, English .. ....... . . . . . . . . . .
History................................ ........... ............... ......
2
GeograpI1r ............. ·.··· ...... ···.· ··· ... ....... .. .. . . .. . . . .... .... ..
Naturalscienc€'s arnl uotions of llygicne . ....... ........... ......... ...
2
Commercial sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Man nnl work, notions of domestic economy.......... ..... ............ .
2

First
class, or
third.
year.

---2

6
I

2
6
5

(3)
2
l
2
1

(3)
2

\l

3

1
2
2

2

2

~~~~j~~:::: :: :: :::: :: :::::::: :: :: :::::::::: :::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::

1

Total nnmber of hours for obligatory lessons .................... .

28

i
i
Gymnastics (two hours tluriug recreations) ........... .......... ....... ........ . .......... .

2

Finances.-By reference to the table, page 160, it will be seen that
the current expenditure for intermediate schools amounted in 1890 to
$1,217,G79. Tlle income from all sources was $ 1,270,731, a slight excess
over the current expenditure. Of thjs income the State fumi~hed. 53
per cent, the communes 26 per cent, the provinces 0. 7 per cent, and
tuition fees 16.7 per cent, The small balance was from property, gifts,
etc. The appropriation from the public treasury for admiuistration
and inspection services, for prizes, scholarships, training a.n d examina·
tion. of professors, etc., not included in t.lie above, amounted to about
$81,000.
SUPERIOR IXSTRUCTION.

Tlie 'universities and their origin.-The estahlishments for superior
instruction in Belgium are tlie two State universities, Ghent in the
Flemi h section, and Liege iu the French; the Iudepeudent University
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of Brussels and the Catholic University of Louvain. The last named.is
the oldest seat of learning in Belgium, having been founded iu 1126 by
Jean IV, Duke of Brabant, Like the ancient universities of France,
it was suppressed during the revolutionary period (October 25, li97).
It was temporarily reorganized iu 1816, and finally in 1835.
.
The faculties established at Brussels under the control of the
Imperial University (1806) may be regarded as the beginning of the
University of Brussels, although the university, as such, was not
created until 1834. In 1816, or the year following the union with the
Netherlands, universities were founded at Ghent and Liege.
The Government which was established in 1830 recognized, provisionally, the three universities existing at the time, i. e., Ghent, Liege,
and Louvaiu. By a law of 1835 the two former were constituted State
universities, their organization, conduct, and courses of study to be
determined and their maintenance provided by the Government. The
same law instituted examining juries, to be appointed by the King aud
the two chambers, for conferring academic degrees. From that time
until 1876 the degree-conferring function remained detached from the
universities.
Constitution of State universities.-As constituted by the law of 1835
each of the State universities comprises four faculties, i.e., of philosophy
and letters, of science (mathematics, physics, and natural sciences), of
law, and of medicine. In pursuance of the provision that tlle faculty
of sciences at Ghent should offer the instruction necessary for the arts
and manufactures, civil architecture, construction of roads and bridges,
and the same faculty at Liege tlle instruction required for the arts and
manufactures and mining industries, a school of civil engineers was
attached to the former and a mining school to the latter. (Regulation
of September 27, 1836.)
From the promulgation of the law of 1835, the Government was
actively engaged in the work of organizing and developi11g the State
universities. In 1849 a second law was passed defining more specifically
the organic character and the standards of these institutions. Suh equent laws, especially tllat. of 1890, have iucrea8ed the authority of the
uuiyersities by according th.em a representation in the examining
jurie , but their constitution and scholastic functious remain substautia11y a det rmined by tbe law of 1849.
Professors.-The t aching corps comprises professors, ordinary aud
. trc ordinary, appointed by the King. They must have a doctor's
d gr 'e and mnst devote them elves exclusively to their univer ity
lntie.. Th , dutie , a al. o the privileges which professors enjoy,
an<l foe p ualtie t') which th y are, ubject., are pre cribed by the law
r Yr c1 d r . . 'rhe annual ·alarie are 7,000 franc ( 1,400) for
.'tra ,rdinary profe.. or· aud 5,00 franc ( "1,000) £ ·r ordinary, with. a
P · .ibl a11g1 utc ti n f fr m 1,0 to 00 franc.· ( ~00 to, 600). Pro£ : · t: r 1· ·tit· d a m ~rit
ith au anuual p n 'ion equal t the aver-
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age salary of the last :five years of service, when they reach their
seveutieth year, or if disabled by serious and permanent infirmity.
The law allows for each university 13 professors in the sciences, 12 Ill
p~tilosophy, 10 in medicine, and 7 in law. In case of necessity one or
two ad<litional profe::-; sors may be appointed in each faculty. (Law of
July 15, 1849, art. 10, modified by laws of May 22, 1882, and May 22,
1892.) In 1891 Ghent had a staff of 67 professors in the four faculties
and 24: professors and teachers in the special schools; Liege, 68 professors in the faculties and 17 professors and teachers in the special
schools.
Special professors called agreges are also assigned to each university
in such nurn bers and for such courRes as circumstances may demand.
The conditions of the service have been the subject of many decrees.
At present, aspirants must~have a doctor's degree and also a special
diploma indicating high attainments in some distinct department of
knowledge.
The courses which the agreges give are additional to the regular
courses; they have no salaries, but may receive fees, and may be
engaged in other pursuits, as law, medicine, etc. The agreges, naturally, become candidates for vacant chairs, so that the service is in a
sense a preparation for full professon;hips. There are also assistants
for laboratory exercises and clinics. The professors and assistants,
with the officers of administration, raised the personnel of the Uni versity of Ghent to a total of 161 in 1891, and that of Liege to 188.
Officers of administration.-The official -authorities of each university
are the rector, the secretary, the deans of faculties, the academic council
and the college d'assesseurs. The rector is appointed by the Kiug for
a term of three years. He is the executive head of the university and
has general charge of all its affairs. He may at his will convoke the
college d'assesseurs for advice. This body consists of the secretary
?f the academic council and the deans of faculties. The latter, as also
the secretaries, are chosen by the professors themselves and are thus
their direct representatives. The academic council consists of all the
professors of a university who, in their collective capacity, determine the
conduct pf the scholastic affairs as the management of courses, timetabl(·S, etc.
Tbroug·h these advisory functions the professors have really a voice
in the administration of tbe universities. Their chief importance in
this respect, however, lies in the fact that they are represented in the
conseil de perfectionnement of superior instruction, which the .minister
must convoke at least once a month. The constitution of this council
is as follows: Eight professors (one from each faculty of the universities), the two rectors, the two Government inspectors (administrateursinspecteurs ), and other members of the teaching profession chosen by
the minister. This council gives advice upon all matters pertaining to
superi011 instruction. It should be added that, while the rectors have
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general charge of students, the professors exercise disciplinary authorig
over those of their respective classes, and may even suspend a disorderly s tu dent.,
Fees for stu.dents.-Stmlents are received and enrolled by the rector,
the fee for enrollment being 15 francs ($3). After this formality is
completed, the student takes out a ticket for the studies of the courses
he proposes to follow . . The fee for the ticket is 250 francs ($50) in
philosophy, literature, and law, and 200 francs ($40) in the other facultieR. There are also fees for the use of laboratories, for clinics, etc.,
and extra fees for special lessons or courses.
Lessons and courses.-Instruction is given in the French language,
except by special dispensation from the minister. A lesson occupies
at least an hour. Courses must be so arranged that the student bas
not less than three hours of lessons each day, not comprising clinics
and laboratory exercises.
The minimum duration of the course is determined by the requirements for degrees, which will be considered hereafter.
Attendance upon the lessons is obligatory, and every three months
the professors report to the rector students who fail in this ob.ligation.
Scholarships and pdzes,-:-Students of ability who can not afford the
expenses of university education may be assisted by scholarships
(bourses), of which the State maintains 120, of the annual value of $80
each. Study in foreign conn tries i; promoted by traveling scholarships,
21 in number, of the annual value of $400 each and available for two
years. Competitive examination for the latter is open on1y to persons
who have receive<l the degree of doctor, of pharmacist, or of engineer.
Annual competitive examinations (concours universitaire) are hel<l., at
which the successful contestants receive medals, accompanied with
prizes of books or money amounting to $80 each.
'rhe universities of Brussels and Louvain have each the four faculties
of the same or<ler as those of the State universities, to which Lou rain
adds the faculty of theology. As shown in the table (p. 160), the combined attendance upon the four universities in 1800-91 was 5,664, distributed as follows:

I

Faculties.
Uni,·crsitics.

j

Philos1

a':1:1 ~~t- Law·
tcr:i.

e1~i!~. iJ~,:~-

I
rotal
Total Facnlty S
. 1 Jacul ·
of foe- of tl:e- s<i{o~f t ics ~u1l
ultics. ology.
· spec-rnl
scliuol .

- - - -- - - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1s 1
613 . . . . . . . .
115
186
165
~h.;~t-:
·.:::::::::::::: ·.:::::::::::: 22375 338
305
2 2
1. 148 . . . . . . . .
235
Jlrn!l.·l'l .......................... .
147

Lou,·. iu ...... ..... ...... .... ..... .

2l0

3G7
301

Total . .. .. ..... . ........... . .

655

1, 28:l

477
317

557
445

1, 26!

) , 471

] . 5 !8 . . . . . . . .
1, 303
40

I 4, 672

uilding. and equ.ipments. -1J"nder the law of 1 35 tlie

i116

mtaule lmil<lings for tlle

40 I

,ila

1 1a
307

nG3
1'. 80"
.,

022

;;~

ta. k of fumLll-

tate univer 'itie · wa left to the ·itie'
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in -which they were located. This obligation, wi-llingly und-ertaken, in
time proved too great a drain upon the tesources of the cities; Their
inability to bear the bnrden alone was particularly manifest· after the
passage of the law of 1876, which greatly extended the scientific work
of the universities. An official inquiry with respect to buildings and
equipments resulted in a special State appropriation for these purposes amounting to $900,000, i. e., $550,000 for Liege, and ·.the balan<;le
for Ghent. With this assistance the work of erecting new -buildings
and of reconstructing or enlarging the old has been pushed with vigor.
Among the most important of the new structures are the Institute of
Sciences for the University of Ghent, completed in 1889, and the Institute of Chemistry, University of Liege. 1
The triennial report, 1889-1891, which brings the statement to the
end of the period, shows a total expenditure for the new constructions
of $1,782,070, of which $293,445 had been expended during the . three
years specified.
Ou.rrent income and expenclitures.-Tb e State appropriation for superior education a:mountecl iu 1891 to $435,154, upon which there was an
expenditure of $427,374. This includes costs of aclministration and
examinations, current expenditures, and the extraordinHry ,. expenclitures, i. e., for buildings and equipments.
The expemlitnre for salaries and for material for the two universities
in 18!)1 was as follows:
Salaries . Material.

lfeo;et_: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$121, 915
127, (i!)l

29,919
il9, 552

In addition to the State appropriations the two universities r eceived
about $4,400 from comlllullal and provincial fonds, of which a little
more than half was for scholarships. The University of Brussels
receives an annual allo'\\ance from the city and also from tlie Province
of Brabant. The former amounted in 1891 to $12,320, aud the latter to
$4-,000.

Fees, which are the 9hief source of income for Brussels and Louvain,
are the same as at the State universities. ·
Dcgrecs.-Until a receut <late tbe distinctive feature of superior
iustrnction in Belginm was the separation of the scholastic and the
degree confer.::ing functions. It is true that the law of 1835 authorized
the universities to confer certain diplomas. They were, however, distinctions merely, and carried no rights in the Kingdom .
1
For description of the new bnildings see report of the minister n11on superior
h1struction, 1889-1891, Chap . II, pp . 3.t-4.6. See also an interesting monogra111.J ,
"Es(]nisse Historic1ue snr Jes RUiments Universi taires, " published lJy n, committee
of tlle stu<lents' association of the lJniYersity of Liege.
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As defined in a regulation of October 12, 1838, the university diplomas are of two orders-an honorary diploma delivered to persona
(native or foreign) possessed of a doctor's degree, and who shall have
given proof of superior ability, and a scientific diploma conferred upon
examination. Subsequently (1853) a special scient ifi c diploma carrying the degree of doctor was created tn the interest of persons who,
after having obtained the legal diploma of doctor, should apply themselves successful1y to some scientific specialty. Subsequent legislation
has not affected these diplomas.
rrhe authority to confer the legal degrees, without which no one ~an
enter upon professional life in Belgium, was relegated, as we have seen,
to a jury constituted by the legislative bodies, and necessarily subject
to political and official influences. The separation wa s emphasized in
1857, when the provisions relative to the examinations for degrees were
detached from the law controlling superior instruction, and embodied
in a distinct law. (Law May 17, 1857.) 1 This policy has detracted from
the honors and dignities of the universities, and in the opinion of many
bas prevented that disinterested pursuit of knowledge which is essential to the highest results of university training. The advocates of a
different policy gained a concession in 1876, when a tentative law was
passed authorizing the universities (both State and free) to bold examinations for, and to confer degrees in like manner as the central jury,
the decisions in all cases to be subject to con:fi.mation by a State committee (commission d'enterinement). (Law of May 10, 1876.)
Three years later (1879) a special.inquiry was instituted to determine
the manner in which the universities fulfil1ed the trust thus reposed in
them. The investigation was maintained for four years and meanwhile
the experiment authorized in 1876 was prolonged. The report of the
investigation was so satisfactory that in 1886 a bill was submitted to
the Chamber of Deputies by M. Thonissen, minister of the interior and
of public instruction, with a view to giving permanent effect to the tentative essay of 1876. After prolonged examination and discussion, the
project was adopted February 27, 1800. Henceforth the degree-conferring authorities are the four universities and a central jury in which the
State universities and the free universities have equal r epresentation.
The degrees specified in the law are of two orders, cal1ed, respectively,
candidate ail(l doctor.
The even degrees of the inferior order are candidate in phHosoplly
and 1 tter ; in law; in pby i<'al ,·ciences; in medicine, surgery, and
mi<h·if ry; notary; engine r. To each of the first ft ve degrees enumerat d ·orre. pond' a doctor · degree. Of the same order are tbe degree
of pharma ·i. t civil ngineer of mine , civil ngiueer. The degree of
au idat in pliilo ophy and 1 tter. , corresponding v ry nearly to the
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bachelor's degree in this country, is a prerequisite for the degree of
candidate in law, and the degree of candidate in natural sciences, for
that of candidate in medicine, surgery, a11d midwifery. Moreover no
one can be admitted to the examinations for the lower degree in philosophy and letters or in natural sciences unless be produces the certi:fica.te of intermediate studies, showing that he has pursued in the one
case a course of clasRical study for at least six years, in the other ca·~ e
the modern secondary course for at least ft ve years. In the absence of
such certificates the aspirant must snbmit to a preliminary examination. In general, the degree of candidate is a prerequisite for that of
doctor of the same order.
The law fixes the conditions of admission to the examinations and
the morle of conducting the same. A university may confer degrees
only upon its own students. Before the degree conferred either by a
m1iversity or the central jury can have any practical effect it must be
confirmed by the special committee (commission d'enterinement), consisting of two councilors of the court of appeal (COlUS de cassation),
two members of the Royal Academy of Medicine, two members of the
section of sciences in the Royal Academy of Sciences, and two members of the section of fine arts, all appointed annually by royal decree.
The provisions of the new law as to the minimum nnm ber of years
of study required of candidates for the several degrees, the number of
examinations for each, and the subjects to be covered by each examination are a significant index of the standards of liberal and professional
training in Belgium. The full consideration of these particulars belollgs, however, rather to a discussion of higher education in and of
itself considered than to a mere outline of the general system of education, such as is here attempted. The following tabulated particulars1 complete the survey of the formal requirements for degrees:

Degl'ees,

Minimum
Number of
Fee for
number
each exof years of examinations.
amination.
study.

I
Candidate in _philosophy and letters. _. __ ..... _·.- ... _.. __ ... _... _.
Doctor of ph1loso11hy antl letters .. ________ . ___ ._ . __ ..... __ . __ . __ _
Candidate in law ______ . ____ ._. ____ . ____ ,_. __ . ___ . ___ . __ ._ .. _. ___ .
Doctor of law . __ .. _... _... _... __ ....... ____ . _____ ____ __ . __ . ___ __ .
Candidate notary_. __ . __ .... _.. __ .... _. __ .. ____ _.. _.. __ .. __ . ______ .
Candidate in physical sciences and matliematics. _... _... _..... _..
Doctor of physical scioHeo.~ all(l matlicrnatics. _____ . _.. .. _. . ____ .
Can dictate in uaturnl scicucc8 .. __ ..... ___ . . __ . ___ ..... __ . __ . .. ___ _
Doctor of natural sciC'UCPS ... __ .. __ .. ____ .. __ . ___ . _. _. . _... __ .... .
Candidate in ~edicine, s11rgcry, and mid 1Yifery .. __ . ___ .. __ .. _. __ .
Doctor of merllcine, surgery, aml rniclwifcry ... _. . __ . ___ . _... _. __ _
Pharmacist _.... _.. .. _. . _... __ .. __ .. . _. __ .... _...... __ .... . _____ _

2f~i ii~1:;rue:eiiir:.1:i~~s:::::::: :: :::::::::::::: ::: :::::::····
1

Civil engineer. __ . __ . __ . ___ ___ .. . _.. __ ... _. . . _.. __ . __ .. ___ .. _. __ .

2

2

2
1
2

1 or 2
1
2 or 3
3
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 01' 2

3

2
2
cl or 2
2
2
3
2
2

3
3

2
3

3
2
3
3

a$10 or $20

10 or l1:W
20
20
2()

10 or 20
10 or 20
10 or d2~
HJ or b2J

10 or 2J
10
10
2J
20
20

a$10 for aspirants for 1hc doctors' degree; $20 for aspirants for the legal-degrees.
b For th~ single examination.
cl!'or candidates who propose a snbsequent course in medicine, 011e year of study required. .Aspirauts for the llegree of doctor of J1atural sciences or degree of pharmacist must take two years' study
cl Aspirants for medical degrees.
•
·
1

Compiled from L'Enseignement superieur, par Emile Grnyson, pp. 194-214, 226-228.
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It is interesting to note that ti.nder the Jaw of 1890 women are
admitted to all ;icademic degrees. By a provision of the previous law
(May 20, 187G) the Government was author lied to determine the conditions under which women might practice medicine and pharmacy. They
are, however, still -denied admission to the bar.
- Scientific and Uterary cwadeniies, libraries, etc.-Th e interests of higher
education ·are promoted by the great number of learned societies iu
which Belgiun1 abounds. Among these are the Royal Medical Academy
at Brussels, which receives au annual grant of $1,000 from the State,
the Royal Academy of Science, Literature, and Art, also at Brussels,
whicli receives annually $8,000 from the State, and the Royal Museum
at Bwssels for the State collectfons in natural history. Belgium has
also manf public libraries, the chief of which is the Royal Library at
Brussels. · The public libraries of Ghent, Liege, and Louvain are connected with the respective universities. These libraries are administered in a very liberal spirit; they are open daily for consultation and
as a rule volum:es are lent at the discretion of the librarians.
The spirit and the conditions under which education is fostered in
B~lgiu:m Beem naturally to favor a, movement like that of university
extension? · The University of Ghent has the credit of being the first in
the Coiiti'nent of Europe to enter into this movement. Lit'ge and Bmssels ,verc not- slow to follow, and the work js now maintained by an
association in which all three of the universitiljs are represented.
TECHNICAL AND INDUS'.l:RI.A.L SCHOOLS.

'rhe survey of the educational provision of Belgium would be incomplete witllout some notice of the special schools of a.rt and industry
(enseigo.ement special) for which Be1gium is justly distinguished . Pro·
vi~iou for this or<ler of training antedates the present Government, and
became the subject of debate and legislation soon after its organization.
Industrial and technical sehools are generally established by communal authorities or by private societies, but if subsidized by the
State are under the general supervision of the minister of agriculture,
of iULlustry, and of public works. They are classified as follows: ·
Superior school of commerce at .Antwerp (founded 1852); prodncial
school of Hainaut at Mons (1837); industrial schools; apprenticesllip
cho ls (atelier d'apprcnti sage); profossional schools and course . . ;
,· ·hool. of dom . tic economy, and hon ework for girls. The name: of
the tir:t two and th last in the list sufficiently indicate tlrnir pur1>0 e.
'rh indu:trial school~ ar charactcrize<.l in official report. a school'
intc1Hl<'<l · to O'i Y the worhnau :cientific instruction wl1ich be i' unable
o obtain in the work hop; t procure for ]nm the mean . of irnproYi1~,,- hi.· rn, t 'rial ·oH<liti n :rntl of dev loprng hi: intc1lig-cnce; to lead
11111 graclna11y aw,
from th , tyranny of rnntiue, and to rncrea e the
• mn1111 • YalnP f hi: la or: a 11 cl tlm: t
nabl, lrnn t contnbute to
rn 'l'<·a. 'l p10clu · ion for l1i: mrn goocl all(l f r th, uat10nal ben fit.'
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These schools are supp9rtcd mainly by Government and municipal
grants~ Tuition is free. The sessions are held generally in the evening and on Sunday morning, although several have also week day sessions. The courses are not uniform, being determined on the technical
side by the requirements of local industries. The general course comprises the French or Flemish language according to the, geographical
location of the schools; mathematics in its applications . to industry;
physics, theoretical and applied; chemistry, general and applied.; n.1echanics, hygiene, industrial economy, and drawing. The last named
is the basis of the instruction.
Pupils are admitted generally at 14 years of age (12 years at least).
They must know bow to read and write and the four rnles of arithmeti<;.
Apprenticeship schools (ateliers d'apprentissage) had their origin.in
Ghent, the first, established in 1817, having been intended for the benefit
of indigent artisans. Founded at the time when the introduction, of
machinery was transforming all branches of the linen industry, the-~hief
interest of tlrn province, the new institution suggested the me0,ns of preparing artisans for the changed condition of their wo.rk. As th.e result
of a special investigation authorized by the Government in 1840, apprenticeship schools were recognized as a legitimate object of commmm1 and
State support. They were brought under State inspection iu1849 . .. It is
in the Flemish provinces that this particular class of schools ~bounds,
an but 1 of the 37 in operation in 1889 being distributed i11 these two
divisions, i. e., 27 in West and !) in East Flanders.
The professional (technical) schools and courses include a number of
highly developed apprenticeship schools of weaving in the- Flemish
provinces, and similar schools established in other provinces iii the
interest of specific industries, as telegraphy, printing, tailoring-, carpentry, etc. Technical schools for tlle benefit of young women have
been established at Brussels, Antwerp, Mons, Verviers, and Ghent, and
courses less extensive iu a fow small communes. Tliese schools and
courses combine an advanced course of iustrnction in the studies of
the elementary schools, with speciaJ training in drawing and iu some
industry adapted to women, as clecora,tive art, artificial flower work,
cutting and fitting, etc.
Tbe schools of l.10usehold im1ustry for young girls are intended
especially to prepare the daughters of workmen to manage their homes
with thrift, order, and a due regard. for sanitary requireme1its. '11 he
first establishment of the kind ,Yas founded in 1872 by private iuitiatirn. The example was rapidly followed and the beneficial effects of the
schools became so manifest that in 1887 the minister of public instruction adopted measures for the introduction of domestic economy and
hou sehold work into the courses of all elementary schools for girls .
.An official circular was issued pre3enting a carefully elaborated programme for the guidance of elementary teachers in this part of their
duties. This measure, it may be observed, is n, devjation from the
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general educational policy of Belgium. Although special stress is
placed upon industrial and technical training, the tendency is to keep
this distinct from general instruction.
With the exception of the practical courses in housework and sewing
for girls, and elementary lessons in .. agriculture and practical applications in rural schools for boys, drawing is the only form of manual
training included in the programme of elementary schools. The recent
modifications in the modern course of the intermediate schools. are all
in the intere8ts of general rather than of business or technical training.
rrhese are treated as specialties belonging to the period subsequent to
oobool life. Moreover, the introduction of general courses of instruction
into t4e industrial aud technical schools emphasizes the importance
which is attached to intellectual development_ and attainment as an
equipment for ordinary life.
Possibly the explanation is to be found in the desire to reduce the
ra.te of illiteracy prevailing in Belgium rather than in educational convictions.
Naturally this department of practical instruction forms a characteristic feature of the expositio_n at Antwerp,1 now in progress. The following particulars of this exhibit, together with the official statistics,
are .from the report of the special agent of this Bureau. 2 They show
very clearly the variety and scope of industrial training fostered by
public agencie~.
TYPICAL EXHIBITS OF

SUBSIDIZED INDUSTRIAL

SCHOOLS A1'

THE

ANTWERP EXPOSITION.

Under the minister of agriculture, of industry, and of public works,
industrial schools and special trade schools are maintained. A collect- ·
ive exhibit of work from these institutions formed much the greater
part of the whole of the educational .exhibition.
In the industrial schools for boys much attention is given to drawing
and to simple operations in the working of wood and metals. In the
industrial schools for girls great attention is given to the household
arts, such as cooking, cleaning, knitting, sewing, and mending. In the
trade schools attention is concentrated upon a single trade, although
two or three allied trades rnay be taught in the same school. For boys,
th re are choo1s for clock au<l watch making, instrument making,
machine con truction, architecture and building, seamanship, fisherie,,
aud tailoring. 1 or girl , chool. for millinery, flower making and dressmakiug.
Th follo, i g cl 'tail.- iu li ·ate the work carried on in individual
.· ·hool :
El m ntary ,·chool me E eraerts (.Antwerp )-Ooi1,rse in houseliolcl
u·onomy.- n , pa.· au u 40 fe t long and 30 feet wide a working
~

Prof. \Yell man Park .
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exhibit of this course was shown. It is to be taken as a sample of the
200 similar courses which are maintained in Belgium at an annu~l
expense of about $50,000, and which give instruction to about 10,000
pupils.
The room was fitted with cooking, laundry, and sewing appliances,
and all classes of work were carried on by pupils from the school. On
the walls of the room were cabinets containing samples of food elements, medicinal and other herbs, and useful articles, such as soaps
and powders. The rest of the wall space was covered with charts
showing methods of preparing food and of performing all household
duties.
Instruction is given iu the selection, preparation, and cooking of
foo<Js so that the pupils learn the relative value of the different foods,
the best methods for using them, and how they should be combined to
produce good and economical meals. The examples shown were of
two dinners, each consisting of soup, meat, and two vegetables. One,
which was for father, mother, and 5 children, cost 1.75 francs, or about
5 cents for each person. The other, which was for father, mother, and
8 children, cost 2.05 francs, or about 4 cents for each person.
In the class in cleaning are taught the best ways to clean wood, paint, tin, iron, silver, and clothiug. The ironing class practices upon
plain and fancy clothillg and curtains froned with and without starch.
The quality of this work seems to be much better than that done by
the regular laundresses of the couutry.
In sewing and mending much attention is given to plain sewing,
patching, and darning. Some of the darning was exceptionally well
done.
It is said that not enough time is devoted to these subjects to affect
in any way the amouut of work done in the ordinary subjects, unless
by arousing the interest of the pupil it may cause her to carry on her
other work more easily and successfully.
School of semnanship.-This institution is one in which much attention is given to the design, construction, and handling of vessels; also
to the construction of harbors. The exhibit consisted principally of
models of boats and ship details, of drawings, and of maps showing
the location of the lights and channels of the North Sea and the ports
on its borders.
BLANKENBERGH.

Fisheries trade school.-Of all the trade schools subsidized by the
Government this one seemed most novel. Its exhibit consisted of charts
and relief maps showing tlie shoals and fishing grounds of the North
Sea, of models of fishing boats, and of examples of the various implements used in the :fisheries for catching and curing fish. The course
of instruction covers seamanship, the natural history of fish, their
haunts, the methods of catching aud preserving fish, and the uses
which can be made of them.
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St. Luke's School, a church trade school, made an extensive exhibit of
free-hand and mechanical drawings. The subjects pertained chiefly to
church building and decoration.
State trade schools.-The school for the clock and watch making trade
made an exhibit of models used. in the school and of pupils' work.
Among the most interesting models were four showing the principal
escapements used in watch construction. A. silver watch made by a
second-year pupil and valued at $10, also a gold watch by a third-year
pupil a.r~d valued at about $240 were the most attractive examples of
pupils' work.
Trade schools for girls.-The institutions at Brussels for millinery,
' flower making, lace making, and dressmaking bad large, well arranged,
and attractive exhibits. The work from the ]ace-makers' school was of
the greatest interest and consisted of very beautiful handkerchiefs and
lace trimmings. The work from tb.e flower-makers' school was installed
in a case with mirrors below and on two sides. The few bunches of
lilacs, hyacinths, a~d jonquils, which were placed in this case, produced
a_pleasing effect. The work from the embroidery and dressmaking
schools was very good.
GHEXT .

St. Lidce's School, like that of Brussels, is a trade school. Its large
and comprehensive exhibit included furniture and furniture designs,
free-hand drawing, illuminated work, modeling, lithographing, woo(l
and stone carving, and decorative iron forging. A.s might be expected,
the church work was better than the lay work. The free-ha nd drawing of church decoration sbowed more strength whether the subject
were figure or a,r chitectural detail than that pertaining to domestic life
or dwelling houses.
·
MON'S.

Lace trade school.-The exhibit from this school was besiue the exhibit
from the lace school of Brussels, and it was difficult to decide which
was the finest, as every piece of lace shown by either seemed to be
practically perfect. Mons exhibited more lace for dress trimming·
excellent both as regards design and execution. Th e exhibit of these
chool~ was composed largely of drawings, except as described above,
und r A11twerp, Blaukenbeigb, Brussels, and Mons. The e drawings
wer anang d by years, aud one could easily see the effect of the
in trncti n aud practif'e, a: the quality of the work improved very
rapi lly in the pro 1·re: · from the lower to the upper classes.
On piece of wol'k from ·ha rbeek attracted attention by its peculiar x<· ll en . It .wa: an x r ·i. e in the adaptation of natural£ rrn ·
t indn:trial d ·cora ion and con i.·ted of a serie of de ·igns in which
th : · ·amor 1 af wa. h
nly elem ut. r he e d signs were £ r
1>, int ·cl ancl c:m·y l fri zr.·, c ramie plates tile·, hrnge ·, an 1 roof
·1 '· t ·. Eac-11 cue wa: . illlpl :rncl tro1!g.
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IlilOTHERS OF CHAillTY.

This organization, which maintains institutions in Belgium, Oanada,
England, and the United States, filled a large space with exhibits sent
from its various institutions. Among other things were maps and
books used in instructing the blind, photographs showing the deafnntte classes, cb arts used in tbo :fishery trade school, and work done
in the industrial school s.
Statistics of industrial courses ancl schools for boys, 1S92 .
[A franc= 10.3 cents, or approximately 5 fran cs to $1.]
.Approximate
i!ii~e. inJgn~~-~n
pei; pupil.

Subsidy byPupils. 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - Other
income.
State.
Province. Commune.

Cities.

Francs.

Antwerp........ ......... ..
417
Arlon ... ... .... . . .. . .. .. . . .. . ... . .
Atb........................ .. .. .. ..

9 7·>9 76
2: 475: 00
2,500.00

~~~~fi:j;:::::::::::: :::::_·: -··-56-!· 5~:

Charleroi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chatelet....................
Comtrai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Curlrhem, Anderlecbt......
Fontaine l ' Evcque.........
Furnos.....................
Ghent......................
Gosselics. .... . . . . .. ........
Ilasselt .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .

m: gg

998 10, 000. 00
880
3,142.00
50-l
3,000. 00
261
1,274.75
227 I 1, llG. 00
107
2,015.50
1, G:31 34,919, 03
309
1, 9GO. 00
J 50 1 1,575. 00
/I

F'l'Cmcs.

4,500.00
1,300.00
1, 000. 00

Francs.

Francs.

11,708.00
1,300. 00
1, 650.00

150. 00

Francs.

·1

25,937 .76
$12. 50
5, ~75. 00 \ ......... .
5, 300. 00 j ... _.... ..

1~: i~t gg 4~:4, 000.
m: ~g00 3,6 500.
~gg: gg 1f i: t~g: gg ··-···4.-05
10, 000.00
00 30, GOO. 00
5. 95
1

il, 000. 00
3, 690. 92
3, 000. ~O
5, 073. 00
500. 00
1,274. 75
1,500.00
J, 056. O'O
700. 00
2,015.50
4,500.00 17,459.01
1, 960. GO
1,960. 00
300. 00
1, 700. 00

500. 00

1,050.00

500. 00

10, 338. 92
11 , on. 00
3, OM). 50
5,322.00
4,731.00
56,878.04
5,880. 00
4,075.00

2. 25
4. 25
2. 25
4. 4.5
8. 00
7. :l5
3. 65
5. 30

9, 050. 00
8, 0!Jl. 59
20, &75. 63
18,494, 00

5. 50
6. 10
10, 35

i;l::~)t:::: ::: :::::: ::: m- ~:-~;~: ~~- J_ ~~t ~?. - ~:-~~~:~~- ........ _ _~~:-~~~: ~~--.....~~: ~~

J nm ct .. ,.......... .... ..... . . .. .. .
La Louviere ........... -.. . .
310
Liege .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .
c;:ia
L-,untiu........ .... .. .. .. ..
269
MarcLienn cs . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .
:J5G
Morlanwelz................
708
Namur.....................
512
Nivelles....................
159
Osten<l.....................
] 52
Patnrages ..................
231
St. Nicholns ....... ....... ..
120
St. Ghislaiu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
335
Sclrnerbeek.. ...............
15:,!
Sofgnies....................
216
Tournni.. .. ................
204
Vcrviers .. .. . .. . . .. .. .... ..
518
Vilvorde . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
173
Walcourt . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. ..
185
Ypres......................
lJ.6
Zarnins...... ... . ... ...... ..
2u2

4, 200. 00
2, !J30. 53
o, 917. oo
6, 00:J. G7

5,800.CO
4, 8:39. 00
3,000. Oll
5,443.00
4,400. 00
2, OUO. CO
5, 000. CO
.. . . . ..
l ,,; t7.50
7,000.00
12,737. 70
2, 600. 00
1, 050. 00
2,875.00
007. oo

2, COO. 00
2,400. 00
2,930.53
2, 9:iO. 53
5, ooo. oo
8,033. oo
3,300.00
7,571.73
............... .
4,500. 00
5,0oo.'oo·
3,820. 00
3,560. 00
300. 00
3,000.00
1,250.00
5,443.67
3, 000. 00
1,700.00
1,000.00
2,000.00
3, 000. 00
5, '450. 00
.. . .
1,250.'oo· "i,'ii7.'5o·
7, 000. 00
7, 000. 00
3,000. 00
7,868. 85
1, 200. 00
2, 650. 00
500. CO
1,000.00
2,874. CO
2,875.00

...........

1. . . . . . . . . . .

450. 00

:wo. 00

J

62:i. u:l
1,618. 60

'i,'soo.'oo· ·i1,'ioo.'oo· ······4.- 65
.. . .. .. . .. 12, 2l!J. 00
4. 60
.......... • 6,300.00
7. 70
12, 136. 67
15. 50
!J3. 70
9, 193. 70
7. 65
5,000. 00
8. 10
13, 450. 00
7. 80
.... 5o.'oo· .. 4,'i35.-00
815. 59 21,815.59
23,006. 55
112. 30
6, 502. 30
1,800.00
4, !J50. 00
8, fi24. 00
1,333. oo
2, ooo. oo

Approximat e a,er11ge income per pupil. ........ _............................ .

3.70
14. 40
8. 80
7. 35
5. 20
11. 50
3. 80
7. 10

Industrial ancl tl'ade schools for girls.
Percen~ageofin. Ap.
conrng1,·e11 l>y - j proxi·

Subsidy.

Institutions.

in.
come.

Clai:Sf'S ancl schools of
l1011schold ecuuomy ... 194

Sl'hools of tra<le mHl
ho11seholu econ om,... .
T;·nrlP courfi<'H ...... : . .. .
Traclc schools .......... .

5
4
12

Total
income.

.

aS

c.>

i:1

c:5

-~

§

w

P,;

E ~

ci
~

1income
· mate
p er.I

s i~~R:1.
8 , o I lars.

Francs Francs Francs Francs. Frcmcs.
0, 774 80,000 ...................... 218,000

$4. 35

405 lG. 400
254 7,075
1, 504 55, 3 7

24. 90
J7. !i5
2!), 40

3,700 14, 240 ]7, 199 51,539
1,475 I :i, 207
l, 570 23, :J27
9, 700 54, 975 106, 341 226, 403

Approximate aYcmge ilicome per pupi<i . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l!l. 15
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In addition to the above statistics, the aunual statemeut of the
minister of the interior and of public instruction (1891) shows for the
Superior Sclwol of Commerce at Antwerp an attendance of 141 pupils
in 1890 and an income of 77,943 francs ($15,588), of which 56.7 per cent
came from the State, and from the municipality 18 per cent; the
remainder was from balances of the previous year and from private
sources.
The provincial School of Mines of Hainaut had an attendance of
91 pupils and an income of 62,452 francs ($12,490), of which the State,
furnished 32 per cent, the province 43 per cent, and the communei
(Mons) 15 per cent, leaving a small balance from other sources. The
37 appr<:mticeship schools enrolled 1,020 pupils (938 boys, 82 girls) and
had an income of 68,472 francs ($13,694) derived as follows: From the'
State, 54 pe1, cent; provlnces, 14.8; communes, 27; other sources, 4.2
per cent.

APPENDIX

A..

CITATION FROM "L'INS'l'RUCTION DU PEUPLE," BY EMILE DE LAVELEYE.
[Published 1872. J
BELGIUM.

Dnriug the Middle Ages primary instruction had fuller development in Flanders
than elsewhere, because there industry and agriculture had enriched the classes
who live by work.
In 1192 the citizens of Gand secured the sanction of their count to a measure
which stipulated that "whoever had the will, capacity, and means for the work,
should have full :r:ight to open a school in the city of Gand without opposition from
any person." 'fhis, which might be called "liberty of instruction " at that early
period, was proclaimed also at Ypres at the beginning of the twelfth century. At
that time instruction bad already extended into the country, since in many villages
local dramatic societies were organized to compose and represent the mysteries and
dramas.
"There are in this country," said Guichardin, who lived in Belgium for sometime, "a great numb er of persous l earn ed and wise in all knowledge and sciences,
and the greater part of tho people know something of grammar; even the villagers
arc able to read and write."
During the reunion of Belgium with Holland the Government of King William
exerted itself to extend instruction iuto Belo-ium. The application of the law and
the methods of Hollallll, which were excellent, was of great advantage.
' ufortnuately, after tho revolution of 1830 the communes, left to themselves,
n<:ar1y everywhere abanclouccl the work so happily commenced-new proof that
primary ·ducation an not l>e confided exclusively to local administration without
compromi ing and rnining it. Th majority of the teachers were reduced to want;
u ·arly a.11 ought som other means of subsistence. Only those remained who
w 'r · not qtlalifi d for an' oth r profession. To a l>lind reaction against the system
of Holland, whiC"h resulted in th clo ·inrr of the be t schools succeeded an inditferu e not le · baneful whi<-h prev nt dn the location of ne~v school . The intervc·ntion of th · ntr· 1 po,· r w 11 c . sary to arre t the backward movement.
'l h <·ommnual Jaw of 188 , au11 £ !lowing tbi , the law of 1 4-2, organizing_primary
in tr ction, tart ·d a progre. ive mov m u which ha nev r since ceaseu. 'fhe law
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of 1842 bas suffered no modification since its origin; it still actnally controls popular instruction in Belgium. It is then important to make it known. In its principal provisions this law recalls the French law of 1833. It determines at the outset
that in each commune at least one primary school shall be established in an 11eces- ·
sil>le place. However, the commune is not obliged to est:.1,blish a school at Hs own
expense when its educational neeus are fully met by private schools.
A commune is also authorized to adopt one or more private schools, fulfilling the
legal c:mditions r eq uired in schools which take the place of communal schools.
The provincial deputation decides this, save that appeal may be made to the King.
All indigent children have tlie right to gratuitous instruction.
Primary instruction comprises, as obligatory subjects, religion and morals, reading, writing, the legal systems of weights and m 3ltsures, elements of arithmetic, and,
according to the demands of the localities, the elements of the Fre!]-ch language, the
Flemish, or the German.
Instruction in religion and morals is given under the direction of the ministers of
the denomination to which the majority of the pupils of the school belong. Children who do not belong to the communion of the majority are excused from taking
part in this instruction.
The control of the school appertains to the local authorities, save in respect to
instruction in religion and morals; this is confided to the ministers of religion. A
double system of inspection is established-lay inspection and ecclesiastical- exercised the one by cantonal and provincial inspectors, the other by diocesan inspectors;
the former appointed by the Government, the latter by the bishops.
The books intended for primary instrnction in tho schools under inspection must
be approved by the Government, excepting those relating to religion and morals.
These are approved by the ecclesiastica.l authorities only.
The communal council appoints the teacher. Choice must be made among canclic1ates who, for two years at least, have attended with good results the courses of
normal schools under ins1Jection. A candidate who ha.s not a diploma can only be
appointed with :the consent of the central authority.
The council may suspend a teacher for three months at most. The Government
decides finally as to his reinstatement or dismis&al. The teacher has always the
right to a hearing. The provincial inspectors are convoked e'\Tery three years in a
central commission under the presidency of the minister of the interior. Each provincial inspector submits to this centr:11 commission, for its c· ,nsideration, a report
upon the schools of his district. The commission suggeilts 1 ae necessary modifications and improvements. The different religious denominations may be represented
in the central commission by a delegate having a voice in the deliberations.
At least once every three months the civil.cantonal inspectors must call a conference of the teachers of their respective districts. Here questions of pedagogy are
considered.
Fundamentally,
the costs of primary instruction are at the charge of the comruuno. Only when the appropriation of the commune is equal to the product of 2
centimes added to the principal of the direct taxes may the province iutervene; when
the province has made an equal appropriation, the State in its turn may intervene.
The teacher must have an annual salary of not less than 200 francs (to-day 850)
and an allowance for the poor children instructed, besides a house or an indemnity
in lieu of lodging.
Such in sum is the organic law of 1842. Very vigorously opposed in Parliament
at first by the Liberals, it has ever since been attacked by the most zealous members
of this party. They assert that this law permits the priest to enter the school without a shadow of authority.
•
In_ Belgium, it is said, the state and the church are completely separated; it is
then against the spirit of the constitution to accord such powers to the ministers of
religion who are entirely independent of the lay authorities. This system may be.
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possible elsewhere, in France, for example, where the State intervenes in the appointment of prelates. In Belginm, where the church has no union ll'ith the state,
it can not be tolerated. Moreover, the church nn,tnmlly desires to see denominational schools replace the communal schools . It does not love secular ir.strnction.
EveTy day gives proof that when it can destroy t his it does not hesitate to do so. If
the church has not declared war aga inst the communal primary school, this is simply
becanse it really has the school in its own hand.
The Belgian constitution formulates so clearly the principle of tl.te equality of
religious .denominations that it was impossible for tbe law of 1842 to violate the
same directly. Tho primary school is therefore in principle a mixed school, where
children of all r eligious denominations are freely admitted ; but by virtue of article
6, wliieh confides religions instruction to tlle teacher, and of article 7, wliich girns
the clergy tho right to inspect the school at all times with authority, t he communal
school is in reality a Catholic sd1ool. It would have been easy to have avoided this
diffic11Jty. It would uave sufficed to confH1e ~eligious instruction to the clergy, the
only persons competent in this subject, as was done by the Hollandish law, and by
the project of la,w prepared under the ministry of M. de Theux in Belgium in 1833.
But wonld the clergy h :wc been content with such provisions~ \Voulcl they have
accorded their support to the commnnal school if they had llOt the power to supervise and direct it ~ Thib is not prob a,ble. \Vould it have been possible to organize
secubr instruction in Belgium after tbe precedent afford ed by Holland, despite the
resiRt:uice of the clergy, and to bring the children urn1 er its influence desp ite their
hostility V 11:r . .T. ll. Northomb 1 did not think so, and he therefore drew up the la.w
of 1842 as a eompromiso measure between the demands of the Catholic party and of
the Liberal party. The Belgian Iaw
1842 is inferior to the Netherland law of
185 i in other 1·espects also. The form er went no further than to require one school
for ench commnne.
Th e }~ctherlam1 faw intended that the number of schools should be proportioned
to the n eeds of the population, and to the central authority was given tlle power to
force th o commune to fulfi]l'its obligations in t!1is respect. The law of 1842 has not
detennined with suffi cient precision the proportion which each of the public powers
cbargetl wit h the support of public instrnction should contribute towaru the total
expense. Different iiiterprehltioos h :we been pnt upon these .provisions by the commnnes an:1 b:v the State. Nevertheless. under the law of 1842 much bas been done
for tile llevel~pment of p1imary inst~ction. (L'Instrnction du peuple, pp. 177-180.)
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.PRIMARY INSTRUCTION IN BELGIUM.
PRL\IARY COM!\1UNAL SCIIOOLS.
OBLIGATORY PROGRAMME OF STUDIE, AND OFFICIAL DIRECTIONS RELATIVE TIIERETO,

[Law of 1879, article 5.]
Primary uucation comprises morals, reading, writing, elements of arithmetic, system of w igllts and measnr s, elements of t,he French, Flemish, and German langnag s (nc ording to locality), geography, Belo-mu history, elements of dmwing,
knowl dg
f g om tri forms, el m •nt of mitnral sciences, gymnastics, singing,
an<l n , ,11 worl· f r girl .
tltn hrnnch ._. may lie alldecl in lo alities wh ro it is deemed advisable. Aro. al
dccrPe i t in<li ·at th adclitional brancbe , as well as the reason for imch increase
of tht: li~t for th<' commune.
1
'hairm, n of th committe appointeu to draft provisions acceptable to the opposing parti s.
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Text-books are to be examined by the council appointed to judge of such matters
(couseil de perfectionnement), then to be approved by the Government.
The teacher must not neglect any opportunity of inspiring the pupils with a loYe
of c'onntry and the national institutions.
The teacher is to abstain at all times from any remarks against the religious belief
of the families w-hose children are confi<letl to his care.
GENERAL RliLES.

[Decree of August 16, 1879.J
The instructor is to have constant care for the physical, intellectual, and moral
education of the pupils under his charge. He is to see that _moral duties are understood, loved, an<l practiced. He is to watch carefully that pupils observe all rules
of propriety a·t all times.
Primary instruction covers necessarily the branches mentioned in the first paragraph of article 5 of the law of July 1, 1879.
Only those books may be usecl which have beev approved of as in accordance with
the law.
·
As regards methods of instruction, the teacher must conform to the regulations
given by the minister of public instruction.
The distribution of work in the various branches of instruction is to be arranged
by the head teacher, conntersigned (vise) by the cantonal inspector, then ordered
(or published) by the municipal authorities. This programme is to be placed on the
wall of the schoolroom.
The head teacher and assistants are forbidden to ma,ke any changes in the
progrnmme.
Both principal ancl assistants are to keep a daily record of the instruction in each
clas:s, the quality of recitation s, etc.
The assistants aud employees about the lmilding are to be under the orders of the
head teacher or whoever ta lrns his plac e.
The school yar<l. is to bo opened at least a quarter of an hour before the recitations
commence.
The head teacher and tlrn assis t ants are to watch over the pupils when they enter
ancl leave the schoolroom and dnring r ecess. " "' *
Hea<l teacher:-i and assistants ]llust not attend to anything else during the recitatious than the instruction of their pupils.
The classification of pupils in tho different di visions belongs to the head teacher,
or in certain cases it may b e referred. to the mmtonal inspector.
The head teacher is to keep watch over the pupils, so that they do not waste their
time.
The head t eacher and assistants aro forbidden to show ::my preference for any
bright pupil to the neglect of others, either by reason of desiring to make a fine
effect at the examinations or for any reason whatsoever. The instruction should be
distributed equally among the pupils.
The head teacher is to see that proper care. is taken of the building and its appurtenances. Ile is to have a care that nothing is allowed which might injuriously
affect the health of the pnpils. He is to see that the schoolroom is always neat and
that it is cleaned. at least once a day. The room should be ventilated before pupils
enter and after they leave.
In localities where the phys icians of the poor receive a salary from ihe board of
health (bureau de bicnfaisance) they are ex pected to visit the public s chools at least
®wamoo~.
.
At the close of tbe visit they are to report the sanitary condition of the pupils to
the proper authorities ( college cchevinal) .
Au~· pupils attacked by a contagious disease are to be sent home, an<l they can
not uter the schoolroom again until a certificate, stating that they are entirely
cureu, ha!:! been obtained from the physician.
·
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The following from the circular, explanatory of the programme, shows the ideal of
popular education contemplated l>y the Lil>eral party.
' ' If it is important that the programme should neither alarm nor discourage anyone,
it is of supreme I).ecessity that it should offer serious obstacles to routine and become
an instrument of progress; that it should compel the teacher to awaken in his pupils
a spirit of observation, experiment, and reflection; that instead of habituating him
to the disastrous methods of verbalism it should urge him to labor for the sound
development of the faculties. It should constantly be a reminder to hi~ that his last
as well as his first daily cluty is to make a thorough preparation of his lessons-that
is to say, to find out the surest, shortest, and most attractive way of making his
instrnction reach the minds and h earts of his pupils.
"The programme ought to fulfill another important condition . It should stimulate
the teachers in small communes_, while it responds to more general requirements. It
should arouse them and encourage them to l ead their pupils as far as the extreme
limits of prima,r y educa.tion properly so called will permit. But it should not become
an obstacle in the path of improvement in larger communes which may wish to extend
the education of their children beyond the ordinary sphere. In order to comply with
th ese different principles the plan of s~udy has been divided into two greatsectionsthe programme of the primary school proper and of the superior primary school.
"The programme of the primary school proper is obligatory througho nt and embraces three successive courses or grades of two years or more each. In schools where
the attendance is regular the fii'.st or elementary grade will include, as a rule, children
of from 6 to 8 years of age; the second, children of 8 to 10; and the third, those from
10 to 12 years of age. It is not the intention of the Government toprescri bein an absolute way the precise time to be devoted to studying the subjects assigned to each
grade. It contents itself with requiring that these three great stages of school life
should be cleai'ly marketl in each school, and it is also convinced that the majority
of children will b e able to pass them without too much effort between the ages of 6
arnl 12, ancl very easily between 6 and 13 or 6 and 14 years of age."
It belongs to the inspectors, the communal governments, and the teachers to adapt
the programme to the needs of each locality by distributing the sul>jects of study
among the different school years and divisions, and by selecting the points which
will only be treated summarily and those which, according to the longer or shorter
time at the disposal of the teachers, can be studied more deeply.
Besides the obligatory subjects enumerated in article 5 of the law of July 1, 1879,
tho programme of primary schools includes two elective studies: a language (French
for .Flemish or German localities, or German for Walloon districts) and elementary
notions of agriculture, horticulture, and arboriculture. Instructions in these two
branches will be organized in accordance with the regulations of the royal decree of
April 25, 1880.
The superior primary school can only be established by virtue of tlle same decree.
It will be opened for children of at least twelve years of age who have finished
the studies of the third gTade of the primary school. Instruction in each of these
school. mu t b e given by one, and, if nece sary, two, special teachers. The superior
primary schools offer great advantages to the l arge rural or industrial communes
wliicli have no secondary 'tat c,school . They will continue the general education of
the youn ,., furni ·h preparatory training for an agricultural or professional career,
and diffuse among the p pulation, by an extension of knowledge, a taste for observation and for intellectual vleasures.
'ommuu s which an not organize a complete superior primary school may add to
h ohligatoryprogramm ofth ordinary primary s hoolone or more of the subjects
' of tud of the uperior primary school, in accordance with the regulations of the
above-m ntioneu royal decree, such studie to be pursuell only by pupils of at l a ·t
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12 years of age. In the inteiest of the scholars care m"'.ISt be taken that the number
of studies thus added shall be as restricted as possible.
As formulated, the programme of primary education, with the extensions it may
receive, embraces four concentric circles gradually widening, each of which embraces
a.11 tlle subjects of study. These four progressive courses, the :first three of which
are obligatory, are characterized by being at once independent and connected, each
forming a whole in itself and yet being com11lemented by the others. The system
adopted, so eminently suited to the simultaneous development of all the faculties of
?, child, also has 'the advantage of corresponding in its first three courses to the
present classification of scholars into the lower, middle, and superior divisions, and
is adapted at the same time to the needs of children who leave school without having
:finished a full course of primary studies.
By offering an the subjects of study in each grade, according to the measure of
the intellectual powers of the children, the latter are enabled to reap from their
attendance at school much more solid ad vantages than could be gained from instruction in fragmentary courses graded in successive stages.
Instruction in 1horals.-The official programme determines the office of the teacher
with regard to moral instruction, as follows:
Moral instruction is the noblest and most important work of the school, and the
teacher must devote all his energies to it. He is to employ all the resources of his
mind and heart in making easy to his pupils the practice of their duties to themselves, their parents, their superiors, their equals, an<l. their country.
Instruction in duty to God belongs more especially to the different religious
beliefs, but by making use of an idea common to all of them .without entering on
dogmatic gronnd the teacher can :find occasion to talk to his pupils about the Deity,
the soul, and those great moral and Christian truths which, to the honor of humanity, have progressively become the domain of all religions and the inheritance of all
civilized nations. (Ministerial circular of July 17, 1879.)
It is principally by his adminis tration of the school that the teacher will inculcate
morality. The digni ty of his acts and language, his respect for justice, his sincere
r egard for his pupils, will eoable him to establish a wise discipline and assure him
the respect and love of his scholars. Thus holding the position of a good father of a
family he will endeavor to give instruction which, like that of the domestic hearth,
breathes simplicity, goodness, and virtue.
He will take advantage of all the school exercises, recreations, sports, and promenades, and the thonsand incide11ts of school life to enlighten the consciences of hls
pupils, strengthen their good antl check their evil propensities, and exercise and
cultivate their wills in good directions. He will endeavor to inspire respect for truth
and justice, to develop a spirit of charity and tolerance, and a love of work and
economy.
He will seek opportunities for rendering his pupils sensible to the bea~tiful in
nature, in art, and in a moral life: thus enabling them to profit by the influence
which esthetic culture exercises on the cd ucat;ion of the feel if gs .
The character of the primary school is opposecl to providing for it a course of moral
didactics made in accordance with a plan devised beforehand. What a child needs
is the good example of his teacher and of his comrades, moral instruction in action,
a spontaneous lesson which comes now from something he reads and now-from so~e
aspect of nature, at one time from a passage of history and at another from a
fable.
There is no objection to giving certain lessons at fixed hours every week on some
story: fable, or historical or literary extract. The teacher may make the selections
from the reader or classical manual, and arrange them f:O as to present in a concrete.
and entertaining form the prjncipal moral duties of a child. Short pieces of poetry,
selected with discretion, offer valuable resources. They induce a love of nature,
strengthen the patriotic sentiment, and refine the moral sense.
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Sc.hc1falc of 1vorlc.-The number of hours of l essons and other exercises week is
as follows: In the first or elementary gra<le, twenty-five hours; in the second grade,
twenty-eight hours; in the tbi.rLl gra.tle, twenty-eight hours; ancl in the superior
primary schools, thirty hours.
Examinat-ion8.-Compotitive cxamina,tions take place a.nnua.lly for pupils of the
supel'ior division of primary schools.
TEA_CHING GEOMETRIC.AL FORMS IN

THE PRll'IIARY SCHOOL.

Tho Belgian primary school attributes much impo rtance to the study of geomet-,
rical forms. This lmmch furnish es excellent me.ms for intellectual dev elopment. It
1::1,ys tho foundation of inst ruction in <lrnwing a1ul forms au admirable preparation
for different tra ues (carpeui:a'y, masonry, locksmithing, etc.).
The i uspectors must be careful to see that the instruction is essentially practical and
gi-ve1.1. by inspection (i.e., from objects) only, that scientific Llemonstrationg are prohibitea, and that tho teacher i:, sparing in <l.cfiuitions. It is enough for the pupils to
recognize the forms by perceiving their relations 7 and to be able to reproduce them
in a drawing and by ono of tho methods borrowed from the Frobel 'system (by bending, qoustrncting figures of pieces of wood, etc.).
Our method, therefore; is not that of scientific geDmetry, with its theorems, corollaries, aml problems. It is entirely based on inspection and practice, and is only the
.
· natural development of what ta.kes ·place in kindergarten.
The essential point is th::-et pupils know how to clra.w or construct the georuetr1 cal
forms and learn their l eading properties, with the m easure of their areas and volumes.
SCHOOL HYGIENE.

The inspection of school hyg iene under tho central administration of the department of pu);)lic instruction inclndes tho three degrees of e(lucation. As far :1s primary
education is concerned the insp ectors arc charge d with tho examination of buil<ling
sites, pl::i.ns of construction un<l. of itnprovern en t s and ex.tensions of school buildings.
Their maiu duty is to see that tho app roved proposals a re in accordanco with the just
demands of hygiene and pedagogy. They must also be yery particular to insist that
the designs for schools conform to tb e reqniremonts of simplicity aml good taste.
Since its organization tho bureau of inspection has Lrought about great reduction in
expenses by opposing extrava.gance in fa~ades ancl in general fornisbing .
It h as drawn up a programme for the construction of uornial schools wh ich has been
adopte<l. bytbedepartment. 'l'bisprogrmnme bas facilitatecl the work oftbe architects
ancl hns enablcLl them to•effect very considerable savings in making new estimates
and plans.
'l'he examination of school designs is not, however, the only mission of the in spectors
of school hygiene.
'\Vhc1 there arc different opinions as to the h est sites to choose for schools, or when
im1n·<1vem >nts or extensions of existing bnih1ings are under L1iscussion, t hey visit the
spots tlesignated, make examinations, n.nc.1 report to tho department for its gu idance.
It i a1 o the duty of the inspection bureau, so far as the school is concerned, to
briuu ahont the harmonious action of the physicn.l, iutellectua.1, an<l moral nature of
th chilclren. It is important that tho impulse to, tutly in all school grades sbon]d
lier •gn1at d in accoruauco with tho laws of human nature, by applying the princi,
plc: of hy<Tieu , which rer1nire an cc1ui.librium of tho physical forces and tho intel1e ·tnal fac:nlti s .
prorrramm · hased Oil the. e priuciples is vast. It can ouly be prepared by methodica1ly co r la tin~ obs rvations mad in all parts of the ·oun~ry. 'l'o accomplish this
r
ar ·h • of two kind ar nee s. ary. T11 bygic•nic situation of all school bnil<lh as<' ·rtain d, so a. to apply to th m the improvements which may be
san· anc1 wha is f no l .-s importance, th iu p tors must prepare a
s~· t •1u of r 'nlar m di,·al in pcction f nll <lucationul iu titutious in the whole
r ·alm.
t pr en tbi c· n only he tlou in th• larger ·iti
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0.

LAW CONTROLLING PRIMARY INSTRUCTION. ,
[September 20, 1884.]
Every commune must have at least one communal school, situated in nn accessible
place.
The commune may adopt one or more private s-0hools. In this case the King, upon
the advice of the "permanent committee," may exempt the commune from the obligation to maintain a communal school. This disI?ensation can not be accorded if 20
heads of families h:1ving child.ren of school a~e demand the creation or the maintenance of a school for the instruction of their children and tho "permanent committee -'' concurs iu this demand.
In case of necessity two or more communes, upon authority from the King, may
unite to found and maintain a school. (Art. 1.)
Communal primary schools are directed by the commune's.
Tho nnmber of the schools and of the teachers is tlotermined by the commnnal
council according to th.e needs of the locality. The council also controls every'thing·
relating to the est:11.>lishment auu: organization of infant schools ( ecoles gurdienues)
and. of schools fo1· adults. (Art. 2.)
The children of poor parents receive gratuitous instruction. The communes nr,st
see that r.11 those who do not attend unirrspccted private schools a-re proYi(letl with
instruction oi:ther in a comrnu11al or adopted school.
The communal council, on communication with the board of charities, clraws up
every year a list of poor ch ildren reeeiving gratuitons inBtructi0n in the comruunal
or atlopted schools and d,etermines the n,rnount of pay clue the teachers of those
schools for each scholar receiving such instruction. This list and the assessment
of the :unount cluo is submitted for approval to the committee, subject to appeal to
the King. The committee also determine, under appea,l to the King, the proportion
to be paid by t.he hoard of ch:1rities for the education of poor cliiJ'dren, aml the proportion so assign ed is- included in the appropriation for the board. (Art. 3.)
Primary instruction compriseB as obligatory branches, reacUng, writing, elements
of arithmetic, the legal system of weights and measures, the clements of the French
language, of the Flemish or tho German, a.cconling to local requirements; geogmphy,
history of B_el giwn, e1ements of drawing, singing, and gymnastics. Moreover, it
comprises needlework for girls, and for boys in the rmal districts notions of agriculture.
Communes have the right to extend the programme as may be possiule ordcsir:11,Je.
'l'lrn communes may inscribe religious and moral fastruction at the he11d of the
curriculum of all or some of their elementary schools. This instruction is given at
the commencement or at thfl end of the school hours. Children at the request of their
p arents, are excused from attending such instruction.
(a) In the case of a commune in which 20 heads of families having children of
school age nsk that their children shall be exempted from assisting at religions
instruction, the King can, at the request of the parents, oblige such commune to
orgarnze, for the use of these children, one or more special classes.
( b) If, iu spite of the request of 20 heads of families ba ving chi1dren of school nge,
the commune refuse to inscribe the teaching of their religion in the school curriculum or hmder snch instruction being given by the ministers of their religion or by
persons npprovecl of by these latter, the Government can, at the r equest of the parents, adopt one rr more private schools, as may be requisite, provided they meet the
co11cht1 ons prescribed for adoption by tho commune. (Art. 4.)
Teachers must show an equal solicitude for the education and instruction of the
chil,lrcn under their charge. They are to neglect no opportunity to inspire in their
pupils the sentiments of duty, love of country, respect for national institutions, and
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attachment to constitutional liberty. Tliey must abstain from any attack upon
the religious beliefs of tho families whose children are intrnsted to them. (Art. 5.)
'fhe communes bear the expenses of primary instruction in the communal schools,
the provinces and the communes to an extent not less th an 2 centimes on the amount
of the direct tax.
A commune can not obtain subsidies from the State or province for primary instruct.ion unless it contributes at least 4 centimes additional to the dire.ct tax and
carries out the present law in all points. Each year to the proposed estimate there
must be annexed a detailed account of the application of the funds of the preceding
year, including those of the State, province, and commune. (A1·t. 6.)
The communal council has the right of appointing, of suspending, of placing en
<1isponibilite ( out of active service, uut drawing pay), and of revoking the appointments of teachers. At the same time, the teacher's appointment can not be cancelecl
without the approval of the permanent clepntation.
The council ancl the tea.cher may appe:11 to the King. The same rules apply to
all suspension for more than a month ancl to all suspension with st,oppage of pay or
upon reduced pay. Suspension once decreed uy the communal council can not be
renewed by it on the same facts nor exceed six months' duration. The King, in
accord with the advice of the permanent deputation, both the teacher and the communal council being heard, may suspend or revoke a teacher's appointment. Subject to the same advice, he may place a teacher en disponibilite.
The salary of an unattached teacher is paid by the commune if the order depriving
him of service is issued by the communal council; by the State if the order is issued
by the King. No place may remain more than a month without a teacher. 'The College Echevinal designates the substitute. The council fixes the minimum of teachers'
salaries. The salary can not be less than 1,000 francs ($200) for assistant teachers
and 1,200 francs ($240) for teachers. The teacher has, uesides this, the right to be
lodged or to receive an allowance for hornse rent.
The communal council can place a teacher on the unattached list, and so keep-him
from active employment, in which case he will receive waiting pay, under conditions
which will be determined by royal decree. The amount can not be less than half
his salary nor less than 750 francs. This pay will be furnished by the State, the
province, and the commune, in the proportio1;1s fixed by article 5 of the law of May
16,1876. * * * (Art.7.)
The communal schoolmasters are chosen from among those Belgians, either by
birth or naturalization, who have gained the diploma of an elementary teacher after
being trained in a public normal school, or who have passed an examination after
having attended lectures during at least two years, or who have gained a diploma.
for secondary teaching (enseiguement moyen) of the second degree. They can also
be select ed from amoug those persons who have successfully passed the teachers'
examination before a jury appointed by the Government. (Art. 8.)
A private school can not be adopted unless it fulfills the following conditions:
(1) Theschool musi l>e established in a suitable building.
(2) At lea t half the number of teachers mn st have received a diploma or ha Ye
passed th examinat1ou for the male or female teachers; but the minister is at liberty
to dispense with this condition dnring the two years followin g the promulgation of
this law. Those who have had charge of communal schools prior to the present law
are exempt from xamination.
(3) hould reli 0 'iou instruction form part of the curriculum, such instruction
shall be giv n at the beginning or at the end of the chool hours. Children, on the
appli ati n ofth ir par~nt hall h x mpte<l. from attending religious instruction.
(4) The ·u1Ti ·ulurn sball c mpri e tb subjects mentioned iu section 1 of article 4
of th law.
(5) Th ad pted school mn. ta ep , tate in p c ion.
(G) It mu. admit poor bildr n without r quiring other payment than that pre,
scnbe(l rn art1 ·le of he law.
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(7) The numb er of hours of school uttendance shall not be less than _twenty per
week, without inclnJ.ing the tirne devoted to teaching of rnligion and morals; after
deducting the time employed on needlework, this number shall not be less than
sixteen. * *
(Art. 9.)
Communal and adopted schools are subject to inspection by the State; this can not
exteud to the course in religion :md morals.
In each province there must be one or more principal inspectors, and in each district
under a, principal inspector ·several cantonal inspectors. Ouce n, year the cantonai
inspector must visit all the schools of his district. Once, at least, every three
months he must call the teachers of his district together for a conference, and must
submit to the principal inspector a report upon the state of primary instruction in
the communes under his charge. Once a year each principal inspector must preside
over one of the teachers' conferences, and once in two years, at least, must visit
each school of his pruvince. He must submit an annual report to the minister upon
~he state of primary instruction in his province. * *
(Art. 10.)
The State, the provinces, and the communes may establish normal schools.
(Art. '11.)
The orgauization of normal schools belonging to the State is regulated by the
Government. A ministerial decree insures absolute liberty of conscience to students of the normal school. (Art. 12.)
The provincial and con1m1mal normal school, as well as private schools, may
recei-ve State aid, provided they are subject to inspection. * * * (Art. 13.)
The communal inspectorn and teachers and the directors, professors, and teachers
of Stll.te uormal schools must take the oath prescribed by article 2 of the decree of
July 20, 1831. (Art. 14.)
A report on the condition of primary instruction shall be presented to the legislature by the Government every three years. (Art. 15.)
Article 16 specifies the laws repealed or modified by the present law.
Persons ,vho obtained the u.iploma of primary teacher from a private normal school
l>etween the adoption and the repeal of the law of July 1, 1879, may receive the
appointment of communal teacher on condition of obtaining a confirmation of such
diploma from a board organized in accordance with article 8.
It shall be t,he duty of the board to see that the private normal school giving the
diploma is organized so as to train teachers capable of keeping communal primary
schools established in conformity with the present law. The board may make the
confirmation subject to a complementary examination on certain matters to he designated by it. In such case the teacher who has a diploma shall have one year to
prepare for the examination. He may mea,nwhile exercise the functions of a communal teacher provisionally. (Art. 17.)

CHAPTER IV.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.

GREAT :BRIT.A.IN.

England and Wales.-Population 29,731,100, estimated 1893.

School cittenda,nce.-From the report of the committee of counciJ on
education (education department) for 1893 it appears that tlie Stateaided elementary schools 11ad an enrollment for the year ending August
31, lb!l:3, of 5,l:.W,373 children, or l 7 per cent of the population (18D3).
The daily average attendauce was 4,100,030 (i. e., 2,137,487 boys and
1,962,543 girls), 01· 83 per cent of the enrollment. 1.'he average attendauce at evening schools was 81,068.
As compared with the preceding year there was a, gain of 2.38 per
cent in day-school enrollment and 5.92 per ceut in average attendance.
It is 1ioted that tLe gain in both items is nearly as great among the
older cllildren-i. e., those above 7 years of age-as in those below 7.
To quote the report:
The number of iufants on the registers has gone up from 1, 7'64,9H0 to 1,813,992,
an increase of 49,062 (2.83 per cent), and that of older children from 3,242,049 to
3,312,381, an increase of 70,332 (2.17 per cent). The uumber of infants in average
attendance bas simibrly rif'ien from 1,183,830 to 1,278,798, an increase of 94,968 (8.02
p er cent), allll that of ol!ler children in average attendance from 2,686,944 to 2,821,232,
an increase of 13-1,288 (5 per cent) .

This result is attributed chiefly to the practical effect of the Jaw of
1$91 in bringing about the abolition or substantial reduction of school
fees. On the registers of tl:te schools actually inspected during the
year under review there weri~ 4,236,867 free pupils, as against 589,506
paying fees. Other causes for the improved attendance arc the growing se11se of the importance of education among parents a.nd school
managers, and also, paradoxical as it may seem, the stagnation of trade
during the year. Experience in England, as in the United States,
shows that dull trade makes a full scl10ol and brisk trade an empty one.
In the absence of temptation to send their children into employment
on the earliest possible opportunity parents arc content to allow them
to stay on at school, and especially so now that no payment is necessarily demanded from them. In illustration of tliis fact the report
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states that an investigation iuto the effect of the dispute in the coal
trade of last autumn upon the school attendance in the districts
affected showed a distinct increase in the attendance of children, during the weeks for which the dispute lasted·, over the normal attendance
for the year.
Classification of schools and relative attenda,nce.-The schools included
in the report arc board schools and private (voluntary) schools, chiefly
denominational. The fqrmer are established and conducted by elected
boards and maintained by local taxes (rates) and the Government
grant, with fees in certain cases. , They numbered 47904 and comprised
41 per cent of the pupils in average attendance upon elementary
schools. Tllo Yoluntary schools, which are established and controlled
by private individua.ls, churches, or associations, and maintained by
the Government grant, private subscriptions, endowments, and fees in
some cases, numbered 14,673 and comprised 59 per cent of the average
attendance.
Teaching force.-The elementary schools employed 101,751 teachers,
of whom 49,340 had Government certilicates, 25,123 were uncerti:ficated
assistants, and 27,288 were pupil teachers. The proportion of women
teachers was 50 per cent in the first class specified, and 80 per cent in
each of the other two classes.
The average salaries of certificated teachers were, for men £12115s.
2d. ($592.44), and for women £79 4s. ($385.39). About' 31 per cent of
the certificated masters and 17 per cent of the certificated mistresses
are also provided with free residences. The training colleges supply
tlle greater proportion of certificated teachers to the service. The 44:
boarding colleges were attended in 1893 Ly 3,409 students and the 14:
day training colleges by 564 students. These colleges, like the elementary schools, are supported in p art by Government appropriations.
Inspection.-In
accordance with tho law of 1870 and subsequent modi1
•
fying laws under which the system of elementary education is adnnnistered, local boards and managers have full control of elementary
schools. In order, however, to secure a sbare in the Government graut
they must fulfill certain couditions as to equipments and staff, duration
of chool year, curricula, etc. 1
The Governrueut grant is allowed solely for instruction in secular
ubjects undel' the co11ditions specified in tbe law and departmental
r 0 ·u1ation . Religious exercises iu board schools must be strictly undenomina ional; in private schools sectarian instruction must not be
forcec1 up n any pupil.
he overnment maintains an inspection over the schools to deter.
min th maun r in which it requirements are met. For the purpo es
f thi · in pe ·tion he ·ountry i divided into 10 districts, each under a
· i f i pe t r wh
du i ar of a general nature, advi ory and
e th

ommission •rs Report for 18
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judicial, witll the specific obligation to present an aunual report to the
department based upon the reports of the inspectors. The latter num-.
ber at present 91, which, with 53 subinspectors and 160inspectors' assistants, gives a total of 316 officials engaged in the work.
In the iuspectors' reports the schools are classified as infant schools
and classes; i. e., for children under 7 years of age and schools for older
pupils, i. e., 7 to 14. Iu the former the Government .grant is ·allowed
entirely on the basis of average attendance, and consists of a fixed portion at the rate of 7s. or 9s. per capita and a variable grant of 2s., 4s.,
or 6s. per capita. The highest fixed rate is allowed only when the ·
school is held in a room specially furnished for the instruction of infants.
The rate of the variable grant allowed is determined by the report as
to general conditions; it may be withheld altogether. For the year
under review only 38 schools out of 7,140 and 1,175 classes out of 51755
were recommended for the lower fixed rate. The showing as to the
variable grant indicates that in general the larger the infant school the
greater its merit. Extra grants are allowed in the infant schools for
needlework, drawing, and siug'ing. The total rate per capita allowed
was 15s. 7d. and the total payment £994,009 ($4,836,848).
The grants to older schools are made up as follows:
s.
Principal grant ............................................... - - - - - . 12
Grant for discipline and organization .. ______ ------ ____________ .. __ . 1
Grant for needlework on account of girls .... ------ ______ -----· ... __ 1
Grant for singing ....... _................ - - - ..... - - .. - .. -- - - - - - - - - - - 0
Grant for class subject ................... - ....... - ...... - -- - - - - - - -- - 1
Graut for specific subjects .. ____ ........................ --·-·· ..... . 2

d.

6
0
0
6
0
0

·S.

cl.

or 14 o.
or 1 6
or 1 0
or 2 0
or 3 0

.A.11 the foregoing are reckoned on the average attendance, excepting
the grant for needlework, which is reckoned ou the average attendance
of girls only, and the grant for specific subjects, which is paid for each
individual passing examination in the same. The total grant allowed
in schools for older scholars was at the rate of 19s. 2½d. per capita of
average attendance, and yielded the sum of £2,734,618 ($13,306,651).
Besides the obligatory subjects of instruction, i. e., reading, writing,
arithmetic, needlework for girls, and drawing for boys, additional class
subjects were maintained in 95 per cent of the schools. Not more
than two class subjects are allowed at a time. The reports show that
English is the preferred subject and geography second. Hereafter the
department will not recoguize any school that does not maintain at
least one class subject.
Among interesting particulars brought out by the inspectors is the
ma1·ked increase in the number of schools maintaiuing savings banks.
The retmns show that savings were received in 8,548 schools, an
increase of 2,165 over the previous year. This progress is attributed
to a di position on the part of parents to invest week by week t.he
small sums formerly paid in school fees.
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The Government inspection extends also to teachers' training colleges, which are under two chief iuspectors, one assigned to the
schools for young men, the other to tl10se for young wornen. 1
The Governm ent grant for the r esidential (boarding) .colleges in 1893
amounted to £12G,392, which was equal to about 70 per cent of tl1e
current expenditure for -the same. The grants to day trainingcolleges,
established in connection with university colleges, under regulations
adopted in 1890, amounted to $18,322, or about 70 per cent of their
current expenditure.
Fincinces.-The current expenditure for elementary ed~cation was
£8,G40,859 ($42,046,420). Of this amount the Government grant allowed
U})On the reports of inspection, and in lieu of school fees, furnished 67
per cent; local taxes (rates allowed for board schools only), 20 percent;
fees,,_! per cent; other Jocal sources, i. e., subscriptions, endowments,
etc., the balance.
The expenditure per capita, of average attendance was, in board
schools, £2 8s. l~d. ($11.71) and in private schools (voluntary) £1 17s.
6fd, ($9.13).
Two important laws relative to education wero passed during-the
year. These are the '' elementary education (blind and deaf children)
• act 1803" and tile" elementary education (school attendance) act 1893.'"
The former provides for the education of blind an<l. deaf children m
elementary schools under special arrangement, and makes it obligatory
upon parents to avail fhem selves of the provision, unless their children
are oLLerwise iustructed. The latter is characterized in the report as
a distiuct "step forward in the history of national education." "It
provicles, in effect, that tbe minimum age for exemption, whether total
or 11artia1, from tlrn obligation to attend school :fixed by local by-laws
made under th e education act shall be raised to 11 years of age, insteacl of 10, as lleretofore; and it contains a, corresponding prohibition
of employment of children under 11." The department expresses Urn
hope "that as years go on, aud public opinion ripens as to the impor·
tance of sufficient cducatiou, and the mischief of early child labor, it
may be found possible to raise still farther the miuimum ago of excmp·
tion."
The new regulations re pecting evening schools also render this a
memorable year in the history of elementary education in En ()'lalltl,
Th purpos of th se regulations is indicated. iu the ,rnrd "continna·
tiOIJ applied to the veni11g scl10ol for the first tim e. Heretofore
the. chool hav been tr 'atell merely a, elem nta,ry chools for igno1th
r th n w c1,nc ption it i believed that they will
t11
f xt 11 ing th
ducation of ambition working
l ir t pur u
s beyond the el men1
. Ir. ,J. L 1- itch, who has b ·lcl t bi
th Year und r rovi w (1 <3) .

po. ition ·in e 1 5, r c:igu e<l at h

lose of
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Hereafter pupils above 21 years of age are to te counted in the
average attendance for grants, and no pupjl is to be compelled to take
tlte purely elementary subjects (i.e., readillg, writing, all(l arithmetic).
Among the subjects of' instruction recognized for the fixed grant are
drawing, manual and teclrnical instruction, physical exercises, military
drill (for boys and men), l10nsehold work (for girls and women). Grants
may also be allowed for modern languages, alg·ebrn and geometry,
chemistry, physi cs aml other branches of science, vocal music, bookkeepil1g, etc. Considerable freedom is allowed to maiiagers in respect
to the organization and conduct of tlie schools. It is noticeable tha.t
the teachers need not 11ecessarily be lay persons.
As the scheme did not go into operation until l\ia,y 18, 1893, its effects
· can not yet be certainly determined. It is, however, apparent that
attend:mce upon and interest in these schools bave been greatly stimu1:::tted by the new measure.
Scotland. -Population, 4,090,315 ( <'Stimatell, 1893).

The system· of public instruction established under the " Scotch ed-.
ucation act," 1872, resembles the English system in its main features;
both are maintained by the combined. adiou of Government and local
agencies, with like provision as to Government appropriations and
inspection.
'The Scotch educational department has the same functions as the
Englii:-;h; it is composed, like the latter, of lords of tlle privy council,
and. lias the same president. The officms of inspection in Scotland
comprise 3 cbief inspectors, 22 inspectors, 4 subinspectors, and 21
inspectors' assistants.
The rnain poi11ts of difference between the Scotch and the English
systems are the greater prevalence in the former of boa1 d schools (i. e.,
public i:;chools shariug in local taxes) , which enroll about 85 per cent of
pupils in Se;otlanu, as against41 percent in England; the greater freedom
left to local boanls with respect to religious instruction, an<l the distinct
recognition given to secondary education by the Scottish-school law.
Sta.tistios 1892-93.-Tho report of the education department for the
year ending September 30, 1893, shows that the enrolJment of cliildren
iu the schools uuder ilrnpcction was 664,838, or 16.25 per cent of the
population, and the average attendance 54:3,851, or 81.6 per ceut of
the euro11ment. Thera ,, ere also 19,575 pup-ils in average attendance
upon the night schools.
The number of boys in attendauco upon the dn,y schools is slightly
in excess of the number of girls, being 52 per cent as against- 48 per
cent of girls. As regards age, 20 per cent of pupils in average attendance were below 7 years of age, 39 per cent between 7 and 10 years,
and 41 per cellt above 10.
As regard · subjects of instruction, it appears that out of 3,010 department (L e., divisions of a, , chool under a separate heau teacher) for
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older pupils (above 7 years of age), class subjects had been taken in
2,D9G, or more than 99 per ceut of the whole. English and geography
are, as in England, the preferred subjects. Further, 44:,280 pupils were
presented for examination in from one to three specific subjects. These
are within the range of secondary or high school branches.
The teaching force of the 8chools comprised 8,325 teachers having a
Government certificate, 1,874 assistants, and 3,775 pupil teachers; total,
13,974. Nearly one-third of the teachers were meu. Average salaries
for certificated teachers were £135 15s. 2d. ($660.50) for men and £64
8s; 10d. ($313.56) for women. About one-fourth of the head teachers
are also provided with free residence.
The training colleges for teachers, 7 in number, were attended by 9!5
students; of these 138 were also pursuing studies in university classes.
As the_course of training is two years, these colleges afford about 440
trained teachers annually to the schools.
Expenditure.-The expenditure for elementary education, day and
night schools, was £1,280,289 ($6,229,886). Of this sum the Government grant, including grant in lieu of fees, supplied 71 per cent, local
taxes (rates) 22.6 per cent, tuition fees 2.6 per cent, other local smuces
the small baJance of 3.8 per cent. The cost per capita of average
attendance was in board schools £2 6s. ll½d, ($11.42), in private (voluntary) schools £2 2s. 6½<1. ($10.34).
Exarnination for rnerit certijicates.-In 1891 the department offered a
merit certificate for pupils of elementary schools above the fifth grade
who should pass a special examination, intended as a proof of special
thoroughness in the elementary branches. It was hoped that this
measure might induce pupils to remain longer at school than was formerly the rule. Such, indeed, seems to have been its effect. The number of pupils seeking the certificate has increased each year, reaching
in 1893 a total of 3,791.
Secondary schools.-The inspection of higher schools was first undertaken by the department in 1885. The present year 69 schools accepted
the service, of which number 27 were public high schools, 124 endowed
~ ."'hools, and 18 private schools. The "leaving certificate" examination,
which is accepted by the universities and many professional authorities
in place of their own preliminary examinations, attracts a constantly
increasing number of candidates. In 1888 the number was 972; it ro e
to 7,148 the present year.
RELIGIO

S INSTR CTION UNDER THE LONDON SCHOOL BOA.RD
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a course was adopted that has ever since been known as the '' set-tlement of 1870," an expression indicating the general hope that the
arrange:r;nents were final. Occasional efforts, however, have been made
to reopen the matter. This was especially the case at the time of the
appointment of the :royal commission on the elementary education acts
(1886), but although this body had a decided leaning toward the claims
and interests of the established church, it made no recommendations
to disturb the "settlement."
It was manifest from the investigation of the commission that the
people of England by an overwhelming majority desired religious
instruction in the elementary schools, and equally manifest that the
existing adjustments gave general satisfaction to the laity. The
provisions of the law of 1870 with respect to this matter were comprised in section 7, commonly known as the '' conscience clause," which
prohibited every school that shared in the Government grant from
applying any religious test to pupils or forcing sectarian instruction
upon any. The religious exerei~es were to be conducted either at the
beginning or end of the day's session, so that children whose parents
so desired .might withdraw without t _h e loss of other exercises; moreover, the fourteenth section of the act prohibited board schools from
"the teaching of any religious catechism or religious formulary which
is distinctive of any particular denomination.''
Under these restrictions, as was ascertained by the commission, the
school boards of England, save only 91 out of a total of 2,255, had provided for religious exercises in their schools.
The London board early elaborated a very full syllabus of Bible
instruction which is follo,ved in all its schools, and occupies from half
to three-quarters of au hour daily. Explicit directions are issued to
the teachers as to the carrying out of the scheme. They are requested
to make the lessons as practical as possible and not to give attention
to unnecessary details.
In addition to the large number of children in London affected by
this instruction (about 450,000), the influence of the scheme has been
greatly extended through its adoption by 101 other boards, including
several of the most important cities. With these conditions in mind,
it will be easy to understand the excitement caused l>y the sudden
reopening of the question in the London board.
It is proposed here only to give the leading facts of the controversy.
Tiie discussion was started in the board in February, 1893, by Mr.
.A.thelstan Riley, who called attention to the following statement mad.e
by the chairman of the committee on religious instruction (Rev. J. J.
Coxhead) in the columns of a church paper:
I have been this morning present in one of these (board) schools during the viva
voce examination of the children by the teachers. In the first room to which I
entered I heanl these questions: What was the name of the mother of Jesus 1 What
was the name of His fathed Every c~ild that the teaclier called upon answered
ED

93--14
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Joseph . Not a word was said to 'i mply the existence of His divine nature. The
teach er was the headmistress of au· infant department (i. e., for children under 7
years of age).

In view of this statement, Mr. Riley movedThat the teachers of the boarcl b e inform ed that when the religious instruction
for the clay is given on passages from the Bible which refer to Christ, the children
are to be distin ctly taught that Christ is God, :mu such explanations of the doctrine
of the Ho1 y Trinity are to b e given as may be suited to their capac ities. (School
Boanl Chronicle, February 4, 1893, p. 122.)

Although Mr. Riley started the discussion, tl.Je chairman of the board,
Mr. Joseph R. Diggle, soon became the leader of tl.Je movement, wbile
the Hon. Lyulph Stanley appeared as the leader of the opposition. 1
During the discussion of the odgina1 motion, which was prolonged
through several meetings of the board, Lyulph Stanley moved ''that
the board adhere to the scheme of biblical and religious teaching
which was settled by the first board and bas rem ained in force down to
the present time." This was carried by a majority of 12 in a vote of
54:. At the same meeting a motion was carri~d by a majority of 19
' providing for the substitution of the words "Christian religion and
morality," for "morality and religion," the expression usedin the original directions of the board for tl.Je guidance of their teachers in the
matter.
Resolutions, counter resolutions, and debates within the board, petitions and protests from without became tl.J e order of the day. The letters and petitions on the subject received by the board up to October
12, 1893, were thus classified by a member, Mr. J. H. Gladstone:
Forty -one letters of individuals or of 2 or 3 individuals combined ; and !:19 mcmori.al s of pnblic uodies or of groups of at l east G individuals. Taking the first categors, 7 were in favor of the chauges proposed in the regulations of the bonrd, 3-l
agaiu st; t aking t he second category, 11 were in favor, 86 against, 2 wer e doubtf'n1 i
so that, taking th e two cat egories togeth er, there would seelll to be numerically more
th au 6 to 1 against the proposed changes.

In November the rumor arose that the school management committee
of the board had agreed to advise that a circular l>e sent to the teachers explaining the sense in which th ey were to understand the word
" 'llristia11 ." Tht·rumor was co1dirmed early in Feuruary when the cornrnittce submit ted the proposed circular to the board. The docurneut
" ·a kept uncler di ·cu8siou for several meetings and finally adopte<l in
au a111en<lcd form as follows:
•'m ( or MADA:11): In forwarding to you a copy of the rules of the board havin g refer ute to Bible in true ion and religion ob ervances, I am directed to ask your
thonghtfnl con id ration of tho following sugg stions, in the hope that they may be
u ful for yonr gnidan aucl direction:
Th Bihl• i your text-book, from whi hit has al ways been the de. ire of the board
tha you boulll give such exp1anatio11s in the Chri tian religion antl morality a are
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suited to the capacities of chi.ldren of various ages a.ttencling the schoo:s of the board.
Such explanations ancl instruction should of course be based on the conception of
·human nature which the Bible presents, namely, that a man is a responsible being
with distinct and definite duties to God, to himself, and to his fellow -man. Understanding child nature as you clo, you will of oourse acl&,pt your teaching to the
various motives by which children are influenced; the object ~nd purpose of all
education being- the formation of habits, mental, moral, and .religious. And it is
important to this encl that the character of the children committed to your care
should be studied individually, so as to correct the defects and encourage ancl stimulate the good points in each.
Tho lessons adapted to an infant school are not the same as those which are suitable to children of a more advanced age, and there are subjects essentially connected
with the well-being and happiness of the individual on which the greatest caution
bas to be observed; but instruction in morality should not sbirk the consideration
of tlie relations of man to all the conditions of bis being, and the Bible lesson
affords you opportunities of so discussiug these questious with the elcLer children as
to iwi;ress them with the paramount importance of being pure, sincere, and upright
in their life.
The board have never intended their t eachers to diverge from the presentation of
the Christian religion which is r eveal ed in tlrn Bible. While following the syllabus
which is suggested to you yearly; you are at liberty to refer to other parts of the
B1ble1 by which the principles of the Christian religion may be elucidated and
enforced. Tliese principles include a belief in God the Father as our Creator, in
God 1.he Son as our Redeemer 1 and in God the Holy Ghost as our Sanctifier.
Tlie board can not approve of any t eaching which d enies either the Divine or the ·
human 11ature of the Lord Jesus Chnst1 or which leaves on the minds of the children auy other impression than that they are bound to trust and serve Him as their
God and Lord.
The board desire that in giving the Bible lesson you will strictly observe, both in
letter aml spirit, the provisions of sections 7 and 14 of the elementary education act
of 1870, and that you will make no att empt whatever to attach the children to any
particular religious denomination.
.
A question having been raisetl as to whether, under the heading of religious
observances, the board permit the use of hymns 1 concluding with the Doxology or
pra;yers other than the Lord's Prayer 1 I am directed to inform you that no restriction
is placed upon your liberty of choice in this respect.
These suggestions arc made by the board in no spirit of distrust or want of confidence in your good intentions to make the Bible lesson as useful as possible, but in
order to aYoitl any misconceptions which rnay exist as to the meaning and inte11tion
of tlic board's rules with reference to a portion of their work upon which they lay
th o greatest stress. If there are those among yon who can not consP-ientiously impart
Bible instruction in this spirit 1 means will be taken, withoutprejudice to their position !!utler t,ho board 1 to release them from the duty of gi viug the Bible lesson.
Tll o rnligions opinions of candidates will not iu :1ny way influence their appointmeut or promotion .

The significance of the circular is emphasized by explanations of its
inte11t brought out at subsequent meetings of the boa.rd. For example,
in the meeting of April 26, 1894~ Rev. Cope1and Bowie, who had voted
against tlJe circular, put the following questions to l\'Ir. Atbelstan Riley
and others:
(1) Does the circular, in your opinion, render it incumbent upon teachers who
con cientionsJy believe that the do ctrine of the Trinity is nowhere to be fonud in
the Bible to di. continue g iving Scripture l essons in the schools of the board ~
(2 ) ls a teacber1 who holds Jesus in loYing reverence as the bravest, noblest,
pnrest ou of God the world bas seen, but who does llot believe that he ,-..as
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Almighty God; incompetent to gi YO a, Bible lesson under the terms of the circular,
even though the teacher in question scrupulously avoids all controversial theologyt

The replies were as follows:
Mr. Riley:
(1) Yes; I take that to be the force of the circular as explanatory o•£ the rule.
(2) Yes; as above. Mr. Bowie puts the fundamental difference between the
Christian and Unitarian religions with admirable clearness. 'Io allow the children,
as they pass through the ha1~ds of different teachers, to be taught to regard Jesus
Christ :first in one aspect and then in the other would be an outrage on Christian
and Unitarian parents alike. It is generally .hel<l. that one common religion should
be taught throughout the board schools, and iu this case, as it is impossi ble to get
a religion which trims between these two; it is clear that the board must choose the
Christian, which is the religion of the majority of the English people. Unitarian
parents, knowing the character of the board's teaching, can avail themselves of the
conscience clause. As it appears to be the gener'a l wish of people outside ancl inside
the board that the "compromise'' i.e., the common religion, should be maintained,
I have always expressed myself willing to support this if· it is made clear that this
r eligion is Christian in the sf:'>nse of containmg those fundamental tenets of the
Christian religion upon which churchmen and Christian nonconformists are a.greed.
I am not, however, responsible for the policy of a common religion, so I can not be
held responsible for itfs results. Personally, I am not iu favor of having only one
kind of religious teaching iu the schools; considering the widely differing beliefs of
parents, such a, prnctice appears to me to lack the elements of justice.
'Jhhi view was ably advocated by Dr. Martineau, the respected leader of the Uuitarian body, in a, letter to the Times of Mav 4. Here are Dr. Martineau's words:
"The errorofthepast, then,has been the attempt to fit a uniform system of religious instruction to the wa,nts of so variegated aw hol e as the population of a London
school district. If you satisfy the ecclesiastical standard, you wrong the miscellaneous host of unattached, yet not irreligious, people. If you insist on the latitude
necessary to make the best of their religious proclivities, you disappoint the genuine
chmch disoipl~s of the indispensable nurture of their piety. The simple remedy is
to recognize the different requirements of their consciences and make distinct provision for each. In any school worked under the 1871 rule this may be done by
adding a department to the r eligious teaching conformetl to Mr. Atbelstan Riley's
restricti".e condition, without prejutlice to freedom established elsewhern. I do 11ot
see why he an<l. his friends shoul<l. not have all they desire, provided they are content
with the consideration justly due to th eir own con,gciences and refrain from aJl
unfriendly attitude toward the different ideas and u sages of their copartners. If, in
deference to the special requirements of the Jews, arra,ngements of different types
have been thought admissible in different schools, there seems nothing to forbid the
coexistence of similar though minor varieties within the same school."
Dr. 1artiueau, it ·will ue observed, agrees with me. I have no doubt the time is
not far di taut when ensible people of all religions will co~o round to our opiniou.

Rev. Rowland Plnmmer:
It is for the individual teacher to decide as his conscience may direct, but in roy
opiui m no man can conscientiou ly teach as an article of faith that which he
b lieve uutru ; th re fore, 1f lie ask d me, I should advise 1nm to take advanta,re of
th
xt nsiou f liherty granted by the circular and apply to be excused cripture
1 on with u pr ,ju lice to his pre ent position or future promotion.

Ir. h rp:
v , tcachn who cl ni s the ivioity of our Lord
duty f giving Bibl rn tru ·tiou under the l'ules
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Mr. Bowie aRked tlie chairman of tlie Scripture subcommittee:
(1) Are teachers who are unable to assent to the tritheism set forth in the circular
incompetent to give lessons from the Bible f
(2) In your speech at tho board you said: "Of course, the circular is a test." Is
it proposed to apply the test in the case of teachers who conscientiously believe that
the religion of Jesus is best summed up in the doctrines of the fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man f
(3) Teachers are required to give lessons from a spe9ially prepared syllabus. Do
the expressious "God the Son" and "God the Holy Ghost" occur in any chapters or
verses of th e Bible set d own in the syllabusf Ifso, wheref
( 4) ·u the expressions "God the Son" and "God the Holy Ghost" are nnscriptural
phrases, js it proposed to teach the children these dogmas under the pretense that
they are contain ed in the Bible f

The Rev. John Ooxhead, chairman of the Scripture subcommittee:
(1) Tlle reg ulations under which teachers are expected to work are clearly set forth
in th e rules of the board, and are definitely explained in circulars sent to the teachers un<ler th e authority of the board when such explanations seem to be required.
(2) The committee of the board, an5l not individual members, administer the rules
of th e board.
For the answer which Mr. Copeland Bowie appears to require for 3 and 4 I would
refer him to Pearson on the Creecl and to a more recent book, The Faith of the Gosp el, by the Rev. Ca uon Mason. (School Board Chronicle, April 28, 1894, pp. 449, 450.)

It need hardly be sai<l. that the circular is regarded in many quarters
as a religions test applied to teachers, and, as such, is vehemently
oppoHed.
The Nation al U niou of Elementary Teachers, the great body of Wesleyan Methodist s, are strong in their denunciations. The difficulties
in the way of giving practical effect to the circular are indicated by the
faet that 3,150 teachers employed by the board, or nearly half the entire
body, have asked to be relieved from giving religious instruction under
the new conditions. The request, with the signatures appended, was
forwar<l.ed. to the board. by the secretary of the Metropolitan Teaclicrs'
Association. Instead of replying through the same medium, the board
deci<le<l. tha~
The 8chool management committee be authorized to address a letter to each of the
signatories to tlle memorial forwarded by Mr. 'I'. Gautrey, inquiring whether they
desire to be relieved from the duty of giving Bible instruction, in accordance with
the following sentence of the circular, dated 15th April, 1894, referring to Bible
instructions:
'' If th ere a,re those among you who can not conscientiously impart Bible instruction in this spirit, means will be taken, without prejudice to their position under
the board, to release them from the duty of giving the Bible lesson."

The association at once called a meeting to protest against this decision. The call was responded to by 1,500 members, who unanimously
adopted the following manifesto:
This large meeting, on behalf of the 3,150 signatories asking to be relieved from
giving religious instruction until the circular be withdrawn, hereby respectfully
decides, and recommends the ausent signat,ories to do likewise, not to reply indivitluall y to the board's individual request. They take tllis step with reluctance and a
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due sense O.L its gravity. They macle the applications to be relieved in proper form
and after ma,+:ure consideration, and to these_ applications they have nothing to add
and from them nothing to subtract. As experts, they are convinced that the introduction into the schools of the definite dogmatic teaching desired by the leaders in
this movement is both unsuitable and unwarranted. They feel strongly that the
religious instruction should aim at the formation of character and the inculcation
of the principles of mora.lity rather than supplying doctrinal teaching, which is best
left for a more mature age. Instruction, of the former character they have given in
the past from the open Bible, and, as they a.re denied the relief promised on application, they will continue to give such instruction in the fnture, without reference to
the circular.
They are still of opinion that the operation of the circular will amount to the
application of a test, aud they agree with the Rev. Dr. Abbott (la.te of the city of
London school) that a ' 1 teacher who will conform, will be more useful than one who
will not, and in the c.nd, the former will Lave his reward in better pay and quicker
promotion," and '' that a new kind of 'dissent' will thns be started; and' school
l)Oard nonconformists' will find themselves gradually drifting out of the swim of
professional advancement."
They also respectfully resent the board's action in treating their applications as
if they were not bona fide, and because they were sent through the Metropolitan
Board Teachers' Association. They can only interpret the board's action as an
attempt to Lreak up the1r organization, and this they are determined to resist at all
haza 1d
In conclusion, they mnch regret to have to assume an attitude of apparent opposition to tho board's wishes, and they still earnestly hope the board will see its way
to wi._thdraw i.he circular, and allow the instruction to continue on the lines and
with the great success which has hithert'o attended it. (Schoolmaster, July 14,
1894, p. 55.)

At this crisis the executive of the National Union of Elementary
Teachers, an association representing the collective body of English
teachers, also sent a memorial to the board which reviews the situation in a judicial but emphatic manner. This memorial is as follows:
The executive of the, National Uni.on of Teachers obsenc with profound regret
tha.t recent action by the London school board Las brought the question of religious
education into pnblic dispute.
Eor twenty-three years tl.10 subject had been settled upon the peaceable basis
of compromise; in practice its theoretica,l differences and perplexities have been
obviated. or solved; and, in point of fact, tbe so-called "religious difficulty" had
ceased to exist. With sorrow ancl foreuoding, therefore, the executive have seen
this delicate matter flung anew into tbe arena of public polemics and sectarinn
strife. A war of creeds has been incnrrecl; the healing influences of time arnl tactful t aching l1ave been arrested, and a deu:Jte has recomruence<l that can not proceed
afre ·h without fresh wounds to relig ion and further hinclrnnce to the schools.
Deploring this prospect, tho executive, in the name of the teachers, make solemn
prot . t again t action so perilous and incendiary, With full knowledge of the
nature and qnality of the religi.ous in:trnction imparted, they declare that there i
no parental demand or justifi ·ation for ·liange. They venture to think tliat none
can P ak with more experience of th· fart tban th teaC'l1ers thems lv ; ancl th
t a<'l1rr· are a war tuat the instru tion l1a b1·en nch as hristian theologian ·ould
olk tiv ·ly in,lor 'e. They kno v tli.a foe hc:holar ha Ye been carefully and rev rntly taugb th PR. c:1rt.ials of the 'bri'tian faith as drawn from Holy criptur .
Tlw~· know that th• -~·llahn · of i11.-trndion in 11 . in tb board , chools i a comp ndinru of th fuullam ·utal, of 'lni tianity; that he children have l arned uy heart
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the Lorcl's Prayer, the Ten Commandments, and many of the clioicest passages from
the Gospels, the Epistles, the Psalms, the Proverbs, the Pentateu ch, and the Prophets;
that l essons have been regularly given on the life, parables., miracles, and the divinity of Christ; the Four Gospels; the Epistles of St. Paul, St. John, and St. James ;
the Acts of the Apostles; the Psalms, the Proverbs, the Prophecies of Isaiah and
Jeremiah; the Pentateuch, i.he Books of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Samuel, and Kings;
the lives of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Samuel, and David, _the life and law of
Moses.
Thry know that all this has been faithfully expounded according to the ca:pacities
of the children, arnl that the parents who have claimed the exemptions of the conscience clause are infinitesimally few. They have known that the religious lessons
and observances in London hoard schools (as in the schools elsewhere) have always
won high commendation from parents, inspectors, clergy and ministers of all
denominations. They are further aware that three-fourths of the teachers in question have been taught and trained in schools }tnd colleges controlled by the clergy
of the Church of England, and of those equipped at other colleges at least ouetliird ·were members of that church. They know t.bat without exception the other
teachers were trnined in schools or collegt>s wherein religious observances obtained.
They also kuow tha.t the praJ·ers and hymns used in board schools are prayers and
hymns appointed for the services of the Church of England or other Christian
denominations. In short, t.he executive feel that the teachers in Loudon board
schools may fairly claim to have taught the faith with knowledge, in unity of spirit
;nd the boml of love.
With indignation, therefore, the executive have seen the respectful protests of
associated teacliers agailist the initiation of dogmatic creeds and tests construed by
some to mean a b::itred of the ethical part of a teacher's duty, aucl an atheistic or
agnostic attitude of mind. The teachers resent and repudiate the charge. So far
from seeking to subvert religious instruction in the schools, the teachers have, by
tact and care, made its continuance practicable. But they fear that its continuance
will become im]Jracticable if varying interpretations of the Word, by varying
boanls, are to take the place of the r,;ystem that has worked so well hitherto. The
authority of one theological circular would be destroyed by the issue of another,
and orthodoxy would become heterodox at every change of government in the
board. To fl nctna te from one set of tenets to another, and from that to a third, anJ
back again, must lead to contemptuous unbelief, confusion, and revolt, and thus to
the sccnl::irization of boa.rtl schools; whilst the prohibition of religious teaching in
board schools would rapidly induce the t;ecularization of all State-aided scliools and
colleges. Already the action of the board bas greatly strengthened the arguruent
that religion should be taught only in other places and ways.
Alreac1y, also, the impression has been created that insistence on theological knowledge means treason to the interests of general education. While protracted and
bitter debates on the compromise and the circular have occupied the attention of
the board, defects and evils in the schools have not receiveJ due attention. Children
have Leen left without schools, schools without sufficient teachers, a.nd health and
study have been allowed to suffer from insanitary buildings, dirty rooms, and classes
cruelly large.
Bnt there are farther grounds for this protest. The action of the board in refusing
to accept the teachers' collective claim to liberty of conscience resembles an attempt
by a powerful body to oppress individuals who are not so powerful. Duty to each
other demands that teachers in board schools should withstand denominational tests
that might withhold froru any section of themselves the ordinary opportunities for
professional employment and promotion. And, finally, there is serious danger of the
mischief set afoot in London extending to the provi111~es. At present the conflagration is mainly local to the metropolis, but there are already symptoms of a contagious spread of the evil elsewlwrn. The example set by London woultl doubtless Le
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copied, though the circulars would differ accordiug to Jo<:aliti~s, and might ofte:Q
define Christianity in terms at variance with those of the circular issued bythe
London board.
Respectfully, but earnestly, therefore, the executive again appeal that the circular may be withdrawn, in the interests of religion and education . (School Board
CLronicle, September 15, 1894, p. 270.)

At present the controversy within the school board is eclipsed by the
agitations of an election campaign. In accordance with the law a new
triennial board comes into power in December. The religious question
is the issue before the voters and their action must determine its·further
develop men ts.
An interesting complication has arisen in the progress of the matter
before the London board from the discovery of or rather the prominence
given to the modifications of the scheme of religious instruction in its
application to the Jewish schools.
As stated by Mr. Diggle, chairman of the Loudon board, iu explaining
the action of the board, it was "found impossible to :fill a school in the
East End until they appointed Jewish teachers." Under these circumstances the absolute necessity of adjusting bi blical instruction to tho
conscientious scruples of tlle teacher and parents is evident. He.nee
the board sanctioned a syllabus drawn up for the Jewish schools by
the chief rabbi, Dr. Adler. In this the lesson s from the New Testament are omitted and the Hebrew Scriptures are used.
It is claimed that the concession is made on historical grounds only,
and that Jewish teachers use the syllabus in the undenominational
spirit. Naturally their ecclesiastical rival::; are not inclined to take so
neutral a view, and a pressure has been brougllt to bear upon the
Government with a view to securing the repeal of section 14 of the
law of 1870. .A. bill to this effect and providing also for denominatioual
instruction under specified conditions was introduced into the House
of Lords, May, 1893, by tll.e Bisllop of Salisbury. These conditious
are i<lentical with those iu vogue iu several continental countries aud
often advocated in the United States. The objections to them are
stated very clearly by Dr. ,T.· G. Fitch iu an article in the Nineteenth
Ceut.ury for July, 1894. On this point he says :
.A.moncr the expedients most frequently suggested by those who are dissatisfied
with tho present arrangements is one which would provide that at certain hour , set
apart for the special purpo e, the ministers of the various churches should be askecl
to form classes, composed of the children of t h eir several :flocks, and to give them
the cli tinctive inatru ·tion proper to their several creeds. There jg at first iglit a
plan ibl sh w of fairnes in thi suggestion, but in practice it has never succeeded
w 11, and 1iher are xcellent ren ons why it never could imcceed in a community like
our , for, iu the tir t place, the clergy have not always the time or the will to
uncl rtak th work. Th b t of them are pr occupied with other dutie . If tl1e ·
are t l> paid, th xp ns' will b consid rabl , and i.t would not be likel y that
arliam n w nld an ·tion the payment from the rates. If they are to lie unpaid,
th ir'
nclan ' will h cl ul ory and nnc rtain, and ubj ct to uch frequent interrup ion a· o <li. lo at' erion ly th organization of the hool. But v n if their
att u<lauce could l>
•cur d be r nlt · w uld b " ry un ati factory.
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It is no disparagement to the ministers of r eligion to say of them that, as n, rule,
they are ill suited to be the teachers of yomig ch ildren. Their habits of mind and
the peculiar nature of their pastoral work nnfit them for this duty-a duty requiring special skill and insight and a kind of tact in the presentation of truth to
youn g minds which is only to be gained uy exceptional training and experience.
Moreover, the fact tllat the minister w_as cmr,loyed as the representati rn of a particular church would l ead him to accentuate those points of difference which distinguish that church from othe~s, an d tl111s there wonld be introduced among the
children visible sectarian divisions, which would have th e most unedifying effect on
the social and moral character of the school. But the most serious result of such
an arrangement would Le the clegradati on of the teacher's office.
To supersede him in regard to the one s:,~bject of instruction which is presumably
of the highest importance would Le to deprive him of much of bis moral iufl nonc e
and to lower him in the eyes of the scholars. He is, after all; ~1 qualified t each er.
He knows better than anyone else is likely to know what is the nature of childhood,
and what are the most approved methods of finding access to the understanding, the
conscience, ancl the sympathies of tho~e wllom he teaches . He h as no d enominational interests to serve, but be is responsible for the general educat ion of his scholars
and for their moral training; all(l his scriptural instruction, therefore, is likely to be
more cffecti-rn and more appropriate than that of a stranger, because it will be part
of a round ed and well-ordered scheme of intellectual training, and not a purpureus
pannns, patched on at an extra time, and having no organic con nection with the
rest of the school course. Such wcll-llleant effortl:; as those of the Bishop of Salisbury,
in bis abortive hill of last session, proceecl on two assumptions: (1) That the parnnts,
as n, rule, belong to some religious denomination or other; an d (2) that they desire
to have clenominational instruction imparted in the day school. Both hypotheses
wm l>e found on closer inquiry to be untenable (p . 66) .

Subsequently the House of Lords ordered a "return of the regulations with regard to religious instruction'' from all school boa1 d:-:-, to
secnre which the department of edncatio11, June, 1894, issued a schedule
of inquiry to be filled out by each board. The questions which it comprises are as follows:
(1) Is any r eligious teaching or religions o uservance practiced or given in the
schools of the board f
(2) Are any hymns or prayers used f
(3) Is the Bible read (with or without comment thereon) f
(4) State the time (if an-y) allotted to each subject.
(5) Give the syllabus of religious instruction .
(6) Give the rules (if any) for annual examination in religious knowledge.
(7) A copy of the regulation of the boarcl, in pursuance of which the r eligious
observances a11d i11strnction are carried ont, shoul d lie furnished.
(8) If no formal regulation has ueen passed, state ibe practice of the schools under
the uoar<l.. (School Board Chronicle July, 14, 1894.)

At this point the whole matter rests, waiting tbe results of the
school-board elections in November.
MOVEMENTS AFFECTING SECOND.AR Y SCHOOLS.

The most importaut event of the year with respect to secondary
education was the conference held at Oxford October 11 and 12. The
delegates were men and ":omen of distinction in tlrn eclucatioual or
political world . Oxford, Cambridge, London, alld Durham universities,
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the university colleges, and the endowed schools were all well represented. The main subject before the conference was that of the State
organization of secondary schools, and the speakers very naturally
kept in view the lines on which secondary instruction in England
divides.
The pra.ctical outcome of the conference was an agreement that an
inquiry commission should precede legislation affecting secondary
schools. The re.cent annouucement that the commission is to be
appointed gives general satisfaction.

CHAPTER V.
EDUCATION IN FR.ANOE. 1

TOPICAL OUTLDm.- 01/iline

of syste1n of public instruction-Official statistics, 1891-93Inspcction of infant schools ( ecol cs matcrnel les )- Sumrna1·y of recent measiires affecting
secondary schools (lycees a11cl communal colleges)-Measures affecting thefacultiesReorganization of medfoal stndies and institution of ci new course of scientific studies
p1·eparatory to the medical coiirse.

France, Republic.-Area, 204_,092 square miles. Population (actual) April 12, 1891,
38,095,156; domiciled or leg~1, 38,343,192.
..
Civil divisions.-For purposes of civil government France is di vicled·into 86 departments (90 if Algiers be included), each haYing its local legislatiYe assembly, which
is formed by election. The departments are subdivided into arrondissements, and
these into cantons. The smallest civil divisions comprised within thu cantons are
communes.

Tlle _present Government of France maintains a system of education
which preserves many of the administrative features of the Imperial
University. .Authority is centralized in a, cabinet officer, the minister
of pnolic instruction ~nd fine arts. 2 The expenses of the service are
covered by an ammal appropriation from the State, which receives into
its treasury the local appropriations for the service and the receipts
from tuition fees .
.All appointments to the service, whether official or professional, are
made either by the minister or l>y tl1e President of the Republic,
excepting only in the ca,se of elementary teachers, who are appointed
by the heads of departments (prefects, themselves appointed by the
President). The officers of administration form an. educational hierarchy, entrance into which is secured not alone by favor, but upon proof
of s1·1ecial qualifications; promotions· in the same are generally the
reward of distinguished service or the recognition of superior merit.
Officials, professors, and teachers all receive their salaries from the
State. The control of the Rystern is facilitated by its organization into
three great clepa,rtments-primary, which includes infant schools (ages
2 to G), primary schools (elementa,ry and superior, nges 6 to 13), adult
scl1001s, and uoruial schools for primary teachers; secondary, to wL.ich
Prnpareu by A. Tolman Smith.
Prf'S<'nt incumbent, M. G. Loygues, wlio sncccoclecl l\L Spullcr in June, 1894.
former assumed the portfolio in December, 1893.
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belong tbc Jycees and communal colleges; snperior,-which comprises
the faculties for liberal and professional trainillg, and special scllotls. 1
Each department has its own chief or director ,2 its separate budget and
distinct body of laws, decrees, etc. The academies (17 in number) are
local distri-cts of educatipnal administration.
Each academie forms a scholastic unjt, whose chief (recteur) is the
official bead of all the teaching institutions located within its bounds.
The possession of a, doctor's degree is an essential qualification for the
reetorship.
The 90 departments (districts of civil administration) are treated as
subdivisions of the academies in respect to education al affairs, the
prefects of departments having a measure of control over.primary and
normal schools.
The supervision of secondary instruction is intrustecl to gene.ral inspectors, at present 10 in number, and that of primary instruction to a
graded series of inspectors, (1) general inspectors, including D assigned
to particular sections of the country, several assigned to the oversight
of special branches of study, and_general inspectresses of infant schools.
These officials report directly to the minister
to the manner in which
the educational law is carried out. (2) Academic inspectors (inspect eurs d'academies), one for each department, who are subordinate to
the rectors. They have the general direction of primary schoob, conduct examination·s for teachers' certificates, appoint all teachers on
probation,..ancl na,me the candidates from whom the prefects of departments may appoint foll teachers. (3) Primary inspectors, at preseut
about 450 in number, or 1 for every 150 primary schools. They inspect
the work of individual schools, and report to the academic iuspector.
(4) Medical inspectors, whose duties include the examination of cltilclren
with respect to their physical condition and of sites and buildingB with
respect to sanitary particulars. There are also inspectresses of boarding schools for girls. It shoukl be observed that an these officials mnst
have access also to private schools.
The scholastic work of the system is regulated by law or by official
decrees which embody the matured opinions of the superior council of
education , a representative b ody of 60 members, three-fourths of whom
are electeu. by their peers from the various orderR of public instruction,
th remainder"beiug appointed by the President. The council is not
0111y an aclvi ory, lmt al o a judicial body, being the final court of

as

1The sp cial schools which are under the exclusive control of the minister of public instrnction an(l fino arts aro the Coll ge de France: Museum cl'Histoire Natnrelle,
f:cole ·ormal
op ri ure, Ecol Frarn; aise de Rome, Ecole Fran\lai e d'Ath'ne,
£ ·ol ,,.·atiouale l
'harte :IE.col 'peciale de Lango s Orientales Vivantes, Ecole
t pc ·iale d' B au Art a, Paris, onservatoiro Natioual de fosique t
~ationnl
do fclamation.
·Th pre ent in ·urnh nt ar•: 11. Loni. Lin.rd snp rior; M. Rabier, econdary; M.
F. Bui on: l rim nrv.
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appeal in certain cases of contention; as, for example, cas_e s of the removal of teachers by local authorities. Paris is the seat of the council, ...
whose deliberations are presided over by the minister. The academic
:rectors have the advice of academic councils composed of inspecteurs
d'academies, profe.ssors, and teachers; :finally, the prefects are assisted
by -d epartmental .c ouncils. These several councils save the work of
public education, to some degree at least, from tlle mechanical routine
which is one danger of a highly c.entra.lized systew.
As regards primary schools, the direct interest of the people is
enlisted in several ways. The law of 1833 made it obligatory upon
every commune to establish a public school, which under the law of
June 16, 1881, must be a free school, and under laws of 1882 and 1886,
secular, and taught by a lay teacher. A commune, it must,be remembered, is the si:llplest civil division in France. Its local affairs are controlled by a council aud a mayor chosen from the members of the same.
A commune may have ,less than 20 inhabitants; it may be a populous
city. Paris, indeed, is a commune, although differing somewhat from
others in its form of local government. Large or small. the commune
must establish a free primary school, provide the site and buildmg and
a portion of the current expenditure; not only so, but every commune
of more than 500 inhabitants must have a separat~ school for girls.
(Laws of March 15, 1850, and April 10, 1867.)
Since, however, many communes are too small and too poor to obey
the law, and other,-; require stimulating, the State bas been exceedingly
liberal with subsidies to help in the initial steps. · The subsidies and
advances for this purpose amounted in the decade 1878-1888 ta
$105,000,000.
In . order that the communes should perform their part, provision
must be made for concerted action. Hence the departmental councils
appoint delegates to confer with the communal authorities and with
the primary inspectors as to sites, buildings, material, etc. The mayors
of communes have free access to the schools at all times; their duties
and those of the delegates are much like those of our district school
committees, excepting that they have no control over teachers or programmes. It is incumbent also upon communes to maintain funds
(caisses des ecoles) for the assistance of indigent pupils. Although the
law (March 28, 1882) obliges parents to secure the instruction of their
children, they can make choice of the means, i. e., public schools, private schools, home tuition.
O.tficial statistics.-No complete statistics of education in France have,
been published since 1889. 1 The following statistics relative to the
most important operations of the system are, however, from official
sources of later date.
1In that year the minister submitted the following reports: "SLatistique de l'en•
seigoement primarie, 1886-87/' secondaire 1887, superieur 1878-1888.
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Ffoances.-The State appropriation for education in 1893 '™
$33,699,943. .E stimates submitted to the Oh~mber of Deputies by the
financial committee for 1894 showed an increase of $1,204,852.
The sum allowed in 1893 was distributed as follow s: For administration, 2.3 per cent; department of superior in struction, 10.3 per cent; of
secondary, 9.6 per cent; of primary, 77.8 per cent. (Rapport de la commission du budget chargee d'examiner le projet <le loi portant fixation
<lu budget general de l'exercice 18'.J3.)
The amount of the appropriation represents approximately the expe1iditure for public education in that year, as the receip ts from fees in
secoudary and superior institutions and the amount raised by the obligatory communal school tax are paid into the public treasury. Incomes
from other sources, i. e., gifts, legacies, etc., are retained by the institutions or by the local authorities.
Tb~ total expenditure for public primary schools (infant included) in
1890 was 162,681,805 francs ($32,536,361). Of this amount 64.8 per cent
was contributed by the State and the balance by the communes. The
marked increase iu the relative proportion derived from the State (it was
50.6 per cent in 1889 as against 64. 7 in 1890) is due to the fact that the
State bas assumed the responsibility of paying the salaries of teachers.
In 189j the expenditure rose to 171,395,206 francs ($34,279,041), the
proportionate parts of the State and communes being the same as in
1890. (Resume des Etats de situation de l'enseiguement primaire,
1890-~1, Tab1es 22 and 23; also, Statistique de l'enseignement primaire,
1891-92, p. cxix:)
Enrollment in iiniversities and schools.-Statistics of facultes (iiniversit-ies) Janum·y 15,
'

1893.
STUDENTS.
In the private
faculties.

In tbe State
faculties.

I

Names of faculties.

Provin· Total.
1
Paris. iucf~~iJ.n g
Paris . p~?;1~ •
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1 _ _ _
Algiers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,___

~0}.~t:YF?F : /HE : i

1:

~

1:1wrmaPy(>1nperion1C·hoo1sandmixcclfaculties)
1' 007
l! ull.r·oursc school. or m ·uiciue and pharmacy .. .. '. .. ..

916
1, 749

T t l ":1? 01 • 1. · · · · · · · · ·- · · · · · · · · ......... .. ...... ' 10,110
0 a m 1 .J2 · · · · · ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9, 837

13, 2i7
12, 401

Di ff ·r ·nc,· i111 :J3 . ....... .. . .............•+273 j

nll
23, 3!l7
22, 328

306
331

-

:i! .,

;oo

2,013
1. 740 ........

Total.

••• •••
1

15
Hi
~~

6 2
601

I 1, ·0,--.,

+7U61+],009----=;-l--=o1- ~
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The foreign students comprised ~n the table numbered 1,432 in 1893,
an excess of 35 above the previous year. They were distributed as
follows:
8

Theology . . . . . . ~ ............. ....... . ........ . ... _. ................ ·......... .
Law .................. : . ........ ... ... ·.. ·----· .. ............................ .
Medicine--·---············· · ········· ······ ··· ·· · ······ · · ··· ······ - ···-··-··
Seiences .... ........ . - ... .... . ........ ................. - ... . . . ............. . .
Letters .. _............... - ............. ..................... - ............ . .. .
Pharrnacy ............ .. .......... ........... .. .... · ........................ .
Full-course schools (medi cine and pharmacy) ................................ .

326
851
69
123
,29

26

(Rapport de la commission du budget, etc., p. 8.)
Seconda1·y schools for boys.
Student s .

Lycrefl nnd commnnal colleges . .................................... -.. .
Pri,atc Jay cstablisbments ..... .... . . ..... . .. ..... . . ...... .... .... . . . .
Total ....................... .................................... .

1891.

84,, 186
18, (i45

83, 764
.15, 840

85,291
15, 508

102,831

99, 604

100, 799

48,666
23,016

51, 181
23, 042

50 699
23,359

T)., 682

74, 223

74, 058

- - - ---- ----

Ecclesiastical cstaulishments ..................... . .. ...... ........... .
Small seminaries (clerical) ...... . . ..... .. .... . .. .. ............. . ...... .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grand total ..................... -. . ...... - . - - .......... - ...... . . .

1892.

1890.

174,513 =1'73,827r=174,857

PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS .

In 1891 there were 11,645 students in the public secondary schools
for girls, i. e., lycees (State schools), 29; communal colleges, 26; sec.
omlary courses (or departments), 61.
To the foregoing may be added 21,230 boys and 7,579 girls in the
higber primary schools. (Report of fiuaucial committee of the Cham.
ber of Deputies, commission of budget, etc., 1893, p p. 43, 60, 67.)
Primary schools.-For the following information as to primary schools
tbe office is indebted to the eminent statistician , M. E. Levasseur:
FRANCE .AND .ALGIERS, l 891-92.

Number
of
schools .
Pnbli c sr hools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Private scbools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

67,262
15, 271

Total................ ....................

82, 533

Grand total .......... ............................

·I

Pupils ..

Teachers.

Boys.

Girls.

2,355,318
450, 531

1,925,865
824, 756

55, e91
46, 795

10,672
33,516

2, 805, 849

2, 750, 621

102,486

44, 188

5,550, 470

Men.

Women.

1±6,674

From a further classification it appears that the lay schools number
u4,000, with an enrollment of 3,900,977 pupils, and clerical 18,533, with
au emollment of 1,655,493. M . Levasseur 110tes that there has been a
decline of 37,413 in tl.J.e total enrollment since 1800-91.
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Infant schools (ecoles maternelles), which are n ot included in the
above statement, excepting only in the financial showing, numbered5,4ll
in 1891-92, of which 2,603 were public and 2,808 private. The former
bad 5,140 teachers and an _e nrollment of 456,008 pupils; the latter 37613
teachers and 250,571 pupils, or a total teaching force of 8,753, and a
total enrollment of 706,579. The inspection of these schooh; is intrusted
to persons specially qualified for the work. The office is indebted to
M. F. Buisson, director of .primary instructi on in the ministry of public
iustructiou, for the following statement as t o the conduct of this service:
INSPECTION 0.1!' IN.FANT SCHOOLS (ECOL E S M ATERNELLES ) IN FRANCE,

In addition to the inspectors of primary instruction, the persons e.mployed to
inspect or simply visit the infant schools ( ecoles m aternelles) ar e the inspectressesgeneral, the primary inspectresses of girls' schools, t he departmental inspectresses,
and the women belonging to the local committee ( corui_tes de patronage).

I.
Inspectresses-general are 4 in number, and are appointed by the minister. The
conditions required for the position are the followin g:
The applicaut must be at least 35 years of age an d m ust have h ad :five years' service in public or private instruction and must have r ecei vetl a certificate of aptitude
for the inspection of infant schools. (Order of January 18, 1887, Chap. V, arts.183
to 186.)
The inspectresses-general are divided into three classes, with the following salaries:
First clasG, $1,000 (5,000 francs); second cla,ss, $800 (4, 000 francs) ; third class, $600
(3,000 francs). Bes1def:I their salaries, they are allow ed $4 (20 francs) a, day and their
traveling expenses while in the performance of duty per ta,ining to their office.
The iuspectresses-general make the circuit of the territory assigned t0 them. They
inspect the infant schools, both public and privat e, b u t their inspection of the private schools is confined to h ygienic aml moral conditions. They make a detailed
report of their work each y ear to the minister of public instruction, to whom they
aro all responsible.
II.
PRIMARY IN SP ECTRESS .

The service of primar y inspectress is of r ecent d ate h aving been inst itntecl by the
law of July 19, 1889. It exists only in th e dep artme~t of the Sein e and Oise, and is
ther e in reality only in the n ature of an exp erimen t . There is ouly on e iuspectr,:iss,
an d sh e confines h er w ork to the infant sch oolEi for girls in this single dep artm eut.

III.
DEPART ME~TAL I

SPJWTRESSES 0.1!' INFA.N'I SCHOOLS.

These ar e appo inted b y the minister, but ar e found only in those departments
which ngage to pay one half of t h e sal ar ies, the other half bemg p aid by the
'tate Two or three depar tment s may umte to bear this expen e, dividing it
qually .
The <l partm nt of the 'eine employs :five departmental inspectres es, b aring the
•utire XI en
f th ir ervice.
ppli an t for th se po 1tion must be 30 years of
a
and mu t b " bad tllr , year 'experience m teaching. They mu t also haYe
r e1v cl a c rtifi ·at of aptitud for the in p ction of mfant chool .
Tb
m ·p c r
are <livid d iuto thre ·la s s with tlle following saJari :
0 (2,-!
franc ) · ecoud cla s, $-150 (2,200 francs); third cla. s, $400
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Besides her salary each inspectress is allowed n, minimum amount of $100 whi.le in
actual performance of her duties when she has charge of only one department, and
a minimum of $200 when sever.al departments are under her inspection. This allowance includes the traveling expenses.
The iusp ectresses of the infant schools are under the authority of the academic
inspectors, who determine their circnit. They visit each school at least twice a year
and make a specia l report of each inspection. They advise· concerning the appointment and dismissal of directresses and subd;i.rectresses of the publi0 infant schools,
and also as to their salaries.
IV.
LOCAL COMMITTEES (COMITE DE PATRONAGE).

One or more local committees of women may be created in each department or
commune where there is a public infant school.
The members of these committees are appointed for three years by the academic
inspector upon the advice of the ma,yor, who presides over tlie cowmittee.
Their duties are confined exclusively to watching over the h ygienic conditions of
the schools, their good management, as we11 as the use of the funds or gifts collected
for the children. (Decision of January 18, 1887.)

v.
PROGRAMME OF TI-IE EXAMINATION I~OR THE CERTIFICATE OF APTITUDE FOR THE
INSPECTION OF INFANT SCHOOLS.

185. The examination consists of a written, an oral, and a practical t,e st.
There are two written tests:
First. A composition on pedagogy applied to the infant schools. (Time allowed,
three hours.)
Second. A composition upon the hygiene of infant schools (care · to give to the
children, building, and premises). 1 (Three hours.)
The oral test consists of questions:
First. On pedagogy applied to infant schools aucl on hygiene.
Second. On the laws pertaining to the administration of these schools.
The practical test consists of an inspection of an infant school and an oral report
of thJS inspection.
ARTICLE

SUMMARY OF RECENT MEASURES AFFECTING SECONDARY INSTRUCTION.

As regards the department of secondary instruction, comprising the
lycees and communal colleges, the efforts of the past two years have
Leen dil'eeted to giving effect to the decrees of August 8, 1890, and
Juue 4, 1891, which were considered in full in the Commissioner's report
for 1890-91. 2

~ro summarize briefly, these meHsures, so far as they relate to the
illtemal conduct of the schools, are intended to lesseu the strain of
overcrowded programmes, to break up mechanical routine, to stimulate the free initiative of irnlividual institutions, and to elevate the
scholastic standards of the'' modern course. 1'
1Hygiene of the building and premises, choice of site with reference to the sunligllt, ventilation, lighting, heating, furnishing, sanitation, lavatories, baths, hygiene
of the children; feeding, clothing, con ~agious maladies ~procedure with respect to),
evils arising from defective hygiene. ·
2 Pages 109-124.
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The most obvious purpose of the new measures is to effect an important change in the bachelor's uegree, whicll is the goal of the classical
course of the lycees. For the three degrees established in 1865 (baccalaureat es lettres; baccalaureat es sciences complet, baccalaureat es
sciences restreint), and secured by examination s essentially different,
there is substituted a single bachelor's degree requiring the same
preparation on the part of all candidates. Election is allowed simply
in the last year (i. e., philosophie) of the lycee course between three
e<1nivalent lines of study, and in accordance with the choice the diploma
is inscribed as "Lettres, philosophie;" "Lettres, mathematiques;" or
"Lettres, sciences physiques et naturelles."
The nonclassical secondary course established in 1865 under the
name enseignement secondaiTe special is now termed enseignement
secondaire moderne, :iml the diploma to which it lead~, baccalaureat de
l'enseignernent secondaire moderne. This diploma, like the classical,
ma.Y, bear one of three inscriptions: "Lettres, ph1losoph ie;" "Lettres,
sciences;" or "Lettres, matbematiques."
11{easures affecting the facult-ies.-A. s regards the department of f<U})C·
rior instruction, the project of law for transforming the faculties into
autonomous universities, which was considered in full in the Commissioner's last report,1 is still under debate. Meanwhile the development
of courses of study, the increase of equipments, the extension and
deepening of professional courses, or, in brief, the transformation of the
scholastic work in the spirit of university ideals, conti11ues. Special
importance attaches to the measures affecting the medical faculties.
'Ihe purpose of these measures is indicated in official decrees bearing da1e July 31, 1893. These decrees prov1ue for the reorgan1zation
of the medical courses and for a new course in the sciences pertaining
to medical stU<lies to be organized in the faculty of sciences. They
are the outcome of special inquiries instituted ftom time to time by the
Governmrn t , the last in 1892. 'fhe impulse to these inquiries came
from the faculties of medicine, who compfa,iued that thefr students Imel
not adequate preliminary preparation, either in the principles of science
or in lal oratory practice. They urged tbat the chairs of chemistry,
l)lly ics, and. natural history created in the faculties of medicine themselves were not intended for general instruction in scieure nor for
training in methods of inve tigation, but as a, means of making known
tbe medical applications of science and of scientific methods. The
profe ·:or, ,'upported their complaint by the statistics of the prelimi11ary x< min tion, for the <loctol'', degr e, which howe<l that more than
a tl1ir<l, oft non -h( lf of the applicant failed in thi. te t two or thr e
tinw.· and that a gr , t numb r, ch 'COura()'ed by fa1lur , gnv up the
,ffor t a·· mpli h am dical <'Our. e.
1n J.'f) h
ovrr1 1 mC'11 .·onght th opinion of th faen ltie: in r , pe ·t
f >l' r m l ·i n{)' tli
vil: eomplai11 d of.
.- rerra1 d, the
• 1 !Jl-ll~ pp. 7G-95.
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scientific preparation, it was proposed that a special f:3cienti:fic course
should he opened in the lycees aud a complementary course of one year
in the faculties of science for students who intended to pursue medical
studies. Further, that the course in medicine should be four years in
duration. The response of the faculties to the official inquiry upon
these poiuts showed that while they were agreed a,s to the necessity of
a special preparatory course in science, there were differences of opiniou
as to its proper place, i. e., whether in the lycees, the faculty of science,
or divided between the two.
The above resume, drawn from the report of ·a commission appointed
to elaborate measures for the proposed reform of the medical course,
briugs the history of the movement to 1892, the year of the :final inquiry
into tlie· subject on the part· of the Government. The further history is
here presented in extracts from this report, which was submitted to
the superior council by M. Brouardel; dean of the Paris faculty of
medicine, and from the report of the commission on the proposed course
in science submitted to the council hy M. Darboux, dean of the Paris
faculty of sciences. These reports, with the resulting decrees, afford a
very clear idea of the conduct of medical students in France, and also
of the relations that exist in the French system between general studies,
whether organized jn the lycces or in the faculties, and professioual
studies. For the better understanding of the citations from the reports
here considered it should be premised that medical jnstruction i-, the
proyrnce of medical faculties, of full course schools having the same
rank aq the faculties, and of preparatory schools in which students may
pass three years of the four required iu the medical course. 1
In the ministerial circular of May 9, 1802, the propositions to be con.sidereu. by the commissions were submitted as follows:
·(1) In i-he "faculties of sciences," following the full secondary or lycee course
(scieniific), the org::.mi7,ation of a year 's course in theoretical and practical studies
coiliprising physics, chemistry, and natural history; this course to take the place of
tho bac <' alanreato of sciences limited (restreint) 2 and of the first year of the actual
programme of the faculties of medicine.
(2) Tl10 organization of a four years' me<l.ical course so as to comprise therein the
applications of physical and natnral sciences to medicine, and such an adjustment
of tlte ( x:uuinatious in these subjects as would briug a 11art of them into the period
of mctlicril study.

Before nroceecling directly to the consideration of these propositions
M. Brouardel says, with respect to possible modification of the secondary conr8e of studieR in the interests of students intending to follow a
medical courHe:
It i iJ io he noted that a,; regards the organ1zatio~ of the medical studies and tl1e
scientific preparation necessary i.o these stu dies, ihe <J.Uestions put to the faculties
in 1890 nnd 1892 are iclentical; the difference is only as to the preliminary secondary
1For locntion of medical faC'nlti s
1891-9:.?, pp. 9'.H)J.
2
For ·-·p]auatiou seep. 22G.

1111<1

i,chools see H.e.port of the Uornrnissioner,
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studies . In 1890 the question was, if these studies could n ot stop at the class of
rhetoric. In 1892 it was admitted that they must be continu ed through the year of
philosophy. This change is accounted for by two reasons : F irst, in the permanent
section of the superior council numerous projects have b een elaborated with a view
to comprising, in a single year, the class of philosophy and the preparatory year of
pbysical and natural sciences; as this could not be satisfactorily arranged, the
attempt was abandoned. Second, the faculties of medicine w ho had raised the
question of the suppression or the transformation of the philosophical class, at last,
by a great majority, decided against any modification of that cl ass.
* *

Proceeding t en to the propositions before the commission, the
reporter says with respect to the scientific studies preliminary to the
medical:
From the replies to the circular of inquiry it appears that the faculties demand
unanimously the organization of one year of preparatory study in the physical and
natural sciences applicable to medicine, and, with a great majority, they desire that
th':l same be organized in the faculti ~s of sciences.
After having discussed the matter, your commission came to the conclusion that
one of the principal causes of the failure of the previous efforts was the mixing of
that which is general with what pertains specially to medicine in the same instruction; and that this confusion had prevented that profit to the medical sciences which
might have been expected from the;e studies. Therefore the commission bclie,·es
that these two parts (i. e., general and special) should ·be separated definitely; that
only pupils already sufficiently instructed in the physical an9- natural sciences should
be permitted to enter into the faculties of medicine; that the instruction in these
sciences should be organized in the facultiei3 of medicine with an exclusively medical view, b ecause they are convinced that the preparatory instruction maintained iu
the faculties ancl schools of medicine would resemble too much that which up to this
t.i me has not given satisfactory resnlts.

Passing then to the duration of studies, including in the term the preliminary general course and· the strictly professional course, the report
continues:
The faculties of mellicine in demanding one year preparatory to the medical studies
are well aware that, considering the entire course of study, they seem to increa e by
a year the time required under the present order. But they observP, :
(1) That if the duration of the period of study seems to be prolonged by a year, this
i · not the case with the actual duration of the medical studies. This appears from
tbe examination of the records of the 663 doctors examined at Paris, 1888 and 1889.
As regards the nnmber of years spent iu study, the records show the following:
From 4 to 5 yl"ars ............ ··--·· ...... ... . .... .. .... ... ... .. .... ...... .. .... 6l
:From 5 to G year ................... _. _ ............... _........... __ . . . . . . . . . . . 113
:From 6 to 7 years .... _................... _.......... ____ .......... _........ . _.. 142
From 7 to y an, ................ ·- -- ... . ...................... -·.............. 91
From to 9 yearn ..................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
l! rom 9 o 10 y ar ........ ___ ........... _.................... _...... . . . . . . . . . . . 46
l<rom 10 t 11 y ar ···-·· .................. ····-· ................ . ............. 5l
1or than 11 ............. _........... _........... __ ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Tot, I ............................ ··--····-··· ........................... . 6 3

xamin tion
volunta.ril ·, · lH1

of th <' 6 3 phys ic·ia n , abo\'
ir ncli ; om did tbi. in orcl r t pr pare
or po iti n in tb civil ho pital ( ncour cle
with rr at profit, pr long d th Lr ud1e ; otllers
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who clid not desire to compete for these positions availeu themselves of the laboratories freely placed at their disposal and frequented the special clinics; and, finally,
others because their studies had b een interrupted by sickness, misfortune, etc.
For th e better scholars ·t he duration of professional studies varies between six and
eight years, and in the · case of those preparing for hospital service it extends often
to ten years.

·with respect to the division of studies and examinations in the
medical course the commission say:
The student, on entering into the faculty of medicine, will begin at once the a1~atomical and clinical studies . In order to be ready for an examination in surgical
and medical pa,thology at the time of the thfrteenth inscription or act of enrollment (beginning of the fourth year), it is necessary that during the first three years
be should pursue the hospital course (stage hospitalier). For the first two years ho
will take part in dissections in the winter semester; during the summer semtster
he will frequent the laboratories of histology, physiology, physics, chemistry, of
medical natural history. As to these last sciences, they should be so distributed. tis
to be pursued. throughout the course, the time devoted to the demonstration_s vertaining to each being properly related to the successive stages of the instruction.
Thus optics and acoustics should be associated with physiology, and the student
should be tP.sted in these matters at the second examination. Medical electricity, so
little understood by physicians, simply because it is not taught to the students at
the moment when they might study its applications to the nervous system, should
form part of the fourth examination (therapeutic).
The chemistry of humors and of nutrition belongs medically to the programme of
physiology; their altera,tions to that of general or special pathology; they should
be taught during the third year of the course. The applicat10ns of chemistry to
therapeutics, to materi:1 medica, to hygiene, to legal medicine, belong to the fourth
examination. Zoology, botany, and, al>ove all, by reason of the part which they
actually play in pathology and hygiene, animal and vegetative parasites must ue
stn<1iod for tho third and fourth examinations.
The practical laboratories actually attached. to these chairs will serve to make the
pnpils famili ar with the objects pertaining immediately to their studies. If some
persons have feared that the instruction in sciences was to be abandoned, they have
misurnlerstood the project.
French scient ists having accomplished such great things for the progress of med ical science by their discoveries in physics ~nu bacterioiogy, it would certainly never
occur to one of us to eliminate these sciences from medical studies. But we believe
that speaking of the medical applications of the sciences to those who do not know
the elements of medicine is an error in method; to explain these applications at
the moment when the students are occupied with physiology, pathology, therapeutics, would enhance the value of the instruction and, I will add, is indispensable.
Diseases are often diagnosed by means of laboratory investigations either by
chemical processes or by bacteriological examinations. It is thus, at the present
time, that the diagnosis of phthisis (consumption) is decided. and confirmed; thus
also the nature of an epidemic is determined at its outset.
The study of the applications of physical, chemical, and natural sciences will
therefore follow the studen t during the whole of his professiollal course. We have
the firm conviction that by this procedure we restore the scientific studies to their
true place in medical instruction.

IIere follows a section of the report devoted to the consideration of
the medical schools. A.s these are matters purely of administration
they do not particularly concern us. The report concludes:
, uch are, in brief, the views which have influenced all those who for several years
have studied these projects of reform. If they hav e varied in their opinions as to
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some details, they have not differetl as to the end to be attained, namely, to associate
the experimental sciences with the me<l.ical studies properly so called, in such a
manner as to rna~ntaiu the prestige of our medical instruction.
CER11 IFICA.'l'E OF PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, A.ND NA'l.'URAL SCIENCES.

The commission of which M. Darboux was the chairman was charged
to e:s:amine the project of a decree relative to physical, chemical, aud
natural science studies as preliminary to the medical course. As
explained by M. Darboux at the beginning of his report, this commission was obliged before entering upon its task to obtain the decisions
of the commission whose report has just been considered.
The president of this commission [sa,ys M. Darboux] having informed us that,
saving only changes in details, they had unanimously adopted the project submitted
to their examination, that they proposed to reorganize the medical studies c~mformauly to the oft-repeated views of the faculties of medicine, and that they favored
the organization, outside of these faculties, of preparatory courses in physical, chemical, and naturnl sciences, such as might give the future physicians the knowledge
of these sciences both theoretical and practical, which they must possess in order
to follow successfully the medical studies properly so called, our task was very precisely defined. It only r emained for us to consider the best organization of this
instruction, and where it should be placed in order to produce the best result.s.
The detailed examination of this question led ns to accept with some trifling moclifications the project which had been submitted to us. To insure your approval it
will only b e necessary to place before you a full Tesume of the discussion which took
place in the commission.
We first considered what should be the nature of the new instruction. The
answ ei: to this question was indicated to us b y the very terms in which it was proposed . In the project that had been reported to us, arnl which you ha<l approved,
the faculties of medicine retatn complete control of the study of the applications
of physical and natural sciences t o the different branches of the art of healing, lJLlt
they demancl pupils already initiated into the elements of these sciences. The new
instrnction must, ther efore, first of all, be general instruction and not instruction
in applications .
But as the physician is not a man of theory, but of practice, the new instruction
must not only be theoretical bnt also pmctical and experimental. It is in lalJoratori cs, iu contact with a teacher, and not from books, that the pupil acquires a truly
vital knowledge of expeTirnental sciences.
Where must this instruction be placed iu order that it may have, to the highe t
degree, this indispensable double character, that it may be at once general and
pra ctical-? Only two solutions were possible-the first was to place it in the lycee
and coll ges, th other in the facult.ie of sciences.
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One of our colleagues [says M. Darbonx] gani the followi~g reasons in favor of t he
fl.nit solution. The relegation of the new instruction to the l ycces all(l colleges is
ne~es!:::iry to maintain the equilibrium of th e plan of secondary studies, so wisely'
orga.nized in 1890. This plan comprehends au examin ation after the class of rhetoric
which is common to all the students and the indispensable sanction of literary
stnc1ies; then after the class of philosophy three distinct examinations, corresponding to the needs and to the aptitudes of the sch9lars, i. e., "Lettres philosophie,"
''Lettres mathematiques," and - a third series which it is proposed to organize,
"Lettres sciences physiques et naturelles." 1
The diploma inscribed "Lettres mathematiques" is intended especfaJly for scholars
who desire to enter the "schools" (superior technical). Physical science has only
small representation in this course, and natural science has not been introduced a t
all. Hence it follows that, unless the baccalaureate of physi cal and natura,l sciences
is org:rnized the plan of studies will remain incomplete, and the programmes
of secondary instruction will be inferior in this respect to tl10se of the primary
normal schools. This baccalaureate, not yet organized, ought not to be adapte d
solely to the needs of the future students of medicine; it should suffice also for all
stucle11ts who do not need a highly extende~ mathematical cu lture, for sons of
tradesmen an<l farmers, and for all young men who, by their aptitu<1es and taste, are
· inclined to the physical and natural sciences. The proposed measure (projet de
decret) lea Yes tbese latter sciences, so far as regards secondary instruction, in a state
of weakness and inferiority, which it is impossi!Jle to account for, considering their
importance to society. In the lyc~e natural history is only taught in t,he philosophical cla.·s, and even there in a very elementary manuer. Of what use, then, is it
to establish an examination for special professors (agregation) of natural science f
The project permits an encroachment of superior instruction upon secondari, wllich
is to h1i deplored, because the studies that it is proposed to organize in the faculties
of sc ience can only be secondary in view of the scientific nttainments of the young
men for ,Ylrnrn they are intended. Now all superior instruction should have a solid
basis, ::m,1 this seco11<1ary instrnction must g ive.
Secomlary instruction has for its end the disciplin e of the mind reqnirell in every
order of science. This discipline is attained in the class and by exercises, by the
contact of the profossor and the pupil. Within the faculties this contact can not
be maintain ed to the same degree on account of the great number of pnpils, who,
with far better results could !Je distributed among the different establishments of
secondnry instruction.
Why has the year of physicnl and natural sciences not produced better :r esults ·in
th e facnlties of medicine~ Bccanse the pupils were too numerous. The same will
he the cnse in the faculties of science. On the other side, is it probabl e that parents
will view tlle proposed measure with favori Not only wHl it take the young men
too early from the beneficent ancl necessary influence of the lycees, bnt it will
in ere:1sc the pecuniary sacrifices which they must undergo. From this point of view
the project is not democratic.
From the fi.naucial standpoint also the project is disadvantageous. In the secondary conr e tbe projecte,l instructim1 conld be organ izeil with less expense. A certain
nnmh cr of teachers <1o not r each the maximum working hours imposed npon them by
the regulations. By completing their service and by assigning additional honrs to
others the expen e would b e very small.
The persons necessary for this are qnite ready; the teachers required are already
prepared; they d es ire the new duties; they feel that they can perform them to their
own honor and a,lso that the service now assigned. to them <loes not accord with the
qualifications demanded of them. ls their abi lity questioned f The snccess which
they acbiove in preparing students for the" schools" (i. e., snperior tecbuical) will snffice for an au, wer. This project is therefore injnrious to secon,Lary iustrnction
1

For explanation sec p. 226.
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be.cause it cuts off one of the most important branch es of this course, and also,
b ecause it d eprives the course of a powerful influen ce against the competition to
whi ch it is subject. Many pupils in private institut ions l ook to the lycces for scientific education. To organize ther ein instruction in phys ical sciences would 'be · to
furnish to our establishm ents a n ew means of stren gth ening public instruction (un
nouYeau moyen de propa,gande universitaire). Finally the project makes the first
breach in secondary instruction. Is it not to be fear ed t hat later on others will be
made f Will not the tran sfer of the special m ath em atical and philosophical classes
into th e faculties follow , Thus are summarized , a s precisely and completely as
possible, the·considerations presented in favor of the first solution .
Before presenting the reasons· for the other solution, we will submit certain observations and statements in opposition to the above . First, there is uo q uestion at all
about cutting down secondary inst.ruction. To do this, would he to take away
something from it. But what is taken aw ay , Nothin g . Where are the pupils in
question , In superior instruction. It is proposed only to transfer t hem from the
fa culty of m edicine to the faculty of sciences. Already students of superior instruction, they will still r emain st udents of superior instru ction.
It is therefore useless to speak of a breach in secondar y instruction. Hence, also,
the appreh en sions expressed as to the cla sses of philosoph y and special m athematics
is chimeri cal. Moreover, on this subject, the administ r ation has given the most
ex plicit and most ernp'h atic assurances. Not only has it n ever thought of transferring
the classes of philosophy and special malihematics from t he l ycees into t h e faculties,
b11t it h as declared th at su ch a project w ould b e veritable folly, more dangerous to
th e interests of superior instruct ion than to tho se of secondary instruction itself.
Neither i s there any question of passing the future students of mediciu e from the
lycees into superior instruction at an earlier age than at present. This age will be
the sam e to-m orrow as it was y esterday .
But their secondary studies once t erminated, philosophy once finished, once macle
bach elors, the s oung m en w.ill be a dmitted to the faculties. Th e only differ ence is
this, for the first y e ar , a difference jn r espect to place, i. e., the faculty of science-s
instead of t h e faculty of medi cin e ; thi s is n ot a differen ce in respect to age. Nor is
th er e an y g r ound for a q uestion ab out in creasing t h e expen ses of families . Indeed
your commissi on on t he medi cal faculties b as arrangeu t his in the most satisfactory
way- the duration of t h e st udies will not b e prolon ged. I can not do b etter here
t han t o r efer to wh at h as already b ee n presen tetl t o you. 1
F in a11 y, it i s u seless to di ·cn ss th e conq1etency of tbe professors of second ary
i nstruction . There is n'o rnasou n or grouml for t his . Alm ost all the professors of
the faculties h ave b een professo rs of t h e lycees ; t h ey r emember t,h is and feel honored
by it. In the ir eyes public education is a unit , and t h ey can admit no other rivalry
amon g t h e different orders of edu cation than t h at of devotion to the public welfare .
These que tions dil:,posed of, we may consider the arguments which have prevailed
jn the com mis ion.
The r ea1 matter, and the only matter to b e consid ered, is to organize the new
in truction under the conditions most favor a ble to its success, to the interest of t h e
studi , and to th good of t h e countr y . In order to settle this it is not necessary t o
proc d with abstract definitions. Where does secondary instruction commence¥
·when• clo it fiui h
'\ h re does superior instruction commence~ Different t b eor tical an wer an lrn given to the ·e questions.
In t ' n ral way as on of ur colleague remarked, that which characterizes
sup ri r in ·tru lion i not he subject taught, hut the method . Very elementary
matt r. may 1 gitimately b the ubj ts of upe:rior instruction if th •y are taught
by th o ' m tho<l whi hen bl th stu 1· nt to ma ter them for him elf. Now, uch
should b th
hara t r of in.trn tion in th faculti of medicin . Tb y demand
u l ut who ombin ·ith tb r tic·al kn wl <lg a certain pra •tice in xp riments
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and manipulations, that is to say, in those processes which aione ena.bl e one to expl ain
phenomena, to truly understand them . In these matters, moreover, ,Ye must be
guided not bytheoretical ideas alone, but, above all, by facts . Practical matters are
judged. by their results; the res.u lts can ouly be known through facts. Let us then
consider in the light of facts from which side, lrcee or faculty of sciences, the Lest
results may be expected.
It might be assumed that the new organization could be limitetl to certain lycees;
for instance, to one for each academy- to that one nearest the faculty of sciences or
the faculty or school of medicine. This solution would be impra.cticable: There
are about 1,200 students of the first year in the faculties of medicine; of t his number at least seven or eight hun<lred come from the lycees or colleges of the State.
To distribute them as proposed, would be to have in each one of the selected lyceessave Paris, where there ~ust be rnore-gronps of sixty, .eighty, or eYeu a hundred
students. Wi thoutinquiring if this would be good for the general discipline of these
lycces, we need only ask where are the laboratories for so great a nnmber of students~
Th ey do not exist, and they can not be consttucted. Possibly, as has been suggested, those of the faculty of science might ue used, but that woul<l, in reality,
place tho new instruction within the faculty of sciences, while the pupils whose
parnuts reside in other cities would live in the lycees.
Bnt it would not be possible to limit the new instruction to a few lycees·. Unfortunately, it must be introduced everywhere, in the colleges as well as in the lycees.
Nee<1 ,-.,-e cite the example of the special mathematical classes, in all 47, of the special
classes for St. Cyr, numb ering 57. 1 These numbers prove that the administration is
often force<l to go beyond what is required .
.
Iu resp ct to the new course, there would be still greater pressure. If it is recognized aE:! an integral part of secorn1ary instruction, the demands of the families are
justified in advance.
row these demands would be made everywhere, as the fnture
student of mccliciue are distributed everywhere, in t,he colleges as well as in the
lyc0es. ::\-Ioreover, to say nothing of local rivalries a,nd the inevitable effects of i nfh~ence, there is also the rivalry of the private establishments. Wherever the Stat.e
shonl<1 refuse to have tbe studies preparatory to the medical course in its l ycees aud
colleges, privuto institutions would organize them and the State would be forced to
do the same. We have seen what this new instruction ought to be. Let us see wha,t
it would be nnder these conditions .
In order to be thorough, it ought to be, as we have said, at once theoretical, practical, and experimental. Now, in the lycees there is no room for the la.boratories.
The expenses of creating them would be considerable, and out of all proportion to
the results. The material is equally lacking. There exists indeed in every lyeee ~
physical cabinet, but the instruments to be put into the hands of the students for
the manipulations in physics, chemistry, and natural history are wanting. They
must be furnished. In estimating the expenses at 60,000 francs ($12,000) for each
lycee (a low estiruate and probably insufficient), this would require at the outset,
and without reference to sites, an expern1iture of more than six millions. The colleges, it will be seen, ar(;\ not considered here.
T:be number of professors in the lycees is insufficient. To raise the number of
lessons to be given each professor to the highest required in his position, and in
addition to charge him with supplementary l essons, wonld ue a sorry expeuient, for,
to quote the wor<ls of the commission, this would be to provide for the new instruction by shreds (rognures); therefore it would be necessary to employ extra professors in almost all lycees, to say nothing of the colleges. '.(ogether with these
professors: nn e<Jual number of snperintendents of practica,l work would be required.
At present there are none in the l _y cees. Two at least would be needed in every
establishment-one fol' physics and chemistry, one for natural history. This
would make more than 200 new positions still, not including the colleges. * * *
1

Reference is here made to special classes in the lycees.
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Besides this, assistants woul<l be r equired; these must necessarily be specialists,
and at least 200 in number for the lycees only .
Finally, there would b e expenses for materi al for practical work in every esta.blishestiment. This expenditure would be considerable. According to the most careful
estimates laid before tho commission, the annual expell(liture, not including the cost
of the first establishment, would amount to no l ess than 1,500,000 fr ancs for the lycees
alone. 'l'hus, after subtracting tho expenditure for tuition, every student woulu cost
tho State more than 20,000 francs ($4,000) per year.
In view of these estimates, which have not been exaggerated, if the studies are to
be properly provided for, the plan here considered is not practicable.
·~ *
Let us now o:s:amine the other solution, namel y, tha t of placing the new instruction into the fa,culty of sciences . You know what profound transformations have
been accomplished in these esfablishments within t wenty years. Everywhere the
buildin gs have been reconstructed and enlarged; they have been su pplied with brge
laboratories for the experimental sciences. If in some places t hese are still too
srna11, th e remedy is easy. It is not the same with a faculty as with the lycces,
- which can only be enlarge<l by the acquisition of territory and the construction of
adj acent bnilclings.
A barrack on a site not far distant is sufficient. Certainly, we professorA of tl1e
faculti es of Paris will never forget the services r endered to superior instruction by
tho 1arraclrn and halls of Gerson. As to the mat eri al, jt exists every where compJeto
and admirable. The corps of teachers f Witl;iout doubt, it will be n ecessa ry to
increase it. But this hwrease will be small compared with that w hich we exami11e 11
before (i. e., w ith r espect to l ycees). The corps of l aboratory chiefs and assistants f
'l'hc faculties have these, both able a11d experienced. For fifteen years they have
been d eveloping on this side. If it be necessary to increase tho force 1 tbe expense
will be small compared with that which would b e necessary in the lycees and colleges. :Finally, the faculties h ave ample resources to meet the annual expenditure
for laboratories arn1 practical work.
According to the estimates l aid before the commission, the increase of exp ernliture
will not snrp ass the incr ease in r eceip t s.
Considered from the intellectual standpoint, t h e faculties of science are thorouglily
compe tent, even better prepared for insuring the di scipline of tlle mincl iu any p articular· ort1er of scien ces than was d eemed necessary by one of our colleagues, who
proposctl t o placo the new course in the l ycees . Such a discipline r esults l ess from
the effect of t h o l esson gi ven by the teacher than fr om his contact with the student,
anµ tho atmosphere in wh ich tbe student lives.
Tow those professors of the faculty who have devoted themselves to the experimenfal sciences l ive i n their l a boratories with their assistants in constant communication with their pupils. Iu th eso laboratorieR tbe students are, as it were, enYeloped
in science; they handle the apparatus; they sco it in action; everythi ng speaks of
their specialty, tbo material as well as the teachers. This is tho only place indeed
where they can be fille<l. with tL c spirit of science and thoroughly comprehend it.
Mor oYer, wo have something more and better than hop es and promise . The
atlmini tration wa of the opinion that, in a matter like this, experience was de irabl . ,vith tho a sent of the permanent, ection of the superior counci l of educ:1tion
a 1 ·.·p rimeut ha b ·n made at Toulouse.
ow for three years in that city studenis
of 1 1 di cine haver ceived durin g their fir t year instruction in physical, chemical,
antl n :ttui'al sci nc s iu th faculty f scienC'. . 'lhc xperimout ha ucceedcd; the
1·p. ult. a1
11tir ly sati fa ·tory. 'fhe cleans of the faculty of medicine a.ml of tho
f:u·nlt: of ·,· ien s bar reel on e coll agne, who belong to the faculties of Tonl u e,
to informusa. totltor ·ult.. \
itl'thefa tsinsupportoi'thoproj ct. 'Itr main
o suhmit the c· n id ration a to ano her matter with wliich the <'ommi ion was
·. ll · ·ially har•r d. Tb, onr·c to h · ·r atr-d is a general on . Althongh intend d
tr th fntur phy ici u it may al:o .· rv oth r:. B<' id s th youug m u who enter
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into the special s-Jhouls, as the Central School and the Agronomic Institute, a great
numb er of those destined for industrial or agricultural careers will need corresponding practical instrnction.
·
. Somo faculties of science-Lyons and Nancy for instance-have voluntnrily tried
to rnec·b this requirem ent. Experience has shown that those 8tlll1ents to wbom these
faculties l.iaYe given instruction, practical indeed, but general in its nature, have
been , ·cry snccessful i-n industry . It has seemed to ns that, in this rt>spect, the new
instruction 'might produce e:s.reJlent results. While giving indis11ensa h1e scientific
preparation to the future physi cians it will also give equal preparation to others, and
:thus become, in certain centers, ihe basis of tcchnica,1 instruction, which will be
advantageous for our nation al inc1nstries. Thus the particular conditio11s for acquiring the degree of doctor of rn.,edicine being determined by a special decree, we
recomm ernl that the proposed courses bo o_pen to the bachelors of all orders. w ·e go
further, in the true spirit of sound. democracy, and, supported by the results alre:1<1y
obtained. at Lyons an<l. Nancy, we recommend also that this course be opened to
select pnpils from tho primary schools wlio pass the required tests .
"\:Ve sltall be glad to see this union established between su1)erior and primary
instruction, as it will certainly l>e nsefnl to both of them. The faculties, 1.J:-wing
been freely cou$ulte<l in tltis matter, according to the liberal policy of the· Government, l.JaYe agreed to accept the new respo~sibility. They have already a welldofin0tl purpose, i. e., that of prepar.ing canclidates for the degree of liccncie, for the
exami11ations for special professorship (agregations), for the doctorate, and for special
rcscnrch.
Tlley ·w ill maintain this service and will <'liscliarge it as heretof'<;>re. They l.Jave
alrencly a large attendance npon these courses, not less than 1,900 students. In
enlarging th eir province, in placing besiclo th eir highest instruction courses more
elemontnry nntl experimental work of a modest character, l>ut so us eful that t.be
most cxpcTicnced professors will willingly bear part in them, the faculties are con sciow; that they will fill up a gap in our educational provision ::rnd at the same time
meet a 1nessi11g clemand of tho time.
It is impossible t o overestimate the ever increasing part which pure science must
bea r in the activities ::m<l iudnstries of our society. The remarkaule development
of industrial chemistry in a neigh boring country, of electrical industry in all conntries. has been brought al>out Ly men, whether chiefs or subordinates, who have
follon·cd nni,·ersity courses or who l1aye co me from institntions directed by university professors. In exchange for all that the conntry has done for them, onr faculties cksiro to render an equivale11t service. This they will do by imparting to the
fntnre pllysicians the in<l.ispensab1o knowledge of the sciences called accessory, but
which wo will rather call fuudameutal, by bringing artisans anu. agricuJ_tnrists .
into tho current of scientific method, ancl also, they hop", in some instances at
least, by developing eminent saYants, whose abilities would otherwise remain dormant and nseless .
Iu vie,Y of these considerations, your commission recommend to you, almost unanimously, and saying only some changes of detail, the ado:!)tion of the project "laid
before yo11."

.As a result of the reports cited, aud iu accordance with the advice of
the superior council of public instrnction, the President of the Republic
issued the two following decrees, dated both July 31, 1893:
DECREE REGULATIXG TUE COURSE OF

STUDY AND THE

EXAMINATIONS REQUIRED

FOR TJIE DI<:GilEE OF DOCTOH OF MEDICI.XE.

ARTICLE 1. The studies for obtaining the degree of doctor of medicine continue
fonr year~. They can be pursnecl clnring the fi.rst ·thrce ~rears in a preparatory school
of mediciuo or pharmacy; during the fourth year in a faculty of medicine, in a
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mixed faculty of medicine and pharmacy, or in a full-course school of medicine and
pharmacy.
ART. 2. The candidates for the doctorate in medicine, in order to take their first
inscription, have to attain the diploma of a bachelor of secondary classical instrnctiou (lettres-philosophie) and the certificate of physical, chemical, and natural
sciences.
ART. 3. They must undergo five examinations and sustain one thesis .
AHT. 4. The examinations comprise the following topics:
First examination : Anatomy, omitting topographic anatomy; practical test in dissection.
Second examination: Histology, physiology, in which are comprehended biologic
physics and biologic chemistry.
Third examination: First part, surgery and topographic anatomy, surgical pathology (externe), accouchements. Second part, general pathology, animal and vegetable parasites, microbes, medical pathology (interne), practical test in J)athologic
a11atomy.
Fonrth examination: Therapeutics, hygiene, medical law, materia meclica, pharmacology,. with the applications of physical and natural sciences .
Fifth examination: First part, clinics ( exte:rne ), o bstretric clinics.. Second part,
hospital clinics; thesis upon a subject chosen by the canuidate.
ART. 5. The first examination must be taken between the sixth and eighth inscription (terms); the sec,mcl, between the eighth and tenth; the third, between ·the
thirteenth and sixteenth; the fourth and the fifth, after the sixteenth.
ART. 6. 'fhe records made by the candidates, whether in practical work, in recitations, in clinical service, where they have been regularly admitted as probationers,
are communicated to the examiners by the dean, and count in the examination.
ART. 7. The students admitted to the full-course schools and to the reorganized
preparatory schools undergo the first and second examinations before the school to
which they belong.
ART. 8. :rhe president of the examining jury is a professor of the faculty, delegated by the minister.
Immedi ately after the examinations the president of the jury sends a report of the
r esnlts of the same to the minister
ART. 9. The sessions of the examination take place in the schools, full-course and
reorgan ized preparatory, twice a year, at dates fixed by the minister.
ART. 10. The stuLlents arlrnitte<l. t.o the preparatory schools which are not reorganized undergo the first and second examinations before a facult.y at the times fixed
by article 5. In case of adjournment, they must aP11ear before the same faculty.
ART. 11. The practical work in dissection in the laboratory and in the hospital
service is obligatory. Tile hospital practice must continue at l east three years; it
must comprehend at l east three months' practice i·n obstetrics.
A ministerial order will determine the time to be given to dissection and to other
Practical work.
ART. 12. The fourth and fifth examinations and thesis must be sustained before the
sam faculty.
ART. 13. The present decree takes effect November 1, 1895.
The candidate admitted bofor thi date will take their examinations according
to th cl c1· of June 2 , 1 7 . Iu order to be admitted they must pos ess either the
cl !!l'<•e of ba h 1or f deu
or of ba helor of secondary clas ical instruction
(1 ttr -philo opbi ), and of bach lor of ci uce limited as to mathematics.
Rl. 14. All pr vi 1 provi ion contrary to those of the pre ent decree ar and
r main abrogat tl.
HT. r. Th mini t •r of 11nb1i · in truction, of lib ral arts ancl cultnr , i
har ed
with th x n ion of he pr . ut cleci ·ion. wbi<-h will be iu cribed into th bulletin
f th laws ancl pnbli h din th official ,ionroal.
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DECREE RELATIVE TO SPECL\L scrnNTIFIC STUDIES REQUIRED FOR ADMISSION TO
THE MEDICAL COURSE.
ARTICLE 1. There is instituted in the faculties of sciences a preparatory course of
physical, chemical, and natural sciences.
A.RT. 2. To this instruction are admitted young men provided with a diploma of
bachelor, and, after examination by the faculty, young men of at least seventeen
yeurs of age, providetl either with the superior certificate of primary instruction or
with the certificate of superior primary _(high school) studies.
ART. 3. .At the end of this course, and after examinations passod before the faculties of sciences, a certificate of physical, chemical, and natural studies is delivered.
ART. 4. In order to be admitted to the examination, the candidates must show that
they have paid the fees for four successive terms (inscription) and taken part in
the practical work.
ART. 5. The examination is passed before the faculty in which the candidate has
taken the four inscriptions (been enrolled four terms). It comprises questions and
practical test in physics; questions and practical test in chemistry; questions and
practical test in zoology; questions and practical test in botany.
All this according to programmes which will be determined by a ministerial order.
A.RT. 6. The jury is composed of three members of the faculty.
ART. 7. The instruction instituted by the present decree may be organized near
the medical schools, and near the reorganized. preparatory schools situated in those
cities where faculties of sciences do not exist. The examinations take place under
the presidency of a professor of a faculty of sciences delegated. by the minister.
ART. 8. The minister of public instruction, of liberal arts and culture, is charged
with the execution of the present decision, which will be inserted in the bulletin
of the laws and published in the official journal.

CHAPTER VI.
EDUCATION IN ONTARIO, NEW ZEALAND, AND INDIA.

1.-SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN ONTARIO.

·

(Salient features of the system as presented by the deputy minister of education,
Mr. John Millar, B. A. Current operations as set forth in an address b y the ministcx, Hon. George vV. Ross.)

The Dominion of Canada comprises the seven Provinces-Quebec,
Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prinee Edward Island, Manitoba, and British Colum bia-each of which bas its separate system of
pnblic i11structi011. The system of Outario possesse~ peculiar interest
for us on account both of the features in which it resembles and those
in which it differs from the e;ystems in our own States. A very complete exposition of the Ontario system, prepared by the deputy minister
of education, l\lr. John Millar, bas recently been published by the
Ontario education department. The salient features of the system,
as set forth in this ruonogTaph, are as follows:
Origin.-Tbe system of education in Ontario may be said to combine
the best featmes of the systems of several conn tries. To the Ol<l. W drld
it is indebted for a large measure of its stability, uniformity, and centrnhzation; to the older settled parts of the New World for its popular
natme, its flexibility, and its democratic principles, which have given,
wherever desirable, local control and individual responsibility. :From
tlie Stnite of New York we have borrowed the macllinery of our schools;
from lVIassaclmsetts the principle of local taxation _; from Ireland our
fir ·t series of text-books; from Scotland the cooperation of parents
with the teacher in upholding- his authority; from Germany the system
of normal schools and the kindergarten, and from the United States
generally the nondenominational character of elementary, secondary,
and university education.
Ontario may claim to have some features of her system that arc
larg<"ly her own. Among them may be mentioned a division- of state
all(l municipal authority on a judiciou s basis; clear Jines separating the
f1mction or the uuiver.' ity from tlrnt of the high schools, and tbe fu11ctio11 of the high s0bools from that of thf', public or elementary school~;
a, m1ifonn cour::-;e of study; all high anrl public Rchool,:; in the hands of
profe s1011ally trained teachers; no per ' ou eligible to the position of
239
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inspector who does not hold the highest grade of a teacher's certificate,
and who has not had years of experience as a teacher; inspectors
removable 1f inefficient, but not subject to removal by popular vote;
tl1e examinatious of the teachers under provincial instead of local control; the acceptance of a common matriculation examination for admission to the universities and to the learned profession; a uniform series
of text-books for the whole Province; the almost entire absence of
party politics in the manner in which school boards, inspectors, and
teachers discharge their du_ties; the sy~tem national instead of sectarian, but affording under constitutional guarantees and limitations
protection to · Roman Catholic and Protestant separate schools and
denominational universities.
Unity.-The three main features of elementary, secondary, and higher
education are clearly defined in the system adopted in Ontario. It is
held that each of these has its own proper field and that no one of
them should trench upon the grounds of another. It is also intended
that there should be, as far as possible, no ove.d apping of the courses
of study. The system includes th e kindergarten, public and separate
schools, high schools and the collegiate institutes, and the university.
These may be regarded as an organic whole. The child enters the
kindergarten at perhaps 4 years of age, and the public school at 6, and
is prepared, about the age of 13, to be admitted to a high school. Four
or five years at the high school or collegiate institute enables him to
matriculate in the university, where he attends four years and gains his
B. A. degree. This course, if taken in full, gives him superior educational advantages fur t aking up the study of bis chosen profession or
entering upon the calling in life to which his mind is directed.
As only a small percentage of the youth of any country can reach the
highest rung of the educational ladder, the curriculum is so arranged
as to afford, as far as possible, uo misdirected steps to those who do not
take the full course. _As the great body of the people must be the
"breadwinners," and from necessity never reach the high school, the
cour e of study for the elementary schools is limited to a few subjects
of the most practical char:1icter, the three "R's" receiving special prominence. Moreover the curriculmn of the high schools in the lower terms
puts str ss upon Eng Ii, h, arithmetic, geography, history, elementary
·1 n e, bookkeeping, drawing, reading, and physical education.
Tbe principl of our sy13tem of national education favor no cla or
t. "Th ri ·h and the poor meet together." Private schools have
n u ce.. sfnl only in rar in tance . The high school ha been called
'poor man c 11 g ,' on account of the general de ire in the comuni Yt
, · I wf
from tn<l ut , all(l in many instances to charge
n £
b hicrh
<li tin tion in the univer ity are mo t frequently
n - nd <laughter, , too-of workiugrnen.
h
~ ,· t m an
with ut the other . To the high
n lie ·h L· are inde te for their efficient army of well-
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educated teachers. In like manner the university furnishes in the
persons of its graduates the well-trained principals and assistants of
our high schools and collegiate institutes. 'l'he secondary schools, in
tnrn, supply the university with hun<lreds of well-prepared matriculauts. To improve the university is to give au impetus to the high
schools, and to render the latter more efiicient tells likewise upou the
clrnracter of elementary education. If one member of the body suffers,
all the other members of the body suffer with it. It is thus tllat
all department~ of the system form a harmonious umty, and it is thus
the functions of each have come to be fully recognized and clearly
understood.
·
Relations to municipalities.-The municipal system of Ontario affords
a full measure of local self-government. The Province is for the most
part divided iuto counties, which are subdivided into minor muni·c ipalities, consisting of townships, incorporated villages, towns, and
cities. These corporations are given certain powers, and have certain
rcsponsil>ilities with respect to education. Through their munieipal
cou11cils, counties are uuder obligation to make _grants of money to
high schools, aud both coun ties an<l townships must contribute certain
·sums in aid of 1mblic schools. Each township is divided into school
sections, and each of these sections is provided with a public school.
TL.ere is a board of trustees for each school section, incorporated village, town, and city. Much the greater part of what is expended for
public schools iH provided by the school section, village, town, or city.
The ratepayers (men and women) elect tlic trustees who, within the
provisions of the provincial statutes or regulations of the educatiou
department, appoint the teachers and determine the amounts to be
expell(led for buildings, equipments, and salaries. It thus follows that
tho system of edncation in Ontario is essentially democratic, and in
those matters wliieli affect the sentiments or timcl.J. the p ockets of the
people, each locality Las almost entire co11trol. It is IJot, however, co11sitlered wise to deccutra1ize as regards the gnwti11g of certificates to
teachers aJJd inspectors, the authorizing of toxt-1.>ooks, tho fixing of
courses of stU<1y, and tho prescribillg oft he duties of trustees, ins_i;ectors, aud teachers. These are questions wbieh, though still under the
co11 trol of the people, arc regulated by a resvonsible government.
Relations to churchcs.-There is , no esta,l>lished church ht Ontario, or
c01mectio11 between church and state. The constitution gives the Provi nee control of its educational affairs, and the great majority of the
people believe that schools aud colleges should be nondenominational.
No religious body has a11y voice in the management of the high aud
public schools or the university. These institutions are, Lowe-ver, far
from being "Godless" or irreligious. Though not religiouf':, they are
hi stitutiou s of a Christian people. The doctrines of no church are
taught, but the principles of Christianity form an essential feature of
tlic daily exerci.:;c,· . The teaehers are, with very rare exeeptions, men
I
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and ·women of high moral character. The cooperation of the clergy of
aU denominations in educational g·atherings is quite common, and recognition of religion is fuUy showu in the following regulations which
·h ave been prescribed by the education department:
(1) Every p{1blic and high school shall be opened with the Lord's Prayer nnct
closed with the reading of the Scriptures and the Lord's Prayer, or the prayer
anthorized by the department of education.
(2) The Scriptnres sµall be read daily and systematically without comll!-ent or
e.s.p1ana.tion, and t,he portions used. may be taken from the book of selections nido1)ted
bJ· tlie department for that purpose, or from the Bible, as tlie trustees, by resolution
may direct.
(3) Trustees may also oi;der the reading of the Bible or tlle authnrized Scriptnre
selections by both pupils and teachers at the opening and ciosing of the school, ::mtl
the repeatiI1g of the Ten Commandments at least once a week.
(4) No pupil shall be required to take part in any religious exercise objected to by
his parents or guardians, and in order to the observance of this regulation, tho
teacher, before commencing a religious exercise, is to allow a short interval to ela.ps'.:,
-during w h ich the children of Roman Catholics and of others who have signified their
objection, may retire.
.
(5) If i_n virtue of the right .to be absent from the religious exercises any pupil
does not enter the schoolroom till :fifteen minutes after the proper time for the opening the school in the forenoon, such absence shall not be treated as an offense againSt
the rules of ·the school.
(6) When n. teacher claims to have conscientious scruples in regard to opening or
closing the school as herein prescribed, he shall notify the trustees to that effect in
writing, and it shall be the duty of the trustees to make such provisiou in tile
premises as they may deem expeJient.
.
(7) The cl ergy of any denomination, or their authorized representatives, shall have
ihe right t o g ive religious instruction to the pupils of their own church, in each schoolhouse, at least once a week, after the bonr of closing the school in the anernoon, nn<l.
if the clergy of. more than one denomiuation apply to give religious instruction iu
,tho same schoolhouse, the board of trustees shall decide on what day of the "eek tlle
schooll.iouse shall be at the disposal of the clergyman of each denominatiou at the
time u,bove stated. But it shall be lawful for the boanl of trustees and clergymen
of any dcnomina.tion to a-gree upon any hour of the day at which a clergyman, or bis
authorized r epresentative, may give religions instruction to the pupils of his own
church, provided it be not during the regular hours of the school. Emblems of a
<.l <"no~11 inational character shall not be exhibited in a public school <l.ming regular
school houn.
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authority of the department may be said to he tl e same. There is no
provision in tbe constitution allowing the ,~stablishment of separate
high schools, and any private or clenorni11atio11al institutions of this
kind which have been established receive no legislative aid, nor are
their supporters exempted from taxation for the national schools.
Tho Roman Catholics have shown as little disposition as the Protestants to establish clenominatioual schools for secondary education, and
the "·erdict of all classes appears to be that religious convictions are
not iiiterfered with, and that Christian principles are strengthened by
atten<lance at the high schools and collegiate institutes. A few church
schools have_ bren opeued for boys and several ladies' colleges h8:ve
been established by different denominations. The course of study in
these jnstitutions is, in many respects, similar to that in the high
scboolR, and the students frequently write at the same university and
departmental examinations.
'l'h0 Provincial University is also nondenominational. All t1rn
churches are well represented among its alumni. The arts course has
been taken np by Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist, arnl
Roman Catholic candidates for the ministry before attending the theological colleges of their respective denominations. No rebgious tests
are required of the professors, who, in fact, represent different denominations, and, in many instances, bave identified themselves with the
work of the different churches. Au important adjunct to the university is a flourishing Youn·g Men's Christian Associatio11, which has
been of much service a8 a religious aud moral bond of union among the
stnucnts.
Tllo wishes of those who prefer attendance at a denominational univel'sity are well met by the several institutions of t,he kind that ·have
been established, viz: Ottawa University (Roman Catholic), Qileen's
University (Presbyterian), Trinity (Episcopalian), the Western University (Episcopalian), Victoria University (Methodist), now federated
with Toronto, and McMaster University (Baptist). These are sus-tainecl by private endowments or grants made by religious bodies. No
:financial assistance is given tl.Jem by the State. The course of stu·d y is,
as a rule, the same as in the Provincial University and University
College, except that some options of
denominational character are
allowed. They have all accepted a uniform matriculation examination
beld by the etlucation department and Toronto University. No relig·ious tests are require<l, antl the degrees have the same legal value as
those given by t.110 Provincial University.
Rclcitions to parents-Compulsory educat'ion.-It is held to be the dnty
of the State to provide free elementary schools. To allow children to
grow up in ignorance is detrimental to the interests of the community.
All per ons are taxed to support education, because its general diffusion is for the pnblic good. It is beld that compulsory education is a
nece sary corollary of free education. If t1w State gives tlte boon of

a
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free schools to all, it has a right to see that the expected advantages
are realized. On this principle the truancy and compulsory education
act of 1891 was passed. This statute combines the best features of the
laws of Great Britain on the subject, as well as those of the principal
States of the A.merican Union. By this act all children between the
ages of 8 and 14 are obliged to attend school for the full term during
which the school is open, and parents or guardians who fail to send
their children are subject to penalties. The rights of conscienc~ are
sufficiently guarded. Penalties are not inflicted if the child is under
efficient instruction at home, or unable to attend through sickness or
other unavoidable cause, or is excused by a justice of the peace or by
the principal of the school, or if he has passed the high school entrance
examination.
Any person em ploying a child under 14 years of age, cl uring school
hours, is liable to a.penalty of $20. When tlie services of a child are
deemed urgent, an absence from school for six weeks of the term may
be ·granted. Provision is made for sending a child who is vicious and
immoral to an industrial school. To nip truancy in the bud is regarded
as the most effective mea~s of preventing· a recourse to the peualties of
the act. Truant officers must be appointed for every city, town, ::w d
incorporated village, and may be appointed for every school section.
These officers are vested with police powers, and have authority to
enter factories, workshops, stores, and other places where children may
be employed, and ascertain whether there is any violation of the act.
Regulations may be made by the local authorities for the better
enforcement of the statute. The truant officers must report annually
to the education department accordiug to prescribed forms.
Separatfon from rnu.nicipal and party politics.-The system of education in Ontario is remarkably free from politics. * * * School
trustees are not selected from our 'urnuicipal councils, and in the case of
high sehool boards and boards of education the members can uot hold
at the same tim e positions in the municipal council of the muuicipa1ity
or comity in which the hi gh sdiool is situated . The candid ates for
J)Olitical honors or the "wire-pullers" of a, political party have scarcely
a11y chance tu advance their interests by bringing party politics into
the <lom:1in of ·ehool management. Inspectors are 110t selected by popular vot . No person can be appointed a s in spector who has not a certificate ·howing that be ha· atta,ined to the highe:-;t rank a a public
' cltool t eat:h r . * * *
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recommendations -t hrough political motives, or make himself obnoxious
to a section of the community by taking a part in the "party caucus"
or political campaign. Appointments are almost invariably made on
the grouud of :fitness, and even though personal motives and preferences
may influence trustees, the fact that a candidate for a position takes an
active interest in politics would prove fatal to his success even among
his political friends . It is not inten ded to convey the impression that
teachers or inspeetors are debarred from any rights as citizens in the
study of political q nestions, or the expression of their political views.
It is only meant that their positions render it injudicious for them to
alienate a part of the public by actively iudulging in the strife of party
warfare, and that inspectors or teachers who do so fiud their usefulness gone.
Educat-ion department.-By an act of the legislative assembly of the
Province tbe edueational department is iutrusted with the administration of the school law. The department consists of the members of
the executive government, and its head, as already stated, is the mini:ster of education. Subject to the provisions of any statute in tl1at
behalf, and the regulations of the department, tbere may be estaofo;hed
tlle following schools : (1) Kindergartens, (2) public schools, (3) Hight
schools, (4) l1igh schools and collegiate institutes, (5) art schools, (6)
county model schools, (7) normal schools, (8) schools of pedagogy, (9)
teachers' iustitutes, (10) rnecliauics' institutes, (11) industrial schools.
It is the duty of the miuister to direct all the educational forces in
the country; first, from bis place as a member of the legislative assembly, a11d secondly, t11rough the officers of his department. From the
discussions of educational questions in the provincial parliament, his
position as a member gives him the best facilities for recognizing the
working of the scliool law and ascertaining the trend of public opinion.
A.s the head of his department, his const ant official intercourse with
trustees, inspectors, and teachers gives him the greatest opportunity for
prescribing from time to time whatever amendments to the reg·ulatious
may be considered wise fa the interest of high and public schools.
From the wide sweep of the legislation which he is expected to direct,
and from his position as a member of the government responsible to
the people's representatives, he is able to advance such legislation as
will guard the miity of the system and preserve its symmetry, as well
as preYellt any llCCllless innovation from pseudo-reformers or visionary
me<ldlers. Exten~ive powers are given to the education departrnent,1.>ut every regulation or order in council made under the statute giving
it an existence, or uuder the public, separate, or high schools act must
be laid before the legislati ve assembly. It has power, subject t o the
provi sions of any statute iu tha t behalf, to make rcgulations-(1) For the cla sificat.ion, organi zation , government, and examination of all scLools
an<l. institutes iu tho preceding section mentioned, and for tho e-1uiprnent of schoolhouse aud the arr an iremeu t of school premises;
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(2) For the authorization of text-books for th e use of pupils attending such
schools or institutes nnd for the selection of books of reference for the use of
teachers and pupils_, and school libraries;
(3) For determining the qualifications and duties of inspectors, examiners, and
teachers of such schools and institutes, and for tbe appointment from time to time
of such exa,miners as may be requisite for that purpose;
(4) For the payment of the pensions of superannuated inspectors and tea,chers,
and the proper distribution of all moneys set apart by the legislative assembly for
school pnrposcs;
(5) F or extending, on the petition of a board of school trustees, and on such
evidence as to efficiency as may be deemed necessary, any third-class certificate
issued under the authority of the public schools act;
(6) For the ,sti:luy of agriculture and for scientific instruction as to the nature of
alcoholic stimulants and narcotics with special reference to their effect upon the
human system.

The education department has power also(1) To appoint inspectors of high schools, separate schools, and county model
schools, masters of normal and model schools, and directors of teachers' institutes;
(2) To affiliate with the schools of pedagogy such high schools or collegiate institutes as may be ne cessary for practical instruction in the art of teaching;
(3) To determine the fees to be paid by candidates at departmental examinations;
(4) To accept in such subjects as may b e deemed expedient the examination of
any univers ity in t he British Dominions in lieu of the departmental examinations;
(5) To prescribe snch forms for school registers and departmental reports as may
b e deemed expedient;
(6) To accept, on passing the annual departmental examination, the professional
or trnining certificate of any n ormal school or other training institution in the
British Dominions.

The minister of education ma,k es an annual report to the lieutena11tgovrrnor upon the schools and other institutions under the control of
his department with such statements and suggestions for promoting
education generally as he may deem useful and expedient. He bas
power to decide upon all disputes and complaints laid before him, the
settlement of which is not otherwise provided by law, and upon all
appea1s made to him from the decisions of any inspector or otber school
offi<..:er.
PRESENT STATUS OF THE SYS'l'EM.

T1rn following review of the operations of the system was presented
befor the legislature by the minister of education, Hon. George W.
Ross, in submitting the estimates for 1894. The value of this, urvey
is enhanced by comparative stati tics and by the discu ·sions of topic
of vital int rest in all Y-= tern :
The · timates for edn<'ational purposes may he conveniently gronpecl under fonr
head . : (1) 'rant to elementary schools; (2)' grants to secon<lary schools; (3) grants
for th<· trainiug of t acher ; (4) grants for techni al education.
Th · grant for <'.1 m ntary duca ion are divided principally among thre las .. of
rhool -publi C'h l ,
arat
hools, and poor school . There is in a lclition. a.
~mn11 gran for krncl rgarlen a11d ni<rht chool , and for pnpils in the highe t form
of pul>li · and · pt rate chool wh pa the 1 aviu,,. xarninatior.
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By statnte the amount appropriated. for public and separate schools is diYidecl on
the basis of a,erage attendance in each respectively. The amonnt 11aid to public
schooJ.s in 1893 was $222,844.45, an<.1 tho amount to separate schools $18,491.60. The
Roman Catholic separate schools received over one-thirteenth of the money voted
by th o legislative assembly, whi.le the Roman Catholic population of the Province
is abont one-sixth.
A1though the amount given for elementary education is not as large as one would
tlesirn, still, having regard to the increase of the population, the legislature can not
be said to be remiss in its duty. In 1871 the amount paid by the Government for
elementary education was $178,975. This sum steadily increased, until in 1893 it
amonntocl. to $291,325, or an increase of 62 per cont in tho last twenty·years, while
the pnpils enrolled. have increased only 7 per cent.
There hai; a,lso been a very substantinl increase in the aid given to poor schools.
Beginning with $5 1 990 in 1871, this grant bas increased until it now reaches $45,000.
From the reports of the inspectors I am led to believe that no money voted by the
legi slature is more gratefully received or more economically expendetl. In spite of
all wo have done for tho settlers in the northern districts in the way of railways and
colonization roads, they still suffer many of the inconveniences incident to pioneer
life. By means of the grants given by the Government the burdens of taxation for
euucation have been greatly lightened, and schools are now established as far west
as the Rainy River district under teachers of recognized n.hility, and this year we
hope to be successful in establishing a pnblic school on the shores of .James Bay.
These scboo1s were attended last year by over 10,000 children, and, although the
attcn<lance was not as regular as in the settled districts, I am satisfiecl from the
reports of the inspectors that the pupils are steadily advancing in their studies.
Tho attendance at night schools was till two years ago regardctl as attenclanco
at the pn blic school, and consequently they shared in the grant to public schools on
the hasis of average attenclance.
TJirce years ago the legislature, feeling the importance of affording greater enconragement to such schools, appropriated a small grant which went directly to the
boanl of trustees for the purpose c,f defraying necessary expenses. The number of
night schools established and receiving aill in 1892 was 32, and the number of pupils
in attern1ance was 2,293. It is proposed to continue the grant, as without it many
young men and women, belonging especially_to the working classes, would be place<.f
at a dis atlvantage as compared with those who are able to attend. school during the
day.
·
KINDERGARTENS.

Just before I took charge of the education department my predecessor bad taken
steps for the intro(luction of the kindergarten system of instruction into the schools
of Toronto. Snch schools were sanctioned by the public schools act uncler the name
of "Infant schools." As this term ha<l. no distinctive meaning in this Province, the
school act of 1885 was ame11cl.ecl to provide expressly for the establishment of kindergartens . So far as I know the Province of Ontario was the first Province or State
on the continen t to recognize as part of its scl10ol system the philosophical teachings of Froel,el and Pestalozzi. Even in Germany the kindergarten system has
received no State recognition, such schools, though largely attended, being pri Yate
undertakings . The growth of the kind ergarten system is remarkable. In 1882 the
first kindergarten was opened in the city of Toronto; now, in 1893, we have 85 kindergartens, with 200 tea.chers, attended by 8,056 pupils. Kindei.·gartcns have been
established in nearly every city in the ProYince ancl in several of tlie larger towns,
aucl I under tancl tl.1e.v rncct with the cordial approval of the ratepayers, are found
to be very stimulatin~ to the teachers, and have greatly developed kindly metlJuds
of discipline in the management of our schools.
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SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.

The percentage of pupils enrolled in proportion to the population of the country
furnishes gratifying evideuco of the interest taken Ly all classes in the ed11catiou of
their children. In this respect Ontario leads all the Provinces of the Domini011 aucl
n early every State of the Union. Iowa is the only State that surpasses Ontario in
its zeal for elementary education. L et me give a few comparisons:
Out of her whole population Ontario sends to her elementary schools 24.95 per
cent; Maine, 21.13; Illinois, 20.34; Michigan, 20.39; New York, 17.38; Ohio, 21.71;
Massachusetts, 16.95; Iowa, 25.80.
·
An im11ortant feature in connection with the enrollment is the r elative length of the
school year in Ontario and tba United States. In Maine the average length of the
school year is l ess than 6 months; in Connecticut, 10 months; in Illinois, 7½
months; In Iowa, 7½ months; in Massachusetts, 8 months; in New York, 9 months.
The average for the whole United States was only 134 days, or less than 7 months,
against 208 days, i. e., a trifle over 10 months, in Ontario. 'l'he a,vernge number of
d«y::i which a pupil in the Unite :1 States attends a public school is 87½ days in the
yc:ir; in. Ontario the averago number of days is 112½, or a trifle O\-er 5_½ months.
In rnral districts the average is largely rcr1uced by the irregularity of pnpils in the
newer districts, and even in the most favored portions of Ontario the severity of the
winter seriously affects school attendance. In cities and towns the average in 1>0111e
cases r eaches as Ligh as 75 per cent of the aggregate, or an average of 150 days in
the year for each pu11il.
Thero arc two r eflections germane to the subjnct of school altem1auce worthy of
notice: First, with the irregula,rity of attendance there is a great loss of teaching
force, and a necessarily imperfec t development of the child's education . We paid
last year $2,752,629 or the salaries of the teachers employeu iu tlle education of h alf
a million of children . Less than lrn,lf of tho nurn lier of pupils attended school the
whole year, couseqnently one-half of the sum expendeu on teacher&' salaries must have
proL1ncec1 very unsatisfactory resu lts , and one-half the children at Schoo], no rna.tter
how zealous the Government or the education department may be, must have received
but a very imperfect euucation. The seconu reiiectiou is that a child who devotes
himsel f to stU<1 y on an average of 120 clays in tho year, that is, less ihan one-tllinl
of the w hole time, is uot in very great danger of suffering either mental or physic:.11
disability from the alleged overp ressure of our school system. Even adm itting that
ex:uninations are exacting and home l essons sometimes nnrc asonab le, oue <1ay's
stn<ly, s ix hunrs at school, a11d two days off, for that is what it amonnts to, is 11ot
very taxing .
The G::m na,ns are a vigorous ·people, possessed of great vitality and energy, yet the
schools of Germany show au average a,itendance of 78 p er cent, with much longer
hours of stn<1y than we prescribe. Or<1inarily, the German schools open in snmmer
at 7 o'clock in the morning ancl close at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, with two l1onrs
of recess Juring mi<1day. In winter the ltoms arc shorter, bnt by tl;cir continnation sr tem, like our night school:,, the studies of the pupils are continned during
the veniurrs ju t a. :i:igi<lly as c1uriug attellllance at tLe public school iu the claytim.
TRCAN Y A T.

Dy the• trnan ·y act of 1 9 l an attemp wa. made to impro\:e the compulsory feaI think th oxpt>ri uco of th next fow years " ·ill sllow that
th
::;all r c:id un m of trnant ·bilclr u, " ·hoc.; CYil habit tho act ,Y::. int<'ncl <1 to
C'OlTPc-t 11a. hr n Y1'r much r <'c1Hcf'C1. Th rigicl e11 fore men t of tli nc-t h_ ; th' 1 uhlir.
a11th ri ir I am c·o11,·i11c-r<l will ha,· , a n•ry ·alntary eff1·c·t 11pon 111 itHliffc•r1•1,r·e
of hoth par nt an<l ·bilclreu. Th nnrul,,r of ·ouvi · iou rn 1 91 wa 7, aud iu
l !:L, HJ.

t11r · of 011r ' ·hool 1:tw.
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PROGRESS IN .ADVAXCED SUBJECTS.

There has been a gratifying increase in the numb er of pupils studying the advanced
subjects in tbe public school course, such as history, geography, and grammar.
Taking the statistics contained in the annual report of the inspectors as a basis, it
is beyond question that the attainments. of the pupils of the public schools of the
Province are considerably higher than they were t en or fifteen years a.go. In every
advanced subject of the course there has been d. large increase in the number of
pupils .• Even in tho fifth form, which the department was said to regard with some
indifference, there has been au increase of over 3,000 pupils in the last five years,
although there have been drained from the public school to the high school in the
same period about 8,000 pupils a year, who, had they remained in the publi0 school, '
would have entered the fifth form .
CAN.A.DIAN HISTORY.

It is particularly gratifying to notice the increased interest taken in the subject
of Canadian history--a subject which was first made compulsory for entrance to high
schools by the regulations of 1885. In 1886 this subject was taken by 67,682 pupil~;
in 1892 it was taken by 135,968. It is imp,ossible to estimate the effect which the
study of the history of our own country will have upon the minds of those who are
to be the future citizens and rulers 0f Ca nada. I believe that much of the wonderful power the American Republic has shown in absorbing and assimilating the large
foreign population which has drifted into the Republic from all parts of the world
was owing to the efforts made in the public schools of the United States to impress
the school children with the advantages of republican institutions. Her great men
formed the subject of anecdote and sketch in every text-book; her struggle for
independence, the courage of her geuerals, the eloqneuce of h er statesmen, her literature, her natural resources, in f:1ct, everything sh e was and everything she expected
to be, were macfo the subject of study and of declamation, aucl every child on l eaving
school was made to feel that the American Rep nulic, if not representiug tho whole
worlcl, reprcsf'nted at least the most, important part of it.
In tlie same way the study of tho hiHtory of the Fatherland is ma<le au important
part in tlie curriculum of all the schools of Germ auy, from the volkscbulen to the
gyrnnasieu. In her <lark . clays, when humbled and crushed by tli. e first Napoleon,
Frederick William announced to his disconsolate subjects "tlrn State must make
good through intellectual power what it has lost in physical strength,'' and straightway b egan the organization of a school system of which loyalty to the German ,
Empire may be said to b :l ono of its corner ston es . From its eaTliest history down
to it.s trinmphs before Sedan every event calculated to st imulate attachment to his
nati,·e la1Hl or to increase .bis a<lrnirat,ion of the n a tional character of the great
leaclers of pnblic opinion is daily presented to iho pupil for the purpose of streng thening l1is interest in the count ry to whi9h he b elou gs.
In Euglau<l, 1:;tr,mge to sa.y, t h e subject of .British history occupies a secoudary
place in the school curricul11m. It is at present au optional subj ect, and tho only
in centi,·o to teacher or pnpil to tn.ko it np i>! the mercenary one that l:y so doing the
school -will rccci rn a larger grn.nt . Ont of 5,00G,979 pupils enrolle11 in the schools. of
Englnnil :rnd "\Vales in 1892 only 90,070 pupils were presented for exa n1ination in a.11
tlrn i-;peciti. c subjects, E11gl ish history being one of these snbjects. It is but proper
to 1,m.,·, ho·,rnver, that a series of readers iu British history is r eq uirecl to be used in
every school from the second stanclar<l. upward, so th at much of the knowledge
ol>tai11ccl iu tl1is country l,y the use of ::i, tcxt-l>uok in British ]iistory is obtained
in Engl:rncl by tbo 11sc of rt'tu1ers specially prepared ancl whi ch ·are supplementary
to tbe orc1i11ar.v Sf'hool Tetulcr
A few months ago, wbrn tbe ed u cation department relieved candid ates for ent rance
to the high school from an exam in at ion in BrHi sh history in order tli at greater attention could be gi veu to the study of .Canadian history, an outcry was raised by the
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opposition press arnl tl 1c historic charge of disl oyalty was hurle<1 against the Government. It m ay be th:it in its zeal to promote n, Canadian sentiment the education
department w ent too far in the first instance to make Canadian history compulsorr.
It mn,y be that the prnctice of other nations, snch as the United States and GeTmany,
who h a d to deal with mixetl communities, as we have in Can::ula, was at fault. It
may be that to embody in th e reguln.ti o1;.<;; of the department a course of study which
presupposes greater attachment to our own conntry than is required by the department of education of England a nd Wal es, wns too great a stride for this generation
to take ; but whatever m ay have been the motfres which governed tbe departmen t,
certain it is that at no previous period in the history of Canada ha s there beeu so
much attention paid to the history of onr own country, its relations to the British
Emp'ire, aml the position it is destined to occupy, if it is true to itself, in the fotnre
of this continent.
The ol>jcct of relieving tho pupils from the examination in Br itish history was to
give the t each er greater fre edom in dealing with the subject arnl the pupils greater
zest in its s tudy. It is possibl e so to load onr pupils with examinations as to make
schobl life irksome and repulsive, and if there is one departmen t more than another
where the method of the examiner is calculated to destroy interest in a subject, it is
in the study of history. Examinations in history can not he framed so as to develop
in tho children either the true spirit of the histor ian or to disclose to their miuus
the aspirations which culminate in tlie great events which it reuorcls . The chilu
may get th at for himself by reading an d meditation; h e ought to get it from the
teacher; he can not get it from the examiner.
I hope, therefore, it will not be many years till we can say to the t eachers of
Ontario, "Vile have confidence in vour work without an examination/' and to the
school ~hilclren of Ontario, "Readv the history of Gr eat Britain for tbe purpose of
absorbing the spirit of her institutions, the t emper of her statesmen, aud the cournge
and free<1om--lovi.ng disposition of h er people, and repeat it in the experience of
Canad a, cla,rifi.ed and sublimated by the genius of our own institutions, and you
will h ave what i s b est in humanity and what is best in governmen t d,o well."
PHYSIOLO GY AND T EMPERANCE •

.I can n ot dismiss this p art of my subject without a word or two as to the extent
to which physiology and temperance aro r eceiving the attention of our public school.
It was in 1886 that authority was given the e<lucatio n dep artment to provide instruction in this subject. Since that authority was given a text-book was prescribe~l,
and although for several years the subj ect was optional, it was believed that public
opinion would justify its being made compulsory, and this was done accorcungly lly
the regulations of last•August.
·
Out of 201,6!9 who wer e r eq uired under the r egul ations to stu d y t hi s subject,
171,594 were reported as rec~iv in g tbe r equisite in struction. In addition to the
stuuy of the subj ect in the -public school , pr ovision was made for the instruction of
teachers at normal and model schools, and every teacher since 1887 wbo has r ecci,c<l
a certiftcate from the education department has been required to pass an e:s:aminat!on a to his knowledge of tho principles of physiol ogy and temperance. I s it too
much to xpcct that this action of tbo department will greatly aicl the enforcement
of any legi lation that may be required further to re train tlJe liquor traitic
orR, R OF

T

DY.

·cnrs of ·tnuy for th public schools ha hecn very much simpliftecl within
th· Ja. t tc•n y ai.. Tho opinion at 011 time eYidently prevaile<l that almo ·t •very
snhj
within the range of bnma.n kno"·ledg should bo takC'n np in tho public
cbool. In 1 -1 our ·hool urrirnlnm on ist cl of fift •n subjects, all of whi b.
wn ol,1igatory, r CJ.Uirin<r h n · of 21 t xt-lJooks at a. co:t of $10. 3. Th onr,-C'
now<· n i t · of c·o pn1 r~· :nb,ie ts nnd :1 optional, rc·qnirinrr tho pnrrl1a. of on1.r
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9 text-books at a coRt of $4.06. The ju(lgmeut of the best educators is strongly in
favor of a limited course of stndy for elementary schools, and by a limited course of
study I mean a course embracing a, few subjects well taught. It does not follow
that because geology or astronomy is not included in the curriculum that an
advanced public school pupil should know nothing of these sciences, bnt what is
men.nt is that a knowledge of these sciences snch as a child may be capable of
obtaining should be incidental to the ordinary course of the school, and not ma,de
· the subject of special study by mennR of a text-book.
.
Within the range of our public school curriculum there is ample material with
which to develop all the -faculties wh~ch are supposed to be most active within the
age limit of pnblic school life. Imagination, and memory, and the reasoning powers
and observation can all b~ quickened and stimulated to the utmost of any child's
capacity as our curriculum now stands. If the true purpose of education be to
develop power and concentration of thought, then as a necessary corollary the
dissipation of energy leads to weakness. Better have a pupil an expert in the four
simple rules of arithmetic than give him a smattering of nll.
TEACHERS AND THEIR TRAINING.

The teaching staff of the Province of Ontario now number.;, 8,480, the number of
females employed being 5,710, and the number of males 2,770. In the last te.u years
female tenchers have increased by about 2,000, an<l male teachers have increased by
about 300. The effect which the employment of so many femalo teachers may hav!3
on tho formation of nntional character aud the development of those influences
which gi,·e vigor an<l strength to nntional life is too large a question for 1)resent conRitlerntion. Having regard to the infl.nences on the child of the personality of the
teacher; one would natun1lly nssnme that the more ·vigorous and forceful methods
of the male teacher would more tb.orougbly arouse the latent energies of the child
an<l train him better for a life of self-reliance and self-assertion, hut the time is too
short dnring which the sway of the female teacher has been exercised to form a
judgment on this point. It is apparent, however, to the most super.5.cinl observer of
the changing plia.ses of school life that in recent years the arbitrary discipline which
asserted itself by physical fore~ has given way to tho humane and sympathetic discipline of affection and self-respect; that the schoolroom, so frequently the scene of
angry tlennnciation ::m<l crnel torture to be avoided, shunned, and deserted whenever
it was possible, is now resorted to with pleasurable anticipations, and is enj.oyecl
for its happy associations as mnch as for the benefits which it produces. The great
gulf which once separated the teacher from his pupils has been bridged over, and
the feelings of <lre:ul and suppressed terror with which the chil<l ever approached
tbe teacher lrnve been replacecl by feeli11gs of confidence and affection. This change,
in itself a most important one, has hecn brought abont largely by the influence of
the female t eacher .
The ten<lency toward the employment of female teachers, increasing :::s it is in
Ontario, is still greater in other Provinces of the Dominion, ns well as in the neighborin g Republic. Only 66 per cent of the teachers of this Province belong to the
ferun.Je sex; in Quehec the percentage is 86 ; in New Brunswick, 79; in Massachusetts,
91; in New York, 83; in Cunnccticnt, 88.
Not\Yithstanding the great increase in the number of teachers, the teaching force
of the Province is still inadecl_lrnte, ancl in this respect the position of Ontario is
inferio r to any of the other Provinces or tho adjoining States of the Uniun, as will
b e seen from the following comparisons of the nnmber of pupils a,llotted to each
teacher :
In the Province of Ontario the average number of pupils allotted. to each tea ·her
is 57; in Quebec, 30; in ~ova, Scotia, 45; in New Brnuswick, 41; 111 Maine, 18; in
Iowa,, 19; 1n Ma sachnsetts, 36; in .r ew Y_ork, 32.
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EXPENDITURE.

Tho Proviuco of Onta.rit> bas ueen most generous in its contrilmtions for all educational pnrpose.s, aml particularly in tho li berality with which it has maiutaine<l its
pn blic school S~ Stem. I am not able to Ray that the salaries of teachers are as liberal
as I would _desire, and yet they compare fayorably with the average salaries paicl in
the other Provinces anrl the adjoining States of the Union. Our schoolhouses may
be saitl to be as comfortable and as commodious as sch~olhouses are in any country.
In the last ten years wo have expended on sites and buildings for school purposes
the large sum of $5,371,661, and still the expouse per pupil is certainly not excessive.
The average cost for ele~nentary education in the United States, accor<ling to tlte
last report of th~ Commissioner of Education, was $17.22 per pupil; in the Province
of Ontario it was $8.40; in Illinois it was $14.82; in Michigan, $14. 70; in New York,
$16.80, and in Massachusetts, $22.60.
7

PROGRESS OF SEPARATE SCHOOLS.

It is also grn,tifying to notice that the separate schools have kept pace generally
with the public schools. In nearly all urban districts the accommodation for separate schools is ample :tnd the equipment all that could be desired. The boards of
trustees, with commendable liberality, have increased the teaching staff from 210
teachers in 1867 to 662 teachers in 1892, thus reducing the number of pupils per
teacher from 91 to 56.
The increase in the number of separate school pupils in advanced suujects was
most satisfactory. For instance, in 1867 the number studying geography was 8,866
and in 1892, 26,f,99; iu grammar, 5,688 h1 1867, nncl in 1892, 22,755; in arithmetic,
10,559 in 1867, and iu 1892, 35_,936; in British history, 1,418 in 1867, and in 1892, 6,713;
in Canadian history, 2,571 iu 1867, and 11,493 iu 1892. There were 11,056 pupils taking physiology and temperance in 1892.
The standing of the t eachers has also improved. L ast year two were holders of
first-class certificates, 93 of second-class certificates, 193 of third-class certificates,
15 old county boards, and 18 temporary certificates.
In 1889 only 190 separate school teachers held certifj,cates granted by the department; in 1892, 288 held departmental certificates.
TRAINING OJ!' TEACHERS.

One of the most gratifying featnres, an<l the most hopeful us to the future results
of our school system, is the fact that prarctically every school iu Ontar io is in tlrn
hands of a trained teacher. There is no phase of school work that occupies jnst
now a greater portion of the attention of educators the world over than the professional training of the teachers of elementary schools. When Vou Humboldt, early
in the century, uegan the organization of the schools of Prussia., h e laid down three
proportions: (.1) Education shall be compulsory; (2) education shall he liuerally
aideu by the State; (3) every tea her muHt 1,e trained.
'lh nec- ·sity for the training of teachers was also recognized in the reorganizatiou of 1.h el m ntary sc·hool. of Gn·at Britain about fifty years ago. Hora e fann,
who di<l so mn ·h for th school of T w Englancl, and. in fact for tlie s ·hools of
m rica, ma le the training of t each r tb object of bis special solicitude; and Dr.
I y r ·on, in inatwnrating a ·hool ystem for the Province of Ontario, a one of hi
fir. t m a. nr . of reform
cured the c ·tabli hment of a normal i-chool in Toronto.
Th farer in r a e f n rmal s hool in th
nit d , tat s an l on the ontinent ii! a
·uffiC'i n incli ation f th' imp rtan e atta h cl t 111 trn.iniu g oft acher . fa a·h11. t
w i h a, popnla i n hut li~htly in x .. of utario, has 5 normal ·hool ·
~~ w York ha 11 ·
nn ·lvania ha L· Eurrbu<l ancl \Yak. bav 44 and Pru ia.
h :i 11).
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There are two features of professiona,l training pecn1iar to Ontario which must he
notiP-ed: (1) The county m odel school system, :md (2) the provincial school of pedagogy. In regard to both of these our position educationally is almost exceptional.
I know of no other Province or State, except Germany, that has laid down the rule
that no teacher shall enter upon the duties of his profession without special training.
England has its army of pupil teachers, who may, in a certain sense, be said to be
specially prepared before assuming their full professional duties; and, although there
is much to say in favor of the English system, still, aft.er a careful study of all its
ad vantages, I prefer our own, and I believe that much of the prosperity of our schools
during the last :fifteen years is owing to the county model schools.
·
The provincial school of pedagogy deals with a department of professiona.1 training which everywhere, except in Germany, appears to be overlooked. Although the
necessity for training elementary teachers is all but universally admitted, and generous provision made for such training in almost every civilized country, it was not
considered necessary that the teachers of high schools should be required to study
the scitnce or art of teaching. About ten years ago provision was made for the
special instruction of the higher schools of Germany, with encouraging results. In
1885 the first attempt was made in Ontario to provide similar instruction for the
masters of our high schools, and three years ago the school of pedagogy, with a distinct faculty of its own, was properly organized. New York State, within the last
three or four years, has establishell at Albany a normal school on a basis similar to
the Ontario School of Pedagogy, for the purpose of training the masters of grammar
and high schools.
I am aware that in certain quarters the school of pedagogy is not regarderl with
part.icnlar favor, but I have ;yet to meet an intelligent educator, either in this country or abroacl, who does not consider its establishment as one of the most important
steps wl1ich we have taken e<lucationa11y in the last twenty years. ,vhen we reflect
that n early every teacher in our public schools passes through the high school; that
every matriculant into our universities lays the foundation of future advancement
iu our high schools; that thousands of young men aml women, from the farm and
from the homes of our workingmen and our busy citizens, come under high school
iu:fl.ueuces, it is not impossible to overestimate the effect which superior training of
their masters must have upon their futnre lives. True, teaching power comes from
study ancl experience, anll no one who does not understand the processes by which
knowledge is acquirc<l. and retaiued could discharge the duties of the teacher successful] y. I hope before the sessio n is over that the school of pedagogy will Le more
closely related to t h e Provincin.l University. By making it a purely post-graduate
school we will maintain tho high literary qualifications requisite for high school
work; and by granting a degree in pedagogy, as I hope the university senate will
agree to, we will have the imprimatur of the university, and in that way an additional guaranty as to its efficiency.
HIGH SCHOOLS.

The growth of the high schools is the only remarkable feature of our school system that now rnmains to b e noticed. In 1867 we had but 103 high schools, with 159
teachers, attended by 5,696 pupils. The nnmber of Ligh schools in operation at the
close of last year was 130, with 522 teachers, attende<l. by 22,837 pupils. Thirtytliree of the hi.Q.'h schools haYe attained to the status of a collegiate institute. The
numb er of pupils enroll eel in the high schools represent a trifle over 1 per cent of the
e11tire popula,tion of tho ProYince; in the United States in the same class of schools
the percentage is 0.58, and in Prussia, where great attention is paid to secondary
educ,ttion, the enrollment was 1.2. No less than 4.5 new high scbools were erected
in tbe last ten years, and ·substantial improvements ba.ve been rnat1e to 25. Nenrly
one-fourth, or 21 per cent, of the expenditure for teachers' salaries is now paid out
of the pupil!:!' frcs. Ten years ag-o only 11 per cent of tl1e teach en,' salnries war; paid
in this way. In the conr e of study pursuecl by 11 igh scl10uls there appec1r1:, to Le a
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general preference for the stn<;l-y of modern language compared with the classics.
· For in stance, only 5 per cent of the pupils now take a Greek course, as against 15
per cent taking the same course in 1867; only 40 per cent take· Latin, as against 90
per cent taking La.tin the same year; in 1867 38 per cent of the pupils studied French
and none studied German; in 1892 the percent.age of pupils stn<lying French and
· German was 45 and i2 per cent, respectively. As evidence of the increasecl efficiency
of the school s it m ay be stated that in 1867 56, or only 1 per cent of the pupils,
matriculatec1 into tbe university; in 1892 the number matriculated was 471, or about
2 per cent.
It is gratifying to notice that many youn g men and women attend the high schools
for the purpose of ac(]uiring a superior education for its _own sake. Although high
schools were primarily established for the pnrpose of preparing pupiL-; for the learned
· professions, such is th e appreciation of their course of study now that thousnnds
flock to them for the mental training which they afford. The sons of workingmen,
of farmers, and of tho mercantile classes, who have no other object than to fit th emselves for the ordinary duties of their callings, have found the high school course
an exceedingly profitable one. Since 1872 no fewer than 16,601 left the high school
for mercantile life and 12,504 for agriculture.
Under our system of training t eachers the high schools have within the last ten
years been obliged to assume the nonprofessional course for the teachers of the
Province, which was formerly done in the public and normal schools. The superior
attainments of hig h school masters qualify them particularly well for the work of
in str nction in the nonprofessional subjects, and it is h ard to overrate the advantages
which yonng men and 'Women enjoy in beir1g brought into competition with eMh other
at a lea.flin g high scho ol to receive fostrnction from university graduates, many of
them specialists in their departments. Were we to und ertake as ::. Prov ince the task
of provil1ing a system of training equally efficient by means of normal schools, tl1e
cost to t he country ,,onld be greatly increased and "·ithout any substantial a,dvantage b y way of com11ensation; lmt from tbl'I organic connection which we h ave now
established between all parts of our school system we are able to nse at no additional
cu Rt to the Province our high schools for work which in the Unitecl States, iu Engla,n<l, an<l in Germany js done in the· normal schools at the expense of the State. Tbr.
Province of Nova Scotia bas recently fo llowed onr example and is now using the
high schools a.i1d academies ·of the Province for the nonprofessional training of bor
teaclrnrs.
It will be obsen-ed from the estimates tbnt we have made no increase for the last
th1·ee years in the grant to high schools . I hope th e house will see its way before
mnny yenrs to supplement tbe incrcasefl liberality of the ta.xpayer by an additional
gnrnt. In 1867, when we paid but a trifle oYer $50,000 for high school purposes, the
grant nmonnted to $9.43 per pnpil enrollecl; last year, although the sum of $100,000
was !)aid for hi gh sehool purpo es, it amonn tecl to but $4 .38 per pnpil, or less thnn
one-ha] f th e amount per pupil paid twenty-five years ago. In the same 11eriod of
time the expern1itnre for teachers' salaries hns increased from $94,820 to $472,029,. ancl
th o total expenclitnre for all hio-h school purposes from $124,181 to $696, 114. The
Iii erality of thr le.,. i. latnre, haYing regarcl to the number of pupils enroll ecl is not
n arly n. gre:it as it was tw nty-fixe yenrs n,o-o. If onr high srbools ar to continn
to lJ a r ·ibl to nll classes of the peoplr, they should not be barre<l. hy exces:iYe
i
Th Farmer 'Institnt a fo,\. weeks ago acloptecl n r solution to tl1e effect 1liat
''m1y int ri r'nc with onr hirrh ,·chool y, ·tem which would r emov it he~·o1Hl th
re, ch of th poor n11cl mal, l1ighcr <lncation th exc-lnsi-ve property of the ri ch is
not in th pnhlic int r :t."
J>EPAH'L'11EXTAL EXA:'lfJXATIOX •

The hon.. will oh .
xamination ·. Tlti.
f·
f c·amliilat

that I am a kin.,. for the snm of $Hl,O O for <lf•partm nt:11
:light incr a
on ]a. t y ar, hnt will h r conp cl hy th
<lnc· tion cl1•partm 'll ·011 ider. it bnt n ·a , nab] , if th
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country provicles what is nlmost free education for tlle pupils attending public and
high schools, that those who want a test applied to their atfainments by which they
can enter on an educational career for the purpose of their own maintenance shonld
themselves bear the cost of this test. Formerly a great part of the sum now paid
by the candidates was paid by county councils, and, as somebody must bear the
e~peuse of the examination, it is thought that those specially interested are not the
persons en titled to relief.
It might be interesting to the house to know that the system of conducting
examinations by a joint board of the department and of the university has worked
.well. By means of this board we are able to obtain examiners of the very highest
standing, and, as a consequence, the value of the certificate which they recommend
is gre~tly enhanced. For admissio~ to the examinations of the medical council it is
. the only standard now accepted. For university purpoRes it is also accepted pro
tanto, and, inasmuch as candidates can preparn in the same class either for matriculation into the university, law, meuicine, or a teachers' certificate, the classification
of the high schools is, as a matter of course, very much simplified. The generous
acceptance of this standard by the different universities of the Province has contributed very largely to the i;:;uccess of the scheme.
Another feature of this scheme which should not pass unnoticed is that it makes
teachers to a great extent the guardians of their own profession. This is the case
in la~, in medicine, and in arts. In 1883 the departmental examinations were conducted by men engaged in other callings, some of them young and inexperienced,
others too much absorbed in their own professiutial work to sympathize folly with
other professions. The year before I entered upon my duties the examination
papers of candidates for teachers' certificates were read by l:iw stuuents, medical
students, lawyers in active practice, clergymen,. and others with little or no profossional experience. Last year, and. for several ~·ears back, these papers were read only
by graduates of our universities actually engaged in teaching.
TECHNICAL EDUCATION.,

TLe growth of mechanics' institutes and free libraries in the last ten years is
worth.)' of notice, the increase l>eb1g from 93 in 18b3 to 255 in 1893. The number of
volumes issned in 1883 was 251,920, an<l in 1893, 1,415,867, an increase of nearly 600
per cent. I am asking for an atlditional grant this year for mechanics' institutes
mainly that their advantages might be extended to the residents ~f small town~
and ontlying villages, ancl I do so with the greatest pleasure because I olserve tlrnt
the ten<leucy toward the perusal of a bigl1er class of literature is in the ascendant.
For instance, in 1886 60 per cent of the volumes circulating by means of our
mechanics' institntos and free libraries was fiction; last year (1893) only 43 per cent
of the volumes issned was fiction. I attribute this change very largely to the
improved taste for snbst.antial reading whicll we have been able t,) cultivate
through the litera,tnre course fo our high schools and collegiate institutes. The
dcmaud for the best literature of the language, either in history, in pcetry, in biography, or in the magazines, is constantly growing, and I know of no better way
by which a, young man can continue his education after he leaves the pnblio school,
or even the high school, than by becoming a subscriber ton. mechauics' institute or
a free library.
SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL scrnNCE .

The school of practical science has grown ont of the school of technology establi shed in 1871.
'p tiU 1886 the work of the school was limited to the study of civil
and mechanicnl c11gi11eering with such instruction in practical and an:.lytical chemi try as was nccessitry. Owing to the strong demands for more adeqnate pro,'ision
for rnecLanics, engineers, architects, and miners, tho accommoclation in the school of
sci nee was greatly increasecl ancl 1:mch equipment proviclc<l as wo111<l facilitate the
practiral stu<l.;v of a complete eoun:;ti iu 1>ractical .·cieuce and ieclmology.
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In company with Professor GalbraHh I visited, in 1886, some of the largest schools
in the United States, such as the school of scienec in connection with Lehigh University, Cornell University, Columbia University, the School of Technology :1t Boston,
and other schools. The basis of the South Kensington School in London was also
considered and the faculties in the school of scien ce were, as a con seq nence, greatly
enlarged. The new builtlings projected in 1886 were completed in 1890 and formally
opened in 1891. ·The total cost of the building and equipment, including the old
building now used for chemistry and mineralogy, ·w as $220,000.
It is most satisfactory to know that the provisions made for tech nical e<lucation will
now compare favoral)ly with the best institutions on the Continent. No where in
Canada, at all events, unless it be at McGill University, is there such ample provision
for the education of engineer s, architects, and mechani cs, and in no school in the
United States, unless it be the Boston School of Technology, is there a school superior to that now established in Toronto.
The course of study includes mechanical, electrical, and mining engineering, with
full courses in architecture and analytical and applied chemistry. By the appoi ntment of Professor Coleinan the department of mineralogy, metaHurgy, and assaying
has been greatly strengthe11Cll, aml although not as yet as colll plete ns I would der:;ire,
nevertheless the work done must ultimately prove of the greatest valne in the development of the mineral resources of the conn try.
That this addition to the educational facilities of the country bas been appreciated
is evitlent from the increased attendance of stnclents. In 1882 the number of stnclents in attendance was 18; iu 1893 the attendance was 143, a very gratifying increase
in such a short period. Twenty-six conn ties of t,h e Province and two districts and
two Provinces of the Dominion are represente d i11 the school and con1.rilrnte among
them 89 students; 4 are from the U11ite<l States an<l the 1·emaill(ler from the city of
Toronto.
Apart from the advantages which must accrne to tbe country from the training of
ski11ed workm en iu the d epartrnents of engineering a11<l architecture, the diversity
of employment afforded by the school of science mnst prnve of substantial advantage
to the young men of Ontario. While it rrrny be impossible by any action of the l egislature to restrain the strong di sposition ·w hieh np11ears to prevail evP-rywhere to
cuter ihc learned professions, it is ,...,.it.hont question an advantnge to diversify the
occupation of the people as much as possiule. Skilled architects and engiucers are
in constant demarnl. The vast raiiway enteq)l'i<,es of tlie Dominion are ca,lling for
skil1ed mecbaufrs. The tlevelopment of el cc1ricit y opc11s a new :fieltl for the gen ills
of onr people. Tho miucral TcsonTces of 1he co nn try are waiting i1:e 2'.11idaH hall(l of
the assa,yist. The growtl1 of onr large C'ities m1(l the yast, expen<litnres on waterworks :m<l sewacre ' ystcms ca,11 for the well trained h yclranlic an<l san itary engineer.
That the skillell lauor required fur thcs purpm,es can uow ue snppli c<l within om
own Province and l.Jy the jndicions expell(litnre of the money appro1iriated uy this
legi,-lat11rc iH a foa.tnre of the e<lncational system of t hi s comitry which sl10111<1not l.Je
ov rlookcd. I hnx great conficlcnc:0, th rcforc, in nskincr the lcgislatnre to continue
it. lihernlity to th
C'hool of seienc . Its rccor<1 Rhows thnt it is wort11y of confi.de11 ·e, l\11(1 th ntt 11<1anc from all parts of the Province shows the extent to which
th in ·tru tion whi ·hi atforcl. i. a ppr, iat <l.
GF.:~ERAL i-;l':\L\fAHY .
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Macdonald 1s government the whole grant to education amounted to $351,306; in 189'J:
jhe total sum expended for all educational purposes, leaving out civil government,
was $662,520.
The yearly average grant to public and separate schools during the Sandfiel~
Macdonald administration was $167,540; during the last twenty-two years the yearl~·
ayerage was $258,394, or an increase of over 50 per ce:-it,
The grant to poor schools rose from $5,590 in 1871 to $31,497 in 1893, to be further
'ncreased to $45,000 during the current year.
The grant for mechanics' institutes, libraries, and t echnical education rose from.
$4,257 to $69,630 in 1892.
During Mr. Sanclfielcl Macdonald's time the cost of administering the education ~
department was 5 per cent of the average expendfture; during the last t"enty-two
years the cost of administration was only 3 per cent. During the last year of Dr.
Ryerson's administration the cost of administering the education department was_
$19,315; the year before I took qharge of the department the cost was $20,309; the.
cost in 1893 was $19,890.
Since 1871 the number of public schools establish ed bas increased from 4,770 to
5,903, the number of teachers from 5,476 to 8,480, and the number of pupils enrolled ,
from 454,662 to 485,670; the number of teachers trained in normal schools from 828to 3,038. Our high schools have increased during the same period from 104 to 12~
the teachers from 239 to 522, and the pupils from 7,968 to 22,837. In 1871 we h ad
but 1 normal school; now we have 2. In 1871 we had no county model schools;
now we have 59. In 1871 we had no school of pedagogy; now we have 1. In 1871
we had no art schools for mechanics; now we have 8, besid es the school of science_
In 1871 we had no properly organized teachers' in stitutes; now we have 69, attend~d
annually by 8,14.2 teachers. In 1871 we had only 51 mechanics' institutes; now we.
hase 24.4, with 14.5 reading rooms.
On every hand there has been growth and development. The liberality of tbe
government has been exceeded over and over again by the liberality of the. ratepayer. During the last twenty-two years about three generations of school children
have passed from the activities of the schoolroom to the responsibilities of citizen,
ship. May we assume that in the energy of our people, the stability of their character, and the general moral tone of the communit y there is reflected some of those
qualities which it has been the purpose of the public and the high school to inculcate..
WORLD'S FAIR.

I can not close my observations without congratulating the house and the Province on the distinguished position won for tho school system of Ontario at the
World's Columbian Exhibition. To place a young Province like Ontario in competition with the States of the American Republic and with the monarchies of Europe
was a somewhat severe test. l_t was no small honor, th er efore, in the face of such
competition, to obtain an award for our exhibit as a whole, and particularly to
obtain an award for our school system as a national syst em, compl etely organize<!
from the kindergarten to the university. I am informed that this was the only
award of the kind that was g iven. If so, it adds Yery much to its importance.
Besides this award, which includes almost all others, wo were awarded honors for
our system of conducting the professional training of teachers, for our public and
hi gh school system, and for the excellence of our t ext-books and the system under
':'7hich they were authorized. For the honors of this distinction no single person
can establish an unuivided claim. A. school system, either in its main features or
in its details, is not the work of a day.
The governments which preceded this government, both in Ontario and in the old
Parliament of C::mada, the ministers and cliief superintendents who were my predecessors, the inspectorn of public and high schools, and the others officers of tho
department, the director of the exhibit anti. the commissioner appointed by the govED
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ernment, as well a.s the people of Ontario whoso liberality mado our school systemall possibly ba,vo a right to share in this distinction. An honor so worthily obtained
will, I hope, be carefully gnarded. The man who would imperil our school system
l>y partisan criticism should meet with undisgnised opposition; the secretary who
would introduce any element of disintegration, either into the organization of the
system itself or into the public sentiment lly which it is supported, should bo treated
as an open and avowecl enemy, and he who by paper or by speech attempts rather to
discredit than to improve the work already done should be regarded as an incendiary
applying a flaming torch to ono of the historic cathedrals of the mother country.
IL-EDUC.A.TION IN NEW ZEALAND.

The report of the ComQ1issioner of Education for 1890-91 contained a
paper on ''Secondary education in New Zealand," 1 prepared by Hon.
Sir Robert Stout, K. C. l\'I. G., formerly minister of education and premier of the colony. He introduced his subject by a brief outline of the
system of public instruction and closed with an account of the universities, especially as related to the secondary schools. For the following
statement, showing more folly the organization and present work of
the universities and also compriRing particulars relative to technical
instruction in the colony, the office is indebted to Mr. Mark Cohen,
editor of the Dunedin Evening Star:
The annual meeting of the senate of the New Zealand University was held at Auckiand this year under tho presidency of the chancellor (Sir James Hector) . It must
be borne in mind that our university does not teach; it merely examines. The teaching is done by the affiliated colleges, which are entirely independent of the university.
There are three of these colleges-one at Dunedin, another at, Christchurch, the third
at Aucklanu, and Parliament is now being petitioned to make the necessary provision for the establishment of the fourth at Auckland. The senate is a perlpatotic
body, meeting annually in one of the chief cities, its principal work consisting of
appointing examiners, arranging for the conduct of examinations, prescribing the
work, and conferring scholarships and degrees according to tho reports of the examiners, who are resident in England for tho most part.
The revenue of the university is close on $20,000, of which $15,000 is provided by
Parliament, and $6,750 a.re oxpendecl on scholarships and a little over $10,000 in
examiners' fees . Last year 903 candidates presented themselves for examination in
all branches-matriculation, medicine, law, arts, science, scholarships, and honorscompared with 782 in 1891, a.:::i.d tho percentage of passes was eminently satiHfactory.
Among tho degrees conferred was that of doctor of science on Mr. Charles Cbifton,
r ector of tho high school at Pat Chalmers, non,r Dunedin-the first degree of its cla~s
gain d in any of th Australian colonies. The principal matter discussed by the
~ nato_was a proposal l>y Auckland College to discontinne the appointment of examrn rs 111 Eugla.nu, and to change the existing system of college work nnd r which
th acad mi year is divided into two terms. They uggested that the year's work
h uld lJo pr ad over nin months and be di vide<l into three terms; and that, in
ord r tog t rid f th delay and J sen the exp nse, the Eno-lish examine1·s honld
b
i pen
with and examin. rs Le appointed either iu the colony or in An trnli:1.
1

Y J. I Cbap . II, pp. 45-94. Note orre tion in the Ii t of Fellows of the New
Z alantl . ~niver ity, p. 1: R •ad Cook for Coop; a.fter ir James H tor, K. C. M. G.
1: · I· · rn tead f ahhr viations vrint d; in hlank after \V. ., Milne; for RohlPolle ton · for I. , . 'al
f. .A ., G. . , 'al•, f. A. and ·for Hon. 'i.r ob rt
, '. I. ' ., H n. ir R b rt tout, K. '. M. G.
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But it was clearly sho,vn that the entire fabric on which the memorialists had constructed tlrnir petition "'as based on false conc1usions. It was pro,ed that the time
given to tuition in ourcollcges was equal to that of any university in tho world, and
th at as much t imo was given to l ectures as in either Australia or England, and that
thc·proposed change would not tend to economy. Tho senate were unanimous in
approYing of the English examiners and indorsed Chancellor Hector's view that the
university derived. immense advantage from securing in that capacity the services of
some of the most eminent literary and scientific men in Great Britain.
Tho report of the UniYersity of New Zeafand just issued contains a few items of
interest. I n the first calender, published in 1873, there were entered 17 matriculated •
students, a11 men. In 1875 one female matriculated student was chroni cled among
50 m en . During 1891-92 there were attending l ectur es at the colleges a t Dunedrn,
Christchurch, and Auckland 705 students-of this number there were in all 378
female studcnts-118 matriculated female stnl1onts, as against 261 males; 160 unrnatri culatcd. females as against 166 males. Thero is no British university-prob ably no
uniYersity :mywhere-that can show such a ]argc proportion of women .students.
Between 1886 and 1892 93 junior scholarships were granted by tho university, and of
these 40 "ere gained by girls . Dnring tho samo period 188 students h ave received the
B. A. degree, an,l of these 46 were females . The M. A. degr ee is now held by 128 New
Zealand. graduates; and of these 34 are women. But of tho 100 senior scholarships
granted after three years' collcgo work, when tho candidate is completing tho B. A.
examin ation, only 16 fell to women b etween 1876 and 1892, and of tho 58 graduates
who gainctl tho M.A. clogreo ,-vith first-class honors during the same period only 10
were women.
On April 8 Otago University celebrated its majority with a speech d ay . There was
a goodly gathering of tho alumni and friends of the institution, ancl the venerable
chancellor (tho Rev. Dr. Stuart) presided . Tho most interesting address deliv_ered
on tho occasion was that by Dr. Shanel, profossor of mathematics, who sketched the
work done l>y this university during tho past twenty-one years. It was opened in
July, 1871, on premises (now uscu a.s a bank) in the very center of the bnsiness part
of Dunedin with a staff of professors-classics aml E n gli sh (Sale), mathematics and
natural philosophy (Shand), and mental and moral scionco (Macgregor, nowinspectorgenernl of hospitals for tho col ony) .
In 1872 a cbn,ir of chemistry and mineralogy (Black) was established; in 1873 the
faculty of l:1w, with Mr. (now Sir Robert) Stout as the first l ecturer; in 1875 the
medical school was founded, with Professor Con ghtrey as the first d ernonstrnitor of
anatomy and professor of physiology, to be succeeded in 1877 by Dr. Scott, the
present dean of the faculty of medicine; in 1877 Captain Hutton was appointed
professor of natural science, to bo succooded in 1880 by its present incumbent, Prof.
Jeffrey Parker; in 1878 a school of mines was establish ed, with Professor Ulrich a t
its head, ancl in 1891 tho latter was given the assistance of Mr. D. Wilkinson, from
the, 'd1ool of Mines, Lon<.1011, as lecturer on metallurgy.
The Presbyterian Synocl of Otago bas indorsed three chairs-mental and moral
pbilosopby (Dr. Salmond), English language and literature (Professor Gilroy), and
natural philosopliy (Dr. Shand). Tlrns the staff in the facu l ty of arts increased from
3 11rofcssors in 1871 to 7 professors and 2 lecturers in 1893, while the whole teaching
stnff of tho uuiversity ha.tl i11crcased from 3 in 1871 to 26 professors and l ecturers in
1893, exclusive of tho honorary medical st.aff of tho Dunedin Hospital who aro e.s: officio
the university's l ecturers on c1inical medicine and surgery. ·when the university
opened its doors it had 81 stUf1ents, none of whom bad to pass a matriculation
examination. In 1872 only 7 candidates 11assell that examin ation and tho attendance
consequently fell to 70, and in 1874 it dropped to 50, its lowest point, 1lne to the
entrance examination and tho natnral process of weeding out incompetent students.
Tho number has graduall y r isen since , t ill in 1892 the attendance was 212, the classes
t aken were 568, and the matricul ated students 173, or 83 per cent. As to the results
of the teaching :
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For the qurnquennial period ending in 1877 only 5 degrees were obtained and 1
student took honors; in the period ending 1882, 19 degrees were taken aml 3 student-a
took honors; in the period ending 1887, 5G degrees were obtained, 12 students taking
hpnors; and in the lust l)eriod ending in 1892, and including the latest examinations,
143 degrees were obt::d ned and '14 students took honors. Of the whole number of
23 degrees that were obtained 189 were in arts and science, 9 in law, and 25 in medicine. To quote Dr. Shand: "I venture to suggest that these figures indicate a satisfactory rate of progress, and the progress is due in part to the ~xpansion of the
institution, in part to the marked elevation of school education in this district, and
• in part to the improved tone existing among the students.
Technical instruction is making headway in the colony, thanks to the enthusiasm
of a numuer of gentl emen in the trading and manufacturing centers. After a great
deal of agitation the legislature has, during two sessions, yotecl $4,000 per annum
toward the encouragement of technical education, the vote being distributed in the
proportion of £1 to every £1 locally raised by subscription. But it is felt that this
is placing the so-called technical school!:; on an insecure footing; that it is too much
like a hand-to-mouth existence, and the present minister of education intends asking Parliament to pass a bill which will give a per capita allowance to every student
who passes examination by a Government inspector in certain specified technical
subjects.
At Dunedin, the techn.ical institute, which owes its origin main ly to the enthusiasm of Superintendent Thomson, who i s one of th e science teachers at the boys' high
school in that city, has been in existence exactly three years, and has so far done
good work, several of its students having been enabled to proceed thence to the
matriculation examination of the New Zealand UniYersity, and, passing it, have
entered on the arts and mechanical courses of th e Ota.go University, which is one of
th e teaching colleges of that institution. This year's r eport of the committee of management (mailed herewith) is one of encouraging progress. Of the 364 students who
enrolled themselves nearly 60 per cent were l ads and girls who, having passed the
"compulsory standards" of the primary schools, availed themselves of this opportunity of self-improvement in some branch of study that is likely to be of service to
them in tho business on which they are now engaged.
Owing to the want of suitable premises the committee h:we not been able till the
present year to take up the truly technical side of their work, but that difficulty has
now been overcome, and t::iis term the curriculum includes instruction in plumbing,
ca.rpentry, woocl and metal turning, wood carving, and typewriting. The management of the school is intrusted to a number of educationists, who are annually
selected by the subscribers . At Auckland a. similar institution bas just been established under the more ambitious title of the WoTkingrnen's College, which will be
m anaged by n, council, partly chosen by subscribers, and partly elected by the city
council, the governing body of Auckland College, the goYerning bocly of the Aucklanll Grammar School, the education board of the.Province, the Employers' Association, ancl the Trades anll Labor Council. Its session will be considerably longer
than that at Dunedin, viz: from February to November, while the Dunedin institution usually opens its doors in April and has difficulty in keeping its students
together after October.
Th Au ·kland institu ion proposes to be affiliated wHh the South Kensington Art
D partm ut, and Hs curriculum embraces freehand drnwing; practical, plane, and
olicl g ometry · me hanical drawing and machine construction; coach building;
ar ·bi tcctural drnwing and unilcliug ·onstrnction; chemistry; dressma.king, domestic
ec n my, arithmeti : algebra, mathematics, English and Eng1i h lit rature; French,
a d h okke ping. In, llington a comm ncemont hn been ma.de under the directorship f Ir.
il y, the drawinn- teacher und r tho "y ellington ducation board,
wh m y b con;idered a. te bni al exp rt, anc1 at Jnyer ay 11 and Cllristchurch
organization · will b rtl) be in xi. ten· for giving in structions 011 similar lines
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to those followed in Dunedin and Auckland. There is therefore reasonable.,grounds
for anticipating that Parliament will soon be invited to increase the grant_in aid of
techuical education.

l\fr. Cohen adds the following particulars, derived from the report of
the minister of education (Hon. W. P. Reeves) for 1892-93: · For the first time since the inauguration of our ednca,tional system in 1877, the average attendance during the last quarter of 1892 numbered for all the schools in the
colony upward of 100,000 children, exceeding the record for 1891 by 4,653. It is
noteworthy in this connection that, for each of the fifteen years during which the
education act has beeu in operation, each succeeding year, in · respect to average
attendance both for the fourth quarter and the entire year, has gained steadily on
the preceding year. 'l'ho ratio of average ai,tendance to the mean roll for the year
was 80.6 p er cent, which'is the highest yet recorded. 'l'bere was v ery little change
in the relative proportions of the ages in the public schools. There is a slight
iricrease in the proportion of children who remain at school after passing their
thirteenth year, the percentage now standing at 14; but, our factories act notwithstanding, the great bulk of our childr en leave the schools immediately after the
compulsory standard has been passed, and either assist the household or enter on the
battle of life.
In 1878, when the act came into operation, the average attendance only numbered
45,521. The number of pupils has doubled itself in the intervening fifteen years,
due primarily to the natural increase of population, and due in no small degree to
the acceptance of the system by the colonists and to the steadfast policy of each
· administration, which has taken care that a school shall be planted alongside of
every knot of fresh settlers. The total cost of our public school system in 1892-93
was £479,114; in 1877 it was £308,000.
III.-EDUCATION IN INDIA.

India (British provinces and native States) : Arca, 1,560, 160 ; population, 287,223,431 (1891 ).

On the 3d of February, 1882, the Government of India appointed an
ed.ncation commission, with a view to inquiring into the working of the
existing system of public instruction and to the further extension· of
that system on a popular basis. The system bas been developed in
accordauce with the policy outlined in the dispatches of 1854 and 1859,
the former being the date at which the education of the whole people
of India was definitely accepted as a state duty.
As set forth in tllo dispatch of 1854, the state undertook (1) to give
pecuniary assistance on the grant-iu-aid system to efficient schools and
colleges; (2) to direct their efforts and afford them counsel and advice·
(3) to encourage and reward the desire for learning in various ways, but'
chiefly by the establishment of universities; (4) to take mea·s ures for
providing a due supply of teachers and for making the profession of
t eaching honorable and respected.
The second great dispatch on education, that of 1859, reiterated and
confirmed the provisions of tlle earlier dispatch, with the single exception of the course to be adopted for promoting elementary education.
It was noted that the native community failed to cooperate with the
Government in promoting vernacular education, and strong doubts were
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expressed as to the suitability of the grant in aid system, as hitherto
in force, for the supply of vernacular education to the ma8ses of the
population. Such vernacular instruction should, it was suggested, be
provided by the direct instrumentality of the officers of the Government, on the basis of some one of the plans already in operation for the
improvement of indigenous schools or by any modification of those plans
which might suit the circums-tances of different provinces.
The expediency of imposing a special rate on the land for the provision of elementary education was also commended to the careful consideration of the Government. In short, these instructions confirmed
thP, principle of incorporating and improving the existing indigenous
schools, rather than -of inducing the people to set up new schools-under
the grant in aid systems then in force; but they also sanctioned the
establishment of new schools by direct departmental agency. Accordingly, the local govermner:.ts considered themselves free to adopt whichever system seemed to be best suited to local circumstances.
In the instructions to the commission created in 1882 attention is
called to the fact that, although the development of elementary education was one of the main objects contemplated by the dispatch of 1854:,
owing to a variety of circumstances more progress up to the present
time has been made in high and rnid.dle than in primary education.
While there was no dis1)osition on the part of the Government to check
or hinder such progress, it was submitted that the means by which
elementary education may be extended and improved should be their
principle care.
In the investigation, which lasted from the 10th of February, 1882, to
tbe 16th of March, 1883, the commission embraced every grade of instruction and all classes of schools as well as the particulars of administration, finance, and legislation.
A summary of the report of the commission was presented in the
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1883-84.1 The
Government of India has since published two quinquennial reviews of
the progress of public instruction in all its branches. The substance
of these later reports was brought into very concise form in a paper
pre ented before the Bristol Royal Statistical Society, by J. A. B,aines,
e q., C. S. I. The portion of this paper dealing directly with the statistics of education is here reproduced. As introductory, it sl10uld be
said bat Mr. Baines di cu sed the subject from the standpoint of an
intim .. te personal knowledge of all the conditions involved. Of himIf he a · :
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by tlle departmental officers, as to tho geuernl coudition of t.lie institution in regard
to sucll matters as a.tten<la.ucc, pnnctn:1lity in registratiou, and writing up current
recon1s, proYision of furniture, cleanliness of tho school premises, a.ml similar nonprofessional essentials. It is tho custom, llowcycr, on such occasions to gratify the
m:1stcr mlll the loc:11 bo.anl of management or the 11arcnts of the pupils by a cursory
parade of tho different classes in tho school, arnl to note down one's-general irn.pression or any specittl merits or defects tlla.t may ba,Yo attra.ctct.1 attention. This, then~
is tlle extent to which :r>robably nearly ornry member of my profession is competent
to judge of matters ellucational, and it obviously covers but one section, though
that i s tho largest ancl most important of tho population under instruction. It is
that in which the masses, among whom tho bulk of our work lies, a.re chiefly interested, and it is that again ·w hich, under tllo system in force in se-,eral of tlle ProviJ1ccs, seems as a feeder to tho institutions of a higher grade, and whore accordingly
one finds in embryo tho pupil who is met later in life in tho court or offices of the
district, or in even higher functions.
I personally l.uwo had tho further :1dvantage of having been for a few months au
educational inspector, :1U<l though my experiences in that capacity gave mo no right
to speak as an authority, they were sufficient to give mo a certain insight into the
system an<l to enable mo to read between the lines of the statistics, selections from
which I have to present to you hereafter.

It should be premised also that the interest of the portion of the
paper here reproduced. is greatly enhanced in the original by the
author's analysis of the social and industrial conditions of the country.
Interesting aud. valuable as this portion of the paper is, the limits of
space forbid its foll presentatiolJ. .A. single paragraph, in which the
writer ]1as summed up the conditions that exercise a paramount in:flu.ence upon education in India and differentiate this from other countries, is here q noted:
I hrwo hitherto spoken of the population as consisting of only two sections; one
preponderately numerous, tho other very much tho re verso. I have dividecl the community into, first, a largo uody of agriculturists with n, small contingent of handicraftsmen working on n, small scale, and, secondly, into an enormous aggregate of
independent villa.go communities ·w ith a minute sprinkling of towns of above the
size of a local market. But the next socittl units with which it is necessary to my
subj ect that I sboulcl deal arc of a v ery different character. They refer not so much
to tho occupation and functions of tho people or to what may bo called, on a small
scale, their political congregation, but to what, from an ot1ucational point of view, is
much more important; that is, theil' religious, ibeir ceremonial, and, above all, their
domestic relations. I speak of what a.re known to us by tho Portuguese name of
castes. I can only toucb h ero npon tho b:uest outlines of this complicated subject,
aucl will jnst l>ring forwarcl enough of its main features to explain its great, indeed
1,c rna,y almost say without exaggeration, its overwhelming in:fluenco upon tho education of tho majority of tllo Indian population.
The caste system, indeed, nominally prevails, strictly speaking, among tho Brahmauic community alone; that is1 among those ·who accept Brahmauic ministrations
and recognize the religious and social preeminence of the Brnhman. But in 1wacticc there are few sections of tllc community thnt arc free from it. Tho bnlkof the
Mussulmans in India are local con,erts from tbo Bralluin,nic folll and hn.vo preserved
to a great extent their former uuregenorato social observances and traditions. Tho
Jains ancl Sikhs are simply schismatics . The forest tribes occnpy tho l>ordor land
lJetwcen Brallmanism and tbe organized and animistic creeds of their ancestors.
Those who romain in the woods are staunch to their ancient faith, and have their
own priests a,nd ceremonials. Tllo fringe tbat 1iYes adjacent to tlrn plains i s gradually being absorl>ed into Brahmanism by means of caste inuucements. not by a~ything
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in the nature of proselytism or con version, so that we may roughly say that, except
among the frontier tril.Jes of tho northwest, where Islam is strong and tribal feeling
stronger, und among the Buddhists of Burm ah, a portion of tho Christian converts
and the small communities of the hill tracts, there is a general adhere11co to the caste
system. Even foreign tribes, such as the Parsis and Bcni-Irael, or Marathi-speaking
Jews, have acquired a considerable dash of the prevailing sentiment regarding this
matter.

Mr. Barnes introduces the strictly educational part. of the paper
with the following table, compiled from tlle census returns modified by
the retums of the education departments. They relate to the British
provinces, comprising a population of 221,172,952 (census 1891 ), and
the native States, whose schools come under the department of public
instruction of the adjacent local governments, as in. Bombay and the
central provinces:
British J)rovinces and
smaller cities.
Females.

Males.
Pupils .......................................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 517, 778

168, 274

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117,494,014

113,406,669

r1ni~:!te~~~~-~~~-~~ ~.i~~~:: :: ::::::~ :: :::::::: ::::: :: ::::::: :: ::::::::: :::: ::: 10~: ti!: in 112, ~n:m
1

Proportionately stated, the figures tell the following tale:
Males. Females.

- - - - - - - - - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----

Under instruction ....................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Not under instruction, but able to read ancl write ............... .................. ..
Illiterate ....................... ·. ....................................................

Percent. Per cent.
2. 99
0. ~:
8. 06
O.
88. 95
99. 44

Total ............ .. .... . ........................ : . ............... ....... ......

100~ -100,00

The paper continues:
Thi s, then, was the prevalence of instruction in tho year 1891. Of tho males, 11
per cent, of the females of India 56 per 10,000 were then stated to be not illiterate,
or 6 per cent of the whole communjty. There are three other aspects in which the
return may be considered. First, it is allowable to deduct the children of both sexes
under 5 years old, that js below school-going age, a process which r aises the
proportions to the extent shown below:
Males.

Females.

Per cent. Per cent.

}&~l~~i~::::::::::
:::::·_::::::::::::: :::::·.::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
. . .. .... .. . . . . . . . . .. .. ..... .... .. .... .. ........ •. . . . .. . . . ... .. . . •.. . .. ...

t ii

87. 12

~: 1i

99. 35

I hould bav likecl t havo dealt with the population of school-going age as a
who] , but as a further return will show, wben I treat of it pro ently, it is not practicable t thus distrilmto th pur i1 , sine , though the mns. c may cea ·e to attend
s ·hool at 14-, many l a,·e l llfr before thi. while of tho minority a good many contion at, h 1 up to 1 or 20, nnd at 11 ge still l nger. Roughly spcakin"', the
proportion ha b n 1 partmentally ta.ken at 15 per c nt of the total m:i,le popula-
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hon. In the case of girls it would not roach much above half that fraction, since it
is rare to :find thorn allowed to attend school after they have att:1iuec1 their rnarriageaule age of between 10 and 14, and the proportion nnder 5 is considerably above
that of the boys. The next light in which to consider the distribution is territorial]y or by provinces, a point which can be dealt with summarily by reference to the
following statement, which shows the proportion of illiterate of both sexes in the
principal divisions of tho country:
Illiterate per 1,000.
Males.

Females.

- - - -- - - - -- - · ! - - - - - - --

PROVINCES.
Madras ..... ................. .
Born bay ................ ..... .
l3engal ..... ... .............. .
Northwest provinces ..... .. . .
Oudlt ............••...........
Sind!J .. ...... ................ .
Panjab ...... . ............... .
Central provinces ........ .... .
Assam ....................... .

Illiterate per 1,000.
Males.

Females.

----------- ---- ----

PROVINCES-continued.
851

990

€60

!)!)0

892

996
997
998
995
997
998
997

!)37
942

915
920
Oil
924

Lower Rurmah ............. .
Upper Bnrinah .. ........... .

557
538

962
085

STATES.
Haidrabad .................. .
Barorla ..................... .
Mysore ..................... .

928
856
895

997
995
993

As regards males, the difference between Burmah and the rest of the British Possessions must be noted, as it is due to the religious system in the more remote province. Buddhism there elem.ands that every boy should spend a certain number of
years under instruction in a monastery, and the establishment of these inf?titutions
being an act of religious merit, leading to substantial benefit in the next incarnation
of the pious founder, is n, usual way of disposing of wealth, the accumulation of which
is reprobated in the tenets of the local faith. Not a.large proportion, it maybe mentioned, of these Hpongyi Kyaungs, as they are called, are included in the departmental returns, though a good many of ~he private institutions are gradually adopting
the moc1ern text-books nnd methods of teaching mathematics a,nd writing introduced
of late years along with the British system. 13ut when ,ve come to the rest of India,
instead of but little over half the male population being illiterate, we :find the lowest
proportion to be 85 per cent, a.nc1 throughout a considerable portion of the country
it rises above 93. All that neecl 1.Je remarked about the other sex is that, except in
Burmab, the illiterate nowhere form less than 99 per cent of the total number.
We have, then, the distribution according to the main religious creeds. Here, again,
no detailed comment is necessary, since nearly three-fourths of the community are
returned und er titles which include such wide divergences in their subdivisions as to
be valueless as aggregates. We must take, for instance, the Brahmanic community
by castes, and ifwe divide the Christians, similarly, into native converts and foreign
sojourners, the results are very different from those given in the following table:
Creed.

Percentage of illiterate.
Males.

Brahmanic .. .................. .... ........................................... .
Sikh ...................................... . .................. ..... ........... .
Jain ............................ ....... . .................... ·................. .
Buddhist ...........................•................... ................. .... .
Parsi . .... .... . ..... .... ....... . ............................................. .
Mnssulmau ................................................. ........ .... .. ... .
Christian .................. . ................................................ . .
Jew ...... ..... .. . ........................................................... .
Furest tribes ................................................................ .

89. 5
90. 4
46. 6
52. 6
22. 3
92. 9
05. 7
48.1
99. 2

Females.
99.6
99. 6
98.6
97.4
49.9
99. 7
86.4
78. 6

100.0

The only remarks on the :figures, then, that need be made are that next to the
European element, the Parsi is tho least illiterate, and represents the only indigenous
section which bas an appreciable proportion of literate women in it, and the whole
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Zoroastrian community numbers less th an 90,000 souls. 'Ibo Jains, which come next,
show r emarkable divergence between tho :figures for tho two se:s:es. This is due to
the fact that the males included in tho area whero education was returned at the
last census are nearly all traders, while their households have no such charn.ctcristic
to raiso them nhove the general d ead l evel of their sex. The Jews, again, form :1
sma1l nncl scattered community of l ess than 18,0C0. Th e Sikhs arc cultivating landholders of military proclivities, neither of which pursuits is fayorable to the diffusion
of book l earning. They arc probably, l10wcver, a little more literate than the tablo
shtnrn tlJcm to h e, because many know their scriptural a1flhabet antl literature,
without being able to read th e P ersian character, which is that taught in the public
schools of tho Punjab. The Buddhists, as I h ave jnst said, a1·e concentrated in
Burmah and tho Himalay a, and can generally reatl and write.
But there is another point j.11 connection with the p ermeation of literature through
tho community at l arge on '1hich th e census alone throws any definite light. This
is tho component ])arts of the class shown abov e as not illiterate. Tho information
collectctl relates only to those returning themselves ns no longer under instruction,
but no donut many of the pupils of tho higher institutions are h ere included, aml
even irrespectiYe of theso tho return sufficiently fulfills its object of indicatiug the
social classes that take advantage of the instruction placed within their reach.
The tables treating on this subject a.re based on inclividua1 castes, numbering, of
course, many thousands, all of ,.hich were clas:sifiecl into conventional grou11s, based
partly on racial, but mainly on occupational or functional consid.erations; not necessarily the occupation, it must bo understood, exercised in tho present day, but that
traditional in the caste and from which it derives its name.
The obj ect of this combination, I need perhaps hardly observe to my statistical
collea.gues here, was not to serve any anthropological purpose, but merely to ensure
uniformity of treatment in tho twenty or so units of compilation over which the
287,000,000 people were distributed, so that tho central authority m ight bo confident
t.hat iu analy zing the aggregate of the r eturns ho was dealing with material i~eutical, or nearly iuentical, in all cases . Now, as there arc no l ess than 60 of tnese
caste groups, I do not propose to-do more than skim the surface of the very snggcstiv-o r esults of the above analysis. Tho first glance shows us two fac ts: Ono encouraging from tho standpoint of comparison with the past, tho other rather startling as
to tho situation at present. We find, on the one han d, that among th ese 60 social
groups there is n ot one which, is entirely barren of people who know bow to read
and write. Of course, if we take individu al cast es, in different parts of India, t here
must be h un dreds in the latter condition, but l ookin g at society in what .,o may
describe as strata, to u se a geological term, it is remarkable tliat the lowes t sectious
h ave managed to obtain a crumb or so of instruction, and it is quite certain that thic,
was not tho case half a century ago. Even now the share of the majority of the
gronps is insignificant, save in connection with this last consideration, but the
encouraging fact is that it is there at a ll. This brings me to the second and less
satisfactory aspect of the table. We find . that tho proportion of one-tenth of the
group is literate in no more than 11 instanc s out of the 60, and that these 11, contamrng 52 per cent of the total number of literates of the country, represent l ess than
14 per cent of the populatiou . Even from this selection we must make certain
de<1uctions, as in tho 52 per cent arc included nearly 14 per cent of Burmese, Enrop ans ancl Eurasian . \Ve th en getthc results shown b elow, that ov r 6 per c nt
of th P opl share among them something nnd r -18 per cent of tho ·o who an read
an<l writ , scatt redo, r ome 50 functional group .
T11 great a!!l'icnltural and pastoral group, for instance, shows 2½ per cent oflit r at ~mong it component parts. The artisans fall slightly below this, and no it m
of 1th r oup is ju lnded in the inner ircle of the 10 per cent. Th s fignr s sbow
th comparative concentration of in trn tion within the cla ·ses to whom it is the
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traditional and direct means of livelihood, arnl its comparative neglect where it can
only lie of valne as a factor in general education. But this is a mv.tter on which my
remarks must be deferred till wo have done with the statistics of the subject. \ Percentage

0;1

total.

jPopulati0n. i Literates.
4. no
. 9::1
4.11
. 72
. 04
. 22
2. 88
86.19

Brahmans .... ....•.......................... .......•...... - ······· ············
,Yri ters ....... .... .......... - .. - - .. . - . .. · · -.. · · · · - ·· · · · · · · · · ··· - · · ··· · · · · ·· · - ·
Traders .. .......... .. .. . ............... . ......... - ........... - -··. - - . - - · ···· ··
NatiYe Christians ........................................................... .
Parsis ............................ -......... - ... · · - - · · · · · · - · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · Others ............................................................... - . ... -. - .

~~r:~~~~~-~.~~~. ~~~~~~~::

:.· ::: :::::: :::.::::::: :: ::: ::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::

I therefore pass on to tho last statistics which I propose to introduce.

JG. 81
~- 74
13. 74
2. 05
. 42
• G9

13. 86
4.7. 69

They relate

to the quality of tho instruction, even as those already passed in review show its
diffusion, and are taken therefore from the departmental retarns ·of public schools
There are, no
doubt, over 39,000 institutions shown as private on tho r0lls, but most of them arc
merely denominational or rudimentary schools, with from 10 to 13 pupils apiece, and
of a Ycry fluctuating standard of learning and precarious existence . Tho following
table contains the information in question:
by which arc meant those conforming to the prescribetl standards.

Distribution,, per cent.

Numbers·.
Grade.
Boys.
College:
Arts .......................... , ................... .
Professional ...................................... .
Normal institution ............. _........ ... . ... __ ... _.
Technical institution ....... . .... ........ ... .......... .

12,940
3, 26l
4,327
16, 125
57, 4112
125-, 014

:~~~1;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Primary:

Girls.

Boys.

Girls.

0. 44
.10
.14
. 53
1. 89·
4.11

45
31
819
461
926
6,105

0. 01
• 0:1:
.27
.15
• 3.0
1. 98

Upper . .................. . .. . .................. . .. .
Lowera .......... ... .. ..... ... ... ................. .
Lower b ..... .•• : . ••••••..............••...... .. .....

343,734
1,819,849
658,758

6. 47
19, 920
11. 30
178,477
59. 83
58. 08
100, _61_6_ ,___~
_i_._66_,____
32_._73_

Total . .... .......... .... . .. . . ... ............... .

3,041,510

307,400

a Rea.cling printed books.

/J

I

100. oo

I

100. oo

Not reading printed books.

It shows that 93 per cent of tLe boys anfl 96 of the girls are in the primary stage of
instruction, and that over a fifth of tho former and nearly a third of the lattei~are
not yet advanced to the stage of r eading printed books; 4 boys and 2 girls in every
100 at school at all had reached the mill<lle grade, and two more boys had got as far
as the higher. When wo have to consider the university and other· in.s titutions, we
must abandon percentage and take to the fractions of 1,000 to get an appreciable
proportion, either for boys or girls. This brief exposition is enough to show that
anything beyond elementary fostruction has as yet made little way in India, and r
fenr that when we come to the tests applied to the work of the schools the real value
of the figures will shrink into 1:,till smaller proportions. Generally speaking, the
scheme includes a test of primary instru cti-on at the end of the third or fifth year of
attendance. The middle-class stage is closed by an appropriate examination, to
which is added special test for entrauce to the lower clerical grades of the public
service, while the high school, except where a special bifurcation of studies has been
recently introduced, leads directly to the entrance examination to the university.
Tho following table, which shows the number of boys consiu.ercd suftrciently pre-
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pared to b e subjected to examination, and tho percentage that were successful at the
test, speaks for itself:
·Number Percentage
examined. passed.

Test.
Matriculation .......................................•..... .......... .. ..... ....

iilficl~ ~~~~~~~?. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

t;~1;i
;;f;iJ:/~~~~~~~-t~- ::: : :: : : : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : : :: :::: :: : ::: :: :::::: ::: : : : : : ::
Lower prilnary ................................................... ....... . ,_ .. . .
:.rotal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14,244
1,355
2!, 385
4, S60
!)9, 44!)
176,757

40
28
49
33

61
53

1- - - - - 1 - - - - -

321,059

Relatively few girls advance beyond the primary stage, but the still smaller numb er examined seems better prepared than their comrades of the other sex. About 1
. in 8 of the boys seem to have come to the test, and a little above half passed, chiefly
owing to the grea.ter success in tho lower standards.
in a paper treating of popular education only, it is not necessary to discuss the
branches of instruction which are not strictlv included under that term, so the universities and their work may be said not to f~ll within the scope of my subject. But
I wish to include in my general survey Indian education as a whole, and to praise
accordingly the higher culture as we have done the rest. In fact, if we aro talking
of an educated community at all, we can not draw the line at the sixth standard,
which represents in India even a lower degree of attainments than it does here, but
we must imply something more extended. It is desirable, therefore, to see the actual
extent of what is called the educated community. It has been shown already that
at the present time only some 5 per 1,000 of the pupils <1f India have reached the
university, including both arts and the professional faculties. The departmental
returns show that during the last :five years an average of about 18,000 annually
appearec1 for matriculation,.of whom a, third only passed the test. Of'the latter class
something under 38 per cent proceedec1 no further t h an to the intermediat.e examination; 14 per cent went on to a-Uegree in arts, and some 10 per cout graduated in law,
medicine, or civil engineering. To the great majority ihe on trance examina,t ion is
no more than a qualification for service under Government or under such private
employers as require assistants of the literary caliber implied by this test, and to
such an extent has this tendeney grown in some parts of the country, that at least
one university has been obliged to promote the establishment of an independent
,. examination of the feeder schools, to servo the purpose for which its own doors were
form erly besieged. As to the graduates, the universities have been now in operation
for the last thirty-five years or so, and the total outturn in the arts faculty may be
estimated at somewhere about 16,000; but the present vice-chancellor of the Bombay
University, a Brahman of great distinction, has just been deploring the serious want
of stamina he has noticed among uniYensity men, and their generally short lives, so
that the actual numb er in existence must be consid erably below tho above figure.
This, then, is the nucleus of the intollectnal life of India, and, as I bave said before,
there is in it no repre2entative of the agricultural or the industrial backbone of the
country, oven if there be any to speak of in the stages between this and the primary
schools.
I will not overburden this paper with statistics showing what bas been done duri~g the last forty years in the way of extending the provisions for popular instru~tion, or bow far advantage has been taken of these provisions. The information 18
available el ewbore in a form more xplicit than any I coultl adopt within my present
liruits. Progre ·s there ha b en, and very marked progress, though not altogether
~n the direction wh re it was most needed; am1 the foregoing portion of this paper
is calculat d, p rbap to indi ·ato not o mu ·h what has been accomplished as the
vast amount still to b don . It is on thi consideration that I am laying so little
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stress on the system of education or on the State action with regard to it. Where
there is no effective demand for education, or, as in India, a demand fo·r it only among
a small minority, the part that can be played by system or by State initLttive or aid
is insignificant, and its r es ults are no more than an excrescence or parasitic growth
on the life of the community. What has to be educated is not tho mind, which can
be reached from school or college, but the will, which is molded only uy public opinion. Tho advance of the two independently of each other leads to results which are
by no means free from difficulty and even clanger. To take first the practical, and,
I admit, the lower, side of the question, tho professionally literate castes, as the
returns show, are taking far more advantage of the educational facilities of the
present system than the rest; so not only is tho already wide gulf between the two
being increased, but the too prevalent view is being emphasized and confirmed that
instruction is merely a tool whereby a certain class gets its living, and with which
the rest of the community has no concern. The notion once held that instruction
would reach tho masses best by "downward filtration" from the literate minority,
was based on a misconception of the character of Brahmanic society, and has long
since b een abandoned. The hold of caste on occupation is strengthened by this
unequal t endency, and the position of tho lowest, who, like those at the opposite
extreme of the social scale, are not bound clown to definite functions, but· are available to undertake any class of labor, is stereotyped in its depression.
I spokQ, in the beginning of this paper, of a specially meritorious work to which
the efforts of Christian missionaries bad been directed. This is in relation to the
education of the classes whose contact and presence is traditionally polluting to the
rest of the Brahmanic community. To enforce, in the case of such castes, the equality
of treatment in schools to which, under the Queen's proclamation of 1858 and the
rules of all Stato departments, they are eutitlecl, ii, equivalent to a clecree of eviction against tho rest of tho pupils. Not one could, under 1min of excommunication,
remain, an d t he master himself would be in tho same plight. I have myself seen, in
placo of the traditional rattan for corporal punishment, a row of hardened clay
pellets on the tutorial desk, which were thrown with the accuracy of long practice
at the impure urchins who wero receiving instruction in a row outsido the building
occupied by the rest. The Government has had to recognize the prejudice, and to
ordain that it should be met with tact and patience, but not directly infringed.
Now tho important feature in this digression is that these educationally boycotted
castes contain over 57,000,000 souls, or 1 in 5 of the population. If it were not for
mission schools and public institutions established in special tracts where such
castes are strong, not a boy among them would bo able to acquire the rudiments of
learning. To r eturn to the question of the relations between the minority and the
masses, we already find that the real influences on public opinion are only to be
learned in the court, in the field, at the well, or under the big tree in the middle of
the village; and to go to the school or press for such information is to incur the certainty of being misled. The boy of tho literate class, if 11ot of town origin, spends
most of his youth in a town if he aims at secondary education, acquires urban tastes
and mban views of lifo, which unfit him for sympathy with rustic concerns, just as
the peasant complains that retaining his boy up to 14 in the primary school softens
his bands and makes him unable to do bis full day's plowing. Then, again, the
strict ca.ste--regime that prevails among the literate community shows little or no
signs of material relaxation, though in one or two points there are manifestations
Of l'OYOlt among a small minority who may finally succeed in leavening the mass.
Thus the outlet for the youth of this class is annually growing narrower, and the
market for their industry more glutted. India can only provide litigation for a certain number of legal practitioners, and the higher class of students has hitherto
shown little aptitude for any other profession but that and the service of the state
or public bodies, which is, agafo, a more or less fixed quantity. Medicine and civil
engineering, for which there is an opening, aro only favored by a narrow class, not
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alwa,ss the 6lite of society. Further in.to this question it is not necessary here to
enter. It is when -we turn, to tho mora1 nspects of the e-xtension of intellectual
educati.on in a population snbuiviued aml constituted as is thait of India, that we
find the gravest reason for deliberationr It i's not merely that the rift between convicii:011 and conformity is gr.owin.g witl:er;. that the hea(l is growing faster than. the
11-eart, for that is usu:xl, if not universal) in the e:x,peFience of national education, but
i:t is-tho causes th:.it tend fo ret:1r<l, an<l p erhaps to prevent, re:-idj.ustmcnt, that must
give us pause. The zcry fi.rst and foremost cduca,tive influence in a state is that of
the family, not the school. TherQ is a phrase of Rkhter bearing on thls that is
w0rth rcmerub.ering; so much so, that I have prefix.eel it to tho cli:1rte:i; 011 oducu.tion
in my cen-sus :tepo.rt ;· but, as I do not flatter myself that I ha:ve thereby made it"
triie oi: uRinfrsal:ly known:, it is ·worth citing again:
"'The waYes of the ocean,. befo1:e reaching the child, break agai11-s t four walls
which encompass:_ the water of his. Q·ducati0n 0r erystalliza,tion. Father, mother,
brnthe:r.s,. n.nd sisters, and ru fow e-xi;ra, p-eoplo are his formi:ng-worlll [f;nd mold."
A,ncl iu I11dia,, as I hope I ha,vQ ma,dc· cle·a r, he has also a,n outer line of defense, in
his c::iste.. But, withal, the· main infl ucnce is that of woman. I h:1ve heanl and rea.d
a, great deal on th·e subj-ectiou of womerr iu India., and, the cleallen.in:g.iufluences of
the zenan:t system;- b:ut,. as to the· latter., I can spea:k from person:il e-xpcrien.cc, and
history confirms: it, that there· arc few shrewder negoti·ators, or persons more aJi.:ve
to-what is neeessary fo1: their o:w n pm·poses- or the interests- of their csfates, than
the ln;dics-with whom one has to do business with a; cu:rtain between us.. As to their
su·bjeetion-, whateven may be the theory. :r.eganling. it- and I must admit tlia.t the
authorities use b:i:ave w0rds-in p.r::wtice, aucl :1gain I speak from varied occurrences
Jaill before mo in. eourt :111-d v.illa,ge-:E have i:nv:a,riably found, if the president will
pe1:mit me to· use n,n expt·ession tho political s-ig11.ifi:eation of which is scarcely older
than this pn.per, that the pred:omina:nt nicmber of the domestic partnershi:p was a
eerta-in 01<1 w0man, genentlly the mother,, 1,10:t,. :xs I have hea,rcl is the <;USC in this
cemntry, of the wife, but of th-0 husband.. In India, in fact, n,s elsewhere," she who
:rocks- the cradle rules the· empire," a;uu when we :fi11cl thait her sway in her own
immediate circle is complete, her social aspi:rations arc restricted withi11 immutable
limits-, an<.1 those of h er inferiors similarly kept from encroaching, and that sh~ has
no conception of any social grievance with whicJi the elders of her ca.ste are not
competent to c,leal, we shall not go far wrnng if we say her tendencies are likely to
be c011serzativo, a,ncl, looking at the very high place ceremonial and custom occupy
in her r eligion. and iu h er domestic arrangements, more probably t han not she will
be fonncl to be a bigote(l member of that party. Any inclination towarll innovatioD, therefore, will be suro to be met with far more resistance from the women of
the community than even from tho meu, a.nd what tho fatter is I havo gi:vcn the
means of judging alre:1dy. In tho mere matter of book l earning it is less surpri ing
to fintl tho women b:wkward than in regard to the a,bandonment of social en toms
whi h they no doubt recognize as harmful to their sex, bnt which, ne,·ertheless, like
om other fashions, they consider it a.point of honor to endnre. To exp1ain this, it
is uuue essary to go further than the antipathy of the men, especially of the literate
ca t , to tho a quisition of 1 a.ming by their partners any more than by their
social inf rior .1 If auy other reason be required it may be found in the fact briefly
mention <l :.ilJOY , that 1n proportion as tho Brah manic hold on the masses is strong,
th ail ption of th ir itleal in regard to marr~a,rro is pr valent, so that there is a continnous t ndency ~ w a.1th iucr as s to lower th arro of the bric1e, ancl to scc1L1cle
tb girl of marria"' al,le age, hoth of whi h pra, ·tic
I n eel harclly r mark, ha.vo
an iofln nc fatal to an rthinrr lwyoncl tho very ruclim •nts of]earninlT, Thn it ha.pr> n. that a orclinn- to the n ns we fi11d to Yery 1,
mal snot wholly iJlit rate
only47 f•mal s of he ;am 1
of a ·c1uir ruents th di. parity rnnninrr in greater
r l •s int nsi 'thr ugh th
hol • c mm uni y.
of Brahman
th r x .

1,937,O

aro
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Nor is there nt present nny sign that tho disparity is on the decrease. It may lie
said, of course, that within this last ten years or so female e(lucation has ndvanccd
faster than th:.t of mn,les, and the nn,ketl fignres of the annual returns are ca.lled in
evidence of this. Granted; but l ot us look if that is the real teaching of these :figures. Consider the numbers involved, actual or relative. \Yhat a drop in the ocean!
Ten years ago tlierc were in every thousand women four who were not illiterate,
there arc now five. There bas been n, growth of secondary aml mlclclle-cbss edne::ttion among them, but tho tables show that it is confined practically to the small
connrnmities of Europeans, Pnrsis, and Christian converts, and has nothing to do
with the masses. The number of pupils in training to fake charge of girls' schools
has increased, but it appears c1ue only to the accession •of Christian converts 1 as
no other caste will degrade itself to so public a, function. Now, the great bulk of
these converts, and to the honor of the missions be it spoken, belong to the dep-ressed
or menial section of the Brahmanic community, and take their place in their little
world, not according to attn.inments or conduct, but by virtue of their traditional
and nativ"e position. They have no influence, therefore, outside their class room,
ancl so far as the parents of their pupils are concerned, n.re admissible to no share in
social life. This, again, is not conducive to the spread of learning among the women
of tb e country.
So lon g tlien: I repeat, as the disparity between the sexes in point of education
continues at anything like its present extent, the influence of tho home will be set
dea(l against that of tho school, except in so far as tho latter acts merely as the agent
for ol>taining early in lifo a pecuniary position thn,t will enable tho recipient to dispense with further study. So long, again, as this mental divorce is tho approvecl
rule, all tho cdncation that can be impart_e d from without tbo horuo will bo '' of the
man's life a thing a,part." It will hang on him like Sa,ul's a,rmor on the shepherd
boy, and for all the help it mn,y gi vo him in the battle of life, the Goliath of ancestral prejudice will die in his bed at a ripe old ttge. Knowing what it i:,i my professional duty to know of the sentiment and practice of the home circle a,nd domestic
surroundings, to hear the great English classics or the vernaculn;r renderings of tb,e
politicn,l history of Enrope or America from the mouths of the urchins in the village
or district schools, always l>rings to my mind Cicero's question when he saw his rather
diminutive son-iu-law invested with the brand his father had borne in the civil war,
"Who on earth has tied Dolabella to that sword f" In later life it is too often tho
same, and the great principles of morality and statecraft that lrnve been the brand
of victory in the \Vest become in Oriental hands the court sword flourished to direct
tho movements of a sham fight in which neither morals nor policy are at stake.
With policy we have ln<'kily nothing to do on this occasion. As to morals, thongh
the results of a system of public instruction may not yet be apparent among the
masses for reasons I h:we already given, the system bas borne a fruit esoterically,
or " ·ithin tho fold, which is not altogether pal:ttablo to the menta,l horticulturist,
.even if it be so to anyone else concerned. It is the results of testing intellectnal
proficiency and depth l,y meami which connote moral conditions which have not yet
been developed in lndin,. Examinations in this country are, relatively speaking,
successful, because it can be assume(l with reason that the moral :fiber of a candidate
is up to a certaiu standard, so that it is )Jecessary to test his intellect alone. It is
not so in India., where the goal is considere<l attainable by the bypaths of morality
as justifiably as by the highroad. In fact, in some p:1rts of the country the art of
swindling has received quite a fresh stimulus from tho new field thus opened to it.
Not a year passes without its crop of cases of personation, fraudulent acquisition of
tho examination papers, oven when they are expressly printed in various towns in
Europe; forged certificates of chn,racter, age, and departmental qualifications. In
Bengal it is stated officially that detection is entirely dependent on acci<lental defects
in the pro edure, so that probably for every case found out ten pass unnoticed. In
a lower sphere of the education of youth pupils are borrowed for a cl~y from one
school for tho annual examination of a,nother. Tho prosecution of a few masters for
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fra1~dulent or _forged registers of attendance had the effect of temporarily stopping
the practice of submitting registers at all. A district board found it necessary to
abandon the custom of giving annual school rewards because of the fraud pra0ticed
in order to get them. A municipality in another part of the country reduced the
salary of a master who had offended one of the leading townsmen, :first by expelling
his son and secondly by refusing to give that promising pupil a certificate of good
character on which he might appear for tho universi ty examination. In another
similar case a fresh school was set up by the city fathers to ruin the too conscientious
pedagogue. Finally, a master in a village on the border of a district got the reward
at his annirnl examination, and then promptly transferred himself and his pupils to
an adjacent village in the•next district, where a second examination brought him in
a second harvest. The competition for promising boys in the ai<led schools of the
capital of I ndia, which i~ carried on by public advertisements offering rewards, by
active canvassing, ancl by other means d~rogatory to the dignity of learning,_ such
as tampering with registers, falsifying transfer receipts, and similar expedients,
which outside the scholastic world would be called forgery, has, it is stated, materially lowereJ. the discipline of the whole body of pupils. 'fhe best prepared openly
put themselves up to auction shortly before the examination. Others-I am quoting
from the latest report to h and-confine themselves to sending anonymous accusations
against the master or each other to the inspectors or other officials. In one case a
riot was attributed by the master to "an improper sense of offended dignity." In
another the inspecting officer, having asked the master to explain an intricate sum
on the blackboard, was stonecl by the loyal pupils as he left the building. One boy
in a high school, who had been punished, burnt down the school and the master's
1:iouse. ·The next day the temporary building to which the classes had been removed
was also set on :fire, and the youth wbo was caught thus employing the resources of
civilization spent some time in a reformatory. In the east of Bengal a more complicated occurrence is reported. The English school in the town had been burned
down twice in the year, on which the native gentleman who was acting as assist~nt
inspector naively remarks that it appeared as though the master had created enemies
by too strict discipline, or that an unhealthy rivalry existed between this school and
another. The latter alternative seems the correct one, as I :find that in the course of
the year tho rival school was also burned down.
The serious part of these events is not, in my view, the actual offense or the spi:it
which instigated its preparation, but the acquiescence in and the connivance with
it by all who h a.cl any knowledge of what was intended or was actually going on.
In the case of the fraudulent transfer of pupils and similar artifices to cheat the
public purse or to profit by the wrong done one's neighbor, not only every master
round, every pupil implicated, but every parent must have b een privy to the fraud,
and acquiesced in the methods by which it was successfully carried into execution,
ancl, remember, it is not the low-class h edge-schools where this goes on, but the secondary and, even more, the high schools that feed the university, the entrance examination to which is to nine out of ten of that class of pupils the end- all and be-all
of their education. It is after passing through au atmosphere such as that which
this moral apathy proves to be prevalent that the highest product of the prese~t
system is thrown onto the world, and wh<-m we hear of the e<l.ucated classes in India
we ought to have a clear conception of the gronnds on which the application of that
pitbet is based. \Ve have to appreciate not what the mouth has learned to speak,
1,ut what the heart really cberishe . \Ve have to consider what is the relation this
la bears to th mases; what part it takes in the great life of the community;
what is it numerical str ngth, and how far it is pr di posed to admit the rest of it
1
ifted fellows t a shar in the intellectual privileges on which it founds its
laims · or how far it i in •lin <1 top rpetuate a traditional mon poly. What, again,
is its attitnd , not in pr c pt, but in exampl , toward tho de ply cated influences
that impair the g u ·ral vitality of the ·ouutry and r:unp it n rgies I ha.vo
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touchecl sufficiently on all these questions to show you, to say the least of it, that
they have more than one side, and that however glittering the surface that lies
uppermost, it by no means follows that all below is gold. I have shown, also, the
proportion borne to the people at large by the class which, by the utmost extension
of the term, can be called educated.
It may be said that the progress of education, according to my view, has been
insignificant. ButTemember, :first, that forty or fifty yea:i:s are as nothing in the life
of 11 people. The great dispatch of 1854 closes with a phrase which is, I think we.
may all agree, well worth repetition:
: "To imbue a vast and ignorant population with a general desire for knowledge,
and to take advanta,ge of that desire when excited to improve the means for diffusing
education among them, must be a work of many years."
We have also to accustom the people to a regime of equality, to which they are
even now little more than strangers, ancl which they have received timidly and with
the suspicion born of centuries of experiences diametrically opposite iu their nature.
to those to which they are now subjected. The sway of the sword has given place
to that of the scales, wherein every person in the eye of the administration weighs
equally before the l aw.
:Finally, are not we Western nations rather too prone to consider progress as :,,.
natural characteristic or tendency of the human race, and not to sufficiently realize.
the very narrow limits to which in that capacity it is confined f What people has
shown it that h as not been, at some time or other in its history , in touch, directly
or indirectly, with that little spot on the north side of the Mediterranean where.
alone of all countries of the known world the spirit of progress has not been proved
to have been impl:mtecl from outsidef If it be an exaggeration at all, it is a.
splendid one of Sir Henry Maine, that, except tho blind forces of nature, nothing
moves in this world which is not Greek in its origin. How then i s it to be expected.
that contact merely political between countries separated by half the world, whereo£
(}ne alone bas received the spark of Hellenic :fire, will produce the same results withia
the same time, or measurable distance of it, as that of contiguous or colonized nations f
The longitudes are too far apart for the administrative clocks to keep the same time.,.
and a mean must be adopted which will satisfy the one that the other is moving,.
but not go so fast that the latter can not keep up with it.
I do not take, I hope, too pessimistic a view of the subject of which I have been.
treating this evening, and I have nowhere asserted that the situation is approaching
an imp asse, though the advance bas been in some respects singularly unequal. Ji
loo:k. for the solution of the problem not to any direct effort on the part of the State.,.
of private enterprise, or of the literate classes, but to the stimulus of the steady
advance of the masses in prosperity, in the educating influence of material circums'tar.ces, tlw opening of tho mind by tmvel, commerce, and industry, all of which
ar-3 now in their lusty infancy.

The fol1owing paper, presented before the Department Congress of
Educational Journalism in Chicago, adds many interesting particulars
to the present survey of educational aguucies in India:
EDUCATIONAL JOURNALISM IN INDIA.

[By Thomas Deuham, M . .A. (Queen's College, Oxford), ·dee-principal T eachers' College, Saidapet,
Madras. late editor of the Madras Journal of Education.]

In a paper on '' Educational J ouro alism in India" jt is not- necessary, even if it
were convenient, to give a detailed account of every periodical of this class which
has appeared in India . Fortunately for tho writer, but unfortunately for the cause
of education in In<l.ia, much of tho information respecting tl.teso papers would
scarcely deserve to be incorporated in such a 11aper as tlio prese11t, except as affording direct evidence of the low state of educational journalism in Inclia. The write1·
ED
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will therefore content himsC'lf -,yith n, bare mention of many journals the names of
which sufficiently indicate their scope . He will speak more at larg.e of the few leading represenfati-ve journals·, n.ml, what appears to Lim of still greater importance,
will discuss briefly the causes which are, in his opinion, mainly responsible for the
cleplorn.ble lack of interest taken in educational journalism in n. country in which
education has made rn.picl strides within tho last hn.lf century.
·without douLt tho leading eu.ucational journal in India is ·what was known up to
within a few months back as the Madras Journal of Education, bnt which is now
known by the moro ambitious name of the Indian J onrnal of Education. Madras,
in this matter of eu.ucational jonrnalism as in other educational matters, has given
tho lie to the opprobrious appellation by which she was designated by tho other
presidencies, viz, '' The benighted presidency.'1 The journal was started in 1859au. important date, as it comes just after tLe great mutiny in 1858 and the establishment of the Indian University, a date which practically mairks the birth of
educational journalism in India. Tho features of the 1\fadras J ourn:11 of Education
m::ry be gathered by a. notice of it by tho Madras Christian College Magazine in
1892: ult now contains a larger number of short original :1rticlcs than it formerly
did, while at the same time it devotes a considerable portion of its space to notes
:1ncl news of general an(l local interest, dealing mainly, of course, with educational
matters. Reviews aud notice. of works and of other educational reviews, the proceedings of the directoi· of public instruction, and edncationa1 notifications uccupy
a considerable portion of its s-paco,. :1nc:L some pages, in which questions arc :iskcd
and answered, are set apad in each issue for · the benefit of students . It is now a
u.sefnl and interesting journal, and wo hope that in iis new and improvecl form it
may Lave a wide ci:rcula"tion."
For the greater part of its existence it was conducted by two well-known Indian
educationists, Messrs-. Fowler and Barron, who for many years bore the burden. and
the b eat of the day in what must have been generally an unthankful task. The
journal now circulates through01.1t Inclin, and is officially recognized in most provinces, and yet has not n. greater circulation than 1,000 copies. Since January of tho
present year it has hac:L the mfafortun.e to change its editor twice. As tho, Indian
Journal of Education its character bas considerably ch:mgoll also, havin.g fewer
original articles aml less pedagogic inform:ttion. It is safo to say that no similar
periodical in India can approach it as regards its size, matter, an.d circulation .
One other educational journal which was circufated throughout the Madras presiden cy may be noticed, as it is typical of tho Listory of many similar journals in this
country. In J::m.uary, 1871, was publishell No .1 of the M:mgalore Month and Educational and Literary Record. This was a journal of 2J pages, edited by Jobu Braclshaw, 1\f. .A.., then head master of the Government provincial school, 1\fangalore, no':
an LL. D. of Dublin, and world known as n,n editor of Milton and Gray's works an.d
Lord Chester.field's letters. The aims of this creditable Ii ttle production aro thus
stated by the editor in the introcluctory nulllbcr : ' ' It will bo a record of ecluca,tional
news and such intelligence as is likely to prove interestin g to those connected with
education in this country; as, however, it is principally intended for students, we
purpose iu ach number supplying tbem with such information in matters connoctecl
with these studi s a. either may not be explained in their text-book or-th ey might
otb rwiso be unable to procure. '
Tho editor calculat d that about 200 sub cribers a.t 3 anuas (about 7 cents) would
OYcr th oxpcns of each month's issue, and that if a sufficient increa ·o iu the
numb r of snb crib rs took place ho would increa o the size of th journal and
h~nrre iL name "by embracing a. wider circle than the locality of Mangalor .' In ·
·pit of . . Ianrralor l inn- an out-of-tho-way pla eon tho Ialabar coast anl havinrr
~o dir ct railway <·ommuni ati n ·with th i-est of th l)re. id ncy, tho merit. of the
.Journal w •re UC!h that aft r sL· mon Jig th nnmb r of sub cribers ju tifie<l 1.h
di or in hanc,jno- th name of thc- jonrnal to th Iadras Edu ·ationa.l R corl. In
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the first number of the new venture one of the chief causes for tho dearth of good
educational journalism is alluded to: "That Madras is without an educational record
worthy the presidency is not to be attributed to any want of ability or energy
on tho part of educationists, but finds its explanation in the nature of Indian
society. Pew care to embark on the undertaking, which, after it is fairly afloat, they
may be compelled to relinquish from their being transfened to some other scene or
sphere which m ay preclude their proceeding with it.n How trn.e this statement is
the history of the journal in question goes to prove; for after n, successful career of
eighteen months it ceased to exist, as Dr. Bradshaw, having been appointed n,n
inspector of schools, fountl he could not continue to edit tho journal while holding
a traveling appointment.
Of current educational journals in India, the Bombay Educational Record perhaps
stands next to the Indian Journal of Education. It has :flourished for many years
with tho help of Government suy,port. For the last quarter of a century it has been
under the editorship of Mr. J. B. Kirkham, who is now retiring after over thirty
years' service in India. This magazine contains little but departmental notifications,
appointments, lists of prescribetl books, etc. As a rulo there are about two small
pages of original matter, consisting of short, pithy notes on current educational
questions. Occasionally good. articles are reproduced from other educational magazines. It has a circulation of about four or five hundred. Such well-known men
as Sir A. Grant and Sfr James Peile have taken an active interest in its welfare.
The little journal has alwa,ys aimecl at encouraging an accurate record of facts, a
study of principles and their application to the peculiar circumstances of India, n,nd
a professional spirit based on a high estimate of the work and office of the teacher.
The Educational Magazine hails from Calcutta, and is tho organ of the European
Teachers' Association at Calcutta. It is a small periodical with a small circulation.
It contains little original matter, the magazine being chiefly made up of questions
on school "ork and extracts. Tho magazine ought probably to be spoken of in the
past tense, as tho writer has seen nothing of it for the last twelve months n,ncl has
no definite information regarding it.s existence.
Besides these educational magazines there arc other periodicals in Intlia which
1.hongh chiefly of a literary character yet give place in their columns to articles and
uiscnssions on educational topics of general interest. Tho Madras Christian College
Magazine holds a p eculiar place in the current literature of India. It is managed
by one of the professors of the college who is assisted by the principal ancl the other
professors. Tho articles arc contributed in groat measure by ontsiclets, ancl arc of a
general literary character. D etails respecting tho college n.ppear from month to
month. Tho magazine cn,n scarcely be called educational, nor is it a bona fide college magazine in the sonso that the students contribnto to it or that it faithfully
records tho many n,gencies of tho college. There are in fact in India very few college or school magazines such as are comm0n in the largo schools in England,
and which contain foll details ?f school ·work, sports, etc., with occasional original
articl s arnl tales.
One main reason why ctlncatioual journalism in Inuia i s so rarely taken up by
educated men has been alrcauy alluded to, viz, the frequent changes from })Ost to
post which fall to the lot of rno8t educational officers in India. But apart from this
deterrin g cause there are comparatively few Englishmen in India "vho take an interest
in general matters of education outside their own special branch. Being members
of the Government educational service their positions are assured, and so far as their
own interests are concerned they soc nothing to be gained by agitating for educational reforms in a bureaucratically governed country. The climatic conditions of
the country, too, are such that most men are content perforce with the ordinary
discharge of their duties and shun such o,erwork as is often responsible for tho
udden and utter collapses which sometimes o,·ertake Englishmen in India. Systematic ment al work of a severe nature is almost impossible after tho college or school'
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closes for the .day. Again, among the other necessary conditions of healthy living
among Engli shmen in India is the periodical furlough or leave of one or two years to
Europe. Butwhen all is allowed for it must be confessed that rn:\ny English educationists in India are regrettably negligent in the matter of educational journalism.
Al:l regards the natives of the country., it must be remembered that they can carry
on work of this ki!!-d only under considerable disadYantages. Educational journals
in India,' if they are . to have a far-reaching influence, must be conducted in the
English l::tnguage, the common medium of education and communi cation of the upper
classes throughout the vast cont inent . of Indin,. If they make use of any one of
tbe many dialects of India they at once li mit their influence by appealing to a comparatively small section of India society, and that not the most cultured -portion.
Every schoolboy in India can r ead more or less intelligently in English, and the
educated native prefers to get his information through the medium of the English
language, that 1::tnguage being capable of greater exactness of expression and being
the door to a vast range of literaturn. It is a lamentable fact that the vernaculars
of lnclia are being increasingly Deglected from a literary point of view, except for
examina tion purposes. But English, after all, is a foreign language to Indians, and
although they are at infinite pains to make themselves conversant with it, it is but
natural that they shoulcl find considerable difficulty in expressing themselves clearly
and forcibly in that language. In any case the task of conducting with credit an
English educational journal is no inconsiderable one to the ordinary educated Indian.
Then there is the question of poverty which must be reckoned with when accounting for the small circulation of educational journals in India. Education, if it is to
bo given at all, must b e given at a nominal charge, for the majority of students are
admittedly poor. · They will do anything to savo the expenditure of a few anna~.
Journals and papers are handed on from one to another in such a way that there 18
no approximation between the number of subscribers and the number of readers of
any particular journal or 'paper.
Text-books, when once they have answered the purpose of the examinatiol!-, are
disposed of with a callousness which argnes a singular lack of interest in tho subjects which for the time being engrossed th e attention of the student, but which
aro ·often so disposed of on the specious plea of poverty. But the writer is inclined
to l ook for another reason why educational journalism is so little patronized by the
n atives of India. He finds it in tho little interest which tho or<lin ary student or
teacher takes in matters educational-a l ack of in.t erest duo to a low and false estimate of e<lncation, an estimate which values education mainly for its material benefits, an estimate due in part to inherent faults in the higher educational system of
tho couutry, and to the increasing number of the examinations which throw open
tho doors to the services. Moreover, tho teachers of tho country are not organized
to look after the interests of education and their own interests. Associations of
such proportions and wielding such power as the various associations in .Ameri ca a,ncl England are unknown. What few associations do exist, and they can be
countecl on one's fingers, havo few mcm bers, are purely local, discuss purely literar y
auc.1 pe<lagogical questions, and havo no influence among teachers or on tho public.
g n erally.
Annual conf r nc s of teachers aro unknown; esprit de corps is wanting. The confiictino- interc. t of Governm nt, mission, and native institutions may in part account
for thi · The minimum qualiftcations and resources of those who enter the teaching
profc ion; the ·a t e ystem, with tho blight of it social ostraci m; a bur aucra.tic
sy t ern- all t h
may account for th absence of t eacher ' associations in India, but
th · p ai nful and palpabl fact r main that such aids to the t acher's po ition, to the
au e f t rn lu · ti n, clo not .·ist iu India.
i l they oxist a differ nt account of
du C"ati nal j nrn ali. min Inclia wonll have t be writt<'n. Tber b ing no asso ia.-ti n. th r o ar c n qn utly no oro-an t di s minat th ir Yi ,v . .._T r is th re
anal g ns to that xc llc·nt in titution th Hur au of Education
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as 1t exists in the Unitecl States of Am erica, an institution which is the medium
for collecting and disseminating interesting matter ;vhich concerns the welfare of
eduwtion.
, iVe h ave spoken of the low estimat e of education which the average student has
of the benefits of education. To him it is the means to au end, the end being the _
passing of such examinations as will enable him ·to sec Lire a competency in some one
or other of the Government services. Students' journals which would g ive hints for
p assi11g examinations might secure a fair circulation under proper management.
Teachers, too, are more or l ess content in seeing that their pnpils are well stored
vdth just that amount of carrying knowledge which will enabl e them to pass examin ations. They have little faith in new and improved methods for imparting knowledge and know little of educational systems outside their own.
The people of India are strong in memorizing, but not so strong in assimilating
knowledge and in mental productiveness. The universities examine, but do not
teach, and the educational system generally t ends to a ccentuate the memorizing
rather than the assimilating faculties. Unfortunatel_y, there is practically no educational jonrna,l ism to correct this tendency, to stimulate and inspire by proclaiming new methods, by discussing the merits or otherwise of outside systems, and by
placing before the people a high i deal of th e ends and oujects of true education,
by awakening a true regard for the profession among t eachers and uy giving them
an esprit de corps which alone can raise them socially and morally in the eyes of
the public at Ja.rge. How much remains t o be done this simple fact alone will
show-that in a country whose population exceeds by five times the 50,000,000 of
the Unitec1 States the leading educational journal has a circulation of 1,000 copies.
Add to these reasons the facts that there are few ed ucationists who have the time
an<l not many who hiwe the requisite knowledge of pedagogy to conduct high-class
jonrnals, that the ellitor's funds will not allow of good articles b eing pai<l. for, that
specialists can ii.ntl a ready market for their articl es eith er in the b etter-class newspaper in India or in journals iu England, and it need not b e wonderecl at that there
arc no educational jonrnals in India which can in any way approach the high-class
journals of America aml England.
India has made rapid strides in education <luring the past forty years. There are
some few signs that she is awaken ing to a sense of what true ellucation means.
When that time arrives, she w ill give expression to her enlarged views in a journalism wl1ich mny bo worthy of her, and which, thou gh it ca,n only be fostered amid disaclvautagcs from which the educational journalism of Engl and and America is free,
will be worthy of a modest place beside the literature of these two countries.
I append a complete list (so far as in my power to make it) of all the educational
journals which are or have flourished in India. It will be seen that they are many
in nnruber, bnt that generally they have had but a short ex istence, and this for the
causes which have been con sider ed.
The writer feels that the list is far from ueing a satisfactory one. There are, doubtless, some few journals which have not been included, an d there are, doubtless, many
in the list which can scarcely claim to be educational journals in the proper sense
of tho word, containing, as they do, much matter wh ich i s not strictly educational
and nothing of matter which deals with what may be called th e politics of education
or with the principles of education. The list shows, ho wever, that the eclucated men
of India are not without their literary ambitions, although they undertake the duties
connected with such ambitions far too lightly, many of them without the requisite
qualifications and without a duo sense of the responsibilities iuvolvcd.
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List of ediicational journals in I11clici
ENGLISH .A.ND VERN.A.CUL.A.I:.
Name.

Date.

Madras presidency:
English .....•.. The Madras J ourna,l of Education ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185!)
The Madras Educational lt opos itory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1865
'.rho Student.................................. .. .... ..... 1877
The M iddle and High School Friend. . . . . .. . ..... ...... . 1881
The Students' Monthly.. .. .. .......... ........... .... ... 1883
The Middle School Manual.... ...... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 188!
The Matriculation Journal ... . ...... .................... 1884
The Schoolmaster .... . ...... . .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1885
The Matriculation Student ....................... ... ... . 1885
The .Madras Students' Magazine......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1885
The Tutor...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1886
The Educational I{ecord ... . ..... ..... - .. - . -.. ---- ---· -- {i~~~
The Students' Educational Magazine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1892
The Home Teacher... .... .......... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1888
Tamil. ... ..... . The Vill:tge Schoolmaster ............... .... .... .. . ... .. 1887
The Maharani (in Tamil, Telugu, aml Malayaleru, 1887
devoted chiefly to fe male education in schools and
homes. .A.n excellent magazine, but badly supported.
Telugu ... .... . The Teacher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1888
Upadhyay of a Kari (Tho Teachers' Help) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1sn
Bombay:
English ....... . The Elphinston School Paper (out of this small paper 18GO
grew the Bombay Educational R ecord) .
The Bombay Educational Record ...................... .. 18G5
The T eacher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 138!)
Mahratti. ..... . The Monthly Miscellany English and Mahratta...... ... . 1881
Vivid ha Gu;rana Vista................................. . 1881
.A.balaluta (l! riend of Womankind)...................... 1881

~!1i::b~~~ ioft1mt-~;; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ·.~ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~: ~ ~: ·. ·_ ~ ~ :·~ ~ ·_ i~~i
lf!l~a.~~~--::::::::: _. _. _.:::::::::::::: _.::::::::::::::::::: .~~'.~.
0

Guj.Lrati ...... .

Bengal:
·
English.'. ....... The Indian Student ... .. ......... ..... .. .. . .......... .. . 18iG
Bengali. .. . ... .

i;t~:~£!:t~:~~!~~~::: ~:::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::

Vanqa Mabela (for fem ale readers) .... . .... .. .......... .
Bbama Bodhini. ................................. ....... .
Babika ............................. ...... ........ ...... .
Sarasuati. .............................................. .
Hindu ........ . Valavodhini .......................... . ... . .. .. . ........ .
Ku sankar Nevarak ........ . ......... ......... .... ...... .
Balubodhini .. .. ........................ . ........ .. .... . .
Sanskrit . ..... . Vidyantti ....... .. ........... .... ...................... .
Guan a l'robba ......... ............................ ..... .

1872
]874
]874
1876
1882
]880
]881
1874
1884
1875
1877
1881

Discontinued.

Date not known.
1880.

Date not known.
Not known.
Same year.
Do . .
1889.

Same year.
Do.
1887.
1872.
1800.

Samo year.
Do.
1889.

1889.

186J.

.Kot known.

18!)2.

CHAPTER VII.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY IN CENTRAL EUROPE.

INTRODUCTION.

Tho report of the committee of ten on secondary school studies has indicated that
the study of geography in the schools is the center of all scientific iustructfon-the
link, as it were, which connects all branches of science. The cfofinition offered inthe subreport reads: "The word makes it ombraco not only a; d escription of the·
surface of the earth, but also the clements of botany, zoology, astronomy, and mete-orology, as well as many considerations pertaining to commerce, government, and.
ethnology. Tho term' physical environments' of men expresses, as well as any single
phrase can, the conference's conception of the principal subject which they wish to
have taught." This sentence, and the sul>sequcnt explanations which will be found'
in tho report mentioned, clearly indicate that geography is vastl.v different from
what our fathers and forefathers thought it to be. It is tho only branch in the
curriculum of schools, below tho university, which connects the mathematical and
natural-scientific ,vith historical knowledge, and will always furnish the strongest
remetly again t mental waste. 'I.'110 fact that geography has of late found so much
attention in oclucational litoratme 1 especia lly in central Europe, suggests n, presentation of tl10 loading ideas, and enumera.tion of the more recent_inventions, devices,
and appliances for teaching. This is attempted· in the following chapter.
JIISTORICAL 8Kli:'fCIL

It is difficult to state with any degree of certainty at what time geography Wc'lS
introclucecl into tho curriculum of schools, to wha.t extent, and in what ma.nner it
was taught. This much is certain, that geography1 as a branch of study, has not
kept pace with its scientific development. .Although geography as a, science wns rcpresentecl i.n ancient times by sueh noted men as Pytheas, Strabo, Pliny, and Ptolemy,
and although during tho Middle .Ages tho Moors fostcrecl the study of geography, it
can not be said thn.t the schools of these periotls had. giYen to geography au adequate
importance. Nor did tho vast extension of the geographical horizon at tho time of
tho great discoveries, (luring the :fifteenth century, bring it about tl1at geograpliy
r eceived the attention and respect it deserved as tt school study. The great church.
r eformers in Germany comprehended the value of instruction in knowlcd.go of
nature, but tho intense reli.gious feel ing of the time and the renewal of tho study of
tho classical languages preventod a renewal of 11:1-turc-study-in fact, religion nnd:
langur..go ruled supreme in tho courses of study during tho sixteenth century. Of
tho great eclucators of that period, Sturm, Trotzendo:nf, a,ncl rcander1 only tho latter
bestowed any attention upon geography. Neander published a geogra1)hical text·1>ook in 1583 in Eislebcu (Or bis terrm partium explica·bio ). This book still showed
a complete dependence upon tho knowledge of tho a.ncients:, and topogra1)hy is with
the author simply an enumeration of historicnil notes1 copied more or less extensively . NeYerthelcss the w01·k of Neander may be considered a great step in
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advance, ni1cl up to the year 1624, when Philipp Cli.iver's geographical works
appeared, Neander's l>ooks were the only ones nsed extensively. But the position
geography h eld among the l>ranches of study remained a snborclinate one; at best,
it was a supplement to the reading of Roman authors. ·Not until the one-sided philological character of instruction was attacked with success by Bacon and Montaigne,
aml not until Locke and Comenius d emanded the consideration of nature-stu(1y in
schools, did geography become a "fnll-fledgecl" bra,n ch of study. Cornenius said:
"Instruction should begin with sense-perception, with observation of real objects;
~rom sense-perception re allrnowledge grows; hence lessons in geography must necessari1y be object lessons at :first. It must start from knowledge of home."
The leader of the school of pietists, Fr::tncke, considered geography in German
schools a means for training in Christian wisdom, which he placed side by side with
Christian righteousness, as aims of eyery cclucation, "because anyone who desires
to become a sensible man, useful to the Commonwealth, shoulu kno,Y the principles
of astronomy, geography, physics, ancl history, though he may never enter a higher
seat of le,uuing." Palestine arn1 Germany were treated most ex tensively iu the
Francke schools, "so that the citizens should be well acquainted with their father_lancl, and could Rtudy biblical history with the aid of sacred geography." Generally
-~peaking, Francke followed, in the treatment of geography, John Hiibner's "Brief
Questions," which were published in 1693, and for many years were the only geographical text-books used in the schools of Germany. Hubner does not consider
the natural condition of the country, ancl merely treats of the political ancl st,at istical
elements of geography. This can not be e:x:plainetl better th:1n by quoting a page
from Hi.ibner:
. '-' Where is Austria situated ?-Ans. It is situat.c d so that the Danube RiYer ilows
through the center, above are Bohemia and Moravia; to the right is Hungary; to
th,e_left Salzburg and Bavaria, below Styria. -The whole countr y belongs to the
Roman Emperor of the German nation; his title is Arch<luke of Austria. Tho
reUgion throughout is Roman Catholic.-Ques. What do we note in Austria1-Ans.
~imost in the center of Austria the little river Enns (Latin1 Anissus) empties its
waters into the Danube, ancl divides the country into two parts. That which lies
to the right-that is, towarcl Hungary, is called Nether-Austria, or the country
b .e low the Enns (Latin, Austria-inferior); that which is situated on the left, toward
B?'varb, i s callecl Upper-Austria1 or tho land above the Enns (Latin, Austria-sup_e-rior) . In Nether-Austria we ha.Ye to note the followin g places: First1 Vienna (L.
Vindol>ona), situated on the Danubc1 is the capital and residence of the Roman
Emperor. It is an excellent fortress and the true vanguard of Christendom, bn.ving
been beleaguered twice by the Turks, in 1529 and 1683, withont being cn.ptnrcd. Tllo
city l1 as a bishop, but he is not an independent prince of the realm, aml it has an
ancient university. 2nd. Krcms (L . Cremsa) 1 a fine city situated ou the Danube, a
little to the l eft. 3rd. Neustadt (L . Nova Stadium) is commonly calle<l a suLuru of
Vienna, and is situated below Vienna near the Hungarian line, is a brave fortress .
4th. Kloster- :reuburg (L. Monasterium Neoburgicum), situated not far from Vienna,
and is the -place where his Imperial Majesty performs his devotions. 5th. Laxcnlnrrg
(L. Lax mburgum), and 6th, Ebersdorf (L. Ebersdor.ffum), are both situated below
Vi nnn.1 aud they are places where the imperial court often seeks diversion and
pl asnre. 7th. , chunbrunn, close by Vienna, is au incomparable pleasure-house of
the pr sent Roman Emperor. 8th. Baden (L. Therrn::e An triacro ), is noted for its
warm sprin o- . 9th. Starenberg (L . tar nbcrga), the castle and seat of the Stareubcrg family. 10th. Wcitra, a princely poss ssion situated n ar the Bohemian line,
b longin g t the 1' iir t nl>crg family/'
. P to th lo e f th ight nth ccntmy bstruct ion in geography was conducted
m th pm of Hiibn r 1 that i. pur ly hi. torical und prn.ctically political con i<leration cl icl cl th
.1 ·tion of ma t r. Th n am<' th great r evolution in p <lagogi al vi w . start <l by
I had gr at iufiu n e upon the formation of
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geographical instruction. Rousseau demanded objective instruction ( object lessons),
saying: "In every stuJy signs are worthless withoi1t the ideas they are to represent.
Nevertheless the child's study is confined to signs; it never becomes able to understand the things themselves. While one endeavors to give him a d escription of the
earth, he makes the acquaintance of the map; he learns the names of cities, countries, and rivers, of which 'he has no aueqnate conception. To the child they are
nowhere except on .paper; it does not see them, or anything that would indicate
that they are more than words."
At another place Rousseau says: "That city in which the child lives, the country
house of his father, shoultl be the first two points of departure in geography; then
should follow the places lying between them; the rivers in the neighborhood; lastly,
the position of the sun and the mode of finding one's way by learning geographical
directions.
·1'
* The child should make a map of its own, however simple, ·
which should contain only two points at first; others to be added as instruction
. proceeds, and as it learns to estimate distances and positions. ;; ,¥ * Ganerally
speaking, never pla-ce the sign before the thing, unless it is absolutely impossible
to produce the thing itself so that it be seen; for the sign absorbs the a-ttention of
tho child and cam,;es the thing it represents to be forgotten. Things! .. Things! I
can not often enough repeat that we give too much importance to words; with our
talkative education we produce prattlers."
The fundamental ideas-of Rousseau found enthusiastic appreciation in Germany,
and were practically carried out, at least partly, by the philanthropinists of Dessau
and Sclmepfenthal. Th~ influence of these schools was essentiall,v aided by J. Christian Gatterer, who especially emphasized the physical part of geography in his
Sketch of Geography . Topography hacl hitherto not been considered. The progress made in the study of geography at the close of the last century was very great,
and much of what was then demand.eel by the greatest educators and reformers may
still be demanded to-day .
Kropatscheck sums up the vital principles of geographical instruction advocated
one hundred years ago, as follows: "The one principle is unassailable, namely, that
geography, among all the branches taught in school, is the one that needs sensualization most, hence it is essential to train the pupils in self-seeing, iu sense perception. This can best be clone by beginning the instruction with knowledge of home,
as Schi.itz in Halle does, proceeding from the city to the Saale country and gradually
extending the outlook upon Germany and Europe. But the instruction: must be
articulated into several grades, for each of which a special book and special ma-ps
arc required. However, the best maps will be usele~s if the student merely .memorizes anu fails to understand. the map. The map must not be overcrowded with
names, but should contain only that which is nece88ary matter for each grade. It
must represent the various European countries on precisely the same scale. It would
be very well if they contained no names at all, not even initials, which would lead
to mere guessing. Every map must regularly be compared with the globe, so that
the pnpil may bo trained in studying it from different points of Yiew, in order to
firmly impress upon his memory the po8itions of places, courses of rivers, and elevations; a comparison with the globe will also facilitate the estimation of distances.
If ho has thus become familiar with the ma,p picture, he should draw the outlines of
the country into a network of meridians and paralleis. This free-hand drawing of the
countries should be aided by tho now well-known devices of applying geometrical
figures. In the literature of the period we find very pronounced warnings against
overdoing the map drawing, for it would easily degenerate into a mere pastime and
woul<l lead to false representations, since no scholar's drawing would be as correct
as the drawing of the printed map."
Among the men who worked assiduonsly in the line Gatterer had pointed out,
Herd.er may be mentioned. He had been inspired by Kant, and wrote an admirable address on "The pleasure, utility, and necessity of geography." Herder in this
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oration atl vocatml tbe pladng of physical geography in the beginning of all geogtar:!hical instruction; also he em:p hasizetl the· impol'tanee of geography for the other
sciences, especially histo11y r saying: '' How d0es it. aid a youth if he merely know&
what hU,S happened a,nd cain not lo·cate: e·v en.ts f Only through the aiid of geogra.pby
will it become cfoar to- him why ce:rtain p eople hacl to. play a role upon the historic stage and c;onld play mo other; why the sciences, in ,cntions1 and arts-indeed:
thewholccivilizati.-o n.-took the course it h as taken an.cl 110 other. Geography is the
basis of history, and history i s nothing but the geography of times-and nations set
in motion. He who· studies the one without the other will lll.nd-ersta.nu neither,. and
he who despises both shou-ld live like the mole, not 11pou but in the earth. Hencer
happy is he whose occupation with g.e ograp·h y does n0t merely fill his memory, but
forms his soul anu opens L.is mind,,n At another place Herder says : "The Egyptian
lwrse, the Arabian camel, the, African lio-m, the American alligator, etc., a])e more
noteworthy symb<'.lls ::m.(1 features. of some cou n tr ies· th-an tlle changeable boundary
lines which were drawu b.y a deceptive pca·ce,. ::i;ncl which the first ,-var following may
ch:l,Ilge again."
The greatest progress, however, was m a<le: in geographical scieRce; as well as geographica,l instruction, at the beginning. of the nineteenth century, under the
influence of .Ale:x:auder von Humboldt and Carl Ritter. Hum boldt, in the most
monumental book of the century, his Cosmos, r ep.resented. the entirety of terrestrial natural phenomena; as a. system of ca.uses ancl effects based strictly on natural
laws. In this he was successfal as far as it was possible to- be with the mass of
geographi.c-al a,n;dphysical krwwledg.e accumulated up to the micld'.10 of our century.
Humboldt prep:11:ed the first presenta-tion o.f vert ical pl'ofil es an,l most exc·e llent
ma1)s. He it was who, intr0dueed the study of compn,rative elevations ; his mathematical am.1 hypsom:etrical data· enahled him to furnish the basis for a geography of·
plants; his ma,p 0£ Central As iai gave to the r elief of a large continent an entirely
new formation, one that is adhered to in th e main to the present clay ; together with
Leopoltl von Bu:ch, he a<l:vauce<l a n ew theory of the formation of volcanoes; by
means of his isot herms he, as it w ere, compellecl nature to reveal the disturbing
meteorological causes, and this ing.enious invention ructed not only as a iight in the
field 0£ meteorology, but also helped to iHustrurte the working of natural forces. He
has thus explained tons a large number of facts of physicail geography.
Ritter, in building up geography as a science, profited by t h e enormous forward
stride the na,turnJ sciences had taken through Humboldt. Even before tho appearance of the Cosmos he a,ck11owletlgecl clearly and distinctly the idea who,e realization has mado his name immorta,1. Tµis was in 1804 in the preface to his first work
ou Europe. "Geography must be d eliverecl from the spiritless treatment of textbook writers, who heap up in a desol ate ch aos n ames and numbers; from this desolate heap of m1eless particles a,n. organic lifelike whole must b e developed which
corresponds to reality; from tho tedious, heea,uso thoughtless, description of the
earth must arise a, knowleuge of the earth, i. e ., a science which investigates causal
c01mections and enlivens intellect and imagination. Geography mu st virtually
l> come a science ." " I cndenivore<l/' h e said of his juvenile but very important
first attempt, "to make geo<rraphy prarrma.tic, if I may uso that term. The earth
anll it inhabitant· have an e:rnct re ·iprocal effect upon ach other; neither of the
two can be repres nteu f, ithfully i n its rel tio11s without the other. Tho lan<l
iuflu n<· . the juhabitant anll tho inba,liitants infiueuce tho land.'
Humholut ancl Ritt r w ro tru friends who wero neY •r envious of ach other;
tl.t y work d h n l hi hand <lnrino- the forti s and :fifties in Berlin. Th y may be
·, 11 cl: th found rs f m 1l rn scientific ge,wra.pby. Ritt r publish d his inv tio-a.tiou . ·bi fly in larg worl- cntitlell co•rrapliy in Its elation to Tatur au(l the
Ili cir· f fankin<l. A.la , tho book wa ne,· r finished.
If th c rth, · . ai<l itt r, i!i not a. lll r lifcl •.· , d ad an-n-ren-ate of inor rrauic
n, nr , r a. II rodotu ex:vr . .- sit a. cli k mad 01 a potter's pallet bnt, real and
P ·cnli:11~1 • orr,aniz 1l m tural h lly that on tautly cl Yelop new form , l earing n w
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germs of life for further development in the course of centuries and mill<;inniumsthen geography assumes the character of a unity through ,vhich, as its life principle,
it becomes a whole and enables us to repre~ent it systema,tically; not until then
will geography become a forma,tive science for the human mind, a, necessn,ry link in
the system of sciences.''
Among the men who promoted Ritter's ideas the following deserve mention: Berghaus, Roon, Vogel, D::miel, Kloeden, Guthe, Piltz, Sydow, OberHi,ntler, Delitsch, :1nd
others, but above n,11 Peschel, whose erudition, art of representation, and rare skill
'in teaching exerted great influence upon tho geographers of tho p~esent day.
In our <lays geography, uoth as a science and a,s a branch of study in schools,
receives the attention and promotion it S:) folly deserves. Noted men arc successfully engaged in expressing the ideas of Ritter, and in securing for them an introduction into German elementary schools. These men are Wagner, Kirchoff, a,nd Egli.
Herbart's idea was specia,lly influential in securing for geography an introduction
into the courses of study of secondary and elementary schools, and in giving it a
pedagogical Yalue. He said: "Geography is an associating science, and must make
use of the opportunities of connecting many branches of .knowledge that can .not
stand alone. Without geography all knowledge remains unstable, for historical
events can not be fixed by positions and distances; without it n:1tural products ar&
not traced to their origin, etc."
Geographical instruction, at the present time, can draw upon a great mass of
interesting material. It is the task of the teacher to sift, arrange, and pres:,mt it in
accordance with the laws of pedagogy. The rational formation of geographical
instruction in the sense h1 which Germans speak of "educative instruction'' (that
is, instruction placed in the service of the training of the 11ill), is still au aim to be
reached . Hummel arnl l\fatzat are doing a great deal in this direction (sec Bibliography at the close of this chapter). Teachers and technical geographers in Germany have an organ in which they discuss questions of school geography. This
organ is Seibert's Zeitschrift fiir Schulgeographie, which periodical has sccure(l for
itself an honorable position in modern educational literature.
GEOGRAPHY IN TTTE

:uommx

'CIIOOL .

(By Dr. Ed win ZolliJ1ger, Basel, Switzerland, in Zeitschrift fiir Schulgeographie.]

If we consider the enormous progress tho human mind has made during the last
decades in all domains of exertion, especially in that of technology, and if we see
that everything tends toward accomplishing great things with small means, we are
unconsciously inducecl to review our own domain, that of education, and ask
whether wo have 1ieen keeping pace with the progress of the times and whether
tho greatest possible accomplishments are aimed at by means of the least possible
exertion on the part of the pupil. The question can scarcely bo answered in the
affirmative; the present time dernarnls peremptorily a reform in education, and particularly improvement in metho<l.
It would be altogether wrong to formnlatc by means of logical speculation a principle for all the branches of in ·truction, according to which the matter of instruction
is to be offered to the juvenile mind. The contents of the different branches are
differen t; hence the methods should be different. Only one general requirement
can be made, and that is, that they all obey the laws of logical thought and j1rdgment. Hence the attempt to establish a uniform systom of instruction and me~hod
is to l,e rejected as something unscientific. as something resembling the scholasticism
of the Middle Ages.
In several branches of study the views have gradually cleared; for instance, sensua1ization and the use of experiments ha,ve become the leading principles in nature
study. In geography, howe,er, no such wel}-definecl method has been agreed upon,
chiefl17, I think, because this study hns rnrcly fl,ssumecl an indepentlcnt position; it
has always been coupled with some other l,ranch-now with nature study, at other
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times ,vith history. A natural consequence was that tho treatment of these brnnches
was transferred to that of geography, although, according to its character, it
demanded n, special metho<l of its own.
Approaching the question of wlrn,t l)Osition geography should occupy in the organism of school it seems advisable to first throw a glance upon the growth of geography as n, science, for pedagogics and methodology would not be able to give us a
competent reply.
I. Antiquity and the Middle Ages produced no men who exclusively devoted tllemsel Yes to the science of the earth and attempted to develop it methodically. It is
our nineteenth century which deserves the honor of having done this. As a represcntati ve of former centuries, Varenius stands in lonely grande ur as a scientific
geographer. In the year 1650 ho published u, r emarkaule book, which has recently
received the houor of a modern translation; it was entitled Geographia Generalis.
In contraclistinction to the former cosmographs he did not consider small portions
of the earth, but the earth as a whole. Two centuries passed before another
remarkable book on the subject was written. It was done hy Alexander von Humbolllt in his Cosmos, after men like Torbern Bergmann, Johann Reinhold Forster,
and Horace Benedict de Saussure had promoted physical geography considerably.
·I n this grand work and in other writings, cliiefly in his Views of Nature, which
wore magnificent pen pictures in noble language, Humboklt appeared as a promoter
of science with au immense success. He became the founder of the geography of
plants, the :first investigator of the earth's magnetism, aiicl the chief promoter of the
science of volcanic phenomena . The most important fact for us is that he has
shown in examples of surpassing beauty and convincing strength the intimalie
relation of tlie various kingdoms of nature.
Humboldt was not an a.cademic teacher; in his olcl age he went to hear lectures on
geography delivered by Carl Ritter, the same man whom he bad befriended with this
science. While Humboldt spent his entire fortune in extensive journeys in the
eqnatorial regions of the new continent, so that in late years be had to accept a P?D·
sion from the King of Prussia, Carl Ritter diu not travel, but during his thirty-moe
years of academic teaching disseminated his ideas and enlisted in, their favor a large
number of scholars and disciples. He was also very fruitful as an author. His
later masterpiece was: Geography in its Relation to Nature and the History of
Man, or a General Comparative Geography: A Secure Foundation for tho St~Y
anti. Instruction in the Physical and Historical Sciences. Seconcl euition, Berlin,
1822-1859. The firs~ volume treats of Africa; the following 18 volumes, each n~mbering over 1,000 pages, are devoted to the continent of Asia without e:xhaustmg
the snLject. No ono before Ritter ha<l attempted to collect the entire knowledge of
a continent and scientifically present the investigations and observations of others.
At the close of the first volume Ritter offers a review upon Africa which is characteristi c of his views. ·we see from this that he designates the continents as "the
great indivi<l.ua1s of the earth" who r esemble one another in special "family features." Tho features of Africa consist in "the peculiarity of its coast line ha Ying no
largo iudentn.tions; " " " in tho simplicity of the contra.st between high and low
land; " " " in the incomplete development of large systems of streams; " " *
in its position to the ourso of the snn, by which this continent is divided into two
almo t e'lual parts with regard to it climatic conditions; " " " in the in ignifiant contrast of it. general onclitions, and th greater similarity and uniformity of
tho whole.' 'In this ::i.rth incliddual, which, physically, is less developed than
oth r., few r natural impul
xi t for the deYelopment of the consciou ness of the
hnman rncc; hence tho hi.-tory of the raco shows little pro<Tres . Tho color of the
kin, th o phy ·io•momy of the African are both less differ ntiated and less uniform.
Thi.- fact i in harmony with th pby iognomy of th c ntiuent, wlii b shows few
variation in it. main form nn<l part . .'' Th C'nmbrons, compact form of Africa,
l itt r tlto1wht: wa. refl • ·t tl in th ypo of th u gro, while on tho t!Jer baucl. the
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eleo-ant well-articulated formation of Europe was reflected in the symmetry of th&
Ca;casian race aml in its high intellectual development. This seem1:, to b~ a kincl of
geographical science of predestination.
This philosophic consideration, this attempt at connecting the nature of a country
with its history, Carl Ritter calls II Comparative geography." He was still engaged
in his large work when opposition was offered to his views by Julius Frobel in an
essay entitled: 11 Some remarks concerning the present condition of geography."
Frobel saicl: 11 Comparative anatomic investigation searches for relations in the
structures of a large number of individuals, ancl attempts to demonstrate similarity
or dissimilarity, and derives from them general morphologic laws. If we introduce
the idea of individuality into geography it woulc1 be the earth as a whole that would
have to be called an individual, but never a country, as Ritter claims, however well
defined it be by natural boundaries or its history, for both are accidental and changing. * ·x- * To compare geographically one country with another seems like comparing anatomically an arm with a leg, which, of course, would be interesting enough.
Laws, however, which have tlie same value for the science of the earth as for the
science of the human body derived from a comparison with other animal bodies,
·c ould be obtained only through comparison of terrestrial nature with a nature of
some other heavenly body, if this thing were possible."
Ritter, in an extensive letter to Berghaus, replied to this attack, but all he said
amounted to a panegyric on his own method, which had caused a reform in science, and
was either imitated by a number of learned men or worked out in specialties of
various kinds. "\Vhat he said was not a refutation of Frobel's view.
Julius Frobel soon emigrated to Switzerland ancl occupied himself after that more
with politics than with scienc9; hence the objection raised against Ritter was not
further emphasized. Ritter received general recoguition for his "Comparative geography," and all who had taken up geography from the historical point of view.,
accepted his method as the only proper one. This caused a standstill of several
decades in the methodical deyelopment of a science. According to Ritter's dictum
that the earth was only a stage for history, his school treated geography merely as
a basis of history an<.1 thus degraded it to be history's handmaid. But since it was
acknowledged that knowledge in mathematical and physical geography was desirable, these two branches were given over into the hands of the teachers of mathematics and natural sciences, and thus the unity of the science was broken up.
Oscar Peschel deserves praise for h:wing reestablished the connection of the variou.s
geographical sciences. AckI).owledging the high merits of Carl Ritter, Peschel concludes "that Ritter had never solved a problem of comparative geography. * * ,.
He investigated the reflex action of the horizontal and vertical formation of dry land
upon the course of human culture, a thing that has nothing in common with the
procedure called 'comparative geography' * * * The problem of the latter
science consists rather in 1iuding the similarities in nature as the map drawer represents them to us." In this Peschel saved the epithet "comparative," but he con~
ceivc<l tlle problem less extensively and profouudly than Ritter. Peschel prepared
in his acceptation of the word " comparison" so-called geographical homologiesAfrica, Australia, and South America-Borneo, Cele bes, and Djilolo. Peschel's works
are written so that tho general reader can understand them without special preparation. Geogra phy was thereby popularized, but not at all elevated. scientifically.
Peschel confirmed, as it were, the view that geography was a matter of self-evidenc~,
a branch which every teacher could teach without special prep aration.
During the seventies an important change took place in tho views of the leading
scholars. A large number of universities established chairs for that branch of study.
J?rom the death of Carl Ritter, in 1859, till 1872 only three professors, B. G. Mendelssohn, in Bonn, Fr. Symoni, in Vienna, and J. J. Egli, in Zi_irich, gave lectures on
geography. From among the men who, after 1872: devotecl their lives to the teaching of geography, F. v . Richthofeu, Supau, Mart,he, and Gerlaucl may be mentioned.
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They promoted and enricheu the science by publications of great vhlue 7 anu especially
fostered the teaching.
From utterances of these men it is plain that the term "comparative geography~
is not strictly adhered to any longer, partly because the deep philosophical conception of Carl Ritter aims more at finding causality than at comparison; partly also,
because the importance which Oscar Peschel had given to the term" comparison"
confines itself to n, part of geographical investigations. Modern scient.ists have
returnell to the technical term "geography/' which is not understood to be knowledge of the earth, but knowledge of the surface of the earth. This defines its limit&
with regarcl to other sciences, notably geology.
So! then, geography is to be considered as a science of tho surface of the earth and
the organic beings thereon as well as the formation and configuration of the landscape. It is claimetl that the school method shoulcl not only proceed to describe,
but especiaJly point out 7 r eciprocal relations and dependencies of the ,arious factors.
Tho methocl in geography has, therefore, nothing to do with that of history, but it
is that of the natural sciences. Indeed, it is, in our fatter days called a natural
scicnce7 and Gerland 7 in his attempt at building np the science to a complete unity,
banished the human element-i. c. 7 the history of man-entirely from the confines of
geography. No one seems to have followed him to this extreme. On the contrary,
man and his settlements arc now considered as determining agencies that chango
the face of our planet. Not only the civilized nations are drnwn into the compass
of observation, as in tho case of history 7 but also savage people. Their clependenco
upon the soil is considered inn, manner similar to that in which pl::tnt families are
represented biologically.
Meanwhile 7 some people desire to see geography occupy a position subordinate to
that of history. They desire to represent it simply as the stage upon which historio
events are played. This view necessitates an unequal treatment of the various continents, because certain regions which have no historic interest must be neglectecl.
Furthermore, such a geography is mainly an enumeration of names and dates; it
docs not appeal to the intellect, but chiefly to the memory, and is therefore to bo
rejected. On tho other hand, the philosophic view, according to Ritter7 makes too
great demands upon the intellect ancl capacity of pupils, and hence must be rejected
also.
Thero is, therefore, nothing left bnt tho third view, which considers geography as
a natural science. It will not be difficult to support tho demands which at tho
present day are ma<l.o upon i.ho instruction and tho teacher of geography.
II. Teaching is not a trade. The teacher should not only know and un<l.crstand
what he is to present to the pupil, but the interests of freedom and independence in
tho mode of treatment demand that tho extent of his knowledge and skill be vastly
greater. Tho highor his aims arc, the deeper will h~ have penetrated into the fundamental sciences of his branch. A teacher who, in a middle grnde for instance,
teaches tho elements of mineralogy must be e:x:pec te<l to have a clear idea of the
inner structure and chemical combinations of those natural bodies which he has to
describe and explain. Of a teacher who has to teach geology7 even though it be in
th most elementary form, we presu ppose, as a matter of course, that he has studied
miue_ralogy. The simple result of this argument is that the gcogrnpher must h~ve
stmli d geology, for tho forms of th earth's surface and the constant changes gorng
on on it are cons queue s of th combinations of matter aud can be understood or
.·plained only if tho geological formation be understood.
\Vhat structural differ nc , for instanc 7 e:x:i ts b tween the steep-pointed horns of
th hi"'h Ip and th compact, tcrracc-liko knolls of tho lower ranges at the foot of
th . Alp . It i xplained by tho fact that the peaks onsist of homorreneous ·ryst. llin rock 7 while the foothill aro built up of sedim nt <l.epo it cl in layers by the
action of wat r. How iff r ut is th I. rnlscapo arouncl tho lakes in northern Italy
a cl tho in th phl "'raic fi. l<l:i ! Th former hav a foundation of erratic material,
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which has round forms enveloped in luxuriant v~gek.tion; in the latter the foundations are volcanic productions, which were accumulated or heaped up in regular,
n,lmost mathematical, forms. Can there bo a greater contrast than between the
Vierwaldstadter Lake and the lakes in the Albanian Mountains f The former lies
in a system of valleys crossing one another, the latter in_tho craters of extinct
volcanoes.
In describing tho :flora and fauna of the earth tho teacher mus_t be able to enumerate and describe the various p1a-nt aml animal families. He would give himself a
t estimonial of po-;rerty if h e were to use names with which h e can connect no ideas;
h ence ho must have studied botany and zoology at l east in their elementary form.
In the treatment of authropographic conditions he need not n ecessarily be an historian, for ho <leals not with questions of the past but with those of t,he present.
Hence it is of great advantage to him to be acquainted with physical anthropology.
Instruction in geography, then, presupposes knowledge in geology, bot::i.ny, zool9gy,
and mineralogy. '\Ve rarely :find a historian who }mderstancls all these branches,
because his inclination::i and studies have led him into a different direct.ion. If,
therefore, geography can not l>e represented by a.special teacher, it would be b est to
put it into tho hands of t,ho teacher of natural science. Such a combination will
elevate this branch not only materially, but also formally; for in this case t,ho purely
narrative method of the hist~rian is not app lied, but the developing method of the
:inuuctivo sciences ; geographical facts a.re not offered to the memory as mere names,
but as concepts, and things are brought together which are in causal connection, not
in a, purely accidental, such as battles and mountains or heroes and islands . When
Vesuvius is mentioned, it :is not onl y stated that it buried Pompeii, Herculaneum,
aml Sta,bim, but by tho aid of a schematic profile the formation of the mountain ancl
its activity will be explained. If, perchance, pieces of lava, bombs, n.nd lapilli arc
shown to tho pupil the entire knowle<lgo will form a correct and iu.<l elil>le image in
tho mind, better than can be done by reading long descriptions.
The terrace landscapes of northern China and the pampas of La Plata owe their
peculiarity to the soil, the "loess," a specimen of which material, if pickecl up near
Basel, near Aarau, or in the valley of tho Rhine, can d emonstrate the peculiarities
of that soil and intluco far-reaching geogra.phic::il conclusions. In studying the
glaciers the teachers should not neglect to exhibit a, small piece of rock, polished or
scratched by the movement of a glacier, ta.ken from an accumulation of rocks brought
<.lowu by a glacier. If this specimen be found in the neighborhood of the schoolthat is, in a place situ11ted at a groat distance from the present glacier-the pupil will
conclude that glaciern mus t in prehistori c times have ha<l a much larger extension
than now. His mind will,' by arriving at such a, conclusion, not only gain an impres-,
sivo fact, but grow in capacity. The various coast lines and their formation, such as
the Giant's Causeway, in Ireland, the sanely coast of northern Gerrun.ny, the Mangrove
coast of Venezuela, autl others, should l>e shown in pictures which may be used
profitably to teach the pnpils something of tho dangerous life of the coast population.
If there is any part of geographical instrnction that profits by the mode of treatment applie<l in natural sciences, it is map drawing. Of the numberless methods
advanced, in order to acquaint the pupil with geographical data by means of a clrnwing, not one has gained general approbation, because none of them trcart nature
correctly. All clo violence to nature in attempting to force it to conform to a pattern.
Geometrical :figures and lines aroused within which or around which the con.st line
is drawn; in fact, the map picture becomes a mathematical problem. Those who
a<l vocate this procedure forget that the configuration of continents is not made on
geometrical lines; that the surface of the earth is the r esult of innumerable forces
and is constantly changing. The earth-'s surface has neither straight lines nor plane
figures, simply because tho earth is a sphere .
The study of any continent should begin by pointing ont the errors in cartographic
representation. Notably : Africa., from north to son th, measurrs one--fift,h of the
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ear·t,h's circumferen ce ; the P acific Ocean, in equatorial direction, measures one-third.
These fa cts can be e:s:pressed on the plane only l>y diminishing the dimensions near
the margin. ·when the various modes of projtction are treated (for instance, Merc·ator's) the distortion of a continent becomes obvious in the comparison of various
projections. H ence it is a useless, b ecau se senseless, d emand to requir.e of a pupil
that he should remember the exact configuration of a continent so that he may draw
it· from memory; senseless, I call it, b ecau se there is no faultl ess model. In a Greek
ornament the different parts fit together according to given measurements, but not
in a geographical map. In the latter there i s no right or left, or top or bottom side,
as in any other elm.wing, but merely the p osition within the network of meridians
and parallels. If there is anything to be remembered it should be longitude and
latitude of certain :poi1~.ts, especially the latitude, because on that is dependent the
temperature and climate.
I state again that the map is · only a symbol of the earth's surface 1 and it is this
surface t,hat is to be describ ed, ot tho m ap. It is best to do this in the manner in
which any other natural body is d escribed. In teaching botany a plant is not drawn
in its entirety, but only certain parts which a,re to be bronght to the attention of the
pupil, either because they can not be observed easily, or because they are of particular in tercst for the comprehension of plant life. In si mi l ar mam1er a complete image
of the country is to be drawn on the board in a step-b y-step procedure. I have found
it to be useless to draw that which the map r epr esents correctly; but all indistinct
points and facts must be brought out, as well as those that are of special importance; all these mus t be drawn. To give au instance: How l aborious it would be to
draw the whole of Italy on the blackboard! How simple, on the other hand, if in
one l esson the valley of the river Po be drawn; in a following lesson the region
aronnd Rome, with the Albanian Mountains; then the Gulf of Kaples, and in ·a subsequent lesson Sicily1 with the various neighboring volcanic islands . These details
can easily be brought into close organic connection with the aid of the map.
The third "dimension of space especially must be brought to the comprehension of
the pupil by special sketches. A practiced eye can easily see it, but to the pupil the
fl.at-surfaced map does not convey a correct idea of the third dimension. Hence, not
only tho ground plan but also v ertical cuts and profiles must b e sketched. The latter will, in tho nature of the case, always exhibit exaggeration, but it is extraordinarily instructive to give a profil e, for instance, of Sicily in the latitude of Mount
.lEtna, ·or of South America in the latitude of the Aconcagua, in proper relativn of
h eight and distance. Still better would it be if the sketch were drawn on a curved
line showing the cnrrn of the surface . It is astonishing t~ see how insignificant the
vertical dimension is in comparison with the horizontal.
· In opposition to Peschel 1 who claims that during the geography l esson the pt1pil
should be hurried from pn.ge to page in his atl as, I am disposed to say that that
instruction is best in which the atlas is ns ed l east, ancl i n which drawing and gradu al development of tht subject on the blackboar.clis resorted to. Like a text-book,
the atlas has tho chief object of affording opportunity for review at home. I should
con i.d r him a bungler who woul d during the lesso n roly on the text-book or the
~tla , and require his pupils to use their index :finger on the map all the time. .A.n
1D l pendent teacher will instruct with tho aid of a large wall map and the blackboard, at l •ast in higher grades; t ext-book and atlas he will lea Ye to tho pupil's own
us ·
aturally tho pupil should learn to read print, but also to read maps. Tho
drawing referrecl to in the foregoing paragraphs will be specially adapted as an
introduction to the omprehon ion of printed maps.
I is r adily aclmitt .d that drawing i an art which is not at the cli po al of evoryu ' · but ev ry n
an acquir it to ho e_·tent in whi ·h it i h re required. Of
0 nrse h mu t b con cious of what h ulcl be drawn, and sketch
must be prepared
a b m ju ·ta. or ti n are pr pared in the soli n :le of one's tucly .
.,. TL
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uutry, are min ntly pra ·ti ·al.
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MODER~ l\IETHODS AND DEVICES.

Prof. John Goodison, of the State normal school of Ypsilanti, Mich., who died
recently, published not long ago in the Popuiar Educator a series of articles on the
subject: "Recent deYelopments of geographical teaching in Europe," which contain a number of very valnable suggestions, and are an example of careful, thorough.
research. Upon request, Mrs. Goodison kindly placed these eight articles at the disposal of the compiler, who takes the literty of inserting them in this chapter.

I. Introductory.-In .all well-ordered mercantile est3:hlisbments the!e occurs ~t
more or less frequent m1ervals an event known ns talnng stock. By 1ts means, m
combination with the usually attendant trial balance, the prudent merchant learns
his business whereabouts-what items of stock ha;rn in the past proved saleable or
otherwi se and hence what need retrenching, abandoning, or increasing. He discovers bi s'business deficiencies, and can determine in what directions he must employ
his energies to secure further development and improvement.
So excelle!lt a custom would seem to deserve imitation in the teaching world. It
would be a commendable and a valnahle work to take at suitable intervals an account
of our pedagogical stock in trade-to learn in what state as to profit or loss our balance
sheet nrn,y stand-to inquire what of our past stock of-methods and material is dead
stock to be discarded, and what bas proved of real value and in what direction we
arc to look and lal>or for additions and improvements.
.
It is the purpose of these articles to attempt su ch a stock taking in regard to the
subject of teaching geography, and, more especially, to give an account of the work
done in this direction in Eurore during the last decade.
It is probable that not many people know what was the state of geographical
teaching in our schools some twenty-five years ago. Its subject-matter was a dry,
meaningless, unrelated mass of names and locations, pieced out here and there with
vague statements about products, etc., with some scraps of history thrown in with
the charitable purpose of making the geography lesson interesting-a commoa
expression at tlle time. The method was mainly pointing out and naming bays,
capes, mountains, cities, etc., upon an outline map-itself a particolored affair,
gniltles , save for a little mountain sllading, of any attemr,t to express physical
features.
I can well remember a geography recitation to wl1ich I listened when visiting the
Michigan State normal school as an intending student. Upon the wall in front of
tlte class hung a large outline map-Pclton's-upon which the mountains were
tlrawn as single peaks arranged in a continuous line. Each member of the class in
turn advancing to the map pointed out and named five places. I much admired
tbe readiness and certainty with which one young man recited-an admiratioa
wldch ceased, however, when I learned his method. These outline maps had num1.Jers attached to the various features they contained and corresponding to the names
gi vcn in a key. The pupil was supposed to study the lesson for the clay in his atlas,
aicle<l by a manual of "Local geography." Ent my friend was the happy possessorof a "key" and merely memorized the names with their corresponding numberst
never troubling himself to look ont anything in his atlas. At recitation he·merely
looked for the numbers with which he had associated the names. I think perhaps
be knew as mnch about geograp hy as the rest of the class, for their knowledge was.
merely of the map and not of the things represented on the map-a so-called "Local
geography." But of the great physical facts of the earth's structure, of the relation
of contour arnl reliefs to hyclrography, to climate, to organic life, and to man's social
and historical clevclopmcnt nothing whatever was learnc<l. The first effort to remedy
this state of things was made by Cornelius S. Carte6, principal of the Harvard
school, Charlestown, Mass. His physical geography and the accompanying atlaa
were moc.lels in ev ry res1rnct. The time, however, had not yet come for a ne,edeparture, and the excellent work had but little circulation. The harvest was.
reaped later by Colton, Fitch, Warren, and others, whose "Physical geographies"
were a sign that teachers were awakening to a consciousness that the study of geograph y wa_s m_ore than a matter of names and locations. Great, however, as was tha
aclvance mchcated by the appearance of these works, they still, to a largo extent,,
represented the prevalent idea that in the lower grades the teacher's work shoul<A
be rcs1ricted to local geography. Physical geography wns regarded as a high,..
school study. A conception of the 11nity of the subject had not yet been reached,.
and these works consisted mninly of brief separate treatises upon the sr.iences which
geography must necessarily call to her aid. The earth was almost lost sight of in.
the mass of details drawn from many sciences, but of tbe '' Erc.lknndo" of Ritter
and Humboldt there seemecl to he no conception. Most of these books closed with
a" Physical geography of ihc nited States," and it is somewhat snrprising that
not one of the skillful writers followed out this idea, giving a physical geography of
the oceans and continents on the same lines.
ED
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Tho realization of this idea-the presentation to the teaching world of the concept
of geography as one science dealing with the earth as its subject-matter and recognizing n, casual i·elation bet-ween all classes of geographical facts-was to come from
another hand. Arnold Guyot, trained in the school of Ritter and Humboldt, brought
to us tlrn results of the European in favor of better geographical teaching. Previous
to tlio adYent of Carl Ritter, geography had occupied but a subordinate place in the
schools. It was regarded as the handmaid of history and other sciences-merely a
convenient regist~r of the locations of pbces and an aid to readily finding them
when wanted. In 180-1 Carl Ritter, who had been educated at Salzmann's Institute,
in Sclrnepfenthal, and later had spent some time "·ith Pestalozzi, published the first
volume of his Europa . In the preface be says: "My first aim is to give the reader
a vivid picture of the entire land, of its products of nature and art, of tho worlll of
man and of nature, a1u1 to so present this as a connect,ed whole that the most important
results concerning nature and man will <levelop themselves through reciprocal c?mparison. * * * The earth and its inhauitants stand in the closest interconne~L10n,
and one can not be presented in all its relations without the other. Hence li1story
and geography mnst eyer rnmain inseparable companions. Tlie fand ,;vorks upon the
people, the p eople upon tho land/' In 1804-1806 he issued from the press of the
Schue.pfenthal Institute his Sechs Karten von Europa, with explanatory text. _I am
the fortunate possessor of a copy of the second edition (1820), discoverecl by accident
inn, box of old maps, etc., in Siemon & Bros.' bookstore: Fort ·wayne, Ind. Of the
si:s: maps, the :first presents the distriuution of cultivated plants in Europe; ~he s~con<l,
the distribution of forest trees, shrubs, etc.; the third, of wild and domestic amm~ls;
the fonrth, the chief mountain chains of Europe; the fifth is a profile represenh!1g
tho leading elevations, with regions of vegetation, etc., compared with the ~qua tonal
Cordill era; the sixth shows tho density of population, distribution of Yanons ru~es1
etc. An extra map, as frontispiece, is an attempt to delineate Europe as a ~as-rcllef.
In 1829 Denaix published an edition of this work at Paris nuder the_ title Atln. 1
Physique de l'Europe. It will be o bservcd that this epoch-making book laid <low!!- th 3
lines upon which most work of the kind bas since ueen done. in July, 1806, Ritter
puulished. in Guts-Mutbs' Zeitschrift fi.ir Padagogik an essay of 20 pages, ': Einigc
Bemerknngen Uber den methodiscben Unterricht in der Geographic.' 1 In tbis essay
Ritter des cribes the aim of geography to be "to make man acquainted with the s~ene
of his labors in special nucl it'!. general; hence it is a description not m_erely of tlio
earth itself, but of the earth in relation to man. It is tho boll(l of nn1on between
the wor ld of nature and the word of man, im:cparable from each, since it is tho fun~famental, necessary condition for the characterization of both." After enumeratmg
tho different classes of facts that constitute geography, ho says: "The natn~al
method is that which knows how to unite these different objects to a whole, which
also, in harmony with the nature of tho object, passes from the special to the gen?r:i,1.
It is that metholl which makes the child in the first place at home amid tho realities
that snrround him and teaches him to sec in the place of his abode."
Trainc(l iu this school, founded by Ritter and developed by Berght~us, !3ch?u",
,on H.ongemont, ,0~1 R?on, Luddo, and others, Gnyot gave u s, first m his Eartli_
and Man all(l later rn his geographies am1 wall maps, the results of the ]abors ~£
Enropean geographers joined to those of his own original an<l active mm<l. His
wall m aps and the maps of hi s text-books were (with the exception previously noted)
tl1 e fir. t to r epresent the earth's surface as it is. To-day tho wall maps are unoxcellell ns a fonndation for class instruction and the practice of map reading. Gnyot's
~vorlrn ,Yero, in fact, the outcom~ of jmt su ch a stock taking of progress in gcogrnpl 11cal method antecedent to their days as the present series of pa,i1ers propose to
attempt for n, ]at r 11eriocl.
_I~ :'"ill lie obvious that naturally tlio topics to be treated would fall u~<ler t'I\O
d1ns1ous-such as relate to the subject-matter of geography as school scien~o aud
rrnch as relate to methods of teacliino· in tho iiarrower sense. Bu tit is imposs1bl to
draw '." hanl :llHl fast lino 1Jetween such closely allied topics an<l the discn sion of
one will often lead to in ·nr ·ions h1to the domain of tho otli~r. Tbc chief subj eta
_pr s ntc(l will li_': Hom geography (Ile imatkunclc), nso of the wall map, map radmg, repr_ :entn.tion (map drawing-, rnli fo, etc.), distriuution of topics into cour · ,
omm~r ·ral g ogrnphy antliropography, means of illustration, onon1atology, gcograplll ·al museums, geograpbical ·hairs in univ rsities.
II. llome r1eor11·a11lty (U intrttkundc).-That tho tn<ly of n-corrraphy shoul<l begin
wi Lh h pupil' hom • is an dn ·ational ommonpla('C often nr a '"'sentc <l to than act d
ui:ion. In ' 1:'IDauy_ u tria :mcl ,'witz •rlan<lhomo geop;raphy 1 eiv a, larg_ sll:~rc
ot tho , tt utwu o_t t atlH•r.- . and tli
R ays, pamplllc•ts, an<l books discu s_in(J' 1t ·
mctho<ls an<l cletu.11. would forJU a, • mall library. Ritter lai<l tli fonnt1at1011 of
home g~ograpliy whc·n a CJl~Ot <l h1 tho pr c cling 11 ap r lH· saicl : "Th natnral
m tl_"!'l 1 1hat
* . "lnc-11 mak ·s 1h chilcl in th 1ir t plac at horn ami<l tho
~ ·11'.tustu~t · .110111111!!:alo .
'lJ,1 lir.t ·ifort to carry mtth iclc wer pro~.ihl} 111a1l _rn 1: · ·f:ilozz1_ ·c-lrnol a ). , •n1nn . J. '\V. Hennin~ n of
stalozz1
a 1 tauts, 111 b1
h ·r dt · 1 tl1otl 1 im g cwraphi ch n rut rri ·ht , H rt ·n, 1 12;
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a work in which he probably hacl the assistance of Ritter, lays down four courses of
geoO'ra,phicalinstruction. He describes the first or elementary course as "a C<?mple'te
lrno~ledffe of the neighborhood," in which the pupil should lay the foundat10ns_for
his futur; study of physical, political, a,nd mathem~tical geogrnp½y, and pre~cnbc~
excnrsions in field ancl forest as the method of teachmg. Later wnters, as vVilhelrrn
in his Ideen ueber Geograpbie, Lohse in his Der methodische Unterricht in der Geogra.phie: Ziemann in his Der_geo~rnphische Unterricht, and others, fur~he~· d~veloped.
the snbJcct. But as the scientific concept of geography was then _1~ its _rnfai!cy,
this earlier work in home g eography naturally took a purely topographical chrect1on,
and after a few lessons on cardinal points, etc., proceeded at once to study the
n eighborhood as a political division.
.
.
.
The book that first worked out a course of home geography m harmony with the
modern idea of geography_was ~- A. Fi~ger's Anw~isung; zum 1.!~ten:ichto in der
HeimatskuD(1e. First published m 184,1, it appearcu ma sixth ed1t10n m 1887. For
:finger home geography is a preparation for the study ?fthe earth. The "home" is the
reo-ion that we can see, travel over on foot; the mountams, woods, an(l brooks that sturo~ml us; the clonds, sun, and stars of the heavens above us. "We do no~ make P?litical divisions our limit; * * * that would be an unnatural restriction." Fmger
b ases his lessons on "\Veinheim, which is in Baden, but on the border looking into the beautifulBirkcnau Valley, which is Hessian. "If the pupils point out to me thel0ve]y
beech forest northeast from Wagenberge, shaJl I say, 'Stop, children; that is Hessian' i" In answer to the question, vVba.t features of the home shall be studied f
Finger replies that home geography is a preparation for the study of geography
proper, and should consider such topics as will reappear in that study . "What does
geography teach f Geography makes the pupils acquainted with the earth; it
teaches its size and form; its motions on its own axis and around the sun; * * .,,
it teaches the distribution of land ancl water; it shows tho separation into continents and oceans ; it considers tho po.;1tion, size, botmdarics, surface, climate, pro<.1uctions, inhabitants, etc., of each land. .,. "· ·.¥ As aids, geography uses globes
and raaps, representations of things, not the things themselves; it also draws maps."
All these topics have, as Finger shows, their type in the home. Tho following partial synopsis of the lessons in his "First step" for children between the ages of 6
and 8 will show how ho works out this principle:
Schoolroom; things in the schoolroom; before, behind, right, left, above, below;
first exercise in drawing (plan of schoolroom, of room at home); the sun and moon;
rain, hail, tbunc.ler, liglltning; garden; sunset; clouds; rainbow; shadows; schoolhonse; the sun moves to the right hand; the moon moves to the right hand; south;
west; east; north; spring; so utheast; stars, snow, ice, short days, winter; occupations of men, etc.
The second step reviews and expands these topics, adding new ones, such as r.:1inbow, aurora, seasons, storms, and ex.tends the m11p drawing beyond the school limits
into the- town. Finger points out that as soon as home geogra'phy has accomplished
its eml of laying the foundation for later study of geography and trainino· to the uso·
of m11ps, etc ., its u sefulness ceases . Its value lies in the fact th:1t its subject-matter
can be diTectly ob:erved, described, anu represented by the pupils. Any attempt to
extentl the course beyond what the pupil can see is a violatipn of the principles upon
wlnch home geography depends. Hence Finger protests against passing from the
hom e to county, county to si,ate (or their German equivalents), state to native land,
and so on to tb.o earth. "When home geography is completed, and before studyinosinglc conn tries, we pass to the earth as :1 whole." This view of Pingcr's was shared
by Henning, who declares it to be absurd, almost impossible, and at variance with
the or<.ler of development of the human mind ancl tho nature of geography "to lead
the child from his birthplace as center in c011tinually widening circles to a ~onsciousness and building up of the idea of the earth.I'
•
Finger's Anweisung has a worthy companion in Matzat's Mctho<.lik des g eoo-raphi~chcn ut~1-richts, published in 1885. This work co_v_crs the entire field of geggr::tph1cal teach mg, and I s_hall havo occasi?n to speak of 1t fully hereafter. It comprises
two p~rts, an au?-lytic and a syntheti?. The 11nalytic section lays down the principl~s of gcog_raph1cal method and consists of an empirical ancl a theoretical part. It
will l>c readily see~ that Matzat has a philosophical head. He belongs to the school
of II_erba!t a~d Z1llor, and though the first part of his book is by no means easy
rea<1mg, it will repay any effort it.may cost. In the synthetic division he marks out
~ comp_lctc g_e ograph ical course, giving the lessons for each day of the year. The
tirst th1rty-mght le~sons are given to homo geography. Matzat makes a (to my mind)
well-gro1~nded d1strnct10n between homo knowledge a;nd geographical home knowledge (He1matkunde uncl geographische Hoimatkunde) . His order of le::;son is as
follo,v :
Hcn:vcn and earth; horizon; ,ertical and horizontal; plan of schoolroom, 1: 100
(mdr(C measnres ); cardinal points; plan of school building and neighborhood, 1: 1000
(metric measures); reduction of this plan to 1 : 10,000; measuring angles; plan of
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~chool grounds, 1: 10,000 (p:1ce _measures); ~leyations; profile of the school grounds,
1: 10,000; representat1011 of relief on the prmciple the steeper tbe darker the shadin(J';
reduction of plan to 1: 100,000; map of neighborhoocl of school grounds, 1: 1,000,000;
relief model of neighborhoqd of school grounds; first wall map of neighborhood of
school grounds; relief expressed by shading as above; movement of the sun frqm
beginning of May to end of September; second wall map of neighborhood of school
grounds, colored in flat tints, the higher the darker; profile through the neighborhood, 1: 100,000.
It will be noticed that Matzat first develops the idea of the horizon as the visible
limit of home geography, and then proceeds from the schoolhouse as center of horizon
to study the neighborhood. This was the method of Dr. Friederich Kapp, as
developed in his Zeichnende Erdkunde (Minden, 1837); the present writer has
employed it for many years and finds it more satisfactory than any other. Matzat
differs from Finger in following home geography by a stndy of the native country,
combi:Qed with lessons on the constellations, fnrther movements of the sun, etc.;
then Germany, Europe, the earth a,s a sphere, the continents and the oceans, with
lessons on equinox, solstice, day, hour, year, calendar, moon, pole, meridian, etc.
This is partly due to the fact that in the school of which Matzat is principal the
conrse in geography runs parallel with a course in history, the latter commencing
wHh Germany.
E. Gopfert(Ueberden Unterricht in der Heimatskunde) proposes three successive
courses in home geography: The :first bas for its object to obt'::tin a geographical picture of the home a,s to position, size, relief, etc.; the second employs itself in comparin g and grouping the facts a,lready acquired; the third consists in a systematic
study of the home in all its geographical features. Each of these courses would in
turn form the introduction to a corresponding course in geogra phy proper. In each
the passage wo11ld be from the home directly to the earth as a whole. In the words
of Gopfert, "With the ending of th e course in home geogrnphy we step beyond the
·l imits of sense apprehension and resort to representations, and among these the
globe is undoubtedly the easiest to understand."
·
· I have tried, in cliscussino- the three works named above, to give some idea of the
importance attached by E~ropean teachers of geography to home geography as a,
foundation for systematic geography and to indicate tho general character of the
work. As was remarked. in the beginning, the literatnre of this subject would form
a library in itself. The views set forth by advocates of the study of home geography
may be summarized as follows:
1. In the terrestrial and celestial phenomena of the home regio:i;i., types and analogies are to be sought for all the concep ts that will be met with iu advanced geogrnphical study .
· 2. Hence the limits of home geography are determined by these prospective
requirements of future work. As these include the relations of the ea,rth to the
sun, etc . (mathematical geography, so called), form, relief, hydrography, and other
features of physical structure, organic life, man, etc., all these must :find their
beginnings and fundamental concepts in home geography.
3. The study of the geographical aspects of the homo is obviously primaril~ a
study of its physical features; hence to proceed by political di visions, township,
county, etc., is to violate the fundamental idea of home geography.
4. A leading purpose of home g eography is 1o train the pupil to map reading by
establish in g a relation between g eographical elements and their representation.
5. Each grade of geograpliical teaching (primary, grammar, high-school) should
have its preparatory course in home geography.
6. Home geography once completed, the next step is to the globe as a representation of tho e:ir th. When the limits of the pupil's field of observation is reached,
tho work of home geography is comp1etec1.
7. Tho orde~ of teaching m ay be stated as follows: First, the pupil is led to observe
the ge~grapb1~al fact. Second, he is led to describ e it. 'fhird, ho is taught to represent 1t. This ord r is true of all geographical work, and is not restricted to home
g ography.
·
TE.- ?errnan pelling vari s betwe n "Heimatsknnde" aucl ''Heimatkuncle"the latt r 1s ~b moro m cl rn form, but in qnotin!J' titl s I havo always used the
~a.~hor's spelling.
trictly speaking, "IIeimatkundo" means homo knowledge, but
1s. m~ rpr t d by th m:ijority to m an home geogrnphy.
omo writers, however,
1
g
it th l road r sign ifi ation, an l in Judo all the facts of tho home iu their leson. , II n <? th ~is in tion quoted a,bov from fatzat between a, general homa
kno~l cl e m l~Hlmg all facts of tho hom , zoological, botani al, historical, etc.,
an<l n.. g"ograph1 al homo knowledg forming a special pr pa.ration for future geogrnph1 nl w rk. In thi as g n ral horn knowl <lg wonlcl be the work of the first
an!l c ncl c:hool . ar . ~ ographiral homo lmowlcclge wou1cl ommen
ju the
tbml s ·ho 1 · ar .
b qn . tion whcth r work in hom geogra.1 by houl<l. begin
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in tlic first or in the third school year, often quite sharply discussed, is really a ·
question of tlie meaning attached to tho word.
.
.
.
.
III. The wall map as th e fonnclation of gcographwal tcachmg.-The pupil, havrng
completed his course in l10me geography, is assumed to have acquired the power to
read maps. Hence the success of his after course depends mn:in!.V upon _the thoroughness of this elementary work. He has passed b eyond t.hc lmuts of chrect personal
observat,ion and must henceforth depend upon the observations of others, recorded in
maps an<l books, to in cr ease his stock of knowledge. Since all classes of geographical facts can be r epresent ed on m9,ps, and since one map may record the 1·esults
reached by many explorers an d investigators, it follows that tho study of the map
must occupy a ch ief place in geographical teaching. This is :1 point repeatedly
insisted upon by German an d Swiss "'\"'\Titers _upon methods in geography. Expressions such as the following arc of frequent occurrence:
''The map, the truest representation of the earth's surface, in which explorers
have record ed their experiences, is the chief moans of geographical instruction."
"Wo must Ree to it that the pupil gives his interpretatiou to the cartographic
signs; that ho reads into and out of the map tlle correct geographical relations. Map
reading is the foundation of geographical in stru ction in the second grade of work.
It was prepared for in the first gr ade (home geography ) ; hero it will b-e broadened
and deepened."
An e:s:ceUent little manual (Ptasclmik's Leitfaden heim L esen der geografischen
Karten) recognizes this idea, in its title, and Geister's Atlas flir die Heirnatskunde
der Schweiz is au example of i ts complete realization. In its twel ve maps the pupils
of tho Swiss schools can read an answer to any question resp ect ing their nati\"e
lnn<l .

Good instruction iu geography from t his point of viow will not consist in looking
up answers to "map qucstions"-in memorizing a. mass of descrip1,ive text, in pointiug out places 11pon a. so-called "outline map n-but in a well-ordered reading from
tllc map under the teacher's guida.uce, and in after work in fixing and defining the
knowlellgo thus obtained. Such a, course i mplies the nse of two kinds of mapstho wall map, from which, with the teacher's help, t llo pnpil reads the main points
of his lesson; the band map of his a,tlas or geography, in which he reviews and
makes hi s own the ideas presented in the l esson . It farther implies tho division of
tho lesson ho11r into two parts-tho :fin;t half devoted to a reproduction of the lesson
of tho precedin~ day, the second half to teachin g a new l esson . These lessons are
not assigned; ihey aro taught; and tho pupil carries away from the classroom an
imperi::,bable geographical picture of the region studied-a. pi cture which he ha.a
himself read from tho map, aucl to enlarge and complete which h e needs only more
complete maps. Tho wall map, then, i s the foundation of geogrnph ical teaching,
tllo hand map its adjunct. The class work is centerotl upon the waU map, the
pnpil's individual work upon tho haucl map.
ln tho paper on home geography it was stated that there aro three steps in each
lesson in geography-observation, description, and representation-and that· this
order of teaching is not confined to the work in home geogrnphy, but applies to every
~Tado . It will be readily seen that t b o wall map takes the place of the llome as a
11el<l of ouservation; that in both cases the pupil describes what he has observed and
in like manner represents it. Of this last in connection w ith reading from the wall
map I shall llave i,ornething to say in a future article, and w ill at present attend exclusively to i.llo work of observing and descr ibing. This will Le best understood from
an actual example, which, however, will mainly show the results ratller than the
process of ma,p reading. Intelligent teachers will readily understand that nothing
i s to Le told the pup il which b e can see for himself, and that, while at first be may be
assisted in the verbal expression of the res ults, he must be gradually trained to selfdependence in this matter.
·
Le_t us suppose that the l esson is the r elief map of continenta,l Europe. In some
prev10ns lesson ihc pupil has read from tho wall map tho triangul ar form of the contin~ntal mass of :Europe ancl has noted its west, cast, southwest, aml southeast angles.
It 1s to tlle relief of this continental triangle that his attention is now directed.
Something like the followi11g will be the result-it b ei n(l' assumed that the pupil
understands the way in wllicll llighlands, lowlands, etc., ar~ represented on the map:
TEACHER. Look at tho map ~nd tell me in what part of continental Europe yo11
find the lowland represented, in what part tho big-bland.
PUPIL. Tho lowland is in the northeast. The highla.nd is in the soutllwest.
T. Look at the map agai.n and t ell me if it is all lowlantl in the nortlleast.
P. Somo Arnall hi n-blands are represented there .
T. Is the southwest all highlands~
·
P. Thero are some small l owlands in different parts of the J1igblancls .
T. State what yo n have learnetl from tho map.
P. Northeast continental Europe is mostly lowlan d. Southeast continental Europe
is mostly llighland.
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T. In what direction must I draw a line to separate tho lowland from the
highland.,
P. From northwes11 to southeast.
T. Someone may point to the northwest part of the highland. What river has
its mouth just above iU
P. The Rhine.
T. Someone may point to the southeast part of tho highland. What river's month
just above it,
P. Tho Danube.
T. Between what points, then, may my line dividing the lowlaml from the highland
extend f
P. From tho mouth of the Rhine Ri...-er southeast to the mouth of the Danube
River.
T. This lino is called the mountain diagonal of Europe. You may state how the
lowlancl 1rnrt of continental Europe is divided from the highland part.
P. Lowland continental Europe is separate<.1 from highland continental Europe
by the mountain diagonal, a line drawn from the mouth of the Rhino River to the
mouth. of the Danube River. North.cast of this line the surface is mostly lowland;
sonthwest mostly highland.
T. vVe will now attend to the highland part of continental Europe. In what
direction must I draw a line from the northwest end of the mountain diagonal to
clear the highland on its west side,
P. Southwest.
T. In what direction to reach the southeast end of the l.llountaiu diagonal¥
P. East.
T. What, then, is the form of highland continental Europef What are its bounding lines~
P. Highland eoutinenfal Eur.o pe has the form of a triangle, its bounding lines
being the mountain diagonal on the northeast side, a line drawn southwest from.the
Rhine RiveT mouth on the northwest side, and a line drawn east to the Dannbe R1Yer
mouth on tho south side.
T. Look at the map and tell me which part of the highland is the highest.
P· The south.
'l'. Of what does this highest part consistf
P. Mountain chains.
T. ·what name do you gh·o to several mountain chains extending in 0110 general
direction~
P. A mountain system .
'r. This mountain system is called the Alps. You may state what you have learned
about the south part of tho highland.
P. Tho highest part of tho highland of continenta,l Europe is in tho south. It
consists of many mountain chains forming the mountain system of the Alps.
T. Look at the map and tell mo how you see the rest of the highland represented.
P. Broad spaces bounded by mountain chains.
T. These broad spaces arc plateaus and elevated river basins. How clo they compare with the Alps as to height ~
P. '.Chey are lower.
T. In what direction <lo they lie from the Alps,
P. "\Vest, north, and east.
T. Yon told me that there were several small lowlands in different parts of the
highland. See if there arc any of tliese between the Alps and tho plateaus and riYer
basins and to what rivers they belong.
P. Thero is one southwest of the Alps and another in tho east. Tlle so uthwest
lowlancl belongs to the Rhine, tho east lowla11<1 to the Danuba .
. ~- _L?ok,at the platean region north of the central part of the Alps ancl sco whctlier
it 1s .1omcu to or separated from them.
P. It is joinecl to tho Alp .
T. This region of plat ans, el vated river basins. :mcl mountains is called the
mi<~<ll mom~tain a~d p~at au sys~eni of Europe. Tho word "middle" has r fcreuce
to.its ckv. tJon, wh_1ch 1 110t so lngh ns the Alp and not so low as some other mon11tam , t ., of c ntm ntal Europe which lie out ido this reofou.
You may sta.te
0
what yon l1aye l arn c.1 ahout this pnrt of th birrhlan<l.
l'. A_ rrgion of plat _au , 1 vat d riv r ba inR, and monntahis lies w st, nor1.l1 and
a·~ of th Alps. I 1.· ·all<d ili 'middl mountain and plateau RY t m of Enrop .
1 l, separa cl fr m il1 Alps jn th w st by th -..,.alley of the Rhon J iver, in the
<'a: l1y tb vall y of th . annl, River, mul js joiu d to tho .Alps in tllc center on
th ,ir north sicl .
ThifJ m, Y snffic a.- an xampl of th m tho!l pnr. n cl. Tb next st p wonlcl ho
a rnnr, <l •tail d stucly fir ·t of th
lp · an<.I. then f th, plateau r gion-th amount
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of detail an<l. tho method of presentation being governed by the gmcle of pupils
instructed. A snmmary of the results of an exercise in reading the contour of Farther India, will furnish an example of moro specialized work. It is taken from an
article by Director I-Ieiland, of tbe Weimar Seminary:
"Farther India has tlie form of a triangle; its base line is tho Tropic of Cancer,.
l,etween 90° and 110° cast longitude from Greenwich, or between the GangesBrabmaputra Delta aml tlic meritlian of Haiuan Island. The vertex is Cape Buro
in 1¾0 north latitude, on the same rneritlian as Capo Tcheljnskin, tho northernmost
poiut of Asia. Base i~ to height as 3 to 4. 1!ength from north to south is_ 23t0 -:-1¾0
x 60 (geographical nnle~). Length of base _is 110° - 90° _X 55 (geographical miles).
Direction of west coast 1s from northwest to southeast, mterrupted by tho Gulf of
l\fartalan. It has three natural divisions: (1) from Brn,bmaputra-Gallges Delta to
tlrn Irrnwadcli; (2) to the angle of Malacca; (3) to Cape Buro. Direction of 1 and 3
·west-northwest to soutli-southeast-of 2 north to south. Lengths equal."
The reader rnnst bear in mind that each of these examples is ta.ken from parts of
a course that imply much previous work upon other co1mtrics and instruction i n
terminology, modes of representation upon the wall map, etc . . J!'urthcr, this work
in rending and describing would be accompanied by corresponding work in rcprescntiug both by teacher and pupil-omitted here, since it will be fully treated in a
special article.
Suell ·work implies good ,rn11 maps. Good wall maps arc maps that represent the
surface of a country as it is-its llighlancls ::md lowlands, plateaus, mountains, etc.
Maps giving political divisions only, with n, few indications of mountain chains but
with no delineation of highlands and lowlantls, are absolutely worthless for any
intelligent work in geography. ,vhen the pupil was worli:ing in borne geography
ho saw l1cfore him a collection of. natural fcatnrcs, elevations and <l.epressionsplnins, hills, and valleys. He first of all studied the physical features of bis home
and tracecl the political divisions within tho lines given Ly these physical _features.
·why, when he comes to study the map as a means of acquiring geographical knowlcclgt', 1:ho11W this bo reversed f
Tho writer pnrsues tho course above described in his classes in the Michigan State
normal school. Every topic-climate, vegetation, commercial relations-is studied in
tho same way, tho basis being the excellent wall maps of Professor Guyot, snpplerncntc<l by Von H:rn.rdt's Karte der Al pen antl similar aids. He hopes at some future
time to add to his tools the wall r elief maps now nsed in some of the best Enropenn
scl1ool ·, of which moro in a future article on relief work. He would not willino·Jy
a<1011t nny otllcr method of teaching geography than the method of map reading fr~nn
tl10 ,n11l map. I can 11ot close this article better than in the words of Director Reiland, whose lesson on Farther India was quotetl above:
"The ,,a11 nrnp is the foundation of tho work. This place belongs to it as the relai.i Yel,,, best means of geographical instruction. 'fhis corresponds to what is tlio cstablishc<l method in instruction in home geography, in 11atural science, in drawing. Certain fundamental geographical concepts cau bo formed only by a, direct study of the
map. The ,Y-nll map should further form the foun<lation of this work because tho
self-activity of tlie pupil is -therelJy most snrel.v promoted. Only wlicu map reading
forms the bcgiuning and center of the study of country, aml -when tho 1rnr>il by tbo
exercise of his own powers masters the material presented in tho map, can this be
reached. But it must not be forgotten that where previous instruction in home
geography lias not m.ado the pupil skilled in understanding the symbols of a map
and bas not cstabli heel a close and living relation bct,rnen t:I.ic representation and
the object rcprcscntotl, geographical tcachiug pbys on an instrumcut withont
strings."
. IV. "A(ap rcadinq.-Ono of th? mos~ p~omiucnt features_ in recent European discus-.
sIOns of gcogr~pb1ca,l methods 1s an _rns1stan ?c upon the 1mportance of map reading
,1s tl1e fonnllation of all goocl work 111 teaclung geography. This topic has already
~cen to11~hed upon in ~he papers on homo geography _aml use of tho wall map, bnt
1t~ grcnt 1mp_orta~1c? will per~nps~ warrnut a more defaulec.1 treatment. Tho principle
of 11:ap r adrng 1s m:·olved m I:< rocl1c~'s statement that man develops himself by
mnkmg tLc external mtcrnal and the rntemal exLernal. Tho pupil in the study of
homo geography has mn.clc tho characteristics of the external features of his neio-hborhood the basis for mental pictures of them, and has associated with these inter~al
<.oncc_Pts the mocle of l"'lJrcseuting them. Ho must now reverse the process, must
rca<l_ rnto the wall and the hand map these concepts, and by describing and repre smitrng: what 110 finds there dclinca.tecl give them external presentation. "Knowlrclgc of the map," says an a,nonymons writer in a German educational journal, "is
the most important tliing in geographical teaching. Hence systematic map reading
1;11nst !>c p11rsuc<l from tbc Ycry beginning. * * · * Tho pupil sl1ould study tho map
rntcll,gently ancl should translate its signs into tlto forms for which they staucl, so
that tho map will, as it were, dcscri!Jo to him and paint for him vivid pictures of
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the earth. The map is au unknown region of the earth in which the pupil makes
discoveries. In spirit he t akes ship and traverses the oceaus; he lands and explores
the continents; discovers the bays, p cninsnlas 1 islauds; crosses plains an<l deserts;
climbs the monntains 1 anc1. p enetrates their passes and valleys.n
·
So H. Punk, iil his Ueber dieAnsclrn,uli ch keit des g eographischen Unterrichtes mit
b esonc1.er er Beriieksichtignng d es Kartenlesens, says: "The t encher must base his
i nstruction upon the map. Whatever the pupil can find for himse1f by attentive
consideration of th e m ap should not be told him/ 1 J. S. Gerster, in his Geographie
c1.er Gegenwart1 says : '' Geographical instruction lrn.s especially to provide for developing the self-activity of the pupil. This is accomplishec1. by diligent map reading
on the pupil's part. Let the t eacher dispense with tlie text-book 1 rel y wholly upon
tbe ma,p, and 1ea<1 the pupil to discover the fnndameutal physical features of each
conn try for himself. Such a conrse habitu ates the pupil to independent research and
compels Lim always to think while studying the map."
Prof. H. \Vaguer, in his address before the second German Geographical Congr~ss,
decl are d th at "the intensive study of tbe map is the central point of all geographical
t eachings/ 1 E. H. Oberliinder1 of the Grimma Teachers' Seminary, in his Der geographische Unterricht nach denGtnndslitzenderRitter'schenSchulc 1 writes: "Whl!'t
the pupil can himself read from the map and what he can infer from a study ~fit
the teacher should not tell him. Ho must rather by his questions lead the p_upil to
express his knowledge. Through analytica,l questions the t eachei;- must guule the
pupil to describe, up on the basis of the map, the horizontal and the vertica~ forms
of a l and, its hydrography and its topography. Through developing questions he
shoulcl lead him to determine the climate, productions, ctc. 1 as a, resu lt of the natural features ." Matzat, in a passage too long for quotat.ion, says in substance that
the study of regions outside the home begins when the pupil has acqu ired the P?wer
to read maps. The process consists in the pupil's studying the geographical O?Je~ts
on wall and hand map and framing his own descriptions of them. The descnpt10n
is at first guided by the teacher~s questions, but as the pupil l earns the what and
the how of map reading he must b e required to work more and more iudependen~ly.
The verbal expression is a sign for the t each er that the pnpil has the geographical
concept in his mind 1 a still further ancl more positive proof being the power to represent what has been observed and d escribed.
It has been my aim in the foregoing quotations to in<licate the lines upon which
good work in map reading must proceed. An attempt will now be made to apply
these ic.leas to a concrete example-North America. It is premised that a good wall
map hangs in view of the class, a map w hich by either drawing or coloring shows
not only topography and hydrography but also the distribution of highlands and
lowlands 1 and the altitude and cliaracter of mountains. Any map that does not do
this has no ))lace in the schoolroom. It may have its uses as a reference map
ascertaining the location of towns 1 boundaries 1 railroads 1 etc., but as a foundation
for the stucly of geography it is not merely valueless-it is positively injnrious. ~h6
pupils hav e before them the corresponding hand map of their atlases or geographrns.
These equally with tlte wall map should show the physical features. German and
Swiss school children have a.n advantage over their American compeers in the fact
that not only do good atlases pnblishecl independently from text-books abound, but
the maps composi ng them can be separately purchased; hence, the best map for ~h6
purpose in view can al ways bo used. Guyot's may be cited as fulfilling the reqmrements of a goocl wall map; Appleton's and the Eclectic, among others, of goo<l hand
maps . Und er the conditions sta ted let us 11roceed to read tlie map of North America.
1. Explanation of map.-Wl1at it r epresents. Origin of name America . Why
North_ America~ (Refer to globe, which should be pr sent at cycry l esson, for answer
to thlS questionancl the two following :) In which hemis11here 1 re ckoned from th6
equafor~ In which from meridian of .r erro~
2. Projection lincs.-Iu what direction do tho parallel s of latitncle curvd H~w,
th ·n, must east and we t bod terminecl Find meridian of 970 ,vest from Greenwich
or 20° w st from \Va hington. In wlrnt direction does it cxtencH In what direction
t½ m~riclian we t of it
Ea. t of it
What rule mu t we ob er,e in jnclging_ of
d1r ct1ons11ortli 1 011th
\Yhat angie do tho m ridia,n of 970 we tfr m Greenwich
make with tho parallel. of latituc1e
\ h.v aro the parallels dra,,n in cnrveu lines~
S. J?osilion.- (a) J lativ po ition. Position of home fonnd on map of North
Am n ·a ~ucl on glob . Pnpil mark thi position with a small ross npon their hand
map . Fm<l tlt mo. t north rn point f Torth Am rica. How far from tho homef
I a 11r withs aloof mil . How many d gr s b tween tlie homo an l this pointf
Pro
d silnilarly with nth, w t, ancl ast points of 'orth America.
(b) A_bsolulc_ 1,ositio11.-~a.ti ucl and longitude of north point of orth America
(Bo tl.11;
•nm ul. ). \\ hat parall l rnn
onth of it (700 T.). What parallel
n~r h ~f_i ( 0 · . )
T:ik
h
pa· , 1, w n 70° :r . ancl 11orth point of Bootbia
with tvtd r or ou a. tnp f pap ·r au l · how many irue it is containNl b tween
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700 N. all{l soo N. (about :five times). How many deg!ees, then, i? north ~oint of
Boothia north of parallel of 70° N., (T_wo deg,;'ees.) What, then, 1s t1:1e _latitude. of
tlie most northern po.in t of North Amencaf ( ,~ 0 N. Lat;) Procee~~ similarly with
longitude. Repeat "'."1th so_uth, 1;est, an(~ east pomts of North Ameuca.
4. Boundarics. -Tlus nee(ls 110 1llustrat1on.
,
5. roast li11 e.-Find the strait that joins the Arctic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean.
Namef Find the most easterl.v point of North America. Namd . Direction of c?ast
from Bering Strait to Belle I sle Straitf Length measured with scale of miles.
St:utin,r from Berino- Strait ·what do wo first pass f (A bay.1 Namd (Kotzebu:e
Sound .) What nextf (A cape.) · Name, (Li slnun e.) NexU (A cape.) Name,
(Barrow.) Nextf (A riYer mouth, Colville..; anotller river. mouth, Mackenzie.) A
cn,pe (Bathurst). · A strait (Union). A bay (Cor onation) . A river mouth (Coppermine), etc. Treat remaining coasts in same ma,ll]Jer.
6. Fonn .-How nrnny oceans bound North Americaf Ho:V long i s its northeast
coast~ How wide at its most southern pa.rtl (Runs to a pornt.) ·what form, then,
has North Americaf (Triangular.)
.
· This trianrrular form is sometimes called th e stem or trunk of the contment; the
peni11sulas a';'id isl ands the branches . What shape is tho continental stem of North
Americaf
7. Peninsulas.-Read from map in same order as coast.
8 . Islctnds. -What uody of water lies north of North America and west of 97° ·w.
from Greenw ichf (Melville Sound.) How many straits l ead ont of itf Name them;
first south, then west, north, east. What is this sound surrounded byf (Islands.)
How many~ N amo tu.em, beginning west of McClinM ck Channel and passing northeast and sout!J. Other i slands treated in a similar manner. If rnoro islands are
named than the teacher t!Jinks it d csimble to have learned, be will indicate upon
the wall map those that ho wishes to ue remembered.
9. Dimensions.-Mcasnro on map leng th of each side of triangular form. Compute
area of triangle by ]rnown rule. Compare with area, given iu b ook . V{hence the
d1fforence (a1lo"·ances mnde for projections and indentations) ~ Measure length of
Nort-h America on 97° W . from Greenwich; on 87° ·w ; on 107° \V.; from Bering
Strait to Isthmus of Panama, from Strait of Bello Isle to Cape St. Lncas. Width.
on 50° N.; on 70° N.; on 40° N.; on 30° N.; on 10° N.; from Cape Hatteras to Sau
_ Francisco Bay; from Delaware Bay to Cape Memlocino; Strait of Belle Isle to
Gnlf of Georgia . How long would it take a train traveling 40 miles an hour to pass
over each of these distances 1
10. Reli~f.-'l'eacher explains that the green coloring indicates lowland-the lighter
tho color, the higher tl1e l and . The buff color indicates highl and . White, the region
of perpetual snow . (In recent German maps brown tints ar e used tbrougbout-the
darker, the higher. On the w hole this is to b e preferred.) Meanings of terms
"lowland 11 aucl "highland." What parts of North Ameri ca show lowlandf What
parts highland 1 How many lowlands do you sed Names given r.s "lowland Mackenzie River," "HlHlson Bay lowland," etc . How many lti ghlands f Names given as
"Arctic highla,nd/' "western highland," "eastern highland." \Vbat connects eastern and western higbland f (Highland nor th of St. Lawrence system .) Name given.
What connects Laurentian h eights with Ar ctic highland 9 Tho distribution of highlands ancl lo wlall(l8 being studied, a specinl st udr is made of each. The eastern
higl1land may servo as au example. Direction (southwest to northeast.) Position
or south"est extremity; of northeast. Of what composed 9 (Mountain s in center,
platca11s western , terraces eastern.) Nnrne of the mountains. River valleys within
the system . N amo rivers ii). lon gitndiual valleys. What transverse valleys! In the
western highland attention ,Yonld be called to tlic arrangement of the mountains on
its " ·est side, <liYcrginrr to inclnl1e tho valleys of Sacramento and San Joaquinuniting at Monnt Shasta, ancl again diverging . Iu the Rocky Mountain system the
difference in cliaractcr between its southern, central, and northern portions would
be noted . So also the plateau region between t ho llocky and Coast systems and the
Great Plains east of tho Rockies. Simil arl y the highlands of Centru l America and
of Mexico would bo noted as di visions of the western highland, to be more fully
studied when those conn.tries wcro taken up. It will be noted that the features of
relief that .belong togeth er are sttulied together. Thus not all the mountains of
North Arnenca £rst, and then all tho Yalleys and n ext the plateaus, bnt rather first the
distnuution of highlauds and lo w lands, next each of these separately; but in each
studying together features that uelong together in nature. 'l'hus in Asia,, after tracrngtbo disposition of l owlands and highlands, wo might take np tho s11ecial study of
the great centra l hi ghland. Its extent from the Mcditerranea.n to the Pacific would
first Le notecl; its increase in width from west to east; th e contraction to the vicinity of 75° E. and 35° N., formrn~ t,rn di visions, eastern :wd western. Next we
might tako tho eastern h1ghlancl; stndv its ex te11t cast and west, north and south;
its uearly triangular form; no1.o and descriue thQ mouutams of its northern, eastern,
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and southern margins ; tho mountain s cr ossi ng its interior and the divisions (as
Soongnria, Thi bet, etc.) thns originating . 'fheu, if des irable (as would be the case
say with the HiuHtlnya Mountains), special stu dy wonhl b e made of each of these
bon1ering mountains, divisions, etc.
So again, if the topic were that p art of t ho cen tral European highlanrl lying north
of the Alps ancl b etween tho Rhine a nd t h o March , firs t w oul<.1 be noted the existence of three divisions m eeting in tho Fichtel l\Iountains - th.o Swiss-Bavarian plateau, the Fr::mconi::m basin, aacl the Bohemia n basin . Kext each in turn woul<l he
stndied as to position; form, bountlary, mountains, rivers, et c.
In brief, the object in view i s t o d ev elop i n th e pupil's mind a picture of tho country studied that will n e,·cr leave hi m, and a sense of the int erdepenclence of related
geographical featur es .
How this observati on :111<.l d escript ion of t ho con tent s of a map is to be accompanied
by representation of the things obserYed aml <.lesc ri!Jecl w ill b e discussed jn the ne~t
11aper. For the present the statement th a t map draw ing i s a necessary accompa111ment of m ap reading must suffice . I ,vi11 in cl os ing call a ttention to tho fact that
tho work so far is analyti cal-we h ttYo m er ely determined t h o contents of the m::ip.
The next to11ic, h y drography, will furnish. an opportunity for showinp; how deYcloping q nestions m a,y bring out icle:!s of tho r elation s existing b etween different cl::isscs
of geographical phenomena.
.
11. Hydrograp hy.-Our r eading of tho coast h as made us rtcquaintcll wit~1 tltc position of the mouths of leading rivers; h en ce, this will be ou r starting pornt for tho
study of hydrography . Questioning shoultl be first d irect ed to fixing the great
dr:1in:1go areas in the pupil's min<.l.
·
.
\Vhat rivers l1:1vc their m ouths bet ween Bering Strait arnl Bello Isle Str:11t 1 Into
what ocean do they discharge f Pro ceed in the sarno manner w ith r emain_iug ?oa~ts.
Into how many and what oceans do th e rivers of North America. flow, '\\ c will first
study the rivers fl.owing into th o Arctic Ocean or in to an y of its bays, gulfs, etc.
Pin<l th e mouth of the Mackenzi e R i ver. F ollow it t ill :first tr ibutary is reache<l. In
what direction d o we go f (Southeast.) -Na.me of first tr ibutar y f (Waters.of Great
' Bear Lako from: cast, through. river uot namecl.) I n wh at direction from tlns porntf
(Southeast.) Tributary g (DeaseTiiver.) What b odyofwaterdowe~·cachJ (Great
Slave Lake.) In what <.lirection 11ow ~ (Nearl y sonth. ) Somo pupils raise b~nds
hero ::md state that the r iver i s no lon ger called th o Mack enzie, but the Sl_avo River.
The Slam River is traced in Atliab asca Lal,:o and t ho tributary, P eaco River, noted
from Athabasca, Lake, south ancl sout hw es t to Mount Hooker, und er name of Athabasca, River. PupHs now describe the river fr om sonrco to mouth. In tho sa111o_way
two or threo leading Tivcrs should b e Tead at each l esson , ancl the remaining nvcrs
to bo stuclie<l on the sam e plan in<.licate<l . . The t each er t h us r e<ln ces the amonnt_ to
be loam ed wit hin the limits he deems fit , n o m a ttor how much detail the map stmlicd
may contain.
T h o process describ ed aboY e fi xes th o lo cation of drainage ar eas, ancl traces them
back to the r elief ?f. tho lan d. Th e n ext step sh onlcl connect r elier with l_1y~ro~rapll y as n, de termmrng cause. Into wh at ocean do mos t of t ho nvers of lSo:tll
Am<:ricn, uisch ar ge directl y or t hrough b ays, gulfs, etc . ? (Atlantic.) On which _imlo
of l\?i'th Am~ri ca i s th e gr eatest elcYation of ~ts surface ? (Wes t. ) ~n w_hat direct10111 :, t hen , its l ar gest sl op e'? (To the Atlanti<'.) '\Vl1y do most of its nyers :flow
into t h o Atlan t id
Simifa rly trace the influence of tho wester n hi ghlall(l np?n.th~
drai nngo to t he Pa.ci fic, of tho App alach ian hi gh land in direct in g tl1 0 Mis ·ii;s1p1n
drainage t o t h e Gulf of 1\foxico1 the St. L nwrcnce to tho llorthcatit, ::: nd upon tho
formation of tho Atlantic slope.
T l:o pnpils, b eing suppose<l to know t l10 distinction between u pper, middle, ~n~l
_cour~e of r iYers, sho_uld bo r1uestioncd upon tho r elation of t h is feature to r ~licL
Takm g 1trst th e Atl ant ic slope , lca<l them to sec i.lrnt since tho eastern part of tho
Appalachinn l1i<Thlancl con sists in succession of mountain s t errnce an d ]owlnll(l, tho
thr<·<· <hYi ious aro fonntl fu ll y <lcvclopccl in its riYers. Taldng ne~t tlio Mi ssissip pi,
show that the lar~cr part of i ts conr ·c l ieincr t lnou(Th a lowlaucl tcncl s t o r edu ce tho
1~i tld l • conno iu l :n~th. Again sbowtllo r~lation -Cetw nlongestslopcmHl long ·:t
rn·cn, · l1ow tb c HY 1 s of · orth Arn ri ·a ' xcc• <l in Jeno-th and nrcn. tl r uin ecl th o. o of
th_o l<l World as :i c-on:equ n ·c of the prec.loTIJ.inan e of lowlands · bow tbi. len gt h
of 01_ir. e th~o11°h. l owla ~1<1 limitl:J tb ir fall and rato of cnn nt. Ask t h pnpil_s to
tl ·. <·nl ie n, i w of th i·1H·rn of 1101th 111 · orth America east of th e ·w este rn lu ~ltl:nul ancl n. f w of sonth rn ... · 01th America . Th n qnestion th m u p on t h eir di trcrc·nr~8 io ·how tha !lown to . mHl including tl10 't. L:nnenc thry ar on tlrts of
ham: of lakC'. nncl l,(']ow tllls mni11lv larg sh ams with 1rnmerous l irn n chc: .
1 ! . Cli111alc.- P11pi1 ar . uppo · <l to'h1ow th <li. tincti on 1J ·tween c·cmti11c11ta l and
o,. anic· ·l im. t .- ancl lJetw ·u tropic·al, snLtropical, t<·m11crnt Fikppc nml <k •rt
c~unat . . B twC' n what two par.11 l of latitud · clo . r'orth .Am crH·, 1i
'\\"h at
l m• <·ro. ,. ,outhern ·orth Am ri·a .... · orthcrn • rth Am rica? 'fhrou<rh ho w
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many zones docs ~~forth America extend f Northern zone f Southern zone f Central
zonef Comparn as to temperature.
Make plain to pupils that this is a ~i:vision i1~to so-callecl mathematical cl~mat_e,
and takes account mainly of tlle pos1t10n of different parts of North America m
reo·ard to the direction of tho sun1s rays. This climate will be further modified by the
relief of North America. In what direction docs the highest·line of elevation cross
North America~ (From north to south .) In what direction the greatest lowland 1
(North to south.) In which half of North America is the greatest highland f In
which the greatest lowl:md f Upon what part ?f the ma_p is the white placed, sh_owino- where snow remains during the yearf vVh1ch, then, IS tho coMer, tho great lnghla~d or the great lowlancH Which half of North America has the largest_and mo_st
bays and gulf's~ Into which half does the ocean extend farthest~ ·what climate will
the east half of North America havef (Oceanic.)
In a similar manner it should be shown how this results from the lower east half
lyin o· open to moist winds from the Atlantic; how the latitude of the lands north of
the Gulf of Mexico, antl their accessibility to moist winds from the Gulf, gives them
a subtropical climate with summer rains. Nearly all the later geographies contain
pllysical maps upon which the lino of northern limit of trees 1 etc., is drawn. This
may be used to point the contra.;t in temperature bct"TT""een the east and west coasts.
Similarly tho continental character of the western half of North America, east of
the Pacific region shoul<l be inferred from the rela,tiou of the line of greatest elevation to the moist winds of the Pacific. So also the subtropical climate of California,
the stepJle climate of the prairie region, etc. If the map gives the ocean currents
these will a.id in rna<l.ing the climate. Again, a rnlation may be traced between the
contrast of east and west in climate and the like contrast in hydrography-between
the absence of east and ,,,-est lines of el.ovation an<l the comparatively gradual change
of climate from north to south. If the pupil has learned in the primary grade (as
he shoulcl) some clementar;r facts abont tho climate of Europe, a few comparisons of
latitude in Korth America and in Europe ruay be cornbinell with this knowledge to
point out tho cooler charncter of tho climate of North America, which may then be
tra,ced to the wider extension of that continent toward tho north, iho absence of marginal mountains to protect it from arctic winds, the course of tho Gulf Stream, etc.
18. T'<'gctation.-A majority of our beet geographies give upon their p1ysical maps
the lino of limit of trees, etc., m tho same mnirner as the best German maps, n,nd
in<licate tho locnlitics of lcauing vnrietics of vegetation. When studying the vegetation of the entire earth the grouping into zones and regions, as of palm and banana,
ncccllo-l eave<l. evergreens, etc., bas an advantage in giving broad general views. In
the study of the grand divisions, however, the grouping by natural province brings
vegetation into closer relation in relief, hydrograplly, an<l. climate. The classification given by Professor Griesbach in his Vegetation der Erde is adopted by the
leading German geographies and will form tho basis of the present illustration.
Calling attention to tho line of northern limit of trees, question the pupils as to
its c1ircction and consequent difference of position on cast and west coasts . They
will easily be led to see that tho region north of this line is treeless, and tbat it is
appropriately name<l. Arctic proYince. They will then read from their maps tho
characteristic vegetation of this province. Appropriate questioning will show the
influence of tbe Rocky Mountnins in carrying tho tree line northwa.r<.l in tho northwest, and of the deep inlets from the Arctic Ocean in correspondingly doprcssi11g it
:farther cast. By commencing on i.ho Pacific Coast nncl noting tho enumeration of
trees upon the map the limits of tho Nori.Ii American forest pro,ince may be readily
traced-its southern limit north of tho steppe region of the Great Plain; its southward extension toward the Gull' on tho Athmtio side of North America; the specific
trees which characterize its western, eastern, a.nd soui.beastern portions; tho connection "Letwecn its position aucl relief, byclrogr:ipby, and climate. So, also tho steppe
province of tbo prairies, iho snbtropical Californian province so si~ilar to tho
Mediterranean province in Euro1,c, iho .M:e:x.ican, "\Vost Indian, etc. The limii.s of this
paper preclude fnller detail, but teachers will rca.tlily see how the Gorman idea of
r~adin~ ~rom tho ma:p and of not telling tho pupil anything that he can find out for
~m1self 1s to be earned out.. ~t may ue noted that the vegetation of a countr_y and
its vegetable products aro d1ff(}rent matters, a.nd tbat as rerrards
the verretation of
1
ou! ow_n cou1:-try valuable ai~ may be obtaine~l fro~ volume=\) of the cen~us report,
ep1tom1zed with n, good map m Petermann's l\1Ittbc1lungen, No. VIII, 1886.
14• .Animals -Should be treated similarly to vegetation, and niay be gronpod
according to the climatic regions and p1·odnces of vegetati011.
15. l11habitants.-ln Gernter's Atlas of Switzerland, described in an parlier })::tper,
two maps, one 8howing the parts occnpie<l by French, Germans, and Italians, and
a.nother showing tbo density of populat1vn, furnish a, basis for an exercise in map
rea<ling un<lcr this topic and for tracing· a relation between tho facts <lelinoatc<.l
ancl tho physical structure of the country . ·.rho ethnographical map of Europe,
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found in the best German school atlases, enables the pupil to see how two lines,
radiating from Trieste, will follow the lino of division between the three dominant
European races-Rornanic, Germanic, and Slavonic-to distinguish the Alps as a
common meeting ground of the races a.nd other similar facts. Our American geographies do not furn1sh u s this ahl, and it is hence necessary to tea.ch facts under this
topic as matters of information, unless teachers, with the ai d of tµe census reports,
will prepare rough wall maps for this purpose. In a following pnper on graphic work
in geography an attempt w ill be mnde to show the Germau and Swiss method of
t.railling pupils to translate the statist.ics given under the topic '' Population" into
visible speech on bl auk maps, thus reading the facts into instead of out of the map.
Passing some other topics, such as products, industries, etc ., with the statement
that with suitable maps they would be best taught by map reading, I will close this
paper v,ith an illustration of map reading, applied to the study of the cities upon
tlieAtlantic Slope of the Unitecl States.
The lesson would be opened by questions reviewing the relief of the region and
directing tho pupil's attention to its three divisions-mountains, t errace, and lowland. The teacher would then point to such of the cities along the east foot of ~he
mountains as he wished learned, the puuils finding them on their hand maps, namrng
them, and if any are upon rivers, noting and naming the rivers. A similar co~se
wonlll be followed with the cities n ear the eastern margin of the terrace and with
those upon the coast. The gradual approach of the mountains to the coast as the
north is a,pproached, and the consequent decrease in width of terrace an_d lowlan.d
, voulll be noted. The facts being thus r ea,d from the map, the connection of th18
position of cities in three lines r e lated to the three lines of relief 'Yould he b:ought
out. Questions as to the probable mode of tra,nsporting goods m mountam ~nd
comparatively leYel country, respectively, would lead to change of transpo_rtation
being assigne(l as a proba1le reason of the location of cities at the mount:un foot.
Questions as to the effect npon river currents of the passage over the edge of ~he
terrace, the formation of water power, aud the navigability by large craft carrymg
moro goods to the streams below the terra.ce would point to some of th~ .causes
determining the l ocation of the ser.ond line of cities, while the coast cities are
obvion sly at the seat of change from .land and river to ocean carriage. Non_e of
these relations would be tolll to the pupil; he must be led by the teacher's questions
to dis cover them for hi.mself.
lt has not been my purpose to make a complete geogr.1phical study ~f. North
America, but to present such illustrations as would show clearly t h e sp1nt and
method of the map r eading so much insisted upon by European writers upo1;1 geographical teaching. That it develops the self-activity of tho pupil seems ~v1dentj
equally plain is it that the method requires teaching rather than lesson settmg a1;1
lesson hearing. Undoubtedly it reriuires hard work from both teacher a,nd pupil;
undoubtedly it will take more timo than memorizing and repeating the words 0 ~ a
printed text. It is not,, JJ.owever, in the material world only that a constant relation
exists be.tween po-wer applied and work accomplished.
.
V. Gmphic icorlc. -In the summary of work in home geography it is stated tha~ lll
all geographical work there are three steps-observation, desc ription, represontatwn.
I have Yentnrccl to include under the term" graphic work" a variety of p rocesses
which, while differing considerably among themselves, have t he carryin g out of the
third step-representation-as their common aim .
.
To u se a much-abused term, map l'Cading may be described as a process of an~lysis.
The pupil secs the map as a whole, anJ. step by step analyzes it into its constituent
elements . The description of the results thns obtained is to a certain extent a. process of synthesis. Bnt if the pupil goes a step farther and represents what be has
obs rvccl and dcscribe<l. the process is complete; be associates the yarious matters
of cle~:1il. so as to form a, c01mected picture of the region studied . Natura1ly ~ap
dra':'1~g 1s oue of the very obvious directions taken b y this work of represe1;1tat1on,
but it 1 by 110 n!eaus the ouly form that it assume . Tho v:1rions geograpb1c3;l .elem nt~ that admit of rcp~cscntation may, perhaps, b e roncrhly classified as po~1t1on,
magmtnd , an.cl form, u sm g the · terms iu av ry broa<l sens . Iu map drawmg all
thr o. aro ohv1011sly}11or or less dealt with, but some German geocrraphcrs-more
P c1ally .i.I~ tznt, l_ 1~ ·hhoff, oord , ancl Kiihne-have re nt]y employed mcth~ds
of r~pr entmg p~l 1t1on ancl magnitude whi ·h wonld s em to b worthy of eons1drat10n ancl aclopt1011 by A_m ri<·an t ,a ·her . His the purpose of tb present parer
to Sp"a.1· of th , r .- rv11,11;' for later tr atm nt map t1r:1wing proper and relief
work Ancl, fir t, a · to pos1t1on.
ne of th s:mpl !'t forms of tbi: nitabl for use
with quit yonnir pupil.-, i. to writ th nam .- of tbc g ographic:al' obj cts in their
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trne relati ve p osition:-1 . Thns 1 if the boundaries of Euroy,o b ave b een stmlied they
mav be represented thus:

_A-,.ctiC Ocean.

)

Atlantic
Ocean.

1

<

------EUROPE.-----~>~ Asia.;

l

.11-.fed~erranean Sea.
In a more ad va.nced class, wh ere greater d etail is required, as, for instance, the
seas-North Sea, Sea of Marmora, Black Sea, etc.-a similar plan would he followed .
.As an cxa,mplo m ay llo tnken a representation of the positions of the tributaries of

the Dauu!Je witbiu the limits of Germany:
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~

~
1:::\

~

~
~

~

~~
~

~ ~

~
~

~

~
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A similar one of the Rhine would be as follows, a<.lding to the Rhine tributaries
thei r tributaries, aud indicating by l. or r. their position on left or on right bank:

Scheldt
(l.Sambre.)

Neuse.

.Lippe.

Ruhr.
(r.Meurthe and
Saar.}

Kosel.
.Lahn.
.

f (r. Kinzig·)

Mazn. ?(l.Rednitx,.)
Neclrar.

(r.Reuss.)

Aar.

The central point of tho middle mountains of Gorman.vis formed by tho Fichtcl
Mountains, which may :1lso be consiJ.ered as the m eeting point of the plateau syst_em
of Cflntral Europe north of tho Alps-tho S,Yiss-Bavarian Plateau, the Francoman
Basiu, and. the Bohemian Basin. ln tbo Fichtcl Mountains fo nr other rang~B nea:·ly
Jileet anll four rivers take their rise. If we represent the Pich tel by F, the iollo,-vrng
scheme will represent this important geographical relation:

Main River.

E!ferRiver.
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If the topic stuuiecl has been tho west, south, and east coasts of England, the
result may be thus r epresented:
East Coast.

West Coast.

North England..

Cumberland.
The Wash .

Lil"erpool Basin.

East Anglia.

Central England .

\Vales.

The Nore .

Bristol Clian11el.

Kent.

South England.

Cornwall and De,·on.

English Channel.

Similarly, the clivision of Scotland into three l)arts l>y the firths and the Caledonian Canal may be represented:
North Scotland.
]J,foray Fi-I-th.

Calecl011ian Canal.

Central Scotland.
Firth of Forth.

Firth of Clyclc.

South Scotland.

In a Prussian school the pupils have studied the relative positions of the twelve
Prnssian provinces just as American children would study the positions of tho States.
Representing each province by a square, the following would be a record of the
result:

SCHLESWIS::..
HOLSTEIN.,

7?0M£RANIA ~ WESJ:...Plrt/SSIA_-

Ed STPlrVSSIA.
I

W.ESTPIIALIA .-

HANOI/ER.

l?f/lNELANO. · flESSE-NASSA/J.

i

BRANfJ£/'18t/R~

SAXONY.'

1

.POSE#.

SILESIA.

The pupils of a German school have traced the relief of their native laud from the
shores of tho North und the Baltic Sea south to the Swiss Jura Mountains. Whilo
doing this they haYe noted tbo elevation aboYe tb.e sea in hundred meter intervals
of certain leading points. To represent this a vertical line 8½ in elms long is divided
into 17 half-inch spa.ccs, ca.ch representing 100 meters . As this fig·nre is to represent
elevation it is numbered from below upward-had direction been aimed a.t the
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reversccl plan would have bee;1 adopted.
appearance:

The diagram would present the following

METERS.

/700

SWISS JURA,

1600

RIESEN MTS.

1500

BOHEMIAN FORESr AND BLACK F OREST.

/400

VOSGES MTS.

/300

/200

·-

L ITTLE CARPATHIAN MTS.

ERZ MTS.

HARZMrs;

//00
/000

F/Cf/TEL MTS.

TlltJRING!AN MiS~.

900

TAUNUS MTS.

800

EIFEL MTS.

700

FRA/VCONIAN JURA MTS.

60 0

ODENWALD, SPESSART.

50 0

..ZUR/Cfl, MU/V/CII.

400

30 0

NUREMBERG, POMERANIAN LAI(£ PLATEAU,
STUTTGART, BASLE.

20 0

VIEN/VA, PRAGUE, METZ,
STRASSBI.IR0.

10 0

.FRANKFORT o. M, LE/P2IG, WARSAW,
BRUSSELS, HANOI/ER.

0

COAST

OF

NORTH SEA AND BALTIC SEA.
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The numbers, of course, are round numbers. 'Where a point-as the Harz Mountains, Stuttgart, etc.,-lies bet,veen the given heights, it is written in its proper
place. ·
These examples will bo _sufficient ~o show tho ma.nner of representing P?Sition,.
either horizontally or vert1ca.lly. Of the value of the plan there can, 1 thmk, be
but litt.le doubt. As an illustration of tho application of tho same idea to physical
geo(l'raphy let us take the case of tho circulation of wa.ter, sta.rting from sea, river,
or l~nd, and returning as rain. 'fLis may be expressed by a diagram thus:

Vapor of'lfater.

i

Wind. - - - - - - - - - - : :.. Clouils.
~
~

~'

~

i

-~

~~

~
~

~

Ocean.-~------- .River.

~---------Iatcit.

Wo will now pass to the methods of dealing with geographical magnitudes. I
presume that many of my readers have questioned wh a t they should do with such
matters as populations, areas, etc. That somo use, for fostanco, should be made of
the statistical tables appended to our school geographies will be readily admitted.
Yet to require the memorizing of these numbers would be absurd. In fact, in themselves, th ese magnitudes have no value. They have a value, however, the moment
they are used to express a relation. The tables in my geography give me the following fat:ts res11ecting the leading States of central Europe:
Arca.

Germ:1n Empire . .................•.....••.••••..••.•.•. .-...
Austria's share of central Europe... ..................... . .
Ncth_erlnnds (in cluding Luxemburg). ........... .. .........
1

~~li~ ~~1~~~i: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Population.

_ff.ilometers.
5'13, 9G6
193, 396
35,587

!t tr~

45, 235
14, 855
4,720
5,655
2,846

Po-pulation
per kilometer.

83
77

124
192

6!J.

l might of course memorize these dot.ails, hnt of what value would they be and
how long should I retain them f Moreover, the quantities in the second and third
columns are snbject to change. Instead of attempting to memorize them I wiU
represent the relations existing between these num bors. Let us first take the areas
given for the above-named States of central Europe and a,rranging them in a,
decreasing series, express this by lines of corresponding length, of course "rounding" the numbers:

e=-.,.."""""""""""""'......'""""'Zi'ZIIIAustria·s .·share of' centralEurope.·

etherlands.
_elffium.
ED
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Snch a figure appeals to. the eye, and the r el ative length of the lines will remain
a l0ng time in .the memory. A pupil who makes such a construction reaps-a benefit
from the work itself. It would 0£ courso be d esirable to adop t a much larger seale
than the· o·n e here ernp1oycd..
Let us now arrange the numbers of tbe s~con<.1 colmun in a decreasing series and
represent the result by lin es.
11"""'""'"'""""'""""'""""'..,,....,....,,.....,__,..,..,__________..,.......,_,._ _ (Jerma-nEmpire.

a-==""""'.,._.....,..,.,,_.,.,.,.,.Ausfrla;.,~:sha,:e: of ceritl"al Europe.

-· -

'Netherlands.

-_Swit:zerland.
Will tho pnpil who vrnrks this diagram out soon forget that tho areas oL Switzerland, the Netherla:ncls, and Belgium are inversely as their populations ~
A similar trea,tment of the third column gives us:

---------liiilllllll5£!11iD-----Hetheclands.
______________ _Gecman_,,E mpire.

m-i--llli2-----mam'•Aust~ias-::skar.g ()f celib::al_Eu rope.
--1.lli:l!ID!li'!lllll_ _ _ _ _ _

swit';;:erland.

It would be a valuable exercise to try and trace the reruarkablo reversal of or~or
in this last representation to the character of the surface of each country ancl its
position as maritime or inland.
L et ns now attempt to express the area of each country ancl the density of it .
po1rnlation together. A square with sides 3-g. in ches long wouM express the area. of
Germany. The nearest inteoTal square root of its population considered as hunclrocls
is 21. 'I'aking a clot to repre ent each 100 inhabitants, wo place within on~ square
2~ row , each containin~ 21 dots, and arranged so as to form squares. Takrng Bclgrnm n tho nex exampl e, we should have a square with i -inch sides and 7 row each
containing 7 dot . The distance betw en the clots in tho square representin g Gcrmnny wonlil be 1 2 inch nearly; between those in the square representing Belg~nm, ¼inch. The B<Jnare representiug, 'witzerland will show the appearance of tbe
diagram:

!·

..
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As anoth er example, take the population of six impo1·tant cities in thousands:
London 3,816; Paris, 2,269; Canton, 1,500; Berlin, 1,.278; New York, 1,207; Vienna,
1,105. 1'aking a line of 4½ inches to represent London, we should have:

London.
'
11,;..======....,....,.,_,,........,.....,.....,=====c=-""""'.....,_ _ _ _..,paris.

~ ===""""=""""""""""""'======= = Cantoni,

fiF.,====="!.:"'=""""'====:.ma...,.Berlin.

The example given of the Yertieal positions between the North Sea aml the Swiss
Jura is also in a certain sense a representation of magnitudes. A similar exarnple
may be taken from the average depth of the ocean (3,000 m eters) as compared with
the greatest known sea depth. (See figure b elow.)
·

The average elevation of the l ancl mass above the sea level (a), 650 meters, ancl the
two most remarkable depressions below it -surface of the Caspian Sea (b), 26 meters,
surface of the Dead Sea (c), 400 meters-may be repres ented in a di~gram profile as
follows:

a

For more ~c~vanccd work a method is employed by several German teachers of
geography wmch represents at the same time the relative areas and the approximate
form s of the countries .
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Thus, ruling light lines to divide a sheet of paper into squares, the German Empire,
Holland, Belgium, and Switzerland will take this form:

· .NORTH~.

,·

_;r _

SOl/TH.
. By tinting each country with different crayons the diagram. would ?e. much
improved, and by placing within each country as many dots as it has milhons of
.
· population, an additional relation would be represented .
The mention of colored crayons suggests another mode of representation , w~th
which J will close this paper. Ascertain from tho table tbe density of population
of certain selected countries. Take a blank map of the countries and with an Eagle
or other brown crayon pencil fill in the outlines of the countries with lighte~ or
heavier strokes accorcling to the density of the population. Of course still mcer
work could be done with sepia or india, ink.
VI: Graphic worlc.-Map drawing .-It has already been jndicated that the fac~s and
relat10ns l earned by map reading receive their final association to a complete picture
of the region studied through map drawing. Whilo the pupil's verbal statement ?f
the results of his map reading does this work to a certain extent-as he can be said
to know only what h e can express-so also has he clearly seen only that which he
can draw. We must guard ourselves, however, against taking this undoubtedly true
statement too absolutely. In the words of Matzat, "Things are never drawn as they
a~e in foll detail; tho draftsman represents only snch of their features a~ r:iay iml?ress
him." Hence two persons drawin(l' the same landscape may produce stnkrngly diff~rent pictures, yet l>oth be true to n°ature. This fact lies at the foundation of the distin ction between artistic and ordinary drawing. Artistic drawing strives to express
cl licate distinctions of form, and this conditions its rosthetic value. But ou the
other han<l, if a youn(l' chilll represents a man by a small circle for tho bead, a straight
v rtical_lin for the neck, an oval for the bocl_y, and fonr stroke. for arm ancl legs,
b bas s1mplydrawn those peculiarities of the human form which he has apprehended.
!Ie ha _s n many oth?r p ~uliarities, lrnt they have obviously not m3:cle ~uch an
~mpre s1on a. t !es ult_ rn a. v1sua~ ropr . entation which fin els expression rn h~s dr3:w111 •
A a draw10 this ·h1ld's p1ctnre i laugbahle ridiculous· bnt a a delrnefit1on
f th undetailed concept of a man that he has ·o f:ir form ed it i cbrrect. It would
hav 1> n iu orrect bad h drawn three arms in teacl of twd H nee it ma be said
t~a. th·~ i · an ab tract. drawing . qually with an au trn. t tbinkin(l', ancl w~, honld
di trn tru1 h b •twe n a pteturo which mu. t l>o b antifnl a11cl a dial.!ram which ne d
only l>c orr ct. And the mra. ure of thi correctn ss i in its 1f rolativ and ub.i cti~· . "~a th hilcl _Yisnal r pre. ntation ·ontain will b<· reprodu eel and ~x ,d
h., h1 lrawmrr.. Ab talll ·t who dr:iws a. diacrram of a ilow •r pro r·(' •tls in th. clu.ld s
1n,~u~1 r. II ."'~ h<: · .t
ho, ti: uumh r of p ta1. autl se1 al , 11 ir motl of umon,
t ·, all •l e 1 · rn<hficreu t to l11m; he i uot making a picture of the il " r .
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- This is exactly the case with map drawing. Maps and profiles are not pictures;
they are diagrams, abstract representations of the r egion studied. Obviously there
maybe grades of abstraction in these representations-greater or less amount of detail
and exactness of form. I wish to show my friend where I live; I draw a rough plan
which indicates well enough the position of my home, although the measurements
may be anything but correct. So a child should not make a detailed copy of the map
in his atlas, but should represent the leading features that be has abstracted from
it. So in the words of Wagner we observe the object-in the present case a map-fix
the things observed by drawing, and so give evidence of what we have seen.
Since younger pupils ha.ve less trained powers of observation than older onessince the maps studied in the lower grades should be simpler than those studied in
the higher-it follows that grades exist in map drawing. The youngest pupps can
draw a diagram showing the relative positions of a few localities, the course of two
or three rivers, only a simple geometrical figure for the contour of a country. They
will thus exercise their self-activity and represent only what they have observed
upon the map.
I have aimed to indicate very cJearly that, accord_ing to the views of some leading
German writers upon methods in geography, map drawing is a result of geographical study, serving, indeed, to fix and associate the ideas obtained from map reading,
but yet pref'mpposing a knowledge of the facts represented. Observing the map,
describing the map, precede r epresenting, however closely they may tread upon
each others heels. When the Pestalozzian reform called attention to the importance
of making all early teaching objectiYe and the child's formal and material culture
an outgrowth of this free self-activity, it effected, a:mong other things, a revolution
in geographical teaching. Not the least important feature of this revolution was
its insistence upon the importance of graphic reproduction of geographical knowledge uy map drawing, not that the value of map drawing bad not been recognized
before the time of Pestalozzi, bnt to him is owing the full l)erception of its true
importance. Unfortunately, however, some of Pestalozzi's followers transferred
mnp drawing from its true position of the servant to that of the master, the a,ll in
all of geograpl1ical instrnction. The usual reaction followed, and this valuable aid
was condemned an<l. neglected as a result of the over-.7.ealousness of its advocates.
The current phrase, "Teaching geography by map drawing," is ambiguous. If it
means that the teacher should constantly accompany his instructio.i:s by drawing
before his pupils the country studied, there can ue no doubt of the value of such a.
course. But if it means that geographical id.eas can be conveyed in the first instance
by mapping on the pa.rt of the pupil, its truth. is questionable. At best, .such work
would ue map copying, and of course geographical facts could be learned by the process. Thi s, however, would. not be map drawing. A pupil can intelligently delineate that only of which he has a clear concept. Never can the gmphie representation
of a concept precede its formation; geographical forms can not be drawn unless
they are known. The various lines of a map haYe a meaning only when duly interpreted. A pupil's map is simply a review, valuable as an evidence that he has clear
and vivid concepts, and, like every review, serving to confirm them. But a pupil cau
never originate a knowledge of geographical relations by elm.wing. In the words
of Von Sydow: "Ile must so work that each stroke drawn is a pictured thought,
ancl the pictnre itself which be projects a result of his own intuition." Theo(lore
von Liechtenstein, a celebrated teacher of geography in the Berlin Cadet School,
says: "Map drawing bas value orily iu so far as the physical relations of a country
n,rc delineated in the most time-sparing manner. ,. * * It will tend most to geographical cultnro if tho pupil, after memorizing nncl reciting the matter, projects in
rapid outlines the country under consideration; or in the presence of the teacher as
a recapit,ulation, sketches it with chalk upon a blackboard." As Dr. Abbenr~de
!cmarks_: ''~fop drawing, a valnabl~ aid to geoi:frapbical instruction, is not that
11H,trnct10n itself;" an<l Professor He1land, of Weimar: "Drawing must not be the
starting point of tho study of a country, bnt its result."
It '".as remark~d abo,·e that map ~rawing sh_onld b~ graded_. The map drawn by
a y,np1l of the primary grade may, like the ch1ld 1s 1-nctnre of a man, be a mere diagram, and yet may adequately represent the ifleas formed from the study of the wall
map. Professor _Giipfer~, ~n an article upon fi!st-year work in geography, remarks
that "Geographical tram mg and understandmg does not flepencl so much in the
~rst instance upon exact knowledge of the outline of a land as upon a knowledge of
its po ition in regard to neighboring lands, seas, etc. It is not at first important
t~ know that France has ten peninsulas. Rather should the pupil's attention be
direc,ted to the fact that France lies uetween two seas and. two countries; for in this
consists i_ts importan~e. So the isolation of Spain, the insular character of England,
the position of Germany in the heart of Europe are facts of prime importance. For
the sharp apprehension of these relations it is desirable to clisregard all unrelated
facts. Hence it is necessary only to note certain important limiting points given
upon the map, as that the northeast boundary point of Germany if continued east-
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wan1 wonk1 l>isect Russia, and tho southwe::;t continuecl wcstwar<l., France. So, also,
the northeast point of Spain continued northward bisects France. These fundaimcnt:il points in t.ho position of these lands once fixed, much would be gaiue<l..
Further-the relative proportions- Russia equals oue-halfof Europe, ctc. -arereadily
noted from the map, as also tho smallness of Europe compared witll Asia an(l Africa
and the position of tho Mediterranean Sea." A pupil's map representing tho knowledge obtained up to this point (Scnnclin avin, Denmark, Italy, and the Balkan Pcnin·
snla have not yet been studied), a mere diagram representing position nncl proportions,
wonltl bo something like tho following figure:

G

R

A.

M

a
If the pupil has noted the triangular form, direction of shores, and isthmns connection of North and South America, the following :figure would express his knowledge:

~f a.t first thes3 maps, 01· 1·ath_c r cli.agrnms, appear strange~ a, Ii ttlo consi(lern.tio_n
will show_ tl.uLt they n,ro a fair expression of tho pupil's supposed knowledge a~ th_i s
st~ge. Tile <.lct.:tilc(l eoutour of a country it woulcl be hn1)ossiblo for him to f1~ Ill
mmtl; po ition all!l proportion arc possible to him, and his dia.grnm represents .Jn~t .
what he has observccl. These fwures are in fact but a simplified form of the grap~ic
work d_cs(;ribe<l in tho precadiug paper aud arc but a slight remove from tho <ll::i-gram8 1n everyday use among statisticians nncl others. They wonlcl Reem to aclunt
of c1evelopmc11t int'.) a. practical and simple sJ·stem of elementary map <hawing.
VII. Mop <1ra1ci11;1.-\Vc·uow pass to 1illing np the outline. Since the rivers hnve
already been 110tc<l 111 n•auiu.~ arnl representing the coast, l'rofesso1· Heilancl takes
th, m up beforo. ho reli f. (, ·co Art. HI, p. 293 . )
r! 10 map rc,ullllg shows that fonr great rivers traverse the peninsula of :-'ar_ther
I~d1~ from no~th to 1;01~th-Ir.iw:ul<ly, 8aluen, ~ fenam, ~1ekong-anc1 that their <l1~ect10n 1 d tc~m1uccl hy ftvo meridian mountain cbriin ·, cliYerging southward . Pass mg
north ~v 11ncl tha the fir ·t, se ·01Hl, a.i11l fourth uamctl rivers riso near togeth ·r
.north of thew ·t pa1 t f tho tropic of 'apri ·orn. Distance cstimate<l ancl dra ,,·11.
rawaclcly tr,H· •cl :uul <lra.wu t > .:'llan<lalay (halfway dowu); westward c·nn·c of ri\' r
l>Plow.Ianclal ay11ot•tl :10<l<lrawn. Branclli11cr of delta, not•<l aucl <1ra\\Il.
tl1el'
ri\· •r , imilarl., lo ·at cl. ~lonutain chain
~Hli<·<l and <lra.wn. Ulosc l>:, profile
ara-ow. tho 1•ni11snl: fr Tn \\' .st to (•:t. t. fl pt'tition hy all ]lllpil on lila,·kboarcl.
1>rn Will~ on pap<·r a i; at. without r<·f<'rcn ·, to wall or baud map. If tlu,; labt cau
l> V'otk •fl ou in ·ol r o mu,:h h 1, tter .
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As a second o:s:amplo, wo will tn,ko Dr. Jarz's method of <.lrnwing the_?utliuo of
Africa. Ho first notes tho relation of Africa to the parallel of 10° north l~titude and
tho meril1ian of 40° east longitude from Ferro (20° east from Greenwich, would
answer the same purpose). The length of the meridian between 10° north coast is
used as a unit of measure. This unit is faid off from the point of intersection twice
south once ancl one-fifth east, once ancl a half west. This determines, in acldition to
the n~rth coast, Cape Agulhas, Cape Verde, Cape Gardafui. Tho map is then read
from Bengazi to Cape Bon and <."lrawn. Then from !3engazi to Rosetta,, Rosetta, to
Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb, Bab-el-Mandeb to Mozambique, etc .
Dr. Steiner's drawing of the Alps will furnish an excellent example of the treatment of a complex: mountain system. The position of the Alps in a northeasterly
curve from the Mediterranean to Vienna is first rea<l. from tho wall map ancl then the
coast of the Mediterranean from the Rhone mouth to tho Gulf of (~uarnero is read,
drawn on the board, and reprodu13ecl by pupils . The eastern limit of the Alps is then
reacl and drawn and the clifference in width between west and east being noted the
general form is put in with the length of the crayon resting on the board.. The
valleys are then read and wiped out from the broad belt on the board; so, also, the
division into three main. parallel chains and the chief rivers are notecl and drawn.
The leading passes, cities, railroads, etc ., are iu succession read and drawn, and
finally political divisions. Each step in the teacher's drawing is followed by
description and drawing by the pupils.
Matzat's method has some peculiarities which deserve mention. It is based on
the idea of the "compass ~harts n used by sailors before the introduction of maps
based on parallels and meridians. "Bnt a very small number of points on the
earth's surface are astrouomically determined according to latitude and longitude.
The position of the rest is fixed, either through triangulation or by a survey of
routes, either in compass directions or time distances. ,~- * * The net of parallels
and meridians nims only to fix the position occupied by eaeh terrestrial space in
relation to the entire surface of the earth. If the terrestrial space is considered by
jfa,clf this net of lines may be dispensed with. The history of cartography shows
this to be true. Useful maps wit.h parallels ancl meridians were a product of the
beginning of the last century; but there ~·ere good maps before that time. The
aucients had maps with such lines, but very incomplete, because they were based
merely on estimated distances. ·when the navigators of the Meditermneau discovered the means of determining direction, they made without parallels and meridians maps which arc even now surprisingly uccnrate. Upon these two primary
clements of all specific geographical localization, distance: and direction, in brief~
the principle of the compass churts, I found the geographical drawing of pupils."
After the map is read Matzat directs the teacher to name the point from which the
dmwing shall begin. In countries near home this will be the schoolhout>e or the
uativo town-in distant coimtries its chief city, the distance and direction of which,
however, from the native town, must be :first determined. The distance and dirnction from this central point of the first feature to be represente(l is determined
by tho pupils by measurement on the map. The distance is taken with a pair of
dividers, and with this radius a circle described from the central point upon the
wall map. Features which tonch or are near to this circle and their direction from
tho central point are then noted. Tho central point is then marked upon tho blackboard, the circle described upon an agreed scale, and the features noted are drawn .
This process is repeated by tho pupils upon their slates or paper.
For the sake of completeness it should be noted. that the use of map drawing is uot
without its opponents. Tho most emphatic of these is Dr. Bottcher, director of t.he
Heal Gymnasium of Burg. In the Easter programme (1884) of this institution lie
pnbli. bes an essay, "Vorschliige znr Methodik des geograpbischen Unterrichtes mit
Bcisp~elen ans de~· Schul~raxi~." T_he first part o.f ~his assay is au attack upon the
nse o~ m~p dmwmg. His chief porn ts arc that 1t 1s an error to as:::1ume that mn.p
<1rawrng l8 the only way to lead 1rnpils to a knowledge of the map· that it robs the
snbject of ti1:"c out of all proportion to tlle results reached: ancl tb~t may ue totter
lli;C<\ otherwise; that tlio maps drawn by children are horrible cancatures of tl10
reality and ·tend to destroy the truer concepts formed from the study of a,ood. wall
nncl hand maps; that but few teachers are able to draw even passal>le mfps on the
hlackhoanl.
c: Bottcher proposes bis "~l~s?ri.ptiv<: method" a_s super_ior in every respect to tho
map-dra"·rng ru?thocl." lh1s 1~ bnefly a caroiul rcaclmg of the map anu a full,
clear statement of the results gu1deu by the teacher's questions. Dr. Bottcher has
re~?ntly expanded.. his essay int_o a work on Methods in Geogrn.phy.
1 ho school_ sect1_on of the Fust Gorman Geographical Congress, June 7, 8, 1881,
aclopt_ed the iollowmg resolutions after a.n anima,ted discussion of tlrn subject of map
drawrn~:
. (1) T~e German Geographical Congress recommends drawmg in geographical
rnstrnc_twn_ as an indispensal>lo mearn, to the promotion of clear intuitions anc.l as a
powerful aICl to a wakening the solf-acti vity of pupils.
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(2) It declares i tse1f most positively against the widespread evil practice of setting
pupils to draw maps as a home task with out fitting them for the w ork by a gradually
progressive training.
(3) It condemns the use of straight lines to express the lines of a m ap (Lohse's
method), since this plan is not adapted to c1evelop the pupil's sense of form, but
rather debases his taste in regard to map representations.
(4) It most positively condemns the systematic carrying out of the so-called constructive method, since it requires an artificial system of aids (lines and p oints), the
knowledge of which is in tho main of no value to the pupil, and b ur dens his memory
heavily in a useless way.
·
(5) Condemns special preliminary courses of topographical drawing as aside from
the purposes of the common school.
(6) It recommends the method of free sketches of single terrestrial spaces as repr?ductions of typical relations studied from the m~p, since these can b e ada]?ted m
amount of detaU and mode of execution to the capacity and skill of t h e p~p1ls.
I close this subje·ct with the followin(}' extracts from "Ten theses concernrng drawing in geographical instruction,' 1 aclopted at a recent meeting of the t each ers and
inspectors of Vienna:
.
"A moderate application of drawing in teaching geography is a pedagog1ca~ly
valuable, but by no means indispensable, means to right apprehension and memorizing the map. Drawing is only a means, never an encl__ in itself. * . * . 3/.· The
geographical <lrawings of the pupils is limited by the degree of their sklll 1~ drawing, the representability of geographical objects and the special aim of th e mstr~ction in geography. * * * The pupils' drawing is restricted to the r epresenta~10n
of geographical specialties (single rivers, reciprocal positions of p laces, ~n?l~ntams,
etc;). · Political boundaries, long coast lines, whole countries, and g rand ~1v1s10ns are
excluded . * * * The requirement that at the en<.l of a year the pupil sh ould by
way of review be able to draw from memory the maps of the year is con<lemned ou
account of the resulting overburdening ."
.
_V III. Relief work- The graphic representation of relief.-('?rdina:ry mal?s fo rms~
fairly accurate representation of two out of the three chmens1ons o_f t erres~rrn
spaces- length and breadth. If th.e principle of the projection userl. 1s tak ~n ~n~o
account,- they nlso include the element of curvature of the earth's surface . fhis 18
true whether the projection aims at equivalence or at conformity. But when t~e
third dimension, thickness or rel ief, is to be represented, the case is somewh at different. Tho signs employed are in a certain sense conv8ntional, yet are at the s:111;1°
t ime a generalization from observed natural facts. The conventionality consists ~n
making a special case general. Thus, if the method of shading is used-whether m
lines (hachures) or in fl.at tint- tho light is assumecl to fall vertically upon the s~rface to be represented. Under such conditions all horizontal s:ufaces woul_d rece1ve
full light, and woulcl be left white. Vertical surfaces would receive no light, and
he.nee would be ·shac.led absolute black. Surfaces of intermediate inclination would
be lighter or darker, according to inclination. Thus, at 45° slope the shade nrn~ks
woul(~ occupy half t~e space,. leaving the r emaining half white. In a slo_p e mak~ng
30° with the plane of the horizon we should have one-third shade, two-th1~ds wh~te .
On the contrary, a slope of 60° would have two-thirds shade and one-third white.
For exact topographical (e. g., military) maps this svstem is applied exactly, and
a "shade scalo' 1 attached to such maps enables the user to learn readily tl~e slope
of the country. Generali7,ed, we have the principle the darker the shading tho
steeper the slope, and to this extent it should receive consideration in good scho?l
maps, especially in wall maps. Of course, as a matter of fact, it is only in certam
places and at certain times that the sun light falls vertically and it is in tho assump ~ion of this ~ondition as universal ju place and time that the convent ional ele~~nt
m representmg relief consists. In some countries map draftsmen make a mochfied
assnption-the:y- tn.ko ~ho light o.bliquely, usually from the northwest. This is ~~mmonly the ca. e mspecia~ mn.ps of parts of the Alps, aml is justified by the pr~vaill_ng
g~-eat r steep!1e ·s of their ~outh :1Url east slopes . But in a combination of h_ill with
111gb monntam country this method would fail in expressiuo- properly the h11l lancl.
Fr nch mal? mn.k rs employ this plan almost nuiformly and ~ith justice, ns a gl::Lnce
a t_he })bys1cal st ructure of Franco will show-its st epness toward the valleys of the
Rhm nncl th Rhon , its plateau ancl terra o structuro to tl10 west and northwe t.
. nt h! s convention not_only serves to expre s the relative stcerncss of mountains,
1t al.o gn·cs a clne to th 1r form.
~- ~11p_il ,vh po .. ess . a knowle<lg of the language in whi h a map exprcs _es
rcli 1 will 1 able t _r acl from n. properly maclo map, and to give a clear ancl defimte
a c:ouut f tho pby ·1 al tructnr of the r gion b is st udying. It i on of the
h.1 d~ of homo geog:raphy to pnt he pupil in poss s ion of thi. pow r. Tho need
for th1. 1 nowl clge 1 . al
n of th reasons that mak it desirable t precede
gr'.immar gracl working,, rapb 'by a cour. e in ad.v:rnc·ecl hom g O<Trapby. To
thi 11,1, al· , th b
rman and ,'wi s ·h ol atlasc contain ouo or more maps
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especially designed as an '' introduction to the understanding of maps" (Zur EinfUhrung ins Kartenverstandniss).
.
.
.
.
.
_
Shading expresses the form · and degree of rnchnat1on of relief, but gives no knowledge of its amount.
The reader is undoubtedly familiar with the method employed on physical maps
for repres enting the difference of elevation between highland and lowland by colorincr one brown, the other green. This is really an application of the method
explained above, since the line of separation b etween the two colors is a line of
elevation ; it is al so a contour line. On Professor Guyot's wall maps the depth of the
mountain shading is used as index of h eight. This is objectionable, since this .element has already been employed, as stated, to represent the degree of slope. It,
however, points to a method largely used in Europe as au adj unet to contour maps.
The spaces between the contours are colored either with differen t colors for each
clerrree of elevation or with different tones of the same color. Usually in the latter
ca~e a warm ye1low brown is used, increasing in depth as the height increases.
Accessible examples of this are the hypsornetric United Rtates map in Scribner's
Statistical Atlas, and a similar map in Vol. I of the T enth Census. A good example
of this use of combined contour and color for school purposes is Dr. Carl Vogel's
Schul- atlas, published by Hinrichs, Leipsic. On his map of Europe, for instance,
four tones of brown are used. The lightest represents lowland, the others · successively 250, 1,500, 3,000 feet, the snow region being left white. A very beautiful
modern example is an '' Orog:raphical Map of Scotland,' 1 by .John Bartholomew, in
Vol. I (1885) of the Scottish Geographical Magazine. A large scale edition of this
(22 by 29 inches, or 10 miles to an inch) has been publisltecl by Black, of Edinburgh. In the small sketch maps illustrating E. v. Seydlitz's Schnl Geographie the
same iclea is carried out, using horizontal shade lin es of <lifferent depths instead
of color. This is: of course, not quite so effective, but still it g ives a fair idea of
gradations of elevations.
In some of the more recent German school atlases shading to represent slope and
form h as been comuined with contour lines and color to represent elevation. This
wonld seem to leave nothing more to be desired. As au example maybe cited "Debbe's
Schul-atlas .fi.ir die mittleren Unterrichtsstufeu" (eqnivalent to our g~ammar school)
in 33 maps . In these maps, in addition to the mountain shading, the zones of elevation arc mar keel as follows: Depressions, green; sea level to 200 meters, light green;
200-500 meters, light yc1low; 500-1,500 meters, light brown; 1,500-5,000 meters,
brown; above 5,000 meters, gray green . As these colors arc transparent the mountain
shading shows distinctly through them. The cost of this atlas of 33 maps (including
an ethnological and a language map of Europe) is 1. 25 111arks-about 35 cents. A
supplement of 16 physical maps ( climatic, geological , ethnological, etc.) costs 1. 75
marks, about 45 cents. Moreover, the pupil can bny the maps one by one as needed
at a slight advance on the price of the entire set.
.
In the foregoing my pnrpose has been to show the great importan0e attached by
Enropean teachers of geography to an adequate representation of relief ancl the care
taken to insure its realization by the pupil under the three points of view, form,
degree of 1:!lope, and elevation. It is interesting to sec how these t eachers pass from
accnrate graphic representation of relief to accurate tangible representation-a very
different thing from the indiscriminate mud-pie making from inaccurate maps that
passes rnnster as relief work in many American schools.
PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS.

A few excerpts from the writings of an American teacher (published in "European
Schools") who visited German schools may here b e inserted, since they show the
actual status of geographical teaching as he observed it. These notes lay no claim
to systematic arrangement, for they were gathered as occasion offere<l, and published
in vvrious journals.

Homeology.-" He_i ma,thskunc1e," kJ?,owlctlge of home a,nd its surroundings, is·
what t11cy term prnnary geogrnphy m Germany. ln order to crive the reader an
idea, of what is done in the primary grades, a f'ew sn rrcrestions ~ay suffice Some
lessons i~ "homeologyn ·were .h eard iu Hamburg an~l° enjoyed ver y much. The
results of the lesson ,vere fixed m the form of n, sketch map. This map was made on
the board as the lesson proceeded.
TEACHER. In what direction is our school from the inner Alster or Alster Basin f
What street on this side of the basin f On the opposite side~ On the third f
fourth f What separates the inner from the outer Alsted W h at uridgef What
ID?llnfl?euts are erected on the esplanadef ln what di rection from t he basin is the
Nicola~ church l The new polytechnicum f The theated Th e Berlin depotf On
what s1<le of the Alster Basin is the new hotel, the Hamburger Hof, situated, '¥ etc.
Some streets were sketched in or<l.er to make the picture more vivid.
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Every new item was inserted in tho sketch on the board drawn by foe teacher.
Thus the sketch of a, city pfan grew_by degrees, and the pupils drew or imitated thitl
plan on their slates. One cnu not imagine a more attentive group of young children
than these were. Each ono was eager to suggest new l)oints known to him. The
sketch was copied as the l esson progressed, and its simplicity spoke for itself. No
teacher can llide his unwillingness to follow suit behind so flimsy an excuse as "I
can't draw," for the drawing of such a, sketch presupposes no training nor special
skill in drawing.
When the geographical 1rnrt of tho lesson w as well disposed of the teacher gave a
new ze-st to the pupils by asking, "To whom belongs tho theater, the scho?l, the
bridge," etc., In the most 11atural vrny possible the pupils learned somet~mg of
governmental relations ancl laid tho foundation for the subs~quent stutly of history.
It caused a merry interruption when ::i, little boy thought the schoolhouse bolongec.l
to Mr.---, the j anitor.
.
In a higher grade of tho same school tho geography of Germany was the topic of
the day. It was still" homeology," only with a wider horizon. The teacher began
by making a few simple lines representing tho so-called "mountain crossn in c~ntral Europe. After first drawing the ]?ichtel Mountains, the cm;1ter oft~~ fig1;1re,_he
added the Erz Mountains toward the northeast, the Francoman and Ihurrngma
foi-est toward tho northwest, the Bohemian and Bavarian forest toward the southeast,
the Frnnconian and Swabian Jura toward tho southwest. A few peaks were mentioned, as were also the characteristics of these mountains. Thus, for instance, the
silver mines in Saxony, the dense forests in Bohemia, the lovely scenery in Thuringia, the caves of the Jura, etc., came in for a few well-remembered remarks. The
ten,cher always kn ew when to stop; he was discretion personifi~d.
.
Now the teacher drew the four rivers which rise in tho .Fichtel Mountams-namely,
Main, Saale, Eger, and Naab-showing and indicating on tho map into what mam
rivers they empty . A few important cities ancl the countries n,round tho cross were
named. All this information was partly given, partly n,sked for, as the case sug·
gestecl.
.
.
.
No,Y tho complete map, a printed one, was hung up, and all the inforll1;a~10n JUBt
gained was looked up. Each item was noted, and it made the children h11rly glow
with enthusiasm when they were able to corroborate the facts of tho two maps. In
n, few points tho map on tho boanl was corrected, improved, and completed; then the
lesson closeu, and now followe<l. the recitation-that is to say, the pupils were called •
u11on to state, in answer to leading questions, wh:1t they remembered of the lesson.
It was a pleasurn to hear them speak out, not like human parrots who had memoriz ed, but like rational beings who hacllearnecl by experience. The hour was brou~ht
to a close by an imaginary journey all over the section the acquaintance of which
they had just made. Many little items of information were added on this journey.
Photographic views of rocks and mountain scenery were exhibit ed, and they p~ove(l
to .be of intense interest to these children, who have no opportunities of seerng a
mountain "in natura.n
Ideal teaching in geogmplty.-It was in a preparatory school in tho city of D-where ideal teaching in geography was heard. Tho school was provided with a~l
possible means in form of maps. Tho matter of instruction could be graded just as 18
clone in arithmetic, reading, etc. Geographical knowledo-e bas for ages been wres~ecl
from overstocked maps. The child has to search pailffully among a bewildenng
~ass of data and facts for those which were to be learned. A systematic or met~10d1cal progress step by step was, if not imposs ible, certainly very difficult. Just as_httlc
as a teacher wonl<l g ive into the han(ls of a child a copy of\Vebstcr's Un3.:bncl~c<l
or of Shakespeare's complete works when ho berrins to learn the art of readmg ,1ust
as little can it be rational in the teaching of geog~aphy to placo beforo him a complete
map stocked with a hewildoring numuer of details.
Thi~ difficulty was remornd in tho school rcferr cl to . Outline map wer~ use<l;
first nvcr maps. All tl.io water courses and the ocean were colored blne, wlulo _tho
. lan<~ appear cl b_lac~. Be~ow ca~h map wa given a promo, or longitudinal yert1cal
s ct10n on_ ccrtam g1Ye1~ hues. fbo pupils drew the map on paper and then rnserte<l
tlH' el vation. . Then followed another outline map coutaininrr the elcYation. ::mtl
a.. i_ w honuclary liu s. By degree more items of information ~vcrc ad<.led, such as
citi ·, t_run~ road , ca~al., etc. The principle of Father I estalozzi, '' One clitllcnlty
at one tim ., ' was c_a.refnll.r heclle<I, and tho pupils were not botllerccl with map. s1~ch
a.-. w 1~sc m ll1 'l'H'a wlnch blnr tho children's mental I 1ctnro by their multiplic1t~·
of d ·tail.
. Tcac_h r ar. apt to lal,or _un_fl r tlw misapprPh nsiou that a map i a good on
"h ·u it cont:un.· mu ·h. Tlu 1 an rror. A ·cording to that a.rgnm nt t , c;hool
r!·:ulcr wouM h a goocl on only wh<·n it ontain ,l tho whole literature from .\lfrcll'~
!111w to he pr . ·11. lay. Outline• 1~1ap ·, s ilhon ·tt map· all(l HU h means for tcac~i111" ~_'O"ra11hy rat10ually nro ·0111111" into 11:c in Europe a· well a
with u. 1n
A
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Tlie school referred to was lavishly provided with maps and charts. Thero wer e
outline, silhouette, and complete maps, geographical, historical, physiological, ph1sical, and astronomical maps antl charts. What a wealth there was! And what a JOY
it must be to teach in such a school!
.
Silhouette practice 11ia1Js.-The silhouette pr::1~tice maps facilita,te tho ~ra~mg of the
matter of instruction and present opporturnties for tbe gra,rlual upbmlclmg of geoO'raphical knowleclrre as gained item by item by the child. Upon these maps may be
~ntered as upon a blackboard the cl~ta _to be learned, :first °l?Y the teacher, afterwa:ds
by the pupils, and thus an opportumty 1s affo:r:cled to the child t.o become a self-active
pa,rticipator in tho l esson. When the lesson is c<;>mplei;ed, all marks or names ca.~ be
erased with a moist sponge or cloth, and the ~ap u ready_for ~ new less~m or a rev1~w.
The silhouette practic~ map~ ~nable the 11?-structo~ m h1storY: to illustrate with
colored crayon changes m political boundaries a~ chfferent periods. Students. of
ancient history, as well as general and modern history, can m;e these maps with
great advantage. They do not make common wall maps snperfl.uous, but supplement
them. * * *
'
These maps [as sometimes made] are printed on heavy tack car:dboard and c~vered
with a durable waterproof cleausable surface, adapted to receive a succession of
markinrrs and cleansings. The shaded space represents the water surfaces. Oceans,
lakes, a~d rivers appear in blue on these maps, the land in black; hence their name,
silhouette maps. They are called practice maps because the pupil can practice on
them with crayon geography as he docs arithmetic.
Cause and e_ffect in geogrnphy.-The Popula,r Educator, of Boston, published in
1887-88 some excellent contributions which offered in words and pictures the present
status of geography teaching in Germany. These articles leave but little to say on
that subject. One thing can be done, though, and it is done willingly, namely, to
say tl1at tho statements made in those articles aro correct. German teachers, not
only in Saxony, where the author evidently gathered his information, but also iu
other pa,rts of the Empire, do teach geography as there stated; if modified somewhat,
perhaps, essentially the same methods are pursued, and that with wonderful results.
0110 would like to transfer to Germany sllmc of our American teachers who can not
imagine a geography lesson without verbatim memorizing of the printed text. Ono
woul<l like to show them rational teaching. The fact is well known that we, too,
have goo<l teachers, and. not a few, either; but it must please a visitor greatly to
find every teacher, good and poor, following well-established principles of method.
That is tho true state of affairs in the city of D--. Even the poor teachers are not
without professional training. There is, however, a deep shadow on this .bright
pictnro. Many schools :no very poorly equipped -n·ith 111.eans of instruction, such a::i
maps an<.l cl1arts .
.A. lesson in geography was listened to in a German school where 70 boys sat
together like sardines in a box. 'l'he teacher had nothing better than a medium sized wall map made by himself. His mode of marking elevations "TT"as very simple
ancl comprehensiYe, one which i s well worth imitating. ·with pencil or pen he
shaded tho map by means of liri.es crossing each other at various angles. Thus he
represented the topography of a country in a remarkably accurate manner, and this
easy methocl enabled his pupils to j ndge at a glance as to the heirrht of the fan cl.
'1:h~y saw why certain rivers took such and such a course and no other; why certain
cities were cold, others warm; why a, river was navigable or not, accordino0 to the
abruptness of tho slope; why certain rivers fl.owing from great heights had a
straighter course than those which ha<l little fall and meandered through the plain;
why certain lands arc blesse<l with mihl climates, heing sheltered on tb.e 11'.)rth side
by liigh and steep mountain ranges, others had a rough climate, being exposecl to
tho north wind.
Tl.ie tencher was well informed and gaye information in snch a manner t~at it
ngrec<l with the children's mental stom~tchs.
Example: The Brz-Gcbirge (Oro Mountains) were once full of silver mine~- At
tho time of Martin Lnt~LCr (at the beginning of the _sixteenth century) these mines
dr?w a. great numb~r of people to ~axony, aud particularly to that ra,uge of mouP.~a1_ns. When the ?nines cea.~etl to yield, the popnlatiou, Hot being so fluctuating as
1t 1s no,~, wa~ obllgecl to s~1ze upo_n othe~ mode_s of occupa,tiou. The slopes of the>
rnonntams bemg well prov1decl with various kmcls of woocl offered material for a
variety of woodworking industries. Tho slopes being steep, tho mountain brooks
we1:c tnrlmlent and gayc au opportunity to build mills, which were firut used for
va!1_ous purposes. L~tely, when the textile illllustry grew, this water power was
utilized to ~erve that mdustry. Tho woods soon c~isappearecl on the Erz Mountains;
they were ~1terally used up. So the people had to resort to mannfacturing pursuits
almost. entirely,_ agriculture being impossil>le. To-day the popnlatiou of tho Kingdom ol , a.-ouy 1s the densest of all Germany, and, asiclo from that in Belgium, the
densest in all Europe.
It was canso and effect constantly and tho attention ::rn<l responshene. s of the
boys wore truly delightful.
'
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One othor hint was received in this school. When the oral lesson closed, the
t eacher sent a boy to the blackboard to make a sketch of the map which the other
boys were told to mako on their slates. Then he showed that distances which he
could cover with the span of his hand should be made 1 inch long on the slate or6
inches on the blackboard. Now he measured. off certain points on the map by
spans, and thus gave tho pupils a simple scale by means of which they could furnish
a free-hand map which was not out of proportion. This procedure leads the way
to a more accurate scale ancl to the thorough comprehension of scales as such.
Afterwards even this measuring by spans would be discontinued, and mere eye
measuring would be substituted. It was a fine lesson, indeed a fruitful lesson.
. Concent1'-ic extension of the geo!]raphical horizon.-It is always attended with a feeling of satisfaction when one observes an idea consistently carried through the different stages of the curriculum, especially if that consistency is in strict compliance
with educational ma,xims and principles. In Berlin a truly refreshing example of
consistency is offered in the schoolbook used in the study of geography, which book
is an atlas pure and simple, not a text- book. It may not be without inteTest to r~ad
an account of what that boolc contains, for it is gotten up with undeniable _skill.
.The reader must kindly bear in mind that the atlas is made expressly for use m the
elementary ( or communal) schools of Berlin. The idea which it:! so consistently carried through in it is expressed in the above heading.
.
.
Page 1 contains six pictures and -plans. The first,:figure is a perspective view ?f
the inside of a schoolroom, and side by side with it is a map plan of that rooI?· 1:his
is nothin g new in America. Man;v American t ext-books of geography contam asimilar illustration. It is here mentioned for no other reason than to present an
unbroken chr.in of methodical links. Notice that the atias does not begin with the
hemispheres. The picture with its attendant pla,n represents the first circle of the
pupil's geographica,l horizon and is drawn on a scale of 1 to 100.
Then follows a perspective view of the whole schoolhouse a.ncl a map plan ~f the
building. These form the second circle. Scale: 1 to 300. The 1Jircl's-eye view of
the figure is certainly au ingenious contrivance.
This is followed by a perspective view of a portion of a city and its m_a,p }~Ian.
The schoolhouse is again found on this map. These two figures form the third circle
of the :pupils horizon. Scale: 1 to 1,500.
.
Page 2 contains a larger perspective view of a landscape accompamed. by a map
plan. We find the same schoolhouse and portion of the town represented m t!J.e two
:tigmes which form the fourth circle. Scale: 1 to 7,500.
.
Page 3. This extension of the horizon is followed on page 3 by a picture of. an
imaginary landscape which is inserted for the purpose of teaching the most vital
topographical ideas. This picture also is accompanied by a map plan. .
Page 4 contains a minute city plan of Berlin, which forms the fifth circle of the
horizon. Scale: 1 to 36,000.
.
.Page 5 is Bol'lin and vicinity, the same city plan but much r educed in size an_d
surrounded by many villages, hamlets, etc., within a radius of 12 kilometers. Ttis
forms tho s ixth circle. Scale: 1 to 100,000.
.
Page 6 is a map of the governmental district of Potsdam, in the centel' of which
Berlin is situated, this being the seventh circle. Scale: 1 to 1,000,000.
.
Page 7 is a physical map of the province of Brandenburg ( center Berlin). Eighth
circle of h orizon. Scale of map: 1 to 1,260,000. Map contains also a local map
exhibiting the railroacls entering Berlin.
Page 8 is a political map of the same province. Scale the same . Local map of
the city of Potsdam.
·
Page 9 is a physical map of Germany. Ninth circle of horizon. Scale: 1 to
4,000,000.
Page 10 is n. political map of Germany. Same circle; same scale . Local map of
the Thnringian principalities.
Page 11 is a plty ical ruap of Europe. Tenth circle of horizon. Scale: 1 t,o
15,000,000.
Pa"'<' 12 contains the political map of Europe. Same circle; sa.me scale.
Pa.g<' 13 contain. the map of Asia. Sea.le: 1 to 50,000,000.
T_Pag 11 contains the map of Africa. Scale : 1 to 40.000,000 . Lo al maps of the
Nil l) lt., 'ape 'olony, and ape Town.
'
l'ag 1:- on tam th map of ~· orth Am rica,. 'ca.le: 1 to 35,000,000.
Pacr 1 on ain · th map of, 'outh m rira. , amc seal .
Pag" 17 contniu. the ma.p of Au, tr, li:t ancl ceauica with local map of Victoria
Laud an au illn trati 11 of th fonnati n of coral re ,1·s. ,·ca.le of main map: 1 to
5 ,0 ),
.
1he foregoing fiv map: may 1,o on. i<l r l th C>lev nth circl .
P:w 1 i a train i loc:nl _map , m mc·ly that of Pal stin , a map which i. v ry useful tot ar·h •1-. a111l pupil rn th• · 1ul • of hihli<"al hi . ton.
l'rwo l!.l c·outain the w ·lfth ·irclc of g, graphical llorizou, nam<·ly, the Ea ·tern
11 Ull ph •r •.
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Page 20. The w·estern 1:{ernisphere. Scale not stated.
.
Page 21 directs the pupils lo::ik upward to the heavens. It contams a r epresentation of the northern sky, with the most important constellations and the milky way.
Page 22, the last one in th~ book, is devoted to rnat_hematical geography. It contains illustrations of the eclipses, of the earth's orlnt, the solar system, the phases
of the moon, and various very useful devices of similar nature. * ,,, *
These, then, are the contents of the elementary geography in use in the city of
Berlin. One may, perhaps, advance objections to this, that, or another item; ~ay
object, for instance, to the picture of the quaint city as being fore'gn to our pupils'
surroundings. It must be repeated, for his benefit, that the atlas is not made for
American children, but for the chi_ldren in Berlin .. It might be poss~ble to prt;s~nt
a series of pictures and accompanyrng map plans which could be used m large cities,
such as New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago.
One may, perhaps, consider it somewhat of a strait-jacket to bo tiecl down to
such a course, one which will not giYe tho precocious child a chance to look beyond
the "board fence of the circle." To him it may be said : There i s no objection at
all for any precocious child to look at the next pages and ask questions about them,
but the regular, methodical course is here prescribed according to the principle
".l!'rom the near to the remote." If he desires to deviate from the course, he may
skip a few pages, and return to them whenever ho sees fit.
But the consistency with which the principle of education that· presupposes concentric growth is carried out deserves commendation. We are too often talking of
principles and shunning to apply them. Here is a sample of that consistency which
do es what it preaehes. Whether we like it or not, we may at least be just, and find
it praiseworthy as such .
Uausc and ejJ'ect in geography.-It was a spirited lesson ju geography that was heard
in Munich, and is worth sketching. The children were of the snrne nge as our pupils
in tlw highest grade of the grammar-school course-13 or 14 years of age, perhaps.
Maps were there in abundance, and a handsome fargo globe was brought in.
Tho teacher first stated tho fact that the heat equator is not synonymous with the
mathematical equator; that it is an irregula,r line lying on an average of 10° north
of tho actual equator. Now be led tho pupils to find causes for this apparently singular fact. Did not the sun strike the earth with equal force north and south of
the equator¥ With the aid of n, large globe, on which the prevalence of water on
tho Southern Hemisphere could be seen distinctly by all the pupils of the class, the
fact was soon established that this prevalence of water caused more evaporation
than on the Northern Hemisphere. Evaporation, however, they knew from the little
study of physics they had had, caused absorption of heat, while land would radiate
the heat it received, and thus cause a higher degree of temperature in the atmosphere.
Now proofs of this fact were searched for, and it was interesting to see how
quickly tho pupils reasoned backward from effect to cause. Ju tho deserts of Sahara.
and Gobi they thought that they found the effect of great heat on largo bodies of
land. In the indented ~oast lino of Europe they found the cause of a temperafo
climate and an absence of dreary wastes of deserts .
Then the climate of the different continents was discnssed and the general rule
established, (a) that gTeat bodies of l and have hot summers ancl fierce winters;
proofs, inner .North America, inner Asia_, inner Australia, even Russia in Europe;
(b) mnch water was the cause of cool summers and mild winters : Proofs, WesternEurnpe, Sonth America, Southern Africa, and the Asiatic isles and peninsulas. Water
tempers tho climate.
This lesson was truly admirable, bnt only its bare result:; can be given.
Tho latitude, it was easily inferred, caused tho climate. Ent tho latter was
greatly modified-that is, made milder or fiercer-by the situation or elevation of
the country. A. })lateau would naturally be cooler than a low plain under tho same
latitude. Qnito in Ecuador, and Para in Brnzil, both almost under the equator
were yet very different in their climates, the former being situated 10,000 feet abov~
the level of the sea, the latter almost on a level with it.
Mountain ~hains li~e tho An_cles, _the Rockies, tho Himalayas, the Alps, etc., are
also causes of great chfferences m climate, as they may protect the laind from certain
atmospheric currents and other influences. This was proved by the great fertility
of the eastern slope and the rainless western slope of the Andes, also by the two
slopes of the Rockies.
These different considerations were summed up in this: Latitude, formation, and
elevation of a country conclition its climate.
But climate alone does not make a country a desirable place to dwell fo. Other
things are needed to make it fertile, otherwise Australia ought to bo overcrowded,
whereas it is but thinly populated. Irrigation is au important condition. Look at
Western and Central Europe, and tbe United States; these countries are admirably
frrigated-i. e., watered and drained. The teacher dwelt on this by sliowing that
the nited States ]Jave in their Mississippi Valley the granary of the world, a most
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ideally irrigated, fertile r egion. F er t ilit.y was trace(l to irrigation in France, Germany, Italy, Turkey, and Spain.
The latter country served as an exampl e to prove that climate, elevation, and
irrigation will not suffice to maintain lifo i f the soil is not favorable. In Spain the
forests that used to crown the l ovely mountains, aind constantly feed the picturesque
anclnagivable rivers m eander in g t h rough t h o valleys, have been uprooted. Ruthless
extermin ation of the for est s had m ade t h e hills bare, the rain had washed the fertile soil from the unprotected moun tain sides, and the rivers n ow dry up in snmmer
aml threaten death and d estru ction in sp r ing, when the melting of the snow fills the
river b ed s and cau ses inundatio·n s .
So, then, proper soil i s another condit ion of life, and we have the principle that
climate is causecl by lat itude, formation , and cle'iation of the country; that pr~per
climate, favorable _irrigation, and g ood soil condition an exuberant vegetati~n.
Vegetation, of course, is a condition n ecessar y for the animal kingdom. But, while
tho latter depends for subsistence upon veg et ation, the former is in no small de~ree
dependent upon animal matter for subsist en ce. So, again, we h ave cause and _eft~ct.
And the chain lengthens; latitude and el ev ation cause climate ; climate and 1rr1gation condition vegetation. All these are ne cessary to support the animal kingdom .
Where all these conditions are favorable human existence is asimred, and tho
human population of a country stands in exact proportion to the presence or absence
of these condition~. This was conclusively dem onstrated by the population of North
America. The United States, situate(l in the t empera,te zone, traversecl by lofty
mountain ranges which afford admirable ir rigation, possessing on the whole a yery
fertile soil, h ad all the conditions of an exuberant vegetation and support of am11!al
and human beings. Consequently we find them p opulated by about 60,000,000, .yhile
north and south of them, in Canada and Mexico, the popula,tion is comparatIYely
sparse.
The pupils were almost breathless with attenti on, and, when called np<!n, gave
geographical facts in support of the te acher 's assertions quit,e r eadily. This was a
review les~on, which, while offering n ow vistas into t h e science of g eography, caused
the pupils to brush up their knowledge of geographi cal facts .
The task given out for the next lesson was: " F ind proofs for the truths we have
discovered to -clay."
"Will they be able," asked the visitor, "to fin d more proofsfn
' 'I should think sei," was the reply of the t eacher . "Th ey w orry their fathers,
mothers, uncles, and aunts for further proofs ; they consul t the librari es; they ransack
every source of information, until they _find proofs. A t ruth t hus discovered , as '!o
did in this lesson, acts like leaven; it grows an d induces t h e l ear ner to procee!l m
his investigations. And it will scarcely be necessary to recapitulate these fac~s,
for indigenous thoughts are like words engraved wit h steel into granite, while
borrowed thoughts, such as are learned by heart fr om the printed p age, are words
writ ten with a reed on dry sand; t he next r a in will wash t hem out."

.

C ONCL lJS ION .

I n connection w it h t he foregoing i t w ould seem proper to mention several devices
r ecently brought out in t his country. 'l'hey consist of r elief map s for the u se of
sch ools. All relief w ork i n sand, cl ay, an d putty on a large scale, done b y pupils,
mu st n ecessarily remain crude and imper fec t. Sand maps invariably exhibi t incorr ect outlines, exaggerated eleYations, and various other imperfections, which tend
to vit iate t h e geographical image in the mind of the child and thus perp etuate
incorrect imp ressions. Map drawing which, of necessity, has to be done quickly,
owing to tho short t ime that can be devoted to it, is not like]y to facilitate t h e acqnisitiou of correct geographical knowle<lge . For the purpose of obviating both these
difficulties, and to adhere to tho princi1)lo that we learn by doing, embossed relief
maps arc designed. It js intended that th child shall use these maps as supplements
to it text-book. Being ma<lo of cardboard of tho samo size of the tc,·t-book, he can
~~ip tho r li f map into hi book, carry it homo and u e it as a, geographical slnte.
I h ·e maps ar manufactured lik mbo ·eel flowers, ancl covered with a, washable,
lean able snrfac , whi ·h p rrnits a nee ion of pencil markings and cl an ings.
I •in very clurabl , th se map can be u sed a· long n the in trnction on a con tin nt
or ountry la. t . ' ho ·hie£ .·cell nee of th so maps Jics in tho fact that the pn1 il
h_nve hefor thmn nothin,,. but tho ·oast lin •s of tho ontin •nt, the elevations and the
n •
and 110 11amc:. whatev r 11 nc· tho maps ·an not ho c·lrnrrre!l with ·outai.ning
umltipli 1ty of d tail that ruirrh he wild ·r th ·hild. JI can° nter nll reograph-
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ical data as ho is made acquainted with them; he can trace with pencil the coast
lines, boundary lines, river courses, elevations, etc.; be can loca,te citiesJ battlefields,
railroads, harbors, islands, peaks, etc.; he can perform geographical tasks as he
solYes his problems in arithmetic, on a slate, and then erase them with a sponge as
ho cleanses his slate. The geogrruphical instruction can thus be made a step by step
procedure. Tho teacher can eliminate that part of knowledge which is not suitable
at a given age of the pupil; jn other words, she can grade the instruction as she
does tho difficulties in arithmetic and grammar. These cleansable relief maps prevent wrong impressions _concerning the outlines, since they are m:1cle according to
approved n1odels in form of flat surface maps. Of course they can not be as correct
as relief maps on a large scale might be, but they are sufficiently clear and distinct
without showing too great exaggerations of elevations.
Relief maps are also made of plaster and other hard material in this country on
a mnch larger scale than those described in the foregoing para, graph. They represent the cmTature of tho earth's snrface, are excellently executed, and will doubtless facilitate the teaching of geography.
Relief wall maps of papicr mache are also published in America on n, large scale.
These attempts supers.edo the flat surfaced wall map by giving names and boundary
lines in color. They arc set in wooden frames and can be suspended on the wall.
And, lastly, a relief globe is published which shows the elevations and clepressions
on la.ml as well as the depressions of the bottom of the sea. It is a superb piece of
workmanship, ancl will doubtless contribute to the acquisition of correct geogra,phical concepts.
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CHAPTER VIII.
THE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEM OF BAVARIA.
[A brief statement by

LORENZ REISER,

teacher in Munich.]

After the treaty at Versailles, November 23, 1870, the Kingdom of
Bavaria was invited, with the other twenty-four German States, to
form the present German Empire (Deutsches Reich). For a number of
concerns, such as industry and its protection, traffic, and duties, a common system of values, weights, and measures, railrotul, telegraph, and
postal service, army and navy, sanitary and veterinary police, etc., the
laws for the entire Empire are made by an imperial counc'il (Bundesratlt), togetlier with the imperial diet or parliament (Reichstag), and
publish ed, if they find the sanction of the Emperor, in the national
governmental journal (Reichsanzeiger) . But outside of these things
Bavaria is independent as regards the ,making of its own laws with
r espect to home and property, as well as the management of its railroad , postal and t elegraph system (Wiirtemberg also has this right
reserved), and during peace the chief command of the army remains
in the hands of its own king.
The schools, and especially the common school system, are left to the
government of each separate state, with the exception that the imperial
laws r etain certain general rights relating to them . For instance, the
national regulation of industry (Reicbsgewerbeordnung) of July 7,
1883, in article 135, states :
Children under 13 years of age shall not be employed in factories. Children OYer
13 years may only be employe<l. iu factories when they are no longer required to
atteu<l. the common schools. The length of time for the employment of children
uu <ler 14 years of age shall not bo more than six hours :1 day. Young persons
between 14 and 16 years of age shall not be employed in factory work longer than
t en hours a day .

.Article 62 states : "In the pursuit of the peddling business, traveling
from place to place, it is forbidden to employ children under 14 years
of age." According to the law of compulsory vaccination (Impfgesetz),
enacted .April 8, 1874, for the entire Empire, every child on entering
the common school must present a certificate of vaccination, and every
pupil attending either n, public or private school must undergo a second
vaccination sometime during his twelfth year of age. According to
323
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article 35 of the national criminal code (Reicbsstrafgesetzbuch) .no child
under 12 years of age shall be subjected to auy punishment under
criminal law. According to article 123 of the same law entering a
school by any person without authority or a permit is prohibited.
Throughout the Empire the geueral law of compulsory education has
been established, but in the different states the age of entering and
leaving the common school is not the same.
The various school systems of Germany are ·divided on denominational lines. The local superintendency of the common schools rests
chiefly in the hands of the clergy, but as exceptions may be noted the
public (common) schools of Baden according to the law of October,
1860 (amended in 1862 and 1868), were separated from the church. The
same was done in Hessia . according to a law passed June 16, 1874.
The denominational schools of Wiirtemberg, which have had their own
school laws since 1836 (amended in 1858 and 1865), have a combined
state and ecclesiastical superintendency. The Duchies of Anhalt and
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha also have their own school laws. Tue efforts of
the Prussian Government to organize the public school system of that
· Kingdom by a general organic law have not yet been successful, and
the bills to this effect which have been submitted to the House of Deputies (Abgeordnetenhaus) for the last few decades (repeated January
14, 1892) have not found the approval of the house. The public school,
as proposed iu this bill, was in future to be religious in character without exception: The school was to be surrendered to the church.
When the bill was submitted it called forth a great, commotion throughout the whole country, which expressed itself in innumerable pre;;s
comments, all strongly condemning the bill. Prof. Felix Dahn, of
Breslau, published a pamphlet criticising the bill, in which he said:
It is one of the saddest and most hazardous attempts made in Pru~sia, or in the
whole Empire, since Prince Bismarck has been put out of office, and the thought of
enacting this proposition into a, law is depressing.

The progressive ideas of the year 1848 ten.ded in Bavaria toward a,
necessary improvement of . school education, which resulted in an
increase in the teacher's salar:Y, Before this time the schoolhouse
served both for school purposes and as the home of the teacher, who
had his sleeping quarters in the garret. Afterwards the school building were changed into suitable residences and recitation rooms were
newly erected.
The normal regulations of May 15, 1887, laid down new principles for
th training of chool teacher . The diet (Landtag) of 1 1 exp cted
to pa a new law by mean of which the entire public school sy ·tem
wa t be r gulated. In tead of thi there wa enacted the chool11
wm nt law ( huld tatio g etz) of :rovember 10, 1 61, a the
fir;t t p tow r 1 gi. 1 ti n in eha,lf of the public ch ol, th rel>y
latin,. external
f th ch I, e p cially Ile payment
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A few years htter, October 31, 1867, a school bill was proposed to the
diet in which a, general school law was intended, which was to rest on
the 'fundamental principles of modern education and statesmans h.1p.
.But the second chamber (Reichsratskammer) refused itR sanction,
believing that the proposed law tended too much toward a diminution
of the church's influence as well as containiug t,he germ of the separation of the school from the church. The bill assailed especially the
organization known as the district board of trustees. According toarticle 115 every province (Bavaria is divided into eight provinces,
Kreise or Regierungsbezirke) should be divided into a certain n:umber
of districts, and for each district one of the best qualified teachers
should be appointed by the Government as school inspector.
Ilence, legislation having failed in Bavaria, there are now only a few ,
points in the public school system, such as defrayment of the school
expenditure (Schulaufwand), home relations of teachers, lawful punishment for neglect, etc., which are regulated by law. School affairs are
dependent, first, upon a, number of ministerial resolutions and ordinances (i. e. 7 such orders as the head of the State, without the cooperation of the Diet, can make, with ministerial counter signature) which are
not organically combined, and, second, upon a great number of special
regulations and orders, issued by the head of the department, by means
of wliich, from the beginning of this century up to the. present time, the
pnblic schools were regulated and their management changed from time
to time.
As many as 6,857, or 95.3 per cent, of the common 1-:,chools of the
Kingdom are found in the country, according to official reports. The
present description relates principally to these schools in the seven
contiguous provinces of Bavaria, for in the Bavarian Palatinate, wliich
yet retains many laws and civil institutions peculiar to itself from the
former French rule, there are also some peculiarities in the school system. The city schools of Mun_ich have been governed by a local ordinance since January 1, 1872, known as the'' Schulstatut" of Munich.
This report would become too extensive if the Munich city school
syRtem were considered.
Before the Reformation there were no municipal schools. The education of the young lay entirely in the hands of priests and monks.
The State for the first time entered into school matters in 1548, under
Duke William IV, who in that year issued the first school ordinances
of Bavaria. A real sepn,ration between the German and Latin school
system had not yet taken place. For the first time in -a voluminous
school law of the year 1569 the Latin and German schools became
officially separated in the principalities of Upper and Lower Bavaria.
Also, in 1659, under Ferdinand Maria (1651-1679), there appeared a regulation for school discipline for both German and Latin teachers and
pupils. A more extenstve and effectual organization, which touclled
upon the true relationship of school and state, came into existence with
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and took the form of the Bavarian common school system (Volksschule)
during the reigu of Elector Max Joseph III (1745-1777). Influential
men of this period of reorganization were Freiherr Adam von Tokstatt
and the Benedictine friar Heinrich Brarun, whose convent was in
Tegernsee. He prepared , in obedience to the wish of the elector, the
school plan (Schulplan) of 1770. The real fundamen tal document for
the purpose of newly organizing the public school system may be considered to be the ordinance of December 13, 1802, by means of which
compulsory education during the age from (3 to 12 years and an examinatio1~ at leaving the school were established. An order was issued in
the following year for children to attend Sunday and holiday schools
during the age from 12 to 18. Bavaria was one of the first German
States to establish Sunday schools. (Seep. 331.)
During the years from 1804 to 1805 a plan of instruction was issued
for elementary schools, both in the country and in the cities, but this
plan far exceeded all possibilities of carrying it into effect. The new
edition of this plan, published in 1811, was drawn up in six sections;
in the first division the teal purpose of school education was expressed;
the sepond provided for an institution for the traiuing of teachers, and
contains both general and special regulations and maxims; the third
division, which was added in 1810, contained a more particular definition of the teach~r's duties in the three differe_nt grades of the school.
As regards the arrangement of the matter of instruction, the plan
depends upon the ideas of Pestalozzi; as regards the mode of teaching,
upon those of Basedow. But if we go into particulars, there may be
found traces of almost all the numerous school reformers of that age.
The entire plan is an example of pedagogical eclecticism. The requirement of the kind and number of subjects to be taught is quit exact.
For the first grade were prescribed the most important subjects, including the three leading principle8, viz, "God, language, number and
measure"-tbat is, religious instruction, reading, writing, and arithmetic. In the second grade were added the subjects conducive to the
public good, so calle<l. because a certain knowledge and skill in these
is necessary for most purposes and advantages in various callings of
life. Thi._· course contained the three subjects, ' ' man, nature, and art,"
represented by history, geography, and natural history, as well as
drawing and regular exercises in singing.
In 1 5G seven years of attendance in the public school was made
g neral. It was then declared that the matter pre cribed for the pubIi · ch ol ,·houl<l. not be increa ed., for the extension of the chool te'rm
wa intend •d only for a bett r trainiuo· in tlte branches already pre·rilJ d .
a· the

xc.:ep-
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ti.on to the inductive method and the principle of concentration in tlie
matter of instruction.
Instruction in the natural sciences must depend entirely upon the
established text-book. Nearly all the provincial plans begin geographical instruction as a continuation of the first three years' instructio~ in
object les·s ons and local geography, taking up the regular study of
geography in the fourth school year. In some provinces instruction in
history begins in the fourth school year, in some in the fifth, and
stiU others in the sixth. Instruction in natural history, which is
really begun in the form of object les·s ons during the first three s~hool
years, is generally taken up as a regular study during the fourth
school year. Physics is mostly assigned to the -last three years of
the course. Singing exercises are given regularly. The songs practiced are partly juvenile, popular and national, and partly religious
songs, which are learned by ear, and, if possible, from notes. Munich
has a central singing school with a three years' course of four lessons a week. Drawing is taught in several provinces (Ober und
Unterfranken) as an optional subject; in othefs (Oberpfalz) this study
is made obligatory. The provincial plans intend to make gymnastips
general and games (Jugendturnspiele) are encouraged. For the city
schools of Munich gymnastics were made obligatory, according to
article 5 of the city school statute of 1871, for both girls and boys. The
sclwols of Munich have had a separate plan since :k'371, which was
changed and amended in 1872 and 1880. This city school course
requires high attainments.
Every country school in Bavaria 'must have its own special school
garden for the purpose of giving instruction in gardening and planting.
In most of the provinces instruction in female handiwork is required,
for which a female teacher is employed.
The Kingdom of Bavaria hau in 1892-93 as many as 7,492 school
buildings, in which there were 13,688 school or recitation rooms.
(a) In the ordinary schools (Werktagesschulen): 822,175 pupils;
402,990, or 49 per cent, male; 419,185, or 51 per cent, female; 143,825
in the cities; 678,350 in the country.
(b) In the holiday schools: 314,605 pupils; 139,036, or 42.2 per cent,
boys; 175,569, or 55.8 per cent, girls; 36,372 iJJ. the cities; 278.233 in
the country.
Of all the German recruits, both land. and naval, the number who
could 11either read nor write was as follows:
Year.
1881 -82........ ... ...... .. .. .. .......... .. ..... .. . .. ........ ........ .. . ............
l 891-92 ......................... _..... .. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 92-93 ............................... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Number. Per cent.
2,332
824
715

1. 54
. 45

. 38
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Illitaaic recniits in 1891-9.?.
Number. Per cent.

Prussia ......................... : ........................... . .............. ...... .
Bavaria ............................................. . ....... .- .. . ........... ...... .

:i~!ffa~~~ii~:~: : : : : : : : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

7\JO

•

3
1
2
19

0. 69
.01
• 01
.03
.35

By an edict of September 5, 1808, the school boards were newly
organized. Their decisions were ma<l.e dependent upon the department
of the interior (Ministerium des Innern ), section for public educational institutions and training schools. The provincial · governments
(Kreisregierungen), with their school superintendents (Kreisschulrate),
were appointed to become iutermediate agencies, and into their charge
was given the supervision of the district boards and local trustees.
According to a resolution of the Diet of 1825, the office of provincial
school superintendent was abolished, and in its place a pedagogical
advisory board for every province was appointed (Kreisscholarcbat).
This board consists in every province of four Kreisscholarchen and
two assistants, who are appointed from among the leading professors,
inspectors, and teachers. They attend the meetings of the provincial
government when leading questious of public instruction are discussed
and decided, and they perform their functions without pa,y.
The department of educational and ecclesiastical affairs (Ministerium fiir Kirchen- und Schulaugelegenheiten) was established February 27, 1847, and even to.day it exercises legislative as well as executive
power over the school system of the Kingdom. For the common school
system a councilor is appointed (koniglicher Ober-Regierungsrat).
The department has the right of proposing school laws and ordinances
and of issuing -executive instructions or granting permission to use certain text-books and other material for the public and normal schools.
It has the right of proposing measures to be adopted by the King regarding the removal of the Kreisscholarchen, provincial inspectors, and
teachers in the normal schools (Schullehrseminarien). It also llas the
management of the funds for institutions of learning au<l. of that of
the establishment for the publication of text-books. This latter iustitution was founded in.1785 with the purpose of printing and publi hing uniform choolbooks and furnishing cheap tatiouery and such
other article a, are neces ~uy for nr plying the schools without creating a monopoly.
t pr ent the publication is not done by the Gov.rum ut, but ,'i ce January 1, 187 4, ha been lea ed to R. Old.en bourg,
in 1\foui ·h. The o k prepar d by thi e tabli hment ar not allowed
to l>e u
in th 1m li · ·hool unl
th d partm nt ha appr v d
th m. Th u ·e f ,·1 t
py b ok , rul d er s wi e i. pr hibit d
th
11 thi
· · nn lrnwing 1 , 011 , ordth l mu, t no
·iv n ancl h n ~inrr
11 a COUllt f h de II
1' f
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The supervision of all the schools of a province is in the hands of the
pr.ovincial governmeut, the department of the interior. The management of school affairs is generally transferred to a governmental councilor (Kreisschulreferent), who represents the provincial government in
aU technical questions concerniug the common school system. Since
1873 a teacher has acted as county school inspector (Kreisschulinspector) for each proviuce, and some provinces have two or three.
To the duties of the provincial government belong the preparation
of a provincial course of instruction; the issuing of orders and regulations (these are executive instructions and orders based upon existing
laws, ordinances, and general decrees of the department); the establishment of school districts and schools proper; the visiting of the schools;
the superintendence of the normal schools; the appointment, discharge,
and pensioning of t eachers; the holding of state examinations (Anstelhrngsprii.fungen) of teachers, and the appointing of district inspectors
(Districtsschulinspectoren). These immediate assistants of the provincial governments are, as a rule, taken from the Catholic or Protestant
clergy. Their bnsine.;,s is to oversee the several schools in tlieir districts and to watch the conduct of the local trustees (Lokalschuliuspectoren) and teachers. The district school inspector has to make one
official visit to each school every year. It is also his duty to release
those pupils from school who have passed the age of compulsory attendauce. This examination generally takes place in the country schools at
the end of the winter term (March or April). In the so-called "immediate" cities, 50 in number (these are cities which are subordinated, not
to the district administration, but to that of the provincial government),
the power of district trustees is intrusted to a city school commiss10n.
For the next lower directing power there is in every school ward (Schulsprengel) a local board (Lokalschulinspection), whose chairman is a
clergyman (Lokalscbulinspector). The membership consists of the
mayor and two or three delegates of the community. In the Palatinate the mayor is chairman.
.
· The supervision of instruction is entirely within the hands of the
local school inspector. The local board must. see to it at the beginning of each school year that all the pupils are supplied with the
adopted schoolbooks and stationery. For poor children the local
charity boar<l. supplies the means for such necessities. The school
inspector is chairman of the local board, and he determines the date
of the monthly meetings of the local school board, which principally
occupies its.time with cases of neglect of school. The parents, foster
parents, tutors, or masters of those failing in attendance in either the
week-day or Sunday schools are summoned to appear before this board,
and when the excuses are found to be insufficient (i.e., if the absence is
not caused by sickness, storm, death in family, etc.) the case is ready for
action. The first time the offending party is simply warned, but for
each subsequent neglect during th9;t year there is a fine imposed of
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from 10 to 50 pfennigs for each day of absence. If the absence without
sufficient cause is prolonged, the case is reported to the civil court
(Amtsgericht) and pq.nished according to the higher law with a penalty of imprisoumen t not to exceed eight days or with a payment to
the extent of 45 marks ($10 to $11).
Obligatory school attendance begins for both lJoys and girls with
tlle completed sixth year of age and regularly covers ten years, seven
years in the day school (Werktagsschule) and three in the Sunday
school. The compulsory law includes not only the native-born children, but also foreign-born children (without regard to nationality) who
are living in Bavaria during school age. The causes that may release
children from compulsory attendance are( a) Private instruction (with permission from the local trustees).
(b) Attendance in a ltigher public institution of learning or a school
for abnormal children.
In order to establish any private institution which is intended to
replace, either entirely or in part, the regular public school, permission
must :first be obtained. This permission is granted by the district trustees, in whose hands rests the supervision of private schools, and who
must see that they conform to law. Among 7,173 day schools there
were in 1891-92 only 52 private schools.
In order that children not old enough to attend the public schools
may receive shelter, support, and care, public nurseries (Kleinkinderbewaltranstalten) have been established in cities and in the country.
Kindergartens are found in the larger cities for children from 3 to 6
years of age. Asylums for those of a more t ender age, from 1 to 3
yea:rs, exist in manufacturing towns, and are called Krippen.
In 1891 the number of private nurseries for small children was 179;
the number of public nurseries during the same year was 34. The kindergarten is not permitted to become a substitute for the public school;
it is not organically united wit~ the elementary school; it can neither
give lessons as in the public school nor otherwise encroach upon the
public school wo·r k; it is unconditionally forbidden to gi v,e instruction
-in reading, writing, and arithmetic. The manner of occupation is so
arrangell that the cltildren are continually employed at play. Both
State and community are awaiting r esults from the kindergarten .
ln certain citie there are also iustitutions, "Knaben- und MadcbcnLorte,'' which give to children during vacation suitable employmeut
aud maint nance and keep them under control; also manual and trade
ho 1 for lJ y. (, chiiler-"\Verk ·tiitte) are established. During the
hool y , r 1 3-04: there were 4-" lJoy ·, nd 37 girls attending thi class
f in ·titu i n.'. Th 1 partment f the interior ha. po,yer to <l.eci<l.e
ncernin<r h i tr du ti n f ouvent chool . Ioreo er, nch ·cltools
·, 11 n t b
. , li. h <l. with u th on nt f th people in the mumro th y ar t
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teachers have to falfill certain prescribed conditions in order to enter
upon public school work. No woman can be appointed a public teacher
unless u·n married .
Pupils who have :finished the fourth public school grade may undertake an examination for the "Lateinschule" and "Realschule." After
a six years' course in the "Realschule" and two in the "Industrieschule" comes the "Polytechnicum." The "Lateinschule" has a course
of five years, immediately following which is the "Gymnasium," with
four grades. A certificate showing that the candidate has completed
the course in the latter institution authorizes the bearer to enter the
university. He who ~as passed the examinations in the :first three
classes of the "Lateinschule-" can enter the "Realgymnasiurn," and
after having completed the course of six years and passed the examination called "Absolutorium" has the right to enter the '' Polytechnicnm."
After seven years' attendance in the common schools and a successful
examination, the releasing of the pupil from the public school takes
place. Pupils who iu examination do not show sufficient attainments,
especially if they were negligent in their attendance, can be required
to remain in school another year. In order to be released from the
Sunday and holiday school, each one must also :first attain a cerfatin
sta11di11g in the annual examinations. The two hours' instruction on
Sundays and holidays is, as a rule, held during the early hours of the
afternoon . One-third of the time is given to grammar of the mother
tongue, one-third to arithmetic, and one-third to nature studies. For
written exercises the use of slates is forbidden. Religious instruction
is given in the church by the clergy. All persons of the age requiring
the attendance at Sunday school are compelled to be present. In place
of the boys' holiday school, Munich has maintained since 1877 an
industrial continuation school (gewerbliche Fortbildungsschule) of nine
exercises per week, each lasting an hour.
The Bavarian common school houses are, as a rnle, built and furnished to accommodate the cliildren of parents of the ruling religious
belief. The religious character of the schools is, as a rule, preserved .
.A.ccording to a ministerial ordinance, however, issued August 26, 18D3,
there may be established in extraordinary cases ~chools of mixed religious faith (Sirnultanschulen). The school statistics ·of the year 1891-92
sho"' that there are 134: of such mixed schools among 7,225 common
schools.
The school year in rural schools r.ommences with the beginning of
the summer term, generally on the 1st of May; in city schools with the
beginning of the winter term, u sually on the 1st or 15th of September.
Tlle beginning and the end of the vacation are different in the several
provinces. The va~ation lasts from four to eight weeks. Iu every week
of the school year there are two afternoons free, generally on vV edne8days and Saturdays. On account of local circumstances, an entire day
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(S aturday) may be given free. The instruction lasts five_or six hours
a day, three in the forenoon and two in the afternoon. In the country
the school hours during the summer are iu the forenoon, and do not
exceed four hours. In the cities the arrangement of the school hours
is the same throughout all the seasons. Iu Munich the hours in the
forenoon are from 8 to 1~ o'clock, in the afternoon from 2 to 4; the first
(lowest) grade has twenty-three hours per week, the seventh thirtytwo. If during the hot season of the year the daily temperature stauds
at 77° F. in the shade, the school hours are limited to the foreuoon.
School discipline is left entirely in the hands of the teacher. He
determines upon and administers the punishment, and is answerable
for any excess of punishment. For the preventiou of common misdemeanors and offenses and their punishment, there are brought into
effect warning, threatening (before the class), reproofs (in private or
before the school) , and unfavorable rep ort (the report makes known to
parents or guardians the standing of their children : I, very good; II,
good; Ill, satisfactory; IV, unsatisfactory. Further punishments are,
standing on the floor, placing the offender for a time on a specialpunishment seat, setting of tasks that must be prepared at home, keeping indoors during intermission without luncheon (under supervision).
For grosser offenses which imply wickedness of heart, for persistent
laziness which has not yielded to other methods, and especially for misleading other pupils, corporal punishment is made use of. For tbis the
instrument is a rod or a switch. All otller forms of chastisement, such
as boxing the ears or slapping and striking on the head, shaking by
the hair, pulling the ears, etc., are strictly forbidden . Visiting beer
gardens and theatrical entertainments is for school children only permitted when under the supervision of those to whom they belong.
Attending balls (either for dancing or looking on) is unconditio11ally
and without exception forbidden for children during their attendance
in the week-day and Sunday schools. Gambling for money and the
u e of tobacco are also pTohibited.
Article 1 of the aforementioned school-endowment Jaw of November
10, 1861, defines tlle common schools as local institutions (Gemeindeanstnlten) . 1\Jr. Seydel, of Munich, however, defines them as State in ti tution. . Serving in the public school is serving the State, and uot
merely a 1 cality. The common schools are from every standpoint govmm ntal in,,titution.. Tile State regulate the training, appointment.
and p 11.- ionin ,, of t a lier ; it coutrols chool supervi ion by mean of
it trn.-te , 1 Yie and collect the chool taxes, provide for thee tabIi h
11
f 11 w. ch ol ·, and arrang the iu truct10n. The tate conr11 · it lf wi h tllo e int re t only whi •h the communjti .· hold iu
n i1 the ma t r f t< te ad ini tration of the · mmon ch 1
Y· t m t h
x n tlJ t it grant t th m a r 'pre e11tation in the
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.dates' names were presented to the provincial government for decision.
The legal relation of the community to the public school is not in the
sphere of management, but · of :finances. The obligation of defraying
the school expenditure (p. 332), the means needed for establishing and
maintaining schools, rests on the community in which the school is
located. According to the endowment law, the communities overburdened by aRsessments received support from the State or the provincial funds.
If the number of pupils in a common school under oue teacher exceeds
an average of 100 for five years, the community may be required to
establish a position for a second teacher. In Munich the maximum
number of pupils in a single class is limited to 60.
The school superintendents, in cooperation with the provincial governments, determine the architecture and plans of the new school buildillgs. The permiRsion for carrying out the project must be granted by
the provincial government. The same is also the case concerning the
remodeling of existing school buildings. In making plans for the erection of new schoolhouses the locality is especially considered. For each .
child at least 2 cubic meters of air are required. The heating should
be so regulated that the temperature during school hours will not fall
below 59° F. The com.m unity has to see to the beating and cleaning of·
the schoolrooms.
Iu order to increase and facilitate the use of the best ·objects and
appliances for school and teaching, there has been since 1875 in
Munich the "Kreislehrmittelmagazin." This pedagogical museum has
been more fortunate than the "Permanente Lehrmittelausstellung''
in Vienna, which was founded about the same time (1872), or the
"Museo d'Istruzione e d'Educazione" in Rome, which was opened in
1874 after tbe same plan by Bonghi. Both of these institutions have
been abandoned.
The instructors in the public schools are divided into: (1) Regular
teachers (wirkliche Schullelirer). These are appointed to regular life
positions and receive salaries prescribed by law. They have not the
same rights which State officials have, but they can be removed only
for cause or disability. (2) Temporary teachers (Schulverweser), who
without further legal title are either placed in charge of a school
instead of a regular teacher or occupy some vacant position temporarily. (3) School assistants (Schulgehilfen) are those who have to
give in truction under direction of a regular teacher, who stands
res11onsible for their conduct.
A definite position can be entered upoµ in about four or five years
after passing the State examination; consequently, eight or nine years
after graduation from the normal school. Application for appointment
and change of position has to be presented to the provincial government by the district trustees. The appointment, as a rule, is to a place
within the province, but teachers, as well as other civil officers of the
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State, can petition for suitable positions in any part of the Kingdom.
On account of the public nature of the service which teachers perform,
they are protected by articles 196 and 232 of the national penal code,
which secures those serving the State against violence, insult, or slander concerning the performance of their duties. Injuries which a
teacher may receive in the discharge of his duty the community concerned must make- good when the damage can not be repaid by any
other means. The regular teachers, by virtue of the law concerning
home, marriage, and residence, acquire with their appointment the right
of citizenship in the community where their school is located.
A teacher in active service can not be elected to the office of mayor
(Bii.rgermeister). He is free from being called upon to act in the capacity
. of justice of the peace or juror (Schoffe or Geschworne). He may
accept election to the city council (Gemeindebevollmachtichter) and be
appointed district or provincial councilor (Distrikts or Landrat). There
are many cases in which teachers occupy such offices. At present four
common school teachers are members of the Bavarian Chamber of Deputies; the German Reichstag also has four members who are elementary
teachers.
Teachers subjected to military service are mustered into the infantry,
the first year for ten weeks, the second for six, and the third for four
weeks. In Bavaria, since 1886, a certificate for one year's voluntary
service at their own expense is given after passing the last examination
in a normal school. .
If the teacher wishes to marry, he must apply to the provincial government for an official permit. For the performance of any outside
duties for which a teacher is pa.id (as organist in a church, local secretary, agent, or postmaster, etc.) official permission must first be secured
from tlrn district trustees. Such employments as carrying on beer
saloons, retail shops, and the like, are expr~ssly pronounced as inadmissible to the position of a public school teacher, even if such a business
is in his own dwelling, out§lide of the locality of the school, and
intended to be carried on. by his wife or children; service in the office
of trn 'tee, as attorneys, notaries, etc., is inadmissible ..
The State authorities are the only ones who can pronounce judgment
against teach rs. The local trustees can warn and the district trustees
ca,n reprove, but the provincial government alone can pass judgment
on the removal to a le s lucrative po ition, or decide upon dismis al.
1
r fifty year. of service the medal of honor (Ludwigsorden) is con:£ rr d upon the teacher. Particularly praiseworthy and serviceable
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20, 25, etc., years after leaving the normal school an increase of 90 mai·ks
at each interval is paid by the State from the service fund, so that a
teacher, after serving twenty years, has an addition from the Government of 450 marks. In communities with less than 2,500 inhabitants a
dwelling with apartments suitable for a family, is -to be furnished to
the teacher.
Tuition fees (Schulgeld), which constitute a regular source of income
of the teacher, are to be paid for all in the community who are subject to attendance in school. The tuition fee amounts to 76 pfennigs
for a pupil in the week-day school, 25 pfennigs for one in the Sunday
school, for three montlls, which is equal to about 75 and 25 cents a year,
respectively. In many communities the tuition fee has ceased and is
replaced ffom the local treasury by means of a tax assessment. That
part of the teacher's salary which comes from the community, in cases
where monthly payment is not prescribed, is paid, as a rule, quarterly,
like the tuition fee. In the large cities the teachers receive better
salaries. A teacher's income after twenty years' service amounts (without the addition from the Government of 450 marks) in Wiirzburg to
2,760 marks, in Munich to 2,700 marks, in Nuremberg to 2,550 marks.
Leave of absence for more than a week is given by the pro·v iueial
government. If mutual assistance among the teachers in the same
community, in case of sickness, for instance, is not practicable, the proviucial government must appoint a school assistant, whose Sli.pport is
to be procured by means of contributions from provincial funds. A
teacher on sick leave receives his foll salary for at least half a year.
Since length of service does not in itself entitle teachers to a pension
who on account of some unavoidable disability can not pursue their
calling, there has been established by law in every province a pension
union (Gesetzlicher Verein fiir Pensionierung des Lehrpersonals an den
deutschen Volks-Schulen) which is directed (nuder supervision of the
provincial government) by members of the union. The union receives
donations and yearly contributions from State and provincial funds .
.All teachers are subject to assessments for pension purposes. The
initiation fee and the yearly dues are different in the various provinces;
for instance, there is to be paid in Lower Bavaria 24 marks initiation
fee, and 12 marks annua1Iy. The amount of pension pniid"ranges in the
various provinces from 1,000 to 1,400 marks. Besides this, there are in
the cities special civil pension bureaus. Ilence a pensioned teacher of
Munich, after a service of twenty-one years, may receive a yearly
income of 1,440 + 915 = 2,355 marks. For the support of widows and
orphans of deceased teachers there are established societies (Schullehrer-Witwen- und Waisenunterstiitzungs-Vereine) which in the different provinces are differently organized. All teachers have to pa.y,
besides 10 per cent of an entire year's income, an initiation fee of GO
marks and yearly dues up to 30 marks. These unions receive also
contributions from the Central Schoolbook Publishing Company. By
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means of this relief society the widows draw an average yearly pension of 200 marks; each minor orphan receives one-third or one-fourth
of the pension of the mother.
Since 1876 a teacher's widow obtains from the state treasury a yearly
income of 180 marks; orphans receive 80 mar ks each. For the support
and education of teachers' orphans an orphans' foundation (LehrerW aisenstift), whose property amounts to a million marks, has been
established by the public school teachers' union (Bayerischer Volksschullehrer-Verein ). Orphans who have neither father nor mother
receive 54 marks per year; if the mother is alive they receive 26 marks.
In most provinces the teachers have treasury unions for cases of death
(Sterbekassevereine). In many places the widows and orphans of
teachers receive support from a local pension uuion; .in Munich, for
instance, from the private wiflows' and orphans' aid society (PrivatWitwen- und Waisen-Unterstii.tzungsverein). The widow of a Munich
teacher who died in his forty-fifth year, would receive, if she had a
15-year-old daughter and a 17-year-old son, a yearly income of 2,550
marks. Such enterprises, of course, can only be carried on with sacrifices; a Munich teacher pays ever year in taxes, dues, and society
contributions an average of 140 marks, or nearly $40.

CHAPTER IX.
EDUCATION IN URUGUAY. 1

The Republic of Uruguay, formerly a part of the vice-royalty of
Spain and subsequently a province of Brazil, declared its independence August 25, 1825, which was recognized by the treaty of Montevideo, signed August 27 , 1828.
The constitution 2 for the new Republic was ratified on July 18, 1830.
The Republic, which had in 1892 a population of 728,447, scattered over
an area of 72,110 English square miles, is divided into nineteen departments or provinces. The department of Montevideo, which has tlle
surnllest superficial area (25G square miles), has a population of 238,080,
or nearly one-third of the people of Uruguay. The population to the
square mile for the whole of Uruguay is 10.1; for Montevideo, 933.9.
The people consist of many 1rntioualities; 70 per cei1t are native born;
the remainder are Spaniards, Italians, French, :Drazilians, and Argentines, with very few French aud Germans .
. The e,1rliest traces of education are attributed to the Franciscan
Brothers, who established a school in Montevideo in 1744, and to the
Jesuits, who opened the first college, which was closed, however, in
1767.
With the au vent of the Republic appeared the public school, which
originatccl from a decree of May 16, 1827, signed by the governor, who
ordere<l. the establislnnent of a school in each of the chief towns of the
department, and who created a junta, or body of inspectors for such
schools. In 1831 three public schools had been estal>lished in Montevideo an<l. two others in the principal towns of that province. In 1839
this number had increased to six in different parts of the Republic,
with 400 pupils.
Iu the year 1847 an iustitnte for public instruction was created, which
body m;tablished provisional regulations for the goverumental schools,
forruulated metlwds of appointing teacher:::;, a11d selected classical text1
Prepared Ly Miss Frnnces Graham rrench, specialist in the school systems of
Northern aud Eai:;tern Ettrope.
~Larnusi:;e: D1ctionua1re Universe}, v. 15; La H.cpublique Orientale de l'Uruguay
par le Comte de Saint-Fo1x; Bu1si:;ou: Dict1onnairn <lo Pedagogic et d 'In strnct1on
primairc.
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_ books . . The efforts of this institute or commission, to date of 1831,
brought about the establishment of 14 public schools (9 for boys and 5
for girls) with 700 pupils; but, for want of funds, sonie of these schools
were closed later. These numbers increased to 10 pt1blic schools with
2,313 pupils in 1862, but· the political events of 1863 and 18GJ again
prevented the development of elementary instruction .
In 1868 Don Pedro Varela established a Society 1 of Friends of Pop. ular Instruction, which had great influence upon tho conditiQn of education in Uruguay. In 1877 Senor Varela, who is considered to be
the Horace Mann of Uruguay, formulated a general law of education
by which public instruction was to be greatly centralized. His system
waG based upon the best2 types of schools in the United States, and
bis aim was to follow American methods as far as possible. It was
through his efforts that various text-books from the United States were
translated for the use of schools and schoolmasters. According to the
law of August 2:1:, 1877, elementary education was clefinitely 3 orgauizecl,
a general department for tho carrying on of public schools was established, aucl in each province a committee of citizens, serving gratuitously, endeavored to see that the school law was carried out, while a
school inspector had the direct supervision of St hools throughout the
province.
The Catholic religion is the State4 religion, and instruction therein is
obligatory in all schools, but there is toleration of all religions creeds.
Prior to the pres.entation of the educational system it may be well to
state that the Uruguayan authorities have various reform movements on
the tapis, which may lead to modifications of this presentation within
the next few years. Following the lead of other countries, some of the
well-known educators have been investigating developments in pedagogical science on the Continent, and the articles appearing from month
to month in the "Boletin de Enseilanza Primaria,'7 organ of the departmeut of public instruction, indicate tbe introduction of manual and
phy ical training-a graduated series of gymnastic exercises-and the
addition of the kindergarten to the school system. Whether the e
inno ations will become a permanent part of the modus operandi of the
pre ent sy t ~m 1 emains to be seeu.
TII.E
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/ grades of schools-elementary,1 secondary, and higher (escuelas 1wimarias, secLlndarias, y superior)-the lowest grade to _be established in
every locality where there are 50 pupils between G and 14 years, the
limit of school age (edad de la obligaci6n eseolar). Within the past
two yeaJ·s 2 kindergartens (jardines de infantes) have been opened as a
kind of preparatory division for the elementary grades, but to date
these are very few in number. Education is.compulsory and gratuitous
in precept, although a study of the subject indicates that fees are paid
in certain schools. Parents and guardians are at liberty to have their
children educated either in public or private schools (escuelas pnblicas y privadas). The law requires the establishment of normal schools
(escuelas normales) and school libraries, the giving of pedagogical lectures,3 and tlrn publishing of a school journal.
Persons desirous of teaching (aspirante.s al tftulo de maestros) are
required to obtain a certificate of qua,Ii:fication (diploma de maestro)
for such a position except when they are to teach iu a private school
(escnela privada). The programme of study, as required by law,
includes object lessons, reading, writing, composition, grammar and
rhetoric, geography, cosmography and history, bookkeeping and bnsiness rules, the duties of citizenship, arithmetic, elementary algebra
and geometry, physiology and hygiene, natural history, agriculture,
drawing, gymnastics, and singing, sewing, cutting of garments, and the
management of the sewing machine in schools for girls. The secondary
sclwols4 aim to complete or supplement the studies of the elementary
grades, and to prepare for scjentific and literary careers. While the
secondary schools (escuelas secundaria.s) are free, the examination fees
for entrance vary from $1 to $2, in accordance with the desire on the
part of tlJe pupil to take an elective ($1) or obligatory ($2) course Qf
study. A completion of the obligatory course entitles to a diploma of
bachelor of science or letters, on payment of 50 pesos ;5 poor students
have a remission of these fees, however. The higher schools include
the faculty of law and social sciences, the faculty of medicine and its
subsidiary branches, faculty of mathematics and its branches. The
diploma of bachelor of science or letters is required for entrance to these
university studies except for the study of pharmacy, dentistry, and surveying; students intending to pursue these studies are required to pass
an examination. Four dollars is requireu. as an entrance fee for superior
instruction, and $150 upon obtaining the degree of either of ~he faculties.
1 For a moro dotailed account of the subdivisious of the elementary (or primary)
schools, and of the Rtuclies included in the classes leading to the secondary grades,
see Cour'3es of study .
2
Mcmoria corresponc.liento al aflo 1892, prcscntada a In, Direcci6u General cle Instrucci6n Publica, por el Inspector Nacional de Instrucci6n Primaria, Urbano Cbucarro;
Boletiu de Enseflanza Primaria, 1890-92.
3 La Iustrncci6n Publica dcl Uruguay en la, ExposicifJn Colombiua de- Chicago.
4 Leycs y Reglamento Genernl cle Enseiianza Sccunclaria y Superior.
6 The peso is equivalent to 96.5 cents, hence is frequently reckoned as $1.
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A school of arts and trades and a military school complete the .school
system.
State control.-The general superintendence of all the scholastic
authorities in the Republic is placed in charge of the department of
puulic instruction,1 which, created in 1877, has for its presiding officer
a mi11ister of the Government (Mi.nistro de Justicia, Culto eInstrucci6n
Puulica); for its first vice-_president, the national inspector of primary
instruction (Inspector N acional de Instrucci6n Primaria); for its second
vice-president, the director of the normal school. There are_four other
members appointed by the Government. The duties of both State and
local school authorities 2 will be described under Supervision.
Local control.-As aids to the State officials are the departmental
(provincial) school inspectors, and the school committees, who, through
their reports to the central authorities, keep these State officials
informed in regard to educational affairs throughout the Republic.
Mciintenance.-The schools are maintained by the Central Government
and local authorities. The Uruguayans consider the edueation of the
masses , to be obligatory upon them, hence they set aside a large proportion of .the revenues accruing from custom duties, taxation, etc., for
the purpose of maintaining enough schools for all practical purposes.
To be a citizen of the Republic of Uruguay the person must be able to
read and write. It is iHtended that the schools of elementary, secondary, and superior grades be free to all, and any individual is at liberty
to fouud such 3 schools, provided authoritativP, inspection is permitteu
in matters of hygiene, fundamental pr~nciples of law, and morality.
The State is expected to maintain as many schools of all grades as are
required to give the proper iustruction to the youth of Uruguay.
ST ATIS'l'ICS,

Uruguay had a population in 1892 of 728,447, an enrollment in elerncu tary schools of 67,009, and an average attendance of 51,583; that

js, the ratio of enrollment jn these lower grades to total population is
9.25; that of average attendance to enrollment is 76.97.
The national inspector of elementary instruction, Senor Urbano
Clmcarro, presellt the following statisti cs for the year 1892:

---- -- ------------Elem ntary schools.

Roys.

Girls.

Both
sexes.

· - - - - - -1- - - P11hli<' ·C'l1<'ol11

Pri ,at .· c·l1001 · ·································· ····· --·-·-- · · · ··· .. ···· ·· · ····················· · · ·················· ·-- - -Total ............. . ... .... .......... .... ... .. ....... ..... .. ....

76
106

44
43

371
26-1

I Total.

-

I

401
411

-12 --87 ~5 ~
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In the city of Moutevideo alone there were 343 schools of elementary
grade, 69 of them public a.nd 274 private schools.
:Elementary schools.

Enrollment (alnmnos
inscriptos).
Boys.

-

-

- - - - - - - -- --

-------

---

Average at.
ten dance
(asistencia
media) .

Girls . Tot.al.
- - -- - --,- - - - 34, 53!)
17.044

Totala ................................................... 37,092
a,

29,917

51,583

67,009

Tho totals alld individual items, do not always agree, but it is not lrnown wherein the variance

lies.

The 904 1 schools had au enrollment o:f 67,009 pupils, or an average of
75 to each school. In the private schools (escuelas privadas 6 particn·
Jares) the average number of pupils (la asistencia media de los alumnos)
to ea.ch school was 80.

- --

-

Men.
Teachers, by nationality, in el ementar y schools.
- - - - - ~ -- - - -- - - - -- -- - - - 1- --

i~-~~ri~tY_~~~.
~·:?~'.~~~~~~::>. ::: ::::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: :: ::: ::::::: ::: ::: :: ::
Argentines ... . ...... ... .... . ..... ... . ........ . ...............................
T<'rench....... . . .... ...... ......... ..... ... . ......... .. ............... . ... . ...
Itali an .............. . .. ...... .............................. . ............... ..

Othe r n ationalities. ..........................................................
'.1.'otal. ................................................ . ............ . ....

Wom en. Total.
- -· - -

m
9
70
80

s~~
Gl
28
G2

1

•

m

70
US
1•12

46
G7
113
-G67rl,108\1 , 835

Of these t eachers (personal enseiiaute) 1,515 were lay teachen; an<l
320 belo11ged to different l'eligious communities. In the publie schools
(escuelas pfrblicas) 638 teachers had diplomas and 241 had none. There
were GH women teachers with diplomas (diplomas de maestra) and 76
without; !Ji men with diplomas and 165 without.
.l\Iontcvideo has a university (U niversidad de la Rep-C1blica Oriental
<lel Uruguay) aud some other iustitutionsz for secondary aud higlier
education. The normal school for girlR (Iutcrn ato Normal de Senoritas)
gave certificates in the years 1887-18!)1 t o 143 students wllo were
trained for the teacher's profession. A normal scLool for boys has
receutly been <·stablished. In two years it graduated 44 students, 1 and it
had 12 professors in 1892. A school of arts and trades gives gratuitous
instrnctiou to 1(3;.3 pupils. Although a State in stitution, this school is
actnaJly mider tlie care of the national charity a11d public beneficence
commissio11, and its buil<liu g is large enough for 600 students. In 1891
th ere were 227 tudents cnrolJcd au<l 4u professors.
The course covers ordiuary branclies to th e third grade and carpentry,
cabi11etmaki11g, shoem::.1,k ing, bookbincliug, typography, lithography,
1
l\1emoria. correspo nuiente nl af10 1892 presenta.cla ii, la Dirrcci6n Genernl de Jnstrucci6n P(iblica por el Inspector Naciona.l d e Iustrucci6n Priwaria Url>ano Chucarro.
2
' t a,tesrnau's Yenr Book, 1894.
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silver and tin smithing, 1 telegraphy, drawing, gymnastics, and music.
A military college has 8 professor~, 2 and Gl pupils between the ages of
14 and 18. 1\1:my religious seminaries (seminarios) throughout the
Republic have a considerable number of pupils; indeed, it is stated
that "more than 4,200 1 pupils are taught there." The uni_yersity at
Montevideo 1 had GGS students during tbe year 1891, thus distributed:
In law, 337; in social science, 176 ;· in medicine, 85; in mathematics, 30.
Of these, 631 were natives and 37 foreigners. The professots were 75,
viz: For law and socia.l science, 14; for medicine, 23; for mathematics,
19; for preparatory studies, 1~ Classed as to uationali_ty, there were
58 natives, 12 Spaniards, 3 Italians, 1 German, and 1 Frenchman. On
June 28, 1890, the Governmenn decided to establish a higher school of
agriculture (escnela superior de agdcultura) 3 for the purpose of
theoretico-practical study, leading to the title of agricultural expert
(perito agr6nomo ). A special commission, called the "Comisi6n
Directiva de la Escuela Superior de Agricultura," is to have charge of
the work of this school.
FIN.A.NCE. 4

Income (recursos),--:-The Government employs one-ninth of its general
budget in the cause of elementary education, this proportion reaching
the sum of about $700,000 per annum; and so great is its desire to
further the cause of education that it aims to expend still more.
Elementary, or, as it is usually called, primary education, is, as heretofore stated, gratuitous and obligatory throughout the Republic, and
more, the intention is to have the examinations of all grades of public
schools paid for by the State, which furnishes books and all necessary
materials for carrying on the schools. The public revenues are derived
from direct taxes on property, licenses to trade houses, stamped paper,
stamps, import and export (luties, port clues, municipal duties in the
capital and in the departments or provinces, duties on indirect iuheritance, trade pnitents, etc., the customs duties furnishing the principal
revenues of the Republic. According to the law of 1879, a general tax
for school purposes is imposed on householders of citic , industrial
e. tablishments, banks, and commercial houses, in accordance "\Tith the
income of the e per ous or establishments. The payme11 ts are required
to be monthly except where the e. tabli hments are too far removed
from a c nt r; then annual l)ayments are allowed. In rural di trict · a
irnilar ta i. im1 o ed, and the funds are tm.'ned over to the authoritie ·
of th -hi f ·ity f th province.
1

epi'i.oli a
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Expenditure (gastos).-=-Each department ·or province is to report the
·annual cost of education, the teachers' salaries, house rentals (so that
tbe -prop.er tax may be imposed), the proportion of the general expenditures 1 required for inspection, repair of school buildings, and for purchase of school apparatus. The expenditure for schools in 1892 2 is as
follo ws: Teachers' salaries,3 $34$,566; rentals, $130,432; incidentals,
$19,213; administrative purposes, $29,310; school jour1'.al, $1,975; committees and inspection, $48,103; kindergartens, $4,263; normal for
girls, $39,984; normal for boys, $3,420; for the practice school, $4,962;
library of pedagogical museum, $2,507; inspector's office, $15,227. !
These amounts, coupled with various incidentals, give a general total
of $658,276. The cost of education for each pupil enrolled, as stated
in the "Estadistica Escolat, auo 1892," is · $12.06; for each pupil in
average attendance, $16.95. In 1891 it was $13.27 for each pupil
enrolled and $18.29 for each pupil in average attendance.
SUPERVISION A.ND A.DMINISTRA.TION. 1

Stcite control.-The general supervision of all the scholastic authorities in the Republic is exercised by the department of public instruction,
which, created in 1877, has for its presiding officer a minister of the
Government; for its first vice-president, the national :fnspector_of primary fostruction (inspector nacional de instrucci6n primaria), who is
expected to visit the schools of the chief cities and towns at least once
a year; for its second vice-president, the director of the normal school.
Then there are four other members ~.ppointed by the Government.
The departrncnt 4 of public instruction (direcci6n general de instrucci6n p11blica) has genera.I direction of primary instruction throughout
the Republic. It takes charge of the aclministration and direction of
tl1e normal school or schools; it supervises the different departmental
inspectors,1 suggesting the best text-books to be used in the schools;
it presents the diplomas of the three different grades in accordance
with the results of the examinations; it formulates the school programmes, and suggests the best means of reforms in educational matters. The technicaP iuspector of primary education (inspector tecnico
de cnseiianza primaria), whose jurisdiction ex.tends through all provinces, lias for his special functions the visiting of public scliools to
Lezislaci6n Escolar <le la Repuhlica. 0. del Urnguay, por J. 0. Mirauda.
Estatlistica Escolar de la, Repttblica 0rieutal del Uruguay corrcspond ientc al u,fio
do 1892.
3 The Uruguayan unit of money, the peso, is eqnivaleut to· 96.G cents, lieucc is
reckoned at $1.
4 This department was a part of the ministry of the Government anrl of foreign
affairs until 1884, when a ministry of justice, worship, and 1mblic instruction was
created.
r, Boletin de Euseuanza Primaria, Nov., 1889.
1

2
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study methods of instruction, to suggest to the teachers how greater
unifotmity can be brought about, to organize and preside over teachers'
meetings, to keep the department of public instruction (direcci6n genera.I de instrucci6n p-C1blica) informed as to organization of schools and
need of school apparatus, to present to the department, in accord with
the national inspector (inspector nacional de instrucci6n primaria), a
report on the condition of schools visited, and to present a private
report in regard to teachers and their aptitude for the position held.
Local control. 1-Each department or province has a salaried school
inspector (inspector departamental), and a committee of citizens (comisi6n departamental) serving gratuitously, to superintend local educational affairs. The departmental inspector has for his special duties to
ascertain the school population and enrollment of Lis special division
of the Republic; to obtain accurate informa,tion in regard to the school
buildings, rentals, expenditures, etc.; to preside at teachers' conferences, and to keep the national inspector informed as to the condition
of education in his vicinity. He is aided by the local committee, which
v.isits the schools even oftener than the inspector is expected -to do.
This committee aids him in keeping a chronological record of school
affairs. The local officials (inspectores departameutales y cornisiones
departamentales) see that the orders of the central administration are
carried out as regards the distribution of school material, text-books,
etc. 'fhe committee makes its report every :fifteen days to the departmental inspector, and he iu turn· reports each trimester in regard to
the progress or needR of the schools. The aim of the local officials is
to farther the cause of education as far as it is within their power.
During the year 1892 the number of visits made by these officials was
2,678; the number of hours given to such work, 7,464; the cost of visits
(including railroa.d, steamboat, and other expensP-s), $8,035.
The supervisiou of secondary and superior 2 instruction (inst,rucci6n
secundaria y superior) is regulated as follows: A council for secondary and superior instruction (consejo de instrucci6n secundaria Y
superior) has for its presiding officer the official in charge of eclucation
in the ministry of justice, worship, and public instruction; for its vicepre ident (usually acting as president) the rector of the university
(r ctor de ]a uuiver idad). It members consist of the deans of the
·eco1Hlary ection' and of the univ er 'ity faculties (decanos de la 'ecci6n de n eilauza ecundaria y de las facultades de la univer. idad)J
qual numb r of member elected by a majority of vote , by
r gi.· t r cl in the univ r ity, or universities, who bav the
f 1i ntiat r <lo ·tor, provided uch p r on are approv d uy
Tb e le t-mention l rn mb r mu t b citiz(>ll,
h 1 ugth of term i :t ur .r ar,'. 'llte
rng 1ay, por .r. . )lir.1111la.
· cnn<laria y s np rior.
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duties of the council for secondary and superior instruction (consejo
de instrucci6n secundaria y superior) are to formulate general regulations for secondary schools; to approve the university regulations; to
regulate university rentals, and to suggest to the executive power the
amounts of annual expenditures; to organize the faculties, and to
determine conditions of admission for other u~iversities; to organize a
body of professors for secondary and SlJ.perior instruction for the purpOS~ of :filling vacancies; to arrange for the inspection of private institutions; to see that the regulations (arranged by law) are carried out;
to formulate special regulations for private establishments, so tlrnt the
studies may tend toward the courses of public secondary and superior
institutions.
TE.A.CHERS. 1

Preparation and examinations.-By law of 1877 normal schools, one
for each sex, were to be established in Mon_.tevideo for the proper
training of a corps of persons to :fill the position of teacher wherever
required. By that law and by a later one of 1882, each province was
to be allowed to send three persons to the normal sc-tJ.ool, providing
such persons had successfully. accomplished the studies of the sixth
grade of an elementary school, and, if a woman_, she must have reached
the tbirtPenth year of age; if a man, the sixteenth year of age. These
special regulations, decrees of.J.anuary 26, 1882, also required the physical co ndition to be excellent and required certificates of the provincial
committee on education stating the nationality of the persons desiring
to enter the normal schools, the nationality, profession, and residence
of parents.
In order to appear for the examinations leading to a diploma genernl regulations required women to have passed the sixteenth year and
men the eighteenth. Ten pesos a month and ·10 for admission were to
be guaranteed for each student, and a stay of O11e year in the normal
was requisite except in case of illness. In the normal for girls 2 (interuato 11ormal de senoritas), established in the early part of 1882, there
are both day and boarding pupils. A practice school (escuela de
aplicaci6n) is connected with this institution. According to a decree
of March 30, 1889, no man over 21 years of age will be allowed to enter
a normal school and no woman over 23 years of age.
As soon as the normal student bas obtained the teacher's diploma
of the fir t grade (diploma de maestro de primer grado) he (or she) is
expected to return to the department or province from which sent to
serve as teacher, unless by special request he be allowed to continue
1

Legislaci6n Escolar de la Republica 0. del Uruguay, por J. O. Miranda.. Leyes
Memoria correRpondiente al aiio 1892 presentada a, la c1irecci6u genern l de instrucci6n pftblica por el
in pector nn.cional do instrncci6n prinrnrin. Urbano Cbucarro.
2 Boletin de Enseilanza Primaria, July, 1889.
y reglam entos general c1e enseilanza fiecun<laria y snperior.
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the studies for the diploma entitling him to teach in the second grade 1
(diploma de maestro de secuudo grado ). If · the student leaves the
normal school prior to the close of a year of study he must forfeit 150
pesos if he be a boarder, and one-half of that sum if he be a day pupil.
The length of the normal course, decree of March 30, 1889, is two
years, in order to obtain the diploma of a :first-grade teacher~ and of
·t hree years for tlJe wom~n and two for the men who desire the diploma
permitting them to teach in the second grade. The graduates are
expected to teach· at least two years; if not, there must be remittal of
funds to the State in the following proportions: 10 pesos for day pupils
for every month under instruction in the normal, and 30 pesos for
boardh1g pupils.
Classified according to diplomas,2 in 1892 there were 363 certificated
teachers of the first grade; women with diplomas, 544; without diplomas, 165. The reason of this lack of certificated teachers was stated
to be on account of overpressure of work among the departmental committees (comisiones departamentalcs), and the employment ad interim
of many men who had not for this reason, or for lack of preparation,
passed the req.uisite examinations. Special courses in pedagog;y 3 are
given in s'Ome institutions for the benefit of persons desiring to be
teachers, but who are not situated so as to attend nor~al schools.
Appointnient.-The department of public instruction (direcci6n
general de instrucci6n publica) has the appointing power of teachers
after public competition for the position, but in case of a lack of teachers having uornia.l school diplomas the departmental committees (comisiones 6 sub-comisiones de instrncci6n p-C1blica) may appoint well trained
persons to the position s provisionally. Assistant teachers receive their
appointments either tllrouG'h the central department of public instruction or through the local authorities. A teacher's certificate is not
necessary in private 4 scl~ools.
Salaries.-Tcachers 4 in public schools are paid by tlie State; in private schools they are paid by private individuals or associations. Tlle
average pay 3 of teachers is $35.91 a month. The assistauts of tllc first
grade, $~1 to $25 ; those of the second grade, $28 to $31.66; tlie directors of the first grade, from $40 to $56; those of the second grade, 40
to G3, and a" high as $DO for tho.-e of the third grade. Lodging 1 is
al o tnrni. hed to teacher. , and when po sible in direct connection with
the s ·hool buil<liug, or as near a po sible to the post of duty. The
1

L gi laci<',n l'..scolar d 1n. R publica, . <l. 1 ruo-uay, por J. O. l\Iiranda.
1 !J2, pr <·nta<la por 'euor rbauo Chucarro.
3
lfoldin <1 En:eiinnzn. Primari, July 1 '8D.
4
LtL In. trnccii'in P11b]iea ,1 •l 'ru 1ruay ll la Ex:posicion Colomuina. de 'hi :.10'0 ,
~ drmoria, aft
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minimum 1 annual salary suggeste~l in 18!)0 by J. H. Figueira, tec1rnical
fosp ector of primary instruction, for urban schools is-·
Fust grade:
First class . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3GO
Second class .............. ... .............. ......................... .·....
420
Third class ....................................... .. ................ - ,. . . .
480
Fourth class.·~...................................................... - . . .
540
Director· ......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
Second grade:
Fifth class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOO
Sixth class ....................................... . . ......... ....... - . . .
660
Seventh class ................................................... . . - - - - . .
720
E ighth class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780
Dir ector 2 •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
840
Thinl grade :
Ninth class .................................... :........................
780
Tenth cla8s .... _.......... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84.0
D1rector 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,200

Teachm·s' institutes.-In accorda,nce with a law of May 6, 1881, these
pedagogical conferences (conferencias pedag6gicas) are to be held annually, from the 5th to the 16th of June, ill the capital of each province
or department. They are · for tl1e benefit of both rural and urban
teachers. Tlle evenings m~e to be devoted to the theoretical part, that
is, to discussions as to best methods, 3 etc. All teachers of the city a.re
expected to be present at these meetings, so that there may be an
interchange of thought between the urban and rural teachers.
·
During the daytime visits are to be made to the schools of the city,
and the i11Spectors and teachers are to carry on a programme in accordance with the discussions of the evening sessions, thus having a series
of object lessons. Tlie committees, departmental inspectors, and som~tunes members of tho central administration of 1mblic instruction aim
to be present to conduct tlie discussions. Prizes are to be given annually to tnose who ll ave shown the greatest amount of thought and study
along tbe lines design_ate<l. The first prize is a diploma of honor, whieh
admits of drawing 40 pesos from the treasury. The second prize is
cousiderecl as equ1yaleut to an "accesit." The <lepartment of public
mstruction also calls together its inspectors of primary in struction 4
and they form a "Congreso de Inspectores de Instfacci6n Primaria"
for the discu ·sion of better scllool methods, hours of study in smnrner
and wmter, extension of programmes, etc.
Bolctin clc Ensefianza Pnmarm, May, 1890.
Dircctors also have free lod g rn g .
3 L e<TJS1ac16n Escolar de la Republicn, 0. dol Urnguay, por .T. 0 . Mirancla.
4
Bolctm de Enseuanza Pnrua.ria, 0ctobcr-Noveruber, 1890.
1

2
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COURSES OF S'l'UDY. 1

Within the last two years, 1890-1892, the effort has been ma.de to·bave
the kindergarten 2 precede the elementary grades in the school system
of Urnguay, but very few such schools are ;yet in existence.
In the elementary grades the pupils have in the first .br lowest class,
r eading, phonetics, formation of words, arithmetic, object lessons concerning color, plants, animals, parts of the body, relative position of
objects, etc.; drawing, comMnation of points and lines; daily sh1ging of
melodies; the scale; physical exercises, 3 marching and simple movements; penmanship; moral teachings in form of short narratives; cultivation of fundamental systematic habits, truthfulness, obedience, self·
reliance; Christian doctrine.
In the second and third classes there is a continuation of the same
studies with steady advancement toward the fourth class, where the
elements of geography are added. In the fifth class there is revision
of previous studies and a continuation of the same, while needlework
is added for the girls. Grammar and composition are found in the sixth
class, also mental and written arithmetic; geography showing the form
of the eartb, its magnitude and grand division s, with physical and descriptive geography; the object lessons tend toward elemeutary geometry, physiology, and nutrition. Zoology, with fourteen subdivisions,
botany, mineralogy, drawing (geometric), are added to the earlier
brauches, and the girls commence instruction on the sewing macbiue.
The seventh class continues the branches of the preceding years and
adds domestic economy for girls. With the eighth class comeR history,
as far as it appertains to the South American countries, and a study of
tlw constitution; the elements of scientific study lead the student into
physics, astronomy, and plane geometry, always with a continuation of
the studies of the precediug years.
1 )Iemoria, conespondionte al afio 1892, por el Inspector Nacional de Instrncci6u
Prim aria; Program a, para l as Escuelas P11.blicas de 1n, Republica; Lcgis1aci6n Escolar
de la Repubhca Oriental <lel Urugu::iy, por Julian O. Miranda; Boletin do E11sciia11za
Primaria, February-March, 1892.
i A report was m:ule upon these schools by Dona Enriqueta Com1>te y Ri<]_nl', who
inv c, tig ato(l the s uhject in Europe, and who ha s b cu appointe d. as clil'octress of
bucli Rchools . In th~ four clas ·es of the kin<l.ero-arten tho aim is to train chilt1r ,n
l,ch,·1·<·11 3 arnl 7 years of age, to have progressiv: exercises from class to class. A
mixc·<l cla is to in luuo children from 3 to 6 years of age, who come io <lnring the
t rm, :m<l "·lio, 1,y d gr e , ar pr pared to outer one of the other cln:i;es. The
·la~s for <"hildrcn from G to 7 y at·s of ago is to be preparatory t the lowest grade
of th cl meutary chool.
,In 18'.;J ~he t clrni al in.-p ctor of priroary instruction sugge, t d a, graduated
ri ·s of rymna.·U
x rc1
for the public school of ruguay Fifty-one movern1•11t. " •r' gin·n, a. cla. ific·at1 n a orl1ing to x: and ao·e b rng n t1 · al)1 .
'bd1rr·n from > t !3 _- ar. of ng ar to haY
o,. 1 to 20 rn ·lnsiv ; gnls from 1 to 1-1
•· ·ar. ·.·ti-nil thc- f• .·l'f1·1 ·(• · throngh 'o .•~ · l oy from lOto 11 take th whol 51 .· rr·i 1' ( 1111 • ·.• ·n·i. •.· ar · le.- ·rib ·din H l tn; cl Eu eiianz, l'Jmar1a, A1wu t, 1 l 1,
}l}), C -117.)
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In the ninth class geography and history tend toward a knowledge
of the other divisions of the earth's surface-the voyage of Columbus
is referred to and a chronological review of the Spanish rulers, with the
· wars for independence against the Spaniards, is given; the scientific
branches cover mechanics and meteorology, and the term moral te3:chings includes duties to the family, to society, and toward the governing
powers. The tenth class leads the pupil on to rhetoric, with application
to practical exercises; algebra and geometry; bookkeeping; physii~s
(including optics, magnetism, and electricity); history, exte11ding to th_e
Greeks, the reforms brought about by religious wars, the French reyolution, unity of Germany and Italy; advanced e;tudy in physical geography, with illustrative diagrams; advanced astronomy; while ordinary
gymnastics develop into regular physical training, which includes
twenty-six 1 different phases. Such was the course developed in 1880
for training in ten classes of the school system. Subdivided as to grade,
the first covers classes 1 to 4; 2 the second grade, classes 5 to 8, and
the third grade, classes 9 to 10.
The laws for secondary and superior 3 instruction, official publication
of 1890, state that these grades, similar to the elementary grades, are
free throughout Uruguay. Secondary studies are obligatory and
optional and there are fees, as heretofore stated, for entrance to either
course, but these are remitted in case of poverty. The studies enumerated under the beading "Secondary studies in the university," are
arithmetic, algebra, and Castilian grammar (one year's study each);
physics, chemistry; natural, universal, national, and American history;
Latin, philosophy, general literature, French, English, and linear drawing (each a two years' course) 1 and gymnastics during a fiye years'
period.
The course for the baccalaureate in science a11d letters lasts six years,
and the degeee is obtainable only as the student passes the examination in the obligatory course of the secondary grade. This degree is
refJUirecl for entrance into either of the three faculties:
I. Law and social sciences.
II. Medicine aud its attendant brauches.
lII. Mathematics and its divisions.
There are stated fee for entrance iuto the fa,cult.y for the examinations, and the obtaining of degrees of bachelor and doctor; the term
licentiate is conHidered simply as a certificate of study which ID:ay lead
to doctor. In the faculty of htw and social sciences, the five years'
course for obtaining the doctor's degree (titulo de Doctor) includes:
I. Phi1osopby of law, Roman, civil, and constitutional law.
II. Civil and constitutional law (secoud course), penal and public
international laws.
1

See note 3 on preceding page.
.
Legisla.ci6u E colar de la Repn.blica Oriental de1 Uruguay, por J. 0. Miranda.
3
Leyes y Rbglameu to General de EnsM1a11 za Secundaria r Superior .
2
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, III. Qivil la,w (third course), penal law (second course), political
economy, commercial law, judicial proceedings.
IV. Civil.law (fourth course), political economy, commercial law, and .
judicial proceedings (second course), forensic practice.
V. Administrative law, 1 l)rivate internatiou al law, legal medicine,
·
forensic practice (second course).
The faculty of medicine and surgery lias a six years' course; that of
pharmacy, three years; of odontology, two years; of obstetrics, three
years. The regular medical course inchtdes:
l, Physics, chemistry and pharmaceutics, a1.1atomy and dissection.
II. Add to these mecUcal history, biological chemistry.
III. Physiology, pathological anatomy and general pathology, clinical semeiology.
IV. Medical and chirurgical pathology, therapeutics, medical and
cbirurgical clinics.
V. Iu this year obstetrics and gynecology with clinical work and
hygiene are added to the studies of the preceding year.
VI. Topographic anatomy and operations, legal medicine, astalmological cliuics, medical, surgical, obstetrical 1 and gynecological clinics,
and diseases of chilclreri.
The faculty of mathematics has a four years' course in civil engineering, leading to "ingeniero de pnentes y caminos," and the same in
arqhitecture; a three years' course for geographical engineer; a two
years' course as surveyor (agrimensor), and two years' course for
contractors and builders (maestro de obras). Regular attendance is
expected in whatever course the student enters, complaint on the part
of the uuiversity authorities bringing- upon the students reprimands
and a,t last expulsion. 1
SCIIOOL ]1.A.NAGEJIEN'l ' AND METHODS OF DISCIPLINE.

1 L ·r1•. y J> l; mc·nt J n--:-ral c1 Eu iia.uz:~nclnri:1 • ,'upP.rior.
·L~ Ju trn ci<,n l'1'ihlict <l 1 l·rnrrua. • n 1, Expo i il',11 'olo mbiu cl• )hi ago.
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uever exceeds 30, 40, 50, or 60 per teacher, the general average for tho
entire Republic being 36 scholars to ·e ach master.7' .As the public
schools (escuelas IJublicas) are essentially for the people, "both rich and
poor alike attend the_m, without the least distinction being made; tlnu,
_b y the side of a . chil<l of the white race a?-other may be seen of the
.African race, so' that in infancy ideas of equality and democracy are
inculcated."
In order to carry on an analytical synthetic 1 method of instruction,
detailed suggestions are given to teachers as to the best methods to
employ with pupils of the lowest grades when instruction is given in
orthography and reading. Special re:gulations are also made as to
physical exercises, 2 so that they may neither be too many nor too few
for the size and strength of the pupils. The boys and girls should be
allowed perfect freedom during the recess, lmt the teachers should
watch over them during rainy days, so that from a hygienic 11oint of
view they may be cared for. During the course of the recitations not
more than an hour should be allowed to pass by without some form of
gymnastic exercise tending to rest both body and mind.
D ·iscipline. 3-.A teacher or director is expected to be at the school
building one-half hour before the opening of school, so that in qase the
children appear there shall be some general s1-i.pervision of them.
No class shall be kept after school hours, no eating of fruit, cakes,
etc., shall be allowed during the study hours, and only at recess when
there is an expressed wish of parent or teacher, and teachers shall, as
fa,r as possible, see that the Lealtl~ of the pupils is not undermined. by
110or living at home, ~heir influence being exerted (if need be) witb the
parents or guardians. Another method of keeping up the discipline
among the teachers is that in case they absent themselves from their
homes during vacations the school authorities be notified. Corporal
J_muishment is not allowa,ble under any circumstances. If the pupil
requires any aclmonition,3 it should take the form of depriving him of
recess, giving additional tasks, detaining the individual pupil after
seho .1 1, and reporting him to the parents. Prizes and rewards may lie
given for good conduct. Serious lack of discipline may be reported
to the provincial school authorities and bring auout suspension fo1' a
three months' period. Continued infraction of rules may eventnally
be reported to the department of public instruction and expulsion may
follow if that body o decide.
Th e promotion of pupils is from class to class ancl grade to grade., but
there is discu sion as to the proper preparation of tLe studies in large
classes for such ad vaneemcnt, and the teclrnical inspector counsels 4 the
establishment of a classification which sha,11 deal more especially with
1

Bolctin clo Euseilanza, Primaria, July, 1892.
Boletm do EnseTI anza Priruaria, August, 1892.
3
Leg1slaci6n Escolar de la Rep(1blica 0. clel Uruguay, por J. 0. Miranda.
4
Boletin de Ensefla.nza Primana, Juuo, 1892.
2
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the physical condition, character, and aptitude of the individual pupil.
He also suggests a remodeling of the school programmes, so that some
studies may not occupy so much of the programme, the object being to
bring about better methods of study and a more. correct formation of
programmes so as to prepare for more practical life. These suggestion~
are made more especially for schools of second and thi;d grade, and are
the- result of his investigations in the countries of Europe. Thus it is
seen that the educational authorities in Uruguay ~re endeavoring to
simplify the course of study from grade to grade, and reform movements
,, are bein.g discussed in this South American Republic, even as in the
United States, the Scandinavian countries, Italy, and elsewhere. The
educational reformers of the present day recognize that the schools
must prepare for practical life, as well as for the college, and that the
body must be trained, and the mind not overtaxed by too many studies.
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.

Buildings and groun4s .-The schools 1 are reported to be generally

well organized in the chief centers of population and under the charge
of persons who endeavor to carry out the general regulations. In rural
districts there is perhaps less inciting to progress, owing to lack of
opportunity for an interchange of thought regarding new methods.
Visits from the national inspector will doubtless obviate this difficulty
and animate the teachers to renewed efforts . . The school buildings in
populous centers are well built, often of an ornamental character; the
value of school property and furniture amounts to $778,010. 2 According
to a tabular presentation 3 the school buildings throughout the Republic
numbered 342 of brick or stone, 132 adobe, and 18 of wood. In _255
school buildings the flooring was of boards, in 5 of stone, in 46 of brick,
in 151. of earth, and in 3 of cement. The general e·ffort seems to be,
judging from the discussions in the "Boletin de Ensefianza Primaria,"
to adopt hygienic methods, to erect schoolhouses with modern improvements, and to have desks, chairs, etc., suited to the requirements of
children of different ages.
, Ho'llrs of school anrl length of recesses. 4- Dm-ing the months of N l!lvemb r-March the hours of school (boros de clase) in the elementary grades
are fr m 8 to 12 o'clock, with twenty minutes rece s (recreos y sali<la )
for phy i al x r i e, going out into the air, etc.; in the cbool' of fir t
nd cond grade here may be till two other recreation of ten minh. From AprH 1 t October 31, the hour, from 11 to 4 o'clock
n i 1 r cl to , h limit of time. A rece of thirty minute· for
an wo r ·e
of fifteen minute each for recr f i u of pupil .
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This system was in vogue in 1886 and doubtless still is, as the sch~ol
legislation of that day seems to be carrjed out throughout the Rep~tb~w,
as far as can be ascertained by a study of the reports and bulletms
issued by the Uruguayan authorities. In 1885,1 however, Don Jacopo
A. Varela presented a bill which suggested the opening of the schools
at 7 o'clock and closing them at midday during the months of October
15 to April 15, the necessary recesses being accorded during those
hours.
This change was to be made on account of the heated term, but
whether this plan 1 was adopted is unknown. The length of vacations
is not distinctly stated, but it may be observed that by decree of 1883
teachers are not to absent themselves from their residential district
without due authorization, and any unexcused absence at the beginning
of a new term will cause them to lose fifteen days' pay.
Compulsory attendance (edad de la obligaci6n escolar) is, as heretofore stated, between the ages of 6 to 14, and failure to carry out this
obligatory attendance causes a fine of from $12 to $24. 2 A decree of
January 11, 1882, reads, however, more explicitly. In the places where
there are schools 3 of :first grade the pupil is expected to attend until
the completion of the :fifteenth year, unless prior to that he has mastered the studies of classes 1-6, inclusive. In cities, towns, and villages
where there are schools of the second grade the pupil is expected to
complete the :fifteenth year or to indicate that he has completed classes
1-8 of the programme.
:The school supply 4 may be considered as ample in the best populated
communities, for the law explicitly requires the opening of school libraries; the text-books are, many of them, translations from the best in
use in the United States; the school furniture, material, and appurtenances as exhil>ited at the Columbian Exposition (either by photograph or by model) include a graduated series of settees, bookcases,
blackboards, compasses, rules, numeral frames, charts, apparatus for
teaching the metric decimal system, wall maps, and a general collection
of apparatus used by the pupils of public schools.
SUPPLEMEN'l'.A.RY INSTITU'fIONS.

Librciries and museitms. 4-Recognized as instrumentalities of thought
are the library and pedagogical museum (Bil>lioteca y Museo Pedag6gicos) founded in Montevideo by the minister in charge of public
instruction, which "establishment forms a permanent exhibition, not
Las Ilorarios Escola,res, por J. A. Varela.
~Bolctiu de Ensef1anza Primaria, June, 1892.
3 Legislaci6n Escolar de la Rept1.blica 0. del Uruguay, por J. 0. Miranda.
4
La Instruccion Publica del Uruguay en la Exposici6n Colombina de Chicago;
The Oriental Republic of Uruguay at the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago,
1893, by Carlos Maria <le Pena and Honore Roustan.
1
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only of the scholastic material employed in the schools o( the country,
but also of that used in foreign countries, so that the masters may
apply the graphic method in their t eacbing, and national and foreign
manufacturers may exhibit the products of their industries." The
building, ornamental in its construction, includes didactic, theoretic,
encyclopedic, geographical, and historical departments. There are
also departments for school hygiene and for a kindergarten exhibit, a
workshop, a public lecture hall, a lecture and working room, a department for catalogirns, and director and secretary's offices. Three galleries contain exhibits of school furniture, material and appliances,
wall maps, etc. Public libraries are usually found in the large towns
or cities of the provinces, and in Montevideo the National Library
possesses 21,000 volumes and 2,500 manuscripts, besides engravings,
photographs, and maps. The "Archives" are specially devoted to the
presentation of records, ancient writings: and do.cuments pertaining to
the early history of Uruguay. The National Museum includes 24,226
specimens, subdivided under archreology, numismatics, history, paleontology, geology, botany, mineralogy, fine arts, and industries. The
zoological specimens number 13,741; the next in point of number is
that of numismatics, 4,201.
Societies. 1-The Society of Friends of Popular Education (Sociedad
de Amigos de la Educaci6n Popular), founded by Jose Pedro Varela,
gave the first impetus to the present school system in 1868. Tl.le first
school established by this society was called "Elbio Fernandez," in
honor of one of the founders. The society caused the translation of
many text-books in use in the United States, for the benefit of schools
and teachers in Uruguay. The education~l ideas diffused by this
society and by its head, Senor Varela, brought about a reform in school
methods and was the means of organizing· the administrative division
of school affairs. The Patriotic Educational League (Liga Patri6tica
de Enseiianza Popular), in Montevideo, has for its object the promoting of the interests of all grades of instruction throughout Uruguay.
Its first object was to establish farm schools and agricultural school
for the rural population, but this was eventually given up and the
directiYe, executive, national, and departmental committees decided
upon the foundation of a national college. The first report of the
"Liga Patri6tica/' published in 1890, presented 245 pupils; of tll se
1 2 wer de y pupil .
The plan. o far inclncle nrnnual training according to the Sw·edi h
metho 1 ; cho 1 battalion. a a mean , of civic education in keepin°·
with the coll ge. of 1 uror ean ountrie ; school ~1Vings banks a •
n
f in ul atin lt. bit of .con my and thrift.
m nti ne ar tlie "At ue d la l\ ujer, the 'Aten o ilitar, 'th ' on1

('J'
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federaci6n Cientifica Literaria," 1 the "Tiro y Ginmasio Nacion al," and
the "Societe Frarn;aise d'Enseignement," 2 which last, founded iu 1883,
bas as its object the founding of a French lyceum in U rugnay. The
object of the French society does not seem to have been carried out,
however, although 35,000 francs ($7,500) -n-ere collected and ground
has been bought for the purpose.
.
Special classes.-A decree 3 of February 16, 1891, establislied a class
for the deaf and dumb (designated as au Instituto de Sordo -mudos) in
connectfon with a boys' school of secondary grade in Montevideo. This
is reported in 1892, by the national inspector of primary schools, Senor
Urbano Clrncarro, as a good beginning. He states, however, tllat
instruction of the deaf and dumb bas not yet reached a de.finite form in
Urnguay. The pupils under instruction during l SDl- 92, nnm bering 25,
passed a creditable examination in reading, 4 writing, arithmetic, and
other branches of knowledge. Special effort for the care of the lJlind
is not reported.
1
'flie Orient.al Republic of Uruguay at the \Vorld's Columbian Exposition, by
Carlos Maria de Pena and Honore Houstun .
2 La IUpnbliqne Orientn,le de l'Unwuay, par le Comte de Saint Foix.
3 Do1ctiu de Enscfianzn, Primaria, FelJruary, 1891, August,, 1892.
1 l\Iemoria, correspondientc al aiio 1892.

CHAPTER X.
CHILD STUDY.

INTRODUCTION.
Prof. Stephan ,Vaetzoldt, of Berlm, in reporting upon the educational exhibit in
Chicao·o u.iake8 this remark: "·what we now call history of education is not a history of facts, but of systems and theories." He then goes on to urge the collection
of apparently insignificant facts, such as school reports of single schools, which
woultl be valuable material for the future historian. Something like this is alleged
of education itself. A large number of teachers claim that in education we start
from preconceived ideas, and neglect to consider the actual condition of the chi}.d
that is to be educated. ·while some follow theories and presume the facts upon
which they should rest, others reject all theories and claim that educators must first
find tho facts in order to deduce unuerlying principles anci build theories on them.
Following tho le:Hl of German university professors, a school of zealous workers bas
sprnng up in America who have made it their object to urge the study of psychological phenomena in children, and to study them with the view toward furnishing the
world with requirocl facts for the better teaching and training of the young . These
edncational workers are found among all grades of teachers, from the elementary
school teacher to the university pr~fessor. They variously call their science experimental psychology, paidology, or, in plain English, child study. They represent a
movement which is by no means insignificant; hence a few authoritative utterances
from the leaders of the movement will, it is hoped, be welcome.
A national society was formed at Chicago at the time of the educational congresses
under i.be name of the American Association for the Study of Chiluren, and Dr. G.
Stanley IIall, the pioneer of child study in this country, was elected president. In
tho following summer (189,1) a department of child study was formed by the National
Educational Association, also under tho l eadership of Dr. Stanley Hall. These investigations are thus organizcu upon a national basis and recognizeu also as having an
important bearing upon tho work of tho public schools of our country.
In view of the intrinsic importance of tho subject and the widespread interest
awakened, a survey of its history in this count.ry, its scope and methods, and the
claims of its leaders as to its importance is here g iven in the form of extracts from
atlurcssos, reports, etc.
CnILD STUDY AS A BASIS FOR PSYCIIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TEACHING.

(Abstract of an address by G. Stanley Hall, president of Clark University, Worcester, Mass.)

Tho history of tho scientific study of children began in this country in 1879, when
four kindergartners in Boston, acting under Mrs. Quincy Shaw's lead, took three or
four children at a time aside an<.l endeavored to :find the contents of their minds.
Thor sults of this work were published in the Princeton Review in 1880. Tho work
showed great gaps, so great that it was dubbed" a study of ignorance of children."
It came out that tho primers were made for cou11try chilclreu, while tho great bulk
of children are city born. This line of work has since been carried on into tho college ranks. As the study has already thrown light on common school problems, so,
it is hoped, like aid will come to college problems .
357
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Another line of study is the measurement of children. More children bave been
measure<l i11 tlle United States than elsewllere, but the results have not been "-orked
over so well h ere as in Europe. It has been foun<l tllat children grow tall in spring
and stocky in fall; furtller, that different parts of the lJOdy Lave different periods of
best growth. Times of physical growth are also times of mental growtll in acquisition, thongh children then are not able to systematize well. Hence, in time of great
acquisition ease up the const,raint of methods; take the cllHcl to the World's Fair,
but don't ask him to expla.in it all.
A third lin e of study is' of e:x:ce1)tional and d efecth·e children . "Study the cbild"
is becoming "Study tllis child." '£he l,Uet11od enthusiast 1irides himself on results
gained from stupid children; but we must let the bright chil<lren set the p~ce. I
would rather have a teacher who knew nothing of methods, for defective clnklren,
if he but knew the childhood of distinguishea men, to pnt in the model sch?ol th~t
I shoultl like to see established. An experiment was made a, few years ago rn Pans
which showecl that methods adapted for brio·ht
children enabled a class of average
0
boys to complete the six years' course of the lycee in a li ttle over two and one-half
years, although no extra time was given. By such means I am confident we can
w ork twice as fast with tho brighter h alf of our classes. 'l'his is 11ot theory; I have
tried it.
.
A fourth line of child study relates to h ealth. The modern school is a tremendous
engine to drive the child organism. Five hours a day, five da,ys in the ,veok, au~
nine months of the year-history shows no other such test of child-natt~re. _It is
irremediabl y bad if the child's health or system is in any way seriously 1mpmrcd;
better let children grow up in idyllic ig11omnce tl1an vitiate their health .
These are four lin es of child study ; now for two points further . First, l~t us loo~
ahead and see what is to come of it. As I see it, there are tYrn movements m the air
at present. One of these, shown in art, government, or other lin es, i~ a "~ack to
nature," e,ren to primitive p eoples and ways. This tendency is especially m place
in our country, which is without historic background; we are freer to accept nnd
use a good idea ·when found. Wagner, it is said, got bis fundamenta l movements
from the Hungarian folk songs; and he is reported to have said the nex~ great composer would make his fame by working over the negro melodies of America. So, the
school of the future must lie based on original child nature. The other mo:vement
is engagecl in an effort to reconstruct the grammar school course. To do t~ns work
w ell th ere is needed a union of teachers who can tell what the people w11l st:iud
being taxed for arn1 how much can be put in a course, with scientific men who can
give insight into wider relations. But both of theso movements are parts of a far
l arger one, which d esires that school honrs, curricula., exercise, buildings, etc., sha!l
all be reconstructed iu a.ccordance with child nature, the true norm, in or1ler to 01>~· 1ate the dangers inherent iu our present <rreat machiue. If the showing of bad lio_dily
results made by investigators of Europ~1,n schools shall b e found to hold good of onr
schools a~so, public opinion will no longer give them the snpport they n<!w ]~ave.
Our _public school system is our pride; we must keep it efficient if we w1sh it to
re t am confi.ueuce. (From Proceedings of Interuatio:ual Education al Congress.)
CHILD STU-DY AS TUE BASIS OF PEDAGOGY.

[A.ustrnct of a paper ~y ,Villia:u JI. Bllralui:n, Clark University, Worcester, Mass.]

I d o not deem it n ecessary to maintain the tlJe~is i1wo1Ye<1 in my subject, namely,
that the study of cbiluren is the basis of peda o-orry · for if tliere be any pedagogy,_
wlrnt else co~1lcl be.th~ basis of it ~ I wish, rath;r, 'to recount Ycry brie~y some of
th pcllagog1cal pn11c1ples th::it seem already to baYe been sett]ecl by child stndy.
Ancl when I ·peak of the stucly of chiJ'tircn I use the word in the broadest way.
'1,'eachcrs and p:y c_L ologists nre hy no mca.ns the only ones wllo have studiecl c_hilclrcu .
. om . of the !fl0St 1;~port:i!1t stn<1ies have been made by physicians, nenrolog1._ts, and
<mtlnop~,log_ists. l he child study, up· n which p cfagog-y is bascc1, shoulcl 111clnclc
Y_<'l'Y s ·1 ·11t_1fic stn<~y, ,Yherovcr mad·, r elating to a thild's mind or hocly.
This paper
will h_ c-onfinecl clw·fly to a. few principles that result from 1rychologicul aucl nntllropolon-1 al study of cliilclr •11.
'~'lH· fir-: 11 llan-on-ical principl _s ttlcd h<>yoncl controy rsy hy thi uroacl stn<ly of
rlnlrlrcu 1 that no <lcYl'lopm<'11t HI po.-. ihl without the fm1ctio11iJl<T of the ucn·on
sy.-~ •111. Thi· is llO h:11'~' ·n t1:ui. m, for it fol lows that tho laws which ·x1n·c•s..tile
<le~ l?Jm ent Ull(l a<;tlv1ty of tlic nen·ons mcc:Lani m mn ·t determine pec.lagog1cal
prrn c1p]c.·.

An1011~ the 1:iws, one of prim importanr i8 th followin(T: The fnll(lamcntal i
<~n·c~op "<l,~ for th a,,,. s.orr. Thi.· i h(·.-t (!C'll in th <l•,·1·Jopmc·ut of thr lll tor
<bllt<.l. · •] hr. ('f!llt '1"8 t]H!t: ('flllfrol thr. lllJl ·c]C'_'l of th trt~nk, of the i,;lJ011 l_!l r
~!lll ~f
lunl, are 0,0101,c l 1i1
tbo c tllat mod1ato tho delicate lllllod ·soi tho fingc1s
0
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and tho vocal organs n,re developed later. Tho sa,~r.e is true in general. The simp]e
and fundamental processes are first; the fine, delicate, and complex process~s come
]ater.
·
1
This law of tho child's nervous svstem is the basis of a, most important e<lucat1ona
principle. Firs~ the fnnda_m_ental,utllen the ~c~essory. Thi_s applies not.only to t~e
various forms oi motor trmnrng-manual tramrng, gymnastics, ancl tho like- but, 1n
general, first a strong, healthy deYelo1?mcnt of the fundament'.11. 1;1-en-ous processes is
necessary · then may follow more delicate and complex acqms1t10ns. · A reversal of
tllis order; the imposition of delicate, subtle, and complex oc?upations i:1 ~he kindergarten or tho primary schools, may please parents and committees, but 1t 1s contrary
to a law written in the cbild's ne:i;ve centers.
Again, all parts of tlie body do not deve~op at tho sam~ time. Each or~·an ~as its
peculiar nascent period. Moreover, thcr~ 1s a close relat!on ~iet:ween tho f~nct1on of
any organ and its development: ~nd foe h1gl~est d~gree oi ski}l m the u~e. o_f ::m organ
can often bo acquired ouly durrng the JJenod of growth. The a~qms1t10n of l::mguao-e, for example, is prolmbly a case in point. If~ during tho period that the vocal
org:fus ruHl tho correspon ding nerve centers in the brain are deYeloping, attention is
giYcn to e,1ucating some otlrnr part "·hich is not r eady for training, twofold loss is
likely to bo tho result-waste of energy or injury in case of the fatter, loss of opportunity in case of tho former. So, too, if manua,l trainiug be neglected in early life,
dnring tho nascent period of the motor centers, great skill can sol<lom be :ittaiued
ai'tor,Y ards.
Corresponding to tho nascent periods of th e motor organs are the periods of interest in tho chihl's mental growtl1. This year your boy has the collecting mania; next
year it, will bo baseball or the secret laugua,ge; a third year it will betbe debating
society; or he may be bmiting or stufliug birds and snakes. These iuterests are
sacre(1. Some of them should be tmned into n ew channels; others should be made
permanent, as a part of character. But, in all cases, the time of interest is the time
of opportunity; and here opportunity seldom comes twice. Special studies ha Ye
shown tho sequence of cldl<lren's interests. This must be considered in determining
t11e course of study; for, as Professor J amcs puts it: "To determine the rnomeut of
instiuetfro re::uliness for a, subject is tho supreme duty of cYery educato1·."
Ps_ythological stndics bavo also l>rought into prominence the active side of child
1rnt11rc, aud 01Je of the most important movements to-day is the tendency to emphasize il.10 active side of education. Pedagogy based upon child study seeks to use aU
the light that come>s from the various fields of psychology, al)(l with thn,t light to
a,ppropriate all tbat is best in all the various systems of education. It admits with
Pest.alozzi the fnmfamental importance of sense perception. Things before wonls,
t1ie concrete before the abstract, clear perceptions before the working over concepts.
·with Herbart it maintains a lso that sense perception is not enough. There must be
mental assimilation and the study of causal relations, bnt also there must be the
expression of thonght; and, more than Pestalozzi or Herbart, it places emphasis
upon tho active, the productive, the creative lH0cesses in education. (From Proceedings of Iutemational Educational Congress.)
A

PLEA FOR SPECIAL CHILD STUDY.

[By Prof. W. L. Bryan, University of Indiun::t, Bloomiug-tou, Ind.J

I wish jn substanco to make a p]ea for one special kind of child study, namely,
that in "bich methods already well developed ancl tested in tho faboratory may be
carried on t under the <lircct ion of experts u11on largc numbers of cbilclren.
This is not the only kind of child stnc1y ·profitable. Indivicl1rn.l tcacbers everywli re, though ]ittle skilled in scientific methods, may gain great advanta,o-e for
tl1emselves by observi1Jg tbo diildren under their charge; ancl if tho records of' such
obsnYations be brought together into competent Jiancls, important gains may be
made for p ·ychology. The proper direction of such work is at present of the nt111ost
importance. This is tlie natural history of childhood, and it has certain values of
its own which can not be repJac0<l by anything else.
I wish to urge the time]iness of supplementing such and all other methods by
metliods more sy tematic and strict]y scientific.
In tho last qnarter century we have had a vast amount of work in experimental
p ychology. Tho bibliography of the subject is growing at the rate of much more
than one thousand titles each year. More than a, dozen laboratories ha,o been establi. hcd in tho United States within th e last ha]f dozen years . \Ve are, in brief, on
the crest of a great social movement for the regeneration of psychology.
It is a. _fact, however, that from the highest standards the Yust a1Hl invaluable
w_ork so far done has been l argely of a preliminary character. This is, in part, matter
01 cour e and a 1,eceR ity. Questions must be discoyered; one sagacious (]Uestionone ren onably definite ignorance-is worth more than a world's fair full of blind
"Outlines for chil<l study."
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Tho laboratories of the world are engaged almost exclusively in this kinu of work.
It furnishes few recipes for
t eachers or preach ers or mothers. It supplies few satisfying generalities to philosophy. Its outla.y of published results look to the uninitiated li ke a mass of tedious
scraps. From the standpoint of those engaged in it, this planning of questions,
apparatus, and methods is for the most part r.ot intended to furnish general laws
of conscious life. Such work is essentially preliminary. The ingathering of results
must follow after.
But those who have been working at the fou.n dations in experimental psychol?gy
hav-e not b een blameless, or at l east their accomplishment is not lJlameless. I thmk
experimental p sychology has been peculiarly free from this danger.
.
Bnt I can not disguis(? my fear that the preliminary part of the work of whi~h I
ha m spoken has eugrossed too large a share of attention, to the peril of our sc10ntific and educational standing.
We promise a science of conscious life. As other sciences have traced the development of the physical world, we promise to supplement this by giving tlle natural
history of conscious life from its darkest beginning to the highest achievements of
man. But we shall be false to all our promises, and we shall turn the confidence ~nd
sympathy which has endowed chairs ancl built laborator ies into derision and reJection, if we confine our sci.e nce to a little round of tests in the l aboratory.
I believe that the time is fully ripe for a r apid advance in the ingathering of results.
The most important things are ready, the things that can not be hurried. There are
many plans scientifically developed. There are men who have that knowledge and
training which can not be extemporized, and who are eager to work . But the~e
must be organization and there must be money. The thing most in de?1and is
endowed research in the field of child study. What we want is a millionaue. O!,
perhaps, it can come without the millionaire. The people of this country love thell'
children. If the scientists and educational leaders whose representatives are ~ere
can m:ake the people understand how deep a matter we have in hand, how far rnto
the life of their children, and of all the after world this work tends, per hap~, th~n,
from many quarters money will flow in to make possible, under the best scientific
direction, a national bureau for child study.
Suppose such a bureau established, unuer the direction of our one greatest ma~ter,
mannetl by a corps of experts in anthropology, in child diseases, in the various
departments of experimental psychology, in the mathematical treatmen t of resultsf
and the like. Suppose, then, under the direction of these, a little Gideon 's army ?
trained agents working everywhere in schools, high and low, in the country and Ill
the city slums; suppose, finally, that an innumerable army of teachers and mothers
workiug as tb.ey were able under this direction; whatever sane prediction we s_hould
make to -day of the outcome of such au enterprise for psychology and all the scie~ces
and arts dependent upon it, would in a few years be surpassed. (From Proceedmgs
of International Educational Congress .)

It does not turn out tracts for popular enlightenment.

SCOPE AND BEA.RING OF CHILD LIFE STUDY.

In the introduction to his concise but very complete monograph on the Psychology
of Childhood, Dr. Frederick Tracy describes the bearing and methods and scope of
the study of child life as follows:
The comparative method of study has commended itself to all the sciences in modern times by its fertility in results, and is now being employed extensively in two
principal directions, viz, the analogical and tlle genetical. The philologist, for exam~le, comp3:res his own langnage, on the one hand, with other languages (in t_b.e search
for _analo<Y1es)~ and on the other avails him elf of all manuscripts, inscriptions, etc.,
wh1cL1 _show h1m his language in its earliest stages, and help him to determine by t_he
op_er_a,tion of what _cause~, and according to what laws, it has developed fro!n. its
orig1f!al_ crnde a:ncl rneffic1 nt state to it pre ent polished and complicated condit10n,
and s11111l~rly with oth r scieme ; In ~he ca.-e of p ychology the applica.tion
the
comparatlYe method has 1 d the mvestio-atortotllo observation of m ntalm< mfestations i~ tlt low r :1-~im_als; in human h ings of morbid or defective mental life, nch
a8 thP 10.·an~, the Hliot1c, the blin,l deaf and dumb; in peoples of differ nt type of
ul m , ancien~ au<l !noel rn~ :ivage and ·ivilized; au<l finally to the study of mcnta~ ph. nom na rn thc-1r g _nc: ·1 . an<l arly cl velopm nt in the li fo of the •hilcl. If t~e
·_l111rl : onl.y the a<l~1lt m ~uniatnr. and if soci ty is only tbe individual "~nt
l.ir~<·, th 11 m · n<lymg th mf~nt ;nmcl wear approachin~ a vantag gr un_d fr~m
h! ·h we may c t ·h · pr phetic view not only of p ychological lJut al ·o of oc10-

?r

lo•rH'nl pl1 nom n • .
WI_ n ,· ornpar th . ·on~" _l1il<l _with th y nng animal, w
an not f:1il _to be
~ru k h/ th , pp r n up ri rt y of th 1 tt r ov r 11 form •rat tho b gmmng of
hfi · 1ho huruan infant, for xarupl , rec1uire8 we ks to a tain the r, w r of holdinrr
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his bead in equilibrium while the .roung c:hicken runs about and 11icks u p gr_ai ns of
wheat before the first d~:v of his life is over. This, however, carefull y considered,
i s a token rather of the superiority than the i nferiority of the human being .. The
hiO'her yon ascend in the scnle of being, the more varied and complex !s the environm;nt in which the individual moves, and to which be must adapt bis movements.
This a<laptation requires, on the physiological side, a cerebral and nervous development aud on the psychic side a ment~l gro"·th, for which time is rm absolute n~cessity.' Animals go on all _t~eir lives do_ing the s~me simpl e things, w~i?h reqmre a
minimum of mental activity and which, Ly dmt of co~st,ant repet1t10n, produce
physiolo <Tical adjustments that become at length herechtary; so that phenomena
which s~em to the casual observer the index of an astonishing degree of mental
advancement such as the" scampering" of the young chicks on a certain peculiar
call of the m~ther, are really at bottom little more than the response o~ an organism,
adjusted by heredity, to the action of an external stimul us .
The longer and more arduous the journey, the more time is required for preparation; the more complicated the art to be acquired_. the more extended is the period
of apprenticeship. So the child, having an infinitely grander life before him, and
infinitely more exalted, complicated, and difficult operations to perform- mental,
moral, and physical-requires a longer period of tutelage than the chicken, which on
the first day of his life scratches and pecks, and to the end of his existence makes
no adYance upon these.simple operationr-;. The young animal, before the end of the
first day of his life, does what it takes the child a year to accomplish; but the child
of two years does what the animal never will accomplish to the end of his days.
The object of the present essay is to discuss infant psychology. ·when and how
do mental phenomena take their rise in the infant consciousness 1 How far are they
conditioned by h eredity, :md how far by education, including suggestion f ·what is
the nntnre of the process by which the automatic and mechanical pass over into the
conscious and voluntaryf These are some of the questions to which the following
pages may help to iurnish an answer. That they may do so, it has been thought ·
best to gather tog·ether, so far as possible, the b est work that bas been done in actual
ob ervation of children up to the present time, arrange this under appropriate headings, incorpornte the results of several observations made by the writer himself, and
present the whole in epitomized form, with copious references and quotations. The
inqniry proceeds along the line usua,lly followed by psychologi::its, aud treats the
mental endowment, from the genetic point of view, m the following on1er: Sensation ,
emotion, intellection, volition; child language, on account of its p aramount importance, being treated in a chapter by itself. It was intended at first to adcl a chapter
on the moral natnre of the child, but as the work progressed it became more and
more evident that to treat this impOTtant phase of child life adequately would
• require not only more space than is at our disposal at present, but an advance into
later stages of hfo than arc embraced in the present work, which is intended only
as a rnannal of infant psychology in an approximately strict sense of the words.
I can not forbear calling attention in this place to one great general principle which
is so constantly illu. trate<l in the child's mental life that it may be considered universal: It might be appropriately named the principle of transformation, and
explained as follows: Every mental phenomenon passes through a graduated ascending series of development. At first the physiological predominates, consciousness
is at a minimum, an<l the so -called mental phenomenoi1 would be more accurately
d efined as the reaction of ihe nervous system to external stimuli or the organic conditious. For example, tho child cries at intervals from the moment of bis birth;
but at first this cry is independent of his will, anrl. possesses scarcely any mental
si 0 ·nificance, for it is made without cerebral cooperation, and, as in the case of microcephalic infants, e,·en when the cerebrum is entirely absent . Later the mental
asp ect becoul<'s m ore prominent. \Vhen the intellect ancl will have become sufficicn_tly cley-elopPd tlte. child directs his attention to tho ac~, makes it his own, and
performs 1t voluntanly. The process perhaps ha,s not clrnn(Ted at all to outward
appea~·ance, ~ut when viewed on the inner side it is seen to have been completely
trn.11 sform_ed m character; autl one of the most difficult tasks for th e. psychologist is
to <letermme the when and the how of this transformation.
T~e exnct time at which each psychic activity makes its appearance is perh aps of
less m1portance than the order of the various activities; yet in ortlcr to ascertain the
l::ttter the former must he carefully attended to. Hence both absolute an<l relative
times receive consideraLle attention .
PAlDOLOGY: TilE SCIENCE 01!' THE CHILD.

There has never been a time in the world's history in which children have been
st1~died and cared for as at the pre ent. The different phar-;es of the child's life are
bemg looked into more minutely clay by day, and his protection and welfare are
becoming the Btudy of people in every branch of life. Parents are observing and
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noting the doin gs of their children, and marking down facts that in time will bo -0f
more service to those who h ave to do with the child than one can calculate. Our
colleges, too, are beginning to enter into this work, for they are putting into their
courses of study as a part of the work in philosophy, in psychology, in pedagogy,
th at of child study. They -a r e coming to see that the child is worthy of their atte~tion. True, not many colleges h ave work in this, and those that do have, put it
um1cr some existing departruent, and for the most part it is a m inor subject, yet the
small beginnin g i s sufficient t o show that the ,York has faken a start, and will gro_w
as the years go by. 'l'he normal schools, also, are entering into this subject anu. ~n
tim e will do good work in it. I do not know of any high school that has wor~ m
child study, but I am assured that in the future they likewise will wheel into lme.
All this work is goocl, and i t is true,perhaps, that child study is n ecessaril;r a p~rt
of the woTk of the departments of philosophy and psychology, and, of course, its
a1>11lication properly belongs to pecbgogy; and physiology, biol ogy, an thr~p~logy,
aml, it may b e_, other sciences will each cla.im a portion of this field. But this 1s not
enongh . ,ve must take a step farther. This work may be yery well in these_separnte departments, but there never can be a true study of the child till there 1s '?ne
department in whi ch the whole center of thought will be the child, and in wln?h
no other subject will be considered of more importance and of more ,·~tluo than this.
There must 1.Je a centralizing of all the work done by the other depa rtments upon ~ho
child into this one d epar tment. In this all at tent.ion must be focused npon tl.te ch1ld,
and whate,,er el se i s stndied should be only in so far as it bas bearing n pon the study
of him. Such a d epartm ent can have its specialists, its own particubr and necessary apparatus, and its lines of r esearch work. Its work for the most part must be
of a purely scientific chamctcr, l eaving the application of its results fo:r the work of
other departments and the arts of life .
.
I have elsewhere suggested the formation of such a department, an<~ used for it
the t erm paidology. Paiclol ogy claims for itself the pri ,·ilege of collectrng the clat1
in tho field, classifying it, and making new i nvestigations. Its idea is to d_eYote al
its attention to the child nlone, pursu ing lines of work either directly b~arrng :upon
the child or necessary to a better understanding of him. Just as there 1s a science
of chem istry, of mathemaiics, and tho like, so there ma,y be a science of paidolog~Tt
There is great need for such a department, and it will not come any too soon. Yeti
is coming jnst as surely as anything can b e predicted for the future . The very fact
that var'ions d epartments of college h:we found themselves compelled to take up
worl< i_n child study proves th~t th.ere is growing up a desire. to stu~y a!1d ~o kno~
tllo ch1l<l. It seems that tho tlme will come when no other science w ill furnish morn
data for practi cal application than w ill paidology. No other science will do more
for the ·world, because no other will have a more im110rtant snbject to work upon,
for tho child is the most worthy ancl the most preciou8 object of regard.
.
.
Oue con~rete example may bfl giveu of what a stmly of children mny accomplish.
In a treatise on the development of tbe vo ice in children (Evoluziono d ella Voce
nelb Infanzia, Au.riano Garbiui, Verona-, 1892) the author states that af'ter a c_n reful
search. he has found nowhere a treatise upon the compass of the voice of cb 1ldr~n
from 3 to G years of age. He says that the mnsic which has been written for. ch ild ren of t.his p erio(l-kinclergarteu songs au(l the like-is either wrong in nsrng a
corn pass not at all suited to the voices of chilurcu of these n,O"es, or quite cont~ary
to eyery law of infantile physiological peda,roo·y and of musical msthetics. If ~ e
acld to tbis tho idea that is beiu 0 • aclvanced ~o~v that the youno· child as found in
the kindergarten is not yet fully able to make tiie finer and m~ro delic·ate rnoYe~n onts, as somo of tho e of the :fingers, an(l the constant attention upon work clernandrng such movements is a ,cry great strain npon the child, then it is tru~ tb,tt tho
w~rk of the kintlcrgarten very much needs overhauling. It is not cl:tunc<~ that
paulology's ~ork must be the ascertaining of such facts concerning the chil<l, let
!ll?tu _b' applrncl whereYer they may . Garbini thinks that tliis mnsic, so fa11lty and
1DJlll"10us to tlrn child, is the re ult from failure to study individual cbiltlren as ~e
ha. done . ,vb.ether we accept his results or 11ot we mni,;t rrrant that his work will
<lo more towanl hrinrriug al>ont a st11dy of the compass ;:,of the Yoice of ehil<lren
from to Gyears of ago_ tl.lan all tho workH prior to his inyestigations, hcc:.11!so HOW he.
ha. op~n cl tho way an,l othf'fs a.re ho11Il(l to follow him. Such iuYestigut1011s urn t
r •. ult m vast ~oo<l to the bihl.
»lv e pe ·i: 1 ta k just n w i~ to work out a laboratory course iu paidology, and
I am far non~h alon~ to 1:1ce that su ·h ii; pos.-ibl . Most C<'rtaiulv snch tt •ou r o
~·ill boqnito ~lift' rcutfrom that i~1 ph~·.-i c·i; t· in ·li •mi ·try, ancl ovc11in p:ych log.,·,
Jn. ta. ti, ·lnl<l !ihow.- ·o many sules for e.-arninutic,u . It 1 wy not he :t Yery fnllnor
, very ~r at conr.- at fir t as nrn ·lt imci.- 11<• cl <l to hri1w
i · in o fair:hapc . I do
0
11 0 _c·xp•c-t to c·omplPt
tliisin.~y ar,nor in iwo y•ars. .1.To snch conr:c in a~:v
. 1thJ 1• 1• 1·an h c·r •at ·<l iu :t <lay. Y t, with th opportnnity of anoth r y •ar' · w rk
111 a k hornt,,ry wi h th,· d1ild, I 11 po to arraug an ontlin suffir.i nt to «ivc ;vonn"
n nn l ~·ouu" women in col c:;o t.omo iu igbc h1 o tllo life of ho hilcl. 'fhi:. •er-
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tainly will be a very small side of paidology, and not the most important si<l~, perhaps but it will be a very interesting part of it. ('iVorcester, Mass., Oscar Chrisman,
in I1{terstatc School Review.)
In onr <lepartme~t here at the Stanford University we ;re devot ing a good deal of
attention to the study of children. The department of education was one of_ the
first to be established in the university, and from tho first we have bad a little
experimental school connected with it where va.riou_s lines of investigation can bo
carried out. This litt1o school has the samo relation to the department that an
experimental farm wonhl bavo to the department of agricu lture. The _s chool
hrnludes a kindcrga,rten, a primary gra<le, and a lower grammar grade. It 1s held
in the universit,y buildings and is supported by tho university funds, as auy other
laboratory would bo. The teaching is do:Do by instructors in the department of
education or by advanced students in the department who wisL to carry ont some
line of investigation. Records are preserYed showing the physica.1 cleYelopment of
the childre)l from month to month, together with their developmen t and powe1· of
expression along various lines, and the development of special lines of iutellectua.l
ancl physical activity. It woulcl bo truer to can the little experimental school a
station for preRerving and recording phenomen~t than an cxperimen tal sta.tion .
In addition to this "TT'"ork we are carrying on Yarions lines of statistical stucly covering this same field. During the past two years wo have carried on extension
courses with the teachers of the cities of Oaklaml, Alameda, Santa Cruz, Santa
Rmw, San Francisco, and Stockton, and in co1111ection with these ·ffo haYe gathered
wi<lo rnn!:';es of data bearing on various phases of tho cliild's cleYeloprnent. \Ve have
measured 6,000 children in Oakland. anrl have collated the results; more than 15,000
pictures drawn by cl.dldren have been collated; 1,200 chilc1ren have been tested n.s
to color, choice, and. color combinatious; 37,000 definitions by children have been
ta.bn1n,ted, following Binet's suggestions; more than 1,000 papers on theological
beliefs have b een examined ft11cl generalizations worked out; 2,500 papers on early
historical notions ha Yo been worked np, with as many more each on tho subjects of
simple observation, generali,mtion, and inference; 3,000 descr iptions by children of
unj ns t punishments sufferetl and as many of jnst pnuishments receive<1; 6,000 pa,pers
gathered on special phases of children's rights as seen by themsel ,·es; n.ncl 2,000
papers on children's fours. Besides this largo g11antities of material have been gatheretl and partly interpreted l:earing on children's plays, children's superstitions,
chil<lrcn's sense of form, the development of tho itleas of sex in children; children's
poe1ry and children's imagiuary companions. (Palo Alto 1 Cal., Earl Barnes, in
Interstate School R eview.)

I. S uppo~e the ontcome of tho current movement for systematic cbihl stnc1y be
"merely phy siological," shall educators ig·nore it or discourage itf
Look o\·er 1.be situation. Read Dr. Bnrnham's adrnil'al>lo resume on "Scbool
hygi ene 1' (Pedagogical Seminary, Vol. II, No. 1), on ''Mental and nervous fatio-nc"
on" Period of growth," on" Sauitary schoolhouscs/ 1 on "School desks," on "P~ri~tl
of study ,'1 on "School <liseases," etc.
Road Hertel's classic "Overpressure in the schools" (Mc:Yiillans, 1885), and, if you
!ead German, Key's" Schnlbygicnischo l7ntersnchungen," the record of the officiul
rnvestigation of 17,434: school children in S,-reden.
Look up tbe -modern literature of fatigue and its relation to insanity, for wbich
yon v;, iJl find references in Dr. Burnham's article.
Heacl, for example, Cowles's monograph on "Neurasthenia" (Boston, 1891), aud, if
pomiible, Mosso's iuvaluaLle "Ermi-ldunp;1' (LciJlzig, 1892) .
To rnad on a little way into this vast literatnro or school hygiene must bring home
to yon that children tako tlieir bodies to school-lungs, intestines, blood, backbone,
:1errnw, S,YR~em-ibat_t~c scho~l as it exi::;ts proceeds for the most part in willful
1gnora11<0 of the cond1t10ns ·which these anrl other organs demarnl for health, and
that as n. matter of demonstrated fact the school is seriously attackirw the pliysicn,l
vitality of the race.
b
. "\_\' hc'n you haYe i:;een these things, what is it that yon will dof Yon are not n, pbySl~'. rnn.
1:'on cnn not b e expc?ted to k_now ever~·tbing. You }la.ye already n, s;p,tem
?f educat10n or~ plan or a, i:;lnll or an u1eal which seems to you good. Your thono-ht
0
1s alren.dy happ1ly engrossed in some noble spiritual idea.
~o not dcccivo yonrself. On the oue hand are tho sciences of help, with much of
pncelcss Yaluc already founcl and eager to push further for the saving of tho cbil<1ren._
n. tho other lrnn<l are the children in ueed, languishing in bofly, nn <l there fore m mmd, falling iuto miserable lrnlf existenco, failing to attain tho fnllness
of life which is po ·sil>le for them. And between these stand you, tho "educator."
f'our p~sition is such that yon can keep iho help from tho children or yon can hasten
it comrng to them. You can retard or you can cooperate with those who a.re compcten_t arnl eager to help. You can retarll or Lasten the clny when expert 11ygienic
x:_mnnation of s~hool bnildings and. children will 1.,o as universal as examination of
children's rnemoncs now is.
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"Physical examinations couhl not arrive at tho Golden Rule." No. But He who
spoko the Golden Rule went about h ealing the sick. The philosophic asceticism
which would withdraw from all(l ignoro and despise the body is not of Christ.
II. Is systematic child study necessarily merely physiological f
1. Is there in fa.ct or in possibility a child psychology cliffering in some important
respects from the psychology of your indiYidnal, educated, philosophical self! Are
children to be observed at all in developing snch a psychology1 If you observ:e
children at all, how will :you clo so, except by taking notice of some part of their
bodies or somo of their motions f
2. If it is worth while to observe children at all, their faces, their motions, their
speech, why not observe two children-three, ten, ten thousand 1 If it is worth
while to ouserv e chil<lren (1) casually, (2) storing up tho things olJserved in m~mor.v
for (3) future r eflectiou, why is it not worth while to (1) observe carefully, with all
possible care, with all tho precision which tho development of science has tang~t
us to employ; (2) and why shonld we not record the observations upon paper, or if
possible by some of the a.utomatic graphic methods which exclude personal errors;
(3) a,ncl why should we not, in cases where it is possible, subject our results to the
scientific methods for treating sfatistics?
.
What ha.ve wo done in this second kind of child study that ·we did not do rn the
first,, except that everything was clone betted The difference is the ~ame as the
difference between physics as studied by Helmholtz arnl physics as stndwl by Pl3:to
in the Timaenus. When you wa,tch your child play, and when you _catch from its
lips or gestures some new and precious glimpse of the (1eveloping life, you do not
suspect yourself of ma.terialism. What if a hundred thousand children a~e carcf'ul_ly
observc(l with reference to some definite qu~stion, tho r esults being cxam1_ne~l to d_iscover the amount ofindiYidual variation at each ao-e and the trend ofvanation with
a<:hancing ao-e, what is it that turns this proce~s or its results into tbe "merely
physi.ologicalf 1 ' We can get nothing from chil<.l or man, from Lincoln, or fro 1?Isaiah: except by muscular moti.ons, which arc in us signs of ideas. '.l'bc experimental study of children is not confined to the "merely physiological" m any sense
or iu any d egree not also true of the hearing of the Sermon on i.he Mount. .
3. Meanwhile what is tho fact as seen in the ext.ant literature of cx1)enmen~a,l
psychology1 Only those wbo are ignorant of that litemture can bo una"·are of its
m::mifolcl contributions to many chapters in psychology. This is not the place for a
catalogue of sllch contri.hntiot1s. It would be easy to mention single cases, but the
value of these can only be justly appreciated by those who see them for what they
are, parts of a, great soc:ial movement towanl the future science of psychology ..
III. (1) Those wbo wish can be directed in the observation of children with a.
view mainly to the J?Sychological training of the observers themselves .. This is a.
matter of no small importance. It may be clone in sueh a way as to brrng a very
great and immediate practical improvement to the schools because of the fuller
knowledge an<.l better spirit of the teachers.
.
.
(2) In some cases results of such observations may afford material for scientific
generalizations, especially if the work be pla.nned and the results lJe digested by a.
competent scbola.r.
(3) Iu my opiuion, the most important work of the future in this fiehl can he done
only by trained scientists. A distinguished physicist bas said: "It takes twenty
y_ears to make a physicist." The phenomena of mental development are no~ so much
simpler that a psychologist can be extemporized . The simplest test affords mnumeralJle possibilities of vitia.tion. Every test used should be plannecl with no le~s
strnpulons care and should be carried out with no Jess clelicatc precision than 18
demanded in any other science. ,vo are at preF-;ent I fear in peril of a flood of
"results:' w~ich can_n~t be~r critical examination. 'fho peril is the grea.tcr be?a.uso
tho pnhlLc will uot d1stmg111sh between this and better work. ,ve have, llapp1ly, a.
sma11 company ofmrn with tho best traiuin"' for this work which tho " 'orlil atforcls.
Tcvcr 1, ·fore in tho history of culture, so fa/'as I know, was there a class of sc~olars
who were exp 'C!ed to know on the one hand philosophy and the history of plulosop11y a11cl therow1tl~ ~ho philosophy and bi tory of etlnC"ation, and on the other hand
to_barn exp rt tram1ng, ~ot only in the re nlts, but also in tho toclrni<JHC oftl.Je exact
s '1 ·nces. . <:Yer before rn a class of scholars clicl philm;opby a.u,l sci n e i;o meet.
To the out.:u1 r what they h::wo done so far may seem what it will-a heap of, ('J'ltp ·
But all ~heir ~tr~mg an(l ager he::ul. aro not at ,York for nothin"', Tho moYeinent
grcnrn w:h. wit~1u. Pre ,•ntly tho bloom atHl tho frnit. Anybo<ly who will is wclomC' to .1om this company and hare in this work if ho is wi11in"' to hcrom fit.
-1<·:nrn hi!e uotbiiw j mor n< <·c ar,v for all co~t<·rnc<l than
i o pati nee, ,ve
c:~n not xp ct_gr_ at g n ral r . ult:, mu h l ·s iunnediatelypractiral re ·ult8, to ord •r.
',. ,lllll th w1llrn~ to •o .'° ry lowly .. ,
1111t t hewar
of making chil<l .·tud~'. :\
'.101'. n, t 111~ _r, ry !acl .. If. a8 many h ·~1 vc, moll ~·n p,iycholo~y i. to l~ring_ a r n_a1 111
• ~ • 11 _,,\ _1llnrn1nat1on for tho rca,1m~ of all h1.·tory a1ul for th, <11r •c:t1<rn ot_ all
all: 111• , tl11. 1 n<Jt _: l' nl to 1 e achiev<·<l hy fir ·racker.. (In<liana. 'niv rs1ty,
1llrnmL.B1·yau 1ulnt·r ta.t ,·choollcvi w.)
T
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PRACTICAL VALUE OI!' CHILD STUDY.

In this day and age the path to any ce!titude is a Jong and t~diou_s one. I_t is indeed
a rnther difficult matter to become certarn of anythmg. But m spite of this fact and
notwithstanding the inclination of the human mind to revel in speculation and
indulge in rambling ravings, and thereby gain a stock of :figments of the i1:,1agination, I make myself bold to say that, as_ a teache~ and student, I am certam of at
least three things. These, whet\ stated m proportional form, are:
1. That scientific child study is uppermost in the minds of intelligent parents and
teachers and is receiving careful and painstaking attention at their hands. It is
certainly in the air which the average teacher respires.
2. That child study is more than a fad.
3. That it is among tho most practical and practicable of studies.
In the scope of this brief article I am able ~o speak of but one_ propositio1~ only.
I somehow feel called upon to speak of the thud, because I deem 1t the most important of the three and also because I am most certain (if there be degrees of absolute
certainty) with fespect to the truth of this third thesis, viz, that child study is one
of the most practicable of all studies and it is at the same time one of the most practical, if results count for anything as a measure of value.
I always make it a point to tell those of my students just beginning work in my
department that if psychology is to be of no practical value to them they should by
all means leave it alone. I sa,y to them, as I say now to the readers of this review,
that they should steer clear of psychology or anything else that will not appeal to
one's practical interests as a teacher and student. Por it is one of the chief articles
of my creed that psychology is a study of i_mmense practical value, that it necessarily binges on and joins itself to every question connected with cla.ily life. Likewise,
I make tho claim that child study ( one of the chapters of applied psychology) is a,
study of hnmense practical value, that it necessarily hinges on and joins itself to
every question related to the question of proper methods to be employed by those
intrnsted with the problem of developing and unfoldi11g the powers of the child's
mincl, i. e., education, or educing from the child's own make -np, in a more or less
refined and developed form, manifestations of its inborn 1>owers.
On general principles it would be conceded that the teacher should know the
nature of the child's mind, just as the pilot should know the nature of his craft and be
familiar with the waters in which be sails, for it is certain that mind develops according to certain immutable laws. If, then, the evolution of intelligence in the child
conforms to laws, does it not follow that education cau take place in the trne sense
only when these laws are known,1 In former years the study of educational methods
was confined t.o the perusal of mere theories, but now the wide-awake teacher sees
that it is of mnch more importance to study the minds of his pupils as he comes in
contact with them day by day in the schoolroom. It is indeed gratifying to know
that this new zest for child study, this eagerness to make the child's mind an open
pa,g e, is taking the precedence of all other discussions at onr educational meetings.
I would say, then, that the study of children is among the most practical of all possible studies, because it relates to the mental health and to the economy of human
energy. It is almost the only thing-yes, tbe only thing that can give an exact
basis to educational methods.
Again, child stndy has a most e~cellent effect upon teachers. By careful, painstaking observation of the child the attention of the teacher is divided from abstract
themes and mystifying discussions and is focnscd upon the concrete child as he lives
and moves and has his being in the schoolrooms. So noticeable has been the effect
upon the teacher that Principal Russell, of the Massachusetts State normal school,
has felt impelled to say that the "practice of child study is primarily and directly
for the sake of the teacher, indirectly for the sake of the child, and incidentally
for the sake of science." ,vhile I can not go so far as this statement seems to signify, I do claim that one of the best results of this sort of work is the effect upon
the teacher's own life and methods of instruction, freshening him and keeping him
in loving, conscious contact with tbe child he is endeavoring to lead.
To mention one of tho sub,jects of fruitful investigation in child study, I have
only to name the word "fatigne." Some of us know, and every teacher should
know, that the degree of fatigue varies with the condition of mind and body. Thus
the child tires sooner when the work is distasteful, or when the organs are unhealthy,
or when poorly nourished; and tho body seems wearieJ. quicker when the mind is
tirecl and tho mind more quickly when the body is tired. The child tires more
easily at one season than at another. The con.dition of the atmosphere, the weather,
the time of day, all these affect normal power of endurance. Also rapi<l o-rowth
diminishes one's power of endurance. The child that has grown np quickly tires
easily. The earliest effect of fatigue is a difficulty in fixing and holding the attention. Fatigue causes the child's mind to be less sensitive to interest or novelty.
Also one order of studies fatigues the child more than another order of studies
would.
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In a l::tter article I wish to set before the teacher tho methods that anyone might;
employ jn bis investiga,tions into the na.ture of the child's mind. Simple test~. ca-n
be nse<l that will be most fruitful of r esults. It is one of the most gratifying eff cc_ts
tbat the uneducn,ted observer-the aserage p::tTe11t n,ml teacher-can, up to :1, certa 1 u.
limit, make these inquiries into the child's mind in as thorough and sn,tisfoctory a,
mannrr as the best seasoned scientist. The vast n,nn,y of teachers can furnish tl~e
scie11tists with m:1terial gn,inecl Ly close conscientious obsenation. ·without this
rnatcrin,l tlle most adept scientist can not proceed ::i, singltl step.
.
As a mere n,llnsion to the method of procedure it might be well to note, "'.1th DrDurnlrnm, all study of children falls into two great divisions-Ca) psych~l~g-1cal,_ ( b)
antlnopological. The psychological study of children may Le fnrther d1v1ded mt~
the stndy of sensa,tion; the stn <ly of the high er intellectnal processes; the stt~tl.f ot
the motor life of the child. Under the anthropological mnst he includ,,cl the mvestigations in regard to growth arnl health of school children, snob as those of Bowditch, Peckham, an<l Porter.
.
It is our cfaim th::tt we should reconstruct all educational methods on the basis O f
the child. The living, playing, rollicking) _romping chila embodies all elementary
psychology, and every great odnnn,tional reformer whose wonls have bceu h e~tled
has been a person who livecl in closest tonch with children . Some teachers fail to
study the nature of the child Lecn,nse they regard it their business to "impart
instruction" or infuse information rather than to "educate" or nnfold. Others are
conceited enou 0 ·h to lJelieYe that t,hey haYe snfficient knowletl 0 ·e of chil<lhood in
tl1eir o,vn remgmb ered experience of their early years, absolut~ly fo!'g?ttin~ that
these few tattered musty remnants are incidental rather tlrnn chnractenst1c. (Champaign, 111., William 0. Krohn, in Interst::tte School Review.)
THE
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[Address by Dr. G . St:.tnley Hall lieforc tho Cook County, Ill., Teachers' Association, May," 189-!.J

My di~cotuse this morning will be a plain, siml_)le, homely talk on this new 1:10Yement which I think })romises to give cdnoation n, more scientific character than 1t has
ever had before, and. to make the work of every teacher and eYery scholar more
effective. This stndy of children is one of the newest mo,rements in the fi _c ld o! ec~ucation. It is scarcely a de cade and n, half since we began this stncly . It ~s a s1gmficant fact. that this movement began and has had its latest career in tlns conntry,
because here, more than anywher;e else, w e ncecl to take a fresh hold of life.
I was not surprised to road in a recent report the statement of an eamest nnd
:promh1cnt writer that thi s an<l the n ext decade will be known as tlJe n,ge of psychology jnst as the fast two or three dcca<-1es are kuown as the a.ge of evolntion. The
significa11ce of this rests in tbe fact that in every department of life there s_eoms ~o
be a t endency toward a, kirnl of harvest home to Lring the best results o~ science rn
oYcry form to bear upon the study of man . It is in this tha.t all the sciences seem
to bayo come to a focns.
But my study thjs morniug is 011ly a, sma.ll section ju this field. Yet, small as it is,
it js far too l!-1-rgo for a, single hour. In my own university I undertook rt year ago
or more to give a, c01use upon the study of cllihlre11, :mcl I am pleased to sa.y that
there seemecl to Le snbstance and interest enough to run it with graclnate ~t11clents,
and there was m ea.t enough for a good, sonnd, robust examination at the encl.
This movcme,nt b egan in this country thirteen years tt<ro
by nn inventor.v made by
0
s)x p1:imary teachers in the Boston schools. They took throe or four children at 11
time m a room by thcmselYcs and cross-questio n ed them in reg-a.rel to a few of tho
mo t. common objc~t: , hich scllool children arc supposed to know about, a~cl the_
rcsn1~ w~s that their report seemed almost like a, new revelation-a reYel nt1on of
g nnmc 1gnor_ance. Thirt~·-threo per cent of these chill1ron on enteri11g- school hatl
neYcr se u a._ l1Yo chi ·ken; ~1 11or cent lia.<l 11eYcr seen n, rouin; 75 per ceut h:ul ncYer
?c<·n a grow111µ; s_tra.wherry; 71 p 'l' cent of the Boston hil<1ren had never seen growJ1_1g uca~1s, vcn rn Dost?n, Our F-chool text-hook,; arc ha cd ou conn try lifo, nnd tlle
. 11 Y dultl knows notlimg, jn tho lar~o citi •s, of real com1try life. Here is ouc
rnst:rncc: A largo per ~nt o~· these d1il<lrcn, npon 1J ing askt'(l how l arg-e n, o~v wn;s,
how <l that th .y hn.«l l1ttlc Hl a.
11 tllongh n, ·ow was us }urge us her cat tn.il.
.At!~ith ·r tho1!< 1 ht_ that a. cow wa. as hig ash •r tlrnml, 11ail.
nndertook
I hat wa · the 111: ·t fit•p . 'lh llcx.t i-tq> was also taken in Doston.
tom a. ur ti,' r:h1l<lrcn of Bostou. Tlw:c rnc:umr •mcnts hnv r-;hown fir t liat tllc
av •rage girl i_ tnll ,_r fill(l J~e:i~ier than tho ave-rage boy from 13 to 14½ y •ar. ol<l 1,nt
nll tl11:_r st oi L ·r ltfr fih · 1. lwhtn- nu l i,;mall r. Auoth ·r 1·c nl r acl1c1~ wa that
th - <:l111d's 1,oc1y <1oc·~ 11ot gro v alik in all part at. all l> •rio1l . (' •rtain part i-c Ill
t grow and~· thcu· fore· anll th n to 1· : for n. time. The ah<lom n, the• ltip , :uul
\" ·n the p1q,!I of 1h ,r lrn. its pniocls of Arowth :111'1 J1>rio1l. of <1niesccucc. ~o
tl · gro Yth rn t 11 our organ i. a worn or 1 ss iut •rmitt •ut procc. s .
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Now think of the immense significance of that single fact for education . vVe h~ve
not yet effected a complete record, but as soon as we know when the adolescent period
is ::md how long it lasts in all children, and as soon as we have the record of this na-8ccnt period, we have a basis of education which has never been known before. SnpI)OSe we are considering manual training, which ca!1ses a great d~al o_f stra~n 11110n
the hand an<l. forearm . It shonld last throngh tlns nascent period rn which the
halld grows in strength more than _it does before or after. Suppose mai:inal trnining
is delayed until after tbat period 1s past, then the force that nature g'1-ves has been
allowed to run to waste.
Onrnervous system, the most important part of us, does not a,?quire its fu~l growth
until we are fourteen or si:x:teen years old, and after that there 1s a, loug period when
our growth all centers upon function aud not upon size. Then for a long time our
bodies go on growing, the brain getting- its functional growth l ong after jt has
attained its maximum size and weight. Before the brain has got its growth in s ize
and bco·ins to develop in function, education must la,rgely consist in l1ints, in the
suggestions of knowledge. It should be here a littlo and there a l ittle when the
brain is getting large. It is the time when the imagination rnther than the c:s:actnci::s of facts meets the child's instincts.
Tho great clanger in onr schools, however, arises from imperfect health . I pre.sumo tl1ere have been 100 s11ecial books upon the single subject of cbildren's health.
It has become the custom in some countries that in some of tho best and most progrcssiYe city wards there arc young doctors who aro paid a sm::iJI sum to examine
every child in the lower grades of the schools. There is a little health book kept of
eyery child. These doctors e:s:amine the child's complexion, his mus cles, his circulation, his respiration. Are the muscles strong~ Eyes bright'? Appetite good, ctd
According to circumstances may come this direction: Put this child on a milk diet ;
or, keep this child ont of school for four weeks; or take this child to the oculist, or
to the dentist, as the case may be. All kinds of snggestions are recorded iu this
book, t.o which tho parents haYe access, but which the teachers keep. What would
yon and I not give if we had had a, medical examination ever y six montbs of our
school life '/ The results of an these exarnfoations which have been made I can not
giYc in detail, but I will say that 42 to 60 per cent of the children in the upper grades
were fonncl to be suffering from <lefecti YO eyesight, and that this per cent of poor c;yesiglit had increased every year from the sixth year up. In regard to the ear, of cour e
tlie defect was a great deal less, and it was much more difiicnlt to detect. In the
case of some children wbo were thought to be dull or stupid, it was found tha.t their
minds were all right, and if they were placed ju the front seat perhaps they would
JH'OYO to be among the brightest. So spina,l cnrvature and other diseases were found
to be connected with certain work or ha.bits in school.
Dut the great result of it all is this: Th~tt the modern school seems to be a, forcE;i
tending to phyRical degeneracy. It is very ha.rd for a, child to sit four or five or six
honrs a clay dnring eight or ten months in a, rather imperfect air, in a, ratherunphysiological seat, ,Yith the only strain thrown upon the little mnscles which wa,g the
tougne. Nature h:1s made it very hard for a healthy chilu to sit still; and when we
cousi<lcr that children the civilized world over, and in countries barely civilized, a ll
go to school, we see what a treruendons clanger there is that the race will be imperfectly developed. How sad the thought that the race may, indeed almost must,
d Pgenerate in its efforts toward the realization of its loftiest ideals . I don't know
what you say; I for one believe it wonld be a thousand times better t h at the children ishould grow up in ignornncc of all that our schools teach, va.lnable a,s it is, than
for the race to continne in its peril of physica,l degeneracy, ""liich seems inevitable
undn our pre.·ent system. For myself, I say, ·what shall it profit a cl.Jild if it o·n,in
tlte ·whole world of lrnowleclge and lose Hs own health f Or what shall a child give
in exchange for its health~ This study of hygiene is setting up a, new schecl.nle
wherein tho work of tlie sch0ol is to be jndgecl by a new standard. Tho ,vork of the
modern school is goi11g to be judged hy new scales, I believe, in the next fow cleca,cles.
Yon know tbat about half of the weight of the a\·ernge mnlc is muscle and that
a, largo per cent, carefully estimated at one-third or one-fourth, of all tb~ enero·y of
the ho<ly goes ont in muscular work. The nrqsclcs are the or(l'ans of tbe will."' No
one can have, and it is a matter of observation that no one doe~ have, a, good, sound,
heal thy will unl ess tho muscles are strong. But it is only lately that we have come
to ihink that tbc muscles are organs of tbought, ancl that when ·we studymnscles in
the. e days of rnannal and physical training we arc stnd:ying the organs of thought.
,·o that these studies of motor education seem to be tho most important t li at h::we
been made. One of tho most fruitful in results has ucen to test tho school children
bi tl1is respect. For in tance, "Hold up your hands something like tb i s, j ust out of
tho ran~e of vision." If tho hands come up nneven ly, t,hat is n sign tb ·1 t there is a
particularly nervous cli turbancc in tho children . "Close tbe eyes and stand np,"
The p erson who ha tliis particular di ease soon begins to stngger and lose his equilibrium. An<l so from these an<l many other tests we reach these complaints of chil-
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c1ren; ancl we know that children have symptoms of most of the organic diseases of
the adult form, ancl that while the healthy child goes through them all without _an-Y
stress, in the child that is a little prone to disease they are quite apt to develop into
actnal infirmities. Some of the forms of school work seem to aggravate these
troubles so that the child exhibits through life symptoms of motor and other nervous
disturbances.
·we have forgotten that children can not sit still, but you and I know that it is one
of the commands which resound in the schoolroom from morning to night. Alas t;or
the child who can sit still for any l ength of time unless he is engaged in some special
work
Fo; instance, in our tests the childten were requested to starid still and then to sit.
still. We went throu~h the gramma~ grades. We 01;1ly had them si~ still a 1!1inute;
then wo reduced the time to a half mrnute, and we d1d not find a smgle child_who
could sit still one-half of a minute; limbs, tongue, hands, fingers were certarn to
move. Of course, with a little attentionitmade it all the worse. We saw the secre-fi
which has brought premature gray hairs to schoolmasters and schoolma'ams. We
found that the idea that children can sit still must be abandoned, and that teachers
must l earn to possess their nerves and patience if the children do not sit still.
We are almost compelled to say that a child can not do any such thing purely, If
he ever comes to anything like pure thought it is late in life. We fi.~d that.unless
the muscles have fnll and free play you can not get any thought. If there 1s_anyt.hing in pure thought it comes from sending out pure, unfettered motions. To illustrate this close connection between thought and muscular activity, I have hear~ of
a pianist whose fingers were made lame when he listened to good piano playmg,
because we can not think without moving a little our muscles of thought. F?r
children to sit still is to repress their muscular energy, just at t"!:iat stage when if.
ought to have its perfect work.
.
Closely connected with this is the necessity of good muscl es. Every time and
everywhen, that the teacher can add to muscle development and activity she is addin~ q, new source of power. If you can haYe the child think when he is sitting erect
it is better than when he is collapsed. But muscle culture is important not only for
the pro<luction of thought; it is important for the development of will. We ~re
coming to realize that thought depends upon it, and I doubt not uut we ar~ gomg
to be compelled to say that will depends upon it. I once studied the wi11 w1t_h one
of the great teachers in Germany. When I told him I wanted to study the mrnd ha
told me to study one of the seventeen muscles of the leg of a frog. I thought,
"\Vhat sort of work is this~ I have spent several years in the study of psychology,
and now I am told to take up the study of one of the tiny muscles of a frog's leg as
a means of continuing my study," and I was almost repelled. But I stuck to it, and
after months of work I began to realize that I was studying a sample of the same
stuff that has done all the wonders of man's work in the world; that I was face to
face with the material that has written all his books and achieved all his great purposes. By the end of the first year I had got interested and found there was another
year's work in that tiny muscle. I studied the muscle in a way that I had never
dre~med of before. This was a new idea. So I experimented and experimented,
untll at _last I knew I had got my result. I had passed in that single work from tho
st::mdpomt of Peter Bell, of whom the poet says:
A primrose by a river's brim,
A yellow primrose was to him,
And it was nothing more.

I had passed from that standpoint up to the standpoint of the seer who plucked.a
flower from" the crannied wall" and realized that could he bnt un<l.erstand what it
was! "root and all, aucl all in all," he would know "what God and man ifs." I ~ad
reahze<l thnt ~hought and w~ll and mnscle were made by God, and meant to :tie studied
tog ther. It 1s a lesson which has stuck to rue. It is one of the most pleasrng results
oJ modern sci •nee.
:My :11 xt po!nt is a distinction in this connection of muscular activity between
what is om hm · spokeu of as tho fnndam ntal and what is ~tree sory. By fuudamcnt:ll we m a_n all tho· movements ancl muscles which are first develop cl in the
growing orgaui. m. By accessory we mean thos movements and muscles which are
tho_la t develop d.
ow how much of our school work violates that faw, tho fundam ntal fir t, the
ace 8 ory s concl
I have looked ov r tho li:t of the thino-s done in tbe kind rgar·
t n .. ·o or~ l>eli vs n~ore he· r~ilyiu th kin<l rgartcu t1H~n I do, but I woultlmake
on 1m1iort, n_t han "O rn the klll<l rgart u work. I think wh n yon take 4, 5 or
6 ·ear olcl ·ln~<lr n a;i<l et hem at thi fine work of weaving delicate trips of paper
a~cl at o~h r like _d Iicate proc .- es it is putting tho a r s. ory before the fnnclamen·
t:11. I 1 . i-cvr·: tng natnr 's pro . .
row F111ppo in t a,l of we. ving fin paper
)Ou h 11 ht' stnp of lca.tl :..nd suppo ·e you let the ·hiltlrcn weave them. An<l. when
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they sew suppose you give them a heavy needle and twin.e. All this kin~ of kii_1dergarten work is useful. The law I speak of does not rnvolve ch~nge rn a s111gle
instance in the kind of work. It does require, however, that the work should exercise first the fundamental muscles, and not tax the delicate ::tccessory muscles at that
early age.
.
I waut to see this thing applied in the kindergarten work. I want to see small
writing, small figures, fine lines, and everything which puts undue strain on the delicate muscles that are not developed until a later period put away from the primary
school.
·
Dr. Hall then enlarged upon the lessening of interest and effort in school and college in the study of natural science which has been observed during the last decade
or so. Science is being studied assiduously for its commercial secrets; but the study
of science ~s science, out of pure love of nature, is receiving less and less attention.
This difference, he saidI believe to be simply due to the fact that city life has taken children away from
nature, so that the real love of the children has not been given free course. It is impossible in the large cities to teach these nature subjects as they ought to be taught.
Blackboards will not do. It grieves one to see these blackboard leaves when they
are the whole text of instruction in our common schools. Flowers do not grow in
chalk frames. They have got to have the environment of grass and trees and sky
in order to touch the soul. Nature is. the first love of every Qhild, and every child
who does not feel this love is in an abnormal state.
We have been cross-questioning a good many children in reference- to their feeling
towar'1 nature. We found a good many who said, "this tree or this rosebush knows
me or knows when I come here." One said, "I can see this one languish bec;:i,use
the other one is cut down." Another said, "I always know the difference between
a fool tree and a wise tree, and I thought everyboay did ." "I know," said another
one, "that trees feel jt if their limbs are cut off." We had children who talked to
th e ir doll and their pet hen. We had one child who said she understood her lamb.
"I know he knows me, for when I put out my hand he sees me and puts out his
band; I shake my head, he shakes his head." The child philosophy about all these
things is a natural philosophy. The little girls who hug and kiss their pigs and are
not reproved by their mothers are indeed children of nature. The children who
really make friends to the flowers and whose hearts go out to the stars, they are
the children who can be understood and who can understand nature's language.
Premature, pallid little Christians they will never be. You can not induct children
into the Jove of nature by the use of the microscope and charts. There must be a,
previous sympathetic ground work. And I saytothose who love children, you must
love nature and children and God together. They were never meant to be separated
and can not be separated without injury to all. Religion is locked in the love of
nature, and without the love of nature and the love of God all is sham.
I am pleading for child study and am giving you a few of its results and applications. Do not un<l.erstancl me to say that these results are the best of it. The best
is the effect upon the teacher, and next its effect upon the children. It makes the
teacher youn~; it converts age into youth; and I believe there is no panacea f,1r
keeping the heart alive, and there is nothing to keep the heart on· fire li lee great
love of children. Children live iu the -heart. Their mind is a very small affair.
Their life is there. The heart mnst be cultivated. Tho things that enter and stay
arc those elements which go through their mind to the ·will aucl heart.
We all live for life. There is nothing so great as being -alive. The joy of being
is the prime element in life. 'fake it away and what wonlcl be lefU Think of our
forms of greeting. What do people ask forf Everywhere, How are you feelingf
How do you dot in every language. We ask strangers, How are you f How do yon
foel f That is the touchstone by which we test not only a man's worth to himself,
bnt also his worth to the world. I visited incidentally, your Cook County Normal
School. I go there wlien I can, ever since you stole Colonel Parker from us, to wind
up my watch and get inspiration. I find new ideas and fresh suggestions . I :find
a new institution, which, if it were in Germany, would be one to which our graduates would go to wind up their watches. It abounds in tho fullness of being, and
this is its strength.
As covering in substance the last part of his address, we condense a few sentences
from one of Dr. Hall's late articles in the Forum:
There is no doubt but that at puberty the former self is in a sense broken up, and
that there is a long period of stress and storm before this new creature of the physiologi cal second birth is fully compacted, so that shelter or "safety" in school and
home surroundiugs is the first essential. As there is a soil from which all the processes of our physical life spring, so these spiritual impulses are the 1·aw material out
ED
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of wliich all the great d eeds, l ong bbors of discovery, the triumphs -of lov-c.aml w.ar
are 111::1.<l.e. There must be n, healthy glow and flux of living, gootl will, elastic bu-oyancy, joy of liviug. Th.is i s the lifo in whieh our nenes must not be scant. Tho se
who lack this are undevitalizccl; they can write, perhaps, a decent bui-lesque or
criticism, an<l. c,Ten carry a g oodl y amount of culture, but they can not be creat1 v e
or original. Th ey bck the divine power of a ctive appreciation, revereuce, and symJ)athy . If yonug men fail of zeal and ardor on a high plane, they are more prone to
seek it on a low one.
·
After the first rapid growth in weight and size, muscular power unfolds with w axing an<l then waning rapidity for a d ecade or more. Thou ght we now deem repressed
a ction. Doing i s a.lso an organ of knowing. What we do pre-forms the soul. ~n the
r ehtions of exercise to regimen and exposure, in the dangers of an unsettled phy5 i cal conclition, in the ln,ws of training and reaction, of accessory and fund.~m ental
activiti es, in the clangers of precocious specialization, as the overuse of the tmy pen
and tongue-wagging muscles, we now h ave, as at least a partial r esult of chilcl stud ~,
an amazing advance within our reach in both theory an d practice. (From Intelligence.)
A TEA CHE R'S RE CORD OF HER PUPILS.

In th~ fall of 1884 there was organized in Brooklyn a litt1e school, christen e_?. hy
one of its patrons '' The Froebel Academy." The little academy g rew out of. the
demand of some of the citizens of uptown Brooldyn for a school in their own_n eighborhoocl in which children from tlie kindergar-ten age to 12 years could r ece~v~ the
advantages of the more imprm·ec1. methods of instruction. It was my pnv1lege
to organize this ·work. With a board of trustees r epresenting a very high de15ree of
intelligence on educational subjects, and with none of the inherited limitat101~s of
an established school, w e found ourselves in an atmosphere of freedom higbly stimulating to b es t thought and highest purpose.
.
.
Iu the :first year, work in child observation was begnu . It bad for its ob.1 ect _D·
more thorough :.md systematic knowledge of tlie child in order that efforts j?r Ins
bes-t d evelopment might be more effective and successful. The method was snnple
in the extreme. The teachers met to review in order each child separately-to say
what -were his best possibilities and his greatest needs, and to ask J:tow the fir~t
should be realized and the last satisfi ed. At the close of the year th e list was ag~na
reviewe<.1, and the d evelopment of each child was carefully noted. A quotation
from the record of this work will suggest its character:
.
'.' (1) A persistent, car eful worker ; inclined to be n ervous and impatient; a leader
wi th a good influ ence genern,lly. Second entry: ·work in class Jl Ot satisfactoi~y;
w ant of steadiness and J)ersistence; influence bad, tendency to pettiness all(l gossip.
"(2) A close observer of nat ure; his gener al -work geeatly wanting in m ethod ancl
rneC'hanical power; a fin e, sensitive, pure clrnracter, exerting a quiet 1.,ut ...-ery good
influence. Second entry : Improvement for the year marked, especially in method
of work; l ess dreamy than l ast year ; infl uence excellent." .
.
A hi gh sense of honor pervaded this work. The home was not called in q~1est 1on.
Th e chihl was taken as h e was, and the problem as to bow be could best develop
bi s own powers occupiecl our thought. 'l'he recorcl wns for the teachers only. Au
ad~irab]e oppqrtunity was lost h ere, for there was organized in that ~rst year
society of women-the mothers of onr chilclreu--whose purpose was mamly that 0
intelligentl y uniting the interests of the school and the home. Had the work been
frankly sharecl with t hem its valu e to all interestecl would have heen much greater.
T.o thoughtCul teacher can l ong continue a systematic observation of the life aml
~rowth of a, chilcl without concluding that he js largely iuflneuced by three 1;ow rfnl ag~nts-the home, tbe school, and the neip;hborhoot1. Too often some of the 8
tlnee mflnences are in conflict, with the result that the child is always the loser.
Giv •n intelligent cooperation between the first two the third is largely control~ed;
but no~ unt il this is done can th ere be any lea t hope of making the harmomou
edn cation of tl1e child a comparativel y certain thiner .
As I r ca l~ the results of this work I see that th~,v were twofold, for it affectecl
bot~1 the clnlclr. n an(l the teach rs. Tlle even development of tbo chil<l was k
a.ce11l<'nta.l as florts for him bee am more oop erati ve. The uJHlevelopeu. power that
'~ h:i,l a~r _<'<~ that a hoy po se . eel fonncl by more united effort increa. eel opportu nity fot· acttnty a.nd 1 acl mental habits received more consistent ch ck . The work
of on _t<' b r was not m1<lone hy an ther becathe of ignoran o of his pnr po es for
~h ·l11lcl. 'l'h t<'acb r sbarecl more of the parent' f elino-for the hilcl and htunnn
rnt r . t _a.n,1 ,vm1~athy in r"a: <1 . Th trnhj <'t-mattcr of th le :on no lon ger h 1cl
th l<·a1l111rr pl, · 111 thonrrbt, f, rth t :t<·he>r had a liYing suhj ct a.ncl) s ons h f':lJll
arn ,an.,no _an ncl. Tl~ work ~r win int r . t,fr domwn . rriy n for in11ivi<lt!,l
growth, ront111c wa. ba111 ·h ·d, and something of the home a,tmosph re entered "·1th
th l.lomc f · ·liug.

f
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Seven years ha,vo pa,ssed, but these childr~m ~i,~e in _my mind as if 1 h:ad part~d!
with thorn yesterday. Clearly <.lefined and mdivid.uahzed they hold th~ir place_ m
memory as no other children have don~., and I feel that, thr0ngh all the rntervenrng
changes I know them to-clay as an art1s_t, wl_10 has -clearly seen the str~ng:ly l>locked
outlines of tho unfinished statue, recogmzes it at once1 though many fl.rnshmg strokes
have been adc1cd by other hands.
Last year this work was applied in a somewhat ~odifie~ from i~ the practice
department of the State normal school at Platteville, Wis. Meetmgs are held
quarterly, attended by the pupil teachers of the class_ in _review and by ~he clepn,rtment principal. Tho growth and work of each child i~ caref~ly rey:rewec~ .an_d
recorded. First p1ace is given to the yot'!.llg t~achers IB ~be ~1sc1~ss10~1. Thou
insio·ht into child mind is a good test of thell' native power m this d.irect10n and of
tho faithfulness of their work. I copy from this present record:
"(1) October 1: Age 6 years; bdght, but lacks continuity and power of .conc~ntration · does not seem to think at all in number work. November 15: Perceptive
powers' very active, but no power of concentr.ation; nothing is assimilated; his
teachers arc working faithfully to gain habits of attention. January 13: M~rke_cl
improvement; a good growth in attention and concentration; more thoughtful rn h~s
b ear in o·; memory much improved. March 8: Has heen absent and lost ground; his
work ts a rule is good. J:fay 23: Is growing beautifnlly; inclined to distrust himself; a helpful child, sympathetic, intereste<;l in others.
"(2) October 1: Age 8 years; good mind, sensitive, reticent, sometimes cov-erH tbis
with an air of l>rava<.lo; a careless worker. January 17: Improved hal>its in work,
in conduct, a,ll(l in 1hought; realizing his 1rnssibilities rapidly. Ma1·ch 18: Has been
d.oing good, even work; much interested in natnrai science. May 24: Not working
up to lihe level of his power; careless about form; all handwork po·orly done; frequent lapses in attention; a child who lives in a world of his own.
"(3) October 1: Age 10 years; heavy-eyec1, not wen, hearing and sight slightly
defective; wanting in self-trust. Jan1iary 9: Marked improvement; v-ery lrn,even in
his work; inclined to be self-distrustful. .Ltforch 8: l\farked improvement; still selfdistrustful and uneven; influence JJ-Ot al ,vays good. May .28: Progress for the y.ear
excellent; has gained in power to think; much improved. in bearin.g; interested in
tho work of others; gaining tho r espect of tho class; still wanting in self-trust.
"(5) October 13: Age 11 years; a child of unu1;ual beauty in face and form; excellent possibilities in miml a.rnl character; habits of attention rather poor; wa,nting
in self-trust. January 21: Excellent progress; a ga,in in self-trust; always tries.
March fJ,az : Shows an inclination to be fussy ,over little things, a .da11_gcr toward
selfishness; shows tlrn symptoms of the indulged chHd; general work good. May
4 : Good work; inclined to be a little languid sometimes; a danger towa,rd sclfirnlulgence.
"(7) October 20: Age 15 ye_ars; good natural ability, with good general knowledge; an observing mind; thought1ess in manner; always truthful. Jannary 25:
Has improved in work, but has not improved in self-control; inclined to try for
leadership among his boy companions. March 24: No moral grow.t h; jnclined to
tbink too well of himself; marked symptons of forwardness and conceit."
Modern science asks that the subject be studied in the object. Slowly modern
education is recognizing that its subject is not learning, but the learner; slowly it is
awaking to tbe fact that this learner is not to be studied in the books alone, but in
his own proper person, in his own rightful place, to b0 known as he is. The inclivi<.lua1ity of tho child is now recognize1l as something to be carefully preserved and
cJevelop ecl. That he shall come into possession of his own best powers, that his personality shall find freedom for expression and all-round growth, is for him a, matter
of vital importance. To meet this need the school mu1;t give the chil<.l liberty to do
bis own thinking. Such liberty is cJoulJtless one of the deman<.ls of modern education, bnt it can hy no means be given indiscriminately. On the contrary, it must
lrn constantly readjusted to suit the growing power of the individual or class to uso
it w ell.
In thhi -yiew of t}10 chil<l as an indepernlcnt entity the tca,cher necessarily becomes
and r ema111s a s_tndent. ~reconceived tbeory mnst often l>e alnmdoned, and routine
and dogma bamshcd, wlule he learns from the patient observation of the lives of chil~ren w l1at are the needs of tboseli ves, and what conditions gi vehappiest, most truly
fortun3:te d.ev~lopmont. Everything, then, that helps tho young teacher to become
a p:;:act1cal daily student of cbikl nature is for him the best possible training in the
science an_d art of education. Tbis work was taken up for the benefit of' the child
only, but it has proved itself of great value to the pupil teachers.
Doubtless one of the evils of practice work is its tend.ency to induce self-consciousness on the part of the teacher; his careful training in method exposes him to the
danger of fixing his thought on the snbj ct to tho exclusion of the child. All this is
opposed to that sympathetic relation b etween teacher and child which cbaracte)-"izes
all best teaching. But I believe that the observation of children has helped to con-
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centrate the thought of the young teach er on its l egi timate object-the child.
1-t
has t ended to form the h abit of working for the child as an individual, and it renders such work more intelligent an<l. effective.
Simple as the record is, it affords material for answering many questions respecting the character and growth of children. It is a constant reminder of the effect,
good or bad, of the school. It promises in time to afford an intere1sting history ~f
the dev_elopment of individual children, a history that will doubtless be valuable 1_n
answerrng ~l';l~stions as to the .flexibility of the child mind and character, as to b!s
yast possib~bt1~s for growth or retrogression. It suggests that the best growth 18
attended with its own danger.,; that one-sided uevelopment is easy and a1most sure
to a,ttend defective conditions; that the complex child nature requires a very wh<?le
life to supply its needs. The intellectual stimulus is not enough, but active par~ 1 <?ipation in the common life of all, sympathetic interest in nature aud in the act1 v 1 ties and interests of the industrial and social world, all are needed to secure the
beautiful all-sided growth of a little child.
This plan will be adopted and adapted by some of tbe public schools in t~e followin g manner: Teachers in the various grades will make a record of those ch1ldr~n
who for any reason stand out most conspicuously in their classes. These records w 1 ll
be given to the superintendent and kept from year to year . The plan ~eets the
obvious difficulty of dealing with large numbers in the public schools, and it reJ?-ders
character study necessary in those marked cases with which teachers must deal
directly and individually. (Mary E. Laihn, in 'l'~e Forum.)
PAIDOLOGY OR CHILD STUDY.

Supt. H. E. Kratz, of the Sioux City public scboQls, furnishes the resultR of a
deeply interesting investigation he has lately been making among the primary pupils
of the schools of the city. Professor Kratz says:
A new word has been coined recently, which stands for an exceedingly intere~ting
and helpful line of study, and has in it the promise of increasing greatly the efficiency
of educational work.
Wishing to make a slight beginning in the direction of ascertaining the contents
of a chilcl's mind at the age of 5 years, I made out a list of questions t~ be asked
separately of the pupils who were for the first time admitted to the public schools.
The questions were designed to draw out the child's knowledge of numbe:, color,
his power of observation, how well he had stored his mind with general 1d~as of
things seen every day, and his general intelligence. The following is the list of
questions asked of 133 children from all parts of the city. The per cent of correct
answers only is given:
1. Pick out two objects, 95 per cent. Four objects, 69 per cent. Three objects, 76
per cent.
2. What is a brook, Eighteen per cent.
3. What is a pond, Fifty-four per cent.
4. What is a rived Eighty-one per ceut.
5. What is a hill' Seventy-eight per cent.
6. What is dew f Fifteen per cent.
.
7. What season is this , Forty-eight per cent.
8. Have you seen the sun rise~ Sixty-nine per cent_.
9. Have you seen the moon, Ninety-two per cent.
10. Where are the stars, Eighty -six per cent.
11. Pick out a green card, 79 per cent. A blue card, 73 per cent. A red card, 86
per cent.
12. Which is your right hand, Seventy-one per cent.
13. v here is your cheek, Seventy-one per cent.
14. \Vhat is a frog , Fifty-sevt:m per ceut.
15. What i a chicken t Seventy-nine per cent.
16. ·what i a cow,
eventy-six per cent.
17. " ' hat i a tree
ixty-three per cent.
1 . IIow doe corn grow~ Fifty-six p r cent.
19. Wh re do pears grow
Fifty-two per cent.
20. \Yb r do b an grow
Forty-seven per cent.
21. Wber do potato s grow
ixt -nine p r cent.
22. Wher cl appl s grow
Ei hty per cent.
2 . Wber clo milk come from
Eighty-six per cent.
21. From what i 1 ath r made
T n per c ·nt.
r. F:om wba is fl nr made ixt n p r c· ut.
2 . \\ h r do s wood ·ome from
Fifty p •r ·<·nt.
27. \Vl1 r do ham ome from
ixt en p r nt.
2 · Fr Ill what is butter madei Forty- ix per ·ent.
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29. From what is your coat or dress made f Sixty per cent.
30. Where is God f Eighty-nine per cent .
. 31. What is right? Forty-seven per cent.
32. What is a, school f Seventy-three per cent.
. .
.
The above summary, although covering the answers of_a hm1ted number of P?-P11s,
is, nevertheless, an interesting study and highly suggestive to the teacher. Nmetyfive per cent of these beginners know the numbe! two, aucl ~hre~-fourths the number
three. This indica..tes that time may be wasted m cleveloprng both these numbers.
The followino· are a few of the many characteristic answers giveu:
To question 2. "A stream of water." "Water that has flies on." "A little thing
that water runs in."
·
3. "Where there are frogs." "Round and water stays in it." "To set on a,nd
fish."
4. '' Place where brother fishes." "A flood." "Great big.one where water stays."
5. "Steep place/' "Big steep dirt." "A place to slide down." "A big1 big place
of earth." "A bnmp."
6. "Wet on tho grass." "Frost.'' "Is misty, sprinkles."
10. "In a paper." '' Up in the moon.'' "By our honse.'1 "Up to Jesus."
14. "A hop toad." "Like a nigger.'' "A hopping thing." "A jumper.'' "Something that can eat you up."
15. "Got feathers on.' 1 ' ' Good to eat." "Makes eggs.' 1 "Can lay eggs and wear
feathers.' 1
16. "Has a ta,i l." "Got hair on." "It's a bossy." "Hooks people." "Something like a inule with horns."
17. "Got roots and limbs.'' "To sit under." "To climb upon." "To make the
wind blow."
18. "On big cobs.'1
19. "On flowers." "In Minneapolis."
20. "Under the ground.'1 "On trees." "At the store."
21. "On trees/' "Potatoes dou1 t grow .1'
22. "On flowers."
23. "Milkman."
24. "r'rom wood." "Paper." "From a shoe.'' "Rubber." "Out of a kangaroo.''
25. ''Snow." "Grass." "S:1lt." "Yeast." ''Paper." "Eggs." "Milk.'1 "Corn."
26. '' Coal office.' 1 ' ' From the river." "From trees and corn palaces.' 1 ' ' Chopped
.
down trees." "God made it.' 1
27. "Ont of lard." '' Store.'1 "Packing house." "Killing cows."
1
28. "From a churn." "Buttermilk.' "Lard." "Grease." "Apples."
29. "Tbread.'1 "Rags."
30. "In another worl.:1." "Up on the bill." "Up in the moon." "In my prayer."
31. "Not to be naughty." "To work." ''To behave.'' ''To work and be nice
and kind." "To mind mamma." "To set the table." "Not to run away." "When
ho don't lie or steal."
·
32. "Schoolhouse." "Show you A, B, C." '' vVhere children come.' 1 "To learn .
lessons.'1 "To spell nnd read." "Its here.'1 "To put little kids in." (From New
York School Journal.)
Trrn LA.J..~GUAGE OF CnrLDREN.
[By F.

'.!.'RACY,

of Clark University, Worcester, Mass.]

Having spent considerable time on the study of the l anguage of children jnst
learning to speak, I feel justified in laying before this congress one or two points
wbicb seem to me of the greatest interest and importance.
SeYcral studies have alroacly been made upon chil<l vocabularies, and results published, but, so far as I know, one essential point bas always hitherto been overlooked,
viz, the phonetic arrangement of the words; that is to say, the consideration of the
sonnllB rnther than the letters. The child's words have been classified according to
tho initial letter, on the basis of the traditional English alphabet. It is obvious
that such an arrangement is entirely misleading us regards the real nature of the
sounds uttered by the child. For example, in such a classification many words
ueginning with the sound of le are classified under c because they are spelt with a c
(such as "corner/' "come/I" crown," and the like). And so the list of le appears
Hmall, and the conclusion is hastily drawn that this is a difficult sound for the child
to make because he has but few words beginning with it as initial letter. Several
other false conclusions of a similar nature are reachecl . It is very desirable that
those who claRsify child words henceforth should take the greatest pains to arrange
tbem not alphabetically, but phonetically .
In a careful study of some 25 child vocabulari es, comprising nearly 6,000 words,
some facts have come to light difforeut from what might ordinarily be expected., as
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a resnlt of this phonetic arrangement. Tho k sound turns out to bo not at _all a dii?cnlt sound for the average child. As au initial sound it occupies tbir<l place in
order of fn,quency, standing indeed above ni, which is usually supposed to be one
of tbo easiest of sounds.
I havo several times met with the remark that the youn_g child l earns to sp.eak
largely by watching the lips of those who speak in his presence, and imitatin_g the
movem ents which arc there visible. Hence, on this theory, those sounds will be
best and earliest learned the mov.ements involved in which are most pfainly visibl~,
ancl therefore most easily imitated, such as the labials for example. This theory 1s
not at all borne out by my observations. The k sound, whose movements are absolutely out of sight, is learned more rnadily than some other sounds whose mo,em ents are plainly visible, stfoh as th iu "think."
So far as I am able to judge, the earliest vocal movements are not imitat~ ve at al½
or 011ly so to a very limited extent, a,ncl are what Preyer would call impulsn~o moY-ements. The child utters sounds before he is of an ao·e to be able to appreciate and
imifate the sonnds and movements of others. He co~biues these sounds afterwards
in imitation of others, but the faculty of imitation seems to play little or no part in
the first beginnings of infant articulation.
.
The consideration of the relative frequency of the different parts of speech m the
vocabulary of tho child also yields some interesting and valuable resnlts.
Among those who have studied the language of children it has generally b_een
s~ppose(l tb.~t substantives, names of things, are more readily learned t_han pred1c.at1Yc words, rnasmuch as they are usually moTG numerous tllan the latter m the speech
of children. But it is obvious that we must take into account not only absolu~e
but re~a.tive frequen~y; that is, ·we must not only compa.re the number of nouns in
the child's speech with the number of verbs, lrnt also compare tho speech of ~he
child .vith that of the a,clult, an(l prove that" ho has aca uirell a larger proportion
of his future substantive vocabulary than of his fotni·e verb vocabulary. But
according to the child words exarniuocl by me, the oppos ite is the case. In the
vocabulary of tho chilcl of 2 :rears of age (taking the average of my 25 cases), 60. per
cent of the worfls are nouns an<l 20per cent are verbs. But in the vocabulary of the
ordinary adult, GO per cent of the words are nouns, while only 11 per cent arc verbs.
In other words, the child of 2 years bas maue nearly twice as much progress1 relatively, in th e acquisition of those words that are associate(l with movements (verbs),
as be has with the acquisition of those words that are merely names of object_s._ .
The samo is true, even to a more strikino· extent, when we com pare the acqmsit 1 <?n
of adverbs wit h that of verbs. The aver~o-c chiltl makes nearly four times as ra1nd
relative progress with th e adverbs as witli"'the verbs. Jt is interesting in this connection to remem_b er that Max Miiller says that the priruitivo San skrit roots of all
01~1· Indo:G e~·ma1;1rn wo:rds originally indicated actions, and not object~.
rhe pnnc1ple itself 1s oue that is revolutionizino- modern pcclao-oo-ic methods. Its
germ may be found as far back as Aristotle whgse whole etbi~af system is based
upon !he formation of goocl hauits by const~nt training of the activities, and who
ha s said ~hat even as _we l ea r:n to p~ar on tho harp by playing on th? harp,_so we
become vntu?us by clomg actions of nrtue, and just :rn.cl brave by domg actions of
bravery and Justi ce. (From Proceedings of International Echicational Congress.)
T1rn THEOLOGI CA L LIFE O.F A CALIFOR:\"IA CnILD .

[I3y Pl'of. Earl Barnes, of L eland Stanfonl Junior UniYorsity, California.1

Thi~ s~ndy iH n?t ~nten<led in_ any sense as an inqniry into the child's reli~ious l_ife
a~<l_ ieel~ng .. It 1s 1~tended s im ply to show the theological atmosphere m_ ~,hich
C.lltfornia chilclren ltvc, and their mental attitude toward their theology at d1f1ereut

<lo ther
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What i it like

\Yhat will
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Ghosts- ViThy are people afraid of them f
Witches-vVhat can they dof
_
Prayer-Why clo we prayf What do we pray fod Why do we not always get
what we prny fod
.
Religions ceremonies-,- Why do we celebrate Christmas f vVhy do -we got? church~
Every varie~y of f3:ith was ~ep_resent~d i1;1 the papers-Cathol_ics, Method1~ts, Presbyterians, Umversahsts, Christian Se1ent1sts1 Mormons,_ Baptists, Adventists, _and
Spiritualists. With only two or tllree exceptions the children treated the questions
seriously all(l the papers bear internal evidence of honest effort to express the truth.
The aa'tai were collated in the following groups:
Goel, His appearance and activities.
The devil, bis appearance and activities.
Heaven its location, its inhabitants, and their appearance and activities.
Hell, it~ location, its inhabitants, and their appearance and activities.
.
Indications of a critical attitude; ac ts which take people to heaven; acts which
keep them out of heaven.
Since the children were not answering any set questions, we can not ~tate what
proportion accepted any particular idea, but only how many of the children who
mentioned an idea accepted oT rejected it.
In studying the data an attempt was first made to bring together the theological
conceptions expressed in the compositions, and then to determine the attitude of tho
children toward these conceptions.
The central .figure in the theology is naturally Goel. The pictures <lrawn of Him
are often misty au<l inclistinct, but more than half the papers represent Him as a
great and good man. Heis so large that "He could stand with His feet on the ground
and tonch the clouds with His arms uprai.sed." "He is a man that has six hanu.s
anu. feet and eyes;" or, '' Ho is a huge being with numerous limbs spread out all
oYer the sky ."
He is generally an ol<l. man, with a long white beard ancl fl.owing white garments-,
often He is represented as having wings and a crown on His head.
Ile is most often dcscrilJecl as goo<l arnl kind; the stern quality is seldom apparent,
but tho whole fignro is shadowy, unreal, and indistinct.
A considerable number of children speak of Hirn as being able to do anything, a'3
being cvcry,vhere, and as knowing everything. Omnipresence seems hard for the .
cliildrcn to conceive, and it probably accounts for his beiug representeu. with several
heads and members.
Oumiscienco is easier: "God can seo everything you do and bear everything y011
say, cYcn if you :we inside of a honse." "I ha,ve thought anll been tolll that He can
sco through anything; it makes no difference if it is iron, steel, glass, wood, or anythi!1g.n_ Many of the children feel that God is watching them, and somo say "He
writes 1t nll down."
·
Omnipotence is mentioned by many children: but there are few concrete instanqes
1
giYen. One girl of 12 sa:ys that "God could have an earthquake at any time.' His
activities arc seldom described; less than 5 per cent of the chi.ldrcn s11eak of Him as
ruling the uni verse, making things grow or caring for our material needs. One boy
of 10 sa,ys in perfect earnestness that "God is bossing tho world."
Christ is seldom mcntionefl, a,nd his relation to the Father is rarely brought out;
where it is, in one-fourth of the c·a ses the relation is reversed and God is spoken of
as tbo Son of Christ. The Trinity is mentioned by only two children. Christ is
. mentioned as our Redeemer by some twenty-five children.
Heaven is generally, even with children up to the age of 12 and beyond, simply an
improved earth. More than 500 children locate it "in the sky," "in tho clouds,"
or "up." The next most common location is ""'-here the good go;, or "where Go~l
fa," wbilo a few say it is "in the earth,'' "all about us,"'' on some star," or" in the
cast," "and no one in a, balloon coulu. reach it, it is so far away." More arguments
are produced to prove the location of heaven than to prove any other one point.
Christ, they say, ascended; Elijah went up, aucl several close the argument for locating it in the sky b y saying: "Besides, where else could it be'?))
Among those who arc in heaven, 4.82 mention angels; 367, Goel; 412, the redeemed;
and 61, Uhrist. A few mention dead relatives, the saints, Santa Claus, and unlJorn
babies.
·
Hea,en is most commonl,y describecl as "a l)Ca,utifnl place," but large numbers
describe it as "a city,"" a mn.usion," "a palace,"" a ftno house," '' a garden," or
"a, pnrk." It has streets and gates, plants, flowers, birds, and trees. Tho concrete
par1,icular most commonly mentioned. is gol<l. The streets aro of gold, tho walks are
of gold, t~c hou es are of gold, and one boy has the angels eat gold bread. Several
sa:y thor<? 1s uo night, and opinion is about equally divided as to whether there are
arnmals 1n b.eaYen.
Tho rec.1.eemccl ancl the angeJs are generally the same. Throe bnn<1rctl. and fortysix ·hil<lreu mention their wings; nearly the same number 8peak of them as looking
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like people clre8sed in white. _ A considerable number say they are wom~n1 bec~use
t11ey n ever h ea,rd of any men being angels, while a few say they are fauie8, bir_ds,
ghosts, or little babies. Several think of them as al way s smn,11, others as havnig
"just babies' heac-18 and wings."
The apJ>earance is sometimes carefully described, as when a girl of 13 says: "I
think they wear w hit0 gowns shirred around the neck ;1' and sbe adds: "I slloul<l
think the boys and girls would wear th eir hair alike." Another says: "I thought
angels were all the same size; that even if before they died they were fat, they grew
thin.:'
The activities of the redeemed, or the a.ngels, furnish tbe most difficult detail in
the ch ildren's theology. Several say they do not know what the angels d_o, ~ut
m ost of the papers represent them as flying around, pla;ying on harps, an<l. smgmg
praisrs to Goel. Sometimes they are said to h elp God, and a ver y few hav~ tben1; help
the people on earth . Children of 12 or 13 often mention tlle monotony of the hf~.
Several mention the angels as carrying the souls of the dead to llea;\;eu, and bn11;ging babies to the earth. Some of the children declare that the angels work, while
an equal number say no one works in h eaven. To some of the children th is freedom
fr om work is the chief attraction.
The evil spirit and his abode are pictured far less often and with l ess d_etai~ than
is given to tho abode of the blest, but there is much greater uniformity m the
descriptions.
The general type of devil is well described by a boy who says: "I th.ought the
devil had a man's h ead, with a long hooked nose and a, pointed chin, with an ~x's
ears and horns. He bad a man's body, and one leg like a urn.n and the other. li ke
that of an ox. He had a t ail with a ball of three points at tho end. He earned a.
spear with three prongs, the same as b is tail. He could spit fire, and had a_ tongue
like a snake." Often he is black, sometimes red; three or four speak of him as 3
fall en angel; a few as a serpent or monster.
· .
· I! is activities are tempting and fooling people, and killing and burn mg peop!e.
Some say he bites and scares people, or carries off children. Generally, ho"·ever: tne
children <10 not go into any detai l about him, bnt simply say he is a bad man who
tempts people.
Hell is generally l ocated nuder tho earth, or below us. It is a place of fire, so~e
· say like a furnace, and very few add snakes and darkness; but b ell and the devil
p l ay a sm:111 part in th e compositions, an<l. disappear almost entirel y from the compositions written by children over 10 years old.
In a ll this scheme of theology natural phenomena plays lint a small part. The
stars and moon are a very few times spoken of as lighting heaven. In two or three
cases the clouds support or hide heayen. Two or three speak of God as like a clou~,
a?d one says the devil is like smoke; but there is little connection in the c~mpositions b etween the celestial hierarchy and the mountains and bills.1. the pl_arns and
woods, the deserts and oceans of this world. Thunder and lightn in g, birt~ 3 D;d
death are hardly mentioned in these connections. Go<l. is certainly not seen rn His
works by our ordinary school children.
To summarize briefly the theological ideas of California children, we sho11lcl say:
Tho _wo~ld ~f sp irits is fgr t~o most part attractive; tbere is very little <lark an<l
forba1<lmg imagery· terror 1s unknown; tho ideas are generally yagne, an_d the
standard theologicai beliefs are often quoted in ways that show that the children
ha Ye had little or no t eaching.
Tho attitude that children of (1i.ffereut a,tres
take toward this thcolorry
is an impor0
0
tant question for tho educator.
The young children under 6 examined by mothers a11d teachers almost nl ways accert
what the~ have been told without question or comment. They, however, recast their
the,o1ogy ,11_1to form~ tb_at appeal to their experi nee and their modes of tl~onght. ,
'Ihe sp1nt world 1s sunply a beautiful playroom or playground wbero ch1lclren ha, e
what ~h ~:want; God js a more serious form of papa the an 0<rels are playfellows, and
sa.\an is sm1 ply a "hoogie," wbj]e b ell is a dark clo 'et.
1' rom? to_ 10 ~h r o are occa~iou_al vague qu?stionings, but under 10 yenr ol_<l there
ar i w rncl1<·at~ous of a qu stiomng or donhtrng frame of mind. From that time 01!,
how "·r, que. tions ari e; the chihlreu try to reason thin IT out and to relate their
thc_olog_y _to wh:1~ th y liaYe l arned 1hro11glt xpcr i ncc a~d through tl1eir st uc1(P- ·
Thu; r1h ·al 1,pn1t s _em_ to culminate at 13 or 14, all(l criti<'i, ms are far more p~r:t.·tn~ aucl s v cre at th1 tirr~e than fat r. Of cour <', in this work, as in nll tnclH'-. on
c ihlr ·n, w mn. tr· OO'nIZ the fa ·t that ome bilc1rcn <1 v ,lop much mor rapul_ly
th n n ot11 rH ·o that tbc•r nr many xc• ptions; hut th ·ro i a ·}early mnrkcd diffr.1 nc·c· l, tW(·~n th ompo itiou · of hildr ·n of 1 l nncl of 13 whic-h mu ·t s1rik · oven
th. 11 10 t cnr 1
ob erver. Ono SN'S this diff •n•11<·0 p,· •n wh ·n th cb il dreu ar ·
dom~ ~he !>:une gra<lo of chool , orl· ; ag markl.i ,1iffen·nc . b tt r than , c:buol
gra<latwu do.
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Forty papers were selected at r:i,ndom fro11;1- 1,000 to illust.r~te the critical attitnde.
Ninety per cent of them were wn~ten by ch1ldren between 12 anc~ 1_4_yea!s old .
Tho critical spirit first appears m an effort to place tho respon~1b1hty for th_e doctrines stated in the compositions. Thus, at 11 and 12 there begm to appear rn the
compositions such phrases as, "I think," '' I've been told," "my idea was," "the
Bible sn,ys" "I was taught in Sunday school," or "they s::i.y." By 13 or 14 these
phrases be~ome, '' we imagine," "I used to believe," "I doubt," etc.
.
A girl of 13 modifies her statements ns follows: "vVo can not exactly tell who 1s
in heaven, but it is snppose<l. that everyone th~t. ~erves Him probably goes there."
And a girl of 12 thus tries to place the i:espomnb1hty for the stateme_nts _she offers:
"If heaven is a pla,ce where yon are said to be always happy, I thmk 1t must be
very beautiful. One of t~o most lovely things to beaut:ify ~ place is flowers, and
it is my opinion that we will find lovely flowers there. lt 1s said that the people tbat
go there, who are angels, h:we wings, and dress in white. Of course, I have never
seen them. So I don't really know how they do look." The most common form of
criticism is that which appears in efforts to harmonize theology with experience . .
Thus ono boy says: "I used to believe tbnt the air was full of bad spirits which
would hurt you, but I don't believe it now, because they don't hurt." A girl of 15
says: "I don't see how people can stay in heaven forever, without nothing to do
except to play and sing, but people might be different there from what they are
here."
The new desire to exercise the critical judgment seems at times the only reason
one can find for the questions raised. Thus a boy of 14 says: "I thought that the
devil and all the other things were just as they say they are in the Bible, from which
Igotmyimpressions, but beyond that all is a mystery. My idea, of heaven has changed,
and now I thiuk that heaven is space. But if that is so, how could the heavens
open, as it says they did in the Bible~" And a boy of 14 says: "I think it is strange
that when one dies his soul goes to hea,ven if he is good, and if he is bad his soul
does not go to heaven; and I don't see what good it does for yonr soul to get to
heaven, because when yon arc dead you know nothing of it."
The children at this age also try to mak~ their theology harmonize with their
humanitarian feelings and their sense of justice. One boy of 14 says: "I think when
a mother secs her son, if s uch things happen, left among the bad, she will not be very
happy for a while." Frequently the children of this age say they do not believe
that savages and babies will go to hell, while very many who accept the standard
theology for God, the angels, and heaven, decfare that they do not believe there is
any devil or hell. This, of course, may be due simply to their teaching, but it seldom appears in compositions by children under 11 or 12 years old.
A very few assert their disbelief in any form of theology, but these few atheistic
statements are more dogma,tic in general than the statements of orthodox Sundayschool children, and bear a,ll the marks of having been simply accepted from parents
or others. For example, a girl of 11 writes: "Heaven is our dear mother antl father, '
and hca,ven don't help to grow, nor ho don't give us bread nor anything." And, again: ·
"\Vhen people die tbey put them in a hole and put some ground on them and .leave
them there-and they don't go up in heaven or a,ny place; they always stay in that
same place."
After children pass 15 they generally avoid telling ,vhat they believe, by saying:
"I used to believe," or, "When l was little I believed," etc. If they express their
present beliefs they raise very few concrete doubts. They use more a,bstract terms,
describing God as a great, all-powerful spirit, a,n<l heaven as a beautiful abode of the
blest. Angels are celestial spirits and the devil is the great evil influence in the
world.
Ono can 11ot help thjnl~ing that they have a,cceptecl an abstraction and a name, and
have, temporarily at lea,st, laid tho quesUons tha,t perplexed them aside. Certainly
from 15 to 18 there is no such persistent exercise of the critical jndgment in matters
tlH'olog-1cal as there is between 12 nncl 15.
In all these rea,soning processes the Bible is only occa,siona,lly referred to as an
anthority, and in citing it the children ehow a very great ignorance of the most
common biblical allusions.
Inriclentally tbis study throws a strong side light on what children a;re taught to
con sider good and bad acts. Nn,turally most of the cbildren say that to go to hea,ven
we must be good, and that if we are not good we do not go to heaven; but iu many
ca, eA they specify virtues and vices supposed to be especially prominent.
Next to being good, the virtue most commonly named 1s obeying God, and then
comes in order of importance: "Keeping the comman<lments," "believing in God,"
"loving God," ''prn,ying," "trusting God," "obeying parents," and "telling truth.''
Le s than 1 per cent of tho chilclrou mention "going to clrnrch and Sunday school,"
"r ading the Bible," "keeping Sunday," "working bard," and'' being baptized."
A boy of 4 says: "You mnst he good on the earth fl,U(l he qmet;" while a I.Jo~, of
10 sums np the virtnes with: "God wants you to obey J"onr parents and to <lo what
they say, and be wants you to be polite to everybody you meet on the street."
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Tho whole career of a good man is summed up as follows by a, boy of 12 :· "Tl_ie
good man will :first join tho church on probation, and then in six months he willjom
the chnrch and bo n. member. Ho will push the work of Goel along as much as ho ca,n,
help tho poor and tho church, :111Cl probably be successful in heaven. He will die a
happy man ancl go to heaven.I'
.
Among the b_a d qualities, next to being bad, the children mention "disobey~ng
God." Very few concrete sins are mentioned; l ess than one in a hundred mention
''swearing," "lying/'" talking dirty talk,'' "drinking," and "using tobacco_._'}
Many allusions a,lso throw light on the sources of the theological ideas which the
children hold . Many say: "My mother has told me," "I have heard in Sunday
school,'1 or, "they say in church;" not one mentions what his teachers have told
him . Evidently the effort to secnlarizo our schools has been but too successful.
One boy says ho got his ideas of the devil from a Punch and Judy show; t~o say
their ideas of the devil came from tho pictures on deviled ham. Several me_n twn the
hire<l girl as an aut hority, and a larg'e number say their ideas came from pnctures.
From tho study of the data in hand it would seem that we could safely draw t~e
following conclusions: If young children are to be taught a theology it i:nust be m
antluopomorphic and realistic form. vVo may teach that God is a spint, but the
child's mind at once invests him with a, form a]l(l human attributes. If we do not
furnish exalted and worthy imagery, the child fills out the form with randoru pictures, Punch and Judy impressions, and images of grocery labels.
Since pictures furnish so much of this imao-erv
children shouhl be snrroundecl
1
with worthy pictures-e . g., Raphael's Sistine ifa<:lonna.
Through confidential couversation with the child grotesque images should be
detected and corrected.
Many California, children seem to be ignorant of tho most common ancl most ~enerally accepted theologic al conceptions of Chrisiiau people. They sliould be given
this knowledge, if for DO other reason, because it is essential to an intelligent understanding of the literary and artistic life of our i.imcs.
.
The period of most intense critical activity i s the period of puberty. Somo ~pe~ial
effort should 1::o made at that time to assist tho child in rearranging and U:dJns~rn~
his philosophical and theological conceptions. In the schools litern:ry, ~1~toncal,
and scientific studies should be d ealt with in a large nnd pbilosoplnc spu1t. The
child's desire to grasp the nniverse should be encouraged, not discouraged. Later
ho will settle to detailed work.
The general absence of references to nature would seem to indicate that children
are accepting scientific explanations as fina,l. It woulcl seem that the schools sho~lcl
lead them to feel and realize that Greater Power which lies 1,ack of our superficial
explanations and makes tliis a sane uniYerse. (.From Proceedings of International
Educational Congress.)
lVIETIIODS OF LABOR.A.TORY MIND STUDY .

Scie:ntifi.c or laboratory psy chology bas found a, rapid development in AmoriC?·, but
very httle has been said of its practical bearino-s. Our investiga.tors have chse?verc<.1, au<l are steadily discoYeriug, innumera.ble f'acts ancl la.ws that are of inestimable va.ln to pra,ctical oduca,tors, teachers, ancl all who educa.to or influence others
or themsel_ves. Of ~h~s p1:actical sic1? of the new psychology I wi~h to give a, few
examples, m ~be antimpat1on that before long tho science of education, the arts n1;1d
all tho tecbmral pursuits in ,-,,hich mental ability is inYolYed, will pay as car~ful
attention to the discoveries of experimental p ycholoo-y
as mechanical a,ncl electrical
0
technology pay to the <l.i coveries of physics.
Ono of the most fruitfol fieldR of the p. ychologicnl work has been fonnd in m a urements of th_o time r eqnir c1 for mental acts. Let a dozen or twenty pernons ta.ke
l1olc1 of b~1H1s 1n a ring, •ach is to pres. th hand of his rigllt ha.nu neighuo~ as soon
as be re •1v~s n, pres ·m·o from tho left. One person starts tho pressure going, an<1
at i.h · am lll taut observes tho position of the second hand of a watch. The J)re snr pa . c. all arouncl t~1 c-ir ·l , auc1 wlien it arrh-es at tho originator be notes h?W
ma~y s c·on_d w r r (1Ull'<'<1 for the p:iY n number of person · in . nee ·ion to rec 1vo
a~1 ~mpr,. , ion and mak up th •ir mintl io act in resr><ms . The total time i t~ien
dn ~<1-<l h' lh 1111ml) r of I r on.. This i. n. ·rn<le illn ·tration of tlto rea ·tiou tune
wlnch w m •a.·nr with gr at a· nracy on niug-1 )lCl'.'Ol1S.
A ihr- m ntal portion of th r a ·tion tim h •comes mor
omplirate<.1, the tim
h c 0 !1H' • longrr. For
·amp] th proe . . of mental di~crimina,tion ancl ho1ce
r <J~lll'(lt1111 orth i~·own. 'l'h wa. " ' g tatthl'. 'higher" lll utalpro·· . ·ran
h illn ·trat ·11 m < • 11upl •way:
per.· on pla · •cl in a (Jni t room is to tan a tl'l rrraph
le·)· •,· !'Y tun• h
_<· a. r cl li"ht whic·h can h pr dnc·ecl a.t th will of th exp<'l'l1n:11t ·r ~n t]w J" corclm~ room. Th intc-rval of tim 1> •tw n the a,·tual app ar:mr
of ti~,· l1i.{ht an<l th 1nonwn th k •y i.- tappe,l i a ·nrat Jy mra. nr cl. For a whil
u th11w but th· 1· ·cl ]1 ,rht I u. ·d, thi to obtain the uuplc rea.ct10u tiwe. Then red
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and .yellow lights are turned on in irregular succession . 'l'½e person has D?W to discrimin ate between two colors, and to choose between action and nonact10n. The
jncrease of time required over the simple reaction time gives the discrirninut.ion
tiruo for two colors. In another set of experiments three colors are used; then four.
colors. As the discrimination and choice become more complic:atecl, more time is.
required.
.
.
.
. .
.
.
.
The importance of rapul and accurate react10n and d1scnmmat10n 1s ev1de~1t.
Astronomers have difficulty in recording the moment at which n, star passes a ltne
in tbe telescope. The sportsman must pull the trig~er at_just ~h~ pro:pe~ m~m~nt.
The footba11 player, the fencer, and the boxer are tramed m r _a:p1d1ty of d1scnmmn,tion and reaction. It is very evident that a player or a pugilist who takes a long
time for discrimination, choice, and volition ·will give a decided advantage to . a
quick opp<?ncnt. .
.
.
.
. .
.
,
A most rnterestm()" subject of psychological work 1s tho assocrntion of ideas ..
While passing along the street you catch a glimpse of good things · to cat in a
restaurant window, and at once you reruember the fine dinner you had yesterday. I
say "at once," but the association is rea.lly not instantaneous, a few thousan<l.ths of
a second elapse before yonr sight of the footl an<l the memory of the dinner. The
extra time required. for an associated idea to rise is called the association time.
You may ,vonder how we can measure this time. The only proper thing to clo is to
go to a laboratory and see it don e . Nevertheless I can perhaps indicate with sufficient clearness the method. of operation . Sup1)ose I have obt~.. ined, in the manner
previously explained, your simple reaction time, discrimination time, and choice time
for v isible objects, e.g. pictureR. Now, if on seeing a picture you do not react at
once, but on the contrary wait for some idea to associate itself before doing so, yon
hav e ac.l<lcd the process of association. If yon subtract the t ime required in tlrn
former case from tho time required when association is added, you will get the
association time.
The practical importance of a :more careful use of our knowledge of. association
time is evident. A man who can think twice as fa,st as another will live just twice
as long, althongh ho wi11 live just the same nnml.Jer of years . To-day mentn.1
phenomena occur at a much more rapid rate than t hey occurred n, century ago. The
difference between tho sluggish Englishman of medi:::eval tirnes ::m d tho quick
Yankee of to-day is delightfnlly told in Mark Twain's" King Artbur." If it were.
possible to bring Sir Launcelot into the l abora/.ory, his association time would be
fouml to be much longer than that of a trained Yale graduate. When the country
boy first comes to the ,schoolroom every m ental act, every thought requires a longer
time than it will require after proper training. Arithmetic ici mainly a matter of
association of idens. 80 much time is gi.vcn for doing a problem; at D, signal all
pe_ncils must be dropped. The children are taught that slowl!.ess of thought means
failure.
Another frnitfnl line of investigation is that of time memory. How can we train
this ability in the best way 1 Rhythmic action, for example, im-ol ves time memory
an<l. reaction time. The conditions of greatest accuracy, the incli vidual diffcreuces,
the most common faults, tho best methods of correcting tbem, can all Le c1eterrninccl
without difficulty. vVliat is rhythmic action from a practical point of view~ Jt is
keepin g step in marching an<l. dan cing, keeping time in playing musical instruments
and singing, pulling an oar in exact time with the strnke . A proper lmowleclgc of
the l aws of rhythmic action might make a change in the winning of a boat race. I
respectfn1ly suggest to the oft-defeated Harvard crew tlrnt they all take a course in
experimental psychology with specia,l att ention to reaction time aud time memory.
Indeec1, it might not be a bad thing to give an our college Loys a little more meutal
training. If psycbo]ogy is practicaJly applied in this way ,the bulletins of tho twentieth cent nry may rea<l. in tbis fashion: "Yale was at this time half [t l ength ahead,
bnt gradnally fell behind for some reason. After the race an examination of the
automatic record made by each oar rcYealcd that the rhythmic movements of No. 2's
oar had dropped below tho required regnlarity. Tho mean error from the avera<re'
was great enough to cause a d ecided loss of power." \,Ve may also r ead : "Mr. 1?.
of tho Chi cago eleven, bas lately made several bad plays in passing tho ball. Test~
at the psychological laboratory revealed a Jargo iu crea.se in discrimination time."
Again, "The noted sprint runner, X, has a reaction time of 0.13 of a seconc1; which
gives him an advantage of more tl1an 0.1 second over hi s competitor." Many a truth
is spoken iu-jest. Snch a recording appar,1 tns for oarsmen has b een 1,lanned, but has
not been canicd out because of tho expense of preliminary experiments . Records
on the reaction time of runners have been mad e in my laboratory.
Th e subject of voluntary motor ability is at present one of tho most rapidly
aclYancing departments of psychology. Given tho will, or the volition, to perform
an act, what will be the resulU Onr rapirlity and accura.cy of action d epend 011
attention, fatigue, mHl h abit. Rapidity is rcqnircd by tho typewriter, tho typesetter,
the stenographer, the violin ancl 1>iauo player, tho runner, and oven the cigarett~
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gir1, who works by the piece. Accuracy is the essential for the mechanic, the carpenter, the draftsman, the chemist, the billiard player, the bfacksmit.h, and endless
others. Gracefulness in voluntary action is the proper adjustment of rapidity and
extent of movement; it is almo8t entirely a psychological affair. Gracefulness is the
con<lition sine qua non for the artist, the decorator, the orator, the actor, the dancer,
and every society ruan and woman.
\Vhat wouhl 1.Je more natural than for such persons to inquire of psychol_ogy concerning the laws covering rapidity, accuracy, ancl gracefulness f Since the advent
of t,he new psychology such inquiries clo not remain entirely unanswereL1 . What a
mistake it is to train a chiltl to an occupation for which he has no qualifications!
No one would expect a color-blind boy to become a great artist, or a girl with_ a
swelling on the vocn.l cord to become a great singer. Yet we never think of inqmr1ng if the boy who is studying to be a t elegraph operator or the girl who goes to the
expense uf learning typewriting can possibly succeed. There are curtain b?ys mentally and bodily so co11stituted that the manipulation of the telegraph key is almost
certain, sooner or later, to end in the telegrapher's cramp, which puts an encl to all
futnro use of t,he key. There are girls so constituted that the mental processes
invohed in typewriting can never be made to go fast enough to insure a respectab~e
living. There are mechanics who can never obtain sufficient control over their
:finge1s to do any accurate work.
1 received not long ago a Jetter calling attention to the fact that large numb_ers
of compositors were being thrown out of work by the introduction of typesett~ng
machines. The question was asked, Could the psychologists give information
Tega rcling the qualities necessary for a successful -operator of these machinesf I
suppose tho idea was to test the men before encouraging them to learn a new trade.
I ttm almost ashamed to r epeat the reply that I was forced to give to one of the fi_rst
practical bread-and- butter questions that have ever been put to the psych?log,s~.
The only reply possible was that we had in our l ab oratories the means _of rnvestigating and measuring nearly every mental and physical elewent involved m the case,
e.g., action, reaction, discrimination, association, attention, fatigue; that n_umberlern inYestigations on just those elements had been made; that with a mach_rne and
a man to experiment ou we could give clear and definite replies on every p_o1:n"'t, bnt
that no psychologist bad ever thought it worth while to inquire how rap1d1ty and
accuracy in mental operations couhl b e developed by training.
The judgment of distances by th e eye has receive<l much attention. Snppose "·e
take a lino with two dots ou it a,ud try to put another clot on it just half wa;1 between
tho two. An error i s ma.do every time. The average of the errors made ~n a s_et of
experi.ments is characteristic of the person making them. It will vary with d1~erent persons, different training, fatigue, worry, inattention, an<l so on. The practical
man or woman mu s t seek to reclnce thifl error as much as possible. Every free-hand
artist, d ecorator, sign painter, tinsmith, and bricklayer depends for his snccess on
his accnrn.cy of eye. A surgeon with a large average error will he liable to cut an
artery that ought not to be tonche<l; a seamstress will make uneven stitches. More
than half tho value of manual training lies in the education of the eye in thi resp~ct.
I haYc thus far appareutly had little to say of the directly etlu cational application s of psychology. Tho reason is this: By education we usnally mean tlle wordcram and mind-deformation that cha,racteriz e man y of our schools, whereas we
ougl1_t to include every l esso11, exercise, game, play, sport, or occupation t~at c_levelops
and improves our ment::.l :1nd bodily powers. There is as mnch education m playing (not in _watching) a game of football as in constrning a book of Virgil. W~o
. will sa.y that training in rhythmic :1etion ancl gracefulness shall not ha.ve places m
school beside percentage and synta.x:f Tho close connection that has a.ri en b etween
th e psy~hological bboratory and the gymnasium is an event whoso import:mce ?an
n~t l>e fully foreseen. The education of men, insteacl of bookworms and mummies,
will :perhap~ ~ncl, a.s it fouud in Greece, one of its chief exponents in the mental and
physical tramrng of tho gymnasinm.
Tllo new p ychology has not hitllerto bothered itself with practical affairs, and
has left th ol<l psychology in full pos ·essiou of the chools. Bein,,. convinced that
th fn~uro of _luhora.tory psychology in Ameriea dei>c11tls on the 1~corrnition of its
v-aln m prachC'al school work, I set on of th member, of the laboratory a.t work
on ~n xt_en iv invc tigation of the faws of mental elev -lopment in school childr~n.
This nbJ :twas lwsen ns b ing th fir t obje t of attack; foe h fore wo an with
1 ar con c1 nc s attempt to train the mentnl ahilitic,s of the chil<l w, mn ·t know
how th child . mind a.cb an<l how it grows .
'on i<l rahlo work ha b en don on
v- rv )'.0111w_ 1u1dr '? but although th school <'hildr n bavo h '<'11 r p<>:it ,lly mea, ur cl m hc•tghf, w 1ght ancl fl on tli ,fr m ntal pow rs w r nninv sti1r;Lt d. \\e
hav e for th fir.·t tim <"arri cl out <'ar fnl mea:m-rmC'nt on tli mPnfal ba.lJiliti s of
~hool chil,lr n. Th xp rim nt. in<'111<1 ·olor di. c-rimination nrn C'l
n e, r actrnn tim cli ·,·_rimin_ation tirn tim , m mory, sn~~ :t1bility {apiclity of r p ated
fa 1g11 m voluntary m v ment, an 1 th u ual tl.ir physi al mea ure-
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men ts. The results,. when arranged according to age, show new and unexpected
laws of mental development.
There is another way in which experimenta,l psychol~gy can be directly s?rviceable
to education. It is possible in many cases to determme by actual expenment the
best methods to Le used in iustruction. Suppose, for example, that a numlJer of
foreign words are to be associated with a numLer ofEnglish words; it is uot enough
for the educator to know how this is usually done, he must know how to learn to do
it in the shortest time and with the least effort. With this iu view I once made a few
experiments, not with the idea of obt3'.ining auy defi1;1ite results, but ~1e~·ely to try
if there might not be a way of "expern~ental. educat10n." Ou each of _eight cards
I pasted a picture and a Japanese word m orclrnary roman letters; on eight more I
put a German word (the experiments were made in Leipzig) and a Japanese word.
These were shown successively several times to another person. . Two clays afterwards
half of each card was shown him, and he was asked to tell wha,t was on the other
ha,lf-e. g., he saw a picture, an<l had to give the Japanese wonl Lelonging to it.
Tl1e results, for which I do not in the least claim scientifie accuracy, can ho, arranged
al:! follows: When the picture wus shown alone and the word demanded, the correct
answer was given three times out of eight; when the German word was shown, not
a single time coul<l the Japanese word Le given; when tlle Japanese wor<l was shown
an<l the picture demanded, it was correctly given in every case but one, wllereas the
Japanese word was able to call up a German word only three times out of eight.
Now suppose that this series of experiments, instead of being limited to a single
occasion, had been extend ecl till the results could claim the authority of numbers,
then we could l ay down the law that in teaching the vocabularies of foreign languages morethau three times a.& rapid progress can be made by l earning from pictures
as from merely placing the words side by side. That is what everybody would expect;
but, although we have Ollendorff's, Abu's, and a dozen more, no one has yet produced
a reading book of a foreign langauge in which the vocabulary is taught by arranging
the words beside little pictures.
·
Now that tho new psychology has opened the way in a new education, we may
hope that, before long, thoroughly scientific methods of instruction will be introduced; that the worthless subjects taught will give place to a training where all the
powers of mind will be properly cultivated; that the pounding of facts into the
children will ue replaced by a gentle but thorough developmen t of their natural
abilities-in short, that school will no longer be a blight to child life, but a fostering
institution in which our boys a:ml girls will b loom into full manhood and womanhood,
fitted to be citizens of our country .!',l,ncl to succeed in the pursuits and occupations
that await them.
It is a trite saying that education urnst be ba.sed on psycllology, but no one familiar
with our presrnt educational methods would suspect that the fact had ever been discovered. Scientific psychologists _have not troubled themselves about every day
practical affairs, and educators have been content with the antiquated English and
German psychology served up to them. The unbroken series of magnificent discoveries of experimeuta.l psychology are unknown outside of a limited circle, and Herbartian psychology is considered the very newest thing for educators. Now, Herbart
was the John the Baptist of the new psychology, and to him more than to any
psychologist of the past, except Sir William Hamilton, do we owe the freedom of psychology from mystical metaphysical shackl es-tho freedom that rendered the very
existence of a science of psychology possible. But Herbart died · in 1841, and the
last eclition of his great work on psychology was published in 1834. Think of using
a text-book on chemistry printed sixty years ago! Would you for a bodily ailment
call in a physi cian to wlioru the medical discoveries of the last half century were
unknown f The very spirit of Herbart was against such stagnation; his true disciples are not to be found in the rnnks of slavish readers of his works, but in our
laboratories. Although an experimentalist in the strictest sense, 1, at least, am willing to go on record as an ardent admirer of his inestimable services to psychology
and pedagogy. As for the English psychology, the less said the better.
The new psychology has arisen within the last forty years. From Aristotle_and
the Stoics to l! echner, Helmholtz, and \Vundt, there is practically an unfilled gap in
the history of p sychology. The subject shows, as education must also s.oon show,
the influence of the modern scientific awakening that has already transformed
mathematics, physics, and chemistry from scholastic disputations into live sciences.
Twenty or thirty years airo it was supposed that a short cut to a knowledge of men- ·
tal life had been found in physiological experiments and brain dissections. Cerebral
physiology, howev er, has contributed nothing whatever to introspective psychology.
On the contrary, physiological psychology-that more interesting of all sciences
which treats of the relations of mind and brain-presupposes not only a minute
anatomical knovdcdge of the brain, but also a well-develope<l introspective psychology with carefully ascertained and accurately measnrecl facts. The confnsion of
the psychological laboratory with neurological laboratory, and of experimental
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psychology with physiological psychology, has lecl to the popular belief that we
experimentalists are merely disgnisecl materialists. This belief has been fostered by
rnauy nonpsychological writers.
The fand.amental method of the new or laboratory psychologists does not differ
from th e method of Aristotle, namely, direct observation of facts. Galileo modified
this metllod for physics by introducin~ careful experiment and measurement; Fechn er did the same for psychology. Tlle chara,cteristic of the new })Sychology do~s
not lie in supplanting introspection by some materia.Jistic theory, hut in the substitution or' accurate and trustworthy introsp ective metho(ls for the 1,nrnsswork and
speculation of the past.
.
To the seeker for knowledge the meclireval psychology had nothing to off~r ~ut
vague and wordy discnssi:ons of the ego, the self, the nature of min<l, the contmu1t;v
of consciousness during sleep, etc., which were a,s far removed from affairs as med1rev.al metaphysics. vVe Americans are a practical people antl apply the standard ?f
usefulness even in scientific pursuits. The new psychology, however, is not afra1<l.
of being tested in this way. ·with the proper laboratory equipment (we need as
goocl a,ccommoclations and apparatus as a physical l aboratory) and with enough
earn est scientific workers (of whom we have not half enough), we can do as much
for educa,tion and mental life in genera,! as physics does for railroads, bridges, and
electrical engineering. (E. W. Scripture, in Tl.le Forum.)
EDUCATION BY PLAYS A ND GAMES.

One of the mpst important recent contributions to the liternture of child-life study
is the monograph on education by plays and games, 15y G. E. Johnson, of Cl::trk University. The paper presents a list of 440 plays n.nd games, accompt1,nied by the
writer's estimate of their nature as instruments of mental and physical training.
In his introduction, the a,uthor says as to the n a,ture of play per se:
"' Play is the first poetry of the huma,n being. It is the working off at once of the
ove:rfl.ow of both mental a,nd physical powers. ' Thus Richter defines play. Froebel
says it is the self-active representation of the inner from inner necessity and impulse. The distinctive cha,racteristic o:f play is s11ontaneity. In the above, Richter
emphasizes the spontaneity which is tlependent upon physical condilions. Froebel, that which is dependent upon the mental attitude. In tho healthy child there is
a consta,nt storing up and expenditure of energy. The overfilled or re8ted cells
must discharge. They may be liken ed to an intermittent spring which, becoming so
full, must empty. This rhythmic sequence of anabolism and katabolism seems to be
nature's method of activity for the securing of growth and development. When
katabolism follows spontaneously upon completed anabolism, the discharge is accompanied with pleasure. This is the exuberance of life which impels the young child
to leap aml dance with no appa,rent object but tha,t of motion. The very discharge
is a joy, a, relief. When anabolism is incomplete and katabolism takes place, or
when katabolism is induced by force of will or fear, tho accompanying conscionsness is one of unpleasantness or pain. Compel a child to jump rope after fatigue
has set iu, anrl it is no longer pleasurable but painful. Rpontaneity is gone.
"The mental a,ttitude is no less important than the ph_y1:Jical conditions in the
sponta,neity of an activity. The physical conditions being fa\'orab l e, the distinction
between play and ,vhat is n ot 11lay is wholly subjective, a question of 'mental
attitncle.' Just what this mental attitude i , is not easy to define. It is often
capri ·ions. It is coincident with an expectation of pleasure. Mark Twain gh·es
an illn ·tration in' How Tom a,wy r got his fence whitewashed.' \Vl.Jitewash was
grinding drnl1rr ry to T m lmt wh n auticipations of plea. ure had been a,ronse!l iu
bi playmate a11cl tlwy h a<l ta.ken the brn h at the sacrifice of su ndry trinkets
whit w:vbinrr hacl become play. It g •n ra1ly inYoh•cs ima,ritrntion. To 1fr. Bolton
i. clu thi!J &tor· of a tone pil which a fath r fonud mnch difficulty in rr ttin()' hi
h Y tor ·mov : Tw w k had pa. ~<l. ancl th• pile had not perceptibly dimiui heel.
'iudliiw. brn ·h fir in th dit h wh r th ·tones w re to be thrown, ancl improvi inrr n fir nrrine nt of n cart, b e.· ]aim c1: ' 'om , 1,o -. her •'s a fir ! L t be
fir ·11wn allll put it ont. Thi . is th engin and the e are bnck t of wat r (pointing
t the tou. ), 'omc on! And, with ·h outiu r a.ncl bistliu•r auu pufiiurr, the tones
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wero · dra,ggecl and dumped until the pile had disappeared. 1 There is always a;n
accompanying mental excitement which, especially in games, is largely clue to au
uucertainty in the outcome. Take this entirely out of a game and the play becomes
insipid monotouy. On the otheT h:1Dd, I have known a, boy to relieve truly drudging labor by fixing beforehand the amount to ~e done at a, certain h_our anc~ racin_g
agninst time. It must await present interest. Compel a boy to contrnue qmetly Ins
giune of marbles after an alarm of fire has sounded in his neighborhood and play
has ch:mgetl to labor.
"In play, pleasure always accompanies the activity. There may or may not be
some additional reward resulting from the activity. In labor, the reward does not
accompany but follows the activity. A boy plays ball and pleasure attends every
movement. There may also result greatly improved health and skill of hand and
eye, sometimes even a pecuniary rewar<l. A boy saws wood and the reward is the
increase of strength and the money received. ·work (effort directed to an end·webster) is involyecl in both, generally to a greater degree in play."
Passing then to the educational importance of play, the author continues:
"A clear understanding of the nature of play is of the highest importance to
teachers. Play is deserving of better rep11te than that in which it is somefames
held, and labor receives often a praise that is hardly clue. There is no virtne in
labor for the sake of labor any more than there is virtue in self-denial for self-denial's
sake, or virtne in b ei ng miserable. ·work is the honor term. Every good thing
accomplished in life is accomplished by ,vork, but tlds work may often be the work
of play quite as well as the work of labor. Work docs not thereby accomplish morn
because it is laborious ancl irksome. As Dr. Brinton saJ'S: 'The measure of value
of work is tl1e amount of pJn,y there is in it, and the measure of value of l)lay is the
amount of work there is in it.'
".From the Yery fact that joyousness aids the anabolic processes, w bile pain
retard!'!, the more play ·thc more work and the more power to work, the more labor
the less work and the less power to work. Every effort to make attractive and interesti11g the school work of children, every effort to bring the order of studies into
]inc with tbe chiltl's present interest antl st::ige of development, is a recognition of
this. For the success of teaching: both as to amount of knowledge acquired and
the discipline received, it is essential that there be all possible play in the work.
Nobody will deny that the intensity of the activity in any exercise and the beneficence of its results increase with the pleasure involved. It is a platitude to say that
110 one eYer made marked progress in a study he detested, or rose high in a profession he never enjoyed. The men who have stood high have been those who played,
as well as pliecl their trallcs and professionR. Stupidity is but another name for
ennui, and brightness for interest. 'All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy,'
is as true a pedagogical aphorism as ever was ,v-ritten. To acquire alert mintls children must be alert, and the young child can be alert only as his play instinct is
aroused.
hut out the play instinct of a young child and you stuut his growth;
neglect to drnw it ont antl you lessen his possibilities for strength.
"It is to be reo-rettcd tbat in onr public school system the play instinct of the
chiltl doc. not find more room for expression. In many schools the office of tho playgroull(l is to counteract the st11ltifyi11g effects of tho schoolroom. 'If,' as Schiller
say s, 'rnnu is wholly man only when lrn plays,' we err in hoping to make a child
more of a man while we force him from the truest expression of himHelf.
'' It will no doubt lie objected that the child should early be taught to distinguish
between play and labor and bravely undergo the latter, for he must labor antl not
pJay tlirongh life; that great men have always, 'while others slept, toiled upward
in the night.' Certainly work must be <lone at a,11 hazar<ls; if not in pby, then in
1 This story wns taken from tl.Je records of ehilt1ren in possession of the Gra<l natcs'
Association of tho State Normal School at ·w orcestcr, Mass.
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labor. But the child should not be led to expect a lifo of toil. Rather he shouhl be
taught th at a life of play-work is the irle:11, and that it is hi:,; privilege to i,eek it.
"There is no proof that great men 'toilecl upward in the night,' except as they
were liorne over the drudgery in the eagerness of their interest, as a tennis player
again and again 'i:,hacks' the widely-batted tennis ball. It was the labor inYolve<l
in play. It is doubtful if a great man ever accomplished his· lifo work without
having reached a play interest in it. The power of work and endnrance said to be
acquired by the conscientious student in undergoing dru9-gery never equals that
which is his when his work is no longer labor, bnt play. Mr. Yoder, in his Study of
the Boyhood of Great Men, shows that as boys they not only revolted sometimes
against the routine of uninteresting work and followed their own inclinations, but,
much more, they found play in a work or work in a play that disciplined those powers which made them famous as men. Dickens playing for days that be was some
character of whom he had read, Darwin with his passion for collections, Stephenson
with hifi boilers, Tennyson and Emerson writing rhymes for fun, Washington playing soldier, Kingsley preaching little sermons, l\Jiss Alcott with pencil arnl paper,
are illustrations.
"Much has been said by educator.s in regard to the importance of the play instinct
in education. Plato: 'Eclucation should berrin with the right direction of children's
sports.' 1 'The plays of children should
subject to Jaws.' 2 'The plays of children shoulci be along the line of their future occupations.' 1 'Do not use compulsion, but let education be a sort of amusement.' 3 Aristotle: 'Children slioulcl have
entertai~ing employment.' 4 Quintilian: 'Instruction should be amusing to the
child.' Fenelon: 'Plays arc efficacious in eclucation.'5 Rabelais: 'Studies should be
made amusing and interesting.' Locke: 'The chief art is to make all that children
have to do sport and play.' 6 Richter: 'The plays of children a.re as serious and
7
full of meaning in themselves and in reference to their futnre as ours are to ns.'
Froebel: ~ 'Play is the purest, most spiritual activity of men at this st.age, and at
the same time typical of human life as a whole, of inner hidden natural life in men
and all things. It holds the sources of all that is good. The plays of children are
the germinal leaves of all later life."'

b:

La,,s, I, 643.
~Laws, VII,797.
3Rep ., VII, 537.
•Pol. Book, VII, 17.
6 For this and following see translator's note, Froebel's Education of Man, International Education Series, pp. 22, 23.
~Locke, as well as Basedow, invented games for teaching letters and reading, and
suggested others.
7 L cvana, Chap. III, Frag. III.
8
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CHAPTER XII.
NAME REGISTER. 1

!.-CHIEF ST.A.'.l.'E S CHOOL OFFICERS.

Address.

• Name.

Official designation.

John 0. Turner ......... Montgomery, Ala ..... . State superintendent of education.
SheldonJackson ........ Sitka, Alaska ......... . General agent of education.
F. J. Netherton ......... Mesa, Ariz ............ . Superintendent of public instruction.
Junius Jordan .... __ .... Little Rock, Ark. __ ... . State snperintendent of public
instruction.
Samuel T. Black........ Sacramento, Cal ...... .
Do.
Mrs-. A. J. Peavey ....... Denver, Colo _________ _
Do.
C. D. Hine .......... ___ . Hartford, Conn ....... . Secretary of State board of education.
C. C. Tindal. ........... Dover, Del. ........... .
Do.
W. B. Powell ........... Washington, D. C ..... . Superin tenden t ofD istrict schools.
W. N. Sheats ........... Tallahassee, Fla ...... . State superintendent of public
instruction.
Gustavus R. Glenn . . . . . Atlanta, Ga ........... . State school commissioner.
C. A. Forseman.... . . ... Boise City, I<l.aho ..... . State superintendent of public
instruction.
Samuel M. IngUs. .... .. Springfield, Ill ........ .
Do.
D. M. Geeting . . . . . . . . . . Indianapolis, Ind ..... .
Do.
Henry Sabin . . . . . . . . . . . Des Moines, Iowa ..... .
Do.
Edmund Stanley . . . . . . . Topeka, Kans ..... _... .
Do.
Do.
Eel. Porter Thompson. . . Frankfort, Ky ........ .
A. D. Lafargue ......... Baton Rouge, La, ..... . State superintendent of education.
W.W. Stetson .... __ .... Augusta, Me .......... . State superintendent of common
schools.
E. B. Prettyman·........ Baltimore, Md ........ . State superintendent of puLJic
instruction.
Frank A. Hill ..... . ____ Boston, Mass . __ _ . _. _.. Secretary of State board of education.
Henry R. Patten gill .... Lansing, Mich . ..... _.. State snperintendent of public
instruction.
W. vV. Pendergast .. ___ . St. Paul, Minn .... _... .
Do.
J. R. Preston ..... . ..... Jackson, Miss . ....... . State sup erintendent of education.
J ohn R. Kirk........... J efferson City, Mo ___ .. State superintendent of public
schools.
E. A. Steere ......... ·.... Helena., Mont ....... ·.. . Stat e superintendent of public
instruction.
Do.
H. R. Corhett... ........ Lincoln, Nebr . ...•....
Do.
H. C. Cutting. .......... Carson City, Nev ..... .
Do.
Freel. o"·ing...... . ... Concord, N . H ... . .... .
Do.
A. B. Polan<l .... . . . . . . . . Trenton, N. J ......... .
1

Iucluuing all changes reporteu to tho Bureau up to May, 1805.
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I.-OHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS-Continued.

Official designation.

Address.

Name.

Amado Ch:wes . . . . . . . . . Sante Fe, N. Mex...... Sup~rintcnclent of public instruction.
.
Charles R. Skinner..... Albany, N. Y.......... State superintendent of public
instruction.
John C. Scarborough ... Raleigh, N. C .. .... .. ..
Do.
Miss Emma F. Bates .... Bi~marck, N. Dak.. ....
Do .
Oscar'.L'.Corson ......... Co11un"\!ms, Ohio-····-· Sta...te commissioner of common
schools.
E. D. Cameron...... . . . . Guthrie, Okla . . . . . . . . . Snperintendent of public instruction.
.
G. M. Irwin............ Salem, Oreg. .. . .. ..... State superintendent of pnl>ltc
instru.ction~
Nathan C. Schaeffer-..... Harrisburg, Pn ! . . . . . . .
Do.
Tho.rnas B. Stockwell . . . Providenc e, R. I . . . . . . .. Commi ssioner of public schools.
vV. D.Mayfi.elcl .. 0 • • • • • • Columbia-,S.C .. . ...... State superintendent of education .
Frank Crane . . . . . . . . ... . Pierre, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . State superintendent of public
instruction.
]~rank:M..S.mith .. _._., .. Nash.vil1e,Tenn. ---· - - · · State supei:intend-ent of public
schools.
J. 1\!L Carlisle:.. - · .... __.._ Aus:t in, 'fex...... ..... ... . State su.:perinte.udent of public
insti:wction.
T. B. Lewis ............. Ogden, Utah ........ .. . Commissioner of schools.
MasonS,Ston.e ............ M@n1ip-eJie:r,VL._ ..._. __ State superintendent of educa.,tion.
John E. Massey .. ....... RichI.J?.ond,.Va,. . __. . .. ··- State superintendent of publi~
inst.ruction.
Do .
<i:1. "\V. Bean ........... _. . Olympia, Wash ........ ··State
superintendent of free
Virgil A. Lewis ........ _ Charleston, W. Va .... .
schools_
J:. Q. Emfil?y ....... -······ _ Madis0n., Wis . . . . --· .. . State. superintendent of public
schools ..
MissEstelleReeL ___··-·- Cheyenne, vVyo ... .... . State superintendent of public
inst:x:uction.

II.-0ITY S UPERIN'1'ENDENTS .
.A.LABAJ.\fA.

Anniston, IL C. Gnnnel&.r
Bessemer, vV. H. H:11:welL
Birmingham, J. II. Phillips·.
Eufaula, William D . Jelks.
Elor ·nee, H. C. Gilbert.

Huntsville, Syclncy J. 1\-fnyhew.
Mobile, John D. Yerby.
Montgomery, C. L. F loyd.
Selma, Louis E. Jeffries .·
Tuscaloosa, Jaimes II. Foster.
Aurzo~-A.
TQ· o n , - - - - - - .
Al KA -· A ,

Fort . mith, J. L. Hollow. y.
I .1 na .J hn 'alilw •11 : vil.
: org U. ' k.

Littl 1 ck J. R. Ri•rht ell.
Pin Rluff Mr . Ruth I Bric1

11.

1

Principal.

CITY SUPERINTENDENTS.
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CALTF ORNIA.

San Bernardino, \V. Scott Thomas.
San Diego, Eugeue De Burn.
San Francisco, An d rew J . Moulder.
Sau ,Jose, .F rnnk P. Russell.
Santa Barbara, C. Y. Roop.
Santa Cruz, D. C. Clark .
Santa Rosa, Frederic L. Burk.
Stockton, Jamer-; A. Barr.
Vallejo, L. G. Harrier.

Alameda, 1). J. Sullivan.
Berkeley, S. D. Waterman.
Eureka, G. \V. ·warren.
Fresno, T. L. Heato~1.
Los Angeles, P. ·w. Search.
Napa City, J. L. Shearer. 1
Oakland, J . W. McClymonds.
Pas:u1eirn, James D. Graliam .
Riverside, Eli F. Brown.
Sacramento, 0. \V. Erlewine.

COLORADO.

' Leadville, J . P. Jackson.
Aspc11, John F. Keating.
Pueblo · District No. 1, _James S. McColorado Springs, P. K. Pattison.
Clung.
Denver: District No. 1, Aaron Gove.
District No. 20, H.B. Robbins .
District No. 2, L. C . Greenlee.
District No. 17, J . H. Van Tri11idad, Eugene C. Stevens.
Sickle.
CO:N"NECTICUT.

New Haven, Virgil G. Curtis.
New London, Charles B. Jcnnings.:i
Norwalk, Charles Olmstead. 2
Norwich, N. L. Bishop.
Rockville, J. M. Agard.
Stamford, Everett C. \Villard .
Torrington, Edwin H. Forbes.
Wallingford, Daniel R. Knight. 4
Waterbnry, M. S. Crosby.
Windham, George L. Storrs. 2
Winchester, George F. Pren tiss. 2

Ansonia, W. H. Angleton.
Bri<1ge110rt, Charles \V. Deane.
Bristol, James F. 'Williams.
Da11bnry, A. C. Hnbhard. 2
Derby, J. \V. Peck.
Eulield, James B. Houston .2
Grcenwicli, George P. ]Tisher.
Hartford, Jolin II. Brocklesby.
M:rnchestcr, Robed P. Bissell.
Meri<len, J. T. Pettee.
Middletown , \Valter B. Ferguson.
New Britain, J. N. Bartlett.

DELAWARE.

New Castle, Allen JC. Knapp.

Wilmington, David W . Harln.n.
DISTRICT 01!' COLU:'l'.II.HA.

Washington, William B. Powell (superintcndent of pub1ic schools).

,
1

\Vashington, G. P. T. Cook (s uperin tenc1ent of colored schools) .

.FLORIDA.

Jacksonville, .Joel D. Moad. 5
Key Wcst1 C. F . Kemp. 5
Pen aco1n., N. B. Cook.r.

I St. Augustiue, Walter E. Knibloe.
Ta,mpa, L. \V. Bnchholz. 5
GlWRG IA.

Albany, J. S. Davis.
Americus, William Harper.
Athens, G. G. Bond.
Atlanta, W . F. Slaton.
Augusta., Lawton B. EYans.
Brunswick, A. I. Branham.
Principal.
Socrctary lJonru. of school Yis1tors.
3 Acting school Yisitor.

1

2

Columbus, Homer Wright.
Griffin, Rothwell Grah am .
Macon, D. Q. Abbott .
Romo, James C. Harris.
Savannah, Vi/. H. Baker.
Thomasville, IC. T. MacLean. 6
4 Snpcrinlcnclent of central cllstrict.
• County superintendent.
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ILLI~OI S.

Freeport,, F. T. Oldt.
Galena, I. C. Baker.
Galesburg, W illiam L. Steele.
Jacksonville, John R. Long.
Joliet,--- - - - .
Kankakee, F. N. Tracy.
Kewanee, E. C. Rosseter.
La Salle, L. A. 'l'homas.
Lincoln, A. L; Andersou.
Litchfield, J.E. Bryan.
Macomb, S. F. Hall.
Mattoon, i3. F. Armitage.
Moline, H. M. Slauson.
Monmouth, James C. :Unrns.
Oak Park, W. H. HatcL.
Ottawn, - - - - - - .
Pana: West Side, L. S. Ha1u. 2
East Side, vV. T. Gooden. 2
Paris, W. W. Black.
Pekin, F. W . Reubelt.
Peoria, Newton Charles l)onghcrt:,·.
Peru, Fre(l. W. Smedley .
Quincy, T. W. Macfa11.
Rock Island, S. S. Kemble.
Rockford, P . R. Walker.
Springfield, J. H. Collins.
Sterling: District No. 1, W. T. Tuttle.
District No. 3, II. L. Chaplin.
D istrict No. 8, S. B. Hurst.
Streator, J. N. Patrick.
\Vaukegan, Frank H. Hall.

Alton 1 Robert A. Haight.
Aurora: District No. 5 (East Side), J. H.
F.reeman.
District No. 4 (West Side),A. V.
Greenman.
Austin, Newell D. Gilbert.
Beardstown, M. Moore. ·
Belleville, If. D. Updike.
Bloomington, E . M: Van Petten.
Brai(l wood, C. F. Van Doren.
Cairo, Taylor C. Clendenen.
Canfon, C. M. Bardwell.
Centralia, D.
Creekmur.
Ghampaigu, C. A. Bowsher.
Charleston, J. W. Henninger.
Chica.go, Albert G. Lane.
Danv1lle, .Joseph Carter.
Decatur, E. A. Gastman.
Dixon, W. H. Williamson.
Du.quoin, J. E. Wooters.
East St. Louis: District No. 1, James P.
Slade.
Dis trict No. 2, range 9,
Harry Tocld. 1
District No. 2, range 10,
T. J. McDonough. t
Elgin, H.F. Derr.
Evanston: District No. 1, Homer H.
Kingsley.
District No. 2, F. W . Nichols.
· District No. 3, A. J. Snyder.

,v.

INDIA.N'A..

Anderson , John ,v. Carr.
Bloomin gton, D. ,v.. Leonard .
Brazil, John C. Gregg.
Columbus, John A. Carnagey .
Connersville, ,v. F. L. San<1 ers.
Crawfordsville, I sa,ac M . Wellington.
Elkl1art, D. \V. Thomas .
Evansvi1le, Wi11iam A. 1foster.
Fort ·wayne, John, ' . Irwin.
Frnnkfort, Benjamin F. Moore.
osbcn, "\ illiam II., im .
r n ·a. tle, Rob rt A. gg.
Hammond, \V. '. 13 •Iman.
Hun ington Rol,crt I. Hamilton.
Intlianapoli , . K.
JelT r ouville, P. P.,' nltz.
Koko m II. G. \\ oocly.
L. 1' ay tte E<h ·ard \ •ri• •

I

Lawrenceburg, vV. H. Rucker .
Logansport, Albert H. Douglass.
Madison, David M. Geetiug.
Marion, W. D. vVeaver.
Michigan City, EdwarcL Boyle.
Mount Vernon, H .P. Leavenworth.
Muncie1 \V. R. Snyder.
New Albany, W . H. HersLman.
P ru, "\V. R. J. Stratford.
Richmond, Justin N. Study.
eymour, II. C. Montrromery
, 'llelb y ,ille, J. H. Tomlin.
, nth Bend, Calv in Ioo11 .
T rre Haute, William II. Wiley.
a]paraiso William II. B:mh.
inc· nne , Albert E. Jfnmk
Wal ash L ,v. Harri 011.
"\\ a hington, W. F. Axtell.
2

Sup •rvi ing y,rincipal.
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SUPERIN'fENDENTS.
IOWA.

Atlantic, H. G. Lamson .
Boone, George I. Miller.
Burlington, Charles El<lred Shelton.
Cedar Rapids, J . F . Merrill.
Clinton, 0. P. Bostwick.
Council Bb1ffs, Hugh W. Sawyer.
Creston, H.B. Larrabee.
Davenport, J.B. Young.
Des Moines: East Side, Amos Hiatt.
West Sitle, Frank B. Cooper.
North Side, 0 . E. Smith.
Dubuque, Thomas Hanlie. 1
1!.,ort Dodge, F. C. Wildes.

Fort Madison, C.H. :Morrill.
Iowa City, W. F. Cramer.
Keokuk, 0. \V. "\Veyvr .
Lo Mars, E. N. Col e1uan.
Lyons, E.T. Fitcl.J .
1\farsh alltow·n, C. P. Rogers.
Mason City, A. R. Sak.
:Mnsrntine, F. ir. Witter.
Oskaloosa, Orion C. St ott.
Ottnmwa1 A. "\Y . Stuart.
S ionx Cits, TI. E. 1-ratz.
"\Vn,tcrloo: East Si1le, F. J. e ion
West Side, Geor ge A. Bateman.

KANSAS.

Argentine, Charles R. Sator.
Arkansas City, T. W. Conway.
Atchison, J. H. Glotfelter.
Emporia, John Dietrich.
Fort Scott, Guy P. Benton.
Hntchinbon, George "\V. "Winans.
Junction City, George W. Kendrick.
Kansas City, L. L. L. Hanks.
Lawrence1 Edmnrnl Stanl ey.
Leavenworth, James E. Klock .

Newton, J. "\V. Cooper.
Otb,Ya, Frank P. S111itli.
Parsons,--· - - - .
Pittsburg, D. A. Cooper.
Salina, - - - - - - .
Topeka, "\Villiam 1\1. Davidson.
Wellington, H.F. M. Bear.
"\Viehita, Willit'tm Hich nnlson.
Winfie1<l, J. W. Spiu<ller.

KENTCCKY,

Ashland, John G. Crabbe.
Bowling Green, W . B. Wylrn.
Covington, W. C. Warfield.
Dayton, R. M. 1\Iitcliell.
Frankfort, McHenry Rhoads .
Henderson, Edward S. Clark.
Hopkinsville, Charles H. Dietrich.
Lexington, William Rogers Clay.

Louisville, George H. Tiu gl ey, jr.
J\faysville, J. H. 13laltern::r n.
Newport, John Durke.
Owensboro, James McGinniss.
Padncal.J, George 0 . 1\IcJ3roorn.
Paris, E. vV. "\Veaycr.
Richmond, J. D. Clark.
"\Vinchester, C. E . Lyddane. 'l
LOUISIANA.

Baton Rouge, Freel .J. Tunnard. 3
New Orleans, "\Vn,rren Baston .

\ Shreveport, John L. Hn.rgrovc.
MAINE.

Anbnrn, vV . "\V. Stetson.
Augusta, J. Frnnk Leland. 4
Bangor, Miss Mary S. Snow.
Bath, J . C. Phil1ips.
Belfast, 0. C. Evans .
Biddeford, Roy al E. Go ulu.
Brower, George Curtis.
Calais, S. E. Webber .
1
2

Secretary of t lio boanl of c<lucation.
County superintendent.

ED
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Ellsworth, E. vV. Lorl1.
Gardiner, James 1\I. Lann.bee.
Lewi ston, \V. vV. Stetson .
•Port.land, Orlando M. Lonl .
Rockla.ncl, Jolin R. Dunton.
Saco, John S. Locke.
Waterville, J. H. Blanchard.
a Parish superintendPnt.
4

Supervisor.

4
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MARYLA.l.'{D .

Annapolis, John C. Bannon. 1
Baltimore, Henry A. Wisc.
Caruuridgc, James L. Bryan.

Cumberland, H. G. ·weimer. 1
Freucrick, Ephraim L . Bo blitz. 1
Hagerstown, George C . Pearson.

I

1

1

MASSACHUSETTS .

Adams, Walter P. Beckwith.
Amesbury, Frank Savage. 2
Attleboro, J. 0. Tiffnny.
Beverly, A<lelbcrt Le·on Sa:fford.
Boston 1 E<-lwin P .. Seaver.
Brockton, B. D. Russell.
Brookliue, Samuel T. Dutton.
CamhriLlge, Francis Cogswell.
Chelsea, Eben II. Davis.
Chicopee, R.H. Perkins.
Clinton, Charles L. Hunt.
Danvers, \V. A. Bal<lwin.
Deuham, Roderick Whittelsey Hine.
Everett, Jfanuall J. Condon.
Fall River, William C. Bates.
Fitchburg, Joseph G. E<lgerley .
Framingham, Orville vV. Collins.
Ganlncr, Louis P. Nash.
Gloucester, Freeman Putn,ey.
Haverhill, Albert L. Bartlett.
Holyoke, Edwin L. Kirtland.
H:ydc Park, Richard M. Johnson. 3
Lawrence, Jolin E. Burke.
Lowell, Arthur K. ,vhitcom b.
Lynn, Orsamus B. Bruce.
Ualtlcn, Charles A. Daniels.
Marblehen.l1, Henry M. Walradt.

Marlboro, B. W. Tinker.
Me<lfonl, Ephrn,im Hunt.
Melrose, Benjamin F. Robins-0n.
Milforu, S. F. Blodgett.
Natick, Frnnk E. Parlin.
New Be<lfor<l, William E. Ratel!.
Newbnrypo:rt, William P . Lunt.
Newton, George I. Al<lrich.
North Adams, Mrs. Julia M. Dewey.
Northampton, Alvin F. Pease.
P eal>ody, John n. Gifford.
Pittsfield, Eugene Bouten.
P]ymonth, Francis J. Heavens.
Quincy, H. W. Lull.
Snlem, Jolin ,v. Perkins.
Somerville, Gordon A. Southworth.
Southl>ridge, John T. Clarke.
Spencer, ,vymau C. Fickett.
Springfield, Thomas M. Balliet.
Stoneliam, Sarah A. Lynde. 3
Taunton, C. F. Boyd.en.
,valthnm: Henry Whittemore.
·watertown, George R. Dwelley.
Westfield, G. II. Danforth.
Weymouth, I. M. Norcross .
\Vol>nrn, Thomas Emerson.
,vorcester, Clarence F. Carroll.
MICHIGAN.

Adrian1 George ,v. \Valker.
Alpena, L . S. Norton.
Ann Arbor, ,valter S. Perry.
Au Sable, E . M . Hartman.
Battle Creek, F. Vv. Arbury.
BaJT City, John A. Stewart.
Big Rapids, James R Miller.
Cad.illac, George R. Catton.
Cheboygan, William C. Thompson.
Cold water, E<rbcrt L . Briggs .
Detroit, '\V. E . obinson.
E . anahn, , . , terrett B ggs.
Flint IT. R. Ifathn.wny.
(lr,md HaYen ,J. D. 1~ talnook.
halrut·rs.

Kalamazoo, 0. E. Latham.
Lansing, Charles 0. Hoyt.
Luuingtou, H . T. Bloc1gett.
Manistee, Albert Jennings.
Marquette, Anna M. Chnndler.
Menominee, 0. J. \Voodley.
Monroe, A. \V. Tressler.
1\Ionnt Clemens, F. C . Price.
Muskegon, Davi<l ~facKenzie.
Tegauncc, F . D . Davis .
-nes, J. D. chiller.
Owosso 1 J. \V. Simmons.
Pontiac, F . E. Convl'rSP.
• Port IInron, Jam s JI. Deazell.
, aginaw: Ea. t iuc, ~\.. . ·w1iitney.
\V st, 'iue Edwin '. Thomp. on.
,'anlt ,'te. J. fari<'
. Jay :Murray.
iiy, harlcs T. 'rawn
\Y • t 13a
ity - - - - - - .
Yp ·ilanti, M. . Whitn ' ·
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MINNESOTA.

Red Wing, G. 0. Brohough.
Ro ehester, F. D. Bucllong.
St. Cloud, S. s·. Parr.
St. Paul, Charles B. Gilbert.
StiJl water, M.A. Stone.
Winona, Buel T. Davis.

Anoka., Zenas N. Vaughn.
Brainerd, B. T. Hathaway.
Dnluth, Robert E. Denfield.
Faribault, George A. Franklin.
Mankato, George F. Kenaston.
MinnP,apolis, C. M. Jordan.

MISSISSIPPI.

Columbus, J.M. Barrow.
Greeuville, E. E. Bass.
Jackson,------.

I

Meridian, Andrew A. Kincannon.
Natchez; I. Vv. Hellllersou.
·
Vicksburg, CJ:rnrles Pen<lleton Kemper.

l\:IISSOUP..I.

BoonviJle, F. W. Plogcr.
Brookfield, E. L. ,Joyce.
Cape Girardeau, T. E. ,Joyce.
Cartlrnge, J.M. White.
Chillicothe, W. F. Jnrnison.
Clinton, Charles B. Reynolds.
Colnmbin, Jam es S. Stokes .
Fulton, John Patrick Goss .
Hannibal, H.B. D. Simon son.
Independence, \VHham F. Bahlmann.
J efferson City, J. U. White.
Joplin, - - - Brown.
Kansas City, James M. Greenwood.
Lexington, H. D. Demaml.
Louisiana, A. P. Settle.

Marshall, R. H. Em 'berson.
l\faryYille, A. E. Cbrcndon.
Mexico, D. A. McMillan.
Moberly, J. T. Muir.
Nevada, W. J. Hawkins.
Rich Hill, J.P. Thurman.
St. Charles, George ,v. Jones.
St. Joseph, Eu.ward. B. Neely.
St. Louis, Edward IL L011g.
Sedalia, George V . Buchanan.
Springfield, Jonathan Fairbanks.
Trentou, H. E. DnBois.
·w arrensburg, F. E. Holiday.
Webb City, W. J. Stevens.

MONTANA.

I Helena, R. G. Young.

Bntte City, J.P. Hendricks.

NEBRASKA.

Beatrice! Carroll G. Pearse.
Fremont, Daniel Miller.
Grand Island, Robert J. Barr.
Hastings, Elhvin N. Bro,vn.
Kearney, J csso T. Morey.

Lincoln, Frank Strong.
Nebra,ska City, ,v. H. Skinner.
Omabn, .Albert P. MarlJJc.
Pl:tttsrnouth, Fr::mk C. l\IcClellan.
South Omaha, A. A. Monroe.
NEVADA.

Virginia City, C. E . Mack.
NEW lIAl\IPSIIIRE.

Concord_.Louis J. Rundlett.
Dover, Channing Folsom.
Keene, T. \V. Harris.
Manchester, William E. Buck.

Nashua, James H. Fassett.
Portsmonth, J. Cliffor<l Simps-0n.
Rochester, Henry Kimball.
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NEW JERSEY.

Atlantic City, William B. Loudenslager.
Bayonne, Charles M. Davis.
Bordentown, \Villiam Macfarland. 1
Bric1getou, John S. Turner.
Burlington, Wilbur Watts.I
Camden, Martin V. Bergen.
Elizabeth, ·warren R. Dix.
Gloucester City, J.C. Stinson.
Hackensack, C. D. Bogart.t
Harrison, John Dwyer. 1
Hoboken, David E. Rne.
Jersey City, Henry Snyder.
Lambertville, Levi Brown.
Long Branch, C. Gregory.
Millville, E. C. Stokes.
Morristown, W. L. R. Haven.

New Brunswick, George G. Ryan.
Newark, ·w illiam N. Barringer.
Orange, Usher W. Cutts.
Passaic, H. H. Hutton.
Paterson, J. A. Reinhart.
Perth Amboy, Adrian Lyon.
Phillipsburg, H. Budd Howell.
Plainfield, Henry M. Maxson.
Rahway, H.B. Rollinson.
Red Bank, Charles D. Warner.
Salem, Morris H. Stratton.
South Amboy, W. L. Heineken.I
Trenton, Leslie C. Pierson; B.C.Gregory.~
Town of Union (Hudson County), Otto
Ortel.'1

NEW MEXICO.

Santa Fe, U. T. Curran.
NEW YOHK.

Albany, Charles ,v. Cole.
Albion, Freeman A. Greene.
Amsterdam, District No. 8, J. W. Kimball.
District No. 11, John G. Serviss.
Auburn, Benjamin B. Snow.
Batavia, John Kennedy.
Bingl1amton, Marcus W. Scott.
Brooklyn, William H. Maxwell.
Buffalo, Henry P. Emerson.
Can:mdaigna, Henry L. Taylor.
Catskill, Ed win S. Harris
Cohoes, George E. Dixon.
College Point, Mary L. Lyles.
Corning, Leigh R. Hunt.
Cortland, C. V. Coon .
Dunkirk, ,John ,v. Babcock.
Edgewater, Distri ct ro. 2, J. Hall Burdick. 4

Haverstraw, L. 0. Markl.Jam. 1
Hempstead, Wallace S. Newton.I
Hoosick Falls, Arthur G. Clement.
Hornellsville, William R. Prentice.
Hudson, William S. Hallenbeck.
Ilion, Judson I. Vv ood.
Ithaca, Luther C. Foster.
Jamaica, District No. 4, William J. Ballard.
District No. 7, Cyrus E. Smith."
Jamestown, Rovillus R. Rogers.
.Jolmstown, William S. Snyder. . . ,,
Kingston, ;, Kingston School District,
Charles M. Ryon.
District No. 2, - - - - .
District No. 3, Henry Powers. 1
District No . 4, Egbert Lewis. 1
Lansiughurg, George F. Sawyer.
Little Falls, Thomas A. Caswell.
Lockport, Emmet Belknap.
Lou g Island City, John E. Shull.
Lyons, \V. H. Kinney .
Malon e, arah L. Perry.
!a tteawan, G. R. Miller. 1
Medina, Henry Pease.
lidtll t own, Jam s 1". Tuthill.
~fonn Vern on, Charles E. ichols.
' W Brighton Julia IC. We t. 8
·w H ·hell , Isaac E. Young.
T

1
2

P rindpal.
."n1wn·i in;.t 11rincipal.
t elli( , \\' hawkru.

•p,
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"l'ORK-continued.

New York, John Jasper.
Newburg, R. V."K. Montfort.
Niagarn Falls, N. L ..Denham.
North Tonawanda, Clinton S. Marsh.
Norwich, Elbert W. Griffith .
N yaek, Ira H. Lawton.
Ogdensburg, Barney "Whitney.
Olean, Fox. Holden.
Oneida, Frnnk vY. Jennings.
Oneonta, Nathaniel N. Bull.
Oswego, George E. Bullis.
Owego, Edwin P. Record.on.
Peekskill, District No. 7 (Drum Hill Distriet), John Millar.
District No. 8 (Oa,ksitle District), A. D. Dunbar.
Penn Yan, F. T. Shultz.
Plattslrnrg, James G. Riggs.
Port Chester, John C. Rockwell.
Port Jervis, Jolm M. Dolph.
Port Richmond, Orry H . Hoag.

Poughkeepsie, Edward Burgess.
Rochester, Milton Noyes.
Rome, vV. D. Mauro.
Saratoga Springs, Thomas R. Kneil.
Saugerties, Fred. N. Moulton.
Schenectady, S. B. Howe.
Seneca Falls, F. S. Porter.
Si11g Sing; J. Irving Gorton.
Syracuse, A. B. Blodgett.
To~1awanda, F. J. Diamond. ·
Troy, Edwin E. Ashley.
Utica, George Griffith.
'\Vaterfon1, Alexander Falconer.
'\Yaterloo, Thomas C. Wilber. 1
Watertown, William G. Williams.
Waverly, P. M. Hull. 1
'\Vestchcster, Michael E. Devlin.
ViTest Troy, James R. Main. 2
White Plains, Ralph A. Stewart.
Whitehall, W.W. Howe.
Yonkers, Charles E . Gorton.

NORTH CAROLINA.

Arheville; J. D. Eggleston, jr.
Charlotte, Alexantler Graham .
Concord, J. F. Shinn.
Durham, U. '\V. Toms.
Fayetteville, B. C. Mclvcr.
Gohlr:,boro, Logan D. Howell.

Henderson, J. B. '\Vhite. a
Newbern, John S. Long.
Raleigh, Edward P. Moses .
Salisbury, R. G. Kizer.
";Vilrnington, M. C. S. Noble.
·winston, John J. Blair.
NORTH DAKOTA.

Fargo, Darius Steward.

I Grand Forks, William J. Pringle.
OHIO.

Akron, Elias Fraunfelter.
Alliance, John E. Morris.
Aslitalmln,, J. S. Lowe.
Avontlale, A. ]3. Johnson.
Bellaire, Benjamin T. Jones.
Bellefontaine, Henry \Vhit\vorth.
Brooklyn, Charles M. Knight.
Bu cyrus, F. 1\1. J1amilto11.
Cambridge, E. L. Abbey.
Canton, James J. Burns.
Chillicothe, - - - - - - .
Cincinnati, William II. Morgan.
Circleville, M. IL Lewis.
Cleveland, Lowis H. Jones.
Colnmbns, J. A. Shawan.
Dayton, W. J. White.
• D fi auco, ,J. W. Mcinnis.
Drlawar , D. E. Cowgill.
1

Priucipal.

2

Delphos, E. W. Hastings .
East Liverpool, S. D. Sauor.
Elyria, Henry l\I. Parker.
Find.lay, J. W. Zeller.
Fostoria, II. L. Frank.
Fremont, W.W. Ross .
Galion, A. '\V. Lewis.
Gallipolis, J. B. Mohler.
Greenville, P. Gillum Cromer .
Hamiltou, C. C. Miller.
Ironton, M. C. Smith.
Jackson, J. E. Kinuison.
Kenton, E . P. Dean.
Laucn.ster, Elijah Burgess.
Lima., J.M. Greenslatle.
Lorain, F . D. Ward .
Mansfield, James "\Y. Knott.
Marietta, W.W. Boyd.

Scbool commissioner; post-otlloc, Gu:ilclerla.ud.

~

Chairman school committee.
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Sidney, E . S. Cox.
Springfielll, Carey Boggess.
Steubenville, Henry Ney Mertz.
Tiffin 1 J. II. Snyder.
Toletlo, Haryey "\V. Compton.
T.roy, C. L. Yan Cleve.
Urbana, William l\fcK. Vance.
Van \Vert, "\V. T. Bushman.
"\Varrcn, R. S. Thomas .
Washington C. H., N. H. Chaney,
Wellston, Timothy S. Hogan.
Wellsville, J. L. MacDonald.
West Clevelam1, J.M. Talbott.
"\Vooster, Charles Haupert .
Xenia., Edwin B. Cox.
Youngstown, F. Treudlcy.
Zane8ville, W. D . Lash.

Marion, Arthur Powell.
1\fartinJ Ferry, "\V. H. Stewart.
Massillon, B. A. Jones.
1\fol<llctown, B. B. I-Iarlan.
Mount Vernon, Le"is D. Bonebrake.
Ne1sonvlllo, F l etcher S. Coultrap.
Ne,v Phil::idc1phb, G. C. Maurer.
NewaTk, J.C. Hartz1er.
Niles, F. J. Roller.
Norwalk, A. D. Beeehy.
Oberlin, George "\V. Waite.
Painesville, George "\V. Ready.
Piqua, C. "\V. Bennett.
Pomeroy, Morr is Bowers.
Portsmouth, Thomas Vickers,.
Salem, M. E. Han1.
Sandusky, E.
Shivcs.

J:

OKLAI-I0:'11:A.

Oklahoma, E. L. Hallock.
OREGON.

Astor'i:'t, - - - - - Portla nd, Irving -w. Pratt.

\ Sa1em, E. H. Anderson .
PENKSYL VANIA.

Allegheny, John Morrow.
Allentown, Francis D·. Raub.
Altoonn, D.S. Keith.
Archbald, R. N . Davis.
Anhland, "\Villiam C. Estl er.
Bea,er Falls, J.M. Reed.
Bethlehem, Thomas Farqnhar.
Bloomsburg, L. P. Sterner.
Braddock, John S. Keefer.
Bradford, E . E. Miller .
Bristo], :Matilda S. Booz.
Butler, Ebenezer Mackay .
Carbondale, John J. Forbes.
Carlisle, C. P . Ilumrich. 1
Chaml>ersburg, William II. Hockenberry.
Chester, Charles F. Foster.
Columbia, S. H. Hoffman .
Connellsville, "\V. G. Garn,_'.!
Coushohocken, J. IIoraco Landis.
'orry, A. D. 'ol grove.
anvill , "\V. D. tcinba ·h.
Duhoi s, '. P. Garrison.
11umor John I:.. "\Villiarn
Ea ton, "\Yilli:un "\\. 'ot incrham.
Eri , II. •. • i::imer.
Fran1din, •· . P. Kiu.] y.
'r ·<·11. hurrr, II. B. Twit111y 'l' .
1 ••

-er ·t.'lr) of ,-bool hoard.

2

Harrisburg, Lemuel 0. Foose.
Hazleton, D:witl A. Hnrma n.
Homestead, John C. Kendall.
Huntingtlon, ·wmlam M. Benson.
Johnstown, T. B. Johnston .
Lancaster, R. K. Buehrle.
Lansford, I. K. Witmer.
Lebanon, Cyrus Boger.
Lock Haven, John A . Robb.
McKeesport, H. F. Brooks.
Mahanoy City, Frank Seward Miller.
Mauch Chunk, James J. Devan .
1\Ieadville, Henry V . Hotchkiss .
1\Iidtlletown, II. II. "\Vol>er.
Milton, Lewis A. Beardsley.
Monongahela. City, E. "\V. Dall>:,.~
Mount Carmel, Samuel H. Dean .
Nanticoke, Clarence B. Miller.
New Urigliton, J. Durdette Richey.
-ew Castle, "\Villiam J. Shearer.
Norristown, Joseph IL Gotwals.
Oil City, C. A. Dabcock.
Olyphant, L \ . Cumming.
Pbila<lelphia, Edward Brook
bu•ni:--vil] , Harry L. L ·i ' t r.
Pittslrnrg,
orgo J. Lu ·k(•y.
Pitb;ton, Rol,ert, 'hiel.~

l'riucipaJ.

a .'upcn·i ing principal.

CITY SUPERINTENDENTS.
PEXNSYLVANIA-continned.
Plymouth (borongh), lrYing A. Hcikes. 1
· Pottstown, \Villiam M. Rupert.
Pottsville; B. F . Patterson.
Reading, Samuel A. Baer.
Renovo, .James J. PuJmer.
Scranton, George \V. Phillips.
Shamokin, William F. Harpel.
Sharon, .J. \V. Cannon.
Sharpsburg, E. 13. McRoberts .
Sheu::uH1oah, Martin P. Whitaker.
Sonth Bethlehem, Owen R . \Vilt.
South Chester/ A.G. C. Smith .:3
South Easton, Samuel E . Shull. 4
Steelton, L. E. McGinnis .

Snnlmry, C. D. Oberdorf.
T amaqna,.Robert F. Ditchlmrn.
Tnrcntum, B. S. Hunnell.
Titnsville, Robert D. Cmwford.
Towanda, Minor Terry."
Tyrone, C. E. Kauffman .
Uniontown, Lee Smith.n
vVarron, \V. L. MacGowan.
\Vashiugtoi1, A.G. Bmden.
\Vest Chester, Addison Jones.
\Vilkcs Barre, James M. Conghlin.
Wilkin sburg, J. D. Amlcrso11 .
W illiam sport, Samuel Tr:.rnseau.
York, Atreus vVan n er.

RHODE

ISLAND .

Bristol, J. P. Reynolds.
East Providence, J.E. C. Farnham.
Johnston, Nathan l\L Wright.~
Lincoln, Fnmk 0. Drapcr. 7
Tew port, Benjamin Baker.

Pawtncket, Gilman C. Fisher.
Provillen ce, Horace S. Tarbell.
Westerly, W . R. Whittle.5
vVoornmckct, F. E. McFoe .

SOUTH

Charleston, Hcmy r. Archer.
Colnmbia, - - - - - - .

CAR0LIXA .
Greenville, E. L. Hughes.
Spartanburg, P. T. Brodie.

I

SOUTH DAEOTA .

Sionx Falls, Alex::t11der M. Rowe.
TENNESSEE.

Chattauooga, A. T. Barrett.
Clarksville, J . \V. Graham.
Columbia, J. D. l\Ic::u lors.
Jackson, Thomas II . Paine.

Johnson City, R.H. Freclan<l.
Knoxville, Albert Ruth.
Memphis, George \V. Gordon.
Nashville, Z. H . Bro\\'u.
TEXAS .

Anstin, John n. vViun .
Brenlrnm, E. '\V . Tarrant.
Bro\\'11svillc, J. F. Cnmmings.
Corpus Christi, Charles vV. Crossley.
Corsicana, J. 'r. Hand..
Dallas, J. L. Long.
·Denison, William Gay.
El Pa o, W. II. Savage.
Fort \Yortb, Alexander Hogg.
Gaiucs\'llle, E. F. Comegys.
Galveston, Oscar II . Cooper.

Greenville, J. H. Van Ambnrgh.
Houston, vV. S. Sutton.
Larc<l.o, F. A. Parker.
MarslrnlJ, Chesley F. Adams.
Palestine, P. V. Pcnnybacker.
Paris, J. G. Wooten.
San Antonio, J. E . Smith .
Sherman, W . Leonard Lemmon.
Temple, J. E. Blair.
T;yler, John A. Boon.
'\Vaco, Charles T. Alcxanclcr.
UTAH .

Logan, Jolm T . Caine, jr.
Og<l.cn City, R. S. Pagc.t
1

ProYo City, William S . 1?.::twliugs.
MiJlspangli.

I Salt Lal.;c City, J. F

Supcrdsing principal.
J>ost-olTice, Chester.
: County superintendent: post-office, Mellin..
4 Post-<,flicc, Eastou.
2

• Principal.
6 Post-ofTic<', Olu ryvill
Post-office, Coutral :Falls.

7
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VERMONT.

Rutland, Alfred Turner.
St. Albans, Frank W. Whippen.

Barre, D~rwin S. Waterman.
Brattleboro, James H. Babbitt.
Burlington, Henry 0. Wheeler.

I
VIRGINIA.

Norfolk, K. C. Murray.
Petersburg, D. M. Brown.
Portsmouth, - ..Jacobs.
Richmond, WHliam F. Fox.
Roanoke, B. Rust.
Staunton, John H. Bader.
vVinchester, Maurice M. Lynch.

Alexandria, Kosciusko Kemper.
Charlottesville, F. W. Lane.
Danville, Abner Anderson.
Fredericksburg, E. M. Crutchfield.
Lynchburg, E. C. Glass.
Manchester, A. H. Fitzgerald. 1
Newport News, J. H . Crafford. 2

WASHINGTON.

Seattle, Frank J. Barnard.
Spokane Falls, D. Bemiss.
Tac,>ma, H. M ..James .
Walla Walla, R. C. Kerr.

Fairhaven, C. W. Albright.
New Whatcom, Harry Pattison.
Olympia, W. H. Beeler.
Port Townsend, 0. B. Grant.

WEST VIRGINIA.

Clrnrleston, George S. Laidley.
Huntington, James M. Lee.
Martinsburg, J. A. Cox.

I

Parkersburg, vV. M. Straus.
Wheeling, W. H. Anderson.

WISCONSIN.

Marinette, J. T. Edwards.
Menasha, Joseph L. Fieweger.
Menominee, Judson E. Hoyt.
Merrill, James H. Heal.
Milwaukee, George W. Peckham.
Neenah, J. N. Stone.
Oconto, Elmer E. Carr.
Oshkosh, Rufus H . Halsey.
Portage, William Fulton .
Racine, 0. C. Seelye.
Sheboygan, George Heller.
Stevens Point, Henry A. Simouo.s.
uperior, A. vV. Rankin.
"\Vatertown, C. F. Viebahn.
vVaukesha, H. L. Terry .
Wausau, William R. Mos .
Wbito Water, E .W. Walker.

Antigo, J ~hn E. Martin.
Appleton, Carrie E. Morgan.
Ashland, Joseph M. Turner.
Baraboo, J.E. Necollins.
Beaver Pam, James J. Dick.
Beloit, C. W . Merriman.
Berlin, Perry Niskern.
Chippewa Falls, R. L. Barton.
Eau Claire, J. K. McGregor.
Fond dn Lac, Ed. MeLougblin.
Port Howard, A. W. Burton.
Green Bay, M. H. McMahon.
Janesville, D. D. Mayne.
Kaukauna, Ha,mpton Corlett.
Kenosha, E. L. Grant.
La Crosse, Albert Hardy.
fa(l.ison, R. B. Duugeon.
1a11 itowoc, II. Evans.

WY0:\11NG .

I Laramie, Frank "\V. Lee.
1

Principal.

2

ouuty

l!ll}>

rint nd ·nt; p i;t.offico, L

IInll.
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Ill.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS.

!.-Colleges for 1nales and ooedµoational colleges of liberal arts.
Name of president.
J. H. Patterson ____ . _.. _. ___ ..
Arthur W. McGalia, D. D. ____ .
John 0. Keener, D. D .. _-·. ___ _
George R. McN eil1, A. M .. ____ .
Henry J. Willingham, A. B ....
J.M. Bledsoe ... _.. _.. - .. - . - - .
C. S. Dinkins ..... ____ .. _____ _
JamesLonergan,S.J ---··-···
R. C. Jones, LL. D ... ___ ... __ _
Theo. B. Comstock, Sc. D .. - - __
G. C. Jones, A. M ______ --·· ....
.John W. Conger, A. M. ____ -·-·
Eugene R.Long1 Ph.D. ______ _
J as. A. Langhlin . _........ ___ .
A. C. Millar, A. M . ______ . ____ _
Joseph A. Booker, A. M . _____ .
William F. Shedd. ___ .... _.. _.
Thomas Mason, A. M., D. D ... _
Martin Kellogg, A. M. 1 LL. D ..
Wm. Henslee, A. B-----· ···--·
W. C. Sawyer, Ph. D. 1 acting .. .
K N. Condit _. - _.. _...... _.. .
J. W. Hickey----·· ....... ___ _
J. N. Beard, D. D._ ........... .
S. B. Morse, D. D .. ___________ _
Brother Bettelin .. ___ . _. _.. __ .
C.H. KeyeR, A. B .. _______ .. __ _
Eel warcl Allen, S. J _. _. _.. ____ .
Joseph Riordan, S. J . _. _.. ___ .
J. S. Austin1 A. 1\1 . ______ . ____ _
D.S. Jor<l.an, Ph.D., LL. D -···

J.P. Widney, A. M., M. D ... __ .
W.J.Ham,A.M ···--· _______ _
Henry D. McAueney, A. M. __ ..
J amcs H. Baker, LL. D ____ ... .
vVm. F. loeum, jr., LL. D ... _.

University or college.
Blount College ____ --··----··
Howard College . _. - ...... - ~ Soutliern University ........ _
Lafayette Collego .. _. ___ .. - Lineville College. ___ ... - - - - .
Scottsboro College _.... __ ...
Selma University .. ___ ._~._ ..
Spring Hill College._._ .. _.. University of Alabama .. __ ..
University of Arizona ..... _.
Arkadelphia Methodist College.
Ouachita Baptist College ... .
Arkansas College. ___ ._ ..... .
Arkansas Cumberland College.
Hendrix College. ____ ... ___ ..
Arkansas Baptist College._ ..
Little Rock University _____ _
Pliilander Smith College. ·....
University of California. ___ _
Pierce Christian CoHege. ___ .
Un iversity of the Pacific. ___ _
Occidental College . ____ . ___ .
St. Vincent's College. ____ -···
Napa College _______________ _
California College ___ . __ .. __ _
St. Mary's College ___ ... ____ _
Throop Polytechniclnstitute.
St. Ignatius College ___ .. _. __ .
Santa Clara College . __ ._ . ___ _
Paci.fie Methodist College ___ _
Leland Stanford. Junior University.
University of Southern C'alifornia.
San Joaquin Valley College ..
Hesperian College .... _.. __ ..
University of Colorado .. _. _.
Colorado Coilege ... __ .. ____ _

Address.
Blonntsville, Ala.
East Lake, Ala.
Greensboro, Ala.
Lafayette, Ala.
Lineville, Ala.
Scott~boro, Ala.
Selma, Ala .
Spring Hill, Ala.
University, Ala.
Tucson, Ariz.
Arkadelphia, Ark.
Do.
Batesville, Ark.
Clarksville, Ark.
Conway, Ark.
Little Rock, Ark.
Do.
Do.
Berkeley, Cal.
College City, Cal.
College Park, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Do.
Napa., Ca-1.
Oakland, Cal.
Do.
Pasa<lena, Cal.
Sau Francisco, Cal.
Santa Clara, Cal.
Santa, Rosa, Cal.
Stanford University,
Cal.
University, Cal.
Woodbridge, Cal.
W oocllancl, Cal.
Boulder, Colo.
Qolomdo Springs,
Colo.
Del Norte, Colo.

Horatio S. Beavis1 A. l\L, Ph. B. Presbyterian College of tlie
Southwest.
University ofDenYf\l" _______ _ University Park,
Colo.
Trinity College. ____________ _ Hartford, Conn.
\Vesleynn UniYersity ··-· ___ _ Middletown, Conn.
Yale Uuiversity .. _. ____ . ___ . New Haven, Conn.
Delaware College ______ ·----· Newark, Del.
Columbian University ... ___ . Washington, D. C.
Georgetovn1 niversity. ____ _
Do.
Howard. University ____ ... __ .
Do.
Gallanc1et College ... _______ _
Do.
.John B. Stetson UlliYersitv .. De La.nu, Fln.
Florida Conference Colleg'e .. Leesburg, Fla.
Seminary vVcst of the 8u- Tallabassee1 Fla.
wannee River.
Charles G. Fairchihl ... __ .... . Rollins College .. __ .. _.... - .. ·winter Park, Fla.
Wm. E. Boggs, D . D., LL. D .. . University or Georgia .. __ - .. Atliens, Ga.
Horace Huruste:ul, D. D ..... _. Atlanta Univer ·iLy .. _- - ..... Atlau La~ Ga,,
CJ. 0. , 'tub 1,, , ~\.. :\1 . _.. __ ..... . Bow<l.ou College-·-· ... ---··· I3ow<l.ou, Ga.

Wm. F. McDowell 1 Ph. D., S.
T.B.
.
Geo. W. Smith, D. D., LL. D . _.
B. P. Raymond, D. D., LL. D ...
Timothy Dwight, D. D. 1 LL. D.
Albert N. Raub, Ph.D ...... _..
S. H. Greene, D. D., acting. __ ..
J. IIaYcns Richards, '. J ... _..
J.E. Rankin, D. D. , LL. D .... .
E. M. Gallandet, Ph.D ., LL. D.
John 1'. Forbes, Pb. D ........ .
W. F. Melton, A.1tL _____ ···-··
A. F. Lewis1 A. M ......... __ ..
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J.B. Gambrell, D. D ........... Mer cer Un iversity ........... Macon, Ga.
W. A. Candler, D. D....... . . . . Emory College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Os:fonl, Ga.
D. C. John, D. D .............. Clark University.. ....... . .. Son th Atlanta., Ga.
W. r'. Ro hinson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Young Harris College.. .. . . . . Young Harris, Ga.
Franklin B. Gault, M. S. .. .. . . University of Idaho ......... Mosco w, Idaho.
J. G. Evans, D. D., LL. D...... Hedding College ........ .... Abingdon , 111.
Wm. H. Willler. A. M., D. b .... Illinois Wesl ey:m University. Bloomington, lll.
M. J. Marsile, C. S. V .......... St. Viatenr's (.;ollegc .... ..... Bourbonnais, Ill.
Jas. E. Rogers, D. D., Ph.D .... Blackburn Unirnn;ity ..... .. Carlinville, Ill.
Holmes Dysinger, D. D........ Carthage College . ..... . . . . . . Carthage,Ill.
Andrew S. Draper, LL.D .... . University of lllinoiH ........ Champaign,111.
Thomas S. Fitzgeralcl, S. J..... St. Ignatins College .......... Chicago, Ill.
·wm. R. Hnrper, Ph.D., D. D .. University of Chicago. ......
Do.
W. E. Lugenueel ........... .. . Austin College . . .... . ....... Effingham, Ill.
Daniel Irion .................. Evangelical Proseminary .... Elmhurst, Ill.
Carl Johann, A. M., LL. D ..... Eureka College .............. Eureka, 111.
Henry W. Rogers, LL. D ...... Northwestern Un iversity .... Evan ston, Ill.
J. A. Leavitt ................. . Ewi11g College .............. Ewing, Ill.
J. H. Breese, Ph. D.... . . . . . . . . Northern Illinois College. ... Fnlton, Ill.
J. H. Finley, .N... M ............. Knox College ....... .. ....... Galesliurg, Ill.
John V. N. Standish, Ph.D .... Lombanl University.........
Do.
Wm. H. Monroe, A. M ...... _.. Greer College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hoopeston, 111.
John E. Bradley, Ph .D ....... Illinois College .............. .Jacksonville, Ill.
J.M. Cou1ter, Ph.D., LL. D ... Lake Forest University ...... Lake Forest, Ill.
M. R. Chuml>erlin,A. M., LL. B. McKendree College ... _..... _ Lel.H1non, Ill.
A. E. Turner, A. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . Lincoln Unh·ersity.... . . . . . . Lincoln, 111.
J.B. McMichael, D. D ......... Monmouth College .... ...... Monmoutb, Ill.
H.J. Kiekhoefor, A. M. _. _.... Korth western College ...... .. Naperville, 111.
E.W. Baker, A. 1\I ____ - - --. ____ Chaddock Coll ege ........... Quincy, Ill.
Nicholas Leonard, 0. S. F ..... St. :Francis Solanus College ..
Do.
Olof Olsson, D. D., Ph.D ...... A ugustana College .......... Rock Island, Ill.
Hugoline Storff, 0. S. F........ St. Joseph's Diocesan College . 'l'eutopolis, UL
Austen K. de Blois, Ph. D..... Shurtletf College............ Upper Alton, 111.
W. H. Klinefelter,D. D ........ Westfield College . ........... Westfield, Ill.
Chas. A. Bl:rncharcl ..... .. _... ·wheaton College . . .. . . . . . . . . Wheaton, Ill.
J oscph S wain, LL. D.......... Jncliana University...... . . . . Bloomi11gton, Incl. d
Geo. S. Burrouglis, Ph.'D ...... \Vabash College .... _........ Crnwfonlsville, ln ·
.Jos. Schmidt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Concordia College .. ...... _. . Fort Vhiyn e, Ind.
William T. Stott, D. D ....... . Franklin Colleg e ............ Franklin, Ind.
John P. D. John, D. D ......... De Pauw University ......... Greencastle, Ind.
D. \V. Fisb er, D. D., LL. D .... Hanover College .. __ ... ...... Hanover, I11cl.
W. 11. Da.vis ______ ............ Hartsville Coilcge ........... H artsville, Intl.
Scot Butler, A. M ..... .. ..... . Butler University ........... Irvin gto n, Incl.
L. J. Aldrich, A. M., D. D . .. ...
nion Cbrist inn College ..... j Merom, Ii~cl.
d
Jolm H. l\fa,rtin, A. M., D. D ... Moores Hill College .. . .. . ... Moores Hill, In ·
Andrew Morrissey, C. S. C ..... University of Notre Dame .... j Notre Dame, Incl.
Joseph J. Mills, A. M., LL. D .. E~rlha1:nC01 lcge ....... ...... 1 H.!chmo_nc1, Ind.
Hindley, ~- D .......... _. R1Clp;ev11le College.... . . . . . . . R 1dgc~·1lle, Ind.
l<rn~an Munclw1ler, 0 . S. n .... ,' t.1\-Icinra~l's C?1lego .. ... . .. , , t. Mernrn d, Ind.
T . . Reaclc,D.l --·········· ·· Taylor mYers1ty . ....... ...
pl:m<1,lnc1.
James I ~r h al~, . M., D. D . . . Coe College . .... ...... .... . ·
eclar Rapids, Io~a.
,J. Fr <l. nck Hirsch, A . M .... _I German E u•~lish Cullco-c. _...
liar1 es City, Io" a.
P. W. ,J nkin ......... __ .. ... Amity College .. .... _-~_._ .. _ • 0 lle g e 'prings,

q~o.

I

Iowa. .

. D. LL. D .... Gri ,Yol<l College ............ Dav nport Iowa..
Lutlicr Collcgo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Decorah, Iowa.
De· Moiu s 'oll< go.......... V H .rloine , Iowa.
Drake ·niver.-ity.. . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
l'ar.-ous 'ollegc ............. Fairfield, Iowa.
1'pp r low l 11hersi ty...... Fc yctt , Iowa.
Iowa. o1lcg,. ........ - ..... . Gri11n 11 Iowa.
L •no.· 'nll<·~ . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . IIopkintou, Iow:,.
,'imp on ('oll •g<! ............. Iudian la, Iowa.
, ·tat
uiv r ·ity of wa . ... I Iowa. ' ity Iowa
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Friedrich Munz, A. 1\1 ____ -- __ . German College -- ---- -- ·- -· - Monnt Plea ·s ::i,nt,
Iowa.
Do.
c: L. Stafford, D. D .. __ - - -- .... . Iowa Wesleyan University_ - _: Mount
Vernon, Iowa.
Wm. F. King, LL. D._ .. ·- -- .. . Cornell Uollege_. ____ -- -- -- -J.M. Atwater, A. M- ...... ···- Oskaloosa College _-- -.. . - -. - - Oskaloos~, Iowa.
Do.
A. Rosenberger, A. B., LL. B. __ Penn College ____ - .. - - - -. ·- - John Stuart, B. D., Ph. D_ --·· - Central Uui versity of Iowa_ - . Pella, Iowa.
George \V. Carr ___ . - - - - - - - . -. - University of the Northwest_ Sioux City, Iowa.
Buena Vista College _- ..... - - Storm Lake, Iowa.
Wm. M. Brooks,A. M ____ ·- - - -- Tabor College_ - - -·· . - . - - - - . - - Tabor, Iowa.
L. Bookwalter _____ -· __ .. - _... Western College ___ .. ··------ · Toled-o, Iowa.
George Grossman ____ __ _____ . _· W :wtlrnrg Col1ege __ .. - ..... . ,vaYer]y, fowa.
Jacob A. Clutz, D. D--···- ·-·· Midland College_. __ . __ ...... ; Atchison, Kans.
Do.
Iunocent Wolf: 0. S. B.,D. D. __ St. Benedict's College _- .... -L. H. Murlin, A. B., S. T. B. ___ _ Baker University. ___ ...... - _ Baldwin, Kans.
E. H. Vaughan, Ph. D ___ . ____ _ Sonie College ___________ . - - -- Dodge City, Kans.
J. D. Hewitt, D. D- ... ··- -·· -- College of Emporia_. ____ ... _ Emporia, Kans.
J. A. Weller, D.D ___ . ······--- Central College_. _____ . ___ .. . Enterprise, Kans.
S. Ensminger, acting _______ . __ Highland University-- ······ Highlaud, Kans.
E. J. HoensheL _··-· ____ ··-· __ Gampbe11 lhrh·ersity. - ___ - - . - Holton, Kans.
l?. H. Snow, Ph.D., LL. D __ . __ Uni,ersity of Kansas_ ... ___ _ Lawren.ee, Kans.
C. M. Brouke, A. M ______ ..... . Lnne University __ .. ____ .... . Lecompton,.Kans.
C. A. Swen. son) A. M _... __ . __ _ Betb.auy College ________ ._ .. _ Lindsborg, Kans.
P. W.Colegrave, A. M_ ... ____ _ Ottawa University ______ -·_._ . Ottawa, Kans.
Edward A. Higgins, S. J ..... . St. Mary's College _... __ .. _. _ St. Marys, Kaus.
Edward W. Muoller,A.M_._._ Kausas \Veslcy:m Un iversity_ Salina, Kans.
P. M. Spencer, D. D .. _. ___ . __ _ Cooper Memorial College ____ . Sterling, Kans.
Peter Mc Vicar, A. l\L, D. D ___ _ Washl1nrn College _______ .·-_. ·Topeka, Kans.
A. S. Vaughan __ -····-----··-- Wichita Univcrsi .t y __ ______ __ vVichita, Kans.
Wrn. N. Hice, A. lVI. __ . ··-· --·· _S outh west Kausas College __ _ Winfield, Kans.
Daniel Stevenson, D. D ___ .. ___ Union College _____________ _ Barbourville, Ky.
Wm. G. Frost, Ph. D- ____ -·-- -· Berea College_. __ . _____ - - - - - - Berea, Ky.
W ru. A. Obenchain, A. M _____ _ Ogden College. ____ ~ _- __ - - . -- Bowling Green, Ky.
W. C. Young-, D. D., LL. D __ .. _ Centre College. ____ ...-. ___ . - _ Danville, Ky.
W. S. Giltner, A. l\L_ .. _______ _ Eminence College ____ .... _. _ Eminence, Ky.
A.C.Davidson, D.D .. - ... ___ _ Georgetown College ___ . _.. __ Georgetown, Ky.
J W. Hardy ______ .. _. __ ..... _ South Ken:tucky CoHege _. __ _ Hopkinsville; Ky.
Milton Elliott ______ ·- __ .. ___ _ Garrard CoJlege _____ . ____ .... Lancaster, Ky.
Charles L. Loos_ . _. _.. _. ___ ... Kentucky University _______ .. Lexington, Ky.
L. H. Blanton, D. D ...... _---· Central University ______ . ___ _ Richmond, Ky.
W. S. H.ylnn(l, D. D_ .... _---·-- Bethel College __ - _- ____ -__ - -. Russellvrne, Ky.
John L. Steffan, D. D., Ph. D __ _ St. Mar;ys College _________ . __ St. Marys, Ky.
B. 1'. Spencer, A. M _. ____ .. __ . _ Kentucky Wesleyan College_ - Winchester, Ky.
J. W. NicbolBOn, LL. D _______ _ Lonishrna State University __ _ Baton Ronge, La.
JamesH.Blenk,S.M ________ _ Jefferson College __________ -- Convent, La.
C. vV. Carter ___ . _____________ _ Centenary College of Loui- J acksonJ La .
siana .
C. W. Tomlcies. ______________ _ Keachie College _______ . ____ _ Kcachie, La.
Henry L. Huhl>el1, D. D ______ _ Lake Charles CoJlege ____ .. __ Lake Charles, La.
D. McKiniry, S. J _____ . ___ . __ _ College of tho Immaculate New Orleans, La.
Conception.
Do.
E.C.Mitchell, D,D----·------ LelanJ. University __________ _
L. G. Adkinson, D. D ___ .. ____ _ New Orleans Uni,·ersity _____ .
Do.
Oscar Atwood, A. 1\1 _••.. _____ _ Straight University __ . ______ _
Do.
Wm. P. Johnston, LL. D ___ ___ _ Tulane University __________ .
Do.
William De Witt Hyde, D. D _. Bowdoin College ___________ __ Brunswick, Me.
George C. Chase, A. M ___ .. . __ _ Bates College ____ . ___ . __ - __ .. Lewiston, Mc.
B.L. Whitman,A.M ·--·-- ·--- Colby UniversJty _. ______ ._- - . ,vaterville, Me.
Thomas Fell, Ph.D., LL. D __ ·- St. J olm's College _. _- - -- -- -- A1rnap0Jis, M<l.
D. C. Gilman, LL. D. ____ ---··- Johns Hopkins UniYersity - -- Balti more, Md.
,John A.Morgan, .J _____ ____ _ LoyoJa CoBego ---- ---- -· ---Do.
J)o.
1' ranc1s J. Wagner, D. D __ ... _ Morgan ollegc __ . - - - - - . - - - - harle W. Reid, Ph. D _______ _ Washington Uollege _ -- - - - -- - ! Cbcst,crtown, ·M d.
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Brother Maurice. _________ . __ _
C. B.Rex, D. D _______________ _
Edward P. Allen, D. D _______ _
William H. Purnell, LL. D ___ _
Thomas H. Lewis, A. M., D. D.
Merrill E. Gates, Ph. D., LL.
D.,L.H.D.

Ad<ltess.

Rock Hill College ..... _.. ___ .
St. Charles College . _ . _... - - Mount St. Marys College . - - .
New vVindsor College._ ... _. Western Maryland Coliege_. Amherst College_ ......... - ..

Ellicott City, Md.
Do.
Mount St. Marys, Md.
N cw ,:vindsor, Md.
Westminster, Md.
Amherst, Mass.

Boston College ___ .......... .
Boston University.···-·· ... .
Harvard University ____ .. _.. .
French Protestant College - - Tufts College .. ____ ...... - - ..
Williams College._._ ... _....
Clark University·----··-·--·
College of the Holy Cro5s. - -.
Adrian College . _.. _...... - - - .
Albion College·---··-··--···
Alma College .... ___ . __ - . - - ..
University of Michigan. ____ _
Battle Creek College . _. _.. -.
Benzonia College ... __ ..... - .
Detroit College ____ ··------·Hillsdale College ___ .. - .. - .. .
Hope College ____ . _. - ... - ... .
Kalamazoo College .... _.. - - .
Olivet College_ .. _____ ... - . - .
St. John's University. ____ ...
Northwestern Christian College.
Ge0rge H. Bridgman, D. D ... . Hamline University .. __ . _- ..
Georg Sverdrup __________ ... . Augsburg Seminary._ .. _.. _ -, Cyrus Northrop, LL. D .. _.... . University of Minnesota. _. _.
JamesW. Strong,D.D .... ___ _ Carleton College----···----·
Thorbjorn N. Mohn_ .. ____ .... St. Olaf College _. ____ . _... _.
Adam Ringland, D. D. ·-·· ___ _ Macalester College . ____ ... __
Emil Uhl. __ ___ ----·· ________ _ St. Paul's College ..... __ ... _.
Matthias Wahlstrom, A. M. _.. Gustavus Adolphus College._
Gideon A. Burgess; A. M .. _. _. Parker College·--··· __ ·- ···-

Boston, Mass.
Do.
Cambridge, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Tufts College, Mass.
Williamstown, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Do.
Adrian, Mich.
Albion, Mich.
Alma, Mich.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Battle Creek, ~ich.
Benzonia, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich.
Holland, Mich.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Olivet. Mich.
Colleo;eville, Minn.
Excetior, Minn.

William F. Warren, LL. D ___ _
Charles W. Eliot, LL. D ______ _
Samuel H. Lee - ______________ _
ElmerH. Capen,D.D----· --··
F. Carter, Ph.D., LL. D. ____ . _
G. Stanley Hall, Ph.D., LL. D .
EdwardA.McGnrk, S. J _____ _
Denison C. Thomas, Ph. D ____ _
L. R. Fiske, D. D., LL. D ______ _
August F. Bruske, D. D __ ... __ .
James B. Angell, LL. D. _.. __ ..
George W. Caviness, A. M . ... .
M. A. Breed, A. B .. _... .. .. ___ .
H.A. Scbapman, S. J ··--·· ··-·
George F. Mosher, LL. D ..... .
Gerrit J. Kollen, A. M .. _... __ _
A.G. Slocum, LL. D ... _... _. _.
W. G. Speuy, D. D ___________ _
Bernard Locnikar, 0. S. B .... _
Lewis A. Pier, A. M. _.. _..... .

R. A. Ve11able, D. D- -····· ___ _
C. A. Huddleston, A. M _____ . _.
Charles E. Liu bey, S. T. D. __ ..
W. B. Murrah, D. D __________ _
Robert B. Fulton, A. M __ . ____ _
E. J. Gantz ______ . ______ ··--··
W. H. Pritchett, A. M. ·-·- ___ _
R. E. L. Burks. A. M . ________ _
R. E. Downing, B. Sur .. _. __ . _.
. M. Dick, Ph., D _________ ....
B. II. 'mith, LL. D. _____ . ____ _
J. J. Murray, . M. ·----· _____ _
Ri chard H. J csse, LL. _. _. __ _

Hamline, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Do.
.Northfield, Minn.
Do.
St. Paul, Minn.
St. Paul Park, Minn.
St. Peter, Minn. .
Winnebago City,
Minn.
Clinton, Miss.
Daleville, Miss. .
Holly Springs, Miss.
Jackson, Miss.
Univers.ity, Miss.
Albany,Mo.
Do .
Bolivar, Mo.
Bowling Green, Mo .
Cameron, Mo.
Canton, Mo.
Cape Girardeau, Io.
Columbia, Mo.
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J.B. Ellis ........... : ....... .
C. C. Woods, D. D ............ .
L. M. McAfee ............. -.· ··
Jttmes A. Lanius ..... _..... - ..
Brother Paulian, F. S. C ...... .

Morrisville College . - ..... - ..
Scarritt Collegiate lustitute.
Park College-· -·---------· ..
St. Charles College _- .... - - - .
College of the Christian
Brothers.
St. Louis University .. ___ ... .
Washington University._ ... .
Drury Uollege _- .. - - .... - ... Tarkio College--··--··---·-·
Avalon College . - .. _- _... - - - Central ·wesleyan College - ...
College of Montana __ .. ___ . _.
University of Omaha._ ..... .
Cotner UniYersity .. ·.... ____ .
Doane College ..... _________ _
Fair:fielcl College._ - .. __ .. ___ .
University of Nebraska, _____ _
Gates College .... - - ..... - .. - .
Creighton Un:j.versity. __ .. __ .
Nebraska Wesleyan University.
York College ________ ------ -State University of Nevada ..
Dartmouth College .. ___ .. _..
St. Benedict's Co Hege ..... - ..
Rntgers College.··--··-----·
College of New Jersey ...... .
Seton Hall College .. ___ .. __ ..
College of the Sacred Heart._
University of New Mexico . ..
Alfred University .... _. __ . __ .
St. Bonaventure's College._ ..
St. Stephen's College .... _ ....
Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn.
St. Francis College ... __ ... _..
St.John's College ........... .
Canisius College .. ___ ....... .
St. Lawrence University. __ ..
Hamilton College. - - - ...... _.
Hobart College--·· .... -----·

Joseph Grimmelsman, S. J . .'.. .
Winfield S. Chaplin, LL. D ... .
Homer 'l'. Fuller, Ph.D ... - - - ..
J. A. Thompson, A. M ... - .. - .. .
F. A. Z. Kumler, A. M ......... .
H. A. Koch, D. D ....... - ..... .
G. l<'. Danforth, Ph. B ... __ .... .
David R. Kerr, Ph.D., D. D ... .
David R. Dungan, A. M ... - ... .
David B. Perry, A. M ....... _..
A. J. Mercer, A. M .. _. - ..... - ..
James H. Canfield, LL. D .. - .. .
J. F. Ellis, D. D . ........... .. .
James l?. X. Hreffer, S. J .. .... .
Isaac Crook, D. D ............ .
J. George, A. M .... ....... ... .
Stephen A. Jones, Ph.D ...... .
W. J. Tucker, D. D., LL. D .... .
Ernest Helmstetter .......... .
Austin Scott, Ph.D., LL. D ... .
F. L. Patton, D. D., LL. D. --··
Wm. F. Marshall. A. M ....... .
F. H. Guicheteau, S. P. M ..... .
E. S. Stover .................. .
Arthnr E. Main, D. D ....... --·
J oscph F. Butler, 0. S. l? ... _...
R B. Fairbairn, D. D., LL. D ..
D. H. Cochran, Ph.D., LL. D ...
Brother Jerome, 0. S. F .... _..
J. A. Hartnett, C. M .......... .
John I. Zahm, S. J ....... __ .. .
Alpheus B. Hervey, Ph. D .... .
M. Woolsey Stryker, D. D .... .
E. N. Potter, S. T. D., LL. D.,
D.C.L.
N.L.Andrews ...... ______ .... .
J. G. Schurman, Sc. D., LL. D ..
George H. Ball, D. D. _. _- . -- .. .
Thomas E . Murphy, S. J ...... Alexander S. Webb, LL. D. - .. .

Colgate University .... ___ ._ ..
Cornell University ...... __ .. . .
Keuka College .. __ ....... _.. .
College of St. Francis Xavier.
College of the City of New
York.
Seth Low, LL. D ......... .... . Colnmbia College ... ........ .
Brother Justin,A. M .... _____ _ Manhattan College .. ___ . __ .. .
Thomas J. Gar.non, S. J .. ___ . _. St. John's College. __ ...... _..
H. M. MacCracken, D. D., University of the City of New
LL.D.
York.
P. S. MacIIalc, C. M: ... _.. ___ .. . Nia,gara University ......... .
Davrn J. Hill, LL. D .. _. ___ _.. .
A. V. V. Raymond, D. D ....... .
James R. Day, D. D ...... ____ ..
George T. Winston, LL. D .... .
D. J. Sanders, D. D. _. _....... .
J.B. hearer, D. D., LL. D .... .
John CJ. Kilgo .. . _.......... _..

UniYersity of Rochester ..... .
Union University._. _, .. - . -- .
Syracuse University .. __ .....
University of North Cnroliua.
Bi<l<11e Un'iversity ......... - ..
DnYidsou College . .. - ....... .
'frini ty College ............. -

Address.
Morrisville, Mo.
Neosho, Mo.
Parkville, Mo.
St. Charles, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Do.
Do.
Springfield, Mo.
Tarkio, Mo.
Trenton, Mo.
Warrenton, Mo.
Deer Lodge, Mont.
Bellevue, Nebr.
Bethany, Nebr.
Crete, Nebr.
Fairfield, Nebr.
Li:n,coln, Nebr.
Neligh, Nebr.
Omaha, Nebr.
University Place,
Nebr.
York, Nebr.
Reno, Nev.
Hanover, N. H.
Newark, N. J.
New Brunswick, N. J.
Princeton, N. J.
South Orange, N. J.
Vineland, N. J.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Alfred Center, N. Y.
Allegany, N. Y.
Annandale, N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Do.
Do.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Canton, N. Y.
Clint,m, N. Y.
Geneva, N. Y.
Hamilton, N. Y.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Keulrn College, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Nia.gara University,
N.Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
Scheneutady, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Chapel Hill, N. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
l):widson, N. C.
Durham, N. C.
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!.-Colleges for ,nales, efc.-Continued.
Name of president.

Univer&ity or college .

L. Lymlon Hobbs, A. M ...... .
Robert A. Yocler, A. lVI ....... .
J.D. Sbirey, A.M ........... .
J.C. Clapp, D. D ............ .
Cbas. F. Meserve, A. M ....... .

Guilford College ........... .
Lenoir College ............ ..
North Carolina College ..... .
Catawba College ....... ..... .
Shaw University .......... ..
Rutherford College ......... .

William H. Goler, D. D ...... .
C. B. Taylor, D. D., Litt. B .... .
M.A. Yost,A. M . . ........... .
Henry C. Simmons .......... .
Wm. H. Becker, LL. B ....... .
W·. Merrifield, A. M .......... .
M. V. B. Knox, D. D .......... .
Orello Cone, D. D ............ .
Tamerlane P. Marsh, D. D ... .
J.M. Tombaugh, A. M ....... .
Chas. W. Super, Ph. D ....... .
JosephE. Stubbs, D. D., LL. D.
C. Riemenschneicler, Ph. D ... .
James Roge.rs, C. S. C ........ .
A.J. Burrowes, S. J .......... .
W. 0. Spronll, Ph. D., LL. D ..
H.J. Ruete.nik, D. D ......... .
Chas. F. Thwing, D. D ....... .
C. II. L. Schuette, A. M ....... .
Wm. lt Scott, LL: D .... . . .. . .
A. Grabowski, Ph. D ......... .
James ,v. Bashford, Ph.D .... .
vVm. N. Yates, acting ......... .
Theo<.lorc Sterling, LL. D ..... .
Orv-on G. Brown, A. M ........ .
D. B. Purinton, A. M., LL. D .. .
Fenton Gall, B. S ............ .
ElyV. Zollars, LL.D ......... .
J.M. J:1.mies011, D. D ......... .
Carl Ackerman .............. .
John ,v. Simpson, D. D., LL.D.
W. A. Williams, D. D .. .. .... . .
Jesse .T ob n son ............... .
Wm. G. Ballantine,D.D.,LL.D.
,vm. 0. Thompson, D. D ...... .
Geo. W . Mac1lillan,Ph.D.,D.D.
John M. Da.Yis, Ph.D ........ .
R.M. l~reshw:ttcr,D. D.,ucting.
Samuel A. Ort, D. D .......... .
JohnA. l'eters, D. D .... . ..... .
Thomns F. Moses, A. I., M. D ..
Thomas ,J. nnc1ers, llh. D .... .
. 'l'. Mitchell, A. M. LL. D ... .
Jame H. 'uthank, l\L,' ...... .
. :F. ,'cov l, . D ............ .
ani 1 A. Lon:r, . D., L . D ..
. R l oyd, . l\I ............. .
has. II. 'ltapman Ph.])_ . ... .
Thomn.

Livingstone College . ....... .
'-N ake Forest College .. ..... .
vVcaverville College ..... ... .
Fargo College .............. .
Rolla University .......... ..
Unh~eTSity of North Dakota .
Red River Valley University.
Buchtel College ....... ..... .
Mount Union College ....... .
Ashland University ....... ..
Obio University ........... ..
Baldwin University ........ .
German ,vallace College .... .
St. Joseph's College ....... ..
St. Xu.vier College .......... .
University of Cincinnati ... .
Calvin College ............. .
,vesternReserve University .
Capital UniYersity .......... .
Ohio State University ....... .
Defiance College ..... _..... . .
Ohio esle,yan University .. .
Findlay College ........... ..
Kenyon College ... _....... ..
Twin Valley College ... _... ..
Denison University ......... .
Hillsboro College .......... ..
Hiram College_ ............ ..
Hopedale Normal Col1ege .. ..
Lima College .............. ..
Marietta. College ........... .
Franklin College .. .. ....... .
Muskingum College . ....... .
Oberlin College . .. ........ ..
l\fim:ni University ......... ..
Ri chmond College ......... ..
Rio Grande College ........ ..
Scio College ............... ..
Wittenberg College ........ ..
Jiei<l.elberg niversity .. .. .. .
rbana. ni versi ty ......... .
Otterbein niversity ...... ..
Wilberforce University .... ..
Wilmington College ........ .
l'ni Yersity of \Voos ter ..... ..

Acl<lress.

,v

All ntown

u.
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i.-Colleges for n-iales 1 etc.-Continued.
N amo of president.

E . B. Bierman, Ph. D ......... .
Leander Schnerr ............. .
W.P.Johnston,A.M ......... .
Aug. Schultz, D. D ........... .
George E. Rce<l., D. D., LL. D . .
C. E. Hyatt, C. E ............. .
Henry T. Spangler, D. D ...... .
E. D. \Varfiel<l., LL. D ........ .
H . W. McKnight, D . D., LL. D.
Theo. B. Roth, D. D ... - ...... .
I saac C. Ketler, Ph.D ........ .
I saac Sharpless, Sc. D., LL. D .
W.W. Goodwin .............. .
John S. Stahr, Ph.D ., D. D ... .
Jolm R. Harris, Ph.D .. _ -.... .
Isaac N. Rendall, D. D ... - .. . Brother Athanasius ........ _..
Wm. H. Crawford, D. D ..... . .
AaronE.Gobble,A.:M ....... .
R. G. Ferguson) D. D ......... .
R. E. Thompson, D. D ........ _
Brother Isidore .............. .
Charles C. Harrii,;on, acting .. .
J.M. Wisman,A.M .......... .
John T. Murphy, C. S. Sp ..... .
Cliar1es De Garmo, rh. D _... .
C. A. McEvoy, 0. S. A ..... - .. James D.Moffat: D. D ........ .
E. B. Andrews, D. D., LL. D .. _
11. E. Shepherd, A. M., LL. D . _
Jo1mI. lelancl,A.M ........ .
John Q. Johnson, A. B., B. D .. _
Jas. Woodrow, Ph.D., LL. D ..
W.M.Grier,D.D ............ .
Charles Manly, D.]) ......... .
G. W. Holland, Ph.D., D. D ... .
L. M. Dnnton: D. D ........... .
James II. Carlii,;Je, LL. D . _... .
·wm. M. Blackburn, D. D ..... .
J. W. Hancher, M. S., A. M .... .
W. I. Graliam, A. M .......... .
I. P. Patch ................... .
Joseph W. Iauck,A.M ...... .
Albert T. Free, A. M .......... .
J. Albert Wallace, D. D ...... .
Isaac ·w .Joyce,D.D.,LL.D ..
George Summey, D. D ........ _
J. F. Spence, S. 'I'. D., LL. D ... _
. G. Gilbreath, B. S .......... .
G. M:. Savage, A. M., LL. D .... .
J. S. l\IcCullocb, D. D ........ .
Chas. ,V. Dabney,jr., Pb. D.,
LL.D.

University or college.
Lebanon Valley College .... -.
St. Vincent College ........ . .
Geneva College .... -.... - ... .
Moravian College .......... - .
Dickinson Colleg·e .......... .
Pennsylvania Military College.
Ursinus College ......... - .. .
Lafayette College ..... -.... Penns:,·] vania College ....... .
Thiel College .. - .. - ........ - .
Grove City College .. -···-···
Haverfo1·d College. _........ .

Address.
Anndllo, Pn.
Beatty, P.a.
Beaver Falls, Pa.
Bethlehem, Pa.
Carlisle, Pa.
Chester, Pa.

CoHcgeville, Pa.
Easto·n, Pa.
Gettysbnrg, rn.
Greenville, Pa.
Gro Yo City, Pn.
H:werforcl College,
Pa..
Monongahela College ....... . Jefferson, Pn.
Franklin a.nd Marshall Col- Lancuster1 Pa.
lege.
Bucknell Univer s ity ........ . Lewislmrg, Pa.
Lincoln University ..... _... . Lincoln UuiYersity,
Pa.
St. Francis College ... . ..... . Loretto, Pa.
Allegheny College ..... . .. - .. Mcntlvrne, Pa.
Central Pennsylvania College New Berlin, Pa.
,Vestminster College ... _.... . Now ,Vilmington, Pa.
Central High School. .... : . . . Philadelphia,, Pa.
La Salle College ............ .
Do.
Do.
U11iversity of PennsylYania ..
Duques11e College .......... _ Pittsbnrg, Pa.
Holy Ghost Coll ege ......... .
Do.
Swarthmore College ....... ·.. Swarthmore, Pa.
Villanova College .......... _ Villanova, Pa.
,Vashington and Jefferson ,Vashingtou, Pa.
College.
Drown University ... __..... . Providence, R. I.
College of Charleston ...... . Charleston, S. C.
Presb.rteriau Co 11 o go of Clinton, S. C .
South Carolina.
Allen UniYersity ........... _ Columbia, S. C.
South Carolina College .. . .. .
Do.
Erskine College ...... . ..... . Due ·w est, S. C.
l•'urman University .. _.... __ . Greenville, S. C.
Newberry College ..... . . . . . _ Newberry, S. C.
Claflin UniYersity . .... .. ... _ Or:mgelmrg, S. C.
,Voffonl College ............ - Spartan burg, S. C.
Pierre University ........... . East Pierre, S. Dak.
Black Hills College . ........ . Hot Springi;;, S. Dak.
Dakota 0 Uni,ersity ......... . MitchcJl, S. Dale
Redfield College ......... _.. _ Redfiel<l, S. Dale
University of South Dakota . Vermillion, S. Dak.
Yankton College ..... _...... _ Yankton, S. Dttk.
King College ............... . Bristol, Tenn.
U.S. Grant Univm·sity ... __ . _ Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sonthwestcrn Presbyterian Clarksville, Tenn.
Unhersity.
American T empera11co Uni- Harriman, Tenn.
Yersity .
Hiwassco College ..... _..... _ Iliwassee College,
Tenn .
Sontlrwcstcrn Baptist l,"ni- Jacksor:, Tcn11.
Yersity.
Kuo:x.Yille College . _........ . J(noxvillo, Tenn.
Do.
Uui\'ersity of Tcnncssoo .. ,. -
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!.-Colleges for males, etc.-Oontinued.
Name of president.

University or college.

Cumberl:md University ..... .
Bethel College ....... - . - ... .
Maryville College ... ... ..... .
Christian Brothers' College ..
Milligan College .... ....... .
Carson and Newman College .
Central Tennessee College .. .
Fisk University ........ .... .
Roger Williams University ..
Vanderbilt University ...... .
University of the South .... .
Burritt College ............. .
Sweetwater College ........ .
Greeneville and Tusculum
·college.
'J ames T. Cooter, A. B ........ . Washington College ........ .

N. Green, LL. D .............. .
T. W. Cannon, A. B ........... .
S. W. Boardman, LL. D ....... .
Brother Maurelian ........... .
S. Hopwood, A. M .... . ....... .
J. T. Henderson, A. M ........ .
J. Braden, D. D ··--·· ........ .
E. M. Cravath, D. D .......... .
Alfred Owen, D. D ........... .
James H. Kirkland;Ph. D .... .
B. Lawton Wiggins, A. M .... .
W. N. Billingsley, A. M ....... .
J. L. Bachman, A. M ......... .
Jere Moore, D. D ... _......... .

Thomas S. Miller ............ _.
G. Langner .................. .

1L -D. Robnett, D. D ...•........
Oscar L. :fisher, A. M., B. D .. .
John O'Shanahan, S. J ....... .
John H. McLean, A. M., D. D ..
LB.Scott, D. D ............. .
S. M. Luckett, D. D .......... .
B. D. Cockrill ................ .
Addison Clark, LL. D ........ .
R. C. Burleson, D. D., LL. D .. .
II. T. Keali.n!:{, A. M .......... .
James E. Talmage, Sc. D.,
Ph.D.
Matthew H. Buckham, D. D .. .
Ezra Brainerd, LL. D ........ .
Wm. W. Smith, LL. D ....... . .
W.B. Yount ................. .
Wm. M. Thornton, LL. D ..... .
R. G. ·waterhouse, D. D ...... .
Riclrnr<l Mcilwaine, D. D ..... .
G. W. U. Lee, LL. D .......... .

Address.
Lebanon, Tenn.
McKenzie, Tenn.
Maryville, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Milligan, Tenn.
Mossy Creek, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Sewanee, Tenn.
Spencer, Tenn.
Sweetwater, Tenn.
Tusculum, Tenn.

Washington College,
Tenn.
University of Texas ........ . Austin, Tex.
Evangelical Lutheran Col- Brenham, Tex.
lege.
Howard Payne College ..... . Brownwood, Tex.
Fort Worth University ..... . Fort Worth, 'fox.
St. Mary's University ....... . Galveston, Tex.
Southwestern University ... . Georgetown, Tex.
Wiley University ........... . Marshall, Tex.
Austin College ............. . Sherman, T~~· ·
Trinity University ......... . T ehuacana, lex.
A.dd-Ran Christian Univer- Thorp Spring, Tex.
sity.
Baylor University . ....... - .. vVaco, Tex.
Do.
Paul Quinn College .. .... ... .
University of Utah ......... . Salt Lake City, Utah.
Burlington, Vt.
Middlebury, Vt.
Ashland, v~. .
Brido-ewater, Va.
Cha11ottesville, Va.
Emory, Va.
Hampden-Sidney, Va.
Lexington, Va.
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!.-Colleges for ma,les, etc.-Continued.
University or college.

Name of president.

Milton College ...... - ... - . - .
Marquette College. - - - - ..... .
Ripon College ___ - .... - - .... .
Seminary of St. Francis of
Sales.
A. F. Ernst -. -....... - - . -.... - Northwestern University ·-· A. A. Johnson, D. D .. - .. - - ... - University of Wyoming __ ...

Wm. C. Whitford, D. D __ - - - - - Leopold Bushart, S. J _ - - - - - - - 1Rnfus C. Flagg, D. D __ - -- - - - - Joseph Rainer. - ____ -. - . -... - -

Address.
Milton, Wis_
Milwaukee, Wis.
Ripon, Wis.
St. Francis, Wis.
Watertown, "\Vis.
Laramie, Wyo.

IL-Colleges for wornen.
Athens Female College __ ... - Bailey Springs University __ _
East Lake Athenreuin ___ . __ ..
Union Fema.leCollege ____ ....
8ynodieal Female College ___ .
Hnutsville Female College_ - .
.Judson Female Institute_ ... .
Marion Female Seminary_ .. .
Isbell College ..... - ..... ; . -.
Central Female College_._ ...
Tuskaloosa Fema,le College_.
Alabama Conference Female
College.
Mrs. C. T. Mi11s . _... __ .. _.... _ Mills College _.•... _....... - S ister Mary Bernardine ..... _. College of N otrc Dame __ .... .
v\T. A. Finley, D. D _______ - ___ _ Santa Rosa Seminary ..... __ .
Miss M. Rutherford_. ____ .... _ Lucy Cobb Institute _____ ... _
P. S. Twitty ______ ·-···-····-- Andrew Female College __ . __ _
G. J. Orr_ ... _. ____ .. __ .. ____ . _ Dalton Female College ..... .
Rev. James E. Powell ... _____ _ Monroe Female College ... _..
A. W. Van Hoose ... _.. __ .... __ Georgia Female Seminary ... .
Rufus W. Smith, A. M ____ .. __ _ LaGrange Female College .. _.
Chas. C. Cox, A. M .. _. __ .. ___ _ Southern Female College __ ._.
vVm. C. Bass _____ .. _._ -. _. __ .. W1~sle.,an Female College ... _
J. Harris Chappell _... _.... _.. Georgia Normal ancl Industrial College.
A. J. Battle, D. D., LL. D _... __ Shorter College_. __ ..... ____ .
John B. Baker ________ ...... __ Y ounp; Female College ______ _
Joseph R. Harker, Ph. D ... _.. _ Illinois Female College : .. __ _
E. li'. Bullard, A. M ___ . _. _... __ .Jacksonville Female Academy.
C. W. Leffing;,ell, D. D ____ .. __ St. Mary's School .. __ . _.. __ . _
Sarah F. Anderson_ .. _____ . _.. Rockforcl College _______ . __ ..
,J olm M. Dnncan, A. M .. _. ____ _ Coates College_. ________ .. _. _
J. F. Hendy, D. D .. __________ . College for Young Ladies ___ _
Annie J. Hooley_ ...... _._. __ _ College of the Sisters of Bethany .
Benj.F.CabelL. __ ···- _______ _ Potter College ... __ .... _____ _
Edward K. Chandlc:r, D. D _. __ _ ClintonCollege .. _..... _____ _
Miss C. A. Campbell _____ .. ___ _ Caldwell College .... ____ . __ _
J.M. Bruce _______ .. __ .. __ . __ _ Liberty Female College ..... .
E.W. Elrod .... ___ ._._··- ..... Lynulancl Female College ___ _
J. R. Banrnes _____ ______ ·-···- Daughters College __ . ______ -·
J.B. kilmer -----------····-- Hamilton Female College ___ _
H.B. McClellan, A. M ___ .. ___ _ Sayre Female Institute ____ . adcsrnau Pope _.. _. _ . __ ... __ Millets burg Female Col1cge_ Mrs. 13. W. Vineyard _______ . __ Jessamine Female Institute_ A. C. Goodwin ____ -····- _____ _ Owensboro Female College_ - '. B. Perry _. _. _. _. _. ________ _ Kentucky College for Young
I Ladies.

V. 0. Hawkins ______ ......... .
Henry A. Mooc1y, M. D .... - . - - Solomon Palmer, Ph. D _..... . 'r . .J. Simmons, A. M .. _. _... __ _
Mrs. H. E . Stone .. __ . _. ... - - - A. B. Jones, D. D., LL.D_ ... ··S. W. Averett, LL. D ..... _... ,Jas. D. Wade, A. M_ .. __ --· --- .
P. P. Winn, A. M __ ·····- -- ---RH. Mnrfree _________ ... ____ .
Alonzo Hill, A. M _... ____ . ___ _
J olm Massey, LL. D __ . _. __ - •. -

ED

93--27

Athens, Ala.
Bailey Springs, Ala.
East Lake, Ala.
Eufaula,, Ala.
Florence, Ala.
Huntsville, Ala.
Marion, Ala .
Do.
Talladega, Ala..
Tuskaloosa, Ala.
Do.
Tuskegee, Ala.
Mills College, CaL
San Jose, Cal.
Santa Rosa, Cal.
Athens, Ga.
Cuthbert, Ga.
Dalton, Ga.
Forsyth, Ga.
Gainesville, Ga.
La Grange, Ga.
Do.
Macon, Ga.
Milledgeville, Ga.
Rome, Ga.
Thomasville, Ga.
Jacksonville, Ill
Do.
Knoxville, Ill.
Rockford, Ill.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Oswego, Kans.
Topeka, Kans.
Bowling Green, Ky.
Clinton, Ky.
Danville, Ky.
Glasgow, Ky.
Glendale, Ky.
Harrodsburg, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Do.
Millersbmg, Ky.
NicholLJsville, Ky.
Owensboro, Ky.
Pewee Valley, Ky.
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IL-Colleges for women-Continued.
Name of president.
A. G. Murphey ............ ..·..
John M. Hubbard, A. M ...... .
S. vV. Pearcy, A. M ........... .
George J. Ramsey, A. M ...... .
A . D. McVoy, A. M ........•...
S. Decatur Lucas ............ .
H. S. Whitman .... . ......... .
Edgar M. Smith ............. .

Uni,·ersity or college .

Logan Femal~ College .. .... .
Stanforcl Female College .... .
Winchester Female College ..
Silliman Female Institute ....
Mansfield Female College. - ..
Jefferson Davis College. - - . - .
·vvestbrook Seminary .... - . - .
Maine Wesleyan Seminary
and Female College.
John F. Goucher, D. D ....... . Woman's College of Baltimore.
J. H. App le, A. M .. ........... . Woman's College ........... C. L. Keedy, A. l\L, M. D ...... . Kee Mar College .... - ..... - ..
J. H. Turner, A. M ........... . Lutherville Female Seminary
C. c: Bragdon, A. M .......... . Lasell Seminary fur Young
, vomen .
Miss Agnes Irwin ............ . Ra(lcliffe College _...... .... L. Clark Seel ye, D. D ........ . Smith College ....... --·· . .. .
Mrs. E. S. Mead, A. 1\f. ........ . Hount Holyoke Seminary
and College.
Mrs. Julia J. Irvine .......... . Wellesley College ... - ...... .
R. B. Abbott, D. D ....... .. .. . Albert Lea College ....... - ..
W. 'r. Lowrey, A.M., D. D .... . Blue Mountain Female College.
John W. Chambers __ ._ ...... . Whitworth Female College ..
Mrs. Adeli aM . Hillman ...... . Hillman College ...... - ..... .
RobeTt Frazer, LL. D ........ . Industrial Institute and College.
B. R. Morris·on . .... ... . _..... . Corinth Female Coll('ge ..... .
L. T. Fitzhugh._ ............ __ Belhaven College for Young
Laclies.
T. B. Holloman ______________ . East Mississippi Female College.
L. M. Sto11e, D. D ... ..... _____ _ Stone College for Young
Ladies.
A. S. M::uldox: ....... _. _. . ... . . Un ion Female College ..... . .
H. S. Roller __ ... .... ... . _.. _.. Chickasaw Femalo College .. .
W . H.Huntley ........ ____ ... . Port Gibson Female College .:
Chris. H. Otken, LL. D _. ___ . __ Lea Female College .. __ .... . .
II. ·walter Featherstun, D. D .. Ell ward McGehee College .. - .
1\Irs. F. P. St. Clair .. ____ .. _.. _ Christian Female College ... .
. F. Taylor, D. D-. __ ......... . tephens Female College ... .
Hiram D. Groves . . ... ____ ... . Howard Payne College .. _.. - .
John ·w. Primrose, D. D ...... . Synodical Female College ... .
Lina Moxley ..... ... __ ..... _.. Presbyterian College ....... .
B. 1'. Blewett, LL. D ......... . St. Louis Seminary .. _...... .
W. A. Wil on, A. M ........... . Baptist Female College ..... .
Archi.hald A.. Jones .......... . Central J:'emale College ..... .
J. D. Blanton .. __ .... ________ . Elizabeth Aull Female emiA.. K. Yanc('y _. _. __ .. __ ...... .
,Y. ,'. Knight D. ______ ..... .
,Jes C' ... r. urr 11. ............ .

Address .
Russellville, Ky.
Stanford, Ky.
Winchester, Ky.
Clinton, La.
Mansfield, La.
Minden, La.
Deering, Me.
Kents Hill, Mo.
Baltimore, Md.
Frederick, Md.
Hagerstown, Md.
I,uthervi.lle, Md.
Auburndale, Mass.
Cambridge, }fas.
Northampton , Mass.
South Hadley, Mass.
Wellesley, Mass.
Albert Lea, Minn.
Blue Mountain, Miss.
Brookh ave;1, Miss.
Clinton, Miss.
Columbus, Miss.
Corinth, Miss .
Jackson, Miss .
Meridian, Miss.
Do.
Oxford, Miss.
Pontotoc, Miss.
Port Gibson, Miss.
Summit, :Miss.
Woodville, Miss.
Columbia 1 Mo.
Do.
Fayette, Mo.
Fulton, Mo.
Indep ndcncc, 1\Io.
.Jennings, Mo.
Lexington, Mo.
Do.
Do.
Mexico, ~lo.
, 't. Charle Io.
Tilton . II.
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. IL-Colleges for ·icomen-0.ontinued.
Name of president.
James M. Taylor, D. D ....... .
.James Atkins, D. D ........... .
S.S. Rahn ................... .
F. L. Reid, D. D .............. .
,Joseph L. Murphy, A. M ...... .
John D. Minick1 A. M ........ .
Joseph A. Green ............. .
John B. Brewer, A. M ........ .
F. P. Hobgootl ............... .
John H. Clewell ............. .
SilasE. Warren .............. .
G. K. Bartholomew, A. M.,
Ph.D.
Chas. F.Th,ving, D. D ........ .
L. D. Potter, D. D ............ .
Clara Sheldon ............... .
D. B. Purinton, LL. D ........ .
Faye Walker, D. D ........... .
Miss Mary Evaus ............ .
J. W. Knappenbe:rger, A. M ..,.
J. Mnx Hark, D. D .... ____ . ~1\I. Carey Thomas, Ph. D . .... .
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgar, actiug.
Charles n. Shultz ............ .
E. E. Campbell, A. 1\I. ....... .
], ranees E. Bennett .......... .
A. II. Norcross, D. D ......... .
J. II. Hi ce ................... .
W. H. Atkin son, D. D ......... .

Mrs. L. M. Bonu er ........... .
II. P. Griffith .. __ ............ .
A. S. Townes .... . ........... .
M.M. Riley .................. .
B. F. Wilson .................. .
JI. G. Reed ................... .
S. Lander, A. M .............. .
D.S. Hearon, D. D ........... .
C. A. Folk, A. B ............. . .
Kato McFarland ............. .
Rohert D. Smith, A. M ....... .
S.A.Link,A.M .............. .
A. M. Burney .... _....... _... .
Howard W. Key, Ph. D ...... .
Ch as . C. Ross ................ .
.r . .J. Pinney, A. M ....•.......
Miss V. 0. W ardlaw, A. l\I. ... .
J. G. P at,Y.................. ..
Geo. \ V . F. Price, D. D ........ .

J. D. Blanton ............... .
Alice S. Foxworth y , A. M .... .
Wm. M. Graybill, A. l\J. .•....
:.\loses E. Wood .............. .
½. ' . Graves, LL. D ......... .
Cl1arl s 'arlton . ............ .
P. II. Eager, A. M .......... ..
,'. I. r:oclb cy . .... . .......... .
R 0. RolllJB avall .. .. ..... _. __

University or col1ege ..

Address.

VassaJ' College _............ . Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Asheville Fem.ale College ... . Asheville, N. C.
Gaston College ............. . Dallas, N. C.
Greensboro Female College .. Greensboro, N. C.
Claremont Female College .. . Hickory, N. C.
D~venport Femnle College .. . Lenoir, N. C.
Louisburg Female College .. . Louisl>urg, N. C.
Cliowan Baptjst Female In- Murfreesboro, N. -C.
s tituie.
Oxford Female Seminary .. - .. Oxford, N. C.
Salem Female Academy ..... . Salem, N. C.
Wilson Collegiate Institnte .. Wilson, N. C .
Bartholomew English and Cincinnati, Ohio.
Classical School. Cieveland College for Women. Cleveland, Ohio
Glendale Female College .... . Glendale, Oh:io.
Granville Female College ... . Granville, Ohio.
Do.
Shepardson College ......... .
Oxford College ............. . Oxford, Ohio.
Lake Erie Seminary ........ . PainesYille, Ohio.
Allentown Female College .. . Allmi. town, Pa.
Moravian Seminary for Young Bethlehem. P:i.
Ladies.
Bryn Mawr College ......... . Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Wilson College ............. . Chambersburg, Pa.
Linden Hall Seminary ...... . Lititz, Pa.
Irving Female College ...... . Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Ogontz School. ............. . Ogontz School, Pa.
Pittsbnrg Female College ... . Pittsburg, Pa.
Columbia Female College ... . Columbia-, S. C.
Presbyterian College for
Do.
Wome11.
Due West Femnlo College .... Due ·west, S. C.
Cooper-Limestone Institute .. Gaffney City, S. C.
Greenville College for Greenville, S. C.
Women.
Greenville Female College .. .
Do.
Converse College ........... . Spartanburg, S. C.
Wal hall a Female College ... . Walhalla, S. C.
'Williamston Female College. Williamston, S. C.
SnJlins College ............. . Bristol, Tenn.
Brownsville Female College .. Brownsville, Tcun.
Union Female Seminary ..... .
Do.
Columbia Athenreum ....... . Columbia, Tenn,
Tennessee Female College ... . Frauklin, Teuu.
Howard Female College .... . Gallatjn, Tenn.
Memphis Conforcucc Female Jackson, Tenn.
Institute.
East Tennessee Institnt.e ..... Knoxville, Tenn .
Cuml>crlancl l! cmalc College. McMinnville, Tenn.
Sonlc Female College ...... __ Murfreesboro, Ten11.
Boscobel College ........... . Nashville, Tenn.
Nashv ille College for Young
Do.
Ladies.
.
1
Ward Seminary ............ _
Do.
Martin F emale College ..... . Pulaski, Tenn.
Synodical Female College ... . Rogersville, Tenn.
Somerville Female Institute. Somerville, Tenn.
Mary Sliarp College ........ . vVincliester, Tem1.
Carlton College ............. . Bonham, Tex.,
Baylor Poma.Jc Collcrrc ...... . Belton, Tex.
Chapp llJiillPcmalcColl ge. 'happcJl Ilill, Tenn.
\Vaco Female Uollcgc ....... . ,Yaco, Tex.
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IL-Colleges for women-Continued.
Name of presiclent . .
S. N. Barker ................. .
Kate M. Hnnt ............... .
Samuel D ..Jones, B . L ........ .
Wm. P. Dick.insL•n ...... _____ _
· Miss M. P . Horsl ey: ......... .
A. B. Wanvick ..... .. .. ..... .
C. F. James, D. D ........... .
Chas. L. Cocke .............. .
W.W. Smith, LL. D .......... .
J. J. Scherer, A. M .......... ·.. .
J. A. I. Cassedy ............. _.
Arthur K. Davis,A.M ....... .
John H. Powell .............. .
James Willis, A. M ........... .
Mrs. J. E. B. Stuart ......... .
W.W. Robertson ............ .
John P: Hyde~ D. D., LL. D: .. ~
Mrs. H. L. Fie1<1 ............. .
Ella C. Sabin ................ .
Louise H,, Upton .. ........... .

University or college.
Martha w·ashington College .
Stonewall Jackson Institute·.
Southwest Virgiuia Institute .
Albemarle Female Institute ..
Mont~omery Female College .
Danville College for Young
Ladies.
Roanoke Female College .... .
Hollins Institute .......... . .
Randolph-Macon ,Voman's
College.
Marion Fema1e Co11ege ..... .
Norfolk Cc,llege for Young
Ladies.
Southern Female College ....
Richmond Female Institute ..
Stn.unton Female Seminary .. .
Virginia Female Institute ... .
·w esleyan Female Institute ..
VaJley Female College ...... .
Parkersburg Seminary ...... .
Downer College ............ .
Milwaukee College ......... .

Address.
Abingdon, Va,.

no.

Bristol, Va.
Charlottesvill0 1 Vr•.
Christiansburg, Va.
Danville, Va.
Do.
Hollins, Va.
Lynchburg, Va.
Marion, Va.
Norfolk, Va.
Petersburg, Va.
Richmond, Va.
Staunton, Va.
Do.
Do.
Winchester, Va.
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Fox Lake, Wis.
Milwaukee, Wis.

PART II.

EDUCATION AND THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.
CHAP. !.-Programm e of the International Congress of Education and Addresses
of \Velcome.
I L -American V iews antl Comments on the Educational Exhibits.
IIL-Gennan Criticism ou Am eri can E ducation and the Educational Exhibits.
IV.-Viev,rs of the French Commissio ners.
V.-Meclieal Education in the United States, as presented 1y French Specin.lists.
VI. -Notes arnl Observations made 1y t h e Italian, Swedish, Danish, and Russian Delegates.
VIJ.-Rcpol't on Arneric:rn T echnolog ical Schools.
VH L-Iligher Education of Women in Russia.
IX.-Papers Reatl at the \Vorl<l's Library Congress.
X.-Report on E du cation at t he Columbian Ex110sition, by Hon . John Eaton.
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CHAPTER I.
PROGRAMME OF THE INTERNA.TION.AL CONGRESS OF
EDUCATION .AND .ADDRESSES OF WELUOME.

I.-OFFJCIAL PROGRAMME OJi' TBE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
EDUCATION OF THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, JULY 2528, 1893.
UNDER CHARGE OF THE

NATIONAL

EDUCATIONAL

ASSOCJATION, UNITED

STATES

OF AMERICA.
CO:\DHTTEg OF TI-IE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSO CIATION.

l:s' GE~-.'ERAL CHARGE.

DEPA RTi\iEXTS-continncd.

WILLIAill '.I.'. IIARRIS, Commissioner of Education,
United States.

Experimental psychology in education:
Prof. GEORGE T. LADD., Yale UniYersity, New
Raven , Conn.
E<l.ucational publications:
Mr. C. "\Y. BARDEEN, Syracuse, N. Y.

DEPAH'L\lENTS.

Higher edncation:
Prof. NICHOLAS MURRAY B1JTLER, Columbia
College, New York City.
CHAIR)fEN PRESlI'ING AT THE SESSIOKS.
Prof. .A.. F. WEST, of Princeton U ni\·ersity,
secretary.
Dr. JAMES B. ANGELL, president o.f Michigan
Secondar.r etlucation:
University, presides at general sessions.
Principal RAY GREEXE RDLTNG, N ew Bed- Dr. D. C. GrnrIAN,Jlresident J'o:!::ns Hopkins Uniford, MaAs.
versity.
Elementary education:
IleY. J'. C. MACKENZIE, head master, L::twrcnceInspector J AJ\1ES L. RlIGHES, Toronto, Ontario.
,i11e School, New Jersey.
Kindergarten instruction:
Gen. J OHN EATON, ex-Commissioner of EducaMrs. W. N. HAILMAN, Laporte, Ind.
tion, United States.
School supervision:
Mrs. A. M. Huor-ms, of 'l'o1'onto, Ontario.
Supt. W. II. MAXWELL, Brooklyn , N. I'.
Ron. A. S. DRAPER, superintendent public schools,
Professiounl training of teachers:
Cleveland, Ohio.
Principal E. 0. LYTE, Millorsvillo, Pa.
Dr. E. .A.. SrIELDO::-.', princi_pal State normal school,
Instruction in art:
Oswego, N . Y.
PrcsidontJ Ai\IES MACALis-n: R, Drexel Insti- Prof. IIALSEY C. IVES, director of art school,
tute, Philadelphia.
Washin gton u'niYersity, St. Louis, Mo.
Instruction in vocal music:
Prof. F. 1V. IlOOT, of Chicago.
Director N. COE STEWART, Clc"velan<l, Ohio.
Gen. FRANCIS .A.. w ALKER, J)l'CSitlent Institute of
Technological instruction :
'Icchnology, B oston, Mass.
Prof. IIENRY MORTON, Stevens Institute, no Prof. J. D. ReNKLE, Institute of Technology, Bosuok 11, N.J.
ton, Mass.
·
Imlustl:ial aml manual instruction:
Col. GEORGE Souu~, president of Soule',; BusiDr. A;:o;DREW J. RrCKOFF, New York City .
ness College, New Orleans, La.
Buf!incss education:
Prof. EDWARD ir. HARTWELL, director of physical
President R. C. SPEXCEn, Milmrnkcc- , ,Vis.
edu cation in puulic schools, Boston, Mass.
Ph ysic:ll cclucation:
Dr. .JAMES McCcsn , ex-president Princeton UniProf. D. /J... SAR0EN1', Ilar,arcl 1:TniYersity,
versity.
Cambri<lgc, Mass.
Dr. G. STANLEY HALL, prcsidrll t Clark UJJi ,·erRational psychology in education:
sity, Worcester, 1fas,s.
}'resident J. G. S 'IIUmLL'I, Cornell 1: uiver- Dr. lIENllY l3AH;:o;ARD, editor The .A.mcricau J"on.rnal of Eclucation , IIartforcl, Co1m.
sil y, Ithaca, N. Y.
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GENERAL CONGRESS.
TUESDAY, JULY

25, 3 P.

M.

Meeting opened by prayer by Rev. F. A. Noble, D. D.
Address by C. C. Bonney, president of the ·world's Congress Auxiliary.
Addresses by Right Rev Samuel Fellows, cba.irrnan of gene:ral committee o~ _educational congresses; Mrs. Potter Palmer, p:resi<lent woman's branch of-the ~axillary;
Mrs. Cllarles Henrotin, vice-president; Mrs. H. M. ·wnmarth, chairman of woman's
branch committee on congress of education; Dr. S. H. Peabody, chief of-department
of liberal arts, and others.
_.
R eport of W. T. Harris; Commissioner of Education, chairman of the comnnttee of
arrangements.
. .
Al1dress by Hon. A. G. Lane, president of the National Educational Assomat10n,
introducing Dr. James B. Angell; p ermanent chairman of the general congress.
SECOND SESSION OF TIJE GE:N'ERAL

CoxGREss, 8

r. l\L

Addres.s by Dr. James B. Angell, president of the general congress .
Address by Sir Henry Trueman '\\Tood, secretary of the TOyal commission of Great
Britain for the Chicago Exposition.
.
Address by M. Ga,brfel Compayre, president of the French commission on educat.iou.
Address by Prof. Dr. Stephan vVaetzoltlt, general commissioner in charge of t.J..ie
German imperial educational exhibit. Subject: The school reform. in _G~rmany ..
Address by Prince Serge vVolkon,s ky, delegate oftlrn ministry of public rnstrnction.
.
A<l.dress by Dr. G. W. Ross, minister of edncation in 011ta,rio.
Address by Dr. William H. Harper, president of the University of Chicago.
THIRD SESSION OF THE GENERAL CONGRESS, FmDAY, JULY

28, 8

r. M.

Address by Miss E. P. Hngh es, principal of the Cambridge Training College for
Teachers, Cambridge, England. Subject: The professional training of teachers for
secondary schools.
Actdress 'Ly Right Rev. John J. Keane, rector of the Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C.
Af1drcss by Prof. L. Dimscha, of St. Petersburg UniYei.·sity and de]cgn-to of. th e
mi~i.stry of pulllic instruction of Russia. Subject: Legal education in the Dinted
States.
Address by Prof. Dr. Ditmar Finckler, of the German imperial commission to the
exhibition.
Ac1L1rcss l>y M. B enjamin Buisson, delegate of the minister of cducatio~ of France.
Address by Gen. John Eaton, ex-Commissioner of Education of the Umted States.
Snbject: Educational endowments in the United States.
.
. Atldre~s by M. Ergra:ff Kovalevsky, del~gate of the Russian ministry of public
rnstrnct1on.
Address by Dr. L. M. Torngren, director of Royal Ce,~1tral Gymnastic Institute,
Stockllolrn, Sweden.
~
.
Address by Dr. Alberto Gomez Ruano, commissioner in charge of educat10nal
exhibit of Uruguay .
·
.
.
Address by Don J. Abelardo Nu11ez, inspecci6n general de iustrucci6n pnmana,
Chili, director of the Chilian exhibit .
. A,ddress by Dr. Edwin Osterberg. Subject: Training of teachers in high schools
m Sweden.
HIGHER EDUCATIO T .
Fm

T

'E SION,

\VEbXE

DAY, JGLY

26, 9.30

A. l\f,

Subject: Uni1:en1ilics.

'hairm~u, Pi' . id nt . C. ilm::m . of ,Johns Hopkins University. Alternate chairman, Pr · 1<1 nt \V. R. Harper of li 1 nivcrsity of Uhi arro.
ecretary President,
0
'
Auch w 1'. W st, of rin ton ·u iv r. ity.

type

To b openecl
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3. To ,vb~t extent should an antecedent liberal education be required of stu~ents
law, medicine, aud theologyf To be opened by Prof. Vloodrow \Vilson, of Princeton University.
·
.
4. In what ,rny may professional schools be most ~dvantageously connected w1~h
universities and colleges f To be opened by President Setll Low, of Colurubia
College.
SECOND SESSION, TIIURSDAY, JULY 27, 9.30 A. M.
0 +·

Subject: Colleges.
Chairman President Timothy Dwight, of Yale University . Alternate chairman,
President J:imcs B. AngelJ, of the University of Michigan. Opening acltlress by the
chair.
TIIEi\1.ES FOR DISCUSSION.

1. Should Greek be required for the degree of bachelor of arts f To be opened by
Prof. W. G. Hale, of the University of Cllicago.
.
.
2. What signs of jmproYemcnt are visible in the untlergradnate life of American
stuclcnts f The discussion to range over the topics of athletics, mor3:ls, student
oro·anizations,
jntercollegiate courtesies, and relations of the students to rnstructors.
0
To be opened by President Raymond, of Wesleyan University.
THIRD SESSIOX, FRIDAY, JULY

!28, 9.30

A. M .

Subject: Topic dealing with the 1'elatfon11 of high el' educatfon to the advancement of ciiltu:·t:,
learning, and civ-ilizaiion.
'
Chairman, Preside11t Francis L. Patton, of Princeton University. Alternate chairman, President Seth Low 1 of Columbia College. Opening address by the chair.
THEMES I•OR DISCUSSION.

1. Tbe evolution of liberal education . To be openecl by Prof. A. P. vVest, of Princeton University.
_
2. On what conditions sbonlcl the degree of doctor of philosophy be given f To
be opened (probably) by Prof. Ira Remseu, of Johns Hopkins Univ9rsity, followed by
Prof. W. 0. Sproull, <lean of the University of Cincinnati.
3. Tho relation of our colleges and universities to the advancement of civilization.
Closing addresses by Right Hev . Bishop Keane, rector of the Catholic University of
America., \Vashington, D. C., and President James B. Angell, of the Universitv of
Michigan.
u
SECONDARY EDUCAT:WN.

FrnsT

SESSION, vVEDNESDAY, JULY

26, 9.30

A. M .

Inm1gnral adclref's by Dr. J. C. Mackenzie, president of the d epartment. The
supcn·ision of n,]l secondary education in public high :,;chools, private schools, and
cndo"'ed academics by the State or municipal authority. Discussion.
11.30 A. M.
Thesis: The conrso of s tu<ly in 8eco11dary schools: designed simply to prepn,re
pupils for life (or designed as a finishing school), 1:2bonlcl it lie different from that
cle,:igncd to prepare students for college or the professional school f By Dr. W. T.
Reill, of Belmont, Cal. Discussion.
SECOND SESSION, THURSDAY, JuLy

27, 9.30

A. M .

1. Thesis: (a) Should the amount of time giYen to mathemn:l!iics i,11 secondary
schools _(as they are) be diminished, (b) Should the amount of time given to languages m our secorn1ar,v schools (as they arc) be dimiuished, in order to make room
for a mo~·e ~xtende~l ~ourse in physics, botn,ny, and chemistry f 'By Dr. C. F. P. Bancroft, prmc1pal Plnlhps Academy, Andover) Mass.; Dr. D. \V. Abercrombie 1 of Worcester Academy, fass ., and Dr. Schlee, rector of the Real-Gymnasium of Altoona (and
a member of tho committee of sevcu appointed by the Emperor). Discussion.

11.30

A. l\I,

2. Thesis: Shoul<l art studies, including drawing, painting, anu modeling, form a.
part of tho prescribed course for nll pupils in secondary schools f T~>_ lrn ope~ed by
a. paper presentecl by Mlle. Marie Dugard, professor at tho L;r?ce 11foh_Pre, _Pai:,JS, and
memb r of the French c01;nmjssion on tho oecondary c<lucat10n of girls m :France.
Di cus ion.
'
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Tiurm SESSION,

FRIDAY, JULY

28, 9.30

A. 111.

cl

1. Thes is: Should algebra, or geometry come first in tho conrso of study of second
·ary schools9 Hon. W. N . Hailman, s uper in tendent of schools, Laporte, Ind., a n
Prof. Belai Krccsy, ·clelogate from Hungary. Discussion .
11.30

A. M:.

2. Thesis: In cases where a choice should be made, which shoul<l come first, Latin
or some modern language, in tho-course of study of secondary schoolsf W. C. Collar, head ~aster Roxbury Latin School , B oston, Mass. Discussion.
ELEME NTARY EDUCATION.
FrnsT SESSIO~, vVEDNESDAY,

JULY

G, 9.30

A. i\1.

General topic : 1'710 co nrse of stu<l!J in elementa1·y schools .
.A.cldress by the president of tho department, Gen . John Eaton, ex-Commissioner
of Education of ihe United States.
1_. :rhesis: Sbonl~l morals, ht~1guagc, numbers,. geogr:1phy, history of_ the co_untv,
,,:-nting, and drawrng be considered the essentials of tho course of stncly for t-~
eight years of elementary instruction, the pupils being from G to 14 yea~·s of ag1 ·
J. L. Piclrnrd, LL. D., of Iowa, and Hon. L. H. Jones, sup erintendent pubhc schoo 8
of Indianapolis. Discussion.
2. Thesis: What should be a,ddc<.l to th o essential branches of the elem~n~ary
course of study to meet the industrial n eed s of l ocalities or race charactenSbCS ·
For example, should city schools introduce branches relating to commerce or mann~
factnres, or shouhlrural schools introduce agriculture, chemistry, and botany. Prof.
Ergrapho Kovalevsky. Discussion.
.
3. Papers on tho university education of women in England, prepared by Mt,~
Fawcett nml Miss Beale, of London. Rea.cl b y abstract by Miss E. l'. llugbes an_<
Miss M. Louch, of J.,ondon. Other papers prepared by foreign d~lcgates for th10 1.
department read by title or by abstract (an<l. to be printed in foll m the volume
proceedings).
SECOND SESSIOX, THU RSDAY, JULY 27.
Gene1'al topic: Th e teach ing of geogr aphy.

Programme of this anll the thinl session furnished by t he National Geographic
Society.
_
1. (?peni1~g address by Dr. Gardiner G. Hubba.rd, the president o_f the society.
R el:1.t1on of the currents of air and wa.ter to animnl and veg etable life and to th e
temperature of countries .
2. Addresses from the d el egates of foroio-n societies. (On o hour.)
.
3._ Adc1r?ss by Prof. ·wmiam Libbey, ,ir.~ d el egate from the American Geographical
Society o f Ne w York. The rel at ion s of the Gul f Stream to the Labrador current off
tho No w E n gl::t11<l coast.
·
4. Paper by Col. F . "VV. Parker, princip al of tho Cook County normal school.
R~l::tt ion of histor,v to geograph y .
b . Address by Miss E li za Rnbmmth Scidmorc. .Japan .
. G. Acld~css by General Eaton, representing tho Bnrean of E dn cati_on. , 1:1ic .r~l:atwns wh~clt 1_n:1y or should exist between tho ' atioual Geographi c Bocict~ .m<l
gcoo-rn.ph1cal 1nstr nction.
.
7 . .Anno1ui cemcnt rel atiYO to awar<ls of prizes IJy thoKn.tionalGeogrnphic ·'?cicty.
8. Aclclr ss 1,y Prof. Georo-o D::wil"!son representin"' tho Geoo-rapli.icnl om ty of
th<' Pn.ciii , An xam in n.tio~1 of tho early voyages of cliscov ry and explor~tion._ of
tl~e north w · t coast of Am ricn, hct, ecu 1.33G aJHl 1603 iuclud in g th iclcntihcation
of the auclrnrafT of, ' ir Franci. Drake on tl1 con t of Californ ia, 1579.
, D. , <~d~ · · h,,: Prof. T. '. 'liambcrlin, r pre. nting tho niYersity of Gbicao-o.
Ill 1 1;thons of_
o_log~· to ph~·· i grapby j 11 c1luc:1tional work .
1 ·
o~raph1_<·al Jn. trndion in th public st·hools . Prof. \\'. JL Pow 11 np<·rintcnclc1,1t of p~1hlH· :·cbool_- \Vashingto11,] . ('.
11. rh ancl re~10n,: of the t ·Hitc-d, ·tafrs. 13.v F. II . r w ll.
12._Acl~lr .·, by Prof. I-rad '. l n. ·,·11, ('nh· r.ity of ~lic-J1 ig:111.
It J. c. 1' :tccl that tho Hon .. John .\h rcon1hi • will attcncl as cl •l "'at from th
I oyal • 1·0 ti. h
·ographi al , 'od ·t~-, :rncl , 'ir ':vim< r , ·. (;z w ki, f Toronto a •
1\ ,1 .:-at~ from 1h • l o~·a l (: o~rnphi,·al, ·o,·iet y of Lonclon.
1 hronrrh ~h<' otntc-. y of' . Ir. \\'illiam E. 'nrti., ·nit cl ,'ta es c·omm i . ioncr. h
tn mh
of h • t·onC•r 11 · will l1avc Hrn .· ·ln. i,·o u · of lJ .dona t r: of 1
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Rabida from 9 to 11 a. m., Jt1ly 28. Mr. Curtis ancl Capt. John G. ·Bour.ke, United
States Army, will explain "Exhibits of Co~u~bus, ·; and "tho most precio-ns collec1
tion of historical papers that were ever e:s:hi~)ltecl together.'

1

0

THIRD SESSIOX, THUJlSDA).' , JULY

Address: Internn,tional Polar E:s:pe<litions.
Army.

27~ 8

I'."' l\1.

By Gen. A. \V. Greely 1 United States

FOURTH SESSIOX, FRIDAY, JCLY

28, 9.30

L\.,

:'IL

General topic: 11Iornls, religion, ancl citi;euship.
1. Thesis: How far should moral e<lueation be made to include cou!tesy and_ s?cial
etiquettef What school e:s:ercises arc the best to promote education f~r c1t1zenship ~ In what ways can the stnclies o~ tho co~nmon. sc_hool, such as h1s~ory ancl
literature, be made to develop the sentunent of patriotism~ \Vl~at spec ial wo_rk
should be un<lertakcn in the elementary school to preparo the pupils for ihe clut1es
of citizenship Y Hon. ·w. A. Mowry, superintendent schools, Sal('lm, Mass., and Hon.
D. B. Johnson, snperintenclent schools, Columbia, S. C. Discussion.
2. Dr. N . G. \V. Lagerstetlt, <lelegate from S'\i'"eden, will read a paper on the
"Public educational system of Sweden."
3. Thesis: Is it possiblo to separate religious and moral instruction f Should
relicrious instruction be int~'odnccd into the public or common schools, and taught
cith~r by the regular teacher or by clergymen f Should the Bible he read as a religious exercisef In how far can the discipline of the school be relied upon to secure
moral habits~ E. E. White1 LL. D., of Columbus, Ohio . Discussion.

KINDERGARTEN INSTRUCTION.
FIRST SESSIOX, "'\VEDN ESDAY 1 JU'LY

26, 8.3-0

A. :\f,

Introductory address, Mrs. A. M. Hughes, prcsiclent of the department.
Ge11e1·al topic of the first session: l'lic essential cliaracteristics uf the kindergarten as d-istinguishecl frorn the primary schoo l, cind tlie practical adjustment of the form e1· to the
latter.
1. Thesis: (1) Tho esseutial characteristics of a kindergarten. ( 2) Its gifts and
occnpations. (3) Shoul<l tho kindergarten attempt to teach reading or writingf
(4) Should the plays aud games , which Froebel invented, be mouified f Shoultl substitutions be made for any of them, or others be :1d<led ~ (5) What is the place an<l
valne of ·tbe song in tlie kindergarten, and the degree of dramatic elemem which
shoultl n,ccompany the sougf The aboYc discnssions opened by Mrs. Al ice H. Putnam of Chicago, Mrs. Sarah A. Stewart of Philadelphia, and Miss Constance Mackenzie, also of Philat1clphia, an.cl Mrs . Ottilie Bondy of Jena, Germa,uy.
2. Thesis: (1) Tho organic union of kindergarten aml primary school. (2) "'\Vhat
modifications in the primary school arc uccessary or desirable in order to adapt it to
continue tho work of the kindergartori ancl reap the advantages of the training
alreacly received f (3) What are the essential difference1:, in discipliuc ..uul instrnction that should characterize tho 11rimary school and distinguish it from the kindergarten~ The above discussions to bu opcne<.l by Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper of California,
Hon. ·w. E. ' held.on of Massachusetts, Mr. n. Pickman l\Iann of \Vashington, D. C . 1
and Miss Mary C. McCulloch of St. Lo1~is.
, 'ECOXD SESSJOX1 TIIUP.SDAY, Jl·Ly

27, 9.30 ,\.

?If.

1. Thesis: (1) Prepnratiou of tho ldn<lcrgartn er for her work. (2) Shoul<.l all
kindergarten teachers he requ ired to pass e:s:uminatiou in secon<1ary stndies, such as
algebra., geometry, mo<lern or ancient languages, general history, natural science,
psychol ogy, and English literature or the literatur·c of tho native country, (3) What
trniniug in Froebel's philosophy shouM be pres cri bed in n, professional course of
trninini; for the kindergartner ? (4) What work ill the gifts anfl occupations, the
plays and games, theoretically aml practically, shouhl be required for the gradll'titc
from a kindergarten training school f Tho above cliscnssions opened bypaper_s from
Miss, 'ns:rn E. Blow, by Miss Annie La,vs, president of the Kindergarten Soc1~ty of
Ci1'1.cinnati, n,n<l by Mrs. Louisa Parsons Uopkius 1 of the board of school supervisors,
Boston.
2. Thesis : (1) Eclucati YO Yalnc of haJH1 work in the ki]l(lcrgarten. (2) Cn,n tiom,
to l>o o1Jscn·o<1 as to tho limits of certain oC ti.Jc occnpations, snch, for cxn,mple, as
pricking paper, and ot her work that is lial>lc to strain the eyes if too long contin-
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ued. (3) The Froebel system of drawing, in contrast to free-hand drawing .. (4) The
characteristic mental and physical comlitiuns of tho fi.rRt ·seven years of ch1ldho~d,
which determine the special etlncat,ive value of hand work in the kindergarten. 'I.he
above dis cussions opened by Hon. ,v. N . Hailman, superintendent of schools, Laporte, Ind., and Miss L. H. Pingree of Boston.
TH.um

SESSION; :FRIDAY, JULY

28, 9.30

A . M.

1. Thesis: (1) To what extent is the nso of symbolism justifiable in th_e kindergarten 1 (2) Is there any validity to the claim often urged, that the cl11lcl ~nder
7 J·ears of age is to be dis.tinguished in psychological development from ~he clnld of
more than 7 years of a,ge, throngh llis grea,ter dependence upon symbolic mocl~s of
instruction f (3) Is the distinction _a vaJid one between symbolic an<l c_onvent~oual
studies-conventional studies being understood to mean reading, writrng:, written
arithmetic, and appliances usefnl in intercom.munication but not emblematic or sp~
bolic of a second ancl higher meaningf Th e above discussions opened by Prof. Ear
Ba,Tnes <,f Leland Sta,nford Junior Universit:v, and Prof. Charles A. McMnrry_ of
I1linois .S.tate Normal University, Miss Elizabeth Harrison of Chicag-o Mrs. Manr
Foster '\Vashburne of Chicarro,
Miss Hattie Neil of Chicago, and Mrs. Eudora ·
0
.
•
Hailman of Laporte, Incl.
2. Thesis: ,vhat shoulcl be the character of the stories told in the lunclergart~n,
ancl to what extent should stories be told~ The above discussions opened uy Miss
Mary T. Hotchkiss of Milwaukee.

1

SCHOO L SUPERVISION.

26, 9.30 A. M.
Address by Hon. A. S. Draper, superintendent pnblic schools, Clevel and, Ohio,
president of the department. ·
.
.
1. Thesis: Teacher's e:s:n.minations, eel'tificates, and licenses. ,vhat scholaS t ic
.knowledge sho1~ld be requ~red from t e£1:chers before being permitted to ei ~ter on a
term of probat10uary service: In English 1 In lan()'nagcs other than English ~ ,1/
1rntnrn,l sciencd In physics and cliemistry~ In n~1,thematics~ In artf Hon.
·
B. Powell, superintendent public schools, Washington, D. C. Discussion:
. k
2. Thesis: How to improve the work of poor teachers. Hon. F. A. F1tzpatric ,
snperintendcnt pnblic schools, Omaha, Nebr. Discussion.
.
3. ~fhe_sis: How to interest a corps of teachers in tho study of psychology and its
apph cat1011 to the ·work of the schoolroom. Discussion.
.
4. Thesis: Onivcrsity participation for teachers. Hon . E. P . Seaver, supennte n cleut schools, Bostou, Mass. Discussion.
FIRST SESSIO:-S, \VED~ESDAY, JULY

SECOND SESSIO~, T .HURSDAY, JULY

27, 9.30

A. M .

Presiden~ F: W.
Pn.rker, Cook Connty normal school, Chicago, and Dr. B. A. Hinsdale, of Michigan
University. Di. cussion .
2. Thesis: v~ho 1;;hall appoint teacheni, arnl on whose nomination ~ Hon .. II. ' ·
Tarbe_ll, snpermtenc~eut public ~schools, Provideuce, R I., and Hon. C. B. Gilbert,
snpenutendeut public schools, i::,t. Paul, Minn. Discussion.

1: Thesis: Ap11ointment anrl tcnnre of office of snperintenden t s.

THIRD SESSIOX, FRIDAY, JULY

28, 9.30

A. l\I.

l. Thesis: At whn,t point in tho conrs') of study should departmental or s11ecial
teac~~r ~e empl0yed in elementary schools 't'

2. lhesrn: , 'houhl the law require the attendance of all pupils in school betw_ce.~
th a.~~s of 8 and 141 Hou. Joun Jasper, sup rinten clcnt of scllools, rew York it)'
!Ion. l hos. B. tockwell, ·~a.te snperintendent of 1rnhlic instrnction, Rhoc~e I land ,
,~nd Hou. · G. Lane, upermtendcnt pul,lic school , Chicago, Ill. Discm,sion.
PROFE,', IONAL TRAISIKG OF TEACHER,.
1-msT , E ,',' l

.~, ,VEDXESDAY, ,JULY

26, 9.30

A.

;\I,

en ral topic of <lisr·_nssion fol' thr 11eason: cltool11 of praclire 01· ' model schools, countcled znlh llw 11chool11 fol' the professional training of teachtl'B.

hr

I~tn:clnt: r{ n.<l!lr ,
1:, E. ,\_. ,'h l<lo~, prcsi,1 ut of th cl partro 11t .
. l ,ip<r h~ l ,mui , . ~np 111, .\I1u11 apol1
1i11n.
Ui.·cu sion of tll qn tion·
'
of pr pnrntion r qnir ,1 l, •fore orning to th ·cllool of

1nvoh •1l.
1. 'J lw 1-in<l an<l ,1 ,rr
pra · ic •.
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2. The time in the course of preparation when the practice should u e taken.
3. The ,alue and extent of observation work in the model school.
4. Amount and character of criticism to be recommended.
5. Value of "substituting," or filling vacancies in ward schools.
6. Value of practicing with classmates as pupils.
7. Shall the instructors of branches be the critics in their own branclles f
8. Shall the critic be always present f
.
9. How much practice shall be required each day, and how long contmued f
10. How often should the classes taught b e changed f
11. What degree of perfection in teaching shall be requirell in order to entitle the
candidate to a diploma f
.
12. Is the plan a good one to haYe a paid te1:cher in charge of oacl~ class. i?- _the
school of practice who "does n, part of tlle teachrng and at the i:;ame tnne cnt1c1ses
the 11ork of the pupil teacllers ~
13. Tlle value of sending pupils out into neighboring schools to ouservo and take
cllarge occasionally of classes.
. .
The discussion will be opened by Francis W. Parker, principal Cook County normal school, Chicago, Ill., and J. Vi. Cook, principa_l_ State Normal University? ancl
others. The discussion will be followed uy the readrng of two valuable and highly
interesting papers. The first paper is prepared by Signor Giacomo Oddo Bonafede,
director of normal school, AYollino, Italy. Sn hject of the paper: " What professional training of teachers is desirable (in normals or by practical instruction)'?"
To be road by Mrs. C. L. Place, principal of training school, St. Paul, Minn. The
second 11::1por is prepared by Joseph W. Cowham, lec1urer on education and master
of metli:otls, Westminster .Wesleyan Training College, S. W. England. This paper
will be r ead by Miss N. Cropsy, assistaµ t superintendent of scllools, Indianapolis,
Intl.

SECOND S1<:S SIO~,

TncnSDAY/

JULY

27/ 9.30

A. M.

1. Sboulcl we have a gradation of normal an-cl training schools f
(a) For training teachers of normal schools, colleges, and universities.

For training teachers for secondary schools.
For training teachers for elome11tary schools.
For training teachers for kindergarten and primary schools.
For training teacllers for rnrnl sc hools .
Rcquiremen ts of t,h eso different, grades:
(1) As to scholastic instru ction.
(2) As to psycholog ical and t echnical instruction.
(3) As to practice teaching nuder criticism.
Thomas Kirkland, principal of the uormal school at Toronto, Canada, will open
this discussion with a paper, :md will be followed by E ugene Martin, directeur de
l'ccole prirnaire superienre, Paris, Dr. Francis J. Cheney, principal State normal
school, Cortland, N. Y., and others .
. ~- Should the ~ourse of study in normal schools be wholly professional, or sl.1011ltl
1t rnclude ,York m the elementary mid secoudary Lra.nehes, even where proficiency
in these Lranches is required as a condition for admission~ If so, to what extent'!'
Tho discussion will be opened with n short paper by Daniel Fulcorner. A. M., prcsicle~t ~estern Mid1igan College, Grand Rapids, Micll., to be followed by F. B. Palmer,
prmc1pal of normal school, Fredonia,, N . Y., and others .
3. How does tlle typical normal-school work differ in method from that of secondary or higher educa,tion, Malcolm MacVica,r, superintendent of the Freedmen's
schools of tho Bapt,ists' Home Mission Society, Brooklyn, N. Y., will open the discussion. with a paper, to be followed by John \V. Dickinson 1 secretary Massachusetts
Board of Ednc~ttion, and others.
(b )
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

'fHIHD

SESSIO~,

FRIDAY, JULY

28, 9.30

A. M:.

_,Vhat. shonld be req nire<l of n, candi<l ato for tho degree of do ctor of pedagogy f
D1scuss10n , led by Jerome Allen, Ph. D., clean of faculty of pcdao-oo-y University of
the City of New York, arnl Dr. Edward R. Shaw, of same institntio~.'
·
(a) Shonld such reqniremcuts be confined to scho1astic instruction, Dr. Charles
McMnrry, of Illinois State Normal Uni,'ersity. What slioulLl Le required in tho
way of teaching_. ability, experience, and skill' Dr. S. G. Williams, of Cornell
University.
(b) Shoulcl original investigation be reqnirccl in some ur:inch of child stndy f Earl
Barnes, professor of pedagogy in Lolaml Stauford Jnnior University, California.
(c) Or in some phase of tile history of ecluca.tion, Dr. Eel ward Brooks, supcri11to11dent of schools, Philadelphia, Pa.
(cl) Or in experimental psycholog-y with a, v iew to c1otormi~e some qu~stions in
l'<'O'arcl to the educational value of a branc]J, or Lra.nchcs, m tho curncnlnm of
el mentary or secondary schools, Pt·of. Edgar D. Sliimcr, of faculty of pedagogy,
UniYcrsity of tho Uity of Tew York.
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11.30

A. l\I.

What value should be attached to tlio formal stn<l.y of children in the training ?f
teachers f Dr. G. Stanley Hall, president of Clark University, Worcester, Mass., will
o-p cn the discussion, to be followecl by Miss Margaret K. Smith, State normal and
trn.ining school, Oswego, N. Y.
.
The following persons from abroad have announced their intention of comrng to
the depa.r tmental international congress for the professionn.l training of te~hers.
They will doubtless take a, part in the discussions of this department, makmg the
oceasion one of unusual interest mul profit:
.
.
Englqncl.-Miss E. P. Hughes, principal Cambri<lge Training College for Higher
Teachers; Cambridge.
. .
France.-Messienrs Gabriel Cornpayre, president of tho French comm1ss1~n; Benj,amin Buisson, delegate of the French ministry of public instruction; Eugen~ Martin, directeur do l'ccole primarie superieure of Paris, and member of the :r rench
commission.
Ireland.-Prof. D. Croly, M.A., St. Patrick's Training College, Drmncon<l.1:a, Dublin; Prof. J. J. Doherty, LL. D., training college, Marlborough street, Dublin.
Scotlmul.--J. R. Leslie, M. A., principal Episcopal Training College, Dalry ~ouse,
E<l.inbnrgh; A. S. Baird, esq., Free Church Training College, Glasgow; Dr. 'Ihonw.s
Morrison, Glasgow Free Training College, Glasgow.
.
Canada.-Jolm B. Calkin, normal school, Truro, Nova Scotia; Eldon _Mullrn,
principal provincial normal school, Fredericton, New Brunswick; Thoma_s I~irklautl,
principal Toronto normal school, Toronto, Ontario; Th. G. Rouleau, prmc1pal normal school, Laval, Quebec; Prof. J. A. Calder, principal normal school, Moose Jaw,
Northwest Teuito_ries.
·
ART INSTRUCTION.
FrnsT

SESSION, 'WEDNESDAY, J ·ULY

26, 9.30

A. M .

General topic: Mcthocls of teaching clrawi11g.

Address by Prof. Halsey C. Ives, president of tho department. Discussion.
.
1. Thesis: ·whether the pupil shall first take a course of drawing from the ~at, m
order to learnt.be technique of representation. Prof. H. T. Bailey, supcrvJSor of
drawing for the State of Massachusetts. Discussion.
2. Thesi~: How early shall the pupil begin to use models f Prof. W. S. Perry,
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. Discussion.
3. Thesis: Should tho models to be drawn be artistically beautiful, or shall_ the
pupil -practice drawing real objects without reference to the resthetic question~
Prof. L. W. Miller, principal of the Philadelphia School of Arts, and Prof. W. S.
Goodenough. Discussion.
SECO}-"D SESSIOX, TITURSDAY, JCLY

27, 9.30

A. l\L

Gencml topic: All a.rt stiicly should aim, first to familiarize the pupil with the chief types of
the g1·cat w01·ks of a1·t-4,vith a view to cultivating tile art'isi'ic taste.
Miss Emily J. R;ce, of Cook County Normal SclwoJ.
1. Thesis: '~h~ pupil s_hon1c1 study and analyze a series of works from tho great
masters, descnbrng m la_nguage in tho form of essays the general them~ and ~he
met1:1,ocls adopted of malnng; the work of art tell its o,Yn story, the technical difficulties and_ succes~fnl devices of the artist iu completing bis ,York of nrt. ,Prof.
J. I_. Hoppm, Prof. Alfred Emerson, Cornell University, and Rev. Frank Gunsaulus
P\~su1,ent _of frmour I_rniti tnte, Chicago . Discussion.
.
=· 'Ihes1s: Tho pupil sbonld copy or mttke a drawing of tho "l\:ork of artw~ich be
has learned t? analyze, and his e:xcrci ·e sliould be criticised by fellow :r.np1l a 11d
t a_ 11 r, ni::1,klllo- clear th' r .·pects wherein he lias failetl to seize tho motive of th0
ar~i. - , or to reprodu hi (th arti t's) devices of represcnfation.
Irs. far~- D.i.na
l11ck , f Bo ton .
i cus ion.
,3·
si ' : '\"\ rk of culptt:ir aft r lJ in<r studi d a,nnlyti ally and r pro_du_ced__ iu
<lurn mgs ho1~l<l b_ lllO<~ l _cl rn lay, ancl works of painting after such pr hmman
h0l~lc1 b · ·opi l Ill pam lll"' hy th Jmpi.l. I rof. Georo-c L. cbr ib r, of .Armour
In. titnt · Ir. E. • . F n 11 ·a, f th Boston Art ~Inse1u11. Discu. iou.

?'h

Tnn:o , E:. xo~T, • n1nAY, Jcr.Y 28.

Jcarninrr to mocl 1 in ·la - wn.-, or oth r mat rinl ..
limitation lJ Jon~in~ to tl~ art
t ?n pr p •ily b tr at d 111 culp-
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ture 1111 <1 what more properly belong fo,pain~iug. _ prof. W: M, ~, l! rench? <l;ire-0;-or. of
the Art fostitu:te of Chic[tgo, Prof. J. E. Weir, of I ale Umvers1ty, and M1s& Emily
Sartain, of Philadelphi a. Discussion .
. .
.
.
.
,
2. Thesis: Should drawing commence from the begmnmf; with lig~t an,d shade, or.
shoulll it be outline clra wing for the first year or more 1 Miss Jo_ ephine C. ~ocke, of
Chicago, Miss Hn,nnah J. Carter, of D;?xel Institnt~, Phi~adclphia, and Prof. J.,Va,rd
Stimson, of the .New York School of Erne Arts. D1scuss1011.
INSTROCTION IN VOCAL MUSIC.
,VEDXESDAY , JULY

26, 9.30 .\.

i\I.

General topic: The course of stndy, or what tho pupil shoulcl learn of rocal music i1t the
elementary schools for children agecl 5 to 15 years .

Au.dress by Prof. F. vV. Root, presiuent of the department. .
.
1. In what grades of the e1erncntary school should the children learn p10ces of
music by rote ( or by car only), ancl in ,Yhat grades should they commence to 1e:trn to
read musical notation, Dii;cnssion.
.
2. In what grades or at what ages should pupils be reqni~·cd to_ take up pa.rt s ingin o- or l earn other parts besides the soprano or melody~ D1scnss1011.
3. W h at musi c is especially adapted to chilc~ren from G to 10, ::tll(l -wha~ from 10 ~o
15 years, '\¥hat rule should guide the sel~ct~on fr0m popular ~o_ngs? from class1
com1,osers? A cliscn ssion of the characteristics of tho compos1t10ns of such song
writers as H. G. Ni.igeli, Pr. Silcher, C. H. Rink, Fr . Knecken, ::mcl the higher classical
composers, Beethoven, Mozart, 1\lendclssohn , Schubert, Yon '\'Veber, Handel, Schumann, Kreutzer, Abt, llaytln, Rossini, arnl others, who· t\unish the best selection
for pnpils in their fifteenth year an<l upwa,rd.
4. Tho feasibility of forming n, library of pieces of music of permanent vn.lue for
the different ages of youth- say, for e:s:ample, selections from such composers as
Ni.igeli for pupils from G to 10 years, aml from such as Mendelssohn for pupils from
11 to 15 years. Discussion.
5. 'rho danger of confin in.0; the connrn of study in music for a, too long p eriocl to
reading and singing mere mechanical exercises clcvoi<l of artistic merit a,nd empty of
all thought and feeling. Discussion.
6. The importance of incltuling in t h e chil<l's mnsical course popular songs of a
permanent character, such a,s the national patriotic airs, the great religions hymns,
the emotion al utterau cc of pure sentiments, like love of home, friendship, o-eneros_ity, i1;1dustry, i:;obriety, respect for others, self-denial, and general right tloing.
D1scuss10n.
THURSDAY, J'CLY 27 1 !J.30 A. ::u.
General topic: The qnalificctifons requisite Joi· ci teachc1· of vocal music .

_1. H i_s knowledge of t-he phyi:;io~ogy anu hygiene of the vocal organs; tb.e degree
of stram that the vocal chords will bear without injury at the })eriods of o-rowth
from 5 to 15 years. Discussion.
b
2. His ability to accompany the voice with some instrument, say the piano m.:
violin. Discussion.
_3 . Hi~ knowledge of classic music allll of the l>est course of study to lead np to it.
D1scuss10n.
4.. His lmowleLlge of methods of instruction. Discussion.
5. Is a ~nowledge _of ~be higher science of counterpoint essential to tho special
teac~er of to"al n:usic, :n view of the allegetl fact that if ho lacks such knowledge
he w11l not be able to direct the course of musicnl study proo-ressivcly from the clements toward a snfficiently high goal f Discui:;sion.
•
c.
6. ,vha,t musical sti~di~s in tb_e great matiters should the teacher keep up from year
to year for tho sake oi h1s own 1mprovement and culture, Discussion .
FRIDAY, JULY

28, 9.30 A . l\L

Gene1·a,l topic: The metliocls of iecchinr; and learning vocal rnusic.
1. '\Vhat arc tho respecti \·e functions of tho i:errular class teacber-::md tho svccial
teacher of vocal music ~ Discussion.
c.
. 2. T~e relative importance of correcting errors in musical cnunciaj;iou; in keeping
time; ~n p1~opcr express ion; in proper posture of the body; opeui ng the mouth ·
brcathrng; 111 attempting to sing notes of too high or too low a pitch for tho dco-rc~
0
of ;pllysical cl1welopment. Discussion .
.
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3. The clanger of laying too much stress on the mechanical part of singing to tlte
neglect of nrnsical expression. Discussion.
4. The systems of musical notation-tonic sol-fa- " movable do " and "fixed do"
systems. Discussion.
5. Wliat pupils, if any, should be excused from the musical exercises of the schoolroom f Discussion.
TECHNOLOGICAL INSTRUCTION.

Frns-r

SESSION, WEDNESDAY, JULY

26, 9.30 A. M.

Address by Gen . Francis A. Walker, presit1cnt of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, president of the tlep::irirnent.
.
Thesis: How fa,r clo the teclmologic:11 schools, as they arc at present orgamzed,
accomp1ish the training of men for the scientific professions, and how far and for
what reasons clo they fail to accomplish their primary purpose~ Prof. R.H. Thurston,
of Cornell University, ancl Prof. John M. Ordway, Tulane Uuiversity, New Orleans.
Discussion.
SECOND SESSION, THURSDAY, JULY 27, fl.30 A. M.
General topic: Educational rallle of technical study.
1. Thesis: \Vorkshop practice as an educational means. President Henry Morton,
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J. Discussion.
2. 'fhesis: The educational value of the study and practice of chemistry. Prof.
Ira Remsen, of Johns Hopkins University. Discussion.
3. Thesis: Tl1~ early history and organization of the Sheffie~cl Scientific School at
New H::wcn. Discussion.
4. Thesis: The educational value of l aboratory work in exact measurement.
Prof. A. M. Mayer, of Stevens Institute. Discnssion.
.
5. Thesis: The educational value of the laboratory study of electricity. Discussion.
Tnnrn SESSION, PnIDAY, JDLY 28, 9.30 A. M.

1. Thesis. The educational value of work iu mechanical drawing am1 archite_ctural
drawing. Prof. G. Lanza, of Massachusetts Institute of Tecbnolo~y. Dis~nss1on.
2. Thesis: Shop work ancl dra,wing as a means of developing slow pupils. Prof.
R. H. Richards-. Discussion .
3. Tllesis: The educaifonal valne of natnral science. Discnssion.
4. Thesis: The edncationttl valnc of apl)lied mathematics, including engineering.
Prof. F. R. Hutton, of New York City. Discnssiou.
5. Thesis: On the educational value of pure mathematics. Prof. H. T. Eddy.
Discnssion.
6. Thesis: On tho e<.1ncational process of training an cnginel•r. Discussion.
INDUSTRIAL AND MANUAL INSTRUCTION.
FIR ST S ESSION, 'WEDNESDAY, JULY

26, 9.30 A.

l\I.

Introclnctory address hy the presid ent of the departm ent, Prof. J. D. Runkle . .
1. Thes is: The new clemandA which the world's indnstries make npon the ele~ent ar y schools. This question will be considcrcu under the lien els of ethics, educat1o_n ,
ec_onomi cs. l'rof. C. M. ·w ooclward, LL. D ., of' \Vashington UniYcrs ity, St. Loms.
Di scussion.
2. Thesis: In ourscs of mechanic arts instruction in ·woocl and m etah1, consider
th o rclati.v educational valu s of (a) a series of graded models embracing the fuu<1:u~ ntal I rinciples of the art; (b ) a series of completed anc1 more or l ess useful
article ; (c) a. horter course in tho arts, and then a sp ecialization with reference.to
, ~m ' cl fimte mclustrial pursuit, a in the :F rench schools. M. Eugene Mart111t
d1r ·t m· d o 1 ecole 1 rimairc sup ri ure, Paris. Discus ion.
'E

·o.·n

E . . 10.·,

Tnr n

DAY,

.T ' LY 27, 9.30

A. ;\f.

(a) Th
Jcl, of tho
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A. l\I.

1. .Thesis: Primary schools. Into wha.t grndes and with what subjects should.
industrial a.ncl manual instruction be introduced f Hon. W. B. Powell, superintendent of schools, Washin gton, D . C. Discussion.
2. Thesis: Primary schools. In these grades shoulcl boys an.cl girls receive the sa.m~
inst.ruction f Discussion.
3. Thesis: Grnmmar schools. Should boys ancl girls ha.ve the same industrial and
manual instruction in all tho grades f If not, ,v hat should the difference be f Mr.
Edward I3oos-Jegher, official delegate of the Swiss Confederation to the Columbia11
Exposition. Discussion.
4. Thesis: Mechanic art high schools. Tho place such schools hold in a public educational system. If they aro rega.rded as spec~al techn!cal scl~ools, ~o what extent
may they bo used as fitting schools for industrrnl pursuits ~ D1scuss1on.

BUSINESS EDUCATION.
FIRST SES8ION1 WEDNESDAY, JULY

26, 9.30

A. l\f.

[Persons whoso names arc mnrkecl thus' are not expected to be present.]

l. Hon. C. C. Bonney, president of the World's Congress Auxiliary, and Mrs. Potter
Palmer, president of the woman's department, will address the congress some time
during its sessions.
2. Opening address by the president of the department, Prof. Silas 'S. Pack:ud,
Packard's Business College, New York City, ou tlre "Evolution of the business college,"
3.. "Practica.l adv:111tages .of 1.msiuess college training/' Col. George Soul1\ Soule's
Bnsmess College, New Orleans. Discussion.
4.. "Business college teachers and their equipment," Prof. J. M. Mehan, principal
Capital City Commercial College, Des Moines, Iowa. Discussion.
5. "Reciprocal relations and. benefits of business colleges and other departments
of education," Hon. Ira Mayhew, LL. D., Detroit. Discussion.
.
6. "The relation of business college instruction to industrial, commercial, and
fin~nciaf ~nterests," Prof. A. D. Wilt, principal of Miami Commercial College, Dayton.,
Ohio. Discussion.
SECOND SESSION, WEDNESDAY, JULY

[Hon.

IRA MAYHEW,

26, 2 r.

M,

LL. D., will preside .]

11

1. Graded courses in business education," Prof. H. M. Rowe, Ph.D., president.
Curry U_ni vcrsity; Pittsburg, Pa. Discussion.
2. '.' L1m1_tations of business college instrnction," Prof. ,V'. E. McCord, .principal
P eorrn Bu~mess College, Peoria,, Ill. Discussion.
3. "Busmess college training in conntingroom work/' Prof. G. vV. Elliott, prin.cipal of E~liott's Business College, Burlington, Iowa.. Discnssion.
.
4. ":1f1gher. aspects of busines~ education/' Pror. R. ~- Galleghar, JJrincipal of
Canadian Busrness College, Hamilton, Outano. D1scuss1on.
THIRD SESSION, TH URSDAY, JULY

[Col.

GEORGE

27, 9.30

A . M.

Sour,E, New Orleans, will preside.]

1. "Business colleges and the art of writing," Prof. Daniel T. Ames, editor Pen-

man's Art Journal, New York City. Discussiou.
2. "The business woman as daughter, ,-vife, mother, an<.l friend,'' Mrs. Sarah .A_
Spencer, prin cipal Speuceri:rn Business College, ·w ashington, D. C. Discussion.
3. "The value of a business education to women," Mrs. C barlotte Emerson Brown "
president General Confederation of Women's Clubs, East Orange, N. J. Discussio{t.
4-. "~usiness training for tho world's charities," Miss Clara Barton," president of
t he Society of the Red Cross, Washington, D. C. Discussiou.
FouRTU SE sroN,
[Prof. R. E .

TnuRSDAY, JULY

GALLEGHAR,

27,· 2

l' . l\f.

Hamilton, Ontario, will preside.]

l. "Stcno_graphy and typewriting as branches of business education," Isaac S.
D ement, Chicago, Ill. Discussion.
.
2. "Teaching morals and manners through sl1orthand instruction," Mrs. S. S.
P ackad, Packarcl's Business College, ew York City . Discussion .
. 3. "What steno~rapbers ancl the business cummm1it1 demand of business colleges
rn Rhorthan land typewrit.ing in truction," J. L. Bennet, president World's Congress
of Stenographers.
ED

93--28
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FIFTH SESSION, PRIDAY, JULY

28, 9.30

A, l\I.

[Prof. J. M:. MEI-IA)<, Dos :\.foincs, Iowa1 will preside.]

1. "Economics and social science in business educn,tion," Edmund J . ,James,:
Wharton School of Economy and Finance, Philadelphia; Dr. Rich~rd T .. Ely, ..
department of economics, social science, and history, University of \V1scons111, aml
Prof. Fred W. Spiers, superintendent People's Institute, Mil,rnnkee, Wis.
.
2. "A merchant's view of tlrn business college," H. N. Higginbotham, pres 1 dent
·w orlcl's Columbian Exposition, Chicago. Discussion.
,
3. "A banker's view of the business college," Lyman J. Gage, treasurer WoTld s
Columtian Exposition, Chica.go. Discussion.
.
4. "The science of civics," Henry Randall ·waite, Ph . D., president Amcnca,n
Instit.uto of Civics.
5. It is hoped that the concluding address of the congress will be delivered by
Dr. James MacAlister, president Drexel Institute, Philadelphia .
PHYSICAL EDUCATION'.
FIRST SESSIOX, WEDNESDAY, JULY 26:

9.30

A, 1\1,

Address by Dr. Edw:1rcl M. Hartwell, clirector of phy sicn,l training, public schools,
Boston, Mass., president of the department.
1. Thesis: Somo unsolved problemi,;._ in physical e(lucation. Dr. T. D. W?od, pr?fessor of hygiene arnl physical training, Leland Stanford Junior University, Paio
Alto. Cal. Discussion.
2. ',rhesis: The cultiva.tion of tho human body. Dr. Angelo 1\Iosso; professor of
physiology, University of Turin, Turin 1 Italy. Discussion.
3. Thesis: The psychological aspects of exercise with and witbo?,t a.vparatn~-Dr. G. W. Fitz, instructor in physiology and hygiene, Harvard Umvers1ty, Cambridge, Mass. Discussion.
4. Thesis: Should medical schools teach physical training 1 Dr. Lena V · Ingraham, Boston, Mass. Discussion.
5. Thesis~ Supervision of school gymnastics by qualified physicians. Dr. H elen
C. Putnam, Providence, R. J. Discussion.
.
6. Thesis: The Royal Central Gymnastic Institute of Stockholm-its aims aucl
work. Prof. L. M. Tolngren, director of Royn.1 Central Gymnastic Institute, Stockholm, Sweden . Discussion.
7. Tbesis : How shoulcl physical exercises for school purposes b e se~ectcd a;1 d
graded~ Dr . .J. Gardner Smith, supervisor of physical traininoin public schoois,
0
New YoTk City. Discussion.
SECOK1> SESSION, THURSDAY,

July 27, 9.30

A . :\I.

1. 'fhe ·i~ : Tho reYi,~al of Greek gymnastics in Germany . Jaro Pawel, university
teaclier, Vienna, Austria.
2. Thesis: Tho movement for promoting l)Opula.r aml youthful sports in Germany.
Jam es L . Hughes, inspector of schools, Toronto, Ontario. Discussion.
3: _T~esis: Engli~h experience in lffOviding the poor of cities with out-of-door
fa~1lit10:'3 for exercise. The Right Honora.blo tho Earl of Meath, Loudon, England.
D1scn s1011 .
·
4. 'rhesis: The athletic movement in France. Baron Pierre do CoulJcrtin, Paris,
France. Discnssion .
. 5. Thesis: Tho obs rvation a1HJ study of movement and mental s tates. Dr. FrauClH '\Varn er , physician to London Hospital Lornlou En..,land.
G. Th sis : The relation of pbvsical trail;in.., to o'thcr°forms of education. Dr. G.
'tanl 'Y Han, )Jr 'si<l ut 'lark nive1"ity \Vgrc ,ster Mass. Disc ussion.
7. 'Ilt<' 1>b~sical trainin g of c1 afrnutes.' A. Gutzm!rnu, instructor in City Institute
for tl,1, D<:af ancl J mnh, B rlin, Pru . sia.
, 8. _11.i ; 1 · ; Th physi ·al training of crimin::tlH. Dl'. Jf. D. '\\re;r, Rtate Rcforma.lory,
Eltmra , . . 1. lJi cu :iou.
0

T11uu,

IC.·, FitlllAY,

.J

·r, ·

2, 9.30

A .• I.
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4. Thesis: School gynmasti9s in the Kingdom of Saxony. Moritz Zettler1 teacher
in gymnasium in Chemnitz, Saxony.
5. Thesis: Swedish school gymnastics in England. Mme. 13ergman 1 Oesterberg1
Lon.don, England. Discussion.
6. Thesis: Swedish milita,ry gymnastics . Capt. Carl Silow1 instructor1 Royal -Central Gymnastic Institute, Stockholm 1 Sweden. Discussion.
7. Thesis: The laws of muscular and nervous fatigue and their relation to physica,l
education. Dr. Warren P. Lombard, professor of physiology 1 University of Michigan 1
Ann Arbor, Mich. Discussion.
·
8. Thesis: Physical education in the South. Dr. William A. Lambeth, University
of Virginia, .Charlottesville, Va.
9. Thesis: Physical education in Canaua. Dr. R. Tait, Mackenzie, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
.
10. Discussion: How far is it desirable to attempt to secure State legislation (in
the United States) making phj·sical training eompulsoryiu the public schools~?
RATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY IN EDUCATION.
FIRST SESSION 1 WEDNESDAY, JULY

26 1 9.30

A. l\I.

Address by the president of the department, Rev. James UcCosh1 D. D.
Reality-What place has it in philosopl1y f Discussion.
11.30

Topic:

A. M.

Thesis: Can psychology be founded on com;cionsness alone, o~· does it need physiology'? Prof. Josiah Royce, of Harvard University. Discussion.
SECOXD SESSION 1 TIH.1 RSDAY, JULY

27, 9.30 A. M.

Thesis: Perception 1 conception, :md primitive truth.
Princeton University. Discussion.
11.30

Prof. G. T. Ormond 1 of

A. M .

'fhesis: Aristotle's doctrine of a first principle, as set forth in the ele,enth book
of his Metaphysics. The Very Rev. A. F. Hewit, D. D. 1 of the Catholic University of
Amerjca,. Discussion.
THIRD SESSION1 FRIDA Y

Thesis: Self-activity in education.
University. Discussion.

1

JULY

28, 9.30 A.

l\I.

Dr. J. Gould Schurman, president of Cornell
11.30

. Thesis_: vVundt'sPsycliology of the Will.
sity . Discussion.

A. l\I.

Prof. E. B. Titchener 1 of Cornell Univer-

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY IN EDUCATION.
I~ has been decitlctl, after mnch conRiderntion ancl wide conference1 to devote the
ent~re_ three days to the subject of child !3tndy. Within a very few years several
societies have been formed for this purpose; seYeml journals have been started; the
school chilc.1ren in many cities of this country and Europe have h eeu measured or
tested as to the rate of growth of body and muscnlar and mental power; various
classes of defect of sense, limb, 1hincl1 character, form of error in school work antl of
ignorance on entering school, have been ta,bulated. From these results a n ew hody
of literature is being developcd 1 which throws much light upon the controllable
causes; whether ()f cxeellcnce or defect, nncl contains many suggestion s on the
method nncl matter of teaching, ancl promises to show how instruction can lie made
more effective as weU as to point out the trne beginniug of instructious in the entire
group of psychological snhject. .
. It 1~ hoped that not ouly all teachers, anthropologists, nnd physicians interested
m tb_1s wor~(, llut parents and others re1nesenting different lines of stncly and from
locations widely separated, may h ere rn eet1 stimnhte, ancl encourage each other by
P r. onal acquaintance, mntnal snggestion, nncl plans for future cooperation.
1be organfaatjon of a 1rntjonal society with officers from clitrereut States will bo
con ·iderec.l.
All pap rs arc strictly limite<l to twenty mi1rnt<'s. It is cxpecte<l that <li scnssions
and r port wiil bo confin<>cl to ten mhrntes eacl1, in tlrn hope tba.t mnnv work rs
may bo h ,anl from and results and metho<l8 from rnany som·ccs may lie reeordccl.
G. STAXU;Y HALL)
President of lJepartment.
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FIRST SESSION, "WEDNESDAY, JULY

26, 9.30 A. M.

l. Thesis: Child stucly as a basis for psychology and psychological teachi_ng, by
G. Stanley Hall; president of Clark University, ·worcester, Mass. Twenty mmutes.
Disc11 ssion.
2. Thesis: The imaginations of children, by E. Harlow Rus&ell, principal of the
State Normal School, Worcester, Mass. Twenty minutes. Discussion. ·
.
.
3. Thesis: Mental waste ancl economy, by Prof. G. T. W. Patrick, State University
of Iowa. Twenty minutes. Discussion.
4. Thesis: Exercise of the will in children, by Prof. Charles McMurry, State
Normal School, Normal, Ill. Fifteen minutes. Discn ssi on .
5. Domiuent seventh in education, by Miss H. E. Hunt, Ph.D., Brookline, Mass.
Ten minutes. Discussion.
6. Dreams, by Prof. James Sully, London, England. Read by abstract. Ten minutes. Discussion.
-

SECOND SESSION, THURSDAY ,_ )ULY

27, 9.30

A. M.

1. Thesis: A study of children's theology, by Prof. Earl Barnes, Leland Stanford
Junior University. Twenty minutes. Discussion.
.
2. Thesis: Child study as a basis for peda,gogy, by W. H. Burnham, inst_ructor m
pedagogy, Clark University, '\Vorcester, Mass. Twenty minutes. Discuss10~ ..
3. Thesis: The new psychology in norma.l schools, by Miss Lillie A. W1lltams,
State Normal Sclioo1, Trenton, N. J. Fifteen minutes. Discussion.
.
4. Constitutionally bad spellers, by Miss Adelaide E. Wyckoff, Packer Institute,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Fifteen minutes.
.
5. Principl~s of physical training and their application to the prevention of stiittering in ch ildren, by E. M. Hartwell, M. D., director of physical training, Boston
public schools. ·
THIRD SESSIOK, FRIDAY, J ULY

28, 9.30

A. M.

1. Thesis : On the observation and st1Hly of movements and mental sta~es, ba~ed
on the examination of some 50,000 children, by Francis vVarner, M. D., of London,
· England . Twenty minutes. Discussion.
2. Thesis: Development of motor ability in school children, by Prof. W. L. Bryan,
University of Irnliana. Twenty rniuntes. Discussion.
.
3. Thesis: Attention an cl association in children, by T. N. Balliet, superintendent
of schools, Springfield, Mass.
.
·
4. Self-consciousness in children, by F. W. Parker, president Cook County Normal
School. Twenty minutes. Discussion.
!5. A pedagogical need, by Dr. E. F. Buchner, 1ectmer OTi pedagogy, Yale University. Fifteen minutes. Discnssiou.

DEPARTME T Oi" EDUCATIONAL P UBLICATIONS.
FIR ' T

ESSION, THURSDAY, .JULY

27, 9

A. M.

Topic: Present ideals in eclucational joiirnal'ism.
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SECOND SESSION, FRIDAY, JULY 28.
Topic: The history of educat-io-nal journalism.

In France, M. G. Compayre, rector of the Acadcmie de Poitiers, and president of
. tho French pedagogic delcga.tion to tho World's Fair.
In Germany (l-fanover), H. ·wanner, Reallehrer, Hanover, recently editor of the
Hanover Schulzeitnng.
In Bohemia, Joseph Klika, Redakce, Paedegogickych Rozhledn, Prague.
In Italy, Sr. Piero Barbera, editor, Florence.
In Mexico, Sr. V. Guzman, editor of La Eclnca.ci6n Modema.
In Canada, James L. Hughes, inspector of schools, Toronto.
In the United States:
In New Eugland, vV. A. Mowry, Ph. D., superinten<lent of schools, Salem, Mass.
Dr. Barnard's American Journal of Education, \iVill S. Monroe, Lela'ncl Stanford
Junior, University.
In New York ancl New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, ·west Virginia, and Maryland, C. ,v. Bardeen, editor of Tho School Bulletin.
In the Carolinas ancl the Gulf States, J31.mcs K. Powers 1 president of the State
Normal College, Florence, Ala.
In Louisiana,, Texas, and Arkansas, Prof. Henry E. Chambers, Tulane University,
New Orleans.
In Kentucky and Tennessee, R. H. Carothers, editor of The Educational Courant,
Louisville.
In Ohio, Samuel Findley, editor of The Ohio Educational Journal.
In Michigan, Henry A. Ford, Pontiac.
.
In Indiana, George F. Bass, editor of Indiana Yonng People.
In Illinois, John W. Cook! LL. D., president of Normal University.
In Iowa, Henry Sabin, editor of Tho Iowa Journal of Education .
. In Wisconsin, Prof. J. W. Stearns, University of Wisconsin, editor of The Wisconsm Journal of Education.
. In Minnesota and tho Dakotas, S. S. Parr, superintendent of schools, St. Clon<l,
Minn.
in Missonrj, Howa,rd A. Gass, editor of The Missouri School Journal.
In Kansas, Colorado, and Utah, John MacDonald, editor of The Western School
Journal.
In Nebmska, Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho, J. H. Miller, editor of The Northwestern Journ::..l of Educntion.
·
·
In California., Washington, and Oregon, John Swett, superintendent of schools,
San Francjsco, Ca,1.
,
Special and class journals, vV. N. Hailman, superintendent of scl10ols, Laporte, Ind.
II.-ADDRESSES OF WELCOME.
ADDRESS EY CHARLES

G. EONNEY, PRESIDENT
AUXILIARY.

OF

THE

WORLD'S

CONGRESS

FRIENDS OF UNIVERSAL EDUCATION, EDUCATORS 01<' MANY LANDS: I bid you welcome to the Internationa l Congress of Education.
The special educationa,l congresses which have occupied the past eight days are
closed, and the Interna,tional Congress of Education, in which tho leading departn!ents of education will have a,ppropriate presentation, is about io open. That the
mgh~.y-six sessions of the fonrtecn congresses held in this building during the time
specified lrnYo more than realized the expectations entertained in regard to them, is
agre~d by all wbose opinions I have heard expressed. We have enjoyed a series of
gratifying surprises in the attendance gi vcn, tho interest manifested, and the high
character of the proceedings. Most noteworthy bas been tho spirit of peace and
progress, which has reigned supreme. Distinguished educators from many countries
haYe met together as old frjends to consider common jnterests and aims .
. If the special congresses have been so satisfactory, what may we not expect from
tbe lntorirntional Congress of Education, in which all wHl take a part, with Hs fifteen
separate tlepartmeut congresses, presenting a programme with forty-seven sessionsf
Th~original annonncement of tl1e ·world's Congresses of 1893, issued in September,
1 ~' mclndecl, among other snbj ·ts, "Educational systems, their advantages and
~bmr defects, and the means by which they may best be ada,pted to the enormous
mcrea e in all depart111euts of knowledge. n
Th~ educational ystems of the past have 1:cen outgTown. This fact js so obvious
that it need neither argnmcnt nor j]lustration. Those systems wern but local an<l.
temporary, and could not perman ntly cudnre. Tho old education had no place for
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those important departments which arc tho peculiar glory of the new. The kin~lergarten, m anual and art training, technological instruction, business education,
practical psychology, are new gifts to the educational world.
.
Modern science is itself n, new world, created within the memory of livmg men.
In all of the old branches of learning there has b een n, wonderful increas~ of knowledge. There is now m ore of l anguage ancl Ii terature; more of natural science; more
of political and social science; more of moral and intellectual E<cience; more of
technological an<.l constructive science, and more of other important branches of
knowledge, than can lie mastered during tho school years .
vVlrn,t can bo done to meet this emergency~
The cruelty of cramming has b een tried and abandoned as worse than utterly u~el ess. The liberty of election has l>een enlarged. and reenlarged without fully satisfactory results. But the difficulty not only remains, it in creases. We can not meet
it by suppressing knowledge; we mnst endeavor to do so by enlarging tlie means
and improving tho systein of education. The old curriculum was n, pamphlet; the
new curriculum is a volume, growing larger from year to year.
While the learned worlll ponders the nevv educational problems n,1)(1 seeks a m ~ans
of their solution, a ILew and tremendous influence enters the field and asks attenti~m.
It is the spirit of the new age, demanding international fraternity and cooperation
in ever y dcpn.rtment of ciYihzed life. ~he institutions of learning have m?re than
·willingly responded to this call, n.nd have manifested a desire to accede to it so far
as sound reason nrn.y lead the way. A true and endu rino· educational system muS t
have its national ::mcl international as well as its local rel~tions.
The time has come to discriminate the universal from the particular, the _requi!em ents o_f a~l f!om_ the n_eeds of the few, and form an educational systeID: m which
those d1 scrimmat10ns will be preserved. The progra mmes of the educational congresses held during the past eight clays, and those which are now to follow, show
that the elements of a true educational system are at last at command. To some
extent t ho characteristics of the new education .may already be discerned ..
(1) While in the primary scho9ls the kindergarten and the first rn_d1ments. of
manunl and n,rt training will lay the foundation for futu r e culture, t,h e rnstruction
will, for the most part, b e limited to such knowlec10'e as is universa1ly necessary ~or
intelligent human relations. In a word, the instru~tion imperatively dem anded for
the everyday needs of all classes will l>o tho cliief obj ect of the primary scl}ools.
(2) In the secondary schools will be given a knowledge of the existence and
nature of all the sciences, arts, ancl callinO's so far a s m ay be necessary to en~ble
t?e learner to sel ect those in which ho will 'be most likely to :find his appropriate
hfo work. The l earner must know that there is such a science as ch em1strjr, such
au art as engineering, and their general nature and scope, to enable him to decide
whe~her in eith_er of them, ~r in some other pursuit, ho will be li kel y to be most
serviceable to hunself and his follow-men.
(3) In the higher in~titutions of learning will nat,ually be given t~at thorough
and prolonged ~ulturo m ~ carefully sel ect ed course of study, chosen _w1_th _refere1;1ce
to_a prop?sed hfo occupation, that careful and effici ent training and disc1plu~e w lnch
will qnal1fy t he stuc~ent for the best dis ch arge of tho dnties of that occupat10n .
(~) In the professional ancl toclmolog;ical s chools there will be given both a t h eoretical and :1- practical training for tho p:uticnlar 1·equirements and duties of a
sc!~ctec.1 c.1llmg-, such as _Ja.w, m~licino, engineering, agriculture, or any ?tb er .
.
llrns may b_o secured, 111. n, rational orc1er, that general knowledge ,vh_te~ 11~telh1
1
gent pe:i-·sons _m all conntncs should 11ossess; that mental cultnre and clrnc1pl ~ of
tbo bram which correspond to tho skill ancl accuracy of the artisan's a,ccompli she_<l
hanc.1, ancl that special ancl adeqnato preparation requirecl for tho successful pursuit
of a i;pecial callin g .
Among the si•rns of the tim s whiC'l1 clistinrruish tho ne"' eclucntiou from tbo old,
a few may l>o l>ricfly n tic cl.
b
Fir tin o~<l. r ancl.importanco I name tho k indergarten, which for tho fir _t timo in
tlio "bolo ln. lOry of tho ra
actually ·stablish •<l in tll world tho great H1en. that
~110 ~ch~olroon~ can a~{l should 1.,o matlo n. place of deli ,rbt, all(l that a loY of 1 :uuurn; 1 vital to 1ts attammont.
b
• '<·x may 1,o m<'nti_on ·cl th o training of th hnncl to p<'rform whnt ·t.110 min<l lHt
1, n!· 11"h _t 011c•1v ancl 11lau, tlrnsr,rovi<.liug against that ''pathetic hclpl .ll ·i;s
0111 _tun
£ 111Hl in Yer learn ,l men .
· uoth ·r 1111por~:rnt iirn of i-;n1,. tantial prng1· f.. h ir, t110 introduction of 11racti al
P _r h~,1 "'r to ~1 • 1> 1,th t •a ·h r anu stn,frnt that know] (1,r<' of th min,1, H onllt,11 u,n f~1c11lt1 · , arul op ration , withoutwlli ·h s rion n';'or can not 110 :n oidcil.
L 11n lly 1111po1 taut i tbo i<1 •a, now w ·ll ·tahli.-h d, that th farm r, th m:int:f, <·t!u ·r, t~io 11crchaut or otlu•r h11 . irn·. ~ rnau 11, •cl a thoronoh
NlnC"ntion for h1.
0
c-rilhn r 1111
tmwh :i <lo th 11r f, • ional ,-i'a ,.. for tlt •ir. . J foclern .·p ri ni•c
h:1 I, n rlnn I· h,, n th:it: farm ali '1011 •111, io-nor:111 iuc·ompct JH'P. as worn-ont
111 w h
·nn bo Ill' cl t, 1,1
m lil· h ro o uu,l ·r an applicati n f int •lli-
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gent skill and scientific lrnowlellgo such as tho higher institutions of le::trning
impart.
Of vast importance an<l significance is tho new movement of colleges and universities, under tho name of university extension, to ally themselves with tho people.
Tl.mt nlliance will prove of inestimable value to botli.
In the highest sense, there is but one educa tion; of which all s chools and all
instruction should form approprfate parts. If one can not be a master of philology,
or astronomy, or geology, or architecture, or engineering, it should, nevertheless,
bo bis privilege to know enough of each to follow with pleasure a,ncl with benefit
tho achievements of its leaders.
In tho new education we shall miss many things ·with which we have been familiar
in the old. Among them will be the incredible folly of attempting to eradica,te the
natural differences of mental endowment, and to rednce all to the dead level of the
average atfainmentis.
·
"\Ve sha,11 miss the barbaric system of reward8 and punishments, under which tho
most heroic efforts to overcome natural deficiences were visiteu with humiliation,
while merely natural gifts, without merit in their application, were conspicuously
rewarded.
·
Tho new education will endure, because it will rest upon coPrect an.cl eternal principles; because it will be su1)ported by an enlightened public opinion, and by the
settled public policy of the enlightened nations of the world. The basis of this
public policy is the truth that tho true wealth of na,tions is in their men, and that
as a mere ma,tter of self-interest they must provide for all, even the humblest,
cn011gh education to stimulate the development of latent genius.
The new eclucation, extended as it will be throughout the world, will do as much
as, if not more than, any other· agency to promote the unity ancl peace of mankind. For by educa,tion we mean not merely the tminfog of tho intellect; ,ve
mean also the culture of the heart and the hand. The golden cfrcle of educa,tion
embraces not only literature, science, anc1 art, but it includes as well the whole bron,d
domain of virtue, morals, and religion.
In conclusion, I extend to this World's Educational Congress my highest wishes
for its success in every department, with many regrets that tho arrangements for
the congresses to Lo lield during the month of August will prevent me from attend~ng the sessions, in tho proceedings of which I shnJl nevertheless feel a _profound
mterest.
REPORT OF COM.MITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS, NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL .ASSOCIA'.l'ION, ON INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF EDUCATION, IlY HON. WILLIAM T.
H.L.Urnrs, CH.A.IRMA.N.

To the World's Co11g1·ess Aiixilicwy of the Worlrl's Colnrnbian Exposition:

. Tllo committee on international congress of eductttion, appointed at your suggesti?n by the National Educational Association of tho United States, lfeg leave herewith to r eport that they have extended due invitations to the friends of education
anc1 tlie workers in its several fields, in all foreign countries, and in the several States
and Territories of the United States.' Sympathetic response has been made everywhere to these inYitations, and the 1rnmber of those expressing intention to be
presept jg larger than we had reason to hope, when we consider the number of foreign
delegates enrolled at world's congresses hithertoheld; and this, too, wHhout making
:my dednction for the much greater distances to be passed over to reach Chicago
th~n to reach London, or Brussels, or Paris, or New York, from the centers of populat1on.
In preparation for the discussions to fake place this week, the committee has
endcavo1,e<l to select questions of international interest-questions that affect the
~nnnag~ment of schools in all countries, wherever they are. And. tho renowecl and
rn creasmg in terest in school education in all civilized countries at this time is an
occasion for congratulation among all friends of human progress.
'I'Le central place of school education among the great regenerating movements of
modern civilization is obvious when one l ooks over the list represcnte<l in the series
of cou~resses wLich have held their sessions in this ec1ifice sin co its opening in May,
or are to follow between this and the middle of October. 'rhe common characteristic_ of_~ovements that help forward civilization is that they increase self-lrnlp in
the 111d1v1dual. There is no institution that does so much for increasi1w tLe power
of self-~elp as the good school. It uses the time of youth-the time not yet of full
-value fo~ p_roductive industry, and yet most fruitfnl for growth in intellect and
vower o.t w1ll. Education gives directive power-the power to combiue things, and
tho power to combine rucn.
It is tlie!c(or~ with a strong show of reason tlrnt the teachers of our scliools point
to tho xl.t1b1ts rn the val:lt aggregate of tho "\Vorld's Fair, all(1 claim a, largo share in
tho cl ~clopmeut of the producing causes that have furnished the display of industry
and skill and. taste.
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It is confidently hoped that the discussions of these congresses will help make
clear to us not only the strong points of our school systems, but also the needs and
defects which exist and preYent the highest achievement.
The :fifteen departm9nts of this congress, which bold their sessions in the mornings of Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of this week, represent, in equal proportion~, the new and the old; one-half devoted to understanding and ex:pl:1ining what
is a~ready estabfo;hed and in vogue, the other half devoted to showing the claims
of what is new, and urging its adoption into the school system. Tbe educati<?llal
problems are all to be discussed, if wisely discnssed, in the light, of these two sides
or tendencies. The committees on programmes have kept this in view.
In the department of higher euucatiou the distinction between the college and the
university is brought 1nominently forwar<l, and the relation of a conrse of study
such as the old college furnished, namely, for discipline, and for giving the stu~le~t
a survey of the whole field of human learning- the rebtiou of this to the spec1a~1zation of the activities of the student in lines of original r esearch . One party m
higl1cr education will contend that the old college course should be retained, ancl
held to its purpose of giving unity and consistency to the knowledge of the stude_n t
before be enters on his specialties, whether law, medicine, divinity, or some spe.cia,l
branch of science or-art; the other party will contend for a policy that discounts
the so-called liberal education, and the boa,sted advantages of a prolonged study of
the classical languages and pure mathematics, and contencl for the earlier introduction of specialization.
The department congress of technology has prepared for itself a highly valuable
series of discussions on the educational value of such bran ches as workshop practice, laboratory work in exact measurement, in ch~mistry, in electricity ; what ~he
student gets from mecha,n\cal and architectual drawing, ancl from pure and a~plwcl
mathematics, what from natural science, and what from his tra ining for an engineer.
These stu~lies in educational values have a direct bearing on the most fundamental
question of higher education-tbe question whetber the course of study iu our_ colleges merits the high -claims made for it as being one of a specially high educational
value; ·as being, in fact, the ·course that enlightens the student, and gives him balance of mind ancl a judicial habit of thought.
To this great qnestion in higher education, also, the congress of secollClary ed1'.cation .con,t,ributes its quota by setting in the foreground questions of tlie practical
value of science as an educative study as compared with lan guage, and, furthermore, the value of the modern la11gnages as compared with Latin and Greek.
This question of the educational value of the classic and modern studies, of the languages versus tho sciences and mathematics, is not a loca,l one, of interest only to our
people, but a question m0ro and more comiuoto the front in France and England,
0
and even in Germany; and we are fortunate in having with us distinguished delegates ~·rom all thos~ countrie~ wbo have weighty words to say in its discussion._ _
A krndretl q11~st10n occupies a portion of the programme of the con~r~ss of e_tementary education. \Vhat branches of science and what branches of rndustnal
instruction should be introduced into the elementary schools, and how far may the
old course of study in l anguage, numbers 0rreorrraphy and history be macle to recede
to give ~oom for the new brancbesi Th~ de1fartme~t congresses of industrial a?-d
rnannnl mstrnction, together with tho cono-rcsses on art in struction anll music,
empl1asizes this que tion in el ementary edu~ation, and r epeat in many new phases
tbe demancl for broadening the course of study in elementary schools.
Tho :rational Geographic ociety has been invited to occupy the programme of
Tl~ur ·da.y in tho elemeuta.ry department, a.nd valuabl e discussions are provided to
br_111g out t~e needs and defect of the rirescnt me.thous of instruction, together
with tl1e desnecl r medic .
. But he discussions of the thircl clay in the elementary congress relate to the most
m1l!ortan~ of_ 3:11 top~cs, that of itizcns11ip and morals.
.
'Ih~ ' fa.:nnhar with the work of the directors of popular edncation abroad,
c ·p ci_a~l ' m ~ng1and, rrau , ancl Germany, know the strPss that is laicl on mor_als
aucl ·ttlz 11 _111p_ aml th interest that is shown in qnestions of religious ednc_at10n
a· an · · ·nhal it m on tb pro!!'rnmm s of tli school . 'fh rre are two pa.rtws of
nm t rn u a!Hl womrn, the one• b lcling that th s paration of church and ta.to
. h~u 1<1 1 . a~n c~ , o_ far aJ ~o mak th school. ntirrly ser11lar aml tho ot~er bo~cl~n tl1a. . rn ~1UC't1on rn r lig1on houl<l. be plac (l on tbe prograuime ido by s1ue with
rn true: 1 nm lanr~nag and sc-i n .
• n~ w1rn r ·lati•cl t thi q11 :,tion of thiral ancl c-ivic instrnc·tion are most of tho
'~!H' tion tak ·n l)P in th ,_]duel Tff_:11tc·11 cou~ r .-. . Tho kin<lc·rg:nt 11 attempts to pr ul ~\ :-"m. · _<if _rn tru ·ti n tba 1 half chool :rncl half family nnrtnr in ord r that
111' 11•:111 ch c·1pl11w in ohNlic 11<· o law :incl oril r " ·hieh ·hai·:u·t •riz ci anc1 I m, Y
111 hnra,· ·riz · , th ltl - illle pri111a1 sc·hool. may 110t ]1av th •ffe ·t of hillhc, ·11 tl111 ia 1n f h ·. 01111g c·_hil~1 ~1111 a_rr tin~ hl!i cl y ·lopm nt alonir lin
of
th h t t 111l to a ru11l ·l ·r rnd1 ·ultt· lity au1l n. biou r typo of manhood and
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· womanhoo(t In the discussions of the week there is :1 large space given to the very
important differences l>etween the epochs of childhood, say from 4 to 6 years, and the
epoch of youth, say from 7 to 14 years. · The transition of tho mind from the so-called
symbolic stage of childhood to the stage in which the child can readily learn the
conventional methods of representing language and num hers is the topic which needs
most illumination in the study of methods of the primary school. The kindergarten, · moreover, as containing the beginnings of all that is to be unfolded in the later
schools, takes up again the question of the educative value of hand occupations, so
often discussed h1 other departments and found to be so attractive a topic in the educational conferences of all nations.
The congress on the professional training of t eachers h as as its most important
topic the difference between the normal school which prepares teachers for the
work of the elementary schools and the college or university which gives the degree
of cloctor of pedagogy. The course of study in the regular normal school, on the
other bane'!, is defined by contras t with the ordinary high school or academy (secondary ·schools), and jt is claimed that tlle .normal school introduces comparative
study-like the college; seeking to understand each branch in the 1ight of the other
branches of human learning-while secondary edncation usually teaches its branches _
as steps to higher studies, and not by a comparative method.
The college or uni versity course in pedagogy, it is contended, shonl<l. make its
d~gree stand for original work of investigation in the lin es of tho literature and
history of education as well as in lines of investigation into the growth or development of the child physically and mentally.
No more important topic8 than these aro on the prog1;amme for the week as regard&
the improvement of our teachers .
. Bnt there are two department congresses auxiliary to this department of profcss10nal-training, the one on rational psychology, wliich considers the transient and
p er!Ilanent characteristics of mind, seeks to discover the fundamental characteristics
~vluch contra<listinguish mind from more biologicn.l phenomena-the mind as knowmg primitiYo truth and as pure self-activity. Tho other congress, that of experiment:il psy chology, devotes all its discussions to questions of child study in physical7
emotional, intellectual, and volitional aspects.
·
·
The teacher, it is said, should understand psychology because he deals with the
growth of tlle mind. It is quite recent that a great revival has begun in tliis country
of the study of psychology.
The snpervision of schools, which becomes every clay more important as people
come to live more and more in cities and villages, discusses the questions relating to
the organization of schools, especially such as relate to the examination of teachers
an<l. the improvement of their work.
An interesting question, especiallv interesting in the l)resence of this great World's
E:xyosition of the protlucts of human industry~ is that of tho relation of technical
slnll and rnannal processes to tho training of tho resthetic sense- the cultivation of
the taste for the Leautiful.
·
. This question is brought out in many of its phases in the congress 011 art instruction, and still rnoro of its phases are faken up in the congress on industrial and
manual in struction.
The di~'ference between the great systems of training-those oft.he Swedish Slojd,
the_ Russian school-shop, and the F. ·ench system-will 1.,o uetter understood, it is
believed, at the close of these discussions, and that this will lead to more 11rofitable
methods of preparation for onr industries.
Th o department congresses of physical education 1 of educational public~tions, of
vocal music, an<l of business e,lucation, bave prepared pointed questions reiating to
me~hocls and modes of management, ancl their programmes will invite large audiences
of rnterested teachers.
With this brief sketch of the points in the J)rogramme herewith presented, I beg
leave to thank yon , Mr. President of the W'orld's Congress Auxiliary, and through
Y?n, your aids aml assistants in tho local committees of education, for your uniform
kmJ.ness and helpfnlness in arrano-ino- tho details of this conoTess. I thank you in
boh alf of tlle commi tteo of arrang°em~nts, and in behalf of tll~ National Educational
Association .
.ADDRESS BY DR. J .AMES B . .ANGELL, PERM.A.NE 7 T CH.AIRMAN.

I thi?,k ~ou will all agree with me that the work of theRo educational congresses
underlies, m some sense, the work of all the other congresses which have been or
which may be helcl at this time. Perhaps I mio-ht better sa v that the work of this
congr s O\· rarches, enfol<ls, ancl encompasses the work of
tho otller congresses,
as the sky n ompasses and enfold the earth; for all art, and all sciences-what hope
?f progre ·s lu~v~ these, wl1at hope of perpetuity have t]iey, except as the moral and
mtellectual c.hsc1pline which we are engage<l in cultivating is preserved Y

all
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As we walk through tho avenues of the "vVhito City,' 1 and sta.nd fascinated and
enchantecl with the splenclitl architecture upon the right Land allll upon the left, and
beholcl the marvelous collection of the works of industry and of art from all parts
of the civilizecl·ancl from many parts of the uncivilized world, think yon there 1s 1;1ot
one of us who has not at times felt the inexpressible pathos of the thought wh1c_h
has brought tears to so m::my eyes-the thought that in four short months all this
architecture an<.l all this marvelous collection of all th e treasures of industry and
of ar_t shall havo ,anished. forever, like the unsubstantial fabric of a vision, l e~;ving not -a rack behind~ Dut the intclJigen.ce which bas formed them, tho gemus
which has fashioned them, the great ideas "hich arc incorporated in them- these
_a bide and shall abiJ.o forever an<.l forever; and it is to these that yon and I and ev~ry
teacher adclress our work day by clay. Wowork in that which is eterna.l an~l w~nch
shall never pass awn.y. Therefore it is, I think, that the interest in ecln~at1ou 1s so
abiding, is so wiclespreacl, is so univcrsa,l to-day in e-very part of the civilized globe.
Therefore it i s that to-day our distinguishe<.l friends como to us, having made the
drea,ry ,oyage across the wide waste of seas, arnl having mn.tlo the jonrney acr?ss
half the continent, to speak to us, in sympathy and in love, of those thin;s whic_h
are dear to us arnl dear to them. We are glad for their presence here to-mght; we
desire to thn.nk them for their kindness in coming to us. The names and ·work~ of
some of them ha.Ye long been known to us, and we give them thanks, and w~ give
Gotl thanks that now their faces and their voices are to bo familiar to us, to gLve us
an inspiration, here and now, which shall b e with us as a joyous memory and a. help
forevermore.
Never before was interest in educational things so widesprea<l within the borders
of onr own land. The last two decades have l>een creative cleca<.les in the work of
education. Even in the South, which so long lagged behind the North ~ml ~yest,
what a change there has heen since the war! Out of the very depths of a misery
and a poverty which we in the North can not begin to understand, they too ~ave
taken np these great ideas of public educa,t ion, and have taxecl t.hemsel:es, "IVIth a,
generosity which wo can not but admire, for tho education both of the white and the
black. [Applause.]
It was not long since that I hatl a co1wersation with a gentleman who has done
moro than almost any other for the promotion of education in the South ; ~ prolonged
conversation, running until midnight, discussing the prnctical an<l difficult problems
of tho South with a 1rn,thos ancl n,n earnestness which I shall never forget. At the
close of the hours I said to him: "vVhatremedyhavoyou for theseterril>le prol>lems
with which yon are confronted therd" Ho arose, ,vith an expression of angmsh,
through which yet there was a ray of hope in his face, antl with a ferv?r and n:n
earneBtness which I shall never forget, stampinO' his foot upon the floor, said: "It ~s
very <lark; wo can hardly see an arm's length before us; but one thing I know; 1t
must be eternally right to educate the negro, to eclncate a.ml Christianize the negro."
[Applause.]
In 110 subject has there been greater advancement ma.do in the last two deca~l s
than in education : how it has b een studied hi torically; how it has been ~tudiecl
psychologically; bow it has been stndiccl experimentally. Scientific educat10n has
~een really created in the United States within the last thirty years. The changes
m tbc college methods of education have been so great within thirty years as to bo
describ d by no other name, justly, except th, of revolution. Now all tho l arg_'r
colleges aml universities are b nding their encrO'ies to the cultivation of gradna~e
work, that we may achieve something that may truly bo call eel univer ity work rn
our larger and stronger institutions. AndnowI hope, as wo havo come here, we shall
get m:::m y results from this meeting.
.
,. ". r was there a programme, I believe, prcpar d with such care aml w!th Sl:Ch
proUJt~c a!'! t.lrnt into which onr clisti11gnished fri ml, Dr. Ilarris, bas thrown lus geums_
and h1!'l labor. [Applause.] Where, if eY r, 11:1 there b en su h an as embl~ge of
n:en m~<l women distingui ·he~l by ·p rieuce and study to instruct 11s in tho cl1 ·en ·
Btou of th subj ~ts of ti.mt -programm 1 Aud I hop that among all tho other r . nit
th~t we shall ~am wo shall gaiu this one, viz: to :f orl th common conscion n' of
Ulllt:· among all th grnd ·sau r:mksoft ::u·h rs from thchiO'hestto tho ]owe t. L t
11s fr l that our work i!'l on work. \V h . vo wronO'ht too e;nnC"h in this c nntry in
·<·.ct~on ·, an<l at TO·. -purpos anil with n. In.ck of '."ornmon onsc-iou, ne. s ::m<l unity
f :11m.
'l h
1<1-fa him:i, •d 11 " , wh n I was n. hoy, was n. sort of mythi ·al in.-titi\tion
tlia ,·t,!ou a ·ay m th don,1~ r •mot from c·onn ·tion with th ommon sc:bool au<l
1
" '11 ~! t~ th . <'<'On<~ary ·c·bool ancl the great ma:. of ho:s niul girls ha<l uot a mnC'h
mor <li tm Hl : ot wha V"Cll on wil11in it. ,~an than th y ha.Y of -n·hat go<' _n
11\ th, mo qnc at .. l,•c ·a to-ni,rht. Thank 0oc1 t 1a <lay of i olation of th coll gc 1
)la ·~1. Bi~ w, ti)l 11,, roorn to <lra Y th'l ranl·. ·lo. er togc1l1 r n.11 iltn ,v~y irolll
h
om nmthol_m,lnrrart<'nuptothovn:hi,.hc· t nr.lwrintlt nniv r:1t: au,1
0
n · n r.0 11 ·11t1 u
of 1rnrpo. lln 1 of aim aucl m th •l. that ball bring n. all
1
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to ono result. For my own part, I never looked upon a woman teaching :1 primary
class of 20 pupils, or a woman teaching a class of a like number in the kindergarten,
without having a feeling akin to reverence for her in her work, and I have often said
that it seems to me that many of them display more genius than I have ever been
able to show in trying to manage ft university. I have great respect for them, and I
hope that we shall go out from these meetings with a stronger feeling than we have
ever bad before that our work is one work from the beginning to the end. Therefore
let ns go back to our schoolhouses ancl to onr class rooms with a strength and au
inspiration of that mighty conscionsness; that wo arc, everyone of us, a part· of the
great army whose thundering treacl is shaking the land. Let us go feeling this
power, and that we are working as a part of it. [Applause.]
I want even our lrnmblc teachers to have some higher-appreciation of the honor
and dignity that belongs to their work. As they come here and see the noble army
of men ancl women engaged in it, I can not but think that they may return to their
work with some new prirle in it. Let them reflect for :1 moment what is tbe dignity
anll grandeur of the material upon which they work. It is the soul, the mind of the
child, infinitely nobler than the canvass on which Raphael painted the Madonna with
a purity born in heaven; purer and nobler than the whitest Italian marble from
which Michael Angelo freed from its imprisonment the form of a Moses or of a David.
The materials with which they work are not the mere pigments of the l)ainter or the
chisel of the sculptor, bnt the humblest "schoolmarm," the humblest kinclergartner
that is trying to teach her child some idea of geometrical forms, should remember
th~t she is planting forever in his mind one of the great ideas by which God has
bmldecl the world. The humblest "schoolmarm" in the remotest log house in northern Michigan or ·wisconsin should remember that when she is teaching the A-H's to
the stammering boy at her feet she is placing before him a ladder on which ho may
yet climb to the stars. That is tho work in which you are engaged. Be proud of it!
Never be ashamed of it! The rewards.in money arc small, but the rewards in gratitude and love of your disciples are beyond tho purchasing power of gold. The
te~cber's profession is a fountain of youth. I have seen many a teacher with gray /
haus, and some with bald heads, but I n ever saw an old teacher yet. The smile and I
play of youth are ever on his face, because be is ever associated with the child and 1
thinking the glad and happy thougllts of children.
i
"\Ve are apt to think that onr work is too transitory and that to-morrow it is forgotten; put please remember that tho most enduring' institutions which the human
race bas ever established on earth are the schools, colleges, and universities. Great
royal houses have risen and fallen, but schools have survived them. Winchester and
Eton, Oxford and Cambridge have survi vefl how many a royal line in England! The
educational institutions of France h a,ve outlived how many a change of government,
monarchical and republican! The educational institutions of Europe have seen the
map of that country made and remade how many times! Everything in Europe l1as
changed over and over again except the great schools, colleges, and universities;
but there they stand, find there they aro destined to stand so long as civilization
endures.
,
I h_ope that I am right as a prophet when I venture to predict that even thongh
notlung else shall endure in these United States, beyond all the changes of political
THlr~ies, beyond all the changes of society, beyond all tho changes of other lrnman
affairs, the one thing that is to endure, in my jnctgment, is our great, free, generoua
system of public instruction. [Applause.] Parties may come and parties may
go, ~mt woe be to any party or any company or any society that with rntliless and
profane .hands dares to lay hold of that institution for its injury or clestrnction !
[Applause.]
·
And, my friends, wo are proud to come hero to-night, representative of many ]ands,
representative of many States in this l an<l, all fired with the same love of this one
great theme. May all see the vision of blessings to come in the future from our toil!
Let ~1s, I pray you, address ourselves to this work in this high and hopeful spirit
to-lllght, believing that God's blessing will rest with it even to the encl. [Applause.]
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THE EXHIBIT OF EDUCATION AT THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.
By Dr.

JOIIN EATON,

Ex-United States Commissioner of Education.

Educators largely occupied with eternal verities may become too much absorbed
in what tho past is supposed to have fixed, and thus fail to meet current demands,
or, as the phrase has it, to keep up with tho times. They may well recall that no
body in the stellar world, coursing tlirough its orbit according to immutable laws,
fails to respond to the influence of the most capricious comet that crosses its course.
Nor should educators be less ready to gain all "possible benefits from the events which
cross their path. Tliey can not afford to ignore the epoch-making Columbian .Fair.
For the teacher it has not only the lessons it offers to a,11; it has also the great studies
in liis special duties. In speaking with this emphasis, do not let me Le understood
as impl,yiug that be will experience no disappointmente. If we expect it to be
ideally perfect our disappointments will be many. If we expect all nations to be
officially present or those which participate to exhibit a1l their attainments proportionately, we will carry away with us a ,ery different idea. vVliile we hear in
connection with it so much of progress, we must not forget tllat motives of gain, of
selfishness, will be present as in all human affairs. It will cost money and money
must ho made. But we shall be aule to see more tbau ever before of what man bas
accomplisl1ed in his ,arious spheres of activity . vVe might take a trip around the
world ancl fail of opportunities to study great human conditions cffored llere. ,ve
may see specimens of minerals, soils, plan ts, animals, wild and domestic, races of
men, their dress, their houses, something of their family life and ,ocations, tlie
products of their industries: tlioir modes of tra,el, their science and art.
'
upposo we have studied the map, located the buildings, and fo,ken a ride aronnd
on the intramural electric rail way, an~ sought to familiarize onr eyes with the
gronnds and tlie exterior of the buildings. Wlrnt a transformation of the lagoons
and sand banks of a few years ago. \Vhatever the management may have lacked,
they had tlie sense to employ the best skill iu landscape arcbitectnre and responsive
skill in th erection of the lmilding , and tho r sult is a white city, to be while it
lasts tho marvel of tlie world aud ,vlrnn it disappears nn inspiring memory as long
as tho iclea of it om bi nation of laud and water, of surface antl form antl ornamentation abide in human thonght.
445
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"\Ve shall not fail to unclerstaml that we have under t aken a, most serious task,
,vhen we learn that the exhibits inviting our stucly :fill buildings with a, floor space
of 210 acres. If we undertake our educa,tional studv on a,n ordinary day, we find
ourselves in the midst of a moving tide of people of ·au ages ::mcl all conditions of
intelligence, but uniformly hearing the marks of freed om and comfort, a goo clnatured, eager, orderly crowd, embodying for the educator more suggestivethoughts
tban all else around. vVe can neither mingle in the throng nor look upon it without
being :fillefl with meditati0ns upon the deepest educational problems antl tlle effects
of their solutions upon man's destiny. These are the people that have made th e
:Fair riossi.ble, nay, they have macle it what it is, and they have come here to gather
its fruits- to determme what its educative force shall be for this and coming generntions; and these people are the workmanship of the Almighty and education.
In tllem we may study the work of the teacher as nowhere else. If the elate bn
which we approach the educational exhibit is Chicago day, then our thoughts can
fl.nu no adequate expression . Seven hunclrec.1 and · :fifty thous::md men, women, and
children brought together in so few hours in so limited a space for such an. object.
There was never a parallel. Have we ever given up our souls to the influence of
the mighty forces of nature- the influence of the bounuless forest, the measureless
prairie, the torrent of Niagara, or the fathomless ocean, _ Here in this presence not
only a mighty material mass fays upon us a resistl ess, unutterable power, but we
feel that there is in it a spirit with a destiny above it-a spirit to abide when all
else that is visible disappears, to triumph over the wreck of worlds, godlike in its
possibilities and godward in its aspirations, which it is our duty to promote. For
this purpose we arc teachers .
Leaving the grounds that evening, my route lead mo by the model Sunday-school
house, located on the side of the street opposite the grounds of the Fair, in which
Mr .. Moody, or some of his assistants, held evening services. On entering I found a,
l arge and attentive worshiping assembly, in spite of the tide that had brought the
multitudes together within the exhibition as waters rush into an irresistible whirlpool. Here, I said, is a lesson in the power of religion in American education, and
not unlike that other manifestation of that religious sentiment which surprised so
many by rejecting Sunday opening.
Before leaving this thought of the effect of education upon the multitudes of
visitors, you will pardon mo in giving this personal testimony, that, in my duties
about the Fair, from the middle of July until the end of November, I never saw
a case of disorder or a drnnken person on the grounds, and I may add that officials
reported that the total number of arrests during the progress of the Exposition
did not reach 150. Although all I aru saying is about tho Exposition and educati~n,
we are after something more specifically educational. \Vhcre shall "·o look for it
Wh re sl1all we :find the exhibit of the vocation of education in which so largo
numb ers are engaged all over the world in every civilized land, in whose hand are
not the material or machineTy of mineral, agricultural, or manufactured prodncts,
bnt th ·hildren-the real, Yeritable children being tang11t throughout the worltland tbrougu w11011 ha.nus, as clay in the hands of the potter, all these have been
tangbt, who. e acqnir mcnts are now triumphant in the ,x.hibits of enterpri ,
p, ti nc , ski1l, an<1 art in tallc(1 around us. Where shall we fiml the exhibit f
his the t achers' vocation-tho conditions, appliances, re nlt. of this vocation, 0
: ·ntr 1 Ulll~ au th· to all oth r human a.lliu1r · anu o.ctivilte. ? Already we lrnv
f md onr way through th
<lmim trniion Bnil<ling. B for us i th granu plaz· ,
tho o~rt f nation , tu ·tatu of olnmuns anc1 of tho cpn1Jlic, th nh n 1 u
fonn atn -b antifnl, w ud •rfnl. But thcr ar 110 1luca.tioual xuibit here .
.. wl-in•~ ' th 1 f, to h utr uc·
f hat p;r at lmil inir, w a ea, tatu of o. man
r,f 111nrl·e1l in r llwcnc an<l a p1r: 10n · pnhap h wa!-1 a, i:whoo1mu. t •r, nt w s
·,t in ht 11, n«l, , IHl know 1 i Franklin. If i ,ju . t, c·alli11g li~htning from
11 • • n , :uul
un«l lnm ato o horn 111 •. p 10t11w to tho s , utifi · 1 • ult. of •<lu ·.i-
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tion. This great building is devoted to electricity. What a story it tells of the
p1'o~rcss of half a generation! Wbat bave the teachers of electricity accomplishecl f- but there is no room for them here. We must bunt their place. They
will be gi,en at least a corner, or a tent, or a tree, as were teachers with their con trabands. If there is any teaching actually on exhibition, if there are any live
illustrations, we are ready to hunt them. °\Ve will call a Columbian guard, who
knows and will tell where everything is. Yes, we will-find kindergarten in operation in the Illinois Building and in the Children's Building; ::m d there, too, we may
study the crecho or day nursery and Miss Huntington's kitchen garden in full operu,tion. Also, the instruction in sloyd, aided by Mrs. Shaw; and in another roon:i.
that triumph of patience ail(l pedagogical skill, Miss McGowan's school for teaching
deaf mutes to speak in infancy, or that of Miss Garret, of Philadelphia, now supported by the State of Pennsylvania-. Yes, hero too lively boys are practising in a
gymnasium. Then, tramping down near Krupp's guns, we may inspect a swimming
school, ancl over the wa.y, in a Government building, an Indian school in actual
operation. After another long tramp, we find, near tlle Swedish pavilion, tho Ling
system of physical culture. vVe want h ealthy bodies for our people, and yet we can
hanlly delay to hear that in this system,.-the movements, in their nature aucl their
number, are founded on the human organisms' natural means of exercise, nncl t.110
possibility of its perfect development to health and capability of work. Gymnastics can also preserve a <.levelopment already gained. The :tim of these gymnastics
is to obtain as perfect health n,s possible; that is, a harmony b etween tho different
organs and their functions. SkillfulnesR, thn,t is, lifting a giYen weight or the like,
lrns but a secondary place, but it is obvious that tho human body will best receive
the harmonious development for which it is ntted when th-0 organism itself is used
in its own perfection in relation to physiological laws. On this principle the exercises are grouped and cla~sified. Ling believed that he could discriminat-0 11,000
separate muscular movements. He believed that health was promoted by their
exercise, and said if the person is too feeble, or the will is unaule to. direct the exercise, then the production of that exercise or motion by another person, or uy
machinery, will promote health or perhaps prevent disease, and hence comes
massage.
We can not pause further to study tbe several systems of physical culture that
challenge our attention. Perhaps now we will take a turn in Midway. Here in the
Irish Village ::rncl in Donegal Castle we may examine the much-needed application
of instruction to the improvement of Irish industries . In tho scltool in the Streets of Cairo the pupils are seated on tho :floor, after the oriental fashion, antl studying
aloud. If we choose, before leaving Midway we may compare the influence of
training npon wild animals, such as tho lion and ostrich. Perhaps this is the hour
to cross tho grounds anu witness the tr:tining in the Life-Sa Ying Son·ice; or under
the \Var Department, the instrnction in making firearms, or in signaling uy the use
of the balloon, or of the sunlight, that flashes its messa,g es to tho distance of 100
miles. Now it may be tho honr for lunch, and we will hasten to tho Rumford
Kitchen and take a lesson in Mrs. Richards's scientific cookery, and before leaving
this section we will listen to the attempt to establish instruction in road unihling,
and witness Professor l-fazen's efforts to train engineers in the destruction of sewage
or of tho waste of cities, which is so consummately conducted for the ucnefit of tbe
health of all visitors at the Fa,ir. Already we have noies of numerous instructive
lectures by eminent oxperls on manifold inclustrics and arts represented, but we
can only give them attention when wo wish to take an hour for rest.
To-day we will examine the Military Academy at \Vest Point as presented uy the
cadets now in camp Later we shall have an opportumty to see the living illustration of tho work done by Captain Pratt at the Carlisle Indian School, re1nesented
h,v then· band of music and 500 of the stu<lcnts; uosides, we must iind ::rn hour to
examine the worl douo fo American bnsincss ·olleges as r pre ·ented by banking
and exchange m actual 01)cratiou.
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Wf} turn from all these live exhibits dis appointed that th ere is so little of what
could w ell be exhibited, but thankful that there i s so much, though it is so widely
scattered. ·
We niust ·seize a moment to examine training in :fish- culture in the Agricultural
Department, or instruction in 1:iacteriology in th e lauoratory of the Marine-Hospital
Service, or the Surgeon-General's Office of the \V a r Department, an d when we are
ready for a tramp we will go to the Anthropological Buil ding and witness experiments in the psychological laboratory.
Let us now try for the inanima te exhibits. Herc there is greater l1isappointment;
space is wanting and system and unity are in a measure destroyed. Natiou~ are
omitted ::mcl subjects are only partially exhibited. Onl y about three-fourths of our
American States exhibit their public school system-som e of these only partially
and none completely. Bnt , with all our disappoint ment, we have never lrnd a better
opportunity to study education. Any one at any time may examine its statistics:
history, and literature in the United States Bureau of Edu cation as nowhere else in
the world, but here a.re illustrations of buildings, specimens of app liances, and coll ections of students' work a.nd a variety of data never before offered for examination.
Altogether it suggests forcibl y what adequate space ancl generous treatment of education might have a,ccomplished. We shall hav e no lack of tramping. We must go
to the Anthropological Building for i·eformatory educati on and instruction in sanitation, then to the building of the French coloni es for their school work. Far apart
in the Agricultural Building we shall :find the school exhibit of Uruguay, and what
there is from Liberia, and that remarkable exhibit from the greatest of English
experimental farms, and from our own colleges of agriculture. In the Swedish
pavilion we c:111 take note of the Lunclin system of sloyd for girls-the measurin g,
cutting, and making of garments in Sweden-and in another hall or al coYe the work
of the N~i.as school. · Here there i s a most instru ctive study of the abnormal positions
of workers iu woocl ancl metal, coutrasted with those positions which after careful
investigat,ion are found to b e best adapte d to h ealth.
W e shall want to take time for the exhi bit of the Bureau of Education in the
United Stn,tcs Government Building. Here a young gentleman and lady will make
ample explanation , but the li mited space is packed. Here aro statistics, history,
liter ature, and arti cles illustrati ve of couditions of education tllat can only be mast ered in time.
In the , Voman's Building we have a consider abl e space given to the r epresentation
of institutions devoted to woman's education: a,cademic, professional, and industrial;
and in the educational section a rare collective exhibit of schools for nurses, a nd
from Germany some specially successful girls' industrial school s aud sp ecimens and
studies in the development of woman's industrial work, going back to the Middle
Ages. From pain comes the work of schools for the defcctiYe classes, under the
patronage of wom n. B fore leaving thi building we must not fail to fake into
ac ount woman's work in libraries, in literature and science, as well as instruction
in art. \Vlien not too weary, we can t.lko a run t o the ta.ie bnildiugs of Washingtc,n , California, aml Illinoi , and learn the story of their cdu a.tion from their school
xhibits. Kan a · and alif rnia w 6ba11 find divided lJetw ceu their tate buildings
ancl th •du·· ti nal sc•ction of tbe Liu ral Arts Building.
lkr w are at la ·t with n. 1· nt uody of edu ational ·~ hil>its Lefore u , and yet
h r th
rrr ntine R public is rowd l into a di tant alcove and only partly
unpack l , ancl that from Japan mu ·t he found in thr e widely sep:uat lo aJitie i
J, ran
·an only · t up part of it: exhibit aucl y t a porti on of that, illustra.tin"
trial work in Pari , mu. t ~o to it p' vilion; ' rmauy with its rich di play, to
. i wi h an· jn tic mn: t·1· ·t an ,h r story OY t· th :fl or pa <' a igned it .
. Il 1 flonbtfnl wh ·thcr m, nv of 11 wonl,l a.gr<' np u th .·am plan of inY Ugar
1 u.
nr, ,·oulcl p10 • ·<l h: nhdivi. ion taldn fh--t tllc for j,rn ·
ond the
m i 11 1111 hli 1• chool Ull(l a<lvanc·c·1l w rk · thinl, 'ath~lic ·chools · fourth, dn a-
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tion of defective classes; fifth, business colleges; sixth, Indian educ:1tion; seventh
education as promoted by voluntary associations, such as the Israelite Alliance, or
the Temperance Union; eighth, as illustrated by business enterprises such as those
which furnish the t ext-books, represented by various publishers, or furniture, represented by manufacturers, or apparatus, or illustrations1 such as represented by ·ward,
of Rochester, or Queen & Co., of Philadelphia, or Milton Bradley, of Springfield,
Mass., or Steiger, of New York, or buildings as represented by different firms of architects. Another may choose to make the teacher, his preparation and methods, the
center and beginning of his thought. Another may take up the work by grades.
One would begin with the kindergarten and go upward; another with the professional school a,ud go downward; another may choose to trace ideas and their development iu the history of education. Perhaps he finds the g erm, or seed-thought, of
a movement in the mind of some philanthropic educator and traces it through its
periods of quiet and agitation until realized in l egislation and the administration of
systems or the adoption of principles or methods or the establishment of institutions.
Another may prefer to uegin with the enactment of law and trace its operations in
schools and its results in the customs and industries of the people. Another would
prefer to spend time in tracing the development of methods and principles, systems
and institutions, in different nations and races, the influence upon education of a
nation such as Prussia, or of individuals such as Socrates, or Quintilian, or Comenins, or Bacon, or Rousseau, or Pestalozzi, or Froebel, or Horace Mann, or Barnes, or
Sears, or Henry Barnard, or of the distinctive schools of thought or of philosophy.
·whatever course we pursue, we must never part with the historic and comparative
method, two most essential conditions of the best results, a,like for teacher, 1mpiJ,
and investigator. Before us are myriads of pictures, acres of drawings, tons of written work, and car loads of specimens of m anual training. We can only hint at possibilities. The devi ces used are many ancl helpful. Here a State tells its stn,tistics
011 a rotating cylinder; graphics are extensively used both in foreign and American
exhibits, especially maps, notably by New York, Michigan, and Massachusetts.
Raised maps are numer ous and effective. Denver sends a shorthand report of actual
daily work in the schoolroom. New J crsey has a special device for packing a,nd
showing pictures. In several instances the phonograph repeats the actual work of
classes in reading and music or the lessons of the teacher, a,nd the cunning of the
instantaneous photograph is beyond measure. Fortunately there is a generous
amount of explanatory literature which is freely distributed. For many exhibits
gentlemen and ladies are present ready to answer any questions. Di<l you ever go
to the Catholic exhibit without :finding either Brother Maurelian or some of his
numerous assistantsf In New York you can have explanations in French. In th~
exhibit of deaf-mute instruction many find added interest in the fact that the attendant is a graduate of the deaf-mute college and is such a master of articulation that
he can communicate with you with ease. Connected with Carlisle and Hampton
exhibits you will meet the Indians they have trained. In Massachusetts you are sure
at any time to find four, if not five, persons in attendance; for the Institute of Technology, an alumnus; for Harvard, Professor Cummings and his wife will speak in
any l anguage you desire, and for the public schools Miss McDonald and Professor
Gay will ue acknowledged models of tireless courtesy and patience .
"\Ve are fortunate if we study the French exhibit during the visit of Mr. B. Buisson,
and hav e the b enefit of bis explicit explanations . In mastering the large and effective
German exhibit, we may have t,he historical and philosophical explanations of the
eminent Dr. Stephan Waetzoldt, professor of the University of Berlin, and chief commissioner of the Prussian ministry for education. Those who are familiar with the
indebtedness of American education to Prussia, the eminent masters furnished to our
schools, and the valuable information we bave derived from the system-principles
and methods from the reports of Stowe, Mann, Bache, and Barnarcl on Prussian education-will examine the Prussian exhibit with peculiar iutErest.
ED
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Furniture and text-bo oks, so easily exhibited, are not so fully represented as_migbt
be e:s:11ectc<.1, either from our own or from other countries. If the German text-books
arc admitted to bear more marks of systematic ancl patient labor, aml the French of
a-severer logic and a more exquisite msthctic taste, American text-books clearly have
no superiors in the matter of print, pic'Gorial illustrations, and other characteristi cs
of mechanical execution. In the German exhibition there is an ingenious combination in n, teacher's desk. It has the usua,l con-.;-eniences for the teacher's eye an<l. the
material for his use, but it has a,lso :111 arrangement connected with its back by which
he may present to the eye of the class letters, words, figures, sentences 1 or other
illustrations whic11 he wishes to use in his lcs-sons .
Eclucationnl journalism, both American arnl foreign 1 is present only in limited
extent.
Of the exhibition generally, it may be said tha,t representations are limited almost
entirely to present conditious; grounds, architecture, appliances as they now are,
the work of students at a single sitting or on a given day 1 or completed specimens.
Colorado, however, offers the model of the first district schoolhouse. P1·inceton, a
picture of the log college, a model of the grouncls and Nassau Hall, and other characteristics. Dr. Harris, in the exhibit of the Bureau of Education, presents in miniature m od els instructive stnclies in the develop:::nent of desks and seats; Illinois sho ws
a process of producing stereotyped plates for the blind, reducing the cost per page
from 75 cents to 15 cents. France shows with effect the progress of a pupil through
a series of years. Nearly forty years ago a pla.n was attemptetl in 'fol cdo for currying out tho comparison of one year's r esult with anot.her during the n.ttendance of
pupils and classes. Progress in text-books may be studied in the collection exhibited
by Prof. Jerome Allen or that of Mr. Plympton; in the latter we may find specimens
in arithmetic, algebra, in English, French, German, and Latin and Greek-going back
to aud including the New Englund Primer and the horn book, now so rare to find
and so difficult to secure.
In the literature ancl statistics of etlucation there is more opportunity for historic
comparison. Sets of the New England Journ al of Educat ion recall the fact to tho
credit of Dr. Bicknell, that, in its establishment, ho led tho wa.y for Ollncationnl journalism out of subjection to subsidies and limitation to state or specially local circulation into cffecti,e independence aml national circulation, and the constant draft upon
information of the progress of education the world over. If we scok the best known
data, on · education, from the earliest time to the present, wo shall find it in great
abundance in the full series of ,olumes found both in the exhibits of Mr. Bardeen
and the , ta.te of Connecticut, and of the American J onrnal of Education, on which
Dr. Henry Ba.rnard has expended his fortune aml the eminent services of his long
::md useful life. Further historic studies may be made in series of reports presented
h ere and there, notably those from Connecticut., Boston, the State of Massachusctt~,
and ihe Bur n.u of Education; and those most effective graphic statistics of I-Iarvarcl,
in which -you may trace the ,lescent of education by families, or the increase of its
furn1s or it8 atten<lan e, or tho influence of a single gift to it library, or of a fund for
esl::thlislting a eparate professorship; or in the exhibit by Princeton of the rude
appar: tu u tl by 11 nry in establishing the laws of electrical action; or in the
w York ·olle ·tion th apparatus used by Drap r in his work in photogrnpby .
Tllo organiz tion f du ation i. a study in itself. In the exhibit tho domaran.t.ioii: nr · ea:ily r corrnizahl . In foreign countrie su h as Japan, Rus in., Au tria,
• w •il ·n. nnd •'r nr th authority proc ds from a, national ourco.
'o for Eun-land
,'.cot]an<l \Ya] , aU(l Ir 1nn<1 1m for th· colonies it is colonial. For onr country and
' rmauy th ·r · i~ no n. national y. t m, l,n •du ation is a fnu tion f th r p cti ,·e
, tat
T

th s hool an<1
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Among our American States, while to a casual ob1:Jerver there may seem to be l!Xact
similarity, there is really great diversity. From colonial times there has been legisla.tion with regard to education, but the growth of supervision by civil authority
abo-ve that of the local civil unit, such as the town in Massachusetts, is of recent
_date. Knowledge of the con dition-of the eclncn,tion ·of children, or the intelligence
of its people, was not what the State concerned itself about. The ·importance of
this item of information slowly dawned upon tho minds o.f statesmen. They cared
most to know how many :fighting men there were, and -then about property us a basis
of revenue. After a time one after another of the earlier States began to require
r eports of the children of school age, of school reyenues, ancl school attendance.
New York first required su]_)ervision, then aboli-she(J it, then r eturne.cl to it·; and in
the exhibition there is d isclosed a bifurcaited system of S-tate administration of education, one under the board of regents through its secretary and the other under
the State superintendent of public instruction . The S-tarto University uni:ler the
board of regents is an old organization; all institutions of -education desiring a
charter apply to it and report to it. The State library and museum, uniYersity extension, and university examinrutions a,ro under its clirection. Under -the State superintendent of public instruction are the public schools of the Strute, tho norrnrul schools
and teachers' institutes. All appeal s from focal admin"istration under tho law go to
him. Under him there is a system of loca,l supervis10-n by commissioners. .Cities
have a self-directetl administration anu supervision in accordance with the general
aud specific laws enacted by the Staite to which they arc subject. For a knowledge
of tho education in the State we need the reports of .cities aud those of the board of
regents and of the State superintendent.
In Mas.s achu-setts the State administration of education is committed to n, nonpartisan board nominated by the governor, and confirmed by the council, whose secretary is their executive officer. The great revival of education in 1837 untler Horace
Maun may be said to have been begun when be became secretary of this board. In
the report of tho secretary, or the Staite's report of education, you find nothing about
the colleges or the universities. I-t confinc_s itself to-the public schools, the normal
schools, aind certain academies, and school for the blind, deaf, and feeble minded.
The authority of the board is extremely limited. Associated with the secretary and
cooperating with him is a group of expert lecturers, who together with him address
meetings, visit schools and hold conferences with teachers and school officers. Towns
and cities, as provide::l by the statutes of the State, levy their school taxes and
administer their school affairs. Boston early elected ns its first superintendent
Nathan B.ishop, wbo soon re-tired when .John D. Philbrick was chosen as his successor, under whom the Boston schools rose to their r.upreme efficiency as regarded
by the educators of the worhl at that dnite.
In Pennsylvania the authority is centralized in a State snpe.rintendent of public
instrnction; local supervision is by cities a,rnl counties, yet there is no State university, the nearest approach to it being tho college of agriculture and mechanic arts.
The arganization in Ohio corresponds with neither of the States n,l ready described.
This also appears distinctively in its exhibit, which is ma.do by the cities of Cincinnati, Cleveland, an<.1 Columbus, and several of the counties by th eir own action
respecth-ely. The college of agriculture is becoming a State universi-ty, and tllere
is lack of county supervision and no Staite norma,1 school.
In Michigan tho exhi bit discloses tho lack of executive power in the State school
office as in Ohio, hut reveals a closer relat,iou of the several parts of the system.
Here is a great, tate uni versity, which ,vas the first in the Union to bring high schools
into close relation with H.
In Minnesota, the exhibit shows tho close relation of all parts of the public school
question, tho eleme11tary to the secondary or high schools, and these to the university
and the normal schools.
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If we take up method and attempt investigation, we sh all perhaps begin with the
mother tongue. Here we find it in the songs and common l anguage of the kindergarten. Now here do we hear the old a-b ab and b-a ba of other days. Everywhere
there are improved methods. G1·eat emphasis is placed on language lessons in the
most efficient systems, whether foreign or American. Selections are furnished from
the best authors, sometimes committed to memory, sometimes copied from dictation;
original compositions are required. In the last twenty years instruction in English
in different parts of the United States has been entirely revolutionized.
The different methods are made manifest in the varied exhibits. The diversity is
hardly less marked in the methods of teaching writing. Some begin at once with
both pen and pencil, as in Kansas City; others begin with the pendl and later
introduce the pen, as in Boston. Some contend for the upright lines for writing,
like England and Canada, and different schools in the United States; and others
for slant lines, like Germany and many of our own cities and schools. Here, too, is
every method for teaching arithmetic and geography. Generally speaking, in all
subjects, from the lowest to the highest, there is manifest improvement; even textbooks from Turkey are modeled on the best from America. Schools of Egypt exhibit
the Koran as the book for sacred reading, and show work in manual training and
letters in accord with the methods prevalent in Euope and America. Behind the
exhibit froni Germany there are the same well-known enforced attendance of pupils
and universal training of teachers for their professions; more dependence upon the
teacher and less dependence upon the text-book. Generally the work in Germany
and France is characterized by systematic illustration in the lower grades. In the
United States there is abundant evidence that in these grades the abstract' method
is giving way to the concrete. This is especially true in teaching language. The
improvements in teaching English are most marked.
In the Jack of authoritative co-relation of parts or grades of educational work in
the United States it is gratifying to see each grade by its own intelligent action
seeking to come into appropriate sympathetic cooperative relations with every
other. In our individualism, in which there is such untold advantage in our standing apart from each other, it is well to remember that we sometimes stand more
than erect. We may lean backward. The colleges have too long been responsible
for the lack of improved methods in teaching, especially for abstract methods in our
primary schools. Movements like that of Cambridge, in which Harvard University
seeks to elevate, render philosophical and more nicely adapted to age :tnd environment the instruction in elementary subjects, are full of promise. The several exhibits furnish a rich opportunity to study the facts behind the great piece of work done
by the distinguished committee of t en .
Everywhere in the American exhibit there is gratifying evi<lence of increasing
thoughtfulness, especially of increased accentuation of the importance of improving
the q ualifi.cation of teachers. Examinations in knowledge of methods are more car?ful. The normal schools are yielding up more an<l more the work done in academic
instruction, and increaf!ing their efforts in pedagogical training. Colleges are adding
chairs with one d esignation and another in the theory or history and practice of education. The ui geueris exhibit of the Cook County Normal School was much studied
in th childr n's building. The Oswego Normal School, that has done so much to
bring the principles and m thods of Pestalozzi to America, mauife tly took the lead
am ng the normal school exhibit of New York.
But individual exhibit
ust be left to personal examination, nor will time p rmit
any timate of the schools of engineering or technology. It has been remarked
that tb xhibitiou of the Bo ton In titute of T chuology i o omplete and typical
th t, w re th in titution stroy ·d, 1t lnain fi tur could be r produced from the
su '•c tioo f th xhibit· h re, to , i8 th solid w rk of the in titution at Tr Y
da.ttug b kt 1 2 , poin lll ff t he 1: rri Wheel, the rooklyn Bridge, and o h r
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triumphs of its graduates as evidences of its merits. Nor can we pause to linger
around the colleges and universities. In these grades of work we are deeply im-·
pressed with the magnificent equipment and thoroughness of university instruction
in Germany.
What the exhibition was to foreign educators we must not attempt to describe.
They specially took in, in connection with the exhibit, what they could see elsewhere in the country, and especially in Chicago. Everywhere they felt the absence
of the union of church and state, and the absence of militarism, demanding, as on
the Continent, a portion of all young and vigorous life, and an absence, too; of the
surrender of the masses to the classes. The number of eminent foreigners who
visited us was very large. We shall :find_ much in their reports to instruct us.
Already Compayre has expressed his surprise at the rapid growth of our universities and their rich endowment from private sources; and Jules Steeg has declared
that a part of this portion of our exhibit seemed to him childish. Dr. Waetzoldt
reports favorably upon our improvements. in methods of elementary instruction,
especially in teaching language.
Taking the exhibit of education in connection with other portions of the Exposition, one can not fail to be impressed with the power of education in saving nations
from disorder, and imparting to them conditions of national progress. Here we
may catch hint(of evidence that England avoided a foreshadowed revolution by
aiding industrial and technical education and establishing a system of elementary
scllools; -that France in recent years, by an almost superhuman effort, in advancing
education among the people, has avoided anarchy, and confirmed an orderly republic; that Japan by a wise use of education sprung from her seclusion to the front
rank among nations. We are made to feel the power and unity of education for
every member of every race, no matter what his characteristics. It means alike for
the lowest and the highest of every type an enlargement of the boundaries of knowledge, a training of all the faculties and powers to improved activities, quickening
the reason, confirming the conscience, and aligning the decisiops of every one more
and more with reason and right. In the provisions for reading b eyond the school
period, we see evidence that France in its recent efforts, and parts of the United
States, have outstripped other portions of the world. No community of similar
territory, with equal population, excels Massachusetts in this important means of
assuring progress of intelligence among the people. Her libraries bring a supply
of r eading matter within the reach of over 97 per cent of her people. In the exhibit
of the Bureau of Education, by the cooperation of the American Library Association, we may see a model library and its administration, l earn about schools for
librarians, and look up the library question fo all its bearings.
There is general surprise expressed at the great progress of kindergarten and manual training in the last twenty years in the United States. Whether our stay with
the exhibit of education is longer or shorter, we shall leave with the opinion that it
was well to make it; well for schools to prepare for it; well to furnish opportunities
to study its principles, methods, and results. For myself, it will be remembered by
some, when by invitation we discussed the methods of preparation for the exhibit,
that my experience pointed to the best results in the United States by moving under
the auspices of the National Bureau of Education. This is our national agency,
equally available for all States, localities, institutions, and ·interests. And now at
the close of the exhibition you will allow me to say that these opinions are most fully
confirmed.
vVhat the disseminating power of the Fair is to be, no one can fully foresee. It is
clear, however, that it will be determined l argely by yourselves and those like you
who are appointed to extend their influence into the future by educative processes,
whether by the arts, or trades, or by speech, or by the press, or the more formal
processes of direct instruct10n of' youthful minds. How much of this great rp,spon-
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sihi.lity -falls to you was inciaenta1ly pointed out in the poetic language of {he
•· .A.utocrnt of the Breakfast Table" at your last meeting:
"Teacher of teachers! Yours the task,
Noblest that noble mincls can ask,
High up 'I onia's marmorous mount,
To watch, to guard ·the sacretl fount
That fills the stream below ;
.To guide the hurrying f1001l that fills
A thousand silvery rippling rills
In eYe.r-wic:lcning fl.ow."

Any visitor to the Faix will often think of Victor Hugo's decl:1ration that the nineteenth century is woman's century, and then.lie will confess, too, that it js the wor1~ingman 's century, and then that it is the child's century, that its great movem_ent IS
toward a clearer definition and realization of man's essentials and of his i-elation as
child, as man, as woman, to bis Creator, and that thus it i.s promoting tile .removal
of artificial 1mn1ens ant1 obstructions ::1Ud makino·
the course cle:uer for m:::m's .masb
.
tery over nature, and for his triumphant progress in the de.stiny divinely offered l.11m,
THE EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN
EXPOSITION.
By

S1~LDI

H.

PEA130DY,

LL. D.,

Chief of D epartment of Liberal .A.rts, "\Yorld's Columbian E xposition.

The world bas never before seen an e.xhibit of its educational results so extensive
or so complete as that .shown .at the Columbian Exposition.
Twenty-six foreign nations contributed to the ec1Rcational exhibit. The principal
were Germany, France, England, Cn,nada, New South Wales, Russia,, :Mexico, Brazil,
ancl Japan.
Thirty-two States sent collective exhibits. Forty-four were in some way represented. Illin~is anc1' Califol'nia were compelled by the conditions of their State
ap1Hopriations to make their e:-;:hibits in their own State buildings. We greatly
regretted their absence, as well as the defection of the agricultural colleges. Above
all &hould we have rejoiced if the Buman of Education could lJaV"e occupied au
appropriate and significant space as the central figure of all Americ:1Il educn,tion.
Contributions to the American exhibits ca.:.ue from 1,150 cities and towns, 271
counties, 756 academies and private schools, 53 schools for the <lefecti,e clac:ses, 25
bushiess colleges, 39 manual traiuiug schools, 20 art schools, 51 normal schools1 a nd
146 nniversities am1 colleges.

Among the foreign exhibits that of first importance came from the German Empire.
It was prepared by the minister of education under the sanction of tl1e imperial
council. It illustmtecl, :first of all, the admirable organization by wliich tl1at Government manages its e(1ncational affairs. The dep:ntment of education having an
organization as complete as that which has rondo the German army famous, tl1e
minister proceeded to call for such itoms as ho wa. pleased to select from the facnltjes of univ r ities, the c1irectors of schools of arts and sciences, the principal 0 ~c r of gymna ia, real chulen, and primary schools, for material 1llustrath·e of their
vatiou departments. Tho most di tingnisbe(l professors an l scienti ts auswerecl
with the actual apparatu us din th ir latest cliscov ries, contrasted with otll r of
bi ·toric fame. 'lhey sent bn"'o folios
ntaining tho plans and oleva.tions of tlleir
lat t a ·bi , mC'ut in buil lings for la.born.tori , art ga,11 ries, and mu um · rood 1
to ·cal of cl1oolroom. antl. fnrni ·hing ; complete s t of th apparatus furni h d
t~ ti eir primar' <·hool HlHl gnnuasiu
r tli teaching of the pby ical ·i nc ·
1 «rain a11<1 chart pr . '.m tiu' in a few. •1li nt point th mo t impre'-Si\· clnca0_
tional fa ·t of th 'mpir<· · l i. t ri in many vol um . f th ir grC'a ju. titnti u f
foli<; of · ·:,miuation 1iap ·r , som takeu re ently, omo in the
•ntury.
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Nothing short of a complete cata1ogue will enable one to understand tlrn fullness,
the ricbness, antl the dignity of tbis wonderful exhibit. The interest in it is not
<.liminishecl when we learn that it was gathered at Berlin within two months after
orders were given ·for its collection.
One of its charts told an impressive story. An account in the ·nature of debits
and creuits, kept with the Kingdom of Prussia, showed on one side the census of
children of school age to the number of more t}an 5,000,000 souls; upoL the other
side there were so many accounted for in ·each department, so many excusec'.. for cause,
so many sick, all save less tha;n 1,000, whom the 'truant officers hall not found.
The American educator w-ho gave to this exhibit, or to any specialty therein, earnest and thoughtful study, could not fail-to cleri ve information ancHnspiration of the
highest value. Ho would also observe tho general absence of two sorts of exhibits
which were so much in evidence in the American section-those of shop training•and
the kinclcrgartcn. The s2icrificcs maile to give this exhibit s_pace were surely repaid
a ·thonsand times.
Tho French commission presented the most elaborate dispfay of advanced engineering shopwork shown in the Fair, some good elementary art work, a full col1ect1on
of tho literature of tho ministry of education, and an exce11ent exhibit from the .
public schools of the city of Paris.
As Latl been expectcu, the Russian exhibit was quite complete and frill of interest.
Those who rememb ered tho impetus given to shop instruction in America by the
Rus~iau exhibit at tbe Coutennia1, and were anxious ·to see what further development
in tl1is direction th at country hacl to show, were somew'h.at disappointed. The
exhibits whicb. ha<1 attractecl so much attention in 1876 were repeatecl in 1893, but not
improvecl; they wore equaled, if not surpassed, by many similar exhibits in the
American section. The most valuable contribution from Russia was the exhibit of
girls' hancliwork, brought from fhe charitable institutions under tb.c patronage of
the women of the imperial family, and consisting of plain :md ornamenta.1 needlework and embroi<lery. Tho art instruction from Hussia was a,lso a subject of s11ecial
irrterest.
Forty years ago America,n ships were knocking at ·1he sealetl gates of the Ja1;anese
Empire. Twenty-five years ago tb.at Empire sent to various \Vestern countries 700
chosen youths to be educated at the public expense. Last year her accredited
judges wore reporting awar<ls upon American school exhibits. This Exposition is tlle
first to which she bas sent any educational harvest. Herc she showed. cx.hibit3 from
a state university, well cquippecl; from a school of technology, whose president was
a very able commissioner of her exhibit; from a normal scliool and an agricultural
college. By tho aid of these schools she is developing her educational system, in
which she already shows excellent results in primary instruction, ancl ju the lines of
practical science, manual training, and natural history. She is p:rnceecling in a logical method, and is rapidly :filling up all tho gaps between her primary and her higher
schools.
Au cxbiuit of much h1terest came from Egypt, from Cairn, and neighboring towns.
It consistetl of manual work in iron and wood, the btter eleg:mt,ly inlaiu in the
Arabic manner; physical apparatus made by pupils; drawing, in variety, well executed; writing in ·E nglish and Arabic, with inscriptions emblazoned from -the Kora.n,
etc. Most of this work compared favorably with that clone in our best schools, and
some could not there be paralleled. Thus is tho arroK.ar&.araatr; comple-te. Science
and education return in full circuit to their birthplace by tho tombs of the Pharaohs.
Tho State collective exhibits were notable for their general excellence and for
t11 ir iufinito variety. Thirty-two States could not J1rovide exliibits which would
~ove1· interests so similar, without a degree of sameness, but the predicated barren
iteration dicl not appear. In almost every case the inventive genius of the committee •in charge workecl out some novel and effective feature, as illustrated by the
.tcuorrraphic reports from tho schoolroom, suggestecl by M-r. Gove, of Denver, and
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tbe phonographic tubes from New York and Wisconsin. Probably neither of these
devices ~eveals exactly what it is intended to represent any more than photography
does. On_e has to be urged to " l ook pleasant" before the camera ; and if the voice
of the worriecl and forgetful teacher should becomcl high and strident, the phonograph which omits that episode will be pardoned. ·Both these devices are ingenious,
newly applied, and worthy of repetition.
The chief criticism upon the State exhibits is that too many of them failed to indicat_e the existence of a well-organized and active system which provides for the
wants _of the State as a whole. Some of them presented only a series of city exhibits,
which were as distinct as beads upon a string. The rural schools were not sufficiently in evidence. It is true that in some cases the State organizers could not
arrange their exhibits other wise; first, because they could not secure fonds for their
work if done in any other way, but mainly because there was no general organization to be represented. In this respect the contrast between some of our exhibits
and that presented by the German nation is very grea,t and is much to our disadvantage.
As to the use of collections of written examination papers, themes, and drawings,
the suggestion has been made that they have proved worthless an d will never again
be made part of an educational exhibit. But those who came ns accredited examiners from abroad, like the German commissioners, or the special agents sent by the
city of Paris without exception, made more careful studies of these papers than of
any other elements of our exhibits. Many requests were made for examples of such
papers, to be taken home as additions to pedagogical libraries. It was after reading
these papers that Dr. Waetzoldt, the distinguished German commissioner, made the
following statement as to the worthy results of American education. He said:
"In teaching language, drawing, and modeling the .Americans are superior to the
Germans. It is surprising what a command of language the American school cllildren have. German teachers dwell too much upon style and literary models, while
American t eachers aim to give the children a practical command of the language."
No more notable illustration of the trend of American effort since 1876 appeared
than in the exhibits of the kindergarten and the manual training schools. It is not
unfair to say that these subjects were more in evidence in the Exposition than was
warranted by their existence in the schools. This happened qnitenaturally. First,
because these are among the newest things which have occupied the public mind.
Teachers of these specialties were anxious to have th e fact known, especially by
foreign visitors, who should thus learn that we are abreast of the most advanced
movement. Second, nothing which tb l3 teacher has to show lends itself to exhibition so kincUy as do these products. They are far uetter than the work of art classes,
for they do not include so many ghastly failur es.
The archbishops of the Roman Catholic Church in America recognized the opportunity which the Exposition offered them for presenting the kind of education which
they would m ake popular, and their claims for it in comparison with that of the
tate s hools un(ler State supervision. Brother Manrelian deserves congratulation
for hi very notable f!Ucces. . Ile used tho far r eaching organization of his church
in securing contributions from 37, tates and Territories, 57 dioce es, 412 cities and
town. , and about 1,200 schools of all grad s from the humble t parish schools to the
univ r ity at W a. hington. In a gr at al undance and vari ty of materi al tho proroin •nt f a.tur w re th w rk of the primary or pari h scboolR, with art and needle,
wor~ a t, n rrh in h conv nts an
minaries.
o far as pres tige is cone rnecl, the
pnhlic ta
ebool ha not uff r <l. in the ·ompari on.
Th following it m. will
of the dir ction. in whi h our American
. '1nc: tion 1_1 . ma<le pro
great Am rican Expo ition, a illn ·trated
m ha , ht ·h ha jn. rlo
(1 ) 'er,· mark ,cl prorrr
nt of the univ r ity a. ·ompar cl vith
b,
111: •,:. "'hil only 1,ar
in titnti n pr nt cl xhibit , th
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illustrated the best phases of such work, in a congeries of exhibits whose merits
- grew upon one during every clay of the Fair, and clo not suffer now that reality has
fa<led into memory. Post graduate work, the seminary, personal investigation on
tp.e part of both professor and pnpil, the end.o wment of research as well as the
endowment of instruction, each energizing the other in the development of either
the sciences or the humanities-these are some of the flowers and fruit which dignify
and elevate our university work.
(2) The development of the university extension ancl Chautauquan methods.
(3) A large increase in the number of normal schools, and the evidence of power
derived from their methods of instruction, diffused through the public schools. This
appears to be a most potent factor in the elevation of public school work.
(4) The, strong, united, ancl systematic character of the · exhibit of the business
colleges. Hitherto these have been deemed a corps of educational free lances, which
corralled students, roped and branded them, and sent them through a short cut,
called a business education, to the counting house, the ledger, and perhaps a fortune. On th e contrary, this body of teacllers laid aside their differences, brought
together a solid and instructive exhibit, and proved that they give in their o~n
field a worthy and useful training.
(5) The eontinued establishment mid the advanced methods used in teaching the
blind; the deaf, especially in oral speech; and the remarkable results secured iu elevating the lives of those of feeble minds.
(6) The manual training school has already been noted. Its progress cluriug the
last seventeen years has been phenomenal. Thirty-nine distinct manual training
schools exhibited, besides schools of technology and collegiate technological departments in which manual instruction is an integral part of every course. The whole
exhibit from one end to the other bristled with the work of the tool, from the
jackknife to the machine driven by power.
(7) The trade schools in the large cities have developed rapidly. Trarle schools
teach some kind of work done by the artisan as a means of earning a livelihood; such
as the trade of the tinsmith, the plumber, the harness maker, the dressmaker, the
milliner, the cook. Excellent exhibits of this character came from New York, Brooklyn, Cincinnati, and from the Indian schools of Hampton and Carlisle. It is to be
hoped that these schools will multiply so rapidly that when the walking delegate
finds them and attempts to put his foot on them, his foot will not be large enough
for the emergency.
(8) The foothold which the kindergarten has acquired as the basis of the best prima,ry instruction.
(9) The progress made in the giving of sound instruction as to tbe evil use of narcotics and intoxicants.
(10) Tbe development of art schools in so many important centers, and of art
instruction in so large a number of the colleges and schools of technology. Much
good is to be expected from this movement, especially when it s1rnll have come to
permeate all our public school work, ana. after it lrns riseri. above conventionalism,
tbe impressionist vagary, and the influences which fl.ow into it from French channels.
(11) The gradual but steady advancement of public school instruction in all parts
of our land. This advancement will necessarily be slow. It is the resultant of a
multitude of forces, aiding and opposing each other. It involves the just enlightr.nmcnt of the whole people, which must be trained to know the purposes of education,
th e need for it, and the n eeds of it. I feel confident that the exhibition just closed
shows-in tbe kind of work displayed, in the breadth from which it was drawn, in
the earnest feeling in regard to it, in the multitudes tliat came to study it, in the
inspiration that has grown out of it-that the onward march of sound educational
ideas in the United Stat es w as never so direct, so forceful,. ancl so sure as it is at the
pre ·ent time.
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THE WORLD'S FAIR.
[From the New England .J ournal of .Education. ]

There is nothing more important in the school work of 1893-94 than the utilizing
of the knowledge and spirit of the Colurnbian Exposition. It has been instructive
and inspiring, enlightening and eunobling, a revelation in science and a revolution
in the arts.
Geography b::ts its highest aim n,nd noblest purpose when it deals with '1hat men
ha,ve done with the earth, and npon it, rather than with the earth as it was allll is
and would be untouched by man's art and skill.
History has its highest significance when it is used as the base line from which to
ta,k e measurements anu angles _into the social, industrial, and political future. History faces forward. It is a fountain and not a crystal, a stream, not a pool. Out of
a limited past it gives those lessons for which a limitless foture hungers . Science
teaching is not for the purpose of knowing certain laws and principles that have
been authoritatively recorded, nor is it to know how the teachers and books have
been accustomed to present certain labeled facts, but it is rather a prophecy, a foreseeing of what will be, or at least may be developed out of or revealed from what is
known an<l knowable of the la,vs and principles of science.
The Columbian Exposition lia,<, taught more geography that is valu::tble by means
that a,re rarest and methods that are choicest than aught else ever conceived by the
mind of man. It has been a fathomless revelation of what m an has done with the
earth and its resources rn different localities and under varying conditions of soil,
climate, and government. With its record of progress, of the a ccelera.tion of a progressive spirit with ·some peoples and of the retarding of progress by others, with
its revelations of the tendencies as seen ju the results of different conditions of race
and government it has furnished invaluable facts for the student of history. With
its matchless exl1ibit of the discoveries a,nd inventions in the arts and sciences it is
a vivic1 panorama of the conquests of man over the forces of nature ; of his mastery
of sun and shadow, of light and heat, of soil arn.l climate, of st ea.m and electricity;
of his skillful unlocking of the earth for oil and gas; of his tandem electrical team~£
telegraphy and telephony; of his harnessing the air wa,es in phonography; of his
marvelous skill in training the sunligbt in the photography of things in the earth
b en eath and in tho heavens above by clay or by night. Through t his it bas presented
ma,teriul for the study or t eaching of science such as has n ever l>een known before.
With its vivi<l record of the revolution in the means of trn,nsp orfotion by sea and
land, b y steed and s t eam, it h as offer ed unpn,ralleled aclvan ta,ges for the study of
comm er ce, while the highest arts in painting and sculpture, in decor ation and aclor~mcn t, in l andscape g ard ening and architecture, in the electrical and pyrotechnic
illumina.tions of the fonnta.in s and of the heavens, has plaeeLl Am erica in her four
hundreclth year aho ve and b eyond all other nations in her attainments as woll as in
her r cord thereof.
All thi shouhl be ntilizc<1 so far as it may lie tbrongh r eports and descriptions
offi ci~1, r porloria1 , and lit rary . The teach rs s hoult1 b eg in earl y to equip thcmsel \'c f r Urn ue t po sible u c of all thi material.
WIIAT TIIE E
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The results fully justify the expense involved, and from every point of Yicw are
gratifying to those who ha,·e been interested in tho work. It is tho JHU])OSC of this
paper to point out a few of the lessons which the display is teaching.
.
(1) The first lesson is that the present is a time of high ideals. ·'rh.e work shown is
often far from perfection, but the most of it is in tho lirie of excellence. Time, effort,
proper facilities, cooperation will make the ideal real.
(2) The second lesson is that good work is confined to no one section of the country.
From Maine to 'Washington teachers exhibit purposes, methods, antl principles that
are of the highest rarik and importance, anll pupils send work in whicb they may
well take pride.
(3) The third lesson is that no one city or State has wholly good school work, and
that, while all have some excellencies, a11 have defects that need remedy. Maine may
leam from California, Kansas may learn from Connecticut, Massachusetts rnay learn
from Missouri.
(4) The fourth 'lesson is that there is no need to raise tho question what school children can do; it is sufficiently proved that they can do anything they are likely to be
asked to do. The real question is, What things can we wisely ask children to do
and in whn,t orderf Hore are drawing, sewing, geometry, writing, English composition, botany, mineralogy, zoology from pupils of 10 years of agc-,vork tlrn-t would
be regarded as creditable from pupils of 16 or 17.
(5) The fifth lesson, not the least important, is that an exhibition of this character
has great educt1tio1rnl value and interest. The carefully })repare<l courses of study,
tho schemes of work in every branch of learning, the methods of teaching employed
by tlic thousands of 'teachers throughout the land, the illustrations of school exercises from the hands of the pupils have high educational value.

EDUCAT[ONAL EXHIBITS AT THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.
By

RICIIAP.D

WATEH;,\fAN, Jr., in Educational Review.

-I. The educational exhibits at the Columbian Exposition have been inspected and

studied arnl discussed by thousands of people during the past :five mouths. 'l'hey
present such a wealth of material to illustrate every side of the educational problem
that no visitor, whatever his previous training or present occupation, can fail to find
some point of contact. One sees not only school-teachers and students of education,
but farmers, mechanics, merchants, and professional men studying them closely.
Naturally the work of the new education, which aims to produce tangible results
ancl to educate through a process of learning by doing, is far easier to represent than
the oluer academic work. The average 'World's Fair visitor passes by an exllibit of
routine common school work, because it is not showy, an<l stops at exhibits of shop
work, of decorative design, or of some other subject in whicll tangible results have
been secured. He likes to find evidences that education prepares pupils for their
life work, ancl enables them to reach a higher place in the industrial order than they
could otherwise attain. He is likely, however, to judge exhibits of this character
by an absolute standard, making finish and accuracy the tests, and ignoring the
fundamental iclens of manual training-that it is a discipline of the mind through
the hand, and that the strength of tlle reflex influence, and not the value of material
products, is really the measure of success.
Another class of visitors, much smaUer in number than the first, is attracted by
something more than superficial excellence, Having a general knowledge of the
work, they take an intelligent interest ju it and arc ready to examine all of the
exhil,its with some care, in order to keep abreast of educational progress.
The third, antl by far the most important, class of visitors to this section is composed of teachers and 1)Tofessioual educators. Never before have the teachers in this
country hacl such an opportunity to study a large and representative collection.
Most of them have been so tied clown to work in a narrow field that they do not
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know what other. schools are doing. They gather at the Fair a great deal of valuable information. which gives them new power to teach successfully.
The educational section.is, however, but one of many interesting features of the
Fair, and can claim only a small part of the time of the average visitor. It is, therefore, necessary for persons interested in education to depend mainly on published
reports for their knowledge of the section devoted to that subject. The great
importance of educational work has led newspapers and magazines in all parts of
the country to devote considerable space to descriptions of the exhibits; but most
of the articles have merely described and have made no attempt to compare or interpret. It is, therefore, desirable that there shoulcl be a complete record of the contents of the educational section, together with a comparative study of its most
important features. Fortunately the Exposition authorities have provided such a
record and comparison by appointing competent experts from all parts of the world
to judge the educational exhibits and awar<1 medals and prizes for the best. Their
report will form a permanent record of the present condition of education: as far
as it is shown by the Exposition, and should prove very suggestive and helpful to
teachers everywhere.
Since the work of describing individual exhibits and of recording the contents of
the ec1ucational section, as a whole, will be so fully done by others, the writer of t~e
present series of articles will not attempt to do either of these thoroughly, but will
simply note a few of the salient features of educational work as shown by the
exhibits. He will deai broadly with schools of every sort, from the kindergarten to
the university, without attempting to enter into details or even touch upon those
parts of school work whose exhibits would require a minute expert examination .
. After discussing such general topics as classification and arrangement, methods of
installation, and the kind of exhibits shown by different schools, he will describe a
few typical exhibits from the fields of higher education, of public education, and of
industrial, technical, and special education.
The official classification of exhibits is very comprehensive and forms the basis on.
which awards will be made by the judges. _It is well adaptecl to this purpose, ~nt
does not furnish a working plan that could be followed by school men in preparmg
exhibits.
The Exposition authorities did not intend that it should be used in that way, but
preferred that each exhibitor should be l eft free to prepare and arrange his exhibit
in his own way, providing he should conform to a few general regulations.
The result of this policy is a display that b as many original features, and represents admirably a great variety of schools, but lacks the one characteristic that would
be most helpful to the student of education-a degree of uniformity. Each foreign
nation, each of the United States, allil each chartered or private institution forms an
independent unit. One groups the exhibits according to subjects of study, another
according to school grades, and a third on geographical lines. Some show the beS t
work they have done during the current year, and others during a series of years.
Some send a few papers from a large number of schools, and others a large number
of l)apers from a few schools. Some aim to give a symmetrical view of the work
actually done by pupils, others of the work that ought to be done by pupil i autl
still others make no attempt at symmetry, but show whatever will attract tho eye,
v n if it has little or no educational significance. Some display -regular school
work, and others work prepared for the occasion.
Ev n the e c mfusing differences might not annoy the student seriously if he could
r corrni z th m on sight, but this he can not always do. Ile sees an xhibit that
pl
· b1m, an he w ant to know what it r presents· what i s the age anu ex of
pupil nd their pr v1ou pr paration; the position of the subj ct in the oropl t e
of ·tndy ; th on<li ions und r whi h the xhibit was prepar d; the arooun
iv ·n hy tho t ·ac:h •r h d '!!T to, ·hich th x hibit i t •pi al of th
an ,·
·orl of a. lar · n unh ·r f 1rnpil , a111 o on. 'lh an;w r t
of th
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questions, especially those concerning age, sex, and grade of pupils, can usually be.
}earned from the exhibit, but answers to others, which are quite as important in a
comparative study, are almost impossible to obtain.
It is, therefore, necessary to omit a great many attractive exhibits from this discussion, simply because the schools from which they were sent have made no provision for helping the student of education to interpret them.
Viewed from the standpoint of organization, the educational exhibits may be
grouped under five h eads:
(1) Individual exhibits.
(2) Collective exhibits.
(3) Institutional exhibits.
(4) Commercial exhibits.
(5) Active exhibits.
An individual exhibit is one made by a single person or school, without reference
to what is shown by others. It may be typical of an important class of schools, or
it may be an isolated example cf special education.
A collective exhibit is one sent by a number of similar institutions, each of which
sinks its individuality and unites with the others to form a collection of work typical
of aU. Nearly all the public school exhibits are collective.
An institutional exhibit is one which represents a system established by recognized
authority-usually a public school system. A very good example of this is the
exhibit in the Illinois Building, which represents the educational work of all kinds
maintained by public taxation in the State of Illinois. This, of course, excludes
private schools and all chartered institutions not controlled by the State.
A commercial exhibit is one made by a publisher of text-books or a manufacturer
of educational supplies. His motive is, of course, to sell his goods, but he knows
that the most effective way to do this is to arrange the exhibit so that its educational value is apparent at a glance. One of the best examples of this group is the
Prang exhibit, which contains a series of cards representing a .model four years'
course in drawing, color, and form study.
An active exhibit is a model school in actual operation. There are several at the
Exposition which will be described in a subsequent article.
On account of the infrequency of great expositions, the teachers of this country
have seldom been called upon to exhibit their work on a large scale for the benefit of
th? general public. Frequently educational exhibits are prepared for teachers' gatherm gs; but, as a rule, these represent only single schools or groups of schools, and are
intended for the use of persons who are already somewhat familiar with the work
represented.
An international educational exposition requires a different preparation, aiming
as it does to illustrate all departments of educational ·work in such a way that the
ordinary visitor may study and compare them with ease. Among the great numbers
of visitors, few are experts on any considerable part of the exhibit.
The majority are people who, although interested in educational work, are not
familiar with its practical details; who, in order to understand what the exhil>it
represents, need all the assistance that careful arrangement, plain labels, and wellinformed custodians can supply.
The result of this lack of familiarity with expositions is that many schools have
not used the best methods in preparing aud installing their exhibits. In fact, the
greater part of the methods and devices used this year were invented by individual
exhibitors to meet necessities as they arose, and were not available for adoption by
others until after the Exposition opened. Some are very ingenious, and will undoubtedly be retained as useful aids at subsequent expositions.
A number of schools have succeeded m makino- their exhibits exceedingly attractive. They accomplish this m vanous ways . S~rue use their space as a room-carpet the floor, line the wallA with stuff that forms a pleasing background for pictures,
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and cover the whole with a ceiling of thin white cloth. They put in substant.ial oak
furniture, tables, bookcases, chests of drawers, and comfortable chairs, and arrange
the wall exhibits in such a way that they attract even the casual observer. Some
schools add other artistic features. It may be a bust of the founder, a relief model
of the campus, or a collection of portraits of celebrated professors and alumni. This
room arrangement is, however, exceptional.
··N early all of the exhibitors t:ivide their space into alcoves, coyer the wall.c;; with
drawi ngs and specimens of school exercises, and place bound volumes of J!Upils'
work on fables ranged along the wall.
Among the show cases usctl there are many different kinds: glass-covered frames
hung on the walls and filled with pictures or other fl.at exhibits; ordinary show
cases supportc<.1 by legs or by a case of drawers or a cupboard; and large upright
gl ass cases, in which are suspended glass shelves to hold exhibits. There are, also,
several varieties of wing frames. One consists of an iron upright supporting a number of glass-covered wings that swing on hinges. This is rather heavy and clumsy
and takes· up a great deal of room. Modifica,tions of this, fitted with only half the
number of wings, are used against the wall. The kiml of wing frame t,hat seems
best adapted to its purpose is that used for the N.ew Jersey public school exhibits.
It is an upright wooclen case about 6 inches deep. In front is a glass-covered door,
whi ch is usually kept closed to protect the contents from dnst. This door is
arranged to hold a few specimens of the work with which the case is filled . . Iusitle
are a number of light, strong oak wings hung on separate hinges. Each can be
detached easily, without <l.isturbing the others. By a simple arrangement of grooves
the exhibits, mounted on cardboards of uuiform size, slip in r.ncl out of the frames
very easily. Such cases as these increase the an1ount of available wall space enormously, and at the same time keep the exhibits from being injured or dcstTOyed.
There are a great many different kiucls of exlJibits displayed on the walls: pictures
and photographs of exteriors and interiors of buildings, and of equipments, faculty,
and stadeuts; specimens of students' work, artistic, literary, scient ific, and mechanical; statistical charts and ta'blcs; programmes of study and statements of the f?atures of school work to which the attention of the public is specially directe<l. 'I he
methods of graphic statistics arc used by many schools with great effect.
·
One of the most unique features of the e<lucatioual i;ection is the phonograph
exhibit. Five different States have sent wax cvlindcrs stored with recorus of recitations, oral examinations, and exercises in singing. Attendants arc always r eady
to set the machines in motion and allow the visitors to h ear a repetition of " ·ork
that has actua.lly been done in school. There is always a question· whether or not it
is work that fairly represents the school; but, in any event, it is very intcrcstiug,
and when properly prepared i s really valuable.
Jn making ~n examination of aJl parts of the educational section, tho student can
not foil to be impressed with one important fact-that the work of the new education is finding its way into schools of every sort. The ]al.,oratory method in scicn ·o
teaching is recognized as tho most natural and logical means of educating the
senses, and through them tho mind. Jlence tho in,!rea ·ing atloption of the sci n es
as importaut elements in school work is accompanietl by an equally rapid d vclopmcnt of la1Jora.tory facilities iu s ·hool .
!annal raining for uoys atl<l gir1 i o-rowing in favor, ·and only the gr at xpcn e
f ,~nipm nt prcv nt. it from boiDo- introdnco11 v ry generally. The work of :.ulap~. 1 t to :· ,ry .chool gr. <1 , from he kindergart n to the in:t1tut ofte hnolo<•y 1
b Ill" · rricd forward rapic11 ·, and th tim will soon come wh n1)roo-r iv
·hool
bo. i<l.. ~" r' vh r will mak · i a p rt f the pr ·crihed c nrse of study.
ary part
I ra.wmg and form tndy n.r o.1 o oht. inino- , 11 ral r oo-mtion a ne
of a o mon chool <lu • tiou an 1 obJ ct t a ·hino- i. th orcl r f th <lay. Th
la l r i ~ peci 11~· noti · , 1,11• in th ; rman ·chool ·.·l11b1t, wher n arl · v ry ublJ. 1 tn ll I aud chart aud colo1 · illu trution · iut •n<l •cl to t a 11 th• pupil
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The importance attached to scientific methods has produced two resu1ts, both of
which are shown clearly by the exhibits of higher education-an ability on the part
of students t6 act as well as to think, and consequently an ability to pursue successfully an original investigation. The exhibits of stu<lents' work from agricultural an(l
engineering schoo1s aro especially rich in illustrations of this -point.
There is also evidence that schools of every grade are paying a great deal of attention to the sanitary condition of their buildings and to the physical development of
pupils, and are coming to see that 1 to the pupil, a sound body is quite as important
as a sound mind.
Ari exhibit can give at best only a partial -view of tbe work it is intended to represent. Some of the scboolmen who recognize the fact do all that they can -to help the
student of education to interpret their exhibits properly. They arrange the whole
in a progressive series clearly labeled to show tlie relations of its different parts;
they irn,ert explan11,tions and teachers' statements wherever necessary, to indicate
the conditions un<ler w:!:iich exhibits were prepared; they provide catalogues and
s_pecial publicatious for free distribution; they place in a prominent 11osition a ']_uestion box1 into which anyone who is unable to find out all he wants to know about a
certain school can drop his inquiries, and they provide for the constant attendauc·e of
a well-informed custodian. On the walls they place specimen exhibits; and, in cupboards, portfolios, and drawers, a large amount of_additiunal material that is uronght
out whenever anyone is sufficiently interested to ask for it. They ado1,t the prevailing met.hods of object teaching, and illustrate their outlines of courses of study
with photographs of schoolrooms, laboratorics 1 and sho_ps1 students at work1 and
other s~enes that will give reality and life to the exhibit. They aim to show only
that which honestly represl'.> nts the avernge work done by a considerable number ot
pupils.
Most of the men who make theso careful and t11orough preparations have gained
their experience at other world's fairs. When one contrasts their work with that of
some of their fellow exhiuitors who a1>pear now for the first time, he can not but wish
that America, like France1 had a permanent 6.s:position uoard whose duty it would
be to organize all such displays, taking every advantage of previons experience.
II. The final prouuct of education exists only in the mind, and can not be shown
in a material exhibit. This is especially true of the results attained by higher education. They may be partially represented by such concrete products as books and
models, and by illustrations of equipment_, methods, and results, but these things
arc merely symbols 1 and mean little to the ordinary ·world's Fair visitor.
The question may arise in the mind of the reader: "·\Vhat has tho ordinary visitor to do with an exhibit of higher education, 11 He should have a great dea! to do
with it, and he would 1 if it were prepared in a way that enabled him to understand
its contents clearly. It is not enough to label each of the pieces and place tbemsidc
by side. There should ue a dominant idea in the arrangement1 a unity that could
be perceivetl by any careful observer. There ;,as scarcely an exhibit in the educational section of the Columbian Exposition that showed any such careful preparation, and therefore this article can be little more than a series of running comments
on the exhibits from various higher institutions.
Among them all the exhibit from the German uni versitics was by far the most valuable to the student of education. It showed in every part that it was intended to
r epresent not any particular institution, but all of the twenty-one splendid centers
of higber education in German y . It was prepared by the Germa,n Government with
a view to showing typical specimens of equipment and apparatus1 the methods used1
and the results achieved in German universities 1 and also to show historically the influence exerted by the universities on the progress of civilization. Both objects were
successfully accomplished, bnt it was only the expert educationist who could fully
unc1erstan<.l the exhibit. It was not 11repared for the general puulic, and no provisiou-s were made for helping the casual visitor to appreciate its value. The labels
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were brief and written in German, and the catalogues and descriptions which were
distributed to persons who made special application were also in German. The university professors who were in charge were courteous and scholarly men, but in spite
of their unwearied efforts they could accommodate only a small proportion of the
people who wished to be helped to interpret the exhibit. It certainly needed interpretation, but once understood it became a wonderful source of information and
inspiration to university men. The central feature w as a "collective exhibit of the
German universities," which contained 79 volumes written expressly for the Exposition by the most eminent professors in Germany. Each of these men took for his
subject his own department of study, and attempted to show, by an histor'ical treatment, the influence exerted by that department on the development of German civilization. Wundt in psychology, Klein in mathematics, Virchow in pathology, ancl
others of equal reputation produced the monographs which form this splendid record of the achievement of German university men.
There was also a remarkable collection of pedagogical literature containing
accounts of the origin and development of the German universities, their present
constitution and 'g overnment, biographies of their leading teachers, and a great deal
of additional matter. It was from this collection of sources that th e German professors drew a large part of their material for the monographs mentioned above.
This library bad three divisions: (1) General works, in cluding bibliography, history,
statistic_s, methods of university study in general ancl of the various departments of
study in particular, and also student life and customs. (2) Biographies of the foremost university teachers, arranged in four groups, including the men whose work
was done (a) in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, (b) in the seventeenth century,
(c) in the eighteenth century, and (d) in the nineteenth century. Among the men
whose biographies were given there were not only university teachers, but great
scholars, statesmen, and ecclesiastics. (3) Literature of single universities, including their history and their l a'Ys and regulations; announcements of teacheni and
courses ; programmes of special occasions; information in regard to scholarships and
endowments; and liooks written by great professors and by students whose work
they clirected.
There were volumes of architectural drawings showing the plans and elevatioiH, of
the buildings used by :fifteen of the German universities, and photographic views 01
the interiors of these buildings. The beauty and value of this exhibit were greatly
incr eased by the presence of about twenty-five oil paintings and statues of celebrated German scholars and patrons of l earning.
In another section was a collection of scientific periodicals, including specimen
volumes of the leading German publications and a bibliography of German p eriodical literature. There was also a fine collection of scientific books, containing, it is
true, only a small proportion of the whole number of scientific works -n~ritten by
German scholars, lmt nevertheless typical of the contrilrntions they have made to
nearly every department of human knowledge .
'Ihe t echni cal library exhibit represented w ith great completeness the sever al systems in u o for :1rranging ancl cataloguin g books. It showe<l that while in method
and applian es the Germans are not as far adYanced as the Americans, in the number ancl valne of tb ir librari s they are far ahead of them.
The exhibits already m ntioned occupied 1 s than half of the spa<'e dev()ted to
tho
rmau uni Yer iti s. The r maining space contain d special exhibit from 29
~fi'er nt d partments of tn<ly. Each of these wa preparecl by an min.cut sp cial1 , an
how <l p ·im ns of the apparatus u ed in teaching and typical xampl
of the problem. atta ke and the r . nlt. attain din original research.
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versities, alt.hough much larger in quantity, was far less representative i_n character.
Instead of being a collecti-ve exhjbit designed to represent the umversities as a.
whole, it was a series of•individual exhibits, each arranged on a different plan.
This was inevitable because of the diverse character of American institutions and
the somewhat aggressive self-assertion which keeps them apart. Instead of furnishing material to the student of education by showing methods, equipment, courses of
study, and the results of research work, it aimed primarily to attract and interest
the public. It was this very fault, however, that gave it a certain advantage over
the German university exhibit l)y making it easier to interpret its contents.
Before discussing in detail the American exhibits of higher education it may be
well to take a brief glance at the institutions that were, or might have been, represented. There are no two that 1tfford an entirely satisfactory basis for comparison.
Some do a considerable amount of true university work, but the greater number
confine themselves mainly to offering undergraduate courses. Some have introduced
the best scientific methods into every department of study, but many are still far
behind the leac1ers in this respect. Some prescribe rigid entrance requirements and
maintain a high standard of scholarship throughout, while others are little above
the average city bigh school. There are, also, agricultural colleges and schools of
technology, where the scientific and professional studies come f.rst and culture
courses are secondary. If these various types were distinct it might be possible to
classify higher institutions, but they lap over one another in such a confusjng way
that any line dividing them into groups must be drawn arbitrarily. In discussing
American exhibits, therefore, the . contents of the exhibit rather than the nature of
the institution will determine the grouping.
There are 8everal exhibits in which the methods and results of advanced research
work were clearly shown. One of the most important of these was the collective
exhibit <'lrawn from a number of universities and representing a typical laborr.tory
for work in experimental psychology. Photographs of the interiors and equipment
of the several institutions contributing hung on the walls, and the remainder of the
room contained apparatus of all kinds for observing mental phenomenn. and accur ately recording the results. Nearby was an anthropometric laboratory, in wb.foh
were shown the methods and results of work done in observing and recording physical characteristics. There were a large number of diagrams and charts, summarizing by graphic methods the results of a number of very interesting investigations.
These two laboratories together revealed a most significant aspect of the work of
American investigations-the tendency to make a thorough scientific study of the
minds and bo~ies of pupils of all ages, in order to help each individual to learn in
the way that nature intended he should.
The exhibits from Clark University and from the University of the City of New
York contained material of a similar character. Clark showed a number of photographs of laboratories and apparatus for this work and bound volumes of monographs
and magazines in which the results of psychological research were given. The University of the City of New York showed charts iHustrating experiments to determine
mental characteristics, snch as eye-mindedness, ear-mindedness, and the like.
Among the other institutjons showing methods and results of r esearch work were
Johns Hopkins, Harvard, the University of Chicago, the University of Pennsylvania,
the University of Michigan, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the
Hahnemanu ¥edical College of Philadelphia. Johns Hopkins sent a large photograph of the normal spectrum, il}ustrating the splehclid astronomical work done by
her professor and her advanced students . . She also sent a typical collection of the
publications written or edited by Johns Hopkins men in order to show the character,
direction, and extent of their investigations and the c]Jannels they use in putting
their results before the world. Harvar,l also displayed a considerable amount of
astronomical work from both of her ob ervatories-tbe one in Cambridge and the
one she maintains in the mouutaius of Peru. Each of her scientific departments
E
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ancl professional schools was represented by a typical piece of apparatus or a collec-tion 0f specimens or books intended to show her admirable facilities for teaching
and tho original work done by her professors and students~ The latter included two
collect1.ons of books showing some of tLo contributions made by Harvard men to
legal and historical liternture:
There were a number of exhibits showing the methods used in the university for
instructfon and training. These represented more especially the scientific and
professional departments, aml attracted a great d.eal of attention.
One of the most valuable parts· of the Harvard exhibit was that which showed
the institution as a whole and furnished information in regard to its historical
de,elopment and the present status of its fa culties, buildings, and. equipment. This
exhibit included statistical charts showing the r el ative growth of the several departments of study; charts illustrating the success achieved by the elective system which
hJJ,s b een so thoroughly trietl at Harvard; photographs and plans of buildings and
grounds, and a fine collection of portraits and busts of men who have been closely
identifictl with the university. 'l'here were also large editions of about thirty dif. fercnt pamphlets for free distribution. These inclu.ded the regular programmes and
announcements anu. also a number of monographs relating to the opportunities
offered by Harvard, the necessary expenses of student life, and the :financial assistance
that may be obtained, if needed, from the university authorities.
The University of Pennsylvania sent a fine collection illustrating the results of
the exploring expedition which she sent to Egypt and .Assyria a few years ago; and
also a collection of archreological material from the valley of tho Delaware, where
h er professors have at various times conducted valuable investigations. Sho also
showe11 a number of photographs and charts illustrating the growth of her different
departments and their present condition.
The buildings of the University of Chicago were so close to the Exposition thttt
they were visited by a great many p eople interested in education. There was therefore no attempt to send to the Fair a comprehensive showing of the work done l>y
each d e11artmcnt of study. The most important exhibit from that university was
the Yerkes t elescope. It represented not work already done, but facilities offered for
future research work, and may be r egarded as typical of the purpose for which primarily the university was established-original investigation by advanced students.
The University of Michigan sent two collections representing original work done
in her chemical laboratories. One contained the results of a quantitative analysis
of a number of foods, including wheat, breacl, Indian corn, tea, and coffee. In each
caso the constituents were prepared from their proper sources, and the entire
group-i. e., a given weight of the food and the corresponding quantities of its
several constituents-was placed in glass jars and clearly labeled . The other coll ection represented a similar investigation in the department of metallurgical chemistry. Iron ore, cast iron, blast furnace slag, steel, wrought iron, coal, limestone,
anl brass were all opened up in this way. These two exhibits were good illustrations of the way in which the results of scientific investigation may help in solving
v ryc1ay problems of indu trial and domestic life.
The )lassacbu etts In itnto of T chnoloo-y sent two important collections mu trating th original work done by her students and profossors. Tho first "°a a
ompl t
t of th th e · writt n by the la of 1892 when they were graduated .
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r in onjnn ion wi h n oth r memo r of the cla . In eyer'° in tn.nce th drawb r illu ra ion !3 mad _. a. a part of th th i. w re h 'wn in the :s:hibit.
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lished are privately printed in small quantities. This is done in nearly every
department of the institute and furnishes a striking illustration of the purely
inductive method used by its professors, ancl of their untiring efforts to give to their·
st,udents the latest results of scientific thought and investigation.
Tho Hahnemann Medical College of Philadelphia made a Yery unique contribution
to tho educational section. It was the nervous system of a man, carefully dissected
out by a skillful surgeon. This was mounted, so as to show general outlines, with
the brain occupying the position of the h ead, the spinal,. corcl, the position of the
backbone, and the nerve bundles and nerve :fibers, the pesitions of the body and
limbs. It enabled the visitor to get a definite idea of the way in whic.h the :fibers
of the nervous system, starting from the brain and the spinal cQrd, penetrate every
part of the human body.
There were a number of exhibits designed to show something of the methods,
equipment, and results of regular collegP- work. The list included most of tlie abovementioned institutions, and also ten or twelve endowed colleges and almost an equal
number of State universities. Some of these exhibits were so meager that they
deserved little attention, while others were of great interest and value. It was
noticeable, however, that even among the exhibits sent by the more prominent col- leges there was great diversity. Some aimed to show their history, ethers their
equipment, and still others the work done by former students and professors. Most
of them seemed to regard a showing of present work-the courses of study, the
methods n sed, and tho results achieved-as a minor part of an edue;ational exhibit.
Princeton emphasized her history. She sent portraits of all her former presidents,
pictm:es, a relief model of her buildings and grounds, and a collection of interesting
documents and relics connected with her development. There was also a large collection of books, which included, as far as possible, all of the important literary
prodnctions of the faculty and alumni. Student life was represented by pho'togra})hs of famous athletic teams and other orgQ.,nizations, and by pictures of the
various college societies and the houses they occupy. A few models ancl drawings
and a case of museum material for teaching historic ornament were t.he only distinctly educational exhibits.
Yale showed a series of largo photographs giving genera.I views of buildings and
grounds, interiors of laboratories, recitation halls, libraries, ai1d museums; apparatus that is either very elaborate or especially characteristic of Yale work; and
athletic teams that have won high laurels for their :ilma mater. The photographs
were so fine that they really gave to tho visitor a good idea of the material equipment of the university. But there was shown no work of students or professors,
nothing to represent the splendid contributions made by Yale to literature and
science. Columbia College was represented by ::i, iine series of statistical tables and
graphic charts showing the important features of her history and her present condition. Ono very interesting part of the exhibit consisted of two nrnps pfacecl side
by side, one representing the present site of the college and the other the new campus on Morningside Heights. 'l'he maps were drawn to the same scale and showed
in a very effective way the gI'eat increase of area that will l>e affordetl by tho new
site.
Brown, Amherst, Williams, Colgate, Hamilton, Rochester, Lehigh, Oberlin, Beloit,
and Lela,rnl St:1nforcl. Junior, should be mentioned at least in the list of colleges
represented. Most of them had attracti-rn and tastefully arranged alcoves, but
their exhibit· showed no importa,nt features not already mentioned in connection
with other institutions.
Among the women's colleges Vassar, Wellesley, Bryn Mawr, and many coeducational institutions were r epresented. Bryn Mawr had in the center of her exhibit
a model of the campus, showing tho location of halls, dormitories, tho gymnasium,
and sev ral tennis court . On the walls were photographs giving characteristic
views of interior , a chart sl10wing courses of study; and statistical tables giYing
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the post-graduate history of all of her alumme. There were also several Ph. D:
theses and partial :files of student publications.
. It may be of interest to mention here the exhibit made by the Association of Collegiate Alumnre. This body of highly educated women is growing rapidly in numbers and exerts a very strong inth~ence in many parts of the country. Its members
aim to make the best possible use of their college training in helping to solve social
and industrial problems. In the exhibit were a number of pamphlets containing
addresses delivered before the several branches of the association. One: which may
be taken as typical, was written by a professor of chemistry of one of the leading
institutions ,of the East. Her subject was: "The relation of college women to
progress in domestic economy." The writer indicated some of the ways in which a
scientific training m ay be of use in the family and discussed the social and economic
aspects of the servant question, the assistance that a knowledge of biology offers
to the buyer of foods, and the relation of chemistry to cooking. She presented evidence of the growing tendency to make the higher education of women'' tell," and
to direct their effort into channels which will lead them to become better housekeepers and more effective workers in fields peculiarly their own.
The State university exhibits in every instance adjoined the public school exhibits. Only two States, Illinois and Michigan, made any serious effort to show the work of
their respective universities. The other States r epresented were Pennsylvania,
Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon, and California. Several of them
showed only a few pictures of buildings and equipment ::md photographs of professors and students; others added outlines of courses, examples of student work,
and perhaps co11ies of their student publications. One or two sent catalogues for
distribution, but as a rule they showed very little to indicate the true nature of
their work.
The exhibit from the University of Michigan may be divided, for conveni ence in
discussion, into (a) general exhibits, (b) departmental:-'exhibits, and (c) engineering
exhibits. The general exhibits are described in the University Record for June as
follow s :
"The exhibit includes topographical maps of the campus, made from actual surveys b y civil engineering students, on which all buildings and natural objects are
accurately located; a tolerably complete set of views of all of the buildings, with
floor plans of many of them, together with interior views of all laboratories, hospitals, many recitation rooms, and the library; a condensed account of the edu~ationul system of Michigan and a summary of the University Calendar, together with
. photographs of the president, the regents and other officers, inclucling members of
the several faculties, all mounted and dis;layed on a revolving chart stand; a brief
history of the university and of its several departments, together with a summary
description of their present condition exhibited by a series of 19 charts, 24 by 30
inches in size, frame<l. and mounted so as to swing about a central upright; a nd
a bookcase containing copies of nearly all the publications of professors written
while connected with the university."
The list of departments sending exhibits included chemistry, medicine and surgery, dental su . gery, the libra.Ty, and tho museum. A part of the chemistry exhibit
has b n de c ibed above. It was supplem ntecl by other collections of work done by
stud ut , both in_ the lal)oratory and the cla s room, and was intended to illustrate
m thocl of t a 1nng.
xbihit. of meclicine ancl sur ry containecl an admirable pre entation of the
. quipment, th e m thocl , ancl th couT es of instruction in tho e departments. They
m : ln<l <l
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The engineering exhibit was a very complete showing of the work done by students
in the engineering laboratories and in the several courses in drawing and design.
It included a number of hand tools and other small pieces made in the wood shop,
the forge room, and the machine shop, and several larger tools, such as a forge, a
drill press, and a machine lathe, all of them built by students. Th~ exhibit of
drawings contained examples of the free-hand exercises and the work in geometrical
construction and descriptive geometry, and also of the working and finished drawings
made in the more advanced courses in machine design, stereotomy, and surveying.
The exhibit from the University of Illinois was not in the Liberal Arts Gallery,
but in the Illinois State Building. It occupied a large amount of space and could
display, therefore, not only students' work and pictures of equipment, but students
at work and specimen pieces of the equipment itself, taken directly from the museums, shops, and labor:1tories of the university. This gave it a marked advantage
over the other higher institutions.
In the general university exhibit was an alcove containing pictures of th_e faculty
and of the buildings, catalogues for free distribution, and a number of diagrams
and graphic charts showing the courses of study and the recent attendance in each
department.
In the departmental exhibit the colleges of agriculture, engineering, science, and
literature were all represented. The engineering arid science exhibits were, however, the most prominent. The general plan was to give one or more alcoves to each
department and there show equipment and students' work. In some there were
specimen pages of student exercises framed and hung on the wall, and the corresponding wo-rk of the entire class bound in a single volume and placed near by on
bookshelves. In otller departments (physics, for example) there were shown in
glass cases series of typical experiments, with the apparatus properly arranged and
beside it a student's notebook open to the page on which the results of the experiment were recorded. In the alcov.es for architecture there were groups of drawings,
to show the amount of work done in each year of the course and some typical examples of original work in house planning and design. 0110 of the special features
made possible by the_large amount of space given to this exhibit was a machine
shop, in which students from the uniyersity worked several hours each day. It was
separated from the rest of the exhibit only by a low railing and contained a milling
machine, a machine lathe, a speed lathe, and a dynamo-all of them driven by an
electric motor. This shop furnished a valuable illustration of the thoroughly
practical training that is given to professional students in the best engineering
schools.
The most comprehensive and symmetrical exhibit of engineering education was
that contributed by the Massachusetts Institute of T echnology. It contained a
number of large photographs showing exteriors and interiors of the buildings and
1_1, complete set of architectural plans and illustra.tions of the efficient system by
which the newer buildings are heated and ventilated. Organization was shown in
a bound volume containing specimen pages of publications and announcements and
copies of all of the blank forms used by the officers of admiu1stration.
The work of the several departments was displayed in a very thorough fashion in
separate alcoves. Each alcove contained on the walls specimen drawings and
designs and on a central table a large portfolio of matter specially prepared to show
the plan of work. This portfolio gave, as far as possible, a complete picture of the
course-the list of instructions, the subjects stuclied arranged in order of sequence
and showing bow much time is devoted to each; the methods of instructors, described in prmted statements prepared by the head of the department; the eqmpment, shown by numerous photographs, each of which was described in detail; and
specimen pages of the notes prepared by professors and those taken by students.
In the center of the exhibit were cases of shop exercises in carpentry, forging,
pattern makmg, etc., each piece carefully labeled and the whole arranged in a pro-
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. gressiv-e series. A special catalogue accompanied this part of the exhibit, and a circular "\Yas given out describing its main characteristics and its relation to the work
of the other departments of the institute.
There wero several l arge exhibits of shop and laboratory products, an electric
motor, a force pump, ::m cl a case of chemicals prepared by stu<lents for their own
use. Student life was shown in a portfolio which con t ained photographs of athletic
teams, and ·of musical; literary, and social orga~izations; specimen pages of student
puulicat.ions; ancl a printed a cconnt of all the prominent and social features of institute life. The collection, 2s a whole, represen_te<l th e institute so weHthat it is said
that if the ent ire institution were to be swept away it coul<l be reconstructed from
the information contained in the exhibit.
One of the most interesting exhibits of higher education was on the battle ship
Illinois, and represented the work clone at the Annapolis Naval Academy. It consisted chiefly of text-books, examination papers, and r ecords from each department
of stmly and cases of shopwork clone by the cadets. Besides the usual exercises
from the dra-wing-room, forgo room, wood shop, and machine shop, there were others
p-eculiar to Annapolis, such as specimens of work done in splicing cables, braiding
ropes, and placing 1mlley bloclrn, designs for m arine engines and boilers, and illustrations of problems in seamani:,hip and gunnery. There were a number of charts
showing results of the physical tc3ts conducted at frequent intervals, and also a
number of student possessions-foils, boxing gloves, ancl footballs-that were very
suggestive of the cadets' fondness for athletic sports.
The exhibit from Purdue University was, in some resp ects, one of the best in tho
American section. It represented v ery effectively the objectiv-e work done-the shopwork, drawing, and laboratory tests. "The making of a lathe " was shown in a way
that gave the visitor a clear notion of the entire prbcess of designing and constructing machines. First came a, set of blue prints and working drawings showing th e
form ancl dimensions of each pieco of the l a the, and a set of finished drawings showing the grouping of the parts . Then came a complete set of the patterns from which
the In.the was cast; then th e rongh castings made from these patterns ; then the :finish ed castings, ancl finally the complete<.l l athe. The same idea of logicn.l deYelopment was used in other parts of the shop exhibit. The process of casting was illll strntcd by a series of t en or twelve mol~lers' flasks, th e first empty, t h e second half
fillell with sand, n.nd the others showin g the successi vo steps taken in ma.kin g t h e mold,
draw ing tho pattern, cutting the gate, pouring tho metal, and taking ont the casting. The exhibit of forging was equally clear. A pair of tongs, for example, was
showu first in the form of stock, then prepared for wel ding:, ancl then ready for use.
Th e most n uiquo feature of this exhibit, however, was a small working model of
th e locomotiYe which is a part of the Purdue In.born.tor)- equipment, and is used in
mak ing shop tests that are said to be as accurate as roatl tests. The load is obtained
by applying hydraulic pressure to the wheels aml the influence of grade by adjnsting
the lrivingwheel at their points of contact with the free wheels on which theyrest.
Tile xhibit of the Rensselaer Polytechn ic Institute ·was entirely clifferent from
that of any other engineering school. It contained, jt is true, a small amount of
stuclents work, L e., several portfolios of geometrical and machine drawing and
x rci es in graphics :mu snrveying, but the main. I art of the exhibit was d i<Tued
to · how, not uu<1 rgra,1nate tudy, but the work done in after life by graduate ·
'fil l' were pi tm:
f hri(lg , railroad , ::t'l_ueducts, and many other engineerinrr
~,, k . n true d wb lly or in part by gi-aduate ; and seY ral machine bowinrr
m,· n wu ma 1 b th m. Althou1rh \' 'l'Y iut r sting th ·se things can not l,e
r ,r:n cl. <1 a . ~ ~itim, t part of an c1u ational .·bi bit, becanse thu matnre work f
au 11 ~ 10 r 1 rnfln n ·<lb · many factors 1., siclc tlie trainiu<Y re i, tl durin"' th
:nl · · •a
pen in pr f ionnl uly.
'l h oll
hlhi 11f arrrieu) ural ·oll <Te and xperim ·nt . tatiou wa. on
of th• ·ntir • Exp ·itiou . It r pre cute
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about sixty institutions whi'ch offer to both men and women ii instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts, and various branches of physical, natural, and economic
science -with ·special reference to their application in the industries of life and to the
facilities for such instruction." It contained illustrations of equipment and methods
of instruction and specimens of students' work, which showed that both the colleges
and the stations are exerting a most important influence; the colleges by giving
students a sound training in the methods of science and their practical application,
the experiment stations by making an united effort ii to create positive knowledge
toward the development of an agricultural science." Tbe illustrations of equipment
included a considerable amount of material used in teaching how farms should be
laid out and drained, buildings arranged, soils improved, crops pl::tnted, tended, and
harvested, and stock cared for at all seasons. Under "method of instruction" it was
shown that the laboratory method is used wherever practicable, and that tlie list of
laboratories includes not only the usual rooms for experimental science and shopworn:, but also fields, stables, orchards, and gardens. The student work was, as
might be expected, of a very practical character-shopwork of all sorts, scientific
preparations, samples of crops, and products of the dairy, as well as needlework,
cookery, and preserved foods.
There was evidence of a most earnest effort on the part of these institutions to
work together, each making its course as broad as possible by forming an alliance
with a college which offers instruction in the liberal arts; ·e ach paying special attention to local conditions in order to mr.ke its influence felt in its illlmediate neighborhood; and ea.ch recognizing in its research work the principle of division of labor and
attacking certain definite parts of the whole great problem.
The movement for university extension was represented by exhibits from Oxford,
the University of Chicago, the University of the City of New York, and several
smaller colleges. Oxford sent a case containing photographs of the exterior and
interior of the building she has devoted to this work, examples of tho pnblications
issued anu t,he blank forms used, a specimen traveling library ~ontaining 31 volumes,
and a considerable amount of statistical and other information in regard to the history of the movement in England.
The University of the City of New York and the UniversitJ of Chicago sho-wed
on wing frames sets of administrative blanks and specimens of the announcements
and other publications issued in connection with extension work :in both pla'1es.
There were also several traveling libraries illustrating the methods used in furnishing to each lecturer a moderate number of the best reference books bearing on his
subject, and sending them with him wherever he goes, so as to furnish his students
with a small working library.
The Chautauqua exhibit may be mentioned in this connection, not because the
Chautauqua system resembles university extension in its specific aims and methods,
for it docs not, but because it, too, is a movement for popularizing higher education
and fostering a taste for the various lines of study. Tho alcove devoted to this
exhibit contained a very systematic showing of the work done in the Chautauqua
literary and scientific circles, and also iu Chautauqua College. Programmes and leaflets explaining the work were freely distributed, and a great many visitors were led
to recognize for the first time that" Chautauqua" stanus for two very distinct things:
(1) Literary and scientific work clone at home during the year by people who wieh
to be guided. in their reading and stu<ly, and (2) thorough college work in all branches
done at Chautauqua, under competent university instr~ctors, during six weeks of
the snmmcr vacation.
}'or obvious 1·easons the greater part of this article has been devoted to a comparison of American educational exhibits. This was not because the foreign universities
sent uothing, for Germauy, France, Russia, Canada, Japan, and the South American
Republic were all represented, but rather beca.use of the greater importance to us
of a study of education at hollle. '\Ve coul<l deriYe great profit from a knowledge of
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foreign schools and foreign institutions, but after all, it is the American problem
which confronts us, and the American solution that should recei.vft our closest study.
III. The public school exhibits at the Columbian Exposition proved to be of great
value to the student of education. This was not because they presented a complete
, picture of the best systems of public etlucation the world over, for they did not;
nor was it because they fairly represented the work done in the schools of any single
country, for this was not true even of the United States. The great vali1e of the
exhibits was due to the fact that in spite of their fragmentary character and (in
many cases) hasty preparation, they embodied ideas and ideals of popular education
that could not fail to be helpful and inspiring to every thoughtfu l visitor. They
affordecl teachers an opportunity to compare the plans, methods, and results of the
school work of many different nations and to see how widespread is the present interest in certain great educational movements. Recognition of the value of naturestudy, the use of objective methods, the incorporation of kindergarten and manual
training schools into systems of public education, these and many other important
features of educational progress were illustrated, not only by exh1b1ts from the
United States, but also by school work sent from such widely separated countries as
Japan, Canada, Russia, and t-he Argentine Republic. Visitors found, also, that both
at home and abroad increasing attention is being paid to the training of teachers
and the building up of a science of education, an<l that from distant Montevideo to
Tokyo on the one side, and St. Petersburg on the other, there are growing up educational musenms which are important factors in the development of national systems
of education. American t eachers were newly aroused to a recognition of the many
ways in which a well-equipped museum would help them in their work, and they
11:equently expressed a hope that America would not neglect this great opportunity
to secure the most important World's Fair collections and found such a museum.
They will be interested to learn that this plan h as been carried ont, and that the city
of Philadelphia has secured some of these collections, anfl intends to provide for the
establishment and maintenance of a great educational museum.
During the Fair the foreign collections were of little use to students of education,
since many of them were placed in out-of-the-way corners, and some were not even
unpackecl because of the limited amount of space assigned for educational exhibits.
It was deplorable that the men who conceived and carried out the plans for the Fair
on ~uch a magnifi.cient scale should fail to recognize the importance of providing
properly for the educational section. It should have been assigned the choicest spot
in all the Fair. A recent writer has said: "The progress of man toward higher civilization results from a combination of two important movements: First, that which
aims at the acquisition and diffusion of knowledge; and second, that which seeks to
apply this knowledge in the arts ." The World's Fair officials spout millions of
dollars in representing the historical development and the present condition of the
arts; but they waited until the Fair was almost ready to be opened before gh·ing
formal recognition to the institutions which make it possible to maintain the e same
arts in their present state and to develop them still further.
The space when assigned, although far too small for the purpose for which it wn
int nded, was larg r than had l)een given to education at any previous world's fair.
Th greater part f it was devoted to exhibits of public education, and contained a
w alth of mat ·rial for studying important public school questions, snch a centraliz <l auth rity . local lf-gov rnment; trained teachers v. untrained; indi idual
fr <l m for t a hn ancl pupil . rigid r triction of such freedom; the u e of textbo~k. ·. the tucl~· of natur ; · ncl pur ly intellec ual discipline v. the simnltaneou
tr· mmg f h •a , b art, and hand. The foreirrn exhibit outained much valuable
mat •fr 1 for tucl · along all of th
liu , bu th writ r will use th in in thi
'Lr i ·1 111 rel· a illu. trati n of poin
macle in <lis u ·in,,. th
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There were two ways in which the visitor could get a broad view of public education in the United States: First, by studying the exhibit sent from Washington by
the Bureau of Education; and second, by studying the exhibits of organization and
administration in the several State sections. The exhibit of the Bureau of Education was inteuded to show what 'attitude the National Government assumes toward
schools and colleges in this country, viz, one of encouragement and moral support
to every educational institution, and of direct assistance to three important classes
of schools: ( 1) The public schools fo each new State; (2) agricultural colleges ( of
which there .i s at least one in every State in the Union); and (3) the schools of
Alaska. The Bureau also cooperates with schoolmen, as far as its funds permit, in
translating foreign publications and in collecting and publishing information of any
sort that will help the cause of education.
The Government exhibit, therefore, consisted largely of the publications of the
Bureau, i-iicluding books, charts, maps, and statistics; books collected by the Bureau,
such as catalogues of the colleges and universities of the world; catalogues of secondary schools, copies of educational journals, and reports of State and local school
superintendents. · There was also an interesting showing of Alaskan scho·ol work
and the collective exhibit of agricultural colleges which was mentioned in a previous article.
It was necessary, however, to examine the State exhibits in order to stndy the,.
actual conditions under which public school work in different parts of the country
is carried on. The diversity found in the exhibits of school laws and organization
showed at once how entirely independent each State is in controlling these matters.
In some States, e. g., Iud.iana, the authority is centralized, while in others, notably
Massachusetts, the principle of local self-government prevails. In studying the
educational exhibits this fact had to be kept in mind constantly in order to estimate
properly the importance of small collective exhibits as compared with. large individual exhibits.
Neal'ly every State exhibiting made some attempt to show school resources ancl
organization, but only four or :five did this with marked success. Massachusetts,
New York, ancl Michigan were among the foremost, sending maps, charts, and
printed documents, and using a grc:1t variety of graphic and tal.mlar methods to
illustrate important features of their respective State systems.
New York sent a large wall map, on which were indicated not only the location of
every educational institution in the State, but also the character of each, whether
public or private; if sectarian, whether Protestant or Catholic, how supported, and
whether it admits men only, or women only, or both. This map was a masterpiece
in graphic representation, ancl attracted a great deal of attention.
Michigan sent a smaller wall map, answering many of the same questions by a
similar system of arbitrary signs, 'and adcle<l a series of county maps that were
placed on wing frames at the level of the eye, and could contain, therefore, a far
larger number of details than if hung on the wall. By the side of each map was a
column of statistics in regard to the schools shown upon :i-t, giving school population and attendance; the number of teachers (male and female), and the average salaries
of each; the number of schoolhouses and their capacity; the cost of maintaining
tLe public schools, and statements inregard to the taxes assessed for their snpport.
These maps were supplemented by graphic charts on which the important totals of
the public school statistics of the State were separately shown, and by a series of
photographs of the buil<lings, the teachers, and the pupils of representative schools
throughout its State. Each photograph was accompanied by a concise statement in
regard to the course of study, the cost of maintenance, aucl. the m1mbcr of teachers
and pup_Us in the school shown. To represent tho administra~ion of a.II of these
school there were collected in a single volume typical sets of the administrative
blanks used by the central authorities and by many of the best schools in the State.
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'l'liis splenditl showing of organization and administrati on, together with the
exhibit of pupils' work, gave a good picture of public education in Michigan from
the kindergarten to the university. The visitor could study the State system as a
system, am1 sec where the schools are, of what materials they are built, how well
attended, what the pupils look like, what they study, what preparation the teachers
have hail, what salaries they receive, how school funds are raised and finances managed, and how school supervision and other details of organization are controlled.
Michiga11 is not mentionecl thus prominently l>ecause thri separate parts of its exhibit
wern nccessa,rily better than the corresponding parts of other exhibits. On the
contrary, the collection of pupils' work, for example, was very inadequate to repre~
sent the schools of the State or even of its larger cities. It is mentioned because, in
showing its system as such, it combined nearly all of the good features to be found
in the State exhibits.
· California sent relief maps to show the distribution of her rural schools, and South
Dakota sent maps showing the location of school lands. A number of States contributed fine statistical charts, and several sent collection s of reports and school
laws. New York made a very comprehensive showing of the work of the board of
regents, including in it many reports and bound volumes and some ,aluable grapllic
charts.
Only a few States sent maps to show the location of every public school building,
but nearly all sent numerous illustrations of school architecture. These included
photographs of the exteriors of public school buildings, plans and elevations of typical
• city and country schools; descriptions of the methods used i n heating, lightiug, and
ventilating schoolhouses, and photographs of interiors showing the general appearai:ce of recitation rooms an<l. laboratories in use, their furniture and fittings, and, in
many instances, the pupils themselves, either busy at work or else grouped in the
foregronncl. It wai:, noticeable that many of the Vv estern cities had especially handsome schoolhouses, and that in all parts of the country the schools r ecently built
showec1 a marked advance over their predecessors, l>oth in architectural beanty and
in fitness for school work.
·
Tho fine collection of photographs sent by the Bureau of Education to r epresent
library architecture sbonlcl also be mentioned here . It contained numerous plans
and elevations and about two hundred photographs of large libm-r y buildings in all
parts of the country, and it was studied with great care by vii:,itors. In marny parts
of tho educational section there were tmpplementary exhibit~-reports, bibliographies, and statistical tables-giving further information about libraries. It was very
interesting to study the American library exhibits in connection with those sent by
tho German and other foreign Governments, in order to see how onr country compares
with the other l eadi ng countri es of tho worltl in :providing for this great department
of public education.
cbool architecture and equipment were also representecl by a nnmber of moclel
schoolrooms fitted np for the use of the several active exhibit . These were Jo catecl
in various parts of tho grounds, and, al though only one or two were de ·igned to repr · cnt public school w rk, all of them will be noted here for the roa on that a model
room onght t ·how tho best cquipm nt for v ry hool of the grade represented,
wheth r :public or private.
The~· w. r two of the: rooms in th Illinoi. Building.
ne was fit t ed up under
th e clir e 1~u of th , ta.tc snpcrint ntl nt of publir iu trnc:tion, and contain cl a
r _pre ,nt tivu 11 <"tion of chool fornitnre for tea hers an<l pupils, and also a. con81d r:ihl nmo~nt f appara II for ins trudion, maps, pictnres, and diagrammatic
<·h. rt coll dioo. ao<l npparntn for ·ci nc work and kincler,rarten teaching and
a f., ""t
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seats were filled with flowers, and there was the usual kindergarten furniture. It
showed not an elaborate ideal, but simply an attractive, cheerful schoolr0om, such
as ought to be provided, if po-ssible, for every kindergarten.
In the Children's Building there were seYeral model rooms; a creche in which the
babies were cared for by nurses and the "toddlers" were anmsed with toys and
games; a kitchen garden containing the appliances needed in teaching elementary
housewifery; a gymnasium provided with simple apparatus for body building; a
deaf and dumb school which had no especially unique school furniture, and a sloid
workshop. The latter was equipped with the benches and tools needed in constructing the entire series of models that are made in the sloicl school in Boston, and it
attracted a great deal of attention and favorable comment.
The Indian school building in the southern part of the grounds was not intended
to be typical of what a school of this kind should be. It was necessarily small, and
without the machinery and other appliances needed in teaching the more important
industrial branches, and yet it illustrated very well the problems that must be met
in these schools; and by means of well-arranged rooms for work and for recitation,
and also by photographs and transparencies showing the buildings of several Indian
schools, it gave to the visitor a tolerably good idea of how such institutions are
equipped.
There were in various parts of the educational section interesting exhibits of
school furniture. The Bureau of Education showed models illustr::-.tiug the historical development of American invention along this line; several manufacturers sent
specimens of the fnrniture now on the market; and a number of foreign countriesnotably Uruguay and Japan-sh9wed models of school furniture ancl :fittings.
Appliances and apparatus for instruction did not occupy a very large part of the
space dev9ted to school exhibits. This was largely due to the fact that tlte objective
methods now so generally recognized as an indispensable feature of every scheme of
education make it possible to use so many things as "apparatus for instruction"
that not merely the contents of a single section but nearly everything in the Fair
might be classed under this head by one or another kiml of school. There were,
however, several exhibits designed especially to show the apparatus used for teaching the principles of science in secondary schools. One represented the amount of
apparatus that a school must have in order to secure a special appl'Opriation from '
the University of tho State of New York, and near it was a fuller collection intended
to show what additional appliance3 these schools are expected to obtain as soon as
their funds permit.
I
There -were several collections of apparatus made by students in schools for the
training of teachers. Tho most important of tl1ese was from the Teachers' Coliege
in New York, ancl consisted of one hundred specimens of simple apparatus for instruction in physics, chemistry, an<l. physiology. The construction and use of each piece
were explained by means of diagrams and printed statements. This collection was
carefully studied 1.,y ~ great m::my teachers, who r egarded it as one of the most' helpful parts of the entire educational exhibit. Se,eral normal schools se11t smaller collections of a similar nature, and some added simple apparatus for teaching geology,
botany, and other subjects.
Normal schools did not on the whole make very extensfre exhibits, as they seemed
to feel that their work was hard to represent. It is truo that tho training of teachers is a process of developing an inner power that does not find immediate outward
e,xpression, and that many of the methods used can be illustrated only ban active
exhibit. There are, nevertheless, important parts of normal school work that can be
shown.
A number of State normal schools sent collections of ph.otographs and bound volumes of written work, but usually not enough to enal.,le visitors to study the methods
they use or the results they have achieved. A few exhibits, notably those from New
Jersey, New York, and Massachu etts, were more satisfactory in this r espect, ancl the
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Illinois exhibit contained a most valuable normal school section. The latter was
in two parts, the St&te schools being shown in the Illinois Building, and the Cook
County school in the Chiluren's Building. The large amount of space availa~legave the normal schools of Illinois a great ad-vantage over those of other States, and
they used it well. They devote<l. a p art of the wall space to showing, by means of a
series of charts, the courses of study they offer, and the interrelations of these courses.
Below wero volumes of written papers r epresenting work done by pupils in each subject of study, an 1:l also herbaria and other scientific collections made by students.
Equipment was represented b y means of photographs, and the work of model schools
was shown in its r elation to normal school training. Methods for nature study
and various kinds of illustrative work were prominent in each of the three exhibits,
especially in that of the Cook County school.
·
_ The exhibits above note<.l were very essential features of the public school section,
but of course the greater part of the space was filled with pupils' work, the walls
b eing cover ed chiefly with the results of drawing and form study and the shelves
with volumes of written work, while the cases contained mechanical and scientific
products. It was necessary, for the interpretation of this great mass of material,
that each exercise shown should be accompanied by a statement of the course of
study to which it belonged, the previous preparation of the student who produced
it, and the conditions under which he worked on this p articular occasion . In most
of the exhibits these t eachers' statements were wholly lacking, and in only a few
wore they at all satisfactory.
; Many of the State exhibits were so fragmentary that it was impossible to arra~ge
them in a way that would give a good idea of the system as a whole . Those which
were more compl ete did not adopt a common plan of arrangement, an(l the result
was very confusing. A few of the States made up for this defect by providing
expert custodians to assist visitors who wanted to study school woTk, but where
there was no regular attendant it interfered seriously with the usefulness of the
exhibit.
Illinois ancl Washington had plenty of room in their State buildings, and were
able therefore to carry out the original "gridiron" plan, viz, to arran ge school material so that by going through the exhibit in one direction visitors coulcl follow a
single subject through successive grades, and by going through at right angles to
this direction they could study tho work done in every subject taught in a single
gracle. The material in the Illinois exhibit was grouped under the h eacls of (a)
rural schools, (b) graded schools, (c) high schools, and (d) manual training schools.
The intention was to make an institutional exhibit, i.e., a, collective exhibit of the
entire public school system of the State rather than an aggregation of individual
exhibits from various schools in the State. This proved to be impra.cticablo, because
the State bas not a uniform system, and tl.iero is so much difference between schools
of the same grade in different places that no collective exhibit could represent them
fairly.
ne of the most interesting portions of the Illinoi s exhibit was sent by the
Chi ago chools. The greater part of it was displayed on wing fram s, of which
each was <l vot <l to a single snbje t of study, n,ml had its cont nts arranged grade
by rraclo in a progre ·siY
ri s. There wero al o bound volumes of written work
and nnmbcr of clrawinrrs, ancl th whole afforded an excellent opportunity to learn
thin,, of what tho C'hicago schools aro doing.
Th .·liil it of i n t achin from tho high schools of hicago wa e. p cially
w ~11 arrang •d . It incln<l cl work in physi, , cbemi try, and hiolorry, and bore
ncl nc of 1, in
uuin i. ., pupils work prepar <l in th class room or in the
lal,ora r:, a :i par
f h r rnlar our· of instruction. The writ t· do not
m an to itn_l'lY t~ia thi_ work wa ·xc ptional in being g nuiu , but uly that it
n x ll lf.1nal 111 11 arm, n it fac An<·h <'l ar vi<l nee that jt wa g nuin . I
iuclu 4l (l pi · ur,• aud 11 • ·ripti,m
r ·.·p rim ·nt , . ho wing th mat rial antl • p-
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paratus used, the methods followed, and the results achieved. These exhibits of
actual results, used in connection with photographs, showing pupils at work,
enabled the visitor to form a good idea of what the Chicago high schools attempt
in science teaching, and how far it is successful.
The science work from Massachusetts and New Jersey and frvm Kansas City was
also especially strong. A unique feature of the Kansas City exhibit represented
work done by pupils in collectfog seeds, eggs, and insects, caring for them in school
laboratories, and observing their habits and gnwth from day to day. Another suggestive science exhibit (sent by a New York acad~my) contained collections made
by pupils during a summer excursion of several weeks, taken for the purpose of
supplementing the regular school work by a more dire ct study of nature.
In many other ways the exhibits showed that there is a marked tendency in the
public schools of America toward introducing nature study as a part of the regular
course of instruction and cultivating in the pupils habits of careful observation and
experiment. After discovering important truths for themselves they are required to
describe and interpret what they h:1ve discovered. One of the best results of this
method is t~at it gives them a real interest in the language work involved and helps
greatly in developing their power of expression. They are also required to make
simple sketches to illustrate their notes and compositions. This fixes in their minds
some of the more important facts and. gives them an additional means of expression.
There is, however, a real danger in allowing the average teacher to attempt to correlate language work and drawing with science, literature, history, and mathematics.
Many of tho exhibits of pupils' work, p articularly from Western States, served to
emphasize this point. It seemed as if certain teachers who attempted correlation
had lost their sense of proportio"n and allowed pupils to devote far more time and
attention to drawings than to .the subject-matter they were intended to illustrate.
A two-hour sketch is out of place on a fifteen-minute problem in arithmetic. Itmay
be that this error is not as widespread as the exhibits would seem to indicate, and
that the material shown was prepared for exhibition purposes instead of being regular school work. At any rate such exhibits wore open to criticism, for if they were
really representative they showed badly arranged work, and if not th ey should
never have been sent to the Exposition.
The exhibits of form study and drawing wero important features in every State
section. They occupied the greater part of the wall space, not because they were of
superior excellence, nor because this subject is given a conspicuous place in every
grade of public school work, but, in most cases, simply becanse they were more easily
mounted and more showy than other school products. Howe·ver, there was a great
deal of admirable work exhibited, and nearly every current metbod of teaching drawing was shown in one place or another. In the New Jersey exhibit, for example, there
were five cases of pupils' drawings placed side by side, each showing the results of a
different system.
The system most fully represe11ted in the public school section w as the Prang. In
a central location was the "ideal exhibit" arranged by tbe Prang Company. It
contained a typical series of models and exercises intended to show a complete course
in geometr ical, constructive, and decorative drawing. Many of the neighboring
State exbibits served to show by means of pupils' work to what extent schools had
succeeded in applying this system.
The exhibit of pupils' written work consisted of daily exercises, such as compositions, di ·tatious, and laboratory notes; of monthly and annual examinations, and
of occasional productions of all kinds. · Unfortunately many of the l atter were specially prepared for the Exposition, and were revised and copied until it was impossible to tell what they really r epresented . They formed a marked contrast with the
corresponcling French exhibits. A single volume sent from Paris by one of the
ecoles clcmcntaires may be taken as typical of the French method of showing pupils'
work. It contained all of the written exercises of a certain boy from the time he
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enterecl school, at 6 years of age, until h e l eft, eight years later. First there was a
- picture of him t ak en when he entered aml a prefo,ce written by his teacher to help
readers to interpret the work which followed. Then came exercises and examinations,
grouped to show his progress from year to year and to illustrate the successive steps
in the course of instruction and the methods usetl in teaching. There vrnre in the
exercises frequent corrections made by the teacher, ancl on the e:s.aminatfon papers
were tho original marks, showing what credit the pupil received. There were also
· copies of his record throughout tl'e eight years and of the certificate he received at
graduation, together with his photograph taken at 14. He was said to be a boy of
no more than average ability, but it makes no difference in the value of the exhibit
whether or not this is true, because the volume represents not one student entering
into unequal competition with others, but an individual steadily devdoping his faculties and striving to improve on his own previous work. It was necessary that be
should attend school in the sa,me place for eight years and that all of his work should
be preserved in order to make this exhibit possible. Neither of these conditions is
likely to obtain in a rapidly growing community, and therefore a similar American
exhibit woulcl be difficult to prepare. The fundamen tal principle involved, viz, the
competition of the pupil not with his classmates, but ,vith himself, is, however, one
that we coulu easily adapt to American conditions, and thus provi<l.e for a better
gauge of the efficiency of our school work tha.n was found in some exhibits at tbe
Fair.
Ma.ny teachers who studie<l the school exhibits seemed to feel that work in their
own grade was the most important part for them to see. They gave, therefore, comparatively little attention to the broader aspects of the educational exhibits an_cl
confined thernselYes almost entirely to work which was directly comparable to their
own. This may have been the best plan for teachers whose visit to the Fair was so
short that they coulc1 devote but little time to school exhibits, but this was not
always the case. There were some who di<..1 not feel any interest in the exhibits
from other grades. If our schools shonld follow the plan adopted by certain of the
lo~ er schools in Germany, viz, of promoting the teacher with the pupils, it w~uld
result in giving mg,ny of the teachers a wider ran,ge of interests, and thus in stmrnlating t h em to seek helpful suggestions in the work of every school grade.
Amoug tho ·world's Fair v isitors there were, of course, many teachers who took
the broad view of education and were inclined to study, as far as their time would
permit, each educational exhibit. Among them none appearecl to be more interested
in all that the schools bad sent than tho kindergartn ers. They wanted to see, not
only exhibits representing the work of kindergartens ancl training classes, but _a lso
exhibits showing whether or not the seeds plautecl in a "child. garden" are given
opportunity to grow in later school life; whether music i s co11tinnecL thro~1gh every
gra<lc; whether tbe skill acquired in the occupations is used as a foundation for an
uninterrupted onrse in manual training; whether the de,·cl opment of a lov~ for
nature is one of the chief aims of all school work, and whether the social instm ct
which leads the kin<lergartcn child to reco(Tnize that he is only one among many
continues to be foster ed 1,y the stn<ly of hist~ry and the social sciences . They fouo<l.
indications that in ertain places nearly all of these questions could be answ reel
in th affirmati ·e am1 in many others they could not .
'Ibo real kinclcrgart n o.·hibits (as contrasted with the exhibits representin(T kind rrr, t en £·atur s in primary schools) were not very nnm rou,, an<l owing tot e
clitlic:nlt • f howing th r nlts of tbi early work the lJC. t of them were far from
· ati factory . The 11 -· ·cption to l1is statement wa the active exhibit in tho
Illinois ~nil linrr. Th re v r · day • gronp of well-equipped teacher colHlncte<l a
ml)il ·l hn<1 •r rt n, hat sho ,- ,1 o thon . an,1s of pcopl during the summer l)eanf happy c·h ol li~. 'i.-itor: wer aclmittecl to a low gall ry at on
m nurl " r · 1 'l 1 terl not
tn.11· wliil th re. 'fh cbilclr n w r
h ·ir horn
h Ft ir ·a h morniorr in an omnil>u , and durin..., the
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session they took part in the pln.ys and games: the songs nnd occupn.tions-in everything that is charncteristic of a trne kindergarten-with out payiug the slightest
attention to ,isitors or to the mn.ny distractions around them. It was a most striking illustration of the influence exerted by a, teacher who can make the school work
interest her pupils. There were, in addition to the exhibits sent by kindergartens
and training classes, several representing manufacturers of kindergarten supplies.
Each of these three classes of exhibits was of great value to teachers directly connected with the work, but to the average visitor they did not, as a rule, give very
clear or accurate ideas. There was, however, in the Liberal Arts- Gallery, one kindergarten exhibit that attracted a great deal of attention. It was sent by the city
of Rochester, and contained, in addition to a large amount of material for teaching
aud oi work done by pupils, a series of thirty photogmphs showing a kindergarten
in session. These had been enlarged from kodak pictnres taken by an artist who
spent a, clay in one of the public kindergartens, sitting among the children and taking a picture whenever be bad a good opportunity. The result was a series of
photographs representing nearly every important feature of the daily kindergarten
programme.
In this discussion of public school and kirn1ergarten exhibits the writer has followeu t h e same plan as in previous articles, and has merely tried to point out some
fcatnrc·s o,f the educational section that were worthy of study, leaving it to the
specialists in each department to estimate relative values.
SOME ECHOES FROM THE EXPOSITION.
[By n correspondent of Education.)

Now ideals are the heralu.s of progress, and teachers will come far short of their
privilege if they fail to carry a new impulse for higher ancl better work into our
educational hfe as the immediate fruits of the Columbian Exposition.
The sight of works of art ai1d industry stimulates and creates a genius to make
them; so with tho "show work" of the nations and their schools in the edncational
exhibit. The art displ::ty of .the Centennial of 1876 gave us art iclea]s we hacl never
possesse11, ushereu iu the American renaissance, and mainly laid tl.Je foundation for
tb.e unique, varied, ::mu rich United States collection of gems and masterpieces at
Chicago. ·
Like other parts o.f the Fair, the educational display is certainly the greo,test of
its kind in human history, and our schools must gain immensely if we set about the
ta$k in earnest. One has noted the mechanical excellencies alone, and this is not to
be despised; another noted the exquisite taste, resthetics, and ethics of oducn.tion;
and others still, the natural freedom and intuitive grasp of truth, of wliich tlie most
accurate chirography can be nothing more than the sensible dress. Some are
enriched in band, some in intellect, and some in soul; but all are enriched in power
to achieve and to do .
. For the next few years these new hlea]s must be tested by experience and adapted
to existing conditions and idenJs, and wlrnt the ~ain will be can scarcely be conjectured. While the genus will, no doubt, be cosmopolitism, certainly no prophet
can foretell the species.
Our pn1lic srhool system, college system, and university system are waiting to be
welded or perhaps organized into one truly national system that 'Yill proceed from
kindergarten to university step by step ancl grade by grade, without hiatus or
duplication.
·
·with a system of universities like a system of national banks, public works, etc.,
establi sh ed in c,ery State and on a common basis; with a national department of
education in charge of a competent c:n.1inet officer and on a par with our other great
social institutions; with Washin o-ton, the acknowledged society and civic center,
also the educat ional center, reaching out to every State, and "ithin and under the
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jurisdiction of the same touching every stage of intellectual growth-university,
professional, and tect.nical schools, colleges, high schools, grammar and primary
schools, and kindergartens-the saving would b e immense in time, money, and
energy, and the gain in thus enabling the nation to adapt education to the genius of
the American people, industrial, commercial, etc., and in advancing the standard of
culture uniformly would be practically incalculable. Every heart throb of ou~ educational life woulc.l pulsate in every artery and part, however remo te.
To change the point of view let us leave the Liberal Arts Building and the mathematical accuracy and military grace of Berlin, Austria, and Canada, the freer
nativism of Johns Hopkins and Columbia, the public school naturalness and neatness, especially of some of our Western States, and step down to the Anthropological
Building, or just over the way to the Government Building. Museumu within a.
museum and again within a museum! All models of perfection in every appointment! What a quickening interest and enthusiasm the sight of them awakens!
Not an interest to be lost in the getting, but a sort of inspiration that comes along
with fresh new truth just from the mine and mint. Plans partly developed often
fail from want of a suggestive model or ideal; but, here models to complement any
ideal are on exhibition ready-made.
·
We have a Smithsonian Institution, a National Museum, of which we need not be
ashamed; but its very excellence pleads for a national system of museums-pleads
for a museum and library for every city and town of 5,000 and more people, where
all can go, nonschool-going as well, and drink in the truths of history, the facts of
~ science, and the b eauties of art. The cabinet, so serviceable just now in the public
schools, private collections, and college and university collections are good beginnings; but their number and equipment must be increased many fold. This can be
done only by special fnnd or appropriation aml State or national control. We are
using, and using well, mechanical aids and apparatus, and this equally valuabl e aux' ilia,ry ·of nature and art, even though it b e extinct, nature asks for its rightful
,place. History first h and can b e learned from things historical only, science from
science materials, and art from art works. If the best can not be had at once, a nd
for the asking, at l east something vastly lietter than nothing is possible with every
teacher and school.
The American teacher is a very accommodating personage. He al ways bas vaS t
opportunities before him, too. He can always wait and patiently l abor. Every
community, village, and city bas within its bounds th6 materials for a good beginning iµ mineralogy, natural history, archreology, or history and anthropology, if
someone would start the movement and set the project on foot by collecting the
scattered materials, relics, manuscripts, etc., and bring them in touch with the pe~ple and the present every-day life. He can collect legend and anecdote also, and_ if
no better housing of the project is available take it to the school, the village or city
hall; anywhere rather than not to make a start at all. T eachers know only too
wen that most cities have nothing of the kind and that many smaller cities do not
have a general library even. H re is a bright opportunity for works that will tell.
ne more thought, some of the tates have already by law provided for "free tcxtb~uk ," apparatu. , and oth r needful appliances, ancl report it a great saving ~nd
wise economy. Why wonld it not then be still better economy and more practical
to mak~ th provision national
With our schools supplied and equipp d a a wor~hop with all ne cl cl to 1 and h lp , ample in quantity ancl yariety and nitable in
qu hty, alway. r eady for n s , the 1>e ·t would be po s1ble. The sa.viug in money
w oulcl giv all rho 1. th mor n clful appliances now enjoy d by ity and grad cl
b~ol only. Bn , .- Y y n, tb
ho ha a fading sound, is rath r <lim or cli. ta_nt.
Bn 1
Y ~t , t ancling 1,y th
hil<lr n s Buildmg in the twilight, a r Yerh ratlD "
rand ano s th tiny sea b tween tbi hil 1r n' paro _n,l forc·c•d i w Y t th
,h
h p , la
f ih r, l Art , th
ho
eemecl to be rep atin", OY r aucl
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WORLD'S EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITS.
By WILL S. MONROE, in Boston Journal of Education.
I. The purpose of the present series of articles is to give a brief survey of the
educational exhibits from tl:J."e different States and <;iountries. The field is large and,
the task correspondingly difiicult. In a sense, the entire exhibit is educational; but
the articles which a,re to follow will deal solely with the exhibition of school work
and appurtenances. All expressions of values and all criticisms of defects are to be
regarded as the individual opinions of the writer. Because of the extent of the
field, the articles will deal chiefly with the exhibits from primary and secondary
schools.
New England is represented in the department of lib.era! arts by Maine, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Islan.d, Vermont having sent no
educational work for exhibition. Massachusetts very naturally leads in the char·
acter and size of her exhibit. Indeed, the Massachusetts exhibit is one of the best
of the American States. The arrangement of the work could not have been better,
and a happier choice could scarcely have been made for the superintendent than Mr. George E. Gay.
The first important section is that devoted to the kindergarten, Boston, Brookline,
Springfield, Somerville, and .Holyoke furnishing large quantities of work done by
pupils in these schools. In the primary d epartment, Chelsea exhibits some interesting photographs of Superintenrlent Davis's method of teaching reading. These •
represent nine different steps iu learning to 1·ead and cover a period of three years.
Another series of photographs represents the work in language. The State course
in drawing for a period of three years is fully represented. Springfield sends one of
the most complete exhibits iu drawing, and the work reflects great credit on the city
and Miss Luella E. Fay (now Mrs. Maynard), the late supervisor of drawing. The
best work in clay modeling comes from Boston and Quincy. A surprise to all inspectors of the Boston school work is the fact that no work is done with pen and ink
during the first three years of the school course. That the children lose by the continued use of pencil is evidenced by the comparison in grades above the third of the
penmanship of Boston with that of other cities where wdting with pen is earlier
introduced. Some interesting work in the form of observation lessons comes from
Boston. 1'hese l essons consist of descriptions and drawings of the frog, grasshopper,
crab, dragon fly, and other typical forms of animal life. Most of the work in elementary science from the Somerville schools is excellent.
In the grammar department, Brookline exhibits some sixth-year botany work
which is unusually strong and a study, both theoretical and practical, of domestic
economy which classifies the foods and chemical changes which take place in their
preparation. The origiual compositions from Chelsea are well written and well
illustrated. Lawrence, Worcester, and Brookline show lines of local study in plants,
minerals, and insects. 1'he compositions and drawings which illustrate historic
ornament from the stand110int of the grammar grade pupils of Springfield are both
credi t able an<l unique, and the extended exhibit of work in arithmetic, under Superintendent Balliet, from the same city is unexcelled.
Tho ex:hiuit of high school work in Massachusetts is one of its strongest departments, an l the work of the Boston high schools is the best. The p apers in English
are uniformly good, aml some superior work is exhibited illustrating the study of
chemistry. Malden also offers some excellent work in chemistry. The pupils are
given a series of thirty-six problems to solve by laboratory methods. Cases show
the results, and notebooks and drawings show the equations and processes. Thepenand-ink drnwings, which illustrate a series of lectures and experiments in electricity iu the Malden high school, are very creditable. The flora of Berkshire
County is carefully worked up by the pupils of the Pittsfield high school, and the
ED
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original sketches of the pupils in the Holyoke high school show careful training in
free sketching. An interesting feature of tho Salem high school exhibit is the local
history of that vicinity. The sketches were all written anu tho photographs all
taken by the members of tho higT:t Fchool. The work from the Westfield high school
was not prepared for exhibition, but was the regula.r clai]y work of the pupils.
Worcester also exhibited the-reg_ular drawing books of the pupils.
An important section of the Massachusetts exhibit is the work in manual training.
Boston exhibits three line-s of work-the Eltot course, which in some features is not
unlike the wo.rk from Springfield.; the Larsson sloid cour;:;o, consisting of thirtyone models and co'vering four school yeal's; aml the. Eddy course, which is a combination of the sloiu aml Russian systems. The exhibit in manual training from
Spriugfichl is in most respects excellent. The wood carYing and the work in iron
arc better than similar lines from other schools, although the B. M. C. Durfee high
school at Fall River exhibits some good pieces of wood turning. The Horace Ma,nn
School for the deaf has a good line of woou.work on exhibition. The Ling system
of gymnastics is illustrn..ted by photogrn.phs in seventy-t\\'"o different positions, :~nd
the Boston No1'mal School of Gymna,stics by a similar series of photog raphs sho"'rng
the different movements of the svstem.
There are some unique feature; about the exhibit of the State normal school at
Worcester. One of these is the collection of opinions of former stmlcnts on the
comparatfre u sefulness of the different lines of training given them at the school.
Each pup-il in this school is assigned one orclcr of pbnts which she is expected to
_ study during b cr course and report as fully as possible at graduatio11, ancl these
reports give great encouragement to the fntu:i:e study of local systematic botany.
The individnal laboratories consttucted and used by the students in the State norma,l school at Bridgewater reach the high-water mark of modem teaching and reflect
corresponding c:redit on Mr. Arthur C. Boyden, the head of the science department.
The Massachusetts exhibit, althougn one of the largest, is one of the easiest to
study, not simply because of its excellent classificn.tion, but chiefly because of the
introl1nctory explanations which arc to be found in all the bomu1 volumes of written
work.
Harrnrd University bas a very foll exhibit elf charts ancl apparatus, illustrating
more especially the work of her scientific clepartmcuts. But one looks in vain for
some charts referring to the work of the depr.rtmcnt of education. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has- the best graphic charts to be found in the department of liberal arts. The theses of the class of 1892 arc exhibited entire, and many
of these are illustrated by e1a.borate drawings. Amherst, Tufts, arnl Williams colleges have a good line of photographs and charts, ancl Clark University presents a
strong array of 1mblicatio11s which emanate from that institution. The women's
colleges· of 1fassachusetts-,Yelleslcy, Smith, and. l\1ount Holyoke-b:we n. goocl exbibi tion of buildings and teaching appliances; anu. the fnternatiom11 Institute for
irlR in , pain and the Am ric::m College for Girls at Constautinoplc-botll organized
nn<1er the l:.n rn of Ma achu eti.s-exhibit examination papers ancl iuclnstri:1.l work
clone lJy th ir 1mpi1 .
'cmn ti n i r pr ented ·hiefly at the educational e ·hibit by the work of a
hal~ tlozcn of her larrrer iti 'S. Tba of New Jfay 11 is uniformly good. The coordination f langnarre drawing and litcratnre is better than mnch of similar work
fo 111_,1 in the ~fa· , clrn. tt ·xhi it. Bridrr<•port xhibits n, serie of gentral iufor~ation 'nu nl nr <·ha.r and tl1 written worl- of the pupils wh follow tlns our e.
1h
i-i tion - ancl colored dra.wino- of colonial flag. in the ,Ya.t rrn Y Y air i1l11 tra iong of the hi oricnl work a ~tmuC r ·
lar
. hil i from h r 't, te normnl school, tlle mo t trikil
11 th ;.orl· in c1r., ·in" ancl o1or ancl th natnri· tucli
\'illimaulic illn. trat v ry f r efnlly the 1)0.: ihili i
l>
Bri ol ·on tilrntc a ra h r uni<1u Y lum
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It consists of dmwn figures dressed in clothes made by tho children. There are a
score or more figures and representing nationn,l ch:irac·teristics 1 as Our S-aUor Boy1
The German Peasant1 etc. Yale University has a very extended collection of bromide
prints of builclin gf+, l::tboratories 1 ancl class rooms.
One of the best features of the Connecticut exhibit is the bookcase containing a
complete set of tho educational writings of Dr. Henry Barnard of Hartford-by
common consent the most complete ancl valuable series of books on education to be
found in any language. The collection includes the thirty-one volumes of the American Journal of Eclrrcation 1 more than twenty- volumes of treatises on educational
subjects; the Connecticut Common School Journal, and Rhode I sland Institute of
Instruction, both of which he edited, as well ai:l his ::mnual renorts us State superintcnclcnt of Connecticut and IU'wde Island and United States Commissioner of Education. The collection also includes over eight hundred pamphlets on eclncation
which. were edited and 1ninted by DT. Barnard. This entire collection isa monument
to the zeal and scholarship of a great educational leader.
The best work in the Rhode Islancl. exhibit comes from Pawtucket, ancl consists
mainly il'l r_e lated work in language and elementary science. The pen dra;wi:ngs
which illustrate the sa,me are in some instances excellent. Several of tlle bound
Yolmnes from the Pawtucket high school are also strong. Pictures cut from illustrated papers seem to form the basis of most of the primary langnage work in Providence. Newport exhibits the work that is being done with nature studies, hut in
the matter of expressfon the papers are not as full ::mcl. clear as those from Pawtucket. Some of tlle best wood car-Ying to be found at the exhibit comes from the
Fri:ends' School at Providence. Some good work in iron and wood is to be found in
the exhibit of the Lockanosset School. Designing and photogra,plls constitute the
chief features of the Rhode Island State normal school ex-bibit. Brown Univeniity
has models of the Lyman Gymnasium and the Ladd Observatory, and Commissionrr
Stockwell h as a complete set of the annual report~ on exhibition.
The exhibits from Maine and New Hampshire are not especially l arge. Of the
form er, Lewiston has the fullest exhibit, the best features of which are the per1.cil
drawings and the descriptioniil of hills. Bath, Rockland, Gardiner, Richmond, Camden, Bangor, \Vatcrville1 and Augusta all have a, limited amount of work on exhibition. The be.st part of the Bangor work is the illnstrntions on tllc covers of the
bound volumes of written work. The State normal schools at Farmington, Gorh::un 1
and Castine all send photographs, anil Farmington, in addition, some good drawings
and written papers. The New Hampshire State normal school sends a ful.l line of
the examination papers of the pupils. The written exercises in voc:11 music from
the schools of Nashua are some of the most interesting that have come to the notice
of the writer. There is also from Nashua some stl'ong seventh-year language -work.
The language work from Portsmouth seems also good. That of Littleton is basecl
largely upon pictures. Phillips Exeter Academy is represented in the New Hampshire exhibit by photographs.
II. 'rhe group of Middle States-New York, PennsylvJ,nia,, New Jersey, and Delaware-are all we]] represented, except Delaware. New York h:rs the largest exliihit,
and New Jersey, in some respects, the best. The New York State exhibit represents
very fully all the educational interests of the Empire State-the institutions managed by the regents, as well as those managed by the department of public instruction. A feature of tho New York exhibit which adds materially to its interest is
the series of attractive hancl.books given to visitors. These explain very fnlly the
aim and character of the work of the different institutions.
.,.ewYork Citysends the largest exhibit. A great number of bound volumes, representing tho different snbjects taught m the primary and gramnrnr grades, are
submitted. 'lhero seems to be little coordination of these various s11bjects, ancl tlrn
lailfl'uagc and coruposit10n work of the lower grades, to a great extent, is technical.
Th ro arc f:leveral volumes of language work1 llowevcr, from the manual training
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scl:i<r'Ols which are quHe strong; and some good seventh-year work in geometry is to
be "ound in the New York City exhibit.
Buffalo offers photographs of her pupils. The sand maps made by the pupils of
the Cambl'idge Union Sc~ool are better _than most similar maps that have come to
the attention of the writer. The sloid work of the girls in the Albany high school
seems better than that of thC' boys. The State normal school of Oswego exhibits a
full line of the text-books in use, as well as the booj{s written by the alumni and
faculty. An interesting phase of the w<rrk in psychology from Oswego is the intro·
spective essays, in which the students tell the story of their own early lives.
The school of pedagogy connected ~,ith the University of the City of New York
exhibits some graphic charts illustrating tests in vert.ical writing and in ear-mindedness and eye-mindedU:ess; also an iiiterest~ng line of old text-books belonging to
Prof. Jerome Allen and used in the historical classes. 'fhe mechanical drawings and
water colors from the Mechanics' Institute at Rochester are strong, and the College
for the Training of Teachers, New York City, presents :1 line of work in thin wood,
with drawing applications, that seems both ideal and. practical. This institution
· has solved an important problem in the invention of a manual training desk cover,
which admits of the regular schoolroom being used as a workshop . Felix Adler's
Workingman's School has a good exhibit in manual training. The library features
of the exhibit of the University of the State of New York are admirably illustrated.
The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy makes an interesting exhibit in maps,
charts, and photographs, as do also Cornell University and Columbia College. The
t,xhibit from Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, is certainly one of the best of its kind to be
found in the· Building of Liberal Arts. The free-hand drawings of casts, still life,
· sketches, and composition studies are excellent. The original designs applied to
book covers, wall paper, oilcloth, silk goods, and draperies evince great skill a nd
art training. The normal art course, under Walter S. Perry's direction, is in every
sense a splendid educational exhibit.
Pennsylvania 1::; :represented chiefly by Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Reading, Har:isburg, Allegheny, and the colleges of the State. The department of public instructrnn
has a full set of the State reports and the Pennsylvania School Journal, as well as a
very complete map showing the eclucationaiinstitutions, both elementary and higher,
in the K eystone State. In the Philadelpbia exhibit one fincls some ingenious papers
and drawings illustrating historically the development of the nation, and some good
pen-and-ink dra win gs from the girls of the no:r;mal school. The one feature of the
Philadelphia exhibit which stands out strongest is the manual training schools-the
work in wood and iron and the sewing. The possibili.ties of this work seem very great
when one notes the varions forms of expression which the teachers in these s_cb.oole
call to their aid. One finds, for instance, the electric plant which the pupils have
made for themselves, applications of drawing ju Greek architecture and historical
art, graphic illustrations in ancient history and literature, pattern m2.king, designin g of calico, aml economic botany studied in relation to the native wood , Garm nts are made by tho gir1s in gracle8 from the third to the eighth, :rnd tee sewing
througbont s ems very good .
The penmanslfrp iu th Pitt burg schools in all grades helow the high school is
go_ocl and in the sixth ands Yen.th years t11 re is some good language work. One
fat1 , how v r, t find any ntr 1 lin of thought a the basis of the langnage 1 ·
son · Tb rear ROm er clitabl applicati us of drawin<T to wood carving, and a
Y compl t
.·hibition f 1oid as can·i d on in on school.
11 ghany end
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including a good deal of work in designing ·and use of color. The State normal
schools have very meager exhibits. The school at Slippery Rock has submitted the
fullest line of work done by pupils, and the school at Millersville has a very creditable display of lesson plans, schedules, and photographs.
. Pennsylvania State College exhibits an interesting piece of apparatus-a dynamo
for electrolytic work-designed and made by the students. Bryn Mawr College for
Women exhibits the best model of buildings and grounds to be found in the educational exhibits, and the University of Pennsylvania illustrates very fully her working
laboratory in physiology. The giant microtome, designed by Dr. Milton J . Greeman,
attracts very general interest. The dyed cotton, woolen, and silk yarns from Lehigh
University are of special interest to the students of chemistry, as well as the chemically pure salts prepared by students. Girard College has a full line .of work in
wood and iron, and the Ogontz School is represe nte.d by a good series of photographs
and water-color paintings.
New Jersey has solved the problem of economy of sp'ace. Her exhibit is compact
and satisfactory, and represents a wide range of educational interests. The State
normal school exhibit is one of the best. The music charts made by the teachers in ,.
tho primary schools of Tren ton are unique. 'rhe pen drn,'iYrngs from the New Brunswick high school are interesting, as are also the zoological drawings from Jersey
City. Some of the best language work comes from Plainfield, and tho best clay
modeling from Morristown. Camden sends from her fifth grade a varied line of
work in tin-cups, dippers, pans, funnels, etc. The wood -carving from Montclair
and South Orange is excellent. The exhibit from the State normal school is very
satisfactory. The papers submitted by the classes in the history of erhrcation and
p sychology show healthy lines of study. In the latter subject no text-book is used.
The students are given problems and experiments, the results of which form an
interesting feature of the exhibit. The pen and language work of the model school
is uniformly good. A very pretty and costly piece of work in the New Jersey exhibit
is a large satin map of the State made by the students of the Institute of the Holy
Angels at Fort Lee. Princeton University submits 3,000 volumes written by graduates and offi cers of that institution, which is scarcely more than a third of the
whole number that have been written. There is also from Princeton a very satisfactory series of photographs of the student life-social, literary, religious, and
athletic.
III. But few of the States of the South are represented at the educational exhibit.
Texas, which is doing so much for her schools, sent nothing. The best exhibit south
of Mason and Dixon's line is that of Arkansas, 67 towns .of that State having contributed something to the exhibit. There are 57 bound volumes from Little Rock,
one-third of which is the work of color ed children. Photographs of all the white
and all the colored school children of the city accompany the display. A great deal
of attention seems to be given to making outline maps, although there are some good
descriptions of plants. Fort Smith had a good display of pen-and-ink drawings
from the high school, and pencil drniwings from th e lower grad es . The pressed and
mounted flowers from Hot Springs are creditably arranged, and the photographs of
all the school children are of interest. The country and village schools exhibit a
great amonnt of spelling in columns and technical grammar, but the ab ility to write
good Euglish is uniformly weak.
The better part of the Maryland exhib it comes from Baltimore. Some interesting
graphic charts are exhibited showing th e occ,upations of the children of that city.
The l anguage work through the lower grades is stiff, but the penmanship in most
in tn.nces is excellent. There is some very good work in wood from the colored manual traming school. A number of the snbjects pursued in the high school are taken
up in the grammar grades of mo t other cities. The Baltimore manual training school
has a large and creditable exhibit of work in wood and iron and several complicated
pieces of machinery. The Woman's College of Baltimore exhibits some suggestive
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tables showing the increase of pbysicaJ development of girls after six months' exer1
cise in the Swedish educational gymnastics. The Johns Hopkins UniYeTSity ~as a.
neat c1ispfay of photographs and publica,tions. One is impressed with the range of
the latter in the higher regions of intellectual activity.
In bulk the Flo1·ida exhibit is not small. The St. Augustine high schools show
a series of blue prints that have been developtd in the chemical laboratory. The
English work _in the Jacksonville high school scarcely bears comparison with mi<ldlegra<l.e grnmmar work in most Northern cities. Much of the language \\Ork throughout the South seems to be confined to technical grammar. The geography work
centers largely about map questions, and these too often of no importance. In some
instances the teachers have added introductory prefaces to the volumes of bound
work in which they g1ve their aims and methods. One teacher, in concluding one of
these prefaces, writes: "The resu_lt of my method is very evident and iu many cases
smprising. For instance, one of my pupils, just entering her eighth year, began the
stu<l.y of geography. In three mouths' time she could. from memory name almost
eyery country in tlrn world and the capital." Another: "I, have a pupil of 15 who
excels anything I h::we seen in city schools. She can, entirely from memory, name
every country, province, arnl state in the world; giYe its capital, largest city, seaport, principal mountains, riveTS, anc1 lakes; also the exports an<l. imports of every
country of any importance. She knows the bays and gulfs that indent the coasts of
both continents, tho seas and their location, the islands and their situation." Poor
child 1
Kentucky has a large exhibit, but it has been overloaded with red and blue ribbon-a fault which Kentucky shnres in common with at least a half dozen Northern
States. The l argest display comes from tho Louisville Free Kindergarten Association, which is somewhat marred by the inharmonious combinations of colors. Paducah has some good_charcoal drawing, and some helpful scrapbooks for teaching
geogTaphy and history. The manual training work from Louisville and the penmanship from some of the colored schools in Frankfort are both good. The illustratcc1 number work that one finds at Ashl and is along the line of better objective
teaching in the primary grades. Comparing the work of the pupils of the colored
~ schools with tbat of the pupils in the white schools, ono is sure to find greater uniformity in the case of the latter. The degrees of excellence in the colored schools
are muc]..t more likely to vary than in the schools for the whites.
IV. Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois are all repTesentec.1 with large and creditable displays of school work. The three large cities of Ohio-Cleveland, Ciu.cinnati, and
Columbus-have separate booths, while the remaining towns of the State exhibit in
bulk. One thing that impresses the inspector of the CleYeland exhibit is the free-_
dom in the drawing work. It may in some instances transgress the lesser canons of
art, but it is a,lwn.ys fr ee and expressive. The English paper from the Clc,cland
high school arc good aucl show cou.,iclcra.ble indiviclnality, but the English of tlie
English papers is better than the English of the history papers in the same school.
The graphic ha.rt from Cleveland are an j ntcrestin 0er feature of the exhibit, a.nd one
of the clcpartur s noi.cl1 is the peclagogteal library. Judg Draper ha been able to
ma1-e an arranr,ement with the rity library by which tho pedagogical uooks lla,e
l, 1 egr rrn.tecl am1 a tc ch rs' r ading room provi led .
..:incinuati hag not b en afraicl to cli ·1)fay tho fir t y a.r's work. Iu . tndyiog tLe
.·bihit of thi city th impr · of Dr. ·whit s du ational doctrine is everywllcre
::PP~~rcn ·. Th ,lr: wiu , an,l c lor work, wl1i h follows the lines given by ~fr·
· u1Jirnu m li r 1nanu. 1 , f rm an important part of tho xh1bit; and the natural
h_, t r • c·b_a
in w· r ·o1or., 111:ul b · tl1 girls of th normal choo1, :bow on111' 1,J mrr n ii ;. 'ohnnhn hn al ·o xl1ibited fnll Jiu of water-color work iu
tl, lii~h
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Indiana, like Massachusetts, has been singularly fortunate in the selection of a
State sup@rintendent of educational exhibits. The strength of the Indiana exhibit
is duo to two cities-Indianapolis and Laporte-although some of the counties
make creditable showings. At Imlianapolis .there is a 11rinciple which nnder]iP,s all
the work of the primary-grades; it is tb.e coordination of all the school work iu
nature studies. The reading, the language, the drawing, the spelling, the form study •
all relate to the development and expression of thought in co~nection with elementary
science. And there is a freedom and an excellence in all this written work that is
delightful. Standard American literature is similarly treated in the grammar grades.
Laporte does not take second rank in the quality of her work, although the method
here is subjective rather than objective, as at Indianapolis. The development of social
relationships is a great purpose with Dr. Hailmann, and he develops it admiraoly
throughout the grades of his schools. Form stndy bere, to some extent, takes the
place of plants and animals as the center of thought development, although the
objects in nature are used, and to great adyantage, in much of his work. The social
creative work with tiles and paper cutting applies very happily this idea of Di:. Hail- mann's. , In both the language and the drawing one is impressed with the work at
Laporte as with that of Indianapolis in its spontaU:eity. There is little work below
the bigh-school grades in technical grammar, but there is great clearness and freedom ·
in all the written ,vork. The counties of Indiana send pretty full exhibits. Thatof Wa;yno County is creditable in its language work; and that of ·wabash is fairly
good. One little district school-that of Miss Della Brown-makes a good showing
for Marion County. The town of Hammond has uniformly fair work in language
and drawing, with literature as the basis, and La Fayette, in her illustrated language work, makes a creditable display. South Bend, Richmond, and Terre- Haute
scarcely compare with tho smaUer towns above mentioned. Set <]_uestions and
answers never test the character and quality of good work, and much of the written
work from these towns consists of answers to examination questions. Mrs. Hailmann has a very full exhioit from her kindergarten training cln,ss in mat weaving,
paper cutting, etc. A profitable feature of Mrs. May Wright Scwell's exhibit is the
stenographic reports of lessons in her Classical School for Girls at Indianapolis, and
these not revised. Purdue University makes a very large cxhioit, especially in iti,
mechanical departments. There students make not only the machinery used, hut
also the tools with which the maq,hinery is made. There are also in the Indiana
exhibit photographs and graphic charts from the State normal school and the State
university. ·
Illinois has exhibited in her own State ouilding, and the Cook •County Normal
Scbool in the assemoly room of the Children's Building. Chicago rightly takes a
great part of the space of the eclucaj:ional exhibit. In arawing, tho tlispla.y is
strong, but the uniform excellence of tlie entire exhibit can sc::uccly be compared
with St. Paul an<l Minneapolis or the spontaneity with that of Indianapolis and
Laporte. The language work of the primary grades is uneq1.rnl, anu there is great
diversity iu penmanship. The science work in the high schools, as manifested by
the quality of the drawings and the character of the written work, seems very
good, and there aro some e.x:cellent eighth grade language papers, illnstratcd with
pen drawings, especially those of the Franklin Sqhool. The high school worl\ in
language from Peoria seems proportionately better than tliat of the lower grades.
Kewanee has a full line of work in elementary science from tlio first to the eighth
grades. The work in elementnry science and language from Aurora impressed the
1viiter as oeing somewhat better than similar work from other towus, excepting,
however, the Cook County rormal School. Galesburg sem1s several elaborate pieces
of woodwork-a ha.track ancl a bureau-as the fruit of her manual training department. The Morris high school contributes an interesting collection of geological
specimens representing tho coal fiorn. of Illinois. 'fhe morlel schoolroom, iitted up by
the United States Furniture Company under the direction of State Snperintenuent
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Raab, is interesting in representing the ideal of an experienced schoolman. The
State normal schools both have large exhibits. That at Carbondale has a unique
series of reading charts made by the pupil teachers; and th e series of 1·eaders made
for the use of the children in teaching fables, stories, and poems at Bloomington
are equally original and interesting. The University of Illinois represents very
•• fully all her departments, with emphasis upon the engineering cour ses; and the
institutions for defective classes-the deaf, tho dumb, the blind, and the feebleminded-make an excellent showing.
The exhibit from the Cook County Normal School in the Children's Building is of
great importance to the student of education, because it represents some of the
newer lines of school work. The papers throughout are characterized by great
fre edom. 1'hey may b e faulty in mechanism, but the thought to be expressed is not
allowed to be stifled l)y mechanical forms. Nature study forms the basis of a l arge·
part of the language work, although li teratnre, geography, and h istory are earlier
introduced than in most schools. The child not only begins to draw in the lowest
grades, but he begins as well to color bis drawings, and these drawings and colorings are always made with the object in sight. There is much work w ith birds, and
the work is good . Historic ornament in connection with teaching history furnishes
some excellent 11apers. Some good illustrated number work comes from Mr. Giffin's
department; and m any of the maps exhibited by the geography classes ar e of a superior gr ade. One may find fault with the penm an sh ip in the primary grades, which
certainl y is inferior to that of most school work from the cities, but if Colonel Parker
succeeds in making rapid and l egible writers in the higher grades this may b e ov erlooked.
V. The three great States of th e Northwest-Michigan, Wisconsin, and Miunesotaare all represented. in the departm ent of liberal arts. That of Michigan does not
in clnde some of the best schools .of the State-Detroit, for instance; and the exhibit
from "Wisconsin is so unfortunately arranged that it does not do the schools of the
Sta.te justice. Th e exhibit from Minnesota , on the contrary, is superb-one of the
very best to be found, if not the b est .
One-h alf of the Wisconsin exhibit comes fro m the city of Milwaukee, and a great
portion of thi.s displ ay represents the work of the kindergarten s and th e teaching of
German. Most of tbe geography work consists of answers to set questions. The
l ang uage work of the prima ry grades, in some instan ces, is better than that of t h e
grammar gr ades, and the Oral School for th e Deaf submits some language papers that
are ver y creditabl e. Th er e are some good brush studies from copies made by the
pupils in th e Milwaukee high sc hool. R acine h as some special work in American
authors t h at is quite good, and a numb er of the rural schools exhibit pretty full
lines of their work. Do wner College, of wh_ich Miss Sabin is president, has a good
di play of photographs, as have also Beloit and Ripon colleges. The State normal
schools exh ibi t in al cove together; but their work, like that of the State in general,
laclcs good arran°·em nt, and the placing of the col or stuclies in some ca, es is unfortunate. Tb
ni versity of Wisconsin i.s r eprnsented by a goodly numb r of pbotogral)l1 and charts.
1ichigan ba a l)retty 1arg exhibit, but it does not r,epresent a great number of
h_ools.
. m of th hcs1, work comes from Iuskegon. Oue week's work in le~ ntary, c1 nc form an int re ting volnm . There i from th same city some good
111 n trat cl nnmb r pap r. and n full line of kindergarten wMk.
ome of the paper
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But the great education-al exhibit from the Northwest ·comes from the State of
Minnesota. Most of the cities of the State have sent full lince of work; but the
amount and excellence of the work from St. Paul and Minneapolis throw into the
shade much very good work from outside of the twin cities. One who studies the
work of St. Paul and Minneapolis in language and science, geography and history,
arithmetic and drawing, manual training and . domestic economy, is bound to conclude that these two cities have reached the highest mark of American education.
The display of both cities is so strong that one is not inclined to deter-mine which is
the stronger. And it is not in one subject or two subjects that these cities excel,
but in all the subjects that they pretend to teach. The exceJlence of the work _is
delightfully uniform. The work in l anguage in both cities clusters about elementary science, literature, history, and geography, and drawing is always advantageously used to illustrate the written work. St. Paul exhibits in ten panels her
system of manual training, and Minneapolis has several pieces of wood carving that
are unexcelled. Stillwater also has a number of pieces of good wood carving. Winona sends a unique geographical cabinet, and Duluth some good relief maps. The
State normal schools at W inona, St. Cloud, Morehead, and M aukato all ma,ke creditable exhibits, that of Winona being the largest and strongest. There is strength and
freedom to the language and drawing work of these schoois, characteristics which
they share with Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth, Stillwater, "\Vinona, and many of the
good rural schools. Carleton College, St. Olaf College, Hawline College, and the University of Minnesota are all represented, c'h iefly by photographs. But the strength
of the Minnesota exhibit rests almost wholly on the work of the primary and grammar grades.
VI. The exhibit from Missouri is l arge and on the whole excellent. Both in quantity
and quality, the b est part of it comes from the two l arge cities, St. Louis and Kansas
City. The kindergarten display from St. Louis has many good features, a.shave the
displays of primary and grammar grade work. There are many volumes of written
work which are beautifully and substantially bound. One of the best features of
the St. Louis exhibit is the illustrated language papers. - There is freed~m in expression, accuracy in mechanism, and beauty in execution throughout. Pen drawings
are used in great numbers to illustrate written papers, and they are well used. There
are many good exercises in history and biography in gi·ades as low as the third and
fourth. Elementary science receives considerable attention in the primary and
grammar schools, and the papers and drawings from one of the colored schools seem
liettcr tliau those of a corresponding grade in one of the white schools. Both the
colored and the white pupils make a good showing in high school work.
Kansas City makes an admirable showing in penmanship. In the first and second
years, at least, it is better than in most othor cities. This excellence is uo doubt due
to the fact that the child in Kansas City begins usi;g pen and ink after he is in
school four months. The illustrated language papers here, as in St. Loui , are unique
ancl strong, especially in tho sixth and seventh grades. There is also some good history work in the seventh year. The l anguage work of the colored children in Kansas City in no instance approximates that of the white children. The State ex~ibit
fr0m Missouri is good because the exhibits from St. Louis and Kansas City are good.
The State normal schools certainly make a very poor showing, their academic work
being much lielow the grade of similar lines in the high schools of the two great
cities.
The statistical charts and diagrams exhibited by Iowa are among the very best,
and the state department has on :file a complete set of its reports and other official
documents. Sioux City has an exhibit that is interesting and rather unusual-pho-·
nographic records of work in reading, singing, geography, and number. The operator starts the machine and the visitor may hear a Sioux City recitation in any or
all of these subject . Clinton ex:bi bits a good deal of illustrated l anguage and number work, and some of it is good. Some of the geography charts from Cedar Palls
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are well macle. The language work from Des Moines (East) is perhaps the l>est submitted, in that freedom in the expression of thought is greater. The cooking exhibit
from \Vest Des Moines is very goocl. Several 'of the rural schools send full lines of
photographs. The State normal school is represented by a good deal of homemade
app aratus, drawings showing the development of the synthetic sound system, and
some good written l essons in science.
Kansas has macle two exhibits-one in her State building and one in the department of liberal arts. Topeka exhibits considerable work in technical grammar.
Local geography, so called, is early introduced, and much of it is of a rather technical clrn:racter. ·writing i s by pen and ink from the first, and tho penmanship in
consequence is excellent throughout. The best language work submitted from
Topek:1 is that labeled "miscellaneous"-compositions on common things. 'Wichita
has a pretty full exhibit of paper cutting and folding and d esigning, but the color
combinations are scarcely more than fair. Some of the l)ictorial work in history is
unique, the dates being supplanted by pictures on outline maps. ·writing here, as
in Topeka, i s with pen and ink from the first, and the results in the first and second
years are admirable. A good <lea,l of the language work consists in writing from
pictures cut from papers, with little effo~t on the part of the children to make their
own illustrations. Lawrence has tho best illustrated language work. Tho same
city makes considerable use of free-hand drawing. Colored picture cards form the
basis of l anguage work at Leavenworth, with analyzing and di agraming of sentences
as low as the :fifth grade. The district schools of Greenwood and Doniphan counties
make a fairly good showing in their written work. The State normal school of
Kansas makes n, good exhibit in its laboratory wo1·k in botany and homemade apparatus in physics. There are some clever stanzas of doggerel in tho versification
exercises and some ingenious charts and diagrams in the work in English literature.
The exhibit of North American animals from the University of Kansas is large and
excellent, an_c.l tho agricultUTal college illustrates pretty fully the work in houscholll economy ancl fl.oricultnre . Tho diagrams, showing the relative time given to
each subject of stuc.ly, are full and interesting. Tho Institution for the Educ:1tion of
the Deaf and Dumb at Olauthe exhibits some good · written work, and some wellmade harness from the industrial department.
The Nebraska exhibit, iu size at l east, does not equal the Kansas exhibit. Omaha,
tho lnrgest city, sends no manuscript work, but a pretty full lino of drawing and
manual training. Nebraska City h as some pretty good language work, and Kearney
some well-prepared music exercises in the tonic sol-fa. Beatrice has a number of
photograph s illustrating the outdoor gymnastic exercises of the pupils. The elementary botany and the drawings from Crete arc for tho most part good . Pawnee
has made a valuable collection of the woods and vines of Nebraska. and mounted
these for teaching purposes . · 'fho girls of tho Scribner high school have made a
pretty silk map of tho State, and a good drawing of the Mason School, Omaha, on .a
marl1le ::;lab, comes from one of the grammar grade boys of that city. The ntver ·ity of Tcbraska is represented 1Jy photographs. While there is considerable
gooll work from J.;T braskn, too much of it consi ts of answer to set question ·, and
uch an. wers n ver sl1ow to au.vantage the written work of the schools.
Yll. Th I ocky Mountain .'tatcs exhibiting school work at the Fair are the
t kotn., »I utan,, l ·t:i1i, Tew M xi o, au<l Colorado.
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Excepting ·washington, Montana has the fullest exhibit of the new States. The
Helena schools have a pretty good line of pictorial language work with fables as
the ba,sis. The slates of the school children of Anaconda, containing daily exercises,have been photographetl. Stevensville ha.s sent a large papier-mache ma.p of Montana. Butte shows good muscular movement penmanship exercises. The exhibit
from Utah occupies three small alcoves, and is classified into city schools, rural
schools, and colleges. The best work from Salt Lake City is the drawing, with several good pieces of sixth-year language work. The exhibit from the rural schools
shows better penmanship throughout than one finds in similar schools of other
States. The Agricultural College and the University of Utah aro ooth represented
in the exhibit by photographs and w-ritten work. Far-off New Mexico, with less
than 6CO teachers, makes an exhibit. East Las Vegas has prepared a history of
educational work in tlrnt section covering the period of the beginnings of the mission fathers down to the present, and illustrated it with photographs. It is a com~
mendable effort to place in permanent form the fabors of pioneers. Silver City has
some relief maps that are not without credit, Albnq_uerque photographs and written
work, and Raton has shipped some of ,her blackboards with the pupils' drawings
thereon .
'
But the priJ.e of the Rocky Mountains-of the country, for that matter-is Colorado. Her exhibit, like that of Minnesota, has been arranged with great taste, and
the white and gold of the woodwork give it a pleasing setting. Tho state department has sent complete samples of the records and publications. The relief map of
Pike's Peak and vicinity, which is a, creditable piece of workmanship, was made by
the science department of the Colorado Springs high school. The same city sends a
model of her high school, and a most suggestive piece of geogmphical apparatus,
"an Indian camp, " the work of a third-year class. Denver-or more properly s1)eaking, the Denvers-ha.s the largest and best part of the exhibit. The work is strong
along several lines, notably drawing and music. And Denver offers something strikingly new in tho way of exhibits-stenographic reports of the regular school exercises and phonographic records of the work in music, including singing at sight, the
only such exercise to be fouml among the exhibits. The stenographers hav~ faith- .
fully reproduced the regular lessons given in the Denver schools, and these reproductions reilect great credit on Superintendent Grove and his associates. The
library feature of the Denver high school is a departure that is likely to be followed
by many other cities. Somo of the manual training work from Pueblo schools is
good. The State normal school at Greeley makes an excellent showing in the
exhibit of its regular work. Science is made prominent, and sloid woodwork is
exhiLited from all grndcs. The illustratetl language papers throughout are good,·
aud the tonic sol-fa exercises show what is being clone in music. The School of
Mines and the Agricultural College are both represented in the exhibit. Taken
altogether, 1.he exhibit from Colorado shows what intelhgence and money will do to
build up a system of schools in a comparatively brief period of time.
VIII. Persons familiar with the excellence of the California schools are not a little
disappointed tp find that the best educational exhibit from the Pacific Coast comes
from the new State of ·washington. rrwo reasons may be given for this failure of
the Golden State to meet the expectation of her friends: First, the bad arrangement
of the work sent; and second, the absence of school work from San Francisco and
several other of the larger cities. The ·w ork was placed in the California Bniltling
because of the appropriation, which made it possible to make the exhibit. * * *
San Francisco sent nothing. Los Angeles nothing but a few pieces of drawing.
Neither Sacramento nor Stockton sent any school work. The exhibit from Oakland
is the largest a.nd the best. It compares favorably with the work of Eastern cities.
The drawing i s an attractive feature, being especially strong in historic ornament,
with a, good SC<Juence of indu trial drawing. The language and science papers
/ throughout arc well written and well illustrntE>d, and the physiology papers fro]ll the
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grammar grades have attracted a good clea l of attent ion . The h i gh school work in
English is good, and there are some unique cla ss b ook designs which would do
credit to our best comic journals.
Nowhere in the exhibit is there better work from a v illage school than that sent
from Temescal. It is strong throughout and shows correl ation and intelligent application of modern educational t·heories. The language work is by a ll odds the best
from California; and the nature studies, the wat,er-col or sketches, and the arithmetic papers are very good. Pasadena sends some g ood work in e lementary science
and grammar grade English, and Pomona h as some n eatly illustr ated papers in
literature. The" language lessons written from pictures in the district schools of
Humboldt County are good 1 as are those on bees from Monterey Coun t y. The spontaneous dra wings from Napa are exceedingly suggesti ve, and Sonoma County makes
a very full and creditable exhibit. The music from San Diego is very good, aud
the compositions on musical themes excellent. The el ementary, scien ce work is
technical, but the bi; tory papers from the high school show careful work in that
subj ect. American litera ture is the basis of some g ood illustrated language work
from the grammar grades of National City. The State normal school at San Jose
and the Cogswell Manual Training School at San F r an cisco show excellent r esults
in m anual training and related subjects. Mrs. Coop er sends some pretty nature
studies in water colors and some interesting sp ontaneous drawings, and the Silver Street Kindergarten a,n excellent series of drawi n g, illustrating "Seven Little
Sister s ." The Leland Stanford Junior Universit y an d t he University of California.
exhibit photographs of their buildings. The st a tistical charts from th e different
counties give a good deal of important data, and ther e are many relief m aps from
California, some of them good and many of them b a d. T he distr ict schools of California make a better show ing than the city schools.
The children of Oregon paid for the State exhibit b y p enny collectious. The Portland high school sends the notebooks of the pupils in physics and chemistr y . Roseburg has some ingenious historical maps a n d some botanical work w hich is l argely
technical. Astori a aims to giv~ language training b y means of technical grammar,
but the r esults ar e not :flattering . Mental arithmeti c i s studied in the sch ools of
P or t l and and at the Willamette University. There is a good deal of map work from
Oregon , but it i s chiefly in outline.
W ashington h as m ade a very pretty exhibit, and the three largo cities-Seattle,
T acoma, and Sp okan e-have all sent th eir b est work . It has a good p l ace in t he
W nsliington Sta,t e b uildin g and is artistically arran ged. Form study is given great
prominen ce i n t h e Seattle exhib it . There is considerabl e work in readin g and diacrit ical mar ks. Ther e is sci ence work iu all the lower grades, and it i s intelligently
developed. 'l'he hist or y paper s fr om the eight h grade are good, and t h e zoology
p apers in the high sch ool ar e neatl y illus trated with pen drawings . T h e g eography
w ork would be stronger i f so much en ergy had not been expended on the det ails of
ontl i.ne maps. Infinite prettin ess is a fau lt of the map work at Tacoma, to o. But
T a.coma has ome good ob jec t and p hysiol ogical drawings, and. the lang uage w ork
abov the p rim a ry gr ad es is good. Tho h igh sch ool wor k in geometry, p h ysics, and
clicmistry shows trength. Ther are some neatl y developed botany lessons, a n d the
primary rcacling is better illustrated than the primary l anguage·. Spokane has not
~ ·11 ontclon by
attl and Tacoma in the display of good work. Her wood carving
15 th · h · t from th
Pacific Coa t, t o xc pt, perhaps, that of the Cogsw 11 Man ual
Trainiug •· ·hool. Th language work i not strong, lmt the modeled fruit are quite
natur_al ancl pr tily olor cl. 'lb mod 1 of the ship Santa Maria, by the pupils of
th lugh chool, i.
pl n<liclpi c of work. Th exhibit fromO1ymp iai ext nsive.
lm i clor. no appr a h that of th tbr
ities already nam d. 'lh b st c unty
1 ho 11 . l1ihi fr m, ·a l1ington i th, t of, hitman
onnty.
nllman, olfax, and
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The Catholics of the United States, England, and France have made a very large
educational exhibit-too large in quantity for purposes of study, the same lines of
work being duplicated over and over. Needle and art work constitute a very l arge
part of the exhibit. The former bears evidence of great skill, but the latter does
not take high rank as art work, the works being too often copies and these stiff and
mechanical. Most of the teaching orders of both men and women, representing
every grade of instruction, exhibit their work, that of the Brothers of~the Christian
.School s and the Sisters of Notre Dame taking highest rank If the blessed John.
Baptist de la Salle could know the widespread influence of his teachings, and the
reverent consideration of his memory at this time, he would indeed realize that his
great life work had not been in vain. The Brothers of the Christian Schools exhibit
some ver,v good work, more especially in English. The altar constructed by the
pupils of the St. Joseph's Orphan Home, Columbus; Ohio, is a fine piece of ·work in
manual training. St. Benedict Academy, Chicago, submits some excellent pen drawings, as does also the Institute of Our Lady at Longwood. For 13-year old boys, the
plumbing sent by St. Francis Industrial School at Eddington, Pa., is very superior.
It is interesting to :find in the Catholic educational exhibit the introduction· of
element.ary science in the lower grades. The St. James ~nd the St. Stanislaus schools,
Chicago, have done some creditable work in this line. In the exhibit of the Diocese
of Covington, Ky., one finds a number of pieces of creditable water-color paintings.
Some well-written compositions come from Manhattan College, New York, and the
history charts made at the Ursuline Academy, Pittsburg, show considerable ingenuity. The needlework throughout the Catholic exhibit is cxcel]ent; it is one of
the strongest features of the exhibit. The garments from the Colored Industrial
Insti~nte, Pine Bluff, Ark., are well made. Rock Hill College, Maryland, makes an
interesting collection of woods, and the schools of Philadelphia show good wood
carvings.
Manual training is a prominent feature of every department of the world's educational exhibits. From kindergarten to college, inclusive, one finds this new form of
mental training. Tool instruction, including carpentry, pattern making, wood turning and carving, forge work, and domestic science, ta.ke their rank with langnage,
history, mathem:::.tics, and the other subjects of intellectual development and discipline. Most · of the cities have exhibited their manual training in connection with
their other lines; but a few, including several private schools, have uiade separate
exhibits. These will b e considered here. The ChiGago Manual Training School makes
one of the best exhibits . Its ~ork, like that of Pratt Institute, is uniformly excellent. Some of the original sketches, as well as the work in perspective and shadows,
approaches the standard of the best art schools. There is also good work in wood
and iron. The Toledo Manual Training School exhibits the work of girls as well as
of boys, and the girls in some instances show greater skill than the boys. The tools
use<l. by the pupils are t empered. by themselves. Some good wood carving corues
from this school and the cookbooks exhibited ~re interesting. The St. Louis Manual
Training School exhibits joinery and wood tu:m ing from the :first year; forging, pattern making, and molding from the second year; and machine work from the third .
year. All this work, as well as the accompanying drawings, takes high rank. The
Baltimore Manual Training School has work in wood, brass, iron, and tin, as well as
outline maps and water colors. The Technical School of Cincinnati has some free-·
hand drawings with pen and some illustrated papers in American literature that
compare favorably with the b est high school work. The New York Tra.de School
exhibits its work in plumbing, stonecutting, sign painting, job printing, and enamel
gilding. The Jew~sh Trade School, Chicago, has work in wood, clay, and cloth, but
it is not as strong as that in the schools mentioned above. J. Liberty Tadd, of
Philadelphia, illustrates his method of drnwing and manual training for psychological and physiological development. These large man nal training exhiuits-and
most of them from fr ee schools-show how fully skill in handicraft is appreciated by
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the people; and all this appreciation and dev elopment has taken place since the
world' &educational exhibits at Philadelphia in 1876.
X. The education of defective classes i s now cln.iming its share of attention, aucl
the State is recognizing·thnit the deaf aind blim1 and feeble -minded have chtims npon
it for training not to be exceeiled by the claims of normal children. The exhibits
which these three classes make at Chicago have special interest for the students of
education, sincre the methods employed in teaching clcfcct,ive classes admit of better
1:epresentation th::i.n the methods cmployec.1 in teaching normal chil<lren. Twentyfive s chools arc- representec1 in the collective exhibit of institution& for the education
of the deaf. These fo:r the most part a,re State institutions . The National College
at Washington, the only higlter im.stitution for the deaf in the world, has a good display of l)hotog:raphs. The woodwork from Michigan is among tho best. All of
these schools employ manual trnining methods, chiefly for tho purpose of teaching
trades. The :finished products in the "":n,Y of bookcases, shoes, harness, and needlework show great skill o-n the pnirt of these students. Most of the schools for the
deaf combine the manual with the oral method; although it is evident that the ?ral
metho-d is in thQ asccnc1,ancy and the day is not distant when a,ll these institutions
will teach the deaf to talk aml to read lips. The McCowen Oral School, Chicago,
shows some good results in this- depnirture. Its pupils range in age from 4 to 13,
aml they not only use the voice well, but the work exhibited in elementary science,
sloid, clrnwing, ::.nd kindergarten, comp:.tres favorably with the best primary schools
for hearing children. The Home for the Training in Speech for Dea\' C~ilclren,
Phil a delphia., sent 20 children, ranging in age from ,1 to 7, to Chicago, during t~e
Expos ition. It is the purpose of this school to prepare deaf children for the public
schools anc:t present r esults fully justify tho expectation. The Volta Btuc~~t at
Washington exhibits 75 volumes of its publicat ion s which are vahrnble contributions to educational literature. This bureau, throug3 the munificence of Alexander
Graham Bell, is cloing n, great ::mu goou. work in promoting the teaching of speech
to the deaf.
These
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XI. The schools for tho education of de.pendent and criminal classes exhibit in
the Anthropoilogical Bmlding. The South End Industria.l School, Boston, in which
Edward E-"9'e rett HaJ'e Tu.as been so much interested, displays. its lines o.f sewing,
shli<l, and drawing. _ Vrutions aid societies and fresh-ail' soc:i:etfos exhibit o.y pbotogrnphs and charts. Tho Be>ston Chihl'ren's Aitl Society fnll'y i1lusinaites its homo
library foature-an admirable feature, by tho way-of this educati011al work for
dependent chi•ldren. The Hebrew '.fc-chnica.l School, New York, to which Feli:x:
Adler Las given so much intelligent support, has some very good wood carvings,
and some cre.tli<table notebooks aucl pieces of J:hysical apparatus ::tro dispbyecl.
Caring for dependent chi ldre1'l is not new in this coimtry; lmt giving this_ ca.re an
ed.ucational bias is. So that a meager display from these schoofs is not to be wondered at.
The schools fot rcforruato¥y or criminal classes e:s:hil>it pretty generally. *
*
The illustrated work in bnguage m~cl. elementary seiencc o'f the Lyman School for
bo,rs at vVei'!thoro, Mass., certn,inly shows that the methods employed in teaching
arc modern, ::tn<l there is some gooll designing in colored papers, anll some good
picecs 0f wood carving. Tho New York Industrial School at Rochester ma.lies the
largcs-t exhibit. Along lines in which trades a1·e ta,nght-domesilic economy, shocmakiug, c:upcntry, ctc.-the work exln.ibited is of a high grade-; but along the
puTely literary lines it is much below that of' the Lyman School. Somo of tho graining in wood is excellent, and the display includes an excellent model of the foundry
made by the pnpiis. The Illinois school ©f agriculture- and manual training for boys,
at Gl'enwood, clo.es well in its. wood ca:rYing a11Ucl written work. The New York Honse
of Refuge at Randall's Isla,nd, wl:lich provides for tho. instrnction and care of the
juvenile offenders of New York and Kings cotrnties, has some creditable objective
wot:k. The Pennsylvania Reform School at Morganza has a good deal of map ·work
aiHl tho Girl's Imbustrial Home nit Dehtwaro, Ohio, a good deal of sewing.
'rho negro -us well represented in the ocll'l.c::utionni] o:s:hibit, not only in the Sbte
exhibi:ts uut iu the s1)ectal exhibits. Hampton Institute, Virginia, makes the best
show ing in regard. to both negrocs and Indians. The wo1rk throughout is praiseworthy when o..nc ·considers tho limited means of this institlltion ancl the great numbers that H yeal'ly instructs . One of the 11t1rposes of th i.s sch0ol is to teach the reel
man ancl tho colored man usefnl trades-printing, blacksmithing, whee.lwTighting,
shoemaking, ancl tailoring, and the finished articles exhibited arc uniformly well
done. Many 0f the teachers in tlrn colored schools of the South are trained at
Hampton, and an imteresting feature of the exhibit is the work of the normal
classes . In the collccti-vo. e<lacat,1 0nal cxhil>it of the Freedman's Aicl Socictsr, three
instit,utions arc represe.ntecl by school work-C'laftin Unfrcrsity at Orangeburg,
S. C.; Cbrk Unive:irsity, .Atlantni, Ga.; and Central TcnneE.see College at Nashville.
These schools arc not, as their na,mes would inclicatc, higher institutions of learning,
but, chiefly, schools of primary and secondary grade . The pupils re1n'esentccl range
in ago from G to 30 years, and the subjects include primary number, language, rea(ling, the sciences, pharmacy, biology, and theology . . Atlanta University, Georgia,
and Wilberforce University, Ohio, each make. separate exhibits. Both cover a, wido
range of subjects with em11hasis on the ruanual training both for pur11oses of trades
and development o.f skill.
The Carlisle Indian School, Pemisylvania,, exhibits in the Liberal Arts Building,
and 52 other school in the United States Indian Building. The work from Carlisle
is certainly good, duo in part to tho fact that it is on e of the oldest, but chiefly
becau o it has enjoyed the continuous superrutenclence of Captain Pratt. Drawing
and music form a part of this exhibit; and the language papers, if not always elegant, arc abyaya iutercsting. The garments made ·and the wagons built by these
Ill(luin girls and boys arc surprisrngly meritorious. Fifty-t"o of tho Government
Indian schools exhibit collectively. Th o best work from Genoa, Kobr., is in printing- and harness making; Rensselaer, Intl., blacksm ithing; Fort Ynrua, Cal. , two
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models of schoolhouses; Green Bay Agency, Wis., written work ; Grand Junction,
Colo., and Albuquerque, N. Mex., letter writing; Pima Agency, Ariz., penmanship;
Klamath, Oreg., colored drawings; and Chilocco, Okla., illustrated language. During the Exposition 7 schools have, at different periods, held forth with 30 pupils
each, and illustrated their methods by actual teaching in the United States Indian
School Building, where the school work of the Indian children is displayed. These
schools have been from Albuquerque, N. Mex.; Rensselaer, Ind.; Lincoln, Nebr.;
Lawrence, Kans.; Genoa, Nebr.; Chilocco, Okla., and Osage, Okla. The Indian
school work from the Northwest Territories, which in some respects is better than
our own, will be mentioned in connection with the account of the Canadian exhibit,
of which it is a part.
XII. Those who remember the excellence of the Canadian eel ucational exhibit at the
Philadelphia Centennial, 1876, are not a little disappointed with the present display
at Chicago. It lacks plan in preparation, and is not well arranged; and, to except
some work from Hamilt.on and Kingston, the Ontario exbibit-which should have
been t:he best-is weak. The great city of Toronto, with its excellent public schoo~s,
is not represented; and an entire alcove, which should have been placed at the disposal of Inspector Hughes, is given over to so-called art colleges; and these display
no strong, but many weak pictm:es. The best work in the Ontario exhibit comes
from Hamilton; and the correlation of elementary science, language, and drawing is
excellent. The drawing here is better than elsewhere in the Canadian Provinces,
although their drawing in Canada is much inferior to our own. The primary work
from H9.milton is the best. Milton and Kingston both exhibit labored designs,
which are scarcely more than mediocre. They are for the most part copies, but
weak at that. But the Kingston schools exhibit one line of strong work-vertical
writing-from the third, fourth, and :fifth grades. It is uniformly better than the
oblique writing of corresponding grades in other schools. A great number of art
colleges exhibit water and oil paintings, charcoals, clay models, etc., but the work
is very commonplace. The Institution for the Education of the Blind at Brantford
exhibits some pieces of willow and cane work that are good, as well as some good
sewing ancl kindergarten work. The Institution for the Education of the Deaf at
Belleville, and that for the Education of Feeble Minde.d at Onllea, both show to
what extent manual training i s employed in giving skill to the deaf and the imbecile juveniles of Ontario .
TIJe Province of Quebec makes a fuller and in some respects a better exhibit than
Ontario. Tbe penmanship tluongLout is good, but the language teaching for th e
most part mechanical. Religious instruction, and this of a rather formal character,
is emphasized in the written work. There are some fairly good drawings from
objects from the Montreal Model School and the Laval Normal School. Typewriting and stenography arc important branches in the secondary schools of Canada..
The cla ical colleges of Quebec make a full exhibit of their notebooks in Engli h,
Frenrh, Latin, and Greek. The Institution·for the Education of the Deaf, in whi ch
tllc oral methocl is chiefly employed, shows good r es ults in composition and language.
Tho stnclcnt iu th blind in. titntion do some good cane and needle · work. A great
numb •r of r ligious t acbinO' or<l rs exhibit from the Province of Qu bee. The
rsnlin s of , t. ost a.cl have a go d deal of written work; the Sister of tho Good
h ph rd, n ecll~ an<l china work; lerics of St. Viator, pen drawing; isters of the
Iloly ro. , h rharinms; i t r f , t . nne, water color. and , i ters of J sus- Iari ,
~ngr gation of Totre Dame
opiou n tc on wri t n w rk. Th lustitut of th
b~ h 1,e. chool w rk of h r li,..ion order . Th ir langnag and l mentar
J!'DC, work hav
hro cl r founcl: ion and follo,v mor clo. elv scientifi c m thod ·
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Of the four Canadian Provinces exhibiting, that of Nova Scotia is the smallest.
The provincial normal school at Truro has a number of drawings that are pretty,
but most of them are copies. Halifax displays clay ancl kindergarten work, and
one of the church schools for girls some water colors that are fair. There is a good
educational map of Nova Scotia, showing the location of every schoolhouse in the
Province.
Considering their i.solation, the Northwest Territories make an altogether creditable exhibit, and show that they are really trying to keep step with general progress.
The language work from Regina is good; so are the reproductions from Whitewood.
The most interesting feature of the exhibit is the work from Indian schools. The
Northwest Territories are providing educational facilities for the offspring of the
aborigines. The industrial work-printing, shoemaking, sewing, wea.ving, efo.-as
well as the work in language and penmanship, compares favorably with the better
Indian schools in the United States. Ten pupils from one of these schools, under
the direction of the Gray Nuns, were brought to Chicago, and illustra.te their methods
of work. There are four of these industrial schools in the Northwest Territories,
under the direction of Gray Nuns.
·
XIII. The French colonies at Guadeloupe and Martinique, West Indies, and French
Guiana, South America, made small and unimportant educational exhibits. The
exercise books of the pupils of Martinique had been laboriously corrected by the
teachers; and the exercises from the village schools seemed better than those of the
town schools. The best work from Guadeloupe was the fancy needlework. The
work from French Guiana is interesting because it represents largely the children of
convicts. 'fhe needle and feather work both were good, and there were some excellent pieces of penmanship from the school of the Sisters of St. Joseph. These schools
exhibit in the French Colonies buildings.
Mexico-does not make an important exhibit, although in penmanship and pen
drawing she is scarcely excelled. The school for the blind makes an exhibit of
industrial work that is foteresting. The pupils in the school at Pueblo exhibit their
industrial work, chiefly in Mexican onyx, and the exhibit is pretty if not strictly
educational. The pen portraits and penmanship throughout the exhibit are fine.
But one would prefer to see handwriting no better than that of Horace Greeley
and have training in thought development than have this fine writing with few
evidences of training in intellectual power. The Mexican exhibit contains a pretty
complete set of the text-books used in the schools.
Besides the exhibit from French Guiana, three of the South American republics
send school work-Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentine Republic.
* * Rio Janeiro
occupies the best part of the space [devoted to Brazil] with exercise books, which
show the subjects pursued in the schools. There is a good deal of drawing, but it
is for the most part crude. The drawings with colored pencils seem better than the
drawings in black and white. A large number of' outline maps are exhibited. The
great amount of work is mat weaving and colored papers indicates to what extent
kindergarten methods are employed in the primary schools. Like Mexico, Brazil
pupils excel in p en drawings. Maps, .charts, and _photographs form an important
feature of the exhibit. The devotion of the Brazilians to their educational leaders
is indicated by the fact that in the exhibit one finds a fine bust ancl an excellent portrait of the first minister of public instruction, Senor Benjamin Constant.
The Republic of Uruguay makes a very good educational exhibit in the Agricultural Building. It includes not only a great deal of written work of the pupils, but
as well samples of blackboards, desks, aud other teaching appurtenances and appliances. The language exercises seem better than those in the Brazilian schools, and
the penmanship througbont is excellent. There is scarcely any work submitted in
drawing, to except outline maps, and these are good. Fflll sets of photographs illustrate the student at work in the normal school. The Pedagogical Museum and
Library at Montevideo is doing a great and good work for the professional training
ED
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of ten.chers, and Dr. Ruano, who h~s been the moving spirit in this-ancl at present
its director-accompanied the exhibi.t to Chicago. Among the moclels exhibited by
this museum was one of a rural schoolhouse at BaTiado, with a photograph of the
tule structure which it supplanted. In all, the Urugnay exhibit contains nearly
eight hundred pieces of school work.
Had the Argentine Republic been given proper space her educational exhibit
would have doubtless made by far the best showing from South America; but it was
crowded into one sm all, d ark alcove on the grouncl floor of the Manufactures Building, ancl much of it could not eYen be unp acked for the want of space. SeTior Carlos
Gallardo, who was in charge, made the best of this bad management on the part of
the Exposit.ion authorities, and did all in his power to unpack and place in view the
work from hi.s schools when.ever those sufficiently inhffested in the matter asked to
sec the school work from his country. But his space was so very mea,ger that only
a very small part of the work could be unpacked at any one time. Like Uruguay,
the Argentine Republic sent samples of the d esks used in the schools. There were
also full sets of reports of the department of eclucation, as well as files of the educational journals, and these neatly bound. Another feature of the exhibit was the display of professional books-those which the teachers are required to read-and not
a few of t,h cse were translations from A~eri can pedagogical writers-Drs. Harris,
Railmn.nn, Calkins, Sheldon, etc. At least a half dozen of the Internation al E(lucational Series, edited by Dr. Harris and published by the Appletons, have been translated for tho use of the Argentine teachers. It is evident from tho exhibit that this
country has taken hold of the normal soho0l problem with great earnestness and
intelligence. The manual training problem is also b eing solved, as well as the kindergarten problem, and both are represented in the exhibit. Natural history as the
basis of l anguage work, so new even in the United States, already has some advocates in the Argentine Republic, and the papers and drawings submitted are not
poor. The relief maps are certainly better than those matle by the pupils in the
German schools, or in most schools in North America. Writing from pictures is a
means oflanguage tea ching in many of the schools. The National College of Argentin·e , the normal schools, the orplrnn schools, and. the night schools all show thoir
distin ctiv e lines b y means of ex ercise books, maps, and photographs.
XIV. Two words characterize the Swedish education al exhibit, s1oid and gymnastics. And yet when one st udies the programmes of the Sweuish schools he fi nds
that in the form er from two to six honrs a week are given, and in the l atter even
less. S-weden macle her educational exhibit in her own buildings; it was not extensive or v aried, but it contained some lin es t h at were interesting and unusual. Sloid
work from every grade of sch ool sho-ws to what extent this form of manual training
is utilized as a means of developing the mental aml tho pbysioal powers of the child.
It is encouraging to note in this exhibit that <lra.wing is becoming more an<l more
a,n iuljunct of sloid. Tbe embossed ancl engraved metal work, as well as the wood
carvings, from the technical schoolo, show skill and. art instinct. Tho architectural
drawings, too, arc good, and there arc a great number of pictorial charts u~ed in
teaching geog-ra.pby. T ext-books used in the schools anu. motlcls of buildings for
~ch~ol purposes adcl to the value of tho ex.hi bit. The largo displ::ty of home loid
rn 1eates to "hat xtent this handiwork i tonchincr the fathers and the mother
a· wen as th childr n of, wellen . The school in,; avin"' at Norrkoping mnk
a highly_ er dit. hle li play of rngs, ma.ts, l)Orti re , tc., antl the mod l of the I oynl
~ ·urna ,111 m ~or T ea ~b _rs gi_ves an .·cell nt idea. of the equipment of the e iu t~tntton · lhc: 'P nl
mv r. ity <·. hiuit on1y a few rock section used for petrological
. xamin_ati n .. Tho tron"' t f atur · of the 'w <1i h exhibit is tho sy. t m of tcar.ll~ng slot t rr1rl , under the ,Ur •tion of • li.ss IIuld Lundin. Tho work xl1il>it <l
~ <lon 1 Y nirl r· nrri1w in an from 7 to 1l yf•ars, all(l th<' time d oted to thi " rk
1
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a ~· · ~ in b iii, gr 1o · four hour in th second, third, and four h
hour rn ho fifth aud i ·th rratl , n l i · hour iu tho s •v nth grad ·
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Tho course includes plain knitting, purl and stocking knitting, patching, darning,
and garment making. Throughout the sewing work the g-irls are taught to take
measurements and to m ake patterns. The exercises are progressive, and the garments mado testify to the value of the method. Miss Lundin has two objects in
view in h er girls' sloid-to make it an educati onal medium, and to :fit the girls for
practical life; and it would seem fro:u her exhibit of the Stockholm work that she is
succeeding admirably.
'
The British Islanders aro re_presented only by the London board schools. This
exhibit is a large and in some respects an important one. It has three strong features-the vertical writing, the designing in colored papers, and the laundry work.
London has taken 4old of the penmanship problem with great earnestness, and, in the
opinion of the author, she has solved it very satisfactorily by the adoption of vertic-al
w1·iting. There is something harmonious, and to the eye satisfying, about the
-designing of these schools in colored papers. The colors harmonize, ::111d the forms
impress, as so much similar work from .t he schools of the American States do not.
In London, l aundry work is added to the course in manual training. There is a
gootl deal of wood carving and modeling, and some of it is excellent. The weaving
of baskets and mats with willow Rplints is another form · of manual training that
one does not find in other exhibits . A feature of the London board school exhibit
that strikes the American as a trifle antiquatetl is the great number and variety of
medals anu rewards of merit given for excellence in scholarship, punctuality, and
good conduct. A number of cabinets illustrating the aids used in teaching elementary science are exhibited.
XV. Germany sent the largest foreign educationa,l exhibit to Chicago. It included
every grade of school work, and was as compl ex in character as only Germany could
have rnatle it. In the matter of teaching appliances, Germany's exhibit exceeded
all the others combined; but a good deal of this apparatus was of a markedly
mechanical style. A German teacher, for instance, works out a series of plant lessons with his own class. The children study the plants and draw them from nature.
The idea is a capital on e, and said German teacher forthwith issues a long series of
charts-plates of his own drawings. These are to be used by other teachers; these
pictures studied; these drawings copied; the spirit an(l method of the original
teacher lost in this complicated piece of apparatus . What is true of this series of
plant lessons is true of a great amount of the appliances for teaching found in the
German exhibit. The written work throughout, judged by mechanical standards,
is excellent, but it lacks tho spontaneity of similar work from the schools of the
American States. The penmanship, the spelling, punctuation, and order of words
is sometimes painfully uniform. One feature of tho German exhibit that surprised
tbe American inspector was the evident attention given to tho secondary education
of women. Tho city high schools for girls (Hohere Mi.idchenschulen) made exceedingly creditable displays . The exercise books, the apparatus and text-books used,
the drawings and lines of industrial work all testified that tho higher education of
women was also b eingworked out in that country . Several models of school baths
were novel features-novel to American ·t eachers, at least-of the exhibit. The relief
maps of the pupils, m ade of paper and pasteboard, as well as · the product maps,
w ere u.ecidedly inferior to most of those exhibited by tho United States. More and
b ettor helps for teaching g eography were exhibited by Germu.ny than any other
c :. nmtry, but the pictures in the illustrated books were inferior to our own. The
manual training throughout was good, that from BeTlin · and Gorlitz being best.
Thore was some wood car ving by very young boys thu.t showed great skill.
The model showing th e in ternal equipment of the King Frederick ·william Gymnasium at Borlin was the b est model exhibited, to except that of the Royal Gymnasium
in Sweu.en. Por some r eason the work in English of the girls in the Hohere Ma<lcllenschulen was throughout better than that of the boys in the Real Gymnasium
and Realschule. There ,yas a good collection of pedagogical books exhibited, as well
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as busts of some great educators-Fichte, Luther, Rousseau, et al. The institutions
for the eclucation of deaf and blind ancl feebleminded all made large exhibits, illustrating their metho<ls and purpose. The univeri;ities of Germany, the strongest in
the world, very :fittingly stood most prominent in the exhibit. Every department
of these higher institutions-physics, chemistry, mathematics, letters-was represented by large collect~ons of teaching appliances and books . Even the swords
(schlager) used by the students were exhibited. One is deeply impressed with the
weight of system in studying the German exhibit. 'fhe genius of the Yankee and
the :fine artistic sense of the French mind are nowhere apparent; but everywhere
is to be found perfection of details, :fidelity to order, and painstaking execution.
In the matter of size the Russian educational exhibit ranked next to the German;
and, like the German exhibit, it emphasized the machinery of a system rather than
the actual results of the system. 'l'hat the ~xhibit might be the better understood,
the Russian department of education had printed and distributed a number of
pamphlets in the English language, and these ·were of great value to the students of
the exhibit. Schools for special classes, rather than schools for the masses, were
represented in the Russian display. The deaf and dumb and blind, the foundling
home, the orphan asylum, technical, art, and railway schools constituted the bulk of
the work sent to Chicago. In the matter of manual training Russia yet leads the
worlcl, as was evidenced by the exhibits in woodwork from the pupils of the seminary for village teachers and the imperial schools for the deaf and dumb. The
uniforms for the Cossacks, made by the pupils in the institution for the education of
orphans, and the needlework, from the imperial institutes for girls, showed unusual
.skill. Utility with them is doubtless emphasized more than with us; but the fact,
nevertheless, remains true that Russia has more lessons in manual training to
.teach us. Some of the drawing and sketching from the Girls' Gymnasium. at
Moscow was strong; but much of the art work from the Central School of Design
was mediocre-too much of it being mere copy work. The drawing schools of the
Imperial Society for Promoting Art made a very full and very creditable exhibit of
wood carving, bronze sculpturing, and China painting. There are in Russia railway schools and shipping schools and navigation schools, and these all exhibited.
It is not a matter of accident or apprenticeship that a man becomes a railway englJneer in Russia; he must fit himself by a careful course of training in the raHway
schools provided by the Government. Perhaps the most interesting feature of the
Russian display was the exhibit of the Pedagogic Museum, the largest in the world.
In pedagogical books and pamphlets alone this museum h as over 70,000 titles; a nd
President G. Stanley Hall is authority for the statement that he saw a greater collection of teaching appliances there than he had seen anywhere else in the world,
The exhibit of the Pedagogic Museum at Chicago consisted chiefly of apparatus of
all sorts, from a soldier's uniform down to a numeral frame. W hile the Russian educational exhibit was l arge and varied and interesting, it was all too evident that
popular education receives lit tle attention, and that the big display represented the
work of a few special and privileged schools.
XVI. It is not too much to say that the educational exhibit from Egypt was a.
plea ant surprise to everyone who examined it. The work throughout seemed
good, and all the different lines were well r epresented. The Arabic t ext-books,
th ·lat. , r e d pen , antl other teaching appliances, as well as the written wor~ of
th pupil , were di played. The different editions of th Koran u ed in the various
grad of cl10ols w re in th ._ext-hook xhibit. Mannal training i given great
pl'Ominenc· ·, and th inlaid woodwork was the best at Chicago. Tb notebooks of
th
tucl n in phy i , hemi tr', and g om try , ere xhibitecl, and, as far a th8
onld fi , hoy c1ual l the work done in tho b ett r secondary chool in
A.m ri,.. · Th lllo<l •rn 1: ugua ' •. ' re lar , ly ·tuclie<l in tho E"'yptian school , autl
h Ln •li h c·c,mpo itiou wc-r .·c· · ·din •ly iut r tiu ,. It wa. not <1 that wh n
au \r• 1 i n -youth wa giv •n t c·o1nposition in English to writ h wa , lw Y
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given an English theme-a scene, an incident, a story with an English background.
This may have b een mere accident, but there is a principle underlying it that
deserves the attention of modern-language teachers. The drawings from the
Egyptian schools, especially the mechanical drawings, light and shade, were
excellent. Whenever color was used in dra,wing it was well used. The drawings
from life, of the secondary schools, were not as good . as those from the French
lycees, but they were better than those of our high schools. The polytechnic school
at Cairo made a large and creditable exhibit of work in wood and iron and mechanical drawing. Ther e can be no doubt that France has exerted a most wholesome
influence over the schools of Egypt, for the methods and lines of work are largely
those of the French s chools.
A dozen or more towns about the Mediterranean in Europe, Asia, and Africa were
represented in the educational exhibit of the Alliance Israelite Universelle. This
organization is b enev olent and not political in its aim; it seeks to provide educational facilities to Jewish people in countries where they are still denied civil and
religious liberty and to extend aid to those who suffer socially and politically by
reason of their being Jews. Education is the sole work of the alliance, and its
pupils are the children of the poor and ignorant. Among the cities exhibiting at
Chicago were 'funis, Smyrna, Jerusalem, Yafa, Damascus, Constantinople, Bagdad,
Salonica, and Adrianople; and a hal.f dozen different languages-French, German,
English, Hebrew, Arabic, and Greek-would be required to properly interpret the
written work of these Jewish children. Manual trnining and agriculture are
important subjects of study, the girls being taught housework and needlework and
the boys trades and farming. Many of these schools show great skill in handiwork,
among the good pieces of work in the exhibit being a model wardrobe from Constantinople, bath tubs from Tunis, copper ware from Jerusalem, rugs from Damascus, harness from Smyrna, and shoes from Adrianople. Some of the illustrated
language papers from the school at Smyrna are very creditable. The Yafa agricultural school has a large exhibit of oils, seeds, and wines. Some of the maps of
these schools are so inaccurate as to be amusing, but on the whole the work is good.
And when one recalls that over 13,000 poor children, who would otherwise receive
no school training, are annually taught in these schools supported by benevolent
Hebrews, the exhibit, even though it should be less meritorious than it is, would be
entitled to praise.
To except the Hebrew schools in western Asia, Japan is the only country of the
Orient represented in the educational exhibit; but the Japanese have made a large
and a good exhibit. The primary schools are represented by kindergarten work,
clay modeling, and drawings; the secondary schools by the text-books and apparatus used, manual training, and written papers; the normal schools by photographs, woodwork, and drawings from nature; and the musi{)al, commercial, and
agricultural schools each show their distinctive lines of work. One is impressed
'With the series and gradation of Japanese schools. There are a good many drawings from the different classes of schools, but more drawings from copies than one
would expect. The color work throughout admirably illustrates the Japanese ideal.
The free-hand drawings from both the girls' and the boys' high schools are good.
The institutions for the education of the deaf and blind make a good showing
in wood carving and embroidery. The ungraded schools have exhibited collectively
their inoustrial work, chi efly garments. The English work in the higher institutions is interesting. A recently published book is selected, and the chapters a,re
as igned to differ ent m embers of the class for translation. The Japanese idea of
English composition must be very large. One such composition examined by the
writer contained 118 closely written pages of, letter paper, and another 190 pages.
The commercial schools at K obe, Tokyo, and K1to exhibit full sets of account books.
The Imperial Umversity is r epresented in the exhibit by its department of engineering an<l harbor unprovement8. The Educational .Museum has au exhibit of models,
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charts, ancl diagrams. A full set of the text-books, as well as t he other school apparatus, are also exhibited. Thero can be no doubt but t h at Japan is doing much for
all classes ::.ncl grades of her chil<l.ren.
Australia disappointed h er friends in sending w ork from b ut one province, New
South Wales, ::.nd this probably not th e best. The b est part of the exhibit was the
work in vertical writing. Sydney, Singleton, W est Maitland, and other towns
clearly demonstrate the imperiority of verti cal over oblique penmanship. The language work e_hibitecl was largely technical; it l acked freedom and fullness. Tlle
drawing, to except the m echanical drawings from the technical schools, was of an
inferior order. Much of it was <l.one with p en and col ored in k s, and the combinations of colors in most instances w er e atro cious. I n manual training the exhibit was
strong, especially in garment making. Young g irls in New South Wales do much
better in their sewing than girls of equal age in the United Stat es, .F rance, ancl England. The Sydney Polytechnic College made by all odds the most creditable display
from New South \Vales. Its work in plumbing w as unique, and it had soine good
woodwork. The institutions for the education of t h e deaf and blind exhibited their
industrial work. · The New South ,vales exhibit was not displ ay ed to advantage .
The written work was in glass cases; and these w er e onl y to be opened by attendants,
who were seldom on hand to clo it. The spirit of t h e Australian work exhibited w as
that of the English school, although the exhibit at Ch icago was so much inferior to
the London exhibit that it hardly deserves to be m entioned in the same conn ection'.
XVII. By an oversight, the West Virginia exhibit was no t men tioned in discussin g
the work from tho Middle States. This exhibit was nei ther l arge nor especially
strong; but it presented very satisfactorily t,be educati onal activities of the State.
Wheeling, Parkersburg, and Charleston sent most of the work. The collection of
photographs was laTge, and these included not only ext eriors of schoolhouses, but
_interiors and ground plans as well. There were somt' pieces of woodwork from the
deaf and dumb asylum at Romney that showed skill in handiwork. A chart illus~
trative of the ellucational exhibit and a p en drawin g of t h e State capitol attracted
general attention.
While t h o United St ates Fnrnitnre Company , the Prang Education al Company, the
Milton Bradley Company, and the various. book 1mblishers * * * made full an d
satisfact ory displays, with the ex ception of t ext an d reference b ooks, there w as a
d ear th of t eachin g a1)plian ces at the great Chicago Exposition . This w as esp ecially
true of school furniture and the ordinary school apparatus. T rue, some of the
schools for teacher s- as, for instance, the n ormal schools at Bridgewater and San
Jose a nd t he Colleg e for t he Training of Teach ers in New York Ci ty-had excellen t
di splay s of h omema de ap paratus ; but tho commercial exhibits were for tlio mo t
p art small. One li ttle city in Min nesota. (Still water ) made an exhihit of one line of
school apparatus ( op t ical proj ections) t h at was parallele(l only by tho F r ench ex.h i !Ji t.
A r eal genius, Mr. Frank T . ·wn son, has for some years directed the schools at Stillw at er , and he made at Ch icago an exhibit of projection appliances that won for h im
and h is city t h e appr obation of the foreign an<l American critics. Mr. 'Wilson i one
of tho first to i ntrodu ce an d simpl ify this form of illu trative teaching in the ~Tew
Worlu, :m d h is exhibit at hicago was the i nspiration and model of much that will
be don i n thi lino d uring tho n ext decade.
Th workings and aim of the Bureau of Education were shown by Dr. Harri to
~r ~t advantag , tho only regret boing that i t was placed in the Government Buildrng m t ad of in tho Building of Lib ral Arts, bn t this was b eyond Dr. Harris's contr 1. " ·hen ono survey cl tho 21 vol umes of annual report of tho 'ommission r
of Eclnc, tion-a. '" ritablo cyclopcclia. of eclncation · tho grcn.t number of , p c i, l
: por_t th i rh ·-c,d<l. 111onorrrapbs on in. titutions, ~y- tcm , ancl practice, anll th e
~ 11 c 11 n vo
publi n.tiou -when oue saw these to"'oth •r a t Cbica.g and no d
th ·ir con ·n and influ n e he 0111'1 hnt r •fl ct upon th o wisdom of onr .i..~ tion 1
' o · ru cut iu t l>li bin ' tho .Bure. u. H en y Darna.l'd plannctl. wiscl · when he
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presented to the American Association for the Advancement of Education, in 1854,
"A plan of central agency for the advancement of education in the United States."
Another feature of the exhibit of the Bureau of Education.was the" model libra.ry."
This contained a part of a selection of 5,230 volumes, ma.do by a committee of 75
librarians and specialists chosen by the American Library Association. The catalogue of this "model library" will be very helpful in the formation of small city
libraries. Surely the American teacher who studied the Bureau of Education's
exhibit had abundant occasion for professional pride ancl gratitude to our National
Government for what it is doing to create for us au extemled pedagogical literature.
WORLD'S FAIR EDUCATIONAL NOTES .
By Mrs. Jmrnrn M. BRYAN, in Boston Journal of Education.

If the teachers of the co untry were not lacking in true professional spirit, would
the southwest gallery of the Liberal Arts Building be so neglectecH Would a surgeon studiously avoid a display of instruments and appliances pertainh1g to his
profession f
There are schools and there· are schools. The Boston schools aml those of the back
. districts are u-ot the pedagogical antipodes. It is a fact to bo welcomed with glad
acclamation that English is becoming a recognized branch of study, and is receiving
as critical attention as has been bestowed for years upon Gree k and Latin.
The most pleasing, the most utilitarian product of an edu·c ational course is the
ability to use the mother tongue well. This is alike necessary to tbo successful
business man and to the society belle. A few of the best schools of the country,
notably those of Boston, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Denver, and Indianapolis, have recognized the imperative need of a greater facility in the use.of both spoken and written
English, and also have been convinced of the really practical benefits to be derived·
from a better acquaintance with English literature.
To this end they have formulated courses of stuuy making lnnguago the foundation, the key1:,tone, the ornamentation of the educational structure. This has been
made pos1:,ible in the lower grades by the unification of subjects. The child in his
earliest school days is given a leaf, a flower, or an insect. He is led to examine it,
talk about it, count its parts, write little sentences about it, and draw it. It furnishes material for reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, and drawing. Having
something to talk about in which he is interested, under the teacher's wise guidance,
he talks about it freely and naturally. ·when he takes his pencil in hand it does
the falking with scarcely more effort or less accuracy. 1'bis develops a little Jater
into a broader course of nature study and literature. In tho third, fourth, and fifth
years the pupils examine plants, iusects, and stones with a view to a more scientific
knowledge; they record their obserYations and enliven and beautify their papers
by means of well-executed drawings of the object and its parts.
In their earliest school y ears, and on up, the senseless practice of l earning to
repeat memory gems has given place to the study of memory gems.
In explanation of this statement, let me call attention to two exhibits . Here is a
set of fifteen or twenty papers on which are written, with labored nicety and much
red-line elaboration, several memory gerns. One copy of "The fiftieth birthday of
Agassiz" differs from the other fifteen or tweuty in no particular except in tho name
appended. But here is another set which presents a pleasing variety. There is a
paraphrase of the poem by one pupil, a reproduction of it uy another, an interesting
sketch of the life of tho naturali, t by a third, and a no less simply childlike one
of Longfellow by a fourth. But the best feature of it all is the evidence that some
pupils h ave gotten very near to tho heart of the dear old nurse Nature, and have
given expres ion to the keen sense of delight awakened by the poem in attempts at
original illustration. One biographical sketch shows the Swiss home in the beauti-
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ful Pays de Vaud; another Nature's storybook is strewn over with eidelweiss and
entitled Rhymes of the Universe. How delightful such study ! It is not difficult to
say which pupils will remember that poem, even to their :fiftieth birthday.
The work shown by a great majority of the schools proves beyond a doubt tbati
drawing is not merely a pretty accomplishment, but something as use~u} and necessary almost as writing. From the child of 6, beginning with 2 and 2 are 4, on up to
the high school pupil, every subject studied is illustrated if it will by any possibility
admit of pictorial treatment.
The entire absence of abstract arithmetic work in the :first, second, and third -years
was a noticeable feature of a number of the best schools. There was no puzzling of
the infantile mind with the abstraction 17-3=what , -bnt it was, I have 17 marbles
and lose 3, how many have I leftf And there along with the statement was the picture of 17 marbles owned, 3 marbles lost, and 14 marbles remaining. In the fourth
year, and to some extent in the third, the transition was made to abstract work, but
whenever concrete was done, the solution of the problem was accompanied by a
neatly executed picture demonstration.
A school, nameless, presented a 8et of papers in United States history, giving
answers to such questions as, "Who discovered America f" "Where was De ~oto
buried,,, "When was Ohio admitted into the Uniou-i" Simply a set of examm~tion papers, cold, dull, and dispiriting, benefiting more the maker of paper than
anyone else. In gratifying contrast to this, was found ~ set of papers selected from
the year's work of one of the Chicago schools. Biographies of eminent men were
embellished with portraits of the subjects and pictures of their homes; descriptions
of battles were accompanied by well executed maps showing the positions of the
.c ontending armies; the recital of facts was made interesting by' the charm of inter.woven bits of story and song; and pervading every paper was the suggestion that
the pride and delight felt ~y the pupils in doing this work would grow, in time, into
a pride and delight in exercising the rights of American citizenship.
The schools of Denver, Colo., presented the most unique feature of the whole
exhibit, namely, a stenographic report of everything said and done by both teachers
and pupils for one day, throughout all the grades of one, presumably the best of her
schools. It proved interesting reading, but showed nothing remarkable as to matter or method. It did show, however, the ability of the teachers to control moS t
admirably for one day at least, both tempers and tongues, and that, too, under moS t
exasperating conditions, as witness the ~ollowing: A boy, of course, was called upon
to parse the verb in the sentence, "Shepherd lead on." Parsing: "Lead is a verb,
transitive, because it expresses action done to an object; passive, indicative, present
tense, progressive form." An appreciative reader of the report had written in th e
margin "A gem."
The most beautiful exhibit came from Sidney, New South Wales. The writing
looked like copy plate, but not the copy plate to which we are accustomed in which
hair lines and shading mingle with a Rembrandt effect. It was either a verticle or
backhand, the system beginning with the primary, and being maintained to the last
grade.
The first year writing showed vertical letters, very large, the writing spaces being
about the width of the spaces between the lines of ordinary foolscap. This seemed
to meet the requirements of the child, for there was a boldness and freedom about
this fir t years writing that was truly refre bing after looking at the diminutiYe,
~a~p_e 1 tter. shown by other primary schools. The second year the spacing w
climim h d, and so on, until about the fourth y ar it conformed to the or<1inarT'
andarcl. The advantage claim cl for this syst m are the a with which it i
1 ar_n ·<1 i b _'< uty ancl le ril,ili ', it gr at rapiclity, and it perfect adaptability to
u Ill • s r ''llllTCITl ·n .
1 b lnclian ·hool of Ha k 11 In titntc, 'au. a , and 'oboba, Cal., w r th roo
h ir r1 111 • Th writing r1·8 mhl d very cl ly that of the idn Y
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sc-hools, being almost as beautiful. The illustrations were admirably executed, and
the l anguage had a genuinely original flavor. The work done by pupils after seven,
fifteen or twenty months was in advance of that presented by any other school
examined, and forced from my companion the question, ""What do you think now of
the doctrine of heredity f" The age of pupils entering these schools is much in
advance of the ordinary age limit, but is a period of five or six yea,rs added to a
child's age to offset several generations of intellectual culture f
The exhibit of the intermediate schools of Indianapolis was· disappointing in that..
it presented sets of examination papers. The primary work was fine, showing the
development of the plan of unification of subjects. The high school was excellent,
particularly in the line of literature. The curriculum of the Indianapolis schools
provides for a systematic study of the English language and its literature throughout the entire course. In the high · school, Latin, Greek, French, and German are
elective studies, but English is compulsory. As a result the pupils express themselves with an ease, gracefulness, and power that would compel Bostonians to own
them cousins germane.
The craze for illustrated work reached its climax in the musical exhibit of one of
the primary schools of New Jersey. The music portfolio was made of large sheets
of manila paper, on each of which was. written the words and air of a juvenile song.
The music of "Twinkle, twinkle, little star" was indicated by a star on the appropriate line or space, instead of a note. For "Dickery, dickery dock," a "cute" little
mouse balanced himself on a line or rested on space as the requirements demanded.
So on through '' Jack and Jill," "Busy Bees," and "Here we sail," the symbol used
was a bucket, a bee, or a boat.
It was a matter of surprise that so many schooli;; showed work that to a casual
obserYer looked beautiful and fair, but which upon examination failed to be either
helpful or inspiring. The exhibit would be voluminous, handsomely bound, and
placed to advantage. The writing would rank among the best shown, but the subject-matter would be merely answers to lists of examination questions, the chief aim
being to have each pupil represented in each branch. This is, of course, very gratifying to Johnny's mamma or Katy's papa, who may wish to see their dear children's
papers at the great Fair, but to the teacher searching for ideas and methods it
proved unfruitful soil.
The deepest impression that remains is that those school~ which have accepted
the revelation that the soul of the child who comes to them is the soul· of a man or
woman, perfect in all its parts, yet waiting the kind, the wise, the gentle guidance
of the teacher to develop the highest qualities of intellect and heart; and those
schools which have made nature and literature the great media through which this
is to be accomplished, are coming into the bright light of the educational noonday.
CATHOLIC EDUCATION AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
By

JOHN J.

O'SHEA.

As the tree is to be judged by its fruit, in the words of the Divine Master, so the
generous vine of Catholic education may be appraised, in a measure, by the Ii ving
proofs it modestly put before mankind in the noble Hall of Liberal Arts at the
Columbian Exposition. Multitudinous and wonder-compelling as the various departments of the Columbian Exposition are from many points of view, the array of
examples of Catholic training here presented claims the palm over all. As an ~xpositi.on of a system, it is the most striking in extent, in variety, in evidence of a masterly system of mental direction that ever yet was brought before the world's notice.
It dwarfs mto insignificance the displays of educational results made by any and
every institution in the country, universities, colleges, and training schools taken
altogether. The mobilization of such an army ~fpractical witnesses for superiority
was in itself a peculiar task. It demanded a special and intimate knowledge of a.
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system which may be describecl US wcrlcl-WiLle i it demanded a personality mfluential enough ancl magnetic enough to secure the heartiest cooperation simultaneorn-ly
in pfaces sepantecl by vast distances; it derrrnndecl one, moreoyer, endued with au
indefatigable spirit of industry. The man was found in tho person of Brother Maurelian. H e is the You Moltke with whom the scheme of mob-ilization originated and
by whom it was so splencli<lly carriecl out. * * *
Recognizing the importance of b eing early -:in the field, Brother Maurelian made
• his appli cation for space at tho Exposition as soon as the directorate antl committees
were organized. Although h o encountcrctl much difficulty at the o:1tsct1 he was met
at lengtb in a, spirit which can not be too high1 y e:s:tolled. Thirty thousand feet of
floor space, rougu1y speaking, was l)ln.co tl at his disposal, u.ncl the position "\Thich he
was fortunu.tc enough to secure i.s probably the finest in tho great haJl devoted to
manufactures an <l the liberal arts . This spu.ce, l arge as it is, would not suffice for a
tithe of the exhibition which coulll have been maclo had there been more time for
preparation aml a condition of unlimite<.1 space; arnl as a matter of fact it has not
nearly sufficed for tho great mass of materials fonvardeLl to Brother Maurelian from
the various dioceses which responded to his invitation. He had aske<l. for a space
of 60,000 feet, anticipating the largo amount of material which woul<l. be at his command, but he could h ardly have expected tho directors to give more thau they did
under the circnmsta,nces. But the display he makes is imposing, extensive, splendid,
and marvelous1y eloquent of the care, taste, industry, and energy of the wholo soul.
of Catholic teaching. * * *
Bearing in mind the fact tllat in the collection which bas called forth this tribut,e
of admiration, irnt tho work of only a portion of tho Catholic schools of 20 dioceses
in the United Sta.tes was shown, one might easily imagine what would have been
foe writer's wonder ha,d all tho archdioceses, dioceses, ;nd vicariates in the Union,
num hering about 90, been represent ed in similar proportions. Perhaps it is better
that the display is confined to its present dimensions. It conveys a, deeply impressive lesson, whose effect might be minimized by being furth er protru.cted. It is the
f.r a,ilty of our nature to grow weary with the repetition even of excellent things
when we have h ad enough to convince us of their undeniable worth. It is sufficient
to say that, as it stands, tho Catholic eclucational exhibit is incomparably the great. est display of its kind ever made .
The importance of putting such proofs of Catholic a,ctivity before the world at
this particu1ar epoch was at once perceived by all the hierarchy of the Unit.cd
States. Bishop Spalding, of Peoria, took au especial int,erest in the project from its
inception. Tho unfortunate divergences of opinion amongst Catholics over questions of school nttendance an<l State help, perhaps, naturally led many outsiders to
think that while internal clisagreement reigned the real work of eclucation might
be to some exteut neglected. To Emch ~istaken people there could be no greater
surprise than this revelation of Catholic activity. There llaYe been no controversies to disturb the serenity of tho r..1anagers of tho 1rnblic school s. ..With them
everything has gone on as smoothly as the current of the Sch uy lki11, and apparently
as somnolcnt1y. " " "
To the kindly cooperation of Dr. S. IT. Peabot1y, chief of the liberal arts department of the Exposition, the ]_)romotcrs of tho Catholic educational exhibit owe
n~ain~y their_succe: in having their di play so exten:ivc and offcctivo as it is. 'l'o
1us aH1 they am inc1ehtccl for the prominent sito and ample spaco they b::wo sccur di
nn<11i .. on his part, f 1s how largc1y this <1i play has contribntcc1 towanl ma.king the
"\Yodel' Fair a 1 adNp1at exemplar of the actiYo m ntal auc1 mcch:rniral pro(Yr
of t c :t" · . In hi littl . ·p c ·h a the throwing open of tho ex.bihit he warmly
·1:1u·,•
1 h, h: nk. 1 on >ebalf of thP. '\Vorl 's lair authoritir • to all who had
. or,p rn din th work. Hi nrpri at the colossal results acbievocl in such a ri f
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populations for tbe practical ,vork of existence was the genuine expression of a
broatl and liberal mind. In tbis marvelous army of proofs he beheld a signal refutation of the widespread calumny that the tendency of Catbolic education is to
dwarf the scope and limit tbe fa,culties of the human mind. But lie saw only one
side of the picture. This was bnt the 11ractical sid9 of tb_e Catholic system wllich
he was l>ebolding. Bebind that mass of work of hand antl brain lies the invisiule
sleepless activity which, while training the physical faculties, keeps ever leading on
the moral ones to a clearer conception of the truth that there is a higher goal to be
reached by th e intelligence than the conquest of earthly knowledge, and that tbe
sum of human perfection must have its final complement in the display wbich shall
merit the everlast ing award of the Judge who sits on high. This is what is meant l>y
the twofold work of Catholic education. if ,¥ if
In the arrangement of the mass of material placed at bis command Brother Maurelian has exbibited a masterly ingenuity. By a simple device he has managed to
double the grountl space, so to speak. By running a desk around each of the compartments, into which the exhibit is divided, he has l>cen enabled to supplement bis
wall surface so that none of his space shall be wasted. Sufficient room is given for
the visitor to walk all through the co~partrnents and examine the work spreatl out
upon the desks ancl hanging on tlie walls. The finer and more frangible objects are
displayed in high glass cases standing in the center of each compartment.
1
What is h ere m ad e manifest may l>e divided into two branches: the methods of
teaching antl their practical application by those taught. Take, for instance, a specimen of work from the De La Salle Institute in New York. It is the engineer's plan
for a great iron bridge. Here you see the notes taken by the pupil from the teacher's
instructions. Then you see the plan and the elevation drawn in regular artistic
fashion. The dimensions are given; then the details down to the last bolt; then the
estimate of the cost of the whole work. There is no particular missing; the pfan
might be at once put into a contractor's hands, and he wourn have no difficul_ty in
setting to work to make ,the suppositions structure a substantial reality. So in
astronomy, so in music, so in mechanics of many kinds. The sJ·stem is · lucidly
demonstrated in the intelligent action of mind upon mind.
Twenty dioceses of the United States invite e:s:amination of their etlncational
methods . The Canadians have an intlependent exposition of their own, of which a
word later on. The American dioceses stand in the follo,ving alphabetical order:
Brooklyn, Bnffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Covington, Denver, Detroit, Dubuque,
Fort \Vayne, Green Bay, La Crosse, Manchester, Milwaukee, Natchez, New Orleans,
New York, Pittsl>urg, Philadelphia, San :Francisco, Sioux Falls.
·
The religious t eaching orders in charge of the schools whose work is shown are
the following:
Benedictine Sisters ; Dominican Sisters; Franciscan Sisters; Franciscan Sisters of
P. A.; Ladies of Sacr ed Heart of Mary; Mesdames of the Sacred Heart; School Sistors of Notre Dame ; Polish F elician Sisters; Sisters of Charity (B. V. M.); Sisters of
Charity, Emmitsburg_; Sisters of Charity; Mount St. Vincent; Sisters of Charity,
Nazareth; Sisters of Christian Charity; Sisters of Divine Provitlence; Sisters of
Loretto; Sisters of Notre Dame, Cincinnati'; Sisters of Notre Dame De Namur; Sisters of Mercy; Sister s of Providence, Vigo County; Sisters of St. Agnes; Sisters of
St. Joseph; Sister s of St. Francis, Oldenburg; Sisters of the Holy Cross; Sisters of
the Good Shepherd; Sisters of the Holy Child Jesus; Sisters of the Holy Family;
Sisters of Humility of Mary; Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary; Sisters of
the Incarnate \Vonl; Sist er s of the Holy Names; Sisters of the Poor Handmaids of
Christ; Sisters of the Precious Blood; Sisters of _the Presentation; Ursuline Sisters;
Visitation Sisters; Gr ey Nuns ; Congregation of Notre Dame, Montreal; Sisters of
Charity, Greensburg; Sist ers of Charity, Leavenworth; Sisters of .Charity, Mount
St. Joseph; Sisters of Charity, Cincinnati; Benedictine Fathers; Congregation of
the Holy Cross; Congregation of St. Viateur; Fathers of the Holy Ghost; Jesuit
Fathers; Lazarist Fathers; Secular Clergy; Brothers of the Christian Schools.
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I n div id u al ex hibits a r e shown al so by the Catholic Universi ty of America, \Vashing ton , D. C.; the Catholic Archives of America, from Notre Dame University, Indiana;
the Cath olic T otal Abstinence U n ion of America, represented by its Temperance
Publica tion Bureau; tlle C a tholic t ext-book s ; t h e Columbian L ibrary of Catholic
Authors; the League of the Sacred H eart; Miss M. G. Caldwell (first foundress of
the Catholic Un iversity), em broider y ; Miss M. L. Ash's art school, Memphis, Tenn.;
th e P ap al J osephinum College, of Columbus, Ohio, a n d the University of Notre Dam 13,
Indiana.
A gla nce at the ar t istic features of the gener al exhibit reveals some work which
challenges a t t,ention, not from its mere abundan ce, which is g r eat, but from its
g en er al excellence. Some of it i s simply splendid . The place of honor is properly
given to th e Chicag o exhibit, a nd the chef d'reu v r e in this is, according to strict
definition, p erhaps, a school show piece. It is a white Carrara marble statue of
Archbishop F eehan, with the figme of a couple of school children a t his feet. The
work is full of grace, dignity, and life, and t ells its own story as eloquently as any
m a rble composition can; and all the cunning of the modern Italian scllool of sculpture is exemplified in its treatment. It is the w ork of a Roman artist, and its cost
was $15,000. The priests of Archbishop Feehan's d iocese subscribed the sum as an
affectionate r ecognition of his claim to be regar ded as the "protector of their
schools," a distinction which h e undoubtedly d eser ves. Gregori's fine portraits of a
large numb er of the Amertcan Catholic hierarchy, which are found in the collection
sent by Notre D ame Univer sity , a s w ell as the p ortraits of Archbishop Riordan and
Bishop Spalding, which are ap a rt, may also be excluded from the list of educational
exhibits, in a similar sense. But besides these there i s a great body of artistic work,
in oil, in w a ter color, in crayon, in india ink, and in pencil, which fu rni sh es a means
of judging what advance we are making in this important branch of education
' There is no one so weak as to believe that Ameri ca h as achieved the first r ank in
art, but every honest critic believ es that earnest effor t is being made to attain to
excellence . Artists do not spring out of the grou n d li k e. the fabled men a nd w omen
of D eucalion and Pyrrha's time. Genius is not t o b e compelled; in due time, no
doubt, it w ill v isit th e Am erican shore and foun d a t r ue school of art h er e. I t is n ot
cla imed for any of the schools whose a rt t eaching is here exhibited th a t they h ave
r ea ched the highest level attainable. There is a great inequality observable in the
mass ; there are cases of bad drawing and inhar mon iou s aud sl ovenl y coloring ; but
ther e is work that i s r eally true a n d goocl, an d some that of its kind is positivel y
beautiful. This is t rue especi ally of the specimen s of illuminated work executed b y
the pupils a t t h e Sacr ed Heart Convent in San F r ancisco. The collection of w ork
sho wn b y t h e Sisters of Mercy of that city is also remarkable for its excellen ce.
Some a dmi rabl e work in cr ayons and w ater col or s is presented by the pup ils of Miss
Star r's p rep aratory fine-art cl asses . The steel engravings from t h e Cat h olic high
school of Philadel phi a , founded by T homas Cahill, are especially fine, and a corresponding level of excellence is n oticeabl e in the examples of drawing and p aintin g
and embroider y turned out by the same i n stitution.
Numerous exampl es of oil painting a re sh own i,n different sections of the exhi bit;
and of these a very crotchety critic obser ved in one of the daily papers that tll6
only goo(l end th y serv is to show the w orthlessness of the teaching. Criticism of
tlli kind i not worth answering. The e p ictures are not put there as pictures in
an art gall ·ry a r . Th ' Y are there neith r for competition nor ale. Th y ar put
th r imply to show what progr : s the young art students aro makincr in tb ,·ery
di fiicu l t dm ic1u of olor, whic·h many eminent artists h av v ainl~· pcut tlwir
li,· · in t r y in to m a t r, a ud which no degree of xc· e11 •n c in li ne drawiu g uld
Y r h ·11 om to gain.
It ·onlu h ju t a; r a 11 . hl
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are in the state of tutelage. The whole school system, so far as it applies to the
training of the i:p.ental and physical faculties, is laid bare to the world's inspection,
with all the imperfections of juvenile human nature on its head; and there never
was a creature more out of his element in such an exhibition th[;.:l the professional
art critic, the individual, as a rule, who has failed in everything himself.
Even Mr. Sneerwell would find it hard to get ground for cavil in the beautiful
specimens of work shown by the pupils of the Christian Brothers' schools in Paris.
It is full of art workmanship in many branches, all of marvelously fine execution .
for boys, and the specimens of drawing and engraving are of a remarkably high
order for juveniles. The French claim to be at the head of the list of all things
educational, and no one ean say that the challenge which they give out at the
World's Fair will be readily taken up.
In the Canadian exhibit some noteworthy features are presented. The display
made by the Catholic schools of Quebec covers 1,700 square feet of floor, while the
showing of the Protestant schools from the same Province fits in a nook measuring
175 square·feet. 'l'he Protestant Province of Ontario, on the ·other hand, sends from
a total of 5,878 schools an aggregate of 375 exhibits; wh:pe the Catholics of the
same Province send from a total of only 289 schools no fewer than 234 exhibits. The
quality of the artistic work sent forward by the Catholic schools is vastly superior
to that of the other schools of the Dominion which have sent specimens of their
products. There are some aspects of the Dominion display which make it compare
fav?rably with that of any of the other countries represented. The show of herbaria, for instance, in which specimens of the muititudinous wi]d flowers of Canada
are collected and arranged with exquisite harmony of arrangement, is especially
impressive. The fine sense of :fitness in association and taste in grouping and
artistic form seen in these numerous collections is at once felt and confessed. In
the work of the brush, the crayon, and the pencil, too, Young Canada need not have
any trepidation about competing for honors. Some tracetof the French genius is
visible throughout the display from the Province of Quebec.
It is not a matter for deep wonder that this display exhibits a superiority. * * *
The minority in any locality in Quebec is entitled to its pro rata of the public taxes
levied for educational purposes, to he applied in accordance with the views of the
minority. This in effect leads in that Province to the denominational rule in education. As the Catholics are greatly in the majority in Quebec, they receive the
ma,ximum of the public taxes, and are thus enabled to secure the very best teaching
.lppliances that money can obtain. The teaching power they a~ready possess in
plenty within their own religious and semireligious bodies.
In the various kinds of handicra,ft shown here, the work of American boys in the
more practical and everyday classes of production need not fear comparison with
that of any others. Especially fine examples are sent in from the Catholic Protectory
of New York, for boys and girls, and the great trade school on Staten Island.
Teaching those who are in possession of every natuml faculty is in many ca-ses no
easy matter; but the instruction of that unhappy section of the human family who
come into the worlcl without sight6or hearing or power of speech, or become so after
their coming, must be regarded as the perfection of the teachers' skill. It was with
Catholic teachers that the idea of educating these maimed intellects began, and by
them in France and Italy and Ireland that it is carried on mostly at present, with
results that on consideration seem perfectly astounding. The cultivation of literature, music, and the fine arts, as well as many mechanical industries, by the blind
and the deaf and. the dum u demands specially q uali:fi.ed teachers; and to the furnishing of these the religious orders now devote constant and most earnest attention.
The specimens of work sent in by the Catholic Protectory pupils of this class deserve
more than a passing notice. There are some very beautiful specimens of lace shown
in the Canadian exMuit, the finest being the work of a girl of 13 who is totally blind.
The instructresses of these Canadian blind girls are the good sisters known as the
Gray uns.
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MarvelomJy fine work is also shown- by the Ephphota School, of Chicago, in an
,astonishingly varied field. Engraving, lithographing, photography, designing for
carpets and wtill paper, and many other decorn.tive branches of imlustry are taught,
it will be seen, most successfully in this admirable institution.
To many the attractions of the kindergarten display made hero will prove super1.or to any other, as that system has now come to be regarded as the summum bonum
in tho educational field. . Here is a bright and picturesque army of proofs how
readi1y the little mincl can be developed into the big one, as its powers are one by one
awakened and ar,pealed to in the course of its school-play years. The little pictorial efforts, and the efforts. in tiny handicraft, show that the shepherd boy w_h o began
drawing his sheep upon a slate and the builder of miniature fortresses in tho mud
or tho sand by the seashore were ruost likely in reality the originators of t h e idea
which :Froebel and his successors took np and translated into action.
It is only the preparatory stage i n l iterature and art, it must be remembered, which
t his exhibit contempla.t ed as coming within its scope. Tho fact that there are contained in it illustrations of the higher education in both of these walks of civilization- serves only to shoY", perhaps, the nakedness of our l and in that respect. The
higher education, as au institution, for American Catholics is a thing of possibilities;
h ow immensely they are handicapped in that direction may be learned from a comparison of the other educational exhibits with theirs. All that the public and private generosity of a great people could do has been done for the men and women of
other creeds here; all that has been done for the Catholics has been done out of tp.E_}ir
own resources. The Columbian Library of Catl101ic Authors is a collection of no
small interest and val ue as testifying that in the higher education Catholic names
are not by any means unknown, even here; and the women's department in this coll ection is not the least intere.sting portion of it. The fine exhibition from the Catholi c University of Notre Dame, Indiana, gives an excellent idea of the present state of
· scholasti c life iu that institution and the high plano of' its studies and scientific
pursuits . The American Catholic Historical Society deserves a word of praise for
the flood of light it lets in on tho past of the struggling church on this continent by
its rich arc_lrn~ologica1 collection of ecclesiastical, artistic, and literary work.
To the collection of these objects made by Professor Edwards of Notre Dame, Incliana, the 1mlm of merit in this department must be given. He has got together a
perfect storehouse of precious ecclesiastical relics. They tell a wonderful tale in
tlleir way, these mitres ancl croziers and vestments, tarnished with age; these missals
and breviaries and calf-bound volumes whose pages are yellow-gray as the face of a
mummy. * * *
Many things are taught by this exhibit. ,ve are lifted up in thought as we wander
through its varied mazes from the contemplation of the wisdom :md the cn,re manifested in the details of the system to the nobility of the purpose; and we see und erlying it all the sublime tenacity with which the Catholic Church goes on in her
beneficent way. Through good report and evil report she adheres to her mission,
whetber states or Governments frown upon her or smile. She will not neglect her
own, no matt r who de pises them, but like a tender mother anu gui uo still helps
them onward in the world, upward toward tho light.
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"In this age, when so much attention is paid to the subject of education-I do not
refer to religious training, which has a paramount importance in all our institutions;
I speak rather in r egard to secular education at the present time-when the very best
methods of teaching are the object of constant thought, when the best educators are
devising new ones, and all means are suggested that can be of use in this work, it
would be next to impossible to move in such an atmosphere and not to take advan::tage of all the benefits that accrLLe therefrom. An<l if we acld to this the zeal of our
brothers and sisters, and the gre:1t attention our pastors give Christian education in
our schools, we shall un<lerstand at once that necessarily progress is made from day
to day."
We had already e...:amined much of this display at tho Columbian Exposition in
Chicago; but, as stated by his grace tho most reverend archbishop: "It was intended
to ham had the exhibition before this; but after the exhibits came back from that
great city, where they had been exposed to the dust for several months, and as the
books had been hancUed in many cases by thousands of visitors, it was deemed
advisable to supplement all by new work especially prepared, as during that time a
certain amount of experience had been acquired, and the children themselves were
spurred on, by the many awards given by impartial juries for their work, to do something better and brighter." It was, therefore, with real satisfaction that we renewed
our acquaintance with much that this exhibit offers, while we gladly admit that a
considerable addition of really deserving work is found in this second exhibition.
Our remarks are limited to elementary and intermediate studies in English,
UNIFOil:\:IITY OF SYSTE:\1 WITH l~LASTICITY IN DETAIL.

The first thing that strikes us in this exhibit is the in<.lep en dent action that it
presents, combined with a unity of aim and object such as to convince the close
observer that in no body is their greater harmony of action, combined with greater
fr eedom in the application of pedagogic principles, than among Catholic teachers.
Any impartial critic will admit that there is not a single new idea that has approved
itself to conscientious instructors which does not find a place in som@ part of the
display. A recent editorial in a leading educational journal in New York stated
unreservedly that the religious teachers of this metropolis and vicinity are the most
extensive and appreciative readers of school liter ature and of pedagogic publications.
A close examination of the work presented, from the kindergarten to the college,
sho"·s this ; for some of the very latest lessons published in l eading school journals,
many of the suggestions for special "class days" that have appeared within the last
few months, have beon adapted and used in some of the new work shown in this
exhibit; while it is a well-known fact that many religious teachers from within a
radius of 100 miles, or even more, have been daily visitors at the Catholic exhibit;
just as thonsamls of religious teachers came from great distances to study the Chicago educational display.
Better still, in the normal methods presented by at least one of the training schools,
it is evident that in the formation cf young teachers Catholic organizations are
abreast of all that is best in modern methocls. Though we refer to this normal college in another portion of this article, we must here say that among the papers presented by the normal scholars we noticed a series of studies on the great educators;
besides giving the names of those who are generally included in such enumerations,
the professor of. the history of pedagogy has included several others thoroughly well
known to continental readers, but whose claims, for some strange reasons, have been
ignored in American publications. For terseness and brevity, combined vrith amplitude of analysis, these stndies deserve more than this pas5ing notice.
till more satisfactory is the fact that in all the leading branches bf elementary,
intermediate, and higher instruction Catholic w riters offer works based upon the
latest researches, and in line with the most advanced, accepted teachings of leading
minds.
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THE SPIRIT OF PATRIOTISM INCULCATED.

Another sentiment suggested by the general outline of the exhibit is one of legitimate national pride. His grace the most reverend archbishop might well declare
that "we are all fond of our common country." No general order, .h ad it been given,
could have brought about such a public expression of love for the national emblem.
In every schoolbook, in ~some· copy book of each school, in many of the literary
compositions, the flag of our country and its history occupy a prominent place. It
would be difficult to find a more direct proof of the love of country than is furnished
in the sketches at the head of the lessons in United States history furnished by some
of the convents, and in the "Summaries of American topics" found in many of the
boys' schools.
It is worthy of remark that some of the brightest ideas in patriotism, shown in
these sketches, are the contributions from the schools directed by religious persons from abroad, who have been called to help the cause of education, which has
developed so rapidly that local religious organizations have been unable to meet the
demand for teachers.
GEOGRAPHY A:SD HISTORY.

While there is direct evidence of singleness of aim and purpose in most of the
ordinary school work, there is also ample proof of a healthy individuality of action
in the different plans adopted for the development of the teaching of geogTaphy, for
the illustration of geographical terms, ana the intelligent coordination of geography,
history, free-hand drawing, and natural science. Of more than usual worth are
some of the l'aised maps. A few of these are of a very high order of merit, considered artistically or from the pedagogic standpoint. It is no disparagement of the
work shown in Chicago to say that there are maps in the Catholic exhibit surpassing the very best specimens shown in the White City. The application of needlework to mapmaking is a feature · that deserves all the praise it received. 'fhese
samples came from ordinary parochial schools, though two or three convents had a
larger collection of a more artistic type, a specimen from a female industrial school
being the best. The combination of colors in these threaded maps has a very pleasing effect. Harmonious work is evident in this geographical collection. Generally
speaking, where one department of a parish school has good work, the other has
followed suit.
Bible history is shown in every variety of form by a large number of the schools.
The illustrations that accompany these Bible lessons are not always of a high order
of merit, but they may be the more readily accepted on this account. In this, as~
all other work presented at the exhibit the leading feature is the vn.riety of merit
as well as of grade, showing some very 'ordinary attempt besiue work of artistic or
literary value. 'fhis is an evidence of good faith that keen observers will appreciate.
What is said of Bible illustrations will apply equally to English compositions, or
simple class talks, founded on ordinary pictures. In several schools these illu stra.tions have been culled from ordinary papers or magazines. Others have been taken
from art journals.
ome pupils have reproduced the illustrations as head pieces to
their compositions, and in many ca ·cs the results are highly commendable, some
showing evidence of really artistic merit as well as discrimination in selection.
EX ELLEN'!' VEN?tl NSIIIP.
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Catholic schools. The great attention paid to dn-1iwing in these schools has much to
do with their success in penmanship. Still, we are free to admit that, in a few
instances, claims are made that we could not reconcile with the age of the scholar
ancl the class of penmanship said to be the pupils'. We revert again to the idea
that every properly furnished aU(l well-directed Catholic school is a gallery of religious illustration. But this artistic surrounding is not in sympathy with the puttiug of poor penmanship, written in l ead pencil, within costly binding. In fact, lead
pencil writing is not desirable for young children. It does not call for light and
shade, nor •ioes it afford the digital drill that is an essential in every expert lesson
in penmanship. ltH redeeming feature is that it excludes the blotting and blurring
so common in young children's work.
SENTE TCE BUILDING-LANGUAGE LESSONS.

We note with satisfaction the introduction of r eligious subjects into the construction of sentences and the writing of elementary compositions. No intelligent critic
will fail to perceive that lessons on religion present a class of terms and expressions
that are not found in secular branches. These terms form no inconsiderable share of
the pupil's stock in language. Sentences formed with such words as the basis of
constru ction must be of particular value, as thoughts are thus suggested and ideas
developetl that no other subjects can bring into play. In this group of school work
are sets of instructions given on religious or moral truths by the reverend pastors or
their assistants. One boys' reformatory hacl a series of shorthand reports of a series
of sermons given during a mission or spiritual retreat. Another institution of the
same kind for girls offered a collection of the instructions given to one of the sodalities . Many of these instructions are written by instructors who are in full sympathy with youthful minds, and there is a h appy knack of illustration that shows a
deep stu<l.y of subjects with which children are pleasantly familiar.
We again call attention to the evidence of freedom of action in each school, or even
in the classes of each school. Each has something local in its work. A history of
the parish, special accounts of the history of the school, tho church, or the pastoral
residence, and kindred topics create a parish spirit and a pride in parochial enterprises that will bear good fruit in the near future.
THE DRAWING CLASSES.

Drawing is a leading branch in the exhibit. Much of the work shows excellent
grading and is in line with the latest approved systems. In some of the largest specimens in oil or water colors the grouping is not very liappy; the foreshortening· is particularly defective. A few specimens in black an<.l white are singularly lacking in
taste. P erh aps a preliminary examination by a competent committee might debar
such inartistic exhibits. Apart from these the exhibit is good.
·while speaking of drawing it may be in order to r emark that several schools limited their entire exhibit to a mere collection of pictures and sketches. This is not a
fair test of a school's standing. It is to be regretted that these schools did not enter
more fully into the spirit of the exhibit. Their art specimens give evidence of talent
of so high an order that the same ability displayed in other directions would be sure
to produce happy results. It is possible, also, that these schools could not get the
space they needed t.o make a more complete exhibit.
, WORK OF THE PROTECTORIES .

It is but simple justice to our homes, protectories, and industrial institutions to
say that their exhibit in the art department is among the best in the display. The
woocl carving is excellent, the clay modeling-done in presence of the visitors-the
application of drawing aud sketching to practical industries were all very attractive. The best collection of photographs was made by one of these schools; but
ED
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while this is good in its way, we do not consider that photographs, however artistic
or numerous, are a fair exchange for actnal work.
In their ordinary school work these indlistrial and correctional establishments
surpass many p aro chial schools: We naturally expect the manual training in the
former to excel, but when we b ear in mind that th e inmates of these industrial
schools have much shorter hours of study than ordinary day schools we are obliged
to admit that the scholars must be anxious to l earn, influenced, probably, by kind
treatment, to which they h ad previously been strangers, while the teachers t hrow
their whole energy and tal_ent into the Christ-like work of redeeming youth throu gh
the combined influence of mind an<l. heart.
PROGRESS IN SCHOOL WORK- THE ANALYTICAL METHOD IN E X GLISH GRAMMAR.

The writer h av ing devoted seYeral months to the study of school work presented
by Catholic schools at the London Health Exposition in 1884, at the New Orle~ns
Cotton Centennial in 1885, and at the Chicago Fair in the past year, can bear will~
ing testimony to the evidences of progress which this Catholic exhibit makes.
In the teaching of English a certain number of schools follo w an admirable system, to which we have already called attention. A limited nnmber of illustrations
are carefully· analyzed. Several sets of suggestions are given by which the sa~e
illustration may be studied from differ(?nt points, thus making each illnstrnt 1011
answer for several compositions. In grammatical analysis the di agram syS t Cm
appears to be still in favor, but in many cases where blue and black prints are used
the script is so indistinct as to b e prf!,ctically illegible, aml the analytical distinctions
are lost.
In some of the ~cademies, particularly in one of the oldest female academies of
New York, we found some admirable literary work, based upon the study of th~
great .American and a few of the leading English writers. ' Longfellow appe:L~S to
be a great favorite . In at l east two schools we found "Evangeline" exhaustiv~ly
studied-with such association of composition, history, rhetoric, and acclamation
( or recitation) as the sel ection permits. No attempt was ma(le in either of the convents or n.cadomies designated to give meritorious value to the copy books by any
decoration or illumination. The work is_ allowed to stand on its merits.
UNITED STATES HISTORY.

In the advanced parochial schools arnl in most of the academies, marked improvement upon tho Chicago exhibit is s~en in tho study of United States history. 'l~e
number of maps based on the critical study of the text is unusually large. While
the coloring in many maps, especially some prepa,retl by boys, is too deep and glaring, most are extrnmely good as studies, and more particularly as companion ':ork
to the text they are inte:1:ded to illustmh,. A sti1l more striking improvement 1 tile
evidence furni shed by much of thiv work that many reference books are at the ervice of tho scholarb In several schools we found the same point in history examined
from almo t as many authors as ther wera scholar s in the class. Particnlar attention has also be n paid in the best schools to tbe reading that is rccommende~ iu
most r c·ent works in nit d 'tat s history. Poetry of a patriotic 1.iaractcr bc:mug
upon these historical questions ha 1>ccu read, and in many ca cs illustrated.
l>R,\WJ..

,\ S Al'PLlED TO MA .. • AL TRAI.-IXG,

f drawing to manual trainin('I' in our ordinary
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perfect in color and design, have developed every part of their work with most complete d etail and entire success . Neither London in 1884 nor New Orleans in 1885
had any such work. Part of this exh ibit was at Chica.go; other portions, notably
some specimens of surveying, were completed only during the last d ays of tho Catholic exhibit. His grace the most reyerencl archbishop h as called special attention
to this work.
TYPE, VRITIKG AND SIIOllTHAKE>.

Phohograplty and typewriting appear to be on the wane. A few convents have
taken up both, for one appears to b e of little servlce without the other; but the
boys' schools seem to show less than formerly. Probably tho market has been glutted
with immatnre operators; in any case, this class of employment, outside of public
Government work~ appears to be passing into female hancls.
The typewriting shown in most of the schools is excellent. Two acaclemi.es sent
pupils to report the addresses of the speakers on the first night of the exhibit. Their
transcripts were accepted by some of the metropolitan journals as e_g_Ral in accuracy
to the work clone by professional reporters.
Some of the fancy work done by three schools was photographed at the expense
of the companies whoso macllines were used. Tllis :figured work is done only cluring
free time, and it is no exaggeration to say that the birds, flowers, buildings, etc.,
createtl by the typewriter are almost as lifelike and as expressive a,s if done by pencil
or brush.
· Much more practical is another cla.ss of school work done by the typewriter. In
two commercial academies the manifolding process has been employeu. to multiply
copies of some excellent notes of lessons and developments of class topics. In this
way the teachers of one city may distribute specimens of their b est work io others,
ancl thus disseminate excellent class work at very little trouble or expense. In some
schools all the class specimens of t ypewriting are in capital l etters. This is an easy
way to write out any copy, but it spoils the appearance of tho page, :rnd should be
usecl only when the pupil is beginning and unable to uso both classes of type.
Speaking of commercial specimens recalls tlie fact tliat some of the bookkeeping
set s presented by g irls' scl1ools are not as practical as they might be. Apart from
tliis criticism, there is a variety of work showing conclusively that the bookkeeping
sets are not mere reproductions from printed samples: Some of the sets are thoroughly original. Perhaps more explanation of the th eory of the science of accounts
should have b een shown.
One school presented a series of charts sho win g the r elation of the different books
usecl in bookkeepiug; tho idea, if not entirely original, has been seen but seldom ·at
any of the great exhibits. This same school h as thoroughly good commercial work
throughout.
KINDERGARTEN WORIC- PRACTlCAL APPLICATIONS

(W

DESIGKING .

A very str ik ing part of tho display was the vast amount of kindergarten work
and the accumulation of specimens i n woocl and clay. This is the natural outcome
of tl10 deep interest that most Catholi c teachers have shown in following some of
the principal courses of industrial work furnishe~l by tethnical classes . As experience has taught, manual training in ordinary schools must be li mited to some very
simple lessons in the handling of materia.ls that are easily procured. and not costly.
Within these limitations the specimens which are offered by a very forge percentage
of the schools deserve stndy and analysis. The designs are almost li mit less, and add
another to the many _proofs furnished that teachers in Catholic schools are allowed
a healthy liberty of action tliat appears to b e out of h armony with purely governmental in titutions. The French minister of education who boasted that he could a t
any hour of the clay tell what each child was doing in any school, in any part of France,
wonlcl not recognize his iron-bound. regulations in the extraordinary vari ety of method
that these kindergarten and. manual specimens furnish . Such magnificent specimens
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as the new seminary, the miniature furnitur e, the models of illustration used in
na,tural science, the church vestments on a tiny scale, tho endless variety of methods
in geography-all these would be relegated to a committee; rigid rules to which all
must submit would be th e order of the clay; the schools would become part of a huge
machine from which all originality would b e ostracized, and in which healthy individuality would be a defe ct, not a virtue. For years English common schools were
conducted on this cast-iron system, and teachers were driven to desperation trying
t u keep within rules and regulations that settled everything, from the time-tallle to
the luncheon counter. Better counsels now prevail. Great "Personal liberty is allowed
to t eachers in the direction of their respective schools or classes . Results are determined by-the general tone of th<:' school, not by percentages in which fright has often
more to do than intelligen·ce. The consequence is t,hat Her Majesty's inspectors report
vast improvement. The schools are, individually, conducted on lines best suited to,
the locality. There we have just such independent action, under reasonable general
regulations, as is responsible to a great extent for the excellence of the results we
notice in this Catholic exhibit.
FREEDOM OF SPIRIT IN SCHOOL WORK .

We are glad to see this freedom illustrated in the matter of languages. It is not
desirable that every language bl{t the English should be banished from our c~m~on
schools. On the other hand, we realize the difficulty of attempting much in this line.
What this Catholic exhibit presents in modern langua ges is limited to simple exerth
cises in German and French. Some of the female academies have full courses in ho
these languages; a few parochial schools have iess extensive exhibits in German
translations. It is a striking fact that some Irish-American boys who attend Gerrna?schools are first in German. This occurs in a sufficient number of cases to make it
deserving of remark. Fiuthermore, several schools show tests of spelling that see~
18
to decide the question whether the study of English and German simultaneous]~
injurious to the pupil. In a large number of instances German boys spell in English
more accurately than their American companions. As several branches may be taught
in German or l!-,rench as well as in English-catechism, mental arithmetic, hiS t0 rY,
etc.-it strikes us that where a pupil has already an elementary knowledge of a,
modern foreign tongue, it is .unfair not to give him some chance to preserve ~nd
dev elop this extra language. It is a knotty question, but it deserves a solution.
A.ruericans are at a decided disadvantage when traveling abroad; as a rule, they do
not speak any language but their own. At the present time several governmeut
urge the study of at least one modern language besides their own. Americans should
not be too far behind in this matter.
NATURAL SCIENCE BRANCHES,
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Referring again to natural philosophy, and also to elementary astronomy, we
think th at.these tw o subjects are not taught as generally as in former years. This
is the more surprising when we recall the fact that so many excellent manuals are
now pnblished, and that instruments for illustration are so much cheaper than in
past years. But, what is most surprising is the total absence of any home-made
specimens of articles used in simple experiments.
vVe know that such collections exist in a few schools, but regret that no one has
ventured to show them. This criticism does not apply to the sketches and designs
furnished by some of the academie~ or colleges. One academy on the Hudson preseuted a very complete set of illustrations done with consummate taste and intelligence. All the practical work of this excellent school is equally good.
OBJECT-LESSON M1~THODS.

Those who have followed the progress of elementary teaching as seen through the
educational expositions of Philadelphia, London, New Orleans, and Chicago must be
struck by the sudden appearance or disappearance of certain features. As a striking
instance, we may recall the subject of object lessons. For several years the educat ional journals were incessant in urging the importance of these lessons in developing
the perceptive powers of children. Numberless groupings of objects were presented,
stages of evolution from the crude material to the finished specimen were shown,
everything that ingenuity could devise to attract the pupil's attention was done.
In the New Orleans exhibition school collections were a most prominent feature; in
Chicago the public schools as well as most private institutions had a few complete
displays of the kind, while in the Catholic exhibit not more than a dozen schools
showed anything like a serious attempt at such classifications. But one school outside the city, so far as we could :find 1 has made a successful, detailed, and scientific
collection of object lessons. In this school local industries have been studied,
descriptions of visits made to these centers are furnished, and an intelligent
grouping of the materials employed in these industries enables the examiner to get
an excellent idea of the various processes involved in each . This school took up the
study of object lessons on a scientific basis. The, aim has not been to get a lot of
things together aml label them "object lessons." On the contrary, a specific end
has been kept in view, limiting the study to local industries. These industries have
been taken up in their natural order, a regular course of study established, and a
systematized plan of visiting the industrial centers arranged.
The result has been, not a spasmodic effort to secure a short-lived though brilliant
success, but a calm, 11rogressive, intelligent arrangement, whoso outcome is the spleudid collection this school has brought together. Object lessons require teaching of
the highest order to maintain their hold. Mere collecting of objects will not suffice.
ARITIIl\'.IETIC- RECENT CHANGES IN TEACHING,

As yet we have said nothing about arithmetic, mental or written. For some years
past a simultaneous atta<;k has been made on what is supposecl to be the unnecessary _
atteution gi veu to this subject . It is not easy to take sides consistently in a dispute
that caUs for such wholesale condemnation of what W9-S done by teachers who were
onr superiors in the mathematical line, and who in many other respects, especially in
the teaching of elementary natural philosophy, far surpasse<l us in their success.
Perhaps too much attention was paid at oue time, and is still being paid, tq certain
phases of commercial arithmetic that have lost their importance. But it is certainly
incorrect to claim that mental arithmetic is re ceiving undue attention. On the contrary, unless we are much mistaken, it is the neglect of this most practical form of
arithmeti that renders tho teaching of written work so difficult. Among all the
papers on arithmetic we notice ve1·y few in which mental calculations take the promi•
nenco to whi ·h they are entitl d.
ome teachers have been complimented on their
methods of teaching the extraction of roots. From the cursory examination made
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of these special claims we think that they are -n- ell founrlecl. The teachers who use
these metholls should suggest tlrnt they be i ntrOLlu cell into tho text-books on arithmetic stlHlied in their classes. Considerecl as a whole, the copy books of arithmetic
are not remarkable for the excellence of the figures; the ruling is poorly clone, and
unnecessary use of colored inks does not improve the appearance of the solutions of
proLlenis.
The samo criticism holds good in r egard to the specimens of bookkeeping. As
much of the colore<.1 ink u sed is of an inferior grade, aucl some of tho paper is not
well sizec.1, tho writing spreads, the ruling becomes blurred, ancl the entire work has
an unkempt a1)pearnnce. This is not the rule, but it applies to many exceptions.
PHOTOGRAPHY.

One of tho chief inn:>vations is th e very extensive uso of photography in the
repro Lluction of groups, in th e developme~t of local history, and in the study of'
- natural science. - It is surprising, how ever, that so few teachers haYe employed
photography in the teaching of penmanship, tho preservation of original synoptJC
tables, and in combination w ith the phonograph fo r the teaching of elocution . In
a few of the highest academies, especially in one or two, remark able scenes connected with the early development of school property, tho collections of specimens,
and photographs of gradnates are thus preserved . Much more coulll have 1.Jeen tlone
to reprodu ce copies of military cadet corps, of military movements, etc. A few schools
have camera, clubs and do good service for various classes arn1 assoc iations by k eeping a nrnuing collection illustrative of the chief events in school life. This feature
of school illustration should b e encouraged.
UNREASOXABLE CRITICIS:.vI-

CLOSING RE:\IARKS.

The chief criticism, basecl upon a careful study, referretl to the lack of complet eness in th e work shown by many schools. Ju these cases it was found th at much of
the work in those schools, though excellent in itself, dill not fit into :my general
plan follow e<l l:Jy the t eachers . I t was the opinion of many that there was an exce~s
of drawing and a l ack of ordinary school work. ·while this remark hohls good m
some respects, visitora shoul<l h ave borne in miucl that drawings or sketch es arc
about the only class of work that conlu b e.hung on the t emporary separations. MoS t
schools had as much ordinary b ookwork as they could well display. It ruight ha,e
been more varied in character, but it was s uffici ently great in quantity. Several
critics r emarked that many teachers did all tho fine work on tho covers of the
ordinary copy books; in most cases this fact was acknowledged, and tho exact work
done by the chilclren was imlicatcd.
Nearly all the old school throughout the diocese dic.1 excellent work. There was
a delicacy of t ouch in what they dill that showed the power of good habits once
estahli shecl . In many cases work was sho,vn from years gone by. This uffonlccl au
01rportunity to compare olcl methods with the new. Tho numlrnr of teachers who
pr ·sentctl extensiYe collections of not s of k ssons was not great. , trictly speaking,_
this com s und r the h ad of normal work; still, as an inclication of the lino 01
thought run11in..,. tbrou..,.h any 1>articnl:.1r bocly of teachers, snch notes wouhl l,:) of
mor · than ordinary iut r st. It fa aitl that many attribntetl much of c rtain ·la :e
of literary work to tho inJlu nee of one well-known educator. While this may be
an xaffo- ration, it i ertaiu that ach teaching l)oc1y has its chara teristic method
of 11 •. ·u ation of sul,j c . '!hes trait~ wonlcl easily ho noticccl in th' conr of a
certain number of '·not· of lea 011s.' Tb~ same hol~l true of inclivitlual teacher
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exhibited. ·with a closer stud v of school metliods, ancl a closer examination into the
plans ancl programmes followed by those who Lave made the most successful exhibits,
there is no doubt but that Catholic teachers will b ecome still more efficient. Ou.r
Catholic schools have sh::nvn their work; what that work is all have a chance to see
and apprecia t e.
Well might Mayor Gilroy in his opening speech declare that "One of the proudest aims of man or woman ought to be to teach the youth of tho country how to
exercise the right~ of citizenship when they came to man's estate."
''The parochial schools," he said, "are doing this, and, as the present exhibition
shows, are doing other very great and noble duties." There were 10,000 children in
the city who did not possess the means of obtaining an early education. There were
60,000 pupils wl10 attended the parochial schools, and 18,000 attending private
schools. He declared that if all th ese child ren were to be thrown suddenly on the
public school system great confusion would result. "If this were the only benefit
the parochial schools conferred, it "ould entitle them to the gratitude of the entire
people of _the community."
And with equal force did Colonel Fellows say in his closing address: "Go on with
your work. It is protected from the skies. It means a blessing to earth. God, and
· the voice of all proper humanity, will crown it with an undying benediction."
THE CATHOLIC SCHOOL EXHIBIT.
CHANGES IN METHODS OF TEACHERS.

Among honest teachers there is an earnest wish to get together, to learn from successful example how to do the greatest· amount of work with the least useless expendi_
·iinre of energy, with greatest positive result::;.
In the Catholic school exhibit of New York (which was to all jntents and purposes
the same as the Chicago exhibit) there were some features that struck us as being iu
the right dire ction and as bejng of real assistance in t.he very important feature of
the best methods of presentation of elementary subjects.
·
In the use of illustrations drawn from everyday topics the exhibit was singul:1rly
rich. Most deserving of mention is the fact that very young children put together
the parts needed in the illustration where such was feasiule. These illustratjons
were particula.rly suggestive when applied to definitions of geography.
As we mention geography, it may be the proper place to state that thjs subject.
shows great variety in treatment. The use of colored threads played a large part in
the development of illustrations. Great variety of wording was perceptible in the
phrasing; freedom in the use of children's words was a striking feature in the best
tanght schools.
In United Stat es his-tory the best modern methods were to be found among the
work of select schools and in some of the parochial classes. The comuination or
coordination of literature and history vrns genNailly perceptible. A very salient
feature of the United States hjstory was the comparison between the assert ions made
by Winsor and similaL' authorities in books prepared to meet the demand. foroColumbjan literature, and that of American authors of accepted worth, whose works have
been before th e public for some time, and whose assertions, particularly about Columbus, h ad hitherto been unquestion ed .
The use of synoptic tables, prepared by the pupils themselves, has uecome very
general. Summaries prepared in the same way are also l argely employed. These
indicate original work. Tbe ·samo holds true of the tracings and sketches that many
children addeu to their literary summaries.
Penmanship shows considerabl e improvement over previous exhibitions. Practical
problems in arithmetic have; to a marked degree, supplanted the old-time form in
which abstract numbers played so prominent a part. In girls' schools the "Bills of
parcels," as the old arithmetics were wont to call shopping accounts, were largely
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used. Home-made collections of plants, flowers, words, etc., added to the interest
of a few schools; in a few instances pupils furnished an account of how the collecting had been effected.
In the industrial schools pupils appear to be well instructed in the handling of
material so as to entail the least possible waste. The Catholic Protectory bad a certain number of boys who carried on their trades in the presence of the people. The
deviation from mere silent exhibition to actual work was an agreeable E!Urprise.
Perhaps the most progressive feature of the school exhibit is the extensive use of
photography. It is surprising to :find the unusual lines in which it has been employed,
offhand blackboard sketche's, developments of literary or historical periods specially
prepared by the teacher, the principles of penmanship-these and a hundred other
topics have been rcprodu_c ed by the pupils and preserved for future rderence. The
combination of reading and simple composition is another feature that deserves commendation. It has been carried out in a thoroughly logical manner in a l arge number of the boys' schools.
There are many other subjects, typewriting, phonography, bookkeeping, geometry,
and mensuration, algebra, modern languages, etc., t,o which we might refer and that
would offer matter for interesting discussion or remark, but we have mentioned a
sufficient number of su1jects to show that the Catholic exhib1 t deserved attention,
and received it, from a large percentage of the earnest teachers of New York and
vicinity. Perhaps the most pleasing feature of the entire exhibit was the friendly
spirit in which the work was discussed by public-school Leachers. It was a common
thing to see black-robed sisters in earnest discussion with their trimly dressed companions on the great question of methods and means by which we all seek to become
more successful in the great work of making the rough ways smootJJ and the narrow
way wider for the youth of our common country. (I. C. N., in New York School
Journal.)

CHAPTER III.
GERMAN

CRITICISM ON AMERICAN EDUCATION
THE EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITS.

AND

CONTENTS.-Introcluction-" 1'he .Americctn system of eclucati.on," by Prof. Emil Hausknecht-" The public school systern of the Dnitecl States/' by D'I'. E. Schlee-Three
lect-ures: (1) '' The ecliicational exhibit at Chicagoj" (2) "The school systern of the
Unitecl Statesj :, (3) ".Llfannal training cis 1·epresented at the World's Fair," by P.rof.
Stephan Waetzolclt-" The congress ancl the conference of librarians at Chicago," by
Constantine Norrenberg.
INTRODUCTION.

The World's Fair, and the International Educational Congress held in connection
with the Fair, brought to the United States a number of German, Austrian, and
Swiss educators of high position and well-earned distinction. They not only carefully examined the results of school education on exhibition at the World's Faj_r,
but spent weeks and months in a critical examination of our system of common,
elementary, secondary, and higher education, as well as special, technological, art,
and professional schools, for the purpose of reporting to their respective Governments upon the condition and results of education in America.
,
The United States had entered into competition with the civilized world in showing its educational facilities and their results at the ·world's Fair, and the European
and other foreign educators who came to this country to study our schools, discov .
ered p eculiar features in our system that can not be found in any other country.
The German visitors reported in writing, and most of these reports have been
printed in Germany, where they caused much interest and astonishment. lt can not
be said that these reports are in every case absolutely correct, on the contrary, they
exhibit palpahJ e errors; yet, it is remarkable with what a felicity these observers
detect the characteristics of American culture, and with what directness they point
them out to their countrymen. They find much to blame in America. But we notice
the praiseworthy fact, that these men in nearly all cases found the causes, or sought
for the causes, of things that appeared to them strange. This proved that they
were accustorued to work scientifi cally, to think philosophically, and act honestly.
I. Dr. Emil Hausknecht, director of the second city Realscbule in Berlin, who for
many years was professor in the national university of Tokyo) Japan, published in
the annual catalogue of his school the following report on American education. It
is here reproduced in ·English version, only certain insertions and quotations are
omitted (Ruch as examination questions). He dwells on some features of American
education that he considers an honor and a glory of this country, and points out some
of its defects. The impartial, object,ive way in which he does this is noteworthy.
THE AMERICAN SYSTEM OF EDUCATION.
Report of Prof.

EMIL

HAUSKNECIIT.

Principal of second city R oalschule in Berlin.
For drem cte relc man sceal bo hi romettan sprecan daet he spricu, and don aaet
daet M dot.

fay the foregoing words of good King Alfred excuse the incoherency and fragmentary nature of the following remarks. They are the result of observations and
experiences, as well as of the study of accumulated printed matter, gathered on my
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_journeys through the United States cl.uring the summer and faJl of 1890 aml 1893: I
ha·ye not as yet hacl i.he leisure to work them up systematically.
He who has had the pleasure of crossing tho United States, leisurely observing·
what he saw, and who has had the privilege of finding in his various places of
sojourn the kindest reception ancl enlightening expression of ideas on the part of
leading persons in science and promoters of popular education ; be who bas seen
with lli s own eyes, especially in the 'Nest, the innumerable palace-like institutions
for' public eclucati_on, churches, libraries, an<.l Christian association buildings for
young people, and gymnasia for schools, and in a measure has learned tho piety and
lillora1ity of their promoters and founders, will know that in that country, thong_h
it is partly still in primitive development, yet everywhere progressing with gigantic
strides, an<l disregar<ling Old 'World prejudices, something higher rules than "filthy
lucre," which, un<lcr the present circumstances of civilization, can scarcely be called
"filthy" any longer.
A prominent preacher expressed himself during the Snnday services in Trinity
Church, previous to the beginning of the winter semester of Yale University in_the
oM an<l venerable Elm City of New Haven, as follows: "It is a passion for oclucat10n,·
a noble eagernern fof knowledge and culture that bas become a perfect craze, ~hat
has seized the whole American people at presen t." Dr. ,V. T. Harris, the Umted
States Commissioner of Education, said to me in one of onr pleasant ancl instructive
interviews: "It is a heaTt hungeT for eclucation, a ravenous appetite for cu 1tnrc that
is felt in all strata of society, in the middle and lower classes of the people, as well
as in the upper classes; it works liko an elementary force, ancl urges onward a n cl
upwarcl. ". vVe ncecl not wonder that things sometimes arc placecl topsy-turvy in a
country tho people of which create everything through their owu power aud out_of
themselves, and it must bo borno in mind that in the peculiar devel opment of its
conditions it l acks a centralized government, one that thinks for all, and guides t~e
people even in questions of detail; a government in which the tradi tions of cxperience<l and well-qualifie(l exports is embodied; of men who are conscious of tho object
to be attained . Neither have the States of the 01<1 Wor1c1, moving in r egnlated conditions, alwnys avoide<l mistakes in the domain of eclncation, and it is these very
States which have to overcome a system firmly established m order to do justi ce to
new principles arising from special conditions.
The cause of thi:-, universal d esire for education in America is partly found in the
fact that the common school education is quite inefficient aml madequate. A general law for compulsory sc110ol attendance is not in existence, and au astonishingly
large ratio of the population bas grown up without any instruction in school. All
·he more intense becomes the cou scionsncss of the want of an education in after
years, :particularly in a country where there are no rules and regulations for the
_preparation for professions or occupations. If with us anyone "changes saddles''
,that is, bis profession), his action is iu most ca es snbject to the disapproval of public o:pinion, or to that of his circle of acquaintances. In America-at ]ca t as yetever:yone, even a common laborer, may become anything and everything, even Pre ident, if he uud r. tan<ls how and hns learned enough to make wi. e uso of ircumstances. It i <1.nitc immaterial 110,v he acc1uirecl his knowledge, or wheth r he can
lJy ,·nitt n testimonials proYe to bo in :posses:ion of such kuowl dO'e, It i not at all
~ rar ca tom •et men who, as l>0p1, peduled match s, newspaper , ancl other thinll'
m on1 r to Rnpport motb r and si ter.-, a11cl who at tim s, when they bad saY cl
·no~1gh, '·di,l a. little toward getting an clucation, until finally ib y had work t1
tbr ir wa · np to hr· o ·ial l ad r: of tb people. EY ry inhahitan t of that conn try
lia an • alt '1 op1mon (mo. tly ." :1"'" ra.tecl) of bi own apacity, h n it i not to
l, wonuer ·11 at that the iu •n. a. piration towanl an "edncation ' for practical
r '• - on 11 •rmca
all th 1: horiu, ·la fl. Ev ry fi 11. ihl workman, who like to
_qwlit: fall citiz~n , an 1 y · rn Lin th· ly f ·1 tbe in c1ualitY ·au·
r ·uc 111 ·i l po ition, u 1,ir to h or at 1 atit wi ho to b , con idcreu
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gentleman in his appearance, manners, and actions. As a gentleman he does not
drink liquor, aml smokes little or not at all. 1
The motives that urgo the cultured and wealthy classes to a liberal ancl inces,;ant
participation in rnising the level of education of the lower classes are quite different. They have long recognized that a constitution resting upon the principle of
democracy, like the American, finds its greatest enemy in the ignorance and want
of judgment of the masses, aml beli~ve tllat this clanger may be met by popular
education as high and extended as possible. To these political motives ma,y be
traced back (partly at least) the efforts made in belialf of advanced instruction for .
girls. The men are almost cxclnsively occupied from an early age in obtaiuing a
livelihood; though, by life's experiences and the realling of Jotunals, magazines, and
books ·written in popular style, they endeavor to educate themselves, tho average
''schooling" the boys get is of a comparatively brief period; hence it is deemed
advisable to secure for the girls-the mothers and teachers of the fntui:·e generation-the benefits of a most thorou gh education.
·
It is of' course plain that, aside from these political considerations, often exclusively philanthropic motives come into play which lead to liberal bequests for purposes of education.
After these general remarks a few features of tlie Americau system of education
may be discussed. I have neither leisure nor available space to enter into the
minute details of the entire system. It seems to me :ulvisable, however, to touch
upon a few points necessary for a general comprehension of tlie entire system before
entering into a discussion of any separate branch. It sliall bo done uriefly and
without claim upon &ystematic arrangement.
There is uo national organization of the school system, embracing uniformly the
entire school system of the country; in fact, it would be impossible, owing to the
unequal developm ent of tlie separate States, which, taken together, have au area
:fifteen times the area of the German Em11ire. The Bureau of Education in ·washington, a part of the Department of the Interior, is m erely a statistical bureau of
public instruction , without any authoritative or directive po"\\er. Tho establishment, maintenance, aucl organization of tho school system are concerns of tlie separate States, and thoy devote themselves to this task with great zeal. Public opinion,
conscious of tho fact that tho healthy development of the State depends upon a wellorganizell scllool system, tries to attract a largo immigration from otlier States by
establishing excellent institutions of lea.ming. Furthermore there is a noble rivalry
kept up among the States, which is the ca.use of there being few States that do not
think their institution s the best in tlie Union, the "best in the world," or at lea.st
nurse a conviction that they soon will be.
'fhc supreme authority in school matters is, in most States, -vested in a State
board of education, which endeavors to elevate the whole system of public education of the State acorcling to a uniform plan, and whosq especial anxiety is to promote the general and professional education of tho teachers, both men and women. 1
1
In some St ates the number of women teachers reaches the high proportion of 90 per
cent of the total nnmber. To tho large cities, which consider it a,n honor to clo as
much a.s possible for education, tho law grants almost complete liberty in levying
school taxes; this liberty increases tho "joy in giving'' and tho possibility for new,
progrcssi ve measures. The highest <l.egrce of perfection of any of tho numerous
school systems may be fonncl in Boston, or, generally speaking, in tlio State of Massa- '
chusctts. Comparatively well <levelopetl aro tho schools also in Minneapolis, St.
Paul, Inuianapolis, ancl \Va.sliington. A similar opinion may be helll conccrniug
en ire States like Massachusetts, Connecticut, Now Jersey, Minnesota, Iowa, Michigan, aud otliers.
1 IIoweYer, chewi11g ancl Rpilting seem to be allo,Yecl to n, gcntlcm::m. Cllildre1,, e,cn you11g girls(but scarcely of tile better cla1:1ses), ch w gum or 11il>ulo popcorn.
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Immense sums are expended for the maintena,nee anll elevation of the system of
instruction, not only by the States and communities, but, likewise through grand and
liberal bequ ests and donations. Aside from colleges and a few other institutions
instruction is gratuitous; some States, like California, Wiscon sin, Virginia, Texas,
Michigan, and others, h ave even free'' universities," which, howeyer, with the partial
exception of Ann Arbor, actually rank as colleges. Appliances also are furnished
free, and not only text-books, but everything needed in manual training and cookery,
and in physics and chemistry, for which every pupil has his own experimenting
and work table. With regard. to the advantages of free text-books and the uniform. ity causell thereby, the opinions differ . Free schoolbooks for entire States seem
to have essentially influence<l. the quality of the books by paralyzing the productive
energy of authors. New and more methodically arranged schoolbooks are rare of
late years . Gratuity of the entire instruction and free text- books and appliances
belong to the many devices which have been resortetl to in order to allure as many
pupils UR possible into school, and to keep them there, since compulsory attendance
can not be enforced.
In theory America possesses the common school (Einheitsschule). After the primary school, intended for children from 6 to 10, follows the grammar school for
children from 10 to 14; the continuation of this institution is the high school of
three or four yearly courses, which is partly an institution for the preparation for
practical life, and partly a preparatory school for the college. The grammar school
corresponds more or less with the upper grades of our people's school of six, seven: or
eight grades. It is fundamentally different from the English grammar school, which
may be compared to our gymnasium, and like our gymnasium (" Real-Gymnasium"
and "Real-Schule") stands entirely outside of the system of the common school. An
American boy who has passecl through the grammar school is said to have graduated,
while an English boy who goes through the course with credit up to 14, is said to have
passed the seventh standard. While thus, in theory, the course through the American common primary, grammar, and high school l eads to the college, the facts_ do
not correspond to this everywhere. The colleges distrust the education of the lugh
school and, indeed, the transfer from a high school to a college is possfble only
when the former has observed the conditions of admission required by the college,
and when it stands in more or less intimate relations to the respective co1lege. Comp arativel y few high schools maintain such relations. Those high schools on th e
other hand 1 which are considered primarily preparatory schools for colleges, distrn~t
the education offered iu the grammar schools; so that some parents who intend their
children to enter the high school1 withdraw them from the grammar scbool before
the completion of the course, and h ave them privately prepared for an entrance
examination to the high school.
nd
The colleges are a kind of intermediate institution between our gymnasium a
university, representing the work of the upper grades of a gymnasium aucl that of
one or two years at a nniv ersity 1 a we understand those terms. They are ruo _tly
institutions with donmtories, l ying r mote from tho noisy diu of cities, surroun~ed
b;\· park-like groundf'. In the colleges physi al exercises aro very -popular. While,
wit1 1 _fl-w (• _· ception 1 110 b er drinking or smoking ifl foull(l, yet the tudent's life
hC1·e 18 v ry g, Y, fn)l of fnu and prank. To b snre, work is clone b re au<.1 a great
deal of it, for at th c,n<l of (•ach of the threo or fonr terms of the year au xamination has to ho pa.·f!ed. t·nlike onr nuiv r Hiti •s, most American 011 ges hn.rn t~o
pnrp~ e or tra.n mitting know] Ilg . Th , chi f ohj t of onr univ r itie , which 1
0 gnHlL tlw s nil·11t. to inclep•n1lent SC'i ntiGc vroclndion, 1i s ntirel y out id of
he <'OJH' 1:r tlH• co111·~ . Bnt ·omc colle~e~ att •mpt this hy r tninin•r th ir own
gr:ulnat · , 1. c•. the,." who haY(: pa · r.<l th fini. hin cr .· amination aftpr a, thr e-y a
~\r.<· 1· fnl atte11,la11(·1· a 1·0111 •re·,: 1111 offniiw tlwm in -c·all cl po t-grn lua.l • our
(m 1• 011 tr. <li iiH' i 11 to 1u11lcr 1•r:11lnat <·our<·.) opporlnnili<', for , c i n ific w rk.
f: • ' 1111 "
gr:ulnat1· .tnil•nt . • uc·hi11 atitution ar e.ll·l, t
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times, universities. T he t erm university is frequently given to other institutions
that do not deserve it, and ar~ not recognized as such in the learned world. Altogether th ere are nearly 400 colleges in the United States. * * *
"Of the colleges (universities) Bryn Mawr is exclusively for women; three, Chicago, Cornell, and Ann Arbor, admit men and women on precisely similar terms
to all dep ar tments of the university, both to the undergraduate and to the postgraduate courses; and one, Yale, admits without distinction of sex to the graduate
courses, but not to the undergraduate courses. In the University of Pennsylvania
advanced instru ction is given in the graduate department for women, which offers
all the courses that the university faculty of philosophy does. " * * Some of the
advanced courses at Harvard are given every year to women precisely as to men,
through the Sodety for the Collegiate Instruction of Women, 'Harvard Annex.'
*
* At Columbia (in New York) the r egister of students in the school of politi.9al science contains the names of women, and also that of the university faculty of
philosophv; women are in attendance at Barnard College, a kind of an annex for
women in ·Columbia College, in which, I remember 'to have heard with pleasure, lessons in Euripides, in Old English, in Hermann and Dorothea, and in French grammar."
The foregoin g paragraph made us acquainted with another characteristic of the
American system of education, the so-called coeducation, simultaneous instruction
of boys and girls in the same class rooms, and in the same subjects, 1 in the primary,
grammar, and high school, as well as in colleges and universities. Formerly coeducation was resorted to much more frequently in Germany than now. In the Western
States of America it was first used as a makeshift, but it has in the course of the last
t en years spread farther and fo.r ther East, and is now found in all the New England
States, which are remarkaole for their :firmly-fixed institutions and high degree of
culture. The most important of the higher institutions oflearning iri New England
rej ect coeducation in high schools and colleges, I think, with good reason. In quite
a number of States coeducation is practiced in all schools. Concerning the advantages and disadvantages of this mode of education lengthy and heated controversies
have been :filling the columns of the press.
As a makeshift coeducation is better than nothing. As a principle, it entirely
ignores the needs of the separate sexes arising from the differences in the development of boys and girls. Boys and girls in the ages from 14 to 18 must be differently
treated, both in regard to the intellectual and the emotional nature. Coeducation
is possible, however, in America more than in Germany or elsewhere, because custom
and education h ave giYen to the girl and the woman greater freedom and determination in their manners and appearance, and have also given them strong protection
against encro achment and improprieties. Coeducation is possible in America for two
other reasons: The week h aA only five school clays, Saturday being a holiday, and the
school day h as only five lessons,.of which one is usually a study hour. Besides, grammar and hi gh schools require much l ess severe intellectual effort and a much more concentr ated and simple exer t ion of the mind than is r equired in our secondary schools
for boys. In the grammar schools foreign lan gu ages are not taught a t all; in the
high schools only two fore ign languages are taught, of which the second scarcely
proceeds beyond mere rudiments.
·
In modern languages I have found everywhere (with the exception of Boston,
which certainly has the best schools) a method of instruction which beggars description, for it is a waste of time and calls for no intellectual labor on the part of pupils
and teacher. Th e consequences of beginning the study of foreign l anguages so late
are very serio us . 'fhey are manifested in the very small amonnt of knowledge in
the languages with which the student enters college, so that there h e is frequently
subjected to mere elementary exercises. The consequences are seen also in the
defective linguistic-logical discipline of the mind, which p erhaps more tha n the dislExcept in gymnastim; and manual training; instead of this branch the girls have instruction in
female handiwork, and, in the grammar schools, less ons in cooking.
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cipline in mathematical forms of thought is a requisite of all profound intellectual
progress, bo that in linguistic or in mathematical and scientific branches. This discipline is especially necessary, in fact au essential requisite of independent intellectual work, and the present American method of beginnin g the study of languages
is entirely inadoquato. Tho other disadvantage of a defective linguistic discipline,
namely, the want of thorough comprehension of the mother tongue_ in America, is
compensated in most colleges by excellent exercises in the written and oral use of
English.
Another peculiarity of the American system of schools is the extensive employment of women in teaching, not only in primary :md grammar schools, where they
are cmployetl almost exclusively, but also in high schools, and at times in colleges.
It is unq_uestionablo that some women are gifted with special physical and intel,
1ectual powers, ablo to successfully cope in scientific equipment, methodical skill,
and pedagogical tact with many of the best male teachers in (let us say, in order
to remain on the firm ground of actual observation) Latin, Greek, physics, chemistry,
and mathematics. 1 Genera1ly speaking, the lower degree of 11hysical power. of
resistance in woman causes a lower deo-ree of executive ability. A more extenSlVe
employment of thoroughly prepared ~en in high schools wonlcl very precepti?ly
raise the level of these !lchools. But men are not numerous as teachers in America,
not even in the high schools . Public life offers positions with much higher emoluments than those of the schoolmaster anc.1 professor. The one circumstance t~at
comparatively few men devote themselves to t eaching in grammar and high
schools, reacts naturally upon the quality of the teachers engaged; but of course,
I do not,mean to say that there are no thorough teachers in these institutions.
Generally speaking, it may be asserted that one kind of high schools, called
English high schools, in which modern languages and natural science predominate,
over the classical languages, is, according to our conception, scarcely more than an
advanced elementary or citizen's school. In these schools, if they happen to haYe
one or two thoroughly equippecl ma.le teachers for one or two scientific branches,
acceptable r esults arc found. The Latin high schools seem to be better in every
respect. Of course there are a few exceptionally good English high schools.
A. peculiar feature of the American school system is the development which manual training bas had. It is an acquisition made since the World's Exposition at
Philadelphia, and a.n imitation of the Russian system, which was suggested by J?r,
Woodward, of St. Louis, a.nd h as since spread over the whole uion. Manual tra!ning is now either given in special, technical, or manual training high schools, which
are admirable, or has been m:1cle an integral part of the course in primary, grammar, and high schools, as, for instance, in the city of Washington. ln the so-called
manual training high schools, which are a third kind of high school beside the
English and classical, ten hours a week ure dovoteil to work in the shops, five to
drawing, and t en to scientific instruction .
. I mu. t deny myself the pleasure of entering into tb.e historical development of this
mter sting and important branch of iu.structio11, nor can I state here the l)sycholo rrical arguments upon wbi ·hit is based; lmt I will state that the growth of manual instruction a au organic brnnch of the pnblic school system and the great
popnlarity and I rocrrcs of Froeb l's educational ideas-i (,·nrprising to us as ,er~an:, hut very significant for Ameri a) has lecl to a comp] to rcYolution of didactic, to the F;O-call •,l 'n w dncation," the clucation "by doing," in contradi tine-

--

1O~c. ol, rYntion 11!· m. to mo wortl1y of m1·11tion. It w::ui mnd in ,V1:ll . lcy ('olkg . Inn clns
ton 1 ~111 !!: < • " 1111 '.!O ~-ounit ln11'1·s tu,1) in~ rnatl1c·matic11, tl1, stn<h·nts 1:1howMl thrm. cl,,·s O well
ar·i1uam ill' 1th difl'•nutiul tal,·ulu. that thcr ·onlfl l, no quc 11 tion as to their abili y to u
nnd
ro, 1m•h ml i · '1 hi ' i it wa. m <l in ·ompany of th
hool . np •riI1t •ncl •nt of ]krlio, rrh-Y
011 ·llc,r I•rof. l>r. l crlrnm,
ho ciulck ob , r\'atiou nnd c,. l>Cr judi::m ut aid ·d m during n par
or
. j lnl yin lh fall of ] !) •
.
' 1 r. II ilm un, np inl ml II or 1111.,11
hool in J, port", Tn<l., Jin. ,·arn ,1 a~ at and m rit
l' 1 ' 11 uy nlro<.111, u • l r b l's 1
, nn I ll1u im1,ro iu , th. 10 •food. of ·boo) in truction.
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tion to the old memoriter method. A further result of this instruction "by doing"
are the jndependent ~xercises of the pupil in experimenting, mentioned before.
These experiments are made, of course, under direction of the teachers in physics
and chemistry.
For the preparation of teachers the States have their normal sch,ools; for that
of the three learned professions (theology, law, and medicine), divinity, law, and _
medical schools. Very few of these institutions require a college edtication for
admission. Many of the medical schools shut one eye, if the candidate for admission has scarcely reached a degree of education required for admission to a high
school. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Boston is a polytechnicum of
the first rank. Its president is the renowned political economist, Gen. Francis
Walker. Besides, there are trade and industrial schools. The Drexel Institute in
Philadelphia is a very grand institution for art, science, and industry, and is richly
equipped and well organized. It admits students of both sexes. Drawing and
moclelmg-subjects which, though extensively taught in America, are but little
developed-seem to be very well represented here. The main object of this institution for popular culture (this epithet is used in the true sense of the word) is the
training of teachers; it prepares-(1) Teachers and supervisors of drawing in public
and private schools; (2) teachers of science in high schools and academies; (3)
directors aml teachers ju physical culture; (4) instructors in manual training; (5)
instructors in cookery; (6) instruct.resses in dressmaking and millinery; (7) assistants in library work, i.e., mostly girls; the employment of women in the lower positions in libraries is a very extensive one in America, the land of public libraries.
The American public libraries are clistinguislied more than the generous English
1
libraries by facilitating a.ncl simplifying the use of books for the reading public by
1
making the books accessible, by ad vising and guiding the readers in the selection
of reading matter, and by making the use of reading rooms as comfortable and
pleasant as possible.
For Indians and negroes an excellent institution exists at Hampton, Va., the normal
and agricultural institute for negroes and Indians. I visited it in the fali of 1890.
The young Indians of both sexes received here, besides instru,ction in the common
school branches and religion, a training in trades, agriculture, female handiwork,
cooking, tailoring, washing, ironing, etc. The negro children in the Northern States
arc taught together with the white children; in the Southern States, including even
Maryland and the District of Columbia, they have their special schools. It was
interesting to hear in a colored · high school in Washington a 15-year-old negress
translate Cicero's Pro Milone. The colored teacher of Latin, a graduate of Harvard,
also spoke German :fluently. The teacher (ff physics and chemistry, like the principal, a colored man, was a Ph.D., who h;:tcl first studied at Harvard, afterwards at
Hei(lelberg and Berlin.
Aside from some institutions established by the Catholic Church and other religious
communities, no religious instruction is given in American schools. However, it
can not be said that therefore an atheistic atmosphere pre,ails in school and society. I
Nowhere is religions life as active and intense as in America. I do not think, as is
alleged, that this remarkably strong participation in religious life is a consequence
of the separation of church and state and the exclusion of religious instruction
from tho schools. It is s:1i<l that because the schools do not indulge in overfee<ling
their pupils with BilJle verses an<l hymns (as is alleged to be tho case with us), attendance at clmrch is better and more voluntary, dictated by the desires of the heart.
The conditions are altogether different in America. As everywhere in the AngloSaxon world, so it it>, especially in America, that the mind (or should we say an
aberration of the mind f ) which ripened the reformation has again awakened and
hastens, as Carlyle says, to a search for new forms in which the essential contents of
Christianity arn to be molded. Hence the numerous bequests for pious purposes;
hence, also, the numerous churches a.nd pulpits well supported by devout an<l chari-
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tably inclined adherents of different sects; hence, also, the fact that a book like
Robert Elsmere, by Mrs. Humphrey Ward, is found everywhere, and has eager
readers and commentators wherever the English language reaches-and English is
the universal language which spans the globe. This same spirit pervades a good part
of the laboring pe ple. I myself have heard on the commons of Boston and other
cities on Sunday afternoons, in religious socialistic speeches addressed to all who
were willing to listen, the ever-recurring idea of a socialistic Utopia that the world
could not b e improved unless the kingdom of J esus were restored in its original
form: and its social plans carried out.
Gymnastics in the primary and ·g rammar schools has only recently found some
consideration, bnt since these schools are without gymnastic halls, only calisthenic
exercises, fashioned after the Swedish system, are given in the class rooms. This is
made possib1e by the fact that every pupil has his own desk, and the ais1es are wide
enough for the purpose. The want of gymnastic halls for these elementary schools
is perceived more generally now than formerly. Many of the high schools"and colleges have such halls, which are magnificently equipped with Sargent machines and
wit,)1 apparatus for Swedish educational gymnastics. The Sargent machines, so
called after their inventor, Dr. Sargent, the director of gymnastics in Harvard,
are excellent, scientifically planned appliances for the development of strength of
the different limbs and muscles. The gymnasia, often also used for military e~ercises, are rarely without lux uriously arranged bathing est,ablishments and swimm~ng
basins. 1 Many of the gymnasia have a continuous rnner gallery used as a runmng
path for foot r acing. Appliallces for rowing likewise belong to the common equipment of many gymnasia for girls as well as for boys. These halls are frequently used
between lessons for gymnastics on the apparatus, or tests of strength on the Sargent
machin es. Besides, most schoolhouses of l arge and middle-sized cities have spacious
and well-ventilated play halls, which are covered (some are in the basement of the
schoolhouses) so that the class rooms may be emptied and aired during inclement
weather. In many institutions, especially in girls' colieges, anthropometric tables
are kept in which the growth of the pupils and the increase and decrease in the
strength of different parts of the body are recorded, which record is renewed and
corrected after stated periods. This serves as a means for hygienic information and
instruction concerning correct positions of the body. Every individual table cont ains a normal figure in black lines, on which, with colored ink, the figure of the
body of the particular student is indicated in exact accordance w ith the measurements taken. 'l,his leads to self-discipline in diet and conduct, and hence is not
without ethical and educational influence.
If, despite these partially model appUances for gymnastics, bodily exercises _ai·e
not as well fostereu. in America as with us, it is owing to the fact that in America,
as well as in England, open-air games occupy such a prominent place in the education of th(:} young; especi ally has this been true in America for the last thirty years.
Baseball, the national game of the Americans, which has much resemblance to the
English ronnder , ancl is play d by nine persons, seven fielders , one pitcher, and one
catcher, amusei. young and old in villaire and city 1 from May till October. Rowing
ancl canociug ar diligently ;ra ·ticed~ also footb all, which, howev r, owing to th e
s v •re wint ·rs is commonly play din Sept mbcr October and November. Also for
th 'anacliau gam , la -ro ·e, oc-i ties have bee~ formed in some cities of the Ea t;
in 1 9 I sa w it play ·d in Baltimore. La·wn tennis i cqunlly popular with ladie
au<: g n 1 men, a. in En •lancl · cy ·ling (or oic~ cling), ,vhich is nowhere limit d by
poh _' r ·gulation . a in Lnglan<l i vny frflqu ntly r ort cl t by ladi s for recupratwn. An •lin , a111l fi bing, a W<:11 a •x ·ur ion to tl i wood- ov r cl hill nd
atn}lill" nn'1 •r ·nt , · r ~ qui · JH>pular port . For u ·h campiug pa.rtie
u i tin(J'
1 from ~·,, c our 011 11 '1'' 111 • th ~Thit Mon11taiu . in ...Tew Hamp hire
1ll t
h ,.
parti ·ul· 1
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A characteristic feature of the American liigh schools is the fact that the pupils
are being made acquainted in every branch of study with the accessible literaturerelating to it and receive suggestions for the use of popular scientific works touching
upon the subject. Works of reference of various kinds are found in great numberin every high school. The cause of this procedure, especially important in thewriting of essays on literature and historical subjects, is partly explained by thenecessity of resorting to these books because of the often very inadequate knowledge of the teachers, which requires that the pupils be offered reliable material in
reference books. It is ·partly explained, also, by the strong desire to educate forself-activity and independence; this is a tendency very prominent in English and
American schools.
A thing worthy of imitation is the continuous blackboard in American schools, a
blackboard, either of natural slate or made of slating fluid, attached to the four
walls, except where the wall is broken by doors and windows. This gives ample room
to teachers and pupils for blackboard work. Sketches, :figures, _e tc., sometimes in
artistic perfection, illustrating mathematics, geography, and natural history, can beretained on the blackboard for many a day; there is still room left for quotations
from noted authors, for golden rules of life and proverbs, which may be renewed
weekly.
The fact that in the courses of study in colleges such ample opportunity for the
study of the Spanish language is given appears curious to us/ Germans. Though
the well-established relations between the Union and the Latin-American Statesmight explain it, it is reasonable to suppose that the recent popularity of Spanish as
a study stands in close connection with Pan-American desires and aspirations to
crowd out European nations, especially Germany, from ~ommerce in South America.
Looked at from a purely commercial standpoint, the study of Spanish has for the
Germans, at present, a prominent importance. Thorough acquaintance with Spanish
is fully as important to us as a knowledge of French. Far more important, however,
is a thorough knowledge of English, the universal language that spreads over the
whole world.
Another very excellent institution in some colleges may be mentioned. It is that
of the sabbatical year, according to which the professors are granted one vacation
year in every seven years with the provision that they use this year for the continuation of their own scientific preparation, and for ·a visit to the Old World in order
to gather information concerning new methods of instruction. If we had such a,
sabbatical year, though only for teachers of modern languages in secondary schools,
the instruction in modern languages would be promoted; what a, wealth of new, fresh,
valuable experiences and points of view might be gained for the profession of teaching, for the education of the young, and for the nation in general! Of course, for the
American, who draws his salary during this furlough, a voyage to Europe, and a,
sojourn there, does not cause a pecuniary loss; but owing to the low prices of commodities in Germany, comparecl with the much higher prices of other European countries, the German teacher could not possibly live in foreign countries on his salary
alone.
Tho various discrepancies and inefficiencies of the American schools, merely touched
upon in the foregoing paragraphs, have not remained hidden to the Americans
themselves. They form subjects of discussion in numerous societies, some of which,
like the National Educational Association and the Modern Language Association,
have members throughout the entire Union. They are also fruitful topics of discussion in numerous essays of the best American p eriodicals, especialJy tho Forum,
the Atlantic Monthly, the North American Review, etc. Tho recognition of the inefficiencies of their educational institutions and the present general enthusiasm for popular education, mentioned at tho -beginning of this report, have led the Americans to
numerous new experiments for the purpose of elevating the school system of their
country.
ED
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Am;ng the various attempts of this kincl, many of which touch u1)0n the work of
home mission, university extension and college settlements are foremost. The latter
arc in their fundamental ideas a certain renaissance of Christianity, a movement_
toward its early humanitarian aspects. College settlements are homes m aintained
l;>y students and graduates, especially of women's colleges, in the darkest and most
depraved l)arts of l:irge cities. Young la<l.ies who have passed through co1lege, and
who have in clination, time, and money, as well as health adequate for this very
exhaustive work, agree to serve in these homes for several months. Here, by means
of social entertainments of various kincls; such as games and p lays, or by means of
lending an<l discuss-ing books, by means of lectures and instruction, visits and furuishbg m.edicines, etc., the yonng missionaries try to appron,ch and influence the h earts
of all classes and ages, especially of children and youths of both sR:s:es in the
entire n eighborhood, the ethi cal l evel of which it is tha object to raise. "The settlement is a home full of open-hearted and intelligent men or women who approach the
poor, not as -visitants from another world, but as dwellers in the same block or ward,
finding a pleasure (and it is a real pleasure, not a fictitious one) in the acquaintance
of their fellow-habitants, and as claiming a share in the life of that quarter of t~e
town, and a right to contribute whatever they may in the way of b ooks, music,
pictures, general information, or m eeting rooms and acquaintances, to the wellbeing of the commnnity to which they belong." 'l'he establishment of college settlements has been copied front England, where the best known settl ement is that at 28
Commercial street, East London, known as Toynbee Hall, founded in 1885. In New
York I visited the settlement conducted by Dr. Jane Elizabeth Robbins, No. 95 Rivington street, and also the Neighborhood Guild, 26 Delancey street, conducted by Dr.
Stanton Coit.
University extension is a movement on the part of the uniYcrs ities ( originally
Oxford ancl Cambri(lge in England) for extending the possibilities of education to
the great mass of all who live remote from university cities, and to all educated,
semie(lucated, an<l uneducated beyond scholastic age who have a desire for advancing their education or are likely to h ave a desire of that kind awakened in them.
It is said to be the object of the universities to offer a scientific education not ouly
to a limited r .. umbcr of young people blessed more or less "'"ith wealth, but also to
_ contribute <lirectl y or indirectly to the el evation of the intellectual and ethic.al level
of the whole nation. The methods for reachinothis eminently l>eneficial object are
0
courses of popular scientific lectures bo-iven by traveJin"'
b lecturers, systematically
.
arrangeu, and the habit of absorl>ing and persistent intellectual occupation resultrng
from practical exercises connected with the l ectures.
Absorbing and lasting interest i s the object in view, and to secure this no deta.ched
lectures arc given, but a subject is treated in a course, genera11y of twelve l e tur ·
University instruction, as we understand it <liffers from school instruction by neYcr
exhausting a subject, but acting as a sti~nlating and cDlightening guide in th6
domain of investigation., Thus university extension also will stirnufate and culight n, it will till the soil, sow the , eed, and leave the fnrther growth of the plant
alon , wht ·h in its gradual llevelopment will :fill the whole life of its possessor.
inc th g neral spr a(l of the art of readin"' an unscrupuious press poi ons foe
ma ·.- c -politically, and an ver-growing uovel-litcratur of trash and filth ruins th m
m r~lly · th<''.r for' ihe -p ·oplc who desire to read, ancl ar ager to learn, should l>e
fmni h <l with h althfnl nouri ·hm nt 1 or "'ni<lanco in s lcctin"' intell tual foo<l.
' hi. •nidanc<· it i aim <l to off r hy m ans ~f 1 ctnr ·onr, cs and practical exerci
throu g h m~iv r. ity .· t n. ion. A r.orc1ing to the icl as of its promot •r, it ignifi a
n ·w - :w.- rn th hi tor · fmankind-an •pocb.formin"' a<hance in civilization. In
a~ a<l_<lr (; ,1 liv ·r d ..:ov ml, ·r l , 1 O, t Pbilacl lp17ia, hy
.... Ioulton, a <1i •
uwu, l eel ~n.,1 1 • ful unh· r ity c•. n ·ion lcctu.r r in England, it wa aid:
111 1 on of th
r ,·oln i 1 whi b, wh n ·ou
th m from a u ffi tory. You l· uow, if :on go back far enough, h r
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was a time when religion itself was regarded as a thing for the few; only the cleTgy
were to think on those matters, and the rest were simply to take what the clergy
gave them. Then tllere came the great reYolution of tho Reformation, and the whole
adult population insisted upon thinking for themselves in religious matters. Again,
in Europe at l east, there was a time when political matters were supposed to be the
property of a class-a governing class.- ancl the great mass of the nation had simply
to obey. Then there cnmo the vast political revolutions ·which have produced
modern times, the essence of which is that every adult person considers that he has
an interest in political matters, and a right to act for himself as a citizen of the
body politic. Happily, we ha,;e no revolution this time, but a silent change coming
over the body of the whole nation-here you will find it clearly marked, there you
will find it only beginning-but anyllow, when recognized wit.h an historical eye, it
is only one of the great moYements of onr history, this tendency of the whole adult
population to claim higher education, to claim the lifo educatio 11 that belongs to
university teaching, and to claim it as the inlleritance of every good citizen. Just
as in political matters, every adult person claims to be within the constitution, so
by the new change coming oyer us every acll}lt person will claim to be within the
university, in the sense in which I have denned it." * * *
Indeed, tlle influence of university extension in America, to which it was brought
from England in 1887, has become enormous, eGpecially if we consider that it is not so
much the acquisition of a certain amount of positive knowledge that is intended, as
it is cliYersion of the senses from frivolous occupation, and a trainiug to intellectual
labor and ethical elevation of tho whole man resulting therefrom. The university
extension of the United States is organized in fonr centers, Philadelphia., Chicago,
Chautauqua, and New York. The chief promoters of this magnificent movement
arc Prof. H. B . Adams (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore), Dr. E. vV. Bemis
and President Harper (University of Chicago), Melvil Dewey (secretary of tho
American Library Association), Bishop Vincent, ancl others. vVant of space prevents entering into details of the management ancl methods of this beneficial mov-e-_
ment. *
*
In no field. of etlucation baYo tlle Americans done such prominent pioneer work as
in the educ:1tion of girls and women, ancl of nothing are they prouder; indeed, in
this respect they entertain the idea that they have left even us Germans far behind,
though, generally, our system· of eclucation appears to them very goocl. But they
overlook one thing, namely, that the education offered in our secondary schools for
· girls bas a breadth, depth, thorougllness, and excellence which makes it nearly
equal to an American college education, by which it may be surpassed in specialization, but certai-nly not in breadth and thoroughness of tho knowledge it imparts.
To that must be added tlle occupation with mnsic, l)ainting, and drawing, things
which our gir1s study outside of the regular conrse, nrnl in ,Yhich they often gain
great skilJ, or if not that, certaiuly a commendable comprehension of art in general.
A..n American girl when pursuing such studies makes a specinlty of it, and devotes
her whole time to it. The very comprehension of music ::incl art, :m essential part
of a general education, is poorly developed in American girls and women ( of course
I am speaking llere of the :.wernge degree of perfection found among the educated
classes), while our girls show great comprehension for art an(l music which have
come to them only through great exel'tion and much practice. Besides, life with us
offers much more intellectual enjoyment than jn America,, where nothing is finished,
· whero culture i often quite immature, and where cnltnre and barbarism are frequently fouucl side by side. These inteJlectual enjoyments, so ensily accessible in
Germnny but rarely offer cl iu Americn, aid essentially in the education of our women.
Another consideration js that our women arc benefited, not only the upper but also
the middle cla. ses, hy the incomparably better developed elementary e<l.ucation, and
esp cially hy the l1igher education of the men so generally fouu<.l in Germany in all
clas es of society. Las tly1 we mast not forget that with us the _percentage of girls
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attending secondary schools is a considern.ble fract ion of the whole female population of the country; and r eaches far down into the lower strata of tlie middle classes.
On the other hn.nd, the percentage of American girls n.ttending the high school,
which can not be compared with our secondary· schools for girls, is a very small
fraction of the whole fema le population of tho country.
Still it must be admitted that in :1 few of their colleges for women t,he Americans
have surpassed us, and that they havo happily aYoided the dangerous rocks on
which a higher scientific education for girls is so often wrecked, the danger to
health, diversion from the duties of domesticity, tho disappearance of womanly
grace, ancl the growth of the bluestocking. The felicitous arrangement of short
hours in grammar and high schools makes possible an equally rapid progress of girls
a,ncl boys, short in comparison with the time and exertion required of oiw boys and
girle. If we should insist on expecting of our girls tlw same amount of work we
now £eq_uire of the boys, tho girls would be physically ruined under the enormous
burden of work, hence the advocates of classical secondary schools for girls, an exact
imitation of gymnasia for boys, will fail in their endeavors. The common opinion
of physicians, educators, mothers, and all ladies who have themselves received 3
college education in Ameri~a, goes to confirm the statement that the health of girls
in colleges specially intended for their sex, i s not only not endangered but promoted
by means of wise alternation between intellectual and frequent physical exercises,
such as walking, cycling, gymnastics, swimming, bathing, rowing. The physical
condition of college girls is generally better than that of girls of equal age who
remained at home.
These female colleges are munificently equipped with all possible appliances fol'
promoting health, comfort of living, and study. They do not lack comfortably
arranged, spacious workrooms, and well-filled libraries, in which a large number of
professional journals, some European, is noticeable. These women's colleges are
situated in the open country, in beautiful landscapes, have good atmosphere, and are
usually surrounded by large parks. The cost for room, board, and tuition of a young
lacly in Bryn Mawr, the most expensive of these colleges, is annually $400; in Mount
Holyoke College it is $250. The colleges h ave a number of half or partial scholarships at their disrosal. The expenrlitures of these colleges arc defrayed from th e
interest of funds arnl frequent b e<]_uests. The girls are induced to attend these colleges riartly by the ambitious desire to hold an independent riosition in life in cas~ of
n onm:1rriage. .Just as huge, or even l arger, is the number of those girls belon~~ug
to the best and wealthiest families who endeavor to occupy a more elevated position
in society by means of a higher edncatiou, in order to surpass the so-called society
girls in thoroughness of culture and serious aspirations, for the latter, rushing fr?m
one frivolous amusement to another, live only for amusement, and thus undermine
their health. * * *
All candidates for admis ion to Bryn Mawr are examined in (1) mathematics, ( 2 )
Latin, (3) history, English, or science (either in physics or ehernistry, botany or
l)hysiology, or l)hysical geography), and besides, (4) in one of tho following groups:
(a) Ore k and French, (b) Greek and German, (o) French and German.
11 all th
t~hjcct taught iu tho ·ol1eg tho amount of work rc<]_nired is <leter~rned a year m a'1vanc •. The examinations a.re ·xclusively in writing; the questions a 1 ·nlnuitt ·<l in print a1Hl must be an woretl within a giycn time. In th e
l an«~ia' ,:lw f!tn<l ~1b; aro rec1nir d to translate pa · ages from a.nthor not pr viou ly
st ncltr·il. lhu , for in tan· in .Jnu , 1891, tho ·amination in Latin will lJ on (l}
', ar' B 11nm 'alli<·11m, 1,ook. I to IV· (2) 'ic ro seven oration:, (Pro .Ar bin. P ta,
imp<!tio 711 ' Pompei, Pro - Iarc·dlo, 11cl th f<H;r orations In atilinaro) · (3) Tirgil JLn icl, hook I to I\"· ~ra.mmar nncl ompo:ition · (3) sitrht r •a.cling.
*
If 11 • ,.• ncli,la ! i : <lmit Nl ft ·r h, \'ing pa: <l 1hi · •.-amiuat ion h L r quir
t~ ll(1Y. hr } Y1 a h •for h · ·an ohtain he <1 ·gren or n. A. a111l in addition
t 1
cl h
tak up for pnrpo · •. f g u ral ·ultnr · n f t1rl h
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foreign language, trigonometry and stereometry, some branch of natural science and
philosophy; also a certain group of special branche1>, such as Greek ancl Latin, or
Greek and mathematics, or mathematics and physics, or history and political economy, etc., and p ass all prescribed semiannual examinations. If she intends to continue her studies after having obtained the degree of B. A.: she may study another
year ancl obtain the degree of M.A. (master of arts). The degree of Ph.D. can not
be obtained except after the expiration of three years following her degree of B. A.
This doctor's degree can be secured only by means of a printed dissertation found
satisfactory by the faculty, ancl an oral examination. The college offers many opportunities for such advanced learned studies. Special branches are taught there, for
_instance, Sanskrit and comparative philology, the Semitic languages (such as the
Hebrew, Aramaic, Assyrian, Phamician, Arabic, 1Ethiopean), Germanic l anguages
(this department is con.ducted by Professor Collitz, of Halle), art and architecture,
physics, chemistry, biology, etc.
Dr. Uhlig, editor of Das hnmanistische Gymnasium, quotes Professor Imelmann, of
Beriin, who was in Chicago during the ·world's Congress of Education. The professor stated that he had listened with delight to expressions on the subject of Greek
in colleges as a conditio sine qua non of the degree of bachelor of arts. Being called
upon to give his views on American education at length, he wrote to the editor as
follows:
"Though there could not have been a more attentive listener in the whole educational congress, assembled during the last week in July, 18931 filling with enthusias- ·
tic educators every possible aud impossible space of the Art Palace of the young
gigantic city 1 I am not able to reply to your kind request save in the briefest manner. Though being almost taken off my feet by the profound interest and enthusiasm in the men and the speeches they made, I neglected to make notes on the spot,
leaving everything to the impressions I should and clid receive. Only a most beautiful impression of the 'tout ensemble,' a picture in lovely dimensions of those days
stands before my eyes fresh and encouraging. Yes, encouraging ! · In one of the fifteen
sections deliberating at the same time in the differnnt rooms, I not only listened but
took part in the discussion. It was in the sectton of higher education; here I heard
little or nothing of anticlassic theories and sentiments; certainly much less than was 1
expected from the arbitrary views and presentations we get from America. At any '
rate the 'Trojans ' did not seem to be represented very strongly. After Prof. W. G, j
Hale had delivered a lecture on the qm~stion whether Greek should be made obligatory for the degree of bachelor of arts, others likewjse answered the question in the '
affirmative. The presiding officer desired to hear from the other side; that is, to
give the opposing opinion a chance to be heard; whereupon a man, not an American, :
1
spoke from the 'other side of the ocean 1 not of the question,' and expressed his
Hellenic credo with conviction and emphasis, and loud applause followed him and 1
much private commendation. Should we not ere long make the discovery that classic ·
education belongs to the things that follow the course of the sun, westward hof 11
1

II. Dr. E. Schlee, director of the "Real-Gymnasium" in Altona, near Hamburg,
one of the members of the illustrious December conference appointed by Emperor
William for the purpose of proposing changes iii. the management and organization of secondary education in Prussia, took part in the International Congress of
Education in Chicago, and spent some time in studying American schools through
reports, ancl seeking information at headquarters. On his return home he published
the followrng report in the annual catalogue of his school1 which report fully justifies his Government1s choice in appointing him a delegate to the Congress of Education, whero he took part in the discussions of superintendence and secondary
schools:
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM 01!' THE UNITED STATE S OF AMERICA..
By D r. E . SCHLEE.
Director of "Real-Gymnasi um" at .Altona.
M otto: "Knowledge and Liberty."

NoTE.-This short ex_position of the public school system of the United States of
America was suggested by a, v isit to the ·world's Fair at Chicago, which the author
undertook in a,n official capacity, having been personally invited also to attend the
Congress of Education held there. Besides observa,tions made at the Exposition and
personal communications, the sources drawn upon to a, greater degree were the very
ample official reports of the centml Burea,u in ·washington and those of single
States, together with tlrnt of the city of Chicago. To the author's r egret it w as
imp ossil>l~ for him to be present at any rec ita tion s, as his journeys happenetl to be
undertaken during the two months' summer vacation.
* * * The peculiarity of nea.rly every branch of American civilization has
originatecl in the circumstance that it (leveloped on previously unbroken soil, aml
startetl from an already high uegree of culture; in consequence it progresses b y zealously taking holu of every new acquisition, and in many things rushes ahead of
Europe, while it is still backward in the p erfection of indispensable preparatory
steps and foundations. Thus, for instance, the system of public reports and statis. tics, even in educational matters, is more strongly developed than with us. Eac~
state and most cities annually produce whole volumes of reports ; teachers in Chicago, for instance, are oblig ed continually to hand in written reports to their principals to an extent happily not the case \\""ith us as yet.
The reports of the Bureau of Education are exceedingly valuable, not only for the
States, which are supplied by them with the dominant ideas for a similar clevdopment of its general system of education, but also for foreign pedagogues and politicians, to whom they offer riclier in.formation t han can elsewhere be obtained. In
our offices, it is true, ample reports and digests are prepared, but t hey are not published. Especially comprelieusive, aml prepared with objectivity and deep comprehension of the subj ec t, are stat ements of the Prussian an<l. German school systems
by the speci a list, Dr. L. R. Klemm; and in the last report tho statemeut of the r eform
movement in Prussian s econdary schools, in part icular that of the conference at
Berlin, reported by Charles 'rhnrber, professor in Cornell University, at Ithaca.
On the whole, tho American sJ-stem of education still hears an English character,
in its school organ ization as well as in management an<l. methods of instruc~ion.
But the "public scho·ol1' system i s a purel y n ational creation. 'l'hese institutwn_s,
called public school in contradistinction to private schools, au<l. common sclloo1s lll
oppo ition to select or <.lenomiuational schools, are almost similarly governed in all
tates of tho Union .
'Ibey compri o tbo lower nn <l. high r schools aULl havo three groups of grade , th0
primary, grammar, aml l1igli. schools, ca ·h g nerally r quiring four years. The fir t
two gronps of classe., tbo primary and grammar schools together, form the lementar_Y '. ·hool:, _corr l)01111m"' on tho whole to onr 1cm uLary or :pcople'1:1 school , wi th
a. innlar ill r ·n · h twe u ·ity an<l rnral schools foun<l. in erman y .
itie an<l.
·onnti aro clivi,l ·<1 iuto s ·hool di.·tri ts, an,l each di trict ha it
·hool. In iti
th pr~mary au,l grammar s ·hoot. a.r s paratc, and both ar <livi<lecl into la·. ·
ac~· ulm•r t annual or mimrnnal c·o11r • ; as wiLh ua, iu tb. country, a a. rul , all
lul<lr ·n f : lat <l a" ar to~ ·th,•r in 0110 ·la room. In ·iLi
au<l th Jar"' •r
·rrn11 i ! r-rlu ·• ti ual affail. ar · ac1rnini. t r 11 , · ·lwol hoanl .
~Ir 11 1111ort of public 11cl,ools.-.·o 11i ion frr•. are pairl in any puhli s ·hool of th•
\ J1I (1
· · 110 r•v n in tho Jii .. h r·hool. TJ 11 , c·.·p ·n c: ar ('}Ji fly 1 •fray d ht a
) :1111 1 l o ·al
h ol , x · a mall portion i m •thy udowu1 •nt au
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procee<.ls derived from the part of th~ public land set aside for school purposes. In
1890, the entire costs were estimated at $143,110,218, toward the payment of whicb. the local school tax contrihut td $97,000,000, from the State governments came more
than $26,000,000, irreducible funds almost $8,000,000, and other sources $12,000,000.
The school tax is levied as a property tax on all inhabitants without regard to their
taking advantage of the 1mblic schools or not. The revenue derived fr.om the State
tax is divided among all districts proportionally to the mun ber of pupils, and thus a
proi)cr adj ristment is effected between poor and rich districts. This is the only possible way for the South to bave ol>taine.d schools in the poor districts settled by
negroes. Tbis general diffusion of education even over the whole South is the most
commendable feature in tho development of -tlw American educational system. The
Commissio110r, with justifiable pride, draws attention tothe.f.wt that, in these States
in which in 1870 not a siuglc public school oxistet1, now every child has th,o opporturu ty of acquiring nt least tbe elements of education free of cost. In the Southern
States the State government necessarily l ends much gTeater assistance; in those
localities it amounts to 52 per cent, excee<l.e:d in the Northern States by the local tax,
which alone amounts to 70 per cent. Even here, as with mi, the State.governments
during late years have increased their share in the support of schools; in Pennsylvanja, for instance, the State paid $2,000,000 in 1890, ancl $5,000,000 in 1892.
The cost .of all pul>lic schools, elementary and high schools taken fogether,
amounted to $2 .24 per capita of the population; in Prussin, the per capita was 6.50
marks, which, considering tho comparative purchasing power of money, makes the
e-0sts about the same. Still, the amount in the more cultured States is necessarily
greater; in California ancl Colorado, $4 per head. For .America, too, an- additional
amount would liave to be focluded for private schools and for colleges, as these correspond to the higher grades of om· secon<l.ary scliools . The general ::werage cost of
every pupil is $17.22, but the extremes differ widely; the largest being $43 in Colorado, and the smallest $3 .38 b South Carolin:a.
Education of the colorecl race.-The position of the '' colored race" differs in the
schools of the North aucl the South. In the North, where they are fow in number,
colore<l and white children go to the same school. In the former .slave States, where
negroes constitute altogether 32 per cent, and in some localities even the majority of
the population, a sharply drawn dividing line separates tbe schools. 'rhe white people of the South consent to only a very low local school tax; consequently, schools for .
the colored race, especially those in tho country, are as ye~ little developed. Opinions on the cn.pacit;)"' of the negro for e<l.ucation arn most contradictory. But the
colored race mnst h ave colored teachers, just as their comm1111.ities have colored
preachers, officers, and physicians. In 1890, therefore, no fewer than 39 normal
schools, 24 theological seminaries, 71 li.igli schools, and 22 colleges and universities
had been founded for the benefit of the colored race. The colored male and female
students of all ad v:mced institutions taken together, numbered 25,5J.O. The colored
male graduate is saitl to ha Ye a preference for the pulpit because be has innate inclination arnl talent for preaching; the colored female graduate is said to give the first
preference to preacliing: the second to teaching.
Privafo ancl parochial schools.-Iu ::tccor<l.ance with Ameri~::tn principles of government, broad spheres of social life, subortlinate to State jurisdiction in European
countries, are left altogether open to tho dis11osal of individuals; we can not Lut
wonder that schools should to so great an extent be under State and mnnicipal jurisdiction, an<l that proportionaJly there arc so few private schools; 87.9 peT cent of
tho pupils lielong to 1mblic schoo ls; only 12.1 per cent to private, including parochial
schools.
The majority of priYato schools arc select, i.e., for the well-to-do classes who do
not care to scncl their chih1T n to public schools. They adopt the same plan of
teacl1ing as iu public cbools, and are mostly well equipped; they generally have a
gymna ·ium, which common or public schools lack, and devote some time to games,
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and in some cases, to military exercises also, as models in the Chicago Exposition
showed. In other respects, their value differs. Their relation to State supervision
is not yet defined. In the well-to-do North thev are more numerous than in the
South.
•
Parochial schools form another 'category. In a certain sense they are opposed to
public schools. In America the line of separation between church and state is well
denned; religion is looked upon by the State as a purely private matter. As a consequence, public schools not only exclude r eligious instruction, but reje ct even
every local relation to a church organization. This has gone so far that the use of a.
schoolroom for 1·eligious instruction outside of class hours has been prohibited by
law; and wher e Catholic children exceed in number, Catholic sisters have been forbidden to wear the religious garb in the class room, and to be called sisters. In this
respect, p.owever, the States have different customs. In New England, the PuritanPresbyterian spirit has been preserved; in Massachusetts it is generally prescribed
that daily instruction should begin with prayer and the reading alo!-1d of a chapter
of the Bible; however, children must be excused from participating, if their fathers
so request. Four years ago a movement, which has since widely spread, started from
the fact that in Wisconsin two Protestant teachers began instruction by reading aloud
a chapter from the Bible, to which Catholic parents raised objections. The supreme
court of the State declared the former to be illegal, upon which a National League
for the Protection of American Institutions was formed; and the Bureau of Education investigated the relations of church and state in the chief countries of Europe,
and collected all information appertaining to the subject from the principals of
schools in the United States.
The different Protestant communities are satisfied with the existing order, as far
as it goes; they have founded parochial schools, and try to replace religious instruction in day schools by Sunday schools. But a large number of children grow up
wiihout any religious instruction, so much so that professors of colleges complain of
the ignorance among their adult students in Bible history and the Sacred Scriptures.
The Catholic Church, on the contrary, resolutely opposes the existing 0rd er i
"12,000,000 Catholics are against the public school system." Only in a few South ern States where Catholics predominate have satisfactory concessions been rua<l.e to
the Catholic Church-either by giving assistance from the school fund, as in New
Mexico and Georgia, or appointing sisters and Christian brothers to the position of
tea chers in the public schools. Where Catholics are in the minority, but numerous
enough to have their own schools, Catholic schools are maintained exclusively at th e
expense of the church. While the educational exhibition of public schools of th6
United States was divided according to States, Catholic schools bad a particu:ar
exhibition divided according to archdioceses. Catholics demand either exemption
from the school tax or a corresponding support of their schools from the school fn nd ·
The renowned Archbishop Ireland thus formulated his request: Either support of
the denominational schools for every pupil who passes an examination, or tho appointment of denominational teachers who are to be allowed to impart religious in. truction outside of school hours.
* * These relations show that a complete sepa.ration betwe n church and state does not ov rcome all difficulties, and that the nited
tat' still have contentions in prosp t with tho Roman atholic lnuch.
J>l~blic chool differ from the ' ·rman-evangclical paro ·hial s hools jn one o~her
par 1 ·ular. ' h public · ·hools ar to be the nur ry of th· idea of national umon;
and tli individual haratt •r of tho Am rican n~ition ancl "all the diff rout nation· Ii ic ar t? 1, ·omo itnhn ·<1 with th thor nghly Amoric-an , pirit." Dnt the erm n_ par ·lu· l chool. have f!Otn • hildren who an not peak Encrli h fin ntly and
ulh a th ·
•1umn 1: 1wn rre from religious int r, t without however n rrl ctin
·
· 1·,11"1·1 h , 1' or thi
. ' i 11 rn 1011
m
·a. on, th y ar ' a tacl· d' an<l. unfav ra bl Y
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widen the abyss between rich and poor, and engender labor tronbles. Bnt the following words express the actual tendency: "Shall we remain a people of many languages g Without a common language we can not become a nation." In Illinois
and .Wisconsin, too, the question was agitated in a lively manner, and in 1889 it was
legally declared that parochial schools were not to be publicly recognized,t and that
their pupils should be obliged to attend a public school sixteen weeks out of the
year. ·whoever has been in America knows how grounclless the fear is, that German
could assert itself as a second national language, like the French in Canada. Those
demands were declared unjust and absurd not only by the New York School Journal,
but in the Yale Review, and the law had to be revoked. The culture of the German
language in school and church serves only temporarily for the preservation of the
best individualities of German systems by which life in America is influen ced, to its
advantage of course.
'
In another way, too, the German language in the schools is a subject of dissension. Not only German, but French or Spanish i·s optionally taught in some cities for
a few hours in pnbliC'elementary schools, when a large number of inhabitants justi:fies their introduction. Knowledge of German is coveted in the North Central States,
and not alone by the lately arrived German settlers. _In Chicago, in 1892, German
was studied by 39,462 pupils_. of whom only 17,512 were of German parentage. But
the principals, none of whom bear German na,mes, as so many of the teachers do,
alleged that the elementary course .Fas disturbed by the study of German; the
school board, with few exceptions Americans or Irishmen, opposed German for
national reasons, hence the suspension of instrnction in German was as good aa
decided upon last year in Chicago, although nearly half of the inhabitants of the
city are Germans .
.Attenclance at schools ancl compulsot·y edtication.-Americau statistics satisfactorily
show that in the United States proportionately more children attencl school, or
rather, more names are on the call roll, compared with the population, than in any
other country of the world, even Prussia; 14,010,533 children are on the rolls of
the elementary schools, whereas in Prussia only 5,390,860 of the required age are
entered at school. Accorclingly in America the proportion is 1 pupil to 4.4 inhabitants; iu Prussia only 1 to 5.5. There must be a, mistake in the statistics, caused
either by a wrong calculation of the terms, or by duplicate enumeration necessary
on account of changes of school, and having separate lists for the summer and winter sessions. The Prussian statistics, perfectly reliable, state that in 1891 only 945
children missed attendance for insufficient causes. It can not be attributecl to the
fact that America has proportionately more children; Germany is geRerally acknowledged to be a prolific country; whereas it is a well-known fact that families of the
Anglo-Saxon race have few chilclren, and the official report records a not only relative but absolute decrease in the number of children in the north Atlantic States.
When we consider the crowclecl population of the large cities and the still undefined
relations in the South and West, we are justified in presupposing a reversed proportion. Still more probable is this when we see the hosts of 10 and 12 year-old boys
running about selling newspapers, and almost a certainty when we read that in 1892
the governor of the State of New York, for instance, deplores the fact that "thousands of children grow up without any education." The report of the school board
of Chicago for the same year numbered 191,180 children between 6 and 14 years of
age, of whom only 157,743 were entered on the rolls. Other ancl still louder complaints may be exaggeratecl.
Theoretically a kincl of compulsory education does exist in the United Stn.tes; the
first measures to carry it into effect were taken as early as 1852 by Massachusetts, a
State considered an authority on the development of education. It became general
in Massachusetts only in 1878, and now exists in 27 States; in the Sout!i it is still
unknown, auu is elsewhere opposed on the gron:!lds that it creates new transgres1
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sions, limits tbe liberty of parents, gives the Government new _pow.er, and is
altogether ml-American, that is, opposed to the free institutions of America. .Bt'lt
the rationale with which it was introduced meets this opposition in a thoroughly
republican manner: "It i s one of the fundamental laws of the State to compel
parents to give their children an education which qualliies them to become citizens
of a free State."
But its extent ancl the way it i s carried into effect make compulsory education in
America entiTely different from that in Germany. First of all, much more time is
spent at' school in Germany. In America, a week bas only fiye sc.lt0ol days. High
schools and most .of the elementary schools of l arge cities have about as m:my school
weeks as in Germany; but rural., and especially Southern schools, have not nearly so
many. The official report for the whole of America averages one hundred and thirtyfour school days to a year; the north Atlan"tic States with one hundred anJ. sixty-six:
and the south Central States with eighty-eight days are the extremes . Four years
[of two hundred days each] ar e given as the average time of attendance; the longest time being seven years in Massachusetts and tlle shortest t,Yo and a half years
· in a few Southern States. The law of compul sory education in no wise obligates
for tho whole time; eight, years (from the sixth t~ the fourteenth or from the eighth
to tho sixteenth) h ,we been decided upon for the course of elementary sch ools ; still
in most Sta.tes 8 to 14 years of age are regarded as the limits of obligatoTY attendance, and the minimum attendance is required only for_a limiteu number of weeks,
twelve to sixteen, during a year.
The executi on of tho l aw makes even this limited compass illusory. Illegal nonattendance i s punished by a fine of $5 t.o $20. But if parents are too poor to clothe
their chil<lron decently the punishment clause of the law in many States is exprcssl!
' declared inapplicable. Naturally most cases of nonattemfance occur in poor fann,lies, for whom special provision has been malle in charity OJ.' truant schools. These
are exceptions, however. New York a.nd Massachusetts are provided to a small ex.tent
only with these schools. Here and there the police do not sufficiently aid the school
II
commission, ·consequently the r eports of most States speak of the law as a dead
l etter ." School commissioners and super intendents prefer to do away with the pow?r
of _pnnishment altogether, and app1y mornl means only . ·what can be effecteJ. m
large cities in this respect, especially with incomplete rosters, is, of course, insufficient; but what has been accomplished in many places is worthy of recognition and
may be lookeJ. upon as aclmirable proof of self-administration. ]Tor this purpose a
special commission of citizens, truancy committee, or committee on compulsory education, has been formed. These obtain the lists of trua.utsfrom schools, and endeavor
to influence tho parents either personally or by means of officials. In 1892 they
maclo 12,906 investigations in Chicago; in 1,356 cases they could do nothing on account
of the indifference of the parents and incorrigibility of the chilclren; 7,592 children
were taken back to school for a time, a:tid 1,633 were induced to go to night schools
at least. In New York the commission· has 12 officials to execute tlle l:1w. DuriDg
188!:l-OO, 16,526 ca cs were carefully investi 0rratecl and 3 590 trnants taken back to
ch ol, many of them moro than ouce .
'
It seems str::mg to us to sec the attempt of h aling homcopathically the malady
of_ tru_an Y, i.e., irregular att n<la.nce (or '' playing hooky n); but that is bciug
tri cl m other laces be ill •s Chi< ago. It is prcscril>ell that as soou as a pnpil mi e
two wh 1 r f ur half clavs without 11crmi · iou witbin four ~ ck th par nis are
no i{i <l iu writing; if th ·hilll bas mi ·s <l si.· half days he is exp i1ed from S('bool.
II rn_n not her ad mitt ·<l uu il the fath •r has appem~ •J. 1, fore tbe iu 11 ·tor and
1n·oim <l r gul· r attcnclau •. In th la t Y<·ar ,G~o ·hilclren w r tllu . t •mporaril.
11 11 •utlc·tl, whil only 1 1 w re u L ·n<l ·cl f r bad Oll(lnct.
A ·bilcl can not cbang
·liool · 11 lihitnrn; ·a1·h chill n111 t att,·n<l tl.o <·ho,l within iL o"u distri·t.
·u lliu,. lo 1u·r 1111, 1 information flu. c Jne:111 ar , . aid to h y ·ry ff ctb· • · of ur ·c,
oul ~ith1, 1 ·ut ~·ho a ta h :rnyYalJ · to •cl11C"atio11. Tu many citi , to la· boluof
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children running about in the streets during school hours has ueen tried, but many
courts bave deelaretl it to be illegal, as there is no warrant for arrest.
In late years laws have been passed to restrict the employment of chlldreu in factories while they should be attending school; the employment of ,.,hildren in factories
is now made dependent upon permission granted by the school commissioner. In
1892 this permission was given in Chicago to 1,077 children, aged between 10 and 13
years; 173 of them had been abandoned by their parents.
The re3ult is that reports on attendance are much more modest than those on
enrollment. Only 64 per cent of all pupils enrolled really go to school; on an average a pupil attends school only eighty-six days out of tJie one hundred and thirt.yfour average school clays. In just appreciation of the better conditions in Germany,
the official report remarks that no class in that country is uneducated; no ragged or
begging chiid is seen on the streets of its cities, us is the case in America.
In regard to the short time of attendance at rural schools, Americans content
themselves with the fact that the children after all learn to read, and that newspapers serve as Hi means for further progres1;, in education. Americans, and especially the American laborer, reads the papers much more regularly than ,rn do. Everyone r eads his paper early in the morning, whether in railroad or street cars; the
l aborer reads his during dinner hour or of an evening while resting on the benches
oi the squares and parks. It is very desirable that these papers offer something
better than their u sual spicy, piquantly illustratc-d articles on scandals.
Coecliwation.-Coedu cation is not a general, but an exte11si rnly found, peculiarity of
American public schools. It is not as ,vith ns the custom only in primary and rural
schoolR, bnt in the city grammar and high schools as wen. Neither are the sexes
separate<.l in the normal schools, colleges, or universities. In Chicago coeducat,iou
is geueral; in Boston :m<l. New York t,he sexes a,rc etlucated together and separately.
It ,-.as a strange sight for ns to sec even in photographic representation 12, 13, and16 year-old uoys ancl girls sitting side by side, or standing in mixed rows for calisthenics or wand exercises. It must be remarked tbat, where instructed together,
they have separate seats; as a rule the teaeher is a woman, even in calisthenics. All
other ap:1rtments, including pb;ygrounds, are not shared by boys and girls. The
advantages of coeducation are not undisputed; strong objections to it have twice
been advanced from Boston. Ten years a.go Dr. Clarke revived the much mooted
question whether the better classes of American women are good housewives and
mothers. The Commissioner of Education compared reports from 300 large and
sman cities, and all were in favor of mixed schools. He then recommended them for
this reason: "Education suouhl prepare us for our future life; and if ·we must Ii ve
together, separate education means changing the natural order of the human liouseholcl."
Later on, Dr. Philbrici asscrte<.l that the particular form of eclucation adapte<l to
each sex could not be easily applied in coeducation . This objection could be met uy
the commissioner with the answer that ho had hall no experience in mixed schools,
and in regard to hJ·giene, statistical investigation showed only favorable rnsults.
The cncomaging experiences of Norway and !<'inland in regard to morals were
reported at the same time with a reminder of the i.msatisfactory effect of conYent
education in France.
The author was assured by a teacher, well informcll on this snuject, that coeducation exerted :1 favorable infi11enco on d eportment, mutual behavior, and discipline.
Germany perhaps chooses tho right medium between France and America; but when
wo conAider bow healthy, as a rule, tlie companionable intercourse between children
of familic friendly to each other is, we need not look upon the American plan as
hazardous for us, especially in smnJl places, where ontward circumstances make a
union d s1rable, and ::ts long as it does not interfere with the distinct aims of iustructiou for each.
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Discipiine is nut so strict as in Germany; formerly corporal punishment was in
vogue, but it is now generally forbidden. In carceration does not seem to be customary. Where admouition fails, the only means employed are suspension from
school or transfer to another school. The principal has a right to suspend a pupil
for a month; the superintendent for a term. The American method of instruction,
on account of the frequ ent reciting of single pupils, gives rise to much temptation
for disturbance and confusion, about which many complaints are heard.
Subjects of instriwtion.-The studies of the public elementary schools in cities are,
in the main, the same all over the country; but the number of hours devoted to each
study varies greatly. Most time is given to reading, as the contents of the rea~ers
are used as matter of instruct.ion. Those used in the intermediate classes chiefly
treat of natural sciences; those in the upper classes of history. Half of _all the time
is occupied by the study 01 the English l anguage, reading, orthography, gram~ar,
and writing. Complaints are numerous because spelling takes up so much time.
Technical grammar is studied only during the last two or three yeai;s. Very great
importance is attached to arithmetic to which five to six hours a week are allotted.
The course formerly included comm:rcial and stereometric arithmetic; but it bas
been curtailed from time to time. Algebra i s begun iu the eighth grade in a fe~
cities only; geometry is rarely taught except in the high school. The natural ~ciences are included from the :first to the eighth grade. Instruction is demonstrative
and practical, not systematic, and according to present pfans anticipates the development of the child in years. It comprises botany and zoology, geography and_astronomy, meteorology, physics, and the elements of chemistry. Great stress is laid upon
physiology and hygiene, the discussion of the circulation of the blood, the bones,
th
muscles, n.nq_ nerves; the brains of brutes and man are compared as early as in
e
second grade, and the comparison continues during two or three terms, always, of
course, accorc1ing to practical points of view.
Geography is studiecl at least to the same extent as in Germany, two or three hours
a week. History is limited to that of the United States, the short perio 1l of whi~h
permits a comprehensive course, even by devoting only a few hours a week to its
nd
study. In late years special study of the civil government of the UniteJ. States a
of tho particular State in question has been introuuced in connection with the closely
relat,ed study of history, the different departments of the law being thorough~y
expounded from their historic foundation. This is probably the reason wby m
America the mass of the people have such evident respect for the legal status of th6
land. It seems "American" to us that in a model course (that of Philadelphia) even
th e salaries of offices have been included .
Drawing and singing at'e inclU<lecl in the course to about the same extent as wi th
us; physical culture, particularly calisthenics, too, but the necessary equipments for
physical culture are wanting.
Fina.Uy, the stncly of temperance, essentially American, is legally prescribed in_34
States, except "in the most Southern States. In 29 States no teacher receive a certificate of arrpointment uuless ho passes the examination in physiology and teruper::m ce.
In tbi. ca. , too, 'tate reason ( taatsraison) instead of humanity di ·tat the rule:
"A. vi;'orons min in a strong bocly can do more for the State than a weak one.
~nl,li_ · schools are maiutaiuecl l>y the , tate; hen co the tate can c1emanc1 that wbat
1 t its h tH'fit shall he taught in its schools."
The appro1niate chapters of the t xtbooks on phyi,iology and h ·gi no form the basis of instrn~tion.
t tho examinatioi:
for proiu tiou q n tion.- to 1,e ans w r cl hy girl ancl hoys 10 years old arc, for in ,tance,
"J_Io \" can wr. pxov tl1at nic:otine is , poison
\Vhy are c-igarettes partirnlarl_y
1> 01 onon · T. akohol tmtritions, l~nllcr what name is alc·ohol drnnk. \Yhat 15
11 c·ffc r. of drinkin •r l,c er.' < • It mn t 1J r mark<'d how ver that thi tncly
111 • ·t wi h cl<'ddecl oppo. ition · on he on~ han,1 it i clecl;recl ns l •s a lontt a mo
lu
11e t O rn
· tttH' othen ·1· than h,,· allowing th pupil
· to JU monze
·
' r DI~ n'
h
f, nnll 111 If!
· 1,ook: 011 th o hrr hawl i i considered au •rror in P da·bilflr ·n ·ith vi
· ·t for ign t th ir thought .
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High schools o·r secondary education.-High schools, following immediately upon
grammar schools, also require for the most part four years of attendance. They
admit the pupils who have left the elementary schools with a cer tificate, or can pass
an examination for admission. Their course has a rather more scientific character,
a.nd incl udes eveu the beginning of foreign languages.
Any positive statistical comparison with the Prussian secondary schools, despite
the rich materials furnished by both sides, can not be carried out, for the American
high schools correspond to the higher· grades of our so-called middle schools, our
higher schools for girls, and the intermediate classes of our high schools combined.
The number of their pupils, nevertheless, is proportionally smaller than that of the
Prussian schools. If we consider boys only, and contrast a fairly exact estimate of
the pupils of the intermediate classes of our high schools and the highest cl asse8 of
our middle schools with American high schools, the average in America is 1 high
school pupil to 736 inhabitants; in Prussia, 1 to 586. These high schools are very
different from the well-defined secondary schools of Germany; they include every
school, even the smallest, whose course of study goes beyond that of the grammar
school. Thus there are 2,526 public with 202,963 students, and 1,632 private high
schools with 74-,931 students, averaging 3.6 teachers and 80 pupils.
But the most noteworthy fact-here, for the first time, we touch upon the most
important peculiarity of all American schools-is that the number of girls in the
high schools far exceeds the number of boys. There are 116,351 girls and only 85,451
boys. What is more characteristic still, is that of the proportionately small number
of graduates there are twice as many girls as boys, namely, 14,190 against 7,692.
Boys enter business very soon, iu which a higher education is considered of uo -value,
while the daughters of well-to-do parents attend the higher institutions of learning
for the sako of higher culture, and girls who are not so well situated need higher
educat10n to practice an independent -vocation, particularly that of teaching.
The high school course includes, besides English and literature, Latin, Greek,
French, German (Spanish, too, here and there), algebra, geometry, physics, chemistry, universal history, drawing, and singing. The courses of the different schools
aro by no means the same, and indefinite on account of the studies which are left
optional. High schools are designed only partly to prepare for colleges and universities; many pupils leave after a brief attendance. In tho year 1889-90, as stated
before, 85,451 boys and 116,351 girls attended tho public high schools; during that
year 7,692 boys and 14,190 girls left school with a diploma. In all classes together,
14,969 took the classical and 14,320 the scientific course to prepare themselves for
study at universities. To meet tbe different ends in view) the course is shaped to•be
a little more classical, or a little more scientific than the others, or simply offers a
general English education. In larger institutions these different courses are combined. Convinced of possessing the universal language, '' the language of the world,"
Americans do not attach as much importance to the study of foreign languages as
we do. The study of no rnodern foreign language is obligatory. In the scientific
course only one foreign language is required, it being Latin, German) or French. In
the classical course Latin is obligatory; the other languages are optional. Greek is
taught only in the two or three higher classes, the other languages in all four grades.
Four or five hours are devoted to each foreign language a week. Occasionally, single
studies, such as calculus, trigonometry, history, physiology, and bookkeeping, are
optional. The official report of the year 1889-90 gives the following statement: Latin
wa studied 1,y 34 per cent of all the pupils; Greek by 3 per cent; French by 5.8 per
cent; German by 10.5 per cent; algebra by 4.5 per cent; geometry by 21 per cent;
physics 1,y 22 per cent; chemistry by 10 per cent, and general history by 27 per c~nt.
These figures do not give a true idea of existing relations, as not all the studies are
taught in every ono of tho four grades, an<l the whole number of pupils is included
in the cal ulatious made. Tho proportion between tho numbers of male and female
pupil in the participat10n in these studies corresponds almost exactly to the pro-
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portion of the sum total of pupils, from which tho remarkable fact is deduced that
in America a,bout twice as many g irls as hoys l earn Latiu, 41,633 against 28,788. But
in Greek, which is studied by about one-eighth the nnmber of those studying Latin,
tho number of b oys is twice as great as that of girls.
'l'he lligh er private schools (academi es, seminaries, institutes, coEeges) h aYe on
the whole the same organization; they h ave about the same number of male and
female pupils. So far as their self-assigned task of preparing for colleges and uniYersities is concerned, they stand higher th ari. public schools. For som.e time university-colleges have been graLlually raising their standard for aclruissicn in Latin
amt Greek, so that it is uifficnlt for public high schools 1 with their broader but less
p rofound education, to meet the requirem ents; these preparatory schools limit their
course accordingly to classical l an «uao-es and mathem a tics. 'l'he division of public
hi gh schools into a classical anu ~.., sc~ntific cour se meets with decided opposition
from the advocates of a uniform system simil arly appliell to all schools. The correl ation of these s chools with the universities-in other words, secondary education
with superior education-is not as yet as definitely arranged as with us.
Tllere is no-doubt that the fun J ameutal iuea of the strictly uniform, or common,
sy stem iR in the main correct. Americans, not hindered by any existing conventi~nal
order of society, could intelligently arrange their schools accordiug to pedagogical
anu political ideas . Those thoroughly acquainted with the subject readily ackno,vlc<l.ge tho superiority of German schools in other respects, but always revert to,
"But onr system is better.I' The elementary school appropriates entirely too much
tim e. Not to begin instruction in foreign languages until the fifteenth year must
stunt, or seriously retard, the success of its stndy, the more so if more than one
language b e b egun at the same time . . Just beeauso the right to one year's service
in the army (with ns a great indu cement to secondary study) do es not cnt a :figure in
tho calcul ation, and because aspiration for higher stmlies alone induces to entrance
to the high schools, it ,voulcl be better not to keep tho umbitious back on account of
the others, but ruther to begiu the high school course at about the twelfth year
of age.
The Commiss ioner of Education justly remarks th at in German gymnasia the study
of ancient languages is begun so eady--at 9 years-that pnpils who at.tend tho liigher
burgher schools find a barrier in their way if they intencl to go to tho university.
The ,vant of an easy transition to higher educa,tion is a serious error of the German
system . The right mean in this case, as llas ueen said, would be found between 9
and 15.
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canses Hes iu the method of instruction and the qualification of teachers, closely
refated with one another, which we are about to consider.
Methods and text-boolcs.-The American method of instru~tion, having taken the
FTench and English mechanical memorizing for its model, differs essentially from
the German. It aims not at com]_ffehencling and master:ng a subject through the
urn:1erstarn:.1ing, but at the acquisition of a complete presentation through the memmy. Consequently instruction is defined less by the teacher than by the text-book,
which is learned almos t by heart. Most of the time is taken up by daily questions
ancl answers and marks are giYen for the recitation. The book contains a number
of questions with answers attached for r_e citation. Examinations for promotion in
class, as well as teachers' examinations, consist, for the motit part, of a number of
such questions and answers, so that with diligent applica,tion and a good memory
even an inferior mind can easily pass them. Be the books never so good, such _
instruction will hardly lead to the development of the intellect and to a free mastery
of the subject. The stacks of pupils' work at the Exposition in Chicago contained
excellent work in geography imcl the natUTal sciences, especially physiology; the _
explanatory drawings were particul arly good and appropriate, lmt the finishecl form,
and at times the almost identical wording, betrayed that t,hey were chapters of the
text-book committed to memory. American teachers rtre by no means ignorant of
this deficiency in their method . Many objections have been acl vancecl in different
reports, but the method i s a natnral outgrowth of the whole school system. In cases
where schools or a few teachers have acloptecl the German method they and their
pupils appear at a disadvantage at inspections and examinations arranged according to the text-book method . Naturally the drawback is more evi<lent in higher
than in el emenfary schools. Generally the teachers have no scientific command of
their subject, and in their dependence on the text-book do not distinguish between
essentials and subordinate facts. According to th~ Massachusetts report, many
teachers of geometry are dissatisfied, with the mem.oriziug method.
'fhe Commissioner of Education evidently favors tho German method; but he
tries to bring out the good points of the American too; and, as he likes to philoso- ,
phize, he endeavors to connect it with tho national character. _ "The text-book
method," says he, u offers decided advantages for facilitating instruction. By exacting -t.he acquisition of the contents of the book it becomes easier for the teacher to
occupy tho pupil's time regularly at home. The pupil cloes apply the memory more
than the higher intellectual faculties; but then, be can be made accountable for this ,
mechanical work much more easily than for work done by means of the reasoning
power; moreover, the mechanical work is a kind of intellectual discipline and exercise for the will. The less gifted pupils may fare better than in Germany; for what
is acquired without being understood at the time cmn a lways be applied later/'
Even in memorizing grammar (overcome by us at ]east in principle) he discovers an
advantage which tho eulogist of a formal education attained by Latin grammar .
might turn to account. 'l'he positiveness of the rules, many exceptions, numerous
long paradigms ancl queer idioms are of course only a meager exercise of the intellect;
but it is also a discipline of the will, peculiarly adapted to accustom one to the
observation and discreet considerati-On of the rights ancl privileges of our fellowcitizm1s, and to equitable assertions of personal rights. A snperstitious respect for
their orthography obliges English-speaking nations to memorize mechanically,
which, on the other hand, influences all that rise from a state of perfect jgnorance
to a conservative way of thinking. The full scope of jntcllectual freedom which
the German -,youth enjoy s at school counteracts, so to speak, the outward dependence
on tbc Goverumcnt, which in its surveillance, like Providence, surrounds tJ1e citizen
as with. a. wall.
The tcxt-1 ook plays an important part in school administration, too. Its introduction is generally <leci<lcd upon b y the school board, who are also instrumental in
purcha ·ing it. Great diver ity, however, prevails in this respect. The greatest .
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liberty is allowed in Alabama, where every teacher has hi8 own text-book, and introduces it. "According to which text-book do you tcach1'' is the most important;
question leading to h is appointment. It is said that in some States its use is dependent upon the rings formed by booksallers. California goes to t h e oth er extreme.
That State controls not onlv the selection but the introduction and even the manufacture and sale of text-books. As our own management seems to be inclined in this
direction, it may be remarked that many objections are raised to it in Am~rica. At
least a free competition in the making of text-books is to be desired. I n Chicago
the school board and booksellers agree to a contract in which the price and finish of
the books is defined. Every alteration in the text-book is dependent upon the
approval of the board.
In many Northern States the text-book is either loaned or given to the pupil free
of charge. The expenses in Massachusetts h ave thereby been increased about
$400,000. The advantag~s and disadvantages of this custom are being much disputed
throughout the Union.
Male and female teachers. -If in every off..ce the chief factor is the man, and in school
the teachers, we have come to the weakest point in the American school systemprofessional teachers are wanting. That is to say, that most teachers are deficient
in the req nisite scientific and pedagogic preparation for their vocation . The greateS t
number are women, and comparatively few make a profession of teaching.
According to the American way of looking at things, no importance is attached
to the technical preparation for occupations and vocations or professions. Professions are changed according to advantages or opportunities. In annual reports
we repeatedly meet with complaints of the fact that the teachers, men and women,
h a_ve little or no normal or scientific education, and that they must be appointed
without regard to the necessary knowledge and Jledagogic preparation.
.
At a superficial glance America does not seem to lack normal schools and seminaries. Although the oldest semina,ry was founded (in Massachusetts, at Lexington,
of Revolutionary fame) as late as 1838 there are now 135 public and 43 private normal
schools in the United States, numbering, collectively , three years ago, 34,440 pnpils;
proportionately more than i.n Prussia, which two years ago numbered only 1?,836
normal students, not including those of the private normal schools. But the difference is reversed by firmness of purpose ancl a fixed order. Whereas in Prussia ~11
normal school students, about 3,600 a year, graduate after having taken the entire
course; in America, in 1890, only 5,237 passed through all the classes. This number
lacks about 2,000 in proportion to the number in Prussia. On account of frequent
resignations, the yearly demand for teachers in America is astonishingly great, onethird of the number needed annually can scarcely be met by the normal schools.
Masgachusetts has the best provisions for a normal education, nevertheless in 1892
only 3,267 ont of the 10,965 teachers actively engaged had graduated from n~rma.l
schools; a further number of 792 hall attended a normal school for some p criocl of
time. The others had in ono way or another prepared themselves to pas th e
teach rs' examination. As with us different d egrees of diplomas are obtained in th6
examination, so in America teachers are qualifi d for only from two to four years,
aft r whiC'h tim th y must pnss another examination. The reporter from fa sa.cbu c•tt.· consol H him. elf w ith th fact that now 80 per cent of all puhlic schools are
und ·r prof · ional superYi:iou, a1l<l that tho school in pector can giv a i ta.nee to
th tca<·h,'.r · • uch is 11<' tat of affair in the • orthern tates. In the outhern
tat •. i i. ill mor unfavorahl .
T('af'li r of hi.,h · •hool haY as a rnl , gradnatecl from high chools; and for th e
T

t ucl ·d: coll g a. nuiv .r.-ity, or a normal ·hool b fo~e
ho t a"1H'r
•. amina ion.
, 11 rally spc•, ]·in"', Jiow v r tho itnation 1
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teachers, necessarily surprising to anyone who, for the firtlt time, receives accurate
knowledge of the facts in the case. The proportions of the total number do not
seem so dissimilar. In the year 1890, out of the 363,935 public school teachers,
125,602, or 34.5 per-cent, were men; 238,333, or 65.5 per cent, wom·en. In Prussia,
excluding the secondary schools that have male teachers only, the proportion is
58,464 male to only 13,337 female teachers; or, if we include all special t eachers, particularly the 39,764 female teachers of h andiwork, there a.re 75,518 male to only
53,202 female teachers. We might be under the impression that the imperfect conditions prevailing in the South and West bear the greater burden of the fault. The
case is contrariwise, for the further the school system has developed, the more female
teachers there are. In the North Atlantic States only 20 per cent of all teachers are
male; in the South Central States male teachers form 57 per cent. Massachusetts
and Arkansas, with, respectively, 9.9 -and 68.5 per cent, are the extremes in these
gronps. Chicago in this r espect, too, is about the most American city. In 1892 it
numbered only ~19 male to 3,081 female teachers, only about 6.6 per cent, while the
whole State o'f Illinois reached the proportion of 27 per cen t male teachers. In the
public high schools of the lfnited States the proportion is more favorable, the 40 per
cent of male t eachers corresponds exactly to the proportion between the number of
male and female pupils. The rule seems to be that boys are taught by men and girls
by women . But 15 and 16 year old boys may be found who are taught by women,
and not only where coeducation prevails. A photograph of the second class in a,
high school of Maine, the pupils of which were 15 and 16 year old boys, shows them
practicing calisthenics under the direction of a female teacher.
The employment of femal e teachers ii{ public schools is supposed to have started
in Massachusetts on accouut of the war of secession. As young
were called to
military service female teachers were resorted to for substitutes. After the war there
was such a dearth of men in industrial pursuits that the retention of female teachers
was a necessity. That may all be very true, but the fundamental cause is a continuous one, and lies in existing circumstances . During late years the number of
male teachers in Massachusetts has decreased by 1,776; in Pennsylvania in one year,
1888-89, -the number of male teachers decreased by 812, and that of the female
teachers increased 1,048. Thi:' near future is illustrated by the fact that the latest
report on attendance in normal schools shows 93 per cent female pupils for Massachusett s; 99 per cent for Connecticut, and almost 100 per cent for New Hampshire.
This state of affairs is connected with the frequent changes and instability of
teachers.. In Maine, Rome time ago, four years was found to be the average time of
service. The report of 1892 on the high schools of Washington [D. C.] remarks that
with few exceptions all professionally prepared teachers who had occupied their
positions four years ago had resigned to enter other more lu crative positions.
Better opportunities are offered not only to male but to female teachers, who also
give up their positions to enter upon married hfe. Of the 28,000 positions connected
with the Federal Government in Washington, not fewer than 11,000 are held by
women. Even well-to-do young American women, generally highly educated, well
informed, and at the same time enterprising, prefer to spend a few years in teaching
rather than await their future inactively. The official report condenses all this in
the mournful rnmark: "In the United States the profession of teaching seems to be
a kind of waiting room in which the young girl awaits a congenial, ulterior support,
and the young man a more advantageous position."
The causes of this are of an intellectual and a material kind. The report of the
Commissioner of Education remarks somewhere that an educational atmosphere
prevails in all Germany; so we might say that a business atwosphere prevails
throughout America, as far as the men are concerned. Acquisitiveness and a spirit
of enterprise jn a boy are encouraged from the very beginning by education and
exam pl . As no time 1s left to him for an extended education, the vocation of teacher
is naturally altogether foreign to his thoughts. On the contrary, girls withheld
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from domestic activity at home acquire more ancl more taste for the intellectual.
Women and young girls form the majority of the auqience at scientific lectures,
congresses, etc. Teaching offers the opportunity best adapted to them for public
activity and, at the same time, the most honorable mode of earning a livelihoo~.
Thus, there is a steadily increasing influx of young g1rls into the profession of
teaching. That is only a part of the whole movement-the appearance of women
in public walks of life, heretofore reserved for men-the more important for us,
because its influence has already been felt in our own relations of life. In America
women have monopolized the position of cashiers and typewriters in large offices,
as they have also done in the telegraph service, and partly in the postal service.
We have already spoken of the Departments in Washington. Of the 415 colleges
and universities in the United States, 272 admit young women and men on the same
coll(litions. The oldest and most select in the North Atlantic States, however, are
not among them. There are besides 179 colleges for women, mostly in the South,
and really only secondary educational institutions, in which 1,648, or three-fourths,
of the professors are women. Even in the mixed universities 134 women have
regular professorships, mostly in music and the·other arts; in 24 they are members
of the boards of trustees. At a congress in Chicago, self-conscious women orators
definecl the coming century as "the woman's century."
This shifting of the lines in the positions of the se:s:es can no't but gradually exert
a deep influence on all relations of life, ancl particularly on the whole intellectnal
life. At first sight, we might think that this would, iu consequen ce, receive a more
feminine character; certain it is, that instruction which appeals exclnsively t? ~h 13
receptive activity is one of the resultants of thi. character. But it is the femmme
character that seems to be influenced; it imbibes the masculine independence and
industry. ·woman, by stepping out of the domestic circle to compete with man,
seems to increase the unrest, precipitation, and tension in all relations of life. __
l<..,urthermore, the question of salary i s included in the much-deplored conchtions
of the profession of teaching. In the official report the salaries of German teac~ers,
as they were three years ago, are justly defined as meager according to the Amenc:m
standard. It appears to us that American salaries according to the Amcric:m st a 11 <lard are decidedly smaller than German sal aries according to the German standard·
Superintendents, or school councilors as we say, with salaries of $.J.,000 to $5,000,
inspectors or supervisors in tho principal cities, as well as directors of tho larger
hi gh school8, with $3,000 to $4,000 are well paid. In large cities tho principal of
elementary schools receive from $1,500 to 1,900. Specialists, of whom unusual proficiency in their particular branch is required, are paid better than class teach r ·
A drawing teacher in Boston recejycs $3,000; the instructor of military drill, $2,000.
Othcnviso teachers are poorly paid. Massachusetts, three years ago, paid by far th0
highest salaries; teachers of tho elementary schools averaging $95 1 {I, year. Connecticut also paid well, $660 a year. The official report says: "Snch salaries make th ~
permanency of the profession of teachers impossible, a weaver rocei ves just as muc_h.·-'
Large citie. like Boston, New York, Chicago, San Francisco, etc., pay high salanc-.
But how in adequate arc they cl cwhere. Peunsylnmia, on an average, pays $39 to
m n and $30.03 to women teachers a month. For t110 year 188!) the official report on
el mcntary an<1 hi rh schools together averages tho s;larie , by the month, at $-1 2.4 3
for m n all(1 $31.27 for women teach rs .
.. Ior ov r, in makin"' a ·omparison, it mnst lJo remembered tliat the advautag of
p ·rman 11 ~ oim ctcd with po i ion. in Gcrm:my does not exist in America. Tli r
ar no Jl n ion and Rtip ncl • ft r c1 } th (R likt nv r icberuno-).
n.lari ar ~a,..
al u]at. 11 nntl ai<l b 'th month, on. i ting of four chool we ks; vacation mon h
r uot in lncl .cl. ,'alarie <lo not ontinno <luring int rruption of dnti by 1 ,.
of ah 1·nce or sickne
111 1hica<T , tbe amouuts deducted ore us d for payinrr ubt
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In tLe annual reports of the school commission the raising of salaries is repeatedly
daclared necessary to win more men over to, ·a nd keep them in, the, profession of
teaching. An earnest effort in this respect seems to have. been made durjng the last
year (1892) by Massachusetts, which raised the :werage . monthly salary of malo
teachers from $118 to $134, while at the same time it reduced that of female teachers
from $;18 to $46.50; now the law of supply and dem~nd is called into action. The
more moderate demands of female teacbers are a reason for giving them tho preferenc·e. According to the preserit 'prospect, the excessive number of female teachers
promises to increase still more.
Conclusion.-In his last report the Commissioner designated the following as subjects requiring l egal regulation: Supervision of private and .parochial schools; furnishing te:s:t-books free of charge to all pupils, and of school b_ooks by the Stn.te.
As these subj ects arc warmly discussed in teachers' assemblies and journals, and can
be decided upo11 and settled by legislation, the Commissioner's selection may be just.
To our German way of thinking they all appear secondary, with the exception of
the first mentioned, provided jt include a just and peaceable settlement between
public and parochial schools. To us the most important and pressing duties would
be to bring about a well-arranged organic' connection between high schools and
universities and, above all, the establishment of a profession of teaching. These
points can not be settled simply by legislation, but require long labor.
,
Intellectual life, religious and scientific interests, are very active' along with the
restlessness of busi•ness life in America. The ambition for higher intellectual cul-ture, emanating from individual impulses, is widely diffused mnd more active-than
with us. A peculiar manifestation of this is "university e:s:tension," which originated in Engl:rnd, and has made stca,dy progress in America during the last ten
years . Its most remarkable fruit is the summer school at Chantanqua, which, with
its vacation lectures antl courses of exercises, its branch societies and reading circles, directs the scientific ed ucation of 25,000 studcntR, or members. Old universities, too, Lave aided these movements by introducing summer courses. Other
associations have also been formed for the same purposes.
Such arrangements still bear the character of immaturity and the ::nnateurs' want
of thoroughness, but, at the same time, give evidence of a desire for perfection.
The superiority of our scientific work and our system of higher education is readily
acknowledged in America; on tho other band., in much that is practical wo follow
the American precedent, but we do it in our own way; for ·instance, in our summer
normal courses and l ectures on political economy for mixed audiences.
The public school system of the United States is a vigorous institution, which
during its short existence has grown to its fullest possible extent; but :fts inner
development has not kept pace with its exterior. It resembles a young and numerous army not wanting in warriors ancl excellent generals, but lacking a requisite
number of reliable commissioned and noncommissioned. officers and well-trained
drillmasters.
III. Dr. Stephan Waetzol<lt, principal of Elizabeth School, professor of, Romanic
languages and literatures in the University of Berlin, and chief commissioner of the
German educational e:s:hibit in Chicago, spent nearly eight months in this country,
and the result of his observations is embodied in three l ectures which he delivered
before tho Teachers' Association iu Berlin in February and March, 1894. These offhand lectures, giYcn without manuscript, except when tho speaker consulted his
note-book, and which w ere r eported in shorthand, bear the unmistakable stamp
of originality. Perhaps, if the gentleman bad reduced his opinions to writing, he
would have softened an expression h ere and there, would have moved certain facts
into a better per. ·pectivo, and have focused others with the intention of enlisting
our attention; but as these lectures were intended for German hearers and German
teachers, we hav h ere the unchanged, original opinion of a man whose opinion is
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considered authoritative in Germany. He makes some errors in bis facts and dednctions, but they are so obvious that a comip.ent is scarcely needed for American readers. His first lecture was chiefly on the German educational exhibit. It is here
inserted on account of its numerous allusions to the other exhibits and to American
education.
THE EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT IN CHICAGO AND THE SCHOOL SYSTEM
OF THE UNITED STATES.
[Three lectures.]
By Prof. STEPHAN WAETZ0LDT,
Director of Elizabeth School and profeHsor in the University of Berlin.

FIRST LECTURE.
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: In wh~tever way we may judge the Americans, one
thing we must concede to them: They devise lofty plans and display unexampled
energy in their development and execution. ·when the American mind conceived
the thought of a World's Fair in the broadest sense of the term, the plan laid out
. was, not only to undertake a universal exposition of material things, but to dr_aw
- all forms of culture, the intellectual as well, into this emulous contest. The high
estimation in which education is held in the United States ; tp.e deep and broad
interest manifested in all questions of instruction; the firm conviction that education is the most powerful weapon of the progress of mankind, left no doubt_that an
educational exhibition in the widest acceptation of the term would be planned. In
fact, the first outlines sent to us displayed gigantic dimensions. All civilized nations
of the earth were expected to exert themselves to unite in Chicago whatever t;hey
possessed in the field of education, from the university down to schools for idiots and
deaf niutes; and it was thought possible to judge which nation would be victorious
in the contest.
The plan was this: Every nation was to show the sites and different types of
school ~mildings on as large a chart as possible; explain the administration. and
organization of its school system by inscriptions, tables, and graphic represent~t10_ns,
and also show the means of instruction p53culiar to it. From the very begmnin_g
particular stress was laid upon exhibiting the work of pupils and students. This
might then be compared, indeed it was cqntemplated to institute an internation:31
comparison which would determine what country had made the greatest progre~s in
late yea1s. The execution of this gigantic plan fell behind the idea as first conceived
and formulated, for at Chicago there were represented, beside all the States of the
Union, only Germany, England (but only London, and of London only the pauper
schools) 1 France, Russia, Japan, the South American States, Mexico, and Spain,
although the educational exhibit of Spain might have found room on this desk.
Unfortunately Italy, the home of universities, was not represented; nor were Aust~ia,
Sweden,1 Norway, and Denmark, where public education is remarkably progressive.
At lea t these latter countries sent very meager exhibits. _Without exaggeration
and self-adulation we can say that the palm of victory belong to Germany. There
has not been ex.pre sed the clightest doubt as to that.
The erman exhibits were a1Tanged in tho upper gallery of the immense Mannfa~tur ~nd Lib ral Arts Building, a gallery of such dimensions that the len!Tth of
tbi paciou hall is not qual by far to its breadth. The space occupied by th6
rm n_ achoo! e hibit ·omprised 2,200 square meters, twice the space of the Philhar~omo In t1 nt .
u h wa one of the exhibitions. Adjoining were the xhibi
of l~n~land an tho nit d ,'ta.t · opp it to that of Germany wa the French
exhtblt. 1 r v r, a
t par of th edu a ion, l ,xhibit was pla ed in oth r buildg · Tb t nrl n ·y
p, rti ul, ri m and i d p nd nee prev nted the eparate
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South American States from joining the general school exhibit,, hence their best efforts
toward culture could not be seen except in their own respective State builclings. 1
Tho French exhibit suffered from lack of concentration; it was distributed in three
buildings: the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, the State Pavilion of France,
and. the Pala,ce of Agriculture. The l ast mentioned contained the exhibit of the
French schools of agriculture.
Over the entrance to our German exhibit stood the words "German educational
exhibit," though in reality it was an exhibition of education in Prussia. A patriotic
and. a political reason can be given for this inaccuracy. In foreign countries the names
of the separate German States sink into oblivion, and the farther away from Germany
you go, the more does this apply. Germany, the Empire, alone is known. It was
difficult for Americans to understand that our schools are not under one government,
that we do not even have general school statistics, and that all our educational
SJ·stems are affairs of the separate. States. Foreigners look upon and comprehend.
Germany as a whole. Prussia, as was her duty, took the lead for Germany, and also
bore all the expenses. It is true that we have an imperial postmaster in Germany,
but unfortunately no imperial schoolmaster. Wiirtemberg, alone, of the other German States, sent a separate exhibit, not comprehensive, it is true, but excellent on
the whole and in part, and kept separately within the large exhibit. Bavaria was
represented in the university exhibit, and partly among the showing of school
systems by a chart and a few photographs of buildings. Saxony, unfortunately,
was not represented at all, the Hanseatic cities very meagerly, the Grand Duchy of
Hesse by a few books.
·
Tl:e resolution to undertake an educational exhibition on a large scale was framed
very late with us, but once taken was executed with vigor. The Emperor's influence
was secul'ed to obtain au appropriation sufficient for carrying out the purpose well.
As is the fate of all State appropriations the limit set has been overstepped. We are
indebted to the minister of education fo.r resolving, despite many a doubt, upon a
comprehensive educational exhibition. In December, 1892, the work was begun by
the three judges, Schneider, Stauder, and Althoff. Schmidt, a younger Government
councilor, undertook the general report. As all was to be finished in March, the
amount of preparatory work required feverish energy. First of all, plans had to be
devised for the great undertaking, material accumulated and sifted, collections
made, freight and security considered, etc. The most difficult question, how.ever,
was: What shall we exhibitf That which is best of all, the instruction itself; the
inspiring word of the teacher, his very life in the class room, transmitted from eye to
eyo and mind to mind, we could not reproduce. In their enthusiasm the Americans
had at first intended to present whole classes in process of being taught, and thus
in stitute competitive instruction, but through the just and discriminating prudence
of the committee· of etlucation, and particularly of the president of the advisory
council for the American educational exhibit, Dr. Wm. T. Harris, this plan was not
carried out.
We decided that were we to be represented at all we should have to include all
departments of education, from the university down to the lowest country school,
also institutions for the blind, <leaf-mutes, and idiots. One department alone was
excluded, that of technological instruction, and also gymnastics. Let me remark
here that universities and the university exhi'bits lie outside the scope of my address
to-cl.ay. I shall confine myself to schools in the narrower sense of the term. And
why were the technical schools not represented f The first consideration was that
America, the land of technics and technical progress, could easily aurpass us; moreover, there was not money enough for everything; and. finally, the department of
technical education is, with us, unfortunately divided. The management of industrial ::ind technical schools, as well as technical continuation schools, belongs to the
d epartment of the interior, not to that of education.
1
'l'h..is is an error, as .Brazil, .Argentine Republic, and Uruguay were well represented from (,he
educational side, and not. in their State buildings .-En.
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As was manifested later, the missing exhibit of technical :mcl industrial schools
was n. cleploraulo deficiency. However, the demand s for space, which provoked the
most h e:1tecl dis cussions, were such that wo would not have received the space necessary to r epresent tho technical and industri al schools. How splendid this display
would have been was shown in an adclreRs delivered at the "\Vorlcl's Congress of
Engineers, August 5, Ly the American chairman, Mr. Remy, wbo saill that technological instruction in nll its graLles i s better in Germany than in America, because it
is commenced later with more mature students, and i~ pursued for n, longer period of
time; consequently, it is more profound, more thorough, ~m<l. much more advanced.
"\i\Tlmt a German slowly accomplishes in a year, the American student i s e:s.pect,cd to
rush through in four weeks. But, as he said, circumstances in America hardly
permit it to be otherwise.
After the resolution lrn,Ll been passed to undertake n, German educational exhibit,
the work of preparation began. .C ountless lette:i;s ancl requests hatl to b e addressed
to publishers. ·what seemed worth sendino- had to be arranrred acconling to definite
points of view, a,ncl, above all, statistical ~rnterial had to "'10 collected on a l arge
scale. The most important work in this line was done by Dr. Petersilie, of the bureau
of Rtatistics. Furthermore, comprehensive papers on the condition and history of
public schools, seconc.lary education, and universities, schools for girls, etc., bad to
be 1weparecl in a few months. Thus, in an incredibly short t ime wern produced:
(1) The great. n.nd comprehensive memorial on the Prussian school system (189 2 ),
embracing all elementary and mi<l.dle schools, by Messrs. Schneider an<l. Petersilie;
(2) the excellent history of secondary education in Germany during the nineteenth
century, with numerous statistical auditions by Dr. Rethwisch; (3) the admirable
work of Miss Helene Lange on the development of institutions for girls; (4) to
these were adcled graphic representations of the atten<l.:mce of high and el!3mentary
schools, the number of graduates, etc. For wall ornamentation, a brge number of
photographs showing the inner and outer _construction of well-kno'\\".ll schools, were
provi<l.ecl, as well as busts of great professors and teachers. The four renowned a.utl
great friezes, "Tho four epochs of science," by Knille, were taken from among th e
treasures of the National Gallery ancl formed the finest ornament of the German
e<lucational exhibit. The first two, the Grecian epoch (philosophers next to a group
of "'restling youths) and the epoch of "\Veimar (Goethe and Schiller), .,ere pla.ced
in t4e division of school instruction, the two others in the uniYersity division.
Besides these, there were two paintino-s
ideal representations of secondary au d
0
'
•
'Th ey
elementary schools, designecl by a young painter
from Berlin, Mr . Kobcrstem.
were pictures of a very large size .
The place- here in Berlin set apart for the collections was quicldy :filled; in a short
time there was hardly any room in tho halls and the yard. This chaos was cleared
only by degrees. Almost 800 boxes, whoso climensions avernged 2 cubic meter ,
were sent in installments on two steamers to Baltimore. I shall skip the weeks a nd
months during which this ch aos cbangetl to order: a period in which from Rns_ ia,
Austria, and America space had to 1,o conquered; the galleries were still buil<l. 1~:,
and the architectural decorations were being made. Finally, after a thousand clifficulii s ha l l>ecn overcome, tho work was completed.
L t m invit you to a wa11· through this educational exhibit. Leaving the anacl_ian exhibit w · nter from th onth sicle through a portal of simple Greek propllrtiona hat lwars tho iu · rip ti on : "German ducational exbiuit." Before u nlon~
th main 1,alu tra<l , !Xt nc1s th uni vcrsity xbil>it; to tho lefL is tha of th scl.Iool · :
on h uppn fiQor nncl ·ov ·rin"' tho ame sr,ace, is n, gnll ry d voted to pcci al
· ·~ool and lilnar~· lisp]a ·a. L kiu"' up into au :x:papsc of imm n e breadth and
h •••h fil_l <l ,,:ith a mi t of <ln. t :.hi n no movinf! ma. 8 of p opl alway rai e. ~"
C'. ' th ~wantic framcw rk of th .. Iannfactnr . Building, with it y Uowi h-wlu t ,
nu,1o :vpa111· . , pprn:H'hi11~ t]1 1,ani t r w look d wn npon th bn ·tli1w rowu
r n <'i t y ,·ithi11 hi h 1il<lin ,. a. ily wi h b lfri ,81 urr •t:, and minar t , in wh
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separate quarters all the nations were united. Exhibits of industry and manufacture were on the ground floor, those of science and the liberal arts in the galleries.
In our own domain, first an open space was provided for a kind of court of honor,
so to speak, both for higher and lower education. The first place was occupied by_
the exhibit of education of the blind, a display for which ·we must tlrnnk the Imperial
Blmd Asylum at Steglitz, and which proved to be one of the most attractive points
of the German exhibit. It was particularly so because of the following three features: (1) The large library in Braillcan script, a library that can not be duplicated,
·for nowhere in the world is there even a similar collection of books. It c.ompri"ses
730 volumes, written for the blind in God's name by matrons and ~Totmg la,dies of the
society of "Edelweiss," so that the trcasm·es of German literature may be accessi1le
to them. Whereas before the blind had only the Bible, some school text-books, and
a few journals, they now read the best our literature affords: Goethe, Schiller,
Uhland, Gerok, Scheffel, Freytag, etc.; (2) the ingeniously:: devised methods .of
instruction for the blind in natural history, physics, geography, arithmet.i c, etc.;
(3) the models made by the blind themselves afttJr touching tangible objects, thus
giving us a representation of the world and its objects imagined by the blind.
Adjoining this (in the court of honor) were the exhibHs of the city of Berlin,
portfolios containing pictures of the most beautiful school buildings, and-a row of
show cases filled with the han.di work of girls from . the One hundred and fortythird public school. I was asked countless times whether this was the ;work of
spocial schools, and my information thab these pieces of work were made in_one of
the· m::m ypublic schools of Berlin was always received with astonishment. The official graphic r ; presentation, which shows that the incomparaJ;>le growth of t_h e city
and the gradual incr0ase jn schools and educational faciHties have gone hand ju
hand, that buildings especially erncted for school purposes were always ready when
the city limits were extended in any direction, awakened t,he greatest wonder among
the people at Chicago. This table showed that provision for public schools was
proportionate to the vast growth of our city from 1861 till 1892. Chicago offers no
comparison to these statistics-60,000 children there are not going to school for want
of school facilities and teachers. "You have given us a lesson in humility," said a
prominent American to me.
_
·Farther on we come to the library containing the forms of constitution and
administration of schools; the organizations found in the separate German States
were here represented, when possible, in every detail. Close . by, on a table, was
placed a collection of German educational journals, arranged by Mr. Arndt, a normal school teacher. Hundreds of copies of the special catalogue prepared for t4is
collection were given away . None of us who had contributed our share of work to
this department had known that Germany publishes regularly 239 pedagogical journals and 30 teachers' almanacs, not including journals for juvenile literature; these
were enumerated in the supplement of Arndt's catalogue. All the last year's numbers of these journals had been coJlected and exhibited in a series of beautifully
bound volumes. The comparatively few journals of other countries, contrasted
with th e almost appalling number of our country, representing all, even the smallest
school systems, was a truly proud eviclence of the jnner work of German educational
science and method.
The vestibule which adjoined the conrt of honor was crowned by m e with the first
painting of Mr. Kolierstein, a large semicircle on the left sitle of which boys in the
Frederick-·w miam Gymnasium were represented wrestling and throwing javelins.
On the right-halll1 side, separated lJy an oak that bore the portrait of William von
Humboldt, a group of boys were gathered around a teacher giving explanations with
the aid of tile microscope. Defore this picture were 10 leather-bound folios containing the late t ·an tl most b autiful plans of school architecture. The volume on the
history of J ublic school buildino-s of I rnssfa, from 1821 till 1880 began with the sm::i,11
designs of the modest country schoolhouses in 1821 and concluded with the magnifi.-
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cent public schools now erected by the State aml our farg;e cities. The selected
models of normal schools, preparatory instituti ons, classical and modern high
schools, etc ., were exact in every detail; for in stance, the arrangement of secondary
schools was shown iu model s of the Frederick-Willi am Gymnasium and the Augusta
School. Then the secondary school system was gra,phically described, and 13 l arge
,statistical charts showed the progress of education in Prussia during the last tw enty
years in a few striking statements, puzzling even to us who, though in tlle midst of
the ech!cational activity, had never beheld such an array of comparative :figures.
I shall mention only a few of them. They were afterwards divicletl into two parts,
taking the dates 1871 and 1892; thus the beginning of the late development of Germ:1ny and Prussia and the present time were placed side by side to facilitate com_p arlson. The normal school students in Prussi a numbered 5,000 in 1871 and 10,800
in 1892. In 1871 the expenditure for normal schools amounted to 1,600,000 marks;
in 1892 to nea,rly 5,000,000. The State's contribution in 1871 was 1,039,000 marks; in
1892 it was 3,360,000 marks. In the year 1871 Prussia had 1 normal student to every
4,930 inhabitants; in 1892 the proportion was 1 to 2,764. The proportion of normal
students to the number of teachers was 1 ~o 10.4 in 1871; in 1892 it was 1 to 6.6. The
annual cost of the education of a normal school student was 321 marks in 1871, and
456 marks in 1892:
· But what we have reason to be most proud of was the chart showing that in the
matter of obligatory attendance at school we surpass all other nations on the fac~ of
the earth. Prus~ia, in the year 1871, numbered 4,464,906 children who were subJect
to the compulsory attendance law; in 1892 the number was 5,401,566. Of these 91.02
per cent, or nearly 5,000,000, were instructed in the public elementary or peopl~'.s
schools. The 400,000 over and above the 5,000,000, comprising the attendance m
advanced elementary schools, can hardly be compar ed numerically wit.h the atte ndnd
ance in the public schools. In Prussia: 20,783 of the 4,464,906 children in 1871 ~ a
the number has always b een small) were unjustly withheld from schoot-that is ~o
say, were not enrolled in any school. In the year 1892 only 945 of the 5,401,566 children then subject to the l aw were unjustly withheld from school. We should try
to understand the meaning of the success of a country in enforcing obligatory
attendance at school so thoroughly that none but the children of the transitory ~r
floating population (sailors, dwellers in canal boats, ropedancers, etc.), can .sti?
through the meshes of the legal net. No other country in the world can show similar statistics. · Not even among the numb ers of which France, our closest rival, is
proncl, dicl I :find anything like it. When a commissioner from Russia saw these
nnmb er s, h e said: "I do not want to see any more; I am ashamed," and went away.
Permit me to quote a few other items. In 1871 we h a(l 52. 746 classes, or class rooms
in the people's schools, and in 1892 exactly 30,000 more; 82,746. The number of
pupils1 as mentioned b efore, h a d increased by 1,000,000 during the samo twenty-one
years. The number of teachers during this p eri d increased by about 19,000, or
ab,mt 1,000 every year.
Let us now consider the question of expenditure. We read in merican newspapers
that Germany has no money for its schools, and that it is being lowly eaten up by
expenditures for its armed defense. The following numbers prove that there h~
been money for the schools, though not always sufficient. The expenses of public
school ic 1 71, in Pru sfo, alone, amounted to 5- ,618,000 marks; twenty year later
th Y amountetl t 146,2r,ooo marks. In 1871 the tate defray€1c1 2, 95 1000 marks of
h~ . um total for l mt•nta.ry in tru tion; in 1 911 46,4-9;' ,000 mark . In 1 71 th6
tui 1 n t
am nnt <1 to 10 1 000 mark · in 1 91 only 1 398 000 mark - The 6
fi gur
'
'gratuitoo
how lu t our l m ntary ·hool ' ar fast ' b coming
chool ·
In 1 71 ' l' · plc·' or ·l m n ar · Rc·hool co. t 1 076 mark · in 1 91 it •ost 41029 mark
71 ·V rv ,
inh hitan1 pai<l 2,262 mark ·l'hool ~--P n ·es; in 1 91 the~ P id
, 1 mark. wlii hi L
mark anunall to v ry iuhahitaut.
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In conclusion I mention the charts, which showed the education of our nrmy
recruits. In Prussia in 1867-68 as many as 3. 72 per cent of the recruits were without school education; in 1891-92 only 0.69 per cent. E v en Posen, the poorest province in this respect, reduced its 14.78 p er cent of 1867-68 to 2.38 per cent. These are
figures of which we may justly be proud. We find similar elating facts with regard
to secondary educatfon. Allow me to touch upon ft few only. The entire expend1
tures of Prussia for high schools (classical and modem) in 1871 amounted .to
7,534,000 marks; in 1891, to 30,918,000. In 1871 the sa.laries of the teachers of these
schools amounted to 5,500,000; in 1892, to 25,733,000 marks.
Not so favor able a, light was thrown on the development of our schools by other
numbers, particularly those that showed what positions in life arc hcl<l bythc pupils
of secondary educational institutions. Really surprising, at first sight, was the disproportion in the attendance of the upper and lower grades of the various kinds of
secondary educational institutions. Exactly 18 per cent of all the pupils attended
the upper grades of the "Gymnasia;" 37 per cent and a fraction the middle grades,
and 44 per cent and a fraction the lower grades. That is approximately the normal
status. In the "Realgymnasia" only 7.62 per cent of all the pupils reached the
upper grades (i.e., "Prima" and "Secunda"); 39 per cent the middle, and 53per
cent and a fraction atfonded the lower grades. In "Realschulen," of the first and
second order, the proportions were 1.18 (or 235 pupils), 33 per cent and a fraction (or
6,615), and 65 per cent (or 13,043). I know very well that in interpreting these
numbers we must consider the peculiar German institution-the right of a oneyear m11it.a.ry service, which is acquired by attending onl.v seven of the nine years'
course of secQnd_a ry education. This is the chief motive of many in attending
secondary schools who would otherwise not enter them.
Another question is, what vocations do the graduates of the "Gymnasia" ( of 9
grades), '' Realgymnasia," and '' Realschulen" choose f Of those who received diplomas between the years 1868 and 1891, only 71,226 had completed the course of gym. nasia, but 120,000 that of "Realschulen." Of the first-mentioned number, 52,000, or
74 per cent, devoted themselves to the higher professions and entered the universities,
5 per cent to technological, and 20 per cent to other pursuits (those of merchants,
civil service, etc.), fractions of a per cent not being considered. It is astonishing to
notice that of the graduates of." Realgymnasia" 30 per cent aim at the higher professions, 20 per cent at technological, and 50 per cent at other pursuits. From this
it becomes obvious that the institutions for technological education labor under the
difficulty of being obliged to admit students without a thorough secondary education. In comparison with other States our showing is not very good, and proves the
necessity of reform.
Leaving these tables of statistics and turning toward the large aisle of the German
educational exhibit, we find a large number of models of buildings, rooms, baths
(from Giittingen), and separate halls, and a~ immense number of apparatus and
device~ for teachiug. Here we could see how rich and inventive Germany is in
physical, chemical, geographical, lJOtanical, and zoological r epresentations, and why
it supplies the whole world. The space on the left side of this aisle was taken up by
girls' schools, elementary schools, and institutions for deaf-mutes and idiots. On the
upper gallery, to the l eft, were the exhibit of normal and their preparatory schools
and manual training sch ools . On the right of the aisle referred to tho ~xhibit of the
secondary schools was divided according to disciplinary studies: mathematics,
phy ics, clescnptive natural history, modern and ancient languag;es, etc. In every
one of the si ngl e groups and divisions a definite idea had been carried out.
Tb histori al development of this kind of schools was shown in old publications,
programmes, courses of study, comparative statistics, aud pictorial representations;
then attention was drawn to their present status by means of the same objects· in
th 1r lates t forms. The study of hi :,tory, for example, was illustrated by a series of
libraries with special catalogues, collected and arranged for this purpose. The text-
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books and books of reference.-of the Prussian normal schools alone numbered 270
volumes; the library of the normal school at Oranien1rnrg, 580 ; the library for the
pupils of a high sch,ool for girls, 420; a scholars' library, 30; a city school library in
Berlin, 256; the library of hygiene and physical culture, 123, and the one cxclusiYely
matle up of books on methods of teachiDg, over 300 volumes . Professor Fechner
had collected 225 school r eaders, including nearly all the editions from 1771 to 1893.
The catalogue of this unique collection containe<l in itself the history of the German
public school reader.
The ::tppa"'ratus for natural philosophy of a Berlin city school filled 5 show cases,
each measuring a cu1ic meter. 'When we toltl Americans or other foreigners that
each of the city schools (200 of them) of B erlin hacl that many pieces of apparatus
for iustructiou in natural science, ancl that these schools are not high schools, gym. nasia, or school s of technology, but simple elementary schools, they were very much
astonished . Perhaps we do too much in furnishing apparatus. The Americans lay
great stress upon having only a few simple pieces of apparatus which, if possible,
the t eacher ancl pupils construct themselves. I am convinced that it is to tho pupil's
advantage to l earn the principles by means of his own handiwork. The attempt was
also made to ~how the development of instruction in geography by means of the
oldest, later, ancl latest school books and, appUances; thus, for instance, a gymn~sium
in ·Dauzig exhibited the map of Prussia which it used in 1700: side by side with the
'One it makes use of to-day. The gymnafSium in Gorlitz sent the terrestrial globe
used in 1680, and one procurecl in 1880. Atlases used in our schools during the sevent eenth century, the microscope used in the eighteenth, and. like instruments used in
.o ur century, were among the e:x:h1bits .
• ,
On the walls and. l)artitions, a mural surface of about 500 square meters, there
were pla.ced abundant illustra.tions of school buildings, selected charts, and maps,
the best specimens of object-lesson charts, the fresco_ and other ornamentation of
our school assembly halls, all in separate specimens. Whoever examined this abundance knows that most of what was sent remained partially hidden in closets, map
cases and portfolios.
l!"'iually, we come to the sel ected work of pupi1s aml graduates that was criticised
and. ridiculed so much on our side of the ocean. In Germany, the fact of our sending whole stacks of chests ftllecl with copy and exercise books elicited. many sa.tirical
comments. The Zukunft even published. a humorous article on t1ie subject, but
experience prove(l that no other e:s:hil>it was so closely studiecl and in vestigated as
the written work of our pupils. The reas011 for this is easily mHlerstood. Tho work
of the pupils a.nd graduates of normal schools, gymnasia, "Realschulen," etc.,
probably 18,000 books, seemed. lost in the immense extent of the exhibit. In juc1ging a school, the most important factor is always the achicYements of its pn1Jil i
and there was no other way for us to show the auility of the pupils except by written
work The exercise bookfS were put into plain, dark cardboard. case anu uistribi:tcd
among the tahl s over tho entire space allotted to us. It was a matter of principle
with us to xhibit no exen1plary work at Chicago, made for tho o ca ion, 1,ut imply
the eYeryuay work of scbools (luring 1892, or at the brgiuning of 18!)3; that i , notebooks as they came from the pupil 'hancls during class work. Tho wor t specimen ,
of ours , w re not 1 ·t c1, unt fr m n, number of typi ·a,l institHtions ab ut 20
hooks f ,·ery kin l w r hosen in sn ha way that from each c1aHs of th so in titutions a. nnmh ,l' of goo!l, mr<linm an(l poor c.·ercisc books were •xhibit cl tbu rri\·iug nn ac·cnr t icl " of what i .• compli.-h cl in thrs sc11ool .
I took th awanliu« jntl' .- ri 1 ng imc lo uuclcr ·tan<l that "WC hall xbihitecl 110
priz work :l)l(l tba w . bad in ·ltul<·<l h:ul work to flhow tb trn stat f thin~ ·
'J he ' 1ook <l 1111011 th~ h:ul a~ prize work :uul wo11<l •r d at the• man · mi tn.k · · All
otl ·r 11•1 ion I ha,l ·.·bihit :<l J>riz w rk. Am ritnu j urna] s •dn ·ati nal amloth :
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interested in th~ German exhibit, declared upon the evidence of these exercises,
that they had had no suspicion of wh at a German teacher accomplishes in the way
of interlinear correction. To correct the compositions of forty to fifty pupils in a
German school gives the teacher many hours of work outside of the class work. The
reel ink marks and notes in the thousands of copybooks were a monument of honor
to German pedagogues, aucl h_onor and recognition were generously bestowed upon
tliem.
How else could a foreigner have seen the actual work of our pupils~ Even shorild
he visit onr schools with recommendations ancl letters of introduction from the minister of education: what rector would allow him to iaspect the exercise books of all
the classes~ Snch a thing would h:udly h appen. Hence foreign teachers and pro.:;
fessors tru]y said that they could buy our printed text-books and manufactured
d evices for instruction any day by ordering them through the ordinary channels of
trade; that they coul<l. copy our catalogues, syllabi, an<l programmes, but that this
"as their only opportunity of seeing the real work of our schools. Russians, Swedes,
Norwegians, and Americaus l abored for weeks and months at this exhibit. The
work of graduates was of special importance. What had been accomplished before
leaving the normal school showed. absolutely what we require of our public schoolteacher before he enters upon the practice of teacliing. And then compare with it
the accomplishments of the average American teacher .vho has passed an examination for primary education . From the work of graduates of secondary schools th~
visitor.s saw .vhat we demand in the nature of intellectual work from our young men
before they enter uniYersities . The whole of the :first two years' work in an Ameri~
can university is included in the last two years of the gymnasium in Germany.. vVith
few exceptio1is, the graduates' work of American colleges alone can: be placed on a
level with that of our gymnasia} graduates. That was the opinion expressecl by all
who understood the difference existing, and they ,,ere not all Americans.
j
Now, what has been the fate of these scholars' efforts~ ' There was much ·talk i
about it in Germany, and it "as finally d ecidecl that this work of pupils would b-e
thrown into Lake Michigan or be u sed as wrapping or packing paper. Most ·of th-e
other exhibits came back from America; those .vere not wanted.- But while 'We
supposed that the pupils' work would not b e wanted by the Americans, it is a fact
that students of education and severnl universities contqncled for them and paid
cash for them. Most of the exercise books are to be preserved in the large museum
of education in Philade]pl1ia. This city subscribed $300,000, or 1,200,000 marks, for
the erection of a museum of edncation exclusively. The German exhibits that have
gone to Philadelphia form the fonn.dation of a foreign section there; so then the
mistakes of our girls .and boys in quarta (fourth grade in a gymn asium) will be preserved in Phil adelphia as a p erpetual remembrance . Another portion of the pupils'
work will be k ept in the library of the University of New York; another in Michigan, and the rest in California. The Ameri cans realized that they would not be
able again to obtain snch material for e:s:amin~tion and comparison . In collecting
as mnch of pnpil s' work as possible from all tho c:s:l1ibits from the French, Japanese,
etc., they accumulated highly interesting material for com p arison .
It is a]so important to know that in America tlic chair of pedagogics in uni rnrsities is filled by pedagogues and not by :philosphers; that the professor teaches, an<l.
also practices pedagogy. In so far as pupils' actual work compares, not 011ly iu
theories but in facts, there are perhaps no better subjects for comparatiYc stn<l.y
than the exercise books of Americ'l.n, E11glish, Swecli~h, and Germa n pupils.
·what opinion waR prononnced on the German educational exhibit, As far as
I know, all that we accomplished was appreciated, and at . times oYerestimated.
Knowino- the weak points of onr own educational systems and the distance we must
meairnre before attaining couditions with which we can be satisfied: we were sometimes rather embarrassed by the praise l av ish ed upon our achieveme~ts.
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Every one of the great civilized countries sent a delegation of educators to Chicago.
France sent si:{ delegates, among them the brother of the renowned director of French
primary schools, M. Buisson; the recto~ of Poitfors, M. Compayr6, and also a woman.
Russia delegated Prince Wolkom,ki; the University of St. Petersburg sent Professor
Dimscha and Mme. von Schemstkin; Denmark sent a L1dy from Copenhagen', who gave
us enough to do. She was the awarding judge for Garman normal schools and their
preparatory institutions, and I must confess that she had very profound knowledge
o:f professional preparation for teachers. I carried on many a heated discussion with
her to convince her, not always convinced myself, of the excellence of our organiza.
tions. Sweden and Norway had sent quite a number of noted educators, among
them the director of the pedagogical seminary in Stockholm. Represent atives from
the United States were numerous. Besides official delegates, there were hundreds
of teachers who individually visited the exhibition.
. Their first question invariably was: ",vhere is your kindergarten," The German
e<l.ucational exhibit included no kindergartens by reason of their forming no part of
the governmcn tal system. Kindergarten education was represented elsewhere; partly
in the Children's Building. The second question was: "Where is your public (meaning people's) school work'" We had exhibited no written work of the elementary
schools of Prussia, but had selected and arranged a large collection from Wiirtemberg. This collection showed that the people's schools in that country have attained
a high degree of efficiency. Another question was: "What method do you adopt!"
or, "What is your system¥" We often met with the opinion that a single system
predominates in Germany; that a book, so to speak, a- prescriptive regulaiiion (l~ke
the English education coue) applies to the whole Empire. If one iuquir:ed concermng
our method and was directed to the library containing the methods of teaching in
elementary schools in a long row of volumes, or perhaps only the methods adapted
for teaching a single branch, say, arithmetic, be turned away in dismay. The question: "How do you teach reading, music or physics or singing, etc.¥" was asked
every minute. One day a young lady representing a large newspaper came to me,
sat down, and, taking out her notebook, said with American determination: "Now,
my clear Professor, what are your views on education," She expected my pedagogical
creed in a nutshell .
. Thus we were br~ugb.t face to face with the peculiarity of Amt3rican education
and how it is understood in that country. Only the best schooh1 of the mo~t
progressive States have an idea of the ma,n ifold liberty that permeates all our ulllformity and directive agencies, the liberty of the individual teacher in momentary
formation and treatment of their subjects. W.e had on exhibition a collection of
all the text-books used by the pupils of 4:) schools, including rural sch~oh1 o~ the
western, middle, and eastern sections of Germany, and those of large, medmm-sized,
and small cities. ·when asked to show the books of our elementary ch ools, everyone was astonished when we pointe~ to the Bible, a book of biblical hi storJ', _an
arithmetic, a copy book for penmanship, and a reader used in a city school of Berlm.
A.t frrst it was hard for Americans to understand that with us the teacher himself
replace the text-book on physics, zoology, botany, etc.
Americans and Germans <10 not agree on this point. Our tendency is to instruct
orally as much as possibl •, and to make use of a book only when it i n cessary for
ref r n · Tho meri an teach by means of a text-book, not b a.use of the ina~ility of th
acher, but from p dagogical principle . Their iclea is lihat in acquirmg know1 <lN' th pupil shonlcl not£• 1 continually d p nclent upon the teacher,
'.1 . hoi~l<l himself <lo a mn ·h work as po ible.
Their hooks ar v ry elev rly
divu1,_''1 mt : nnm h r of 1 on. .
n ti n r •lativ to the subj ct of h 1 · on
ar · N'l\'f•u to h~ pnpil in bri f forrn t awak n h ucrhL. Th t ach r a ign a
~ _on :hat ha 11 11 • ·11 r vi w d aucl tl1 pupil, lik th gold digg r tucli by
111 " 'tn' 011 • th lf'. on." Arnc-ric·an t achn ar<' of tho pini n that our m tho
11 ]>11ptl con ti ntly 11 P ·n 1 •n nn<l gi\· . him too lit le bane for lf-a tiv-
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ity. Their purpose is to let him do as much work as he can by himself. 'fhe teacher
must only supplement, help, steer, or direct, and in so doing interfere as little as
possible with the independence of his pupil. That is, in rough outline, the American principle, according to which there is, in most cases, nothing of what we call
vivid oral instruction and the unfolding of the subject-matter in class. An American teacher rarely enjoys that supreme pleasure of reading in the eyes of his class
that they are following him, nor has he the pleasurable consciousness of developing
a subject himself as the exigencies of the moment demand.
This is a consequence of the low average of the professional education of American
teachers, which to me, on the whole, seemed particularly low. Perhaps our method
is at fault in a measure. It seems to me that we clear away too many difficulties for
the pupil; we make study too easy for him, are too anxious to spare him work by
which he himself could discover what we elucidate. Undoubtedly the Americ.a n
pupil is more independent of his teacher than the German. That independence is
a consequence of the general attitude of the pupil toward the teacher, which is
influenced by the general position of youth in the nation.
The Americans believe, and I think they are right, that their drawing and modeling are superior to ours. In good American schools instruction in both is given fr:om
the very first. Practice of the hand and eye is cultivated from the first day of
school. It seems to me that American drawing is lighter, freer, and easier than ours.
A second superiority in American schools which I noticed is the pupils' command ot
their mother tongue, written as well as spoken. It surprised every one of us to
observe with what confidence and facility the pupils wrote their mother tongue.
For instance, we entered a class of the second school year; the teacher said: "Here
is a gentleman from Berlin. Berlin is in Germany. He wishes to see our school.
Now, write what you see." The children took a sheet of paper and wrote the following: "A gentleman comes into our school. This gentleman is from Berlin. He
looks kind. He speaks with the teacher. He can spea~ English." The children
expressed themselves in short, forcible sentences.
An off-hand composition on the :fish by a class of the second year also was as follows: "I have seen a fish. I saw the gills of the :fish too; they are red. Our teacher
says fish breathe through the gills. My father always eats baked fish." That is
how Americans teach; they allow children to write on quietly, and correct only the
worst mistakes. American pupils do not use exercise books, but simply plain sheets
of paper. They write only very short compositions on what they know, see, or have
personally experienced. On the other hand, we insist entirely too much upon imitation of literary examples, make our pupils write too much according to models,
and we criticise their language too closely. The liberty which allows a child its
naivete of expression, the artlessness of its views, and the simplicity of its language,
we do not always find with us. In regard to that we can learn something from the
Americans.
Not to try your patience too long I shall mention but one other fact. Our com,
pulsory attendance at school, the length of sessions, the .large number of school days
in...a year, the large average attendance, the universality of popular education, the
extent and thoroughness of our normal school course, the excellence and abundance
of our devices for object teaching and the accurate and tasteful execution of our
apparatus, awakened the greatest admiration. Americans acknowledged our superiority over them in these matters. The liberty that does not allow the individual
teacher's own work to suffer under restrictive regulations is entirely unknown to
them. The German system of instruction was much commented upon by Americans
ofbigh standing and others. A Frenchman, a member of the Institute, said that our
educational exhibit was the best manifestation of Germany's power, and we often
heard that the seriousness of the German character was clearly revealed in this
division of the great Exposition. A Chicago student spent a long time in this department to prepare for his doctorate a dissertation on the leading thoughts in the
German educational exhibit.
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Now, wba£ is going to become of all this mate-rial, The text and exercise books
left in America w·e can en,sily replace, but shall what remains be scattered to the
winds, It will be a, difficult task to form so complete a coilection again, for sehlom
is so ardent a zen,l aroused as that which everyone displayed w'ho contributed in
any way t.o this 11ork. Could 110 not succeed in keeping it together if only as a
provisionary foundation for a German museum of education to be established on a
more elaborate scale to serve · educational purposes? All our large libraries might
contribute their superfluous schoolbooks.
If we couhl collect the literature of every branch of study in systematic retrogradation until we had compiletl a history of these branches, we would k,now exactly
the development of a subject from the most illiterate to the present time. Just now
no one knows anything of the history of such subjects. If we could retrace our steps
ia the past by means of school programmes, organi-zatory orders, and other school
publications, we '\\'.'Ould attain an excellent object: The history of German schools
from sources at present unknown. What we now call history of education is not a
history of facts, but of systems and theories. If we were to investigate how much
of the theories of Salzmann and Pestalozzi and others had entered the schools as late
as 1830, we would find that outside of books their views influenced the people ancl the
methods of teaching much less than we care to acknowleclge.
Were we to collect all educational appliances upon this stock collection, it might
become a place of reference for the information of school authorities, directors, and
teachers as well as for specialists. It might likewise be a receptacle for the school
statistics of Germany and for the history of tho schools in all the German-speaking
nations .at present not in existence. We should then have a,n educational watch
tower from whicli to observe what schools of other nations accomplish. I believe wo
do not look beyond our own confines often enough to have other than biased views of
the great success our school system has met with. It woulcl be well for us if wo
had the place and the number of men there are in the United States whose life's work
is to introJ.uce into the schools of their country wba.tcver they find good and excellent on the other side of the ocean iu the methods of the great, civilizetl nations of
the Old World. Such an institution could effect much general good; whether it will
ever exist is still don btful.
,Permit me to draw your n.ttention once more to the characteristic features of tho
American educational exhibit. What is most important for us to notice is that
the exhibit was not arranged according to a uniform plan; the ·work of whole schools
and that of indivi<lm1,ls w ere placed next to each other hcterogenously. The whole
exhibit seemed to lack system. Strictly systematic arrangement was a feature of
our exhibit made possible only, because affairs having been conducted by comparatively few persons p erfectly familiar with the leading thoughts, everytbing was
directed from a common ceµter. In the American exhibit excellence was found side
by side with puerile endeavors; some instan ces, indeed, are almost incredible.
Arnoug pupils' work, a small number of the Catholic schools of one State had exhibited a portrait of Po11c Leo made of their bi hops' hair. That was al o pupils' work,
but th ·re was much tlrnt was excellent in this very o<ld collection.
It wn interesting io se:c how young 'tates like the Dakotas, having been tates
o~1' af w Y ars, 1> came stnc1clecl with universities, seminarfcs, public school, and
h_i,.,h hools. In outh akota, which was a Territory four years ago, the univer~ty had alr acly 1mru cl down on c. Iowa, i:.,. hraska, and a numb r of other young
' b.t pr •nt ·d 1n . s by m an of photocrraphs aud tho phono!rraph. As forge a
ph _t< '_ra1,~1 { po ·iblo w ta.k n of a cla ·s during the hour of recitation, and the
1 ·it: hon 1 · ·If wa tak n down wo <l for word in shorthand an<l tllese note traonilw!l n n ~·powri r nud uouud · om •tim a, wholo les ~n was poken into the
11110110 • ph. • , tli n, · a ,1 in an a. y ·hair, wilh th n<ls of th tnb of thoE lin i,llouo r, y,h hl!ld to our 'r anil th larg pboto•rraph of the cl
before 11
b r l t ·a,•h
it t u ·tan l 11 p111>il au· wer. Thus w were nabl d o P
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judgment on a model lesson in history or grammar, and could convince ourselves of
its correctness by the engrossed stenogram submitted. Among my collections, still
,o n the ocean, I have a number of such phonograms and photographs which we;re
presented to me. Perhaps I shall l)e able to give you the opportunity of listening
to such a history lesson recited in South Dalrota.
In all American schools and exllibits, as said before, much stress was laid upon
what Americans call individual. work, L e., 11-0t only the achievements of a class, but
also that which a single pupil accomplishes by choice under direction of his teacher.
Their principle of not depriving the pupil of his independence influences also i,hcir
estimation of personal accomplishments peculiar to them, i.e., drawing and modeling.
V cry odd things were produced in this individual work. A -girl in tt Utah school had
prepared a folio volume containing the entire history of literature of all civilized
countries arranged in parallel columns; this was consiclered · a particularly grnat
piece of work. Further on we saw farge volumes of written lectures on psychology
and pedagogy. To us this overestimation of paper work, the printed or written ae
against what we call the living word, seems very strange.
THE SCHOOL SYSTEM OP THE UNITED STATES.
By Prof. STEPHAN W AETZ0LDT, of Berlin.
SECOND LE·CTUTIE.
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: In my first lecture I llad the pleasure of showing you
how the German educational exhibit developed, what impression it made on the
different nations, particularly ·on American teachers, and how, judging our n,chiev·e ments from the American stn.ndpoint, it brought to light certain funclamental differences between our peclagogic conceptions and those of the Americans. To-clay permit me to'acquaint you with the government aml policy of public education in the
United States, In order to understand un<ler what conditions schools. or the ecluca.tional life of a nation may thrive, wo must glance at its historica.l) economic, and
social position, and at the conditions of its politica.l existence ; for the educational
institution s of a nation are strongly influenced by its history, its acti:vity, and their
effects. We must consider what the talent of the nation is, the bent of the education it requires to fulfill the duties of citizenship, and the encl it purposes to attain
through its education.
·
Being descendants of the most gifted nations of Europe, Americans, on nn average,
are presumably not less gifted tban their ancestors of the Ohl vVoTld. The country
has developed from colonies; only the aclventurou~ emigrate, those who have idea,s
of their own and the strong will to carry their ideas into effect; in short, active,
aspiring people, while tho sluggish a.ncl inert stay at home. Hence this involunta.ry
selection explains the very natural increase in talent and capacity. Experience
teaches that a great increase in national ability takes place in consequence of an
intermingling of representatives of highly ciYilized nations. On the wllole, the
union of Germanic-Anglo-Saxon and Romano-Celtic blood has not been attended by
unfavorable results. · The conditions of life and nature are similar to those of Enropean nations. The energy of North Americans has had a, broad and fertile field for
display from tbe beginning; their intelligence has been stimulated · by struggles
with nature and circumstances, so that tho physical and mental constitution of the
American, though similar to that of Europeans, has become more refined and much
more active.
Americans consider themsel-1es more intelligent than all other nations. An American never thinks slightingly of himself; he believes himself to be tho man of the
future, conscious tbat nothing within tho. limits of human power and ingenuity is
impos ible for him. His a chievements pl'Ove that he tlrinks and acts very quickly,
that he is gifted with. · a lively imagination, and that, perhaps, in his youth his
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moral emotions exercise little restrictive p~wer; though this is rather a doubtful
assertion. If we contemplate the immigrant in th e United States in the second or
third generation, we find that he comprehends quickly, learns eagerly, is not narrowed down in the exercise of his will power, an d is altogether practi cal.' American schools aim directly at being practical from the lowest primary school to the
final university course.
The Americans are superior to all other nations in the precocity of the young,
which shows i tself in physical development, as well as in that of character. While
the twenty-fifth year is accepted as the beginning of the productive age in our
States, it iR from five to eight years earlier among the middle classes in America..
This more r apid development is partly due to the fact that Americans enter into
business life ear1ier; their boys.become independent very soon. This is a pecuniary
gain for the n ation, since· parents are rid of their children earlier, and a proportionally larger numb er of persons are simultaneou sly self-supporting. Inasmuch as
everyone yields to youth in America, the American boy is or is considere~l, the representative of the future; h e is everywhere looked u pon as the bearer of new ideas;
whoever does not care to grow old associates with. youth and the youngest. Even
in the family the child is independent at an early age. Pa.rental authority and
strict home training are seldom met with. Girls and boys are educated alike in and
out of school. In order to understand the peculiarity of life at school, we must
consider that the two sexes associate unreservedly with each other.
It is a principle with Ameril"\ans to allow a free development as early as possible.
Erudition, if not turned to practical account, is not much thought of. The aim of
public schools (the question of higher education lies outside t he pale of my discourse) above all things, is to edncate practical men, competent to fill the great
va_c ant spaces still existing, increase opulence, and work together in the bui;liness
interests that engage the minds of all intelle ctual men. Thus are developed an
expansive race, characters quickly resolute, energetic and unwavering in execution.
Considerable difference, however, exists between the old States of the Atlantic
Coast, the Central, and the Western States. The first already lead a l1ist oric existence, in pursuance of which relations, things, and people art, similar to those of
Europe. The Central and the Western States are still young.
It soon becomes evident that this nation and its children, when compared with
ours, are lacking in pensiveness, warmth of feeling, tenderness, and childlike simplicity, and do not enjoy what may be called the fairy li fe of imagin ation and
heart. Americans unreluct antly acknowledge t.hat they look at things from a
bird's-eye view, or at an eagle's p er spective. Of great weigl1t in considering their
schools and their r eady acceptance of what i s new and foreign, is the fact that their
country is poor in history and monuments; they are not hampered by tbe strong
traditions from the eternal p ast hanc1ed down to old civilized natiolls like ours.
Americans readily comprehend what is n ew, and incline to making experiments.
They are impatient for quick r esults, even in edncation. They expect to pick the
ripe fruit of p edagogic sciences and skill i n an incredibly short period of time. The
scheme anc1 l)01icy followed in their schools sometimes foster these for eel condit ions.
Moreover, Americans are easily deceived by :first results qufokly gained.
Ame1·ica pos. esses prol)ortionally few hi ghly educated persons . Comparatively
few m n have mor than regular common school e<1ucation, or havo tak n the f?ll
cour · of 1 ·m ntary and high schools and attend d univer iti s to nter upon life
a· highly clue, t cl m n . The educational course of Aruericau run in zigza"' line ,
an! i int rrup fl hy th r occupations. Tho adult ventnally acknowledge the
n
it· f lncation,rl'cognizinginsuffici oncic~not.:t lt atftr t · thcr forew ften
fiwl i 1, " JI in th mo t cnltiva.t !l American miud . Tho ~ riran. has l> n
d fined a tu
YP of a nation in which grn . ignoran en ver pre,·ail amon"' the
m.
'1 h ·rear a f •w pn on wholly nu cln at '1 a th r are tho.· <f hi•.,h and
T 11 d ·du· ion, o ha. iu "•u ral in r gurcl to knowledg an l int •11 tnal int r-
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ests an equilibrium exists. Ameticans hav-e an instinctive reganlforcducation, and
long for its possession; bnt not li'cing desirous of gaining knowledge only at school,.
.schcols are com;itlcred a thing to b e dispensed with as early as possible. The popularization of science in America, however, makes l earning out of school easy.
There is no other counti-y in the world in which so many iearned, popular le ctures.
are delivered. Summer schools are identified with summer resorts only for the purpose of attracting lffofessors to deliver scientific discourses in the quiet of rural
surround ings. America has numerous well-edited journals. The English languag&
during the last century has developed into an excellent medium of communicatioa
for common intercourse as well as for scientific purposes. In striving to admit as.
many as possible into the higher institutions of l earning, Americans, good politicians.
a s they are, ma.Im access to higher courses as easy as possible.
When we conRider what each State does and the whole Un ion does for advanced
.s chools ,ve must; conclmle that entirely too much importance is attached to them,.
comlJined with a certain vanity of higher education . Every American school, of
whatever ldnd, from the university down to the primary school, is, on principle, an
affair of tho community. Tho management of common schools is neither an affail"
.of the Federal nor of the State government, but of thg,t of tho community. .AJJcordingly, every city, even the smallest, has foll liberty to arrange its school systeru as.
it will and can. It alone, within the limits of tho State school law, has the right
of examination, ap]Jointment, and supervision of teachers; of prescribing t.he courseof study; determining the n::ethods, aims, and discipline in the minutest detail;
planning and overseeing the construction of its schoolhouses; selecting the textbooks) and exercising snpervision. In consequence, a commendable rivalry is engenclerecl lJetween citie::; regarding tho advancement of their schools; bnt, on the other
hand, a spirit of lo c.1 J 11:1triotism permeates all educational affairs. It is actually
difficult to learn from the inhabitants of the city itself what is going on in its.
schools; and if we examine tliem ourselves, things sometimes look very different
from what we have been led to suppose.
Tho State requires that the commnnity clo ever yth ing; so yon can readily imaginethat the schools of thinly populated districts differ greatly in their result.s. Poorlocalities have schools miserably equipped, if they have any at all; while old~.
wealthy, and large commnnities haye a large number of excellent schools. * * -.1t
Thltotal pulJlic school expenditure amounted to $140,000,000 in 1890. Every pupil
annually costs 72 ma-:.-ks; in Prnssia 29.74 marks. The difference, however, is deceptive) for the purchasing power of $1 in the United States is often not greater tha11
that of a mark in Germany; so the average cost of a pupil is alJout the same iu
both countries. In considering cx]Jenses, salaries, etc., we must not forget that
rnore can lJe clone with 4.20 marks in Germany than with $1 in America. Public.
schools in the Unitccl States offer gratuitous instruction; there is in many places.
no charge for text-books, stationery, or reference books used lJy the pupils. It is.
customary to have a library in connection with every school, and each pupil under
direction is daily allowed to spend from a half hour to an hour in referring to the,
<l.ictionaries and lexicons for such information as he may need or desire .
. Let us see how matters staml in reganl to compulsory attendance ::.t schoolLegally enforced attendance, as it exists with us, we find only in the New England
States, and rew York, New Jersey, Texas, Nevada, and California. In Texas and.
Nevada, ho~evcr, tho conditions of education al)(l tho distribution of the population do not permit compulsory attendance. Texas, with a.n area larger than that of·
Germany, and numb ering only 2,500,000 inhabitants, has vast unsettle<l districta.
toward its western boundary. In California the conditions of civilization and set~
tlemen t make compulsory attendance at school altogether illusory. But what is·.
worse than all is that in none of these States having a compulsory attendance law
can a father uc forced to send his chil<l.ren to school. Such action contradicts the.,
American conception of personal liberty . There arc no policemen for that purpose,.,
ED
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no gendarmes (conE:3tables on horse1Jack) to -force chilureiito go to school Nojuc.lge
can sentence ::i. father to punishment for wrongfu1ly keeping a child from school. To
be sure, he ought to send his chiltl to school, but it is often the case that lie cloe9
not clo it.
America shows universal ·weakness in the lack of executive power ancl vigilance,
r esulting from tho fear of encroaching upon th o liberty of its citizens. Thero is
nowhere strict e:s:ecution of l egal orders r egardin g attendance at schooJ. But we
must not forget that iu the United States no meas Lue exists by which an accura.te
list of the number of children who ought to go to school can be made out. Families
:ire not rcq_uired to announce their arrival anll h ave their names and address, or
change of address, enteretl upon the c i vi l roll at the city hall. Authorities h ave no
means of fmtling out when cl.til<l.ren attain tho proper age for being a1lmittccl into
school. vVc allow ourselves to be hoodwinked whei1 we believe what w e read, that
in a certain State chilLlren are obliged by law to atten<l. school for eight years. A
few cities to which tho caus e of education is dear have institutetl n, school police
force. In Boston these "truant officers," as they are called, numb er about 16 men,
who, volnntarily , investigate tho cause of neglect in attendance, an<l. attempt to
prevent t110 employment of children t oo ;roung to l eave tho scbool; bnt it is impossible for them to fulfill t h e ir d uty to tho fnll extent. Tho "·onl " truant" means
i(llcr (Tnge(lieb) ; accordingly " truant officers n would mean 110lice after loafers
(Bu mml erpoli,-:ei) . It i s n,lmost ludicrous to say that compulsory education is generally a dopted in the Unitecl States. To understand that 11eglected children are not
<..lisposetl to go to school, \,·e must visit the bl>or quarters of cities like New York,
Chicago, etc., ::mcl seo tho cbildrcn come ont of tho factories. * "' ,'{,
Accorcling to authen tic reports fron_1 New York, not more than 72 per cent of :,,ll
chihlren who shoulll go to school can be incluce cl to do so; 28 per cent, the street
Arabs, never atteml school. The greater number of these 72 per cent attend only tl~u-ing three to four months of the year n,nd only about 30 per cont go for four consecutive
years. Statistics referring to thes~ conditions, however, aro al ways very imperfect.
vVcna.tnrally ask, "vVhat Teason have c:hil<l.rcn for sta;ying away from schooH" I
h ave at hand the last school report from Chicago . The school year extends from one
surmncr v::wation to the other, from September till Jnne, and the committee of investigation foun<l. that during foe year 1891-82, 12,900 children missetl school from insufficient causes; 8,275 were notorious loafers and iulers who conhi. not be forced into
scliool. Among these ;youths crime finds its recruits. Tl.to other 3,130 cases arc thn
accounte<l. for : 50-1 cbil<l.ren clitl not go to school because they worked. away fr.om
home; 362 were obliged to work at homo; 571 were kept n.t homo l>y parouts di approving of Cllucation; 25 because of physical deformities; 390 victim8 of poYerty
sta;yed at home for ,Yant of clothing. In all Cbicago 32 only hn.cl private le · ons at
home; 879 were al\Ya;ys si ·le; 395 were absent for unknown reasons; 63 "·ere beyond
the l'C<1nirctl age, though still deficient in knowledge.
As many as 1,336 ·hildren neYcr atten<lou school on account of ibc int1ifferen ce of
their 11arents, the depravity of the father, or the incorrigibility of th chiltlr 11th rnseh- s. The rcn.sons giv n for iho la,tter ~ re intemperance of par ut , the fath er
lJ in" nway from home, or ntiro abandoum nt by 1.Joth father antl mother. , evPntyfonrbo y . . ·lri1c1r ·n lJc- tw en 13 nn(l H years of age, d c1::uetl that th ir father dr, 11 k,
mol 11_, ancl 11 '\" r ·nm 1101110 at night; 500 boys w r said. to be in tho hon
f
rr ·<:lion · 1 in pri ·0 1L These fi•ri.u s cert::tinly show av ry bad state of affairs·
hut · 11 1 r ·m ·mh r that ~ ·ity lik
'hi ago grows by th influ · of pe 111 from
all par · of th earth, vho ar 110t al ,a ·s th worthi ·t. Tho following stat m ut~
nrc_nm<'l.t "·or . ~n pit of al1 lal)()r le rri la.tion ancl sup •ni.- ion of foctori sin th
l mt 11 · a
, rbfic·
for 1, rmi. . ion to rnrl· n.ro gh· •n to hildr n who hool<l e
.
ho ,1. Tn .,hi a~o <lnring 011 :c·nr s11"11
rtifi ·at . w r gi,· n
l, i1
lnl, rcn. 1 of ~·h m · ro ir1 · f of
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mission to work were given in these cases were because tho children were poor, or
orphans, or hatl been abandoned by parents, and, most frequently, that the boy might
not become addictctl to intemperance. v\To must read such nnm bers to nnderstancl
how beneficial and necessary the temperance movement in America is.
Let ns leave th e city and return to the country in general: In 1890, 22 per cent of
the population of tho United States, 14,500,000 pupils, attended school; of these 96.5
p er centreceive<l an elementary education. vVe, as teachers, are moved almost to envy,
when w e consider the nnmber of school days in a, year in the Un ited States. The
annual axerage is only 134.3. I believe in Berlin we Lave no less than 240. Saturdays are holidays throughout America. Tho 134 school cl ays arc an average of terms
varying greatly in different States. In tho North Atlantic States, for instance Massaclmsetts and New York, there are 166 days in a school yea,r ; in the South Atlantic
States, for instance Marylnnd anLl Virginia, 97; in the South Central States, for
inst:rncc Tennessee aml Kentucky, 88; and in the ·western States, 135 cbys; New
Jersey averages the greatest number of school days, 192; nnd North Carolina the
least, 59; Illinois has 148.
The obliga,tory 00·1rso ostensibly requires an attendance of eight years, from the
sixth to the fourteenth year . Tho course of tho so-called primn,ry school co-vers the
first four yen,rs; the primary school prepares for tho grnmmar school, the course of
which likewise requires four years. In round numbers, 12,697,000 pupils out of tlie
G2,500,000inhabitants of tl10 Union attended these elementary schools 'during 1890. Of
these 12,697,000 only 8,J.14-,000 children attended every clay of the average 88 to 135 ·
school days; that is to say, only 64 per cent attended r egularly. E,·ery day of the
average 135 days, 36 out of every 100 pupils, or 1 of every 3, a, very large proportion,
missed school. The best attendance is found in l\fassachnsetts. In that State it is
73. 7; in South Carolina 1 73.4; and in New Mexico, 80 p~r cent. But this hap1)Y State
has only 63 days in a, school year. To form a, just estimate of tho general statistics
referring to attendance at schoolJ 11roper allowances must be mnde for the gren,ter or
fewer number of school days in the year. *
*
According to available statistics, the schoo~s of Minnesota, a rc tho ones in which
attendance if! poorest, tlio number of school <fays during tho year aTC 120, aml only
45 pupils out of e,·ery 100 attend . This is probably too small an a,verage, for Minnesota., I believe, possesses excellent schools. Even in a State as ohl as Maryland, in
whicli BaWmore is situated, only 55 out of e,ery 100 pupils attem1ed school regul arly. In the Uuitecl States tho aver:..go number of days with n. foll aJtend ance were
86 out of the 134-n:..mely, a proportion of 40 days nouattendauce to every 1mpil. InNorth Carolin:.. tho nnmber of days of foll attendance aYeraged 37 out of 59; in
Massachusetts 135 out of 177; in the District of Columbia. (tho city of Washington
with its suburbs) 135 out of 178; in New York 115 ont of 186, and hi 1llinojs 107
out of 148.
The average attendance at school througliout tho liuitetl States covers four of t h o
eiglit years; iu largo cities ftvo to six years; in the Soutli sometimes only one year,
occasionally a, few months only. This cireumsfance easily CXJ)lain s the policy of
many cities in omit'ting a11 studies not absolutely necessary, eveutnalJy limiting tho
course to the three R's-"reacling, 'ritin g antl 'rithmetic."
Permit me to dwell for n moment upon the system of tl10sc American Kchoob . It
1s characteristic of tlw United Sta.tcs tliat in spite of its vast extent a, certain nniformity prevails. The different elements of jmmigration h:..ve not impeded the tleYelopment of a certain uniform national character; 11either ha.vc the different languages
prevented a uniformity of language. So all schools, no~wit!.1Standing their being
affairs of the communities, arc still governed by a, certain uniform system modeled
after the English. Tho first four years_, from tho sixth to tho tenth year of age, are
passed at the primary schools corresponding to our elementary scliooJs ; U10 following
four years, from tho tenth to tho fourteenth. year of ago, at tLo gr:unmn.r schools
( imilar to advanced Volksschulcn), succeeded by tbo l1igh schools m whi ·h foreign
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languages aro begun. It is impossible for a public school pupil to learn foreign
languages l.ieforo the age of 14 or 15 years; uutil then all langna,ge lessons are devoted
to the mother tongue. German is taught only in localities where there are a great
ma,ny Germans, ancl then under a separate superintendent; lately, the Irish majority
in the city councils has suppressed this superfluity.
Four years likewise are r equired to pass through the grndes of the high school,
from the la.st grade of which pnpils arc admitted into academies 1 nniversities, and
special high schools. Primary, grammar, an!l high schools form a clear and simple
system. The divisions of tho course, or "terms/' of tho first two are usually annual,
those of the high school semiannual; the one prepares for the other. As I have
already said, tho majority of pupils do not go to school more than four years, and
hence do not pass b ey ond the primary school. There are only a few private elementary schools, arn1 instruction is se1<1om given at home. In certain districts there are
numerous Catholic and ProtestaD.t parochial schools, which include religious instruction given in no public school of the United States, as church and state are entirely
separate am1 independent. Protestant paroehial schools are mostly German, and
generally excellent; where Germans predominate in lnrge districts they aJso have
their own good normal schools.
To understand the social position of teachers; men antl women, it is of great
importaucc to know the relat,ion of the sexes in American schools, both of t eachers
and pupils; this is connected. with the question of the position of woman in America,
a question beyond my purpose to discuss.
No distinction h1 i.ho quality, kindi and aim of instruction is made. in any of the
elementary schools for uoys and girls. In the old States, the sexes are not as a rule
instructed together in secondary schools, but in the Central and Western States they
sit together from the primary school to the university included. This is the system
of coel1ucation, the e(1ucation in common for both sexes so highly commended by
Americans. At the Congress of Education at Chicago this subject was often discnsse(1; and not one disapproving voice was heard. At first, I w:1s altogether
misun<lerstood, when I explained that our views on the eclucation of girls differ
essentially from those of Americans. They see only the advantages of coeducation,
belicvc(1 to ~ultivate boys, and strengthen girls; and we must accept those peculiar
conuitions, just as in domestic life i.he intcrco11rse of boys ancl girls, adults as well
as c.:h ildrcn, is altogether different from what it is among us; and I cloul>t its ha\'ing
a moral advantage. Certain it is, however, thfLt the girls on the average arc more
intelligent than the boys; they go to school longer. In the high schools (corresponding to gymnasia and realschulen) of Chicago the proportion of girls to boys
was 3 to 2. As bu iness and politics takl3 up tLe men's entire time, the women have
become tho supporters of the higher intellectual interests nn<l the protectors of
intellectuality in tlomestic life.
Thero are many more women than mou teachers; iu fact, the ln.tter are so rare that
the worcl ''teacher" in school reports is considered of fem inine gender . In the year
1 no tho largo number of 363,935 teachers were empl oyell in tho public schools of
tli .,.nite<l , tat s; of them 238,333 were women, so that the perc ntage of male
tea ·hers was rnly 3L5 In tho Torth Atlantic 'tu.tes, like New York and Ma achusctt · only 20 P r nt of all the teach rs ar men; women teach even in the high
Had I not he n a ·cu tom l to similar oxpericnc s in England, I hould
bav ~ n mor amaz cl to h ar 'icero's sp ch for Milo interpreted to the pupil of
.atm clas: pr ·id cl OY r 1,y a. young lady, or to ee 30 young ladies working a.way
at wt gral al nlus \rnd r the dir ction of n, f, male 1)ro£ • sor. Tho teach r roll-I
_l' ak _f 'bi ag , h au · in that it~· I hatl th opportunity f stu<lyin,r overytbin"
1~ 11 · 11-ha f, :v in 11 ·: name·.
f 100" ollc, "gracluates admi t <1 t th unh· r1l • only -0 ~· ·r
· nn,,. m 11 · h oth r , young la.ch ; h 11 , a far a int Ui rrence
·an
tr::u· ·cl from 1, ok r pro nr ·cl a ·hool th
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u of,
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the list. Even the influential positions 1 up to that of school commissioner itself, are
not seldom filled by women.
When, after a long iuterim, a, city normal school ·was reorganizecl in Chicago last
Rummer, 149 young ladies and only 1 young ma,n applied for admission. Male teachers predominate only in the States with a, large negro populatiou; so in the Southern
States we find 60 per ceut male to 40 per cent female teachers.
In a great many communities male and female teachers draw the same sa.laries.
Eqnal pay is given for the equal work demanded. Another question of interest to
us is, why so few men become teachers. The principal reason is that the remuneration iJ so yery moderate in lH'Ol)Ortion to the cost of living and to what can be earned
in otller.professions; moreover, a, teacher rarely acquires celebrity. In America there
is no profession of teaching; · tenchers do not continue to be teachers; they are rather ·
uepcnd ent, as a, rule, aml are not much thought of. :Most teachers of public schools
accept their positions as a transient stage; we often rea,tl in the lives of prominent;
Americans that tliey taught in their :routh. The long school ya,cations are made uso
of to prepare for the university, or to study law or medicine, the t"o favo-::-ite professions in America. Naturally, there is a paucity of experienced teachers.
In Illinois it was proven that of the 25,000 teachers in the State the average
time of service was four years. The majority, ma.le and female, are youug beginners; female teachers are also found in the Central and Western States, where thero
are fewer women than men. Liberty in all business relations is so great that men
will not remain in other than high, well-salaried positions. We must bear in mind
that permanent positions to which a pension is n,ttached a:re not known in America.
The army, independent of politics, is the only institution with permanent positions
which has a most admirable corps of officers. Teachers are appointed on time; and
in many States only for a year at first, anu this is clone on principle. Practically,
the rule is not so strictly observed; there are teiic..hers who maintain their position~, alvrnys presupposing that great political changes will not influence municipal
authority; here we meet the greatest evil of tho whole public school system of the
United States-the influence of politics upon schools; teachers, and educational
affairs to their minutest details, are often a,:ffectcd by political changes."
In many cities the administration and superintendence of schools, the appointment of teach ers, and promotions are purely politica,l questions. Change of party
rnle often brings about a ch ange of tho whole p ersonnel of schools, from commissioners and superintendents down to the ranks of the teachers. 'rhis, together with
oth er things, creates a want of stability in American schools; there arc no traditions
of pedagogic experiences, neither in a, school nor in a city. How different in Germany! What an abundance of traditions and pedagogical experiences are collected
in a normal school one hundred years old! In America hasty experiments replace
the slow growth in German y. The new 11rincipa.l, tho new member of the school
board, and the new administration, are too impatient to carry out their political and
moral views and ic1.eas during their term of service. No one has time to finish his
work, for he does not know how long he may be enga,ged in it; but everybody experiments. On th e other hand, this constant cha,nging is an advantage to education;
nowhere outside of America aro new ideas more easily brought to light and put
into practice. In Germany and other European States a whole life must be devoted
to carrying out a single wholesome idea. In America any capable man soon finds a
city, a school, or au endowed institution that permits him to realize his pedagogical
idea .
To merely touch the question of normal training of teachers in a word, Americans
themselves best know that1 on the a,verage, it is still inadequate. The minority of
teachers are educated a.t normal schools. The ever changing board, tho superintendent, or occasionally a, lower official, often influenced by politics, decides upon a
teacher's capactty. A definite educational policy is not prescribed, and there is
no uniform examination. Every city or county is at lib erty to determine its own
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standard, be i;; hig11. or lo"'. A preparation in pedagogics for the profession is
almost entirely wanting; h1 fad, tho principle has been enunciated that a te::.cher
in the public schools need not know more than ho must teach, aml that a knowledge
of his text-book is sufficient. P~imary school teachers often have not studied
beyond the grammar school; sometime& they enn speak faulty English.
I very well know that America has e:s::cellent institutions antl brilliant teachers,
but we must not look only at the :flower so willingly held out to us. We must not
limit ourselves to cities rcnowneu for their scl.ools; we must ask how mattei-s are iu
geucrnl. Accordi~1g to the judgment of a, very eompetent American school-teacher,
the work done in normal schools does not compare with that of a German seminary.
Pedagogically and scientifically restricted, the teac1 2r naturally becomes dependent.
The principal and inspector instruct him weekly and eYen cbily, prescribing the
daily lessons iu every debil. Thus the opinion gains credence that the achievements of a school are attributable to the board and ins1,cctors1 an<l not to the
teachers. Teachers must first be prepared.
There is no professio:n.al body of teachers with determinative power, no faculty
meetings that h:we decisive disciplinary aml other powers. In many cities the
teacher is a poor day-laborer who earns bis breau in sorrow and :[ear of the Damocles sworu. of loss of position which hangs over his head. In the whole country
there is no profession of teaching which rests on an average uniform 0ducatio11, the
consciousness of pr.ofessional work and its magnitude; the nation, {lS such, does not
recognize it. Teachers ha,e no representative corporation; what v.-e hear of the
national association of te:1chers ancl the great congresses are, with very few exceptions, all efforts emanating from secondary ancl higher schools, in which only 11rincipals, inspectors, etc., participate. This deficient professional prepa,ration of the
public school tea,chcr is, ne:s::t to political -infiuence, the most vulnerable point of the
whole American school system . It is evident that the achievements of eyeu :1
highly giftecl people must fall 1:Jelow a high standard un<ler such a r egime.
The schools in the cities arc usually under the dire ction of a bo:1rd of education,
appointed :1Qcorc1ing to the city statutes, either directly by popular election or incUrectly by tho mayor or jndges, these personages 1:Jeing considered less likely to lie
infinenee<.1 by party prejudice. Tho members of the boaril also may be appointed
by indiviuual magistrates. * * * The best arrangement seems to be found in
cities, like Inc.lianapolis, where the mayor appoints the board of education that
elects a superinten<l.ent, and iu large cities, his assistants . The eutirc -,,ork of the
school falls upon them; they arc often professors, but just as often men who haYc
practiced other vocations. . The chief superintendent in Chicago ,yas formerly a
lawyer, Dr. Lane1 a yery capable man, aucl specially enthusiastic iu ccln a,tional
work.
Goocl school in pectors or snperinton<lents tlo not stay long in one position. In
the first placc1 th y arc politically dep<:ntlent; secondly, larg r salari s an<l other
gr ater inrlucernents draw them from one city to another. In many cities ib g Heral condition of t:lchools aml their administration is in a trausition state in co 11- c<1ucnce of which no peclagogic tradition or habit of administration can lie formed
in the s ·hoo1 .
" "
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Principals of primar~-; schools begin with $1,050 a.ml never rccci ve more than
$1,600. In a city like Chicago, where n, workingrr:an receives on au avenige of $2 a
day, men and women teachers in primary schools begin with $400, or 1,620 marks,
for the :first year. Tho secoucl year they receive $475; the third, $575; the fonrth,
$650; the fifth, $700; the si:s:th and the follo\Ving years, $775; i. e., teachers can
receive as high as 31 230 marks-a proportionn,te1y small snm considering the necessity of tho position, with no pension, no provision for widows, etc., :1ttached.
Teachers in g1'ammar SGl10ols are somewhat better situ:itecl; they receive $450 tho
first year, then $525, increasing in eight years to $800, or about 3,350 marks. Substitutes receive $1.50 a day, after they have been tried six mouths. The so-called
school cadets-pupil teachers in fact 1 whose employment was a necessity in years
past in Prussia-also receive 75 cents a, day for their work, which they perform under
tho supervision and guidance of a regular teacher. W]1en ,ye compare the purchasit1g power of ::t mark and :1 dollar, we understand that sm::tll salaries arc tho reason
the teacher's profession receives so few accessions.
Two years ago, after a number of contradictory views and opinions hacl been
expressed on tile school system of the United States, a popular New York magazine,
The Forum, institllted inquiries on its own account. Dr. Rice, who had stucHecl
under Professor Rein in Jena, ancl acquainted himself with educational m::tt.tc:rs in
America, was commissioned to visit the larger cities in onler to investigate their system, administrnt10n, aucl educational conditions. He visited 36 cities of the Union .
Every city considers its schools and school buildings the best. It is an excellent
arra.ngeme11t that anyone professionally interested can unceremoniously enter Ameri- .
can schools at any time. "vVe have nothing to conceal, arnl arc al ways ready to
learn from yon, n was said to me.
·
·
Dr. Rice's tour of inspection resulted in a book on the public school system of the
United States in 1893. It cont:1ins a most unbiased and exact representation of the
conditions of certain schools, together with their administrntion, as he observed them.
The cities are mentioned, but not the. names of the schools and teachers. It is an
excellent book, confoining everything that the author himself saw and experienced.
And wo must rem ember that lie is a modern educator of the Herbartian school, one
of the numerous younger American men who passionately aml zeulonsly apply psychological ;principles to education.
Tho publicat10n of his book ca,used an unpleasant excitement, be cause he faicl his
finger on many an 011cn wound. ,vo know that Americn, in ed1 ca.tion, ::ts in everything else,. is a, l and of contradictions; the Tcry l::ttest psychological methods arn
practiced togeth er with tlie most antelliluvian methods. At present t,rn pedagogical currents arc opposing each other in American public schools; tlie old so-called
"c1l'lU ruethod,n based upon very men,ger but fixed knowledge acquired by strict
discipline and persistent cramming, an<.1 tho now psychological motliod, which,. based
on n. thorough understanding of a child's mjud, b egins with its urst ideas, n,nd continncs to add others with the purpose of developing n, harmonions ednc::ttion of the
whole lieing, tho moral and physical as well ais tho intellectual.
Even thou gh tho now curr ent has added manual training, hygiene, aml a, knowledge of civil government to the cnrriculum of study, ancl improved the scientific
c011rso; even though it a<.lYocates mild instead of harsh measures in dealing with
pnpils, still it can not be said that tho old method is entirel y without justification.
,Ye can 1111t altogether condemn those who think tlrnt Americans u oed a flifferent
kind of school. I most assnrccl]y lean to tho newer methods .
D1. Rice mentions in llis book that tho worst public schools in regard to met110Ll
and organization are those of Baltimore, Buffalo, Cincinnati, New York, Milwaukee,
• t. Louis, Chicago, n,nd Boston. It is surprising that Boston should be mentioned.
In the Neue Lehrerzeitung of July, ]893, l\farcus Fuchs descnbcs the Boston school
system as bemg excellent; but I missed n, thorou gh statement on elementary e<lucation m that article w h1eh woul<.1 support tho praise bestow eel. ,v1rn,t Dr. Rice says in
re anl to tho location and sanitary conditions of certa1n schools in the far-famecl city
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of Boston is, in trutli, astonishillgly bad. Howeyer good the secondary and grammar schools are, improvement seems wanted in the elementary schools. Washington, Springfield, and Quincy form a better group. The last mentioned has for a long
time been a kind of American Mecca for educational pilgrims. (A number of years
ago I first learned, from an American teacher of the Quincy method, concentration of
instruction in certain studies.) Under the new admini stration, however, its schools
seem to have retrograded. Indianapolis, Minneapolis, St. Paul, and particularly Laporte, Ind., possess the best public schools, according to Dr. Rice. In Indianapolis
the good conditions of pnblic schools is ascribed to the fact that the mayor appoints
the school board, that the sensible action of the cit,izens is not influenced by politics,
and that good teachers are introduced from other cities. Laporte is a small city in
Indiana with only 40 teachers; but a famous educator is superintendent here. The
name of Dr. W. N. Hailmann is conspicuous in congresses and the edncational press.
The excellencies of the schools at Laporte are very great, r,articularly in natural
history, drawing, and English. They showed it at the World's Fair and they are
excellent at home.
,
The best normal school is probably the Cook County Nornrnl School in Englewood,
jrnar Chicago, under the direction of Colonel Parker. Next to this normal institute
the College for the Preparation of Teachers, in New York, deserves mention. I recommend this book of Dr. Rice to all who wish to acquaint themselves with American
methods of teaching. AlI~10st incredible instances are cited. For instance, an American teacher in teaching g eography asks: "What senses are brought into action during the geography lesson '?" 1he cliildren answer: '' Hearing, for the teacher spc:..ks;
sight, for we look on 'the map; touch, for we point with our finger to the things."
T_e acher : "vVe will close our atlas; how many senses do you make use of now~."
Answer: "Hei'liring," etc. That was the beginning of a geography lesson! Here 18
another example. A class in the second grade is to read a short piece, and the
teacher having run aground on a methocl, says to h erself: "In reading we must
mmnciate clearly and with (?Xpression." As a preparatory exercise for distinct
enunciation all the children must begin by practicing the vowels aloud, "ith the
proper position of the vocal organs. Furthermore, the tong ue must be relaxed, so
tlie 50 children stretch out their tongues, and move them to the t eacher's beating
time. Thereupon the teacher says: ''You have done tha,t very well; now we shall
practice expression. Heads back!" All the 50 children throw tlleir beads far l,ack.
Teacher: "No,;v say, 'I am proud, for I know who I am.'" The children do as they
are told. Teacher: "Heads on the left shoulJ.er ! Look upward! Speech: 'How
beautiful that is!'" (Expression of astonishment.) "Heads on tlle right slloulcler !
'Do yon think you can mock me , , Heads down! 'All my money is gone! '"
Imagine a whole class saying, "All my money is gone," to practice the expression
of sorrow. Finally, a few other exercises to express increas ing pleasure. Teacher :
"Children, pay strict attention! ·what would yon say if yon ·w ere to receive an
orange now~" All smile. "If you had a banana '? 1' Broader smiles. "If you
were to get n J)iece of candy'?" Laughter. "Bnt ice cream'?" Shouts of laughter.
" o," says the teacher, "now the class is prepared to read the piec3." Of cour 0
the ·hildr n read with expression; that is to say, every child in the worst possible
manu r f mimicry r ads the story in whi h Katie says to Molly: "Be very goou
whil I am gou , aml do no g t into mischief."
'· .11 ·h ::n ~woof th numb rles example~ cited by au impartrnl man, who can base
no mt r s JD d famin•r th · ·hool
f his country, but who i hone t enough to a.y,
rn tli f. · of lo ·al patrioti m, how matter stand. In 'bicago this publication
l wak n l painful nrpri.
011
, b
ru nti n.
Itulianapoli . . at1<l Lap~r , n 1 . p ·1 Uy in r garl to th ducation of tbe pupil in
lf- 1 r · h on ~r ·mg fr m n: ur , au l illn tr, ing wh. t h ha 1 arned. For
h 1m1,~l -r a,~ nl 11<1'. ; 1111 writ on ny subject of natural i nee· and
om I l l 11 1l1u r. ID r j D Uy.
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I must break off here. To what conclusion do we comet America, thronghout,
shows itself to ho a young, unfinished country, with power, strong will, and great
aspfrations, n, country of irreconcilable contrndictions in which inexplicable things
are tossing abont, l>ut a country which is united with the b es t possible spirit, aud is
free aml open to every new tbough_t. Still, I believe that we Germans have no reason
to be envious of the school system of America.
THE EXHIBIT OF RESULTS OF MANUAL TRAINIXG.
By Prof. STEPHAN "\VAETZ0LDT, of Berlin .
THIRD

LECTURE.

LADIES AND GE:s-TLEMEN: Allow me to remark, by way of introduction, that your
honored president selected a subject for me to discuss wbich is so ex.tensiyc that
when I received the announcement I was frightened. I nm sorry not to l..tave enough
material gathcre<l. to do justice to the subject as announced : "Report o_n tbo exhil> it
of the results of uwnual traini11g in all the countries of the civilized v,,orld." I ca,n
do no better than to consult my notebook and draw upon my memory for what I saw
in the ·world's Fair at Chicago, in order to offer a report on the present st:ttus and
the methods of manual training in some countries. I shall supplement it by a
statement of what I witnes:::ed myself in American schools.
When the minister of public instruction planned tllo great German eclncational
exhibit the question ::trose, "Shall manual training be included¥" But after considering the fact that this l>mnch of er1ucational work is not a legal pa,rt of school
education in Prussia., that it is not a regular branch of study, but is left to private
initiative, it was resolved to leave it out, as had been done with tbe kindergarten
displa;r. Still, it seemecl desirable to show to the Americans wltat is being a,ceomplished in this l>ran ch, for theywonl<l. be apt to presume that he who fails to exhibit
eitl.ler has nothing to exhib it or shuns competitiou, his achievements being inferior.
Hence it was determined to exhibit merely in a few gronps what is done in this
direction in Germany. Your president, Mr. von Schenkendorff, was able, in his -usual
energetic way of acting, to collect in a very brief period of time, a beautiful exhibit
of results of mamrnl training for Chicago. Several of you saw it last February,
when it was exposed to view in the House of D~puties. There it occupied two
lialls. It was of course out of the question to obtain as much room in Chicago as
that for only one branch of our exhibit, h ence a selection was made. From the
Berlin and Gorlitz workshops for pupils we selected a number of .objects of pupils'
work in paper, pasteboard, wood, wood carving and joiner work, which illustrated
tho course of instruction and the aims to be reached. I am sorry to sa.y it was
im1)ossible to take with us the whole of the beautiful collection of tho normal school
for manual training teachers in Leipzig, which was clesignecl to show tho assistance
manual training can render the regular school instruction; but finally we made a
judicious selection from this collection.
In Chicago this exhibit fonnd room in a very su ital>lo place in the passage between
tbe galleries occupied by secon dary and elementary schools. There we spread the
work on three enormously large tables in eight gla,ss-covered cases, where they
were kept safo from dust and moisture cluringtho entire summer. The objects were
systematically arranged ttnd marked l>y English and German labels. It wa,s not
possible to place everything sido by oidc, hence we ba,d to arrange them in several
tiers, one above tho other. Vfo supplemented tho actual work by abundant technical literature, annual reports, progrnmmes, etc. Adjoining these tables was the
exhibit of the Realschnlo in Bockenheim that ha<l. been admitted by permission from
_the mini ter of instruction. It ontained photogmpbs of tho shops aud specimens
of joiner ::i.nd pasteboard work. 'l'llis collection received nlso a,n awa,rd.
It wa fortunate that we hall specimens of 1rnpils' work in manual training on
exhibition, for a8 the first question was invariably, " "\Vhere is the written work of
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your clement:uy schools f" the sccon<l. invariably follow ed, '' ·where is your manual
training w·ork," That proved that much attention is bestowed iu America upon
this subject, and that in Ameri ca, tho custom i s still in vogue to look upon Germany
as t he l cn.dcr in educatiou n.l movements. Other questions were asked, s1ich as "Is
ma1rnal tra.ining g en erally i ntro cl u cc<l. f" "How many schools do not giY e manual
trai11ing ~" "Is mannal training obligatory in tho elementary schools~" "At wll at
ago is it b egun f '' ",Vha,t is tho cour se, the eml to be attained, tho number .of
honrs devot ml to it '?" u D o th e communities furnish tools, appar:1tus, and m:1tcnal
fre e of cosU;' In America, the e:,xpemlitur c fo r this branch i s borne lJy the community, though it i s not brgc as yet . ,Vhcr e mauual train ing is iutrodnce<l i h e
authOl'itics furnish cYerything needful-s hop s, tools, arnl materials.
The opinion of American cclucators of our manu al training exhibit was,. on :m
average, ver y favoralile. ,Vo were tolll thn.t the German course of instru ction w as
methodically clear, the work on exhibition very good, carefully a,nd tastefol~y
~xe cnted. Tho Americans <l.o not work a s nea,tl y and elegantly. They do plam
work, as is seen in their machines. ,vhere Fren ch men and Gonnans build in fin e,
ornate lines1 tho America1rn build on a large scale, strong a,ncl as simple ns possibl e.
Thi s tendency to quick and simple production, which does not permit tho objects to
appear elegunt like ours, was noticed everywhere. Our wootl carving (the so-called
sca,llop-cut design) made th o d ee11est irnpression upon the beholders 1 in view of the
ca,rly nge of tlle pupils ·who h a (l made it. Tho taste, the sense of beauty, iu the
combination of models antl the:ir execution, ,vas very p l easing to Americans . But
they. m issed lar g er work, especially that which is i mmediatel y applicable, as, for
inst::mco, work o:i a wagon that needs r epairing; work such as a, farmer would need
to perform whose plow is broken, or work done in the house in repairing broken
furniture. Tho Ameri can t rnining, especially in a.gri cultural colleges in the Central
States, is inteudeLl to a certain extent to enn.blo farmers to repair their agricultural
implements arnl t o u s e tho sa.w, plaue, and forging hammer.
Our work was y>raisod for i-!;s underl yrng systematic course, its clear methotli cal
treat ment, tintl its artistic execution. Another di fference b etween Germ a n and
American manual trainin g was observecl in t his, that the American boy s arc fnrnish ed half-finish ed material prepared by the nrnchine; Americans deem it waste of
labor to do by haml what may be done by machines. Jfarnl work i s contiued to that
which can not be dono b y ma chin es . This natural1y gives to manual labor a. h iglier
value; it is ennoble(! wh en r emoved from t h e mere mechanical JJ:ut, and is couscc1uently better pai(l for .
In my notebook 1 under uato of 1\fay 28, I fin u a memorandum of a v i it to onr
exhibi t by a Brook l yn ex.pert who declar~tl that ho hMl never seen such artistic
pupils' work . His countrymen were not deficient in well-defined methods, but
they experimente u too m n cli. "It is tru e," Le saitl, "that manual trai1.1ing is introt1uc:ell in rnauy cities, b ut their results arc chi efly u sed for show pnrposes ."
o, you
sec, wo may cbim to ha Ye met with s nc ce s; lmt it is my per onal .impression tllat
tho gootl o:pinions of our Gennan manual trainiuo- work are too fa,vorabl , n.ncl I
arriYecl at that conviction when I saw what other nations had ::t complishetl.
Thn.: ~nr 1rnpih' work was onsi<leretl drn,ract ristic is provell by the fact tllat the
.·htlnt of tho 1 ' ·iety for Manual Trainiug ,ms ouo of tho first obj ct purcha ecl
hy th .\~ rican<;. Profc sor ·wnson of Philuuelphia, hourrht it for the school
to it wns bou"'ht. ln Philad ·lmn.scnm of tliat city; a.1 ·o tlio lit ra.tnro h lon<TiU<T
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cans l.u1,yc more or less talent for mauual labor; this is a characteristic of the race."
During the colonial period, or at the beginning of tl.10 settlcwcnt of the extenslvo
\Vest, they lived far apart, not together in cities :1Uu villages, hence .they were
obliged to perform all kinds of labor themselves. In consequence of the habit of
self-activity manual 11ork and skill have always been held in higher estimation,
generally, tlrnn in Europe. A second reason is that tl10 entire . s9hool system is
crganiz.e<l essentially upon practical principles. It aims at that which b applicable
in life, or immodiately t1seful. Sn-ch things the American nnderstanus first of all.
Manual training· has not been engra:fted upon the schools, lmt is considered a useful
and naturally grown branch of education. The edncational aud ethical side of the
question is taken into consideration nfterwards.
The large American educational journals have taken cognizance of the subject and
discuss it freely. Thus in the Journal of Eclncation of 1893, for instance, we fincl a
series of articles on joinery, and other corn1)rehensive presentations of certain parts
ofm:111ual training, with e.s:act illustration&. When at first teachers were wanting
for this instruction the authorities helped themselves in other ways by employing
artisans. The American looks sharply nibout himself in this werld, and ~·henever
he finds anything good he tries to acquire and develop it. Hence he is ever ready to
make educational experiments. During the lust ten years manual training lrns gradHally entered tlie public graded schools am1 progressed rapidly.
Two currents arc noticeable in American manual training. The first follows the
principle that manual training should be a part of every division of education beginning with foe kindergarten. Tho kindergarten forms in .America, tho basis of :the
entire public school system, and is closely linked with the idea,s of Froebel. The
namo ofFroebel is nowhero pronounceu as often as on the other side of tho .Atlantic .
Starting from Froehel's hlea of occupation, games, manual work in paper foMiug,
stick laying, modeling, etc., begin in numerous kindergartens. It is a peculiarity
of the American s chool that mocleling is begun with very young children; first,
sand is used, then clay , and it is continued side by side with instruction in drawing
through all the grades, aml considered as necessary aml important as instraction iu
scientific subjects. The entire instruction in mamrnl ·work is facilitated nncl brought
into organic connection with tlio other school work, by teaching drawjng from the
lowest grade upward throughout the courne. \Vo often :find it said: Drawing is as
necessary to a human b eing as writing; :m euncated man cn.n not do without skill in
drawing any more than without skill in writing. The ability to expose one's thouglits
in ·w1·iting is not sufficient. Thc 'pupil must be educated to describe, sketch, model,
an<l paint an object only if he is able to present it correctly; thus can he be said to
have oomprehendecl it folly. This connects the manual work organically with the
other school work. In the higher classes we :find wood carving, joinery, and liglit
metal work that can b e performed withont tho use of fire. To this must be added,
that in many schools simple appamtns for instructio11 in physics is made by the
pupils themselves under direction of the te:.tcher. The American school hns little or
no u se for our scientific and often very complicatecl a,ppliauces .
.At present all forge cities in the United States h:.1,rn one or more pnblic schools in
which manual trainl.llg is given inn, course of four to eight years. This is mn.cle all
integral branch of study and occupies from two to four holus n, week. The most
e:x.tcn<led obsenrations concerning manual training seem to lrnve been made in New
York. The views entertain eu and the experience gained in that State go to pro,;·e that
children who arc deficient in literary skill, and who are weak in language studies, are
generally found more talented in manual skill. Talent for mathematics, physics: and
o t her natural sciences is generally coupled with manual dexterity. Dr. Adler, in
.i:Tew York, writes: "Boys who were considered stupid, and at last believe it themsel vea, were soon found to b e tho first in manual skill in the workshop and in scientific instruction that required observation. They regained the respect of their
fellow-students; ancl tho success tliey achieve in ma,nual training gives them uack
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tbeir self-respect,_and spurs them on to do greater things. For this reason, if for
nQ other, manual training should be made a part of all school instruction. It
clevelops the minu. of many a child that can learn but poorly from books ." . He also
cla.ims to havo noticed that manual work essentially aids the progress mude in drawing and geometry; that relations of space, observed by both eye ancl hall(l simultaneously, becom(;l clearer ancl more exactly unden,tood.
The second current noti ceable in the manual training movement in America is to
make manual work an essential part of secondary education. The high school ( corresponding in a measure to our secondary school s) should, it is claimed, exhibit not
only as- heretofore :1 bifurcation, but a trifurcation. As is done in France, the student when entering the high school elects his course of studying, either the scientific or classical course. Now, tho reformers intend to institute a third branch or
course, the so-called manual training high school. In these schools the thirty honrs
of work per week should be so divided as to give ten to manual training in shops
and five to drawing. That is to say. the new school is not to be a trade school, but
the manual training it offers shal1, it{ the widest acceptance of the term, be the basis
of general education, including English, mathematics, aml modern languages. I
shall, in the course of my remarks, return to this subject.
The general movement in introducing manual training in the schools has become a
very strong one. _It has grown rapidly in the !urge cities; in Boston and New York
it may be said to have become fashionable. In New York the opposition in the press
:11ul tho public was at first very vigorous. Modeling in clay was said to be conducive to transmitting skin disP:ases; that standing at the workbench would cause
crooked legs; the boys would not grow up straight; they would be eclucated_to l>e
artisans, a thing that was not desired. In New York, manual training was mtrodnced in five city schools in 1888. The pupils who desireu. to take part increased
rapidly: a.nd in 1893 the city hacl 500 teachers for the manual training of 22,000 pupils
who l earnecl manual work. This numlrnr is not so great when yon consider that
girls who learn needlework and cookerv are not counted in. But in some schools
the boys, too, learn cooking, no diffcrenc e being made in regard to the sex of pupils.
Think of the increase: 500 teachers an<l 22,000 pupils in six years. New York has
now in the large college for the training of teachers an institution where teachers
are 11ractically preparecl for giving manual training. I have already mentioned the
fact that in the models of work furnished in the American manual training schools
a lack in artistic taste is noticeable .
Permit me to give a brief staitemcnt of the exhibits of manual training from different S.tatcs of the Union. First, I shall mention what occnrs to me as having l>een
exhibited by the Atlantic States, then by the Son th and Central StatE>s, in which
manual skill is fostered. I fouml gooLl iron work from Ba.ltilllore; woodwork from
the uegro school in that city; wood and iron work from the manual training school;
among the specimens on exhibit some machines bnilt by students and apparatus
were used in in strnction in physic . Loni ville exliil>its excellent woodwork, both
of wheelwrights aml joiners. Then the three cities in which the public schools are
saicl t
c the l)e t: the sister cities Minneapolis and t. Paul, Indiannpoli , nnd
L::tll rt , whi ·h, acconling to th , wcdi h system, had furnish d :1vcry good xhibit
of pa ·te onr•l worl{, wood can• ing, and ironwork. From the more -western tate
r m' rkalJly good work was sent from Nebraska (Omaha) and \Vashington (Tacoma
an(l , pokan ) .
'Ih 'utra! and ,'onth rn , tats also xhibitecl manual work of pupil, and it
bviorni that obj ct ancl mat rials chan eel accorclino· to then eds of the
. ,
F_roru . I .·i · , th ·i y of Pu bla sent boys' work which wa mad of
u · • '. mipr ion
on · Ar' n in un<1oubte<1ly had the be t exhibit of all he
1 h 1
al· lll
·rica, nly i wa pl: d in a dark orner and wa n t se n by
. .
.
ll&..· i 11 ho\· ·<1 ·.·,· 11 n w rk in leatb rand th r saddl 1 w rk
l c,. 1>111 t · ·01k · Thi ,·,,1·k ,,..a : p c11n
· u of what a country ueed 1D
·
h·1cb
n ·ul tr nml
ck rai in , i carri d on.
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Japan had furnished an cxhi1it in which ono coulu see that, though the nation
h:::s develop ed in a peculiar aml characteril:,tic way, it is imitating Europe. The
influence of Europe has become very strong. · I saw v ery excellent needlework and
beautiful woodwork made in boys' schools in Japan, after drawings from nature in
Japanese fashion. Of the Australian States, New South ,Vales furnished characteristic work-i.hat is, a collection of work in tailoring antl dressmaking, simple
garments such as are used on the farm .
Lastly, I-rnn,y mention the most remarkable points of the. European and Asiatic
exhibits. The French exhibit "as small but very well selected. I received the
impression tlrnt France has become our closest competitor in education generally,
and especially in the elemen tary schools. I do not hesitate to a<1mit that it is
vastly superior to us in manual training. In America puLlic opinion begins to
change. French schools are thought by some to be superior to ours. A distinguished American educator 1 Dr. Monroe, expressed this view without reserve, say"" ing: "The new i<.leas in education at present come more from France than from
Germany; we must tnrn to France "to become imbued with the spirit of modern
times; it is from there "·e get new suggestions n.l1d ideas."
There was no dissenting voice in regard to clrnwing. In drawing the "Ecoles
secondaircs" of France are superior to all other schools. It is significant that the
drawings made there are much l arger than with us; so are the models. Caps of
columns for instance, were drawn nearly of natura,l size. The best work was sent
by tl1e city of Poitiers. The city of Paris had its own exhibit of manual training
in the state pavilion of France. This exhibit proved conclusively what a happy
t.hing the Fren ch Government had done when it organically connected manual
training aud the continuation SCQools with the people's or elementary schools. It
thus enaules the pupils to follow their own individual talent in selecting suitable
professions and occupations.
As to Russia, the Americans said: "In ma,nual training Russia, stands at the head
of all nations." If we take as a criterion the great number of schools in which
manual training is offered, this praise is well earned. I do not know the Russian
sys tem of public instruction from observation, hence I refrain from expressing an
opinion. But I do not hesitate to praise the Russian technique, especially the work
in different kinds of wood and the work of the peasant schools . Military uniforms
mal1e in the orpha,ns' schools were exhibited. The girls' schools, established· by
Empress Maria, exhibited remarkably excellent needlework. "\Ve also saw work in
gold, engraving in silver and copper, not clone in special or professional schools, uut
by boys in manual training classes.
In Egypt we ftncl instruction in manual work fashioned exactly and sensibly in
accordance with the neec1s of the country. Sido by side with editions of the Koran
an d bamboo penholders, ,, e find work in cedar wood, done in the schools of Cairo;
al so the od<l, inlaid work of mother-of-pearl and wood seen in the Orient, made by
young boys. The schools of the ''Alliance Israelite, 11 tho influence of which is felt
atouud tho eastern Mediterrane:rn, had exhibited from tho Jewish schools in Tunis
work in chasing on copper, in the style of th::.t country. England exhibited very
little. Only the school board of London showed. wood arnl pasteboard. work from
elementary schools. But that Englantl does not stand low in tho scale of skilled
workman hip is presumed from the fact that manual skill is vaiued very highly in
England and America. Deprecia,tion of manual labor as compared with mental
labor is not founcl there; manual la.bor is not thought humiliating to anyone. A
French observer, Max Leclerc, who quite recently investigated the conditions of
England, says that in ne::.rly all English schools, from tho elementary to the aristocratic "public schools," so called, manual training is o:fforecl; and he then points to
the enormous importan ce this justruction must have for the progress in technical
an cl industrial pursuits.
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Duriug tho Exposition in _Chicago congrcsi:;es of education were held from July 17
to 24, with moro tha,n 120 sessions. Among those congresses was a department
t1evoted to manual training, skillfully conuectcL1 ·with tliat of art e<lucation of the
young. The department held 12 sessions, 3 of which ,Yere in connection -with the
kindergarten congress. They were 'W'ell attended, arn1 tho interest oviucecl in the
subject of manual training was intense. From tho great number of papers read I
me_n tion merely the most important: (1) Professor Richards, from the Pratt Institute,
in Brooklyn, spoke on "The ecluc:1tional ouject of drnwing am1 manual training; "
(2) President \ Valter Hervey, of tlto College for tho Training of Teachers, in New
York, spoke on "Manual training in tlte American system of schools" (tltis college
has a special department for tl.10 training of manua,l train ing teachers); (3) Dr.
Emil Hirsch, of Cliicago, on ''Tho ethical si<lo of manual training;" (4) Prof.
Gust:wTorngren, of Stockholm, on "Tho historyoftools;n (5) Prof. Earl Barnes, of
1
tho Stanfon.1 University, at Palo Alto, Ca.I., on "Spontaneous (1ra wings of chilclren.'
This lecture was mad.e exceptionally interesting by an exhihit of numerous children's drawings found on tlte ,,alls and fen ces ·:.nd in exercise books. In them tho
individuality of tho child's soul in ol1Servation allll reproduction or' characteristic
features in form and movement was illustra.ted. (6) Dr. Paul Carus1 of Chicago,
spoke on "Tho philosophy of t oob ;" (7) Miss Mary T. Chapin, of Boston, on "Decoratin~ tho schoolrooms by the pupils themselves; 71 (8) Dr. Leipziger1 of Now York,
on "Tho physiology of manun,l trnining iu high schools; 71 (9) Mis:; Dom Hicks1 of
Boston, on "Color souso of children."
Permit mo to refer again, in a, few words, to the peculiar manual training school
in Chicago. It is c:1llcc1 tho English High and Manual 'frnining School, am1 is situatccl on l\Iouro:3 street. · I made my visit to that school in company witll Privy
Councilor Dr. Bertram. ,Vo were uoth of tho opinion that what we there saw was
prai seworthy au<l new. The school was estal.Jlishel1 uy -tho Commercial Cluu in 1883,
with tho :wowe<l purpose of fostering mann:1,l skill as an element of genernl culture
during tho high school years (H to 18) . In 1890 tho city took charge of tbc school,
numbe_ring then auout 260 students. In the northwest and southern portions of the
city two more such m::mual training schools aro u eing established. All the expenses,
except a small foo for materials u sed uy tho pupils, aro defrayed by tho city. Instruction is gratuitous . Tho course is ono of three years.
'l'he studies in tho first year arc <.1istriuutcd as follows: .Algebra, 1 homs a week;
zoology (during 2,1 weeks), ,1 hours a, week; botany (<luring 16 weeks ), 4 hour i
American litcrntnre1 3 hours; cGmposition and letter writing, 1 hour; free-band au<l
mechanical drawing, 5 hours; joinery anu. carpentry, turning, modeling1 10 bonr ·.
Information is n.lso giYen concerning wood as material aml as merchan<lisc.
In tho second year tho following course is 11ursueu.: Geometry, 3 hours per wee~·
physics, 3 hours; universal hi tory, 3 hours; English literature, 2 hours; compo· ition aml lmsiness foru:s, 1 hour; frec-h:1ucl and mcchanica,l <hawing, 5 hours; le son '
in tho workshops, learning to use tho tools iu smithiug, forging, aucl wcltliug, 10
hours. Iuformatiou is a.lso given concerning iron as material and in commerce.
In th thinl year: Trigonometry anu. higher a.lgol.Jrn 1 3 hours; constitution a.ml
politi_cal c onomy,.., hour ; Ew•lish classics, 2 hours; mechanical a,nd architectural_
hn.wmg, tog lh r with fr -hau<l sketch s 5 bonrs · construction and the 11 0 01
.
'
'
.
macl Hn<· , 10 hour~. ll' i<le , information is given concerning ma.chine , tbeir lu:t ry, ·on truc·tion. and co ·t.
uring th secoml and third years a. crrta.in numb •r
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The enthusiasm of the l>oys in this school in their manual work is quite obvious.
vVe saw boys yarying in age between 15 and rn. years. Most of them had passed
through the first nine years of the primary n,ncl grammar school courses, and now
occupied most of their time iu working in "·oocl and iron and in the machine shop.
These young people executed their work zcalonsly aiul skillfully; they exibitecl a
feverish pleasure in laboring especially in tho smith shop at the anvil. Material,
and the tools used, n,re precisely as they are found in shops for adults, not "in min- ·
iaturc." Quite n, number of these students enter commercial and other practical ·
occupations, bnt most of them enter technicn,l pursuits.
The expense to tho city of Chicago for the maintenance of this school is quite considerable. Tho ::dte of tho building represents a value of $50/)00; tho building cost
$27,000; the equipment $1,500. During the year 1891-92 tho salaries paid the
teachers alone amonntecl to $24,865, or 1(}.i,006 marks. The costs pe1· capita were 520
marks a year. Tho salary of the principal is $2,600 arnl that of the teachers averages $1,800.
Tho Americans have hero, in obedience to the J)Opu]ar demand for manual training, developed a new and peculiar kind of secondary school quite iu harmony with
their pedagogy, which places in the foreground that which is practical and imme·
cliately applicable. Their watchword is," To know ancl to do, n that is to say, "It
is well to know something, l>ut we must also l>e al>lc to perform, that is, apply our
knowledge ."
Mr Constantin Norrenl>erg, librarian of tho University of Kiel, Germany, cmne to
Chicago as tho r'epresentative of his Government to act ns commissioner of the German library exhibit. He attended the international congress of librarians, and was
particularly active in examinlng the history and development of the lil>rary move·
mcnt in America. His report was published in the Centrall>latt fiir Bibliothekswcsen, vol. 11, 1894, Leipzig, arnl is worthy of perusal, since it gives a brief but good
accou nt of the congress of librarians, and is full of shrewd observations concerning
the American public library. Mr. Norrenberg succeeded in establishing au exchange
with European libraries, particularly uni vcrsity libraries, which will c1onbtless result
in enriching these institutions on both sides of the Atlantic, and make tlic puulic
documents of Europe available to students of education, who hitherto have been
tro ubled in securing desirable matter.
THE CONGRESS AND THE CONFERENCE OF LIER.ARIANS IN CHICAGO .
Report by Mr. Co:-STANTIN NuRRE~BERG)
Librarian of the UniYcrsity of Kiel, Germany .

Tho first conference of librarians took place in New York September 15-17, 1853,
forty years ago. Its proceedings are reported in Norton's Literary and Educational
Register for 1854. Altliough intended to be au American gathering, it was, in acertain sense, international, for two letters sent by French colleagues w.ere read, orie of
which (from Alexander Vattemare) pro1rnscd an international excliange of State
publications. A resolution to assemble at statc(l intervals was passed, but not carried out nntil many years afterwards, when a secontl conference was li cld in connection with tho Wol'lcl's Exposition in Philadelphia (1876). This conference led to tl10
organizn,tion of American experts by tho formation of tl1e American Library Association (A. L . A.).
The next year, 1877, witnessed nn international congress at London, in which
America was comparatively l>ett.cr represented than tho European continent. Tho
Library Association of tho Unitccl Kingdom (L.A. U. K.) was formetl on that occasion,
and since then tho librarians of tlic two nations of tho English tongue have held
regular conferences, in which they possess au inYaluablo organ for tli c exchange of
ex:perionceR, the fostering of professional s1)irit, an<1 tho promotion of an institution
of culture to which they have devoted their live. ·.
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Tho \Vorld's Congress of Li brariaus rn Chicago was not called together by the
American professional librarians; it formed a, part of the long series of world's congresses that accompanietl the ·\,Vnrlcl's Fair, and constitute<l only a section of the
literary congress, sharing with it the rooms of the Art Palace ancl the attention of
the public. Naturally it fell to the A. L.A. to h1vite the colleagues of the world to
this and to conduct the proceeclings. E:s:pediericy suggestetl that the A. L.A. hold
its own conference, the sixteenth a.nnua.l, in connection with this congress, and it
was lJut natural that the same persons attemled both meetings.
Only three foreign librnrians were present: Peter Cowell, chief librarian of the
public lil>rarics of LiYerpool; Miss Mar),: R. S. James, librarian of the People's Palace
Library, Loudon, a.ml tlle writ.er of · this account. Other '1ell-kno,n1 librarians
present, all of the United States, were: G. H. Baker ( Columbia College library ) i
, J. L. Tomkins (library University of the City of New York) and his :fitst :1ssistant,
Charles A. Nelson; Melvil Dewey (State library ancl tho school oflibrarians in Albany,
N. Y.), with hjs assistant, Miss Mary S. Cutler, and tl10 catalogner, W. S. Bis~oe;
W. H. Brett (pnblic librnry, Clovefand, Ohio); G. W. Cole (public library, Jersey City,
N. J.); F. W. Crunden (public library, St. Louis, Mo.); C. A. Cutter (formerly of
Boston library) ancl \V. C. Lri.ne (present chief librarian of the Athen re um.. Boston,
Mass.); W. I. Fletcher (Amherst Collerre libr~ry); S.S. Green (public library, Worcester; Mass.); F. H. Hild (public libr:ry, Chicago, Ill.) and his assistant, E_. F. L.
Gauss; F. P. HiJl (public library, Ne\Vark, N. J.); .J. K. Hosmer (pnblic library,
Minneapolis, Minn.); G. M. Jones (public library, Salem, Mass.); Horace Repliart
(Mercantile Library, St. Louis, Mo.); W. F. Poole (Newberry Library, Chicn,go, Ill. ) i
R. B. Poole (Young Mon's Christian Association Library, New York). Among the
ladies present there were, asitle from those mentioned before, Miss Tessa L. Kelso
(pnblic library, Los Angeles, Ca1.); Miss Cath. L. Sharp (Armour Institnte, Chicago,
Ill.); Miss Lotlilla Ambrose (Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.); Miss Zella
Allen Di:s:son (University of Chicago); Miss Theresa West (pulJlic ·library, Milw:1ukee, Wis.); M-iss Jessie Alleu (public library, Omaha, Nebr.).
The publishing trade was represented by tho firms of Messrs. Scribner's Sons,
B. \Vcstermaun & Co., ancl G. E. Stecbert, of New York, aml A. C. McClurg & ~ 0 -, of
Chicago. Altogether 305 members were enrolled, 139 gentlemen ancl 166 la~tes, of
wbom 91 gentlemen aml 130 latlies l, elongecl to the profession of librnri:1ns, m th e
strict sense of tho term. Many perso ns not librarians, but chiefly ladies, listened to
the proceedings of the ·w orlcl's Congress, while the A. L.A. conference ,vas apparently
attended only by professional people, and that was evidently to tlrn aclvantage of
tho conference, us was the selection of the place of meeting.
The interna.tional relations of lil>raries arc still insignifica.nt, and it was therefore
impossible to prepare a progra,mmo for tliscnssion, an<l distribute subjects among certain professionals. The literary contributions that were sent in obedience to a, general call were r ead. in turn. T,,o foreign contributors to tho programme, Cowell! of
LiYerpool, ancl Miss J ames, of London, read their o-wn essays; of the other six foreign
pa11ers only the one sent by tho editor· of Centralblatt fiir Bibliothokswesen, in Leipzig Dr. . Hartwig, was submitted; it was trnnslatcd au<l. read by E. F. L. Ga 11s ·
Uenc " . see that thi ,vorhl's Conrrress lia<l. an .Ano-lo American character au d
th one ins i ntion, tho preclominanco ~f which in nnml>er ancl importauce cona t i~1tes th chief cliff renco bctw en the G rman aml Am rican ystem of book collec~
ti?n:, tl: pnlJlic library-the pcopl 's library-was the chiefobj ct of con ideration.
"bil 10 th
. L. . onfcren ·o the prof . sional librarian spoke to his colleague ·
ln h :' orlcl
'onrrre . tli r pr ntative of th . p oplo' lil>raric sp~ke to non]ir~C·. _wnal an patr n , and arri don a propa.gaucla.
.
. 1 re· 1 _ut. . w ~· . lon1J 1 ·-~tho tronn·c t imp lling ~ re in the library life of thi
o,m.ry,_mhi op·umraclh. summarizcdtheprorrr ssmad hyth public library
nn,l 1 Hl :i, it po. i i ninth pro•rr:m1111 of 11 ti nal ·nltnr in th fi lllltlation
of h
· L. • · II· pok ·ith ·11thu. ia.-m f the work of lli
oll agues and wi th
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c'onfi<lcnce of the problems of the future and their solntion. Crunden pictured the
librarian as an executive officer, and defined the requirements the profession of librar-ian <lemands. He must nnite in himself all the qualities of the business man, the
s-c holar, and the gentleman. Cowell, of Liverpool, spoke of the methods of awakening interest among the various classes of society for public libraries, and urged the
use of them. He laid stress npon constantly remirn.ling the public of tho library ancl
its available treasures, and suggested that they point out in the press in what particulars the library might be improved. Miss James gave a history aml description of
the People's Palace and its library, an institution of popular education, situated-in
the poorest part of London and performing a most beneficent work. Dr._ Hirsch,
chairman of. the board of directors of the public library of Chicago, spoke of the
public library and .its influence ou public education, saying: "The public library
furnishes to the elec·tor the means to form his own political opinion; it enables the
citizen to eclucate himself in all directions; it informs him in regard to resthetics,
ethics, or sociology. We are apt to underrate the literature of fiction whcu considering it merely as a matter of cntertainnient, for this branch of literature contains
works of high rank th.at open the eyes of man to the life of his owu soul; a good
novel is always a good teacher of worldly wisdom; and fiction therefore rightfully
occupies a large space in our pnblic)ibrary."
Mr. Cutter tried to define the character of the American library in a paper on" The
standing of the American library." "It is true," he said, "that our libraries are
young and small; that we can not as yet use them for profound scientific im--e1:;tigatlon; that in some of our libraries snob investigation can scnrcely be begun, and
that compa,ratiYely modern and cheap books form their chief stock. But -we have
opened new ways and intend to offer to the public more than is offered iu other
countries. In our attempts to turn over and over n, small stock, to hayc circulated
frequently a small num her of books, to place every atom of information and instruction in such a condition that it may be used, ·we have no superiors. Utilization
and diffusion of knowledge are our leading ideas, and the highest mark in our
testimonial."
Various circumstances combined to preven t a profouml discussion of these papers.
Tl!0 0ffect will begin when they are published in the Library Jonrnal, as is the
intention. The congress could not h::we a direct rrsult in its environments but
frien<ls of international library congresses will not be discouraged by the ineffectiveness of this congress. They will doubtless be fructifying if helcl independently,
an<l. will r,hiefly occupy the attentiou of the members with the subjects treated by
the two German papers read in Chicago: The reciprocal relations of libraries between
different countries.
The conference of the A. L. A. concerned itself exclusively ·w ith American libraries, and strictly followell tho programme preparetl beforehaml. In attempting to
indicate in a few words the ess.ential difference between Americau and Gcrurnn libraries, it is necessary to remember tho fact that the entire American s;yst em of education is clifferen t from the German .
The German uuh-crsity, as an institution for scientific investigation, has no equal
in America, except the post-graduate courses following a four ;years' college course,
and found in only a few institutions of importance, such a,s Jolrns Hopkins University, in Baltirnor , Md., and J-faryarcl University, in Cambr idge, Mass. Generally
colleges and universities confrne themselves to tran smitting knowledge, hence are
only upper grades of secondary schools, which, in turn, are continuations of the
elementary or public i:-chools. Similar to this plan is the organization of lilJrarics.
'l'hongh they collect, for uuivcrsity professors an<l. future generations of scholars,
strictly sdcntific works (one need only remind ns of the pnrcbn.se of the libraries of
Ran]< , Zarncke and Lagarde), they bestow urnch more a.ttention on text-books which
make the I rescri bell knowledge accessible to the students. That it is not their pla.n
to futni ·h the students with material for scientific research is proveu by the rule that
J..,D
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no student may borrow more than three volumes at one timP.. Tho pnblic librar;?, as
Mr. Cntter during tho proceedings of iho conference occasionally remarked, run.s
parallel "TT"ith tho lower grades of o<.lncation offerc<l in kindergarten, elementary, a.ncL
secondary schools. Another essential difference betI,een the American a.ml German
libraries is tha.t public libi·a.ries aro more numerons aml n\ore effective, because they
consider it 01,10 of their duties to nttrnct the public to their rooms by all avaibblomotliods, am\ one is t empted t0 s:1y, to urgo and forco upon the pnblic the intell ectuaJ treasures heapc<.l 11p there. As the instituti ons of lea.ming nro organically
conncctod, one 1Ytlilding upoIJ. what the other has done, so tho difference between a.
university 1ibra,ry aml n, 11uhlic lilmuyis n, comparatively small one in America; the
geuera1 ma,n:'l,gement of both shows gren.t similarity. The intention to sim11lify the
tecbnica.l pa.rt of the management aml to save la.bor is eYerywl1ere shown plainly,
:mtl is e11iefly oxplainetl by tho high wages paid for manual labbr in Ameriea,. Tho
rcbtivo similarity in the objects in view among the varions libraries lias facilitated
the coming tog ether of liln:arlans, and fa.v oretl an organization for common bbor
and_coope1·atiou .
Tho conference hn,{1 a, Yory compreh.ensi ve programm e. Tho large-, collecti rn report 01:1 "Public libraries in tho United States of America/' which was published
by tho Government in 1876 (in tho foundation J·ear of the A. L.A.), is to bo replaced
by a now ono, which will e:s:h ibit tho progress ma.do in seventeen years through ~he
A. L. A,, aided by tho work of' foreign lib1·arians, a.rnong which Graesel's "Prrnciples" arc consid.o red as occupying n, prominent pla.co in tho opinions of Americans. t
Tho work for this new Yolnme w as distributed and the various essays propared.
It was De"·ey's plan for the ;year's conference to discuss and settle the points concerning which pmctico an<l views had not come to n, definite conclusion. For that
puqioso tho Jnly, or :World's Fair, number of the Library Journal, contained brief
extracts of these papers, where that in which all agree was separate(l from that
·which wa.s still a subject of contention, and this journnl ,Y:J.f> pbcetl in tho hands of
mernbeTS 11rescnt . Hence papers to be reatl wero not on the progrnrnme, bnt only
discussions of tho themes presunted. ""\Vo t.hereforo expect," so tho progrnmme conclu(led, "that more -wi1l bo accomplished in one session than coultl otherwise bo
<lone in three, and we hope to tlonble the practical importance of onr meetin g by
stnuying the library exhibit."
The proceedings were conducted in the usual formf>; tlic gavel, as a sign oft.he dignity of tho cha.irman, was alternately in the hands of Presiclent Dewey a.ncl different
former pre ·idcnts; a1Hl to tho chairman as tho supposed umpire cv ry speaker
::u1drcsscd his ,rnr<ls during tho discussion. The latter proceeded as smoothly n.s
conld 1Je expected in n, meeting of expert·, with refcrcnrc to <1.nestions chiefly of a
practical nature, an<l in n, language that tended to crispness a11cl brevity. I must
not 11eglect to state that tlio contributions to the <liscussion ou tho part of the
ladies clicl not differ in brevity arnl positi,· ucss from those of tho gentl men.
Often tho seuso of tho meeting was found by rai ing tho ha.nus, or by vi,·a voce Yot ,
rarely to <lcciue anything by number , but mostly to a ·ccrtaiu whctlier this, that, or
nnoth(.'r motlo is being 1nacticctl mHl has proven satisfactory.
'Ill 11rocccding.·, of whi ·h I <1o not int n<.l to giYo a full acc·on11t, 1Jnt only charact ri tic f •atnr<•., how <1 at on in tho cliscns ion o[ tho first subject, "LibraQ' und
scho.ol ., ih almo t unlimit <1 lilJ rality ofilio pnlJlic library and its fforts to, cc
f .r it. elf a pla o ~·s nn inclis1J ·usa.1,1 i11.·titution o[ 1 arning. Tho qu stion ,va
c11. r.ti. · C<l ho\' t i11t r ·st tb t ·a 11 rs in tlio ]ihrary, so that they mi 1rht en ·otHU"'
th s n<l ·nfa o mak n. o fit! E.·p ri nc s wcro xd.1:1nged. In on librar th
eac·hc·tli arc in ·it <1 t tahi par in th lll tin<Ts of tho ]ihrarv ·]nb · at
1:lar. t!1c upcrin •1111 ·n
f pnhli<: C'lrnols i.- n, m mber of tho Ii\,rar, hoar<l · u
hhrar ·
t aclu•r ·oll ·ction. of hoo]· , for cli .· trilmtion amourr th •ir pupil:
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some give a nuinbcr of copies of tho same book to one class, so t.h:1-t· all the pupils
IQay read and discuss it in class; in other cities tho librarians from time to til.lle
visit tho schools and urge upon pupils aud teachers the use of tllc librn,ry; two
libl'arians induced _students to write essays on the library. The restl'iction of works
of fiction was rejected. Mr. Fletcher spoke most deciLledly againBt any restriction,
referring to the p:1pcr read by Mr. Hirsch in the Congress of Librarians.
Tho question whether the public shoulcl be alloweu access to the bookcases- was
<l.L<rnussed quite lively, and tho aclvocates of that privilege defenJecl tlieir views ·\Yith
great zeal. "The public will be able to select its own r~.ding ma,tter ; tutelage in
this country is Yery m1.popula1~. 11 In ClevelanJ, Ohio, the circulation rose from
200,000 to 350,000 volumes 1 or about GO per cent, afte1' the public haLl been allowed
ac.eess-to the books. It is true that 300 books) valuetl at $300, were lost iu one year,
but salaries amounting to $2,000 had been saved. 1\1.iss Kelso, of Los Angcle.s, tells
the people that tho books belong to them a,nd tlrnt tho librarian only supe-rintcnds
their collection and distribution. Her experiences go to confirm tlw beno:fici:11
results of the new move. Miss Allan 1 of Omaha, sa.icl tha.t tho.reading room of the
lihrary there contained 8 1 000 Yolumes, withou.t supervision, and that during the fast
year. not a single volume was lost. The opponents to free access had in view chiefly
librniries of less popular character contniining moro valua,ble literary treasures.
A plan, un.dcr the title :i Book an.notation/' was sabmitte<l, which was. equally
important fo:t tho m:ma,g ers and users of libraries. It is-this: A catalogue of about
10,000 of the best works from all departments is contemplated, in which c·Yer.v book
title is accompanied by b.i:ief characteristic uotos from the pen of experts. This
cat.alogue is fa:> aHl the libr:1rian iu the selection of books to be bought, a.nd the
reatler in that of books to be read. The costs of tl1is enterprise aro cstimatecl a,t
$1001 000, audit was proposed to raise this sum by ::i, subscription. on the pa.rt of all
institutions interested in it. Dowey and others valne<l tho saving of labor in the
various libraries, aucl th o value of protection from pnrclrnso of ,,.·orthles:s books,.
much more than the estimated cost. If the German reader will kimlly remember.
tha.t American book de:1lcrs and publishers do not soncl to the libraries copies of nc_w
bo.oks for e,rnmination, he will properl.r gauge tho importance of such a guide.
An attempt in this direction is ma,c.fo in preparing a, ca,taloguo. for a model library
of 5,000 volames which form ::i, part of the A. L. A. library exhibit. The selection of
these books is the result of suggestion.s of more th::ma, hnudred librarians. The catalogue of this mollel library contains tho titles without llotes. Four little pa,mphlets
haYo been prepared called New Ai.us for ReaLlers, containing ::i, small selection of the
best works onc]ectridty, photography, Arn.ericanpolitics, and political economy, with
note;, ch:ir$cterizing their importance.
In connection with this subject Mr. G. Iles, of New York, annouuceu that a,t t h ebeginnhig of 1801 a weekly index of magazine articles would appear which would
repeat the weekly statements with additions, until at the closo of tlJo term it would
offer a summary. This enterprise is m:ulo possible through tho linotn)e machine
(Mergenthalcr's typ esetting machine) that casts e:1 rh lino separa,tely, so that the
matter in type can be rnarranged and used continually in every following number, 1
at a merely nominal price. ·with reference to the 11 adaptation of the librai:y to.
its readers," Mr. G1'een, of \Vorcester1 Mass., m:1do somo noticeable snggestions, but
found strong opposition. Ho consi<lerecl it advisable not to let libra,ries in small
places grow bcyoncl a certain limit; to c.lispose of dispensable books by assigning
them to tho next larger library, or by solling them, and r,1ther make a small number
of books u seful by frequent reissue, and new editions of catalogues. Ho proposed
1
'1.'ho Rudolph Indexer Compan y (Nation , Au~ust :n, 1801) plans tlio reprinting of tho titlos of all
n ow works publisho<l in .A.moriC'a. Thi s h.· t can bu lia<l with any now work purcbasod. The same is
ir,tcm1cu for books printed p r \·ions t o 1803. In this lis t ovory book title is to bo n,ccompanicu by uotes
with rofcronccs to tho subject , inclo.s:, nnu !:!irrnatures according to Dewey's clccimal an<l Cnttcr·s o:xpan.StY e !lystcm, ancl may be utihzod for tho card cataloguo as well as for 1.ho Rudolph Indexer (a newly
in\•entcd form of catalogue).
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to this end a division of labor among the libraries, i. e., according to a well matured,
comprehensive plan; each library should select a. special branch of literature, and :1im
at a complete representation of works in that branch.
Concerning the topic "Fire, security, and insurance," Mr. R. B. Pool, of New
York, reported that bricks bad been fonnd to be the best fireproof material; granite
crumulcd in fire if water was poureLl over it, and iron couhl be considered safe only
if surrounded by brick. He thought it impracticable to insure libraries. The community that owns the library is the best insurance company. The case was different with libraries established by means of private funds. Miss Allan, of Omaha,
stated that she insnred books for the time they were in the hands of the bookbinuer,
and the card catalogue of her library is insured to the amount of $5,000.
The utility of "Branch libraries and delivering" was then discussed. That practice plays an important role in American cities which cover such great areas. There
was unanimity concerning tho value of branch reading rooms, but bran"ch libraries
woulJ' not pay, for the cost of these branch buildings migh t lie b etter used to increase the stock of books in the central library: and by rapid deli very to all parts of
the cit.y the library could b e made more useful. .Messrs. F letcher and Green had a
high opinion of the educative influence of branch libraries npon their environments.
Minneapolis and Chicago bad · both met with success by follo wing a mixed systelll,
In the discussion of the next topic, ·" General m anagement," specific American conditions wern presupposed: The trustees and the librarian's relation to them; whether
he is to be the secretary of the board· -whether he is to manage the funds of the
liurary, ancl to that encl give bon<l.; hi~ term of office-that is, whether he is to be
appointed for a number of years, or ruay retain bis position during goocl behavio~,
as was the sense of the majority. The question of salary caused a lively debate; 1 t
was fom1<.l that many librarians and assista,nts bad a lower salary than principals
in public schoois. It was claimed that the salary should be at least equal to that of
a school principal; a secondary education should be a requirement of admission to
' ' library service.
·
;Mr. Dewey here l eLl the debate upon a higher point of view. "In our clays a new
kincl of higher education has developed whose foundation is tbe library, I mean
-- the so-calleLl university extension. It ~ffers instruction for all conditions of life;
· -for 'the hom e, for people -whose time is occupied by business, for young aud old,
aincl tho library is the fount:1in hc : u l of this.new eclncation. * * * We see th0
library in a con stant process of development. Tho itlca of ancient times, when th e
reader hacl to storm a library like a fortress, h:1s turnccl iuto the opposite. 'Ihe
librarian of to-day is aggressive; he wa.nts to turn over his stock of books as ~ast
as the merchant his stock of trade. * * * Let us say it openly that we are doing
a great work a,11d may demand recognition accordingly ." Mr . Crunden comp~re<l
the po ition of the librarian with that of the president of a uniYcrsity; and requirecl
for the h ead of a library s imilar qua1i.6cations. Mr. D ewey seconded this by referring to Justin "'\Vin or, the h ea.11 of tho library at I--Iarvard, ·who is not second to the
pr sident of any Am l'icau nniv rsity.
'Ihe di. cnssion of the b est mode of "lrnyiug books," in which the book ellc~
pr cut took r>art, r>re nppo.-cll conditions ,cry different from tho e prcvailin"' _in
rmany · In r ganl to pnrcba ing forei O'n uook , Ir. Br tt, of lcYelauc1, ~110,
r mark <l tha at one time bo hatl to order a, la,rO' number of German book auct b
had livid <ltb onl rbetw na. .... owYorkitnp~rteranda.Germau:firru . Thepric~
hacl be n almo ·t alik , but tho Tew York agent had b en mn ·h ruore prompt Ill
snp J ·ing h look .
Ir. c·w · 'report cl that f r th pnrpo: f utilizing dnpli at s, h ba.cl arraug d
a sort of c·l ·ari1w hou. P in tl, , tat librarv at Albany whi ·11 is u · ,(l J all th
lihra1i,• of tlrn. tat of • w York. Th y 'lHl nnu c , ~ry book to thi · 1 arin"
lwu ,., ,·h<'ro th
ffi inl f tb , tate lihrar - and m·t th 0
• · frc 111 h
bo ks of an ·,pial Yalu · in roou Y· W
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also say to the officials of small -Jil>raries: "If you will send u s with your duplicates a list of what you have, we ca,n select from onr stock of dnplicates those which
will b es t complete your library."
The subject of "Juvenil e literature" brought up the question whether books for
children should be placed in a separate room, or among the other books according to
their contents, only marked consp~cuously with a "J" (juvenile books) on the back
and in the catalogue. In connection with t his the other question was discussed,
.whether the library should assu me control of the reading of minors, and restrict
them to the reading of juvenile books. A vote proved that in 12 of the libraries
represented the juvenile literature was placed separately; in 24 it was not. Further
discussion revealed the fac t th at the different librarians adhered to the mode each.
had adopted, convinced that his was preferable.
A discussion of the subject "Reference books" revealed the fact tha,t most librarians are ac customed to put dummies in the place of such works if they are taken
from the sh elf to be used in the reading room. These dnmmies arc wooden blocks
in book form, on the back of which .a note is made stating the present location of
the book. The query whether the dummies are used in place of all books taken out,
as is done in the British Museum, was negatived unanimously .
. "Pamphlet s ' 1 was a subject that gave rise to ::t discussion of its definition. While
about one-h alf of those present d esignated an unbound publication of less than 100
pages as a pamphlet, the others called every unbound book a pamphlet. It seems
.that the question was not clearly defined, ,vhat .shall be considered a pamphlet
from a bibliographi cal and statistical point of: view, And from the other -consideration, ·w hat shall be bound and catalogued, In the H arvard University library
pamphlets k ept in cases are designated as snch by .cards stating: "a collection of
pamphlets on this subject still uncatalogued; see case so and so." A similar .practi ce is found in Columbia College, New York.
The subject of cataloguing gave rise to the.question whether tbe <l.a;ys of "subject
catalogue" were not numbered ; whether in fntur e it would not be b etter to give
the r eaders printed bibliographies in which Looks to l>e found in the library are
marked. It was the general opinion that the patrons of a library, were more
desirous to know what couhl be h ad on a certain subject than what existed. "In a
public library not one in a hundred. r ead ers intends to cxham,t a subject; they want
, to r ead something on i~-. '1 The question r.s to whether the subject or the author
catalogue should give the title most accurately with regard t o bil>liography, was
clcciclcd in favor of the author catalogue after Lane's convincing argument. Tho
majority thought it not necessary to find out and completely state th e given names
of foreign autbors 7 but it was considereu advisable to supplement in the ca,,i,d catalogue each subject carcJ by an information card containing biographical statements
concerning the author. On this card the given names might be accurnt~ly stated .
. Tl!c topic "Classification" was excellently treated in a paper by Horace Kephart,
of St. Lonis . Unfortunately, this paper was not discussed. He called attention to
t h e fact that classification aml notation, or system of division and system of signature, arc two very different things; that one might have a very detailed classiiication,
auu yet very simple signatures. The criticism contained in this was directed against
the two systeIUs extensively used in America, Dewey's decimal and Cutter's expansive
syst em. In these systems each subdivision is ex11ressed by a new element in the
s ignature. The consequence is thut the signatures become as complicated as the
Americans formerly and erroneou sly attributed them to the university library of
Halle . Moreover, the classification of books is enslaved by such notation, as Kephart properly termed it.
Kephart's contribution to t h e programme was one of the few papers which remained
undiscussed for reasons unknown . The r emainder of the programme was completecl.
Tlrn report of the cooperation committee gave a history of its work. It was constituted m 1876, and has endeavored to inform the members of every· improved
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library method or practice, and to place improvements at their disposal. It had,
among other things, discussed aud examined the various kimls of bookbinding; had
formulated tables of comp::i.rati vo library statistics; recommended uniform blanks
a.ncl cards, the dimcusions of which arc divisible uniformly; and had .finally established a supply department, in order to hav e eyerything belonging to a library
equipment mnJ1ufacturecl and furnished. In course of time this department has
become au imlependent J.rm, the Library Bureau~ in Boston, with brninch offices in
Chicago and New York. This bureau still stands under the influence of the association. .A.n illustrated ca.talogne of 176 pages, so, shows the extent of its business,
which, from a paper pa<l. to the ,--niting desk, embrnces everything a library needs.
The committee also pays special attentioU: to cooperative catalogue work. This
work has assumed such importance that in 1886 a special section, the publishiug
section, was estahlislled. It c::rnsoJ a new editiop. of Poole's Iude:s: to Periodicals up
to 1881 to be Jrnblisheu, an<l. supple.mentccl it up to 189.1. Tho whole 11ork contains
now about 300,0)0 references in about 2,400 pages of two columns each. 'l'ho section
has also made a subject index, called the A.. L. A. Index, for collectocl essays, monographs, a.ncl books of miscellaneous char:10ter. Both works are contilluccl together
under tho namo of Annual Litera,ry Index. Furthermore, it has published a list of
the best juvenile liternture aml accompanied it by notes. This work was preparetl
by J. S. Sargent. By cooperation with a large number of professional librarians,
the A. L.A. cataJogue h:1s been prepared by Miss Mary S. Cutler. This is a list of
books contained in a moclel library of 5 000 works selected from all branches of
litern,ture. This catalogue contains th~ titles in systematic order, accorclillg to
Dewey's and Cutler's systems, and with both signatures. It cont:1iris an author's as
well as a subject catn.logue. This work has been printed and clistribatecl by the
Fedcrnl Government in thonsancls of copies.
The public document committee reportecl its work, and Mr. Dewey read three
letters of Senator A.Hen, -who fathers a bill in Congress which provitles "tbat all
Government l)ublications shall be regularly sent to all the libraries designated hy_
the Governmont, and that tho latter shall cause a subject index to be made of
all 1wevious publications, with annual supplements." A resolution, in which the
A. L. A. pctitione<l Congress to pass the bill, was adopted.
A. new proposition made by the committee on cooperation to tho association had
reference to foreign gov-ernmental publication s. It ,yas ;found desirable that a lllllUber of libraries shoultl try to obtain tho official publications of Germany, Fr:mce, a nd
other European States. It was presupposed that the Enrorcim libraries ·were also
desirous to obtain American literature of that chara.cter. It was taken for granted
that tho Federal Government conl<.l arrange for au international exchan ge, for which
a suitable organ existed in the Smithsonian Institution. Tho commission was
authorized. to ]?Ursuc tbc matter further.
Another committee had had the duty to inspect the libra;ry school of the State of
New York, in Albany, conducted b y Melvil Dewey. The members of this committee
r P rtcu u-pon tlle work of the school, which, c.huing the last yea.I', had consi tec1.
chiefly in the -preparation anu cataloguing of the A. L.A. library exhibit. The rommitte mcntioueu a bran ·h of study of specially practical Yalue, which branch l.Htd
r c nt1y be n introduced, 1.o wit : Iu tru tion in com po. ing aucl reaclill"" proof_of
·atulogucs ancl oth r 1nintcd ma.tt r. The ommittec c·x1>rcsse <l hi<Th a,1 pr ciation
f tu work of tho cbool.
noth r r port wa r ', cl y th commi ttce on incl .· to nbj ct he. cling:. In or<ler
0 ~ ·er. a. e th work f ach atalo••uer, n. moll 1 iJHlex of all pos ibl catch word ·
~,uh ·atrng _tl1 , l> t ·al ·hwords t 1, u . cl as suhh a.clingi'I, n.ncl 1m ·ially for nbJ ,.
th lit •ra ur of hic:h i · ry •xt •n. i . ,,..a ·nhmittcd. A, ample li t wa
r ''01 m _nr~ tl for th lit r. nm of any onutr~·, c·ontaini 11 ,, 23 . nbb a.<l : Antiquiti ,
m • 1 thl,_o!!T ph hi?~rapl1 · n r.
Ir. Lau. thought it impo. iblo t fnrni .·h •
I>
li of• 11 • 1 tiu' nl,h arl . Th
uhlwacls in tlrn nhj t c:ttal "11
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tho model library of 5,000 volumes was on1y n, clrop fo the bucket, ::mcl Mr. Brett
thought n, beginner in tuis kintl of work might make use of the subheads in the
cata1oguc of the Boston Athen::-Qum. It was resolved, h owever, to continue tho work
of tlie committee.
Simultaneous with the meeting of tho A. L. A., certain sections hclcl meetings;
thus., the State Library Association, consisting of the officers of Sta.to libra,ries, an d
the College Library Section, consisting of tho librarians of colleges ::mcl uniYersitics. In this fatter section Lane reported that the es.change of Harvard University
with other libmries had increased to such an c:s:tent that special blanks hacl to be
priuted. The writer of this report attended this meeting, and since the question
under discussion ,vas, "How to accustom the student to 11so the library succcssfnl1y," the quest.ion ,Yas asked how that was done in Germany, and whether it was
true that books orclerecl could be had only after the cxpira,tion of several hours,
Whoa the fact was confirrnecl it was, ancl remained, the subject of undisguised
astouishment.
The sessions took place in tho forenoons between 9 and 1; tho afternoons were usecl
to sec objects of interest mentionecl on tho programme. On one day the library of
the Armour Institute was visi t ed. This institute is a technical school founded by
Mr. Armour. The librarian, Miss Catherine L. Sharp, had made arrangements for
a library training class. Another dn,y tlrn \Vornan's Liurary wus visited, which contains a great collection of works written or translated by women. This library was
found in the ·woman's Palace;· Another day the Germ:i.n book publishing trade
exhibit ,Yas visited. This e:s:ltibit was found in the German Bnilding in Jackson
Parle Auothcr day was consumed in inspecting the French and the German university library o:s:bibits.
For the latter exhibit n, special invitation bad been sent out. If one considers
what powerful attractions the treasures of tho ·world's Exposition exerted upon people who bad spent a year in professional work in libraries, it mnst bo cstecmccl of
great importance that so largo n, number of librarians gathered together in the room
in which the German librarics ,cxliibitecl their organization an<l management. Hero
were seen and cxa.mined with interest the bibliographical publications, annual book
lists, title iude:s:es, lists of periodicals, different kincls and forms of catalogues,
blanks and methods for using them, ancl the librarians secmell to he impressed with
the fact that in Gcrlllany the technique or the practical side of· library work was
highly appreciated.
How mnch America values the scientific side of ,tho work is seen from the fact that
tl1e systematic catalogue of tho University Library of Halle bas been imitated in
newly arranging tho large American libraries of Yale College and the Sutro Library
of Sau Francisco.
'fhe proceedings of the conference. were closed on the 22d of Jnly with an enrnest
address by the outgoing presi<1ent, Mr. Dewey, ,vho urged upon t.hc members to work
for the noble canse, and to clcvotc themselves to their profession with their whole
soul, saying: "I am proU<l that in the midst of the greatest collection of exhibits
the ,rnrld has ever seen wo have provocl onr vital interest in the work of our lives
by so splendid a series of meetings as ,Yo Lave h eld."
In Germany alsotbc plan of an organization of lihrn.rians, ,dth regnlar conferences,
has been considered, hut objections of varions kinds bave prnventecl the execution
of that plan. ·wheth er no,,, after ouT profession b as assumccl a more independent
a.s:pect, the time lrns come to mature tho plan, may be cleci<led by others; at any rate,
be who has followed the work of tlic American coJleagnes since the foundation of
the A. L. A., a.nc1 has witncssctl the interesting labors of this year's conference, as
well as its exhibition, can not bnt express the desire that the Ccutralblatt fiir
Bibliothekswcscn may not c1oi::o its :first clecac1o before it bas published a report of
proceedings of a G. L . A. (German Librarian Association).

CHAPTER IV.
FRENCH VIEWS UPON AMERICAN EDUCATION AND THE
EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITS.

The following accounts of tho Exposition :no from tho pen of M. Jules Steeg,
director of the Musee Pedagogique (Paris), who was commissionecl by tho French
mini::,ter of public instruction to superintend tho in:stallation of the French ctlucational exhiuit. The matter was comprised in two articles, published originally in
the Revue Pedagog iquc. The first appeared. before the Exposition was opened, i. c.,
June, 1893; tho second, in the following July.
The Exposition oniy occupies a 11oint in this vast cit,y, and yet it is of gigantic
dimeusions. Thero was full cloth to cut from, Ull(l it was cut freely. Tho plan calle<l
for la.rge and numerous buildings separated by great spaces. Except the proportions,
wliich really aro immense, it is n, copy of our exposition of 1889. Our hall of machinery
(bnt hero i.he inn er iron braces are clumsy and disgraceful) wns the model for the
central palace, which is called the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building. This
is, to speak properl y, the Exposition itself. Here it is that all industries are represented. The four sections of tho center are occupietl by Germany, England, tho
United States, and France . Germany has m a de great effort, and the division is very
attractive, but th e interior cloea not correspond to tho external promises. France,
on the contrary, l1 as sent an abnnclanco of its choice products, stuffs, silks, furnitures, bronzei;, and so on, which will maintain its ancient fame. Tho palaco of the
fine arts, where we occupy, without doul>t, the first place, is a beautiful- construction. The bnihlings for el ectricity, mines, agri culture, horticulture, fisheries, and
some others, all immonso, form a rem arka,blc whole, in which tho coarse details are
lost. If b y chance tbe sun shines from a blu e sky, whicb is rnflectetl in the lakes
where Venetinn gondolas and electric barks are running, and illuminates these palaces and dom es, 1.bese cath edral s, thcso glass a11d gilded roofs, this verdure just
showi11g itself at the 1.ip of tho brancbcs, the effect is really grand, a11d "the ·world's
F:1.ir/' as it is called by the American s, merits p erhaps b etter, :mother name which
they bestow upon it sometimes, nnd which I prefer, "tho vVbite City."
But as to the educational exposition f If I have not said anything about it, it is
because it is not yet finished. In fact, the greater part of installation s are still in a
c1isorcler ecl state. ,vh cn this article appears in th e II Revue" the Exposition will be
at its h eight; at present, the l atter p art of May, it is in tho h ands of tho plasterers,
carpenters, upholsterers, glaziers, unpackors. The gl ass cases of tho exposition of
tho d partment of public instruction nre not yet ready. "
" Tho American
section occupies consiclernblo space, a whole wing of tho first sto ry of tbe ball of
rnanufactorics. Every State, every T erritor y, withont connting parti cular institutions, has reserv-etl to iL:elf a series of al coves . It is necessary to mako a veritable
journey in order io o:rnmine somewhat particularly thi s almndance, this mass of
documents which arc hero accumulated. As far as I lrnvo Leen able t o d.isccru in
looking over that ·wh ich is nnpacke<l nrnl put in place i.hcre will ho a cert a in resemblance an<l r petition in this profusion of material/:;. Th e, chools of th o most witlely
separale(l , tatcs resemhle one another like s ister s; the methods (if tbero a.re any),
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the distribution of studies, the r esnlts, the copy books, exercises, subjects, all seem
to have been cast in the same mold. An attracti rn featnro will be tllo photogr[q1h s;
everything is photographed, the builtlings, scholars, e:s:rrcises of an sorts, classes in
reading, writing, drawing, recitation, physical a,nd chemical experiments, libraries
aml halls for gymnastics; every State, every school has its photographs in great
pla,tes, which adorn the walls of the alcoves-without counting pictures in swinging
frames and innumerable a,lbnms on tho desks and tho tables. In time the examination becomes tiresome, and it is only instructive :ts sh owing the great similarity of
all the schools, all the classes, and all the exercise:;.
The only State whose exposition is now rea<l.v is one of tho New England States,
Massachusetts. Tho superintendent of the schools of Malden, Mr. Gay, principal of a
high school, has been charged by his St::tte governm ent to organize this exposition,
anil he has kindly don e the honors of it for me. I looked with interest through the
exercise books of the scholars from the first school year until the ninth. These have
been made with refrrence to the Exposition, but according to tho cnstom:1ry ha,bi_ts
and methods. There is a school in which all exercises aro written with loacl penml,
at least for several years, and they h ave b een written in the sa,me way for Chicago.
It does not seem to me that the Massachusetts scholars do better work than ou.rs at
the same a,ge; they write more l egibly in very big characters and retain this h~bit
until the end; they do l ess dictat ion, mul they seem to mo less advanced in arithmetic. For some years particular care has been given to drawing, which was ~ormerly neglected or oven unknown. It became by degrees optional and at last obh_gatory. Three orders of exercises am followed which aim at n, sr,ccial encl-exercises
with straight lines, which tend to mecl1anieal antl industria l drawing; exercises
with cnrved lines, which prepa,ro for ornn,mentation, and exercises in copying au d
coloring, which lea(l to artistic drawing aud painting. The series of these tbree
exercises seemed to me very interesting autl worthy of examination.
Three years in the p-;:imary class grade, fonr or five iu the grnmmar, lea.cl to t~e
high school, which is appnreutly better knowu and more largely attended than lil
our conn try.
What surprised me most at first was the great number of women teachers, All
tho 11hotographs give evidence of this also; I ha,o not seen a single master, o~ly
women teachers. There are, ho,vcver, some masters. Of 363,935 p ersons toacbrng
in the United States, 125,602 are men and 238,333 ,Tomcn. The men as a rule only
enter upon the work with the view of leaving it as soon as they :find a position which
is more lucrative; the women remain until they marry. The greatest number of tho
scholars of the normal schools arc youug l athes; some young men nre a.lso following
the courses, but more usually they simply have an a,cademic training.
The position occupied by woruen in public life is considerable aml surprises a European. Thero is for instan o in Kew York a medical college for women, and nothing
is more curions than to Gee tll ese ladies assembled in a l ecture hall -wearing black
<lres es with tllo doctors' square hat on their l.iea<ls.
At tllis moment there i s a women's congr' ·s here, It is the one, I b elieve, which
p ens tho series of tllo great congress s of tho Exposition. It has alrea<ly been iu
sc ion two da)'S, and 11roccecls with tho p erfect r~rrularity of a parliament. Fifteen
lnmclr d l, die:, r ,gnlarly d 1 ~at ll b y the wom en of their, 'tat<'s or by somo a ocintiou ~1 • i<l s_del<'ga.te. of foreign 11ations, are united in general congreo-ation autl
_t,on · with pr sid ntli Yice-prc id nt: s cret:ni s, aucl orator . I am told tliat
Y ry mt r · ting r port h:wc h
n r ad cl <1nrnt cli ·cour cs cl liv reel .
11 subj c
ar tr,•at cl: Tho moral influ nc of women ecl11cation, tho s hoo1, relirrion, fa bion
llr ·. , , yoli i al right , th prorrr · acc·ompli:h cl b y worn n in tu sci enc
phy i ",
lll clH·tn , l w ·t .
• tat
·omin~, hn alrC'adv grant c1 to worn n •le r·toral
• ncl vc,li 1cal l'l"lt
i mo,·111~ to thi 11cl.
In
h girl an1l 110 ·a ar . ·1lu1·atccl to . . , th r. The. sit n tb am b ncll · ·.
tn 1
th :11111: • • ·1 ci ·, wit hon · :my di:tiucti n what v- r ·
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for the boys even take part in the sewing exercises, and arc Yery proud to exhibit
their needlework every year beside that of their female companions. They would
lio astonished, I was told, if anyone seemed surp1·ised at this. I refer here to the
first school years. Later some separn,tion takes place in spHo of all the theories in
the world.
The manual trnining and the m:1ternal (infant) schools-which are calleu here by
the German name kindergarten-as well as regular instruction iu drawing, are innovations in American pedagogics. In 1880 there were in the United States 232 kindergartens, with 52-! teachers and 8,871 pupils. Ten yea,rs afterwards there were 521,
with l,202 teachers and 31,221 pupils. Tho Americans seem to me to lie much
interested in this institution, as if it were ono of the things which they have lliscovered and of which they are very proud. This movement will grow, at least in
the populous cities where these little schools can render great service.
As is well knowu there is not in America a department of public instruction, uor a.
centrnl authority of any kind that controls tho schools. They are solely the charge
oflocal districts ( communes), subject only to the laws of tho pn,rticular State which
1:egulates the tax for the support of the schools and maintains a certain supervision or
inspection over them. The only cent;al institution which takes cognizance of public instruction is tho Bureau of Edncation located at Washington, and under tlie
Department of the Interior. This Bureau comprises four <liYisions, which employ
altogether 4-2 persons. The first division is that of correspondence, the second tlrnt of
American statistics, the third of international statistics; the fourth constitntes a
peda.gogic library, analogous to that of our museum, but of less importance.
A fifth division is occupied in cstab]islling schools in Alnska. Churches of every
denomination had already opened some schools near their missions; several had even
established boarding schoo]s,, very necessary in these regions, which arc so vast and
uninhabitable dnring winter.
This year the Bureau mainta.ins in Alaska 15 public schools, with 20 teachers and
872 pupils, and it aids 14 denominational schools, which receive 1,069 scholars.
This is still too little, as it is estimated that there are 8,000 children of school age.
Under this polar ice civilization a<l.vances. I have seen a paper of Alaska, the Star
of the North; I have seen the photographs of the school of the little Eskimos; I.have
read, with very heartfelt and sincere interesL, their school exercises, their written
pages, which aire very neat ancl correct, their problems, narrations, little naive letters written by the small boys and girls of Karlnk, Unga, Ufognac, Kadiak, Hoonak,
Kilisnoo, Hydac, Anvit, etc. Look out on tho map. these forlorn points, where
we luwe brothers, where little children walk joyfully to school, where women of
heart devote thcmsehes to the sweet ancl difficult task of edncating them well.
Little Petruska, of Anvik, writes the 9th of January: "Yesterday it was cold; to-tfay
it is not cold; sometimes it gds very cold, and men die. In summer sometimes
men sleep in canoes." All thonghts of this little one turn on tho thermometer.
Tbe Americans, people of business and money, are at the same time fond of
scbools, some from cnstom and impulse, others from humanity; the wise from
patriotism and forethought. From tho icy regions of Alaska to the luxuriance of
Florida the school takes :1 place of honor in the regard of the citizens. Tbe innumerab]e balls which they have given to their school exposition among the buildings
of the ·w orld's Fair arc a proof of that. Pcrba11s "-c shall have some interesting
things to show to them; at any rate, we shall have many things to see a.nu. to gather
from them which will be of interest in the education of foture generations.
[SECOND ARTICLE.]

The exposition of the department of 1rnblic instruction and of the schools under
other departments was officially opened tho 10th of June. Invitations bad been
addre sed to the delegates of the for ign Governments and of the American States, to
the school authorities, to the teachers of tho city, and to the press . Very many _came,.
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especially ladies. . e offered, according to the custom here, cbampagne, cakes, and
flowers at the samo time that we did tho honors of our collections, of our written
exercises, and of our books.
The school exposition of France, w.hich seemed at the b eginning destined to be
crowded within the most limited space, succeCl1cc1 iu sec uring considerable extension, and it is certainly one of the most important, the richest in documents, and
tho most substantial. It seems to produce au excellent impression upon the numerous visitors who pass through. They say so, at least, iu run ning over our aU>nrns
and in asking us with much curiosity about our orgauization, which is so different
from theirs.
At tb e eutrance of our alcove is a large and ,,ell lighteJ vestibule, which at the last
moment Yvas kinclly granted to us l>y the American administration. Itis ornamented
with plaster models for tho u se of our normal schools and our 1ycces. On the first
panel are shown drawings of the scholars of tho norm al schools nnd very b eautiful
photographs of the schools of Lil1e and Roubais; in the center a maternal school,
upon the 1.,lacRboard of which the teacher has written in big l etters : "The little
Lillois sa.1uto their friends in Chicago ." The .two pillars at the entrance are dccoratc~l with geographical maps; upon onr eight pauels (there were only two in the
l>eginning) arc specimens of manual work (wood, iron, modeling), speciffens of our
pictorial charts, mural maps, pictures used in object teaching, in natnral history,
etc., musical notation, drawings, statistics, and even stenography. A beautiful panel
of water colors from the school in Ganneron street occupies a large space l>etwcen
two windows. In the high show cases of our principal ball are displayed: First, the
publications of learned societies, books belonging to pnblic libraries, scientific publications. Second, the doctors' thes es of the different focnities and the documents of
superior instruction. Third, the books, methods, programmes, tabula.r views of secondary insh'uetion, the best compositions offerecl last year at tho competitive exer.cises of the lycees for girls, the compositions of last year for tho several examinations (baccalaureates, licenses, certificates of aptitude, "agregations "). This is the
·· pm:t that most surprises observing visitors, becau se it does not correspond to anything b their own collections. Our secondary instru ction is an organization unknown
iu .Ame'rica. Fourth, the publications of th e p edagogical museum, monographs aua
documents, principal pedagogical worlrn published in France frow Fenelon an<.1 Ronsscan to MM. Compayre, Marion, Pccaut and other , the "Revno P cdagogiquc," etc.
Fiftl1, tLe principal books used in our superior primary schools collected from all
classical l ibraries of Paris. Sixth, specimens of the works which constitute the moS t
of onr school libraries (this institution seems much a.ppreciatcd). Seventh, our
scliools for boys, exercise books, drawings, photographs. Eighth, the same from our
scliools for g irls. Ninth, the same from our superior primary schools. T enth, our
normal schools, programmes, works of scholars, exercise books, compositions, drawiu gs, :photogrnphs. Eleventh, worlrn of teachers, books, lectures, reports of in pcction, m ethods of teachin g, agriculture, music, gymnastics . Twelftl1, s11ecimen of
ap:paratus nsed in our superior primary and normal schools for instruction in sciences,
phy sics, ch •mistry, natural history, including au el ,ctric macbin , a pnenm~tic
macbin , and eYcn a. steam n crin e for demoustrations; finally the school materials
for writing and <.lrawin<r;models of s ·bool furniture, tc .
1c
fl I lar,.,. , low glass a owe ha<l th goocl fortune to ohtain from th ,vom an'
Buildin•r. This w bav pla<' d in foll vi w along ib lake sid . It is 11 m ters
lon r ancl n: hl ns to rxhibit tb wl1ol seri s of onr mauual work., beginning
with h n pap r an<l t11 li t1 • knitting of 011r mat rnal · ·hool up to.tho scwin"',
garmPnt., la<· work, ancl flow rs frorn th gr at cho l of Lyon.
mhroicl '.ri
Bonl an. ~ ! l'ny ·i,·c, Tonlon, c·t<-., ancl al o :i c •rtair1 numb r f work by bov
. ·l1irh <·oulcl no he plr1<·c·11 npon the JHlllf'lH- ·arp 11 try sp . ·im ns, ironw rk , roodel111 ' an l gc•otn ;·i !i 'Ill"!' .
'I r lou' •,hl .' 1,lnc ·11 in ltc· 111i<l of our hall, ancl a <1e.-k n1ljoini1w th gla
1th 'lhmn a,111 with ,·artoo11. of 1lrawin~H · win~, ph torrrapb. •
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school plans, etc. I was nsbamed :1t -first of onr poverty; to-day I am overwhelmed
by onr·abundance. In proportion as tho boxes were unpacked and tho objects were
put ono after the other in their places, I was struck with the richness, variety, originality, and interest of our exhibit. I did not find anything equal to it in the otller
exhibits.
Four adjoining halls contain tllo expositions of the Central School, the School of
Mine8, tho schools of arts aml trades nt ·Aix £1.Il<l Chalons, \\"ith enormous cases of
work in iron, complicate<.l machines, which people stop to examine; schools for watchmaking in Desani;on ant: Cl uses, where the works are nlways in action, attract the eye;
commercial schools of Paris and of Bordeaux, whicll are highly appreciated by the
commercial cla sses; the Society of Franklin, the 1)0lytechnical and philotechnical
associations. The works of the pupils of these institutions-the methods, flowers,
drawings, and porcelains-form a, charming panel. The maps of tho topographical
service of tho ministry of war-central France, the Alps and Pyrenees, Turds, and
others, in black, fo colors, in relief, really fine-are admired by eonnoisse11rs, and a
German profcsiwr confessed :to mo the other day that Le uever had seen anything so
perfect. This entire collection is proof of great effort aml of indisputable progress.
Our exhibit is evidence that ,Yo haYe not wasted our time, and if there remains
nrnch to bo clone in the field of instruction, we havo the satisfactory conviction that
much has been accomplished already.
The French exposition in general is n. great snecess. The ground floor is devoted
to onr in<lustries. The gootl taste of tho show cases, the magnificence of the toilets
displayed, tho silk dresses of all colors and styles, lavish embroideries, magnificent
furniture, rich stuffs, furs, porcelains, artistic bronzes, excite admiration. Every
minute one Lears tL.e women exclaim: "I havo never seen such a thing· in my life!"
It is true that this is an expression very common here.
Our school exhibit can not preteml to such popularity an<l. does not provoke these
comments of the passers hy. It is severe; its principal treasures are of modest
appearance; tho mine must be dug to discover the nuggets. Bnt when a man 0r a
woman, cngage<l. in school work, lingers there, h_ears the explanations, examines for
himself the series of onr exercisce, ho becomes deeply interested. The school monograph of a French youth, his monthly exercise books, his co;npositions, his dra,wings,
his ecrtificr.tcs of . studies, his books, the monograph of a pupil of the normal school,
the monograph of a school in its different courses, the rolled copy books, the programmes, tho time-table, form a whole v ery clear an<l. thoroughly -honest. A brief
visit is really sufficient for a sort of general inspection; for we put before the eyes
ihe actual reports of inspectors of primary schools, of academic inspectors, and of
priucipals of schools. Nothing is con cealed; nothing is gotten up for the occasion.
Tlie real life of our schools develops itself before the eyes.
Manual work begins to engage attention in this country; it has been organize<l. in
certain schools; here and there special schools for the same have been established
preparatory to apprenticeship or to technical schools. The specimens which Vi·e
ha,c brought excite great interest. They do not differ much from the work executed in the American schools; we have perhaps more method, more connection in
tho series of works. I speak of tlie boys' work, which proceeds h ere too often by
fits and starts. Our needlework seems generally superior to that of the American
schools ; it is true that ,rn have brought the upper part of the casket, and that here
li ttlo time is devoted to this kind of work.
Tho American exposition of schools is very large an<l. mi1ch scattered; under the
circumstances it is Yery monotonous, ns n.11 of the forty-fonr States of tlre Union
exhibit their schools an d their universities, a.nd several of them, the most important, upon. a largo scale. Immense spaces are covered by the exhibits of tho univcrsitic or colleges. These include apparatus of physical laboratories, collections
of mineralogy, botany, and zoology . These collections consist generally of large
o1Jjects, which appear moro appropriate for popnlar than for scientific instruc-
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tion; for example, parts of the human s-keloton, which resemble the remaius of mammoths, a colo_s sal skull, gigantic tibias. Tho same is the case with tho l>otunical
specimens. This l)art of the exposition appears to mo chil<.lish, and docs not show a.
high degree of knowledge on tho part of tho youug men for whom it is intended.
· With the exception of some universities which are well known , higher education is
indeed w eak enough. Few hero hnivo time ·t o devote themsolYes to tleep studies, to
lengthy and uninteresting works which science necessarily imposes; everyone is in
haste for results, for practice, for immediate application.
Primary instruction is divided h ere into -several categories. Tllo prim~ry sclrnol
properly called, ox~ends from the sixth to tho tenth year of r.go, tllo grammar school
from the t enth to the fourteentli, tlie secondary school from the fourteenth to the
eighteenth year. There are many intelligent mHl industrious children ·who p ass
morn ra.p:i.dly through the different degrees. The exhibits of these schools consist of
written exercises and drawings. The former do not include a series of l>ooks by the
same pupils. The use of ·tho exercise book is indeetl almost unknown. For e.-ery
exercise white sheets of paper are distributed, and on this i.he scholar inscribes llis
name arnl writes rapidly the given work. . These sheets united a.ncl l>ouncl according
to classes constitute tlle universal and invariable basis of the American school
exposition. They correspond to our monthly exer cise uooks in that they gi vo the
physiognomy of :1 class but for one clay only a.nd for n, single su bject. 'l'llesc exercises are generally very short and consist of a few lines, "ritten largo and rapidly.
They <lo not, show effort, struggle for improvement, llanl work; no spot nor erasure,
this is aYoiucd. I looked oYer only a few, those of the younger pupils an<.l tllose of
the most advanced. I did not discover in them what I expected, what I thought to
be tho 'distinctive mark of this country, even thougll it might l>e faulty. For the
most part what meets the eye is uniformity.
I uuclcrsfo1l(l very well tho reason for this . I have yisitecl a gootl nullll>er of public
schools in this immense a,gg lomeration called Chicago, which iucre-ases immeasurably
from year to year by an incessant tille of immigration. Half of tllo popubtion are
Germans; there are 70,000 Scandinavians, many Italians, Russians, Cana<l.ians, etc.
Their chil<l.ren wllo come . to school do not understand Engli sh, tlley n.rc foreigners.
It i,:; necessary to transform them during tho school :years and make gootl Ameri cans
of them. This has been accomplished "l>itll surprising success. After a few ye;.trs
spent in this crucil>lc they are cast, formc<l, coming out of tho same moltl they bear
tho same stamp, ha Yo tll o same language, tllo same hand writing, tho same hal.Jit of
mind, have read tho same book , sung tlle same songs, made the same movement. i
what one sees, tlio otlicr secs also; girls, boys, they are "American citizens;" thi 18
the word which is used a.ml which is repeated to them oyery minute and of whicll
they are taugllt rightly enough to l>o proud. If this uniformity is ncccs ·a.ry, if it is
ti necessity of the public welfare in :1, 'ta.te like this, whicll is in constant proce
~f
formation, it is so in all now or <levcloping States, n.ncl in a, greatci; or l ess dogrce du
is tho cou<lition of OYery State in tho nion.
uc of foo most siguifl ant exorcises in this re pect which I have witnes · cl iu tb
school· of Chica.,..,o, lrnt wllich mnst be n-ouerally 1m1etice<l, if I may ,ju<l<ro from tbe
pboton-r~phsof<:liffrnt 'tatc·, i stll n.lutetoth flag. E,-crypupilhastwolittle
H_a,r, tu ~ol _r l1 with whito sta.n1 upon hlue gr nn<l; at a si<TJial of tho mi tr ·. all
ri . t 111 mutate her mov ·m ·nt. .
Th •y carry the two flags to their heart above
tb, ir h_ atl , arountl th ·ir 11 ·k ; th y mak many gra, fnl movement with th •m
·xt ·udrn:r th 'ill forward, bad·, a.nl, upwanl and downward, witll a rhythmical
n 11 otonons • 01w . I h ind£> ll ·tran.,, to sc tl1 o r at boys ancl girl «oin~
i.,rrav,•Iy throu h hi
.· · 1 ·1 ·c in wlu ·h •v ·ry mov m 11 t i i l •ntifi cl with tlle
11 ir,n• 1 lnuu •r
: ·1·11 < r ·m 11 Y 1· {'11 u.· h ·tl by a patriotic .-01w.
•
. · ,, '
1
r itlu r <11 i nl
•011 preb ·nil tho wltol
R ·h ol . ·po, ition b ca n
out 111,
11 .linll '
11' 1, uufa · tu· Bnthllllg .,. •ry ,'tat ha · its iudiYiilu, l huil1liu~
bi 11 h
tibi · 011 f i
p ·ial pr 1lu t :mu o · its chools i found. Th r
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arc e:s:p0sitions of scliools in the ·women's-Bnilding and in the Children's Building.
This latter is v ery unique. It comprises all kirnls of toys, from rn.ttles to. the most
complica,tecl playthings, Christmas trees, pictures, etc. ; a lib:rary, very incomplete,
however; works on infant pella.gogics in different languages; a gre{1t hall for gyu1nastics with equipments, a part of ~vhich has lJeen recently rejected _ju France,
l'ing, trapezes, :G.:s:ecl bars, horses, lacld.ers, ropes, etc. Every clay a class comes there
to e,xernise mlCler tho direction of a teacher for the entertainment of tli.e puulic.
Thero is also-a mo<.lcl nursery with all furnitm:e, l>eds, cradles, the mos.t p-e-rfect peram-bt1laitors; chi:ldren a,re brought here and are takel'I. in cha:{ge for 23 cents a day, in
order to show to spectators the working of tho institution.. You fincl here a model
asylum, in which a doz en babies, all clean and nice, can. be-seen tln:ough tho windows, .
whe:ro the public· crowds to watch- them playing, singing, moving iuound, listening_
t0 tho talcs of the mistress. Here are piauo, playthings, the- whole Froebelianum ;·
nothing is wanting. There is abo a class for cooking tobo seen through tho windows;
and tlu.·ough Qthcr·windows a class for sloyd or-work.ing in wood and modeling in clay.
'Eh-is I was permittetl to.v isit. Hern three days in a week 011_0 class of boys a·nd girls,
aml tho other tlays another class work under tho direction of a teacher and under
the-e-ye-s of the public·; iu the foreu_oon they work in wood, in tho afternoon in cla.y.
All this is very interes-t ing, but a little too much advertised and plaicardec.l for our
ideas.
] havo been. 1-norc i:aterested in looking at the· actual sd'l,001 Jife. than a-t j·ts ex11ibitions. I WM p-r escnt at ihe class exercises, especially those of a normal scl10ol. The
C0ok County S.chool in the south of Chi-cago consists o.f ~ large puLlic school wi-th
400 }'mpils, divided into oi:ght grades ancl fo sixteen classes, with which is eorubi.neda no.rm-al scliool-for·th is, I believ e, is the way to regard it. Ono hundred and fifty
sfo~lent-teachers, of whom 20 a.r e young men (tho others are yo1rng women), follow
tlw.courses) which arc not intended to teach them sciences, but to show them how
to apply tho instruction to schools. The c0urse is on.e or two years. Eaeh day from
half past 1 until half past 2 is devoted to practical exercises. This is th-e only ti-mo
th.at tho two schools come together, a.lthough all tho courses take place- in cli-:fferont
stories in th.c sa.me. building. The primniry· school is then divided into group-s of 10
pupils, allll over each is placed a, normal stmlent; tho other students of tho normal
school scat tlwuise-lvos a,t t,he tables of tho children, become pupils, take part in the
e::s:.ercises, raise their hantls when the teacher asks a question, and sometimes answer.
When tho hour is over, things resume their ordin-ary course. The nonnal- students
w-ho bavo arssistotl at th.o-losson make their notes, which they deliver to the- director.
If ho finds the observations just, he makes use of them in tho criticism of tho lesson,
which is mado privately to tho student who conducted it. There is no public criticism.
Colonel Parker ( of the family of th e celebrated Theodore Parke-r, of Boston),
lffiucLpa,l of tlio establishment, i:, a distinguished original character, who has made
his own school a, model school; be tri es with lauda-ble zeal', :rn<l not without snccess, to llovPlop in tho chi]<lren spontaneity a.nu tho pa,ssion for investigation and
observation . From tho first scl10ol yc:;i,r he- g-ives. great prominence to drawing from
nature, or rather to p ainting ; h e puts in to the hands of the little ones pencils,
colors, a glass of water, pfaces them in front of a tree-, a, flower, and loaves them to
make an effort. I have seen among these water colors some very charming " ·impress ions. " Ile giveg gren.t attentio n to physical p:oography, the stncly of tho surface of
tho e-a.:rtb, and of relie.f forms. He has exercises in this subject which arc really
curious and instructive.
·whatever the Americans may say against oTir system of emulation, they do not
entirely disregard it. I have assisted inn, distribution of prizes. It was the closing
exercises of the graduatinrr class of a superior primary (high school) . It is called
here a, "commcucemeut," bnt in most oases it is the end of school life, and at the
the same time, as they say h ere, tho begmning of the school of life. ,vo were in a
church, which bacl Leen offereu for this purpose, the school of Hyde Park, as an
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exceptional case, not having an asseml>ly hall. The church was decorated with
flowers. Ninety youug men, of whom 20 were boys in jackets, all with :flowers in
their buttonholes, the rest young women, in very fine white dresses, defiled slowly
before our eyes to the souml of the organ, and took their seats on the stage. The
president of the young University of Chlcago (it has existed only one year) read a.
discourse on the n ecessity of earnestness for American citizens who are entering into
life. He explained that he meant by this "sincerity, courage, energy, perseverance." The director made an impressive address to hi s pupils who were about to
leave him, an<l. he bestowecl upon some of them medals of gold or silYer, given by
rich persons (among them the chief editor of a paper), rewards for the best essays
upon ci vie instruction. Two young women and one young man were especially
praised. ·· For the young man the director predicted the highest destiny, even in
the distant future the chair of the President of the Republic. Then two of the
pupils addressed us; one, a graceful yonng lady, had chosen for her subject, "The
1ncn of genius." She explained what she understood by genius, what it is, what it
is not, how it is favored by circumstances, bnt not createtl by the same. Then sh&
finished ,vith an eloquent valedictory to h er school. 'fhe other, a boy of 17 years,
entertained us with a dissertation on "Originality," of what it consists, its r el ations
to "precedents,'' what it takes from them of better or of worse. "\¥e are tol<l. over
and over about what our fathers have done; this is good, provided. ,,-c do not confin e ourselves to it; in truth there was only one man of absolute originality, i: c.,
Adam; as to us; we must be what our nature demands. This young man finished
his speech also with a, valedictory t.o the school. "Our promotion,'; he said, "is
really original, · ancl instead of mourning over our departure let us rejoice like
mariners whose sails arc swollen by the wind, to travel boldly over the vast oceanH."
This young man had an easy delivery ancl a pleasing accent ; his gestures were
gracefnl; apll he was a, great success. A t eacher presented him a, lyre of roses. He was
besides the poet of the occasion; b efore the close the class sang a song composed by
hiin (prosaic enough). In addition there was instrumental aml choral music; then
the solemn and silent distribution of the diplomas. These young men and women
go 'from here, some to colleges; others to universities, others into offices and business.
All this is not a, part of the exposition, but it is a Ii Ying commentary upon it. It
is, illlleed, uy its actual operations that school life is to lie 1.mderstood. On the
occasion of thP-se departures; or "commencements," the pnpils of t,he different schools
compose discourse , dissertations npon subjects which they have chosen . Herc are
some of the subjects selected in these days: "The necessity of p(llitical education in
the United States." "It is necessary to oppose immigration." "There should be
110 obstacles to immigration." "The r egim en of the superior schools." "Tho question of slavery ." " Influence of nature." "What can I l earn from the Exposition
of Chicago " "Heroism." ":Moral character of Jay Gould..'; "The workers and
the drones." "Physical courage and moral courage ."
There i s in all this much show and emptiness, but there is also boluness and reflection; lnieily, a mixture of gooll and ba.d, as in all human things.
"\ 0 8 c her cu tom , uoces ities, intellectual :ind social habit whi h arc lifferent
from nr · ' o mn t n tjudgc them by our standard . Neither would it be w 11 for
u t a<lmir and i.o imitate them fre ·l y . ,Vhat is b st for them would not be b t
for us. l•,a ·h of us ha hi· own cours , ancl l:.ould holll to it. , e may modify our
m lbo 1 we may tak from oth r
hat serv s our pnrpo c , c.lev lop a.nd xpand i ,
hu w h ul<l gnar<l. onr ·lv from tho notion tl1:1t l,li1ul imitation of o h ·r i au
<: ntia.1 condition of pr re.-·.
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THE CHICAGO EXPOSITION AND AMERICAN SCIENCE .
.JULES VIOLLE.

The vigorous and constant effort of Americans to raiso the level of their superior
instruction testifies to the importance of the scientific movement in the United. States.
Indeed, here public education is provided for as one of the first necessities of a free
country. The States, cities, and rural districts impose heavy taxes on themselves in
order that every citizen may acquire elementary instrnction. JY.(ore than 200,000
elementary schools are scattered over tho country, and the annual expense for thesereaches 700,000,000 francs.
But the original trait of the American democracy is its judicious predisposition
toward the aristocracy of knowledge. This nation, justly renowned-for its positive
spirit, understands very well that superior instruction alone promotes the progress
of ideas, the improvement of methods, and even the development of practical matters.
The higher instruction is almost always the work of private individuals who have
founded it and who maintain it, constantly adding to its resources. Its total receiptsand expenditure, as given in the latest official documents, exceeded $16,500,000 (abotit84-,000,000 francs). These millions have come voluntarily from the farm, from the
counter, or the manufantory, and the generous initiative of the givers does not
decline. * * *
The circle of the higher studies has been particularly enlarged, especially in recent
times, and American universities have been multiplied in emulation one o{ another.
Of com:se, it is necessary to make distinction among the number. Some, especially
of the newer ones, promise, perhaps, more than they accomplish in spite of their title
of university, in spite of their official endowments aml patronage. Europe has not
the monopoly of grand programmes on paper. Others, on the contrary, bearing the
modest name of college n,ml having complete independence, are universities of the
first rank. Naturally the degrees differ in their value according to the -different
quality of the teaching bodies who grant them . We even hear that in certain
establishments of so-called superior instruction the diplomas are acqu ired by means
unknown to science and a,re conferred "honor is cnusa.)/ These :1re abuses inseparable from liberty. The graduates of America,, whose interest it is to avoid all
ambiguity, mrntion simply the source of their degrees.
·
This spontaneous organization of superior education in the United States may be
wanting in uniformity; nothing harmonious nor symmetrical; tho effort has been to
do much a·n d do it quickly . But what 11owerful vitality in tho tumultuous outburst
of grand intentions! What constant progress in scieutific studies, even in recent
foundations! What generous ardor f0r competition with rivals in the Eastern States,
which possess the advantago of experience and the prestige of previous service!
The Yery absence of fixed method and established orclor in these efforts may make
success so much the greater. Tho young universities of America find only encouragement in tho history of their predecessors, which were poor at the beginning
and to-day are :flourishing.
Tho oldest of all and justly the ruo~t celebrated, Harvard Co11ege, was originally
a little school founded in 1636 by the Puritans of Massachusetts, and two years afterwardP, organized lJy the aitl and pecuniary contribution of John Harvard, a nonconformist minister, who Lad come from Cambridge, whero he had taken his degrees at
Emanuel College. Howover, the name of the great English university was given to
the humble craclle of the American college. This title marked a noblo ambition,
which from that time tho zeal of the.professors a1i.d students endeavorod to justify.
The whole colony ce1obrated as a holiday the solemn day of the month of August,
1642, when the first nine students of Harvard receiYed the degree of "bachelor pro
more academiarum in Anglia." The work went on slowly at :first. Its financial
situation was far from satisfying the wishes of its founders, for the local legislature,
ED
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in spite of foe Pnritan convictioi:is by ·w hich it was animated, se \-eral times a't1thorizod the administrators to proonre monoy by lotteries; that of 1806 produee(1$25,000
(125,000 francs). Tho cm of prosperity l>egan about the second decade of tho nineteenth century. Bnt it is especially during the last twenty years that the progress
has been r :1pid and the transformation perfected. Tho college, confinetl formerly
witllin tho somewhat narrow Urn.its of clenomin:1tional ideas, presents to-day the
amplitnde of tho true modern university as regards its teaching personnel, its
equipment, and its complete departments. Two hundred teachers of overy onler
thero dispense the higher instruction to 2,000 students, whose earnest spirit, stimufatccl b y a libra,ry of 350,000 yolurn'cs, may draw freely from the different sources
of human knowledge . All instruments for working, all perfect means for l earning,
laboratories, museums, ol>servatories, botanical gardens, etc., here contl.uce t~ the
intellectual iuitiati-..-e. The l>uildings impress the cyo by their grand proportions.
Two chapels, seven dormitories, :fi vo large cl welling houses, seven buildings, among
them tho beautiful odifi.ce of granite which contains the library, arise on a qna<l.ranglo, which covers almost 10 hect~res (about 23 acres). Moreo-..-er, these different
buildings occupy only h::i,lf of tho whole <l.omain belonging to tho college . Furth_er,
to theso must be adde{l tho numerous sma,11 1.mildinrrs and. important rwnexes w-hich
are situated in C~ml>ri<l.ge or in Boston, n.nd oxten<l. ~von into tho a djoining districts.
Thou.ght goes back to the single builtl.ing of former times cstablishetl upon a, small
site covering less than 2 acres . The primitiYo seed has yielded fruit .
At present the annua,l l>ndget of the university reaches $1,000,000 (5,000,000 francs ) .
Nevertheless these resources scn.rcely correspond to the need in spite of the pruclent
administrn.tion ·of the council a.ml the skillful management of the tre::i.sm:cr, who
secures from his funds more than 5 per cent, and the coffers would a,lways be_ om1lty
if the genc.rosity of the "sens of Harvard" di(l not keep them full. ·what rntens e
lifo in all departments of the university! Physical o.s:erciscs arc not neglected.
rd
C::tre is ta.ken to measure and photograph tho stmlents at regular intervals in
er
to control, experimentally, the prorrressivo
results of a methodical training, specially
0
•
1·1 1
inten<lecl to preserve beauty and just pro1_)ortions of form . This is the classica H ea
of an accomplisho(l man, to be at once both l>e::m tifnl a,nd go od, 1cail6~ u' dyaOo~
the Greek typo r eturns to America. Is there not e\·en in New York a school of
beauty for la.dies, where they learn to speak, to ,valk, antl even to sleep w ith grace?
.Harv::tnl UniYorsity has become a nursery of l earned men, who cu.rry their knowledge to tho four corners of tho Union. Its doctors of science, to s peak only of th osc,
havo no longer reason to envy their 1Jroth~rs in Groat Britain or on tl10 Cantin nL
vVo will not say that they are identical. ·w ithout doubt with tllo prompt diffu ion
of ic1oas l>y means of pap rs an(l books, by congresses aml tho intercourse of :cry
kind that the over-increasing facility a,nd rapidity of commnuic:1tiou among tlnu_king men establ ishes, higher instruction must b e oyorywhero tho sa!lle ju its ossentt~l
1
lines. Bnt upon this common soil en.ch nation impresses its own mark, ancl non e
th
more j aJous to leave its own than tho United States. Tho American bring
e
<1nalitics of hi ' race to bear upon scientific culture, tho patient energy, quickne · of
ye, inventive imu.giuation, 1iractical s nsc, "\\·hich knows how to clraw from ci nc
application and profit.
This pra ti ·al Fensc i not onlv mani fest cl by iurrcnious itn-cntion cl stin ·cl to
farilitut th lifl' of all}) r:oni; ai~cl -to make the 'rort~1w of tho in(lividual inY utor.
It i sh wn al: iu tho er a.tiou f crtain uniYcr ity sp ialti s -whi h w nr u o
a ll. torn ·<.l to· '' nmoucr th: facnlti '8 prop<·rly can cl thn ·, for ju tauc , s hool. of
1 nti tr.,· ~nd of arrricnltnr . The la.tar of gr at i;; •rvicc, especially in the cli tri ·t
1
wh n~ Ya.no 1 ~-ro~l'J arc c·111ti,·atP1l. The 1foiver.it. - of C:iliforniap !:IC. · a lll
of tlu l,uul. 1111 . ,. nl,Ji. hrncnt 111111 ·rtalrn. t11c analy.· i ·of. oil iutli nt s to th
·•P ·w of plnut h
nite l to 1liffcr nt ,list ricts, an1l fnrnisll ) f!r 11
graiu . ,\K to c·J1001 of clcntistn· th Y .-i
in
Hnr, an l it ·H h:o . one. That of Phil. clolplti, i
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the most renownetl on account of its practical method, the luxuriance of its installment, and the importance of its works. Twenty-twothous:mdpatients are mentioned
in its recent reports. Tho weight of gold employed reached 6 pounds. The instruction, which is very complete, constitutes areal faculty comprehending no less than
seven distinct chairs. Students come from Europe and tho Indies to take their
degrees at Philadelphia. The .Americans are the first dentists of the world.
Can one speak of superior instruction in America without noting how eagerly the
women strive to participate in iU The movement does not diminish, but tho contrary. Every day sees an increase in the number of those who stncly mathematics,
physics, law, medicine, Latin, or even Greek. The programmes of the stllllies and
the examinations are, moreover, identical for both sexes in the very practical system
of coeducation as well as in the special courses. The young female students bring
to this high instruction, along with the ardent desire to learn, the determined resolu tion to obtain social equality, of which scholarly e(]_uality is the prelu(le. But their
native grace remains. They add to it solid .(]_ualities and a fond of varied knowledge.
Thus conversation with American women constitutes tho charm of society in the
United 8tates .
.A learned doctor of Boston points out some shadows in the l)icture. With statistics
in his hands he pretends to prove that the number of births decreases in proportion.
as the level of female instruction rises. His patriotic fears even cause him to fores~e
the moment when the race will end in an "intellectual ap.otheosis." Is this prognostic serious f If young America is already attacked by evils from which the older
peoples suffer, its robust constitution and its exceptional resources assure conditions
of resistance much superior.
"I
Tho Exposition of Cpicago has shown with what vigor all branches of human
activity are developed in tho United States. Certainly science has not yet attained
heights comparable with those on which at present the fortune of the capitalists is
elevated; the dollar holds first place, but soience advances with rapid steps. · The
scientific movemept, of which we can only here givo a summary idea, is not concentrated in the old States of tho East, which are like a transatlantic Europe, it extends
over tho youngest States. Tho .Americans comprehend that high intellectual culture
is not alone a question of elegant luxuriance or of national self-love; the prosperity
an<l even the future of the country depends upon it. A mere glance n.t the different
nations of the two worlds suffices to pro-ve this.
CHICAGO EXPOSITION-PRINTING AND THE BOOK TRADE.
Ono of the most important reports calletl forth by the Chicago Exposition is that
of the exhibits of publishers and booksellers, by l\L Henri le Soudier.
Two tasks wcro committed to M. le Soudicr; first, to secure complete information
as to the state and future possibilities of the trade in French books in the United
Stn.tes, with suggestions of such reforms as it might seem well to adopt; second, a
com parative survey of tho French book exhibits and those of other countries. Both
subjects arc fully treated and the work has scarcely less interest for tho general
reatler than for tho book trade.
The report is introduced. by general observations as to tho plan of the Ex11osition,
tho bnildings and gronnds, with a glance at its commercial bearings. The author
then proceeds to discuss tho conditions offere<l. by the United States for the sale of
books. The reports of previous expositions have not, he says, attempted a study
of this nature, which seems to him of greater importance tlrnn the comparative
estimates of exhibits. In this study M. lo Sondier dwells upon the hlmuies of the
Lnited States, their number, variety, ample resources_. and tho liberal spirit in which
th .r are contlncted. He notes, also, that women form a large proportion of readers,
''the men," he says, "too often l:1ck tbc time for reading; they content tllemselves
~ith newspapers. This explains tho extraordinary circulation of certain political
· heets, a circulation nnkuowu in the old countries, and the number of pages in a
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single paper as, for instanceJ in the Chicago Tribune. The w omen on the contrary
have more l eisure. In contrast with the men, who generally quit school at the age
of 15 or 16 years to devote themselves to business, entering at once upon their
apprenticeship, tbe young women -prolong their studies mucb longer, often even
until 20 years of age. After ma,rriage tbey continue their ed u cation, pursuing some
departmen t of fine arts, or some special study. As the man, unless he is engaged in
some one of the liberal professions, -h as bad only a limited education, while that of
tbe woman has been much more extended, her mind is more cultivated, thanks to
her reading/' '' I speak here," he addsJ "only of tbe business class, whi ch forms about
four-fifths of the population of the United States. This intellectual predominance
of the women explains the large place given to literary works and romances in the
public libraries, while in the universities classical ancl scientific works predominate."
The reporter considers then the relative demand for German and French books in
the United States. "In this respect," he saysJ "the first tbing to be noti ced, althou gh
it is painful to confess it, is the prominence given to German books in a large number of important libraries, a proportion which rises even as bigh as 90 per cent in
certain cities. Some libraries indeed, but these principally in the East, comprise a
large number of French books, chiefly literary works; but after leaving the Atlantic
States the farther West you go the more the German language dominates. It is the
same with periodicals. Thus, in the public library of Chicago, arc comprised 65German periodicals, more than 21 newspap ers in the German l angu age, published in
th e United States, chiefly at Chicago, while there are found only 21 French periodicals and 2 newspapers in the French language, published. in the United Statesthe "Courrier de l'Illinois," published at Kankakee, and the "Courricr des EtatsUnis," published at New York.
This state of things i s attributed very justly to tbe great German immigration
and to the care which German families take to maintain their language ::u id to impart
it to their children. Moreover, as a consequence of the intimate relations th at
spring up be.t~een American an<l. German youth, many of the former a re influenced
to complete their studies at Berlin, Leipsic, or Heidelberg, and thus the passion for
German literature is diffused. He observes furth er that in the programmes of our
leading universities German courses are generally moro ex tended or numerous than
the French.
While recognizing that there are causes for the superior influence of the German
over the French l anguage which can not be overcome, M. le Soudier is of the opinion
that the circulation of Prench books in the United States might be greatly increased,
and he snggests practical measures for accomplishing this end.
.
There were, it will be seen, business r easons for the particular attention which
he gave to tbe German exhibits.
It mu ·t be remembered that Germany was not represented. in the Paris exhibitions
of 1878 and 1889, and hence the Columbian Exposition afforded the French the fir~t
opportunity in twenty years for effective comparisons with their rivals. To thi
opr>ortunity and the gooLljudgment of tlte r eporter we owe a most appreciative and
reliable account of this important division of the German exhibit at Chicago. The
valu of the description is enhq.ncecl by <l. tail d acconnts of the ri e and proO're
of th principal 'erman publishing houses.
·
f th exhil)ition of erman book d alers as a wholr, I. le Soncli r says: " ermany :"'~ Yery w 11 r pr ·ent <l in this ection of th 1.xpo ition, aud it xhi~it,
ompn mg a laro- nnmli r ancl variety of work wa very fine. Tb plan of piho
up book upon tn.1,lc 1 ft mnc·h t lie c1 sir cl so far a . r garcls the ell' c upon th e
Y
_hut ac · m~li ·h cl tb cl ir cl nc1, whic-h wa to give the works the fr t
po ihlc a.ch- rti.-cm n l>y pnttin, tb m witbiu r a h f th :pnbli , n t upon tho
lu h · of hook ·a : bnt n. i '"·r~, int th y ry band of th vi it r in uh 3
rnnnnc r a to ·.·cit llC'ir urio. it·. ' he arran,, m nt wa not arti ti bu in
cou1
h .r. :,,rman; ha ,, many ri •pr, ntati,· . th r ult wa n t 11 appoint-
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. ing. The corresponding section in the German pavilion, situated upon the borders of
-Lake Michigan, was always filled with visitors. Two superintendents and a number
of assistants were _employed to answer inquiries and give explanations. .
"Before examining the exhibits in detail, a few words upon the German book trade
will enable us to comprehend better the close relations that exist between the German book dealers, not alone those in Germany, but wherever they are established.
,:of all countries Germany possesses the greatest number of l>ookstores. Thero
are in all 6,104, according to the "Fuhrer durch die buchgewerbliche KollectivAusstellung des Deuts chen Reichs" in Chicago, 1893, which contains the most interesting information upon this subject. These business houses are distributed in
1,204 cities. Moreover, they are found in nearly every country of the world. In
Austria there are 772; in the other States of Europe, 869; in America, 125; in Asia,
9; in Africa, 8, and 6 in Australia. The interest has developed more readily among
German-speaking peoples than among others; for example, in Austria-Hungary and
·in the German Cantons of Switzerland. It is represented in the most distant countries, wherever German people have located. By theexpres&ion 'book trade' must be
understood the commerce in books properly so called, including music books, art
books, geographical charts, etc."
M. le Soudierproceecls with a minute account of the manner in which business is conducted, describes the operations of the booic dealers' association, the "Borsenvcrein
' der deutschen Buchhiincller," founded at Leipsic in 1825; he considers the publishing
-houses and their equipments, from ·which issued 22,000 new books in 1891, besides
many reprints; discusses the growth in illustrated editions, the printing of paper
currency, and the nature and irn1n·oyement in technical processes, engraving, stereotyping; the manufacture of paper, inks, binding, etc.
With respect to the provision for technical instruction, M. le Soudier says: "It
remains to speak of this provision which is of such immense importance to the
development of the printing art. Besides the technical schools maintained by the
State, there are in all the great publishing centers special schools for the training
of apprentices, or side by side with the schools for ordinary instruction, technical
courses, for the benefit of the future printers. Such schools are found at Berlin,
Leipsic, Hamburg, and Dresden . . The great societies of printers also foster technical instruction. They make periodical reports on· the subject, they give .exhibitions
of the best work, and maintain technical libraries for the use of those interested.
The Royal Academy of Fine Arts and School of Arts ancl Trades at Leipsic has
founded a superior course of typographic drawing; here also are taught all the
gra.phic arts, and workshops are added with a view to uniting practice and theory.
A society, the "Zentralver~in fi.ir clas gesammte Buchgewerbe," has centralized the
technical instruction and charged itself with defending the interests of the corporation. This society possesses a remarkable museum and maintains permanent
expositions, which are of inestimable advantage for all those who seek to perfect
themselves in the printing art. In this mnseum is the famous Klemm collection of
incnnabula. It was purchased by the Government of Saxony for about $100,000
and presented to the "Zentralverein;" the society constantly adds to the collection
fro1ri gifts which it recei".'es. In the annual exhibits all improvements affecting the
book trade are displayed, and every week new works are added to the collection.
From time to time great ex1)ositions are opened, which afford those interested '
opportunity for perfecting themselves in the art of printing, particularly by means
of tte variouf3 models offered for tl1eir examination. Finally, for the last four years,
the association of printers bas pubbshed an annual catalogue of models selected
from every country and which, in this classified arrangement, can be consulted at
one's leisure.n
Of our own country, M. le Soudi er says: "As would naturally ha Ye been expected,
the American book trade bad full representation at Chicago; it occupied a large
space on the western side of the Manufactures Building .. The American publishers
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dicl not join in a collective exhibit, but each house made its independent display.
Hero, again, it was noticeable, as ::n tho German section, that the books -were not
exposed in closed cases, but were placed upon tables. The Americans, })eople of a
lffactical ancl commercial spirit par excellence, have applied to books the means generally employed for securing purchasers for ordinary :norchandise; that is, to make
the public see and appreciate them. Active and intelligent agents were present who,
without losing sight of the business side, explained everything with great courtesy,
and oven invited visitors to examine their collections."
M. lo Soudier then passes in review the statistics presented in the annual report of
the Publishers' "\Veekly for 1891, showing tho development of tho book trade in the
United States since 1830, following this with some general observations upon the distribution of libraries, the chief features of the system of publishing and bookselling
among us, i.e., the retail stores, the publishing houses, the news companies, etc.
Of the art of printing as here practiced he says: "Printing has reached a degree
of development in the United States that surprises us. Whether we consider the
printing of the great c1ailies with their enormous circulation-and we have seen
already what facilities are here afforded by the Hoc presses-or of choice editions,
"ouvrages de luxe," the triumph of the American machines is beyond question.
"The United States, perhaps, exceeds all .other countries in the number of finely
equipped printing houses. They work rapidly and well, both as regards the number
of impressions and the various procflsses employed. There js, however, a shadow to
the picture. It would seem that the proof readers are not quite equal to tho requirements, if we may judge from. the official catalogue of the Exposition, in -which mistakes and misprints abounded, especially when it came to the names of exhibitors."

"
The peculiar excellence of American autotypes and lithographs is noted, and. tho
superior quality of the paper used in American books and in journa,ls. As in the
case of Germany, a detailed description is given of tho exhibits of the principal
publishing houses. :Finally, after a survey of the exhibits of other countries less
detailed than his accounts of those of Germany and of tho United States, 1\1. le
Soudier sums up his work as follows:
"My task is :finished. I have spared no effort in its accomplishment, aiming al>ovo
all to give a general idea, not alone of the production of books, but of tho ruauagoment of the book trade in the countries represented at Chicago . These two factorl:l
arc intimately related, for it is beyond question that in many countries the conuuct
of the trade has a great influence upon the production and tho sale of book · My
chief <lesire has been to furnish valuable information to my countrymen.
"Although better equipped as regards implements than many of our ueigllbors,
France has yet ruuch to learn in respect to this business. Tho retail book dealers
arc very useful auxiliaries in our system, but many of them have not a sufti icut
understanding of the business to conduct it successfully . vVe need special schools
for training booksellers, as we already have for training printers, in which young
men who intend to take up this branch of trade may acquire tho pnrticufar kuo-.Yledg~ which relates thereto. It is necessary above all that they sboulcl acc1uir the
for ign languages 1.,y an actual residence h1 tho r poctive countri sin order to perfr : th~m_ ·elv sin tho tongu , and at tho same tim stn<ly th commercial procc · e
wluch '1iiler from our own. For ign ·ouutri s off r a va t fiehl for the cir nlation
oflJool·_, bu WP urn ·t know th m w 11 tog t an opening in th m. To recnpitnlnt
onC'lu. ion!'! nlr a<ly pr" cnted in th >r r. <ling ·ha.pt r. ".A · r "ard ·
rm:rn - we ha.v .,. u that iu the produ tiou ot book that conutr,
nr1,a ~
>nr own nn'1 hnt
rman hook hav n wicl r ircnlation a.broad. Immi?mtion , J>laine this in gr ·at m •a. ur , ancl if th
xportntion of G •rmnn ho ·lD r
e c·on • ntl ·, thi m 1. h a trih11t ,l to th 11nmber of ermnn "ho ar
r mu ,. ~1i
arHl ,,110
··t·1 •
·
·
· -ers1
•
for 'l"ll
nnn
1> 11 , 1a a. prof,,· .. r. •ven into
l,
h · · rn.·
1I I ngua•·, 11 1· 1l ·a, anil a · a on:eqn no tho ook o f' th r
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mother country; but granting al) this, we must not lose sight of the fact that a good
organization has g~·eatly facilitate<l this distribution.
,:The Umtecl States, although it produces 1ess, has a,chieved some surprising
results, thanks to the marvelous processes in vogue, to the excellent pupers and the
perfected implements.
"Engl and excites admiration by the clearness and uniform excellence of its impressions, by its fine paper und art processes, which equal those of America_. from which
tbey arc so often borrowed.
"Aside from these three countries, France encounters no serious rivalry, but if we
take the first rnnk in most; of the l>ranches of the industry considered, in printing,
lithography, and binding notabl):, as in everything that is a matter of art and of
taste, our rivals press hard upon us in other branches and we can not d eny that the
strnggle is becoming serious. vVe sustain our part bravely, and it must be admitted,
with success, but in view of the surprise that a,waite cl us in the processes of reproduction employeu. by the America,ns, and their marvelous implements, in view of the
large exportation of books by our neighbors a,cross tho Rhine, we should recloul>le
our energies and turn our efforts to this twofolcl purpose, namely, to maintain th e
superiority of our manufacturing processes, improving them constantly, and to circul:tte our publications more and more widely by the use of all the known means of
allverth,ing. This would be to serve at once the interests of our own business and
those of France."

CHAPTER V.
MEDICAL INSTRUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES AS PRESENTED BY FRJTINOH SPECIALISTS ..

Tbe measures for tho reorganization and clevelopment of medical instruction in
Frauce, agitated for several years aud culminatiug in the decrees of 1893, havo been
considered in full in a previous chapter of this r eport. 1 This movement has drawn
attP.ntion to the corresponding instruction in other countries, and naturally at the
time of the Chicago Exposition metlical inst,ruction in the United States was a subj ect of specia,l investig~ttion by accredited roprcsentatives of the French Government.
Two valuable reports on t lio subject have ·a ppeared-ono very brief, by Professor
Bonet-Maury, m ember of the general council of the Paris faculties (University of
Paris), and auother extensive a nd exhaustive report by Dr. Marcel Baudouin, delegate
from the French Government to the Chicago Exposition.
Dr. Bonet-Maury confines himself to ihe courses_preparntory to medical study in
the Unite<l States, or rather, as we should say, the entrance re(]_uirem ents which are
tho index to the preparation. His matter consists yery largely of these requirements us published in the c,ttalogues of the leading schools of m edicine in this country. These n eed not be reprod uced h ere, as they are easily a ccessible in their original
forms, and in several instances they have b een greatly modiftecl since the schemes
quoted by Dr. Bon et-Maury were published. It is rather the refl ections and comparative estimates which accompany these citations from American catalogues that
ar e of interest in this report. These are covered substantially by the following
extracts:
"Tl.Jere exist in the United States about 240 medical schools, 5 or 6 of wliich are
exclusivel y reserved for women .~ 'fhe course of stmly is generally for three years,
the summer terms being short. Tho ontrance r equirements nre very elementary,
Of 2-! schools which responded to an inquiry of the Dnrcan of Ecl.ncation in 1890, 10
only had instituted an entrance examination, :mcl. 14 demanded some slight proof of
capacity on the part of those desiring to study medicine. The condition announced
on the majority of programmes is 'knowledge of nll branches of a good English
education, including composition, matliematics, clements of physics, of chemistry
and uatural sciences .' Some add the rudiments of Latin an d algebra. In many
other cases the term 'good English educatiop.' is defined: Knowl edge of grammar,
arithmetic, geography, and history, or merely al> ility t.o read, write, and cipher.
Now all this is included in the pl'Ogramrues of the pul>lic schools ; hence, in fact, the
only condition for entrance into tlie majority of medical schools iu America is
'thorough primary instruction.' In a few schools only an accou nt is k ept of the
number of students who have secur ed the <legree of bach el or of arts or sciences.
It is evident that with such a system the diplomas of do ctor of medicine are Yery
unequal and generally of very small value. The degree of doctor does not offer
1
2

See pp. 228- 237.
cbools of dentistry, pharmacy, and nurse training are in cluded in this number.
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therefore a sure guaranty to the public, arnl we understaml the warning of one of
our friends at onr departure: 'If you get sick in the United States, God preserve
you from falliug into tho hands of an American physician; rather let a gooLl nnrse
talrn care of you.' The inconvenience of this state of things has not escaped the
learned physicians and the universities, and there is no want of them in America,
and for some years past no want of energetic reaction against the notorious insufficiency of requirements for entrance into the medical schools, and of the length of
medical stndies. This movement, which airns at a four-years course with at least six
months' instruction each year, has found its most earnest advocates in the Illinois
boan1 of health, in Johns Hopkins University, and in tho University of Michigan."
With regard to courses directly 1,reparatory to the study of medicine, Dr, BonetMa.ury says:
.
"So far as my knowledge goes, 8 universities of the United States have established
preparatory courses for the medical faculty: (1) The University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia; (2) Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.; (3) Yale Uniyersity, }.:ew Haven,
Conn.; ( 4) Princeton College, New ,Jersey; (5) Lake Forest University, Illinois ;·(6)
Northwestern University, in Evanston, near Chicago, Ill.; (7) Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Mel .; (8) University of °\Visconsin, :.t Madison . ·
"I shall cite as models tho universities of Pennsylvania and Yale, which I have
visitel1, and which seemell to me to have established the most thorough scientific
· prcparntion for medical studies.
"In Philadelphia tho instrnction was organizetl by Dr. Pepper, president of the
university, professor of tho mcdic:11 faculty, :1 Yery renowned physici:1n, and, let me
add also, n, great admirer of the French fanguagc and literature. According to the
rnles adopted by tho faculty, everybody desiring to enter npon medical studies must
pass a written examination consisting of an English composition of about three hundred wor<ls and ::m oral cx:1miuation upon the clements of physics. He i-s a1so at1vised
that he will fiml it 6f great advautu.ge to t:1ko tho natural history and chemistry
conrsc of tho college, which corresponds to our faculty of sciences. This course l:1sts
for two years and comprises the fo11owing subjects:
First year:
Weekly !Joms.
General biology (lectures a,nd laboratory work) .. :...... .................... 6
Genernl zoology ........... ...... ... _.. ___ .. ___ ..... _. _. ____ . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Anntomy of the mammifers .... ........ __ . _.... ____ .. __ . _______ ... .... ...... 6
Structural botany (phanerogamic plants; l ectures and laboratory work).... 6
Genernl inorganic chemistry (laboratory and class) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Free-band drawing from models .................. ____ .................... .. 3
Latin, French, or German (elective) .................... , ..... __ .. __ .... . . .. 3
Secoud year:
Biology (systematic stm1y of the iirrnrtcbratcs and the Ycrtebrates; Jauoratory ancl class) ... - ~- ........... .. ....... __ ........ ___ . _.. . _.............. 6
Histology :md :.uimal embryology ... .. _._ ..... _._. ____ .. _.................. 6
Histology of plants-cryptograms . ......... __ .... __________ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
nimal pby. iology ... _____ . _______ ___ __ . _. _. _... _. _... _.... __ . ___ . __ ....... 3
Human anatomy ....... . ........ __ ........ __ .. .. ...... __ .. ____ ...... __ ..... G
Analytic chemistry, qua1itatiYo anhlysis, lal,orntory work................... 6
La.tin French, r ' rman (e1ecti\•c) .. __ .. __ ........ __ ...... __ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
~[incralogy er· tallon-raphy (elective) . ____ ..... ... __ . ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
G olocr ·(principle.), palconto]ocry ofvr1·tebratcs (clcc·tiYc) ... .... -. ......... 2
A total of abont 25 honr · a week t11c first year, 33 or 3G h ours the s oncl, inchu1in(T
prac· ic: in th 1ahoratory.
"The! ·tnclcnt · who h:iv · followcll the c conr:rs an<l pa. sccl satisfactory c.·amina1ion r · i,· n. c·c1tificat whi ·It ~h·cs th m thC' ricrht of cntra.nco into th facnlt~- of
11lf' 11i<'i11 vithont exnmina ion; 1hey al o arc ah] , a,; a rnlc, to p:.1ss at the ncl of the
fi
·ar h ,.·atnin, tion 11po11
rtai11 hrau ·b •g of the seconcl year, anc1 arc al. 0
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exempted from following certain courses of the first year. Those who can also 1,rove
that they have done laboratory work i n chemistry or in biology equivalent to th a t
of the firs b year of medicine are admitted to t h e courses of chemistry and the bboratory exercises of the second year of the medical course. Finally, tl.iose who 1)0ssess
the diploma of bachelor of biology can enter immediately upon the second year of
the medical course.
"At Yale University there is a school of sciences, i. e ., the Sheffield, w hich offers
courses of physical and natural sciences to the future students of medicine . No
one can be admitted under 15 years of age and without passing 8'11 entrance examination. After having followed the courses of biology for two or three years., t l10
student may obtain a degree e()_uivalcnt to bachelor of sciences (Freuch ) . The following is the programme:
Ffrst year .
First semester :
Weekly l1 ourn .
Organic chemistry (lectures and recitations) ................. _.. .. _... . . . . . . 2
Qualitative analysi s (labora tory practice, r ecitat ions) .... ____ .............. . 17
Mineralogy (analysis, determinative) .............................. _........ 4
English .... ---- ·· · ........ ___ __ _ ............ .. .. ___ ___ ...................... 1
French ........ __________ ...... ------ .. . .... ........ . ____ ...... .. ... . . ..... 3
Gennan ........ _. ..... _..... .... . ... ... ... .. .... . ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
About 30 h ours, including 18 in tl.le laboratory.
Second semester :
Organic chemistry ..... .... ................... _................ . ___ ... ___ .. 2
Comparative anatomy and gener al biology (lec tures, recitations, and laboratory "·ork) ........ ......... .. ............ ............................. .. .. 19
Mineralogy .. ............... . _. _................. . . .. . _........ . .. .. .. _. . . . . 4
Embryology, eight lectures in summer.
Physiol ogy ..... .................. . ........... . .. ................ .... . ___ . . 2
Botany (laboratory and herborizn.tion) .. .............. _........... . . . . . . . . . 5
English, French, and Ger.man ..... . .......................... . .... __ .. __ .. . . 6
AlJout 32 h ours, including 20 in the l aboratory.
Seconcl y ea ,·.
First semester:
Physiological chemistry and physiology (laboratory lectures aml recitations). 6
Organic chemistry (lectu~·cs and recitations) ... __.... _.. __ . ____ . ___ _ . ______ _ 2
Geology ........... ...... _... ____ .. ______ ____ .. ___ . _________ _. ____________ _ 3
Botany-vegetable chemistry; l aboratory, microscopic preparation .... ____ . 5
Zoology . _.. _. ....... _. _ ..... . ____ . _____ . __ ___ . _____ . . __ . _____ . _.. .. _______ _ 2
F rench ·----· -----·---- ------ ---· ------ ---- ....................... ------ .................... . 2
Total, 32 hours, includi ng 18 in the laboratory.
Second semester :
Chemistry, physiology, toxicology ..... _.. . ....... . .. _.... _.. ______ .... ____ . 27
Lectures, recitations, l aboratory, tlicoretic chemistry ._. __ .. _._ . __ ... _. ____ . 2
Geology .. _............ _............ ___ ...... ___ .. . _. __ .. _. _. . __ ... _.. ___ , _ 3
Zoology ............................ .. .. .. ... . _. . ... _.... _... __ .. . _. _ . ____ . 2
La°l>s of heredity autl physical cd ucation . . _.... _. .. .... ____ ... ____ ____ ____ _ 2
Sanitary science ..... ..... _. _. . ...... _.. .... ___ __ . _____ . ________ __ _.. _____ _ 2
l?rench ..... _. _.. . _. _ ........ _..... ___ ... __ . _____ . ___ .. __. _ . _. _ . _____ ______ 2
Total, 4.0 hours, inc]udiug 20 in the l aboratory.
"At Johns Hopkins University, where medical instruction is just being organized
on the basis of four years' study, I was assured by Presitlent Gilman that the future
students in medicine would be required to give proof of solid attainments in chemistry aud natural his tory, the same to be acquired in the faculty of science. This is
the case also at Cornell, Princeton, Lake Forest, Northwestern University, Michigan, 'W isconsin, etc., and now, the impulse having been giYcn by some of the most,
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renowned universities, a thorough scientific preparation will soon be the general
condition required for admission to the study of medicine.''
In reviewing his observations and the facts collected, Dr. Bonet -Maury says:
"From this investigation, made in the most importan t universities of the Atlantic
States, I am convinced that the men who lead the medical instruction in the United
States are strongly exercised over the system that actually exists in the greatest
number of medical schools. They acknowledge tho l ow standard of the medical
body of their country, and attribute it to the followin g causes : The great number
of medical schools, which is out of all proportion to the number and the wants of the
population, the excessive sho!'tness of the course of stuuies in general, and especially
the facility with which the degree of doctor of m edicine is secured. Remarkable
things! The women doctors in th"e United States enjoy the reputation of being
better h1Structed than their brothers. This comes, without doubt, from the fact
that their colleges are less numerous, and, having more perseverance, they remain
longer in their apprenticeship to the services of the h ospital which are open to them
before seeking independent patronage."
The report concludes:
"It is a good sign that the leaders of medical instruction in the United States
have seen their weak points: As fast as evils are r ecognized the prop er remedy is
applied. The courses in the physical, natural, and biol ogical sciences have been
strengthened, and are consi<lerecl as a preparation to or indispensable complement of
medical studies. Moreover, these courses must be given by the professors of the faculty of sciences or of philosophy, as they still call it in remembrance of the name
given formerly to physics: 'Philosophy of nature.'
"To sum up, the Americans hav e entered resolutely that road in which we have
already been for som~ time. L et us take care that th ey do not surpass us, for progress in that country, as compared with us, is as much more rapid as is transmission
by electricity than locomotion by steam. "
THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS OF -T HE NORTHERN UNITED
STATES.
As des cribed by Dr. MARCEL BAUDOUIN.
IXTR0DlJCTION.
Delegated by the minister of commerce to attend the Columuian Exposition, I
arrivetl in the United States in th~ month of May, 1893, and, up on the advice of the
commi ioner-general of the French section, I decided to utilize my time in visiting
tho principal medical schools of the Northern States and tho hospitals which form
indispensabl e ann exes to these schools.
To the numerous do cuments which I have collected in the course of my transatlantic journeyings, of whi ch c1 r cs nme is given in this work, I hav e added at each
stage of my journey, in order to break up the monotony of dry descriptions of universities and hospitals, some reflections on the great scientific institutions of North
America, and on the customs and manners of this interesting country, so far, at least,
a r gards the hygiene of the cities which I vi itccl; also the habits and actual tenden ie of the Americans whom I have met, studied, and understood.
Th e di es ions w ill be pardoned, since they give life and force to descriptions
n . :. arily very t ·lmi al and without color. The neces ity of these ob ervations,
wlneh a first may appear frivolous will be better understood, perhap , if I add
that th
hi f int r st of my xcursion to Americn, seems to me to-clay to lie much
mor in the examinati n. of th cu ·toms of this conntry a,JHl tho cau ·cs whi h have
1 cl to tb m than in th mere cl cription. of private in ti ·utions, worthy, indeed, of
almiration, but Y r' unlik and not a ily cla ·sifi d.
1 will r ahl h s . nth: I wa. not able in th, fow month to ·tnd the medi·al school. of the nuw ·rou ccuter of w •uical iustrnction which flouri h a pre ent
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in America. I dh.1 not go to Canada, but confined my visits to the United States, and
I shall give only reports of the most diverse types of the institutions which I have
myself seen and studied.
Thus the old and renowned schools of Cambridge and Philadelphia from the :first
demanded my attention. The younger but already celebrated universities, such as
Johns Hopkins, of Baltimore, and Clark, of ,¥orcester, next engaged me, and I am
convinced they merit all the good that has been said of them in the countries of
Europe. Some colleges, modest but worthy, such as those of San Fi;_ancisco, have
never been dese:ribed by a French doctor, and I believe I shall only fulfill my duty as
a Frenchman in making known in the mother country the story of their progress,
thanks to tho ceaseless and accumulated efforts of some of her sons settled in a
foreign country.
Other schools more humble, like those of Buffalo, and still others, whose rapid
development in the new sections challenged my att(=mtion, failed not to furnish me
curious points of comparison with 011r provincial schools. I was anxious to visit
them and do not in the least regret the- time consumed in these long trips to the
far \Vest.
I do not know that I have succeeded in· my purpose, which was to satisfy the just
expectations of those who, doubting neither my good will nor enthusiasm, did me
the honor to confide to me so delicate a mission, a little heavy for young shoulders. _
They will, however, permit me to recall the fact that it is the first report made in
France, full and detailed, on medical education in the United States, with added data
of t11e schools of the far West.
What is most astonishing, one may search in vain even in America for a work
altogether comparable t.o this which I have sketched.
·
My predecessors have studied only the notable institutions of the East. I have had
the good fortune to push my researches further, and I have only the most profound
thanks for those who gave me with no grudging hand their kindly counsel as well
as their material ancl moral aid.
Dr. Baudouin considers briefly the scientific departments of the Government
located at Washington, dwelling at some length upon the Army Medical Museum, of
which he says:
ARMY MEDICAL M-USEUM,

This medical ~useum and library is independent of the eight medical societies of
the country. The building, an imposing mass of red brick, is situated near the
~mithsonian Institution. It contains t':o interesting collections-one the library of
the American surgeon, well known in all the medical libraries of Europe, and the
other similar to the "Mu see Orfila" of the medical faculty of Paris, constituting the
most complete collection of spe cimens of surgery in the world.
This museum bas two stories and contains a great number of anatomical specimens
ancl a collection of ancient instruments, some few of which were shown in the Exposition at Chicago. The affections of the bones are the lesions best represented.
The anatomical preparations derived from the wountled in the civil war constitutecl
~he basis of the collection, which bas been enriched from time to time by the surgeons
and doctors of the Army. Altogether it is like our museum of '' Vol de Grace."
Annexed to the two grand halls, in w bich are placed specimens preserved in alcohol
(monsters and interesting cardiac lesions) and dried specimens (wounds, fractures by
firearms), are two principal laboratories (histology and pathological anatomy, with
bacteriology). We visited this institnt~on in company with Dr. John S. Billings,
who i:;howed us magnificent preparations of human embryology.
In this museum the famous library of the Surgeon-General's Office is placec}. It is
one of the most remarkable medical libmries of the world and the largest in America,
comprising 200,000 volumes. It has acquired its reputation through t~e activity of
its chief~ Dr. John S. Billings) who has publishell an index catalogue of this library,
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macle ·with the most praiseworthy care. The last Yolumes of this work arc in press
and soon these fifteen great folios will form a publication which no medical library
c:m afford to be without. Dr. Billings showed us at the same time the hall for the
medical journals, the halls for card catalogues, and the rooms for the librarians-a
model to imitate; an examp1o which no one has followed in Europe.
MILITARY MEDICAL SCHOOL.

A few <l.ays after my arriYal at ·washington a military school of medicine was
established for the young doctors recently appointed to the Army. These students
will have, therefore, at their disposal a museum and library of the first order .
After detailecl des cription of the principal medical schools and departments of the
Northern, States, Dr. Bam:owin sums ur bis observations substantially as follon-s:
The study of the medical schools of the United States, taken as a whole, is a difficult matter . Tho institutions which may be grouped under this bead differ so much,
the circumstances under which they have· been founded and aro ~ow developing
arc often so special in their n ature that there is clanger of falling into rnany errors
and of expressing somewhat contradictory opinions if tho attempt bo made to
describe these schools as a whoie. If wo consider also tho oxtraorilinary number of
schools, which seems surprising at first, but is easily accounted for when ono understands the general status of physicians in a country so vast, and where professional
life fo easily entered; furthermore, if one considers tho facility with which institutions are formed or clisap11ear, without leaving any trace, tho simplicity also of their
early organization, the various resources of which they may avail themselves-with
all these considerations in ,iew, he will understand the clifficnlty of making selections out of a long list, comprising colleges, medical departments of numerous
uniYersities, and sometimes rnero factories for "bogus diplomas."
However, to bring a. certain clearness into this question, which seems at first so
complicated, it suffices to examine it in the light of a single leading idea, namely,
the basis of instruction in tho United States, scientific as well as medical. I allude
to the complete" liberty of instruction." It suffices to remember that all instrtlction
is al,solutely free from Government interference, as was formerly medical practice
also, diplomas being conferred by the most dissimilar institutions.
As e\·erybody knows: in the transatlantic country it is private initiath'e which
unc.lertakes to furnish to tho fifty States, Territories, or districts of which it is
constituted, physicians, pharmacists, arnl dentists, as well as lawyers, engineers, and
architects. The public authorities exercise a control so restricted that it may be
c:allecl none, compared with countries where centralization reigns .
_\s regards medical schools, the States confine themselves to recognizing their
creation by according to them a, charter and registering the diplomas which they
conf r, with.out endeavoring to ascertain tho intrinsic ,alno of the same.
Thero aro at present in tho United, fates several kinds of medical school . Formerly the classes were still more numerous, but som, have been abolished, owing to
comp tition, which increa e every day.
Th regular schools may lJ c ompareu with tl10 e of tho Old Continent, and which
in our country are called" nllopathic." These predominate, and especially so at the
pr cut time, lmt iu Ameri a, where some years ago hom opathy was appreciated by
th majority of citizens a.bout a much as the bon setters in} ranee, there xi t al o
ent rd of horn opa.thic instrn tion which were at 0110 time v ry important and
whic-h still njoy much pr stigc. "
Amon<r schools ea.lle<l irregular choo ,
th re .·i t al:o oth r type . I refrr to th c ·1 cti schools (eclectic ·ollege ), au<l.
th pliy. io-mP<h al. ·ho l:.
The fran lnl •nt s ·hool
n tho ·ontrary haYc totally (li ~appear cl. I "111 .-peak
f h m forth •r ou, hn tl.t •y nr an i11y ·ntion whi ·his dyin,r ont.
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In tlio regular schools one principal feature is noticeable. Some n,re attended by
men and. women, and tho students of both sexes arc admitted to these without difficulty, pass their examinations side by side, as in Europe, and obtain their diplomas. A smaller number arc cxclnsively reserved. for young women stud.outs of me<l.ici.ne.
These institutions have no analogy anywhere; and this is an Ame1·ican specialty
which dcseryes more than simple mention.
But whatever the variety, all these schools are of an essentially private order; n.11
have been originfl,ted by private individuals, n,nd generally in tho following manner:
A very rich manufacturer or n, successful speculator (there are but few other lucra1
tive professions in the United States) gins fro n;i. his fortune, and often althou,gh
ho has children (which is also a marked chamcteristic of the country beyond the
·ocean), consider::tble sums for tho fountlation of n, university. First, Yeryelen~entn,ry
instruction is orga.ni'letl; then, when other liberal gifts have increased the resources,
professional schools arc successivel y created-an important expe<l.ient for the graduated studonts-::md. rapidly enough a medical depa,rtment. This "Was the ca,se nearly
three hundred years ago with Harvanl University at Cambridge, near Boston, and
has taken place at tho present time in Worcester (Clark University), in Chicago
(Rockefeller University), in Washington, San Francisco, etc.
At other time.s the practicing physicians of a city which is yonng but :flourishing
antl with promise of a successful future together found a school. In this ,c ase it is
on.1inaril:i7 called "College of Physicians and Surgeons.'' It must be confessed that
what prmnpts this action is the desire of the physicians to add to their title of doctor
of me<.licinc that of professor more than tho wish to be useful to their fellow-citizens
er to the future young men of tho country. But wluLt <l.oes it matter since t'hose
local attempts soon res11lt in schools full of life and enthusiasm which Lecomo
vigorous rivals of the olcler establishments . Tho latter arc thu'! prevented from
reposing upon their laurels an<l. forced onward. jncess:;i,ntly. 'l'hesc physicians write
out statutes, elect n, council of admiuistr:1tion, and request tho State authorities to
inscribe the new cro:1tion in tho official r egisters. This i s seldom refus,ed, and is
cqnal to a regular ::mthoriz:1tion. Then prospectuses arc freely issued. in order to
announce tho now creation; the medical papers publish the course and tho list of
the professors, who but yestercfay were simple physicians, more or less unknown.
This is business; it must be hurried, all(l here, as everybody knows, the Americans
arc at home. Students coruo in greater or less numbers, and. in the sc·con<l. yea,r diplomas aro distributed. Is not tho good will of those who, from tho very beginning,
have shown con:fi<lence in the enterprise a1Hl in tlie profess ional ability of the young
teachers, to be encouraged '? Tho graduates aro then permittecl to practice medicine
in the State where the school is establish ed ancl often in almost all the States or Territories of tho Union.
At first the reso urces of the school arc limited, as tho fees of th e stu<l.ents and the
sums given by tho founders arc tho only so urces of revenue. The buildings me rudimentary, aml the laboratories po or :1nd meagerly equipped. But if by chance some
distinguished and energetic p erson has como into the corporation, reputation docs
not wait for the la.pse of yearn, and endowments increase . Splendid iron and Lrick
buililings aro erected, dispensaries :.md soon hospitals are found ed.
Thus, follo~ing the examples of similar institutions which exist ju Englaml, foe
principal colleges for surgeons and i>hysicin.ns in the Union ha,o developed tho old
colleges of Philadelphia, New York, Boston, San Francisco, etc.
For some yeai·sr)astthis liberty seems to have been :1 little restrained, and now in certain cities <liplom:::.s can not be obtained with tho same facility. Everywhere, indeed,
where boards of health are · organized the parchments presented for inscription are ·
carefully o:s::1m111ecl, and if it i s cliscoYerod that the school by ,-vhich they w·oro issued
confers them too easily, they arc not registered . This occurred some years ago in
New Jcrs y, and a college where tho examiners exposed tho fact that too much indulgence was showu toward students was forced to shut its <loors .
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The Illinois State board of health has endeavored with remarkable zeal to search
out those institutions which are still questionable, and to this end it has published a
prospectus setting forth the minimum of qualifications requ ired from a school in
order that it should be classified among those g iving satisfaction·. But, as may be
imagined, many do not yet correspond to th_e req uired conditions, although recently
very remarkable progress in this r espect has 1.Jeeu accomplished almost everywhere.
Moreover, since 1877, there has existed au" Association of Medical Colleges,"which
has succeeded in grouping together into a strong society all those schools which
. desire that the level of the studies should be rai sed. The statutes of this association
are such that at present all the colleges tha t are member.:i of it may be considered
as representing sufficient guaranties, for none of the irregular schools can be admitted
there. In a country like the Unitec\ States one can not ask more, and this control of
the institutions by each other is certainly excellent; all this is very characteristic
of this extraordinary country.
Certainly I woulu not say that all these colleges are comparable to the European
faculties, and that their diplomas are equivalent to those whi ch are conferred in
Germany, France, or in the cities of other Europ ean countries; but one must not ask
the impossible; ::mcl in a country where superior in struction does not hold the first
place it is not surprising that the stndents know a little less Latin or Greek than
ours, and do not devote themselves willingly to transcendental studies.
At the present time North America possesseR 122 regular schools conferring diplomas either on m en or women; but of these 9 are exclusively reserved for women.
With the 113 others must also be classed the r egular post-graduate schools, which
receive only students having already graduated, pr actitioners who desire to perfect
their clinical instruction. These iustitutions may be compared with the German
and Austrian polyclinics and ot h er prep a ratory or special schools (schools for anatomy, etc. ), upon which I can not dw ell here.
The 113 r egular schools, which I will now consi der, show certain common characteristics. They are seldom installed in grand edifices. The most important, that
of the Univ ersity of P ennsyl vania, in Philadelphia, is nothing more than a modest
building of moderate dimensions. The same is the case in New York, Boston, San
Francisco. Often there is only au ordinary buildin g of four stories, ·with halls for
lectures, labomtories for chemistry, physiology, histol ogy . Frequently n, dispensary
i s annexed ancl occupies a part of tho b asem ent. Almost al ways (fact to be noted)
the hall for dissections i s found at th e top of tbo house . We may say: "They dissect under th e roof. " In this w ay, I am told, more light and air ar e secured, odors
are not detected, audit is altogether more pri vate. Naturally, t h e whole building
is h eated by steam 1 which circulates in pipes; it is li ghted by el ectri city and
abundantl,v pro,icle<l with ice water, the bevemgo of the American citizen; no
apartment for t h e clean, no imposing pl ace for business transaction s-nothing but
w11at is necessary; a lodging for the porter, or rather for the watchman, for porters
do not exist there.
All tha,t docs n ot belong ab solutel y to the medical department is con sig ned to tbe
other builclinrrs of the university. Tb.is explains also tho absence of a physical
laboratory, and al. o the rare appearance of laboratories of natural history. :Moreov r, physic i not taught in the American schools .
The huc1gets arc very limited, save in rich "institutions, which are admirably
ndow <l, as John Hopkins Hospital ju Baltimore; often, al o, the future i discounted .
ppeal. for fund a.re never mad to the entral Government or to the ·
mnuic·i1 aliti · . \ er~' ldom do the 'tate in which tbe college i located interv ·n to make up th
xp ns · (th prin ipal ex~eptiou is the niversity of un
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25 a fawyer or a doctor of medicine. The medical career is a profession like any
other, and the epithet "liberal" would not be understood in a country where only
one thing is desired, namely, to gain with the greatest rapidity the greatest possiule
amount of money; where the effort is only tc perfect one's self in his art in order to
get still richer. Therefore, of course, no one tllinks of erecting lligh barriers at the
entra.nces to the schools.
This is the reason why admission into a medical college is so very easy. It is sufficient to have graduated from a, secondaty school whicll is approved by tho tato iu
which one desires to study; in other words, to possess a diploma corrc ponding
more or l ess to our ancient certificate of grammar, or to uncl crgo a Yory easy examination, which means simply it is necessary to know English an<l a littl Latin. To
sum up, the Ameri can ph ysician must have a general education which is scarcely
eq_ ua.l to that of our health officers .
The professional courses which the students must follow bear a close analogy to
th_ose which the professors of our provincial scl1ools have to take. Tho lcctur s
even at Philadelphia and New York hardly bear compari. on with thos in tho fa ·ulties of Bordeaux a.nd Nancy. In America there is nothing to bo compar cl with the
faculties of Lyons, and especially those of Paris. The tl1coretical onr i; arc g •11erally good, but elementary; tho exercises in di ssec tion ar , as n, rnl , rndimeutary.
The practical work, except in chemistry, 1 av s also rnnch t b cl ir <l.
u the
contrary, this is not the same with the dental chools, th trinmpl1s of th
11i t <l
States .
Thero are no competitive examinations; all prof ssors ar appoint <l by C')toicc .
.Almost all are youn g a.nd enjoying an incom whi<'lt n,t, firHt app :rn;, ery lurg ; huf,
all things considered, the conditions ar about th fl:llllO n i11 our cmll c·o11nfry. It
must be rememb ered that life is expcnsh- tu r ; tl,at p ,ni;ions do 1wt . iHt; that
the long trips necessary in that cou ntry cl mancl •r •at XJH'll ' , le.
.
The Yankee student, who never forg l th watchword of hi s falh rla11<1, ' Ti~11
is money," desires tQ finish his studies rapidly. 1J t:tk H without m11<·h c:cn11pla111t
a number of courses, l ectures, quizzc, a1ul 1rnhquizzrfl, whil'l1 nr ]H'l'l)<'lt1a1l • )lrt •
scntcd him from 8 o'clock in tho morning until 5 in th v 11i11g 1 Ravo ,'aturcl a c•v1·11ing, for, like the la.borer, he Lolcls fast to 1his vncati011 of half' a clny. )11ly h who
clesires to devote himself to a professorship in a lnrg nuh rHi ty, worhi l'ri,11 1 lo,·o of
science, if not of the special art. Tb majority att •n(l H<'l1ooli:1 "hc•n• t,h<' ' may ' 1 I.
immediately to work, where nothin"' is y ry cliflfr11lt. Thi c·:p1nin th rnpicl 11 111 ·cess of all new enterprises. Th clinic instrndiou is a littl wore: nic!n , th: 111
to the luxury which prevails in th teaching of lh Rpecinl t iN1. 'J hc•n 1 110 111 all
school which h as not special prof •ssors of laryngolog,r otolngy rhi11nlgr, 111 ·thop .ry,
1
etc. In spite of that tho final o,·am inatiouH aro not hrilliant. ~f .' h, Y. hon Ill pro
11111 11 1
too severe it woulcl frighten tlio stuil nt who wo11l1l Im t, 11 lo .1
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All specialties are taught in the post-gradu ate schools; and iu those of established
reputation 1 as tho:;c of New York 1 among others, are represented by teachers of
undoubted authority. Unfortuuately it is not the same in all cities; it has been
justly stated that the professors are not alwa5·s men adequately equipped for tho
functions which they perform In these institutions which pretend to be superior
schools for perfecting stndents 1 the corps of teachers ought to be picked from the
very best. Complaint has also been made that the professors
sometimes induced.
to take their positions solely for money. In delicate mat tern like these it is necessary
to look carefully at the results accomplished. Now 1 it is unquestionable that these
post-graduate schools are of real aervice 1 allowing young <l.octors to complete their
studies and to be better armed for the battle. It is not necessary to ask morn-to
hope, for examp1e 1 to sec them .transformed some day into so many medical "Colleges
de France.' 1 Besides 1 the American 1 who especially appreciates the useful, would not
make this his aim.
There are at this time 19 post-gra<luate schools; but only 15 of them are rcgnl.1r
schools; 4 are irregular 1 2 being :homeopathic an<l 2 eclectic . The earliest were
, founded in 1882 in New York, Philadelphia, and St. Louis; there arc also similar
schools in Boston, Baltimore1 New Orleans, and in other cities, which I have already
mentioned.
One might weU desire that in Paris some analogous schools should be organized)
as we possess already all the essentials for this, thanks to the medico-ehirurgical
corpB of our hospitalB, but our customs and our extraordinary a<l.miration for all
ancient institutions will prevent us for a long time from entertaining this idea.
The other regular schools of medicine which we have still to examine are those
which arc exclusively reBerved for women.
·whether familiar or not with the American customs and with the famous question
of coeducation, the European physician doe!'\ not understand at once the reason .for,
and the importance of1 these creations. We are tolcl that in the United States many
young women wish to study medicine. Very -well! But why d<' they not attend the
ordinary schools, as from their earliest youth until lea.viug the high schools they li v!l
in intimate com:ganionship with. the young men, ou tl10 same "campus/ 1 sometimes
under the same roof1 eating at the same table.
Why arc they more particular than their comrades in the schools of architecture)
even in the law schools, who have no college reserve<l exclusively for them~ What
is the reason of this sudden change of opinion in a country where the system of
coeducation has been so freely extended¥ It is only by recalling what happ ened
when women attempted to force the doors of those schools which they could not
easily enter that one comprehends why these special colleges came into existence.
America is certainly tho country where tho problem of the woman doctor is to lle
studied ; but it must not be supposed that iu the beginning this little rernlntion in
customs was accomplished without all kinds of opposition to tho pioneers who
sought to climb over the barrier erected at the entrance into the liberal professions
by the most powerful half of man kind. At first the older American schools declined
to admit young women . Such opposition might succeed elsewhere, but to suppo e
that it would do so in tho ca o of Americans is to mis prize their resources and the
dispo 'ition of th ,vomen . \Vere the American women overcome by opposition, No.
Thi wonl<.l hav , hown unpardonable shortsightedness, an insult to i.he national
genius! Tho ontcomo proves that in this country "\Vbat woman ·wills, God -wills! '
The worn n 1 r soh <l not to confos them elves vanquished, went to work with that
patience tho secret of which they alone kuow 1 which serves them always when they
ir to attain a. particular ud . Th y did so well that out of tho very opposition
th y ecur <l the foundation f special schools, w hich at the 1nes nt time have become
rival in ·titnti n., som tim s dun" rou rival , if account be taken of the standard
f udi · in th other rc!!11lar oll •c .
111 r nl of thi i that at he pr•· nt time the nitcd 'tate posscssc 9 re"ular
~boo] Qf l1i 1 in<l (th r mu t he count cl, too, a homeopathic school ) which are
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situated in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore, Minneapolis, St. Louis;Cincinnati (where there are already two), and Atlanta. I visited some of them, especially the most celebrated, that of Philadelphia, of which I secured a photograph. It
must be admitted that this is one of the objective points in a medical tran£atlantic
exo,ursion. The first of these schools was foundecl at Boston in 1848. It conferTed
diplomas until 1874, a,t which time it united with a homeopathic school. The second
in date, and the one which is considered to be the type, the veritalile mother of all ·
the women's colleges, is the celebrated College of Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia,
which elates from 1850; the buildings were reconstructed in 1875.
These schools are almost as well organized as thos.e opened. to l)Oth men and
women. Certainly the courses, whioh only last for three years, are not brilliant;
the entrance examinations are easy, the studies elementa,ry, the examinations on
leaving somewhat weak. But is not this true also of the regular schools~ Besides,
the women follow the studies with the greatest regularity. A little uncertain of
their power and a-bility, they make so much the greater effort, as they desire fo
raise still higher t~e standard of their emancipation a-nd to prove that they are fully
equal to theiT brothe-rs and friends in the rival institutions. They have, moreover, ·
a solid elementary education, often even more solid than that of men (this is the
rule in America), and have shown 0n different oocasions that they wern able to face
the combat and to get out of it with all the honors of war. The corps of teaicners
is never composed exclusively of ,vomen. In Philadelphia about half the professors
are men. In New York, Chicago, and elsewhere the proportion of women professors
is still sma1ler. ·Hence it would seem that up to the present time the numb.er could
not be fully supplied from female physicians. But this is not the sole reason; other
considerations lead also to the choice· of men. These schools conferred in ten years
(1880-1890) 635 diplomas, a respectable number, which indicates sufficiently how
important a position women physicians have reached in the New World. 'For tho
exact total we must add to the number given the number of diplomas conferred upon women by other regular schools. As to these col·leges, itisundeni!:',ble thatthe
fruits have yielded what the flowers promised. In America,, then, -the female doctor
is no longer an exception; in a few years, in the cities at least, she will play a part
which is as yet only suggested.
The history of t'he schools called irregula-r is not less curious no.r 'less interesting;
anµ among these latter some are so near their end that those who desire to know
their character and their method must visit them a,s soon as possible. In a, few
years, without doubt, it will be too late. The fraudulent schools exist no more. So
far as I have been able to ascertain, they were constituted by medical associations,
confening doctors' diplomas for ~oney. Their students had scarcely to follow the
courses for three months. They had at one time, it appears, a certain succ~ss. This
could be easily understood; but I do not guarantee the statement. Certainly all this
is now a chapter of very old history, at least for the Americans, at the rate things
move in their country.
The physio-meclical schools number only two, one in Indianapolis, . Ind., founded
in 1873, the other, later, in Chic.'.ligo. That of Indiana is the type of these institutions, which arc on the decline from day to clay. The conditions for admission are
the same as in the regular colleges, and the courses are comparable, although still
more elementary.
These schools, it appearell to me, were more elementary than thos·e of the other
classes. Ins.truction in them is rather theoretical than practical, and the clinic
exercises are reduced to tho most simple form. In fact, I am not prepared myself to
give any particulars, on account of tho short time I was in Chicago (the courses are
finished at the end of June) . Other French phys icians who have crossed the Atlantic hu;ve not been more fortunate in this respect. If I may venture an opinion, I
should say that these schools do not seem to me to differ at all from tho others
except in name. In America, where simple minds abound, where all is in<l.ustry and
commerce, it is often sufficient to change the denomination of a ware in order ·to
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give it a greater value in the eyes of the public. I am afraid that it may have been
th e same with the physio-meclical institutions.
The eclectic schools are more flourishing, but there are only 10 in existence,
namely, at Cincinnati, New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta, San Francisco, Des
Moines, and Indianapolis. These institutions differ from the regular medical departments of tl;10 universities and colleges of medicine by the nature of the courses in
medical subjects, th erapeutics, and internal clinics. But the difference is only on
these points, as in the homeopathic schools.
In these schools all metals, without exception, are excluded from therapeutics, or,
as the eclectic· physicians say, iron, potassium, sodium, mercury, etc.-all this is of
no value; only the substances taken from the vegetal>le kingdom, such as extracts,
tin ctures, alcohols, balms, etc ., have efficiency. As a matter of fact, this is not true,
bec ause it i s demonstrated that metals have great efficiency. But where religion
commences, science must not interfere . I must confess that I had not time to examine
th_is matter for myself, but from what I could learn. there seemed to me less difference
b etween an eclecti c school and a regular school than between the latter and a homeopathic school. The homeopathic schools are more numerous anc\ more prosperous.
In 1893 they numbered 17, of which 1, in New York, was exclusively reserved for
women. There were, besides, two post-graduate schools of the same class. I do not
-exaggerate in saying that these schools are as unknown in France as the eclectic or
physio-medical schools; all our classics are silent on the subject.
These schools are found in most of the cities of the Union, in New York,
Philadelphia-wh ere are the oldest and most celebrated of those which exist
to-day-Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Boston, Ann Arbor (University
of Michigan), Iowa City (State University), San Francisco, Minneapolis (University
of Minnesota), Kansas City, and Baltimore.
This is not the placo to explain the homeopathic doctrine. It is well known in
our country and by the readers of the Scientific Review. I will only say that tho
ideas of Hahnemann, which were given _o ut about the year 1790, have, in l ess than
one hundred years, conquered a good part of America. For almost a century, the
homeopathic schools have flourished in these places of liberty. * *
The studies in these schools last only for three years; bnt there are many pupils.
In respect to everything outside of therapeutics the best known of these schools
are equal to the regular schools. It is interesting to note that sometimes, as in
Iowa, Ann Arbor, and Minneapolis, the homeop athi c school and the allopathic school
are represented in the same university, and that, accordingly, many professors are
common to both schools. There are only pecial professors for the courses of medicine and clinics. For instance, it is frequently the case that tllere is one professor of
obstet rics, rhinology, or homeopathic clrirnrgy.
I have in vain asked myself what difference there conhl be between an acconchemen tor an amputation performed in this or tha,t manner. I have tried to enlighten
myself on this point and I conld not find a solntion. No one could help me in solving the problem. It would be very interesting to compare the extraordinary success
which homeopathy has, and especially has had, for some years in America with the
indifference which it has met with in our ancient schools of unquestionable standing. In Europe it may b e said there are no schools o( this kind. The physicians
who clevot them elv s more or les, to this profe ion have nnderrrone the examination in cla. ic b fore our fa ulties, and have instructed thcmsclv: in the doctrine
ancl its application in some hospitals of limited number and little importance. In
tlie nit cl , tat s the horn opa.tbic colleges con:C•r diplomas whi h have the same
valu a tho ·e of tb re ular schools, and whi ·h enjoy indi pntable con ideration
from tb pnblic a.nth ritie .
akinrr all to tber a.nd, ddin to th in stitntionc, we have already mentioned 10
r·parat 01 • chool orannc,· ofltttlcint re t. tber exited in the "nitecl tate in
1 _!: ·1 · a hit ntion:tll · the r c·i: year, for ·probably in 1 9,1, th number will be
1
·r 11 on :i coun of n w r ation r sbipwreck ) 1 1 medi al school , of which
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152 conferred diplomas, located in GS citieR. The territory of the United -States
maintains at present 70,000,000 inhabitants; this gives, in round numbers, a center of
instruction for 400,000 inhabitants and 23,000 square miles. If one compares t_hese
nnmbers with those furnished by French statistics, it appears that we have one
school for 1,600,000 inhabitants and 10,000 square miles. The Americans possess,
therefore, four times as many schools as we in proportion to the number of inhabitants
of the two countries. 1 This manifest. excess is easily explained by the "liberty of
teaching," and by the desperate competition between the schools. This explains,
also, why in America colleges fall to pieces like castles of cards; become bankrupt sometimes after long years of financial prosperity and normal success. Within
one hundred years more than 100 schools have gone down on account of this evideµt
disproportion between the needs of the country and its means of productionbetween supply and demand. It is also one of the causes of the weakness of the
courses.
,
In spite of this, in propor-tion as the unsettled regions become peopled, new
centers of instruction will be created in the East and the far West. The average
number of doctors furnished by each school seems also hjgher than that of the
European schools. This proves that we exaggemte a little if we follow exclusively
the statistical information in order to judge of the <;auses and the effects of this
multiplicity of schools.
I could not learn the number of scholars who attended these centers of medical
instruction in 1893, but I c011ld get the number for the school years 1880-81 and
1890-91. They are eloquent enough to be quoted. In the year 1880-81 there were
11,864 students of medicine in the United States, of whom 9,750 were in the regular
schools, 1,234, 826, and 54 in the homeopathic, eclectic, and physio-medical schools,
respectively. For 1890-91 I noted in all 14,884 students, of whom 13,044 were
regular, 1,128 homeopathic, 661 eclectic, 51 physiomedical.
It is evident that these statistics, which arc very exact, permit us to make a fair
conclusion in the sense indicated in this article. There can be no doubt that these
regular schools are progressing. The increase of 3,000 studenfa in ten years is a
sufficient proof of this. It is, furthermore, 'beyond doubt that the irregular schools
go down from clay to day, that the physio-medical schools exist only ip. name, and
that the eclectic colleges are not :flourishing. As to the homeopathic schools, in
respect to the number of students they make a good showing.
Let me add, also, that the surprises and the easy pleasantry of the beginning of
my voyage gave way in timo to something of pity and benevolence. In this dizzy
course which America has followed in the matter of public instruction the whole
nation has shown the resources of its indomitable energy, and especially its love
for liberty. As wealth and power increase it a1)pears that the ambitfon of the rich
who have founded fortunes must turn itself toward the culture of mind. This is
the right way. Let ui:; congratulate America. The end is perhaps distant, but with
the ability Americans have in overcoming distances it must be attained soon.
1 Chicago

alone has 17 schools.

A..t St. Louis there are 8 regular schools.
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POPULAR EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
By Signor COMMENDATORE LUIGI Bonro,

Director of tbe Royal Statistical Bureau, Rome, Italy.

I h ad. the good. fortune to v.isit the Exposition at Chicago during the autumn
One of the most vivid and profound impressions made
upon me during the fifty clays passed in the States was produced by the prodigious
activity among tho people. ·what interested me especially, within the Exposition
as well as without, was the organization of public instruction, so that to-day my
intention is to say :1 few woi-ds in regard to the American elementary schools. T he
attendance upon the pnblic schools is three times as great as in Italy. Th e numb-er
of pcTSons enrolled during the year in Italy in proportion to -the inhabitants is 7½ per
cent, while in the United States the average attendance is 20 per cent. The
countTies of Europe which are the best s111)plied with schools stancl between these
two extremes. In France the enrollmen·t in proportion to -the in]rnbitants is 12:½ }Jer
cont; the per cont is similar in Austria; in Prussia it is 18 per cent; in England and
W,.ales, 17 per cent. The schools in America are housed in more spacious buildings
than elsewhere; the salaries :1re greater than anywhere else, so that the expenditure for the public elementary school in America to each inhabitant is not only
more than threo times as great as in Italy, as is the case with the enrollment, but
it is six times as great. Among the Italians the sta,te, the communes, and provinces e:s:pencl 62,000,000 lire (the ordinary and extraordinary expenditures included) '
for elementary instruction-that is, 2lire (38.6 cents) per capita of the population of
the Kingdom-while in the United States the expenditures amount to $146,000,000that is, 12 lire ($2.31) to each inhabitant. Safaries of male teachers average 4,500
lire ($838); of women teachers, 1,500 lire ($675~; the women form about 65 per cent,
tho men 35 per cent of the whole number of teachers.
The methods employed in carrying out the faws pertaining to obligatory instruction are ilissimilar to those in America. In the city of New York 12 inspectors had
charge of this phase of the school question, and it is no rare thing to see a 11olice615
of the past year (1893).
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man (truant officer) who, meeting a boy upon the street during school hours, questions him as to his being a truant, conducts him to his home, and :finds out the reasons
for such absence; if it is found that he is playing truant, the justice of the peace
disciplines him by placing him in a reformatory. * * *
The rivalry between the States is such that each one desires to have the best school
buildings, the best methods, the best text-books, and the best hygienic conditions,
and the reports published annually by Commissioner Harris are a guide toward
improvement in all directions. Anyone entering the American schools is impressed
with the general cleanliness, the perfect order, and the sentiment of self-respect
which pervade the atmosphere. The best arrangement of rooms, of windows for
light, the best means of heating and ventilating, are studied. Then there are seats,
one for each pupil, revolving chairs, slates, and blackboards, so that not more than
two children work in close proximity to each other, and there is no crowding. The
children by turning about on their chairs can direct their view to any part of the
room. There is no need of hiding anything within the desks, a nd so the schcol, by
the very arrangement of its furniture, becomes a means of forming a loyal cooracter
and of rendering the pupil alert, self-reliant, and respectful in bearing. Each school
has a central room in which the classes congregate when entering and leaving. In
silence and with a composed bearing, children of both sexes march along. The
teacher leads the march by playing on the piano and a patriotic hymn is sung, but
there are no orders given as to the marching. On entering and l eaving school the
same method is employed; girls to the right, boys to the left, is the mode of march.
The sight ·w as one that moved me greatly, as if it were a generous act.ion for the
honoring of humanity.
Truly 1 in the school is found the future of this wonderful people. I do not speak
of the object lessons which are practically carried out in every school, and which
habituate the children to reflect, to formulate thought, and to comprehend the matter studied. The elements of botany, for insta.n ce1 are taught in such a manner
that each child is supposed to form for itself a small herbarium. R ew ards are not
given at the close of the year to the pupil who has distinguished himself the most
in his studies. There are examinations, however, if the teacher has refused promotions to the pupils, the parents may demand a formal proof1 the examination being
therefore a kind of court of appeals.
Drawing is nn essential element of the primary school course 1 tlie students, both
boys and girls, become first experts in drawing, then in r eading, writing 1 language,
natural history 1 etc.
Moreover, there are normal schools for instruction in drawing and the plastic
arts; a r emarkably :fine one is found in Boston. Drawing is considered as a means
of learning and of communicating thought, and not alone from its rosthetic side;
drawing·is1 so to speak1 an alphabet for expressing the conceptions. The children
aro taught to come forward and in the simplest manner to sketch on the boards
celebrated men 1 figures from natura,1 history and from political history, or, again,
they may be asked to illustrate a poem, such as Longfellow's Evangeline. Another
means of illu trating the lessons given is by the magic lantern, with which landscapes, colored pictures, ete.1 are thrown on the canvas.
till anoth r form of instruction is noticeable in America; this includes manual
training s hool , where the shops and tho forge for boys, cooking and sewing for
girl , alternate with 1 on in history1 geograpby1 English, German, and Latin
Ian uag ..
Tbe ol m ntary schools in general have eight years in the conr . It can well be
said that for th duration of th cour e, and :f r the methods employed in utilizing
th time a.llowed1 in ruction i organized in th
nitcd tatcs on a rational basi ;
or than tl1is 1 it jg liberal and d<'mo rati I as it procur s for all a minimum of
ul ur wbic-h giv th p pl a hi rh grad
f nltivation a. ompar cl with many
f h European p plc.. Th · ·ho 1 is r ally th pe pl
school, and h Am rican
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nation may well be proud of it. One recognizes at once how strongly the people feel
in regard to the school question. In the educational department of the Chicago
Exposition one of the ·western States-Dakota, if I remember rightly-had pasted
above the entrance "Education is the cheaper defense of the country."
EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
By Prof. A. GHISLERI.
MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS OF

NEW

YORK.

The agreeable impression made upon a person visiting the schools of America is
enhanced by the well-constructed, well-ventilated, and well-aired buildings. The
number, of such bmldm gs would indicate that American a,rchitects bad made a
special study and established a certain type of edifice, thus solving the problem of
simplicity and commod10usness in all resp ects, hygienic -and pedagogic ai well. In
the school buildings, as m all public edifices, there is no Cerberus guarding the
door. In some of the schools a bright, active yot1th fulfills the duties of custodian,
possibly for the <lay, and conducts you without any formality to the gentleman or
lady principal. In each room is a placard indicating the maximum of pupils who
can be accommodated. This serves as a guide to teacher and pupils, and in case of
an excess of numbers they refer to this in their appeal to the authorities. In the
s chool which I visited 45 pupils was the maximum. The rooms are not large, for in
New York the ground is costly, but they are high, and the beat and ventilation are
modified according to wish. No room contains tlw long bench or desk, with the
stationary seat, incommodious and antididactic, which is to be found in about 80
per cent of the schools of Italy, the secondary techuical and classical schools
included. In the cooking schools each pupil has her own scat au<l desk; in the other
rooms two pupils are seated together. The desk is movable and inclined and permits the child's free movements; the seat turns on a screw, so that each pupH can
move about from right to left as he desires without disturbing his neighbors and
can bring himself into proper relation with the blackboard. The blackboard is not
found resting on an upright frame, where it occupies space and intercepts the light,
but the walls of the room are literally lined with these boards, and the pupil can
draw bis exercises upon the boards without disturbing any one of his companions,
and they in turn can follow whatever· the teacher jots down upon the boards by
simply turning abont without even incommoding one another. But for exercises in
arithmetic, for drawing, and for snch exercises as all the pupils ought to carry on
simulLaneously, there are slates in use from the first class on. Socratic and. objective
methods are in vogue, and by means of illustrations and exercises, in all of which
the whole room joins, the teacher and pupils arc, in a measure, carrying on a type
of spQntaneous conversation or interchange of ideas. Another valuable feature is
that the teacher bas no special chair or desk. In Italy such a <lesk is raised from the
floor; bnt the American teacher moves about from place to place, and the arrangement of the revolving seats gives the pupils opportunity to follow him in whatever
explanation he may be giving on the blackboards or by other means of illustrntion. I have every reason for believing that when I vISited a group of schools on
Greenwich street my visit was entirely unexpected, and yet I found the teacher
standing before the blackboard, or in the midst of the pupils, all of whom were
turned toward him, and it seemed as if I had interrupted au interesting dialogue
in which all were participating. This method of instruction Ly moving among the
pupils and conversing with them so engage::; the attention that it seems unnecessary
to have any special means for keepiug up discipline. The pupils, being visible from
all quarters) have no opportunity or desire for concealm ent, and thus tho school, l>j·
the arrangement of desks an<l chairs, becomes in itself a.u instrnment for the forrnatiou of a l oyal character and for the foundation of freeJorn of depqrtrnent.
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Each school building has a central room, or hall, where the classes meet when
entering and leaving school. From 400 to 800 pupils may come together there; it
all depends upon the size of the school. The ball is so furnished with seats equidistant from 0110 another t hat such a number of children :find their places or leavo
the room with the greatest cti:se. Tho signal for the march is giv011 on the piano,
and two by two they fall into place, singing a patriotic air or repeating verses of a
nonsectarian character: the girls to the right, the boys to the left, and march
along to the entrance. It is trnly an interesting sight, as if with bheir songs they
were honoring humanity; and the unembarrassed and unassuming deportment of
the American school children always confronted me ancl led me to _m editate as to
the causes which brought this state of things about.
One thing which seemed to me essentially American is the :fire escape, to be uso Ll
only in case of fire. By th,-;se :fireproof stairwa:ys the threo to eight hundred
children were supposed to escape in case of fire, antl in each room n, doorwny led
to this stainrny. American forethought does not e:.:id there. It would be humiliating to imlicat_e llow many (or ho,-v: few) scµools in Italy, even in the most populous
cbstricts, arc furni shed with theso means of safety. If an architect were to make
such arrangement, the doorways and stairways would be absolutely hidden from
the pupils' vision. But tho practical spirit of the Americans goes. further; it
inclUlles th e r>ractice (twice n. n:onth) in tho use of these fire escapes; the signal
giYcn, the pupils moYo with tho 1ltmost celerity toward and down the :fire escape,
anc.1 inn mom en t arc in tho court or on the street. These movements arc supervised
by the teacher, and, oftentjmes repeated, bring about precision :rnc.1 perfection of
<lisciplinc. Tho parents themselves have l ess foar for their children, knowing that
they are well drilled for such emergency. Here again another aspect of tl10 American school impresses one, to wit, the courage inculcated and tho quickness of
thought n ecessary for any occasion .
There are no decorations in tho class rooms, bnt in tho central room, whore all arc
congregated together, there are busts or pictures of Presidents of the Republic or
other ornamentation. Atlases, diagrams, natural-history charts, etc., :1rc not lacking in any school lmiluing, but they are not found in conjunction with the bla.ckllOanls. These stand forth in their plainness, which is only broken in upon by the
n ecessary door and window frames. In pedagogical :fields, as in other fields of
action in America, the effort is to obtain the greatest results with the minimum of
meaus to such ent1 . Geographic maps arc closed up with wooden casings, each containing a series, so that they can be moved from room to room as they arc wanted.
They are so arranged that tbey can bo hung up and opened to tho map desired,
while the othei:- maps still remain encased. Pictures, models, and other objects
required in the studies pursued are kept in cases, and simply r>laccu. before tho
scholars when needed. Thus one picture or mou.el can be used in different r ooms,
and is kept clean and in good order. The pupil, too, docs not ha:vo his attention distracted from <lay to day by theso aids to study. In Italy theso wall maps,
etc ., are al ways stationar y on t.he walls. Tho pupil profits more by seeing these
maps, diagrams, etc., only when needec.1 for use, than if thc;y ,,ere before him cyery
uay .

......

•'ome of tho newer American cities, like Chicago, 't. Paul, arnl San Francisco, ha,e
a.rrang tl their schools accor<liug to tho very newest mcthou.s, and their programmes
havo theoreti o-1lractical innovations in accoru.anco ,·dth tho latest pedagogical
den:lopment . In compari on with our Italian schools many comments and ngg stions might bo mad , but I will li1mt myself to stating that in none of our
1:>cbolai.tic institntious is tho programme of stntly carried out practically from day
t~ <la · a it is in tho Am ncan sch ol . '\Ye ha.Ye programmes, decrees, and regulations which ar xcellcnt m them !Yes, 1rnt ven tho ministers and Congr s cem
unauh o carry tb m out, a·, for in:t:i.uce, in tho case of tbo laws of compulsor: cdn·ation.
Iu Am ·nc, tho 1· guiatiou :no f•w m number, precise, ancl ·l ar, :m<l they
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do not suffer all sorts of changes and interpretations on the part of principals mid
-superintendents, and these regubtions indicate what is really carried out. Consequently one observes that the schools are really advancing more ra1)id1y and earnestly than one would surmise from a mere reading of their programmes.
The public schools of New York and most of the larger and smaller eHles are
administered by a local school council. This council has different names (school
committee, school directors, school commissioners, school board) in tho various
States and cities. The methods of clec-ting the members, the number of them) and
iheir duties vary also; still their aims are identical, inasmuch as they r.epresent the
wish a,nd opinions of the people. Boston has a sc110ol council of 116 members, and
this is ono of tho largest. In some States women are members of the school board,;
in other States their names may he used even if they can not be elected. A few
cities have the m embers appointed by the mayor instead of being elected by the
people. Among these is New York, which can not in this respect be regarded as
possessing the genuine type of school organization of North Americ:1,. Still this is
the city which, throu gh immigration and its commercial connection wiih other co.nntries, is most affected by European influences.
*
The New York City school board has a superintendent as aid, who corres1)011ds .in
part to the "provveditore general" of Italy. His authority, from the moral standpoint, is great, an.cl h e is generally a person of sp.ecial cul tu-re, expert in educational
affairs, and known to the public as of indisputable pedagogical and. literary ment.
* * ~ The superintendent has manifold duties, which include inspection of
sch ools, assisting at the examination of teachers, selecting educational apparatus,
deciding in regard to repairs; revising accounts, making a rcpo-r t ;t close of the
year, etc.
·
In order to correct an error which has been often repeated by men of' culture, by
ministern in Italy, and by Italian educational journals, it is well to state that the
primary and grammar schools of the municipality of New York are gratuitous.
The school ta.x (tassa scolastica), as it is referred to in some .o f the States, is simply a tax on real estate, etc., to be paid by all real estate owners1 even baclielors.
This fax is similar to the communal tax in Italy. The term "school tax" is usec1
because the fund is raised for school purposes. But school registration is gratuitous
in all tho States. There is no tax [or fees] for entering on the courses, nor for
examinations; and more, the city authorities in New York furnish books, pencils,
and other needed articles to the poorer pupils, spencling considerable amounts for
the same. * * *
Elementi.try education in New York State is obligatory, by law of 1875, for all
child1:en of 8 to 14 years of age, but in orcler that this law may not be a dead l etter
on the statute books (as it is often in Italy) 12 agents (truant officers) are paid
expressly for the purpose of watching for children who are inclined to shirk school
privileges, ancl to so notify their parents . If the child is incorrigible he can be
sent to a reformatory.
In order to thoroughly unclersta.nd public instruction in tho United States it is
necessary to sta-te that, while the public schools represen-t :1 great factor in education,
private institutions also add their quota to the cause. Among these private institutions are many aided by societies ; those for orphans, provided for by the Children's Ai.cl Society, some of which ha-vc special funds; others receive subsWies from
and arc under supervision of the municipality. In Leonard street I visited three
Italian schools maintainecl by the Children's Aid Society. I found a :fine four-story
building made of stone and brick and situated near the Five Points district. This
a istrict is peopled by many of the I tali an emigrants, and squalor and misery reach -their
very doors. Established in 1856, thi s school consisted of 40 pupils gathcrc<l togetlier
in a basement; it now has 700pupils and is opened clay ancl evening to children of Loth
sexes b etween the ages of 5 and 15 years. In the evening adults receive instruction.
The attendance is quite regular, except in tho spring time, when mn:ny are obliged to
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go away from New York to work. During the winter a midday lunch is given to the
pupils and also garments, if needed. The society provides for newsboys or other
·youths who have no place to sleep. The programme includes studies from that of
an infant school and a primary c-ourse to instrnction in printing, domestic economy
( cooking and sewing), while the elements of politics enter into the coiuse in a study
of the Constitution, and the pupils are taught to speak and write English. One of
the teachers, an Italian, inforrn~d me that many Italians who hold excellent pot:1itions and are much respected were originally instructed in this school. This practical charity is entirely a work of Americans, and is so nonsectarian in character
that many of the emigrants had images of the. Virgin and of the Saints in the class
rooms. Of the other two evening schools, ono has 300 pupils from the Neapolitan
provinces, and from all these schools the children are sent annually, if they need it,
to rural districts or to the seaside for recuperation.
The schools of New York are open to colored and white pupils, who are educated
together, and the former seemed as well behaved as the white children. Instruction
is given in evening schools to more than 20,000 persons who are at work during the
day. While there is often irregularity of attendance, the pupils seem to appreciate
being taught.
Pree lectures on hygiene, physio\ogy, natural sciences, geography, description and
travel, history, literature, and social l:!cience are given annually under the auspices
of the board of education. The 200 to 300 lectures are given in half a dozen of the
grammar schools on Mondays and Thursdays, in the evening hours, and were it not
that it would lengthen this article too much I would like to give a resume of some
of the lectures, which in 1892-93 were listened to by 130,830 hearers. * * *
In reg.ard to teachers' salaries I desire to correct the erroneous impression which
is entertained by many, that on account of cost of living in America a dollar may
be reckoned as an equivalent for a lira (19.3 cents) in Italy. This is not true, for
meat, bread, fish, sugar, coffee, etc., in fact the daily necessaries, are no higher, in
proportion, in New York than in Italy. However, certain luxuries are more expensive. House rentals are not so much greater for the people who are not obliged to
live in the centers of business in American cities; these rentals and lodgings average
the same as equivalent r ental s in Italy. The salaries of teachers permit them, however, to pay out fJr their own improvement (such as the buying of books, subscribing for periodicals, trips to teachers' associations, etc.) more than could be done in
Italy.
IMPRESSIO:XS OF SCHOOL EXHIBITS IN CTIICAGO .

The gra,nd educational division of the Exposition at Chicago thoroughly confirmed the impressions of school life in Jew York. Herc at the Exposition. one could
learn much of the rivalry concerning schools, methods, progress, and the sacrifices
made to bring about such advance in all the States of the Union. This noble rivalry
merited profound study from its psychological aspect, if it were on~y to discover
the methods of this wonderful nation. I did not linger in the educational exhibits
from fas achusetts and Illinois, two tates which, a regards education, rival New
York, but in those from the far W st, which only about thirty years ago was like a.
d s rt entomb cl in prehistoric times, tbe eloquent result of whose progress furnisbes
one <•f the mo.·t chara ·teri tic pr sentations offered in the Exposition . The old t of
th far We tern ,'tat sis aJifornia, which may well be pleased with the stati tics
pr nt d. ,. •
The most important city in alifornia, an Franci o, i reputed
to have on of th mo. t p r~ ct systems of public schools, and it do not be ih~to
to con ider it lf a. ri,•al of the ld r itie , Tew York or Boston.
_ To pa to a., t:ite new r in point of dov lopment. N w foxico report a follow
lll r ~:ml to it pr /jt
· th
tat m nt i m d tin cpiality, bnt no 1
notic able
f r th<! pirit and m thocl di playecl: By L w f F bru:iry 11, 1 91, public bool
r · tahli h cl ancl . school tn.. for tho <'On. trnction f Rcho ol l nilcling, was
u horiz · From h <lat· to
ml> r 31, 1 92, th r, wer 532 ch ols t< bli h cl,
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557 teachers employed, 28,291 pupils cnrollerr, and an average daily attendance of
23,151.
It is well to. say here that all the States presented educational information in the
form of reports and diagrams or tables. Sometimes these last were printed on
leather, with gilt figures. The American people, who are parsimonious in their
bureaucratic expenditures, are very lavish, with an almost patriarchal tendency, in
their expenditures for schools and schooling. There were frequently pictures and
photographs of pupils taken during the lessons. Numerous were the photographic
reproductions of school buildings, of the internal arrangements, of the grounds, of
the picturesque localities in which the schools are situated. The newer States, that
is, those which have most lately come into the Union, seemed to vie with each other •
iu their efforts to make a fine school exhibit. Among the most noticeable exhibits,
in point of externals, was that of Colorado. * -!<· • * Most noticeable was the
earnestness of purpose manifested in presenting a facsimile of the first schools established in the T erritory, with a portrai t of their founder and principal, and of the
best-known teachers. To thus furnish a record of the humble origin of the schools
in one of the last States to enter the Union surely indicated an intention of doing
all that is possible to place it on a level with the older States. Colorado, with
412,000 inhabitants, has 65,490 pupils enrolled in its public schools and 7,072 in the
p_]:'ivate schools.
* This State has founded a magnificent normal school which
indicates the serious intention of those who established schools to provide the besttrained teachers for them.
North Dakota interested me exceedingly. Its school exhibit had oveF the entrance,
' ' North Dakota has 3,000,000 acres of fertile schcol lands." Various laws of the :F'ed~ral Government have been the means of bringing benefactions in tho shape of school
lands; colonization and increasing value of such lands produce a school patrimony
which the different States make use of for their schools.
" This State has
two normal schools for the instruction of teachers, aml in the exhibit it was
noticed that the State had made use of the best that progressive pedagogical methods
could suggest. For example, I noticed the application and use of drawing or illustration as a means of assistance in all lines of pedagogical endeavor. Glancing at
a synopsis of Greek history, I fonnd upon the first page [t clra,ving of three columns
with both shafts and capitals. These were not made for the mere presentation of a
drawing, but to record an idea. These columns represented the three styles, Doric,
Ionian, and Corinthian, and here, even b efore the children learned aught of their
history, were three simple presentations indicative of the art and culture of the
Greek people thoroughly impressed upon the minds of the pupils, arid in a manner
which they will n!=)ver forget. They may become bankers, commercial men, clerks,
dealers in pork, sailors, or agriculturists, and .yet they will never fail to recognize
nor even become embarrassed before any representation of Hellenic art, the nationality and style having already been brought clearly before them. "\Vhat a number
of useful things are recorded, as it were, from the association of ideas brought about
by the grace an'd simplicity of ihe three columns dra11n before commencing the
work of a synopsis connected with school -work.
A few pages further on was a map on which the rivers and mountains, and the
various subdivisions were left unnamed and bore simply numbers which were
explained at the close of tho page. Still another chance for r eflection! Not a word
of geography to indicate what was intended, but simply blanks for the children to
fill in or by word of mouth to indicate to the teacher the various places, mountains,
rivers, etc.
The school exhibit from Minnesota was especially fine, particularly that devoted
to St. Paul, which i s cited as a model. Herc was introduced a plan of throwing the
obj ect to be exhibited upon a screen by me::i,ns of the magic lantern . Thus the
pur;ils were trained to observe the correct coloring of landscapes, costumes, and
general su bjects, while the instructor gave explanations which mad e the subjects of
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history, geography, ete., most clear to the pupils. In the normal and practice
schools of Trenton, N. J ., the geographical exercises wero most noticeable; but some
of the subjects under discussion.in the normal schools ·will be spoken. of elsewhere.
The study of botany was most practical; the text-books used (Apgar's New Plant
Analysis), after giving the requisite ten~inology and the g eneral classification, _presented a number of pages, pa-rtly blank and partly printed, which w~re to be fl.Heel
in by the pupils after the plants were properly analyzed. ThB text consisted of
the most simple explanations when compared with the complicated presentations
in our [Italian] text-b-0-0ks. This can be thoroughly understood when one l earns
that the American school is founded essentially upon the instruction given orally
• by the teacher, who thus cooperates wj.th the pupils in all grades from the lowest
to the highest. In addition to this, the. pupils have blank books in which they draw
well-known plants and flowers from nature. * *
I studied at some length the object lesson and the methods employed in normal
schools, so as to become thor01.1 ghly imbued with the system aml spirit dominating
in these important institutions, the graduates from which to become teachers in
primary and grnmmar schools-that is, in the people's schools of the United States.
Tho woman tearcher commences always with a clTawingJ if she h as a special object to
present to her pupils. Thus, at tho same time that she is explaining the lesson she
brings before the pupil au illustration placecl on the blackboard, which illustrntion
serves to conduct tho pupil by degrees through the intricacies of quantity, spaceJ
aud time (i. e., in arithmetic, geography, and history), if she is conducting a special
lesson in these subjects. Similar lessons actually take place in tbe practice schools
connected with tho normal schools; the puptl teachers point out the observations
which they have made during tho lessons, and it is curious to observe in these compositions or synopses what caused tho greatest embarrassment and difficulty to the
pupil students. Observations and questions put to the teachers are also inruuded in
these books. The teaching is Socratic and experimental.
In a -volume of compositions I read three concerning a "Comparison of tlie local
goYernment in New England and Virginia," and, as fL result of my curiosity, I am
firmly impressed with_the fact that the Americans arc thoroughly persuaded of tbe
superiority of their local government. As additions to the history lessons there are
pictures of the house of William Penn, in Philadelphia (if he is the subject under
study), or of General McClellan (if the campaign of the James River is_under discussion), united to topographical illustrations of tho principal events of that campaign. This method of illustrating the subject under study is universal in America.
*
" In tho same school volumes of art llictures were displayed * * * which
contained reproductions of tho most celebrated painters, Michael Angelo, Raphael,
Giotto, Rubens, and of tho most distinguishecl sculptors. This seemed to me a most
excellent idea from tbe educational standpoint, b ecause such a collection serYed to
inculcate knowledge, to train the eye, and to contribute to form good taste. * * "
As a continuance of this there were historical scenes and llictures of persons., tbe
elates alone being given . The physiognomy a:1d tbc general type are supposed to
lJ e enough to indicate who the per onages arc. Even upon the base of the public
monuments erected to statesmen or generals of the Union jt was rare to have the
names given. .As specimens of graphic art, I was not favorably impressed-in fact.,
I wa amu ed at first, for it seemed to me that this was intended as a joke to pa s
awa · t_he tim , an<l that as scholastic work it was lacking in historic precioion and
P ·tbeh~ taste. Dntwheu I came to reflect upon this matter, all(l when I recognized
that th1 was not the r ult of a teacher's hobby, then I began to und rstand the
geu ral untl rlyin r prin ·ir>le aud that the iute tiou was not to make au art study,
lmt that the exercise had au ntire1y different SCOJ)e. To-day iu America, <lsnwing
for the purpo e of illu tra.tion i an ind· p nsable pa.rt of instruction.
T_h , tucl · f fine art n ·uch i very cliIB•rent from the drawing or illu ·tratiou
ht h b come., us it were, tho ha ·i · of univ rsal elementary p dagogy. Iu thi our
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inferiority appears, for, proud inheritorB of classic civilization, we rogard clrawiug
as a means of illustration} to be an a.Tt reser·vecl for only a few vocations} and we
only recognize instruction in it as ·an immediate en.d -to-w;ard r:;ome professional,
inclustrial, or msthetic occupation. But in the American schools drawing has the
same value as the alphabet or writing, and as aU :p1.1pils, eYen if they do not wish to
follow a literary profession 1 must know how· to -u se alphabeti_ca1 characte1's in order
to signify their ideas, so they must know how to use that other umversal language,
drawing, as a, means of expression . This is the reason, then, that from the kindergarten upward all children have to draw in the simplest manner such objects as surround them, domestic animals, flowers} machineTy, buildings, maps, the plan of a
city, portraits of eminent men, artists, and patriots. It is not of so much importance whe.ther the drawings are well done} wbether they are done by pencil or
crnyon; the main -object is that they serve t.o make an impression on the mind.
Thus} like the alphabet tn its conditions, they form a language of which all can
make use. It is easy to comprehend that with ·tbese sketches:, made as an aid to the
study of geograp.hyJ history, natural sciences} the Americans, following out .a childlike instinct} succeed -in diverting -t hemselves by illustrations, so that the school :is
not only advantageous from this stanclpointJ but has its amusing side. :By mearns of
this method the images or representa.tions of me-n, facts, ·d:eec1sJ etc.} are impressed
upon the memory -so that they will ne:ver be forgotten. .A.:nd as all things are -linked
together in this fashionallle ::mcl working world of An:;'ericaJ so} after hav-ing in:vcstigated :i:nany school c1ocuments} I was not surprise-cl to fi:nd a£ the :"\¥"orlcl's Fa.ir every
day, especia,lly in October, girls and boys} both morning and evening} drawing in
their copy books representations of wha.-tever they saw which interested them most,
aind which they wished t.o retain in the memo.r y. Natura'lly1 this universal application of drawing has ~pecial tendency toward the schools .of arts and trades, bu_t
to enter upon a disc1.1ssio.n of that branch would extend this essay to an -uudesira"b:le
length. " " *
Liberty and variety! Thus may be clesc-ribe(l the pictu-res, :drawings., etc., on -t he
wans of the technical schcwls-figures, am'imals, landscapes, copies of other pic·tu:re-s,
all free-hand work. Nothing conventional! No dramng which had not 'been
brought before the senses, whi ch was not a reality to the pup·il. Sucih is the character of the American school in clivers forms of instructio1il.. 'The themes given for
discnssiOJ1 in the high and normal schools seem to me t.o follow the same general
trend. Rea.I live tO'pics are given. I write down a few: "The crisis in F-:i:anoe,/}
which strange title induced me to read two oi· thrnc compo-sitions to see whether
"the Panama scaµdal ' 1 or some other subject had been discnssed by these pupils of
15 to 18 years of age. There was no attempt at rhetorical e:ffcc·t , but simply a collection of facts, which immediately led me to wonder whether the students ..had
read journals and reviews on these subjects} or whether they had closely watched
the politicians of the country of which they were writing. As for the comments
made, they attributed the fact'> of the Panama scheme to the excess of con-fi<.l ence
which the people had in Ferdinand d e Lesseps, and to tho fact that a priv-ilegecl few
(privilegi) had control of that undertaking. The impression mado upon me was
almost puritanical in its monitions} for it implied that there must be no devjation
from the severity of the laws toward any citizen. Other subjects discussed we-re:
"The banking question/' '" ShouHl the w·orld's Fair be opened on the Sabhatn·rn
" The silver question,.'} These live questions} treating of -t he p olitics of the dayJ of
the functions of public officials, were discussed in the public schools, ancl were a
part of the system of that educa,tion which forms the youth to be a citizen and prepares bim for practical life. How different that is from tbe passive} conYentional,
traditional, and bureaucratic type of our [ltalia11 ] sc.Jiools, where the indiv"idua11ty
of both pupil and teacher fa held rn abeyance.
There arc many other observations which I would 11ke to jot down, in orcler to
demonstrate the liberty accorded. to the teacher in the American school, an(1 to
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point out the progress and efficiency attained by tho methods employed in the American school. But the system is so different from the Italian system that it is difficult to present the subject in a few words. I shall be glad if these few notes be the
means of inducing others, more competent than myself, to make a profound study
of the society and institutions of that young continent, which in so many particulars has already to-day placed itself in advance of the older European civilization.
OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING AMERICAN EDUCATION.
By Dr. E.

OSTERBERG

(of Sweden) .

The observations recorded in the following pages were made on a trip to America
during the summer of 1893. Dr. N. G. ·w. Lagerstedt and myself were commissioned
to examine the educational section of the great exhibits at the 'World's Fair in
Chicago, and to take part in the pedagogical congresses.
Dr. Lagerstedt has given an account in this journal 1 of these congresses, so that I
limit my remarks on that subject. The discussions in these congresses proved that
there is a great deal of vitality and interest k ept up among American teachers, and
that pedagogical questions a r e generally and earnestly studied. I may also mention
that American women took a very prominent part in the dis cussions of the congressAs, a natural feature, since the teachers of tl.ic United States are largely women,
who are recognized as teachers even in higher schools and universities. Some of
the most impressive discussions, especially those r elating to moral instruction in
schools and coeducation, w ere conducted by women. Another noticeable trait is
the harmony apparently existing among the teachers, without regard to the higher
or inferior positions occupied in the school. The congresses took into consideration
all the various stages relating to instruction, from the kindergarten to the university, and the separr.,t e departments conferred with one another through their
respective representatives of hi gh er and lower instruction. The questions predominating in the d aily programme of the pedagogical discussions wero those relating
to the training of teachers; to promotions from the high school to the universities;
to the importance of the cl assical languages; to coeducation in colleges and in the
universities proper. In tho schools which correspond to our people's schools and
in the higher grades of common schools (allmanna l iirovcrk) coeducation is definitely settl ed and not further discussed. Moral education of the young and, finally,
the best mode of bringing the law on obligatory attend~nce into full effect were
also discussed.
The division of tho World's Fair devoted to instru ction and ccln~ation was principally placed in the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building. In this immense
building tho larger part of tho gallery was assigned to educational exhibits. Some
of the American States, like Illinois and ·washington, hail noteworthy ed ucational
exhibits in their own State buildings; and in tho ·woman's Building education and
instruction occupiecl a prominent place.
ev ral European countries hacl material of exceptional value. Even far-distant
Japan and Brazil mn.(le themselves felt in the field of cclucation. In the department
of Brazil my att ntion was attracted by a very fair collection of work from manual
traininc, schools, ac.:corcling to the methods employed at Niias. The exhibits of
Franc-, Rus ia, 'ermany , ancl the nitecl tate , howev r, wore the most noteworthy.
ermauy ha.cl a very compl to ancl well-arrang ,(l exhibit of its school system, from
the pcopl
s hool to the unher ity. Here one saw an abundance of material for
in truction in natural sci nee., geograpl1 y, ancl history; coll ctions of educational
pr c,r, mm s nncl te.·t-book., pupil 'work in manual training, tc. Elaborate accounts
ho rman <1n('ntional y tem, which ha.cl been pre::rn,re<l. for the Chicago Expo1 ion, w re <li.·trihut cl in print.
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The United States exhibits were also very imposing. Nearly every State had a
spacious section in which were found neatly arranged specimens of pupils' work in,
all tho various educational branches, with an abundance of reading matter, of
feminine handiwork, manual training work in wood and metal, from the lowest to
the highest stage of instruction. As a distinctive feature we mention that several
schools (those of Omaha, Nebr,) reproduced their school songs by means of phonographs . Even the universities were r~presented by scientific work furnished by
their teachers and post-graduate students; also by accotmts of their work and by
photographs of their buildings, study halls, collections, etc.
. The States further distinguished themselves by their very excellent literature,
mostly prepared for the occasion in the form of annual reports. These publications
contained numerous engravings of the study haUs, the appliances and material for
instruction, etc. They also included reports of school inspectors, which reports
often extended into pedagogical dissertations. The plan laid out for my journey
included the study of the methods of instruction in American schools. Unfortunately I arrived too late for this purpose. In Boston and in Harvard University,
however, I had a chance of attending some closing exercises. To judge by a few of
my observations, I think that America has developed met,hods that well deserve a
closer examination. An extended and thorough study would be very instructive,
especially in regard to instruction in the motl}.er tongue, also in geography, history,
and political science, citizenship being connected with this as well as ethics.
It is natural that the schools of so many States should differ greatly in respect to
quality and organization. However, the general trend of their development shows
that they approach the system of the Northeastern States more and more. Here
schools of dissimilar standing and organization have sprung up, which at the present
time form a more or less complete system. As an example I cite the school system
of Boston. We :find there kindergartens, primary and grammar schools for children
np to 14 years of age, and high schools with four classes for the ages from 14 to 18
years. Next above these are colleges and universities.
I wish :first to call a Mention to the gradual extension of kindergarten work all over
America. The sessions of the congresses devotfld to the kindergarten system were
attended by large audiences, and the work furnished by the little ones occupied a
prominent place in the exhibits of the separate States. Daily lessons were given at
different places in kindergartens in operation within the World's Fair grounds, and
these attracted the greatest interest from both children and adults. -I have observed
the same facts in :England, where the kindergartens are highly appreciated, With
us in Sweden a certain prejudice against kindergartens exists. This may be because
this method is easily carried to extremes, and a groundless prejudice against "Germanism" prevails. But it is evident that in education there are no leaps; education
should commence in iHfancy, should be well regulated for each age, and, in a wellmanaged kindergarten_, training for the little ones should be obtained. How many
parents understand how to carry on this training, even if they are willing and can
devote their time to iU And how much could be done at an early age for t,he purpose of developing the talents of a child,
"Take the child into the kindergarten and there begin the work of physical,
mental, and moral training. Put the child in possession of his powers; develop his
faculties; unfold his moral nature;· cultivate mechanical skill in the use of his
hands; give him a sense of symmetry and harmony; a quick judgment of numbers,
measure, and siz~; stimulate his inventive faculties; make him familiar with the
customs and usages of well-ordered lives; teach him to be kind, courteous, helpful,
and unselfish; inspire him to love whatsoever things are true and pure and right
and kind and noble." Supt. J. L. Pickard, from whose book, School Supervision, I
have taken these citations, says: "The importance of this preliminary work can
not be overestimated, nor should the State depend upon private contributions for
so necessary a work." In New York and Boston the kindergartens are incorporED
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ated in the public school system, and this will soon be the case in most of the St,ates.
!There are numerous private kindergartens in operation everywhere.
Before I report my observations relating to the instruction in other grades I will'
call attention to the inferen ces under which it is conducted. The schools I visited
in Boston, for example, made a very pleasing impression by their airy and light
architecture. This impression w::i.s not lessened after having irn?pecte"d the interior
of the buildings. Statues and mural tablets decorated the corridors, stairways, and
study halls. ·when visiting an American schoolroom, decorated with mural tablets,
photogr::i.,phs, brge charts, wall pictures, and bookcases, I found myself desiring to
become a student. According to my idea, these pleasant surroundings must pro(luc0
a very beneficial influence upon th e schoolboy. It may be said that he becomes so
used to these pictures, etc., that they n.o longer attract his attention. But why then
do we d ecorate our homes and endeavor to give them a cozy appearance? The
artistic impression produced upon the mind and soul of the children at school and
at home by these externals is by no means insignificant.
One excellent feature in the American mode of instruction seems to be the
endeavor to make it as illustrative as possible. The blackboard is much u sed, and
in tho schools I visited in Boston the walls were supplied with blackboards all the
way around the room. I ha.ve frequently observed the su.rne feature in England
(also in tho new elementary schools of Stockholm). But tho work of the school
children at the Fair showed that the pupils are taught and encoura.ged to r eproduce their ideas at an early age by means of drawings. This is especially noticeable
in the teaching of natural history and geography, and in teaching history and the
mother tongue, I have seen maps drawn and colored by pupils of ail ages, from the
first a ttempt of children 8 to 10 years old to the artistically finished production
furnished by the higher classes. It was a delight to see the charts prepared by
pupils of tho Cook County Normal School. Many of these maps, made by pupils of
the lowest grades, doubtless gave great pleasure to those who prepared them.
Grain, spices, ))ieccs of iron, charcoal, cotton balls, etc., had been used to indicate
the various products of the States or Territories. This kind of woi·k is supposed
to inspire the child with special interest and to awaken his self-activ ity. In addition to physical and geographical charts, there were oth~rs indicating the products
of the different countries; also maps and globes wit light outlines to be filled out
and completed with chalk. Excellent stereoscopic pictures were also cxllibited.
The text-books aro good. and. instrncLiv"e, especially those in geography, with their
excellent pictures and ma.ps. My attention was called to a kind of historical chart
(Linton's Historical Chart). Instead of the usually dry aml dreary aspect of
chronological wall fablets, these seem to invite the pupils to make investigations
and inquiries, and aro of groat belp in memorizing. The history of the worltl was
xepresented by pictures in chronological order upon large wall tu.blets. To illustrate
the middle of tho eighteenth century, for example, CliYo in India, Franklin with a
lightning rod, the journey of the yonthful ·washington to the French forts in North
America, etc., were represented. One can well imagine how tho interest and attention is increased in a class where such resources of instruction arc clrawn upon. It
hardly neecl to be mentionctl that exceedingly fine charts and pictures of all kinds
for instruction in history_. geography, and natural history were exibited in tbc
German section.
Another fca.tnr to ho poi11tell ont jg tho diligent application of pen and paper at
the examinations in all scl1ool studies. To bo aule to express one's self correctly,
both orally and in writin"', is considered to he a very important feature. Each pupil
is l ed in this manner t think out tho problem to be treated, and his answer will bo
moro accurate than if left ntirely to tho method of oral instrnctiou . ,vritten
an.,wcrii aro re<1nired, not only at the xamiu tions aml for promotions, but time
criods nro set apart for t i exerci e ven during ordinary lessons. In this manuer
ho l on d es not remain one iuces ant examination or recitation . 'l'he wri ten
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answers give more accurate knowledge of the conception of the teacher's oral communications and at the same time require pupils to furnish independent and individual work. Complaints are made that tho teacher's work is greatly increased by
tho necessity of correcting all these written lessons. As answer to tliis it is stated
that the teacher does not correct the work of each pupil, but certain answers are
selected ancl discussed_ before the whole class. No stress seems to be fa,id upon the
correction of each separate mistake in the written exercises. Each copy book is not
required to be treated like a proof sheet r eady for the priu ter. The exercises are the
means by which the pupil dmrelops his faculty of self-activity, the means to find out
the standpoint of the pupil ancl of the class, a mirror, as it were, iu which the teacher
secs the shortcomings or merits of his own work reflected.
It is quite natura l that these exercises shoultl have a favorable influence on the
versatility of the pupil in using the mother tongue. This brings me to the subject of
instructfon in the mother tongue in American schools. Prom the conversations I had
with teachers, from the text-books I r eu<l, and from the written exercises of the
pupils, I l earn that Americans are wiue-awakc in realizing the immeasurable impor,
tance of education in this line. I observe that children, even in the lowest class,
are given sl10rt compositions, so that they may make instant use of the little they
· have learned. It is, indeed, a great science to conduct instru ction in this manner.
Yet this science they try to develop in America. Some simple opinions are formecl
at an early age; short descriptions of a few lines on daily topics arc made, and later
these topics are discussed before the class. A letter is <licfoted, and the child itself
writes the answer to it. An advertisement is r ea,d and the pupils answer it; or arc
told to write an advertisement; for example, to recover what they pretend to have
lost. A picture is shown and the pupils state their view of the subject representecl
by the picture; or, if more advanced, they prepare au argument of what may have
happened before or after the period of the scene given. In the copy books of the
older pupils I noticed a secretary's book of minutes of a bour<l meeting, etc. The
questions of the day are diligently discussed. "The bad streets of Baltimore,"
"Compulsory education," "The Hawaiian question," '' Shoulcl the ·world's Fair be
opened on Sunday," were some of the topics treated in the composition books of
the highest classes. I am not able at present to go into further details of tllis
question, but will add th at a study of American text-books in rcganl to the native
tongue would certainly offer many suggestions to our teachers. * * *
The number of l essoro devoted to the mother tongue differs considerably, but as a
rule it seems that a great many hours are devoted to this branch, even in the higher
grades. In the Boston high school, for example, the English language is studied
during tho larger part of the year four hours a week in the two lo,ver classes, and
three hours in the two higher classes (third aml fourth year). It must be observed
that in the fourth class, which has very few regular studies, English literature takes
an important place among the optional studies, and thus l anguage receives two
hours more during the week. It is very evident that tho reading of litemture is
encournged. In the schools I visitetl each class had a separate l>ookcase, a handsome ornament in the study hall. 'fhe book collection, consisting of sel ected literature and adapted to the age of the class, is in care of the class teacher. Reference
books for the use of teachers are also found there. The subjects treated in the compositions bear witness that the books are really ·read. ",vhat I have learned from
Ruskin," "A llalf hour with ·wordsworth," and similar topics, seemed to have been
handled by preference. The pupils also acquired gren,t versatility in oral renditiou.
It was a pleasure to listen to the young girls and boys at the examinations in Boston, which, as I mentionecl before, I had an opportunity of attending. ,ve have
frequently heard of the inclependent manners of Englishmen and Americans in
public life, and I I.lad fair -opportunities of observing this fact. No matter if the
subject discussed referred to "The refraction of light," or "The structure of the
dactylic hexameter verse," or "The character of .2Eneas as exhibited in the first six
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books of the .1Eneid," or a "Secretary's report of an English recitation,'' one was
always agreeauly attracted by the free and easy manner with which the subject was
discussed, the speaker being aided by only a few notes. This universal faculty of
unaffected ancl correct expression I observed frequently at the congresses in Chicago.
Speaking of i nstri:tction in. the mother tongue recalls some observations made
while studying the German compositions of graduating students (Abiturieuten) as
seen in the German exhibit at Chicago. In our country, says Dr. Osterberg, I have
frequently heard pupils, parents, ancl teachers express their uneasiness when the
graduating compositions had to be written. This uneasiness does not originate from
a doubt of the pupil's ability to us-c the mother tongue correctly or to arrange the
compositions logically, but from fear that tho subject may be of such a nature that
the pupil is not sufficiently familiar with it. To be sure, these topics are selected
from the material which the pupil has gone over during his school years, yet a long
time may have elapsed since he heard or read anything relating to the subject, and
it m ay happen that these very points were never treated thoroughly enough to give
him any essential facts to write about. It is not easy to write when material is
wanting, hence these compositions often display loose and unsatisfactory arguments
and are wanting in style. In Germany the teacher reads off three subjects, which
h o knows the pupils to have mastered, and then a higher authority determines the
subject to be given (another topic may be selected, if necessary). In the proceedings
of the "Abiturienteu" examinations in Breslau, for example, the teacher announces
. that Goethe's" Iphigenia" has been read, and proposes the following themes: "What
ideas do the prayers of Iphigenia, addressed to the Gods, convey of her characted"
"A noble man is greatly influenced by a woman's good word. How is this proved
by Thoas f" "In what manner does Py lades show himself a special frie11d in the
hour of distressf" The :first of these was chosen. The compositions indicated
thoroughness and ease of treatment, which might be expected from thorough knowledge of the subject. In England and America the pupil sometimes knows, several
years in advance, on what authors and works or on what period in history the questions will touch. " " "
These requirements prove that studies in the native literature are promoted. I
have observed that, as a rule, the educated classes in England ~nd America have a
more thorough knowledge of their own country's authors and their work than we
find in Sweden in the same circles. Undoubtedly the interest with which libraries
and the science of collecting books and arranging libraries are fostered in America
may be one cause o-f this. Public libraries, and reading rooms connected with them,
are considered almost indispensable in every advanced American community. It is
not so well known that several schools have been founded and that departments in
colleges have been established to disseminate a knowledge of library work and to
give pupils au idea of the practical side of library questions. These schools have
organized the exchange of books and made them accessible to the public in a most
practical manner. " * "
But more is needed than the mere establishment of libraries; one should also
stimulate a desire for r eading and a taste for the pure enjoyment found in consulting good books, and I have reason to think that this will be brought about by school
instruction. The possibility of calling forth a love for reading and the literature of
the fatherland exists already in the fact that the mother tongne occupies so important a place on the school programme and in the methods employed. It mu t be
rememl r d that the programm includes a small number of studies, and that the
sr.bool does not take up all tho time of tho pupils. The :first section of the Bo ton
high-school regulations r ads: "The school hours shall be five each day, five day
a we k.' Of th se, four hour for recitation anci for study are set apart for the
ipil' individual work. Tw lve hour a week aro as ign cl for h.omo w rk.
nder
u h conditions t
pupil ha lei ·uro to take interest in a more thorough tudy of
ho m
r works of the literature of hi native country.
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A question that greatly occupies the pedagogical world of the United States is
that of the training of teachers. In a country where such numerous changes take
place among teachers, and where new schools are constantly erected in large numbers, this must be a very difficult problem. But the difficulties stand out clearly
before their eyes, and they strnggle with all their might to conquer them. Some of
the teachers are trained in the so-called normal schools; but these can not supply
the schools with the requisite number of new teachers. Most of the normal schools
seem to rank with the high schools, but the instruction is given with special consideration for the student's future occupation as a teacher, and courses in pedagogy
are given also. In this manner, however, only kindergarten, primary, and grammar
school teachers can be obtained. Teachers of the high . school, who usually pass
through a college course, or take a degree at a university, rarely have a pedagogical
training. To accomplish this, however, is the desire of America and England, where
at this moment Ji vely discussions are carried on in regard to "secondary education·"
and the training of teachers for secondary schools. This discussion was brought
about by a bill that had previously been considered in Congress. In the meantime,
and this I wish to bring chiefly before the public, the study of method in education
and instruction is encouraged in every part of the United States, and pedagogy is by
no means disdained. Some of the normal schools seem to have raised their standard
far above others, and comprise among their students persons who have even passed
a university examination. The State Normal School of Michigan, for example,
grantR degrees in pedagogy. The degrees of bachelor of pedagogy and master of
pedagogy are granted to students who, after a complete course at a normal school,
or examination for admission to a university, devo-te one or two years more to pedagogical studies and write a treatise on that subject. Several universities have
separate chairs for pedagogy. *
* That the teachers of America were well
versed in the theory of pedagogy and history could be observed at the deliberations
of the international congress. An English woman, a teacher, who during the summer took part in the congresses, mentions an utterance made by an American teacher
in one of the section meetings: "We all acknowledge a certain philosophical system underlying all education. How many English teachers," she added, "are familiar with philosophy of teaching 1" And we Swedes may well have reason to ask
the same question.
The difficulty of obtaining efficient and well-trained teachers has brought about
the natural result thaf school supervision plays an important r6le in the United.
States, especially the so-called State supervision, which is carried on by one inspector
in each State for all schools. School superintendents like Horace Mann, Henry
Barnard, and William T. Harris have had unprecedented influence on the development of the American school system. Since the years 1830 and 1840 tJ;i.ey have, as it
appears, been indefatigable in promoting the interests of education in their own and
other States, and by advice given to individual teachers, through teachers' meetings
and lecture courses, and through their valuable and extensive official reports, they
have exerted influence upon lawmaking bodies, boards, and councils.
One institution which originated in this manner is the so-called teachers' institute. * * *
In connection with these there are reading circles in which certain books are
studied by each teacher in the course of the year and then later are discussed at
stated meetings. Summer schools are also held at the normal schools previously
mentioned. " " " Even Harvard College has a summer school for teachers. These
institutes also include the courses given at Chautauqua, which are connected with
reading circles during the r emainder of the year. The Chautauqua system. has given
rise to a number of similar institutions all over the Union. As another example of
how opportunities are offered to teachers to avail themselves of the experience of
renowned colleagues, I refer to a paragraph of the school statutes in Cleveland,
accordrng to which opportunities are offered each teacher to visit other schools on
certain days.
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Especially numerous are the pedagogical societies and teachers' associations.
These frequently issue publications of their tmnsactions. There are a great, many
pedagogical journals in America ancl some of them rank very high, Tho National
Educational Association, whose proceedings are of great imp0rtn.nce, and under
whose auspices the inte;national congress was held last summer in Chica.go, issues
:mn nally a volume containing a full account of its proceedings. These farge volumes
are a veritable mine of instruction, and offer pedagogical reading matter of no mean
character. Among American ecluca,tional writings, the reports of Messrs. Mann,
Barnard, and Harris, previous1y mentioned, most assuredly take the lead, as do the
journals edited by these eminent educators. The valuable publicaLions issued by
the United States Commissioner of Education should be included.
To judge from the interest displayed in pedagogy by American teachers, by the
highest officials of schools and universities, as well as from the importance the public
bestows upon school education, and the sacrifices made in its b ehalf, one must
expect fair progress in future within the province of education . My opinion is that
a thorough investigation of the Unitetl States school system and a profound study
of the schools in operation would bring to light various instructive details worthy
of imitation.
STUDIES ON THE EDUCATIO~AL EXHIBITS AT CHICAGO.
From a rep·ort by Dr. N. G. W. LAGERSTEDT, of Stockholm, Sweden.
[Mr. L agerstedt was commissioned by the Swedish government to visit the Exposition, and was
required to make a r eport to the department of worship anu education. Ile l eft Stockholm in June,
1893, and after visiting the United States Bureau of Education proceeded to Chicago, where herema,ined
until the middle of August. Ile ga,e particular attention to the educational exhibits, took part in
the educational congresses, and visited some of the edncat-ional institntions in Illinois and Minnesota.
In his opinion, the German exhibits were tl.te most important after tho American, but other exhlbits
are mentioned . After a short notice tho author passes ou to a morn detailed and minute account of
American schools. Ile begins with a brief review of the public school system of tho United Stat;cs,
and notes ·the effect of independent management by the ,arious States, but points out the fact that
th1::rc are still certain loading features common to all schools. These features are then discussed, :mi
the schools of Columbus, Ohio, and Tacoma, Wash., taken as characteristic of certain types. 1Ie
finds that the public school system of the United States C0rresponds to the secondary schools of
Sweden, b ut is inferior to them.
Normal schools arc then considered, as is the IJreparation of teachers ail(l their ch ar acteri stic weakness in America. After a few sections dei-oted to the United States Bureau of Education, tlio powers
and fonctions of State lioards of euucation and city school boards are considered. The n ext few pages
arc devoted to American uni,crsities and colleges , to tbo high er education of wom en, and to expenuitures for education. After this general introduction he begins his study of educational questions
as follows: J

*
* ~be largest proportion of the Uuitetl States school exhibit consisted of
pupils' work. This is prob ably due to the fact that tho school chilclren of the United
States, more than with us, devote their time to work that leaves visible results-to
productive work. Tho latter iuclucles short compositions in tho mother tongue,
besides penmanship, written exercises in spelling, arithmetic, <l.rnwing-, painting,
manual work, mou.eling in clay, natural-history collections ancl other work, map
tlrawing, relief maps, kindergarten work, etc.
Tho exercises in tho mother tongue seem to mo especially note-worthy. These
begin, in Columbus, Ohio, <luring the latter pa.rt of tho first year of tho primary school
(pu1)ils of G year·). Tho chil<lren, for example, fill blanks in sentences, usiucr words
from a given list. During tho second year the pupils express their ideas, first verba11y, then in writin"', on some object or action observed. They <l.escri!Jo simple
picture , and toward tho end of tho year write short letters or repeat in writing
sul.,ject~ that ero discu scd during lcs on hour . In tho tLinl year (at first daily)
W.Littcn 01)iuiou and short compotiitions on general topics within tho comprchen ion
of ~he pupil aro rer1uire<l; then further de ·cription s of animals • 1Hl plants an.cl of
actlOn , letters of greater lenrrtb, or narrations with certain words intcrwo en. The
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regulations for the fourth year prescribe the reproduction of short stories from American history, read by the teacher; also, .descriptions of animals, plants, scenes, etc.,
narratiYes of journeys, accounts of picnics, etc., and letter writing. At times the
pupil may choose his own subject and relate things that interest him. For the fifth
year, or the first of the grammar school (pupil's age, 10 years), there are prescribed,
among other things, descriptions of current events, or of more extended trips made l>y
the pupil, and compositions on subjects foken from natural history, physiology, the
science of hygiene, or other bra:µches taught in the school, or on general topics of
interest in city and country. The compositions are furnished in rough copy, and
after correction are rewritten. This year's work includes stories from outlines, writing from memory, and original work. During the two following years, the sixth and
seventh, nothing new seems to be added ju this line. During the seventh year a
written exercise is required once a week. For the eighth year, short letters, business
accounts, short historical and biographical sketches, in accordance with given outlines. No separate courses for written work are prescribed for the several classes
. of the high school.
The foregoing courses show that these written exercises are introduced much
earlier than with us. As they are continued throughout the whole school course,
parallel with oral exercises of a similar nature, it is very evident whence proceeds
the remarka1,>le skill of American school children in writing and speaking their
mother tongue.
Furthermore, attention must be called to the practical character of the written
exercises. Letter writing occupies a prominent place, and careful attention is paid
to the common rul es of heading, closing sentences, and signature, folding of ]etters,
and addressing. Special training is observed in drawing up business letters and
similar composition work. For purposes of a more practical character wo may also
mention such as describing current events, for example, public festivals, etc.
One kind of exercise often resorted to is certainly very appropriate; it consists in
describing a picture. Such exercises are commenced at a very early stage. The
pupil is given a small col9red picture, which is pasted on paper, and then he stateB
what it represents. The following may serve as an example; 1 it was written by a
little girl 8 years of age:
"Mary and her la,mb. There are a little girl and a lamb in the picture. The lamb
is jumping through a hoop. There is a boy by the well. There are two trees; I can
just see their l eaves . There is a seat between the trees. There is a boy leaning
against an old-fashioned well. There is a bucket by the well. There is a rolling
stick on the ground. There is an old country fence. There is a house behind the
fence. I can just see the top of the house. There is a rock near the little girl's foot.
I think it is summer, because the li~tle girl has short sleeves. The little girl is
laughing at 1.he lamb."
Writing of this kind was also presented in the French educational exhibit at the
Chicago Exposition. Among written exercises of pupils many could be fouml that
were connected with drawing exercises. A plant, or a part of a plant, an animal
and certain parts of tho same, a physical apparatus, etc., were drawn, frequently
even colored, and described. Some exampl es derived from a high school in Pitts;
burg may be mentioned. A paper with the heading "Study of a crab" r epresented
this animal, with illustrations of separate parts and descriptions. A sparrow was
pictured and described in the same manner. Another exercise, "The growth of
maize," consisted of illustrations, mostly colored, and representing maize in different stages of development from the growing seed to a full-grown plant. In another
composition a fruit-bearing branch of a cherry tree was seen, illustrated and
described .. Another showed n, colored inclia-rub her leaf of natural size, with description which read as follows: "This is the leaf of an in<lia-rubber plant; the priuci1
Not being personally in possession of a copy, I have taken this from Buisson, Rapport sur
!'Instruction primaire a !'Exposition umverselle a l'hiladelphfa.
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pal parts are the blade and petiole; the margin is entire. The shape is elliptical,
the apex is acute, the base obtuse, the surface is smooth, the veins are paralleled
costal, and the texture leathery."
Sometirnes, instead of a drawing, a pressed specimen of the plant treated was
fastened on the paper. In this connection I mention that at examinations the
answers to the questions are mostly given in writing. To what an extent this is
done in different cities and places I am not able to say. This method of examination has no doubt advantages which are worth considering. The similarity of
questions addressed to all pupils will cause more correct answers; the questions are
considered more carefully; the answer is given with greater composure and caution;
a~d the result of the examination depends less on mere chance. This method is
also carried on in England to a large extent, from the lowest classes of the school to
the university and governmental examinations. My opinion is that this method of
examining deserves to be introduced in our schools to a certain extent. It certainly
woulrl be practical in the higher classes of our secondary schools in connection with
oral exercises in mathematics. The experiments which I made when an inspector at
the normal school for higher grade women teachers brought out the good feat.u rea of
this method. First and foremost, it is of great advantage in grading the certificates that there should exist a written evidence of the student's efficiency. In most
/ instances it happened that the examination agreed with my previously formed judgment in regard to the student's ability. Sometimes, indeed, a student, through the
accuracy and keenness of her answers, showed h erself worthy of a better rating than
I had hitherto awarded her. Yet I do not remember any case in which a favorable
judgment of mine, pr~viously arrived at, was ever set at naught after inspection of
the written answers. At times, of course, I became assured on one point or another
where I hitherto had been undecided informing a :final judgment. However, to permit the results of written answers to solely influence the certificates or opinions at
an examination would be entirely out of place. Oral examinations give the examiner an opportunity to see the examinee in a different light from that in a written
examination. It seems best, therefore, to have both kinds, if possible. For that
purpose one might submit questions for written answers different from those used
in the oral examination. For one pupil it may be easier to express himself orally,
while another pupil is more able to state his idea's in writing. It is no more than
just that each should be afforded an opportunity to show his ability in the best
light. It is preferable to make an examination as many sided as possible. With
this end, one might propose questions differing in nature, so as to bring out the individuality of the student in his written answers. Besides, some of the questions may
require only a brief statement of facts, others a more detailed answer; the latter,
however, without leading to a composition, which is a question that can not be
considered here.
In regard to instruction in drawing and coloring, the schools of the United States
present some features that are of great interest to us and very instructive. A. closer
study of this branch would be most profitable to a professional teacher. I will present only those sides which attracted my attention most. I have already mentioned
that a drawing le:;son is usually combined with a written composition; the pupil
must at the same time draw, perhaps color, and describe a subject. This subject is
generally taken from the study of natural science; for example, a plant, or an animal,
or a piece of phy ical apparatus, etc. The teacher tries in this manner to connect
the in truction of drawing and painting with other school branches. Some work
sent by the pupils of Grand Rapid ', lich., in colored pictures of leaves or other parts
of plants, bore the inscription: "Our aim is to aid the instruction in botany by instruction in dr wing." Instruction in the natural sciences is of course best adapted
f r ombination with that of drawing. In schools where efforts are made to combine
th e branche th pupils of the lowest grades (from 6 to 7 years of age) begin with
ih ·so <ha ~ing anl coloring exer ·i ·e . The children are supplied with p aper, color
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box, pencil, etc., and a flower, and then without further preparation they are told to
paint it. The picture which the chilcl produces is naturally very primitive, but then
all firstresnlts are crude, no matter at what kind of handiwork we make onr first trial;
in fact, the production of something defective and incomplete is a means of practice
arnl instruction that will effect better results in future. The child's skill in coloring
soon improves and surpasses the expectations of everybody. In the .Indianapolis
schools,1 and probably in various other .places, the children are kept occupied with
so-called "silent exercises" in coloring. To the picture they add in writing their
own thoughts or ideas on the subject represented. Instead of writing they express
them at times by fastening on the paper a number of loose l etters, arranged into a
sentence. For example, one child wrote under the picture of a buttercup: "Come
again buttercup, where didst thou grow little fl.owed" Another child, representing
the leaf of an apple tree, wrote: " This is the leaf of an apple tree. This leaf does
not resemble a geranium leaf, it has the form of an egg." It is easily understood
that exercises of this kind tend much more to educate and are more apt to widen the
perceptive powers, as well as to amuse a child, than if it were forced to write over
and over again the same words or short sentence_s. 2 To give an example of the. com- '
bining method of drawing and coloring with other branches of study, it may be ·
mentioned that the pupil, naturally at a more advanced stage than that just referred
to, has to color maps or characteristic landscape pictures; and that they make drawings of historical events, as the engagement between the Monitor and Merrimac.
Besides this kind of drawing and painting, however, there should be carried on,
at all times, a more methodical study of drawing. In this respect the pupil is t.o a,
large extent kept busy inventing new designs and composing decorative forms, at
first und·e r the guidance of a teacher and according to certain geometrical motives ·
or forms conventionalized from nature. As examples of s~ch forms from nature, I
saw used oak leaves and acorns, the leaf and flower of a wild rose, leaf of a vine _
branch, blossom and buds of a lilac, an ilex leaf. Some specimens of this kind displayed much taste and inventive talent and were well executed.
All this refers to the mode of teaching in the practice department of Cook County
Normal School, Chicago. This practical study occupies quite a conspicuous place on
the programme of t,he normal school.
Drawing on a blackboard is used extensively with the general lessons, and the
teacher must possess greater skill in drawing than is usµally the case with us. In
a school at Moline, Ill., near Rock Island, I saw drawings on the blackboard that
were executed with chalk by one of the teachers aml had remained on the board
from the preceding term. I can only say that they were surprisingly well done and
indicated a high degree of artistic execution.
Modeling in clay is a branch that has been introduced in more r~cent years and
has been adopted in a great many schools. In the kindergarten children are set to
work with it. They :first draw and then model some geometrical :figures, as a cube,
globe, pyramid, cylinder, cone, etc., or some other easy figur~s, as a mug, vase, etc.
In the Boston schools, where it was first introduced, this subject is taught on a different plan. A few hours' instruction of modeling in clay was every day ( except on
Saturdays) given to children during the Exposition in one of the rooms of the
Children's Building. The instruction was carried on in conformity with the Boston
plan. Guided by things I saw and heard, and by a printed paper distributed among
visitors and explaining methods, I will attempt to give a few particulars on the
subject in question. The aim of this plan is an educational one ; endeavors are
made to train the child's capacity for comprehending and reproducing forms, or, in
other words, to train his eye and hand. The models are after drawings that have
been made previously from other models or oral descriptions. The child :first forms
IJ. M. Rice, The Public School System
2 lbid., pp.126, 127.

of the United States, New York, 1893, p.106.
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a square disk of clay (about 6 inches edge and one-half inch thickness). Upon this
raised figures aro then formed by means of new l ayers of clay. The contours are
first traced on the disk and must conform with the drawing on the paper that
serves as ·a model for the work. All patterns for the :figures are based upon geometric
forms. The pupil is sometimes required to personally produce the designs from
which ho models. Pupils from 7 to 12 years old execute in this manner really difficult tasks upon the square disks mentioned. Olu.er pupils model separate leaves
and fruit forms, later animal studies, and finally, parts of the human body. In doing
this only the distances from the principal points are measured, and the contours are
drawn by eye measure. Thus the work is commenced, to the execution of which,
first ancl foremost, accuracy is requisite, and the models are of such a nature that
tho p arts can be easily measured by the pupil and later correcte<l. by him from
measurements. After the eye has been trained to judge and the hancl to reproduce
such forms correctly, some smaller mechanical designs are attempted that make a
transition to more purely artistic work.
That the collecting of natural science obj ects and other things belongs to the regular school work of pupils, at l east in some places, was shown by the exhibits.
There were, for example, in the New York State division, herl>ariums and other collections furnished by pupils; coll_ections of wood specimens, rocks, fossils, specimens
of stone and flints. From a high school in Kansas City, Mo., there was a collection
of about 300 insects, mostly large butterflies, with notes attached saying that nearly
all these specimens had been prepared in a room specially devoted to natural
science. From a normal school for women in vVisconsin physical apparatus was
exhibited that had been constru~ted by the students after a pattern which they had
themselves invented.
To judge by tho exhi°bits, the making of geographical relief maps is an ordinary
occurrence. The raised parts are formed by means of putty or a kind of pulp of
boiled paper. The base consists of a wooden plate, sometimes only of cardboard.
I wish to l ay stress upon the fact that the branches taught in the United States
schools are designed to awaken productive activity. This aim is not subordinate to
the regular l essons, but constitutes in fact tho principal part, at l east much more
than with us. Productive work is in our country included in tho school programme
also, to wit, writing, drawing, arithmetic, etc., but the larger amount of onr school
work consists in lessons lJeing read over by tho pupils and later recited at school.
Besides this, our tca~hers endeavor to inculcate the pupils with ideas; they convince
themselves that tbe pupils have a true understanding and retention of these by their
answers to queries in recitations. Our pnpils' work, therefore, is preeminently of
a receptive kind. It is evi<l.ent that tho instruction given in the United States
schools exacts a many-sided self-activity on tho part of tho pupil, by way of occupying him to snch a great extent with work which requires productive activity.
To study lessons and to comprehend and recite tho information g:iined calls forth
naturally a certain amount of self-activity, but only a one-si<lecl self-activity. It is
indeed one of tho most important problems of good instruction to tax, in a proper manner, tho pupil's Helf-activit~T, and this it seems to me is done by tho work referred to.
This work is also apt to keep the pupil's interest awake, a fact which can be easily
u~dcrstood. It is also evident that tho knowledge acquired in such occupations
will be better retained by tho memory and applied in life. To adopt various kinds
of such work iu our schools would uo most decidedly of advantage. This change
cou1<.1. 1~ot ho introdncecl without a corresponding curtailing of courses and lessons,
but this loss probably would be more than counterbalanced by the advantage gained.
The practical character of the school work in tho United States is plain. Tho aim
is to place it, as far as possible, in connection with actual life during and after
scho l. T~at thi , boweYer, by no means need imply an o,erlooking of i.be scbool s
to net Ill h serYico of ccluca.tiou is ,rnll understood from the above statement.
inallv I shall <l well upon th movement and efforts of more rocent date throughout
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tho United States in relation to "rais ing tho standard of the teachers' professional
training," and in relation to the progress of the science of pedagogy. The estfl,b- 1
lishment of chairs of p edagogy at the universities is included in the above scheme. ,
Tho :first chair of this kind in the United States was estaulishecl in 1879 at the State
University of Michigan, in Ann Arbor. Th ere is also a chair of pedagogy in Clark
University, where Dr. G. Stanley Hall performs the fnnctions of a professor of psychology and pedagogy; another in Leland Stanford .Junior University, besides one
in tho State University of Minnesota, at Minneapolis. The last-named chair was
established in 1893.
The "school of pedagogy," fonncled in the Universit,y of New York City in 1890, is
cert,ainly qu ite uniqu e in its nature. This faculty hol<.ls tho sarno position in the university as the faculties of law, medicine, and philosophy. Tho faculty of pedagogy
(it is thus desiguatetl on a pamphlet sent to me from there) is founded upon the
principle that the speci:11 training for a teacher's career shonhl be pfacecl on tho same
l evel with the training required for other p :ofcssions. Tho corps of teachers consists
of 5 members, a dean, 3 professors, and a lecturer. Tho faculty grants two degrees,
the l ower, "Master of pedttgogy" and tlle higher, "Doctor of pedagogy ." To
secure the l atter it is requisite that the candidate bo in possession of a certificate
and have hacl at l east four years' successful experience as a teacher; to ha Yo pursued
for at l east two years the studies of the higher section of tho faculty, ancl to pass
a good o:s:amination in the following :fivo subjects: (1) History of education ancl
i ns'liruction; (2) psychology and ethics; (3) pedagogy a,nd methods, including school
hygiene, etc.; (4) literature of pedagogy and esthetics; (5) the etlucational systems
of different countries, besides the writing of a scientific dissertation on pedagogy
which dispfays an independent treatment of the subject and bears witness to original
research. Tho first grnduates of the faculty of pedagogy obtained their degree as
doctors of pedagogy anc.l masters of pedagogy in 1891; in all, 26. Among tlle doctors of pedagogy who have gralluatecl hitherto there are 5 women. During the
school year 1892-93 the faculty counted about 135 students. Tlle persons who pursue these studies are principally tllose who wish to educate themselves to become
school inspectors, superintendents, professors at normal schools, etc .
A recent pedagogical movement, of which Dr. G. Stanley Hall is the originator
and leader, attracts much attention. Its aim is to make the cllild, in the interests
of education, an object of empirical study aml to base education and instruction
more than heretofore upon a true knowledge of the child's physical and psychical
nature, D:r. Hall's journal, The Pedugogical Seminary, may be regarded as the
organ of this movement . . 'l'wo volumes have thus far ueen published. With reference to articles in that journal, arnl to an article by Dr. Hall in The Forum in 1893, a
few remarks will bo added llere to point out tho work which has been accomplished
and the aims and endeavors connected with it.
It shoul<l. be understood, however, that efforts in this line are not confined to
America alone. The leading incentive of tho movement m::iy lie in the fact that Dr.
Hall is uoth a practical etlucator and a psychologist, and as such a follower of the
modern tendency, wllich, being based on psychology and tho method of the exact
sciences, endeavors to investigate tho activity of the soul. This movement originate(l in Europe, and has there its representatives in '\Vunclt, Fechner, Helmholtz,
etc . Valuable works on empirical child psychology h::ive been published in France
by Compayre and Perez; in Germany l1y Preyer. Examinations of a large number
of children in regard to their physical condition and for other purposes have been
mado repeatedly in Europe. Among otllers, I call attention to the im·estigations
ma.do in 1884, ordered by the Swedish scllool council, and which became known and
famous through the book edited by Prof. Axel Key. Questions of this kind have at
present uecn taken hold of with great zeal by the followers of the American leaders
in this question. They endeavor to accomplish cooperation among persons who
study the child from various standpoints-teachers, parents, physicians, p sycholo1
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gists. Their principal endeavor is to gain safe ground for a better education and
instruction.
Whatever-bas been clone, though, to advance this study can not be compared with
what may yet be done. "The future of the movement," Dr. Hall says, '' depends
essentially on never-ceasing, l aborious work."
·
The study of a child is very far-reaching, according to Dr. Hall's theory. He divides
it into four parts, each comprising one of four stages of development: (1) Prenatal
age; (2) the period from birth to the age of 3 or 4 years; (3) from then until 13 or
14 years; (4) from the last-named age to 20 or 24 years. Children belonging to the
third stage, or that comprising the l arger portion of the school period, have hitherto
been the principal object of study and research.
The usual mode of research consists in examining a large number of children, say
several thousand, on one and the same point or points. They are measured and
weighed, their strength is tested by means of dynamometers; their t eeth, eyes, lungs,
nose, throat, hearing, 'their sense of precision ancl speed in movements, etc., are examined under observance of every precaution to avoid error and to gain a uniformly
accurate result. If it is a question of investigating what a child knows in certain
lines much tact is required an<l. the cross-questioning is done by experienced and
competent persons who are fond of children and accustomed to their ways. One
kind of examination in vogue consists in letting a child write clown his thoughts on
some subject. The child, as h as been previously stated, obtains much drill in this
line, and even in the lowest classes commits his thoughts to paper. · The child even
attempts to draw pictures and to illustrate short narratives read to him b eforehand.
A very simple method of investigation i s one that for a number of years has been
followed by the students of Worcester Normal School, at the instance of the principal, E. H. Russel. The students are instructed not to make :fixed observations without paying the most scrupulous attention to the actions and speech of the child, and
to write down the facts obta ined in this manner. These written notes are kept and
arranged under appropriate headings, as memory, imagination, anger, imitation, etc.
At present there are more than 14,000 such notes on file. They touch upon all question::i of psychology, and the best of them are used in the instruction of this branch
at the normal school instead of a text-book. The following are examples of notes:
(1) "While I examined what the child had been writing Carrie asked my permission to take her slate home and show the writing to her mother. Immediately
following, six or seven other children asked permission to do the same."
(2) "Charlie, the child under observation, aged 5 years 8 months. One evening
several chickens had been killed, and Cbarlie was sent to one of tbe extreme rooms
to fetph a chicken that had already been plucked. After a moment's absence we
heard him scream as though he were greatly _frightened. Somebody ran out to see
what had happened to him and found him vory pale and leaning against a table; in
the open doorway stood a young, live chicken. After a long time of questioning
we finally l earned the cause of the boy's fright. He thought that the chicken be
had come to fetch had come to life again and was the one standing in the open door.
Charlie was, as a rule, not afraid of anything."
(3) 11 E. (5 years), a girl, want out into a rain storm and, without havini; a hat on,
pla ed her elf in the middle of the road. The mother: 'E., come in and do not
stand out in tbe rain.' E.: ' To; I will remain here until I am soaked, so that I may
grow and become tall. I clo not want to wear dresses any longer; I want a pair of
pant.'"
rcording to common experience, the instances recited are by no means remarkabl fact. . Tho future importance of the e annotations to educational ps chology
i hy no means sottl d yet, but without doubt they will be of some servic . 11 Thi i
no sci nee as yet, hut without experiments there is no science." 1 The gain deriverl
from the o not i in on r . p ct immediate. They have llrov ed to be of great h lp
1
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to graduating teachers. They take greater interest in each child, incliviclually,
instead of meditating too much on the pedagogical abstraction called the child.
This study of the child, as it is expressed by some people, is clone "directly for the
sake of the teachers, indirectly for the sake of the child, an<l. has the additional purpose to benefit science."
I
Some separate examinations of a large number of children and their results will
be mentioned here. Professor Bowditch has examined weight and height of 24,500
pupils fo the Boston schools. He found that until 11 or 12 years of age the boys were
taller and heavier than the girls. Later the girls begin to grow more rapidly and
within a few years they are taller and heavier than the boys. However, the latter
s0on catch up and outgrow the girls. Measurements of about 10,000 children in
Milwaukee showed that a child grows more rapidly from Ma,y to November than during the other part of the year.
By weighing more than 30,000 children it has been ascertained that children who
are intellectually developed early are heavier, and lazy children lighter, than other
children on an average would be at the same age.
Investigations regarding the eyesight of school children made in Breslau among
10,000 children and worked out by Dr. Cohn show that the nearsightedness increased
from grade ""to grade. Similar investigations by ot,her authorities show the same
results. Examinations have been made even regarding the hearing of children, and
it was proved that many children who are not thought deaf nevertheless possess a
less acute capacity of hearing, and do not, therefore, profit fully by the oral instruction. Such children are considered less talente<l, while in truth they are deaf to acertain degree. In Berlin it has been found that 25 per cent of the children examined
were more or less afflicted with deafness, and_in most cases sufficiently so as to impede.
the progress of their school work.
The examination of a number of school children in St. Petersburg showed that
more than 11 per cent suffered with headaches. Among school children in Hamburg
there were 32 per cent having more or less defective nervous systems; the percentage increased from grade to grade. A comparison of investigations in this line led
to the conclusion that more than 30 per cent of the school children in Europe have
defective nervous systems; moreover, that the percentage in the lowest classes was
almost zero in this respect, but increased to 66 per cent during the last year in a
classical high school. According to statistical information in Prussia, 289 pupils
committed suicide within the period of five years, in most instances from causes
arising in school.
The question concerning the effects of fatigue has been treated also. A decrease
in the accuracy with which school children performed their work in the morning
was observed in various grades. The decrease amounted to 33 per cent during the
day, after four or five hours of work.
Some investigations regarding a child's intellectual life should also be mentioned.
The first one ever attempted was made in Berlin in 1869, with the object of ascertaining what knowledge a child possesses of things in general. The result was that
children showed great ignorance of many things thought to be known by every _
child. Dr. G. Stanley Hall brought about a similar investigation in Boston in 1880.
A great many children, about 6 years old, who had just entered school, were interrogated as to their knowledge in various respects. The questions were put by tactful
and experienced persons, usually women teachers. I mention the following results:
14 per cent of the children had never observed the stars and did not have the least
conception of them; 35 per cent had never been in the country; 20 per cent did
not know that the milk comes from cows; 25 per cent that wooden utensils were
made of trees; 13 to 15 per cent did not know the name of the colors green, blue,
and yellow; from 13 to 18 per cent did not know what their cheek bones, forehead, and throat were. More than three-fourths of all children did not remember
to have seen any kind of seeds, trees) or vegetables in growth. The subjects asked
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after were mostly such as are treated in the first reader and discussed \fith the
chilu at the beginning of the common school course. One danger closely connected
with this may be easily recogni zed if those teaching do not sufficiently consider
how little they may expect from a child-namely, that much of what a child learns
in school remains simply a matter of memory aml empty words, instead of becoming
real know ledge.
A child's capacity of retaining in the memory numb ers of about 11ine :figures has
been proved, and also thn,t this capacity increases with age more than other faculties; besides, that it is greater with girls than with boys, and that it necessitates a
great-amount of talent in continuous and concentrated attention .
Mr. Earl Barnes, professor of pedagogy in Leland Stanfor<l. Junior University, made
an investigation concerning the religious conceptions of a child. Tho investigation
was based upon 1,091 compositions, which were written without previous preparation by pupils of different ages in the schools or California; and also upon conversations between children and mothers or teachers, as well as upon a few recollections
of oltler children. Among other things it a ppears that little children have most realistic ideas about Goel, angels, heaven, etc. God, for example, is a big blue man who
pours water out of a big bucket in order to produce rain, and who beats the skies when
it thunders. Professor Barnes advances the idea that the teaching of religion to little
children b as to be done under an anthropomorphic or realistic form. If we really
teach them, as it should be done, that Goel is a spirit, their imagination will n0vertheless give Him a human form witli human attributes. A child's imaginations are
founded largely on pictures which they sec. For this reason it is yery important
that such pictures be good and well done whenever a religious subject is treated, as,
for example, Raphael's Sistine Madonna.
Very recently a society has been founded in the United States for the purpose of
working in the interests of chil<l. study. The society's name is National Association for the Study of Children. Its establishment was determined upon at one of
the pedagogical congresses in Chicago last year. The president or chairman of the
society is Dr. G. Stanley Hall. The object of the society is "to promote, through
the organization and cooperation of its members, the scientific study of children,
among teachers living apart in different places of t:.he country, ancl among parents
or other people who purRne scientific chilcl stmly, so that they may assist each other
with advice, suggestions, and study plans, and in order that material which b elongs
to one or the other special study may come into tbe ha,ll(_
l s of persons who are specially interestetl in working up such matter." One circular distributed by tho chairman of tho society contains, among others, suggestions for formulating a general
plan for child study in its entirety. The headings of this plan are as follows: (A)
, Physical growth; (1) weighing; (2) measurement; (3) photographs, taking casts,
etc. (B) Motor tests ; (1) general researches; (2) annotations of particular movements and plays, which children can execute in the lower classes of tho school; (3)
strength; (4) promptness; (5) accuracy; (G) fatigue; (7) language. (C) Inquiries
regarding the senses . (D) Higher intellectual faculties. (E) Emotions and passions. (F) General observations (such as mcn tionctl and directed by E. H. Russell,
of the normal school in Worcester. (G) Abnormal and peculiar children . (IT) :Miscellaneous . In the circular it is advanced that observr1tions such as mentioned under
(F) may _be considereu as introductory to the whole study, and should, so to speak,
be practiced a a first stago as often as circumstances permit. These obscrva.tiou s
ar comparatively easy, while the oth~rs, on tho contrary, re<]uiro more complicated
methods or apparatu . Tho persons who devote themselves to special rescarchc
should apply tho trictest attention to the wholo plan an<l. make notes of tho kmd
la t uamed (F) .
Tho ularged knowledge of a hil<.l's pl1ysical ancl mental ·hara.ctcristics, ,,hich
mn · r ult from tho movement in que. tiou, will no doubt also influence tho school
auu O ·er ·thing belonging to it. It 1s indeed desirable that tho wholo educational
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activity, as far as possible, should be regulated in conformity with the results
obtained by means of this research work. On the other hand, the school itself offers
the very b;st opportunity to collect practical experience respecting children, :mcl to
apply and try whatever is best for th em. Dr. Hall at present entertains the scheme
of establishing a school which in every "ay shall be an ideal school. He intends to
place it in Worcester and connect it with Clark University. Efforts will be made to
make tho buildings exemplary in regard to plan, heating, lighting, ventilation, etc.
The grounds will, among other things, show what can be done within a limited space.
The writing desks, as well as other school furniture and apparatus, will be of the
best kind. Only prominent men and women teache'I's are to be appointed, wuo are
able to comprehend the best methods and to make practical use of them. The school
is to oo under the direction of men of university education, well versed in the history
of education, in pedagogy, psychology, :"tnd hygiene, besiues having a p ersonal
knowledge of the best schools in other countries. The financial condition of the
school shonlcl be such that it can in every respect use and furnish wliatever-is the
best, and make necessary changes whenever they are desirable. It is easy to understand that n, school with such characteristics will become very useful, and its benefits will probably not be restricted to America. The readiness to make sacrifices for
public purposes, nind the enthusiasm which distinguishes Americans, leave room to
· hope that tho plan of this school will not remain on paper only, but become a reality.
GETIM:AXY.

The German educational exhibit was very excellent. Grea,t pains and attention
ha.d been bestowed and largo expenditures had been made for the purpose. To judge
by the several divisions of this exhibit, which I inspected mo1'e in detail, it mnst
have been among the best of the whole World's Exposition. Whoever wished to make
a thorough study of the German educational system found here ample opportunities,
and the material had been selected with such painstaking care thn.t it _would. be
difficult to iruagine anything more appropriate for a study of this kind.
The German educational exhibit had its place in the westP-rn gallery of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, on the same side of the building that contained
the other exhibits of Germany. A portion of tho educational exhibits were placed
in a smaller gallery a1wve the first named.
·
The educational exhibit comprised the university system, higher education for
lJOys, secondary schools for girls, people's schools, with normal schools, and schools
for abnormals. In this division I paid special attention to the higher schools for boys
and girls and th e people's schools. However, I ha Ye not found it convenient to give
an account of their details . The printed catalogue and guides which were clistributecl furnish all the information that can be desired. NeverthelesR, I will hero touch
upon a few general features, and on such other items as appear to mo of interest.
The l argest part of the German school exhibit consisted of apparatus and material
of various kinds, text-books, wall maps, charts, models, instruments for the study of
physics, etc. Ono may say that the German exhibit showed, above all, what is done
for the pupils, while the United States exhibit contained that which is done by the
pupils.
An important part of the exhibit consisted of collections of various kinds of literature ; works treating of schools and educational systems; text-books for different
branches of study, and a library for school children. There was exhibited a collection of eminent German pedagogical works, partly of more general character, partly
treating of tho hi.story of education in all Germany or in separate provinces or cities,
biographies of prominent educators, etc. Then there were books containing rules
and regulations which at the present time are in force for the different kinds of
schools, educational journals and annuals, all the proceedings of the directors' conferences and the famous December conferences in Berlin, etc. Several publications
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relating to the German educational system were specially written for the exhibition,
and these, w-ith several other works, were accessible in duplicate copies to interested
visitors. Furthermore, there were collections of annual programmes from various
kinds of institutions, among these a number of programmes for secondary schools
for boys in Germany in 1892, besides a complete series of annual programmes from
1839 to 1892 from the gymnasium in Frankfort-on-the-Main. For the different
branches of instruction there were collections of the best and most commonly used
text-book;, or such as indicated certain new tendencies, besides works touching
upon the methods of teaching various subjects. A complete collection of German
readers for the people's schools was of great interest. The collection comprised 225
volumes and contained all the readers of this class up to date, beginning with F. E.
von Rochow's Der Kinderfreund, published for the first time in 1776, the first German reader for people's schools ever written. A division of the pupils' library,
designated the "Normal library for girls' secondary schools," contained 420 volumes;
another, from a people's school in Berlin, had 256 volumes, and still another library,
for normal school students, contained 560 volumes.
Of the abundant material for instruction, only the most important will be noted
here, and this was intended for instruction in natural history. Several series of
charts for this branch were exhibited. Among these, it seems to me that the wellknown zoological charts by Lehman-Leutemann (Zoologischer Atlas) occupy the
most prominent place, and would be of benefit to our own schools. Worthy of
notice were also Meinholdt's ·,, Wandbilder ftir den Unterricht in der Zoologie," which
probably contain more species than the foregoing work; also Leuckart und Nitschl's
"Zoologische Wandtafeln," besides Engleder's "Wandtafeln fiir dennaturkundlichen
Unterricht." The latter work contains a botanical and zoological division . Very
good were Niepel's "Wandbilder des niederen Thierreiches." Of charts for the anatomy of the human body, there were, besides those by Dr. Fiedler, which are more
familiar to us, some issued by Max Eschner, four in number and very much like the
former, but perhaps a little better. A pretty pictorial work is that of Jung, with
several others, newly issued, "Neue Wandtafeln ftir den Unterricht in der Naturgeschichte," 22 large charts painted on a black background, and each representing
a plant or animal type, with many analyses. As a purely botanical picture work
may be mentioned, above all, Zippel und Bollman's "Auslandische Kulturpfl.anzen,"
an excellent pictorial work, with carefully elaborated and very valuable text. In
the edition o~ exhibit the background was kept in black, while the illustrations
themselves were colored. The charts in Dodel-Ports "Anatomisch-physiologischer
Atlas der Botanik" showed very fair illustrations. The work by Lubarsch, "Wandtafeln zur Bltitenkunde," showing flower diagrams of various coloring, I consider
very valuable in the instruction of plant families.
Fine biological and zootomical preparations were exhibited by W. Haferlandt, of
Berlin. They were preserved in alcohol and kept in air-tight, square glass bottles.
As examples, I quote of the biological preparations: Common frogs (two specimens
of spawn periods), nine larvro, one younger and one older frog, besides a working
bee (eggs, larvm, chrysalides, full-grown insects). Of the zootomical preparations:
Large house rats (opened and the interior organs exposed); further, a bird, a fish, a
helix, a crawfi.sh, etc., treated in the same manner.
chool material which was not at the same time material for instruction was
spar ely represented. A kind of blackboard deserves mention. In one kind the
board itself wa made of bla ·k glass. These boards or slates are manufactured by
F. Bender, in Dussoldorf. It was easy to write on them; they are easily cleaned and
no doubt of greater durability than blackboards of wood. 'l'hr::.r surface i lusteralthough they are of glass. Another kind of blackboard was exhibited by
A. , L mcko, of Cassel. These were made of papier-ruache, long and lu terle ,
1' o pupil
ork occupied only a small space in the German exhibit, nevertheless
not ontu:oly a.b . nt. 'ome cries of copy book , drawings, manual work, etc.,
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students hold separate lectures for women. This is doubtless only a transition state,
called forth by the peculiar prudery that reigns even in the most cultivated society
of America (sec Howell's no,·els). Mrs. Crow stated that she had been confum.e(l in
her faith in the coeducation of the sexes when visiting European universities, as she
had been especially impressed with the fact that young men arc greatly in neeu of
the comradeship of women.
Another woman advocate of coeducation in uniYersities called attention to thA fact
that the mere admission of female students to an ordinary university could not be
considere(l the final solution of the question. Such a solution could only be found
in the proper arrangement of the course of study arnl in taking into consideration
tlrn influence consequent upon companionship and cooperation.
A notable woman who attracted special attention was Elizabeth Hughes, from
England, c1irectress of n, teachers' seminary at Cambridge Uniyersity. Her most
excellent thesis touched principally upon the education of teachers, both for higher
and lower schools. She helcl tho decided opinion that the acquirement of general
knowledge should be separated from the technical or professional eclncation of
teachers, which should cover at least a whole year. Let the young men. a.nd women
:first endeavor to bccomo well mlucated, ancl then let them deYote all their mental
power aml energy to the study of their special :profession as a teacher.
Miss Hug4es herself receivell a university education, and she, with Mrs. Crow,
anxiously desires an international organization for the higher edncation of women.
In 1882 tlie society of "The Collegiate Alumnm" was founded in the New ·world,
·with the twofold aim of encouraging a high standard among women students and
of making their knowledge and education productive in practical life. This society
has so high a reputation that universities and colleges consider it hoth an honor
and an advantage if their students are admitted as members . -Its exhibition in Jackson Park indicated that it h ad taken holcl of such practical problems as the so-called
'' College settlements," a kind of "people's palaces," wl)ich are e:s:clusively conductec.1 by college girls, and it has also taken up work of a more theoretical character, as, for example, the study of chil<l nature. The idea of extending this society
by means of European branch institutions seemed to meet with tho approbation of
the majority of women who had receive<! a university education, and was especially
favored by the English women.
The l)rotection of higher education against a too rnpicl extension is a. problem of
urgent importance in America. For this reason, members of tho most prominent
universities were appointed at the congress, and it fa hoped that they may find means 'for preventing m1worthy persons from obtaining tho doctor's degree.
Of more positiYe interest were the congresses :1t which tho university professors
from \Vorcester an(l California submitted tho results of their psychological e;qieriments. They, liko the women who recei,·ecl a uniYersity education , study the chihl's
early manifestations of soul life with special interest. Tho leader of this school of
young, enthusiastic men and women is Dr. G. Stanley Hall, president of Clark niversity, \Vorcestcr, Mass. This university is tho center of a recent pedagogical
movement. The normal school stuclents of the city staml in clo ·o relation to the
university, whoso professors tako pleasure in l cctminn- to the future public-school
teach rs, whilo the c willingl · collect various facts fro~ da1ly school lifo ancl submit
them to the disposal of tho learned cA·perimcntists. In nn interesting lecture at the
congrc ·s Pr ·i lent Hall expounded hi thoughts on tho relu.tions between pedagogy
au<l P ychology. "The hour lias come,' he said, "when tho Americans arc no lon · r
in n ed of th lea.ding strinrrs of the 'ermans. So much young antl frc b talent
ought to be able to r a.to omething original."
When wo con id r th re. ult of tho congress, we may say thut experiment nre
al way carried on on a broader basis in Am ric::i, than with u . In r 6 ard to ·hil
Jl ... ·b logy w hav (with n. ~ w xc ptions) during late y ar 1.J n dire t d t_o
,hutev ·r an lJ 1 med fr
reycr's ob ervations of a child. "\Vh nth Amen-
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cans take horn of a question, such as the color vision in children, ·e xaminations are
simultaneously carried on in Boston with perhaps 500 child,ren, in ·worcester with
donule that number, an<l. in California with from 5,000 to 6,000 children. Mrs. Dana
Hicks, from Boston, g:we some very interesting statistics on this subject. As a
prominent reprmientative of Prang's methodical instruction in drawing-, she put
great stress upon the importance of cultivating the child's sense of color. Several
curious facts wljre mentioned. Among others, that difference of race makes itself
conspicuous in the little child's partiality for certain colors. ·white children preferor recognize-first, yellow and reel; negro and Chinese children, usually l.llne or green.
A young professor, Mr. Ba,rnes, from the now university in Sa.u Francisco, showed a
number of quite simple drawings made by children of all ages in illustration of a
piece of poetry read to them. Just as surprising and amusing as were these drawings-reproduced upon tho wall and enlarged side by side with the originn.ls-just
so i,ngcnious and sympathetic were his interpretations of what the little ones
intended to express. In the Pedagogical Seminary and tho American ,Journal of
Psychology one can follow the proceedings and experiments carried on by that
group of men and women who gather arouncl Dr. G. Stanley Hall.
Takiug place at the same time as the congress of "Experimental psychology"
-n- as that of "Rational psychology." A strange coutrnst it made; a meeting of men
of venerable years. Their speech seemed in accordance with their age; in so far as I
conld understand, a mixture of Emerson's tr:1nscendenta1ism 1 of German philosophy,
and American theology . However, at a later meeting, I mc-t on that side a youthful
professor, a man with a powerful head, and who was evidently highly gifted, Mr.
· .Royce, from Harvard. He tried, apparently, to enter into a compromise with the
representatives of tho Roman Catholic Church. Another group of younger men
represented the "Herbarti:m school." Professor de Garmo, the author of popular
educational text-books, seems to be tho rnader of this movement, which is by no
means inferior to the above mentioned in regard to the enthusiasm and ardor with
which they endeavor to introduce their theories into practica-1 school life. Some
· dissension arose in respect to tlie practica,bility of Herbart's psychology as a founda- ·
tion of education, while harmony reigned :in regarcl to the adoption of his practical
educational ideas concerning correlation of the various branches 'taught at school.
As original writers and eloquent advocates of the latter, several teachers from
Frn,ncis W. Parker's Normal Schoo], near Chicago, made themselves heard.
Mr. Parker himself discussecl the subject "What shall be taught in the public
school i" He is known as one of the most prominent" fa<ldists." A "fad/J is something temporarily fashionable-a kin.d of epidemic-and tho taxpaying citizen places
untler that h ead all modern subjects that cost money, such as slujd-sewing included-drawing, physics, and foreign languages. 'l'hc press and a powerful · party
in the municipal council designate the introduction of such professional training as
contrary to true American theories. The German population alone, it is said, want
tho introdnction of a foreign language in the schools, and a storm of opposition is
heard in regard to expenclitures for teaching sewing and manual tr:1ining whenever
a woman is proposed as candidate for a position in the municipal council. It is
assumed that there will not bo time enough given to the poor children for acquiring
a knowlec1gc of the three useful R's (reading, 'riting aud 'rithmetic) . Probably all
this commotion is rn,ised in the interest of the tax.payers and their votes on election
day.
Ou the other siclo siland, for instance, the adherents of Prang's method of drawiug,
at present in use in Chicago. They proceed with so little consideration and make
such h1gh tlomands for certain sets of apparatus that forcible remonstrance is easily ·
understood.
Great impression was made by the lecture of Rabbi Emil Hirsch on the subject of
ma,nunl training. Ho told the Americans tho truth on this subject. Their unuoun<led
admiration for "smartness" and exclusive culture of tho intellect causes a neglect
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of both physical training and manual labor. The American press asserts quite
undisguisedly as something perfectly natural and correct that the Americans leave
the foreigners to do the manual labor, while they themselves work with the brain.
Meanwhile, in the pedagogical world, the current takes a very different trend.
This was plainly proved by the fact that the discussion on the kindergarten and its
principles played so large a r0le at the teachers' ~ongress. The many manual training exhibits, sent in by public schools, seemed to give significance to the words of
those people who maintain that the press exerts little influence in America, while, on
the contrary, the so-called "faddists" indicate greater wisdom by going on iu their
own way, with or without the assistance of the press.
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EDUCATIONAL EXHIBI'T OF THE
WORLD'S F AIR.1
By M.

EUGRAPHE KOVALEVSKY,

Delegate of the Department of Public Instruction in Russia.

The first three universal exhibitions, those of London (1851 and 1862) and of Paris
(1855), did not contain an educational department. This feature appeared for the
first time at the second Paris Exposition, in 1867, and met with considerable success.
At the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876, the department of public
instruction received due consideration, and visiting foreign instructors were enabled
to become acquainted with the American public school system. Only a limited
number of States, however, took part in it-twelve in all-and their exhibits were
far from complete.
The present Exhibition naturally could not dispense with the educational department. Americans are proud of their public school system, and resolved not to sparo
·any pains to represen,t it at the Exhibition in the most complete manner. Besides all
the· States, the different religious denominations, educational societies, publishing
firms, and even private persons, were invited to send their exhibits. The result was
an enormous number of exhibits, for the accommodation of which a space. was
assigned many times larger than that of the last exhibition.
The American exhibit occupied 175,000 square feet and the foreign exhibit 50,000
square feet. The number of exhibits in this department, judging from catalogues
and lists furnished, must have been at least 25,000 or 30,000, and as some of these
exhibits contained 100 or more different objects, the whole was a proof of the unprecedented development of the art of instruction in America, as well as in other
countries.
Considerable embarrassment was caused to those interested in educational matters
by the fact that these exhibits were placed not only in the Manufac tures and Liberal
Arts Building, but also in many other buildings.
* * The chief interest ceutered, however, in the exhibits placed in the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building.
The exhibits in the different State buildings were outside of competition.
In the American department the chief importance was given to elementa,ry instructiou. By this is understood in the United States the instruction given in the schools
for young children, kindergarten, infaut schools, primary schools, grammar schools,
aud highs hools. 2 Here belong also evening schools, special training schools, anu
normal schools of different grades, whose business it is to prepare teachers for the
differ nt kinds of school . " * *
Having made au arrang ment with L. de Dimcha, delegate of the department of
in truction from u · ·ia, under which I took charge of elementary in tru •tion, while
t. P ct r bur ,
in rror b r . Ili •h s bools m thi country ar

always clas d as "
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he took up secondary and higher education, I shall, in my report, speak principally
of the elementary side, and refer to .the other only incidentally. * · * *
He states that II the arbitrary mode of naming institutions of learnfog in the
United States must have presented a considerable obstacle to correct classification.
In absence of a normal classification :fixed by law, States, municipalities, and private
persons give their institutions names which do not correspond to the reality. In
many institutions named universities the pupils receive only secondary instruction,
while some colleges, which contain several faculties, in reality correspond to universities in the European sense of the word.
"On the other hand, there are colleges, Girard College, in Philadelphia, for instance,
which consist really of a preparatory school with some professional instruction.
'Academies' sometimes appear in their course of instruction below the public high
schools, and these last again are not at all alike. An entirely inappropriate term is
'State normal university. '
"It is evident that this variety of nallles causes a great difficulty in the correct
classification of the institutions; but whatever was done in that direction will
prove of assistance for future exhibitions."
The diagrams and statistical tables, seen in connection with the State exhibits,
"proved very useful, as they enabled the visitor to decide whether the exhibit
deserved a closer examination." * * *
The phonographs presented very original innovations. At a certain time they
were wound up, and delivered opening addresses and discourses on public instruction and sometimes-what was still more interesting-the explanations of teachers
on different subjects, their questions, and the answers of the pupils; or again, alesson in music and recitation. The State of Colorado exhibited besides a very interesting innovation, a stenographic report of class recitations.
Photography, of course, played a very important part. Besides the usual collections representing buildings and pupils, there were some instantaneous photographs
representing pupils at work in the class room. The most complete exhibit in that
line was from the State of Indiana. These photographs were very interesting; some
of them represented the pupils during gymnastic exercises. The Boston Normal
School had a series of them showing the positions of girls during the exercises. The
faces in these were veiled in order not to show the features. Drawings vied in
number and variety with photography. There were thousands of these drawings
beginning with the simplest by children of 6 or 7 years, and :finishing with ·paintings in oil and water colors.
In the first rank must be mentioned here the Industrial Art School of Philadelphia; a very high-sounding name for au institution where the pn pils of intermediate
schools come twice a, week to receive instruction in drawing, modeling, and wood
carving. This school hn.s worked out a new method in drawing which attracted
considerable attention at the Exhibition. According to the idea of Mr. J. L. Tadd,
the director. of this school, the drawing is clone by the pupils on the blackboard,
free-hand, using both hands alternately.
.
Of the Russian representatives, Prince Wolkonski and Mme. T. B. Semetchkine
pronounced in favor of the system. Mr. T. H. Gerb expressed himself as skeptical.
In my opinion the system is deserving of investigation, both from a hygienic and
educational point of view.
The manual training exhibit occupied a very considerable space. The collections
in this were of three kinds: the Swedish (slojd), the French (the system of Salicis),
and the American, which is still in a state of development.
Side by side with the manual training exhibit were placed an infinite number of
articles prepared according to the Froebel system in the kindergarten schools. Collections of models in clay rna<l.e in these latter schools aud also in the lowt.r grades
of primary schools filled the show cases of the State exhibits.
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Somo of the States did not content themselves with the above-mentioned exhibitions, ancl had arranged some exhibitions of the school children at work. In the
Illinois State exhibit were two of these, a Froebcl school ancl u:school for the blind.
In a separate l>uilding put up by the Indian Bureau wus au exhibition of the
Indian school system. Tbe pupils were living in tho building, ::incl were also preparing tteir own food there.
Among tho State exhibits those of tho older States excelled. The first place
among these must lJe accorded to Massachusetts, the city of Boston at the head,
the so-called Athens of America. * * *
Exceedingly internsting in this department were the photograplls of free public
libraries, which exist in snch nnmbcrs an.cl are so situated throughout the State
·[:Massaclrnsetts] that the whole population, almost without exception, has access to
them. · * ~· * A magnificent and extensive exhibit was presented by the State
and city of New York. *
* Not less extensive ancl complete was tho exhibition
of tho State .o f Illinois, in which is the cJty of Chicago. Besides tho exhibition of
children at their work and the model schoolroom, this department showed very rich
aml complete collections.
Tho m::mual training work was ,ery fine. The first place was occupied by tbe city
of Chicaigo) whoso exhitit s were excellent. Both of the State normal schools sent
interesting exl:.i bits.
Of tho c:x:hibitions of the Northwestern States tho best was from Minnesota. A
. number of cities an<l towns took part in i t, but the chief place belonged to St. Paul
and Minneapolis, twin cities . The general course of elementary instruction was
very complete there.
In th e exhibit of the State of Indiana fiho principal place also belonged to t,wo
cities, Indianapolis and Laporte. Tho first of these sent a beautiful collection of
photographs. In the schools of this city tho method of teaching is based as far as
possible on the immediate observation of nature.
Exceedingly interesting were two largo wall diagrams showing the distribution
of young people's reading circles and of readtng circles of teachers. In tbe St.ate
of Indiana nearly every school has a library attached, to w hich the pupils have
access. * * *
The teachers also have their specinl clnbs ancl. circles, the aim of which is principall y to discuss the In.test works on education aucl compare Yiews on the
same. * * *
Fromrennsylvania, as ono of the richest and most advanced States of the Union,
moro could have been expected. However, tbe sup eriuten\lent ball sent n very complete report of the school work and statistics of public instruction. The Yisitor
was impressed by tho grea.t number of schools in the State, 23,000.
Tho department of the State of Colorado was interesting by its exhibition of
phonographs alreacly mentioned, and the stenographic reports of school work of the
city of Denver. The English language is particularly well taught in the schools of
that State.
Tho rest of the e"xbibits were siinpler in clmracter, but full of interest.
Besides tno exhibits of kiuclergarten connected with the different State exhiui ,
this system of iustrnction had several sections exclu sively devoted to it. Tho kindergarten, a 11 r,reparatory step to tho primary school, has met with sncccs in
Am ii.ca. It attracts tho attention of tcacllers, altbongh two-tbircls of the kindergartens arc Fri vato institntions. They have not yet bccomo a part of tll system of
pnlJli in: trurtion, as is t110 en e in Fran<'e with tho so-called "mntcrual chool ,·
::ind so far .-i t only in citi s. At tho present t=mo 137 cities ancl ·everal tatcs 11:wo
n knowl lg cl their us fulno. s nncl furnish means for th ir support. Beside •ycrnl
l~cal soc~eti · thC'r was e tahlish 11 in 1 92 in tho city of 'aratog. the Iut •ruahonal Krnllcrgart 'U niou, tho aim of which is the unification of effort in thn
·)f

dire ·tiou.
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The different show cases in this department belonged to the Kindergarten College
of the city of Chicago. The work of the pupils was systematically and beautifully
displayed in the show cases. In the :first division of the school, children of 2½ to Q.½
years attend; in the preparatory depa,rtment, children from 5½ to 6 years; and in the
elementary department, children from 6 to 7 years; in the industrial classes, children
arc faught from 6 to 14 years of age. The house of Pestalozzi-Froebel presented
tlle kindergarten system in Hs most complete and purest form. Close to the house
was a large garden with all tho necessary complementary arrangements. For the
training of instructors in these schools there is a kindergarten college in tho city of
Cl:.icago. The course in it embraces three years-the studies are theoretical and
practical.
For technical education we shall point to a group of institutions called normal
training schools. Two schools of the city of Chicago took pa:!.'t in the exhibitionone for beginners, the other a professional school; also technical schools of the following cities: St. Louis, Toledo, Baltimore, Cincinnati, and New York. Near by was
the exhibition of the Jewish school of Baron Hirsch, also from New York.
}'or an exposition like the Columbian this is a very meager presentation of technical education, particularly for a country where te-chnical knowledge stands so high.
However, Americans do not deceive themselves on the subject and confess that technical e<lucation is not as general with them as it ought to be.
Tverskoi, the author of Letters from America, s1>eaks of a justice of the peace
who, having sentenced a young offender to the reformatory, congratulated him on
the happy prospect for him of acquiring a trade, which, owing to the lack of insti-ttltions of that kind, did not fall to the lot of many.
From the present short review of the exhibition we shall have to exclude. the
institutions for the blind, for the deaf and dumbJ and for the feeble minded;" also
the schools for the colored race, and the scllool of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, whose work is deserving of particular attention.
The department of school appliancesJ text-books, and school material was located
in the northern part of the building. The exhibit of books for school use was very
large. .,. * · * Besides the International Educational Series, Appleton has published
many volumes of compilations on similar subjects. Other firms pay principal attention to text-books, which, being in great demand, prove very profitable. There is a
great variety in the quality of text-books. Some of the poor, out-of-the-way sch9ols,
consit,ting of one classJ use only small editions printed on cheap paper, while the rich
city schools of such centers as New York or Boston and St. Louis use very handsome editions. This variety, however, has its inconveniences, aml lately there has
been a tendency to centralization in that line.
'\Ve made a collection of text-books used in the primary schools which can give
an idea of the character arnl distinctive features of the books used for instruction in
American schools. It has been forwarded to the educational library of the department of public instruction in Russia.
In the exhibit of the Uuitecl States-Bureau of Education a model library of 5,000
volumes was arranged. Reports and statistical tal>les were displayed; also photographs of school l>uildings. A separate show case was devoted to the schools of
Alaska.
The model libra:ry was selected by a special commission of experts from the American Library Association. It consisted of 5,000 of the most suitable books, in tho
opinion of the experts, for a city public library. The pul>lishers' prices of the books,
without reduction, amounted to $12,000. All these books were entered in a special
catalogue of 300 pages.
Those interested in the formation of a library were especially attracted to this
exhibit, as all the most modern inventions for the cataloguing, :finding, and preservation of books aml pamphlets were made use of. At the close of the Exposition
this library will be sent to Washington to be placed in the Bureau of Education.
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Professor Rice, who was commissioned by The Forum to make a study of the school
work of the country, characterized the :first impression of his visit by the very
expressive word "chaos." Doubtless there is a great difference in the mode of
instruction, programmes, and results achieved by the different primary schools. At
the same time they also have a great deal in common; essentially the same American spirit animates· them all. There is also a constant tendency toward a unification
of the methods of instruction.
Of the three fundamental principles on which the work of public instruction is
agitated in western Europe, namely, compulsory attendance, free instruction, ·and
neutrality in regard to religion, the two last are acknowledged in all the States
of the Union. " * * Gradually, but not without a severe struggle, the people
came to the conviction that elementary education must be accessible to all, to the
poor as well as the rich. A decidedly new cleparture in this direction was taken in
1837 under the leadership of Horace Mann, the well-known worker in the educational :field. The free school system is at present :firmly established in the States of
the Union. * * * The second in importance is the nonsectarian char'acter of the
schools, which is acknowledged by all the States. A great many different denominations and sects exist in the Union, and in the absence of a state religion, and in
the presence of a complete separation of church and state, it is natural that the
schools should exclude from their programme dogmatic theology. The c_hildren of
the different denominations receive religious instruction from their spiritual instructors in the so-called Sunday schools. In the public schools the duties of the te~cher
are to set their pupils a good example in morality and good conduct. - In some
States the custom of reading the Bible in the schools is still kept up, but without
anY. special comment being made.
The third principle, compulsory attendance, is so far in force only in 27 States;
the others are on the way to its introduction. Since 1886 this tendency has been
increasing. :Free admission of all children to the schools exists in principle in the
Northern, Eastern, and Western States. All the children of a certain district or town
have a right to attend the same school, without distinction of sex, condition, or race.
In the 16 Southern States separate schools are established for the negroes. In practice
the children of colored races attend separate schools in the other States also. This
is principally the case in the primary grades; in the higher grades this distinction
is not made.
A very characteristic trait of American schools is the coeducation of the sexes and
the similarity of the education of girls to that of boys in all branches. Coeducation is in practice now in the whole country, with the exception of a few large cities.
The girls study with the boys, not only in the elementary schools, but also in the
secondary schools and in the universities. The results, accoruing to the unanimous
testimony of American instructors, are very satisfactory. The young people are gentle in their behavior in class; the girls work more diligently in trying to emulate
their companions. There are no shortened programmes or simplified text-books for
girls; they are working with the boys on an equal footing and frequently surpass
them in the progress made.
* *
In the sphere of State legislation a tendency toward unification and centralization
is noticeable. At the head of the school work of each State stands (1) the State
board of ducation, (2) county boards of education (3) city boards of education, (4)
district school boards. \Vith the committee of the fir t three orders are superintend nts, who e duty it is to inspect the school and the chool work. " * *
In view of th great importance given to school hygiene in recent years, it is th o
d_uty of in pcctors to see that all the rules are complied with in regarcl to vaccination, the ~rc_vention of tho preacl of contagion. di eases, heating and v ut1latiou
f th hu1lclmg. etc. Th number of supervising officers in this branch in tho
nit •d at s 1s 2,694.
-i,
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In the puLlic press and in the reports of the Commissioner of Education it is constantly pointed out that this work has not yet at taincu its proper proportion. The
opposition to it comes from the local school committees, but the tendency is to
increase it. The school committees of large cities rival frequently in influence the
State committees. They are generally quite independent and m erely send their statistical reports to the State superintendent. In the schools of the far West, situatecl
on the prairies or in mountainous districts, the teachers manifest great independence
in their school work, in teaching as well as in the government of the schools. But
it is different in the older States. There the school boards define very carefully how
and what shall be taught during the year. The regulations to this effect form whole
volumes-a schoolroom guide, where teachers can find full instructions for action in
every possible contingency. These regulations for the duties of teachers are not
made from a desire to narrow down their liberty of action, which would be contrary
to the American spirit, bnt in view of a practical necessity.
Owing to the conditions of American life, teachers do not remain long in their
places. Buisson, in his valuable work on American schools, mentions the State of
Kansas, where one-third of the teachers are changed annually; in the Ne.w England
States it is one-fifth. The certificates presented by tbe candidates for teaching
testify to their knowledge of subjects taught, not to their ability to conduct a class;
consequently in some of these regulations furnished to young teachers innovations
are expressly forbidd en, as they would lead only to a loss ,of valuable time, The
committee makes a written contract with ~he teacher in which all the duties of
the latter are enumerated. At the encl of the year the teachers have to present to
the superintendent a full report on the condition of the schools intrusted to them.
For the preparation of teachers there are special institutions-normal schools-in
which the course lasts from two to four years. For negro teachers there exist special
normal schools and educational institutions to the number of 40. One-third of them
are supported by r eligious and educational societies. Graduates of normal schools
clo· not form a large percentage of teachers.
Per cent.

For Maine . ____ ... ___ .. _. __ .. _.. _. __ . __ . _.. ____ . __ . _.. ____ .. ____ . __ . ____ ... ___ . 28
For.New Ha1npshire __ ... ____ . __ . __ .... __ . ___ . ___ . _. _____ . _____ . ____ • ____ .. ____ 17
For Connecticut __ ....... ____ . __ .. __ .... __________ .... _____ . ___ .. __ .. ____ . _. __ . 42
And only in the small State of Rhode Island it amounts to 70 per cent.
The female teachers outnumber the males. In the Froebel schools they reign
supreme, and predominate also in the orie-class schools, in the elementary and
intermediate schools. * * * Evidently th~ passing of elementary instruction
into the hands of women exdusively is only a question of time in the United
States. * * *
In the programme of study for the different elementary ·schools there is grea.t
variety. American elementary schools are divided into two large groups, the graded
and ungraded schools. The ungraded schools consist of one class with one t eacher.
Their principal aim is to t each those attending them "the three R's" : Reading, writing, arithmetic. As soon as there is an opportunity these schools are converted into
graded schools. The graded schools, as already stated, are of three kinds, prima:r:y,
intermediate or grammar, and high school s. The course in these extends from five
to six or eight years. * * *
The English l anguage is nnconditionally compulsory in the public schools of the
United States, even where the majority of the population speak a different language.
The American schools have a very difficult task to perform. They have to train _
children to become citizens capable of taking part in public affairsfrom such diverse
material as the native Yankees, the negroes, the Indians, and the foreign immigrants, consisting of Germans, Irish, French, Italians, Swedes, Norwegians, Poles,
Russians, and Danes. All these persons could not take part in the affairs of the
country unless they were familiar with its language, for which reason the schools
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pay particular attention to this instr ucti on. The nnml>er of schools and pupils is
very great, and <luring the last decade great progress has been noticed in this clirec. tion. * * *
Private denomin ational elementary schools are of little importance. Of the whole
. number of pupils only 9 p er cent attend them. The remain ing 91 per cent attend
the public schools. *
*
The high avera.go cost of school buildings in the United States is due to the fact
that they are pnt up now in th e most modern stJ' lc. They arc remarkable for the
comfort and :fitness in their arrangement of class rooms as well as for handsome
architecture. Many of the schools contain large halls for gymnastic and other exercl.ses and meetings, wor1rnhops for manual training, libraries, and physical and
chemical laboratories. In contrast t o these city schools, the country schools ha,Ye frequently ,ery poor
accommuclations. I n the mountain districts ancl on the prairies the common log
sciloolhouse is still met with.· The majority of these schools 1.iave frame buildings.
These last are a special American invention. Externally they resemble pretty cottages; they do not cost much, and are furnished complete from the manufactory.
· But they have tlleir disadvantages; in the winter they are cold, in the summer very
warm, and when the ~viml blows high they are turned over like card houses. 1 The
reports tbat cyclones h ave carried off whole villages are not fables. I myself hacl a
cbanco of seeing a little Yillage destroyed by the wind. Tho inhabitants had
encamped around the spot ancl seemed not to grieve much n, bout what hac.l happened.
Somo of the houses, among them the schoolhouse, which had been lying on its side,
were propped up, and the people were rebuilding the other houses.
The division of gymnastic apparatus was especially examined by T. Tv. Guerd, who
purchased at the Exposition some portions of the apparatus which seemed to him
particularly new and interesting. Such gymnastic apparatus a,s was purchased was
forwarded to the educational museum connected with the military institutions iu
St. Petersburg, where it can be seen by those interested in the subject. · Besides the
section of gymnastic apparatus, a Yery extensive collective exhibition of the so-called
North American Tnrn-Vcrein ,,as deserving of attention.
These gymnastic associations, judging from the pamphlets at the Exposition, have
for iheir aim the physical development of children, youths, and grown persons;
b esides, they are trying to improve the mental development of their members by
instituting reading circles aud clulJs where debates are carried on and pamphlets
and books pul>li shecl. The leaders in this movement assort that gymnastic exercises,
1nacticed in circles and iu schools, tend to form a nation of good soldiers in case of
need, and in the meantime develop in the young courage, independence, presence of
mind, and cheerfulness. " " "
The collective exhibit of commercial schools n.ttracted tho attention of specialists
aml merchants. Commercial education in America presents peculiar characteristics suitecl to the local needs and circumstances of tho great transatlantic Republic. * * " These olkges, or schools, very w 11 suppl y the demand for trained
l)ookk epcrs, stenographers, and typewriters, and are a greu,t convenience to canclic1at s for these positions.
t the niversal Exposition in Paris in 1889 the Catholic clergy declined to take
part, th r laiions of tho clerical p ower and tho Republic were strained, anc1 in the
l: rcnch cdncationn.l c1epartmcnt i.l.ie public school rei1Tnecl supreme. It was con·ludecl to mak np for this omission at the olumbian Exposition .
•\ccordin,,. to th i< •n. of 'ardinal 'ihbons, of Baltimore, there were to be coll · t <1 for the Exposition ·hibit of atholic F..chools of the whole worl1, and the
arranrr mcnt was to he as interesting an<l _·tensive a possible, in order to pre ent
to th public th rcsnl s of th labors of tho Catholic clergy in the field of popular
Qnln"' from tho particular ca. o narrakcl in tho clo. ing portion of tho parn~r. 1ih to the
lh author hn allowed too fr· play to th imagination.-Ev.
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instruction, and thus to advocate tho iLlca of parish schools. To the appeal of the
Cardinal tho majority of Catholic schools of Amonca and some institutions of
:France, Spain, and England responded. Tho exhibits from these countries formed
togetlier a collective exhibition which occupied tho cnormons space of 29,000 square
feet. There wcro takin g part i11 it 12 brotherhoods of Benedictines, Capuchins,
Jesuits, and the order of Christian Brothers; 37 sisterhoods, of 'Yhich we noticed
tho Sisters of Notre Dame, the Sisters of Mercy, the Sisters of the, Poor in Christ,
etc. * * *
Of the European institutions there wero represented at the exhibition 68 from
France, 5 from Spain, and 2 from England.
There was plenty of material for inspection, even an e:s:cess of it. Most pronlinent were fomale handiwork and drawings. The Christian Btothers exhibited. in
their American schools tho work of pupils in the English la11guagc of very good
quality, also in composition. In tho diocese of Kentucky Sollie -water colors were
prominent; in woodwork a carved altar of very fine execution, tho work of the
pupils of St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum, iu Columbus, Ohio.
In looking over the lH'ogrammo of study in the parish schools of the diocese of
Philadelphia I noticed that in the grammar grade schools the geographies only mentioned, in regard to Russia, that the River Volga flo;vod there and that there were
three cities, St. Petersburg, Moscow, aml Odessa.
The schools for deaf-mutes of St. Etienne, Bes::trn;on, Bourg, and Bienne exhibited
. appliances for the instruction of their pnpils, with illustr:1tions of the position of the
lips in pronouncing tho letters. In the commercial department of the schools of
Havre a small museum was established, where all imported pro.d ucts were exhibited
as an assistance in the stndy of commercial geography and natural science.
In some of the French schools the study of stenography was introduced as an innovation, which is of great practical importance at present. In examining the albums
a.ml collections in this department I was more than once surpriscu. to fincT that tho
character of the subjects was throughout connected "TI'ith the church. The drawings
were copies of images and church frescos; architectural work wv.s devoted to church
edifices; even cabinetmaking an(l the ironwork had a church character. Such
specialization can hardly prove desirable, in view of tho small industrial importance
of such work. Taken in ge11eral, this department showed that the Catholic clergy
was working very energetically in the :field of public instruction.
{
· The department of the di:ffe-rent Protestant churches ::mcl religious associations pre-·
B611ted a mass of facts in regard to their activity in public instruction. The first
place must be assigned hero to tho section of the Congregationalists. * * *
,.:~
.. Tho Methodists h a,·e foundetl 10 religious seminaries, theological faculties at some
universities, 45 malo and female colleges, aml 61 classical scmjnaries; tho Baptists,
34 colleges, 7 theological institutions, and GO academics, principally in the Southern States; tho United Brethren in Christ, 2 univers1ties, 9 colleges, G academies, ::mcl
1 male seminary; the Disciples of Christ, 5,756 Sunday schools. In this department
was also the exhibit of a, very attmctivo associn.ti011, called the Young Men's Chris-'
tian Association. Branches of this association exist in many counhics of Enrnpe, 1
Asia, ancl Africa, and :i.n the ii:;lands of the Pacific. In Russia. (prolrnbly in Finland
and tho Baltic provinces) there are 9 of them. Tho association exercises n.n extensive'.
and ben eficial influence, and its activity has the sympathy of tho people.
The Jews had two exhibits, the professional institutions of Baron Hirsch and the
collective exhibition of the Alliance Israelite Universelle. Tno schools of this association did not present a denominational character. Their aims :ire purely ecluca- 1,
tional, ancl they try to avoid the narrow spirit of cxclnsivcncss. It has nearly 40,000
members. Uhas taken up tho difficult task of assisting the moral ancl intellectual
development of tho Jews, of encouraging the acquirement of professions and trades,
of struggling agn.inst their ignorance :rnd faults, frequently the result of ill-founued
prejudices, ancl of assistin g as much as possil>le in their emancipation in those conn-
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tries where they do not enjoy full civil and religious liberty. This association, working outside of political and religious questions, directs its activity, according to a
circular published, principally to the work of education, and has established schools
founded on the modern demands of education, in place of the old Talmud Toro's
school, which is of a sectarian character. These schools have been established in
Turkey, Bulgari::t, and on the sh.ores of the Mediterranean in Asia Minor and Africa.
The show cases at the Exposition were :filled with a quantity of articles; the exhibits
of agricultural institutions excited special interest, as they proved that with proper
education the young Jews w ere capable of taking an interest in agriculture, for
which in Russia they generally show an aversion.
In the same proportion as the exhibit of the Unitecl States was extensive, manysidec1, and interesting, the exhibit of foreign countries was modest and incomplete,
with the exception of, perhaps, Germany, Russia, and France. This is quite natural. Those who come to an exhibition generally come with the intention of studying the local educational system, caring comparatively little for the education of
foreign countries, which is already known to them. The school, and particularly
the primary school, is so intimately connected with the conditions and customs of
the country to which it belongs that it is necessary for tho proper understanding of
it to know something of the country itself, of its inhabitants, and to be able to visit
personally some of its institutions. Since exhibitions have become so frequent,
pupils and teachers would be losing valuable time in preparing for them. In the
case of one's own exposition this is different, for it appears to those in charge of
public instruction similar to a general examination with the whole nation for its
audience.
Of the European countries, Russia, France, Germany, and England had arranged
fa,irly good exhibitions, The first place must doubtless be awarded to Germany for
the fullness, variety, and interest of its exhibit. The external fa~ade of the building. was .very handsome. There were over 500 exhibits sent, representing primary
schools, intermediate schools, universities, special institutions of all kinds, and tbe
German department of public instruction. A very large collection of text-books,
books, .atlases, globes, wall maps, and other school appliances, work of pupils, and
photographs completed the exhibit.
The second place belonged to the Russian school exhibit, which occupied five
rooms. In the first room was the exhibit of the educational museum-a complete collection of school appliances, text-books, different editions, etc., all very tastefully
and cleverly arranged by the distinguished educator, T. Tv. Guerd. Next came
the room with the exhibit of the department of communication (roads), and the
room containing private exhibits, conspicuous among which was a beautiful show
case from the cartographical establishment of llliine; a copy of the book of Mme.
Altchevski, What the People Should Read; the section of the association for the
extension of tho Holy Scriptures, tho calculating machine of Oder, the univerl:!al
school bench of Professor Brandt, of the University of Charkoff, and the exhibits of
tho Technical Institute of St. Petersburg, etc. To the left of the second corridor
wern arranged two alcoves; one was occupied by the exhibit of the Central School
of Technical Drawing of Baron Stieglitz, the other by that of the School of Drawjug of the ociety for the Encouragement of Fine Art.
ppo ite to these was a l argo room devoted to the institut.ions of the Empre s
Iarie. Thi d partment wa in tho care of Mme. Semetchkme, who is well known
in .A.mericn. and who was at tho Exposition in Philadelphia. The handiwork of
e1mdoff Asylum for ,vorking People in
women attracted g u ral attention. Th
t.
t r lrnrg ha on exl1i1Jitiou a present int n<led for the President of the United
·tat·. , a handsome scarf of reel ·a.tin mbroidered after an antique Russian desi ,n
of ~h tbirt nth century. •or th wife of the President was a large sachet, on
'' 11H·h was 1·1:pr nt cl tho arrival of h st amer Leo with .A.me1ican c reals in the
.un ot 1m t Y ur of our famiu . Th m jority of the exlnbit of the department of
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the Empress Marie were presented to the Americans as an acknowledgment of their
1
fraternal assistance. Next came the room of the dep artment of public instruction,
the exhibit of which was very complete. The exhibit of the school district of the
Caucasus was very complete and interesting. Here also were the publications of
the imperial commission for the introduction of reading among the people.
France occupied three rooms :filled with cases in which were displayed text-books,
other school books, and the work of pupils. Of these last must be noticed the so-called
''cahiers de roulement," in which each pupil in turn writes his school task. A book
jg received in which all the pupils of the class have taken part, and which gives the
inspector a clear idea of the condition of the class and serves as a great stimulus to
the pupils for carrying on their tasks in an earnest manner. Next to the room of
the department of public instruction was the exhibition of the well-known Paris
school "Ecole des Arts et Metiers."
In the English division of the exhibition in the Manufactures Building was the
exhibit of the city of London, of the science and art department which bad sent
the work of pupils, and of the University of Oxford, demonstrating the system of
university extension. This system is known in Russia through the works o{ the
Moscow professor, T. T. Yanjul.
In the Woman's Building, Great Britain presented many interesting things _in
regard to female education, principally the higher eclucation; in primary education
there was very little to be seen in this building. Very interesting and convincing
was an exhibitiqn of card photographs of the babies of some ladies who had received
a degree in the English universities. The object of these cards was to show that
study did not unfit women to be mothers. The proof was very striking, for the
babies looked so well, so fat, and so full of life that it was a pleasure to see them,
and the mothers by their side in their professors' caps had reason to be proud of
them.
The attention of foreign educators and representatives of learning centered, afte:r
the United States, principally on the other American countries and colonies. The
exhibitions of the two countries adjacent to the United States, Canada aml Mexico,
although placed side by side, were very dissimilar. Tho race characteristics of each
were immediately apparent. The e;hibits of Canada occupied several rooms. There
were sections of public instruction in the different provinces, which are perfectly
independent of each other in this respect; there were those of Catholic and Protest- ·
ant schools, and those of private firms and individuals.
Among the provincial exhibitions the most interesting was that of the Province
of Ontario. The department of public instruction of this Province had published
for the exhibition a very excel11mt book, The Educational System of the Province of
Ontario.
In Mexico public instruction has advanced considerably of l ate years, but the
percentage of students is still only 4.7. In theory, education is considered free and
compulsory, but in practice, particularly in the less populous States where the
Indians predominate, compulsory attendance can not be enforced yet. Coeducation
is found only in exceptional cases. The civilized Indians are taught with the whites.
For those not yet civilized special schools are established, where the teachers are
young Indians, taken from the same tribe and trained in institutions for teachers.
There are in Mexico 2,878 Government schools for boys, and 1,079 for girls; mixed
schools, 327; municipal schools for boys, 3,176, and 1,056 for girls; mixed, 503.
Total, 9,039.
There are ~chools for the training of male teachers, and one in the City of Mexico
for the trammg of female teachers. Besides these, there are in the country 2 ag:cicultural colleges, 1 commercial college, and 3 technical schools for pupils of both sexes.
Side by side with the public schools there flourish also a considerable number of
private schools, principally under the direction of the Catholic clergy .
. .Among the countries of Routh America let us consider in passing. the little Republic of Uruguay, which has given a good example of energy and perseverance in the
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work of public instruction. Until 1877, when the law for general education was
:first passed there, the schools wero in a very low state. There were only 412 schools
in tho whole country, and these fm'ni shed a limited amount of instruction. In 1891,
the date of l atest statistics, tho number of schools had more than doubled, and. the
number of pupils was more than three times as great. Education was made free
ancl compulsory; for the training of t eachers of both sexes there were -two seminaries ; tho t eachers were twice assern bled in educational congress; for tho study of
tho latest subjects of investigation specialists were sent to Europe ; an educational
museum was estahli shod at the capital. The instruction in the schools is according
to the latest demands in education. 'fhe school buildings are improved and well supplied; many have libraries attached to them. The number of pupils to each teacher
is p6, which is not excessive. Tho country has oue kindergarten and an industrial
school. By tho side of the public schools there are also private institutions.
In each department (the Government subdivisions of the country) is organized a
committee of public instruction, the members of which serve without pay and each
division has an inspector. The Government spenus annually one-ninth of its income
for public instruction; the price of the education of each pupil amounts to $13.27.
AH a result of theso efforts there is n, great improvement in primary instruction. In
the words of tho r eport, " j El caracter de la cnseuanza es educativo, racional, apropiaclo, rigorosamente gtadual, y por lo tanto, progresivo, integro, armonio, vivo,
agra<l.able y, sobre toda, practico {i, fin de que clicha e11se'ilanza repose sobre bases
solides ! "
To a Northerner this excessive enthusiasm and delight may appear na'ive, but when
the object of it is the education of tho people we must respect it. Every country
cou.lll b e and ought to l>e proud of a similar success . The l)eoplc of Uruguay must
havo remembered the words of the late President Garfield, that "Good schools are
less expensive than revolutions."
· It would take too long to examine the other American countries, p articularly since
only a few of t,h em (Brazil, Jamaica) had school exhibits; for this reason we shall
content ourselves with the following statistica-1 table:
Countries.

Popubtion.
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4. 036, 492
1,192,162
14,002,335
4,829,411
2,766,747
3,878, 600
238,782
1,521, G84
:J., 271,861
1,452, C03
28!, 887
25, 796
060, 000
431, 917
31,471
639,491
3U, 462
11,632.024
400,000
320,045
2,700,045
806, 70
777,805
OJO, 000
55, 068
2J8, 030
62,622, 250
17,410,545
8, 837, !120
22, 362,279
10, Oi2, 9:J
3,027,613
706, 524
2,285,054

Pupils.
270,983
27,764
305, 193
098, 823
122, 664
03, 187
17,500
50, 000
58, ao8
57, 380
27, 884
1,678
10, 000
23,000
2, 450
75, 680
18, 073
513, 977
11 , 914
25,694
71,435

Per cent.
6.8
2. 3
2. 2
20. 8
4.4
2.4
7.3
3.3
4. 6
4. 0
9.8
6. 4
1. 0
5.3
8.0
11.8
5. 5
4. 'j
3. 0
.0
2. 0

..i"7
1. 6
10.0
9. '
23.3
21.2
21, 5
2j
.0
19. 0
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The only province from Australia to take part in this department of the Exbiuition was New South ·wales . In the whole of Australia the J?-Umber of students in
the different institutions is 256,151, or 22 per cent of the population. The expenses
of school education for ca.ch pupil n,mounts to $18.65, which is n veTy high figure.
Arnono· the Asiatic countries the exhibition of Jn,pan was most inter esting. The
moYcme;t for _better school organization began there comparatively fate in 1872.
The laws governing the present school system date from the year 1886. Owing fo
their natural power of imitation the Japanese h:we taken the European school system, and, after makin g some slight alterations in it, present it as a national one.
The education is compulsory; it is nonsectarian aml free, although tho cllildren of
the rich pu,y a certain sum on entering tho school. The number of pupils is considerable. The small number of girls in comparison with that of boys (less than onethird) shows that the principlo of female education has not as yet taken root in
Japan. Tho cxpen<l.itures for public instruction reach the snm of $9,000,000, of
which 80 per cent is spent on primary eduMtion.
Of tho other countries in Asia the Island of Ceylon had a separate building whero
very interesting ethnological collections were exhibited. In public instruction the
exhibits were very fow, although the cause of education is beginning to develop in
this colony. To the north of Ceylon is the great Iudin.n Empire. Here the work of
education is still weaker, although on the whole it is making progress.
From Africa, Egypt took part in tho Exhibition. The exhibits there were not
large but interesting. In the city primary schools lJoth English and French n.rc
tau ght. English language is used in 2,237 schools, tho French in 2,840 schools.
Jn conclusion we must notice the cxhi'bitions of some associations not directly
connected with the work of education but whoso activity _is of a humanitarian
character.
·
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children and t.he Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals were fairly well represented.
An interesting exhibit was that of the Society of the Friends of Peace, which
counts several millions of members and advocates peace, fraternity of nations, aml
the establishment of international courts of arbitration, arnl which is gaining so
many adherents. Until the present time there have been seyenty-fivc cases of arl>itration between tho people of Europe, Asia, antl America, which have resulted in a
peaceful solution of the difficulties. In 1890 all tho States of America had au.opted
the principle of arbitration. Tho Peace Society of the last international congress
expressed the wish to have this principle introduced in tlle study of history and to
have the cult of war diminished.
The American Bible Society occupied considerable space. Tho extensive and energetic WOTk of this society is known tllc world over. Its eclitions are printed in thirtyt,v:o langnages, and the Bible published by this society can be found. in tho remotest
parts of Siberia, as well as in t he extreme north of Canada, in the center of Africa,
and in tho torrid parts of Asia.
Lastly, the exhibit of tho National Temperance Union showed that the yearly
amount spent by the population of the Unite(l States for spirituous liquors, tobacco,
and stimulants exceeded the expenses for bread, meat, clothing, education, or religion .
·with this we shall conclude our brief report on tho educational department of the
Universal Exhibition in tho city of Chicago. This department was, on the whole,
extensive, many-sided, and interesting, and. embraced every possible kind of irn,titution of learning. The grouping of the exhibits, tho introduction of phonographs,
tho practical c:s.hibitiou of school children n.t work, tho model school build.iug, the
large part taken in tbe Exhibition by tho clergy and by various associations formed
its chief characteristics. *
* The departments of foreign countries, particularl y of new countries, "testifted to the fact that the organization and proper
maintenance of public instruction forms at the present time one of the chief cares
of a goverument, and. that the fundamental principles of gratuitous public instruc-1(-
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tion, compulsory attendance, 2.ncl the proper training of teachers are genera.Uy
acknowledged."
Collectively the exhibit of American schools "presented overpowering matefial.
It showed how broad and deep was the spread of public instruction in the-United
Stntes. Granted that it is not yet firmly established, that there are sometimes inexperienced teachers, and as yet many a flaw in the school laws, yet its general tendency is such a,s to make one forget these shortcomings."
Americans have reached the conviction that the "ignorance of the people is a.
shame to the country and its greatest misfortune. They are trying by all the means
in their power to dispel the darkness of ignorance, and, notwithstanding great
obstacles and the constant influx of immigrants, they are attaining these ends."
* * * It is true that their general school system "presents much patchwork and
want of harmony, but in the present feverish state of American life there is no time
to wait; the accessible must be made use of. The r esult shows us thousands of schools
spread over the country where millions of children are taught, and the spread of
knowledge among the population greater than anywhere else."
The Exposition itself is the "best proof of it. Only an independent, wealthy,
ancl educated people would create such an Exposition, and only an educated and
thinking population could appreciate it."

CHAPTER VII.
AMERICAN TECHNOLOGICAL SCHOOLS. 1
Report of Professor RIEDLER, of the Royal Polytechnicum at Berlin.
INTRODUCTION.

The question as to what schools in America may be considered technological ( or
polytechnical) schools can not be answered definitely, since there are no sharply
defined lines between the various institutions with regard to that which they teach.
Pnblic educatfon is an affair of the separate States and communities, and the conceptions of the State and city boards of education, as well as the views of principals an<l. teachers of th e various institutions, differ very much with reference to
matter and method of instruction. The consequence is a very great variety of
schools despite their uniform nomenclature.
In order to gain a proper point of view, I was obliged, on my earlier journeys
undertaken for the purpose of study, to devote more time and labor to the schools than
to professional studies. I was not satisfied with the information gathered from
catalogues or from visiting the instit utions and asking for explanation from principals and professors, who naturally give only a picture of the school as it should be
or might be, but fail to let the visitor see th e actual results and their connection
with the prevailing circumstances. Sound judgment and deep insight could be
secured only by long-continued intercourse with former stuqents, now renowned
authoritative American engineers, and with young men who are at present students
of the institutions. I was actually obliged t9 become a student myself to get
acquainted with particulars concerning which it was impossible to obtain information in any other way.
Owiug to the great number of" technological schools" in America ( over 200) I had
to confine my research to the most noted ones. In this work I enjoyed the cooperation of my colleague, Mr. Gutermuth, of Aachen, which I gratefully acknowledge.
In the following r eport the characteristi cs of ~echnological schools are pointed
ont. A critical comparison with our conditions and mstitutions is at present precluded. The simple description of the instruction offered requires a thorough study
conducted without prejudice, and European standards of measurement must not Le
applied. Criticism iA very difficult, because it is hard to separate it from personal
views, and also because it can not be done without entering into the totality of the
work of the schools and their historical development. This would lead us back to
ancient and to modern educational controversies which must be excluded from the
expose I desire to offer.
Critical ~omparisons in questions of education are most thankless t,asks, not that
they are not extremely interesting, but owing to the endless attacks which, as .is
well known, invariably follow an undertaking like this.
The difficulties caused by a simple comparison of American schools'with one another
may be seen from the following facts: A contributor of the Engineering News, Mr.
1 The following report on technological schools, by Prof. A. Riedler, of the Polytechnical ScJ1ool at
Charlottenburg, near Berlin, is inserted h er e for two reasons. It gives an unbiased description of a
kind of school concerning which there is not as yet unanimity of opinion in America, and also,
because the author offers some standards of measurement and comparison in graphic manner that
deserve to be studied. A praiseworthy absen ce of prejudice distinguishes the author and his report.
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·wellington, last year published a series of articles on the establishment and the
present status of American schools for the preparation of civil engineers, and thereby
rendered great service, sinco they offered for tho first time a review at l east of this
particular kind of technological school; and be attempted the beginning of statis~
tical summaries that wero in every way new and instructive for America. .Although
Mr. ·wellington had refrained, for obvious reasons, from expressing bis own opinion
of the results of these schools, he was so overwhelmed with communications and
_c orrections that he abanclon_e d the idea of gathering his articles in book form.
These articles contain very valuable statistical matter concerning the schools for
civil engineering, which I havo used, with some additions collected by myself. His
historical statements, those of attendance, and his comparati ,·e summaries of courses
of study I have used copiously. Through conversations with him I gathered much
information and valuable suggestions.
My studies embraced the institutions of learning which prepare for, or gfre, polytechnical instruction, first of all the universities that have a school of engineering,
and then the independent polytechnica. Generally my remarks refer to the schools
of mechanical engineering, though many of my remarks hold good for the other
schools also .
PREPARATION OF EKGI.KEERS IN THE UNITED STATES PREVIOUS TO

1862.

Engineering as a profession in America dates back no further than 1850. Its first
beginnings may have been as early as 1830. Polytechnical institutions are therefore
not old; their prosperity commenced at the beginning of the sixties. Hence it is
obvious that the greatest number of these schools, especially in t!:ie West, are still
in an imperfect state of development.
Before the polytechnica \\"'ere called into existence the preparation of engineers
was possible only through self-study, occupation in workshops, private instruction
from experienced engineers, or in military schools.
(1) Self-instniction.-A large number of the older engineers are self-taught. Selfinstruction is not a correct term, for even self-taught men go to school, to the school
of experience. Inclividnal experience without comprehension of cause and effect
has little, if any, value. Franklin said in his old-fashioned manner, "Experience
keeps a dear school, but fools learn in no other." But where experience is coupled
with investigation of the connection between cause ancl effect a basis is given for
scientific knowledge. Such a cour!le of development was formerly customary, but is
at present considered an exception. It can be demonstrated that many of tho most
noted engineers of all civilized countries, without having had real "instruction,"
are yet scientifically equipped, because they have used their experience in the way
referred to, and, as a rule, laboriously acquired scientific knowledge. At present it
may be said that this expensive and laborious mode of preparation has b ecome very
rare in America, so that its description seems unnecessary here.
(2) Pre11amtion through apprenticeshi11 .-A second method is the preparation in worksbo11 , which is still popular in England and America. It is astonishing to notice
that English engineers, and here and there American imitators, b egan their course
o~ preparation as apprentices in factories, never enjoyed regular scientific in truct1011, and yet haYe b come well reputed m n in their professions. They till adhere
to thi system, although they all admit that th y had to spend much time and tronblo
to ain th ssential sci ntific ba ·i by mean of self-instruction from book . 'Jhey
forth r almit that the scientific knowl dgc they did gain became the absolutely n Ce ary ba is of their work. A c ur e of pr pa.ration beginning with apprentice hip
in a fa tory 1 ads
a on -sicl cl practical p rfection, very imperfect profe ionnl
kno, lcclg , and to tbi nly if th condition of self-in truction m ntion cl ar fn]fiUc·il. In m rica thi
y tPm wa. 011ly t mporarily follow cl in th Tow Euglao d
·- ate , an ha almost li.-app ar d.
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(3) Instruction throngh experiencecl engineers.-As l ate as two decades ago the technical preparation of students throi;igh distinguished civil engineers was a course frequently followed in England, an d is · to this day in the New England States; here
and there in other countries it is a,lso followed not infrequently. Tho preparation
of architects in America is almost exclusively obtained in. this way. This instruction
in private lessons usually lasts three years, but, as a, matter of course, is never well
regnlatec1. Tho student must keep bis eyes and cars open, ask questions, and arrange
his scientific knowledge according to the answers he receives. That which is learned
in this manner is of course, quantitatively, very little, 1.mt qualitatively more valuable than that which is obtained in schools, because the students obtained it only
through thorough study, their own efforts, and hard thinking. That this mode of
preparation is so successful in many instances is certainly also owing to tho fact that
they chose renowned engineers as teachers.
(4) Military schools.-Before 1840 real instruction in engineering was offered almost
exclusively in the Military Academy at West Point. Up to 1840, even up to 1850,
nearly all t,he civil engineers had received their preparation in this military school.
From its establishment in 1802 up to 1862 it prepared about 2,000 students; of these
200 became civil engineers and about 230 entered the military Engineer Corps.
Among the former number are the most renowned civil engineers of the country.
The interesting history of this milit.a ry school has been written by Gen. G. W.
Cullum in the Biographical Register of the Officers and. Graduates of the United
States Military Academy. Charles B. Stuart, in his Lives and Works of the Civil and
Military Engineers of America, gives inforrnatfon concern ing American engineers of
the old times. The following table, taken from Cullnm's Register, proves the great
influence this school has had, ancl gives the professions which its former students
selected. The students who, from 1802 till 1890, entered civil service are grouped as
follows:
Diplomatic service and Congress. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Civil service ........... ............. ................................... : ....
State officers, in cluding 14 governors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
City officers, including 19 mayors ............ ".. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .
Teachers, including 41 college presi<lents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lawyers and judges ....... ..... .............................. _...............
Agriculturists ancl planters ............. ........................... ·_ ... . . .. . . .
Merchants and manufacturers ........... ................. _.. _... _... . . . . . . . .
Editors, artists, architects, physicians, etc . ............. __ ... _........... _...
Railroad officials, including 77 directors.. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Civil engineers ......... .............. .................................... _..
Chief engineers of railroads.. ...............................................
State chief engineers.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

48
170
-190
63
217
198
228
193
115
157
228
61
14

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 882
During the first few years of its existence the Academy at ·west Point was of no
importance, but after its reorganization through Colonel Thayer it rose to great
prominence. The requirements for admission were anJ. are still very low; they consist in au examination in reading, writing, arithmetic, English grammar, geography,
and history of the United States; 1ut the examination for admission and tho whole
course of four years are conductocl in reality with great rigor.
Between the years 1880 and 1888 only 2 p er cent of the students were admitted to
the Engineer Corps of the United States. Service in this Corps requires a,n additional
study of two years and a h alf in the United States School for Engineers at Willets
Point, Long Island, organized in 1885 . Tho techn ical instruction in this school comprises twenty-two w eeks in civil cnginceriug, ten weeks in military engineering,
nineteen weeks in chemistry and photography, and forty weeks in science of explosives and torpedoes.
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Since the beginning of the sixties the Military Academy at West Point has lost
some of its importance with reference to education of practical civil engineers. The
number and importance of engineering schools pure and proper have become very
great, and the enormous development of this branch has necessitated a division of
labor. The Military Academy at West Point has, in fact, educated for service in
civil life only civil engineers. For the education of mechanical engineers this
Academy has not contributed much; but, on the otherharnJ, a number of the mechanical engineers have come from the Naval Academy at Annapolis.
This Academy was founded in 1845; it had at first a three-years course of study
and three years of actual service on board ship. This service was distributed
throughout the course, thus making the course last six years. In 1851 the school
was newly organized, with a four-years uninterrupted course, followed by actual
service aboard ship. In 1861, at the outbreak of the civil war, the Academy was
transferred to the city of Newport; but in 1865 it went back to its old quarters and
was subjected to the supervision of the Bureau of Navigation, Navy Department.
AccoTding to its present organization the school admits one naval cadet for every
Representative in Congress; the cad et must be in age between 15 and 20. The
requirements for admission a.r e, like those of the Military Academy, rather low (reading, writing, arithmetic, algebra, grammar, geography, and history of the United
States), but the examination is a very severn one. One of the requirements is that
the candidate is obliged .to serve eight years in the Navy (including the years of
study). The course \s one of four years at present, and it is well adapted for the
education of mechanical engineers; so that it happens quite frequently that the
students devote themselves to service in civil life after they·have completed their
required service in t,he Navy. r""or the completion of the study in machine building
the mechanical engineers in this school .inay enter upon an additional course in New
York; this course has been arranged in connection with the Naval Arsenal.
.A large number of renowned American mechanical engineers are graduates of
Annapolis: r'rancis B. Allen, vice-president of the boiler company at Hartford,
Conn. ; R. H. Thurston, professor at Sibley College; B. F. Isherwood, the wellknown experimenter and marine engineer; B. C. Bampton, director of the Pacific
Mail Steamship Company; James T. Boyd, superintendent of the Blake Manufacturing Company, at East Cambridge, Mass.; Charles E. Emery, engineer in New York;
David M. Greene, engineer in Troy, formerly president of the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute; J.C. Kafer, superintendent of the Morgan Iron Works, New York; E. D.
Leavitt, engineer at Cambridgeport, Mass.; Charles H. Manning, superintendent of
the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company, Manchester, N. II.; Charles D. Bray, professor in Tufts College; A. R. Bush, engineer of tho General Electric Company,
Boston; M. E . Cooley, professor, University of Michigan; '\V . F. Durand, P.rofessor
at Coruell University; I. N. Hollis, professor at Harvard University; A. M. Mattice,
engineer with E. D. Leavitt; H. W. Spangler, professor, University of Penn ylvania; 0. B. Shallenberger, engineer of the '\Vestinghouse Electric Company, Pittsburg, Pa.; B. H. Warren, Auperintendent of the Yale & Towne MauufacturinO'
Company, 'tamford, Conn.; Edgar Penney, superintendent of the Frick Comnany,
'\Vaynesboro, Pa.; G. Westinghouse, jr., the inventor of the air brake and president
of the various ·westinghouse companies; an<l a great number of other manufacturers, engine r , and railroad directors.
OLD
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natural sciences. Four years after tbe opening the catalogue of the school mentions
"engineering)/ as one of the branches of st,udy.
·
The original course of study in 1826 ·contained a preparatory department, with a
peculiar method of instruction called the "Rensselaer method," which became typical for America. The instruction was given in the morning in the form of lectures,
and in the afternoon it was continued by instructive conversation. The requirements
for admission were age (13 to 14 years) and an examination in reading, writing,
arithmetic, and English grammar.
The preparatory department had four divisions: (1) Botany and entomology. Occupation: Collections of minerals, plants, and insects. (2) Geography and history.
Occupation: In summer, physiology of plants, mforoscopic investigations; in winter,
the making of a globe of plaster of paris. (3) Elements of practical mathematics
and moral phil~sophy. Occupation: In summer, surveying and hydraulic experiments; in winter, the making and using of mechanical tools, measurements. (4)
Logic and rhetoric. Occupation: In summer, experiments with gases; in winter, the
manufacture and application 9f electric batteries, galvanometers, magnets, etc.
(5) Principles of government and parliamentary usage. Occupation: The manufacture of sundials, thermometers, hygrometers, determining meridians, specific
weight, the use of the soldering iron and blowpipe, of cameras, the making of
optical pictures by means of lenses, explanation of the microscope and telescope,
the application of the laws of reflection and refraction of light by common mirrors
and water vessels, and, lastly, the separation of the colored beams of light by means
of ice prisms. In all these exercises and occupations the students were allowed to
use only tools and apparatus which they had made themselves.
In the school itself the students of engineering were at first taught the natural
sciences, to wit, botany (three weeks), zoology (four weeks), geology (three and
one-half weeks), chemistry (ten W,l:leks). The real technical instruction embraced
knowledge of instruments for survey and physics (eight weeks); geometry, bridge
building, railroad and canal construction ( eight weeks); hydraulics (four weeks);
the application of steam, wind, and electro-magnetism, construction and geology
(four weeks).
Up to 1845 only 2 professors and 2 assistants for the science of engineering were
employed; in 1849 a professor of chemistry was added; in 1849 the school was thoroughly remodeled and received a foundation which has remained the same till
to:day . The Rensselaer Institute has since become one of the best schools for civil
engineering . The greatest number of the renowned hydrauhc and railroad engineers
of America are graduates of this school. Up to 1850 the Rensselaer Institute and
the Military Academy at West Point were the only engineering schools of importance. Hence we see that well-arranged instruction in the technical sciences is much
younger in America than in Europe, where, at the beginning of our century, technological instruction was offered in France and Germany by means of industrial and
trade schools; in Austria by mea.ns of polytechnical institutes at Prague and
Vienna. During the forties the importance of the engineering arts increased iu the
Unitecl States, and with it the necessity of founding polytechnical schools. The following were founded in quick succession: In 1845 the school of engineering of Union
College in Schenectady, N. Y., and. the Polytechnical Institute in Brooklyn; in 1846
the Lawrence Scientific School, a department of Harvard University; in 1847 the
8heffield Scientific School of Yale University, founded by Mr. Sheffield, with an
endowment of $1,000,000, at first only nominally an engineering school, but since
1860 remarkably successful; in 1852 the engineering department of the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor.
The large sums which Harvard and Yale universities received for educational purposes are noteworthy; in the foundation of numerous other schools such benefactions ·
were repeated, and they all are significant of American public spirit. In this connection I may mention the fact that the foundation of the University of Michigan
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took place at a time (1817) when the State was still a Territory with scarcely 7,0QO
inhabita,n ts, ail simple backwoodsme~. The charter determined the establishment
of nine divisions: -" General sciences, literature, mathematics, natural sciences, medicine, ethical, historical, intellectual, and military science." The school for mechaµical engineering, added in the year 1859, and belonging to the department of science,
lay too remote from the centers of industrial activity in the country, and l!'ence never
:flourished.
In 1851 the Chandler School of Science of Dartmouth College was founded. In
1867 General Thayer added to it the Thayer School of Engineerin.g._ With Dartmouth College the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts bad
also been connected. These schools may be consiclered the forerunners of the polytechnical schools established later, though they themselves did not gain importance
till 1860.
Harvard and Yale universities had the most abundant means, professors for many
sciences, libraries, etc ., but they did not understand tho importance of technological
education; they never reached the perfection which the Rensselaer Institute in Troy or
the military schools attained, and they were soon left in the rear after the establishment of new polytechnical schools. The abundant income of these old universities
was used for other branches of study. It is instructive to note the establishment
of the Lawrence Scientific School. It may serve as a significant example.
Tbe old Harvard University, which was founded in 1636, in Cambridge, D;ear Boston, was enriched in 1846 by the·establishment of the Lawrence Scientific School. It
was done by Abbott Lawrence, with a donation of $100,000 in land. Mr. Lawrence
was interested in the hydraulic works in Lawrence, which city h ad been named after
him. The letter proposing the gift is r emarkable in many r espects, for it determin~d
clearly and distinctly Mr. Lawrence's aim and purpose. It must be remembered
that it was done nearly :fifty years ago. "Where can we send those who intend to
devote themselves to the practical applications of sciencef How educate our engineers, our miners, machinists, ancl mechanics f" Now, with regard to these classes of
persons he said: "Inventive men laborioui.ly reinvent what has been produced
before. Ignorant men :fight against the laws of nature with a vain energy, and purchase their experience at great cost. Why shoulcl not all these start where their
predecessors ended, and not where they began f Education can enable th.e m to do so.
The application of science to the useful arts has changed, in the last half century,
the condition and relations of the world." The letter suggested that instruction
should be given in (1) engineering; (2) mining engineering, including metallurgy;
(3) inventing and constructing machinery. All three departments should have a
basis of uniform, general stucly, an l only in the latter years of the course should
the trifurcation take place. The document contains the explicit recommendation
"that the whole income of this school be devoted to the acquisition, illustration,
and dissemination of the practical sciences forever."
These principles are indeed the essential purposes _o f our present polytechnical
schools, but at the time Mr. Lawrence uttered them they were new and unheard
of, and givo evidence of bis discrimination and forethought. Fu~ther proof of tbi
is: ''In addition to these [i. e., the regular professors], it would be necessary to
o_btain the services, at stat d periods, of eminent men from the practical walks of
lif · The law school is taught by distinguishecl lawyers of the highest reputation.
The m dical chool by di tinguish cl phy icians. In like manner, this school of
ci nee hould numl,er a.moo...,. it tea.chera men who have practi o<l and ar pra.cticin"
the arts th Y are all <l to t ach. ' These are remarkable word , not only for the
tim tb Y wer utt r d, but for all time to come. Mr. Lawrence wa activ a a
publi m ... u from 1 7 till 1 -;;, w nt in 1 19 to England a amba sador, and died
in 1 5-,
. 1 app ar tha Harvard Tuiv r ity di<l. not appreciat Lawr uc 's [;ift and u d
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had come to Cambridge as professor of zoology. There was great enthusiasm :1bout
him, ancl it was determined to secure his services p ermanently; for this reason the
income of tbe Lawrence School was used for the promotion of zoology and the establishment of a museum of comparative zoology. In consequence of this engineering
and other scientific branche~ were neglected, an experience which other universities,
with renowned but one-sided professors, have made also. Harvard University,
which, by following L awrence's advice, might have become the :first and best organized technological ·institution, is not countecl to-day among the engineering schools.
The requirements for admission ·in the Lawrence Scientific School were at the
beginning lower than they were for Harvard University; moreover they were quite
indefinite; candicfates were required to have a good English education, qualified to
pursue to acl.vantage the courses prescribed, and to have good moral character.
'l'he second mistake made in carrying out Lawrence1s ideas lay in the original
course of study, which prescribed exclusively abstract sciences. The decline of t,he
Lawrence School began, therefore, soon after its foundation, and as early as the close
of the fifth decade it was quite insignificant. The annual report of 1859 speaks
only of purchases for the department of zoology; not a word of the engineering
department.
How erroneous the policy of Harvard University, and how correct the views of
Lawrence were, is seen from the enormous growth during the sixth decade of purely
technological institutions founde d in the immediate neighborhood of the Lawrence
School with much more modest means. They assumed the leadership, and have
remained at the h~ad of the column to this day with great success.
THE LAND-GRANT 'BILL.

The foregoing offers a glance into the origin of American engineering schools up
to the beginning of the sixties, though many interesting details have been omitted.
In 1862 all entirely changed condition was created by the passage of the famous
"land-grant bill. " The number of technological institutions increased enormously
in consequence of this law, and their present condition is probably only the beginning of a future development of technological instruction in America.
The land-grant bill was brought in by Senator Morrill, ·of Vermont, during the
saddest part of the civil war ; it was passed by both Houses of Congress and signed
uy President Lincoln July 2, 1862. This law prescribed that every State shoul d
receive 30,000 acres of land for education:11 purposes for every Representative in Congress, the land to have no known mineral veins. The laud granted to a State should,
if possible, lie within its 1,oundaries if sufficient land valued at $1.25 per acre was
still at the disposal of the Government; if not, then the State should receive land
in some oth er State which it was ol>liged to sell. Possession of la,nd by a State in
any other State was expressly forbidden iu order to avoid complications of juterests.
This latter passage was interpreted by many States as an order for immediate sal e
and tho Janel thus granted in other States was squandered at low prices in the
midst of the civil war. Some States consiclered it admissible to deed the land over
to certain schools for subsequent sale, and only these States have derived the intended
benefit from the l aw . The senseless squandering referred to can only be ex1)lainea
by the excitement prevailing during the war when the future of the Union was
questioned.
The law also determined that tho income from the sale of this fand should be used
in every State for the establishment and maintenance of at least one school. Concerning the kind of schools1 it was determined "to teach such branches of learning as
are related to agriculture and tho m ech anic arts in order to promote the liberal and
practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions
in life." This provision , however, did not exclude scientific-or classical studies.
Each Statu was obliged to establish such a school within five years from the passage of the law, and every State complied with this provision. Massach-qsetts
founded two schools from the proceeds of the grant, the Institute of Technology
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aml the Agricultural College; while in New York, Michigan, Vermont, and Connecticut the grant was transferred to existing inst1.tutions or universities.
Partic 11 lars concerning the history of this grant are found in a publication by t~e
Bureau of Education in w·ashington, entitled The History of Federal and State Ai~
to Higher Education in the United States; also in a publication of Cornell Umversity, entitled History of the Agricultural College Lan d Grant. The following
table, taken from "Wellington's report, shows the total proceeds, and the average
price per acre in each State is given, together with the names of schools which
profited by the proceeds:
Selling price.
States.

Acres.

Total.
---- ----

Per
acre.

New England States :
Maine .............
New Hampshire ...
Vermont ...........
Ma.ssachusetts .....

210,000
150,000
150,000
390,000

$118,300
80,000
135,000
219,000

$0. 56
. 53
. 90
. 56

Rhode Island ......
Connecticut .... " ..

120,000
180,000

50,000
135,000

. 41
. 75

Total ............ 1,200,000
737,300
- -- - - -- - Middle States :
New York .........
NewJ'ersey .. . .....
Pennsylvania ......
Delaware ..........
Maryland ..........

473,493
989, 920{ 6,188,071
210,000
116,000
780,000
406,000
90, 000
83,000
210,000
115,943

Institutions for which the proceeds were used.

State College of Agric ulture and Mechanic Arts.
Do.
Do .
Massachusetts Agricultural College /,twothirds), and M=:i,ssachusetts Institute of I echnology (one-third) .
Brown University.
Sheffield Scientific School, Yale.

. 614
. 53
6. 20
. 55
. 52
. 92
. 55

}Cornell University .
Rutgers Cone ;°'
Pennsylvania tate College.
Delaware Uollcge.
Maryland Agricultural College.

1

--- -----Total ............ 2,279,920 7,382,417
3. 23
720,943
Without New York ..... 1,290,000
. 559
- --- Southern States:
Virginia ..... ....... 300,000
285,000
Virginia A&ricultural and Mecha11i?al Uollege
. 95
(two·thir s), and Hampton Institute (onethird).
West Virginia ..... 150, 000
90,000
. 60
West Virginia University .
North Carolina ..... 270,000
North Carolina College of Agriculture and Me·
125,000
. 46
chanic Arts.
South Carolina ..... 180,000
191,800
1. 07
University of South Carolina.
270,000
243,000
. 90
University of Georta .
90, 000
155,800
1. 73
State Agricultural 'ollege.
Mississippi .......... 207,920
188,028
Agricultural ancl Mechani<'-al College.
. 90
Alaba,ma ............... 210, 000
253,500
1. 06
Alabama Polytechnic Iustitutt.
Louisiana .... ...... . 210,000
210,000
1. 00
Tulane University .
,
Texas ........ ... . ... . 180,000
Agricultural and Mechanical College of rexas.
200,000
1.16
Tennessee ............... 300,000
403, 500
1. 345 Univer sity of T ennessee.
Kentucky ............... 330,000
200,000
. 60
University of Kentncky .
.
Arkansas ............ 150,000
135,000
. 90
Arkan sas Industri al U11ivcrs1ty.
Missouri ............. 330,000
170,000
. 52
University of Missouri.

iri~t:: ::: ::::: :::

---------. 891
---

= ,=

Total ................. 3,177,920 2,859,628
Northern
Central
tates:
Ohio . .....................
In<liana. ...............
Tilinois ...... .... .... ...
:lli<-l1igan .............
Wisconsin ............
Iowa . . ... . ...............
11:innesota. ..............
Kan . a,; ...............
~· bra ka ....... ........

630,000
300,000
450,000
240,000
240, 000
240,000
120,000
00, 000
00, 000

342,451
340,000
450,000
600, 000
363,730
619, 369
520,838
501,426
30,505

. 54
. 87
1. 00
2. 50
1. 51
2. 70
4. 30
5. 57
.44

-1- -,==

-------I 1.53
--

Ohio State University .
Pnrclue University .
University of Illinois.
Uuiversit,v of' Mi higan.
University of 'Wisconsin.
Iowa. State A gricultural College.
Universit y of Minnesota.
Kan sas ' tat 1firic·nltural College.
nivertiity of
bra. ka

Tot.al . .............. .. 2, 400, ooo :J, 813, 355

I-

We tPrn,'tnt :
'olorado . ................
00, 000
l12, 500
1. 25
~rr !!On • • .. • .. .. • . .. • • . 1 90,000
ll3, O 5
I. 03
... _1,~o~ni:l ............ 1 150, 000
77!, G_7
5. 1!.
• 1 ,,111.1.... . ..........
00, 000 ~ _ : _ O ; , ; ,
'fotal • . • . • . .. . . . .

420, 000 1, 073,

172 1 2. 50

I

Colorado Agricultural Coll •ge.
'on·nlli !I Coll ege .
niver!lityof<: a~iforn_ia.
'evaua ."tato nn·•rH1ty.
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Altogether there were 9,567,840 acres, equivalent to. $15,865,872, or an average of
$1.60 per acre.
What small prices the majority of the States obtained from. the sale is seen from
the foregoing table; only 9 States secured more than the price set by the Government, that is, $1.25 per acre; 11 States squandered the land for less than one-half
the normal price; among these are Pennsylvania (52 cents per acre), New Hampshire
(53 cents), New York (53 cents), Ohio (54 cents), Maine (56 cents), Massachusetts
(56 cents). New York received altogether about 10 per cent of the entire grant, and
nearly one-half of th e entire proceeds. This must not be creditml to the State, but
to Mr. Ezra Cornell. The State of New York had begun to sell its land at very low
prices, but then sunendered to Mr. Cornell the further administration and he procured a better result.
If other States had acted likewise, the sum. of $58,000,000 _might have been procured instead of only $9,600)000, or 16 per cent. Nearly $48,000,000 were lost by
want of circumspection and care in the administration of the grant, hence the purpose of this munificent provision for schools, which in the history of education is
without.parallel, was attained only to a limited extent. In New York a contention
arose, because the money was to be divided among several schools. Through the
energy of A. D. ,vhite and E. Cornell, both Stato senators, a division of the fund
was prevented. Cornell declared that if the entire proceeds of the grant were
applied to the support of the new university at Ithaca, he would place half a million dollars of his own at its disposal. This was accepted. Cornell held back the
assignment of land until he could procure better prices, and then made new propositi1ms. He guaranteed the State 60 cents per acre, if the land was sold within
twenty years, and the surplus was given over to Cornell University . Mr. Cornell
die(l in 1872; his successor, Henry W. Sage, adopted the same policy, and in consequence the university at Ithaca has become one of the richest and best endowed
universities in the land-an institution which in many respects may be considered
a model of the modern current of education. Its departments of engineering are
considered equal in value with all its other departments, and the authorities have
given them an ever-growing attention the more the engineering branches increased
in importance.
MODERN ENGINEERING SCBOOLS.

In consequence of the land-grant bill numerous scientific institutions of learning
were either established or greatly improved. The greatest number of them aro technological institutions. The number at present can not be definitely stated, since
many of them are in quite an undeveloped state. The Bureau of Education mentions,
in its report of 1889, 141 scientific schools that offer an education to engineers. Of
these many offer at present little or no technological education, but have the intention of establishing that department later. On the other hand, there are real tech~ological institutions in existence not contained in that list of 141 institutions;
hence I omit that list and resort to Wellington's tables.
The first list contains a ll the important institutions of outspoken technological
character, giving the year of the establishment and the departments of engineering.
TABLE

I.

[C. means "Civil engineering," Ma. means "Macbme building" or "Mechanical enJ?ineering," Mi.
m eans "Minin g engineering,·• and El. means '' Electro-technology."]

No.
1
2

3
4

5

Name of institution.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute . . .... ....
llarvard Univer1:1ity, Lawrenco Scientific
, cbool.
Yalo University, Sheffield Scientific School.
Dar~month College, Chandler School of
c1ence.
Union College, school of civil engin<'ering ..

Place.

Date when
founded.

Departments.

c.

Troy, N. Y ....... ....
Cam bridge, Mass ....

1824
1846

C.,El.

New IlaYen, Conn ...
Ila11over, N. Il ... ....

1847
1851

C.,Mi.,El.
C.

Scbenectady, N. Y ...

1845

C.
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No.

I-Continued.
Date when
founded.

Place.

Name of institution.

Departments.

6

.Ann .Arbor, Mich ... .

1852

C., Ma. ,Mi.,El.

7
8
9
10

Brooklyn, N. Y .... ..
Chester, Pa ......... .
New York, N. Y .... .
Lexington, Va ...... .

1854
1868
1864
1866

C.,Ma,
C., Ma., Mi,, El.
C.,Mi.

Boston, Mass ....... .
Bethlehem, Pa ...... .

181i5
1866

C., Ma., Mi., El.
C., Ma., Mi., El.
C.,Ma.,Mi.

University of Michigan, engineering de·
partmcnt.
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn ... , ... .
l'ennsy ~ vania Military .Acade!UY ......... .
Columbia Collf'~e, school of mmes .... .... .
Washington ana Lee University, engineer·
ing school.
11 Massachusetts Institute of Technology ...
12 Lehigh University, engineering de)?art·
m·ent.
13 University of Virginia, engineering d e.
partment.
14 Cornell University, college of civil engi.
neering.
15 Tufts College, engineering department ... .
16 University of Georgia, sch ool of engi·
neering.
17 Lafayette College, Pardee scientific<lepartment.
18 Washington University, polytechnic school
19 University of Vermont, engineering de.
partment.
20 Kansas State .Agricultural College, mechanical departm ent.
21 Worcester Polytechnic Institute .... _.. _. .
22 .Alabama Polytechnic Institute ........... _
23 Maine State College of .Agriculture and
Mechanic .Arts.
24 Iowa State College of .Agriculture and.
Mechanic Arts.
25 University of Pennsylvania, Towne Scien.
tific School.
26 Stevens Institute of T echnology ......... .
27 University of Wisconsin, college of me·
chanics and engineering.
28 Da,rtmouth College, Thayer School of Civil
Engineerin.,.,
20 Swarthmore ~ollege, engineering depart·
m ent.
30 Cornell University, Sibley (mechanical
engineering) College.
31 University of .Missouri, school of mines ..
32 University of California, engineering de·
partmeut.
33 University of Kansas, eugineerm g de.
partment.
34 University of Minnesota, college of me·
chanic arts.
35 Rutgers Colle~e, Scientific School. .... . .. .
36 State
nivers1ty of Iowa, department of
en{!ineering.
37 Cornell College (Iowa) , department of civil
engineering.
38 University of Illinois, college of civil
engineering.
30 Unh-er,,ity of Cincinnati, enginecrinl!
course.
4.0 Colleg of Tew Jersey , J'. C. Green School
of Science.
41 , 'tate Ag1·icultural and Mechanical College
of 'l'exas.
42
nh·en1ity of Nebrnskn , engin ering department.
43 rolorndo, tate ."clrnolof ~Iinf's ............
44 ·w . tern_ · nin•r:iity of P nn yh·ania, ngmcermg d •partment.
45 P 1111. ylnnia, .-tato '9lleg , cnginccrh1g
d rartm£>nt.
4G Pure 110 Unh· rsitr,Hcbooh1of C'nginc ring.
47 lto!'le l'olyt •cbnic I11stitntc................
4.8
-~~·ir_sityof'r xa, ngin ring <l·part·
4!l
5<J
lil

. ti ·bi!!nn, tining Sc·hool. ..................
."tat
gric-nltural olle, of .llichi,.an
1n drnnic·al (lt·partmrnt.
'
; c,r.(!;ia, chool of '1 <·hnoloiry . . ...........
Ioni~~~n d~:~ool of .ll incs of · 11<·, • f

c.

Charlottesville, Va ... ·

1868

Ithaca, N. Y ... ....•.

1868

C.

Medford, Mass ...... .
.Athens·, Ga ......... .

1868
1867

C.,Ma.,El.
U.,Ma.

.Easton, Pa .... ...... .

1866

C.,Mi.

St. Louis, Mo ....... .
Burlington, Vt ..... .

1870
1866

C.,Ma.,Mi.
C.

Manhattan, Kans ... .

1862

Ma.

Worcester, Mass ... .
.Auburn, .Ala . ...... .
Orono, Me ......... . .

1868
1872
1869

C., Ma., El.
C., Mi., El.
C., Ma.

.Ames, Iowa ......... .

1868

C., Ma., El.

Philadelphia, Pa . ... .

1872

C., Ma., Mi.

Hoboken, N. J' ..... .
Madison , "\Vis ...... .

18i0
1872

Ma.
U., Ma., Mi., El.

HanoYer, N. H ...... .

1867

c.

Swarthmore, Pa .... .

1860

C.

Ithaca, N .•Y .. . ..... .

1870

Ma.

Rolla, Mo ... •.. ......
Berkeley, Cal. ...... .

1871
1868

C.,Mi.
U., Ma., Mi. .
C., El.

Lawrence, Kans .... .

1873

Minneapolis, Minn ...

1869

C., Ma., El.

New Brunswick, N. J'.
Iowa City, Iowa ..••.

1864

C., El.
C., El.

Mount Vernon, Iowa.

1873

c.

Urbana, Ill ..... .. . ..

1867

C., Mn., Mi., El.

1873

Cincinnati, Ohio.....

1874

C., El.

Princeton, N. J' . . . . . .

1873

C., El.

College Station, Tex.

1871

C., Ma.

Lincoln , Nebr........

1880

C., :Ma., El.

Gold n, ('olo... ......
.Alkghcny, Pa .... . _.

J8i4
1879

}fa., Mi.
U., Ma.

State College, Pa . . ..

1 7-1

C., Ma., El.

Lafa.yctto, Incl.......
T rre II ant , Ind....
.Aui;tin,Tex..........

1874

184

.,:Ma., .[i., El.
C., :\Ia., El.
C.

1 5
1 85

. ti.
.Mn.

Jioughton, Mich.....
.Ag · lt
l C 11
nra O ege,
.Atla11ta, Ga..........
D · r Lodge ... _..... _

~n~t

]874

Ill

C., ~In.

1888

11 i.

____ __ ,

- ~ - - - - - - ---...__

_.,:_
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All the institutions mentioned in this list, with the exception of the Pennsylvania
State College, httve received support from the land grant mentioned. Forty-five of
them gi v·e instruction in civil engineering, 31 in machine building, 23 in electro-technology, 18 in mining engineering. 'l'eu schools offer exclusively civil engineering, 3
exclusively machine -building or mechanical engineering, 2 exclusively mining engineering. Schools for electro-technology exclusively do not exist. Forty-one, a
majority of the 52 engineering schools enumerated, are departments of universities;
only 11 are inclependant institutions.
.
Several of the larger engiri eering schools recently established, for instance the
Leland Stanford Junior University, in California,·have not been inserted, since their
establishment is of too recent date and their technological instruction is yet too
insignificant, but I Ruspect that these younger schools will soon surpass the older
ones in the departments of mechanical engineering and electro-technology .
The second list contains the other institutions of learning that have been established by means of th e l and-grant act. They give instruction of some kind in technology, but have not developed into complete enginee1:ing schools .
TABLE
State.
New Hampshire ....
Massachusetts ......
Rhode Island.......
New York ....... . ..

II.

Name.

New Hampshire .Agricultural College ................. .
Massachusetts Agricultural College ................... .
Brown University ..................................... .
University of the City of New York (science depart·
ment).
Do.............. Syracuse University ................................. - ..
Pennsylvania....... H averford College (science department) ............... .
Delaware........... Delaware College (science department) ................ .
DistrictofColumbia. Colmuoian University (science department, Corcoran
Scientific School with en gin eering department).
Maryland........... .Agricultural College (mechanical engin eering dtpartment) .
Do .............. St. John's College (science department). . ............... .
Virginia............ Military Institute ... _..... _.. _......... _.... __ ......... .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Agricultural an d Mechanical College (science depart·
ment).
West Virginia. --- .. University of West Virginia (science department)._ .. _.
North Carolina ..... College of .Agriculture and Mechanic .A.rts (mechanical
engineering department).
Do ........ :..... University of N orth Carolina (science department) .. __ .
South Carolina ...... 1 University of South Carolina (science departm ent) .. .. .
Geo~gia....... . . • . . . Gainesville College (science depar tment) ......... _. __ ..
'.Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Agricultural College (mechanical engineering depart-.
m ent) .
.Alabama ........... . University of .Alabama .(science depar tment) .......... .
Mississippi ........ . .Alcorn .Agricultural and Mechanical College ........ _..
Do ............. . .Agricultural College (mechanical department) ......... .
Texas .............. . .Au ~tin (?ollege (science clep~rtment) ..... _.. : .......... .
Tennegsee ......... . Um,ers1ty of the South (science department) .. ....... .
of T enn essee (science department)._._ ... _..
I ~~ :::::::::::: :: UniYersity
Vanderbilt University (science depar~ment) ... _... _... .
Ohio ............... . Case School of .Applierl Science ....... ........... __ .. __ .
Do ............. . State University (science department) ................ .
"Wabas h Col1 ege (science departm ent) ............... _..
Missouri State Uuiversity (science department) . .... _..
Kansas ............ . Campbell UniYersity (scien ce department ) . ... _... _... .
Do .... ...... ... . Ottawa University (science d epartment) ......... .. _... .
North Dakota ...... . University of North Dakota (science department) ... _..
South Dakota ...... . .Agricultural College of South Dakota (mechanical en·
gineeri ng department).
Do ... - .. - . . . . . . . Pi erre University (scien ce department) .. _....... ___ .. . .
Colorado............ Colorado State .Agricultural College (mechanical cu.
gi neering clepa.rtment).
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . State .Agricultural College (mechanical engineering
departmen t\.

~i~~~~i::::::::::::

Location.
Hanover.
.Amherst.
Providence.
New York.
Syracuse.
Haverford College.
Newark.
Washington, D. C.
.Agricultural College.
.Annapolis.
Lexington.
Blacksburg.
Morgantown.
Raleigh.
Chapel Hill.
Columbia..
Gainesville.
Lake City.
Unfrersity.
.Alcorn College.
Agricultural College.
!3herman.
Sewanee.
Knoxville.
Nashville.
Cleveland.
Columbns.
Crawfordsville.
Columbia..
Holton.
Ottawa.
Lincoln.
Brookings.
Pierre.
Fort Collins.
Corvallis.

[After thus briefly giving a, genera.I ancl historical survey of the growth and· extent
of American tecbnologica.l schools, the author proceeds to sta.te the purposes and
organization of the l eacling sch ools, q noting from their ca.talogues ancl other publications.
mce these ma.y be obtained on application from the severa.l schools, this
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part, of Professor Riedler's report is here omitted. He then proceeds to show what
amount of preparation these schools require, and he does that, as the reader will see,
in a very pleasingly graphic manner.]
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION IN AMERICAN TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTIONS.

Requirements for admission in the various institutions are as different as the institutions themselves. A general criticism is difficult, because we have to judge by the
printed statements of the requirements, while the true standard of criticism would
be the degree of severity or laxity in iheir enforcement.
All institutions require an examination for admission by means of which the different degrees of preparation of the students are equalized. The enforcement of the
requirement of examination is not everywhere alike; it is said to be very rigorous
in classical universities, 1.rnt allows even there some gradation and makes possible
admission into oue of the lower departments or' the university. Through tho backdoors of various departments almost everyone may get admission to a university;
the lower gates simply lead to . the preparatory department which is most always
found connected with a university. But also the requirements themselves differ
greatly in uifferent parts of the country. Schools situated in tho Southern or ,vestern States elem and less, arnl of course accomplish less, than others; in most cases their
students would not be admitted to renowned schools of engineering.
There is scarcely a difference in the requirements for admission between Harvard,
Yale, and Cornell. As a rule the technological schoola require no knowledge of
ancient languages, except tho Sheffield School in Yale. The latter is the only engineering school which allows students to enter at 15 years of age; the maj~rity of
schools have fixed the lower limit of age at 16 or 17. A regular student of the Sheffield School can enter Cornell only as a special student (hospitant), since he is not
considered able to take part in the regular instruction. Tho requirements grouped
in the accompanying chart are collected from the catalogues of 48 engineering schools;
the chart will be more instructive than an extensive description would be (seep. 669).
The chart does not contain those branches which · are required exceptioually by a
few schools only. For instance, higher demands i1i French and German are made
only by 1 school (Stevens Institute); bookkeeping is required in 1 school (Columbia College); rhetoric in 5 scl1ools. 'rhe summary shows that nearly ::ill schools
require English and algebra, plane geometry, and American history; other branches,
especially natural sciences , are required by comparatively few schools. Renowned
institutions like Rensselaer and the military schools require nominally very little,
and many another school of little distinction requires much. Several mining engineering schools not coutained in the chart do not even require English; one only
mathematics; some agricultural schools, not inserteJ in the chart, require nothing
but English.
LENGTH OF COURSES.

In almost all engineering schools of the United States the course is one of four
years; only 6 schools have one of three years, and 3 schools one of :five years; the
latter ar the University of Pennsylvania, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and the
Polytechnic 'chool of , 't. Louis. But even these schools graduate their students at
the expiration of the fourth year , except that of t. Louis .
The numh ·r of weeks in a school year varies between thirty-two ancl forty; the
av ra"'C iH thirty-eight weeks, or a total of one hundred. and :fifty-two weeks in four
year . , chool with hort r c-oarses require ,vork in vacation .
... !any , chools consider a four-years conr e too short, hence arrange for po t-gradnat . cour s in ruilroacl ngin ring, t chnology of hygiene, city waterwork and
ari·hitN:tnr . Th , school tbat have a three-sears cour. e a h may b ·on icl rt>d
~r. ption ·. Th!';)' gh· ·ith r no lah ratory instruction like the, h f'fi l<l Sch ol in
) 11·, or r ·c1nir n. long r prc>par: tion lik th Thay r,' hool · or try to qualiz the
1
·r ·n · 1,y a bctt ·r utilization of he tim devoted to exorcises. The contr l of
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attendance is regular and strict. A]though the majority of catalogues contain this
passage: "The students are treated as men, not as boys," the term "boys" is generally used for students.
A comparison of' the various programmes showR that one lecture or recitation hour
is considered equal to three hours in the workshop, two and a half hours in the
bborntory, and two hours devotecl to drawing. According to this estimate, tho
average length of instruction is only fifteen to twenty hours per week. Five schools
demand twenty to twenty-fl.ye hours, four schools more than thirty hours, an<l three
schools thirty-five to thirty-seven hours per week. The rntio of lectures, work in
l aboratory, drawing, aud shopwork to the entire instruct ion is as follows: 55 per
cent lectures, 35 per cent laboratory, 10 per cent drawing and shopwork. The first
number increases to 70 per cent in engineering schools which are not well provided
witl~ shops and laboratories . The length of the course and the division of time for
l ectures, laboratory, and shopwork prevailing in some of the noted schools is stated
fo the following chart:
·
Length of course ancl division of time.

I Expressed in p ercents.

Absolute numbers.
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4 in philos.oph y,. 2 in art, 2 in theology, 3 in medicine,. and 2 in laws . The degrees
given to engineers are contained among the · degrees in: science. As early as 1888,.
216 schools conferred about 1,600 degrees in science; in 1893 about 200 engineering
schools alone conferred over 2,000 degrees upon engineers.
The lowest degree, B. S. (bachelor of science) 1 transferred to the engineering
branch is B . M. E ., B. C. E., B. E. E.-that is, bachelor of mechanical engineering,
civil engineering, and electric engineering. The grade M. S. (master of science),
transferred to the engineering branches, is M. E., C. E . 1 E. E., anclhence signifies
simply engineer in one of the three branches. Aside from these there are a number
of su_btitles, such as topographical engineer, sanitary engineer, and mining engineer1
and finally there arc the degrees of doctors of engineering, science doctors, and philosophical doctors. The latter title is borne by many distinguished engineers, although
their collea,gues express astonishment over the fact.
Degrees are not considered of much importance in America; they are too numerous, and have fallen into discredit because they were conferred by schools of no
standing. Vanity has much to do with it. Unbiased observers will not consider
the imitation of the ancient title of master of science a very happy one. Wellington says that conferring such a degree is telling a lie, and the lie is not made more
respectable because it is told on parchment and signed by the authorities of the
school.
The practical importance of academic degrees in America is small, especially for
engineers. They have no observable influence upon the schools that grant them.
It is different with the old universities, which are influenced very much by the study
for academic degrees and the examinations they require. The injurious results of
studying for degrees shown in the publication of "Matriculation guides,"" Keys to
the classics," "History made easy," "Examination Latin grammar," and various
"Extracts," begin to play an important role in higher education.
With reference to the profession of engineering it may be stated that the academic
degrees have nowhere had the only favorable. result which academic degrees can
have, namely, the elevation of the profession. This result is not possible, owing to
the arbitrary way in which they are conferred. The instruction in engineering
schools has remained free from the injurious influence resulting from working for
examinations and degrees, except in very rare cases.
COST OF THE INSTRUCTION.

A good t echnological education is very expensive, since it can only be given by
experienced engineers, who dema,nd high salaries; it requires ulso very elaborate
apparatus und considerable current expenses. The fact that the means of instruction are expensive is the causo of so many engineering schools in America, being
insufficiently equipped and unable to accomplish what they promise. This is particularly true of numerous schools of recent origin in tho West. Such poorly equipped
schools teach the engineering sciences in the same way in which they teach literary
branches, and frequently we find that one and the same professor teaches mathematics and physics, engineering sciences, and lang uages; perhaps also manual
training. In such schools they teach what can be learned from books. Why not the
engineering sciences~ Engaging experienced talent and equipping schools with
expensive a.pparntus is not thought necessary, and is often deprecated by the representatives of the classics.
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If we take the equipment of Cornell University as typical of a modern Ame:.:ican
engineering school, it, requires, exclusive of mining engineering:
For library and drawing models ..................... ........ ............. . $19,000
For collections, models, etc .......................... ....... ............... . 61,000
For instruments ................................. ......... ............. ·... . 30,000
For equipment of chemical laboratory ................ ... ................. . 17,000
For equipment of physical laboratory ..... .. ....... ....... ............... . 43,000
18,000
For equipment of experimental station ........... ........
For steam-power plant .. •................................................. 31,000
5,000
For electrical plant ...................................................... .
For workshop equipment ........................ .......... ............... . 19, 000
For astronomical apparatus .................... ............ .............. . 13, 000
oa•

••••••••••••••

Total .............................................................. •. 256, 000
Annual expenditure for technological instruction. ·........................ .
Annual expenditure for apparatus ................. ......... .............. .
Total annual cost ........................... ......... ............ - ..

=44,500
5,000
49,500

It is impossible to conduct the department for a smaller sum than that without
crippling it. P rofessors who understand their business well are very expensive in
America, because in practical life a good and sufficient income is always at their
disposal. The greatest difficulty in American schools is to sec ure and hold such
men, and th e difficulty becomes greater in proportion to the work with which these
men are burdened. In Sibley College, Dfrector Thurston alon e has to conduct the
entire instruction in the senior class, and this is, considering the American mode of
teaching and the expensive laboratory work, an enormous amount of work.
As a rule, the teachers have a fixed salary, but they are also dependent upon their
share of the tuition fees. In the university at Ann Arbor, Mich., the professors
have an average salary of $2,200, the assistant professors $1,600, and tutors $900.
The managers of universities do not like to pay a professor of the engineering
sciences any more than they pay to other professors; the consequence of this is that
the chairs have been filled with young graduates and that the number of tutors or
assistants without experience is exceedingly high in comparison to that of the
r egular professors, a fact which is certainly not advantageous to the school. Of
late the example of medical schools has been imitated; it is that of inducing distinguished specialists to devote a part of their time to lecturing. Iu large cities
the professors of engineering sciences are already, as a rule, engineers \vho are active
outside of the school in practical pursuits. This is advantageous to both parties,
provided sufficient time is given for the instruction. The school m akes serviceable
the practical experience of the professor, and the professor remains abreast with the
times and is enabled to test his theories in practical problems. The students gain
more confidence in their teachers, and follow their in struction w ith greater interest.
The enormous expenditures in conducting engineering schools require either a
very large number of students or large funds. Most schools depend upon fees, even
such schools as those at Troy and Boston. They charge fees as high as $200 p er year.
tb r charge fe s de pite sufficient funds, like Cornell University; but in this ca e
it i done to limit the number of students. The technological department of the
univ r ·ity ( ibley 'ollege) charges $150, while th classical department i sati fled
with a fee of $75. The olumbia College of Mines in New York al o, though in possi 11 of very large m an , d mand a fee of $200, the majority of engineering
chools, '150 to $200. How v r, in ome of the be t schools instruction i almo t
frc· · .Io ·t f th chool m ntion d before (s e 1i ) an not support them lv
'"·ry tud nt c t b tw n 00 and $5 more than he pay , if the attenclanco do
no go 1> ·~11 50 to 7 tud ut . In th · ca s th gencrou public spirit lll ntion
f,,r fnrn1 b : th m ans for h<' supp rt of the school .
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The fees are very ·low in all State universities, being between $10 and $50. In
Lehigh attendance was entirely free of cost up to the year 1891; it is also free in the
Leland Stanford Junior University in Palo Alto, in the University of Kansas, Kansas
Agricultural College, in the universities of Minnesota, Illinois, Cincinnati, Nebraska., .
and Alabama, in the Mining School of Colorado, in the Pennsylvania State College 1
in the Georgia School of Technology, in the State College of Kentucky, and the
Virginia Military Institute. But instruction is free in the first three and the last
three mentioned only for native or naturalized citizens of the respective States.
The personal expenditures·of a student, aside from tuition fees, books and, instruction, vary Qonsiderably. They are between $200 and $700 per annum. In schools
not situated in large cities the average expenditure for maintenance is about $200 to
$300. The following table will show a comparative summary of the costs of
several of the larger schools :

Fees and personal expenditures.

School.

No.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute .............................
i:r:u!i~~~Tt?i::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
University of Michigan (member of State, $25; ruatricula·
tion, $25+$10) •••..........•..•••..............•......••.••.
Columbia Colleje ................................ ;., ..........
Massachusetts nstitute of Technology ......................
Cornell (many scholarships) ......................... .... .....

i::!~!1t~~Ju~~vini;tlt~d~~t~ ~~t ii~i~g i~ 'ii~;.,- j~~~"i;y," $75.
more) ...................... .............................. ...
Swarthruo11e ($100 less for children of Quakers) ...............

i!~Ei!Ull!Wti:\iiHiH/iHIH/
University of Nebraska ......................................

Diploma
Annual and grad· Maintenance
fees.
nation
(estimated).
fees.
$200. 00
150. 00
155. 00

$8. 00

35. 00
205. 00
200. 00
100. 00
150. 00

10. 00 ·
25. 00

150. 00
200. 00
40. 00

Free.
Free.
Free.
120. 00

Free.

10. 00

5. 00
5. 00

5. 00
5. 00
12. 00
5. 00

$300 to $500
139 to 439
160 to 640
260
240
200
215

to
to
to
to

30(}
400
320
325
3W

250 to 450
250
130 to 200
150 to 250
151J
137 to 227
171 to 505
150. to 450

Times have changed greatly since the foundation of the first American engineering schools. In 1840 the tuition fee in the Rensselaer School at Troy was $1.50 for
a course of three weeks, and $1.50 per week for board in the school; no further
expenses for the use of laboratories were demanded. In Harvard University the
entire annual expenditures of a student, previous to 1848, amounted to $100; at
present they amount to $500 to $600. The university itself states the minimum to
be $372, the average to be $470 to $620. It must be remembered that the conditions
in Harvard University are unusually favorable, and its institutions are imitated in
many other schools of science.
The students of Harvard University find in Memorial Hall lloard and lodging,
with three meals a day, for $4. 25 per week; the Fox croft Club charges between $2.50
and $3.50. In Memorial Hall the m eals are taken in common. This hall has been
founded by a bequest, and contains a large assembly hall, a hall of entertainment,
which as a rule serves as a dining hall for from 1,200 to 1,400 students. However,
there is no compulsion for students to take part in the public meals. Similar arrangements are found in all the large universities in America, and dwelling rooms are
usually connected with them. The prices differ according to location. For wealthy
students special' dwellings and ruildings may be had, and at the great dinner table
of Harvard there is, curiously enough, a special part set off for such students.
The salaries of university professors are much better than they are in Engla~d,
where a few professors draw princely salaries, but where the maJority are paid
poorly. For instance, the professor of English literature in University College in
London has a salary of $265. Generally speaking, the means at the disposal of
ED
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English universities are small in comparison with the American. The State is very
economical with i ts subsidies, and follows the principle laid down by the former
chancellor of exchequer, Mr. Goshen: "Nothing for bread and butter, only for
sciences that ca,n not support themselves." 'fhe annual subsidy l)aid by the State to
the large University College amounts to only $8,500.
The benefactions of private citizens, with which the American schools are so
liberally endowed, are almost entirely wanting in England . A collection had to be
taken for the newly opened electrical laboratory of the University College in London, in order to raiso the required $2,500. Industry .in England also shows less
interest for the te chnological schools than in .America; and it is c~msidered quite
a proof of liberality when the managers of a machine factory give a discount of
30 per cent _for machines and instruments used for school purposes .
[NOTE.-The author here inserts notes concerning the most essential facts with
reference to English engineering schools.]
GENERAL REVIEW OF AMERICAN ENGINEERING SCHOOLS.

Owing to the exceedingly large number and varied character of American polytechnical schools, it is impossible to offer a description of their organization and
m:1nagement wholly without criticism and at the same time in a measure complete.
The one thing possible has been done in the foregoing; that is, in a description of a
number of selected schools the essential features that characterize the instruction
an<l. fundamental conception of the objects of technological instruction have been
sketched.
[NOTE.-As has been stated, this portion of the report has been omitted in the
translation.]
To complete the picture a few general comparative remarks may seem desirable.
Regarding the edueation of engineers in earlier years the following remarks may be
added.
The military schools do not serve the profession of civil and mechanical engineering any longer. Tho times in which mainly knowledge of mathematics, geometry,
and geodesy were considered sufficient for the profession of engineers have passed,
and to-day there is no engineering school which does not seek its main work in
extensive professional instruction.
Nevertheless, the military schools, with the peculiar edncation and rather limited
theoretical and practical instruction for civil and mechanical engineers they offer, are
of great importance. We find the proof of this in the great number of distinguished
civil engineers who have graduated from such schools. This holds good not only
for America, but for other countries. ·with us the course of education of a WernerSiemens may induce us to deep reflection.
In face of the present enormous development in exact knowledge of scientific and
technical details, the actual result of the study is dependent now as formerly upon
simple, natural conception, clearness, and thoroughness, but not upon the extent of
knowledge. Military schools in this respect offer many advantages. The most distinguished technological school of France also is a military institution. If a negati ve advantage of these schools is the prevention of kuowing and l earning too many
things, then tho strict formation of character, the reliability and inclepenclence
gained, must he a positive advantage that can not be gauged too high. Alas, many
a mo lern school e teems that advantage too little.
The preparation of nginc rs as private students of practical civil engineers
d serYes the a.me consideration. This mode of education has become rare; wo till
find it only in England; but an education obtained in this way is very valuable
an alwa.ys moro profitable and animated than if it had been obtained tbrourrh
book and iu schoolJ. Tho rea ·on has been mentioned before · such student clo no
ol, tin th ~ci nee so much a tho art of enrrinceriug, an(l thi~ •hiofiy through their
0 11
r U1:chon. Another reason i that the instruction re ult from intercourse wi
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a ilistinguishecl experienced engineer, and that, with experience in actual work, a
correct conception, practical view, independence, and a feeling of responsibility are
developed. And fo these, all extensive school education to the contrary notwithstanding, we :find the essential character of a true engineering education which
facilitates the entrance into practical life-the step which is often so abrupt a,nd
disastrous becomes almost unnoticeable.
Real comprehension and an animated activity does not begin for our university
students until they have emancipate<l themselves from what is known as the school
tone, have forgotten their school science, and have placed in their stead fruitful
suggestions of creating minds and in clependent action . The intellectual and scientific
education of the present schools does not suffice; this is everywhere noticeable in
the pitiable condition of persons who, after finishing their school duties, lack guidance
ancl the example of renowned professional men. They run into grooves and the
world of productive and creative activity remains closed to them. In America independent a ction is valued much higher than with us.
It may be remarked h ere parenthetically that the engineers who ha,e acted as
pioneers and smoothed out the road of progress are widely known and highly esteemed
in America aml England. It is our peculiarity on the other hand to treat with little
esteem the works of predecessors in the field of technology; to view with incli:fference those men upon whose shoulders we have arisen to higher altitudes. The
pioneer engineers in Germany are almost unknown to our students, and to the greut
public they are not known at all. In America and England, also in Fmnce, t4eir
remembrance is kept alive; it penetrates into the masses of tLe people and is utilized
for ideal purposes of education. Numerous publications glorify and extol the services
these men have rendered, while we do not even offer to the younger generation a
comprehensive biography of such men; we do not erect literary monuments for
them that may be compared with those in American and English literature. A close
connection hetween the historical development of the engineering sciences and the
education of engineers is lacking with us altogether.
Tbe older American universities which furnished an education for engineers previous to 1862 have not justified the peculiar object of such an education. Harvard
University did not, as stated before, clearly understand the object and importance
of an engineer's education, although it bad the facilities. Harvard and the old clas sical Yale University h ave underestimatecl their engineering departments from the
very beginning; they have lowered the requirements for admission, and introduced
into the conrse of study beside abstract instruction only insignificant professional
instruction. They have neglected to follow up the progress of the engineering
s ciences. Hence their engineering schools have r emained insignificant up to late
years. Smaller schools have far surpassed them: and of late these old universities
have prepared but few engineers.
These old universities meet the demands so little that the actual needs of life created new eHgincering schools, even previous to the land-grant act. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Stevens Institute in Hoboken prove this.
Since the passage of the land-grant act in 1862 the education of engineers has more
and more withdrawn from the universities and turned to the independent professional schools, which n.t present offer that kind of education almost exclusively.
The first conse(J_ueuce of tl.10 land-grant act, an act without a parallel, was a rapid
waste of the gigantic means offered; the second was the establishment of more than
200 schools, which are chiefly technological-a few of tbcm are agricultural schools.
Most of them are poorly C<J.uippcd and organized without much reflection, yet many
of these technological schools bad to go through many changes in the course of time,
and the majority of them are still in tho process of development.
It must be noted that most of the modern schools, which arc undoubted technological schools, and have accomplished much as such, 1vere founded as integral parts
of universities.
·
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Church influence has played an inferior role in the establishment of such schools,
while 1n t he establishment of older universities it made itself felt occasionally. As
l ate as 1870 some cases occurred in which denominational influence decided the selec.tion of professors. It is alleged that such iniluenceis still active in Yale University;
a similar case is that of the newly founded Chicago University, where church interests (Baptist) play a leading part. 1 Generally speaking, church influence in the
schools of America is insignificant at the present time, and for renowned engineering schools it does not exist. Many of the recently established schools expressly
exclude denominational teaching and influence.
This is the more noteworthy since the English universities that have served the
American as examples show an endless chain of ecclesiastical influence. The disputes in Cambridge and Oxford are well known; the establishment of the free University of London was answered by the establishment of the High- Church King's
College in London, and that the great University of London now only exists as an
examining body and has sunk to the common level of a college is again attributable
to church influence.
At present America shows a strong movement for reform which aims at uniting all
the engineering schools with the universities, in order thereby to increase the means,
as well as to facilitate the instruction, and to connect with it shop and laboratory
work, which are the essential characteristics of an American engineering education.
After the example of other universities, these engineering schools are to be made of
equal value with the schools for intellectual education or general culture and other
branches of university education. But at the same time the attempt is made to
establish preparatory schools for technological study, which, besides intellectual
education, offer instruction for practical life and physical culture.
Features peculiar to .all engineering schools are extensive practical training, familiarity with practical views, and the development of the sense for investigation and
observation by means of independent exercises in laboratories and workshops . This
kind of instruction is carried through on a large scale in the modern technological
schools of America, and has had a success which gives us occasion to reflect.
In England attempts have been made to reorganize technological education in the
direction intimated, but with the extremely limited means at the disposal of English
technological schools scarcely noticeable results have been achieved. Only in
electro-technology have England and Germany developed an instruction which
resembles that of the American.
Instruction proper, or at least the result of instruction outside of the laboratoriesthat is to say, t,he strictly scientific and intellectual education in American technological schools-does not exceed the average of a secondary industrial school in
Austria, or the former Prussian schools of a similar kind. The education of students in construction is essentially lower. Instruction in drawing is actually little
more than in name. Upon development of those faculties which are necessary for
the succes fol work of construction very insufficient attention is betowed; hence
this side of the American technological education is correspondingly weak.
In merica no uniform organization of the course and method of instruction
exists. The schools are ntirely independent, and posse s in some ca es very excel1 nt, hut in small schools very poor equipment; in many cases sch ols are clepen<lent
npou their limited apparatus and the opinion of the students. The con equence is
an .·tra.orc1inary variety of kinu of schools repr entiug an extended cal of vala ·
The prin iples of in tru tion mentioned before are, howev r, followecl by all
nrrin rings ·hools only so far as their quipment and facilities off r no ob tacl ·
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American schools of every kind lack the stimulus of valuable privileges such as we
find in Germany, and only few professions are dependent upon a strictly prescribed
course of study.
In America the conviction is general that a complete education is not so much
gained by 1nstruction as by experience, and for the "school of experienco" this
American instruction, despite its gre:1t breaks and gaps in science and despite its
deficiencies, furnishes more talented students than our schools, because American
instruction (at least in the best schools) 'avoids the rock of overloading the brain
with too many things, and creating superficiality. The main objects lie in the
development of sense of observation, in simple and thorough conception, and in
free development of natural ta,lents. And again, the American schools are always
inclined to do justice to changed conditions and new needs, and in late years ·they
follow quickly the practical spirit of the nation.
If the American school instruction were animated by better scientific spirit, and
jf in place of drawing, construction were taught in conformity with higher demands,
it would, through its simplicity and naturalness, be far superior to our one-sided
intellectual and theoretic education, which seems to extend over too great an area.
Indulging in such comp arisons: we must consider that the result of instruction in
America is frequently prejudiced by the conditions of life without, which it is not in
the power of the present schools to change. Their most formidable enemy is the
tendency toward pecuniary gain; most young p~ople rush out into tho world to make
money. This tendency injures the value of instruction as much as the diametrical
opposite, timidity, injures the value of instruction as a factor of national welfare.
Artificially developed timidity in practical pursuits and unlimited conceit in scientific methods are both consequences of learning too many things without reference
to the demands of the actual world. These are our .obstacles, while the tendency
to gain money is the obstacle in America.
Even in American secondary schools we find a great eagerness for indepen<lent
livelihood. There is a great pressure for admission, but only a small percentage of
the students really pursue earnest study; the other and greater part are satisfied to
be able to say "I entered college-, " and then they l eave to follow practical pursuits.
Universities and professional schools are attended by many students only to the
point where a chance invites for pecuniary gain. This is a serious obstacle for the
scientific developmen t of higher education, an obstacle which can not be overcome
even by exalted aspiration s on the part of the institutions and teachers, with model
equipment for the pursnit of science at their disposal.
In America it is very essentia,l to observe the extraordinary variety and inequality
of preparation offered in schools designed to prepare for the study of engineering.
It is not the province of this report to characterize the secondary schools; all I feel
called. upon to mention is that which refers directly to the education of engineers.
America possesses secondary schools ( colleges and high schools) similar to ours;
but they maJrn extensive concessions to the practical bent of th~ nation and the
times. They attempt to prepare for the universit;y as well as for practical pursuits;
many of them promote in their so-called classical di vision s the ancient languages to
a limited extent, and besides, in their English division, the modern l anguages.
This latter division and independent schools similarly organized are essentially the
normal preparatory schools for technological education. However, it is absolutely
impossible to draw a sharp line of distinction.
Furthermore, many universities liave a special department in which, by m eans of
instruction in natural sciences and . mathematics; a preparation for an engineer's
education is offered. Uniform organization is not found in the field of secondary ,
education. The secondary schools of one State vary greatly; only the schools of the
same school district exhibit a certain uniformity; the CQnsequence is that many
details for comparison are lost, aud even the totality of the preparation is difficult
to sketch 6r characterize in a few words.
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The secondary schools in America, gauged by their courses of instruction and with
our standa:rd of measurement, offer a much lower prepal'ation than ours. The linguistic branches are confined to English and the bare elements of foreign languages;
the mathematical preparation does not go beyond quadratic equations, plane geometry, and the elements of trigonometry. But the students bring to their higher
studies on an average a clearer conception, better imagination, and much more joy
in creative work and independence than with us. This is owing to natural talent,
rational education, and less OY~rburdening in pursuit of a one-sided, dry, linguistic
study . They are not drilletl much, nor are they spoiled by the quantity or the
variety of study; they have open eyes, are accustomed to independent observation,
and for the little they have learned they possess a yery good comprehension. In
the secondary schools much care is taken in physi0al training and out-door sports,
which form a great treasure of Yaluable recollections in afterlife. For our comparison tho one cir·c umstance is of importance, that the students leave the secondary
institution at the age of 16 or 17, in order to enter tho engineering school, hence they
bring to them two years of preparatory study less than our graduates of gymnasia.
The gaps in scientific preparation caused thereby, as "ell as the entire mode of
instruction, according to our standard, are very large, and oblige the engineering
schools to devote one or two years to preparatory stU11y before the professional study
can begin.
Secondary schools without Latin are by far in the majority, and they are the preparn,tory institutions of engineering schools. The classical schools ha Ye no noti ceable privileges. Secondary schools without Latin prepare not only for the study of
engineering uut for every study. Such an education in America lasts from 4 to 6
years. The students enter engineering schools, and consequently also practical life,
at a. comparatively early age; they waste no time upon the grammar of several languages, ancl uti1ize their time in the study of natural sciences and mathematics.
The tendency for investigation and observation is fostered iu secondary schools more
than with us, and it is done iu well-equipped l aboratories . Tho enormous economy
in this practical tendency ancl in the shortening of the time of study can not be
denietl. The talents clovelopecl by such instruction, tho faculty of representation,
the sense of observation, aml the tendency for investigation, can not be overestimated, ancl can never be replaced by tho study of l anguages .
Tho American seconclary-s<'hools correspoml to the requirements of a naturnl education, although they are, with reference to quantity of matter studied, below our
classical gymnasia; yet, despite the fragmentary instruction prcp:natory for an engineering education, they furnish most suitabJc material, since tho natural capacities
of the students arc developed, aud since 110 attempt is mado to pump more into the
students than they can hold.
The number of American secondary schools is extraordinarily large; tho State of
Now York alone possesses no less than 520 preparatory schools ranking with our gymnasia aml Realschulen. Tho extraordinary variety they exh ibit has b en sketched
in tho foregoing remarks.
!any schools ha,e sprung into existence through compet ition aml not in obedience to organic development. Their catalogues are often models of busine s ad,erti em nts; frec1uently tho 1rnrposo and object of a, school ·an n ot be recogni zed i.,y
closely stnc1ying its programme. "'aturalJ y the number of hybrid in titution~ i
v ry larg · I hav cbos n my examples from schools that ar g nerally con ·ider d
goo<l, oi: from u has lrnvo pc uliar foatnr s.
R cently a str ng mov ment in favor of manual training schools bas be n noticc~hl in Am ri<-a. Lar"'O funds ar xp ndecl for them, ancl e,· n oI<l r cbool · ar
een
rnfin n <l l> • the prin iple. th y ad,, ate. Schools of a similar bent hav
:·i. tin"' in,; mcric~ for som tim , but withont organic conn ·tion with tho uni\· r1 1 . or cl partm nt of 1wiu~ riog.
£,w modern schools of this I~iucl w r u11,p ,1 •1011 org:miz1· l, h~ v giv n by their succcsd a, mighty impul c and au
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direction to the preparatory edncation for various professions; whether these schools
will have a lasting result can not be stat,ed as yet, but because they illustrate the
peculiar American idea, a few statements concerning them may seem in place.
Manual training schools arc m uch more than their name signifies. The training in manual dexterity is onl y one and in fact the smaller part of the instruction
they offer. It is only a means for other purposes. Such schools exist in St. Louis,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cambr idge, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Toledo, Cleveland, San Francisco, and in some cities of the South. A great number of them have
been established recently and are too young to show results as yet. In most all of
these schools students are admitted at the age of 12 to 14 years; they are fought, on
an average, daily, four hours in g eneral branches, two hours in shopwork, and one
hour in drawing. Besides, two hours per week are devoted to military exercises . It
is the purpose 0f these schools to give, simultaneously and coordinately with intellectual education, a systematically progressive training in practical work and representation. The instruction is to be given in such a way that even in the workshop
the main object remains intellectual activity and this leads to the recognition of
reality. The systematic course, which is a matter of self-eviden ce in abstract sciences, is also followed in all practical exercises; tlrn,t is to say, skilUn the use of the
hands is not taught for its own sake. Especially the one idea is prevalent, that manual dexterity is proof of a certain direction of intellectual development, and if combined with knowledge of material, forces, and tools it is the foundation of pmctical
judgment.
These schools aim particularly at affording the students au easy selection of a profession after h:wing tested their personal natural capacity. He who has talent for
science anu practical-that is, natural-comprehension may become an engineer;
others may find 1t more suitaule to remain true to mechanical work, and still others
may turn to abstract studies. But always the one principle is maintained that
intellectual, moral, and practical education are not to be subordinate but simultaneous and coordinate. The latter shall assist both the former, for it is claimed that
occupation with practical things and knowledge of things as they are and scientific
theoretical education can not oppose one another.
A high moral influence is claimed for systematic practical work, and in this principle lies undoubtedly the common sense which induces the Hohenzollerns to have
their young princes taught a • trade. In America this occupation with things is
much more extended ancl systematically introduced into the public system of education. We do not possess a similar institution, and our schoolmen do not even think
of the possibility that education of intellect and judgment can be obtained in any
better way than by studying the ancient languages, or that practical work should
find room in the daily programme of a gymnasium. In America this idea has found
no appreciation except in s chools where the old English models were copied. All
schools that sprung up upon American soil and are donducted in the American
spirit do not recognize the contrast claimed between p r actical work and science.
I n order to characterize this new kind of preparatory schools for the e<l.ucation of
engineers I may be permitted to quote a, few examples:
Manual training school in St. Louis.-The school stands in connection with the
Washin gton University of that city. Its motto is :
"Ilnil to the skillful, cunning hand!
Hail to the culturetl. mind!
Contentl.ing for the world's command,
Iler o let them be combined!"

The catalogue of the school informs the parents that the use of tools is taught
not for tho purpose of tel\ching trades or training machinists, but that equal care is
bestowed upon languages, mathematics, sciences, practical work, and drawing. The
school gives a preparation for polytechnical schools, for 1nactical life, and every
occupation that requires good discipline of intellect and hand. Its establishment
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dates back to 1879. The instruction began in 1880 with 67 students; at present the
number of students is 400. The different departments are those of pure mathematics, applied mathematics, natural sciences, languages, drawing, and shopwork.
The shops consist of two . carpenter and joiner shops, one forging and welding
shop, and one machine shop. Besides these the school possesses a chemical and a.
physical laboratory, splendidly equipped. The arrangement and equipment of the
shops fall in no way below that of the American engineerin g schools and universities.
All that is l acking are the laboratories for special scientific machine investigation,
and, of course, the specific professional laboratory equipment of polytechnical
schools. The instruction l asts from 9 until h alf-past 3, with a recess of thirty minutes; two hours are assigned to shopwork, but this is continued after 4 o'clock,
,oluntarily and very frequently. The first year is devot ed to working in wood i
the second to forging; welding, and molding; the third to tool malting and working
in iron. It must be added here that the W ashington University has two other preparatory schools, the Smith Academy and the public high school of St. Louis,
which are both inferior to the manual training school in their results. 1
The manual training school in Carnbridge, near Boston, was established in 1888 and
opened in 1892, together w ith the high school. The school owes its existence to a
bequest of Mr. Rindge, who donated $75,000 and land of equal value; besides he
placed at the disposal of the city government $100,000 for the public library, and
$200,000 for the new city h all.
The course of study is similar to the one followed in St. Louis. For the purpose
· of physical training extensive military and gymnastic exercises are introduced~ .
The workshops for systematic manual training in wood and iron, molding, welding
and forging, et c., are splendidly equipped. The school is a model institution of its
kind.I
The 'manual training school in Chicago w as established in 1883 by the Commercial
Club of Chicago. The requirements for admission are: Age, 14 years, and an examination in r eading, writing, geography, English, arithmetic, and history of t he
United States. The tuition fees are between $80 and $120 per year. At present it has
15 professors and 300 students. Among the professors there are 1 for drawing, 4 for
shopwork, the others for general branches of culture. The shops are particularly
well arran ged; 48 joiner ben ches, 24 turning lathes, 2 circular saws, 1 band saw, 1
planing machine, 2 grindstones, etc., are found in the shops . The molding, welding, and forging shops contain 2 molding ovens and 30 forges with accessories.
The machine workshop contains 17 l athes, 2 planing machines, 2 borers, and 24
vises, etc . Steam power is furnished for the shops by a Corliss machine of 50
horse-power.I
'!'he fact that the old city of Boston contemplates the establishment of a manual
training school is significant of the importance of such schools. For centurie this
city followed exclusively our, or rather the English, linguistic system of education.
In Boston the first Latin school was established in 1635; the English high school
(fir t school without Latin) was opened in 1821; in our day t echnical education
claims attention.
The valuable part of technological instruction in America, laboratory tudy, correspond throughout to the same idea which the manual training schools endeavor
to xpr s, a combination of intellectual and practical eclucation. In America this
mod of cluca ion i latterly called briefly "harmonious development," au expre ion whi<:_h, as is w 11 known, wa used with us for the study of the classics and a a
d finition of the humanii;tic tendency .
Am rican harmonion education appeal , first of all, to the perceptive faculty and
the jndrYm nt, ha. eel upon fact , an<l eeks he aim of ducatiou in "conducting
bore omitt d .
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the child into natural and practical life according to the measure of his natural
capacities in correct relation to his natural and social environments." The Americans speak of the moral advantages of manual work as something self-evident. For
this harmonious education it is claimed especially that it offers the student a more
abundant selection for the application of his {alents, and that it imbues him with
self-confidence and self-esteem by means of visible results of his practical work,
thereby creating pleasure and confidence in further pursuit of his studies. Thia
}rind of education is considered an intellectual and moral discipline, because manual
labor leads to investigation and observation, to the application of judgment, to an
accumulation of experiences, and to independent activity, because it makes the
pupil see that only his own effort and reflection can lead him to success.
Conoliision.-The foregoing statements and descriptions of American schools can
not be anything else than the description and characteristics of organization, management, and school appliances. As far as criticism was uttered it was done with
the fatention of characterizing more briefly and more distinctly the topic of discussion; extensive description was thereby made unnecessary. The actual results of
the instruction as a complicated function of t,he student's natural talent, of the mode
of instruction and the spirit with which it is imbued, as well as of things depending
upon personal relations, have been excluded from this report.
It can hardly be prevented that the bare facts stated by me will be judged incorrectly; this danger could be avoided only by a critical comparison of American
instruction with ours. However, such a comparison is absolutely impossible, since
the institutions here and those across the o~ean have developed historically amidst
very different conditions, and since they are designed to meet different object~ and
reflect different views. It would be useless to measure the schools of the United
States by our standard or judge them by our results.
Without, therefore, entering into a criticism of our own school system, I may be
permitted to insert into this report a general statistical comparison of a few European· and American schools-one which will make plain to the eye . how languages,
natural sciences, the mathematical branches, professional study, ancl laboratory
exercises are distributed in the course of study. I am confident that this will be
more instructive than an extensive description. For this purpose I resort to a
graphic presentation, which is very much shorter and more comprehensive than
numerous columns of figures and notes would be.
In the diagrams 1, 2, and 3, the courses of study in German secondary schools are
showJJ.. The heading of each shows what class of schools is meant. Tho whole
length of a har in the diagram represents the total instruction measured by time;
the divisions of the line represent the portions of time given to each of the different
branches.. The figures inserted express this portion in per cents of the total time.
The dark spaces on the left hand (a, b, o) show the measure of time devoted to
linguistics; a means ancient languages; b, modern foretgn languages; o, the mother
tongue, including logic and philosophic introduction, etc.
The spaces marked B show the extent of the instruction in mathematics; C, in
natural sciences; D, in the other branches, history, geography, etc., while the spaces
marked E show the proportion of time in exercises in drawing and similar arts.
Instruction in religion, music, and gymnastics, etc., is left out of consideration.
From these diagrams we see that in Austrian and German gymnasia the great bulk
of time and attention up to 50 per cent of the total instruction is devoted to the dead
languages. The Austrian schools devote the greatest amount of time to the study
of the dead languages, yet accomplish less than the Prussian gymnasia, because their
course is one of eight instead of nine years. The real gymnasia show a remark able
extension of instruction in modern languages (up to 28.6 per cent) and an equa,l share
of time and attention for the entire instruction in linguistics with that of the gymnasia (up to 55 per cent).
Comparing these with the preparatory schools in America, I present diagrams 5, 6,
7, 8, and 9. I chose schools from Massachusetts because they have, since time imme-
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morial, been influenced by classical education, -and arc still so influenced more than
other schools. The graphic representation offered on page 683 needs nc special explanation and must speak for itself.
Several secondary schools of .America which bear the name Latin schools neglect
the natural sciences (C) almost completely, and language instruction is still more
extended than in our gymnasia (up to 85 per cent), because .a, large n,mount of instruction in modern languages is n,dded (sef. diagrnrr. 5). However: we must consider the
fact that the course does not last eight or nine years, as in .Austria and Germany, but
only six years.
1. Gymnasium in .Austria.

f'{ear2.'_

3·
17,5

5-

D

]

D f7,5
D...,Jj

13

D 13

8

2. Gymnasium in Prussia.
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2:

4
5
6

8

9
3. Realgymnasium in Prussia.
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5
6
7

8
9
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5. Mass. Roxbury Latin School.
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7. Mass. Phillips Academy ( classical).
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Further facts result from a comparison of the diagrams 1 to 9, namely, the small
proportion of the natural sciences in the Prussian gymnasia, and their almost total
neglect in the classical schools of America. In order to facilitate the comparison I
insert here a diagram showing the distribution of branches in the Austrian secondary
schools without Latin ( diagram 4). Here we find the natural sciences treated exten-

4. "Realschule" in Austria.

1Year
2 ;;
4
5

6
7

15

B ,s.1

B

,s~

B

16~1

sively, also drawing (spaces E, up to 32 per cent). In Prussian schools of like kind
drawing is not treated as well, and in the higher institutions for engineering it is
lacking altogether.
Diagrams 10, 11, 12, and 13 represent German technological schools, nameiy, No. 10
in Austria, 11 in Prussia, 12 and 13 in southern Germany. The dark colored spaces,
marked a, represent the branches that may be t ermed, collectively, theoretic preparatory branches, with which the student is usually equipped already when he enters
these polytechnica; hence these studies are essentially reviewed .
The spaces markeel b show the proportion of time given to the theoretical branches
th at prepare for the real professional study. Physics have been given partly to a
and partly to b.
The spaces marked c represent exclusive professional branches; and the dotted
portion of these spaces is to show the proportion of time given to practical exercises
following the lectures. The spaces marked e show the proportion of time given to
special professional branches, while the spaces marked d represent the practical
exercises in shops.
A comparison shows that the German polytechnica devote much time to the review
of theoretical preparatory studies (23 to 41 per cent), despite the fact that the preparatory course is one of eight or nine years in secondary schools. It further shows
that the real professional instruction consists essentially in a theoretic trainin g, and
that the practical exercises, which in America play so great a role, are very much
neglected in German schools. Thus, for instance, in diagram 10 there is actually
only 6 per cent of the time during the third school year given over to practical work
in geometry. In diagram 11 we see that only exercises in mechanical technical laboratories a.re prescribed, amounting to a proportion of 5.6 per cent in the econd
school year, and l6.81)cr cent practical work iu electro-technique in the fourth school
year. In diagram 12 shopwork is not represented at all, simply bocau e it i not in
the cours · :From this wo see the great preponderance of theoretic instruction over
practical. Exerci e in drawing are given in sufficient proportion only in diagrams
10 au<l 12 up to 50 per c nt, whil in tho rus ian school, diagram 11, they reced to
21.1 P r ent.
' mpare tho clotted part of spa ·e marked c in diagrarus 10 11,
ancl 12.
; e bla k
on will onside:r thi!i proportion of 1>ractical work in tho
-t chn logy sup rflu u , yc!t iu oLh r pursuit it is not con id r d
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It is plain1y seen that the instruction in Continental Europe is defective, in that
it does not bestow the amount of time and attention to the practical side which the
American technological institutions readily give to it.
·
In <liagrr.m 14 (Cornell University) and diagram 15 (the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) WJ:l find the proportion of time given with reference to machine-shop
work. In these diagrams we a1so see the great proportion of time devoted to preparatory instruction, marked a (up to 70 p et cent), b ecause the secondary schools
1m vo only a short course of four to six: years, and tho polyteclmicum has to supply
tli.c deficiency. Above al], these diagrams show a very small proportion of oral
theoretical instruction (marknd b), and a very extensive laboratc:µ7study and shopwork (marked f and cl). The study in experimental stations, as well as exercises
in practical geometry, arc marked cl (up to 26 per cent), w hile shopwork is marked
f (up to 32 per cent) . Cornell University (diagram 14) has the most extensh-c exercises of this kind.
·
Lastly, in did.gram 16, a course is sketched which we find in the classical Yale
UniYersity, so far as it refers to technological instruction. Here the practical exercises have been confined to mere exercises in surveying (marked cl) in the first y ear's
study (10.2 per cent) . All , the rest of the course consists of theoretic instruction,
n.nd the real professional instruction is insignificant compared with the elementary
theoretic instrnction.
Tho foregoing graphic r epresentations offer an opportunity to notice the cxtraordinary _varicty found in the proportion of preparatory and real professional ins tructi on.

CHAPTER VIII.
HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN IN RUSSIA. 1
By Prince

SERGE WOLKONSKY,

Delegate from the ministry of public i nstrn ction in Russia to the Columbian Exposition.

* * * Educational establishments in Russia are not a11 under the surveillance
of the same ministry; eleven different departments have schools, colleges, seminaries, academies, and universities under their direction. This, of course, may appear
to many as an impractical state of things, but it has many adv:mtages, the most
significant of which is the production of a great variety of types of educational
establishments. A brief sketch of the different types of girls' schools, at least the
most important ones, must be given before we speak of higher instruction.
Three different departments have the direction of educational establishments for
women. These are the department of the institutions of the Empress Marie, the
_ecclesiastical department, and the ministry of public instruction.
I scarcely need speak of the first one here in Chicago. Anybody can get the most
complete idea of it in visiting the department of liberal arts at the Columbian
Exposition, where the six hundred educational and charitable establishments of the
institutions of Empress Marie are magnificently represented under the surveillance
of Mme. Semechkin. The most important educational establishments of this department are the so-called institutes or seminaries for girls, which are under very strict
regulations. The boarding pupils, or internats, are only allowed to leave in the
summer months, if they desire to return to their parents. The education given
is a very accomplished one in so far as preparing the girls as -well for intellectual
family life as for the laborious life of a governess. These establisbments are under
the special patronage of Her Majesty the Empress. Ladies of high rank sometimes
are called to direct them, and the greatest dignitaries of the State are members of
the committee of trustees, which has the higher supervision of all the institutes of
the Empire.
The second type of establishments belonging to that department are the gymnasiums and progymnasiums, or high schools for girls. They arc of interest because
special higher pedagogic <;lasses are attached to some of them. The course in these
classes lasts three years, and its object is to prepare the young ladies for a teacher's
career. There tbey get acquainted with different methods of teachlng and of transmitting to others the knowledge which they may acquire during the seven years of
their school course. The third year is entirely devoted to practical exercises, where
the ladies, assisted by professors, give lessons to the pupils of the progymnasimn in
the following subjects: Sacred history, Russian language, arithmetic, geography,
French and German languages. The courses are divided in.to three groups: The
gronp of Russian language and literature, the group of foreign languages (French
and German), and the group of mathematics . Lessons in religion, Russian, old
Slavonic, and arithmetic are on the programme of each of the three groups. Ladies
who have finished these courses receive a diploma of graduate teacher, conferring
upon them the right of occupying the chairs of the above-mentioned subjects in the
four lower classes (and of foreign languages in all classes) of gymnasiums and
p-rogymnasiums for girls .
1 Ad!lress deli,ered at the Internation al Con o-r ess of Education in Chicago in JuJy, 1893, and published in the Independent, .August 3, 1893, pp. 6-7.
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Among the establishments of the ecclesiastical department we must mention the
diocesan schools for girls. These establishments, the number of pupils in which
amounted last year to 13,000, are assigned to daughters of priests a.nd clergy, and
prepare them for the rough career of teachers in village schools. For over three
years I had the opportunity of closely observing some of these girls at their work,
and I must say we can not have enough respect and admiration for the really apostolic mission they fulfill. Buried in some distant village, miles away from railroads,
separated from her family, such a young creature undertakes her struggle for life,
depending upon a poor and illiterate community which is not always able or willing
to pay her the ridiculously small salary that is supposed to recompense her for her
work and for her life. For 12 rubles ($4) a month she has to provide for herself; 3
peasant's hut, where she finds lodgings for 20 rubles a year, becomes her home; the
peasant's family, her only social resource, if there is no priest in the village or no
landowner's house in the neighborhood; the rare visits of the educational inspector
or of some other member of the district school committee, and the annual arrival
in the spring of the examination commission, are the only events that break tho
monotony of her life in a milieu that is not hers, and where she has, in her way, a.
sort of rank to sustain; for she must not forget that she is not a peasant woman;
she has to dress like a lady, she has to behave herself like a lady. I knew one of
these teachers who had au invalid mother to support and a little brother whom sho
prepared for college. Numbers of them am scattered over the surface of our vast
co~ntry.. Their names are unknown. They are not represented at the Fair, and will
hardly ever be represented anywhere; but in this country, where an ordinary workman ,in some distant ranch of your far West is lodged and boarded and gets $30 a.
month; in this country, where intellectual labor is recompensed as nowhere else; in
this country, which has given such great examples of pioneering and of dissipating
darkness; in this country, ladies, I request your respect and your love for these your
distant sisters who have no other joy in life than to watch the glimpse of light they
gradually transmit to the minds of the little folks whom they aim to teach.
After having paid our tribute to these two important d epartments we may now
pass to the•establishments of the ministry of public instruction. ·we will not go
into details regarding secondary education; we only just mention that, according to
the report for 1891, the ministry of public instruction had under its direction 342
establishments (gymnasiums and progymnasiums) with 62,529 pupils in them, and
we pass on to the special subject under consideration.
The history of the higher educational courses for women is rather eventful, and
has passed through various phases. The question first arose in 1869, when penni&sion was given from the ministry of public instruction to organize a series of public
lecLures in history, philosophy, and science at St. Petersburg and Moscow. The
course had no settled plan, nor were any preliminary studies required from the
pupils. In the year 1872 Mr. Guerrier, professor in the University of Moscow, opened
his college of higher courses for girls, where special attention was given to the study
of universal literature and Russian history. At this epoch the necessity of a regular
university education for women made itself felt by tbe great number of girls who
went abroad in search of scientific knowledge.
An imperial ukase of the year 1876 authorfaed the foundation of higher course.1
on variou subje ·ts for women at different universitie of Russia; and in the course
of the same ancl th next year such colleges were established at Kazan, t. Petersburg,• nd I ief. They were cliviMd into two facultie the hi torico-philological and
phy ico-math matical. The colleg Rt t. Petersbu;g and Kief ar;cl tho e of Pro£ or 'uerri r, in M cow, have a four-year cour e ach; that of Kazan a wo-y am
onr ,. Be. id tbi ·, p ial la .. · of in truction for girls hav b en attached to
th h~r l • I ow gymua ium, wi h • four-year course of natnral cienc and tbree
.
m lD' th m i
All th . e. ta1Jli hm nts were r garded a privat iu titu101
l,u th hoanl f <·<lnc tion wa oblige l to xert g n ral control " r th
bh hm n
urin r ·ach academic year. They had no gen r. l regulation and
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-the whole org-nnization h as for a lon g time been regarded as a temporary one. Only
in 1879 preliminary work in preparing a general regulation for the girls' higher colleges was begun; but it was interrupted by the resignation, in 1880, of Count Tolstoi
from his post of minister of public instruction.
In the year 1884, by order of His Imperial Majest y, a committee was created, which
was presided over by the under secretary of state, Prince vVolkonsky. Its object
was to fintl out the b est means for tli.e organization of superior eJ.ucation for girls in
the Emp ire. But, in the meantime, the admission of new students to the courses
was forbidden, and it remained so for a little over two years. In June, 1889, the
r esults elaborated by the above-mentioned commission were put into action, and in
September of the same year admission to the courses was renewed.
After this historical sketch let us consider the scientific siue of the institn tion.
'fhe course lasts four y ears, and is divided into two sections: The hist.orico-philological and the mathematical. The following are the lists of th e subjects on ,vhich
lectures are held:
(1) In the historico-philological section: Religion, psychology, logic, history of
philosophy, Russian language, old Slavonic, history of Russian litern ture, ancient
all(l modern theory of liter ary forms, Slavonic idioms and literature, uni versa l
literature (this includes Italian, French, German, and English literatures in t h eir
connection with the development of Russian literature ~, Russian history, history
of the peoples of Slavonic race, ancient history, history of modern times , history
of arts, Latin language and literature .
(2) In the mathematical section: Religion, general course of mathematics, analytical geometry, algebraical analysis, differential and integral calculus, astronomy,
physics, organic and inorganic chemistry, physical geography, and analytical
mechanics.
The extensiveness of these programmes does not prevent serious or conscientious
study . The pupils obtain very complete knowledge in all branches of the section
they select, and at the same time they have the opportunity of trJ·ing to solve any
special question in its smallest details. In to.is sense the higher courses include in
the limits of their programmes that principle which you formulate so clearly and so
aptly when you say that "a man should know ever ythin g of something and something of everything."
'
We have before our eyes the annual reports of the director of tli.e St. Petersburg
higher course for women for the last three years; and I take the liberty of communicatiu g to you some deta ils illustrating the scientific l evel of the young la,dies'
work. In the year 1891 there were 385 pupils in the four courses_. and 298 of these
were in the bistorico-philological and 87 in the mathematical section. This preference for history and literature h as always characterized our women, although in
math ematics we :find quite inter esti n g works on most abstract subjects. Director
Koolin quotes in his reports such themes as "An approximate calculus of definite
integrals," or "Euler's formulre of quadrations," and others. In 1890 our celebrated
compatriot, Mme. Kovalevsky,t who was professor of mathematics at the Uni1
Mme. Sophie Kovalevsky, daughter of General Kronkovsky and descendant of Mattaias Corvin,
was born in Moscow in 1850. After her marriage with Vladimir Kovalevsky she studie.d at Heidelb erg University, and in 1870 went to Berlin University. .A.t a later date she received the degree of
doctor in philosophy from Gottingen University for a mathematical thesis on-the theory of equations.
In 1883 Mme. K ovalevsky published an essay on the r efraction of light, and was soon after called by
Prof. MHtag-L effler, of Stockholm University, to aid him as docent in his mathematical professorship. Her first course gave her a chair at the university, and l ed her hearers to place her with
Lagrange and Laplace as a poet among mathematicians. In 1886 the A.cademy of Sciences in Paris
proposed, for tho Boruin prize, to be decided in 1888, the question, "Perfectionner en un point iml)ortant la theorie dtt mouvement cl'un corps solide" (On tho theory of movement of a solid). Tho prize
was awarded unanimously to Mme. Kova le,sky, whose profound study of tl1e subject placed her in
rank with Euler and Lagrauge. 'rhi s thesis, with others r elating to the differentials of all cl eterminate function fl, placeu her in the front _rank among mathematiciaus, and she was feted in Paris, Helsingfors, Christiania, and St. Petersburg by the most leam ed savants. She r eturned to Stockholm,
where s ho <lied in February, 1891. (From R evue des Deux Moucles, May 15, 1894.)
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v ersity of Stockholm, honored with her presence the examination of the phy sicomathematical section, and Director Koolin mentions with satisfaction the good
impressions she gathered during her visit. We must note here that the only three
ladies who lecture in this establishment are mathematicians. These a.re Mme. Schiff,
' who directs tlrn practical exercises in mathematics; Mme. Serdobinsky in physics,
and Mme. Bogdanovsky, graduate doctor of tho Geneva University, in chemistry.
In the historico-philological section, philosophical questions seem to l1ave mostly
interested the young women. Professor Veden sky speaks in the best terms of such
works as "On some internal sensations, according to Beaunis/' "On the constitution of our self-consciousness, according to Taine and Strahoff," '' On the principles
of knowledge in John Stuart Mill's Logic," "On the atomic theory of matter, ac cording to Professor Strahoff," "The universe as a whole," "On the immortality of the
soul, according to Plato," and other abstruse subjects.
National history has been much studied, and very minute investigations have
been made by women on some original texts of ancient Slavonic chronicles. Such
works as "The fall of Novgorod in olden Russian chronicles " antl "The conquest of
Kazan in !552 as_it appears from annals and traditions," are considered l>y Professor
Platouoff as essays of quite individual and inde1)endent value.
Several women are well acquainted with different Slavonic idioms and have made
valuable translations of Servian and Bulgarian popular songs into Russian.
I do not wish _to fatigue you with minute details concerning the financial status
of the establishment, but I can not pass the quesLion by, as I think it is of significant
importance in showing how much public opmionis favorably disposed toward bighcr
education for women. The St. Petersburg higher courses are supported by tb c G~vernment and by the municipality; this sum amonnts to 6,000 rubles a year, while
the whole maintena,nce of the establishment, according to the director's report, coS t s
ten times as much. From whence come these funds ~ Excep t the students' fees all
the rest are voluntary donations of private individuals. We can hardly give an
idea of their extent and variety, not only iu large amounts of money (such as ba:7e
been given b_y Mesdames Sibiriacoff, Shamiansky, Vargounin, and · others), but Ill
active ~ielp of all kinds, beginning with the architect who erected the bnilding and
refused all compensation. During the two tran sition years, when admission to the
courses was refused, most of the profrssors lectured gratis; the two doctors attachetl
to the establishment, one of whom is a lady, never wanted to accept anything for
their daily attendance. Profe~sors, writers, and scientific societies contribute<l to
the enlargemen t of the library, and the papers have always published gratis all
announcements concerning the courses.
Another thing that characterizes the popularity of the conr es is the fact that
students come from such distant places as Tiflis andBakn, in the Cancasns; or Tom. k,
Emiisseisk, and Irkutsk, in Siberia. It is to be noted, too, that the most gener?u
donors contributing to the prosperity of the establishment are two Siberian latll ·
\Ve must now 1:my a few words in r egard. to the higher rne11ical courses fonnd c<l in
St. Petersbnrg in the year 1872. Strange as it may appear hn in America, tlH· e
cours s for women were under the direction of the ministry of war an<l. attach cl to
military bo pitals. Tho tuc1ont from these conri:;es were of great h elp dnrinir th0
l~st Turki ·h war in l 77, wbere th y showed ouragc and utt r self-almegation. In
ti_m of P ac worn n <lo tors cbi •fly pra ·tice in vil!ao-es, wber th provincial ho_ J:ll~:tl arc oft ·n 1mcl r tbC>ir dirN.: tion; in tb sontbea tPm provinces tb ir h •lp _1
J:lfl le s amono- th
1ohamme<lans, h<>ranse of tb1• strid n•ligion law that for h1tl
worn n having any mcc1ical attC>nclatH' from men.
nfortnnat ly tb . e onr
lo d in 1
chi fly for pe ·1111iary reasons; bnt at tl1 sallle tim oth r JJI' •1nr: · n.tta h cl to th 1~at idty Hospital f, t. p tcr:-1hnrg w r re<·nf r"tl ID
.
npply thi · lap. .
miug 11H· ixt c·n y •an:i or th •ir <·xi.·t1·nc·c th· hiirl: r
in_ r, '1H·al c·onr s ·C'n on
ahont 1.rro , ra,lnat . ; tho fir. t l u :ian wom II doctoi
tr· l · <lam· ,_on. ]off uucl Ko.-k •\ aro t.

CHAPTER IX.
PA.PERS PREP A.RED FOR THE WORLD'S LIBRA.RY CONGRESS.

LIBRARY ECONOMY .

. The president of the American Library Association, Mr. Melvil
Dewey, in the year of the Columbian Exposition conceiverl tlrn happy
idea of preparing a volume on library economy, assigning the several
portions of the work to special experts with the purpose of having the
papers thus prepared read at the International Library Congress to be
held in Chicago during the summer of 1803. The following letter from
Mr. Dewey explaius the plan, rmrpose, and execution of the following
papers on library economy, which together constitute a - uuique and
vahrn,ble treatise on the genera.I subject of the management of libraries:
While secretary of tho American Library Association during its first fifteen years,
the neetl of a manual of library economy was constantly felt, and much of my time
was given to correspondence and. to preparation and publication of matter destined
a'fter revision to form chapters of such a manual. When elected again to tho presidency for the Vvorld's Fair meeting, I undertook with the approval of the executive
board. to ntilize the unusual opportunity for making snch a volume by cooperation.
The following brief extracts from some of tlle many official circulars sent out
will make clear the plan:
"The proceedings--of the American Library Association Columbian meeting will
form a library handbook to take the place of the Centennial library volume published by tho Bureau of Education, which has long been out of print. That did
much good, but was written just ·before modern library activity began. Obviously
a much better book can now be written by well organized cooperntiou among leading members of the association. Tho historical and statistica.l parts will be made
by the Bureau of Education, which has by far the best facilities for this work; but
it is our province to contribute the lil.n:ary economy.
"I hope tho experiment of this systematic progr:.mme for the World's Fair meeting
will be so successful that we may another year take the historical side and make a
historical handbook, and a third year take the bil>liographic si1..le, putting all our
strength on that. This will give the profession three splendid volnmes. Bearing
this in mind, the writer s for this year shoulrl. avoi<l. going into historical details aud
make their papers not ordinary essays but a compact and useful judicial summing
up of the principles of library economy."
Tho official programme of the ten days' meeting at Chicago made the following
statement:
., PLAN OF PROGRA1\l::vIE.

"The pro<rramme is so planned as to make the print<>d proceedings a han<lbook of
library economy setting forth the points of general a.grecmellt attarned in the seventeen yenrs sinre organization at tb.e Centennial, and abo the points on wllich onr
best t,l1iukers still differ.
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"Each author will revise his paper, utilizing the discussions, so that as finally
printed in the proceedings it will represent the position of tile subj ect at the
close instead of at the beginning of the 1893 meeting.
"The aim is, therefore2 to present a judicial digest of previous articles, papers,
dis cm,bions, and specially of (;lxperience, rather than to contribute n ew material.
The substance of perhaps 100 or more contributions scattered through library serials
and proceedings, genaral periodical literature, reports, bulletins, etc., are put jn a
single short paper, in two parts; the first stating what is generally accepted by well
informed librarians, not necessarily what the author thinks; the second giving the
points 01L that subject which are still under discussion and to the solution of which
i he Columbian meeting ought materially to contribute.
"While the papers will thus be Yery conJensed they aro not to be read at the meetings, but will be furnished in advance to members; and the time at the meeting will
be devoted to discussing unsettled points which will be presented by the author in a
five minutes summary. It is thus expected to get from a singl e daily session as much
practical good as is usually obtained from the three, and in the ti.me thus gained to
more than double the great practical value of our annual rueeting by thorough study
of the library exhibit."
After the meeting the following were among the instructions sent to each author
concerning final revision of his chapter:
"The abstract printed in advance in the Library Journal, the full paper as prepared before the meetings, the shorthand reports of discussions, with any infor::nation from other sources specially collected for the A. L.A. exhibit, shoulcL be us·ed in
revising or rewriting the chapter to make it as practically valuable as possible for
reference.
"As general editor of the volume, I shall state the plan and opportunities for discussion and revision, but shall not clai!!! approval of the A. L. A. for the published
result, as the new constitution forbids promulgating any recommendations in liurary
economy by the A. L.A. without previous approva l by the council. Each author is
therefore alone responsible for his chapter. You are not restricted to wltat was submitted at the meeting, but are fr ee to write now what you see fit, provided the rule
laid down from the first is followed: that yon state not your individnal preforcnces,
but the points of agreement and difference among competent librarians with the uest
statement you can make of different claims. A point of agreement does not mean
that a bare majority of those consulted hold this opinion . In all cases where data
has been collected the number of votes ought to bo noted, at least in brackets or
footnotes. On many points onr discussions showed us to be practically unanimous,
but wherever a respectable minority held different views they are entitled to fair
mention in these chapte.rs. We must all guard against assuming the po ition of an
advocate of methods we personally prefer, rather than that of a judge of all tho e
founu to have substantial merits. Each author might be described as a ·world's
Fair judge to report on the subject, as other jndg-es report on exlJibit . We must not
be misled by mere nnmbers usi11g certain method , for fifty liurarian s ruay be using
one form and three another form unknown to the other , but which the entire fiftythr e would prefer.
·
"Aft r a statement of what is being done and approved by •ompetent judge we
slrn.11 be glad t hav e each author add his per onal views re ulting from hi tudy,
provid cl ]10 put h m 1 arly as such."
Thi is th plan on whi b he e articles hav b n pr par <1.
bad x ·ncl d orr ponden e with ome of the author ; with oth r hardly a ingle
ba b n · bang d. In m ca s i otnot have be n add d to upply om ·
ditor has n
und rtak n to suppl ment or modify the paper a
In pr P' rin g thP. · c·hapt r. an<l in · 11 c·tin(T the int rnational library xlubit
l,y tlw \ 111 " 1 ir-an Lihrary A. so ·i:ition uucl r th an ·pi
of th
nit d tat
H 1 • 'or l•,!lu, .. ion, rna11y ti.ion and ·ir ·ular w r · •ut out. Th return , ntaiu·
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ing an amount of valuable technical information never b efore so fully or carefully
collected, h ave all been preserved, classified, bound, and indexed, and, w ith the
library exhibit it.self~ are fully availab le to all interested in the library museum of
the New York State library school at Albany.
In behalf of library interests the world over, the editor wishes to thank the
authors of these articles for th e importa nt service they have rendered to librarianship.
From: his entrance on his official duties the prese!lt Commiss ioner of Education has
shown an interest i.u and knowledge of modern library a.ims and methods which has
commanded the admiration and cooperation of all interested in developing to its
foll possibility the great edu.c ational agency known as the public library system.
The publication of these chapters where they may reach the largest number and do
the most good simply adds one more to the long list of official acts which have made
his administration marked at home and abroad, wherever educationists keep informed
as to the work of government departments.
MELVIL DEWEY.

STATE LIBRARY,

Albany, N. Y., June 15, 1895.

LIBRARIES IN RELATION TO SCHOOLS.
HANNAH

P.

JAMES,

Librarian in Osterhout Free Library, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Object to be attained.-Dr. W. T. Harris in his address at the Fabyan house conference in 1890, on '' The function of the library and tlle
school in education," said: "The school gives the prelimfnary preparation for education, and the library gives the means by which the individual completes and accomplishes his education." These few words
embody the sentiments of the typical modern librarian, and his chief
airn is so to impress them on the instructors of youth that the schools
and the libraries shall work together for one and the same purpose-the true education of man from his earliest years to the close of his
earthly career.
How to begin.-First, enlist the interest of the superintendent of
schools or members of the school board in a close connection between.
the schools and the library. In New Jersey all libraries organized
under the law of 1884 have the superintendent as an ex-officio member
of the library board. In other places the superintendent or some of
the principals are elected as members. Minneapolis bas both the superinternlent of schools and the president of the university, and gains
greatly thereby in a wise and intelligent administration.
Without these exceptional advantages, lwwever, much depends on
enlisting the hearty cooperation of the school board; for wbile the most
intelligeut teachers rarely need more than the opportuuity to enter into
the work, others have to be won over and eucouraged by the impelling
influence of authority. Their aid, too, is often needed in arrangin.;· the
details of the work, both in school and out.
To interest teachers.-Seek personal intercourse with the teachers
and explain to them the value and aim of tlie work proposed. Visit the
school if possible and make yourself familiar with their work. Invite
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the teachers by grades to the library to examine books adapted to their
classes. A.sk for suggestions of books to buy. Feel a real interest in
the teachers and their work, and never be too busy to pass a friendly
word with them. One librarian lends pictures mounted on cardboard
to teachers who do not at first care for books, and so wins them. Speak
at teachers' institutes of your aims, and the great work tllat can be
accomplished by cooperation. Do not rest till every teacher uses the
library. The books are quite often of as much value to the teacher as
to the pupil. Los Angeles invites teachers to join the libra.ry club and
finds it most helpfnl.
How to aid teachers.-If possible, have some one specially fitted by
training and disposition 't o take charge of the school work which must
fall on the librarian or one of his assistants. If the latter is chosen
with special reference to her fitness for aiding and inspiring_the teachers, just so much more good will be accomplished. Several libraries
have made such appointments 1 and devote Saturday mornings during
term time and two hours every day after school to assisting both teach·ers and pupils. Li8ts of books for school use are p1~epared, sometimes
classified, and with notes; written lists of new books received are made,
the books t 1rnmselves being shown. Call numbers are entered in
Sargent's, Caller's, Hardy's, Hewins's, and other lists, and lent to the
.teachers
Grades allowed use· of books.-From . some libraries only the
high school is allowed to draw books for school use. More allow high
and grammar schools, leaYing out the primary school. If our a,im is to
educate and direct the taRtes and habits of thought of the p eople, the
work can not begin too early. Train the twig into a straight and healtlly
growth, if you wish a straight and healthy tree. As it is estimated that
nearly half the pupils leave school at or before reaching the grammar
grade, it is necessary to interest them in good books before that time
making them feel that the library has something of value to tlJem, and
is as much for them, if they will but uRe it, as for others. Better
results will be obtained in the higher grades by pupils traiued in tlle
use of books from the beginning.
Number of volumes lent.-From 2 to 40 yo]umes each are allo-wecl
at one time y different libraries, the average number lent by 50 l ibrarie.·
beino- 7. The number varies somewhat, but uot al ways according t
the izcof the library. A moderate limit may with adva11tage be establi ·lied in the b ginning; but later, jf an earnest teacber want· aud · u
u a large num er to advantage, without detriment to t1JC ne d of
oth r acher,, h , houkl lrnv them. Thirty-~llree librarie' report n
limit, 1 aving it to tho judgrn nt of the Iilm.1,riau. l\Iilwankee allo, ·
v 1mn t
< •h m il.
Special libraries.of 5 Y 1nm
' ·h r i , m
iti
of or in .uld iti u t , b · 1 n
n
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time-from fot-ir to eight weeks-and exchanged lJodily at the expiration of that time with other schools. These "special libraries" often
contain duplicates for simultaneous reading, the pupils being required
to discuss the books and prepare papers on them. Detroit, Worcester,
Milwaukee, Cleveland, Oolumbu:;;, and other lil>raries use tllis method
to great advantage. Detroit has 4,000 volumes circulating in this way,
2,000 of them in the high school. New York State -appropriates
$25,000 a year for its public library division of the educational extension department, 1 and "traveling libraries" are a. central feature in its
most efficient practical work.
In outlying districts at a distance from the main library teachers
not infrequently act as agents in receiving and deliveriug the library
books to the people of the neighborhood. While this distribution does
not come under the head of "school work," the teacher can, if he will,
exert a wise and helpfol influence by aiding in the selection of the best
books of all classes.
Duplicates.-Duplicates ranging in number from 2 to 100 copies
are purchased by different libraries. Where all members of. a class .
are required to read the same book for seminars or essays, large duplication is necessary. Such duplication~ however, would Reem to be more
appropriately provided by the school boards, unless scho.:>l funds are
given the library directly for that purpose, as at Los Angeles, where
$5,500 a year are applied to the purchase of schoolbooks.
Where a limited number of books is lent, fewer duplicates and greater
variety, unless in special cases, will be found advi8able. A.II classes of
the same grade do not use the same books at the same time. For 10
grammar schools 6 copies of any one book are usually enough. Exceptionally valuable books may require more duplicating. Variety excites
interest in research and comparison. Bny carefully up to demand,
ratber than beyond it.
Where a limited treasury will not admit of any duplication , judicious ·
buying, with due regard to school work, and as liberal a, use of books
on hand as the library can afford, will be of incalculable benefit.
The main point is to teach the children to use the library to the best
advantage, to cultivate a real love of books and a thirst for knowledge. _
Fiction.-Fiction, without decidedly moral or educational tendencies, is seldom allowed. While judicious teachers might often use
fiction to good advantage, were it allowed to be freely drawn on school
cards, there would be danger of an excessive use of it by others not
so judicious. One library reports such use, and the consequent withdrawal of all library privileges. Some use historical :fiction freely in
connection with historical studies; some, 1 volume of :fiction to 8 or 10
others; and many none at all, excepting to lowest primary grades, to
incite a desire to use the books and to learn to read. In the latter
1
By the new law of 1892 it also grants $55,000 a year for school libraries, to be kept
in the 1miltlmg as a part of tho school apparatus.
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grades the old classic fairy tales are useful in awakening tbe interest
and imagination of those coming from ignorant and degraded bomes.
Following these, Andrews's Seven Little Sisters, Kirby's Aunt l\fartb a's
Corner Cupboard, with other similar books, will easily lead up to more
serious reading.
As a rule, children do not need to be taught to read fiction, but by
cultivating in them a taste for history, literature, natural science, etc.,
we may be reasonably sure that they will choose only the better class
of fiction when left to themselves. And as the schools exist at great
cost to the p11blic, purely for the education of the young, it would seem
to be the obvious duty of the library in its connection with the schools
to furnish them only with books of a decidedly edu~ational nature. In
the high school grades standard fiction is used with advantage in the
s·tudy of literature.
Limit of time allowed and care of books.-Books are usually lent
for a limited period, with privilege of an indefinite number of renewals.
Some issue for an unlimited p eriod. By allowing one renewal only
fewer ~uplicates are needed, but in consequence the children can not
familiarize themselves so fully with the books. Fewer books thoroughly
read are often better for the children than a greater variety with insufficient time for careful perusal. Accounting for books every two or four
weeks by the teacher encourages greater care on bis part. The work
can be delegated to one of the pupils, under the teacher's supervision,
or, as in some libraries, the assistant in charge of school work can visit
the schools and renew the books, examining their condition at the same
time. Torri books should be returned to the library immediately, and
lost books reported and paid for by the loser, or by the whole school if
the loser is unknown or uuable. Responsibility for the careful use of
public property is a lesson which.. can not be learned too early, and
children will value books more highly if, in case of loss or damage, they
are required to contribute a few pennies apiece to make the loss good.
Give them all possible privileges, but teach them to feel a sense of
responsibility for those privileges.
Record of school c irculation.-About half the libraries beard from
report no record. kept of school circulation, because no special sy tem
i u -ed. A ledger account with each teacher is valuable as ·bowing
titles of books drawn. Kept in small pass books, and alphabeted
by t a h r , ' 11am , this m tbod is convenient and helpful. Wb re a
charging- lip , t m i u ed, colored lips for schoolbook how at a
glan ·e the ·h racter, <lat , a11 amom1t of school circulation. By thi
m tliocl warning , n
nt t acher , if neces ary, in a. on to preven fine', ut jf fin . · ·ru th y hou1d be paid. While th total
am nu of ·ir u1, tion ·, n 11 t bow the fu]l value of th work d n
n incli ·~ i n , n l n oth librarian and tea her it a
' . c 11 in:1 fr, ti n a11cl inc· ·n i
p ial hool ard are ft nu
1
• h r pla ·
k eke · r r ain d at the library. In he 1 tt r
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case, teacher's name and date of return are written on the book cover.
Teachers are advised to write date of return or renewal on the blackboard.
Influence of library on pupils.-Some librarians ask for lists of
books read b-y each pupil, with comments on favorites. These lists are
returned to the pupils with words of encouragement and advice from
the librarian. Some invite children to write notes to them expressing
their appreciation and wants. A letter from the librarian commending
care and good use of books is greatly valued, and creates a personal
feeling of friendship for the library. Better still is the custom of some
to visit the schools once a year and talk with the pupils. Classes are
invited to visit the library at stated times and are shown objects of
natural history or science, if such form a part of it.
These methods; or any others used with a sincere desire to v;in the
children to a love of the library, will have their reward in a, great
increase of interest among the young. Kindly personal influence is
one of the greatest factors of success in this work.
Reference use by pupils.-Extensive use for reference is reported
by nearly all libraries, some situated near the schools having daily
visits from whole classes. Others, according to their ability, afford every
possible aid, consideri.ng it their most valuable work. As mentioned
above, Saturday forenoons and two hours after school daily are in some
places devoted to the special assistance of teachers and pupils.
Class rooms.-Few libraries have class rooms designed specially
for that use, but several report them as future possibilities when n~w
buildings or additions are completed. For class work they arc invaluable, as large collections of books can be examined and discussed, a
love of research instilled, and a familiarity cultivated that will often
lead pupils to prosecute their studies after their school life ends.
Worcester bas a class room for every subject-history, fine arts,
natural science, etc.
Teachers' cards.-Teachers are usually aJlowed to draw extra books
for purposes of study, the number varying from two to any number
desired, but generally for a limited time. Teachers' cards are issued to
all teachers whether residents or not. Books on pedagogy and kindred
subjects should be provided and the teachers asked to suggest titles for
their own use.
Teachers' influence on home circulation.-Some libraries r.eport a
decided influence on home circulation from school work, apart from the
books lent to pupils from the school. Librarians :find teachers tbe most
effi.ci.ent helpers possible in securing the entrance of good books into
families which can in no other way be reached. They are the only ones
who can do that work, and they should be encouraged to distribute
regi tration blanks, and help in the selection of books for home reading by short lists or catalogs furnished them for the purpose. They
should be impressed with tb~ greatness of their opportunities for good.
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.ADAPTATION OF L IBRA RIES TO CONSTITUENCIES.

By

1

SAMUEL SWETT GREEN,

Public librarian, Worcester, Ma ss .

.A. resident of a Massachusetts town to which the Commonwealth was
about to give $ i00 worth of books came to secure my influence as a
member of the State free public library commission to I.iave a large part
of the $100 spent- for rare and expensive books on Massachusetts history. As a large and valuable librar y made up principally of bo-oks of
that class was soon to be given to another small town in the same county,
it would have been manifestly unwise to gra nt this iequest. It seems
unwise also to place a students' library in a small town where there are
few who will use it. It would be bet ter to give the library to a flourishing institution at a county seat , on condition tliat it shall be open
resident s of the county, and that, under
for free consultation by
pTOper rules, books may be lent from it to inhabitants of smaller to wns
for use at home.
In this way the library would be so placed that most persons wishing
to make investigations would have t he books near home, and the comparatively few investigators in the smaller tow ns, such as the m an in
the town first-mentioned, would also have their interests provided ~·?r.
The trustees of the Thomas Cra1ie Public Library at Quincy, lYiass.,
have concluded, utilizing the experience of many years, tha,t a working
library of 15,000 volumes is sufficient to supply the general wants of
the 20,000 residents of the cit y. I t is proposed not to let the library
grow beyond 20,000 volumes while the wants of the city remain what
they are, and when it excee<ls tb at number of volumes to cutit down
by taking out books that never have been 11eedecl in a popular library
like that in Quincy or that h ave become useless. It having become
evident that a n addition would presently have to b e made to the buildin g if the r ecent r ate of increase should continue, it seemed best t o the
trustees to begin at once to reduce t he size of t he librciry. They proceeded, under the able leadersh ip of Mr. Charles Francis .Adams, to
r emove from the librar y large numbers of Goverumeut document

all

l\Yi th tbis _paper should be read thoso pages of tlrn Chicago cliscussions in which it
was pointetl out by l aclincr librarians that to wc•ccl ont wifely wonhl require mnch
co ·t1y xpert serYic ; that tho most hnrtfnl critic·ism wonlcl ho attack. a.fter in cYitable a s whero some one wonl<l greatly w isb a book that hncl been withdrawn a
u eles · · that the print tl ·afalogs already circnlatt- l would bo made untru tworth:
by parting with any volum in ·lucled · that what ono wi ·o aud learned man" oultl
thr ' out as tra ·b, anoth r cc1ually wis and learnc,l wonlcl consid ·r sp •ially valuabl b :can ·o of cliff ring per:onal qnation . Iu sl1ort, tl1:1t how ,·<'r cxc ll nt in
th or~ 1t wa p rha.p · th mo t <lifli ult thing in lihrariansllip to _pnt ucce · full)· 10
-pr, ·tic .
. Whil f ,v f: vor tl '' w · ding ont, imply to gain room by g Ltinrr 1id of ho k
lit 1 · ,·:1nt ,cl, many h •li '' iu tran. f rrilw to th ·r Ehra1·i whi ·h h:n a di. tiu tl_
't ·
r n • •<l f th •m.-.1. D .
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unnecessary duplicates, books of an outgrown ephemeral interest, antl
those unsuited to the locality. Twenty-011e hundred and forty-five
volumes were removed immediately. The Quincy library, by adopting
this conrse, relieves itself from very considerable prospective expcm,es
and secures money to u se iu increasing its usefulness.
Part of the plan is to keep the printed catalog·s of the sm811 Jil> rary
up to date and to scatter copies of them widely throughout the city by
selling them at a nominal price. It is always expensive to prepare a11d
print a good catalog;- it is very expensive to issue new editions frequently. Still, if a ·popular library is to do its work well ·it must introduce its constituents to its books by means of frequent revised editions
of a good, printed catalog.
The Thomas Crane Library has b een famous for the excellence of its
annotated catalog and for lists of boo.k s on special subjects for tlrn
use of school children. It proposes in future to use more mouey tllan
in tlie past in making, printing, ai1d keepiug up to date good catalogs, and, in order to make it practicable to do so, to keep down the
number of volumes in the library, thus reducing the expenses of cataloging, and also to save money in housing its books. That is to say,
it is acting 011 the Well-established principlB that n, Small library WCll
cataloged, if at all adapted in the number of its ~'olumes to the size
of a town, is of incalcu1ably greater advantage to its constituency than
one many times larger but poorly equipped with catalogs.
It is a distinctive feature of the Quincy plan not to make the library
a special reference library. That city is very near Boston and Cambridge, which it is well known are richly s11pplied with large' general
and numerous special libraries.
When a man appears in Quincy who wishes to make a minute inquiry
on some ·s pecial subject, it is proposed to refer him to the great libraries
in the neigllboring cities, and to confine the efforts of the trustees of the
Quincy library to supplying the general wants of its constituency.
Here, then, is a bold attempt at adapting a library to its constituency.
Shall it be seconded~
Many will llol<l it unwise to discuss such a subject publicly. Remembering many ill-judged efforts at economy by ignorant, uneducated, or
parsimonious men iu town meetings an<l on library boards, they will
pronounce it hurtfnl to libraries to point out to such men tllat some
library experts consider it well to keep down expenses for catalog'iug
and housing books by weeding out libraries. Perhaps they are right.
Whether they 8rc so or 1:10t, however, their objection is too late. The
matter now nuder consideration is undergoing public disctission, and it
is importaut that men having special kuowledge of library matters
shoukl contribute now the results of their experience. Unreasonable
men in town meetings and in boards of trustees mu t be answered, and
rea onable men and women need to understand thoroughly the subject
in ord r that their am;wers may be di crimmating and wise.
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Once, when the ' Librarian of Congress asked that an addition be
n ade to the library rooms, a member is said to have urged that instead
of enlarging the Capitol, the library should be weeded out. Such a
plan would be regarded generally as exceedingly foolish.
There must he in many parts of this broad land large and growing
libraries which will aim to gather very large general and. special collections not limited to books of intrinsic merit,. Such libraries will have
to get_many books of little value in themselves to enable students to
study subjects historically. It would indeed be very silly to weed out
the Congressional Library. Somewhere there should be accessible (and
where better than in that library') every book, pamphlet, and map
published in the United States. The Congressional Library should be
a grea.t national library like the Bibliotheque N ationale and the British
Museum.
The Quincy plan would not work well even in a place the size of
Worcester, Mass., with a population of only 90,000 or 95,000, and but
44 miles from Boston, for it is a center of important educational institutions and of inquirers, and therefore needs large reference libraries.
Cambridge, though very much nearer Boston than · Quincy, becomes,
because of Harvard University, a center where there · must be a large
library. It is too great an inconvenience for Harvard professors• and
students to rely, except for book rarities, on libraries even so near as
those in Boston. ·
On the other hand, consider the John Adams Library at Quincy. It
was collected by President John Adams in Europe ac.d America, and
undoubtedly contains many valuable books. But is it in place in
Quincy~ It was formerly kept in the Adams Academy, out not proving useful there, it was transferred to the Thomas Crane Public Library,
where it now is. Mr. Charles Francis Adams recently said that he
only knew of this John Adams Library having been con 1lted once in
forty years, and that then he was himself the consulter. It is more
convenient for Mr. Adams to make his many researcbes in the great
libraries in Boston and Oambridge than iu Quincy, and bis opinion is
that this library should be given to the Boston Public Library, where
it would be of great value in supplementing the collections, and would
be readily accessible to tlic class of students who would use it. Perhap , however, Quincy would be unwilling to give up this library
which mark it connection with a very di tingui hed man. While it
i a di tinctive featur of he Quincy plan not to make the public
Ii rary a
ic l ret ren ·e library, its ucce dep nd on having larCTe
r tr _n li rari n ar at hand. In one re,p tit ncourag making
h hbr ry c
i 1 libr ry, namely, on local int r t and hi t rv.
t b , ing in xp n:
o. Ribl nnd r th Quin y I Jan, while
cl , hi ·h w ul l rdin, rily b n ed in h u i11g ook
·.·, i11 ·r a.- l x n litur it ·h uld
10 1>_h
1 il fr_,!u n i.:u<>.. f im'r y
,t,l g . .
h
h · ph n, 1f w >11 ·arri
th r
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There are many small libraries which do not need weeding. If a
library needs weeding, as many undoubtedly do, will it be weeded out
wiselyf
Broad-minded intelligence is neerlful for this kind of work, as well
as education and experience in library work. An expert is as much
needed in this work of weeding out as in selecting books for a library
at its start. Great harm might result from injudicious discarding.
Another objection likely to be made to the Quincy plan is that it
would often be difficult to decide how large a library is needed ht a
town or city, and that this difficulty would be magnified iu a growing
town. StilI, if a thiug is desirable it should be done in spite of difficulties. Foresight must be exercised and generous provision made for
the probable growth of towns, and the number of volumes chauged
as changes in the size of population or other considerations demand.
Supposrng a mistake has been made, the weeding has been made with
the accessibility in view of large and special libraries in towns and
cities near by. Those towns and cities will still :remain near to the
town which has grown unexpectedly large; their libraries will still be
accessible for reference. The difference between the old state of things
and the new is likely to be that the books will be used more under
changed circumstances than formerly.
.
But how provide under the Quincy plan for students who can not
afford time and money to frequent the large libraries even in towns or
cities near by; and supposing this 1mmber of special inquirers becomes
considerable, can you hope that they will receive a cordial welcome and
sympathetic assistance in large nejgb boring libraries l Dangers here
hinted at must be guarded against. Librarians and trustees should be
on tlie lookout for inquirers and help them to get at the books needed.
It is proposed to help them by preparing and issuing often imp1 oved
printed catalogs. Personal assistauce would also evidently be needed
under the new plan. In some cases it would be necessary to buy books.
In others the investigator might be introduced to the officers of the
library, or by some influential person to the officers of a large neighboring library with reference to his being allowed to borrow if he could not
use books on the premises. The same thing might perhaps be better
accomplished by a loan from the large to the small library. The small
library might have to pay for this privilege. It might be desirable, if
an investigator had leisure but not money, for the small library. to pay
his car fare to the town where the library to be consulted is situated.
Large libraries as now constituted are very obliging, and continually
extend courtesies to smaller institutions. The people of Worcester, for
example, every week, and sometimes oftener, have books borrowed for
their use from the Surgeon-General's library, Washitigton, from Harvard,
the Bo ton Atbenreum, Columbia, Yale, and other libraries. Many institutions are already extending gratuitously such privileges.
Suppo ing it were to become the custom of small libraries to send
bo k and pamphlets which they cau get, but do uot need, to large
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neighboring libraries where. they would be useful. Such aciJon would
lead to an exchange of various civilities. Then, too, as the desirability
of having large libraries help smaller ones by loans of books becomes
more and more obvious, will not persons of means give money to the
former to enable them to do this kind of work for small towns generally
or for particular towns in which they may be specially intercsted-1
Mr. Adams's ad vice· to libraries is, not to accumulate books promiscuously, but to practice a systematic differentiation in collecting.
- Books which cumber the shelves of one library may be of the greatest
value in another. Tbe public documents only of its own town and
State, and a few of the· national documents relating to matters~of general interest, are in place in the library of a small town. But all public
document s have come to be of the greatest service in large libraries
and in libraries connected with important educational institutions.
Even those which seem driest, because exclusively of statistics, are
much in demand in colleges where students of history and political
economy are required to examine original sources.
Mr. Charles A . Cutter said several years ago, regarding ·t he p roper
disposition of pamphlets, that local pamphlets should be given to local
libraries, professional or scientific pampblets to special libraries, mis- cellaneous and all sorts of pamphlets to larger general libraries. Tbis
is excellent advice.
Evon large general libraries practice differentiation, many of them
excluding professional books and leaving special libraries in tbeir
neighborhood to accumulate them. A State library may properly make
a specialty of public documents, and perhaps law books, and pay little
attention to accumulating other books. A general subscription library
with a constituency mainly of people of leisure may fi11d it more u, eful
to collect books in bellcs-lettres, biography, history, travel, etc., than
to buy many dealing with industrial subjects. But a public library in
a great manufacturing town, or a special library for architects and
engineers, must specialize on techuical books.
It is not proposed to destroy books taken out of libraries where tbey
are not needed, but to place tbem within reach of tllose most n eding
them, either through other libraries or auction ·room or secondhand
bookstores. No countenance would be given to nch a procc ding a
tbat of the admil1iRtrators of the estate of the well-known collector of
ld book , 1\lr. T. ·O. P. IJ. Burnham, wbo arc said to have sent at 3
r more of mat rial from hi tock to the paper mill. i
. The pe ple of Wore . t r act more wL-ely. Tlwy empty their at i ~
· mt th r om of th' m ri ·an Antic1uarian Society or th
of tlJ
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local Society of Antiquity. Housekeepers there, too, dispose similarly
of such books as turn up in spring cleaning and are found to be in the
way. .An extensive system of excllange is in operation under the
auspices of the former society, and books and pamphlets sent to the
rooms of either society, find their way to persons and libraries where
they are needed, and the two antiquarian societies enrich their collections by the exchanges made.
Col. Thomas Wentworth Higginson recently stated that a trustee of
the lVIuseum of Fine Arts, Boston, told him that he spent a considerable
part of his time in refusing gifts offered to the museum. This trustee
JS probably .wise in declining gifts. There a~·e many books and pamphlets offered to libraries which they would not :find useful. These
should be accepted only on condition that they may be placed wherever
· they will be most valuabll3.
Differentiation is specially desirable in the smallest libraries. When
but little money is available for buying books the small amount should
be spent with closest regard to actual needs of the constituency. Not
infrequently, intelligent entertainment and elementary instruction will
be the principles that should guide in selecting books for small libraries.
With intelligent cooperation several small neighboring towns might
adopt to advantage the suggestion that each of them spend a few dollars
a year on. a specialty, sucll as botany, geology, zoology; every town
taking a different specialty and all lendiug to one another.
This paper favors in the main the selectiou of books with special reference to the actual existing needs of the users of the library. Such -an
institution as the flourishing public library of Providence, R-. I., might
properly, if allowable for any library in cities of moderate size, add to .
its general work some specialty of limited interest. Mr. Foster, its ·
librarian, has recently stated, however, that he thinks that notwithstanding· the reputation which the famous Harris colleetion of poetry
gives to the library throughout the country, it is the best for that
library to devote itself almost exclusively to supplying the general
needs of Providence.
In conclusion, it may be stated that Mr. Adams does not claim that
the plan of weeding out libraries adopted at Quincy has never been
thought of before. He was not indebted to any book for the idea, but
it had occurred to other persons before. Action upon it had ahvays
been recommended. Mr. Adams bas taken the bull by the horns. He
has put t1rn plan in execution and to a considerable extent has systematized it. He has also called attention to it and made it a living.
su hject for discussion.
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TO LIBRARY PROGRESS BY THE GOVERNMENT OF 1'HE UNITED

ST.A.TES.
By .A.. R.

SPOFFORD,

LL. D., Librarian of Congress.

Whatever may be the opinion of librarians or of the public as to the
adequacy of the service rendered to libraries by our Government, it is at
least certain that it has been enough to call for worthy recognition at our
hands. While it can by no means be affirmed that the Government has
been consistently liberal, it would be equally untrue to assert that it
has been consistently niggardly. The Congress of Senators and Representatives, which is alone respon sible for the opening anq. shutting of
the national purse strings, is a continually changing body, of brief official tenure. It results that a certain caprice or uncertainty attends the
making of appropriations for scientific, ed.ucational, and specially for
literary objects.
The enlightened and large-minded men whose zeal for the wid.est diffusion of knowledge through libraries may lead to generous legislation
in one Congress may not bP; reelected. to the next.
·
I will venture to lay it down as a postulate that this Government of
the people owes to the libraries of the country all the aids which a due
regard for constitutional limitation will allow. Such aids should by no
means be confined to libraries at the seat of Government, which may
seem to be more peeuliarly within its cares. Tlle most obvious and
practica.ily useful means of extending such aids is a wider and more
complete distribution of all books printed at the expense of the Government. This method, being but a simple extension in the iuterest of
public intelligence of legislation for more than Lalf a century on the
statute books, ought also to be more free from cavil and obj ection than
any other. A thoroughly digested system of such enlarged dh;tribution
has been often put before the committees of Congress through the aid
of this aasociation, anu just as often has been rejected, or bas failed of
passa.ge in one or the other House of Con gress. The reasons of these
repeated failures, complex as they are, have been fully treated by the
members of successive committees of our members in charge of this
i:mbject.
In this ummary of what has hitherto been done in aid of libraries,
complet detail can not be given. But I may properly mention some
of be m re remarkable contributions which have been made to public
librari through the ag ncy of Congre s, in the form of publi ation
n t m natino-fr many Department or Bureau of tbe Governrn nt and
h n · n t · n titu ing do c meut entering into the ordinary ·hannel
f i tri uti n.
y f r hem .·t ·o ·tly and ext n ·ive public< tion v r
th
< v rum ut wa th narrati e and th
·i ntific
·k
: Ex l rin°· Exp dition r und th w rld in
. mman l f apt. harle Wilke . Thi Ve t
ri · ly limi d t an edi i n f 1
aud
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never completed, cost this Government from first to last· $242,460.5-5.
This enormous sum was of course exclusive of any expenses of the
expedition itself, and covered(1) The labor of many scientific experts in various fields;
(2) The finest engravings which the art of that day could supply;
(3) The choicest paper, of heavy satin finish;
(4) The hand-press work of the best printers, and
(5) Binding in the heaviest and most durable of Turkey morocco, full
gilt.
Eighteen volumes of text in quarto, and 11 folio atlases of maps
and plates were :finished up to 1861, when Congress, already more than
impatient at the renewed and heavy demands for money to carry on a
work of which none could predict the ultimate cost, brought it tq a
close by refusing further appropriation.
·T he 100 sets printed were by law distributed thus: 34 copies to foreign Governments; 1 copy to each State in the Union; 6 copies to
specially designated institutions or individuals; the remainder to be
reserved for future States when admitted to the Union. ·uepeated fires
in printing offices consumed 30 copies of certain volumes before distribution could be made, so that even the meager diffusion of the work
to libraries was never fully carried out. Still, it is to the credit of the
liberality of Cougress to have engaged, in those days of small things
and of strict construct.ion, in putting into permanent literary form the
scientific results of an exploration which had awakened world-wide
interest. The original sin of the undertaking lay in limiting the edition
to 100 copies, and sending all the American distribution to libraries at
State capitals, and nowhere else. Thus, Albany has a set of this great
exploring expedition, while New York City has none. Columbus, Ohio,
is endowed with the costly volumes, but Cincinnati scholars can not
see them without traveling 100 miles. Jefferson City has a set, laid to
sleep under dust year by year, while St. Louis has none. Springfield,
Ill., in its State library, has these rare and predous volumes, perllaps
never consulted with serious purpose by one visitor in a year, while
the great metropolis of studious research, Chicago, can not show a copy
of one of the most notable of purely American books. · This remarkable history of a Government's doing a very liberal thing in a very niggardly way, adds point to the suggestion that if only 100 more copies
had been printed, their distribution would have supplied every library
in the United States at that day having 5,000 volumes. This added
number would have cost merely the price of paper and presswork-a
mere trifle in comparison with the vast sum squandered in diffusing
much less than half the benefit.
Besides, the Government might have printed for a much wider distribution the five-volume Narrative of the United States Exploring
Expedition, a popular and interesting work, published only by private
enterprise. In short, this mismanaged and truncated publication is to
ED 93--45
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be instanced a,s a model to be avoided iu future uudertakings of a
similar nature .
.Among other notable Government contributions of special value to
libraries have been Force's American .Archives; or, Documentary History of the .American Revolution, the publication of which extended to
9 volumes in folio (1837-1853); the .Americau State Papers, 38 volumes
folio (1832-1861); a republication of important Government and Congressional reports and documents, from 1789 to about 1837; Commodore
Perry's Narrative of the United States Expedition to Japan, 3 volumes
quarto (1856); the Writings of Thomas Jefferson, 9 volumes (1853), 300
sets of which went to libraries and in stitutions of learning'; the Madison Papers, 3 volumes (1840), and his writings in 4 yolumes (1865); the
Charters and Constitutions of the United States, 2 volumes (1878); and
the collection of French documents, entitled" Deconvertes et Etablissemens des Fran9ais dans l'Ouest et clans le Sud de l' Ameriquc Septentrionale," 1684-1754, edited by P. l\fargry and printed at Paris in 6
volumes (1876-188G); and the .Annals of Congress ; or, Debates and
Proceedings of that Body from 1789 to 1824, 42 volumes, octavo, (18341836), of which 300 sets were distributed to libraries and other public
institutions.
Worthy of our highest recognition is the circulation at Government
expense of the extensive work on the Public Libraries of the United
States; their History, Condition, and Management, published by the
Bureau of Education in 1876. This was followed by a distribution of
the second part of the work, Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue, by
0. A. Cutter. The Statistics of Public Libraries in the United States,
printed by the Bureau of Education in 1886, and about being issued in
a new edition to 1893, adds another signally useful publication, ,-videly
given to libraries all over the world.
The action of Congress in making books imported for libraries free of
duty is another service, which, though long delayed, merits our hearty
commendation.
There should be added to this regulation something which our association bas long sought but has not seen realized-a greatly reduced
rate of postage on library books sent through the mails.
Another service to libraries, both at home and abroad; rendered by
our Government, and uot so widely known as it should be, i the annual
defraying of the co t of foreign exchanges through the Smith onian
In titution. Though tb prin ipal credit for tbi widely useful y'tem
which meri an librarie. may . end abroad and foreign librari to
the nit d 'tate ·
ok ' t iu titution of le~rning, is of our. du
t th mith onian Ju tit 1ti n au l the admirabl y t m tabli h l
' it ' t 'on o-r .. · ha latt r]y l mt cl thou and. of dollar to war
th exp n. · f tll xchange wh r be~ re it l yot d lnmdr d . I i
t
, cl l 1 tllc t h libr. r f h U y rnrn nt r
th u t clY
• nll ,
h I nbli ·• ti 11 • mmall · r
iv
h· 11 In t1t1 i,n f i · wu publi ati u . .
T
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The G0vernment has further benefited the libraries of the country
by printing, at its own expense, for years past(1) The Proceedings of the National .Academy of Sciences, founded
in 1863;
(2) .Annual Reports of the .American Historical .Association (since
1889); and
(3) .Annual Reports of the Smithsonian Institution, full of valuable
scientific papers .
.A.11 these enjoy such distribution to public libraries as is provided
for regular Congressional documents under existing laws .
.Another and more direct aid to libraries by Congress is to be found
in the founda'tion and increase of the various Department and Bureau
libraries at the seat of government. The most extensive of these
special collections is the library of the Surgeon-General's Bureau at'
the Army Medical Museum, numbering 104,300 volumes. The elaborate
catalog of this collection, the largest assemblage of ·publications on ·
medicine, surgery, and hygiene in the world, has been printed wholly
at Government expense, costing, up to date, for printing and binding
about $174,000, aside from the cost of its preparation.
Beside the national collection in the Library of Congress, the Government has also founded and extended the following Department
libraries:
Library ofPatent Office ................ . ........ .
D epartment of State ................. .
·war Department ......... . .... . ..... .
Navy Department ................... .
'.l.'reasury Depari,ment ..........•.....
D epartment of Justice .... . ......... .
Department of .Agriculture .•........
Interior Department ................ .
Post.Office Department .............. .
Geological Survey ................... .
Coast Survey ........................ .
.Bureau of Education ...... . ......... .
Bureau of Statistics ................. .

Number of
volumes.
50, 000
50. 000
30,000
24,518
21,000
21,500
20,000
11,500
10. 000
30, 414
12,000
45,000
4,200

I

Library ofUnited States Naval Observatory .. . .
Light.House Board ... ..... . ........ .
Signal Office United States .Army . . .
Museum of Hygiene, Navy De11art.
ment ..... , ........................ .
Solicitor of the Treasury ...... ..... .
Nautical .A.lm!.J,pac Office .. . ......... .

Numl>er of
,olurnes.
13,000
3,600
10,540 \

Executive Mansion ................. .

9,938
7,000
1, 600
3, 16G
2,655
1,800
2,000

Total (23 libraries) ......•......

385,431

E~!l:~
~!!l:: 11:~og~;;r!~~s?!~~:::
Marine Hospital Bureau ............ .

There are also many minor collections of books in vairious bureaus .
.All of these have been built up by Congressional appropriations.
But the most extensive outlay for library purposes by our National
Government has been the establishment and constant increase of the
Library of Congress, more appropriately designated by Jefferson "the
Library of the United States." Th;s name was bestowed on it in his
catalog of 1815, when his library, bought hy Congress, constituted
the entire collection. .A more limited designation appears to have been
preferred by Congre ss iu that day of small things, before any idea of
a national library had dawned on the legislative mind, and has naturally been perpetuated in the statutes. Beginning with the modest
appropriation of $5,000 in 1800 "for the purchase of such books as may
be necessary for the use of Congress at the city of Washington,'' ete.,

-
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the library grew very slowly for half a century, till, in 1851, a :fire in the
Capitol consumed all but 20,000 volumes of the collection. Congress,
with praiseworthy liberality, at once appropriated $75,000 in one sum
fo;r buying books and $72,500 for rebuilding the interior in solid iron.
U p to 1893 the appropriations for books and periodicals have aggregated
nearly $800,000, about $150,000 of which represents the replacement
of books destroyed by two fires.
Another provision of law l>y which our national library is steadily
enriched is · the system of international exchanges. Fifty sets of all
Congressional and exe~utive documents and other publications of the
Government are annually set apart to be furnished to foreign governments in Europe and America. The returns, though fragmentary and
incomplete, have brought to the Library of Congress many thousand
invaluable accessions, not only of parliamentary and legal publications,
but of scientific and literary works.
One principal source of the rapid growth of the library of the United
States has been, and will continue to be, the copyright pub1ic3:tions,
which are deposited therein in pursuance·of the law conferring exclµ.sive
rights of publication, coupled with the requirement of two copies of each
work protected by copyright for permanent deposit at Washington.
This law, though very imperfectly complied with prior to 1870 (when
the business of keeping all copyright records was transferred to Washington, and has since forrp.ed an integral and laborious part of the
duties devolved upon the Lil>rarian of Congress), since then has become
a most important means of enriching the library. The .wisdom of the
legislation which established the system is amply attested by the valuable accessions annually accruing; and in view of the fact that the
great government libraries of Europe owe so large a proportion of their
invaluable stores to the copyright privilege, it is manifest that the
law of growth of our own national library is coextensive with the
litera.ry and scientific development of the country which it represents.
The service rendered to the world of letters by the preservation in a
:fireproof repository at the seat of government of an appro~imately
complete series of the nation's literature can be best appreciated by
librarian s, who know by experience how rapidly books tend to disappear from the market, till it is literally true that many works owe to
public libraries their sole chance of preservation.
The wise a d liberal provi ion, after years of delay, for a separate
Ii rar~ uilding of the .m t ample dimen ion , of absolutely fireproof
m, t rial , and on a plan combining utility and beauty in a high degr ,
is mo t ·r ditable t the ultimate judgment and lib rality of Oongre ·
Th
ati n for bo _ks will be 4,500,0UO volume , an
u u .. uu,<1.\Jo
t which i ' to be added the sum pai
fi r b · ite, · 5 ~
. Thi· em r year will witn s the comple i n of
a 1i r, ry e ifi · whi · fi r p, i y, for onvenience, and for ar ·hite ll.l" 1 ·· n Y, pr 1 i ·e · t
w rthy f tlie nation and of tlie ag .
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BRANCHES AND DELIVERIES.
By

GEORGE WATSON COLE,

Public librarian, Jersey City, N. ·J.

The success of any library, be it reference or circulating, may be properly measured by the extent of its use. Anything which will help to
increase its use, therefore, must tend toward its success. Reference
libraries, no less than circulating, may do this by enlarging the number of volumes and making them specially strong in certain lines, thus
attracting to their use those interested in them; in other words, by
specializing in selection. As the success of a reference library depends
on increasing its readers, this can only be brought about by extending
as widely as possible information as to its resources.
·
The public or circulating library must use all these means to secure
readers, but is not restricted, as is the reference library, to drawing
readers within its portals. Experience has shown that many pe0ple
who will not go far out of their way to secure books for home reading
will use a library if its books can be brought conveniently near to
them. The reader needs stimulating, and in order to reach him in
towns covering large areas, or having distinct centers of population,
several enterprising libraries have established branches or delivery
stations, at points sufficiently accessible to overcome this natural inertia
inherent in the general reader;
As yet little attention bas been paid to this phase of library manage~
ment either by tlle American Library Association or in the Library
Journal. It h as therefore been necessary, in· order to secure data for
an intelligent treatment, to communicate directly with all such libraries
as from their size, character, location, or surroundings were judged
most likely to have adopted either or both these means of increasing
their usefulness.
The list of libraries from which information was asked was carefully
selected from the United States Bureau of Education's List of Libraries,
1886; the third report of the Free Public Library Commission of Massachusetts, 1893, and Greenwood's Public Libraries (3d edition, 1890),
which named a number of E nglish libraries tha't had adopted branches.
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Certain classes of libraries were omitted, for obvious reasons, such
as college and State libraries, and such others as were known to be
purely reference libraries.
The following questions were sent:
1. Does your library make use of branches ?
2. How many ?

3. Number of assistants employed in the respective branch es and cost of main tenanct3 f
4. Location a ncl distance of each from main library9
5. Number of volumes in each?
6., Number of volumes added annually to each, and their cosU
7. Are volumes in branches duplicates of those in the main libraryf
8. Are there reading rooms in the branches?
9. How extensively are they suppliell with newspapers and periodicals f
10. What facilities are provided in the line of works of reference, cyclopedia-s, dictionaries, atlases, etc. ?
11. Can patrons of branches draw hooks from the main library ?
12. Is this done directly from the main library, or only through the branch esf
13. If in the l atter way, how are books transported from main library to the
branch~sf
14. Does yonr library make use of delivery stationn?
15. If so, how many f
16. Location and distance of each from the main library 9
17. In what manner and how often arc collections and deliveries made ¥
18. What compensation is made for transportation f
19. What for services of station keepers ?
20. Total circulation for the fiscal year ending - - - 189- f
21. Average cost of circulating each volumef
22. What proportion of your entire circulation for home reading is made throu gh
the stations?
23. Are there reading rooms iu connection with them f
24. If so, expense of maintenance for services and supplies respectively f
25. Do you make use of a combination of branch libraries and delivery stations'?
If so, please explain their working.
26. From your experience, what changes would you make in your system were you
to begin again f
•
•
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Librarians were also requested to send all information as to their
methods, and also add any remarks more·fully explaining their different systems.
From about 175 letters sent out, affirmative replies were received from
47. Either ·from want of statistics or a want of appreciation of the
information desired, many replies furnished little of value as to methods pursued and results attained.
Outside of Massachusetts and New York, there is hardly a State of
the 14 reporting where more than one library employs either of these
aids to circulation. ·
·
Of libraries reporting branches, eight report 1 branch, five 2 branches,
three 3 branches, two 4 branches, .two 5 branches, one 9 branches, one
13 branches, or a total of 67 branches.
Of libraries reporting delivery stations, five report 1 station, three 2
stations, four 3 stations, two 4 stations, two 6 stations, three 10 stations,
one 11 stations, one 30 stations, making a total of 114 deliveries.
Of .t hose reporting both branches and delivery stations, one reports 1
branch and 2 delivery stations, one 1 branch and_ 6 delivery stations,
one 4 branches and 4 delivery stations, one 8 branches and 14 delivery
stations, giving a total of 14 branches and 26 deliver-y stations.
Taken by location the reports stand as follows:
Libraries. 1Brancb,es. Deliveries.

- -- - - - - - --

- - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - -

California............... •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indiana.... .......... ................... . ..... . ..... ...... ... ........ . .

2

O

33

1

0

10

M!~{~~fl~~~it~::::::: _· _-:::::::::::: _· .- .- :::.- _-: .- :.- :.- .- .- ::.- .- :::.- .- :::::::::::

2~

.2~

6g

i1

!1

l

~~~~~~~i~ ::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Missouri. ..................... _........ .. ........ . ____ .... .... _____ . _. .
Nebraska ................................................. _.. _. __ . ... _. ,

iW1·::1~1;t\r:~:::::::,
::: : : :::::: :::: ::::: ::: :::: ::::: ::: :::::: : :-:
i0 ... ·.· ....... ... ........................... .... .... .... .... ....... ..
;r:~d

1

En

1
.~:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _-: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Total ........................................... . ........... .. ...

1

t
1

O

1

~

O
4

o

~

1

I

iig

~
3k I
0
--47 --sq--uo
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A li st giving fuller details is herewith appended :
States, etc.

Names, etc.

California:
San Francisco............................
Illinois:
Chicago . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Monmouth ...............................
Indiana:
Indianapoli s ..........•............... ·...

Mercantile Library Association ........... Public library ... : .. .. ................. - -· · · ·
Warren County Library ................... .

30

Public library ............-......... . ... · · · · ·

alO

Mart~ifi~ore ............. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Enoch Pratt Free Library . ...... .
Massachusetts :
Abington ... .......... .. . ...... ........... Public library......... .. . .........
Agawam
Free publk library.......... .... ..

3

. 5

1_
3

ti:!!;~t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .!~~11-~~~~~~~?:: : : : : : :::::: ........i.

1
1~

Brockton ...................................... do............. ...... ..... . . . ..
b 2 .. -· · · -· · ·
6
Cambridge .................................. .. do........ .......... .....................
D edham ....................................... do ........................ ... ... ....... - .
~

t~~f:;;.::.;:::;l.:;:~:.;::\:\... ~~~;!ff~b,a;: ~:: : : :[}:;. :: ::::i!:. .. . .

3

10

~~~t~'
t~pt~~:: :::::: ::::::::::::::: ::: ::: i~hlrm1~;r;;:: ::::::::: :: :::: :: ::: ··· ··-·-i Norton ...................................... .. do .... _..... . .. . ..... .................. -· .... . ··· .. i
Qui1,,0y ................................... , Thoma s Crane Library ...... ....... · - · · · · · · ·

;

: i ;: ~~ili~·- :·. ·. ::: : : :::::: :::·.·.:: :: : ::: : :: : .~.~~iii_I.i~.r-~?::::::: :: : ::: : : :::::: ::: : : : : : : :

fJ~Iftf77:•:•: : •:::.:

1

!~~it••:•••;:•••••::•••••::::•:::::• :~~

2

3

1
i::::: :·.: ·:

Michigan:
,
We1-1t Bay City... .. . .. .... ...... .. .. ..... Sage Public Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Minnesota :
4
Minneapolis. ... ....... ..... ....... .. . . ... Public library . ...... ..... ........ .
Missouri:
·
St. Louis .. ..... .... ...... .... . ... . .. .... . ..... do ............................ .
Nebraska:
a4
Omaha . ..... . .. ........ ....................... do . ............. ... ..................... .
N~H~~b~:
Conconl ............. ....... .... ............... do ..... .. .. ........ ... .. .. ..... .. - -.... ··
New Jersey:
Jl
J ersey City . .............................. Free public library . ........ ....... -.. - -· · · · ·
New York:
10
~reo,vokylyonrk. ·c·1:t·y· ·..· .·.·_· .· .· ·. ·_ ..
· · .· .· ·. ·..· ·_ .· .· .· .· .· ·. ·. ·. ·. ·_ Brooklyn Library ........ ...... ,.. . ......... .
-'-'
Free circulating library ... ........
5
Do ...................... .. .......... Mercantile Library ...............
2 •••• • • · · · ·
Ohio:

.g~;t~~~~:::: ::: :: :::::::::::: :~: :::::::: .

~.~~1~.l.i~~~? :::: : ::::::: :: : : :: : : : ...... .. ~.
Wisconsin:
Milwaukee ... ...... . ... .......... . ....... .... . do .. .. ... ..................... .

(d)

English libraries .

i~s~~!i

~~:if~~~?~~:~~~~:: ~: : :~: : :

1~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .
Nottingham ......................... . ........... .. do ........................... . .

She.ffiel,l...................... ............ .... Public library .... ....... ..... ... .
wan a. ......• ..... . .•..........•.•...•.... . .... . do . ............... .. .......... .
c Di stributi ng azencies.
d Expect to start d livery station s.

e9
3

f2

13
4
4

e Two now h ing bujlt.
/ Branch newsrooms.

have uot adopted branch , or cle1iver ta i u
an xp riment, evolved in th growth
V·
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In the :first stage of library development more attention was paid to
amassing a creditable collection of books than to putting it to a practical and extensive use. The library, looked at from this standpoint,
became a mere storehouse where information might be found by a
privileged few, provided they knew where to look for it themselves,
which was extremely doubtful; or provided the custodian of the collection could put them on the track of the information for which they
were in search, which, considering the lack of suitable arrangement and
catalogs, was highly improbable. Such collections of books began to
be formed in this country contemporaneously with the founding · of
our older institutions of learning, and to this highly commendable
spirit we owe most of our large reference libraries, of which the college
and State Ubraries, and those of historical and other societies, having
for their particular aim the collecting of books on special subjects are
excellent types. The primary aim of these libraries was to meet the
needs of a restricted class-scholars and students of special subjects~
rather than to cater to the intellectual requirements of the general
public.
- The second period or stage of library development was-begun when
attention was :first called to organizing public libraries about forty
years since. It was the leading principle of the originators of this
class of libraries that much might be done for the cause of education
and for the entertainment of the general public by libraries havh1g for
their primary aim the ch•culation of books for home reading. As the
people were to be beneficiaries it wa,s but another step in this movement to decide that these libraries should be established and main- tained at the expense of those for whose benefit they had been called
into being. Thus rose the laws for the fou:o.ding and maintenance of
public libraries by taxation.
In this country the Boston Public Library stands foremost as a type
of this class, and its history is the history of the free public library
movement which forty years ago began to stir not only this country but
England. Following, as it did, the :first stage of library development,
its promoters naturally adhered strongly to the ideas which had prevailed respecting the functions of a library down to that time. We ·
therefore see in its Bates Hall the great importance attached to its reference department.
The free public library idea spread rapidly in New England, and
especially in Massachusetts, till now no town or city government is considered to have performed its duty to its citizens unless it has pr0vided them with a tax-supported public library.
So great are the advantages which have risen from founding public
libraries that the policy bas rapidly spread throughout the country,
and to-day we see libraries springing up in nearly every town and city
where they :have not heretofore been established. This impulse has
been greatly accelerated by the wide-reaching work of the American
Library Association since its formation iu 1876, and its active career
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has doubtless done more to advance the cause of the free public library
movement in, this country than all other causes combined.
Those having the management and care
our public libraries at
heart have come to realize that the mere fact that a town or city has
a well-equipped library, from which the public are free to draw books
for home reading, does not necessarily mean that all the requirements
for its most successful operation are fulfilled. A prominent libradan
has well said that the time has come when it is as unreasonable to
require the people of a large tmvn or city to depend. on a single library
from which alone they can draw their books as it is to require them to
buy all their groceries or meat at one store or market, or that they
shall all a,ttend the same church.
This spirit has brought about the third stage of library development in which its promoters aim to carry the library and its benign
influences to the very doors of the people. This stage is one of recent
growtll; it might perhaps be more accurate to say it is even now in its
formative period, for outside one or two leading libraries, branches
and delivery stations are creations of the last few years, and are even
yt>.t in their experimental state, though in nearly every case yielding
surprisingly gratifying results.
No reference was made to this 1>hase of library effort in the 1876
report on public libraries, exhaustive as was that document, and we
look in vain for much light on this subject in the Library J oti..rnal,
which contains the fullest history of the libraries of this country that
can elsewhere be found.
While it is generally admitted that in towns or cities of large area
or having distinct centers of population the benefits of branches or
delivery stations are great, there is difference of opinion as to which
is better. In many places the differen~e in expense settles the qu estion of itself, as delivery stations can be successfully oarried on at a
far less cost than branches. It may be questioned whether, in cases
where funds permit a choice, it is good policy to use public money in
building up a serfos of branches, which are largely counterparts t
each other and of the main library; thus scattering fund s in forming
several sma11 librarie , rather than in building up a strong central
library.
Branche and delivery stations are managed in various -n-ay
l.. Delivery stations.-We find the delivery station pure and irnple,
wh ~re book are ollecte land sent to the main library, and are there
exchanged £ r new nes which are returned to the station wb re the
b ~·ro er
t hem,11 a ounts are kept at the library, the tation
b rn<r nly, ·on ut thr ugh whi h books are , eut and r c ived.
h libr, ry r I rtin h 1, rg . t number of deliv ry tati u witht r ar I nu o- , u ·h n. r ac1ing rooms or reD r n e librari · i
u li Lil>r ry. Thi library fir
01 D d ,.. , t, ·
· 1. 'Ih ir numb r ha
in e be n
r a: l tiJI

of
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now 11 are in successful operation. They are located from 1 to 4 miles
from the library. Collections are made in the morning, and deliveries
in the afternoon of the same day by a hired delivery wagon. About
$2,000 a year is now paid for transportation. The station keepers are
paid one-third of a cent for each volume, or borrower's card, retunrnd
to the library. 1.rhe total circulation for the year ending November
30, 18D2, was 172,225 volumes, or 49.9 pei" cent of the total circulation
for home reading. The total cost of maintaining these branches "IT"as
$2,230.54, an average of nearly 1.3 cents a volume:
2. Distributing agencies.-Tbe plan suggested by the New Hampshire board of library commissioners uses what may be called distributing agencies, in· distinction from delivery stations. Enough books to
meet requirements are sent to these agencies at stated intervals, say of
one, three, or six months: For the time being these form the stock of
the agency, and are distributed to borrowers and returned to be circu1ated again and again, till they are replaced by a new supply from the
main library. While they are at the agency all accounts with the bo1;;rower are kept there independently of the main library.
The first report says:
One of tlrn most troublesome questions ari"siug in many towns whenever th e establishment of a library is advocated is that of location. - Local jealousies are stin:ed
up afresh and sometimes with the result of hindering the establishment of a library.
In several cases, where there were two or more villages in a town there has been a
disposition to establish an independent library in each village. It has been the
policy of our board i:o recommend the establishment of one centra.llibrary, and then,
if it was found necessary to have some better facilities for the distribution of books,
that distributing agencies be established as might be convenient. In this way all
records could be kept at the central library, and whenever books were transferred to
the agency the same could be charged .and then credited when returnel1.
The manifest advantage of such a system is that the library accounts could be more
accurately kept than if the libraries were more or less independent; and, :1gai11, the
exact location of every book could at any time be ascertained at the central library
(p. 11, 12).

Then follow resolutions and rules relating to their operation.
One small library only, the Leicester (Mass.) Public Library, reports
this plan in operation. It originated at that place in 186D, and there are
four agencies, which have been in operation ever since. These ageneies
are not strictly such as are planned by the New Hampshire commission,
inasmuch as it is reported that they have "a very few permanent
volumes." The town numbers 3,000 inhabitants, and the total annual
income for library purposes is but $480. About 60 volumes are sent
quarterly to each of its four agencies. This interesting case shows
what can be done in small towns "Tith limited incomes.
The public library at Cleve1a·nc1, Ohio, and also that at Milwaukee,
vYis., is successfully carrying on a similar work, but uses schools instead
of agencies as distributing points. A full account of the working of
tbi plan i ' given by W. H. Brett, librarian of Cleveland, in a paper on
"The relations of the public library tot.he public schools," read by him
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before the department-of superintendence of the National Educational
Association, held in Brooklyn, N. Y., February, 1892. This paper is
printed in fu11 in the proc~edings, and has been separately reprinted.
3. Delivery stations with reading rooms:-Probably the best, and
certainly the largest, example of delivery stations, at which are reading
rooms and a small library containing only books of reference, is that
of the Chicago Public Ubrary. This library has 30 delivery stations,
located at from 1 to 7 miles from the library. Collections and deliveries are made the same day. by four delivery wagons, each of which is
paid $1,350 a year. The station keepers are paid $10 a month for 500
volumes o~ less; $2 a hundred from 500 to 1,000 volumes, and $1 for
each 100 volumes over 1,000. The total circulation through the delivery stations during the year ending May 31, 1893, was 422,812 volumee,
or about 43 per cent of the entire circulation, the average cost of c-irculating each volume being about 2.87 cents.
At six of these branches are reading rooms, each containing a file of
from 80 to 100 periodicals, and from 500 to 1,500 volumes for reference
use only. These were maintained in 1892-93 at. a total expense of
$12,114.51.
4. Branch libraries.-W e find· branch libraries pure and simple, or
those that circulate their books independently of the main library, but
which report to it, and whose borrowers are permitted to use it wh enever they wish to do so.
The best example of this class is the Enoch Pratt Library, of .Baltimore. This library was started in 1886 with four branch libraries,
costing $50,000; a fifth has since been added.
These branch libraries are in different quarters of the city, from 2 to 4
miles distant from the central library. They are stocked with 45,3G3
volumes, or more than half as many as are in the main library at Mulb erry street, which contains 77,410 volumes. These branches therefore
r epresent an expenditure of not far from $100,000. Two assistants and
a janitor are employed in each branch at an annual cost of $840. The
buildings will hold about 15,000 volumes each, but it is proposl3d to
limit the number to 10,000. This limit has already been nearly reach d.
The reading rooms are supplied with from 20 to 30 current periodical ,
but new papers are not taken. A few reference works are also provid l in each.
Durino- the y ar u liug January 1, 1 03, there were circulated from
the bran · h 1 ,500 volum , or a li ttl over 40 per cen-t of the utire
ir ·ula i u of h 1i rar , which wa 452,733 vol um . A compari on
f th av r
Xl) u
f circulatiu each volume would. be intere tiu er
n wan f uffi ·i nt da a pr
n . thi being given.
11 li rari u B rnar
li v in d liv ry to bran h
h woul l pr bably uy fi w r
piug th uumb r f
lum
cl limit .
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5. Combined branch libraries and delivery 6tations.-Tbe most
prominent of the few examples of this combined system is the Boston
Public Library. It carries on 8 branches and 14 deliveries. There are
in these branches 139,281 volumes, ranging from 3:3,410 in the Roxbury
branch to 11,192 in the South Encl branch. In these branches 42 persons are employed as librarians and assistants. In their reading rooms
the best monthly and weekly illustrated papers are supplied, and each
branch is provided with good cyclopedias, dictionaries, and other works
of reference. :Fourteen delivery stations are conducted in connection
with the main libra1'y and its branches. Deliveries are made not only
to the delivery stations, but also to the branches, in strong boxes, sent
out daily by express. The station keepers are paid $250 a year for services, rent, and light. In some of the deliveries are reading rooms.
During 1892, there were distributed through the branches and deliveries
479,632 volumes (if we r ead the report correctly) out of a total circulation for home reading of 719,063.
In this case the establishment of branch libraries was not undertaken
till after the main library had amassed a collection of over 150,000
volumes, thus having a strong central library with which to begin its
extending work. The gradual growth of the city by the annexation,
of its various suburbs gave it an opportunity of bringing under its
management the various libraries which had previously been independent. This was of great advantage to the smaller libraries, as practically they added to their own resources those of the public library,
which was many times their size.
Unless the parent libra.ry is already firmly established and has a
large and strong collection of its own, with abundant financial support
to carry it on successfully, as in this case, it may not be wise to scatter
its funds in forming branches. No city seems better adapted by geographic conformation and various centers of population for carrying on
successfully a system of branches and delivery stations than. Boston,
yet the librarian, T. F. Dwight, thinks that were the work to be begun
anew he would employ delivery stations only.
Other means of increasing the usefuluess of libraries, of an analogous
nature, are ·c arried on by many libraries, such as the departmental
libraries in colleges and universities. There is, however, this distinctiou, the departmental library is the setting aside in a convenient location of books relating to a special subject or group of subjects for use
by _those making special stndies in those subjects, e. g., chemical books
in a laboratory, botanical works iu an herbarium, or books on political
economy in its class room. This does not contemplate that the books
shall be duplicated in the main library; it is rather a practical sequestration to make them more useful or convenient to those specially intere ted in them.
Branch librarie , on the contrary, while not actually contemplating
a duplication of the central library, really become so to a very great
extent.
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Another means of creating interest in books and their use is illustrated by the traveling libraries now sent out from the State library in
Albany to different parts of New York. This method is analogous to
the distributing agencies recommended by the New Hampshire State
library commission, but has a larg·e r area of usefulness and is designed
primarily to stimulate an interest in reading and the eventual founding
of libraries in the places to which they are sent.
To sum up, it seems to be the generally accepted opinion, so far
as can be discovered from the libraries making use of either of these
systems or their variants, that in large cities or towns where existing libraries can be brought under the management of a strong, wellequipped, and efficiently managed public library. the arrangement is
for their mutual advantage.
If, however, the enterprise is a new one, it i& thought by many a
much better policy to confine the collection of books to a single main
library, making it large and strong in works which individuals can
not afford to buy for themselves-expensive art works, scientific and
technical works, sets of periodicals, publications of learned societies,
dictionaries of various languages, etc. A library thus thoroughly
equipped is a power in its community, and may then well become a
point from which distribution can be m, le to different localities within
its area by d eliveries and agencies.
The question as to the best system for any particular library to follow
must, therefore, be largely one of policy, governed by local requirements
and the means which the library can command. 1
HE.A.TING, VEN'l'IL.A.TION, A:ND LIGHTING OF LIER.A.RIES.

By

NORl\IAND

s.

PATTON,

Architect, Chicago, Ill.

The problem of heating, ventilating, and lighting libraries does not
differ essentially from the same problem in other buildiugs where people congregate. Therefore it is n~t a library problem, except in some
special applications, and it is not so important to know the opinion of
librarians on these topics as that of architects and sanitary engineer ·
I will try to give, in condensed form, the opinions of the best authoritie
on heating, veutilating, and lighting, not as a scientific treatise, but a
practi al hint , to which will be added a consideration of the portion
of a library which require special attention and where mistake are
mo t likely to be mad .
1
Di ens ion br ught out th gr ,at di ad vantage of the <.lelh'"ery station a cornpar 1 with the hran h, for it 1 ft out th pers nal work in guiding reading wlli lJ
i so vital t he b . t r :ult al o that after a hard lay's " ·ork p ople will go to 3
r • ling r om in a branch 11 ar h m when if ther
r n u n •ar r than the ntral
rthrary th Y w uld ·ta· at hom r drop into
' an irrhboring aloon. If m au allow
the be. t plan s ·m d a hran ·h with rea<lin"' room equippe<l with refi r nee hook ·
P :i<>1lie!als, :uul a. small ·tock f g ueral lit rature an<1, mo. t important. ,dtll 3
hllful :
nclan to giv n <lerl p r. oual a si. tan
in s l ction. Bu tbi· mor
horo 1 •h 11rovi ion i I ·arlv tnnc·h mor · o · ly than th d livery tation.-)l. D.
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HEA'.I.'ING AND VENTILATION.

These . topics can not be considered apart from each other, because
all the air brought in fo1~ ventilation in cold weather must be heated,
and the kin<l. of heating apparatus used has much to do with the system
of ventilation that accompanies it. A perfect system will give inde:
pendent control of the heating and ventilation, so that any room may be
heated with or without ventilation, or ventilated with or without heating.
This separate control of heating and ventilation is necessary because
the two are not needed in the same relative proportion in different
rooms, or in the same room at different times. Thus, if the number of
occupants in a room be increased, the ventilation should be increased,
but the heat diminished.
Heating.-Heating is to offset cooling. A building is cooled in two
ways: (1) By loss of heat through outside walls, windows, and roof; (2)
by introduction of cold air for ventilation. The ordi11ary rules by whieh
steam :fitters :figure the size of their apparatus are based on the cubic
contents of the building. These rules are utterly useless 'and mislead,ing, because in buildings continuously heated, the cubi~ contents bas
no more to. do with heating than has the color of the librarian's hair.
When a cold room is :first warmed, the whole volume of air and the
substance of walls and floors must be heated, requiring an excess of
heating over what is needed to maintain the temperature once gained.
For this reason there must be a reserve power that can be called on to
heat up quickly, as on Monday morning if the building has been cold on
Sunday. When the air in the building is once heated its volume does
not concern u s; we need only restore the heat it loses. If a partition
stands between two rooms, both of them warmed: it can not cause a loss of
heat. The only walls that cool a room are those exposed to the weather.
A large room exposed only on one end and having two windows would
require less beating than a room say one-third the size exposed on two
or three sides and having four windows. The glass of the windows, on
account of its thinness, loses more heat than the thick walls; a square
foot of glass losing as much heat as 5 to 10 square feet of wall surface.
The amount of heat required by various rooms, aside from the ventilatiou, will be in proportion to the amount of glass surface and its equivalent in exposed wall surface. Steam-heating contractors geuerally put
enough radiation in a building, bi1t fail to distribute it properly, overheating some rooms while others are cold. Attention to the above
principle will avoid this result. The roof often allows great loss of
heat. Walls me thick and usually have air spaces, but roofs are often
thin , permitting escape of heat in winter and admitting it in summer.
Roof plank shoU:ld be 2 to 3 inches in thickness, and a tigbt floor laid
in the attic to retain the warmth in t1rn rooms below.
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Our second source of cooling is the air admitted, whether unintentionally through the cracks, or intentionally as ventilation. This ai.r
must-be heated. Ventilation costs in proportion to its efficiency. 1
Apparatus.-The method of heating is offen decided by the money
available. The best method is by hot water. Its advantages over
steam are: (1) A perfect control of temperature in all kinds of weather
without use of complicated attachments; (2) greater economy of fuel.
Steam is either boiling hot, or there is no steam at all. Therefore, in
mild weather, the building, if heated at all, is overheated, with a corresponding waste of fuel.
For a building of moderate size, a hot-air furnace is by no means to
be despised. It will give better ventilation than steam or hot water,
as ordinarily put in, and is much cheaper in firs t cost.
Still another method of heating deserves to be better known-the
combination of hot air and hot water. This is obtained by inserting a
water-heating coil into a hot-air furnace, and connecting it with radiators. This retains all the advantages of the hot-air furnace and adds
the direct radiation which can be carried to points too distant to be
reached by hot air. It is intermediate in cost between hot air and hot
water, and is more economical of fuel than hot air alone.
Ventilation.-The amount of ventilation depends on the number of
occupants of a room. In order to maintain a proper purity of atmosphere, there should be supplied not less than 30 cubic feet of air per
minute for each person. As the air in a ventilating duct rarely moves
more than· 300 feet per minute, it will be seen that we require a ventilator about 1 foot square for every 10 persons. If gas is used for lighting, additional yentilation is required; each gas burner being counted
equivalent to 5 persons in vitiating air. If a reading room is occupied
for several hours at a time, no less than the above amount of air should
be provided; but if a room is large in proportion to the number of
occupants, and is occupied for only a short time, we may allow for the
large volume of fre h air with which we start, and reduce ventilation
somewhat.
The book room being large in proportion to the number of occupants,
the leakage around the windows may provide sufficient air, or window
can be opened where the draft will not be felt; but if many are admitted
to the shelve , it will be well to provide for changing the air once or
twi an hour.
Taking up th que ti.on of the mean of producing th desired v ntila i 11 her are
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driven by a steam engine or other motor. When au electric current
can be obtained, a fan driven by this power gives a convenient and
positive means of ventilation. We may use a fan to force in the fresh
air or to exhaust the foul air, or in large buildings we may use both,
thus getting a most complete control over the air currents. Such an
apparatus can be used as well in snmmer as in winter, and is so powerful that high -velocities can be secured in the air ducts, thus reducing
.their size and cost. TLe secoud and more usual method of ventilation
is by the draft of a heated column of air. We need artificial veutilation when the outside air is cold; and iu this case a flue, such as that
of a· fireplace, will have an upward draft. If such a flue be favorably
located and surrounded by warm rooms, it will be a fairly efficient ventilator and give a velocity from 180 to 300 feet per minute, according to
its height, temperature, and size. The higher and hotter ~. flue, the
more rapid its draft, and the larger its area, the less the retardation by
friction. But if the flue be in an outside wall where it is chilled, it
will probably give a downward instead of an upwartl draft. In such a
case the flue must be heated hy a fire, as in a grate, by steam pipes in
the flue, by placing the ventilator next to the chimney or other sonrc.:e
of beat, or by having gas jets in the flue.
With this system of ventilation, the fresh air is brought in by the
draft of the heating apparatus-either a hot-air furnace or a so-called
''indirect" radiator, which is a coil of steam or hot water pipes iu the
basement, through which the fresh air is forced; or a third method the
"direct-indirect" radiator, which stands in the room to be warmed and
radiates heat from the surface, while in the center are flues to which
air from outdoors is brought rn a duct, and when heated is_discharged
at the top of the radiator.
The system of ventilation by natural draft has the disadvantage that
the forces producing the air current are not very powerful, and there
is danger that at times the current will be reversed by tlie wind. If
the wind were constant in force and direction, we could use jt as a
means of ventilation; but we can in any case make tlie wind couuteract its own mischief. If the tops of the chimneys and ventilators are
carefully located so as to avoid. adverse currents, the wind will aid the
draft. ,Ve can also make the wind force air into the building through
the heating apparatus, by arranging air inlets on all sides of the building, joining in a common chamber, and fixing in each inlet automatic
vnlve whicL admit the air, but prevent its escape.
In determining the location of the inlets and out1ets for tlie ai:i:, it
slrnuld be borne in min<l that the foul air does not rise to tlie ceiling or
fall to the floor, but uiffuses ra,pidly through the whole room. ThP, hotte t air, whether fre h or fouJ, will always rise to the ceiling, and the
co1dest air, whether fre h or foul, will fall to the floor. From this it
follow s that if we are to keep a room warm, we must take out the foul
air at or near the floor, aud if we wi h to cool the room we must make
ED
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an opening near the ceiling. The inlets may be in the floor or in the wall
at any height.; the main point to be observed is to pr~veut an unpleasant
draft 011 the occupants. There is the least danger from drafts where
the inlets are in the floor, the principal objection to this arrangement
being the accumulation of dirt in the registers. When there is a fireplace, it is well to let it act as the -ventilator, _p roportioning the size of
the flue to the amount of ventilation required. A gus log placed in
such a fireplace will provide an immediate increase of heat, and thus of
ventilation on special occasions, while ordinarily tlle natural draft will
.suffice.
.
For rooms not larger than 20 by 30 feet a single inlet and outlet will
give good ventilation; for larger rooms it is well to draw the foul air
from several points; for very large rooms there should. also be several
inlets; but one ventilator that ventilates is better than ten tllat do not;
and it is often better to make one ventilator very efficient by the application of heat or mechanical power, than to increase the number without such assistance. The system of ventilating ducts to be ac.opted is a
matter of convenience in each case. N ~ one system is bes t for all cases.
When each room has its independent flue, there is the leas t danger of
one room drawing the air away from another. When the small ventilators are united iuto a general shaft, they should be continued up
independently the height of one story, so that each will have its iudependent draft before they are united. In any system as much air must
be admitted to a building as is drawn from it; otherwise jf the supply
be reduced, tile ventilators wm draw against each other and cold air
will descend in some of the ventilators to supply the others that have
a more pow~rfnl draft. Those libraries which have the books arranged
in stacks several stories high inside a lofty room present a problem of
unusual difficulty in the ventilation. The hot air tends to accumulate
at the top and is destructive to the books as well as to the readers. If
this hot air be not contaminated by the burning of gas, tlie evil can be
mitigated by producing a circulation of the air, taking au vantage of tlle
chilling effect of the windows to make a descending current on the outside walls while fresh air ri es in the center to take its place. In summer the ventilation of such a room should be taken from the top.
No ventilating apparatus can adapt itself to the varying coud1tiou
of the weaith r. T.llere mu t be an intelligent supervi ion of the yentil~ ti n or tbe be t y. tern wHl fail.
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it can be used. Tile objections are the liability to leak _a nd the heat
that accompanies the light in summer.
The lighting of other parts of a library offers no special difficulty,
provided the rooms are small; but when we have areas of considerable
wicltll special care must be taken. The one important fact to bear in
mind in lighting large areas fs that the light shines downward from the /
sky _; therefore it is only the upper portion of a window that can light
far back into a room. If we increase the width of a room beyond the
ordinary we must increase the height also so that the windO\vs may be
carried up high enough to throw the light back to the farthe~ side.
As tllere is always an excess of light near the windows, we may increase
the lighting of a room by raising the windows higher without increasing thefr size. This raising of the windows leads to several arcllitectural developments of importance.
If the windows are 7 feet or more from the :floor, the entire wall
space may be u sed for bookcases. This is a common arrangement for
book rooms and is sometimes adopted for reference books in a reading
room, as in Yale University. The reading room at the University of
Michigan has a.Jso 'iYindows high above the :floor. If the room is made
still higher, and the windows raised in proportion, we may be able to
build a low addition against the outside of a book room, keeping the
roof of this addition below the win4ows, and use the space thus gained
for librarian's room, cataloging, etc .
. A variation from this arrangement is to remove the wan between the
main room and the side addition, and substitute a row of columns,
using the space thus gained as an a<.ldition to the book room or reading
room as the case may be.
If we iuspect thjs final result of our development of the elevated
window, we shall discover that we have no new form but that familiar
type of bu,ilding which the Romans used for their basilicas, and afterwards the Christians for their cathedrals, and I may add we moderns
for our factories. This method of ffghtiug is used in tlle reading room
of Cornell University, but it is as yet not generally known as available
for library architecture. This idea, which may be called the basilica
plan, is capable of a much wider application than bas yet been given it.
Passing to the question of artificial light, tl.10 book room require~
speeial arrangements to :find any book without using an extravagant
number of lights. I recommend cllandeliers or ceiling lights, sufficient
only to give a moderate general illumination; supplemented by movable search lights iu each ai ·le between cases, to be turned on only
when a book is sought. A.s to kind of light, the electric is by all means
best. First, because it does not vitia,te the air. The burning of gas in
a re:-uling.room renders the problem of ventilation doubly difficult, and
in the book room H injures the bindings. Tlle objections to gas are so
great that if electric light can be procured, the difference in cost should
not be considered. 'rhe electric light (incaudescent of ·course) lends
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itself to economy in the Look room from the ease with which it can be
turned out and lighted again; A switch at the end of each bookcase
may light oue or more fixed lights in the next aisle, or the lamp may
be attached t0 a flexible cord., long enough to reach any book, and
turned on only when in use.
W_hen the books ~re arranged in a stack several stories high, with
glass or perforated floors, light may come either from the side or from
above. The side light will not penetrate the narrow aisles between the
cases more than abo ut 20 feet effectively. Therefore, if there is side
light only, the 8tack room must not be more than 40 feet wide if lighted
on both sides, but may be of any height. If skylights are used, the
light will not penetrate through more than two floors, and the stack
can be only three tiers high, but may be of any width.
A combination arrangement can be made with cases more than 20
feet iu length lighted at the outer ends by side windows, and at the
inner ends by a centr:al court covered by a skylight.
FIRES, PROTECTION, INSURANCE .

By R. B.

POOLE,

. Librarian Young Men's Christian Association of New York.

The destruction of a rare collection of books is more to be deplored
than the loss of almost any other species of property.
The final cremation of the Alexandrian Library in the seventh cen·
tury is an event as notable almost as any in history, and the loss of its
700,000 rolls is more keenly felt to -day than eve1·, when scholars a,re
searching old libraries and monastic vaults for missing manuscripts
and for documents heard of but never seen by men of this age. We
can only picture in imagination what laounm would have been supplied
in sacre<l and cla,ssical literature, had this vast treasury of learning,
the spoils of the victorious Amru, been presented to John the Grammarian, who asked for it from his willing fdend, the conqueror. But
the Arabi au general wa~· subordinate to the Kalif Omar, and the greatest
library of antiquity was sacrificed to bigotry, if we may credit this
ancient story.
The destruction of the Roman Empil'e carried with it th aunibilatiou of ma,ny librarie: , yet Gibbon remarks, "Our trea ur ' rather
than our lo' ·e,·, ar the obj ct of my SL1rpri e.'
C'on tantinopl , fr m , n arly p riod in the 1].iri tian era to he
inv ution f prin ino-, wa. th gr at literary center of the Ea t, and
many librari · in 1 m·op, hav b en enriched from h r t r llou e . In
th · 'll ury ,·n · · • iu 0 • h lrnrni11 ,. f th• .1. 1 xandrian Librar , it i
r •ht cl h u h wi h m rain: f doubt, hat th Emperor Le II,
·la ·t burn ~ · n:i l rabl • librar at ' 1l tan tin pl , au 1 it i
l<l
h~ It' burn· 1 b libr rian: t
I i undoubt lly
li 1 1 • tr
C
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Loss by fire in the early centuries of our era, when books were mul- ·
tiplied only by the hand of the copyist, was often irreparable. The
destruction of a manuscript meant, often, the loss of the only extant
copy, or one of a very limited number, which could be reproduced only
at a great expense. The printing press introduced a new age, and
the power of the fire :fiend was broken. Copies of early codices were
printed in numerous volumes, and acquired a wider diffusion; still, that
diffusion in the early days of printing was limited, and to-day incunabula are. the great treasures of modern libraries. A fire :i'n a library of
to-day would not be as disastrous as in the ages before printing, unless
we except such great depositories of MSS. in Europe as the Bodleian,
the British Museum, the Bibliotlreque Nationale, and tbe Vatican.
Still, every important library has works that are unique, or if they
exist in duplicate, are unprocurable. Collections exist which represent
the labor aud: search of many years, and are a unit in themselves.
We can name only a few celebrated fires in libraries $ince the days
of Gutenberg, and before this last half century. The Augustinian
Library, at Mainz, was totally destroyed in 16.J:9. The great library of
the Escurial, at Madrid, was partially burned in 1671. In 1685, the
library of the Canons of St. Antonio, at Venice, was destroyed by fire,
and in 1697, the Royal Library of Stockholm. In the next century,
1731, the libi:aries that formed the basis of the British Museum, the
King's Library, and the Cottonian, were partially burned, when 97
ma.Q.uscripts were totally destroyed, and many more charred or
scorched. The archducal library of Brussels was burned the same
year. The great fire at Moscow in 1812 involved the destruction of
its grea,t library. The Library of Congres8 was :fired by the British in
1814, and in 1851 was reduced to 20,000 volumes by fire. There have .
been a number of fires in the last two decades. In 1873, the Manchester (England) Anthenreum Library, containing 19,000 volumes, was
burned. The most disastrous fire of this period was the burning of
the Birmingham Free Library, January 11, 1879. The loss was about
$300,000. The library had in its reference department 50,000 volumes,
and contained the great Shakespeare Memorial Library, besides other
special collections.
The Welsh University library, the most valuable collection of books
in Wales, was totally burned in 1885. The free library of Newcastleon-Tyne suffered to the extent of $5,000 from :fire in 1884, from overheating the ventilators with gas lights. The Brussels University
library lost 65,000 volumes in a fire in July, 1886. In 1890 the great
library of the royal family of Belgium, at Lacken, wa.s burned, and in
the same year the University of Toronto was cremated, the loss beiug
24,000 volumes.
Fires in libraries in this country have been significant in numbers,
rath r than in disastrous results in the last twenty years. In 1873 the
Indiana University library, containi11g 15,000 volumes, was destroyed
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by fire caused by lightning striking a telephone wire. The Mercantile
Lib:rary of Philadelphia suffere.cl serious damage in 1877 from water
used to extinguish a fire in an adjoining building. Fifty-five thousand
volumes were injured, for which $42,000 was recovered. The books
were not an entire loss, as they could still be re.ad, though stained.
A kerosen-e lamp was the cause of a fire in Hobart College, Geneva,
N . Y., in 1885, by -which~, many valuable books t,bat can not be duplicated" were destTOyed. The FUblic library of Fall River, Mass., lost
6,000 volnme.s in T886. The insur.a nce was eaniecl by the city. In the
same year th:e law library of Minneapolis was burned, also the public
library of Prin.eeton, Ind., and a part of the high school library of
Yonkers, N. Y. The public 'library of Peoria, Ill., -on March 25, 1888,
had 30,000 volumes damag-ed by water and improper handling. Th e
ins1.1rance was ·o nly $8,'.700. The building of the Young Men's Christian Association at T,wenty-thfrd street and Fourth avenue, New YOTk,
was seriousl y burned July 28, 1889, while the library was not injured;
the fire ran up tbe elevator within 15 or 20 feet of it. The library at
Colchester, Conn., valued at $5,000, was bumed in 1890. The same
year, in Maine, the library at Lewiston (11,000 volumes, insured for
$6,000) was destroyed, .and the Ro~kland public library and the Skowhegan library.
This brief resume of 'fires, past and present, while far from complete,
is sufficient to prove the imminent danger to which libraries are
exposed from fire, and that the principles of protection should be
thoroughly studied and applied in library architecture.
In accordance with the general p]a~ of the papers for this manual,
this topic shoulcl treat; (1) Of the points on which as librarians we
ar.e agreed, and (2) of those which occupy debata,ble ground .
..While it may not be practicable to set forth this subject on the e
precise lines, still the theory or the practice of leading librarians may
in a measure be formulated. Statistics for this_purpose llave be n
gathered from 56 libraries, 50 of which contain upward of 25,000 volumes each. The 56 libraries reporting have in the aggregate 6,:L5,'i~l
volume . Thirty of the e libraries, containing 2,473,074 volume , giv
a valuation of 84,651,875. The 26 not reporting value embra e som of
our ri ·he ·t collections, ancl numb r 3,720,624 yolumes. The ntire valu
would <loubtl s r ach 11,000,0 O. Official figure (1 93) ·bow tha
ther ar in the nit cl States 3,804 lil>rarie containing ov r 1
v lume.·, an 1 th t tli · librari h ye a total of 31,171,35-1 volum ~
the librari r p rtin n- will th r for r pr eut a.bou on -fifth of thi
tal u mt ub ill
much laro· r fraction of valu
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books separate from their building, insuring 3,018,370 volumes for
$2,090,754. The amount covered by insurance in different libraries
will vary from about 33 to 75 per cent of the total valuation, falling
probably below 50 per cent on the average, a lo w :figure. Premiums
on libraries vary abou t 300 per c.e nt. In discussing at Chicago the
policy of insuring, it was thought by some that a library :financially
able should carry its own insurance, particularly if it was supported
•
by the city or State. 1
Of the 56 libraries noted, all except 5 own their ·buildings, and 39
give valuation as $8,755,617. Insurance :figures on these buildings are
not very complete or satisfactory. · Official records show that there a.re
986 libraries in the United States owning buildings.
2. Librarians believe their books should be stored in :fireproof structures, and are building, so far as means will allow, on :fireproof principles. .Absolutely :fireproof buildings are costly, and a substitute for
them is often the only alternative. As an indication of the practice on
this point, 22 libraries report fireproof buildings, while 5 buildings are
so called, 11 are partly fireproof, and 18 are not. These. buildings are
generally constructed of brick, oi· more commonly of brick and stone.
Interfor construction in'these buildings is not· so decidedly fire res.isting.
The floors in most cases are made of fireproof materials, ns fire brick,
wood laid in cement tiling, iron girders and brick, etc. '\Vood enters
largely into the construction of the cases (37 so reporting), a construction
not as objectiouable as it might seem, provided· floors · and partitious
are properly protected. Iron is used more in balconies and stairs.
Special attention has been given by this association to architecture .
.At the Cincinnati conference in 1882 the first report on this topic was
made. Five years later Mr. Larned reports that 18 libraries had been
completed in the two previous years, and that 23 were in progress,
many being fireproof. Two years later Mr. Van Name, at the St.
Louis conference, reported 55 buildings completed, or under construction. Some allowance should be made for overlapping. He notes that
the buildings for our best treasures are to be fireproof~ there being 13
such. Many were the gifts of private inclividuals.
To illustrate the advance made since 1876 in the erection of .fireproof
buildings we quote comments made respecting the Birmingham disaster
in 1877: "The loss by the Birmingham fire," said the New York Trib1
Tho insuran ce companies charge the whole amount of the risk plus running
expenses plus their profits. Th erefore the premium is greater than the risk, and
wealthy cities and towns, like wealthy merchants, may insure themselves at a profit,
and in tho long rnn greater care is taken of uninsured property. Usually the same
appropriation can l>o Lad for tho library whether it uses pn.rt of it for insurance or not,
ancl in the raro cases of firo the city or town makes a special appropriation.to replace.
Those who urge most strongly th e great er economy of this method also admit that
it would. l.> e unwise for any liurarian or trustees to omit insurance unl ess tLey first
secureu tlie formal approval of the authorities, thus forestalling t he violent criticism suro to b mad.e in ca e of a heavy loss.-M. D.
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une, "is a lesson to us on this side of the ocean of the necessity of providing absolutely safe structures for our own precious collections, many
of which are undoubtedly in constant danger of conflagration, and are
not contained iu structures worthy of being called :fireproof at all."
Justin Winsor, referring to the preservation of books and to the same
fire, said: "Too large a proportion of such edifices of to-day ignore
utterly this consideration." Many so-called :fireproof buildings of 1876
would not pass inspection as such to-day.
Bad construction has been the rule rather than the exception in our
public buildings till recent years, and to-day we are far from emancipated
from its influence. F. C. Moore, president of the Continental Insurance
Company, New York, and an authoritative underwriter, in a brochure
on ' ' Economical :fire-resisting construction," says : "It may safely be
assumed that fully 40 per cent of the losses of this single company,
and therefore of every other, are due to incorrect construction of bnildings. This means that nearly $50,000,000 worth of property is destroyed
annually in this country which might be saved if our methods of constructing lmil.dings were more nearly correct."
Edward Atkim;on 7 the economist, in an artide in the Century, February, 1889, entitled ''Slow-burning construction," says: "The worst
examples of combustible architecture are to bt3 found among our prisons, hospitals; asylums, and almshous rs; next among college lmildings,
libraries, and schoolhouses." Quoting from the Insurance Chronicle, he
says that in 1887 126 colleges and libraries were burned. The libraries
referred to were undoubtedly not of great value and poorly protected.
Risk s on the better protected libraries are good. Speaking of libraries
the .lEtna Insurance Company, of Hartford, says : "We consider the
most desirable risks those that are kept on iron racks, or in iron cases,
in fireproof buildings; libraries in buildings of ordinary construction
are not considered very desirable risks." The Liverpool, London and
Globe respond, "We find libraries, as a rule, profitable risks."
There were ome reasons, and cogent ones, too, why library buildings, as well as other structures, in the few decades past were RO ill
constructed. Architecture as an art was almost unknown th en jn this
country; t chnical schools had not been established in which architecture wa.- taught, and the country was not prepared to adorn it
citie. and towns with edifice that combined, with beauty and solidity,
ll< litie of coa tru tion that woul l make them ab olutely tirepro f.
Tn pla •e of the ld fire trap , whi h were a menace not onl to the
k . u t b li rarian and hi: reader , :fireproof building are ri ing
all v r h land, orn m nt. to city an l t wn aud af d posit rie · f
c·t1. u. h y , r gath ring from ar to' year.
1u · ion w, . a, k d " ' yo r uilding and are
b tr · ,. u .cl fr m fir ban in 1 76 ·. ' Tw nty- ix r pli
igbt
f tl1 • 1' 1 , incl r w r ,
, bli, h <1 in · .
f k
f Ii r, ri
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OnJy six report no records usable for such a purpose. Methods for
protecting these records are considered below.
4. Nearly all libraries report appliances for extinguishing fires, as
bose, water pails, fire extinguishers, fire axes, etc.
The British Mm;eum has a fire brigade com1)osed of members of its
staff, with a code of rules for their government. (See Lib. J our., 4: 52.)
UNSETTLED QUESTIONS.
I

While libra:ries are being constructed more and more on tested fireproof principles, it is also true that these principles are of recent
adoption in many particulars, and as yet not fully comprehended nor
put in practice by all. These may be briefly set forth, substantiated
by authorities.
1. Two prime principles enter into the construction of a :fireproof
building: (1) It should be fireproof without and (2) nonfire communicatiug within.
Material form erly supposed-to be fireproof has failed under the test.
To have said a few years ago that iron and granite were not fireproof
would have made oue a laughing stock, but granite in the Boston fire
of November, 1889, er.um bled in to sand; and iron is no longer considered
safe unless covered with fireproof material. It has been said that there
was not a fireproof building in the track of the great Chicago fire.
The Boston fire of 1889 was checked when it reached '' the brick wall
and iron shutters of a building of superior construction."
Brick stands first among building materials in fire-resisting qualities.
Prof. G. P. Merrill, curator of geology in the United States Museum,
in liis work on Stones for Building,1 page 356, says-:
Data are not at h and for estimating accurately the comparative enduring powers
of various stones u nder t h ese trying circumstances. It seems, however, to be well
proven tha t of all stones granite i s the l east :fireproof, while the fact that certain
of the fin e-graiue!l·siliceous sandstones are used for furnace backings, wouid seem to
show th at if not absolutel y fireproof~ they are very nearly so.

Professor Wi nchell places :fire-resisting stones in this order: (1) Marble, (2) limestone, (3 ) sandstone, (4) granite, (5) conglomerate.
Since tbe days of elevators the roof has proved to be one of the most
exposed parts of buildings, because of the draft through the shaft.
A fire beginning in the basement is drawn at once to the roof, which, if
hollow and combustible, is in a few moments a mass of flame. The
roof hould be constructed to prevent drafts of air within it, and should
be of :fireproof material, as metal, porous terra-cotta metal, and covered
:fire brick.
2. A building of :fiue, solid, fireproof exterior may yet be a fire trap.
"The first principle to be observed," says Mr. Moo1~e, the underwriter,
"with a view to r esisti_n g fire, is to exclude air drafts from those por1
ew York tate Musenm Bulletins o. 3 (out of print) and :t-:o. 10, on Building
Stone in 1 ew York, are also of value in this connection.-M. D.
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tions of the building which are vital to its endurance, viz, fl~ors, roof,
partitions, etc. Into all these wood may safely enter if drafts be prevented by incombustible material, such as mortar or cement." A fireproof building will be so constructed iuside as to consist of distinct
compartments, separated by partitions of brick, terracotta, etc., while
its floors will be laid in cement, or be composed of incombustible material, and its ceilings laid on metallic lathing, or otherwise protected
from fire and vermin. Incombustible cases, stairs, and balconies will
increase the security.
A basis of rating insurance indorsecl by the New York Board of Fire
Underwriters~ N a,tional Board of Fire Underwriters, a,nd other boards has
been prepared and is embodied in the '' Uni versa] mercantile schedule."
Tlle basis of rating is a standa,rd building in a standard city, and is 25
cents per $100. On this basis rates vary according to construction and
environment of each separate edifice. From the schedule of January,
1893, we quote the requirements of a standard building:
.A. standard building js one having walls of brick or stone (brick preferred), not
less than 12 inches thick at top sto-r y (16 inches if stone), ex.tending through and 36
inches above roof in parapet and coped, and increasing 4 in ches in thi ckn ess for
each story b elow to the ground, the increased thickn ess of each story to b e utilized
for beam ledges. Ground floor area not over 2,500 square feet (say, 25 by 100); height
not over four stories, or 50 feet; floors of 2-inch plank (3 inches better) covered by
seven-eighths or 1 inca flooring, crossing diagonally, with waterproof paper or
approved fire-resisting material between (if tin or sheet iron between, see clcdnctions); wooden beams, girders, aml wooden story posts or pillars 12 in ches thick, or
protected iron columns; elevators, stairways, etc., cut off by brick walls or plaster
on metallic studs and bthing, communications at each floor protected with approved
tin-covered doors and fireproof sills; windows and doors on exposed sides protected
by approved tin-covered,.cloors and shutters; walls of flues not less than 8 inches in
thickness, to be linetl with .fire brick, well-burned clay or cast iron, and throat
capacity not l ess than 64: sq_uare inches if steam boilers are used; all floor timbers to
be trimmed at l east 4 inch es from outside of flue; heat ed by steam; lighted by gas;
cornices of incomlmstible material; roof of metal or tile; if partitions are hollow
or walls arc furred off there must be fire stops at each floor.

It may seem strange tliat wooden girder.· and posts are recommended.
Mr. l\1oore, before quoted, whose work lias the commendation of tlie
American Architect, says that unless iron girders are pr tected by
term cotta or burnt-clay urick, they are not as safe a · wood, provid 'd
woo leu pillar· or girders are 2 inches tliicker than required to bear
th uperirnpo ed weight. 'lhe charred Yrnod act aR a lliel<l to r tard
mb 1 ·tion . Iron i treach rou , and under a heat of 1,000° F . or more
will x1 and, if not fo ·e, , ud if pr per all wance is not made for thi
11, wi11 brow th wall . Two inch
, hould be allowed at a 11
- -£ o 0 ·ir er. Th pr< cti e ow · em to b v ry g neral to
w bri ·k r ther fir proof m< t rial, t i)r v n thi'"'
hnil inrr r C rr l t aboY houl l have it:
t ha b u <l mon ·tr< t d that

cl wi h in.
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soft wood cover€d with tin is better than -0ne entirely o[ iron. !Ton
will curl. ThiTty-five librnries repoi't no :fireproof d.oors and s1mtters,
and iron is g'eneraHy used fc>'l.' the purpose.
Gas lighting is here reeommended, but the New York branch of the
Liverpool, London and Glohe Insur.auce Company, .in a letter to the
,vriter, apprnves of electric light~ Improved installation is doubtless
recommending its use.
The importance of fire stops can not be too strongly emphasized.
Not .all libraries can erect thoroughly fireproof buildings, but the alternative is not a fire trap for human sacrifice. Elevator:s, hollow l)artiti'Ons, hoBow roofs and ffo:o:rs, and ,clef:.ective flu.es h ·a-ve in the last few
y·e ars bee111 the means of destroying millions of p:roperty .and many lives.
Tlrn object of fire ·s tops is to close up all air 11assag.es in floors, par~
titions, etc., with plaster or cement, and thus prevent fires from spreading from one compartment to .another, tu:ruing a :fire tr.a1) into a kind
of slow-burning building, and possibly holding the fire till the fire
engines arrive and the inmat€s (e scape. The :fire stops ean be used
at little expense, and there .can be no exm1se foi- -0mit.ting them from
.any ,e xeept thoroughly fireproof buildings. A slow-burning tuilcling
(technically factory construction) is one in whfoh the wooden material
is consolidated in such a way that the ·fire can he ]rnld in ch,e ck. There
-are no -c onnealed spaces by which the fire can pass from one room to
another. Every part is open; so that water can reaich the :fire. Wood
and iron are expoged to two enemies, dry rot in the one case and rust
in the other.
The precautions :against fire by exclusion of air drafts and the protection of the iron may tend to develop both -0f th.,e.s e we:alrnesses. As
a preventive, beams should be bored, and iron -c oated with a material
that is not an active absorbent of moisture, such as piaster of paris anc!
cement. Lime mortar is a preventive of Tnst, as well :as of dry rot.
Wrought iron is more susceptible to rust than east iron. The latter ·
oxydiz.es only on the surface; wrought iron is consumed by rust. Tbe
action of rust on steel is not well known, and yet this material is coming into extensive use in constructing steel-skeleton buildings, like the
Masouic Temple, tho Woman's Christian Temperance Buildiog in Chicago, the World Building, the Plaza Hotel, etc.1 in New York. I know
of no library adopting this style. The advantages are that steel costs
less than wrought iron, that the curtain walls of mas~nry, 12 to 20
incbep thick, not being supporting walls, need not be much t11icker at
the base than at the top, thus leaving very much more room on the
lower floors, a great economic gain. 1
·
Care of inventories.-Inventories of a library should be kept in safes
outside the building. Tbis point is emphasized by such companies as
the Liverpool, London and Globe. "Catalogues," say they, "shou)d.
always be kept outside tho library buiiding· for reference in case a loss·
1

Seo Skeleton Construction in Buildings, by William H. Birkmire (Wiley).
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should occur, showing original cost of books, and as full a description
as possible." The Home says: "It is of the utmost importance that
a. complete catalogue of the library should be kept in some safe place
away from the library itself." The practice of libraries in this matter
is not in accord with these recommendations, only !) keeping their records in safes or vaults outside, while 17 do 110t protect in the building
and 10 make no response. Libraries should be managed on business
principles, and the cost of the books should be recorded -and an approximate valuation of gifts kept, and these records preserved outside, so
that they can be produced in case of fire. A duplicate accession catalogue of the library of the Young Men's Christian Association of New
York is kept outside in safe-deposit vaults. The last catalog is occasionally taken from the vaults and written up and the copying certified
by affiuavit.
The 1Etna Insurance Company recommends, also, that the record of
loans in cir~ulating libraries be kept in a safe place.
3. Fireproof buildings and :fire-protected compartments are costly
equipments, but a closed door or shutter, a pail of water in a convenient place, a watchman's presence at the moment of peril, may avail
more than all; and yet these are often considered of minor importance
till some day it is found that a cup of water, if it had been accessible,
or a :fireproof door, if it had been closed, would have prevented the
sacrifice of a valuable library.
Of 56 libraries reporting, 31 have a watchman, 8 others have a janitor on the premises, while 17 have no such guardian.
4. With respect to iron shutters, only 16 have them, 8 do not require
them, while 32 others are without them; 36 have no :fireproof doors, 11
have them, while 7 report them partially :fireproof.
Light should not be shut out from a library for the purpose of lessenin g the hazard of fire from windows, though this was done in the case
of a prominent library.
Insurance companies do not, as a rule, make special arrangement'
with libraries as to settlement in case of loss. Seven only report ucll
agreement , as follows:
c, \Ve have, in accord with underwriter ' rules, placed a valnation of $100,000 on
the collection anu insured to 75 per cent of that in order :to e:cape tlrn liability of
being coinsurers .
b. ur inventory is to be accepted a issued in our printed report .
c. Files of acee . ion books, etc., ar to be proof of value.
cl. Poltcy re<tnire , in a e of loss, itemized list of destroyed articles, sworu to by
librarian.
e. , ball maintain in uran upon abov -de crib cl property to H foll ·o t value.
J. It L tipnl, t cl tha w can n t reco v •r mor than tho co t prite of book pur·ha cl.

. wi 11 th in ur r .
r m ur d.
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Fifteen libraries insure imported' books in transit, 8 others sometimes.
One library effects a floating i~surance on books lent to its br~nches
for lecture purposes.
In the conference discussion of this paper it was ascertained that one
library insured its card catalogs.
It was said that bookbinders were not responsible for loss by fire
while books \Vere in their hands. One librarian reported that he insured
books at the bindery.
•
A floating insurance could be effected on_books at the bindery by
makiug the arnouut sufficient to cover the value that would be represeuted there at any time during a certain period.
Fourteen libraries a re in more or less jeopardy from water overhead,
and 11 have suffered in consequence, or from overflows and leaks.
''If any building," says Dr. W. F. Poole, "should be practically fireproof, it is a library building," and "a wooden library building without
any of the modern fireproof devices is a fire trap and its construction
a ccime." It may not be possible to erect in all cases a perfectly fireproof building, for that means a liberally-supplied exchequer, but no
library should be deposited in a building that has not the inexpensive
safeguards that have be(?n named and are within reach of all. Lower
rates of insurance will result from added securities, valuable collections of books will not be exposed to so great risks, and pubbc confidence and support may be expected. The library that looks for valuable gifts should have them so well housed and cared for that books
will be drawn iu as well as drawn out.
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FIXT U RES, FURNITURE, .A.ND FITTINGS.

By

HEXRY

J.

CARR,

Public Librari::Ln, Scranton, Pa.

The topics covered by the foregoing alliterative and comprehensive
heading might, in one sense, be held to include almost everything pertaining to a library, except its building or quarters and its stock of
literature.
Under certain other headR, likewise assigned for sim1lar treatment
at this time, however, there is likely to be due consideration of the
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nooessa.ry appliances connected with each of such particular topics.
It is proper, therefore, that this paper shall, so far as may be, refrain
from trenching on those special :fields..
As to any conclusions regarding best methods or tlle most ap1n·ond
forms of a library accessory which may be drawn -from current practice of the users thereof, it must also be kept in mind that the o1cler
libraries are more often unable to change, and so of necessity-continue
devic.es whieb lateT libraries free to act at pleasure as carefully avoid.
Therefore answers to queries, or statistical circulars bearing on many
lib1:~~u-y furnishings, are not always the best basis f01; opinious, nor
likely to show fuUy the re.al progress made in such matters.
One of the earliest an{l mo-st effective agencies toward a betterm ent
and reasouaule uniformity in 1ibrary supp1ies grew immediately out of
the formation of the A. L. A. in 1876, throngh the acts of its cooperation committee. 'T he reports of that committee as given in the Library
Journal for several successive years are yet valuable reading for their
full discussions of the 'Several matters under study. l 1'rom tbe work of
that committee grew a cooperative supply department (aided largely
by the pers-onal enthusiasm and persevering support of one person),
afterwards fost~red through various vicissitudes to later anu preseut
survival as the Library Bureau.
With no intent to advertise, but rather for convenieut reference and
bre\7 ity in tlie present paper, as well as for aid to seekers, no hesitation
is felt in citing the ample and comprehen sive illustrate<l catafog of the
Library Bmeau as being both an avail able and very desirab1e guide
in fitting up a library. Little comment will follow herein, therefore, as
regards the major part of the articles described in that publication,
since its chief library specialties represent the tested aud elaborated
ideas of ample cooperat,i ve experience, and the 1mrchaser · thereof may
reap foll benefit with a minimum of trouble to themselve .
As to the innumerable stationers' articles used by librarian , tbe
11ersonal preference and experience of the partfoular user must be the
guide, so that consideration of tliose items is out ide the scope of thi ~
paper.
GE ffiRAL PRlN IPLES.
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extraordinary seats and terrific backs, are not an u_n known thing _in
some libraries where so-called artistic features have been allowed to
prevail. ·
Libraries must almost inevitably be maintained •at an extreme of
economy, therefore every superfluous carving or molding which serves
as a dust catcher means so much mor0 janitor's work and consequentburden. So in the use of dark woodwork and wall decoration is entailed
years of penalty in added cost of lighting over that needed for the
same interior in light colors.
BOOK STORAGE AND SHELVING.

Since the chief feature of a library is apt to be its books, one ·wonld
naturally expect :first consideration given to shelving and like conveniences ror holding them.
JYir. Gladstone, in his notable paper on "Books and the housing of
them" (Nineteenth Century, 27, 384-39-6, March, 1890; also issued separately as a pamphlet), has most pertinently said that "The objects to
be contemplated in the bestowal of our books are three: economy, good
arrangement, and accessibility with the smallest possible expenditure
of time." His remarks were especially about private collections, but
the statements apply equally to public libraries.
None too much has been printed on this important and fundamental
matter of providing suitable accommodations for the books. Some of
the most salient and instructive statements, from the modern American
standpoint, are by Dr. William F. Poole, his earlier oue being on the
"Organization and management of public libraries" (United States
special report on public libraries, 1876), with illustrations. A subsequent paper is on "The construction of library buildings," read before
the .A. L. ·A. at its Washington conference of 1881 (L.j. 6·: 69-77; .Am.
Architect, 10, J 31; and separately by the United States Bureau of
Education as Circular of Information No. 1, 1881, etc.); and a later one,
on "Small library buildings," was read before the A. L.A. at the Lake
George meeting of 1885 (L. j. 10: 250~256). His other writings elabor,1te his well-sustained and progressive views regarding book storage
and large libraries.
A careful and comprehensive study of '' Library she1ving," by Melvil
Dewey, with illustrat ive diagrams, appeared in Library Notes (No. 6) 2:
95-122, September; 1887, and as such is worthy of note, though others
may not adopt all his conclusions.
Height.-Without going into many details, it may now be said that the
weight of experience and best practice favors shelving all books within
reach of an average person standing on the floor, or ~Lt an extreme height
of 7 feet 6 inches to 8 feet. This is true whether for stack construction,
wall c-a e , or open ranges in high rooms. In the latter case the part
of the room above the shelving, and not other~-ise used, gives access
to light and air, which is more essential thau utilizing the same space
for book .
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. As instanced in recent construction, however, some librarians deern it
wise to carry the shelving up to 8 feet 6 iuches, or even 9 feet, with a
view to having one or two more rows of shelves all over the library
for futnre needs. · While the extra high shelves need not be used at
the outset, they can, by means of bracket steps and lrnndles on the uprights be readily reached and utilized when pressure for space makes
it necessary. Others having equal or more experience in tlle use of
such accessories do not favor them nor find them as convenient in
practice as in theory. Especially is this true where women or boy
assistants are concerned, some physicians strongly deprecating the use
of such steps by women.
Form.-Using wall surface only is wasteful; on the contrary, bookcases of double face approached by aisles on either side give a maximum
capacity for a given floor area. Center partitions are unnecessary and
better omitted in such cases, while the shelves can be made movable at
little, if any, more cost than if all are fixed. If, for specia,1 reasons of
local construction or to provide for .future carrying strength, some
shelves must be fixed, let it be merely those at top and bottom and one
other at a height of say 3 feet from the floor with all intermediate
shelves adjustable.
Dimensions.-Little difficulty need be had in deciding on some uniform multiple of shelf length for use in a given instance, thus Laving a
standard shelf all through the library. Such length when not less than
2 feet 6 inches nor more than 3 feet is found to be best both as regards
convenient handling and interchangeability and for an economical cutting of material. Preferably a medium le.n gth of 2 feet and 8 or 9 inches
will divide up space with good effect. The advantages to be derived
from the adoption of such a standard length are many.
For most books which circulate, 7 to 7½ inches give -· ample width of
shelf; and if the sllelves are placed at due intervals of height, say 9 to
10½ inches, provision is made for fully 90 to 95 per cent of tbe books in
modern public libraries, together with ample space for air and light
and moderate freedom from dust. 1 A limited amount of adjustable wall
shelving 12 inches wide will accommodate the exceptional sized works
which circulate.
For reference works, cases having a fixed ledge at say 3 feet from the
floor are de irable, and may be of either wall or double-faced con true-
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tioii. If wall cases are adopted, make the upper shelves each about 10
inches-and those below the ledge 15 to 18 inches wide; and the latter;
at least, will prove more convenient if made adjustable; If the reference cases are d ouble-faced and approachable from either side, the
shelv~s 'may serve fall as well if respectively 2 or 3 inches narrower
than those against the wall-i. e., 8 inches for those above and 12 to 15
inches for those below the ledge.
Need for special cabinets and lockers for rarities and works beyond
common size will vary. Rollers, sliding shelves, and revolving tables
should be ~sed for art and other large books specially exposed to injury.
Avoid doors, if possible; or, otherwise, if absolutely required, use wire
screens or grating rather than glass. Hard woods give best results in
shelf and case construction, but the shelves may be of pine for sake of
lightne~s. The edges of all shelves should be rounded; and finally an ·
oil-rnbb.ed :finisl~ used instead of paint, shellac, or mere varnish alone.
Stor~ge.-As regards storage in stacks having superimposed cases
with floors over each tier, or, on the contrary, shelv,ing in ranges of
cases but one tier high in open rooms having ample light and air-space
above, much has been said and plausible arguments can be given on
either side. The seemiug weight of opinion, all things considered, is
agaiT).t:l.t the st ack -room system , despite its compact warehouse facilities
for large collections of books. 1
Jf the most r ecent views regarding open shelves for all are correct and
pro:ve to be in the true line of library progress, (as the writer and manyothers fully believe), a combination of the double-facing open ranges
011 oue.floor with the old-time -alcove form seems quite likely to prevail
in tlle immediate future; but, as frequently happens in all matters of
library economy, local circumstances exert a determining influence on
individual practice. rrherefore much depends on who goes to the
shelves as well as on the ground space at command; while economy
and convenience in service, and in heating and lighting, must be provided for as well as book capacity.
As a general principle galleries are to be avoided as a device of the
evil one, equal1y ruinous and destructive both to human life and' that
of the books. In exceptional cases, however, an essential purpose can
be attained only by the use of a gallery; but experience dues not favor
such u se except uuder cogent necessity. If in original construction
open-room storage is provided, with high ceilings and cases extending
but part way (say 7 to 8 feet), and future necessities absolutely require
use of the u pper space, then let the cases be floored over, and the
semistories tbus made used as independent floors.
In stack-room con , truction opjnions as to solid or perforated floors
do not agree; but latest experience seems to concur in favor of solid ·
1 Many leadin g librarians are equally confident that the great growth in the use
of stacks ip. recent ;years is based on satisfactory reasons.-M. D.
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ones, with ventilation at the ends of cases and possibly along the front
edges also.
Windows at the ends of cross aisles are the most practical daylight
T-eliance and are sufficient for a reasonable width of building having
adequate space in the aisles. Skylights are of little value, and prove
both troublesome and injurious.
For stacks, as for other library shelving, wood seems really the prefe,ra)..,1e material, all thing·s considered. A possible exception may be
made for fi.0,orn, which may be stronger, tighter, and more :fireproof, if
of iron. As to first cost, iron is usually though not always more expensive. Woo.d en uprights and shelves are generally cheaper than iron;
and, in tllun, admit. of better construction and :finish, besides looking
better and wearing the bindings less.
There are a number of special shelving devices on the market, mostly
patented, and amply urged by those interested; but time has yet to
prove their real efficiency, and the item of first cost still stands largely
in the way of very general trial of most of them.
COUN'fERS AND DELIVERY DESKS.

The~e are usually made to correspond to the features of the particular building, and personal preference may be allo wed sway in tlie style
and interior arrangement of such articles.
Conforming to average humanity and kindred uses 7 as in banks, railroad and other public offices, counters where customers are to be served
standing are most convenient when 42 inches high; this height, too, is
easy for writing. The same result may be attained by a counter 3 feet
high having a desk of 6 inches more superimposed. If to be used sitting, then 2 feet 6 inches is an average most convenient height, as for
tables and office desks. A counter top should be of fair width, say 2
feet or more, and project considerably on each side beyond the support,
thus servi11g to protect the front from being marred by feet, and al o
making it feasible for clerks inside to sit clown.
Good light at counters and delivery de ·ks, both daylight and artificial, is an e ential often overlooked .
TABLE,' AND READING DESYS.
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inches by 5 feet, six persons, two on each side and -one at. each end, may
be seated without crowding. If 6 feet long it will admit· of patting
three at each side, while for propoxtion's sake the width may· be 3 feetL
Slides (or movable shelves),. under the top, placed at suitable int~·r vals,
are oft_eu of great service. For smaller tables" thos'.e 2 feet 6 inches by
3 feet 6 inches, and also others 3 feet square on t@p, prove. convenient.
In rooms for juveniles it may be desirable to make some tables of less
than standard height, but usually a variation. in the chairs 'accomplishes
the same obje-ct. 1
Reading desks.-Re-ading desks, as distinguished from tables, are
more generally made for speciaJ instances and are presumably fixed
rather than movable. Like eo.unteEs, therefore; they sho:rild ha.rmo:nize
with the finish of the building and fit the space at eommand. , Dnnensions and heights should be prop-0:rtioned to the pro:bable users, as before
suggested.·
Office a11d cataloger's desks.-These may be made to order:,. but
at pr~sent a, perfection of style and eonvenien.ce, at moderate cost, is
found in many regularly on the-market, so. that a sTuitable supply is mos-t
simple and readily attained.2
1 Foot rests or hassocks ought to be provided, as it is cruel and inj_urious for a child
to sit for hours with. feet dang-ling above. the il.00r.-M. D.
2 Much of the ccoperative wm::k which hai.'3.accomplishecl so much in the past seventeen years is clue to ad option of certain stand.n.rd sizes for cards, sheets, blanks,
and for cases, trnys, drawers, and pigeonholes in which they are used or filed. It
i_s a period of unprecedented growth in libxa:des n,nd as a reault thei:.e has been a
change of rooms, methods, and.. fittings to meet the new and larger requirements.
ConYenience and economy make it as important to work by stanuard.sizes as it is.in
a factory. It acl<ls nothing to first cost, but sa.ves time and money at every i:eadj.ustment, because the parts often interch,ange in ways entirely unforeseen at the outset.
Those who have tested the :principle urge its acloptiou most earnestly.
Much is accomplished by adopting a series of standard sizes for an individual
library, but much more is gniiued without added. cost if the standairds most widely
usea. by 0th.e r libra1·ies are taken. witJiout change, omitting any not needed and supplying in. the very rare cases where some not ill the list are really r,equired. Nine
times out of ten, one who can free himself from prejudice will find th.at the standiu:d
size nenirest what he has in mind is really just as. satisfactory as t.he odd one to
which he inclines simply because he has b-00ome accustomed to it for th.at use. The
cooperation. committee studied this question at its first ap:rwintm.cn.t in 1876 and its
work bas bcc11. kept up by tho libmry sc.hool. For ma.ny years certain staaclard
sizes have b een widely usod without change a.nd are much the safest series to adopt,
both because i.f their wide adoption by others and more for their merit as r.eprese.uti11g so much experiment and experience. These are, for slips,. cards, and blanks, V
(Yisiting-card size), 5 by 75 cm.; P (postal-.card size), 75 by 12" cm.; N (note), 12s by
20 cm.; L (lotter), 20 by 25 cm.
The standards most used rure P and L. V is used for call slips and compact
indexes where little goes on the card. C (check size, 2;; by 5 cm., or just one-thlrd
V) is used for coat checks, tags, la.bels, etc. R (receipt, 7 5 by 20 cm.), four V's
together, is used for receipts, bank cheeks, drafts, and fits pockets, envelopes, etc.,
that hold bauk bills. llalf this length, or two V's (7 5 by 10 cm.), is used for catalog or index carcls for commercial and other work in which, instead of book titles,
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Chairs.-Much the same is true regarding chairs as of office desks.
Yet for fairly good appearance, durability, and average comfort, probably the well-known bent-wood chairs are preferable. The foreign chair
is stronger and of better :finish, but the American make is good and its
rattan seats often prove more satisfactory than those imported. . Some
patterns of simple dining-room chairs have also been found quite satisfactory and serviceable. Wire bat racks placed beneath the chairs at
small cost serve a good purpm,e.
For consulting printed catalogs and lists in the delivery room, a
counter top or ledge of table height, provided with round-top store
stools, fastened to the floor at needed intervals, is a convenience.
Umbrella stands and hat racks.-For the former no really satisfactory. article is regularly "in the trade " of either furniture or hardware dealers ; nor are the usual combined hat and umbrella stands for
hallway s in residences satisfactory for libraries.
For limited use the foreign made "bent-wood" stands or trees, with
drip pan on the floor, are convenient and ornamental, without being
very expensive. Such, with hat holders beneath the chairs, provide
moderate accommodat ion without annoying frequenter s of tb.e library
or b eing much in their way.
short entries are made, for whi ch 10 cm. give ample length. In the same way I
(index ) size (5 by 125 cm .) was largely used for book titles, though of l afo years
very few libraries aclopt it, as all cooperative cataloging is based 011 P size, which
expel'ience has showu to be much b etter in most cases.
L size is the l argest that goes on the st a ndard shelf, of which it r epresents a section 2 ·cm. high and 20 wide. For bln.nk books, letter heads, office forms, m:muscript for printer, ancl n early all u ses, this size or something ver y n ear it seems to
h ave been independently evolved in all sections as most convenient. For printed
books it is modifi ed to M (magazine size, 171; by 25 cm.), so largely adopted by magazin es. This i s the largest book that goes on standard shelves. Trimming by binder
equals s(]_uares of boards, so t h a t the bonnd copy js the same height as the paper.
Thi s is a lso a favorite s ize for librar y catal og and bulletins.
The sizes have from th e first been given in the international or metric measures,
which should be followed instead of the rongh equivalents in inches, as the difference between n, card r, cm. high and 3 in ches is -.}-If of an inch or just enough to prevent
proper handling of the canl catalog . On this account it is unsafe to u Re catal og cards
made by ordinary stationers or pap r dealers . Their method of cutting usually
re ults in variations of 1 mm., or one twen ty-fifth of au inch. If a card 1 mm. lo wer
comes betw en two of proper height, the fin ger in tnrning will b ridge from No. 1 to
No. 3 ancl No . 2 will be skipped. Novices not under. tand inO' this sometimes make
o tly mi tak s l) y failing to g tac urately cut card s, whieh cost much mor .
For pig oul10l s anc1 small cases that stand ou helves 25 cm., or the same ns the
i;b 1f, i the stan darcl b in·11t.
or taller ascs the height of two or tbr 'e shelv s i
t , k n w l1 n tho thickn sc; of tho sb lf remov cl may b n,dd cl. As to 1 ngth of
sb lv to h l«l ca , , the r -centimeter shelf which is best for m r storn ere of book ,
i. nm h 1
nv ui nt a a mmon multiple f th box most n eel for standar d
iz bani. 9 cm . r 36i inche . It i wis th refore to u e th 9 -centim ter belf
il1 • cl f th ";-· · ntim t r in the librarian s roo~ near th loan c1 k, and in
nn,1 °_thl'r r,ln" w11 l'C' cJ ks ar apt to 1, placed, or for otb r rea on where
·onv 01 n
may b in cl ,man . - I. .
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For extreme cases and large constituencies, articles of the kind must
be specially designed.1
CARPETS.

Best quality tile or inlaid linoleum (a sort of semicork article firmly
pressed together), in which the figqre of the pattern is carried through
the entire thickness of the fabric, is probably the one most durable
floor covering to be had at moderate cost. It is tolerably noiseless
_and when properly laid stands long wear and continual cleaning without becoming unduly shabby. "Corticine" and other names describe
a kindred article; but under either name, figured patterns show dust
less than solid colors. The lighter the tint,' also, the more pleasing is
its effect and the less it shows dirt. Number 1 (or ''A"), printed linoleum
is a cheaper grade, in which the pattern is on the surface only, and will
answer where there is not too much wear.
Brussels carpet can be had at no more, or perhaps less, first cost,
but wears out sooner, and all carpets are so troublesome as regards dust,
moths, etc., besides needing to be frequently taken up and beaten, that
it is well to avoid them .
.Mattings of all kinds are very objectionable except for express. use as
dirt catchers in passageways and aisles, where they can be frequently
rnmoved and cleaned.
RE.A.DING ROOM FIT'l'INGS.

Tables and chairs for readers have been already tonched on. Some
provision must be made for reading current periodicals. Happily the
day bas gonf' by for secluding all such behind counters, to be handed
out only on individual call, one by one. An exception, however, may
possibly be necessary in some larger cities owjng to mixed population
and the influx of a floating and tramp element. Otherwise the several
monthlies and weeklies kept on file may be put in suitable binders, or
temporary covers, and displayed either in r~cks or on tables having
partitioned intervals or compartment tops; or else in bins or pigeonholes in numbered or labeled cases. Such methods work well and must
be determined by the room at command and the constituency to be
served.
For newspapers, if such arA supplied for reading, still different treat-·
ment may be needed. For display on wall racks, to be read in place ·
only, there is demanded a disproportionately large standing or sitting
1
After much unsatisfactory experimenting we found a cheap device called the
" fidget" best. It consists of t w o rings 3.5 cm. in diameter attached to a metal base,
screwe(l on the baseboard or any piece of furniture. It could be attached to a chair
leg. A little drip cup 4 by 5 cm. and 4 cm. deep hooks on this so that this tiny attac·h rocnt, which is hardly noticed when not in use, holds two umbrellas out from the
wall or furniture, the ring 11 cm . above the cup holding i.he umbrella in position.
It may also be used for canes. Its chief merit is tb,p,t it takes
room.

no
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area. If in hand :files they soon grow inconvenient and unsightly ; and
if in pigeon hoies or on can only, they require much care and attention
or else disappear too early. There is doubt whether the function of a
public library is more than to obtain and carefully :file away for permanent binding all local papers, without maintaining the average public
newspaper reading room in this age of overwhelming numbers of cheap
publications of that kind and the lack of much, if any, benefit to their
readers.
SPECIAL .A.PPLIA.NCES.

Bul1etin boards.-A.lmost every libra,ry :finds desirable a bulletin
board or place for notices. Many ·m ake quite a feature of posting lists
of new books, query lists, and special reading notes, etc. Considerable
ingenuity may be exercised in such matters from the simple sia.te or
blackboard, or tack-sheets of paper, up to an equipment of clips and
grooved slats in which slips or cards can be placed and removed as
desire<l.
Pamphlet boxes.-Preservation of and ready access to pamphlets
bas likewise made demand for special accommocl ations akin to those
given books. Various styles of boxes and wrappers have been tried, and
satisfaction with any one kind, if attained, has depended much on the
disposition of the individual user. Where expense and lack of space
do not stand in the way it is probable that most pleasing results arc
had by means of file boxes or drawers, each fitted with a "follower" or
"compressor," as in the well-known Woodruff and other document files,
but made of larger sizes for library purposes.
For dictionaries, atlases, and like bulky works, liberal provision of
special holders and r evolvin g cases prove both an economy to the library
and an aid to users.
Indicators.-Our English and Canadian conferees find more or le s
use for the indicator, and deem it a, praiseworthy adjunct to au acti,~e
circufation. Though occasionally tried in the United States our people
do not usually take kindly to tbo jnclicator on either side tbe delivery
counter. To most libraries, therefore, tbe term conveys but a vagu
idea of a machine about which few know and which fewer care ton ·
The space nece sarily occupied by an indicator is probably one of tlle
great st drawlmck to it u e, if it fir t co t and expen e of operation
mi ht otllerwi e be afforded .
Book trucks.-Som form of book truck i one of the most indi P n ... b~ cpipm nt fa modern library, .. nd much tru conomy will
re. u]t from an ampl uppl , e en if th fir t co t ·eem large. Mad
t rn ' • li it' l 1 mand an l not in uautitie the u:ual pri j n
n l r pt : nt · 1 r a ·tual c·o t and le p1· fi. tb, n m
,,it ·1: l. cl c l.·.
Catalogue cases.- . to c·ataloou ca. c au l kiuclrc<l fittinCT. •
·1 ·1 ·iu w H< w lu \ : t 1 r blc nuiformity th rule tha ·th lJ t 1
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the cheapest" holds true in nearly all particulars. To find tl:ie best of
th-0se now made is fortnnately not difficult, and in procuring such the
buyer also obtains the r,e sult of an aggregate amount of contributed
library experienc:e not measured by dollars and cents.
Much more might doubtless be said on all the foregoing topics and
on many which have been unnamed.
Such .trnatment, however, is more in the province of an -exha11stive
library manual, and needs to be accompanied by numerous i11ustrations,
which speak better than words.
GOVERNJ1ENT, CONSTITUTION, BY-LAWS, A.ND TRUSTEES.

By H. M.

UTLEY,

Public Librarian, Detroit.

[Facts in the four footnotes of this article are from comparative iibrai:y exhibit statistics .callected
by New York State library.]

Character and mode of maintenance modify details of ljbrary government. Those commonly known as public libraries are usually governed
by trustees.
BOARDS OF ''l'RUSTEES.

How co11stituted.-The numbet of trustees usually varies from 3
to 9. 1 In a few insta:p.ces there are more, but this increase is usually
because other interests me to be represented, such as au individual
founder or some consolidated corpomtion. In executive manag.ement
a small board is most efficie11t. .An odd number of trustees. is advisable
to avoid possibility of deadlock on .any quesUon. Th.e municipal cmporation is usually re1)resented on the board by th.e mayor or president
of the board of education, and· .s ometimes by the sup.er.intendent of
schools also, in order to bTing the library into closer touch with the
schools. Women are sometime.s chosen .and prove well .fitted for the
work.
How chosen.-In most cases election is by the city e.ouncil. Sometimes this is on nomination of foe mayor and sometimes without su.ch
nomination. Election is often by popular vote at annual' school or
municipal elections. In a few c.ases the matter i'3 iu the hands of the
board of education, who select trustees outside their own body. TlJ.is
happens where school libraries have become public libraries. The
common practice of choice by city council or by _peoJ)le accOl'ds with
the idea of local self-government and is satisfactory4 2
Term of office.-The trustees are usually divided into groups, one
group retiring each year. The most common term is three yearn. A
1
Of 63 representative libraries reporting, 18 have 9 trustees; 11 have 6; 9 Lave 5.
Small boards are generally the best wor]dng botlies.
2
0f 6.t libraries reporting, trustees of 37 are appointed l.,y mayor, by common
council, or by mayor and council; trustees of 16 are elected by the people. · 011e
library reports a self-perpetuating board. The tendency in . Western States is for
common council to appoint directly or on mayor's nomination.
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board of 6 or 9 elected members, 2 or 3 respectively, retiring annually, is
rno_st popular. In practice there is more diversity in length of term
than in other respects. There are some advantages in a long term if
the incumbent is a desira ble one. Experience and familiarity with the
working and needs of tlie institution are useful here as elsewhere. But
if the term ·is short, a valuable member may be reelected and kept in
the board, while a listless or too officious member may be succeeded by
some better person. 1
Officers.-Treasil,rer: If the , city treasurer is ex officio treasurer of
the library fund, the tax for supporting the library is protected by his
official bond, and is conveniently drawn on from time to time as needed.
This is considered the better practice, though ·sometimes the board
elects its own treasurer aud he draws from the city in a lump sum
whatever appropriation has been made for the purpose.
Secretary: The duties of the secretary are usually signing warrants
on the treasurer, keepin-g an account of the finances , and recording the
proce'?dings of the board. The annual financial statement is made by
him rath er than the city t reasurer. He is also the buying agent. In a
large library this work must necessarily consume much time. Whether
a person shall be specially employed or whether the duties shall b e
performed by a trustee or by the librarian must, ther efore, depend on
circunistances.
·
Librarian: The librarian should not be a member of the board. He
is sometimes secretary, though opinion is divided as to whether this
is best. He should attend regular board meetings for consultation
regarding the affairs of the library and t o give his advice on any con- ·
templatec1 action. The term of office varies from one to three years.
In some in stances the term of all appointees is indeterminate, and the
argument in favor is that by p roducing a feeling of security in tenure
of office among employees more earnest and enthusiastic work is
secured, while the board may drop an unsatisfactory employee at any
time. If the librarian is simply custodian of the books, no bond should
be required of him. But if he is superintendent, executive officer of
the board, h a the management of its bu iness affairs and handle
much money, he boulcl be treated like other per ons ('mployed in a
imilar capacity . In fact, instances are rare in wl1ich the librarian
gi e a bond. He i. u ually intru ted with at least a small um ot
money to J,ay rtain p tty bill., such as expressag , po tage, etc., and
r_ nd r .· an a ount monthly of lli · payment. , of money collected in the
hbrary fr m ;ale f cataloo· , fine , tc. Th tr a nrer'. receipt of the
, um a· unt d f1 r h uld u atta h d
tl1 r port.
1
Thirty-thr ont of l lil,raric. r p rt a thr -y art rm; 7 n, two-y ar, 6 a foury ·ar, a 1i v -y ·~u· ~ a ix- · ar, 3 . •v •n-y ar, and 1 a lif term.
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BY-LAWS.

Library boards are bodies corporate, hold the property and funds of
the library in their own name, and have exclusive control of them.
They make to the municipality an annual report, which must show the
amount of money received from all sources and the purposes for which
it has been expended, the number of books bought during the year,
the number in the library, the extent of their use, and other facts of
general interest tending to exhibit the proper discharge of the trust.
These reports are published for public information. Trustees annually
choose the usual list of officers from their own members. Standing
committees are those on books, on administration, on reading room, on
buildings and grounds, and on :finance. Regular meetings are usually
held once a month, but sometimes oftener and sometimes bimonthly.
These meetings are open to tbe public, and the newspapers.may publish
proceedings of general interest. Accounts against the board are first
passed on by the proper committee, who indorse their approval to the
board, which orders a warrant on the treasurer in payment.
The committee on books has general supervision of buying books,
but the librarian must look after details. The committee outlines the
policy of the library, fixes the sum to be spent, and considers special
purchases, but is not supposed to give attention to ordinal'y c_urrent
literature.
The committee on administration recommends appointments, promotions, and disch arges, and salaries of the library staff-presumably on
consultation with the librarian-and final action on all these matters
rests with the board. Civil-service rules_are as important here as in
an y branch of the public service, if not more so. A system of competitive examination of applicants for library employment is prescribed in
some libraries and is coming into vogue, to the manifest improvement
in quality of library assistants.
PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

These are under control of the board of education. In some cases,
usualJy in smaller towns, though originalJy established for the schools,
they have become practically public libraries and are still managed by
the board of education, which has a committee of three or five charged
with their special oversight. The committee has no authority to take
final action, but appointments of librarian and other employees and
expenditures of money are made by the board itself. As the library
grows and its management becomes more complicated, this method of
government is found cumbersome and lacking in practical efficiency.
In such ca es the organization of a library commission with full powers
of control is the usual lffactice.
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COLLEGE AND PROPRIETARY LIBRARIES.

College libraries are controlled by the trustees of the college, generally with a library committee in special charge. Proprietary libraries
are managed by trustees selected by the proprietors. Special libraries,
such as law and medical, are similar in their managemBnt to proprietary libraries. Trusts established by-private benefaction are governed
by the peculiar provisions in each, and no general rules are applieable.
STATE LIBRARIES.

Iu a few instances State libraries are managed by trustees; in most
cases the governor appoints the librarian. There is a library committee
in each house of the legislature which considers mattera of proposed
legislation relating to the library and specially with regard to appropriations for it, but has no power or authority in intervals between
sessions. The librarian is in control 1n all departments, appoints his
own subordinates, makes bis -mvn purchases, subject only to the law
governing each case. The criticism on the gubernatorial appointment
system is that the tenure of office is too -uncertain. Such appointments
may be controlJed to a greater or less extent by political considerations,
Jtnd a governor seldom continues in office longer than two or three
years. An inexperienced librarian and a new staff could not be
expected to accomplish very much in a short term, and even if good
work were done it might be quickly undone by a successor with different ideas. Where the method of governing by trustees, organized
somewhat as are those of public libraries, bas been tried it has been
found to work satisfactorily. Other plans tried or suggested contemplate the appointment of the librarian by the legi.'latnre or by the
supreme court of the State.
Whatever tends to remove the library in all its management and
operations as far as possible from partisan politics is to its advantage.
This is true of all classes of libraries, not alone of thoRe owned by
States. Instances are ra,re in which this disturbing element has shown
it elf in city libraric . The remedy in such cases lies in electing a
tru tee men entirely above petty considerations. 1 Entangling alli·
ances with religion denominations are to be avoi ed no le s than with
P litical p, rtie . Bigotry and intolerance may be hown quite as offen·
ively iu one as iu the other.
In au th r r p
al o car should be e.~erci. el in s lecting men for
library , r l . ti. not every" good£ How" who would make a g d
tru ·
th r ualifi.r .. tion
in · a . urned, he h ull be a p r on f
cl t m1 r a ·apa ·ity , nd a willingn
t work.
a t ntion to t11
of hi
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second only in unfitness to the one wbo wants to manage the whole
thing hjmself an_d in his own way.
LIBRARY SERVICE.
By

FRANK

P.

HILL,

Librarian Free Public Libraty, Newark, N. J.

This paper is based on answers to the following questions from 118
out of 210 libraries written to. From other sources partial information
was obtained concerning 111 other libraries.
.
These libraries represent all kinds and conditions; from the village
library of 1,000 volumes with a yearly circulation of a few thousand to
that of the Chicago public library\vith its yearly circulation of 2,094,09-!,
and embrace free public, subscriptiou, college, State, historical, reference, and special libraries.
The letter contained. the followi,ng inqui~ies:
Name.
Address.
Number of "\"°olnmes in library.
Circulation.
Librarian:
How appointed.
Term of office.
Salary.
Select books.
Appoint assistants.
Fix staff salaries.
Purchase supplies.
Make regulations.
Decide methods of classification_. cataloging, and distribution.
General supervision.
Specific clnties.
Hours of daily service.
Vacation.
Holidays.
First year attended American Library Association meeting.
Sent to American Library Association meeting at expense of library, or is time
allowed, or both, or neither.
Staff:
How appointed.
Examinations.
Total number employed .
List of titles, with unmber employed :in each department an<l avera,ge salary.
(If confidential, plea o so state :it and the facts will not be made public.)
Changes :in titles rccommeu<lcd.
Extra help paid by the hour or by the day.
Stuff iliviclecl into departments, i.e., cataloging, registration, delivery, reference,
bureau of information, slip-rack, reading room, bindery.
Meetings for consnltation and improvement.
Learn work in all departments or only in one.
Graduated scale of pay, i. e., so much first three mouths, ::m<l so on.
Vacation.

.:
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Staff-Continued.
Holidays.
Allowed any time on account of illness without loss of pay.
Allowed to make up time lost in other ways.
Hours of labor.
Catalogers work shorter time than other members of the staff.
Delivery clerks havo time to clo work other than at the delivery desk.
Employ boys o.r girls for runners.
Send library m essenger for lost books, or is such work done by ~be police
department.
Separate room for cata.Iogers.
If cataloging is clone in the deli very room, please state if the noise arid confusion
disturb the catalogers.
Aey printed rules for the staff.
How many are members of the American Library Association.

Many interesting facts are gleaned from the reports received. ..All
important details will be found in the table.
CHIEF LIBRARIAN.

It is not within the province of this article to name the qualifications
necessary to a good librarian, but rather touching all points, to show
the present condition of library service.
Selec tion.-Success or failure of a library, as of a business, depends
on the ability of the man or woman at its head. Only trained men and
women should be in charge.
The days of local feeling in the selection of librarian and as istants
are fast passing away, and cities or town s that compel trustees to
engage local talent, regardless of merit, are the exception rather than
the rule. In fact, to-day the demand for good librarians is beyond tlte
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bent free to go ou with his good work without interference-provided
al ways that he retain the este~m and confidence of his superiors.
Long term contracts are irksome alike to trustees and librarian. If a
definite term is fixed pressure is brought to bear by those ready to take
the place at its expiration. Good behavior and good work should form
the only basis for continuance in office.
Duties.-Tbe librarian as the responsible head of the institution
should be consulted in all matters relating to its management and efficiency and as to plans for new buildings._ The most satisfactory results
are obtained in those libraries where the chi~f librarian is permitted to
appoint assistants, select books, buy supplies, make regulations, decide
methods of cataloging, classifying, and lending, subject of course to
the approval of the trustees.
Iu 68 libraries such responsibility is placed virtually on the librarian;
while only 16 renort that the whole matter is in charge of committees,
the librarian being merely their mouthpiece. To do this work calls for
a man of parts. He must have a wide acquaintance with books and
literature, and show good judgment in selecting his staff. In a word,
he must be capable of managing the business as well as the literary
side of the library.
·
,
The question of making the librarian secretary of the board of trustees
is perhaps a delicate one. Against the proposal it is urged: (1) That
such duties entail additional labor on the librarian; (2) that trustees feel
freer to discuss the librarian and hiR management when he is absent.
In answer it may be said:
1. That the additional labor is very slight, for in many libraries where
the secretary is a trustee the records are written up by some one connected with the library.
2. That whenever necessary to discuss the methods of the librarian
and hjs staff, he could be requested to withdraw.
All concede that the librarian should be present at board meetings
for consultation and advice, and that no important action should . be
taken without first consulting him. The tendency certainly is toward
making him secretary of the board. All libraries in New ,Jersey established under the law of 1884 are obliged to do this.
The plan is a good one, for as secretary the librarian keeps the
minutes, audits bills, and attends to everything- pertaining to the office.
He is thus brought into clos'er relations with the trustees, and it gives
both an opportunity to study the library's needs more carefully than
in any other way. Such is the verdict of those who have tried both
methods.
·
Hours of service.-The average daily service appears to be about
eight_hours. This average is obtained by includiug a few librarians
who report only five hours' service and quite a number whose time
extends to ten hours per day.
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No account is taken of library work done outside office hours. Should
this be considered, it would be found that every librarian having the
interests of his institution at heart puts nearly all his waking hours
into the work.
One of the most important duties is to attend the annual gathering
of the .A.merican Library Association. Many a young librarian ha
here first imbibed that enthusiasm which has enabled him to battle
with doubt and come out victor.
Some 34 libraries regularly send representatives at the expense aml
on the time of' the library;_12· libraries report that time but not money
is allowed.
It may truthfully be said that the money speut by a library in paying
its librarian's expenses for attending these conferences is an investment giving the greatest possible interest. Its value can not be computed in dollars. and cents.
Vacation.-This is as welcome and as necessary to the librarian as
to the school principal. Some librarians are obliged to take their vacation at tte time of the American Library Association meeting. This
is not recommencled. Anyone who has attended an American Library
Association conference knows that means simply a repetition of library
work wonderfully intensifred. Thero is little or no rest for the enthusiastic indi viclual at these gatherings, becanse he is bound to get all new
ideas and aa possible _informa,tion from his brethren. The only satisfactory vacation is to drop all thought of the library and hie away
to some quiet spot offering rest and change of scene. A few days of
such exemption from library cares and worry benefit alike trustees,
public, staff, and librarian.
To the librarian is u sually given a little more time tllan to the a ·
si 'tan ts. In public libr:1ries four weeks is a fair allowance; in college
libraries vacations correspond with the regular college vacation about tbrce months.
Where librnries are open Sundays and holiday the Hbrarian is not
usually in attendance, bnt the assi tant in charge receive double pay
for such services.
,'TAFF.
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ent in the librnry, and a corresp01rcling deficiency in its usefulness and popularity.
When the staff of a library is imbued with a common spirit, and that spirit is identified with the tru e aims and purposes of a public librar~', it follows that such a
library will soon be engaged in a great and import:mt educational work, and in
exel'Cising a wide and beneficial influence.

Harmony, then, as well as fitness, plays an important part in the
success of a library. It is unfort~nately true that where many women
are gathered together-for pleasure _or business~there you will find
cliques and jealousies. Particularly is th.is true in a library where
wages are paid according to the duties performed.
The catalogers and reference librarians are paid better than the
delivery clerks and copyists. What might be called "class friendships" are formed, wherein those of a higher grade look down on
those of a lower, and, as sometimes occurs, do not want to associate
with or do the work of the other. If allowed to remain such a spirit
breeds continual dissension. Pluck it out at once, even at the cost of
hard feeling. When self is cast aside and all arc working for the common good the result is !)leasing alike to the public, the trustees, and
the staff. The members of the staff should keep in touch with each
other as well as with all departments of the library. Good feelings
produce good results. It is an excellent idea to bring the staff togetl)er
(outside of library hours) to discuss library matters; and better still
to meet socially on an occasional winter evening. Mr. Whitney says
"a library may be compared to a, watch, each part in which depends
on the proper action of the other, and where poor work in the least
member affects the whole." Great care then is necessary in tho selection of the individual members.
Appointment.~Of 229 libraries reporting, only 17 state that appointments are made on the result of written examinations, but tlrn
consensus of opinion at the Chicago meeting decidedly favored such
examinations. A preliminary examination serves two purposes:
1. It enables the committee to ascertain the ncquirements of tlw
candidate.
2. It tloes away with all political influence.
A candidate and his friends, finding that an examination is necessary before appointment will be made, hunt for some more congenial
employment. It certainly eliminates undesirable aspirants and leaves
trustees free from outside influence.
Such examination need not be severe. Grammar, history, ann literature should bo included, special attention being paid to wi'iting and
spelling. It does not follow that because on8 bas obtained the required
llercentage he will make a good assistant; 011 the other hand, in my
own library, for instance, it sometimes happens that an individual who
has barely passed proves the best adapted to the particuh1,r work required. The written examination shoulu. be followed by "trial work"
in the practical details of the library, after which a selection cau be
wi e1y made.
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. It is much easier to get n, person on ·than to get one off the staff.
At the Buffalo conference, in 1883, the following resolutions were
adopted:
Resolt•ed, That efficiency in library administratic:m can best be obtai.ned through
the applicat~ons of the cardinal principles of an enlightened civil service, viz, the
absolute exclusion of all political and person al influence; appointment for definitely
ascertained fitness; promotion for merit, and retention during good behavior; and
Resolved, That, in the opinion of this association, in large public libraries, subordinate employees should, so far as possible, be selected by competitive examination,
followed by a probationary term.

When competent service can be secured for subordinate positions,
preference should be given to local applicants.
As between local influence and competent service no bar should
hinder the selection of the person best qualified for the work. ·
The establishment of the library school at Albany and of training
classes 1 at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, and Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, makes it possible to procure the best material at a fair price.
There is no longer excuse for securing incompetent service.
Titles.-Beyoncl that of "first assistant" it is not safe to recommend titles for the various heads of departments. No list tlrnt could
be prepared would suit the different kinds of librarians or even the different sections of the country; therefore, each libr~ry must regulate
the matter to suit local demancls. 2
Departments..:_To ·a limited extent all libraries are divided into
departments, but it does not· follow that each department bas a separate head.
In -.,mall libraries the force should learn work in all departments;
and even in many large libraries it is better for members of the staff
to change work occasionally, i. e., the catalogers work certain hours
in the day at cataloging and then cha~ge to delivery work, etc. Sixteen libraries report that it is customary for the staff to leam the work
of only one department, except in cases of promotion. It is better
that assistants hould understand all departments of the library, in
order that satisfactory promotions may be macle.
Itwas the general opinion at the Chicago conference that better work
would be accompli hed by catalogers if a separate room w re provided. The library proper is no place for such a d partment, for the
noi e and confu ion at tho delivery do k dL·tract the mind. For the
b t cat l giu()', quiet and eclu 'ion are prime requi ·it .
opened, in

' i
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Girls 14 to 16 years of age do better work as runners than boys, and
are more easily managed.
When possible the police department should be utilized in recovering books from persistent delinquents. Only a few of the larger
libraries employ a special messenger for this purpose.
. Daily service.-Returns show a reduction within a few years in tho
average library day from 8} to 7½ hours. It would be interesting to
know if the reduction has resulted in better work. With others I am
iuclined to believe so, but the claim can not be proved. In two libraries, catalogers work longer than employees in other departme~ts.
There seems to b e no good reason why this should be so; as a matter
of fad, ·cataloging is not only more trying and more worrh;ome, but it
requires b·e tter mental caliber than does the delivery desk.
By a vote of 4 to 1 the association decided that owing to the nature
of their work catalogers ought to have shorter rather than longer
hours.
Generally speaking, the sma,ller the library the longer the hours of
service.1
Vacation.-A fair average for vacation is about three weeks, and to
this is added (by a very few libraries) an extra, ten days during the
winter- a boon appreciated by the favored ones. Some large libraries
also allow absence not exceeding twenty days during the year for illness.
Most boards of trustees, however, do not deduct from pay for absence
on account of illness. 2
Time record.-In large libraries some check is necessary to prevent
tardiness. As at school some pupils are prett.r certain to be late unless
punishment is meted out, so among library employees the same fault
occurs unless means are taken to prevent it.
·
A simple and effective method is to provide a book of loosely-bound
sheets, each sheet headed with the name of an Ci11ployee, who records
1

This is because the small library usually starts with false notions of tho work.
Tho larger libraries have gainod ox:perience which teaches that b etter results can be
attained by adopting, not a mecliauical system, but hours suitable to individual
work . This averago of seven and a half is fonntl by including many libraries that
still exact unreasonable hours. It will doubtless grow still smaller as the lessons
of experience are more carefully studied.-M. D.
2
A the.ory justifying this payment for services not rendered js that, rather than.
have lost timo deducted, some cmployee3 will come to tho library when their health
and future best work require them to be at home or in bed. But, on the other hand,
it is well known that, oftener, if as much sal ary will b e dra wn by staying at home,
many will skip days when they m ight Letter be on duty. Absolute fairness requires
that those who do not exhaust their allowance for illn ess during the year may add
the time to the annual vacation, and this resol ves itself into the direct businesslike
method of giving a liberal allowance, say six weeks ( or half the teacher's usual
vacation) for vacation and illness, and declucting for any absence for whatever
cause b eyond this. However much the librari an may sympathize with a deserving
assistant in poor health, ho has no right to dispense the taxpayers' money in charity,
however worthily bestowed.-M. D.
ED
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in ink the time of arrival and departure; and at the end of the year
the book holds a truthful record of attendance-. I say truthful, because
I b.elieve that. if each member of the staff is placed on honor and
allowed to make· his own entry, rather than report to- some superior,
there will be no intentional errors. 1
Salaries. 2-''·The laborer is worthy of his hire." The following resolution,. adopted· by the American Library Association at its meeting in
Chicago,. represents the ideal rather than the real condition of librarians and assistants:
Re_solvcc1, That in the opinion of tho American Library Association tho qualifications ancl salaries of library n,ssistants in important positions should bo on n. par
with high sch.ool te:;i.chers; that applicants for positions in libraries should h:.w e at
least a high school educatio1J; anc.l that tho heads of large libraries shoultl ha.Ye salaries not less than those of public school superintendents in tho same cities .

Usually, salaries are much lower than those of teachers and school
principals, and with no apparent reason for the difference, unless it be
the successful efforts of some librarians to conceal their salary lists.
In a table such as that appended to this report it is impossible to
include a complete list of employees; therefore the amounts received
by the librarfan and first assistant only are given.
The effect of such publicity ought to be beneficial to the profession,
encouraging those on low salaries to ask their trustees for iucrease,
and enabling trustees, without fear of criticism, to make such a fair
increase. as will place their institutions on a level with others in more
favored localities.
Thero need be no fear that a board, on finding that it is paying higher
salaries than those in another city of corresponding size and wealth,
will attempt to cut down salaries, for it is easier to have- salaries
increased than decreased. As each community bas its own local conditions it is not possible to lay down a hard and fast rule for salaries.
From 170 reports we find tho average yearly salary $1,3G4 for chief'
1ibrarians; $642 for first assistants, and $375 for general as istant.~.
These averages are low, but the teudency is upward.
Payment by the hour is resorted to by a few libraries, but the practice i not recommended, as it has proved impossible to arrange a ati factory schedule; though substitutes are engaged by tho hour.
For Sunday and h li lay work it is cu tomary to allow doubl~
iTh best motho1l of r<'cording time, now ·omiug juto wicleuso i l>y an nttachm nt
to a ·lo<"k l>y ,-,hi ·h ili _act minute of coming and going i~ rccordell mcch:ini ally.
I_ j much <1ni<;ker :mu ·!lea.per, bnt its great advantago is in climinatino- all qu' tion fper onal accnr cy in the rcconl mn.cl by an assistant or a, rccorcliuo- clerk.
~.~ · full i u i n in •. L.A. 1>roceodiug, 1 9 , pp. 31-37, 41-42.
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SUMMA.RY.

(1) Politics sb.onld not enter into the appointment of trustees, librarians, or assi_stants.
(2) Only trained men and women should be placed at the ,head of
librariei:::.
(3) Tlie better the material selected. the more satisfactory will be the
administration of the institution.
(4) In cities and towns where he is held responsible for the conduct
of the library, the librarian should have the appointment of all assistants and other employees.
(5) Term of office should be during good behavior.
(6) Every library should be a member of the American Library Association, and should be represented at all its m~etings.
(7) Catalogers should have shorter hours than other library workers,
and should have a separate room.
(8) Applicants for library positions should have at least a liigh school
education.
(9) Applicants should be required to pass written examinations before
being appointed.
(10) .Assistants should learn t,o do work in all departments.
(11) Seven to eight hours constitute a good day's work.
(12) Library assistants should have four weeks' vacation during the
year.
(13) Qualifications and salaries of library assistants in important
positions should be on a par with high school teachers.
(14) Heads of large libraries should have salaries not less than those
of public school superintendents in the same cities.
(15) Library_ salaries ought to be published.
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Place.

Name of library.

-- 1 - --

--1---- - - - -

Akron, Ohio ............. Bierce 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• S ..... Col . . . . . .
0, 524
-· Do ................... Public ......... . ... .... .. . .. ...... F .. ... Gen ..... 11,200
.Albany, N. Y............ New York State...... . . . . . . . . . . . . I<' _.... Gen . . . . . 157, 114

!~~fj~~f?ila:;::::::::::
x~t!~!tb1~1i~·~:::::::::::::::::: i ::::: 2ir.::::: ;~;~g~
Andover, Mass.......... .Andover '.L'heoYogical Seminary. _. . . . . . . . . Theo1.... 48, 703
.Ann Arbor, Mich........ Unh-ersity of Michigan.......... . F ..... Col......
.Appleton, \Vis........... Lawrence University............. I<'..... Col . . . . . .
.Arlington , Mass ... ...... Robbins ........................ .. l!' ... .. Gen.....

77,705
12,038
12,183

±~:~~~f;.,te~:: ::: ::: ::: ~:i~~is~;t~·. :: :::: ::: ::::::: :: :: :: ~'::::: it~~e:::: !~: ~~~
!~~~~}d~~:::: :: :::::::: iv:tl!c~~~~~~~:::::::: :::::::: :: ::: t::::: 8~~·::::: ~: m
Bal

YI~~~~:.~~:::::::::::
Do ........•.... : .....

Do.................. .
Bangor,Me ............ . .
Batavia, N. Y .... . ...... .
Bay City, Mich ......... .
Berkel ey, Cal............
Beverly., Mass ... ....... .
Bloomington, Ind ...... ·..
:Boston, Mass............
·· Do . ...... . ...........
Do...................

.~~~~i; P1:~tt f~,~~·: ::::: ::: : : : : : ::: ~::::: g~~ ::::: 1g:

m

S ... • . Mer. .... 40, 000
F..... Gen .. ... 112, 000
.F.&S. Gen .... . :33,487

'Mercantile .................. ... ...
Peabody Institute . .. .............
Public .. . . . . ......................
Union school. ............... .. ...
Public .... .... ..... ....... ........
University of California..........
Public ........................... .
Indiana Un i,ersity ...............
.A.tl1enreum. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Institute of '.recbnology ........ ..
Public .......................... ..

l!' .....
I<' .....
F.....
.F . ... _
S .....
S .. ...
.F .....

Soh...... 10, 000
Gen..... 13,918
Col . . . . . . 48,287
Gen . . . . . 13,847
Col. ..... 14, 684
Gou . . .. . 17.7, 000
tici ...... 22,788
F ..... 1 Gen .... . 576,237

~~~A:\~~·1r~~~:::.::::::::: ~~i:i:~\~!i~::::::::::::.:::::::: i ::::: 8~~·::::: ... :·.~~~.

'lf~ti;K.~;r •::: J~~rfi'.'.'. :::L•• :::::\::i L
1g • • • irni
i :: ::: &:~:: ::: !U~~
1

Bro%~~'.~·.~·.~::::::::::
Do . ..................
Brun swick, Me..........
Bryn Mawr, Pa .... ......
Buffalo, N. Y... . ........

~~~ifi~~tit1~t~::::::::::::::::::
Y. M. C . .A. .. .............. .. ......
Bowdoin Collo~o..................
Bryn Mawr College...............
Bnft'alo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

S ..... Y. 1\1.U.A.
F . . . . . Col . . . . ...
l•'..... Col . . . . . .
F . . . . . Gen . . . . .

Burt~~~~~·~~~::::::::::
Butt~ 9ity, Mont........
Cam UrHlge, Mass ... . . ...
Do ..... ......... . ... .
Charlottesville, Va . .... . .

Butte fr ee public..... .. . . . ... .. ..
Harvard Unfrersity..............
.Public .................. . .........
University of Virginia ...........

I~ . . . . .
.F.....
F .....
F .....

12,600
50,000
9, 7{i0
70, 4.83

·.. 254: 457.
0
l[~l~~ f;~~t~:~~1:i~i: ~::::::::: f::::: 82f.::::: !!J~~
Gen . . . . . 16, 000
Col . . . . . . 292,000
Gen . . . . . 86,643
Col . .. . . . 45,000

; 1~;:~b\\ !i~\1[##~?II ii !!1-1 iH!
Cl\nton, Mass ............ Bigelow free public ...... . ... ..... F ..... Gon . . . . .
Clmton,N."l:··········· H am)ltonCollego ................. F ..... Col ......

18,463
35,000

Dayton, Ohio............ Public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F . ... . Gen . . . . .

32, 288

~?.~~~r~n~?it::~:::::::
.~.~~1i
g :::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ~ ::::: g~~ ::::: }::8 _523
~~t
anv1lle, P~·······
Thomas Beaver free .. .. .. ....... . F . .... Geu .....

!.~1rt:!:\+:: }~ft ::•:

::

1

it ::::::: ~~~: •,~J!!

uburiu, ~owa .•... ::::: 1···~~~1~M·~·~·L·ib~~~yA·~~~i~ti~~ :
G
Duluth, • Imn . . .......... J>ubli ... . ........................ :I!'.....
En thampton, as ...... Public Library ssocintion ....... ],'.....
1 Of
n ht.>1 'o1lcg .
2.:0
r gulnr tun .
y and
h ·bavior.

!'I?~~i"G(•h~v!o~.

•••••

tJ:~~

10,253
9,305

2.50 a, we k.

ur uf board.

'Averai:(.
• :o hoo dr nlalt (1.
• o 1,om I ir,·11latio11.
1
ill b bool rr c1uat

11

good

IJ111\,fiuit.
1 1'1,

27,702
27,702
94,640
104,967
4,512
ti, 129
9,509
11,825
5,629
25,887
10, 521
3,266
2,148
433,547
433,547
433,547
433,547
19,090
7,200
27,836
5,101
10,795
22,242
446,507
446,507
446,507
3,330
8,561
48,856
5,478
27,278
12,076
804,377
804,377
sot, 377
6,012

1,r ·t ·rr

2-5!, 457

14,566
1!, 566
10, 701
69,837
69,837
5,591
27,850
1,098,576
1,098,576
1,098,576
296,309
296,309
261,546
261,546
10,379
1,750
90, ;)!)8
16,948
9,073
58,868
7,116
106, 670
106,670
205,669
]2, 779
30,147
32,725
4,395
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$10, 000
3 300
37: 900
l.i, 000
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841

1, 800
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545
$300
720
4-l, 429
7. 186 5,000
108; 670 2, 5li0
8,000 2,500
3, £00 1,800
3,100 2,700
3, (i01 . ......
33,893
500
10,156
800
5,000 1,000

p.,

rt)

"i=

-~ s
d

~$

ci

~-~

0

,n H
,n
0

~0

(2)

Col..
1 m ..
sod ..
2w"
Im ..
Sem.
2m . .

I-< C!)

p

~2

'O ~
rn H

s.;".l

7, 800
50, 000

----

....

6, 400

... .

(8)"

452,733
76,000
(9)

41,576
27,241
39,914

3, 000
(9)
11, 360
2, 800
28, 743
2, 000
7,825
32, 822
55,000
Notfi xe d
113,000
170, 000 1, 715, 860
... .
3, 150

-- -- ---------··
119,329

12, 500

··· -

5. 800
13, 000
25, 000
l, 902
3, 000
5, 414
5, 300
18, 500

19, 786
67,993
I
83,007
93, 4G4
173, GOO
42,430
8,000
1,020
114,710

1,500
Conf.
720
3,000
500
490
720
2,400
670
1,000
3,500
( 12 )

----···
000
2,500
(1 4)

-----750
1,500
3,000
l, 500
1, 600
2,000
900
Conf.

p"'
0

·o}

19 500
2,400
4,500
1,200
800
700

(29 )

1
1
(3)

2
(4)
(5)
(4)

1
1

8
7
7-8
7

-------7
-------7 3§

-----

lm ..
lm ..

2
1
27
8
1
3
9
1
7

0
8 ----- -

3

6 2 w. .
8 Im ..
9 2w . .
8 Im ..
8¼ 3w ..
6! None
5 3w ..
8 3w ..
5 lm ..
7 Col . .
7-8 lm ..
(l~)
7

2
541
9
3
1
2
2
3
7
22
2

(6)

3

2
(l)
(4)
(4)

1
(6)
(5)
(6)

1
1
1
(6)
(5)

1

t ·@

0-+-'

.... i:l

Sabries of other
assistants.

cilrn

2w ..
2w ..
Non e
8w ..
3w ..
3w . .
2m ..
4w . .
lm.~
·6w ..
Undef

Allday.
6
1
(26)
8
(27)
(4)
8
1
(4)
5
(4)
8

Im ..
Col. .
Nono

1
1
(5)

1
(6)
(5)
(5)

el1
(6)

(29)

1
(4)

2
1
(6)

2
1
1
(6)

2
(G)
1
1
1

(5)
(5)

(lR)

1
(5)
1

6
8
7
8
7

-----7
-----3

Col.. $240
5!0
Im ..
80 d. --- ---720
2w ..
800
1 rn"
900
Sem.
2m .. 1, 200

$120. 00

--------- --·--·---315. 00-2, 000. 00
480. 00

------Paid
--------·····
by hour.

(2;)

3w ...
Col..
3-4w

(29)

7
8
7
11
6
(21)

(~7)

2

2w ..
<.Im . .
6w ..
Im . .
2w . .
2w ..
(31)

J!lw .
5 2w ..
8 2w ..
7 2w ..
8-10 20 d .
(i 2w ..
10 30 d.
8½ lm ..
8 4w ..
6 2w ..
6~1 None
8 j 2w ..
72½, --··· ·

20 Average $107.10-23 cents and 20 cents an
hour .
.21 Confidential.
22$12½ to 20 c nts per hour.
2 a alaries paid by hour ; average about $500.
24 $100 acb.
2SSix months.
26 By con tract.
21
ot fix ed.
2s 20 cents per bour to $1,500.

3
7
1
3
3
14
17
3
5
1
(j

2
2
3
3
32
7

--- --4
50
s194
. ..... .
25
2
4
27
3
1
2
4
1
5
1
3
6
25
2
3
1

------- -- -·-- ------····---(2U )

-- - -- -

:::~~~:501-I:::::--:~~~~-- ~~~-~~~:
~~:
------- -

None . (tO)

720. 00

A""'

No.
No.
Yes.

No.
No.

No .
No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No•

No.
No.
No.10
( ll ) ,
------ --- ---- .. ......... No.
06. 00 No.
1,000.00 No.,
(22)
No.
250. 00 No.
(=3)
No.

.. '.~~~- ::::::::r):::::::::

(ll)

No.

720
8 2w ..
5½, ......
450
6 3w ..
£00
73 3w ..
10 3w .. -1, 5GO
7½ 2w .. ·1, 020
300
12 2w ..
600
8 lm .,
900
5 Ow ..
0 2w .. ('ll)
- - . . ........
------ .lm
.. · 500
5
(j
600
Col. .
8 Nono 1,020
------ Im .. 2,500
700
8 2w . .'
~

7
7
7-7¾
8
8¾
11
(i
SJ.
26
7½
8
7

3w ..

3GO

240. 00-480. 00

--- · ---------·····-·
456. 00-360. 00
540. 00
(16)
(16)

180. 00
(17)

-----------·-------(21)
------···---------·
144. 00
(24)
.. 1, 020.00

r s)
GOO. C0-400. 00

-------------------240. 00-120. 00

rn J/~~~. :::::::::(~):: : _. _. _._.

3 w .. I: ..... · I
l, 200. 00-200. 00
lm .. 1, 000
900. 00
2 w. .
700
5GO. 00-450. 00
7 42. 94
(7)
2w ..
(3J)
(33)
Nono
400 --- ····-- ··-----·--16w.
1,200
2w ..
- (34) 600. 00
450
2w . .
(36 )
240
2w ..
GOO. 00-180. 00
900
8 20 d.
200 -------------·-·····
6 2w . .
U60. 00
480
9 30 cl.
(36)
(36)
!) lm ..
4GO. 00-140. 00
8 4w .. 1,166
225. 00
350
5 2w ..
8

2w ..

G60

·· ··· ·n!io: oo.:.sio: oo ·

------ ----·- -----· · --·--- ---- -------- -·
29

·rp.
~~

125. 00-900. 00

----- -

8 ----·
........ -----31½ None
900
6 2w ..
8 2w ..
3 2m ..
8 2w ..
(21)
8¼ 8w ..
61 Non o. 400
300
5 3 w ..
8 3w . . 1,200
. 5 Im . .
150
600
7 Col..
7-8 2w . . (2it)
(ll)
7 (1 3)

..., o:S
o:S C)

~'o

......... ....... ------ ------ ------ - -------------·-···-··-----8¼ .... .. ··---- -- ---· ---·--- ------- ---- -· ----------·--·
000. 00-480. 00
800
8 2w ..
8
6
5½
6
0
10
8
12
7
5
Undef.

(5)

3, GOO

.........
2,000
2,000
2,200
800
500
000
1, 000
720
000
500
2,000
1,200
2,500
750
500
· 1, 000
lly day

0

.....o....,~

t:i"'
"2cd
cil
o:S
~
w.
:z;
f>
P::l
f>
P::l
H
- - --- - - -~ - - - Yrs.

---- ---------- ------- ----·47, 203
( '8)
3, 100
800

4 , 170
1, 000
25 87,226
13, 000
25, 000 lleferen ce.
14, 200
122,271
4, 200
1:l, 761
G2, 65:1
4, 500
Van es. Reference.
130, 000 2,094,094
.... lloferen co.
.240, 000
52, 000
9, 857
05, 577
18, 000
50,000
31, 000
286,583
... .
37,387
l , 275
1, 079
6, 650
81,230
83,210
6, 500
2, 500
24,000
o, 7
06, 200
4, 5~0
21,200
--8, 760
100,819
10, 000
144,000
438, 851
45, 000
3, 20()
53,000
3, l 80
25,023
87 73, G34
13, 900
13,050
500

c:,;

HC!)

---- --- - ·----- ------- -----·· · -- ------ ----- 0,--·516
(6)
1
71½ None
150
----

~

~-~

HA

C!)c,l

.0 _..,

A ai

,n
I-<•
q::;-P

]

cil

'O ~

...,

>,

,n

~

Vacant.

so No firs t assistant .
s1 Total number empl oyed.
32 From $1, 700 down.
33 20 cents per hour.
34 $450 down to 12½ cents p er bour.
S5J:'aid b y librarian .
a~ $60 p er month.
37 1893: 04,041.

No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Yes.

No.
No.
Yes.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Yes.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
Yes
No.
No.
No.
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Name of library.

r'lace.

1 - -- - 1 - --

~tt::::: ·t;1::::::::::::::::::•;•;::::::: ·FI ·ii~::::•

Elgin, Ill................ Gail llorde11 public ............... F ..... Gen .... .

l~~if

Frankfort, Ky...........
Fremont, Ohio...........
Gloversville, N. Y .......
Grand Rapids, Mich .....
Green Bay, "\"Vis ..........
Groton, Conn............
Han~Yer,N.H ...........
Harrisbnrg, Pa..........
Hartford, Conn. . . . . . . . . .
Do .. ......... .. ..... .
Do._..................
Ha,erh1ll, Mass..........
Helena, Mont............

Kentucky State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Birchard.............. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Free ..............................
Public school. ....................
Public ................ ; .. . ·... .. ...
Bill Memorial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DartmouthCollegc ................
State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Case Memorial. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Public ... . .. ... ..... ..............
·wat~inson library of reference ...
Pubhc .. ~.........................
State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

13,240
lU, 000
1,500
24, coo
5,500
15,268
90,000
12,490
10,782
29, 77'!,
4,310

I!'..... State ... .
F . . . . . Gen .... .
F .... . Gen .... .
F ..... Gen .... .
F ..... Gen .... .
...
. ..... ......... · -. · · · ·
F_-&(S. Col ...... 75,000
F . . . . . State . . . . 98, 000
F . . . . . Gen . . . . . 55, 000
F ..... Gen. ..... 38,000
F .... . Gen. ..... 44,399
]!' ••••• Gen ......
52,400
F ..... Stato . . . .
4,000

~<: •!:~1r?::>::::: : •: :• i: •: tit)•• 1rn1

~d~~i~f1

Io-wa City. Iowa.........
Ipswicll. Mass ......... ..
Ithaca, N. Y.............
Jack son, Mich . ..... .... .
Jamestown, N. Y .. ......

Iowa State University .. ..........
PuLlic ....... ............. ...... . .
Cornell UniYersity... .. ... . .......
Public .............................
James Prendergast free ..........

F
F
F
F

.....
.....
.....
.....

Col . . . . . . 27,257
Gen. . .... 11,500
Col . . . . . . 111,007
Gen ...... 11,497
l!' ..... Gen..... .
8,756

~;::rsc~~IlM~:::::::::
i~~i~~~!~~::::::::::::::::::::::: l ::::: g~~:::::: i~:gtg
Knoxville, 'l'enn ... ...... LawsonMcGheoMemorial. ....... Ii &S. Gen. .....
8,137

t~i;~1~i!!:::: iitt:::::: :::::) : : : L IE::::•l~ffl
Leicester, Mass .... . .......... do .. . . ... .............. .......
Lincoln, Nebr ...... . ..... UniYer sity of Nebraska ....... •. .
Do................... State .............................
Little ltock, Ark ......... Arkansas State ...................

- -- -

17,429
5,611
22,007
9, G36
8,500
7, 140
13,796
64,147
8,879
5,539
1,817
40, 16,!
53, 182
53,182
53,182
27,322
13,834
43,561
35,528
107,445
107,445
7,016
4,439
11,557
20,770
15,991
163,987
132,416
22, 44.7
25,053
16,407
2,201
44,550
3,120
55,,491
55,491
22,496
50,394
77, G05
'77,605
55,684

F ..... Gen.... ..
F ..... Col ... . . .
F ..•.. State . . . .
F ..••. State . . . .

7,066
17,000
29,000
51,000

Macl\son, N. _J. . . . ........ Drew Theological Seminarv...... F ..... Tbeol ... .
Mad1sou, "\V1S ••••••.••••. , State llistorical Society .. .'....... F ..... Ilist .... .

31,000
72,000
21, 34-0
36,068
14,297
o. 720
40,000
G!, 217
GJ, 000
14,500
16, 10!
35,037
8,000
8, Gl5
18, 23,1
2 , 720
20, !)67

·-- ------·
]3, 392

12, 000
!J, 150
18,065
37, 18L
36,910
95,000
23 I 0-16

8°, 981
13, 759
24], 9!>5
J ,440
24,357
1,513, 501

~:=~~f:t>:••: ~I;}~;.~:h{,;h,~ie?!!>< L: !~:::::: !!:!
I

Si~¥ti~;~: :: J~K;; :: : ; :: : : i: : iiL::
:!ft11etown, C?nn .......J Wesl_eyau

ni,ersity::::::::::::: F ..... Col ..... .

.~.~~11g::
·.·.::::::::::::: :::::: ::: :: ~::::: g~~: :::::
WarrcnCounty ..... . ............. l~.&8. Gen ..... .

rin:~~;i1~~:lr\~;~:::: :: :
Jonmouth,111 ........... ,
N uske~o11, Mich .........
Newark, N. J ..... ... .....
ewllritain,Conn ..... . . !
N w Drunswick, lT. J....
-.,wliurg, N. Y ... . ......
Nowbury1,ort, Mass ..... .
N w Ila~cn , onn ... ... . .
N

Jl·~<l~~·,"c;·~~;1: : : : : :

N •w

rl,,,m . La .........

~~~r,;1:~\~~:::::::·:·:·:~

Do . ..... .....•......•

.ilackl y p_ublic .................. .
Freopubbc ............. .. ....... .
~Tew llritaininsti tulo ... . ...... . .
Frco circulating..................
Froo ............................ .
Public .......................... . .
Free :rrnulic . .... .. ... .. .......... .
}onni; hloo's In stitute .... .... .. .

ll~~~,\~-a·:·r~.-~~1:i~i::::::::::::::::
¥r~;\:~':'.).~,!~.r~l.?

~.I'.C~ .~.t.~~~'.':l~~:

A;l:,~:1'.~i.~c:·~.::: ::: ::: :::: :::: ::::

·, ut 1, r hour.

F ..... Gen ..... .

F ..... G

11. •••••

Sch ..... .
F .... . Gen ..... .
F .... . Gen .. ... .
S ..••.

l!' .... . Gtm ... . . .

F .... . Gen ..... .
s .... . Sch ..... .
I•' . . .. . Gen ..... .
l!' .... . Gen ..... .
:-; . ... . Gou ... . . .

22,084
43, 983
11 , 052
8,500
9,012
20!, 150
lG!, 738
5,036
22,668
181,515
10,010
18,459
2.3, 263 .
]3,914
s;;, 981

F .... . Gen ..... .
F .... . Soc ..... .
Gen ..... .
F
---········
11 Eight months.
1s Confidenliul.
1"Not gi\" n.
17
oocl lJeliavior .
1 Av<'ra;r.
1 • :! a tluy wh n mployed.
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.i

:3

8

.;':

d

~

3

8

u

0

E-4

$6,.856
1, 200
100
4, 000

Sec ans.
3, 307

(')
.. .. . . . . .
5 180
'900

. .. ......
7, GOO
15, 000

ce.

.,...I>,
f.< f.<

ce~

·~ §

:;;rn
H

H

$300
500
150
1,000
312
800
Referen ce. 1,000
(f)
15,068
50,805 1,100
147,552 1,200
2Q, 000
360
52
Reference. 2,200
Reference. 2,500
No recor<l. 2,000
14 118, 184
1,500

( 21 )

<

8, 200
1,COO
2, :,2s
15
5 10,• 0005
OOO/

<

4
(5)

1

(17)

1~
1
8 to 16
G
8½

1
1
2
(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(')

1
1
1
1
(")

1
(5)
4

8
7
23 38

7
8

7
9

8
6

. . . . . . . . . l(eferencc.

••••.••.

n

>;.~

p w

0::

ce rn
'@ ce

0

f.<,v

'-'
csS

0

p-

~

10

_,a,

""'O::
0:: '-'

Salaries of other
assistants.

.;:l;g_
~A

~~

Flo

rJ2

2 w.. . . . . . . .

Yes.

(2 )

10 .~~::
8

~m

~

--.. 2· ·c~i:: ··ci'>· · ········ ·( i2i ······ ·· No.
No.

. •. • . .
2w..
2w..
4w ..

3
7
1
8

~~~~1····4·
2 w .. I
5
l Ill.· 1
Op . .
3 m. .

3w ..
2w ..
3

Vary.
7
8
8
8

11
.

::fr~iir~l ~l~~tau ·
l.Jonr to $420 a, :rear.
·
8ccretary of Sta.to is librarian.
27
.A.nu room rent.

8

l

w ..

lm .. 1
lm ..
25 d.
2w ..

19
3
1
O
13
1

No.
No.
No.
iw ..
( )
(
)
No.
2w..
( 16)
( 16 )
18
4w ..
500
404.00 No.
No.
7·~~s· ·2;:: ::::::: ··· ···420:oo~s20:oo· No.
1 2 w. .. u~>
100. 00-250. oo No.
8 2 w.. 1,000
400. 00-050. 00 No.
u Op . . 1, 100
720:00-900. 00 No.
8½ 3 m . .
500 ................... . No.
.......••••• ••.• ..•••••••••••... . .•.••• No.
8 Nono .................. . ....... . No.
7 or 8 None
4-00 ....... .. ........ .. . No.
9 None
420
420. 00 No.
8 2 w. .
900
180. 00-500. 00 Yes.
9 2 w. .
000
225. 00-600. 00 Yes.
0~ None
360 .. ... .............. . No.
o· 2w.. (~2)
(22)
No.
11 None
420 .... .............•. . No.
23 21
None .. . . . . .
25. 00 No.
8-10
8
SA89

( 8)
1 ID..

••••••••••• •••••• •• ••••••••

480

15

(6)

lm ..

lm ..
lm ..
5w ..
2w ..
3w ..
2w ..
lm ..

(1 3 ) $480. 00
15

(24 )

No.

12. 00
00
18900. 00

No.
No.
No.

18600.

20
8 2 w.. 1,200
180. 00-000. 00 Yes.
11
8;! 2 w..
626
187. 00-469. 00 No.
0 .•••.•. . .............•..••..••..•...•.. No.
2

5
4

(6)

7¼ 3w ..
.••...

No .

Y! .. ...... . No.

$540 ...... ..
200 ........ . .......... . N·o.

7 Nono . ................. - ....... . No.

2

7- 20 d.
8;1 lm . .
8! 3w ..
10 2w ..
7 2,v ..

Jncomo of $50,CCO.
Not sp ecified.

2
• 10~ cents an
26 Sco an swer.
26

'+-< §
o.._:,

'.;'.3

1

None

10 Nono

3,000
750

(32 )

ci

00f.,

'o·~

2w.. ..•...
· ··················· No.
No .
4 w. · 1
2
8 2 w..
(2 )
(9)
11
No.
4w..
7
8 4w.. ( 11 )
( )
2,v .............................................. .

3w ..
4¼ 2w ..
7- 3m ..
8 24 d.

(IG)

(1•)

f.<.

7 Nono
8 2m..
7 or 8 None
9 None
4
7 4 w..
24
U 2 w. .
10
Gk None
1
6- 2w..
2
11 None
1
2321 None
2
6 or 7 3 w .. ·
7 Gor7 3 w..
GOO
23 6¼ Nono
, 3
~3 6½ Nono
7½ (6)
3
7½ (6/
900
0 Nono
3
9 None l, 700

1
1

(15)

5, oco
36, 851
000
. . . . . . . . . Refer en cc . 2, O00
15, 000
11, 2821 ( LG)
12, 375
127, 788 1, 200
2i; 15, 000
250, 000 ...... .

21

2
(1)

1, GOO
1, coo
800
1, 000
475
2, 500
2., 500
3, 000
450

1

t; n~L

10
8
8
7
O

8, 8GO {
G3,618 1,200·
33, 914 1, ooo
l 31, 348 1, 500

•••·•·••· .••• .. ..••.

t0

3-6

1

(15)
(26)

(lO)

(5)

800
1,500
:;:, 50(.,
1,500
000
060
GOO
350
1,400
83
Reference. 1,100
1, 800
1,500
650
1,500

2~··1I.... ~-

(3)

(6)

(16)

19, 000
233, 36:J
15,000
114,915
600
5,044
5 7, 000( 113, 168
0, 0005
] , 200
8, 212
2, 000 Referen cc.
7, [i00
72, 677
1, 377
55, 87'!
4, 382
41, 670
2,000
31,425
.. . ... . ..
7, 500
31,000
151,507
:;2, ,HG
357, 172
.........
17, ono
G, 500
:Ji, 587
40, Ola
274,015
3. 800
22, 740

1~
8

7

1
1
1

(16)

......... Reference.

2 w..

2 w.·
7 None

64, 210
45, 360
345, 006
23, 263
10, 700
39, 019
37, 930
12, 336
'l8, 8-!3
G, 127

3,316
2, 500
3, 200
1, 866
!), 500
••. . . . . . .
11, 270
5, 200 Reference.

2

10

A r.o
0...,
.,... A

rn

c,c:1""'

c5

: -&~:ei::::: : ................... :: :::: ::: :: :: ::::: ::

68, 416

Reference.

PW
~

p,-

·@

"O

- - - - - - - --· - - - -

1,800
..... . ... Reference. 1,090
7, 802
85, 480 1,500
3, 000
40, 263
650
22, 000
265, 746 1,800
5, 720 Reference. 1,500
2, coo
0, 368 1,200
(16)
( 10 )
11,000
2, 777
5, 000
28, [i00

0::

8·~

'-'
csS

0

~

.:I

..O""'

0::

P rn

.,...

f.<

Q)

'.;'.3

OOf.<
f.<,v

,.0

ai
o.._:,

§

~-~

ce,v
f.<...,

o::

f.<

"O <l)

...,

~

0::
~

·@

csS

84, 522
17, 000
2,000
48, 1)18
11,267
40, 143

. Reference.
5, 000

-A

-A

,;,

~

rn

rn

<l)

8

3

1
1
]8
50

0
6
25
1

1
2
3
(',

7 1 m..
800
8 None
(1 6 )
7 25 d. 1, 200
0 2 w..
500
8 None
375
6 3 w..
400

*½

200. C0-450. 00
(! 6 )

18 550. 00
18433. 75
300. 00
240. 00

I No.

I

t:::: ~7!~g ::::::::::::::::::::! ~i:
Yes.

8 2.1 d.
SO::>
240. 00-800. 00 1
8 2 w. .
960
(28 )
...............................•.......
7A 2w..
. . . ............ . ... .
7· 20 d.
900
(1 9 )
8~ lrn..
210 ....................
8~ 3 w ......... ... .. .. ... .. .. ..... .
10 2w ..
40. 00
7 ~: w..
30:l
8 3 w..
70:l

i VaT i:::
3-½
1

8
8

G

7

12
12

11
8

No .
No.
No.
No.
No.

400 ............. 900." oci .
(16)
5 w ·- (16)
( 16).
2 w..
(16)
3 w ..
G50
450. 00-GOO. 00
~w .. 1,300 ......... ... ....... .
1 Ill . . . . . . . . .
192. 00-000. 00

No .
Yes.
No.
No.
No.
Yc-s.
No.
No.
No.
Yes .
Yes.

28 $IO nncl $45 a month to b egin, with au increase
of $5 each year.
WFrom $000 a ye.'.lr down to 34 cents a day.
3 • :From $1 a. day to $375 a year.
31 10 cents an hour to $480 a. :year.
32 Snperiutendent, $4,000; 4 hbrarfons, $1,200 to

$1,800 0,;'1,Ch-
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<+-

.6::l.
r/1

Place.

C

~,;,

§

~

~a
s~

5

z

~-~

Name of library.

0

.,..

P<

<l) ....

~ ~
R

c-l

p ;.,-

1- - - - 1 - --

A
0

~

'ii:,.3
0

p,
----

Col ...... 135, 000
Gen ...... 58,000
Gen .... .. 2-H, 017
'l'h eol .... 68, 633
Y.M.C.A. 40,800
Gen ... .. 18, 005
16, 067
Gen ..... 12, ]0!)
14, 961
Gen . .... 24, (,00
I : :: : Gen . . ... . 13,460
16, 192
Nor wich, Conn ........... Otis ........ ...................... F . .. . . Gen ..... 1 19, QOO
16, JD2
Do ............. .. .... Reck ........... . ......... . ... .... F .. .. . Sch . .. ... l 7, 824
26,205
Oakland, Cal........ .. . .. Public......... . . .... ...... ....... F .. . ..
4,771
:1 5,750
Oak Park, Ill . . .. . . . . .. .. Scoville Institute. ............ .... F .... .
4,376
Oberlin, Ohio ............ Oberlin College . ..... ............. F . &S. Col ...... , 26,700
Olivet, Mich ........... . , Olivet College . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . F .. . . . Col ...... 19, 30!
139,526
Omalw, N ebr ............ Public ....................... .. .. . F ... . . Gen -· ·· ·! 38,471
2,790
G, 934
Orono, Me............... State College . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . F ... .. Col. .....
Oxford, Ohio ............ . Miami University .. ............... F .... . Co l .... .. 10, 800
13, 027
3,440
Passaic, N. J"...... . ...... Public...................... ...... F .. .. . Gen., ...
78. 358
Gen .. .. . 17, 932
21; 502
~!~t·i~f~er.
~.r.ed~~:)~~~::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .· ~ : : : : : Gen . .... 11,000
10, 026
G,011
Peekskill, N. Y.......... Public... . ................ . ... .... F .. . . . Gen .. .. .
40, 758
P:eoria, 111 .....•...••..•...•... do ..................... .. .. . .. F . .. . . Gen ..... 40,000
Philaclelpl1ia, Pa......... A cademy of Natural Sciences . . . . F . . .. . Gen ..... 33, 175 1, OJ.6, 252
·D o . ... ... ...... ...... Apprentice's .. . .. .. ....... .. ... .. F . .. .. Soc . . .... 14, 500
- ··D o...... . ............ .A.thenreum of Philadelphia.. ... .. S .... . Soc ...... 35,000
Do ............ . . . ... . Drexel Institute . ........• . .. .. . .. . .. ... .... . . . . .... . ..... . .. ·
Do.................. . Franklin Institute............... . F . ... . Sci . . . . . . 37, 183
Do ... ," .......... . .. M ercantile ......... . ........ ...... S .. .. . lher . . . . . 168, 700
Sci .. . . . .
7, 500
Fi~t~tf~1a·,·M~~~::: : :::::: 1:~~~~fr!r1~£~J!~~ e.: : ::: : : : : : : ~::::: Gen.. .. . 20,838 ····i1,°252·
11, 250
Plainfield, N. J" . ........ . . Public................ .... ....... . F .... . Gen . . . . . 10,537
7,292
Plymouth, Mass .............. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F .. . . . Ge n . . . . . 10, 0 00
22,836
Gen
.
.
.
.
.
17,355
1
8
22, 836
Po~
.i~,.~: :_ ::: : ::
Col .. .. .. 18,000
3,422
Prmcet on, N . J" .......... College of New J ersey ............ F .. . . . Col ...... 161 , 000
122,042
Providence, R. I. ........ Brown University................ S ... . . Col . ..... 80, ooo
16,
845
Gen
.
.
.
.
.
17,000
Richmond , Ind . ..... .... . Morrison.Reeves . ...... .......... F _.. . .
4,683
Riversi de, Cal.... . .... . . 1 Public............ ..... ........... F .... . Gen ........ . .... .
138,327
Rochester, N . Y .......... Univer si ty of Rochester .... .. . ... F .... . Col. . .. . . 26, 200
138, 327
Gen..... 22,744
01
ll , 759
• ~.s.~ :::::: :::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : ~::::: Gen.....
R utPa~c(
4,000
26,272
Gon . . .. . 21,000
SacrD~~~·t·~·. ?_~l. ::::::: : :
F . ... · Stnte . . . . 80, 000
26,272
6,567
St.J"oh11sbnry , Vt ....... St.J"ohnsb uryAthenmum .. . . .... ~::::: Gen..... 12,534
460,357
St. Louis, Mo .. .. .. ..... M ercantile . ....................... S _... . Mer..... 83,071
460 357
Do .. .. .... ...... ..... Public .... . ..... . ... .... . ........ . F.&S. Gen . . . . . 85,000
)33 156
St. Paul, Minn.. . . ....... Minnesota H is torical Society..... F ... . . Ilist..... 20,970
133,156
G<'n . . . . . 30,274
30,7a5
Sal~~ M~·~s ::::: :: ::: : : :
Sci . . . ... . 60,000
30, 735
Gen . .... 2:i, 505
16, 153
San
~~~~iiU:bii~: ::::: :::: :: :::: : ::: :: : l!' ..... Gen . . .. . 9,149
297,990
San Francisco, Cal. ..... . Mechanic·s Institute . .
Gen . . . . . 57, 9:34
18,392
Col...... 37,300
83, 450
Geu..... 16, 000
43,
914
Urn . . . . .
3,000
37,862
Gen . . . . .
4,000
I
,
559
kaneat.eies, N . Y ..... . .. Rkaneateles Library .Association .. F · · · · · Gen . . . . .
7. 4!11
40, ]17
Gen . . . . . 21,018
7,
744
G n . . . . . 11,307
24, 852 1
Geu . . . . . 22,375
prmgfi lcl, ass........
itv Library .Associatio~ .. .. -. . . . ~ ::: :: G n . . . . . 83,040
4-!, ]64
to k1on , 'al.... . .. ..... Fre pnblic
- ...... . I!' •.••. Gen .. . . . 15, 59
14,376
warthmor 'Pa...... . ... wartbmoro
F .... . Col.. .. ..
9 924
Public ............................ F . ... . Gen . . .. . 36,087
,875
I
•• • •••••• . do••• ••• • •••,,•••••••• ••••••••
]!' .. •• • Gen.....
1
I' an!lwer.
0 Goocl l>chaYior.
, ·otgiv n.
10 Stud nt8.
8 Inr1 llni
.
11 .A s is tants paicl hy hour.
1
• ~l?nti~. s an hour to $1,000 n yo:u-.
n Plcas nr of l.Joard.
11
13 ouf r nc .
8
20 to 2.; nts an bour.
14 •ot fix d.
71
1•11t nn hour to
5 a y ar.
16
o salary.
·rom 5 to 0.50 n w ·k.
16 5 a w ek t $50 :i. month.

New 1ork, N. Y .........
Do ...................
Do .................. .
Do ...................
Do ...... . ............
Do . .... ..............

Colun,bia College .. . ...... ........
Free 0irculating ................. .
Mercantile. . .................... . .
Union Theological. ......... . .....
Y . M. C. A. .....•.•...••..• •.•••••.
Y . W.C . .A. ................ .. .. ....

F
F
S
F
F
F

imt.i11ff ;l~l::: ~: .::fif~~~.: : : : _:~:~: :::::::::: ~

... . .
. .. ..
.... .
. .. . .
.... .
.... .

~

~:i~l. :: ::

ii. :r'::::::::: .

ii!ls~~·c~ii~g~:::: ::: ::·:: :.::::: ::: i:::::

f)\~:~:.

.Vt::::::::::::: ½}:r:.
g~fC,.J~~~;iit~~~·::::::::::::::::::

t~~g~: ·c~i::::: ::: :::

~~~~~ci~;tit~t~:: :::::::: :: :::: ::: t::::

r:::::

:g~t!i~L? ;;,Jnft>S/t•• !•••••
~~~r~ ~ff~:~~~ -.::::::t~~!i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ~ :::::
1

~!!~tH~ut~'llsnd:::··· ..

::F

Coli.ii~::~:::::::::::

····~r~;·I
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Cl)

s

.i

.$;

0

Q

~

.!:1

s

_g

Q

;...

0

0

H

Ill

<1J

"i:i

".:i

ce -·
..... I>,
........
d.:S
kd

.!=loo

i..:J

e)

1 Varies.
26,632
r~34, 000}
39}, 570 $1,500
28, 000
(5)
28, 102 , 169,027
N o reconl. (2)
---·· · · · · Reference. (•)
H,577
900
------- - 63.
024
750
4, 500
442
4,600
52: 476
15, 162
700
2,400
75,000 1,500
5,530
I
(6)
750
1, 50G
134,411 --- ---18. 127
- 2: 500
2G, 031 ------4,600
17,000 1,500
1, 700 Reference.
(2)
2-!, 000
189, 007 1,800
(' 4)
1, 307
800
cs)
1,000
1, 143
1,300
3, 400
550
10,235
85,860 1,800
G, 700
46, Gi3
800
G91
22, 200
260
5 15, 000}
80,204 2,000
l 12, 200
Refereu ce. 1,500
G90
900
----- -- -- G2.
2; 500 1,000
---- ·- ---

I

... -~2,'i21.

(' )

87, O(JO
(I )
Reference.
4,000 Reference.
3,200
19, 544
24, 000
3,500
3fi, 428
Reference
.
---- ----10, 000
30, 000
2,774
10,437
5J, 500
···· -- -- ·
32,224
-- ------Reference.
20, 925
10,821
2,550
46,265
41, 4.02
-- 26,
---···
255 Reference.
3,000
17,068
20,000
219, 346
54,000
121, 000
G, 000 Reference.
13, oco
HG, 018
G, 400 Reference.
12, !JOO
106, 142
40,000
50, 137
-----( I)---- 139. 090
Reference.
10,200
CS)
12,000
100, 000
10,250
12,775
7, lO;l
------··
(I)
9G,311
l'l,
760
--------3,500
71,210
25,000
133,301
82, 6!)(j
u, 000
800
--- (i,----745
55, 103
3,900
25, 740
17,350

17

~-

cs:

·;: s
d ....

.... ~

3

C')
(1)
(3)

1
(3)

1
(3)

1
(9)
(9)

(12)
(3)
(9)
(3)
(12)
(9)
(12\
(~)

1
1
(3)

600

(9)
(9)

1

1

-----(3)

2,800

(3)

(20)

(3)
(3i
(12)

1
(9)

1
4
(3)
(12)

3
3

(2)

(9)

1,500
OGO
3,000
750
1,800
1,200
720
500
800
000
900
1,600
1,200

(9)

1

~0

Small.

( 3)

2 \V . .
2 w ..
N one
3 w ..
2 w ..
3w . .

(j
7
8
7½
O½
0
8
8
G
7

Coll.
lm . .

1
1
1
1
(9)
(9)
(9)
(9)

1
1

None
2,w .
Nono
lm ..
lm . .
(14)

lm ..

2m ..
!l½ 2w . .

4

1

( 14 )

( 14)

7
7½
7
9

(9)
(3)

(I ' )

8½
7
8
7
8
8

·····--- - --- --

( 9)

A-verage.

21 Professor.
22 Sundays.

(14)
( 14)

2

1s 1 day n. week in summer.
$1 a day.

19

s-~

7 4½mO½ lm ..
7 lm ..
7 2w .•
G None
5 lm ..
8 2w ..
7~- 1 m ..
2w ..
O½ None
G 2m ..
5 12w.
8 (1 3)
8 16w .
3 Coll.
(3)
4w . .
8 4w ..
7 2w . .
(j 2w ..
0 1 2-4w
(3)
5
0 lm . .
7
7½ 2 m . .

/3)

------(5)

1,300
550

Q;>d
.!=> +'

~
Q

11

(2)

(2)

'-' A

.8

(3)

(3)

(9)

000

0-+"

7! lm ..
8 l m ..

(3)

(5)

(21)

<+- a:i

.i

~t
::l ~

(3)

(9)

1,200
800
1,080
3,000
750
3,000
3,000
800

~ ci
~-Q

"cil
..,_,

<l)

<+- Q
o ·'"'
I>
00 ;..

'-' <l;>

::l

00

::l oo
0
0
o:S
~
p.
~
~
~
H
----- -- -- - Yrs.

1,000
1, GOO
600

1,650

.t,

Ill

cd

"cil

(14)

8
8
ll~
10
8
8

(14)

2w . .
2w ..
2w ..
2w ..
Coll .
2-4w
20 cl .
Nono
2w . .
flw . .
None
None
(14)

2w ..
Coll.
3w ..
10 None
10

8
10

A •

+'
00
;..
<A+'

.i

:3·
d

Q

ell

p.

--

.
~~
~-~
;.. oo

0~

"'"
A
+'OS

Sa l a r ies of other
assis t ant s.

0 (I~)
8½ 2 w . .
7 2w . .
8 N oue
.4 Noirn
8 2w ..
8 3w ..

th~

No:
Y es.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Yes.
No.
No.
Yes.
Yes.
No.
No.

:::::::c::
::::::::::::::: ] 30
72G
- 480

·· · ·· ------- ------ 180. 00-450. 00
240. 00
(5)
(1 9)

(")
(!9 )

...400·

1· . . . . . . . . : : . .

360: 00.

. . -<~i .. ......... (5) .••• • ••••

8
8 Coll.
000 ---- --- ----- ----- ···
1
7 l m ..
(" )
5
8 2 \.V ••
1 7to 8 Nono
264 -- -----·· -------·--1
800 ·· · · ·· ·----·········
G½ 2 w ..
0 -- ---- ------ . . ..... . -------····- ----- --22 150. 00
2
400
8 l m ..
2
810
420. 00
8 l m ..
(6)
(5)
G
G 2w . .
(23)
2
4 Non e ( 23)
240. 00-1, 500. 00
13
900
8 2- 4w
(5)
12
8ft l -5w \'5 )
900 ·--- ------ -- ------·1
9½ 2 w . .
!) 2w . .
(1)
(?)
0
17 300
3
8 2-3 w ---- -- (24)
4
8 2w ..
300. 00-480. 00
GOO
3
7 2 \Y ..
!) 2w .. 1,800
300. 00-1 , 080. 00
8
1
1 Coll .
50
180. 00-600. 00
6
8 2-3w ------600. 00-600. 00
5
8 20 cl.
840
2
900
420. 00
7½ Nono
1
84 -----·-·-······ ·· ···
11½ 2w ..
(26 )
10 3w .. (~G)
8
(21)
e1)
Nono
4
1
480 ---------· -···-----8 1 Ul..
17 600. 00
0
3w
..
7~
4
10 2w ..
420. 00-480. 00
720

n

-- ------- ---- -------

2
1

i;:! •.-<

d~

cdt/1
~ Cl

w

30
7-k 2w .. ------ - ----- ------- -- --- ·- ·
(1)
8- j lm . . $800
37
(5)
(")
12
O½ 2w ..
(6)
2tiNon e
2
(5)
(5)
2 Ot olO f :l-3 w
(~ )
780
4
7 lm ..
$312. 00
408
2
7 2w ..
( 8)
338
3
G None
0 --- --- ---- -- - ---- - - -- --- -- ----- ------- (" )
(")
3
8 2w . .
100 --·· · ···· ···· -- ---- 1
1½ 2 m . .
50. 00
65
2
2w . .
300 . .00
720
2
9 No n o
.250. 00,-600. 00
GOO
5
8 Gw ..
(11)
( 10)
2 12w. (ll)
000 .
300.-00-600. 00
7
8 2\v . .
0 ---- -- ------ ------- --- ------ --- --- --- -·
0 ---- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - ----- -------····---( ~)
2w . .
208 ··· ··-- --- --- ----- -·
1
00. 00-500. 00
600
8
8 3w ..
104,. 00-400. 00
4
G20
7 2w ..
0 --- --- ----- - - -- ---· --·· ·· -·-· · ··-·· ··-( 16)
7
9½ 2w . . (16)
17 540. 00
(l)
2
8
----··
250. 00
u 14 d . -·· ·· ·5
0 -----1
10
2
1
1
1
2

o:Sc,

·ap.

---------- ------ - --- --·······------!)
17 450. 00
3w . . ---- --10 None
525 --- -- ----------·-···

23 12½ cents an honr. other s 10 to 15 cents a n hour.
2~
2s

Reg ulars, $420 a yen.r ; others 12 cen ts a n hour.
Began June l, 1893.

27

Paid by librarian.

26 10 cen t s an h ou r t o $ 100 a year.

No.
No.
Yes.
·No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
'No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Yes.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
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.g.

""0

... ,;,

rn A
0

Place.

o·c
-.w
Q)

0

R

~

~oj

~~
p I>-

0

;z;

P--1

F .... .
]' .... .
F .... .
S .... .
F .... .
:b' .... .
F .... .
]' .... .
F .... .
F .... .

BL::::::::::::::::: ~~1:3i:£{~tti~t;t:::::::::::: t:::
U.S. Weatber Bureau ............
Silas Brnnson....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Freo p-ubl!c................... .• . .
Colby UniYersity.................
Wellesley College ................
Beardsley .................... .....
Tufts Colleg;e .....................
Osterhout free....................
Librnry Association..............
Public ............................
Norman \Yiliiams public ..........
Harris Institute ..................
..American .Antiquarian Society ...
]'reopublic , ......................

1
1

Pleasure of board.
2 For all.
a Good bobavior.
4Not given.

=

'"5

P<
0

8'.l, 652
Gen . . . . . 33,469
31,809
Gen . . . . . 12,000
58,488
Stato . . . . 40, 141
58,488
Gen . . . ..
6, 000
CiO, 699
Gen ..... :J0,201
Gen . . . . .
2,800
18,522
Gen . . .. . 20,386
565
Gen.....
2;712
229,296
Gov..... 45,000
Gov . . . . . 12,000
Gov . . . . . 660, 000
Gov ........................ .
Gov..... 63,082
F .... . Gov ...... ...• •..............
28, 591
F .... . Gen . . . . . 48, 218
7,058
F .... . Gen .... . 21,600
7,091
S .... . Col...... 27,735
Col
.
.
.
.
.
.
43,
000
3, 600
F .... .
6, 468
4, 846
8 .... . Gen . . . . .
Gen
.
.
.
.
.
13,
805
10,
843
F .... .
37,651
F .... . Gen . . .. . 17,073
Gen
.
.
.
.
.
G,
435
1,
8-16
I!' .... .
13, 491
F .... . Gen . . . . . 31, 036
Gen
.
.
.
.
.
7,
38!r
2,
545
F .... .
20, 759
F .... . Sch . . . . . . 1'.?, 3,u
Hist
.
.
.
.
.
93,
000
84,
536
F .... .
84,536
F .... . Gen . . . . . 89,268

Tolel1o, Ol,io... . . . . . . . . . . Public . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • .. .. • • .. . . . .
Topeka, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . Free public. .. .. . .................
Trenton, N . .J............ Ne;V J·ersey State.................
Do ................... Umon('vV.C.T.U.) ...............
Troy, N. Y .............. . Troy Young Men's .Association ...
Vergennes, Vt ........... Vergennes ................•.......
\Valtbam, Mass.......... Public ............................
\Varwick, Mass .............. do ....................... .....
Washington, D. C....... U.S. Bureau of Education ........
Do.................... U.S. Coast and Geode.tic Sur,ey..

Do . ..................
Waterbury, Conn ... .....
. \Vatertown, Mass.......
"vVaterYi-Ue, Me..........
Wellesle:y, Mass .........
West Wmsted, Conn ....
Weymouth,Mass ........
'iVilkesbarre, Pa.. . ......
·windsor, Vt.............
Woburn, Mass ...........
·woods took, Vt ..........
Woonsocket, R. I........
Worcester, Mass .........
Do . ..................

.i0

~8

~·~

.Name of library.

Total cost, $7,300.
Confidential.
Indefinite.
s 2 days a week.

5
6

7
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-~.....

i:i
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d
'i:l0

~

...
i3

0

8

$15,000
5,000

101,723
45,760
Reference
15, 148
47, 012

----------------4, mo
------------- ···--43, 451
--------2,553
---·2,000
----- Reference.
(lO)
(10)

Reference.
Limited.

--------- --------···
.......... ----------05, 350

........... Reference.
12, 500
4,000
(10)

....... ----...........

--------10,000
600
6,000
2,580
8,000
7,500
28,360

36,000
7,500
Reference.
8,347
GS, 246
54,885
8,114
02, 920
12, 762
21,297
Reference.
199,108

.A

rn

·.::1

-~ ~ ·;: s...
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o:!

~

... 0$

.,:,"'

i-.$

,.0

~
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rn
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o· ....
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t
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~
0
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0
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,.0 _,_,

rni-.

f;; §

s-~
P rn

~-~
1--<

~

pm

0

.:i

:3ol
0

o:!

rn
q::; +>
'+-< §

o...,

p-,.~

1--< rn
o:!rf:)

+> o:!
ol 0

Salaries of other
assistants.

.SsiP<
~ ol

caoi

Fl 'S

U1

$600

-- ----(")
(4)
(6)

------ ------500

gk

A,;,
0-+-'
.,... A

+>

~

'O <l)

p:j
p:j
PPi"i
H
- - - - - - - --- - - - Yrs.
6 3w ..
6
G 3w ..
·---- -- (I)
3
7 2w ..
(3)
7 2w ..
$720
None
2
.. .... ..
(4)
--- ----·----2w ..
11
2
2w
..
ll
GOO
1
2
8 2½W1,020
(1)
8 1G d.
0
(8)
None
(7)
200
-----·
8 4w ..
2
650
1
8 4w ..
0 ---··· -----Nono
(9)
30
1
Nono
6
7 lm ..
......... . .......
2
(7)
6½ None
1,800
6½ 30 d.
27
8 None
(JI)
8 30 d.
4-, 000
(3)
7 None
2
7 None
] , 800
(4)
6 None
18
6
2,000 (12)
(3)
3
O½ 30 d.
1,600
6½ 30 d.
4 7 to8½ 4w ..
(7)
1,800
4w ..
6 2w ..
(J)
2w ..
4
(7)
7 Coll.
1
(7)
7 Coll.
1,800
(13)
6 2m ..
2
G Bm ..
1
7 2w ..
0
(4)
(7)
7 2w ..
7 Bw ..
2
7 Bw ..
500
:!.
(3)
6 7to8 4w ..
8½ 4w ..
2,000
(3)
(4)
1½ None
1
1½ None
2
8 2w ..
!J~ 2w ..
1,200
1
0 -.; ····· ........
7 None
300
1
1
7 lm ..
600 ..........
7 lm ..
2
(I)
7 3w ..
1,800
7 3w ..
20
6 30 d.
3,500
1
7½ 30 cl.

hours a week.
See answer.
11 Pleasure of President.
12 Not fixed .
9

10

~

·@

2 $3,888.00

(5)

3-!0. 00

(4)
(6)

........ ... .... .. ........ .
,

120. 00

------- ------- ------- ······
------- ·····--------------720.00
l, 400
2,500
1,-400
(4)

No.
No .
No.
No.
No.

600. 00-1, 800. 00
700. 00
(i)

450. 00-100. 00
250. 00-500. 00
250.
00-500. 00
------200 - .. - ......... --.... - - - . -- - 14 800. 00
........
1,000
700

No.
Yes.
Yes.
No.

No.
No.
Yes.
No .
Yes.
No.

No.

------------------ - No.
(15)
(15)
No.
480. 00-6:JO. 00 No.
800
.......................
No.
78
300. OD No.
600

------------------------·
250 . ................. .
(6)

(6)

No.
Ko.

1,000

(16)

No.

13 $900 and house.
14 Average.
1515 cents an hour.
16 12½ cents an l.10ur to $7GO a year .
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THE Los ANGELES PUBLIC LIBR ARY TRA.INING CLASS.

By

TESSA

L.

KELSO,

Public Librari an , Los Angel es, Ca].

In October, 18Dl, the following rules were adopted by the board:
That previous to being given paid employment all applicants be
required to take a course of training in the library, not ·to exceed six
montbs.
Tha,t once every three months ari examination sllall be held of such
candidates as may have presented themselves for admission to the
classes.
That these examinations be general in character, aiming only to
_d etermine whether by previous education and natural adaptability the
qualifi~ations of the applicant are sufficient to warrant tlie undertak·
ing of library work.
That, having given satisfactory evidence of such qualification, the
candidate be accepted as a pupil in the training class, subject to the
following conditions:
Entrance examination.-Open to young women of not less than 17
years of age. Candidates to file written applications on following blank
provided for this purpose, agreeing to give three hours' daily service
for a period of six months.
APPLICATIO:X FOR POSITION A S LIBRARY PUPIL.

To the Boa1·d of Directors of the Los Angeles P1iblic Library:
,
I hereby make application to bo placed on the list for appointment as a pupil in
tho public library, sul>ject to existing rnles and an y rul es to b e hereafter made b y
the boaru of directors, and I herewith fnrnish answers t o the questions below in my
own handwriting.
Qncs tions .

A.11swer s.

1. Give foll name ........ . ............. . . .
2. R esidence (street a nd num ber ) . .. ... . _
8. How lon g b a rn you r esiu cl in Los

pt;~ti}~i:th::::: :: ::::::: ::::::::::::

4.
5. Age · ····· · ··· · ········ ··--------·- · ·-6. Are yon engaged in any occup atio n 1
GiYe p ar t iculars .... .... ..... __ ..... .
7. What school trainin g anrl b nsi11 css
experien ce, if an y, h a,e y on h ad 1••••
8. Ilav y ou a fath cl'living1 If so, s tate
w l1cre and in wh at b usi n ess _. ...... . .
9. Ilavo you a mother Jiv in g I .. ..... .. ... .
10. D o you reside with :your p aren ts? ... . . .
11. Wlmt is tho ondition of y our g n eral
h a1th1 .... . . .. ... .... .. ·. .... ........ .
12. Ilavo ·ou r acl the printed r ules an d
r gnlations of th lihrarv 1 .. . . . •. _...
13. Ila~· youa1.1yknowl ·d eofl a nrruag s1
G1v<• parh nlar!i ..................... .
14. Giv nam anrl ncldr . s ofca I asttwo
p rsou to whom you rot r .......... .

(.'ignatnr of ap11llcant.]

J ,ltf-11 - - - -

1

Name---Adclr
-----.
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Los Angdcs Public Libl'cwy Training Class.
REQUIREMENTS.

Tho library, in its trnining class, does not 1)rofess to give general informati.on, or
to make up clc:ficiencies in early education, and therefore requires of all candidates
for aLlmission to the class attainments equivalent at least to those of a completed
high school course.
.
Before submitting themselves for examination, candidates 1nust have informed
themselves of tho contents both of tho preface and appendix to the :fimling list, and
of the rules and regulations of the library.
Candidates will be e:s:arnincd in literature, history, current topics, and business
forms. No promise of permanent .e mployment in this library is held out to any candidate; but all regul ar appo intments to the libr:.iry staff are made from the ranks of
the library training class graduates .
Applicants must be young women not under 17 years of age, and they must agree
to give three hours' daily service for a, period of not loss than sis: months, at the end
of which time, upon passing an examination in a manner satisfactory to the board,
they will be placed on the substitute list for paid employment as opportunity offers.
SUGGESTED PREPARATIO~ FOR E~TRANCE EXAl\II~ATIO~.

Make a copy of the 900 (history) classification adopted by this library .
Fill in with the names of the most important authors and titles of books on tho
different periods and couutries.
See Dewey-Decimal Classification.
See Adams's Historical Literature.
See Freeman's Outlines.
See Allen's History Topics.
Mako a copy of the 800 (literature) classification adopted by this liurary.
Fill iu with tho titles of the most important books of the authors there represented.
SeeStedman-EncyclopOllia of American Literature.
Seo Unclerwood-Handuook of English Literature.
See AUihone-Dictionary of Authors.
See Scherer-History of German Literature.
See Van Laun-History of French Literature.
Seo Ticknor-History of Spanish Literature.
Sec Quackenbos-Ancient and Classical Literature.
See Dewey-Decimal Classification.
Gronp tho 800 (literature) classification into centuries, thereby making a conternporao.cous classification of the literature of all countries.
See Dewey-Decimal Classification .
. Mak\~ c_opy ?f the 320 and 330 (political egonomy a,nd social science) classificat10n. l•111 m with authors and titles of books best representing subheads of these
classes.
See Dewey-Decimal Classification.
~o able to name at least one authority on each one of tho subclasses of 500 (natural
sc1ence).
Seo Dewey-Decimal Classification.
Be_fami~iar with the names and dates given in the 180-190 (history of philosophy)
class1ficat10n.
~See Dewey-Decimal Classification.
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The examination_ is largely oral, and is conducted by a committee of
three of the directors. The following specimen questions from the
last examination show its nature:
1. Do you take books from tho library 1
2. Have you reatl the preface :1nd appendix to the finding list!
3. What is Poole's Index f
4. What system of classification is used in this library 1
5. Have you read tho rules and regulations of this library, and questions bearing
thereon f
6. What periodicals do you read 1
7. Name the three largest towns in Los Angeles County in order.
8. ·what are the population, area, and manufactures of Los Angelesf
9. Write tho names of :five leading American noYolists.
10. Write tho titles of fivo l eading American periodicals. Five leading British
perio<l.icals.
11. When was the first Atlantic cable laid 1
12. What is tho old.est record. of a public library?
13. \.Vho invented printing aud when was it introduced 1
14. ·write the names of five leading American daily newspapers .
15. Mention one writer ancl one book on each of the following subjects: Philosophy, religion, education, astronomy, geology, fine arts, travels.
16. ·write the title of one work of the following authors, giving author's nationality: Ruskin, Prescott, Darwin, Schiller, Hugh Miller.
17. ·w rite the names of authors of tho following works: Sartor Resartus, Don
Quixote, J erusalem Delivered, Robinson Crusoe, Gates Ajar, Pentateuch_, Mother
Goose, Locksley Hall, Eve of St . .Agnes, Wealth of Nations, vVater Babies.
18. ·w ho ma<l.e tho :llrst English dictionary, and wiien f
·
19. Name the standard English dictionaries of to-day, arnl describe their respecti.e
merits .
20. Who was tho fouudor of the school of American fiction 1
21. ·write tho names of five leading American poets. Five lea<l.in.g English poets.
22. Locate by century and briefly chamcterize: Bacon, Moliere, Garrick, Michael
Angelo, Newton, Copernicus, Tasso, Pope, Milton, Spanish Armada, Nelson, Cervantes,
Shakespeare, et.c.

Enough candidates, i. e., not less than six, having satisfactorily
pas ed the entrance examination they immediately report for duty,
and from this time are governed by the rules and regulations of the
regular staff. Hours of arrival are assigned to each pupil, and their
names are entered on the time register for regular employees. All
absence and tardiness from whatever cause i · noted and reported to
the examining committee on tho day of the final examination. Very
little theoretic in. tructiou i given, the work of tlie pupil being absolutely practical; not part of, but all the actual daily routine of the
ltl>rary i npp1 mentecl by lecture on library economy and comparative Ii erature.
npil • re en, uragecl to attend the meeting. of the
·outh rn alifornia Libr~ ry Club, ,vh •re topic: of a, technical and genar clisc11s~;ec1 y t achers and li rarian. of Los nge]e
npil are not only shown how a thiug i
1 it them ·e1v :. Under directi n of the
h pt phl in t m s rv .;; • . an under. tncly t b
1 •partmcnt ·. 'Ihe library has n, ollection f
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blanks from 40 or 50 American and English libraries which are used
for comparative study in the different departments. No fees for either
the first or second course are exacted, and no conditions requiring
educational diplomas are rnacle. .Apprenticeship is divided into two
courses of six months of three hours' daily service each, and the work
of each student is apportioned as follows:
FIRSi' COURSE, THilEE TERMS, TWO MONTHS EA.CH.

· First term, eight wcelcs, three hours daily .
.A.ceess-i01'i, first to sixth week.-First week: Theory of selecting ancl buying books,
prices, editions, duty, tr.ansportatiou. Second week: Examina.tion of trade catalogs, publishers' lists, and s.ec.ond-hand. catalogs. Third and fourth weeks: Co;rrespondence, inclu<l.ing library handwriting, care of letter, order, and gift books,
letter files, presses, etc. Fi:fth and sixth weeks: Reception of books, checking bills,
preparation of books for the shelves.
Bincling ancl 1naiU11g, seventh ancl eighth wceks.-Student prepares books for bindery,
keeps bindery book, inspects bindery, 1·eceives, checks, records and files the perjotlicals and newspapers, care of periodical subscription lists, use of postal notes n,nd
money orders, local aud foreign rates for :first, second, third, and fourth class matter
explained.
Seconcl term, eight weeks, th1·ee hours claily.
Classification, fir8t to fonrth weelc.-Dewey and Cutter systems taught, others
explained. Last week in this work given to study of typographic form of catalogs . Three hours each mont~ given to reading proof of library bulletin and
special lists. A rotatory schedule is n,rrangecl to cover throe months, assigning to
each pupil the weekly care of one of the 10 classes in the circulating departmentDuring this time pupils have the entire c-aro of the differen.t classes, keeping t,he
shelves in order, the books neatly labeled, the shelf Rhcets up to date, reporting
missing volumes, etc.
Reference, fourth to eighth wcelc.-F_irst week: Study of catalogs and bibliographies..
Secoud week: E:xn,mination of reforcnce books, compilation of five lists of reference
books, viz, one of $500, one of $1,000, one of $2,000, one of $2,500, and one of $5,000,
respectively. Third week: Study of n,uthorities on history, political economy, religion, ancl art. Fourth week~ Compilation of n, special list. Subjects of lists prepared
by previous classes are as follows: Arthurian legends, American history by periods,
American hi.story by geographical divisions, a study of California State documents
with reports ma<l.e to the governor, a study of works on n,ncient art, a study of the
St. Ama11<.l series, United States publications.
.,. * These studies embrace the
mech:mical form of the volumes, the standing and personality o.f the n,uthor, :111d
the source and comparative merit of the text.
Thil'cl tenn, eight weeks; three hours £laily.

Loan ancl shelj.-First week: Library use. Pupil makes a collection of all blanks
nsecl i:J. this library, and examines the collections of blanks of other libraries, which
arc mounted and inue:s:ed for this use. Second week: Home use. Pnpil completes
her collection and examina.tion of blanks, and studies various methous of charging,
recording-, lost and oYerdue books, school loans, br::mch libraries, etc. Third week:
Registration. Pupil is st ationed at registry desk to <l.o n,ctual service under <.lirection
of the clerk in charge. Fourth week: Pu1)il studies arrangement of shelves, nota ·
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tion, value of fl.s:ed and relative locations, care of documents, pamphlets, maps,
music, periodicals, shelf sheets, etc. Fifth to eight h ,Yeek, inclusive: Pupils are
assigned to practical work at the receiving, delivery, and registry desks.
Examination.-Having completed the six-months co urse, a written examination,
covering the \vork done, is required. Time, 10 hours; total nnm ber of credits, 500,
divided as follows:
Accession (12 questions) ........................ ... ..................... . ..... 120
Classification and reference (16 questions ) ....... ...... ............ . ......... : . 160
Loan aml shelf (12 questions) .............. ............ ...... : ................ 120
Thesis ....................................... ......... ........... ·............. 100
Thesis io be on some subject of library economy selected by the pupil and approved
by the committee, a,nd submitted on the day of examination.
Pupils passing with an average of 70 per cent receive certificates, an average of
85 per cent entitling them to employment in the library for six months_
, four hours a
d_a y, at $10 per month, provideJ. the ptipil takes tlle seconJ. course.
,

Los ANGELES

I

Punuc

LrnRARY.

PUPIL'S CERTIFICATE.
Los ANGELES, CAL., - - - - - ,

f) I , .
-'.';;

I

189 - .

This is to certify that - - - - - - bas completed the first course of six montlls'
study in this library for the purpose of qualifying iu the duties of an attendant, and
has passed the prescribed examination with credit.
Maximum credits, - - - .
Percentage outained, - - - .
___ - - - , President'.
Attest:

------

' Librarian.
Clerk ancl

J:,ollowing is tllo final first course examination, given to tho last class, with subjects of theses. T en credits a.re assigned to eacll question.
1. \Vhat is the main financial support of this library; how is it derived, and under
what conditionsf
2. Describe concisel y everything that is done with a book, or iu relation to it,
from the time it is ordered to the time it gets on the library shelves.
3. Name a.t l east five great book markets of tlle world.
4. What is the average discount to a public library on American uooks uought in
NewYorkf
5. Name at l east six authentic sources, not n ecessarily American, of Yah1e to the
librarian iu the selection of uook .
6. Name at least five largo American publishing houses, giving their location.
7. ·what American publishing firm makes a specialty of map , atlases, guide ,
etc., and where is it located,
. Ilow wouhl yot1 trace Lhe -price nnd publisher of an American book publi hcd
witliin the la t ix month
9. \Vb· d termin the value of an edition for public libra.ry use
10. De crib on i ely the purpo. e ancl f rm of the acces ion book.
11. ... 'o to briefly tho records nee ssary iu the a,ccessiou lepartment.
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12. Abbreviate1. Biography.
2. Illustrated.
3. Society.
4. Translated-or.
5. Chronologic.
6. Died.
7. From.
8. Chri8tian.
9. Latin.
10. Swedish.
11. Manuscript.
12. Publi8hed-cr.
13. Anonymous.
H. Report.

15. Including.
16. American.
17. Large octnxo.
18. Compiled-er.
19. Born.
20. Prench.
21. Greek.
22. Roman.
23. Danish.
24. Number-s.
25. Engraver-ed.
26. Edition-or.
27. Catalogue.
28. Journal.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Series.
Supplement.
Introduction.
Copy-copyrighted.
Fiction.
German.
Italian.
Hussian.
English.
Part.
P seudonym.
Volumes.

13. What are the principal systems of classification adopted by American libraries, and wba~ are their chief points of -variancef
14. What are some of the characteristic features of the Dewey system'?
15. Define the cla,ssification or arrangen{ent adopted in a classed catalog, an
author catalog, a dictionary catalog, and cite an instance of each.
16. What are the chief enemies of a library book and the causes of its injur,r and
destruction'
17. Explain notation , classification, and cataloging, aud de.fine their refative
connection.
18. Name the principal dictionaries of tho English language in use to-day, and
give your estimate of their comp;rative merits and advantages.
·
19. Name five important books issued dudng the last six months, with description
and critical note.
·
20. Give a list of 5 daily, 10 weekly, and 20 monthly periodicals you would suggest for a public library newsroom.
21. Describe briefly the bibliographic periodicals of this country.
22. Describe Poole's Index.
23. In looking up the subject of the Reformation, of what assistance would the
D. C. be to you·f
24. Define 923, 143, 68, b\!,
25. What catalogs of United States public documents have been and are being
issued t
26. What connection have the following-named persons with American literature f
Justin ,vinsor, R. R. Bowker, F. Leypoldt, Paul Leicester J?ord, vVrn. I. Fletcher,
Wm. Dwight Whitney.
27. Make as complete a list as you can of the magazines and reviews on file in the
r eference room of this library.
28. Of what special fiction lists have you knowledge¥
29. Who is eligible to membership in this library, and under what conditions!
30. What is the responsibility of the guarantor f
31. Describe the school-delivery system of this library.
32. Outline briefly the delivery-station system and the branch-library system.
33. Specify briefly the rnles of this library for the time limitations of book loans;
for fines imposAcl for delinquencies; for the security to be given in case of loss of
book or card.
34. What is the function of the shelf sheet f
35. Give a form of monthly report on the work of a public library .
36. Give the points to be covered by tho index to tho membership of a public
library.
ED
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. 37. State, as nearly as yon can, the relative circulation of the different classes of
this library.
38. Describe the ''slip case" ancl its uses.
· 39. Make an imaginary receipted invoice for any twelve books, showing various
discounts of 25, 33½, all(l 40 per cent.
40. Describe the qualifications necessary for success in an attendant who waits
on the public at the counter.
Subjects of theses: "Library benefactions," 1,293 words; ''Two aspects of the
library question, .education- recreation," 1,32.8 words; ''Importance of prop.er r eading· for the yo.ung," 1,160 words; "American bibliographies," 1,399 words; '' Charging systems," 1,650 wonls; 11 Service at the desk in a public library," 1,008 words.
SECOND COURSE, SIX MOXTI-IS .

Two te!'rns, three rnonths each, three honrs daily.

First term. Practical cataloging, Cutter system taught; others explained.
Second term. Theoretic work baset:1 on deductions made by careful study of American and foreign library reports and statistics and professional periocli-cals. Thorough study of California State law governing libraries, and of its application in
muni.cip.al administration.
Exarninat'ion.-Te.clmica], written; ten hou:rs; percentages s.ame as for first course;
no thesis. Pupils r.cceive th.e follo":ing certificate:

Los

ANGELES PunLic LIBRARY.
PUPIL'S CERTIFICATE.

.

Los A.NGELES, C.AL., - - --;189-.
This is to certify tha·t - - - - - - has completed the i:iecond course of si.s:: months'
study in this library for the purpose of qualifying in the duties of a cataloger, a,nd
has passed the prescribed examination with credit.
Maximum credits,--.
Percentage outainecl, - - .
- - - - , President.
Attest:

----,
Clerlc ancl Librarian.
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This plan has been in successful operation in the Los Angeles Public
Library for three years, 60 applications for admission to the classes
having been received, meantime, from this and Eastern cities. Of 37
applicants who have served as apprentices, 19 have passed tbe examinati-Ons and 15 have been absorboo by the library in which they have
received their training. Our library has found that its liberal conditions enable young women to take the training course who otherwise
would have b-een debarred from th.e apprenticeship, yet who at the end
of the six months1 service will develop unexpected and desirable library
qualities. These persons the library encourages to continue their studies _
by offering them the slight remuneration of $10 per month, provided the
second course is taken, at the conclusion of which it is estimated that
the student will have acquired such executive or cataloging ability as
will make her a valuable assistant in either capacity. In several cases
young women wbo appeared specially bright and capable, apparently
· possessing that quick perception and taet so d-e sirnblc in public library
service, proved on trial ·utterly incapable of performing that most trying
of all the library duties, namely, desk service. To be able to cope successfully with a restless throng at the delivery desk, or to make courteous and appropriate suggestions or directions to Teaders is a faculty
not learned in any school but that of experience. Sach cases as above
cited drop from the mnks of the apprentices in a perfectly natural
manner. That sifting process is constantly going on, so that those who
remain have won confidence by proved efficiency.
For small libraries specially hampered by a chronic necessity for
retrenchment, the plan of a training class or apprentice system is recommended as a direct saving of money. There is always enough local
material within reach whfoh, though undesirable in its inexperienced
state, will nevertheless, trained and :fitted :for service, be a consid-e rable
factor in securing for the library the general esteem. .As this is the
library's source of support, it is a double-edged stroke of policy to train
local employees, thereby not only fastening its hold on its constituents
but at the same time receiving an amount of service which, if paid for
in coin, would add considera,b ly to the annual salary account.
SUNDAY OPENING OF LIBRA.RIES.

Dy MARY SALOl\IE CUTLER,

Vice-Director New York State Library Sebool.

This theme bas the advantage of being unhackneyed, at least in
the ordinary cbanuels of library discussion. Except for a single casual
mention at the Thousand Islands, it first came before the American
Library .Association in St. Louis, 1889. This report is simply a revision
of that paper, bringing it up to date. The Government report, our
text-book of library science, makes only incidental mention of it. The
index to the Library Journal gives us 63 references to the subject, but
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only 3 to an article covering'lllore than a single page. It has but one
mention in the 12 numbers of Library Notes. In 1877, while entertaining their American cousins, the British librarians had a little informal
.talk on this subject. In 1879 a Sunday opening motion was withdrawn
-by Mr. Axon in deference to the feelings of the opposition, and in the
three following years similar motions were tabled without discussion.
,(See L. j. 2: 27 4-5; 4: 420; 5: 265-66; 6: 258; 7: 231.) However this
may be accounted for, we would claim for it an important place among
the practical problems that must be solved by the modern librarian in
raising his library to the highest usefulness.
· The present discussion is limited to public libraries, though the statistics gathered include other classes. Much that will be said applies to
-libraries in general; moreover, the various kinds shade into each other,
e. g., the proprietary often does the same work as the free public. The
strongest advocates of the plan will try to convince us, with at least
some show of reason, that even libraries for scholars should be run on ·
the'' town-pump" principle, and will point us to the fact that the Boston Atbenamm has been open on Sunday since 1807, and that Harvard
College library, an acknowledged leader, has opened its doors from
· 1,to 5 on Sunday since October 3, 1880, with a growing use from that
day to this. They will also remind us that this action was approved
·:by.Phillips Brooks as chairman of the board of overseers. At the same
time there is a clear distinction between libraries for scholars and
libraries for the people; between working libraries (mentallaboratories)
and those designed for recreation and general culture. Arguments
which obtain for opening the one do not hold good for the other. We
therefore choose not to complicate the matter by a minor issue, but to
ask ourselves in all seriousness the practical question, Should free
libraries be open on Sunday!
We are met at the outset by the statement that the plan proposed is
a dangerous step because of its inevitable tendency to secularize the
Sabbath. It is looked on as the opening wedge which would lead gradually to breaking down the day of rest. From libraries and art galleries
to museums is a single step, and by and by the lowering of public conscience will call for Sunday concerts, and a little later Sunday theatergoing wm be looked on with complacence. Meanwhile, if men must
work that others may be amu ed the pas ion for gain will soon demand
. rease of labor in other directions.
'
m
They picture to us the French
unday, a Sabbath only in name and in reality a seventh day of labor
and, ith thi in mind we feel that tho e who have the e matter in
ban 1 h
d think twi before running any ri , k of , u h a con um-

th

enti-
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'. ment of that large class of earnest and conscientious citizens who
oppose such movements :
Resolvecl, , That in the opinion of this committee, seeing the logical issl!_e of open. ing museums on Sunday must involve an enormous increase in Sunday labor, and so
_lead to the virtual enslavement of workingmen and to the prejudice of national
interests, it is undesiral,le to accept th e offer of Colonel Hill on the condition n!1med.

This is the position taken by Bishop Potter in an admirable article
_(see New Princeton Review for 1886, 2: 37-47), one of the best presentations of this side of the Sunday question. 1 It shows an entire absence
of the Pharisaic spirit and a thoughtful consideration of the best interests of the laboring class. He makes a strong point of the claim that
tlle workingmen themselves do not desire Sunday opening. This feeling is expressed by a vote taken in England in 1882, where, he says, 62
trades unions, representing 45,482 members, voted in favor of Sunday
-opening, while 2,412 societies and 501,705 members voted against such
oprning; and further by the opinion of such men as Broadhurst and
l\fundella, who were originally workingmen, and stand in the House of
Commons as r epresentatives of that class. Both these men opposed
the motion before Parliament to open national museums and libraries
on the day of rest, the stain cl taken by them largely influencing the vote
-(208 to 84) which defeated the measure.Summing up the objections, we would say that Sunday opening is
opvosed by many of our best citizens because1. It compels additional Sunday labor.
2. It tends surely to secularize the Sabbath.
3. 'l'he workingman does not want it.
Th ese various objections will appear to us weak or weighty, according to our idea of Sunday itself, and in fact this discussion involves
the whole Sunday question. If, therefore, we would come to an honest
and reasonable conclusion, we must not shrink from facing this muchvexed and perplexing subject of dispute.
. A.re there not two well-defined and distinct conceptions of Sunday
observance, and also two equally well-defined and distinct conceptions
of libraries ,
·
Rest from bodily labor in the strictest sense, and a day devoted to
·purely religious exercises, is the ideal Sunday of the Jew, the Puritan,
and of a large body of Protestant Christians of our time. .An investi·gation of our early State laws shows legislation on the subject very
nearly uniform in its purpose, j_n its prohibitions and penalties. Ordinary work, business, travel, recreation, fishing, hunting, visiting, riding,
drivin g cattle, walking in the fields, loitering, selling liquor, and using
tobacco were restricted; churchgoing was commanded, and punish·ments like fines, whipping, putting in the stocks, cutting off ears, and
imprisonment were rigidly inflicted. During the early days of Vir1
In n. later article Bishop Potter favors Sunclay opening of libraries. . (See Forum,
1892, 14: 194-200.
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ginia, before the organization of the General Assembly, absence from
church was visited with a night's imprisonment and a week's slavery;
for the second offense, a month's slavery, and for the third, a year and
a clay. (See Cooke, John Esten. Virginia, 1883, p. 112.) Passing by
the severity of those early clays and coming down to the New England
Sunday tw9 or three generations ago, we find the same idea in a milder
and more attractive form. Perhaps some of us have spent a Sabbath
in one of those old New England towns where the modern spirit of
inquiry and doubt has not yet penetrated. An air of l)eace and calm
pervades the place. The churchgoing and the hymn.singing and the
quiBt hours for thought were a perfect heaven to a devout and aspiring
soul. But this world is not made up of saints, and "the -Sabbath was
mad-c for man."
-Strangely enough, something in this notion of Sunday reminds one
of the library of the olden time. A Sabbath stillness at all times pervaded this temple of wisdom. The object of its.existence was to inspire
due reverence for itself. The priest of the temple was never so happy
as in the summer vacation, when every book was in its proper place on
the shelves and himself the only occupant. We must not, however,
make the mistake of undervaluing the influence of the old--school
library. It has preserved for us the treasures of antiquity, without
which ouT modern scholarship won-Id have been meager; it has opened
its doors to the scholar and to the man of leisure; it has, moreover,
encouraged in him independence of thought during the frequent intervals in which its gates were barred. Like the old-time Sabbath, its
work bas been limited, because, like the Sabbatb, it has existed for its
own sake and not first of an for man.
The other conception of Sunday has for its primary thought the good
of man, and that not of the favored few, but of all. Like its predecessor, it involves .physical rest and spiritual opportunity, but is not confined to these. It provides for the growth and development of the
entire man-physical, mental, social, resthetic, moral, and spiritual.
With this view, 110 iron code of laws can be laid down for its observance. Such a, code would be subversive of its purpose; it must change
as man changes, adapt itself to new surroundings, supply hi fresh and
varying need , and, without arbitrary <lecree or provision of stat11te or
xhortation from the pulpit, perpetuate itself and work out its glad and
ben fi nt mi sion. I like Beecher's characterization of Sunday a a
" arlor day,' fr m whicb, of our own free will, we keep the ommon
uten. ils of the kitch n, the barn, and he work hop.
· d ri ·k eni · n :afauri , whose ·l a1' piritual ye often
a
to mor •artl1ly vi iou:, tells us in his Li£ and. L tter -
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Snrely this need not be. W-e can not be eontent to settle clown to
the conviction expressed in these words ascribed to Horace Greeley:
"You must choose between the Puritan Sabbath and the Parisian Sunday; there is no middle-ground." A.lr.eady leaders .of religious thought
point to s0mething better. The Hampton lecture for 1860, entitled
'' Sunday, its origin, histoTy, and .obligation/' breathes this broad and
generous spirit; and the concluding chapter, a Tho Lord's clay viewed
practically," is well worth reading in this connection. The following is
from an .article in the Atlantic MGnthly foT l881 (47: 537), called "The
new .Sunday:"
The trend of the new Sunday is in the direction of a healthier and more persuasive
Christianity, not wholly nor immediately what all coulcl wish, but enough to give
one hope of better -things in store. · The esca;pe :from the narrow.req:uiF.e ments of an
e.arlier clay may for the mnment, even, be -the taking of some steps backwa-r d. To
see social and religious clwnges correctly one must not look at them from a lecal
point of view .alone. The present influence of Sunday is -to brnuden tho Christian
con-c·e ption of the possibilities of ethical rife and to uplift mankind on the physical,
social, and intellectual, as truly lts l'lpo-t1 the moral and spiritu:al side.

Such a Sabbath would be, as Emerson ·ca.lied it, " the jubilee of the
wh-0le world.'' (.See Nature, addresses and lectures, p.147. ) .
We will Iet Mr. Dewey tell what is meant by the modern Jibn1ry idea:
With the founding of N-ew England it was reoognizecl that the church. almie could
not do all that was necessary for :the :safety aud uplifting of th:e people, ·so !Side by
·s ide they built tbe m.eeti.n:ghouso and sehoolh0'n.se. Thoughtful men are to~day
pointing out tbat a great something is wanting, and that-chu:rc.h ancl state together
have not succeecleil in doing all that was hoped or all that is 11.ecessary for the common safety aucl for the common good. The school starts the education in ·childlloou;
w.e have come to a point where in some way wo must carryit on. The simplest :figurn
can not be 'bounded 'by 1-ess than three lines; no more can the triangle of g11ca t educatfonal work, no w well begun, be complete without the church .as a basis, the s·c hool
as one side ancl the library as the other. (See Lib. Notes, 3: 339.)

With this motive fresh .in our minds, .shall we not agree that .the
libraTy aims to {lo for the community by the aid of books and personal
contact what the Sabbath supplies by a wider circle of influences, both
taking the mass of people as they are and working to bnild them up
in all that tends to noble life~ I£ this be true, it is most natural and
practical that they should use ca.ch other and work hand in hand
toward the same end.
To put it more definitely, there is a large class of people who will not
go to church and who will not read the Bible who could be reached by
the means of grace afforded by a library. 'There is, especially in cities,
a multitude of men without 1wmes to whom Sunday is rather a day of
temptation than of re. t. As the Christian Union expresses it·w1iat can n, Cllristinin community clo for this great class ( on Sunday) better than
to provHlo a kiml of communistic substitute for home, inn, room furnisb ed with pictures aud with books, warmed and. lighted and mado comfortable staying places f
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~he Rev. Plato Johnson, a pseudonymous writer in the N cw York
Independent of February 23, 1882, gives us this idea in terse and
expressive language:
·nere ain't no us e in openin a libry for de pore, wen noboddy can cum to it, an'
shettin it tite, w en ebberybody wants ter go in. Ef you opens dat libery on de Sun(1a.y and invites all de pore to cum in and git a book so interestin <.1at dey wunt want
ter go out an git a, drink, de fuss pusson dat will make a row '!Jout it an say 'taint
rite, will be d e ole gen'leman hisself wot lives below.

Nor does this imply giving people culture in place of religion. Baptists are not open to the charge of preaching the religion of culture,
but one of their ministers makes an earnest appeal for Sunday opening.
He says:
~ Anything that helps t he mind to b ett er thoughts ancl keeps the eyes from Yile and
gross objects is not a hindra,uce but a help to the religious life, and will lead there if
pe~·sisted in.

Besi.des those who need to be enticed to a library·on Sunday, there
are many inteiligent workingmen, who have already begun the work
of self-improvement, who find Sunday the only time for reading or
study; do not deny them a Sunday afternoon in a quiet place relieved
fr.om -the distractions of the home. Perhaps you have no right to deny
them on their only day of leisure that which they are taxed for as a
common good. Trne, a certain number can utilize their evenings for
this purpose, but a hard day of manual labor more often leaves a man
quite unfitted for mental effort. We hear a great deal now about seminary work; it is the latest phase of the library movement. When will
you do such work for the unprivileged classes except on Sunday, and
what could be a more hopeful way of reaching the masses, the vexed
problem of the church of to-clay 1 Speaking of a similar work in the
museums, Heber N ewtou says:
How beautiful :1 ministry of brotherhood to be accepted, nay, even solicited, in
the holy name of religion! Alas! that it is religion itself, the very religion of Jesus
of Nazareth, which, with au e:1rnestnesswort.hyof a. more intelligent discipleship, is
barring this step forward in_the jntellectual progress of hosts of our fellow-citizens.
(See his sermon, "8upcrstition of tho Sabbath," Da.y Sta.r, Feb. 4, 1886.)

In the light of what has been said, we may perhaps return to the
three objection against Sunday openin g.
We mu t admit the first; it does increase Sunday labor; thougll, a
we shall how later, the increa e i very small, probably le sin proportion to th num er s rved than i nece. sita,tecl by church service .
Bu ur new icw of the purpo e of Sunday throw new light on hi
fa t. Th question t b a k di , Will th tep propos d ondu e to
th r 1 1 vati n f the ommuuity.
in e, th n, by the labor of a
f w th
, j ri y an eh Ip d t u right and 1 gitimat u e f un• ' h fiI, o j ti n f 11:
th ground.
'l that i t n 1, t
nlc riz the , bba h
j tion i · alway. unan w r bl .
oubtl ..,
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the first man in New England who asserted that he had a moral, and
ought to have a leg-al right to take a, quiet walk in the :fields· of a Sun.day afternoon had this same objection flung in his face. Unquestionably it does have that tendency, but what shall we do about iU We
are not willing to go back to the Puritan Sabbath, we do not want the
Parisian Sunday; for fear of the one, must we cling to such relics of
the superstitions of the other as are left to us 6? Must we not rather
judge each case on its merits, ask each new innovation if it can bring
us enough good to balance the risk, ask if its spirit is that of .the ideal
Sabbath for rnau 6? Judged by that standard, Sunday opening has come
to stay.
The third objection was that the workingman does not want Sunday
opening. The Nineteenth Century for 1884 (15: 416-34) goes at length
into this matter. It claims that the statistics referred to in Bishop
Potter's article are of no value, since they ·were worked up by "The
Lord's Day Rest Association," which put the question," Do you approve
the amendment for opposing the increase of Sunday labor~" thus placing a totally false issue before the workingmen; and against these is
pitted another set of :figures obtained by a vote taken previous to the
otlter vote, in which there was a powerful majority in favor of Sunday
openiug. It is difficult for us to weigh the merits of these votes.
Probably we would best disregard them boih. We may notice, however, that those who voted against Sunday opening appear to have
done so, not because it seemed undesirable in itself, but from fear that
it might lead to enforced Sunday_ labor, a point which we have tried to
answer above.
Slrnuld we wait the demand of the laboring man in providing means
for bis growth and uplifting¥ Surely it is more reasonable to expect
that those who, through no merit of their own, have been endowed
with riclier gifts and opportunities, should make it their constant
study and find it their highest joy to anticipate bis aspirations.
Thus far we have been viewing this sulJject theoretically. Prom a
more practical standpoint, what has been already done toward solving
the problem¥
The appended statistics are a p:art of those collected by the librar_y
school a.3 the A. L. A. committee for the World's Columbian Exposition, 1893.
Though prepared with considerable care, great caution shouhl be
used in deducing conclusions. In spite of the proverbial veracity of
figures, they do not always prove what they seem to do-e. g., N - - is put down as a library not open on Sunday. It is a well-known and
well-managed 'library, and the inference is that its example counts
against opening. But if we find later that it is a town made up almost
entirely of beautiful homes, whose owners have libraries of their own,
we put it down on a list of libraries not needing Sunday opening, and
therefore not affecting the argument. In a few cases Sunday opening
h as been tried and failed, because introduced by outside pressure and
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la.eking the librarian's .cooperation; sometimes a progressive minority
have brought it about prematurely and very unwisely. A fair 1wesentation of the exact status of Sunday opening in .American libraries
would involve a great outlay of time. The investigator should know
each library, its work, and the spiTit of its work, the town and the
11eople who make up its constituency. Still, the :figmes and facts presented, though unsatisfactory, indicate the trend of opinion, and. at
least serve as a basis for further study.
For purposes of c-o mparison the list has been divided into three
classes:
(1) Free · libraries, including those supported by the city, like the
Boston public, and also those maintained by private philanthropy, of
which the Astor and the Provid.ence Public are examples. Libraries
partly free and partly subscription have beBn counted free.
(2) Subseription librn,ries, both the mercantile ::wd the athen mum
types~ n;nd all variations of the two.
(3) College libraries.
Libraries reporting.

Number. Not o_pen.

Tried
Unsuc· Doubtful. and given
cessful.
up.

Suc0ess·
ful.

Open.

- -- - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Free··-···················--·

t~B!~r1~.~~~~:::::::::::::~::

68

121

6 .•• . ••• ·- •.••.••••••••••.••••.. ··-·· ..•.

2i

10 •. . . ....... ............ · · · · · .. · ... ···· ··

172

103

136

77

~6 ....... ~~-1........ ~ ......... ~. ··-···/~

- · - -1 - - - - - · 1 - -

T otn,1.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Free n,nd subscription.. . . . . . .

53 .................... · · .. , ... .. · . .... · · ·

ti

Hours range mostly from 2 to Gor 9 p. rn. Of the 69 reading rooms
or libraries reported open, 12 have mOTning hours.
So many bave failed to state extm expense that the average has not
been taken. Reference to the statistics will show that, so far as given,
the co t compared to running is surprisingly small.
The answers to the questions, Why is your library not open ' ·w hat
are your objections1 are 'Substantially three. Expense; no call for it;
religious objections.
It is significant that of the 69 libraries open, 55 call it a succe . Of
these 15 are not content with a simple affirmative, but express the fact
in u ·h words a 11erfectly, decidedly, entirely.
an indication of favorable sentiment, I cite a fews ntences taken
from vrint d report and from private lettef , of librarians:
('V: I•': l'oolc. ]

I nlly n°T with th po itiou you ha.ve tak n in regard to ,'untlay op uin rr. I
b vo for tw n y ar · 1 c1 th orcti ally ancl pra tically in. favor of unuay openin "'T

{ ': .'. r.r

cn,L . J".,O: 83-SG.]

It i. m: pinion that it d 8 Ho harm, unt, on tho con rary, much g <l to bave
111 " r 10 op n on .'u n<lay.
am confld ut that tl.Je au ·e of g otl 10or l
n l rgcly pr m •tl hy h:i,·in•y th m opcu on thi <.la of tlle w l· .
T
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[J. N. Larned, L. J., 12: 230: 13: 135.J

The results [of Sunday ope ning] have more than vindicated. the wisdom of those
who advocated this measure, a ncl have removed, I think, whatever slight hesitancies
there may have been in conservative minds.
The opening of the reading room on .Sunday has been continued through the year
with increasing satisfactoriness. Generally speaking, the use of the rooms is only
limited by the nnmber of seat s in them.
·
[E. M . Coe, N. Y. Free Circulating- Library.]

Tho r-0port of the Sunday work seems to answer every objection which can lrn
made to Sunday opening.
[F : M. Crunden, St. Louis Public Lilmiry.J

The Snlllla.y opening here is an unq_uestionn.ble success.
[A. W. Whelpley, Cincinnati Public Library.]

The Suntlay library is a blessing in this community. It will only require r., look
through the establishment on Sunday to convince even an extreme fana,tic that the
good work clone here su1)plements well t,he good work done from the pulpit.
[Bridgeport Public Librari:1n, L. J., 10: 405.]

We consider the Sunday opening of the library a-s our most active missionary work.
[Mellen Cha mberlain, librarian Boston Public Library.]

Sunday opening I regard as a success.
[Melvil Dewey, director N. Y. State J,ibrary.J

I began my study of this question with strong preju.di.ce against it, but have been
forced to believe in Sunday opening. In some cases it may not be wise, but nearly
every experiment has proved a marko~l success, and its best friends are those .who
have tried it.

Not a few librarians, thoroughly .convinced of the wisdom of Sumlay
opening, are held back from motives of expediency. Miss Hager, of
Burlington, Vt., librarian of the Fletcher Free Library, told me at the
last conference:
1'Te need Sunday opening; it would give us a cha1rne to reach a class that I want
the library to get hold of, but it would not be safe to suggest it; the people who
support the library would be shocked beyond measure at such a proposal. It would
only cripple our present work to attempt such an extreme measure.

The case is further complicated by the question of cost. In the
larger libraries this is of minor importance; but in little libraries,
w4ere every penny counts, and where it involves at least one extra
assistant, the case is different. One thing is certain, if one librarian
does all the work and devotes her entire energy to the library, it is
quite out of the question to expect or even to allow her to do Sunday
work. It has been suggested that voluntary assistance may solve this
difficulty. It seems to me probable that in some towns a woman of
culture and leisure might be found glad to take this up as missionary
work, and surely no one need desire a more satisfactory outlet for
humanitarian zeal, but it is doubtful if this method could be depended
on as a practical way out of the difficulty.
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These two obstacles, prejudice and lack of meanA, prevent Sunday
opening in a la.rge number of the smaller libraries, and it would no
doubt be folly to attempt a forcing process. It must be brought about
through gradual change of public sentiment, and may be hastened by
anything that tends to broaden and liberalize that sentiment, and,
when the time is ripe, by taking advantage of any propitious occasion
for introducing it.
I conclude that public libraries, for use of books in the building,
ought to be open on Sunday. I can see no reason for circulating books
on that day. The objections urged against such opening are of little
weight, compared with the urgent claims of the unprivileged classes
for such a work as the highest conception of Sunday and the ideal
library spirit ca,ll on us to do. It has been in successful operation for
years in many prominent American and in several English libraries.
Just the people needing to be reached by Sunday opening respond to
·the opportunity and prove the demand by a constant and growing use
of such privileges. It is approved by most of our leading librarians,
and always gets a good word from the Library Journal. The obstacles
of prejudice and limited m·eans in the smaller libraries may be overcome by time.
The conclusive word on this subject was, I think, said by Mr. Winsor
at the L.A. U. K. in 1877 (see L.j. 2: 274; L . .A. U . K. proceedings,
1877, p.171):
I think the honrs that a library is open must correspond to the hours in which
any considerable number of people will come to it. All night, if they will come all
night; in the evening certainly, and on Sundays by all means . We have fought and
are fighting the "Sunday question" as to libraries in America. People who -wero
once tortured with the idea now accept it. I appreciate the merits of conservatism;
I do not believe in forcing, but I do believe in ripening. In any community the
time for benefactions antl philanthropy on Sunday will i-ipen in the end.

I hope to continue the stndy of this subject, and will gratefully welcome any bit of experience throwing new light on it, whether it confirms or contradicts present conclusions. Address M. S. Outler, New
York State Library, Albany, N. Y.
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Jackson, Mich ............
Kalnmnzoo, Mich .........
La Crosse, Wis ..... ···-··
Lafnyotto, Ind ...... 1891

Yes., Yes., ~o ••
Yes . Yes. No ..

li8
20

507
40

479

2 to 9 p. m.
2to 5p.m.

I Regular
No .. ...... , No ..... ···1
n. week ... , Yes.
No ........ $50ayear ... Not
$9

r e·
assist.
markable.
ants,ex·
trapay.
2 to !) p. m. Yes .. ... . . Yes ....... $1.25aweek.l Yes.
Yes. Yes. No.. .... .. ...... ....... ......
No .. No .. No ................................................................................... .
No .. No .. No ....................................................................... ····,···-·····
Yes. Yes.
Yes. Yes.
light.
No .. Ko .. No ............................................................................... . . . .. .
No .. No .. No ....................................................................... ···-··········
No .. No .. No ....................................................................... ·····-········
Yes. Yes.
No .. ;No ..
Yes. Yes.
lights.
No .. No .. No .................................................................................... .
Yes. Yes. No .. 100
225
6
25
lto7.30p.m. One ....... No ........ Lighting I Yes.
and 5 0
cents a
week.
No .. No ..
·v~;yiitti~
Decidedly.
Yes. Yes.
91
70 9 a. m. to O p._m. Yes ....... Yes ....... $3 a week ... Yes.
Yes . Yes. No.. 304 ... ...
No
...................................................................................
..
No .. No ..
No .. No .. No ........ ................................................... ··························
No .. No .. No .......... .... .. ........... ·····-·············· ........... . ············ ............ ..
No .. No ..
Mbl;~ura.
Yes. Yes. ~~:: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::: .......it<>..

~~:: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::::

~1~

n:: ~~:::::::: ~~:::::::: ~~na\·~·~·a·I :&~~·

~L . . :~....::. ::::~b: :::;b: 'io~·.-:::.:.:::~..;:~::::::: ·:::::::::: .;.;;7.:::j ::::
~~:: ···;o· ··ioo·r· ··50· ··i25· .......ii~"o'p:·~~- ·N~::::::::

Ln.ucn11ter town ............ ! Lancaster, M:nss .... 1. ••..• 1 No .. l No .. l No .. , ...... , .............. , ..... .

.$iO.~y~~~.:::1

5.p:~--- ·o~~::::::: :::::::::::: .$3·~·.~,.-~e'k:::\
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!!: i:;;tJ ,J\;:rJ:::;:;:•:: ~: r:::~;ac.,; ~ttn :~: *t:~: :::,a..,,

Lnwroncopublic ........... , Lawrenco, Mass .... , ...... , No ..
LnwsonMoGheo ..... . • ... . Knox,illc, T enn .... 1886 Yes.
Leicester pul.Jlio.: · ........ Leicester, Mass . ... .. ..... No ..
Los .Angeles public ....... . Los .Angeles, Cal . .. . 1880 Yes.

tendants
with

day.

OX·

~~~

Yes· 1 No ..
~~:: ............ ·1· ............ .
No .. No .. No. · 1··· . . · 1· ···· · 1· .... . ·1·· ... . , ................... ·1·..
No .. No ..
No .. No ..
Yes. Yes. No .. 138
232
38 ... . ..
2 to Op. m. I Yes ..... . . No ........ .Assistants I Yes.
receive $2
each.
Minneapolis public ........ 1 Minneapolis,Minn . .
Yes. I Yes. I No . . ,...... ,...... , . . ..... , . .. .. .
2to l0 p.m. Yes ...... . Moremen. $5.50aSun· 1 ·Entirely.
day.
NewBedfordfree* ... ...... , NewBedford,Mass. 1· ····· 1 No .. Ko . . No ..
N ewBrunswickfreepublic NewBrunswick,N . .J ...... No .. No ..
New Raven free public. . . . New Haven, Conn . . . 1887 Yes. Yes. ~~:: .. ....Ai1~·~tth~.~~~e·.·····
Yes.
lighting.
N ewLondonpublic . . ...... , NewLondon,Conn .. , .. . ... , No .. , No . . , No ..
NewYorkfreecirculating. NewYorkCity ...... 1880 Yes. Yes. Yes. 400
452
400 1,230
4 to 9 p. m. No ..•..... No . .. . .... Heating and I Yes.
.
lighting.
NewYorkY.M.C . .A ...... ,..... do .. ............ , 1872 1 Yes.
Yes.
NewYorkY. W.q . .A ...... ··;··do . . .................. N9 ..
N~:
~.t.~ ~: ~: . .
:: : : : .~~::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : .
N ewark free public ....... . Newark, N . .J ....... 1889 Y es . No .. No .. 53
4G .... . .. 1. .....
2to 9p.m. Regularat. No ........ $5.77 a Sun· I Yes.
tendauts
·
day.
with ex·
tra pay.
Newberry *
Ghicago, Ill .•.•••••....... No ..
Newburg free . ............ . Newburg,N.Y ........... . No ..
Newburyport public ...... . N ewburyport, Mass ...... . No ..
Newton free . ........ .. ... . Newton, Mass ........... . No .. No .. No .......................................................... .
Norman Williams public .. . Woodstock, Vt ........... . No ..
North .Adams public . ..... . North .A.dams, Mass ...... . No ..
Northampton public ...... . Northampton,Mass. ]881 Yes.
lto 0p.m. No .................... $2aSunday.,Hardly.
Omaha public ..•........... Omaha, Nebr........ 1879 iYes. No .. No .................. .. .......
Yes. No . . 200
310
85
125
12m. to 7 p. m. No .... . ... More quiet None ....... D ecidedly.
ancl stu.
dious .
.Almost
Osterhout* ................ , Wilkesbarre, Pa .... ,...... , No-. . 1 No ..
Otis ............ ............ Norwich, Conn ...·......... No .. No .. No ..
:Pawtuck et free public ..... Pawtucket, R. I. . ... J890 Yes. Yes. No .. .. . ... ........................ . .. . ................................................. .
No .. 242
i!SO Small. . ... . .
2 to Op. m. Ono ....... More young Cost of ono Nothing
men.
attendant.
coul{l in·
duce us to
close.
Pea~ody Institute •.••.•.•. Balti~ore,,Md •••••. , ..•... No .. No .. No ..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peck ....................... Norw1ch,Conn ............ No .. No .. No ...... ............ .. ........... ........................................ ··············
Peoria public······· ....... Peoria, Ill .. .. ....... 1882 Yes. Yes. No.. 74 ...• .. .... .. . ...... 1
2 to o 11. m. :No ........ F ewer la,. None ....... I Yes.
1
1
1
dies.
Lowell city . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lynnfreopublic ...........
M:mchester city ...........
Medford public ............
Milwaukee public .........

Lowell, Mass ...... · 11884. ,
Lynn,Mass .............. .
Manchester, N. H .........
Medford, Mass ............
Milwaukee, Wis .... 1878

iL :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::j:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
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·.. ~~ ..\.. ~~~. 1 ....... ~~.
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Statistics-Continued.
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[* Libraries not r eport ing, 1889 st~tistics are gh-en .]
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§

~nmo

or

Location.

library.
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~

~

p,o--
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~

s
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~

~§

§§
S
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Cl

ell
r;;J

§

0
0

t,J)

A

;a

Us~

I'<

A

s

Cf.)

d

<D

I

Reading
room.

e! .]§
s! ~. I

~

.g

~

i,

I s it a, clifferent
Extra US·
class from
sis:tants
claily
eroployerl1
patrons 1

Extra ex·
pense.

Do you
con sider it
a succes"' '/

A
·@
p
A
rn
~
l ' - - - - -- -- 1 - - · -- 1 - -1- - 1 - -1- -1- - -1
A

0

....H

Fr~t' librnric$-Cont'cl.
l'hilmlC'lphia .Apprentices' .
l'huntlt'hl public . ..........
l'lpuonch 11ublic ...........
l'ougb ktl{'J_,,.io city....... . .
Pr11tt ln;slltutt' ...........
})royid.unco 1mblic.........

Rl.'niolds ... .. . ............
m,·er,.itle public ...........
lfo~l'I'" frt'e. ..... ..........
l{utlnnd froo...... . ........
~nCl'amento f~ee public.....
St. JobusburJ .Athenroum ..
St. Louis public ............

Philadelphia, Pa ......... .
Plniuliehl, N. J .......... ..
J>Jyrooutb, Mass ..... ... ..
Poughkeepsie, N. Y ...... .
Brooklyn, N. Y .......... .
Providence, R. I..... 1890

Rochester, N. Y ..... .... ..
Riverside, CaL ... . ... . ... .
Bristol, R. I. ... ... ....... .
Rutland, Vt . ... . . ... 1891
~acramento, Cal.... . 1879
1
St. Johnsbury, Vt ........
.
St. Louis, Mo ....... , 18i2

·I

St. Paul public ............ St. Paul, Minn ... . .. , 1882
Salem public ............... ~alem, Mass ........ 1889

c;j

Cl

No ..
No ..
No ..
No ..
No ..
Yes .

i.,

~

No ..
No ..
No ..
No ..
No ..
Yes.

PS

Reference
department. I Hours of Sunday
p'., •I
opening.

c3

A

·@

Jj

A

it II IIU)II \\EUE :ftf!\( UJl.JJ/
I

No . .
No ..
No ..
Yes.
Yes.
No ..
Yes.

}ightin g:
also $101.!!2
a year.

~L ::::::i:::::f::::f : : :::::~
::::::::::::::
:
:
:
~
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
~
:
:
::::::::::::::
~r: ·21J:;t: :~~;t~C:::: - ·--··2·tt:-:~1::- -:::::::::: ·:-1~i~i 1:i ~: :~~~ii~~:~~i:

No ..
No ..
No ..
Yes. No ..
Yes.
No ..
Yes.

15

Yes. I Yes. I ~o ..
Yes. Ye1:1. :No ..

l 2065

2to 5p.m.

I 60
100

1--··--·1--·--·1
10
17

9a.m.to Op . m.
2to 8p. m .

1 to 5 p. m.
1 to 5 p. m .
2 to 5 p._m.

Yes.
Yes .
No ..
Yes.
No ..
No ..
Yes.

30

65

1......

tzj
tj

c:1

0

In every re·
spect.

I

Yes.

~~:: ·--1i· "fri ::::::: :::::: ······i·i~--ii·j;.~: - ·N~::::::::1
·N~::::::::1·:ii"e";1;·;;~·a.·
lights and
$1.25.

rcJ
0
~

:::~cledly.

l

No .. 200
lG0 ....... ......
12 to 7 p.m . .N'o ...... ..
No ............................................... --- · ....... .

0

~
tzj

higher
lighting.
grade.
Yes . ...... Yes ....... ~;~Sun,day . , Yes. . "'
Yes ................... \ $~.,5a Sun· Reatl1n.,
day.
room ,yes ;
R eference
r o o m,
doubtful.
No ........ 1 Fewer _a. I None . ..... -1 Yes·.
di es .
No ....... Y es ....... Kone ....... Yes.
Sometimes 1 No ........ None ------- Y es.

:Ko ..................... . .................................... .

p;,1-3

H

z

Yes ....... No ........ $75aycar ... l Hardly.

1

.1. .....

Yes. I Yes.I Yes.

San Francisco free *.. .. ...
Sau ta llnrbam free public .
Scovilloinstituto ..........
Sioux City :public.... ... ...
SomerYillo 1mblio .. ...... ..
Sonthbric1.e:o pnblic ....... .
Springfield City Library
Association.

Yes.
Yes.
No ..
No ..
No ..
No ..
Yes.

...... ,Slight,... ....

Yes. _ 55
188
109
179
Yes..........................

San Diego freo public. . .... San Diego, Cal ..... I 1882
San Francisco, Cal ...... .
Santa. Barbara, Cal . 1882
Oak Park, Ill ....... . .... .
Sioux City, Iowa... 189:l
SomerYille, Mass .... .... .
Southbrid~o. Mass ...... .
Springfiolu, Maas ... 1890

r::J

Reading
room,Yes.
Reference
depart·
ment.No.

._.1-:l
>--'

00

co
N)

I
<:O

~

Stooktonpublic .....•...... / Stockton, Cal.. ..... /: ·····/ Yes./ Yes. I Ko ..

t'_:rj

t1
r::,
Cl.?

I

g

Taunton Jmblio ..... ..... . .
'l'erro Rante public ....... .
Toledo J)Ublic ............. .
Toptilrn pnbJic ..... ....... .
'.1.'royYoungMen's.Assooi·
at'ion.
Tufts ...... ..... .......... .
Union forUhriRti;m ,Vork .
Wagner Fl'ee Iustitute of
Sciencr.
Waltham public .......... .

140

140 ............ 19a.m.to 9p.m.

No ........ Yes ....... Small. ...... Most em.
phatically.

fi~ru~h~~~~<~:: :~~~~: f:f/ ~t: ~L :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::: ······n~Ti::· ·ti~::::::::~~~:: : ::: ·rii~i;~ii:: i:::

Topek:i, Kans .... .. 1891 Yes. Yes. No.. .... .. ...... ....... ... . . .
2 to 6 p. m. Ono ... ... . No ........ $5 a month .. Yes.
'l.'roy,N. Y ................ No .. 1 No .. No .......................................... ...... . ......... .......................... .
1

1 l

l

Weymouth.MasR . .. • • • • • • No .. No .. No . . ...... ...... ....... ...... .
Brooklyn. N . Y ..... ...... No .. No .. No ................................. .
Philadelphia, Pa .......... No .. Ko .. No ...........................
1
1.
Waltham, Mass ..... 1 18!l3

1

1

1

Tes. I No .. l No .. ....... ....... ,....... , ..... .

1 to G p. m. , One ...... ·1 Yes .... .. . I .Assistant's Stillan ex.
perirnent.
Warren County ........... .
Monmontb, M11ss
Dl. .... ·1·.... ·1 No . ·1No ..
Warwick freo ............ . ·warwick,
........... No .. No .. No ...............
...... .. ..... ...... ......... .. .......................................
.
..
1· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . .
Watertown free pn blic ... . ,vatertown, Mass ........ No .. Ne .. No . .. ........................ ·
Windsor Library Associa· Windsor, Vt . ............. No .. No .. No . . ......................... .
tion.
Wobnrn public . .......... .
Worcester free * . . . ...... .
2· 9.
.$350 ·v:
1Decidedly.

~~~~?.: .... .

1······1······1·······1······1····················

;~~~:~~r~M:~~:: :I:::::: I {~;:I ~~~: I ~t :1::::: r::: :i:::::: :1 ::::: J ..... t~ .. p:~: ·1. y~~: ::: :: :1· y~;:: ::: ::I

y~~~::

t:c

t_:rj
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0

~

t"'

tj

Subscription
lib1·aries,

u:.~

j

Beardsley

WestWinsted,Conn ....... No .. No ..
Boston .Athenreum ....... . Boston, Mass ....... 18071 }Yes. Yes.
8892
Brooklyn ...... ........... .
Brook:yu,
N.
Y
.....
1875
Yes. No ..
Easthampton public ...... .
Kan!!ns City public ....... .
Middlesox :liecbanicalAs·
Lowell, Mass ....... 1825 Yes. No ..
socialion .
New Britain Institute ..... New Rritain, Conn. , ...... , No .. , No ..
New Haven Youn"
Men's
New Haven, Conn ....... . No . . No ..
0
Institute.
Philadelphia mercantile ... Philadelphia, Pa ... j 1871
Yes. I Yes. I

{i

No .. 1 . . . . .

.1. ..... ·······1······ ····················
Reading room,

No.. ...... ......
No..

13 ......

70 ...... ...... . ......

5

{

~
H

12 to 10; r~fer.{ Yes ....•.. No ........ l $40 ......... .
ence, 12 to 6.
I
2 to 6 p. m. One ....... No........ $5 a month. I Moderate.

5

~~~~~~:mdii~~~~~~:1·iss4· ;~;: ~~;: ~~~:
··ioo· ... 75. ·sii.ght. ··200· ·······2·t~·o·p:~~· -T~~:::::_
: B~t:t"e";~i~~~ .iis·~;;~·~t1; \ Decidedly.
No ....... ·............ : . ...... 8.30a. m. to0p.m. No ........ No ...................... Yes.

Redwood .... ...... ..... .. .
St. Louismercan tile ...... .
San Fra.ncisco Mechanics'
Institute.
Seymour ... .. .. ........... .
Skaneateles Library .A.sso.
ciation.
Union (W. C. T. U.) ..••...

1-:3

I

t:d
~

>-

~

,-<

0
0

z

0

~

No .. , ...... ,...... , ..... .. , ... .. .

9 a. m to 10 p. m .

Regular
assist·
ants,
with ex.

No ........ I $200 .... 5 .... I Hardly.

tr,j

w

rn

1······1
.. l No .. / No .. 1
······1······1······· 1······1····················1--·~~~~~::.1············1·
·isss· No
¥~~: ¥~;:1 :~:: ... so·::::::::::::::::::: ··1i:io·t~4.3o·p:~:· ·o~~::::::: :::::::::::: .:jiio·~~~~th:I Yes.
.Auburn,
N. Y
1······1 No .. l No .. No ....
.. 1······1······1·······1······
Skaneateles,
N.......
Y .........
............... . · ······
·... ····.. :: l: ::: :::: :: l :: :: :::: :: :1~~~~:~~ ~~:~
Newpo~t, R. I. .....
~!·/~~~~ct!~~.--c~i:

l

1

j

••• •••

TreLton, N.J .........•.•. No .. No .. No ..•••••.

'Reading.

2 Refe1·ence.

__,
00

01

-1
00

Statist-ics-Contin ued.
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[·Librnries not reporting, 1880 statistics nre given. J
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Reference
department.
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0

•
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§

en.

A

rn

_,;,
A

_
Hours
of_Sundny
openmg.

"8

E:'-trn
ns·
s,stants
omployod?

I s it a dif.
ferent
cl~,
from
daily
pat,onS?

I Extm

exponao.

I

Do you
oonsidodt
a SU000,S'
tzj

0
c:1

('ollc:.:.- liln·nric11.

l

,\111 hcrst Collci.o .. ........ . Amherst, Mnss ..... , ...... , ~o .. , No .. Ko .. , ...... , .•.•..

\mlt•Ycr'l'ht:'ologicnl~cmi·
n :1n·.
llo1nluin Colll'.~l' . ......... .
llrowu l :nhl·r~ity ........ .
Bryn )fawt· Collt•go ....... .
Huditol Collcgu ...... .. ... .
alifornia Unh-crsity ..... .
:nrlcton Colkgo ...... .... .
Chit·a~o Uuh-t•t·:;ity ....... .
:oll.iy Gninrsity ......... .
;ulmnbin. C:ollt•g-o ... ...... .
Cornl'll l'nfrcrsity ....... ..
Dartmouth (;ollc~e ....... .
l>ruw Th1:olo~icn1 Sominnry
Drrx<'l Institute ..•........
Hamilton College ......... .
llnrt fortl. T hoolo~ical Semi·
nnry.
llnn·nrd College .......... .
ID1linn!\ U ni\·erAity .. ..... .

~run_swicl;:,l\Io ..... 1•••••• 1 Ko .. l
l rovid cnco, RI ........._. No ..
l3r~·n:i'.fowr,Pa .. . ........ Yes.
Akron, Ohio ..............
T"es.
1

~o ..
J\o ..
Yes.
T"es.

P>~

Derkelo.v, Cnl ............ .
Northficlcl. Minn ......... .
Chiengo, Ill ........ ... ... .
,Ynterdlle, M o ........... .
New York City .......... .
Itlrnca, K. Y .......... ... .
Hnnover, X . H ...... ..... .
:Madison, N. J . ........... .
Philnclrlphia, Pn. ... .. .... .
Clinton, K . Y ...... ... .. . .
llartford, Conn .......... .

Ko ..

Ko ..
No ..
Ko ..
Yes.
No ..
Ko ..

Ko ..
No ..
No ..
No ..
Yes.

l ;: :: ::::;::::::::: ;I~}l:~i:~tf~; ;~~~~:: : I~~:: : : : ii~~. :i:::•
1

:1

No ..
No ..
Ko . .
No . .
No . .
No ..
No ..
No ..
Ko . .
No ..

Yes.
Yes.

No ...•....... ..... ...........
No .................... . ..... .

l

I

~

1······1······
······1······· ...... ,..... .
..... .
1

~~f/i:~~:t::::: ::::::1~L !L iL :::::: :::::: :::::::F:>·····

Miami Uuivorsity ........ .'\ Oxford, Ohio ........

11803

Yes .I Yes. I Ko ..

J-:o··I ~0--1

30

25 , .•••••• , ••••••

!ir.h1 g:m U11!.ver111ty ...... A.nn Arb~r.1\Iich ........ .
No .. 1······ 1······ 1······· 1······
:I'idmu1k1~ ll111n,r111ly •• • • • . L111culu, :!Sol.it· . ..... .. .... . N o .. :No .. No .......................... .

1 to 3 p. m.

Volnntary l No ........ 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Yes.
assistance.

------·•· ............... 1------------ 1--------······

""3

l-:)

1

•••••••

0

l.tl

co

Yes.

83 , ..... .

tzj

1-Tj

co

~~:: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::t:::::::::::1::::::::::::1::::::::::::::
1 - - - - ...

l.tl

00

No .............................................. .

83

z

I-'

~~::
:::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::::::1::::::::::::
No ... . . .........••••.......................... : ..

Cambridge, Mass .... l 1880 I T"es. 1 Yes. I No ..

·1······\ l

H

0

moomington, Intl.
..
No
.. No
No ..
.. .....
Iowa Stnto rnivt'1:sity .... . lown.City,lown.
...........
No ..
: . No
No ...
LttWl'Oll('O l:11iYC'l'Sity ..... .
ll l nino :--tnto Colll'ge .•••...
).Ja~~:\<'hnROtt~ lnstituto
of 'l'oohnolo~y.

0

1....... 1..... .

.Andover, Muss .. ..... .... No .. No .. No ....................... ... .

01~,·ot Collego .. ..... . .... .
Princeton Collego .... ..... .
Rochester U11h-crsity ..... .
Sw,,rtbmore Collego ...... .
Tenohers' College ..... .... .
'l'nfts College ..... •.. .... ..
Union College .......... .. .
Vassar Colle~e . . . . ........ .
Yorruont Uni,.crsity ...... .

Olivet, Mich . .. ........ .. .
Princeton, N . .J .. ...... .. . .
ltooheste1•, N. Y ... .. ..... .
Swarthmore, Pa .. .. ...... .
Now York City ... .... ... .
Collogo Hill, Mass .. .... . .
Schenectady, N. Y ...... . .
Pou~hkoepsio, N. Y ... .. . .
Burlington, Vt ...... 1889

·nrginia "GniYcrsity ....... 1 Charlottesville, Vn. ..

!L !L iL:::::t:::: ::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
Yes.
Yes.
No ..
No ..

No ..
Yes.
No ..
No ..

No .... .... . .. . ... .. . ... .... . .. ..... .......... . ..... . ... . ............... ... . .
No.. .... ... ..... . . ..... ......
10 h ours ....... . ..... No ..................... .
No ............................... ......... ................ .... .. ... . ..... ....... .. .... .
. No . ............. .... . ....................................... .

~:!: ·y~;: ·N;:::::=:: :::::: ::::::: ::::::
1...... 1No .. 1No .. 1No ........ , . .... . ,. .... .. , ....•.

~:;~ ~: :: g~:;·g~;t:1............ 1None . ... ... 1Yes.
uitously.
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[* Libraries not reporting, 1889 statistics are given .]
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Location.

Why is it not open 1 Ob·
jections.
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State of senti.
ment .
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Reasons.
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Free librnrir:t.

.Akron pul>lic .•............ , Akron, Ohio . ...... . Xo .. Extra, expense chiefly .. ..... Has not been
sounded .
• .. .. . . .. . . . .. X ew York City.. .. . Yes. No need ; librarian n eeds rest ................. _...
..\. ti tor ......... .... ........ · .· . . .. do .............. Yes. Library of research used Divided ...... . . ..
chiefly on working days.
J..yer, Mass .. ...... . No.. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. Varying ... _..... .
.Ayer puulic
..\ ppn•u ticcs'

Library shoulu be open Sundays;
probably will be when funds permit.
Sentiment in favor of opening popular
libraries.
No. - . .......... -........ Consider the suggestion excellent.
Shfl,11 consider it.
Board iu favor.

......

... . ......... .. .....

1

fgE~:~t< I:: ~~I·:l:::::~:t:tt?I:;~:~::;!~:::::.:.: i ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~

.Bangor pnblic ....... ..... .
lfoh1Yi1t 1111io11 s<' hool. .... .
l3crk~hirc- Athonreum ..... .
l!(w1•rly pul,lic ....... . .... .
13 irclrn rel. ..............• ... Fremont, Ohio...... Yos. Little demant.l. ............. .. , .A gainst . . . . . .. .. .

nos ton public ...... .... .. . .
Uridl!eport pn blic * ... .... .
13nm~ou . ... .......... .... .

Carnl'grn free .......... _.. .

Clen•lnncl fr('o 1mblic ..... .
'ulumuus 1rnblic .......... .

~

~8
1--'

(X)

<:J:>

------ ------······ . ·------

~~;; ; ; ·g~t : J••••1•:.••:• • • • • :• • • • • •:•:1:7t;~~'.~;: I

t--:i
I

<:J:>

~

---·········--------

---- -- -------------------R~~f~~~-nN~! :: :::I:::::: ::::: ::::: :: ::::::::::::: :::: :: :: :·: ::: ::::::: :: :::: ---------- ----·-- --·----~~H!~hjl~~~~-. ~~~~~::: ? ~~: .?.~i~!~l-~ !·~~·. ~~~l~~j~. ~l~~~~.~:: .~~~!~l·S·t·:::::::::: ------ -------------------.i~~: -N~ijia:ir·~~i~~a.::::

Unyton puhlio . . .. ......... \ Dayton, Ohio ....... \ No .. \............................... 1 .Just st~rrin~ in
that d11"ect1on.
Dc1lhum 1mblio .
Dcdl11uu, Musa ...... [ Yes.I Not coneiclercdueceesary ... .

~

t_zj

0

i

~~!cli~tl!f5g~i~: : ':;~~:1:~l~~i~~ ~ii~~ :l~~~:; ~:i~; i~::::: :::::::::: : ::::: : 1:;~:: ::::::::: .......... .

Co.rne!!iO fr('O .•.•.••.....•. Brncldock, Pa ....... Yo::1 .... __ .............. ... ......... _.. _........... .. .. .
~hic~go P.nbhe ~ .. . ..... .. Chicago, lll. ....... . ........................................................ .
.,mc111uat1 pnbhc · ........ .

z

"1j

Yes . Tax on one libra·
r ia11 ; small attendance.

·-----

r-3
~
0

1

1

Ilrooklino 1mulio w. .. .... . . Brookline, Mass ... _ Yes. Yoted a~ainst in town meet ....... .
in n•
.Brooklyn Y.M. C .A .. .... .
llntlnlo .. ............... .. .
Cnmbridgepublic ......... .

0

P>-

ye;:\·~~•;~·;··;~;~·
given up.

... .. • ' ..................... . -

Ready to open when there is call.

iif~J:Jr~nr't::•: :/·~~;§::;;.:::••I••••••••••: •••••: •: ••••••••: ••·: •••••••••••••••••••:•••• t~:r::::::::::::::::::
Duluth puolic ... . . .... . . .. Duin th, ;\fiun ......... ... ................................ Favoral.Jlo ....... .

~~~~1~ i:>1:~iii·i:;~: ::::: :: : ::

~;Y~l,~-o~~l(~i'lic1:::::: {::: ~~~r:~~:ea:'l~.~ ~.~~~~·c·e·s·s·~?:

·N~~~·: :: : : : : : :: : : :

!ll:dtE1::"t'>::: I[~'::f!i:!~t· ;~ •:::::: :::: :: ::•: ••• ;;~;;~iii~i~;~;;

Franklin Institute . ... . .. . Philadelphia, Pa .... Yes. Library is in business part ..... .. .. . . . ....... .
of city .
Gloversville free .. ........ . Gloversvilie, N . Y .. Yes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indifferent ... .. . .
Gran cl Rapids pu I.Jlic school Grand Rapids, Mich . ... ...... .. ...... .. ..................................... .
Grosvenor ........... ..... . Buffalo,.N.Y . . . ... . Yes. Notnccessary .................................. .
Hackley .......... ........ . Muskegon. M ich . . ... ...... .. .. . .. ...... ... ... .... " ..... Favor.•...Ie ... .... .
Harris ln;;titute ......... . . Woonsocket,R.L .. Ye11. Probablynopopular demand. Indiffr--:·ent ...... .
Bartforcl Library Associa. Hartford, Conn .... . I....•................ .. ...•.......•............... .... ...
tion.
RaYcrhill public .......... . Ra,erhill, Mass ... ,1 • • • • • • , • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Indifferent ...... .
How a rel memorial . ........ I New Orleans, La ... , ..... .

Blamed. for open.
ing.
Satisfied ......... .

Indianapolis public .. ...... 1 Indianapolis , Incl. .. , ...... , ....... .. ........ .

············j

·········1·········· ..........

Ipswich public
Ipswich, Mass . ..... l Yes. I Not necessar; ......
J ackson free p ublic ........ Jackson, Mich ...... Yes. No call for it................. Greatest interest
in library , but
again st -Sunday
opening.
K alamazoo public .......... I Kalamazoo, Mich . .. 1 •••••• 1 •••••••

LaCrossepublic .. ......... La Crosse, Wis ..... Yes. Not demanded ......... . ..... Nine.tenths of
patrons opposed.
1
1
~~:::: :.::::::
·N~.~~i1·i~~
Lawrencepublic ......... .. Lawrence, Mass ... . Yes. Expense ........... : ........ . Many in favor ....

t!~~~:l~~.,M~;;:: :: ·N~::

t~~~l:t~~1~t

Y. M. C. A. reatling room next door
open Sundays.
Yes .I Fonr readers a
Sunda_y.

8

P::

t:::l

~
0

Yes. I Not appreciat ed .. Open· 1 year Snnday, from 1.30 to
5.30. Discontinueu because little
11:;ed .
Li hrarian believes every library should
be open on Sunday.
Tried opening circulating depart ment
also, bnt found uo advantage in iL.
I No ..
I Yes. No demand ....... Open .April, 1886-Jnne, 1887, Sunday,
from 2 to 6 p. m. · Little u sed.

1······· ······· ·······j

Library situation such that it bas not
b een convenient. May open Sun.
days when we move.
1

•••••• ••••••••••••••••••••
1

it::::::::::::::::: :::: :: ::::::::: :: ::: ,r......
,................... .
Yes. Expense ......... .

Lawson McGbee ........... Knoxville, Tenn . ............................. '. ......... .
Leicester public .... . ...... Leicester, Mass .. .. . Yes. No call for it .... ....... .. ... .

Should not favor closing.
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Experiment tried in 1885, for six
months.

Trustees regret l ack of d emand for
::,unday opening.
Los .Angeles public ....... Los .Angeles, Cal. ....... ........................ . ............................ . . . . . . . .. . ............... .
Lowell city ............... . Lowell, Mass ....... Yes. Expense ............. . ....... Nogcncraldemand 1......................... . May open reference room in new
buildmg.
Lynnfreepublic ........... Lynn,Mass ......... Yes. Want of suitable 11,ccommo. Favorable········]······ 1.•.•................
dations.
Manchester city ..••.. ..••. Manchester, N. R ... Yes ..................... .......... Mixed ............ No . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Matter now pemling with the trustees,
Will probably be decided favoral.Jly.
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Frt•c libt·nric,c-Con'tl. .

c::

C

l.[ctlfortl public ........ .... liotlford,l\Iass . ..... T"es . Callnotsufficienttowarrant ,................... .
I
expen se.
1
ifl!i:~~;i1~~.1ii~;~:: : ::: :: :::: :: :::::: ::::::: ::: : : : ::: : : : ·· ........... . ...... .

~f::~~~~;:ns ;~~~~ifc: :: :: :::
I

>-

Reading room used more, and reference
department less than on week days.
27 clrnrcbes and Y. M. C. A.. m eet Sun·
day onco.

Now Br<lfortlfrcc,... . . . . . . . N cw Bedford, Mass. Y cs. No demand : ....................... .
Xownrnnswickfroopnblie NewBrunswiek,K.J Yes. :Majority of trustees object .. Conservativ e . . . . .
Xtrn~ Ifan'n frco rmblic .... New lln,cn, Conn ......... ...... ......... ............................ .. ... . . .
); l'\\ London 1rnlilic ........ Kew London. Conn.. No.. Conservative cit,y ............ Decidedly opposed

·N~::I::: ::::: :: :::: ::: :: :r Open Sundays from October to May.

f ~~~ f~~t 1}~~tg1~~i. ?: .~~~1;~~~.~~~J~: :: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::::: ::::::::: :::: :::::: ::: .F~~~~;;b1~·: ::: ::::
1

~:~f;:f~·.;~.~t::::::i·~iit;ffi?::::::: :~~::1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::::::::::::::

.....
00

1

Newburyport public .... . ··1Xewburyport,:Mass.! ~o .. ,.

······1

······1

Xewton froo ...... ...
Kowton, Mass ...... \ N o ..... .. .................. ..
Kogen erald eman<l
Norman "\\'illinms mblic .. . "\Voodstock, Vt...... Yes. Not necessary ... ...... ....... Probably opposed.
~forth .A.tlnms 1mbto . ...... North.A.d ams,Mass. Yes . ......... ... .................. .. .................. .

I
i........,......... ·······································
ur:I-~~~,~{:1~?~~ ~ ~:::::::::::: ~~~~fa~;~rt.~: : :i:::::: :~:L{~.i~i ~ii ;i ~~:~~~~~:: : : :1: ~~~~~~~~::::::::::
::::::1::::::::::::::::::::

(0
t..:)

I

(0

Sunday opening forbidden by pro,iso
in deecl of gift from subscribers to
the city.

N o,lbamplo~ P'lblio . ..... . N o,t hampton, l\Iru,s .

Question has been fa,orably con·
sidered.
Does not reach those wbo baYe not
time to come week days.

l'nwtnukl't frco public ..... P1\wtuckot, R. I. ... ·j· ............ ..... ... ..... ... .............. ... ... .. ·· · · · ·

Librarian fa,vors it.
Will bo disousseil fullv when exton·
sion is completed.
·
Books of special inter est placed on
tables for Sunday uso.

1

~

t:r.l
t-c
0

..!"3

Newburgfreo ..... ... ..... . Newburg, N. Y ..... j Yes. Sa,moobjectionsastoanyvio. Opposed ..... . ... .
l ation of t h e fourth :iom·
mandment.
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1

1
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Penbo<l.r Instit u te .. .... .. . Balt im or e, Md . . . .. . Yes .I Not called for .......

·········1Chicflyoppo sod .. .

l'cck .. . .... ...... . .. .. . . .. . No rwi ch , Conn ...... Y es . ........................ . .. . ................ . ..... .

~~::I::::::::::::::::::: :I Not a library for mere 7eaders.

1

~~~t~a~f~ P~:::: ·i ~;: :::::: :: ::::::: :: ::::: :: ::::::: :::: :: ::::::::: :: :::

f,f.~g~l?i~~l!cx1;P~~~ti~~~; :
b1;~:
P laiufil'l<I publi c ....... . .. . P lai nfielrl,N.J .. .... No .................................................... .
P lymouth public .. . ... . .. .. Plymou t h , MasR .... Y es.
Poughkeepsie city.... ..... Poughkeepsie, N . y ...... ·1·.... .

Will probalJly be open so~n\)time.
Librarian approYes.

~ ~s: 1· i>~i;~~;g"a. ~~t·;~r:
ficient.

Prntt Institnto • . ..... .. . .. nrooklyn, 'N. Y .. . .. -Yes. None,if extraser,ice . .......................... .
l'rodclenco 1rn1Jlic.. . . ..... Providence, R. I. .. .. . . .. . ....... . ....................... Favorable .... , .. .

I

Roynolus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R ochester. N. Y.... . Yes.
Riverside public . ..... .. .. . Riversid o, Cal. .. . ... Yes. , ... . .
Roger s free ... ... ..... . .. .. llris tol , R. I. .. . . . . .. No ..

Opposed . . .. . .. . . .

Rutland free ... . .. . .. .. ... . ! Rutland, Vt .. . . .... . , . . .. . .

A p ath eti c . . .... . .

Sacramen to free public ... .. 1 Sacr amento, Cal. .... 1 • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • •

l

St. J ohnsbur y Athemeum .. St. J ohnsbury, V t . .

·I No ..

Salem.pub lic ... .. . . : ... ..

··1Sal em, Mass ........

Trustees must be member s of one of
four denominations, Baptist, Congre ·
gationalist, Episcopal, Methodist.
D o not succeed in attracting the class
who can not u se the library week
day s .
Sunday pa.trons are mostly w orkin g ·
m en .

... . .......... .
1

::: : : :~:::~:~~::::: : :: : ::: ::: ~ ::: ~•MM~~::::::

Large use of technical aml a.rt publi·
cations.
Will open Sundays in eourse of time.

1:::::: 1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1.... ···.............
...... ...........•......... ;· ... . .... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

F ormerly op en all day, but not used
mu ch in m orning.
L rLrg er numbe r o f Jleople employed
<l n ri n g week com e to library on Sun·
d ay s .
Larger proportion of workingmen and
clerk s .
Use of circulatin g d epartment: Sun.
llay, 50 ; daily, 2-!0.

San Diego free pub lic ... ... San Diego, Cal. ................................
. ..... . .. 1 U nfav orable com·
1
1
rn ent rare.
San F ran cisco fr ee • ...... .
San ta Barbara free publi c.
Scoville I n s tit ute ... .. . . .. .
aga inst.
Sioux City public . .. . .. . . . . So nix City, I owa ............ . ........... . .. . .......... . .. . ................. . ................... . ..... .
8omer vill e public . .. .. . . .. . ~omervi!le, Ma!l s .. . Yes. ~otadvi sable .... . ....... . ... ·········· ······· · ·· l······ I··· ········· ·· ······
Sout h bridge public . .. . .. . . Southbridge, M ass . Y es . Extra ex p en se . ....... . ........... .. .. . ................... . · · ... ·.- · ... . · .. . Sunday openi ng w ill proh·a u ly begin
soou.
Sp riu gfi eh1 Ci ty Library · Spring:field , M ass ................ . ....... . ..... . ...... . ........... . ..... . ... . , .. . . .. , ................... .
Association .

!tit¥~i~ti{f~:~~~~: :::::: ::: :: :::: ::::::::::::::::·::~:: :1:;;i,:~~,:1: ir:~~~~i;.I:::: : I~:::::::::::::::::::
I

!t~~;ifa101{ti~:::::: : ~!ir~li~!~~~~~~:: ~~~~: ?~~:~~~~~~~~~::: :::: : :::: : :~~~~~~·:~~~~~~~:: ::1::::: :·: :: :::: :::: :::::: :::

i~i~:
1~:P1~~lirc::::::::::::: [~~~~~St~~~:::~::: :::::: ::::::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::: .M:i~.e~i:::::::::::: I·N~: · ::::::::::::::::::::
Troy Yo un g Men's A ssoci· Troy , N. Y .......... Y es. No demand. Too expens1Yc ....... . ................ . .................... .
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S nmla y r ead er s almost ex clus iYcly of
th e working class .

ation.

Tufts . . ...... . ........... .. W eyrno uth , Mnss ... N o . . Ko call ...................... ············ · ······· 1····· ·1··················· ·
Uuion for Christian Work. Brooklyn, N. Y ..... Yes. Too expensive ............................................... . ............ .
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J,rC't' libl'ari<-'4-Con'tl.

d

0

"\'tn!!nor Freoinstitute for I Philadelphia, Pa .... , Yes.I Ex:trn expense only ......... · 1 Pr in c i pa 11 y
S1·11•nr<-.
against.
"·11ttl111m pnl,lio ........ ... 'Walthm::i. ::Uass ................ ............................................. .
"·11rn·11 Couuty ............ ::Uonmouth, Ill ...... Yes . Opposition of patrons and Against ......... .
supporters.

.

'

,•.-nrn·ick fr<-e ••.•.• .•..... , "Warwick, Mass ..... ,· No .. , Small town, does not Ece<l it. I Probably against.
"'ntortowu free 1rnblio .... '\Vatertowu, Mass ... Yes. Religious scruples ........... I Evangelical distrust.
Liberal
indifference.
1\"intlsor Library .Associn.· · '\linclsor, , t ....... ·1 No.· 1 Ko caU for
tion.
"\Yoburn public ............ "Wolmrn. Mass ...... Tes. l'{antof public interest ..... . I Indifferent ... ... ..
Worcester fre

P>t-3

Wish to encourage reading at home
Snndays. In a small town Sunday
opening do es moro harm tban good.
Librarian much in favor. Would gh·e
his services a year to tr:r it.

H

0

z

!::o '
t".1
'ij

0

~

i Yos. I Lack of public interest.

Worcester, Mass ... , . ..... , ..... .

Board urged its'use, but few people
camo.

~8
~

00

co

l-:l

Sublilcription
lib1·01·ic!!.

)

co

···1

Bennlsley

"WestWinstecl,Conn . No .. Income not sufficient .....
Sub,iect not agi· I No .. , ................... .
tated.
Boston .Athonroum ....... . Boston. Mass ........................................................... .... .
13rooklyu ...... .... .. ..... .
Er,sth1tmpton public .. : ... .
Knusns (;ity 1n1blic,. ...... .
W ouhl like to have li-bra-ry open
longer Sunclays.
:.\lidtllescx Mochnnicnl As·
sol'io.tion.
N1•w Hritnin Inslituto ..... Nowilritnio, Cono .. Yes.I Proper timo not arrh·ecl ..
:Ko .. ................... .
N"''" llanm Young Mcu'1:1 New Il:wen, Conn .. Yes. Religious and .fin!l.Ilcial. ..... Orthodox, ,ery ... No ..................... .

~:: :~1~::~:~· 1:::::: :•:••:••••:•••••••••::••:••••••,~·vo:t :::•••:
l

···1· .................. ·1

lm11itut1•.

Phihult,lphilt morcnntilo ... Philntll'lphin, Pa .................. : ...................... ...... ... ..................................... \ Purpose sought was not gained.
H,•dwuuu •.......•......... Nuw1101·t, It. l. ..... Yes. Cost ot extra service............................ No ..........
.
1

~

··1

I

St. Louis mercantile ..... .. j St. Louis, Mo ... ..
Yes., Expense of heating entire Members indiffer.
building.
_
e11 t.
San Frnncisco Mechanics' San Francisco, Cal. . . ...............................•.....................•..
Institute.
Seymour ................. . Auburn, N . Y .. .... Yes.1········ ············ ·· ·· ·· ····· 1 Against ..... .. .. .
Skaneateles Librarv Asso·
ciatioo.
•
~~~~~·s·t·:.:.~.::::
Union (W. C. T. U.) ....... .

Yes. I Small attendance. / Building too far from residence district for Sunday attendance.

I

::::::~:~·t.~:: .~~~: .~;~~1:~~t~~~.~~~:.~~.~~~..

College liibral'ies.

l

Sunday afternoon meeting of more
importance.

!

.AmherstCollege .......... . Amhorst,Mass .... . Yes.1 ............................... 1 Favorable . ...... .

Ha,e not quite got to it.
objections.

Ko .. , ..... . ........... . . .

Andover Tl.ieological Semi· Aniio,er, Mass . . .. · 1 No.· 1 Not ueecled ................. · 1 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nar,r.
Bowdoin College ........... Brunswick, :lie..... Yes . Secularization of the <lay.... Against, ..... .... .
Brown University ......... Providence, R.l .... Yes ........ .......................... . ......... ....... .

No definite

1-3
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t_rj

Tendency to introdnce tlie European
Sabbath is working ill.

0
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Columbia College ..........
Cornell UniYersity .... .... .
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Hamilton College ........ • .
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Hartford Theological Semi.
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Chicago, Ill ........ . Yes. No call for it . . ... .. .......... .Against ......... . No ..
Waterville, Me ... ... . . . ......... .. . . .. ....................................... .
Disposed to open if there is a call for it,
New York City .... ..... .. ... ............... .. ......... ............ . .. .. .... .
Ithaca. N. Y ..... .. . No .................................................... . No .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Han?ver, N. H . .. . . . ~es . Cynserva~ism_of constituency _D ivided ......... .
Madison, N .J ....... 1'es. :Not enough students present ......... .. ......... .
1
Philadelphia,Pa .... No ..
Clinton, N. Y .. : .. ... No .. No objections ............. .. .
No .. I...••••••••••••••... I Reading room under Y. M. C. A. is
open.
Hartford, Conn . . . . . Yes . .. .... . . ..... , .......... : ...... , . .. .
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·
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anu readrng room.
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day.
Iowa State University ..... Iowa City, Iowa .... No . . No occasion .. .. ..... ......... None expressed... No ..
Lawrence University ..... ·1Appleton, Wis .............................................................. .

I······ I····················

Maino State Colleo-e
Orono, Me ... ·· .. ··.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·' · · · · · · · ·
Massachusetts 'fn;tit~t~ · Boston, Mass ....... Yes. Pa;tly ~xpense. Enough ............................................. .
of T echnology.
work duriug week.
·
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Religious institution; see no reason
1 for opening on the Lord's da,y.
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Nebraska University ...... Lincoln,Nebr ....... Yes. Notenoughmoneyorhelp ....... ........... ... .. No ..................... .
Olivet College ........ . .... Olivet, Mich ........ No .. No call for it . . ................ ... .. ... .......... . ..... ........ ........ .. .. .
Princeton College . ......... Princeton, N. J ..... Yes. No need ..... ................ Quiescen£ . ..................... ......... .. · \ r.e~sons wbicl~ apply to public libra.
nes not applicable.
Rochester University ...... Rochester, N. Y ..... No .. No occasion .•........•....•.. No demancl. ... . . . No ..................... .
Swarthmore College •.•••.. Swarthmore, Pa..... ...... . . . .• . . . • • . .. . . . . • . .. . • . . . .. . . . . . • . • .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . Yes. Not needed ... ... .
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Tl•nd1rrs' Colll'go ..........
l'n rt:-1 Colll'gt'. ............ .
li uion Colli>)!e . . . . . . . . . . . . .
va~snrColll'/!"····· ······· ·
Ycrmont Unh-endty .......
Yir:.iuia t ;ufrorsity ..... ..

tj
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0

XcwYork City ... .. , . . ... . , ............. . .. . ................ . ...... . ....... . . .
College llill, Mass . . No.. .. .. . . . ........ .. .. . ... . .. . .. ... Nev er d iscu ssetl..
Schenectady, N. Y .. ... .. · Opposed by faculty . . . . . . . . . . Opposed ... . ..... .
Pongbkeepsio,N.Y .. .... .... ... . ..... .... . . ... . .. ... .. . ..... ... . .. .... ... . . .
Burlington, Vt ......
Charlottesville, Va .. No .. Librarian has no assistant; Against ... . ... . . .
n o demand.
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EXECUTIVE DEP .A.RTMENT.
GENERAL SUPERVISION, INCLUDING BUILDING, FINANCESi ETC.

By F. M.

CRU:NDEN ,

St. Louis Public Library.

After providing for a treatise, "De omnibus rebus," Presiden t Dewey
bas· asked me to write a supplement, "De quibusdam aliis." After di tributing the various departments of library management for special
treatment~ he has assigned to me the "Executive department," which
necessarily touches on all the special assignments, for there is no question in which the executive head of a library is not interested, none on
which ho ought not to have an influential, if not, indeed, a deciding,
voice. The subheading "General supervision, including buildin gs,
finances, etc.,'' does little or nothing to restrict or define, but rather
confirms the interpretation I am. compelled to give to my assignment.
I begin with this preface in order to forestall possible criticism for
trenching on the territory of other contributors. I shall try to deal with
the special topics assigned to others in a tangential manner, avoiding
the details that come within the scope of their papers. But it is manifestly impossibl e to treat of the executive department as an abstraction .
It must be dealt with concretely, with application to and exemplification
from the various departments of library administration .
Again, writers are instructed to "aim not so much to contribute new
material as to present a judicial digest of previous articles, papers,
discussions, and specially of experience." Now, in the 17 volumes of
the Library Journ al, the United States Report on Libraries, Library
Chronicle, Library Notes, and other J:epositories of bibliothecal information there is more to be found .on any one of its i)articular applications
than on the general subj ect assigned to me; and ou broad principles
there is a fairly unanimous agreement among well-informed librarians.
It is when we come to particulars that. differences arise. Therefore I
can not well follow the instruction to divide this paper into two partsthe :first stating what is generally accepted, the second the points that
are still under diseussioll. I shall endeavor to cull from the literature
of library economy the utterances of other librarians regarding the
powers, duties, and responsibilities of the executive, and to illustrate
and enforce these from my own experience, calliug attention as I go
along to questions still under debate and presenting my own views
separately from the digest of ot her opinions.
The whole subject may b e summed up in Mr. Perkins's receipt for 1
making town libraries successful:
Busme ·slike managcmeut is the whole story.
A public library for pnl,lic use should l;c managed not only as a literary institution, but also as a business concern . The business departmen t of edu cational a nd
literary institutions is too often over1ookc<l. or un<l.crvalncd. Yet it is vain to expect
1
F. D. Perkin : "How to make town libraries successful."
lie Libraries, p . 419).

(U. S . Rept. on Pub
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the solid and permanent success of such institutions witho ut good business management. Perhaps this truth may not be so fully recognized in the case of libraries as
in that of other institt.tions for mental improvement; bnt those who are familiar
with the insiue history of great charities and missionary and educational enterprises-Bible and tract societies, for instance-know very well that neitlier faith nor
works (in the religious sense of the words) would keep them going very long without
accurate bookkeeping, regular hours, and efficient business superdsion.

The success of any industrial enterprise depends on its executive
head. A business man who doesn't know an aci<l from an alkali or a
can froni a cogwheel will run a factory successfully, while a mechanic,
who can construct and control the machinery, or who invented the
details of the manufacturing processes, will soon become bankrupt.
Of this the times give frequent proof.
What, then, is "businesslike managementi" It is that conduct of
affairs that most thoroughly accomplishes the purpose of those engaged
in business, viz, the making of money. This :final object is achieved
through the intermediate aim of pleasing and serving the public, which
is the final purpose of a library. How does the business man proceed Y
He first considers the wants of the communHy in which he intends to
establish his business; he would not start the same kind of factory or
store in Leadville or Deadwood as in New York City.
He then selects a, location. This must be adapted to the kind of
business. If it is to depend for success 011 the general public (and such
must be taken for my analogy), the store must be central and easy of
access; and, of course, it will be handsomely :fitted and supplied with
the best fixtures for the display of goods and the latest appliances to
facilitate work and render prompt service to patrons.
He stocks his store with goods that people want, not those he thinks
they ought to want; bnt having once establi" lied himself, it will be his
pleasure, and he cau make it his profit, to elevate the tastes of his
customers and create a demand for higher grades of goods. It seems
um1ecessary to add that he will buy his goods in the cheape t market,
always, however, giving preference to local deaier on even term ·
This not so much on sentimental ground as for yalid bu ines rea on ·
He must, of course, hire clerks and salesmen, increasing the number
a his business e11larges. At :first he win nece. arily attend to every
detail, and may have to do much routine work him elf. He will bowe er, do a· little bookkeeping and om e work as po. si!Jle, and se k to
know and be known by his u ' tomer . Whil t.h y are few he may
kn w and, at time , serv them all, making each feel that his wi hes
ar a• pe i. 1 n rn, and that anything wa11ted will
o tained if not
in ·to ·k. Thi will make th :tore v ry popular, and it will oon b o
throng <l with ·11. t m . hat heh ad of th hou · can d no rn re han
he th y ar We it d n by polite and ffi ·it.mt •Jerk . H
ill fin
m r ancl m r >f hi: im
npi u i h th laro·er affair
in,~ I 1l.'i11 :. aml h will
mp 11 <l t 1 av
· ail t > hi a i: an .-. Dy hi.
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f. 11 I .u · li · , 111 1
who can act ais his lieutenant to the sati faction
.
1
other employees, but he will never be so occup1 )cl m c1 ~- 1 ' lll o- •• • m
ntll' 1 ., np r ' ·h·
for tbe expansion of th e lrnsiness that he will not b
able to customers aud ready to assist all who 'i i ·h t on n1_ him_• .
expert, even though it may be regarding a tri~"'ial ma t_ I 1_11 ·h ~ .Jtllll r
clerk is quite competent to attend to. Ile ,,·111 org, mz 111 f r
ing to competent. persons the supervision of depL 1 m nt · an l
supervising all. He will learn sooner or lat r that b a1 la
profitable and will pay adequate saJarie · to tr, in c1 11 l tru
employee~. It goes without saying that he will 110 hir in
people to ol>lige a friend or to help his political party.
He will see th at transactions in every department m
recorded and posted up to date, so that a statement an be h
time on short notice. He will adopt the plan of keeping a c unt
is at once, in his opinion, the simplest and surest, and that will ·ive the
greatest amount of information regarding goods and ustom r .
e
will, of course, have methods for ascertaining the wants of hi u t
ers, and will place before them and the public tlle latest articl s in hi
line; and, as I have said before, he will endeavor to create a d mand
for the higher grades of goods.
To complete the comparison, we must suppose that the bu in
L to
be estaiblished by a board of directors representing a large number of
stockholders. We must further suppose that the directors are all o
absorbed in their private affairs that they can give very little time to
the business of tbe corporation . What would they do,_ They would
first secure the services of an expert who was also a good executive and
business manager; and tllis manager, being intrusted with foll pqwer,
would proceed as I have indicated. It is unnecessary to carry the
analogy furtller; and it could bardly be made exact on all points
because of the different end in view.
What then is the purpose of a public library, '' To serve the public," 1 i. c., to supply it with wholesome and instructive literature; or, as
our motto puts it, "Tlle best reading for the brgest number at the least
cost." What are the means necessary to secure this desired end,
First and foremost is the appointment of a good librarian, who should
· be chosen for executive raither than scholarly qualities. 2 This is essential to obtaining the other elements of success, which are1. A convenient location, accessible from all parts of tlle city. The
L

1

8cc atlclress of President S : S. Green, San Fran. Conf., Lib. J., 16: c. 1.
The itleal executive head of a large public library should have the qualifications
o~ bo~~ librarian and superintendent. (S: S. Green's paper on "Tru stees and Librarians, at Fabyan House Conference, L. J., 15: c. 24.)
.
The s~mo cn_ergy, industry, and t::wt, to sa,y nothing of experience, which insure
success moth er vocations are quite as rcqnisite in a. librarian as book knowledge.
A mere bookworm in charge of u. pnblic library is an incubus and a. nuisance. (vV:
F: Poole, "Organization and. Arrangement of Public Libraries." U.S. Spec. Repts.
on Public Libru.rics, p. 476.)
2
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general opinion is that it should not be on a thoroughfare; but this
would hardly apply to libraries in the top stories of tall buildings.
For a city of any size, branches or delivery stations are essential.
Which shoulcl be chosen depends on circumsta,nces. (See G. W. Cole's
article on "Branches and deliveries," p. 709.)
2. The building should be :fireproof, commodious, and so arranged as
to offer the greatest accommodations to the public at the least cost for
administration.
3. The rooms should be kept clean and ordeTly, so as to be inviting
to ladies and young girls, and to the most fasticlious.
4. Such an air of courtesy and cordiality should pervade. the place,
accompanied by so little formality, t hat the most diffident laboring man
will feel that he is welcome and that the resources of the library are at
his command.
5. The revenues of tho institution shoulcl be so managed_ as to go as
far as possible.
(a) Books, periodicals, binding, furniture, an d supplies of every kind
should be bought on the most favorable terms. (Here the executive in
a large library may easily save or waste a sum equal to his salary.)
(b) The staff should be so organized as to give the greatest service
at the least outlay.
(c) There shonlcl be arr ·accurate bnt simple system of accounts with
proper checks on receipts and expenditures.
6. Books sbould be selected judiciously, with reference to the clientage and aims of the library; readers should be encouraged t6 make
known their ·wants, and these should be promptly supplied. It is generally agree(l that in a, public library purchases should include the
liter ature of entertainment as well as information . This i s still to
some degree a, mooted question. 1 It will, I think, be generally conced ed. that a public library should supply the best new book in all
lines.
7. What seems the oest system of c1assifi.cation and shelf arrangement in view of the peculiar conditions of the library should be
adopted; and_ catalogs, card and printed, class li ts, reference li ·t ,
and other aids and guides should be upplied according to the libr~uy's
means. The l)articular scope and purpose of the library and its financial limitations beino- d terminccl by the director , the d e i ion of all
the. e d t· i1' , houlcl r e t largely with the ex:ecutiv .
. A har"'in °· y. tem :i, houlcl be cho n that i. be t adap eel to tllC
· uditi 11 • n a library of larg cir ulation the sy tcm cho en hould
b that which combine' highe:t , p eel with greate t accuracy wllil
o-i ·inc,· tl1 mo ·t im1 rt, nt ,·t, i. ti·:.
(a)
when , trowd i.· waiting i mor to be cou id r cl than
fi '
, 1w lt r tim,; th r ,for , ·hoo.
a plan that iuY h·e ·
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the shortest entries while the borrower is waiting, though these may
afterwards have to be supplemented by additional records .
(b) Don't let your choice be influenced by the fact that a system
famishes statistics which you don't want. Ordinarily one doesn't care
to pay extra for a watch that strikes the quarter hours. Next to
accuracy and speed, the chief desideratum is a minimum of requirements from the borro wer. There should be as little formality as is
consistent with tile greatest good of the greatest number. Tllis should.
be the test and touchstone on all questions.
9. The greatest freedom of access to shelve~ consistent with go-od
order and safety to books. All will agree to this, though there may be
wide difference in the interpretation of the qualifying phrase. The
trend of opinion is undoubtedly in the direction of greater freedom
even at risk of some loss and confusion.
10. Every facility of obtaining information and every inducement to
study.
11. Close connection should be formed with schools, public and private, and with study clubs and classes; and the libra1~y should, when
practicable, take the initiative in establishing university extension
courses and promoting other agencies for encouraging intellectual
activity.
12. Finally, and t o sum up, every effort should be made to keep the
institution before the public, to enlist all elements in its suppm~t, to
induce all classes to use it. Its facilities for furnishing information
should be so abundant that the student will come from far to seek its
aid ; its rooms should be so attractive and its supply of books so ample
that the rich ca,u not do better than t1se it; and its cordial welcome and
freedom from oppressive forms should be such as to dispel the poor
man's doubt, distrust, and miugled pride and diffidence, an<l make him
feel that the library is his and his children's and their heirs' forever.
To what degree these requirements are fulfilled must deJ)end chiefly
on t:lle execut_ive head of the institutiou. President J.Vfelvil Dewey
(Library Notes, vol. 1. p. 45), after enumerating the various factors of
successful administration, says :
But the great element of su ccess is tho earnest moving ·s pirit wliich supplies io
the institution its life. This should be tho librarian, though often the person who
hears that name is Jittlo more than a clerk, and the real librarian is an active trustee
or committee. Snell librarian will shapo the other factors Yery largely.

There is, in short, as I stated in the beginning, nothing so small or
so trivial as not to require attention from the executive; and there is
noth ing in the highest concerns of the institution, its finances, and its
g·eneral policy beyond his proper consideration and influence. It generally devolves on the executive to be the motive power as well as the
guiding hand, tlle engine as wen as the pilot. Certainly an will agree
tbat a, good executive will accomplish more with a poor building in a
bad location au<l. other drawbacks than an inefficient executive with all
conditions in his favor .
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I quote tllis significant sentence from the last report of the trustees
of the Los Angeles Public Library: "The management of the library,
which has been in trusted entirely to the librarian, has given great satisfaction to the board and, we believe, also to the public."
The foregoing views as to the importance of the executive embody a
general consensus of opinion on the subject. The powers and duties of
the librarian as executive being correlated with those of trustees, to
particularize further would encroach on the territory of another contributor. I give a, summary of the replies of 37 librarians to the questions: "Do the board and its committees always consult you before
deciding on (a) questions of general policy; (b) methods of admiuistration ~" Twenty-two reply "yes" to both questions; of the remainder the
great majority answer "usually" or ''ne?.rly always'' to both questions;
while a few say "no" or "generally" to the first and "yes" to ·the
second.
The general tenor of the remarks on the questiolls is indicated by
the following quotations:
Can not imagine any sane board doing otherwise.
Librarian shoulcl be given greatest possible latitude as to conduct of lil,rary mall
its affairs.
In my opinion no administration can ue a snccess unless the liurarian or chief
officer is consulted in all matt"'rs pertaining to tho management.
Such an nn<.lerstanding would seem to be inJ.ispens able to a satisfactory administration of tho library.
I should be sorry to be the executive officer of any boarcl which did not have confiden ce enough in me to ascertain my opinion beforo taking action. In a majority
of cases the initiative is naturally taken by tlie librarian.

Of the requirements of a successful administration above enumerated,
a number are the special subjects of chapters iu this manual; and some
others call for no elaboration or argumeu t.
Buildings.-From views heretofore expressed and generally concurred in, I cull these bits of advice to communities contemplating a
public library building:
Appoint your librarian before you do anything about a building, and
having obtained a competent officer leave the planuing and fnruishing
of the library largely to him.
Don't be in a hurry to build. As a rule it is better to start in temporary quarter and let your building fund accumulate, while directors
and librarian gain exp rience, and the 11ecd. of the library become
m r cletlnit . It will al ' O give the people tlrc beuefit of the library

to
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The supervision of the building, of course, devolves on the librarian.
as executive-. He ma.y properly depute this to an assistant; and in a .
large library there should be an intelligent and responsible head janitorto obviate the necessity of anything more than the most general over-sight. The head of the library should, however, test all supervision_
Finances.-In this department there is, and may well be, a wido,
divergence in the organization of libraries. In a great majority the;
librarian is not burdened with :financial responsibilities. Out of 3T
prominent libraries, 27 report that the :finances and :financial records.:
a.re in charge of some one who is not an employee of the library. In
3 the books are kept by the librarian, in 6 by an assistant. This kind
of bookkeeping is not profitable employment for a librarian. As a.
rule, he is a poor business man who has time to lreep his own books_
In 12 libraries the librarian acts as cashier, in 24 he does not. Fourteen libraries have definite appropriations, ranging fr om $20 to $500~
to a contingent fnnd; 14 use desk receipts as a contingent fund; 9'
have no contingent fond. In 6 there is a limit to bills payable from
the contingent _fund; in 24 it is left to ·the librarian's discretion; 7 do.
not pay any bills.
A librarian should have a contingent fund. It seems to make little,
difference, however, whether the fund consists of the petty cash receipts.
or a special appropriation. I should favor the latter, and .whetherthere is a limit for bills payable from this fund or not, the librarian
sl.10uld, as a majority report they do, use it sparingly and strictly forthe purpose indicated by its name. Receipts or expenditures from this.
fund should, of course, be examined by the auditing committee.
The finance department might well be made the subject of a separatepaper. It is impracticable here to go into details, and it seems unnecessary to dwell on the necessity of regular monthly audits and theindorsement of vouchers by the proper officers. In the St. Louis Public Library each voucher bears three signatures, that of the chairman
of the committee authorizing the expenditure, the chairman of thefinance committee, and the librarian's certification to the correctness.
of the bill. Each check is signed by president, treasurer, and librarian.
Similar rules are, I believe, observed in most hbraries. In the great.
majority there seems to be a rnasonable check against dishonesty on
the part of the librarian, though several librarians confess that too
much confidence is p1aced in their probity. The ultimate safeguard is
tbe librarian's honesty; but for the protection of both trustees and
librarian I venture to offer these suggestions:
1. The librarian who has financial responsibility should be under
bond. The best bond is that of a trust company, and the library
should pay for it.
2. The chief opportunity for dishonesty is in the duplication of book
bills. Thi· can be prevented, or, at least, made more difficult, by placiug the accession number opposite each entry in the invoice. Whether
ED 9 3 -51
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the additional safeguard thus secured is worth the cost iu time is for

each board to determine.
3. rrhe time of the librarian is saved for more valuable work and
an additional check is secured by having everything relating to the
accounts, including the making out of vouchers, done by assistants,
tho work being, of course, supervised by the librarian.
Fines. 1-This subject is well summed up by Mr. Utley as follows:
The main thing is to sec that fines arc 1mpartially collected and faithfully reported.
To this cud the matter is, so far as practicable, placed in the hands of on-c assistant.
No system c::m lio devised which will not, in the last analysis, depend on the honesty
of the indiviuual charged with its enforcement. At least, any system of perfect
check is too cum bro us and costs more than it is ·worth.

As Mr. Brett puts it, "the thing essential to the collection of fines
without friction is absolute fairness."
My early experience gives strong confirmation of this. By observing
the rule of impartiality (at the same time giving attention to the correctness of returns) the receipts in the St. Louis Public Library were
doubled in a short time, while the friction was reduced to about onetwentieth part. We now take in $1,000 a year with much less dissatisfaction than was formerly manifested over the collection of $300.
T·he librarian should never cease striving- to impress members with a
sense of the impartiality of his administration in every respect; and
he should never rest till he feels that every cent collected is honestly
rep-orted.
While looking after tho revenues and the :financial records, if they
are intrusted to him, the librarian shoul<l. keep a sharp eye on expenditures an<.l on waste. His judgment and business ability an<l. watchfulness may easily save his salary. In the largest libraries the difference
between good and bad organization of the staff will amount to·thousand
of dollars; and with the meager funds that most libraries have, it is necessary for the librarian to see that every dollar is expended to the greatest advantage. He must first consider the direction in which money
can be spent with grcnitest benefit to tlle institution, and then expend
it in accordance with business methods. It devends on his tact aud
ju<l.gmcnt whetlu~r the library obtains articles above or below market
rates. It js notorious that pnblfo institutions pay higher prices for
goods than private buyers. Whenever po sible, competifrrn bids hou]d
bes cured from r putabl hou. e ; and more than ordinary care "'hould
taken t ee that contract ar fulfilled an<l no overchar,re made.
It is ·ommonly a. urned that bill,· to a, public institution will not ea
,·harp] · ,· ann ll a h y woulcl be y n, business hou .
hen obje ting t au ver h. rohas had h que. tion put l luntly: "W11, t
iff r n
lo•. it mak t
ti. quite f, a. ible f, , th librari, n
iuftn 11r., am no· tli be, t la • of u ·iiliz h1. f qu int
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ue.ss house.s to obtain special discounts for the library. Here he will
find the aid of bis trustees extremely valuable; and both trustees and
librarian should ::LVaif thernselves of c;q1ert advice, which can easily be
obtained. They will :find everyone ready to give counsel and assistance
to an institution which, more than any other, serves the whole public.
Selecting and buying books.-In most libraries the selection of
books is left practically to the librarian/ and constitutes a very important duty. While it is primarily a literary function, it has a direct
bearing on the management of the :finance~, for a dollar spent for one
book is unavailable for another that may be more useful; and of two
books equally desirable one may be bought for half the cost of the other.
Tb.e foHowing quotations represent the consensus of opinion among
librarians as to where the power and responsibility of securing books
should be lodged., In his ina.u.gural address as president of the L . .A.
U. K., before referred to, Mr. J. Winter Jones says:
The safest, arnl therefore the uost, course is to bo very ca.refol in tho choice of a
librarian, and then lea.vo the selection of uooks to him, subject, of cor;rso, to the
control of the committee of management wherever the exercise of that control may
be deemed ad visahie-.

In an article on "Selection and selectors of books" (L. j. 2: 152},
James l\L Anderson,. assistant librarian, University of St. Andrews,
sums up with these two conclusions:
1. 'l'ha.t books should be selected with strict reference to the province and needs
of the. library untl fo the chrurac:t.or of its. read.ers, and2. 'rhat books should be selected by the lihmrian, or by a standing committee in
conjunetion with the lib.rariun.

His reasons for the second statement are that only the librarian ean
lmow the present contents of the library and the demands on it, and
that committees ehange from year to year ancl the library would not
grow symmetrically if the selection of books were left to them.
In amplification of nuwber 1-it is better to have 10 copies of a book
that is in demand than 1 copy of that and D other books that no one
wants. Duplicate the best books liberally. ''" Better 10 copies of
Tennyson than 1 of Tennyson and 1 each of nine rhymesters."
The fundamental rule never to be lost sight of is, find out what books
your patrons want and buy these first.
In determining what books should be addecl to special departments
valtrn,ble aid may be obtained from experts.
Whether a library's book fond is large or small, it is important that
it be judiciously expended. Knowledge and watchfulness will make
$4,000 go as far as $5,000 in less skillful hands. For fuller treatment
of the subject by exper~s, I refer again to Dr. Poole's article in the
United States Report, and to Mr. 0. A. Nelson's" Selection and purcba ·e of books" (L. j. 12: 155), also to the symposium on the selecting
1

So reported uy 29 librari:ms out of 37.
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and buying books (L. j.14: 336, 372). From these sources, chiefly from
the first two, is condensed the following summary of directions, representing a general, though not unanimous, consensus of opinion:
1. Buy both ·oooks and periodicals from a local dealer unless there is
a decided difference in prices.
2. Don't be tempted by a larger discount to give orders to irresponsible persons.
3. Buy as much as possible from one house, so as to make your orders
of consequence and thus secure better terms.
4. Utilize ·competition. .A. library sl10uld secure from 25 to 35 per
cent discount.
5. Keep informed. Examine secondhand lists and auction catalogs and look out constantly for bargains.
6. Do not buy ordinary subscription books or books on the instalment plan.
7. Don't anticipate revenues, and don't spen d an your money at
once. If you do you will miss many a bargain and have to go without
books that are needed more than those you have bought.
8. Buy good but not expensive editions. AYoid flimsy paper and
.·:.fine ,or blurred print.
Most large libraries buy chiefly through agents. 1 This practice is
· almost universal for foreign books.
Mr. J. Winter Jones says:
'

The em]_Jloymen:t of agents for the purchase of books is not always the most economical ·mo<lc of procedure, excepting in the ~ase of purchases at auctions, or in
foreign countries where the transactions are large and extencl over several countries.

The division on the minor question whether it is better to buy books
in cloth or paper covers is probably fairly represented by returns from
37 libraries, 27 of which prefer cloth and 10 paper or sheets. The points
in favor of cloth are that the books are ready for immediate u e, aml
that a cloth binding marks the volume as a new book. The last argument, of course, has no weight with libraries that cover their book ·
but iu others it is well worth consideration. Mr. Greenwood 2 says:
There is absolutely no economy in buying 2s. novels in sheets for ls. 4.d. and lrn.vi nrr
them bound in l eather for, say, ls. 4.d. extra, making the first ost of the books 2 · d.
It is mu ·h cheaper in the end and more jndicions to take the, •ear out of the original
"b inding ven though it be ouly paper boarcls, as there is al ways a ri k of book b iog
in c1 mnnd, and the cost of bindi11g them i thrown away, to say nothing of the disproportionn.t ·harge for 1,inding thrown on the arly year of the library.

I w 11 mpha ize the " on't r garding Hie I urchase of ub ripti n ook.· fr m agent.
pecial1y in part'. Exception, of cour e may
ma 1 in favor of work: like th• C ntury and urra
di tionari ·
Ther are few u ·rip i u books that au not e obtained hrou h
r p rtin"' 2l iuclndiu g all tho larger in titntion · f,nor
'p. 7 .
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regula.r trade channels, and very few indeed that can not be bought far
below the subscription price by waiting a little while.
Bargains may be obtained from secondhand dealers; but as a rule
they know the value of books and put prices but little below a good
library discount. The best field for bargains is the auction room, where
the secondhand dealers replenish their stocks. A good rule is. not to
buy any old books (unless immediately needed) except at a bargain~
Remember always that any one of 100 or 1,000 or perhaps 10,000 books
is needed by you as much as an y other. Buy the one or the ten, that
you can obtajn at one-half to one-tenth price.
Yet here a word of caution should be given to the zealous and conscientious librarian. In llis anxiety to make the most of his book fund
he may save $10 in money at the expense of $20 worth of time. Judgment must decide what is true and what false economy.
Books sent to newspaper s for review may often be obtained at a very
liberal discount.
Libraries in the same city should avoid duplicating expensive works.
Libraries with small means should not spend on a single costly work
of interest to few- and seldom used by them-a sum that would buy
20, or perhaps 100, volumes that would be in constant and profitable use
by many.
All the judgment and care that can be given to the :finances of a
library with a view t o securing as large a sum as possible for books can
:i;i.ot prevent the proportionate increase of other expenditures. Insurance, for example, may b e doubled or trebled in a few years; it costs
more to keep a large building clean than a . small one; and with the
growth and expansion of the library and its work there is necessarily a
constant increase in the salary rolL Therefore, the ratio of expenditure
for books h as no significance unless all the circumstances are known. 1
Economics.-Besides the larger savings that judgment and care
may effect in the chief items of expenditure, there are numberless little
economies whi ch in t h e course of a year may reach a considerable
aggregate. There is no economy fo poor tools and appliances. In business it is often the latest machiner y that makes the margin of profit;
but rough notes may be made an d :fig uriu g don e on a scratch block or
waste paper as well as on fine note paper. E ven such intelligent and
couscientiou s persons as librarians are sometimes wasteful. It is the
executive's duty to look after the pence as well as t h e pounds, remembering that every <l.ollar saved means anoth er book. Great corporations
<lo not scorn the iucome from office waste b asket s. Binding2 offers an
excellent field for exercise of judgment an<l. oversight in the interest of
economy.
'Reports from about 30 librnrics give 3½ to 80 per cent for b ooks . Tho l ast is from
a library recentl y established . Omitting that , tho aver age js a little above 25 per
cent.
2 F or technical points sco D . V . R. John ton's a1t icl c on bin ding.
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In every detail it depends on the executive's judgment whether
money and time (which is money) shall be wasted on unnecessary things
or things of minor importance. The collating and covering of all books
are i1lnstrations. Both a.re unnecessary and wasteful. The latter iG
espectally unwise as well as. wasteful, and is, I am glad to say, adhered
to by but few libraries. In many other details the decision must
depend on circumstances, of which the librarian should be the best
judge. Here, as elsewhere, the librarian should look sharply about him
at all times and culfrvate that sixth sense that is developed. in the
schoolmaster of seeing anything th:1t is wrong. In a large library he
can not give constant supervision to all details; bnt he should learn
the art of quick: and effective samplin g.
Executive a1ld staff-There is no more important function of the
executive than that involved in his relation to his staff. It is, indeed,
the very sum a;nd center of the executive department, for all orders of
the board, as well as all action lying within the librarian's initiative,
must be executed through assistants; ancl the effective organization
and oversight of his s:taff is, therefore, the prime duty of the librarian
as: executive officer. But little has been heretofore published on the
subject. The one point on which librarians are unanimous and on
which all disinterested trustees must agree is that the choice of assistants should be left practically in the hands of the librarian, and that
appointments and promotio:n s should be on the basis of civil-service
refOTm. A,s the resolution adopted at the Buffalo conference pnts it:
Efficiency in library ac1ministrntion can best be obtained through tho application
of the. canlinal principles of an enlightened ciyil service, viz, the absolufo exclusion
of all politicn1 and personn.l influence, ap:r>ointment for definitely ascertained fitness,
promotion for mCTit, an<l. retention during goo<l behavior.

In 7 libraries out of 37 reporting, the appointment of assistants is
left entirely to the librarian; in 8 they are practically appoiuted by
the librarian; in 18 the librarian suggests and the board a_p11oints; in
2 the board appoints without consulting the librarian. To this number, I presume-, may be added2 that do not answer the question, and I do
not wonder at unwillingness to confess so humiliating a fact. Appointments should be left, not absolutely, but practically, to the librarian.
The absolute power may be a burc.lensome nnd dangerous respon ibility
for a librarian even when backed by civil-service rules. For what I
regard as the best plan for securing efficient a ·i tauts I refer to li
K 1 o' · explanation of her appi·entice y tem.
I ch of the :ncce s of a libr~ ry, m: of a business lion e, cl pend on
th cffe ·tiv r 0 ·anizati n of the staff. Ent thi , with th di tribution
and the mooted quc ·tions of specialization ver ns all-rournl
l-~ 1 -~l clrre ancl trainiu 0 ·, a 1 <livi ion of labor by kind of work ver. r ·
<1 1v1 1 n Yd partment., an<l all th r detail"' come within the , p f
r. · Till'.: rticlc (p. 71-,). In 1>~ '."ing Ir commend ar fnl r adin::, r
}! : ',<1~ h GI rk ·. arti ·l , 11 I p r m ntal Ii rarie. ' (L. j. 1 :
- ' ): ·luch I , m in liu
t think will f rm the n xt tuge in h
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evolution of librri,ry organization. Thus far the process bas been division along lines of work, a process of analysis which r.e.ay be succeeded
by a new syuthesis as set forth by l\1iss Clarke.
I venture a few general observations from my own experience and
thought.
In a library, as in a school system, everything <lepen<ls on effective
supervision. Whatever plan of organization is adopted, it should provide for thorough supervision through different grades up to the executive head. This is one of the principal elements of success in" running
a hotel," which is, not unadvisedly, taken as the sign and Rynonym of
executive abilitf.
The librarian should allow his assistants to work in their own ,nty
unless he can show that it is a decidedly inferior way. Give general
directions to a messenger and see whether he has · ingenuity enough to
work out the details; consult with the assistant who fa to have immediate charge of a piece of work, or let him devise a plan and submit it
to you for approval or amendment. Everyone can work best in his own
way, and will take more interest in the execution of a plan he has
originated or assisted in preparing.
The librarian should fake a personal interest in his assistants ~lown
to the youngest page. He should encourage them in self-im1,rovement;
he should fairly and favorably represent them to the trustees, securing,
so far as possible, their due in hours, opportunities, and salaries. It
also goes without saying that he should stand between his assistants
arnl unfounded complaints or unreasonable criticism from the public.
He should constantly consult with beads of departments and more or
less frequently have general meetings for instruction and discussion.
Librarian as secretary of the board.1-Service as its secretary
brings the librarian into closer relations with the governing board and
I think strengtheus his authority as executive. Returns from 37 libraries show 15 in which the librarian acts as secretary and 22 in which he
does not; 17 think the librarian should; 13 think not; 3 are doubtful,
and 4 give no answer. One librarian who is not secretary thinks suclt
an arrangement "most uesirable," adding that the relations of boards
and librarians are not sufficiently cordial and confidential.
In a large library it is easy for the libtar ian to allow his whole time
and energy to be absorbed by the details of his duties as executive to
tho neglect of tlie literary or librarian's side of his work. He should
stTive against this. He should not who11y sink the librarian in the
director. He should not permit his executive duties to deprive him
of all opportunity to act as literary and educational adviser to the
public. He should spare somo t ime and strength for reading and
study for his own mental growth. This caution may be unnecessary.
Up to recent years the great danger has been of the opposite extreme.
The proper adjustment depends on circumstances and calls for the
1 ,

ee also J?. P . Hill's nrticlo, 11,747.
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exercise of judgment. In the same library the ratio will vary at different periods. The business man who keeps his books himself is likely
to lose thereby three times the salary of a bookkeeper.
Colonel Higgrnson says: "The librarian should not have too much
to do. If he does he can not look over the whole ground." Having
so organized his staff as to make his work chiefly that of supervision
he will have time to attend to the larger interests of the library, including the comparative study of methods. In making choice of methods
and machinery he must keep in view the end and aim of the library,
which is always and everywhere to serve the public-its public. He
should seek methods that have been tried and proved efficient under
similar circumstances, remembering that "an ounce of Vineland is better than a pound of cosmography." He should never lose sight of
fundamental principles, which as President W. I. Fletcher said in his
address at Lakewood (L.j. 14: 155), will be found "very largely along
the lines of simplicity and tried effectiveness rather than along those
of elaborateness and theoretically exact arrangement of details." He
should be on his guard "against the twin irrationalities of an undue
reverence for the ancient and an overweening ardor for novelties."
M~. J. Winter Joues says:

' 'rri;c

points to be aimed at in both lending and reference libraries are rapidity and
accuracy of service and record. To effect this everything * " * should be as
simple as possi b_1e.
· It does not necessarily follow that a method or system which is adapted to one
library is best for all. There are no qualities which will supplement eveu a little
1
teclrnic_al knowledge so efficiently as good judgment and practical common sense.

These last six words form an excellent summary of what is required
in the executive department. The scope an<l. meaning of '' common
sense" as applied to library management is fully and admirably shown
in the address of President C. A. Cutter at the St. Louis conference.
I began marking passages for quotation, but found the marking so
numerous that I must conteut myself with an urgent recommendation
of the address as a summary of sound doctrine. Like a certain cookbook that a housekeeper of forty years' experience pronounces the best
sbe bas ever seen, it deals not with particular recipes bnt with the fundamental principles that must underlie all library management. It i
not novice ' alone tlrnt may profit by occasionally rereading it.
Thi I aJ er ha had tue public library in view; but general princip1
ar the ' ame, and mod.iii atiou · will be ol>vious. The funu of
th li rary may b ·o inadequate that a competent librarian an not
mp1oy l. The library mu t th u depend. on the volunteer work of
trn . t .· ne f ·w hom, r a committee of , born, become he real
ut t r 1iz it bi rll t po ibi1iti a library h uld
mp t •ut lihra1ian a· it · x ·uti e 11 a<l., anu with the lar(Te t
ll w ·r: • ncl r ·p 11 . i ili i
• 1 t
ay in hi I ro iu
'Ant
ar
• 1t nullu . .'
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It should be the aim of the executive to make his library approximate as nearly a£ possible to Mr. Ford's test of the perfect library
(L.j. 18: 179), where· "a verbal 'I want--,' is followed by an instant
delivery of the book"; and, as the writer said in a former paper,1
"Success will depend less on choice of methods than on vigor and
tl10roughness of execution.
'For forms of government let fools con test;
Whate' er is best administered is best.'"
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ACCESSION DEP ARTMEN'.1'.

By GARDNE it MAYNARD JOXES,
Librarian, Salem Public Library-, Salem, Mass.
[The writer has not thought it necessary to give the authority for each statement.
The annexed bibliography gives fuller information. 2 J

Scope.-The accession department includes selection; buying, and
accessioning of books-that is, the business side of the formation of the
library.
Who shall select books ?-Final authority should. rest with the
full board of trustees, which generally acts through a book committee.
This should be composed of the members most familiar with literature
but of catholic tastes, so as not to run to hobbies. But as the average
1
Report on aids and guides at Mil waukce conference, 18 6, L. j. 11: 309-30.
- One of tho fullest discus ions at Chicago wns on this paper, and the proceedings
should be read with it as supplemental.
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committee can not give the proper time and thought to this work, the
choice should be left practically to the librarian,. who best knows the
demands and needs of readers. The committee should work in harmony with him, check any tendency to whims, determine the general
policy; and all purchases, unusual either in character or cost, should be
referred to them. If promptness in adding new books is desired, the
librarian should have authority to buy, within certain limits, between
board meetings.
In large libraries the best selection is secured by cooperation of persous in charge of special departments; in college libraries, by professor~.
Lists of books may often be submitted to specialists for criticism antl
suggestion. ,
Readers should be requested to suggest books, either in a book or on
slips provided for the purpo~e, and such books should be bought so far
as practicable. If one reader cares .enough for a book to ask for it,
others may read it. By this method, the library is kept well in touch
with readers.
Selection of books.-Thc Library of Congress, the British l\foseurn ,
and the other great national libraries collect, rather than select, books.
They aim to be complete in all departments. Special ·libraries, such as
that of the Surgeon-General's Office at Washington, endeavor to obtain
every publication in their special line.
Nearly all libraries, however, are limited in various ways, and are
obliged to select carefully from the vast field of literature.
The character of the library largely determines the character of purchases. A college library buys a different class of books from a free
public library, and an agricultural library differs in its needs from a
theological seminary. College libraries and lilm1,ries of historical and
scientific societies may be considered as .special libraries (often, l.towevcr, having several specialties), and they must buy with tllis in view.
What follows applies particularly to general liuraries, both public
and subscription, though much will also be useful to spec.ial librarie .
Fiction buying is not considerecl, as this belongs to another paper.
The :principal factors in selectiug books are the character of reader
the greatest good of tho greatest number, and the amount of available
fund . The srna11er the fonds the more difficult i the selection.
The kil d of readers should first be considered. A manufactnriu
town n els books on it special iudu. tries; a
a port tho e on tllc
0 · au ·hip. fi.·h. ri
· a comm rcial city, tho eon counnerc , bankiu(T
financ , political ecouom T; a 1f 1wing village, those on agl'i •ul ure and
dome ·tic anirn, 11::i. A. lit ra.ry community re nir a larger proportion
f bo l·: on lit rary, hj ·t ric. I, and~ rt nbj ·t:. If the pl, c cont, iu
r ·: : r: of for •i gi1 Ian ua 0 ·c. l; ok._· ,·hould be bong 1t for hem rem ml mg owe· r tlu t in our ·ountry, 11 r-,ho·11d 1 arn Eno·li b. P pul. 1: amu · m nt · , h ul<l h cat r <l t by bnyin<>· books on huntin<T.
111 ~ th t ·• t r; • · 1 · 11 ·, nl gam · ·, etc. It i: al~o ne e sar · to
fi
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supplement the courses of instruction in the public schools and bigher
institutions of learning, not forgetting public museums, picture galleries, etc. If there are literary or scientific clubs, books should be
bought to meet their ne.e ds. Children should be encouraged to read
good books by buying interesting, well written, and accurate. books of
history, science, and literature, as well as good fiction. Local interest
should be fostered by buying freely books on local history and science,
and those by local authors. In short, the library should be. the intellectual center of the place, ever striving to keep in advance of its readers, and,. so far as it: properly can, buying what the people demand.
This principle le.ads to avoiding works not wanted, such as those in .
unused foreign languages. The librarian should keep track of coming
events, and see thG,t the. library is provided with the books for which
the.r.e is.sure to be. a future demand. He should avoid personal hobbies
and be impartial on all controversial questions.
Manifestly the prop0rtion of subj.ects must vary greatly in different
libraries. The following is the scale adopted for the .A. L. A .. model
library of 5,000 vohunes at Chicago, according to the Dewey classification,:
General works .... _... ___ .. ____ . ______ . __ . _... ___ .. _. ___ .. ____ .- . ____ ..... __ . _
Philosophy ________.. ____ •. ____ . _____ •. _____ . . . ____ . ____ . _______ . __ ... __ . _...-. __ .
Religion ___ .. ___ . _________ .-·--- __ . ___ •.. ____ ... _.. _____________ .... __ .... _ . _..

100
100
300 _

300
Sociology ____ ·----··-----··-- -··---···- - ·--·---···----··- ---··----- ____ ·· -··
Philology .. _... ____ .. ____ .... ___ . _____ ___________ .. ____ . _____ ... __ . _.. ... __ .. . 50
400
Science _____ .. ___ . _____ . __________ . _________ .. _____ . ____ .. ____ . _________ . ~ . .
300
l Tseful arts·----· __________ ·----- __________ ·----·---· ____ ···-·· -·-··_________
Fino arts····-· __ ____________________ -·-· ______ ·- -·-----··--·--·--···--···---·_
200
Literature ____ ·-·- _______ ___________ --··-·--- ______ __________ ·---·· ______ ....
600
Biography. ____ .. _____ .. _______ .. ____ • ____ . ___ ... _________ . _ . __ . _. _. _. ___ ...
500
History. ___ . ____ .... _. _. __ .. _.. __ . _.. ___ ... ___ . . __ ... _. __ . _. _.. _. ______ . ___ .
G50
Travels ______ . _______ . ____________ . ____ . ___ _. ____________________ . _____ _____ 500
Fiction . __ . __ .... ___ . ___ . __ .. ___ . __ . ____ .. _.. _..... _.. _. _ .. _. - . . - - - .... . - ... 1,000
Total . __ ..... _. __ . _ . _. ___ ...... ___ .. ____ . _____ . ___ . _. ___ .... __ . . .. __ . . 5, 000

In iibraries of 10,000, 20,000, or 50,000 vo1umes, re81)ectively, tlle
proportions would differ.
If me-ans are small, expensive works should not be bought when
there are good cheaper ones covering tho same field. A library with
an income of only $100 a year for books can not afford to spend $75
upon the Century Dictionary; neither would it buy Nicolay and Hay's
Lifo of Lincoln. Tlle greatest good of the greatest number demands
tliat the money be spent for an assortment of books of more moderate
cost and upon a variety of subjects. This rule holds good for all
libraries, for none are so situated that they can buy everything. It is
doubtful if the t.a::.•qmyers' money should be expended on such littleu ed luxuries as first editions of Shakspere or of the Ooh1mbus letter.
Popular circulating Ubral'ies honld prefer good editions iu one volume to those in two or more Yolumes. l\'.Iauy readers never get beyond
the fir t volum .
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· It is economy to buy good editions, not necessarily the most expensive, but those well edited, well printed on good paper, in good-sized
type, arc as desirable for public as for private libraries. The form of
the book is an education in itself, and experience shows that good
books, well bound, are better cared for than poor ones, even by the
uneducated reader.
Reference books and those on science and useful arts should always
be in the latest edit.ions. Earlier editions have their historical value,
but should be left to the special libraries. Books on zoology, geology,
and botany should be by American in preference to foreign authors,
unless the subject is treated from a general standpoint or the author is
a leader in thought.
It is often a q ucstion how far the moderate-sized public library should
buy special books. In general it may be said, '' Do not buy the tools for
trades." Draw the line between the science of law and law as a trade.
It must also be remembered that the professions are more independent of the public library than the trad<·s. Buy books for the mechanic
rather than for the capitalist. The following specialties should generally be avoided: School text-books, sectarian books, partisan politi·..c-a:Fbooks, works in foreign and classical languages (this depends on
'local conditions, however), early English literature of only limited interest, · technical treatises on law, medicine, and theology, genealogies
(except of local families), and antiquated books, such as old histories,
chemistries, etc.
Col. T. W. Higginson's "Plan for the selection of books," a report
prepared for the trustees of the Cambridge public library, is a careful
study of the principles which should guide a library in choosing book ·
In connection with this should be read Mr. Griswold's criticism and
Colonel Higginson's reply. (L. }. 15: 110-111.)
Miss Coe's paper, "Should American literature be specially favored
in our libraries~" (L. j. 15: 101-104) is a strong plea for a full repre entation of American books.
After the general policy of the library has been determined, what is
the be t method of compiling the purcha e lists 1
Catalog· of other libraries of the ame general character and of good
standing are among the best guides, remembering-, how ver, that ever"j
library accumulates m re or le uncle irable book through error in
pur ·ha e or iudL,·criminate ac eptanc of gift . Al o, that an catalog
· n b om antiquated, a, good book are contiuually 1> ing replaced
by la r au<l b tt r ne ' .
Y •ral list: f b :t
f wld ·l i:
'·) mak
ook: n<
\ r1c .
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always useful, particularly such as are annotated. For such bibliographies consult the List of Bibliographical Works in the Reading Room
of the British lVIm,eum, Handbook for Readers in the Boston Public
Library, and Indexes to Recent Reference Lists issued by the Harvard
College Library; also, Growoll's Bookseller's Library.
These catalogs and bibliographies are only available in buying the.
books of the past. For current literature other sources must be consulted. The Publisher's Weekly (N. Y.) contains tbe fullest lists of
books published in the United States or imported in-editions, and the
notes are often useful, though not critical. Lists of English books may
be found in the Bookseller (London).
In many Sunday-sch ool libraries all books are carefully read by the
committee before buyin g, but for public libraries this is impracticable.
Reviews in the leading periodicals, such as the Nation, Critic, Literary
World, and Book.buyer, supplemented for English books by the Athenreurn, Academy, and Saturday Review, are useful in making selections. Special publications are best for many classes of books, such
as Science aud Nature for scientific publications; engineering periodicals for books on mechanical subjects; the Electrical Review and
Electrical World for books on electricity, etc. But various reasons
prevent placing full confidence in reviews. This has been pointed out
by Mr. George Iles in bis paper, "The evaluation of literature" (L.j.
17: c 18), and be proposes a system of cooperative reviewing, in which
tbe re-,iews shall be impartial and written with due regard to public
library needs.
.
The difficulty of selecting :fiction, mainly because novels are so often
jn<lge<l from the literary rather than the moral standpoint, has lead to
several suggestions for publishing annotated lists of new books specially for library use. Such lists were given in earlier volumes of the
Library Journal, but were discop_tinncd. The Massach1~setts Library
Club has recently com:iclered the subject, but has been obliged to defer
the plan for the present.
Buying duplicates.-A question asked by the A.. L. A.. committee
is, How much do you duplicate popular books f The answer can not be
satisfactorily tabulated, but the following appears to be a fair statement of American pra.ctice. Reference libraries seldom duplicate
unless divided into separate departments 7 in which case extra copies
of certain books may be necessary. College libraries often require
several copies of books used by classes. The subscription libraries,
such a the New York Mercantile, buy freely of new books in demand
(L. j. 14: 371). The best managed public libraries, if fonds allow, buy
many extra copies of the best books, but avoid much duplicating of
ephemeral book . Demand for the latter soon dies out and leaves the
extra copies u11use<l.
It is better to buy 10 extra copies of a wholesome book wanted by
the public than one copy of 10 other books which will 11ot be read.
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Specialization.-Lack of funds and the principle of adaptation to
constituency has led librarfaus to consider specializing. While it is
a great waste to duplicate expensive works or long sets in different
libraries in the same city, it is yet a great convenience to students to
:find all the resources of a city on a giveu subject in one library. An
arrangement between different libraries by which each sha11 mark ont
its special field is very desirable. Every place should have one complete local collection. This should be in the public library, unless there
is a historical society which covers the same field . This speciaUzation
should not prevent each library having as many of the more popular
books as it needs, as they must be brought close to the readers who
will not go elsewhere for them. A list of the special collections in
American libraries, prepared by Messrs. Lane and Bolton, has been published by Harvard University library (Bib. contrib. No. 45).
Ot1t of 181 answers to the A. L . .A. committee's question, 54 libraries
reported no special collections; 49, local collections; 7~ general .American
history, while the others each reported one or more special collections.
Buying.-Buying should be in the hands of one person, preferably the
librarian. Methods depend on the character of the books, whether new
and standard works regularly in the market or those that are old and
scarce.
New books should generaily be bought of one house, unless the library
is a large buyer, when it may be better to divide the trade between several dealers, if they carry different lines in stock. If one bookseller
has all the trade he will t ake special interest in seeing that the library
gets what it wants, though the knowledge that the trade is divided
sometimes acts as a spur to promptness in filling orders.
A large pm·t of the new English books are at once reprinted in the
United States, or e1sc are imported in editions by branch houses or
agents. These can be bought on the same terms as American book ·
Other English books are generally imported by libraries on duty-free
certificates at a saving of about 25 per cent. Instead of employing
foreign agents, it is now generally considered better to order through
the regular .American agent, or else through a firm that makes a pecialty of importing. The cost, after adding consul's fees, insurance, etc.,
is about the ame, while the librarian i saved annoyance of cu tomhou ·e en riei::i., and it i in every way easier to deal with an American
ag nt.
B ok Iler ar gen rally glad to ,·cud new uook · on approval, but
' fr ight both ways must be paid by the cu ·tomer this i. e. p 1dYe to
librarie at a i tanc . 13 can c f tlrn expense of <'arriag , a1 o Ill< 11
· Jnntry librade: ar blig cl t lmy le : fr qu ntly. If pr< ticabl the
hoc l· ·ommittee 10nl<l m ·ct~ t l , , t wice a, month, uule. th . lilJrari, n
1m · :rn hority t buy be w nm ti110",' ,
~ · u o1· 1t 11<1 b
ou,,·ht a·. o n a: pn li ·he<l, for wo r a. n :
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2. Because many books are soon out of tlle market and ca,11 only be
procured at extra price, or with extra delay, specially if published
abroad .
English books can often be had cheaper a fmy months after publication, either as ''remainders" or from the great circulating libraries.
The saving on the fatter, however, is often more apparent than real, as
they soon need rebinding. Many ex11ensive English books are soon
republished in cheaper editions. Only experience will guide when to
buy at once and when to wait for cheaper editions or secondhand copies.
It is seldom wise to attempt to deal directly with. publishers, even if
they make slightly better terms, as extra express on small parcels soon
eats up extra discounts. Only part of the books bought being published
l>y the larger houses, it will always be necessary to buy a large proportion of the retail bookseller, and it is not well to deprive bim of the
advantage of buying in large quantities and compel him to supply only
books on which. there is small profit. He will be almost sure to recoup
himself in some way. The same principle holds good with regard to
the exceptionany large discounts offered by some dealers. These can
only apply to what the trade calls '' regular books," and if extra discounts are made on these, extra prices are generally charged for the
"special books." In buying b ooks, as well as other merchandise, it is
best to select such firms as have a reputation for honest dealing and
pay them a price that will give a living profit.
Of course a library distant from book centers must expect to pay local
dealers s9mewhat higher prices, but so far as possible the local bookseller-under this term is not included those dealers who usurp the
name of bookseller while their ~tock is- mainly stationery, wall paper,
and fancy goods-should be encouraged, as tho bookstore and the
library help each other. A well-stocked bookstore, kept by an intelligent bookseller, is au intellectual gain to any community, and in a
different way it does the same kind of work as the public library. It
is a great pity that the present condition of the tra<le has driven out
many of tho more intelligent dealers.
Certain books, including most so-called "subscription books," are
seldom found iu bookstores till some time after publication. While
most "subscription books" are unworthy a place in the library, yet
many desirable and indispensable works have been so published. Somo
librarians refuse to buy of traveling agents, but if a book is wanted
immediately it is often best to get it through the channel chosen by its
publisher. Publishers seem to have learned that it is for their advantage to employ a better class of canvassers, for the blusterer, determined
to force his book on the buyer by any means, fair or foul, is mostly one
of the past, or at least seldom enters the library. ·
Many of the smaller libraries buy only new books, but the larger
librarie , and those buying in special lines, need many books that are
out of print, even if not scal'ce. The c genera11y can not be bought as
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wanted, but must be patiently sought. The principal sources are
secondhand bookstores and auction rooms, personal search in secondhand stores being most effective. The books can then be examined,
and the secondhand bookseller is generally as ready as the dealer in
new books to send his goods on approval. Make the bookseller your
confidant if wanting out-of- the-way boo ks, specially if on a given subject.
You may in some cases l.utve to pay more, but you will secure books
otherwise overlooked. The following extract from Mr. Growoll's Bookseller's Library is as true for book buyers as for booksellers:
Then there is tho wcll-reacl customer [or bookseller], who on occasions may be
induced to give a hint or information concerning_ol<l or new books not easily got in
any other way. * * ,. Take such men into your confidence; their assistance will
often save you hours of study.

· Many secondhand dealers issue partial catalogs. 'These should be
carefullv examined for books that are on the "short" list or that may
be wanted. It is hardly necessary to warn buyers to see that the
books are perfect and of the best edition. Titles are often twisted in
order to present them in the most attractive way. A leading New
York secondhand bookseller used to say that the secret of cataloging
.is -to enter the same· book in half a dozen different places in the same
., catalog in such a manner that the reader shall never discover it.
The same caution holds in auction buying, and in no case should
books be bought at auction except after personal inspection before
sale. If the librarian can not ·b e present, a secondhand bookseller will
act as a.gent for a moderate commission. Whether buying in person or
through an agent, a limit should be fixed for each item before the sale.
Otherwise one· may be carried away by his enthusiasm when the bidding is lively. If an honest, well-informed agent is employed much
may be left to his discretion.
Scarce books may often be secured by advertising in book trade and
literary periodicals. · Some libraries publish lists of wants with their
annual reports, specially of volumes needed to complete sets of periodicals and transactions of societies. This often secures a gift of tbe
missing parts. If making special collections, acquaintance with other
co1lectors in the ame line may ofteu lead to advantageou exchange
of dnplicates.
Every librarian is recommended to stu dy carcfu11y Growoll Booksen r's Library. Familiarity with its contents will nable the librarian
t m , the book. eller on more equal terms to their mutual advantag ·
It would al. l>e w 11 for librarian. to hav
ome practical exp rience
t. il o 1-: r : , n<l fo bool-. 11 r to b inform cl a to library
lto<l, ( ncl Y• t mati • iuliogrc 11y,
h foll win · fa ·t.· w •re r n°·ht ut by tl1 inqnm
rar · 1'11 1 for th
. 1. \ . <' mparativ
.·bibit.
f 153 librari
qn ·tion
Wlic t p r · nt lo ·on lmy at au ·ti
1
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cent. The question, "What per cent from secondhand catalogs f" was
answered by 149; 57 say ''none," 37 ''few," 40 not over 10 per cent, and
14 from 10 to 50 per cent; 1 says "large." As might be expected, tile
smaller public libraries buy few or no books by either of these methods.
On the other hand, the larger and more specialized libraries must secure
much of their accessions either through auction or secondhand catalogs.
Order systen1.-WJ1en purchases are small no special order system
is required, except to keep a copy of orders sent and check off items
when received so as to make sure that all orders are :filled and none
duplicated. The larger libraries, however, :find it necessary to ·adopt
some well-planned system of keeping track of orders. That of the
Harvard University library may serve as a sample and is here
described.
The basis of this system is the order slip, which starts with the professor or other person recommending, and whose :final destination is
the official card· catalog:
Book number. ______ .. Author or editor_ _________ -----· .... ·---··.·-··
Ordered .... ····-· ....
Received_··-··--·-·-· Title···-··· ························ ----····--Fund ....... - ........ .
HARVARD COLLE GE
LIBRARY ORDER
SLIP.

-~*" Do not write in
the corner above.
Remarks may be
made on the back of
this card.

Edition ... ... P]ace ......... Publisher .... ·-··.
Date ... - ... Veils ........ Size ... _. .. Price ... ··-Sign your name . .. _...... [Ifther_e is urgent need,]
write haste here.

ancl the date ............ ·-·· .. ·--- .. ·--- ... .

The following is the history of such a slip: When received it is
dated and an assistant verifies and completes details of title, edition,
publisher, etc., and sees if the book is already in the library or ordered.
This assistant checks the slip, which then goes to the librarian for
approval. If approved it is stamped; if not, the person recommending
is notified, if he is a person entitled (except by courtesy) to hand in
titles for buying. The slip then passes to an assistant who orders the
book on a regular form containing printed instructions to the agent.
The Hbrary has agents in London, Paris, Leipzig, Florence, Copenhagen, Madrid, and several in this count.ry. The slip is then stamped
with date and name of agent, and the number of the order is written
on it. A press copy of the order is then taken, after which it is signeu
by the librarian. A memorandum of estimated cost is then entered
under the allotment from the book fund from which it is to be paid.
As experience shows that a large proportion of the orders can not be
immediately filled, it is generally safe to exceed by 25 per cent the
appropriation for any given year. The order slip is then :filed.
When a shipment is unpacked the books are laid on a counter in
order of invoice, which is checked. Order slips are then picked out
by mvoice, iuvoices being arra11ged by the agent according to order
ED 93--52
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numbers. Date of reception is stamped on sliv, also in copy uook
against the order. The slip is })laced in the book and the librarian
loo1~s-0ver thD books and a~signs each to its book fund, which is written
on tlrn invoice against each item. The books are then collated and the
. pcrs-on recmnm.m1ding ·notified. If 110 wishes tbe book at -0nce, a pink
.sli1) of paper is placed in the book and it is pushed through in a hurry,
otherwise it take:s the usual course. Name of library and date of reception are stam1,ea on back of title-page and fund written below, book11late, -date slip for charging, and back label are pasted, and the book
is entered on shelf list 1 and then goes to catalog.er. The order slip is
left iu the book and as -cards .are written, it is corrected and fond and
shelf mark are fi.lletl in. After curds are revised the order slip is filed
in the official catalog.
To keep tra-ck of books in the lrnn<ls of the catalogers and 11revent
ordering books already received, a temporary slip for each book received
is written (much abbreviated) and kept in a box till books bave gone to
shelf and cards into catalogs. Each slip has a number stamped at the
top and a sma1ler slip with the same number on it is placed in the book
with the -author's last name or first word of title written on it. When
book goes to shelf this slip is taken out. When a number of such slips
have accumulated they are used to pick out the corresponding slips
from the box. Au inspection of the number shows how many books
have been received for cataloging in any given time.
During the checking of the invoice, reports on boo.ks not sent are
indorsed on tue order slip, also particulars as to partially filled order ,
after which the slip is returned. to the order dn1,wcr. .A.. '' continuatiou
catalog,' 7 partly on cards and partly in a book, is used for keeping track
of serials.
In a small library all the processes of the above order system are not
necessary, but it forms a good outline for adoption whenever the number of orders is larger.
Disposal of duplicates.-Nearly every library accumulates duplicates, mo tly through gifts. While many of these have little apparent
value, yet it must be remembered. that every book has its proper place
awaiting it. An old editi-0n of a schoolbook is uselc sin the circulatin g d e1)artment of a public library, but may he indispensable to the
American Anti uarian Sodety or the Essex In titute. The odd report
of a soci ty may be just what i needed l>y another library to corupl t
it file.
Th
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.tion room, Lnt the attendant expense Tenders this undesirable unless
for books of considerable value. Tho same holds tn10 with regard to
selling through a book.seller on commission.
A central clearing house for duplicates has been suggested, hut here
also the expense of handling must be considered. It is doubtful if
there would be sufficient business to reduce the pro rata cost to contributing libraries to a moderate :figure, and the State or National
Government has hardly reached the point of undertaking this work a t
the e.::s:pense of ta.xpayers. 1 Dr. Ames's exchange of public documents
might be cited against this view, but in this case the work is confined
to the publications of tho National Government which t1ro published for
free distribution.
I.tor these reasons, libraries will generally have to depend, in the near
future as in the past, on private anangements, either for cash sales or
for exchanges with other libraries or collectors.
A few years since, the Columbia College library inaugurated a system
of briefly cataloging duplicates on slips which we.re arranged by subjects. If another library desired books on a given subject, the slips for
this subject were mailed. The order could be given by simply separa t ing tllc slips of books desired. The list of special collections in
American libraries will be useful iu fi.ndmg possible customers for
many odd. books.
Gifts.-Diligcnt advertising and. begging will generally secure many
gifts, ranging from wllole libraries to the refuse of the garret. Even
tlle latter may contain long-desired books or missing l)eriodicals. It is
not necessary tllat all gifts be added to the library, and they should be
received with tlle understanding tbat they may be sold or exchanged if
duplicates or unsuitable. It costs money to catalog and store books,
and those outsid.e the library's :field should be rigidly excluded. Individuals interested in particular subjects may often bo induced to contribute either books or money to build up some special department. It
is undesirable that gifts of miscellaneous books should be sllelved by
themselves. They should. be distributed througll the library with their
respective subjects. All gifts should. be acknowledged at the time, as
we1l as in the annual report.
Collation.-Librarians differ widely as to this. Some collate everything, others only the more expensive works and those containing
plates, while still other experienced lib1'arians collate nothing. The
argument urged against collation is that it costs more than the occasional loss of au imperfect book. It is true that most publishers are
1 Since writing the above wo learn that tho Now York State library will soon open
its clearing house for duplicates. Books when received. aro appraised an<l. tho library
is entitled to draw out an C(J_nal amount from tho stock on lrnnd at prices at which
they wero received. This is free for Tow York lilJmrios only, and tlie cost of handling is borno by tho State because of tlio great practical value to all its libr::tries.
It is proposed to allow libraries outside New York to sh:iro tho advantages on payment of the actual cost of tlio State's service, no allowance being made for profit.
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willing to replace imperfect books years later if possible, but experieuce shows that imperfections, even if noticed by the reader, are often
not reported till after many years, when the book may be out of print.
The safer rule is to collate all purchases, but a show of hands at the
Chicago conference indicated the general opinion that it is desirable to
collate only expensive works.
Accession book.-The accession book is the business record of the
library and is the first place where books should be entered. It should.
be accurately kept, so that it may be sworn to in court as a true statement of the contents of the library at any given time. The form of this
book was one of the first subjects considered by the A. L. A. coopera,
' tion committee, and their deliberations, resulted in the "A. L.A. standard accession book," _now made by the Library Bureau.
The facts given in this book are as follows:
Date of accession.
Accession number [consecutive].
Class number.}
Book number. These form the call number.
Volume.
Author.
Title.
Place and publisher.
Date.
Pages.
Size.
Binding.
Source. [Fund, and of whom bought, or giver.]
Cost.
Remarks. [Condition, rehinding, withdrawal.]

An introduction contains rules for entering and a list of library abbreviations. Each volume has a separate line and bears its own accession
number. If it is worn out or lost it is marked "withdrawn," which end
its history. The copy replacing is given a new num~)er.
Many libraries, considering the size of the '' Standard" .(35 by 30 cm.)
too cumbrous and costly, adopt the "Condensed accession book" (..,5 by
20 cm.), which contains the same items but allows less space for entry.
In the Library Journal, v. 3 ( ee bibliography), will be found a discu ·
ion on the accession book, Mr. Win or claiming that it is unnece ary
and that the business entries might better be included in the helf 1i ·t.
No oth r librarian came forward in upport of his argument , and it
m Yb ·on ider d that th question ha been definitely settled, and iu
favor f th
. L. A. standard.
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.As the Harvard College shelf list, including accession entries, has
never been shown in pr-int, it is given below, not for commendation, but
simply as a matter of record:
HA R VARD COLLEGE LIBRARY SHELF UST.

Class - - .

H . C. L.
Book no.

No. vols.

Place.

Title.

Author.

Date.

---

-

Section--.

Brauch--.
Date of
accession .

Size.

Remarks.

Source.

Runs across two pages, 32 lines on a page. Title, not volume, to a
line. Cost and accession number not given.
Withdrawal book.-This is a useful supplement to the accession
book. It was"invented by J.C. Houghton, of the Lynn public library,
and is not yet in general use. .A slightly modified form used by the
Salem public library is as follows:
[Left-hand page.]
Dato. ·

--Mar. 10
Apr. a
3 cm.

I Acc. n o.

Call no.

Author.

Title.

I

I
I

3985
13593
2.5 cm.

917. 2- Bl.
F-1227E.
4 cm.

Bi art, L ..... ... ....... Adv. of Young Naturalist.
Hawthorne, N ........ True Stories.
5cm.
11.5 cm.

[Right-hand page.]
Cause.

Remarks .

Date
Ace no j Call no
replaced.
· · /
·

I

Remarks.

~~~~~- 1----~~-'.-._~--~--I-~_-r-4-c-op-ie_s_l-et-·t.-

D amaged . .... . -~~-· -~o-~-~--~ -- ~---_- ?-.·--~~
-~~-~-: :-:-: :-: :_:_: ,-- ~
--a-_~-:--~-~... _.
vVorn out ..... .
2 cm.
7.5 cm .
2.5 cm.
2.5 cm.

4.5 cm .

-

7 cm .

The width of each column is given in centimeters. The size of the
condensed accession book is well adapted for this.
The principal use of the withdrawal book is to give a fuller record
than can be mad e in the accesRion book of the circumstances attending
the withdrawal of a book. When tllis book is kept the only entry in
the accession book is the date of withdr wal. .Another use is for stati tics. The year's additions in each class can be ascertained from the
acce ion book, tlle withdrawals from the withdrawal book, the differ-
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ence is the net growth in each class. This appears to be the simplest
and most accurate method of keeping these statistics.
Marks of ownership.-As a mark of ownership the name of the
library should always be stamped on title-pages and all maps and
plates not containing letterpress. Also, as the title-page is often lost,.
some other fixed page should be stamped.
An embossing stamp is uest fo r this purpose, as, if it is properly
made, it is impossi_b le to remove completely the impression. A rubber
stamp is sometimes used, but t h is may offset if the book is closed before
dry, and it may bo easily erased by scratcher or emery paper.
A bookplate should be pasted inside the front cover. Besides the
name and address of ·the library, t his should state the source from
which the book was received, if a g ift or bought from a special fund;
also the sbelf mark. Many libraries give date of receipt, but this is
superfluous if the accession num ber is written or stamped in the book.
The pla,t e should not be too large, should l>e legible, with clear spaces
in which t o write the numbers, so t hat these may not be confosed with
the printing or engraving, and sh ould always give the name oft-he
State as well as of the city or town .
For convenience,the pocket or d a t e slip described under loan systems
sl10uld be pasted iu at the same time.
vVe have now considered the variou s processes inv0lved in adding a
book to the library from its r ecommendation to its entry in th e accession book. Its future history, including its shelf location, cataloging,
and use by r eaders, belong t o other chapters.
B IBLIOGRAPHY .

Th e following bibliography is subd ivided in t he same manner as the
body of t.he paper, and un der each h eading the refer ences are arranged
chronologically:
SE LECTION OF DOOJ{S.

\V : F : Sel ect ion of l> ooks (In :, Organization nn dma na.gcment of public
li braries .") United State Burean of Education. Pnblic librari s. (1 76)
p . 479-4.81.
ARRISON, R.
Sel ection and acqu isition of books for a l ibrary. L.j. (1 77 ) . 2:
145-150.

P O OLE ,

H

National libr:tri s should contain everytbillg. Smaller libraries to 1., guided by "util ity" and
"appropriateness." Best selector is librarian working in harmony with :i. competent book
ommitteo. Gifts often unsatisfactory.

A.i:mER.

N,

J . I.

, election and sel

tors of l,ooks.

L.j. (1 77) 2: 150-52.

'o,· rs ame ground as )Ir. Harri on.

llo~n; , II : A.

, lection of hooks for _popular libraric .

L.j. (187 ) 3: 50-51.

I:<:comm nd. pul.Jlic·ation f npproYocl libts of now book iu L.j.

JA~u: , II. I .

,'cl ction f books for tho

J~

r ply to criti i m for lmyin" too lit l'flction.

LnTc.r., ; : T.

4) 9 : 200-10.

Editorial on sam s nbjcct, I~ .j. 0: 207- .

\Vbat h nlil h · <1 n for uu olll library with a limited rn om .

( 1 ;; ) 10 : 21 - -1 .
1r

wtou fr c library . L.j. (1

.

.

onr hbr ry I 1 hln1l tho tim .. in it books, buy_ back Yolumes of I nding p ri di al ,

L.j.
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NEL~ox, C: A.

Choosing and buying books.

L.j. (1887) 12: 155-56.

Buy reference books fr~ely.

How ,Ye choose and buy new books: [ a symposium.]

L. j. (1889) 14: 336-39, 372.

A valuable statem ent of methods of ten l eading libraries contribut ed b;y· their librarians .'

COI~, E. M. Should American literature be specfolly favored in our libraries f
(1890) 15: 101-04 .

L.j.

.Answers. "Yes. " Cites experience of N. Y. free circulating library. The most popular works
aro usually those of American authorship, specially among readers of foreign descant. Discussion, p. 116-117.

HIGGINSON, T:
(1890.)

·w.

Cambri<lge public library.

Plan for tlrn selectiou of books.

.A carnful sto.dy of the principles which should guide tbe book committee.

GRISWOLD, W: M. Choice of books in public libraries, especially at Cambri<lge.
L. j. (1890) 15: 110.
· HIGGINSON, T: W. The Cambridge public library and its critic. L. j. (1890)
15: 110-11.
Fosrnn, W: E. Industrial additions to the Provic1ence public library. L. j. (1890)
15: 144.
Lists· of proposed additions sent to specialists for criticism.

NEiso~, C: A. How the books were bought for our library. L. j. (1890) 15: C 38-39.
GREEN, S: S. Relation of the librarian to the book committee. L. j. (1890) 15:
C 116-17.
ILES, G: Book reviewiug systematized . L. j. (1891) 16: 208.
A cooperative system outlined.

Selection and buying of books. [Mass. Lib. Club disct1ssi011.J L. j. (1892) 17: 172.
Report of committee on preparation of lists for purchase. [Mass. Lib. Club.] L.j.
(1892) 17: 429.
Th13 plan proposes a committee similar to the ladies' commission on Sunday school books. Books
to be supplied by Library Bureau in connection with their plan of printed carnlog cards.

ILES, G:

Evaluation of literature.

L.j. (1892) 17: C 18-22.

An enlargement of his paper cited aboYe.

Report on Hsts of books.

Discussion at pp. 63-65, 80, 81.

[Mass. Lib. Club.]

L.j. (1893) 18: 85- 86 .

Supplemental to previous report.

ADAMS, C: F. Sifting as a library policy. L. j . (1893) 18: 118-19.
at p. 107. See nlso Nation, 56: 210-11.

Also editorial

Mr. Adams 11roposes that tho Quinr.y public librnry be kept permanently nt 15,000 volumes l1y
periodical weeding of tho older books. The two reviews point out the impossibility of doing this
without injury to the usefulness of tbo institution. (See discussion at Chicago conference,
1893 , of S.S. Green's paper. .Also in this report.)

ProviLlence Public Library.
tion, speciali~ation.

Reports.

Needs of a public library, methods of selec-

llUYING IYUPLICATES·.

What we do about duplicates: [symposium.]

L. j. (1889) 14: 369-71.

Giving the practice of the following libraries: Cle,eland, Apprentices'
ter, N. Y. Mercantile.

(N. Y.), Brooklyn,

Worces-

, PECIALIZATIO:~ OF LIBRARIES.

WmGJIT, vV. II. K. Special collections of local books in provincial libraries. L . A .
. K . Transactions (1878) 1: 44-50.
KoDAL, J. H. Special collections of books in Lancashire and Chesbirc. L.A. U. K.
Transactions (1879) 2: 54-60, 139-,18.
Collection oflocal history in a library. L. j. (1888) 13: 310-11.
Discussion at Catskill conference. 1888.

B. Musin arnl collections of art photographs
Lib. notes (1889) 3: 463-69.

JA CKSON, ANNIE

111

public lihraries.
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FORD, P. L. Differentiation or sp ecialization of libraries with 8pecial r efereu r.e to
New York. L. j. (1890) 15 : 7-9.
Waste t hrough duplication of exp ensive book s in different libraries of same city. Gain if certain
libraries made specialty of certain subjects . See discussion , L. j. 15: 22---23 .

POOLE, R . B.
COHEN, M.

L.j. (1890) 15: 67-70.

Specializa tion in New York libraries.

' ' Each library s hould h ave a defi nite p u r pose."

Differentiation oflibraries.

"Each librar y must have its limitations ."

L. j. (1890) 15 : 70- 71.

" There is only a limit ed sph er e for the a pplicati on of Mr. Ford's scheme, and that is the class of
·rare and valu~ble books.' ' Books should. b e brought as near the homes of the people as possible.

FARQUHAR, E . Specialization of libraries . L. j. (1890) 15: 100.
CUTTER, W.R. Th e local collection in the Woburn Public Library.
17: 420-22.

L. j. (1892)

A paper r ead befor e t he Mass. Librar y Club.

LANE,'\¥: C. , and BOLTON, C: K. Notes on special collections in American libraries.
Harvard Univ. Library. Bib. cont. No . 45. Reprinted from Bulletins Nos. 52
and 53 (1892).
A list of such collections with notes.
BU YING.

EDWARDS, E: Memoirs of libraries, 1859, 2 : 628- 64. [Purchases.]
POOLE, W: F: Purchase of books. U . S. Bur. of Educ. Special 1·eport, 1876,
p. 481- 83 .
POOLE, vV: r :, and others. The 20 p er cen t discount r ule. L. j . (1876) 1: 134-39 .
.A. discussion oft-h e effects of t h e action of t he American Booksellers' Association in 1874, limiting
discounts to libraries.

POOLE, vV : F:

Discounts on book purchases .

L . j. (1877) 2: 26.

R eport of committee .

WALFORD, C.

On special collections of b ooks.

L. j . (1877 ) 2: 140-45.

Their selection and collection. The gener al catologs and bibliographies very incomplete. Difficulty of finding a w ork of which collector does not e,cn kn ow ex:' sten ce . Make friends of
secondhand deal ers. M ay h ave t o p ay a higher price, but will secure many books otherwise
overlooked. Acquaintance of ot h ers collecting in same line.

Book-a uction cat alogs and their perils . L. j. (1878) 3: 53~54.

SPOFl!'ORD, A. R .

E r ror s in catal oging a nd proof-readin g.

" T he standard of auction catalog2 should be rru.!.lea.

On t h e purchase of b ook s b y libra rians .

11

L .j. (1884) 9 : 99.

[Editorial.]

" The duty of t he librarian is t o get as mu ch as he can with the money intrusted to tis charge."

Effect of free libraries on the publishin g t r a d e. L . j. (1885) 10: 131.
CASPAR, C . N . H ints for finding the a u t hor, t itle, publisher, pl ace of publi cation.
edition, size, or price of books. L. j. (1885) 10: 180-82 .
} LETCUER, W : I. The value of ol d books . L. j. ( 1887) 12: 292-93 .
P op ular misconceptions: '' .A.ge is no criterion of Yaluo in books.''

GAM UT, D.

Art of book b uying.

Auction sales in Par is and

ARR, H : J.

L . j . (1887) 12: 293-95.

ew Y ork.

Buying of books b y library boards.

L. j . (1889) 14 : 41-42 .

D lay and extra xpens caused by r quir rnent that all lists must l>e submitted to full hoa rd
bc•for ordering.
HAHRI,,

' : '\

:

,

ome

erman p ubl i hincr methods.

L. j . (1 89) H: 250-54.

E.:trava ant multipli • tion of titles andsnbtitles, irr gularity in publication and pric of ptlr·o,l1cal11 and of works publish din part!!.

TYLim
'

. \Y. Book agent baftled. L. j. (1889) 14.: 4.6-!.
Il. Tariff on l>ook by mail. L. j. (1890) 15: 180-81.
oekrn.-r he .-ewberry lil>rary. [ 'bi ago i'ewH.] L.j. (1 90) 15: 234-3i" .
0 fr
librari . dt•cr a . th p pnliir ·al of books
L. j. (1
) 15: _37_
RT~ ,

'.

L1•wlm' ymbli h r think not.

I ul

for a cli<-tionar c·atalog.

Eel. 3, 1 !Jl p. 127-1~ .
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GROWOLL, A.

A bookseller's library and how to use it.

N. Y., 1891.

A valuable bibliography; the accompanying advice to the bookseller is equally useful to tLe bookbuyer. This work also forms a part of his "Profession of bookselling." (N. Y., 1893.)

GILBURT, J. Remainders. Library (1892) 4: 324-28.
Collection of newspaper and society publications. L. j. (1893) 18: 80- 81.
Experience of the Minnesota historical society and of the flt. Louis mercantile library.

DISPOSAL OF DUPLICATES.
Exchange of dupli cates.

L. j. (1877) 2: 31.

A motion for a committee.

EDMANDS, J. Report of committee on exchanges of duplicates.

L. j. (1879) 4: 289-90.

A central bureau impracticable because of expense.

DEWEY, MEL VIL. Clearing house for duplicates. L . .f. (1880) 5: 216-17.
BARTON, E. M. Best use of dnplicates . L. j. (1885) 10: 231-34.
Keep best copy; dispose of others by auction or exchange.

Clearing house for duplicate public documents. [From the Nation.]
11: 19-20.
DEWEY, MEL VIL. Our cheap and effective catalog of sale duplicates.
12: 440-41.

L. j. (1886)
L. j. (1887)

A slip catalog arranged by subjects.

L. j. 13: 284-86; also Lib. notes,

DEWEY, MELVIL. Sale duplicate slip catalog.
(1888) 3: 350-58. ·
Containing the printed form used at Columbia College.

L. j. (1890) 15: C 154-55.

State clearing house for duplicates.

Discussion by New York library association.

GIFTS.
Indirect begging.

L. j. (1878) 3: 126.

Accept and acknowledge everything.

SICKLEY, J: C.

L. j. (1883) 8: 105-06.

Completing sets of periodicals.

A circular stating wants secured many by gift.

GOVE, W. H.
16: 221.

[How private gifts can supplement public expenditure.]

.

L.j. (1891)

COLLATION .

Collation of books: [a discussion].

L. j. (1876) 1: 133-34.

ACCESSION BOOK.
DEWEY, MELVIL.

A model accession catalog .

Report of the cooperation committee.

Accessions catalog.

L. j. (1876) 1: 315-20.

Somo changes in the book were afterwards made.

L. j. (1877) 2 : 25-26.

A.. discussion of report of cooperation committee.

WINSOR, J.

Shelf lists vs. accession catalogs.

L . j. (1878) 3: 24 7-48.

Considers accession book unnecessary and that the important items can be more convenienUy 11reserved on the shelf list.

POOLE, W: F:

Shelf lists vs. accession catalogs.

L.j. (1878) 3: 324--26.

A defence of the accession book as a labor saver.

Pmrn:rns, P: B., an<l. DEWEY, M.

The accession catalog again.

L. j. (1878) 3: 336-38.

Two defences of the accession book.

BARRETT, F. T. A form of stock book or accessions catalog.
tions (1878); :first meeting, 79-81.

L.A. U. K. Trnasac-

Tho form used at the Mitchell library, Glasgow, with a pattern of the classification of the s:i.me.

[DEWEY, M.J
fDEWll:Y M.J

Accession lJook. Lib. notes (1886) 1: 27-29.
A.L.A.staudard accession book. Lib. notes (1887) 2: 17-28 .

.A. reprint of the preface, including rules for entering .
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MARK S OF OWNEHSHIP, ETC.

M.J
M.J
[DEWE Y, M.J

[DEWEY,

[DEWE Y,

Book p~ates. Lib. notes (1886) 1: 23- 25.
Embossing stamp. L ib . notes (1886) J.: 26-27.
Card pocket s . Lib. note8 (1887) 1: 282-85.

P .A.MPI-ILETS.
By

V\TALTER

S. BISCOE, Ca.talog Librarian, New York State Librar~-.

Definition.-Before treating of pamphlets we must know what tliey
are. · It is very common to set an arbitrary standard of a certain number of pages and to call all unbound works below this standal'd pamphlets. About half the librarians at t1e Chicago meeting limitecl the
term pamphlets to unbound works of less than 100 pages. The Century
Dictionary gives the following definition:
I

A printed work consisting of a few sheets of paper stitched together, but not
bonnd; now, in a restrict ed t echnical sen se, 8 or more-pages of printell matt er (not
e~ceeding 5 sheets) stitched or sewed, with or without n, t hin wrapper or cover.

J. Winter Jones, librarian of the British Museum, in llis inaugura1
address at the meeting of the London conference of 1877, said:
A distinct ion ought to be drawn between a volume, a pamphlet, a single sheet,
an(l a broa<.lside; or r a.ther one general agreement ought to be arrived at upon this
.branch of .o ur subject. It may l> e urged, aml with much reaso11 , tlrnt every work
which is bound should b e treated as a volume. A work of an ephemeral nature may
be called a pamphlet, l>ut su ch a work may cxtenu to moro than 100 pages. When
is such a, work to l> e raised to the dignity of a volurne1 It is assumed that tho quest ion of pamphlet or no pamphl et will l>e confinecl to works in p roso . It woulu be the
safest course to apply th e term s ingl e sheet to a sheet of p aper folded once, or
printed on b oth shl es w it hout being folded, and th e term broadside to a sheet printed
on1y on on e side.

Mr. Cutter h as described them as "Those thin, limp books· wliich w-e
call pmnplilets."
The real distinction, on which all agree, seems to be that a, pamphlet
is unbound; whatever its size, as soon a·s placed iu durable cover' it
ceases to be a pamphlet and becomes a volume. Whether any limit of
size should b e made among unbound works is an open question. Clearn ess and accuracy will be gained by di regarding size and making
bimling th e sole te ·t . We would not say seriou ly that a library
should collect unbom1d works of over 100 page and throw away tho e
containing le. r>arre. .
either can we sati factorily ba e our treatment of the e works on the shelv . on the mun er of pag . It mi(Tht
taken as on
rit rion in cataJorring, but it would be only another
ata.l g wha i. worth ataloging, and the rule wou1d
b brok n almo. t a oft u a kept, £ r many r>amm r worth f cat, loging than mo
qn stion i. r ally a.. to he oll ti n
ma . . of
uu 1 rint
material whic11
1a 1
to bind eparatel), i kept
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'rbe following definitions seem to accord in the main with common
usage:
Broadsicle.-A sheet of paper printed. ou one side only; e. g., handbills, Thanksgiving proclamations, etc.
Bheet.-A sheet of pn,i1er folded only once, or printed on both sides
without being folded and without covers.
P _a niphlet.-A printed work consisting of one or more sheets of pa11er
fastened together, but not bound.
Serfol.-.l-.. publication issued hi successive parts, usually at regular
intervals, and continued indefinitely.
Sequent.-Any publication issued in parts, including all serials, irreg- _
ular publications and books, the volumes or parts of which are issued
at different times. In a more restricted sense, excluding serials, a publication issued in part~, usually at irregular intervals and often with a
definite termination.
Statistics.-In reporting the size of ft library or the mm) uer of additions, volumes and pamphlets should be counted separately. This will
give a fair basis for comparison of the size and value of clifferent libraries. It is here, perhaps, that there is the strongest argument for reckoning an _unbound work of over 100 pages as a volume, not as a pamphlet.
At first thought it seems better to say this report of 75,647 volumes
means substantial works, whether bound or unbound; but this would
not lie true unless you excluded from the count all bound volumes of
less than 100 pages, and I believe I have never heard a librarian propose to do this. By using binding as the distinctive mark of a, volume,
the statistics say this library contains so many works which are bound
and so many which the authorities think, taking all things into account,
it is best to leave, at least .for the present, unbound. From the count
of pamphlets should be excluded all the numbers of current periodicals
and proceedings of learned societies, and all parts of works issued in
paper covers, but intended to be bournl as. soon as completed. This
practically excludes all sequeu~s except annual reports, catal~gs, etc.
These should be counted as pamphlets. rhere is also a wide divergence of opinion as to what statistical record shou1d be made of bound
volumes of pamphlets. Current report says that the British Museum
counts as one volume 10 pamphlets bound together, while the Bibliotheq uc N ationale, at Paris, counts every parn phlet, bound or unbound, as
a separate volume. If this is so, no just comparison of the size of these
two great libraries can be made. In an accession book any number of
pamphlets bound together are usually given a single accession number.
It seems natural in statistics to follow tho same rule, and to report the
number of volumes the same as·if they were counted as they stood on
the shelves, without taking them down to examine their contents, and
to report a similar count of pamphlets. If greater accuracy is desired,
or if it is wi. heel to show how large a pamphlet collection the library
has made, it can be best doue by giving these facts as additional in-
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formation; e. g., 151,643 volumes (including 4,576 volumes, contaiuing
53,974 pamphlets) and 79,627 unbound pamphlets. Uniform usage iu
giving these statistics would be of great service to all persons engaged
iu the comparative study of libraries.
Importance.-The desirability of preserving the larger part of pamphlet literature is granted by most librarians. Everyone will insist
on the preservation of such as relate to the subjects in which he is interested. Grant this, and all must be kept, for some one is interested in
every subject. The importance of pamphlets is attested by the famous
collections like the Thomason pamphlets in the British Muse~m, by
the special catalogs of pamphlets issued by booksellers, by the sumptuous binding frequently given to the once despised pamphlet, and by
the extravagant prices for which they are often sold after a century's
existence. Special classes of publications sought for by enthusiastic
collectors, such as early Americana, accounts of criminal trials, minor
publications of noted authors, etc., bring large prices. It is true that
the great mass of pamphlets can lay no such claim to a large money
value, but are of seemingly ephemeral interest. A!e they really of
little importance, Reports of philanthropic work 1 of historical societies, of governmental departments-national, State, and municipal-of
religious bodies, propagandist pamphlets of all kinds, scientific monographs, university theses, anniversary addresses-these and a host of
others preserve information vainly sought elsewhere. They contain the
material which will be wanted 100 years hence for writing the history
of the movements of. to-day. It is well to insist strongly on their preservation somewhere, for there is more clanger of their be ng despised
than of their being overrated. It is the common everyday pamphlet
which needs specially to be cared for, since that is the very one usually
disregarded. The university extension syllabus, which is in everyone's
hand, the report of some local society or club, the manual of a church,
or the report of a town officer-these are everywhere, and ofteu no one
thinks to lay aside a copy for preservation.
Large depositories.-What libraries ought to make large collection
of these pamphlets, to gather all the material they can and tore it for
then e of future generations 1 Certainly not every one, for, done in the
l a t exvensive way, it costs much money and labor and needs much
pace. The library mu t have a large income to pay the expen e and
a large taff t do th work. Then librarie should be scattered all
ab n th country, for the loul>le purpo e of gathering more fully the
p, mi,hl li r, m
f •ach ection of the country and to provide
de· :it ri . , hi ·h h 11 b a y of acce to all inve tigator.. There
n u<rh li rari .,' at pre nt doing thi work. Perha1 all tho e
wh 'm 11. · ju. ify th ·min un<l rtaking i are doing what th y an·
1 n if.·> i i: nly
m r r , n £ r provi ing mor a,mpl fund fi r
1 tilding n > •-r a 1ibrnri : to l
,th :tor hou e. an l lit r r w rk11011~ ·
f th
·oll • ·t d for h
mpar, ti e
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exhibit at Chicago shows only 42 libraries collecting annually over 500
pamphlets, and only 12 which add over 2,000 per year. These :figures
are, of course, not complete, but with previous statistics they show that
there are far too few libraries persistently collecting this ephemeral
literature; the number does not seem to be over 20, and three-quarters
of these are in the extreme East, i. e., New England and Middle States,
including the District of Columbia. The great national library at
Washington should, of course, stand at the head here, as in everything,
collecting from both American and foreign sources. Then, in nearly
every State there should be a large scholarly collection, aiming to collect the literature of that part of the country specially, but gathering
in whatever it can get, receiving contributions from all the individual
collectors and providing a place where everyone may be sure that his
hobby will be gladly received and cared for; a place, too, where everyone will come with the expectation of :finding material for his intellectual work, and where he will not be disappointed.
Select collections.-What pamphlets should other libraries keep 1
Every library should have some specialty, and should have as good a
collection on this subject as can be obtained. Many libraries will have
more than one such subject. At least one library in every place should
keep all local history and literature, trivial as well as important; local
newspapers, sermons, addresses, and reports, school catalogs, catalogs
of manufacturers or dealers, lists of church members or of any local
society-whatever you would like to see if printed 50 or 100 years ago,
collect now and keep for the people of 50 or ioo years to come. Each
college, school, and seminary should gather all that will preserve the
history of the institution; yet often they have no complete sets of their
own official publications, and the student periodicals and ephemera are
very frequently passed by as too trivial. Theological seminaries will
collect the literature of their denomination; societies-musical, .artistic;
literary, historical, or scientific-each have their special line plainly
marked out. Accident often determines the :field of collection. Some
enthusiastic collector after gathering material for a lifetime bestows it
on the local library; a local society engages in scholarly research or
some line of investigation; a native of the town has become a noted
author, and works by him and about him are carefully collected; perhaps he has been prominent in some event of national importance, and
whatever relates to this event is sought for and added to the library.
Other pamphlets, outside the specialties of the library, which it does
not wish to preserve, are best sent to the nearest large library williug
to care for them.
Methods of collecting.-The same means, in great measure, will
be used by the small and by the large library; differing circumstances
will make sometimes one and sometimes another method best. All
libraries will use personal appeal as the most direct and efficacious
method, which can be supplied by no other. It need not be direct aud
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outspoken begging, though this is sometimes desirable. A personal
statement of the purposes rmcl needs of the library, what it is trying to
do, and the literatffi'e it wishes to collect, made -perhaps in ordinary
convernation~ will often produce far-reaching results. Requests for
individual 11amphlets1 gentle hints that the library should not be forgotten in the distribution of this or that treatise, and inquiries where
the library can obtain a duplicate of a desired 11amphlet, not only serve
to get the individual object asked for, bnt show that the library is
interest.e d in that line and anxious to get all available material.
Written requests will be used most by small libraries. TheiT efforts
are not so extensive as to preclude writing; with small funds they can
less easily bear tlre expense of printed forms, and usually the librarian
has more leisure. Even in a large library the written request will sometimes he needed, for it commands attention wben a printed blank is disregai~ded. Corrc.sporulence with s-pecialists, with requests for their own
publicatiens and for their assistance in gathering other material, should
not be overlooked. You may thus hear of ancl often acquire many
pamphlets which would otherwise be unknown to you.
Printed begging blanks will be extensively ased by the large library
which is collecting widely. They must be used to diminish the labor
and expense of correspondence. To offset the disadvantage of print
they are fuller than a, wrjtten request could be, yet they must not be
too long or no one will read them. A brief outline of the purposes and
facilities of the library and the reasons ,Yhy such pamphlets arc desired
arc sufficient. Special blanks fqr special subjects are vcTy desirable, as
in this w.a.y more minute inforimition can be given and the exact purpose of the colleetion stated.
Printed announcements should be placed in the pub1ica,tions of the
library; and on the covers of catalogs, bulletins, and reports both general and special req nests may be made. A list of the special collections w-hich the library ha_s will often be of great service. A standing
offer to send for or to pay express on packages of J)amphlets, offer to
exchange with other libraries or with 11rivate collectors, statements of
the reasons why collections on certain subjects will be specially valuable to the constituency of the library, lists of pamphlets needed to
c rnplete ce1--tain :file , announcement. of gifts already received, these
an l ma y oth r m th di erve t bring the matter to the attention of
all who r c ivc th 11ubli atiou -0f the library, and with no ad<litional
ex1 '11 c se ure abu dan 1 cturn .
·i ited c talogs.- b n tl1 li rary an afford it wide di tribution
of P ·ial ·, t, I g: on ach ·ubject i of the greate
ervic . It give
th Ii rarv a, r 1
i 11 • u ng all intere ted in tbo e ubject"i& It
t · in
·i ·ibl f. rm th re ult of he work alr ady xp nded, and
mu ·h
I r im1 r .. i n than a, m r
at ment f tlie plan r
, 1•
um 1 t <l.
t ·h 1\" a ~ in th
11 ction
' 111 • for n-ift.- ·a ·aut pl · .- · 11 aloud for mi ·in«
1
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numbers, and. many times pamphlets, of whose veTy existence you were
unaware, arc t3eut to you in answer to this unspoken plea.· Sometimes
it is desirable to make this catalog a complete bibliography of the
subject, with call numbers against works already possessed, mid a
request for_all others.
Newspaper notices.-The local papers are usually glad to help make
known what has been done and what is proposed. Sometimes a long
account of the collection, enumerating varieties, de.scribing the curiosities, mentioning the most important items for the investigator, and
detailing· the most needed · desiderata, will be gladly printed. Often
a brief note with requests for the help of all inteTested is best. At
moderate intervals afterwards additional information might be given
.showing the progress made and revi viug the subject in the public mind .
.Acknowledgments.-Whatever other methods you have used, a thorough system of recording and acknowledging gifts, and a careful record
of all seque,nts, and prompt requests for any missing number, is an
essential to success. You must show that you ap_preciate ..what others
do for you. A prompt acknowledgment of one favor is the very best
request for a repetition. The supplies of the less prominent sequents
. is very soon exhauste<l, anµ it is necessary that any gaps in annual
reports and more frequent publications should be 11oted speedily and
requests for missing numbers sent. ·what can be obtn:iued -easily at
the time for nothing it may be impossible to buy a year later.
J\fake the material you have already accumulated so useful that your
library will be recognized as a good place to send simil::u· pamJ)hlets.
Exchange duJ)licate pamphlets with other libraries, especially those at
a distance, from whom you may naturally expect to obtain the pamphlets of their immediate locality. Sometimes an exchange can be made
directly, by groups, without the cost of making a list, by offering 100
or 500 pam11hlets on your locality or specialty for a similar collection,
e.g., '' I will send you 500 New York pamphlets in exchange for 500 California, pamphlets." Large libraries should, by special arrangements
with smaller libraries about them, be the great depositories, and should
leud from their large collections to their smaller associates. The wealthy
library should pay for arranging and caring for accumulations which
the s1mtll library can not afford, and the material would be equally
available for both. At the oost of postage it could be sent at any time
to the small library, and ordinarily it would bB Jrept in the large collection at the center of population, where it would be most frequently
needed.
Preservation.-Most librarians agree that pamJ)hlets shoul<l be
finally bound into books, that there should be no permanent collection
of pamphlets, which is only a halfway station on the road to completed
volumes. If expense were no consideration a large proportion of pamphlets would be bound sev~rately. The cost of this is so great that
only the wealthiest libraries can afford it and cheaper metliods must
be found.
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- A few librarians advocate binding as fast as enough pamphlets are

accumulated to make a volume, regardless of subject. They would
depend entirely on the catalog to make the contents known. Any
librarian who has a classified arrangement of his books soon rejects such
a plan. He must have his pamphlets arranged like his books, and there
are, indeed, stronger reasons for their minute classification. The question to be first decided is, shall they form a separate pamphlet collection or shall they be shelved with the books~ The latter plan seems,
on the whole, best, though the former h as some advantages. The separate collection would usually be placed in a separate room, and would
remove an element of unsightliness and disorder from the shelves; it
would be more convenient for comparing new pamphlets with old, and
for filing away recent acquisitions; it would allow the use of such special
devices as pigeonholes, drawers (used by U.S. Naval Observato~y), and
various files and cases. This last is perhaps a doubtful advantage, for
the devices are too costly for any except wealthy institutions. To shelve
pamphlets o..n the regular shelves alongside the books seems most advantageous for the use of the library, both by readers and librarian, while
it probably makes more work in administration. Resources on a single
subject are brought more nearly together and the constant reference to
two places is avoided.
Pamphlets will then be classed minutely by subjects exactly the
same as books and will be placed on the same shelves. Till they are
bound they will usually stand together either at the end or the beginning of a subject. They may be kept in bundles, boxes, pamphlet ca es,
or in binders. Bundles are the cheapest, a package tied with twine
involving practically no expense, but it is very unsightly, gathers much
dust, and unless a considerable number of pamphlets are put together
can not stand alone, and is a vexation in taking out aud putting back
adjoining books. It may be improved by putting round it a cover of
fairly stiff manila paper, and this may do for keeping incomplete volumes of periodicals while waiting to pick up missing numbers. The
various binders, Emerson, Springback, Champion, Common Sense, etc.
stand at the other extreme. They are neat, keep the pamphlets clean
and look like books; but they are expensive and in most case will
hold only a few pamphlet . The Common Sense, Emerson, and imilar
tyle have the added objection of a permanent mutilation in the hole '
pierced through ach pamphl t. For temporary torage on the sh lve
me fi rm f pamphlet box or case seems mo ·t de irable. Th y au
had f , ny ,·iz an at 1· a ouable pr1ce . Tbe size · , hould fit th
h 1 ., f th li rar . Th
irrht of the ordinary tav h If i b t
fi r ,. n ral u ' . Thi · will
ntain all pamphlet , up to n arly ... - m.
hj rh.
h
h l 11 t
t wi e, th rwi:e a few thin pamplll t
1 f h1 it ;vill ,·li1 <l wn an
wi d out of h pe. Them ium
r
·arvmg; thi ·kn -' (3 , n 11 ·m. ) t
' r v r ' hin pampbl t s in a :ubje wh r 11
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many are received the thin manila 0. 0. pamphlet case is usually satis- 1
factory. Manila cases may be obtained iu quantity, made like the folding boxes used by confectioners, very -c heaply, an octavo case 5 cm.
thick for $2 or $3 a 100. But these are not strong enough to stand wear
and soon become soiled and broken. Of more expensive cases the
Clacher is perhaps best, a closed case excluding dust, with a table of
contents inside the cover.
When enough pamphlets on a single subject have been gathered for
a suitable volume they should be bound, shelved, and treated like any
other book. Annual reports should be bound at regular intervals,
then reports by decades~ 1880-89, 1890-99, etc.; thicker reports by half
decades, 1880-84, 1885-89, etc. Unbound reports of each institution,
society, or officer should be kept in a box immediately after the bound
volumes. More valuable pamphlets should be bound separately. A
form of binding is coming into use which seems likely to settle the disposition of a great many pamphlets of medium size and value worth
binding, but not worth an expenditure of 25 or 50 cents. A cheap
cover is made with board sides and cloth back, having inside four muslin
stubs on which four thin pamphlets can be pasted, or a muslin stub
may be pasted on each side of thicker pamphlets. While this binding ·
is not very substantial, it is strong enough for occasional use, inexpensive, and can be done quickly by cheap help without sending to a
binder. The pamphlets can then be treated like regular books. Certain classes of pamphlets should then be bound alone, or very closely
classed, e. g., genealogies, if there is a large collection, so that each
family may stand in its alphabetic place; individual biographies where
there is only a single life, or two or three thin pamphlets which can
go into such a binder as that just described; local histories, regimental
histories; in short, all pamphlets where it is desirable for each to stand
on the shelves arranged by its special character and in sequence with
similar books and pamphlets, and to have it possible to place beside
it another pamphlet on exactly the same subject issued years afterwards.
Cataloging.-The ideal method is to catalog a pamphlet with the
same accuracy and fullness as a book. A. pamphlet is only a little book
and often is worth more than many of the small, perhaps even of the
large, volumes in the library. But if this little book is not important
enough to Lind, it is perhaps equal1y extravagant to spend time and
money to catalog it. The sentiment at Chicago was strongly in favor of
cataloging pamphlets. Yet if something must be left undone, this or
a part of it seems to be possible without too great loss. Pamphlets
closely classed on the shelves are iu a certain limited sense their own
catalog. You can find there what the library has on a certain subject,
and when readers are admitted to the shelves there is less objection to
this plan. Certain libraries add a reminder in the card catalog in the
form of a printed or written card under the proper subject head caJling
attention to the uncataloged pamphlets in uch a volume or box. For
ED 93--53
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the author m1talog a separate catalog, not made as full or accurate
the regular catalog, may often serve a part of the purposes. It make
two places to C'onsult and will often be overlooked, bat from t,h e librari~m's side it may fulfill important uses and save in labor much more than
its cost. Made on thin 1 slips by cheap assistants the cost of material
and time is slight. New pamphlets can be comparatively quickly compared with the catalog and duplicates thrown out when otherwise each
pamphlet must be carefully classed, then taken to t.he shelves and the
collection of pamphlets on the subject looked ovP-r before knowing that
it is or is not a duplicate. In large libraries the saving of time in going to
remote shelves is an important consideration. In small libraries with
few pamphlets it is probably best to catalog the same as books llnless
this hinders more important· work. Often a loan desk assistant will
bave time, when calls are less frequent, for this and similar less valuable work. In all libraries of original research the value of pamphlets
is increasingly felt and the importance of a catalog is strongly insisted
on. It certa,inly should be done; but if pamphlets can be obtained and
time to catalog them can not be found, then take the pamphlets and
hope that the library will some time have money enough to do its work
properly. It will be a stronger plea for more help to be able to say
"the library already has material which ought to be made availab1c"
than to say ''if more money is given to the library pamphlets can be
gathered and much help giYen to readers from them."
BIBLIOGRAPHY .

The following list includes all important articles or pamphlets in the
Library joiir-ncil:
CUTTER, C: A.
p. 101-6.

Presenation. of pamphlets .

L. j. (1876) 1: 51-54; discoosion,

Pn,mphlots and contimrntions of serials. L. ,j. (1887) 12: 330-54.
Experience of Boston public library. Value of pamp1llets, importance of cataloging, numbers catalogecl, breaking up bound volumes, tren,tment of minor
pamphlets, binding of serials, indexing.
What we do wit,h pamphlets. L. j. (1889) 14: 433-3J, 470-71.
Buffalo library. Cfassed and catalogecl. Pn,mph1et bo:x:os of paper board open
at top.
Boston Athcnre um. Formerly kept in bound series ac oriling to size. New pamphl ts clas e<.l an<.l kept h1 boxes, or practically drawers, holding each a.bout 100
1rnmphl ts arra.ngccl like cards.
Han-arcl Coll <Te. Bound as fast a,s pos iblo; en.ta.log d when bound; unbound
a orteu. aud ·la ·ed.
~ ·w York .\ppr ntic' 'lihrary. Donml by broad uhject and then catalo" ·
wonlil pr £•r o k p unbouucl in pamphlet cases.
SWIFT, LI:SDSAY.
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What we do witll pamphlets-Continued.
Brooklyn libra.ry. Kept on special shelYes nlplrnbet1c::i11y by suhjocts, tied in
moderate sized packages with paper label; complete catalogs on slips, both
author ~ncl su'bject; bind in separate volumes, half morocco, plain, whenever
enough on a.ny subject of interest to form a good sized Yolume.
New York Y. M. C. A. Bound in groups by subject. Bound volnmes have book
nnmberP and then marked v. 2, v. 3., &c.; discusses g eneral questions of preservation and style of uinding.
ProYidence public library . Originally in one rigid al_puabetie order; now pfaced
in G groups; 1, government pn blications; 2, li l>raries; 3, colleges an<-1 schools;
4-, other orgnnizntions; 5, biop:raphie sketches·; 61 other pamphlets; alphabetic
in each group. Special collections like· Harris on slavery kept separate. Uses
Emerson bin<l.ers for temporary issue; if clemancl is likely to be steady it is
regularly bound.
New York Mercantile. As soon as enough p amph lets for volume are recei,·ecl
they are bound regardless of subject, and volume given its number iu sequence.
Cataloged under author ::mcl subject.
Ho::1ms, H: A. Unbound volumes on library shelves. L. j. (1886) 11: 214-15. Plan
formerly used in N. Y. State library; cloth covers tied at front edge; grouped_
broadly by subjects.
HOLDEN, E: S. On the treatment of pamphlets in special libraries. L. j. (1880) 5:
166-67. U. S. Nava,1 OLservatory; classified a,ncl a,rr::r nged in special chests of
drawers.
MAN?,, B. P. The care of pamphlets. L. j. (1885) 10: 399-400. Reprinted from
Science, 6 :' 407-8. Pamphlets punched with holes at standard distances apart
placed between two separate covers, with a separate back of manila paper.
AGSTJN, WII..LA1lD H. Pamphlets : W11at to do ·with th em. L.j. (1893 ) 18: 1,:13-44.
Binding by suujects and indexing on Leyden sli11s_.
CATALOGING.
By

·wrLLIAM

C. LA.NE, LiLrnrian Bo:,ton Athen::eum.

Tlrnre n,re several codes of rules for ca~aloging. That most generally followed js Charles A . Uutter's Rules for a dictionciry CCltalogite, 2d
edition, Washington, 1889, published by the United States Bureau of
Education as the second part of a special report on public libraries,
odginally issued in 1876. This work discusses the principles of cataloging in a lucid and thorough manner and takes up a great variety of
cases to wbich to apply them. It should be in tbe hands of every
cataloger whether all the rnles laid down are followed or not. It nrny
be obtained by apvlication to the Bureau of Educ:.:ition, Washington.
Another elaborate work is Eclectic ccird catalog rules, based on Dziatzko's "Instruction" comparecl with the rules of the BriUsh llfuseum, Cutter,
Dewey, Perkins, and other aitthorities. By K. A . Lillderfelt. Boston,
C. A . Cutter. 1890. This is an adaptation of a German code by the
libnuian of the Breslau library. It is in some respects faller tlum
Cutter'. rules and gives more examples, specially such as are drawn
from foreig·n sources, but it treats only of author and title entries; sub-_
ject entries are not considered at all. The author has compared all the
cataloging systems with wbicll he is acquainted and bas noted their
div rgencies
well as their agreement on special points, so that his

as
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work forms a compendium of the practices recommended by other
authorities. It may be obtained of Mr. C . .A. Cutter, Forbes library.
Northampton, Mass., or of the Library Bureau, Boston.
Condensed rules for cataloging adopted by the .American Library
Association were printed in the Library journal, 3: 12-19, 1878, and
may be found also in an appendix to Cutter's rules. The Library
school at Albany has also its. own code of rules; it was published in
1889, with many sample cards given, and may be obtailled at the
Library Bureau, Boston. It contains a Bibliography of catalog rules by
M. S. Cutler, t o which and to the introductory notes in Cutter and
Linderfelt the reader is referred for further informati'on.
In the Library journal for September, 1893,.p. 79, is a report by a
committee of the Library Association on the subject of catalog headings which lays down certain principles that seem to be gaining general acceptance now, though departing somewhat from the stricter
forms of a dictionary catalog. (See section 20, on p. 847.) The same
committee will soon publish a list of subject headings which is likely
to be of considerable use to inexperienced catalogers and to all who
wish to keep their work in line with what is being done elsewhere.
This paper does not undertake to discuss any of the principles of
cataloging, a task already well <lone in the publications referred to
above, or to decide any of the mooted points. It will attempt solely
(1) to set forth briefly certain· points in regard to a, library catalog
which may be now taken as settled, and (2) to mention certain other
points upon which there is as yet no general consensus of opinion. In
this second division the attempt is made to show what is the actual
practice on each point of 58 leading libraries both large and small in
different parts of the country. A list of these is given at the close of
the paper. The statistical material for this paper is derived from the
191 answers to the circular sent out in 1893 by the committee on the
A. L. A . exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition, and from the
answers returned by the 58 libraries referred to above in reply to a
more detailed circular of my own sent out in November, 1894.
A. POINTS WHICH MAY BE CONSIDERED SETTLED.

1 The nece ity of a comprehensive and deta.iled card catalog.
If a arefully made and reasonably full printed catalog exist the
car l ·atalog may form simply a upplement to this, but if the print d
·atalog b
nly a finding-list or short-title catalog the card catalog
l o ld be com lete in it lf.
t · form. ar
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2 On this catalog every work should have at least an author or (when
this is impossible, as in the case of anonymom, works, periodicals, etc.)
a title entry.
A common English custom is to use for certain classes of works form
or subject ent ry only j such are, almanacs, catalogs, society or academy
publications, periodicals, etc. The nearly uuiversal .American usage is
to treat these works like any others.
3 In addition to author or title entry most works should also be entered
under the name of the subj ect of which they treat.
Of the 191 libraries reporting in answer to the circular sent out for
the .A. L . .A. exhibit, all but 21 had some kind of subject catalog.
4 The author's name should if possible be given in the verna,c ular,
unless all his works have been published in some other language than
that of his own nationality. Latin must often be considered the vernacular of medieval names.
5 On author cards titles should be brief, and the author's name and
bibliographic details should be given in full. On subject cards the title
should be fuller and descriptive, but the author's name may be given
with initials only, and some of the more tech nical or minute bihlio.
graphic details may be omitted. (See, however, for the actual practice
of differeut libraries part 2, section 6 of this paper.)
6 In transcribing titles t he words and spelling of the title-page should
be strictly adhered to, any addition or deviation being plainly indicated
by brackets. Punctuation and capitalization need not follow the titlepage, except in case of incunabula.
7 Among the smaller points on which substantial unanimity exists
may be mentioned:
a Names with prt:;fixes.-English and French surnames beginning with
a prefix (except the French de and d') under the prefix, all other cases
under the word following.
b Oornpound names.-In English under the last part, in foreign languages under the first .
c Oapitals.-No absolute uniformity, but the tendency is to diminish
their use as far as possible.
d Numerals.-In general, u se the Arabic rather than the Roman forms.
e Periodicals.-Enter under t he first word (not an artiele). When
published by a society refer from the name of the society ; but if the
periodical bears the name of Bulletin, Proceedings, Journal, etc., enter
under the society as author.
f Names beginning with JJfc or St.---.Alphabet as if spelled out, Mac or
Saint. The other practice is often followed in directories .
.CJ Reports of trials.-Orown and criminal cases under defendant; civil
cases under pla,intiff; marine cases under the ship.
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B. POINTS ON WHICH OPINION IS DIVIDED.

In regard to the various details of catalogs and cataloging mentioned
below, the practice of each of 58 representative and well-known liuraries is as far as possible noted. .An asterisk [*] following the name of
a libr!.1ry indicates that the present opinion of the librarian favors the
particular practice named rather than some other which is iu actual
use. The abbreviations used are such as will 1rntura1ly suggest tlie
library for which it stands, but a, list of them with the names of the
libraries· and librarians is giveu at tlle end of the paper.
1 FOR:\'I OF THE CATALOG.

A. A printed cata,log, with printed supplements. Peab. has a temporary supplement on cards, but only as a preliminary for printing. The
linotype has recently been used in a few cases for printing library catalogs and is likely to be often employed in the future. Tl.le Library
joiirnal (Ang., 1894) has an article on linotyping by Nathan Billsteiu of
the Friedenwald Co., Baltimore, and a symposium by several librarian s
relating their experience. BPL is considering tllt! practicability of
accumulating- material for a general printed catalog by means of the
linotype and Forbes also bas nuder consideration the plan of printing
by linotype and issuing frequent prinied linotype supplements. See
the· article in the Librm·y journal for th\3 results obtained by NewH.
EnPr. Prin. and Pratt. See below under C. the names of libraries which
haYe in use printed catalogs in addition to complete card catalogs.
B Printed CJ,talog, with card supplement. Ast. B~.. BrL. Brown (complete catalog on cards begun), Com. Clev. Jers. Mil. NYFC. PhL, PhM.
Spr. Wore. (for circulating dep't). Several of the above have i sued
printed supplements, and most issue bulletins of recent acces ions.
(See bclo\,,, H .)
C On cards complete. (Those mark.ell with a t have an older printed
catalog iu use also.) Amh. Arm. Bo3.t Bowd. BrY. Brown (just begun),
Buf. Cal. Chic. (for staff only, a new card catal. for tlie public be<Tun)
Cin. Col. Cong. t Corn. (printed catal. of E-pecial subject.~), Det.t Drex.
EnPr. GrRap.t HartP. HartTh. Harv. How. LosA. (not yet complete), MIT.
Mon. (iuteuds to I rint), Mich. Min. NHav.t NYFC.t NGM.t NYS.t (printed
atal. of La,w and old general library), Mewt.t Ost.t Pratt, Prin.t (. ubj.
ata1. print li 1884), Prov.t Sal.t Set. StLM.t (printed atal. of Fiction)
StLP.t Wat.t Well. Wore. (for reference library), Yale.
n ·lip.- p, .t cl in volume (the Driti h nfuscnm 1 lan). NYY.
• On , lip: fa, t n cl in lmn he: lik the lea-.;-e of a book (the L ,y(l n
1 Ian ). Harv. 1n · hacl thi I 1, n und r trial for ace · 'ion. . i1 ce 1
tu titl .' l> iurr priu cl on manil .-li1 ·.
Lihrnri:m f:wor
n

nnl u

II.

pa.rtic·nlar pmrlic

11nm <1 rath r than som
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F The Rudolph imlexer or books. BrL. (for music), Det. (to a Umitecl
extent), Forbes (under consideration ), NHav. (tried without complete
succes8), Newb. Pratt. (under trial), Stan. The San l!...,rancisco FPL
adopted this device two years ago and bas 21 Jnachines in use. The
Oaklaud (Cal.) PL "bas also recently introduced it.
G Printed finding-lists or other abbreviated form. Bos. BrL. (Fiction), Buf. Chic. Cin. Det. (Fiction), EnPr. LosA. Min. NYS. (intended),
Pratt. Prin. Sal. Set. See an article in the Library journal, 19: 9 by
Kate M. Henneberry on the preparation of printed finding-lists.
H Printed bulletins of recent accessions are issued by the following
libraries: Ba. Bos (lately discontinued), BrL (ann.), BrY. Buf. Cam. Cin.
Corn. Det. (ann.), EnPr. (beginning in 1895), GrRap. (typewritten), Harv.
(1876-94), Jers. MIT. (intended), Mich. (typewritten), Mil. Min. NHav.
NYM. Newt. (weekly and airn.), Ost. PhL. PhM. Pratt. Prin. (intended),
Prov. (beginning in 1805), Sol. Spr. StLP. (1879-83, 1894-) Wat. (ann.).
2 THE

JUND OF CATALOG.

As stated above, nearly all libraries have or intend to have a subject
as well as an author catalog. The different ways of carrying this out
are many, but they all fall into two general classes .
.A. The author and subject catalogs distinct and separate. The
author catalog necessarily contains some title-entries (anonyn10us
works, periodicals, &c.,) and usually numerons title-references.
Tlle subject catalog may be-·
a, In dictionary form.
Amh. (title-entries included in the subject
catal.), Cin. Cong. (partly classed), Forbes (undecided), Mich. Mil .. (the
card catal.; the printed catal. on decimal cl~ssif.), Prin. (the card catal.;
the printed catal. classified).
b Classified on the decimal system (Dewey's) Arm. (inclined to change
to diet. form), BrY. (has also a diet. catal.), Buf. (for the public; diet.
catal for staff), Mil. (printed catal.; diet. catal. on cards), NYFC. NYS.
Ost. (printed catal.; diet. catal. on cards), Sal. (for finding-lists, Cutter's
classif. preferred), Well.
o Classified on some other than the decimal system. Cal. HartTh.
Prin. (printed subj. catal.; shelf.lists with added entries in red form
another systematic classed catal.), StLM. (Cutter's classif.; will be
super etled by diet. catal. for public use), StLP. (Harris's classif.).
d An alphabetico-classed subject catalog, i. e. a catalog having
general classes in alphabetic sequence, with alphabetic subdivisions.
Harv. (biographic subject-entries now incl. in the author catal.), NYM.
Yale.
B Author and subject entries combined in a single alphabet, the subject entries being ordinarily under the word expressing most specifically the subject-matter instead of being grouped under general heads-.
Ast. BA. Bos. Bowd. BrL. ( ubject entries in part classed), BrY. (has
al o the decimal system), Brown, Buf. (incl. title rntries, for use of staff;
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also separate author and title catal. of Fiction; decirual classed catal.
for publi~), Cam. Chic. Clev. Col. Corn. Det. Drex. EnPr, Forbes (subj. cards
will perhaps be placed in a separate alphabet), GrRap. HartP. How,
Jers. LosA. Man. Min. NHav. NYFC. NYY. Newb. Newt. Ost. (printed
catal. decimal), Peab. PhL. PhM. Pratt (Astral Br.), Prov. Sal. Ser. Spr.
StLM.* StLP. (for juvenile lit.) Stan. Wat. Wore.
0 No subject catalog. MIT. Pratt (except for biog. and bibliog. subjects), Spr. (juvenile literature; the general catal. in dic.t . form).
3 CATALOG CASES.

Until recently the usual custom has been to keep the cards of the
catalog in drawers, each drawer having ordinarily two rows of cards
and intended to be used at its place. The objection to this plan is
that a person consulting the cards in one drawer prevents others froin
using the drawers above or below, and that in order to have all the
drawers at a fairly convenient h eight for consultation the case has to
be unduly extended. To obviate these difficulties a lighter drawer or
sliding trr~, has lately been introduced holding a single row of card.s
and often not as deep as the old drawers. These trays can be readily
taken from the case and placed on a table or on sliding shelves set at a
convenient height. The libraries which have adopted such trays at
least in part are BA. Bos. Bowd. Chic. Clev. Cong. Harv. (Divinity School)
LosA. Mil. Min. NYS. StLP., while BrY. Brown, Harv. NYFC. Sal. and Ser.
express their decided preference for this form of case.
Ast. Buf. and Cam. use trays or boxes permanently exposed in a fixed
position.
4

CATALOG CARDS.

A Size. -There are two recognized standard sizes in common use, the
so-called postal size, 12.5x7.5 cm. and the smaller size, 12.5x5 cm. The
larger size is used by Arm. BrL (subj. eds.) BrY. Cam. Chic. (new public
catal.), Clev. (since Jan. 1894), Corn. Det. Drex. GrRap. HartTh. (subj. eds.)
How. Jers. LosA. MIT. Man. Mil. (diet. catal.), Min. NHav:.. NYS. Pratt,
Prin. Sal. Ser. Spr. (readers' catal.), StLP. Wat. Well. (subj. catal.) and is
preferred but not used by NYFC. and StLM. The smaller ize is used
by Ast. BA. Bowd. BrL. (author c<ls.), Brown. Cal. (also a special ize),
Clev. (to Jan. 18D4), Col. Det. (for Fiction), HartP. HartTh. (author cd .)
Mil. (author index), NYFC. NYM. Newt. Ost. Pratt (Astral Br), Prov. Spr.
(juvenile catal.), Wat. Well. (author c<l .) Wore. Yale, and i preferred
by Sal.
P ial ,'iz . , in many ·a. e very clos to one of the tandanl ize
1 · c~ by h
foll wing librarie : Amh. Bos. Buf. (author, L .7-xJ ...,
.
·."hJ. 12.7::ix,._ ... c .) Cal (13.7x5.7 cm.), Chic. (old ·ard catal.) Cin.
( · m.) Cong. Harv. (L. x.3 ·m.), Mich. (1 .85x8. and 13.35x-. 3 ·m.)
Peab. (l'.L•;3 .... ·tn.) PhL. (13.5.· · .) PhM, (14x7 m.), StLM. (x..,a in.).
a·
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B Punching.-The hole in the card to allow the passage of a wire or
rod is generally made in the middle of the lower margin, but BA. Buf.
Harv. and Mich. put the hole iu the lower lef't-llaud corner, and Wore.
prefers this position. The advantage claimed is that the lower lilies
are left unobstructed for writing. Some libraries have no hole punched
in their cards and either hold them in by rods over the top or consider
that no protection is necessary; such are Bos. Cal. Cin. Cong. HartTh,
Mich. (larger eds), PhM. Wore. and Yale.
C. Writing.-Most libraries still employ a running band, generally
preferring an upright and round letter to a ~!anted or angular one. A
disjoined hand (i. e. one in which each letter is separate) is however
used by Drex. GrRap. HartP. Jers. NYS. Prin. Ser. StLP.
The typewriter is employed for cards by Bowd. BrL. Buf. Cam. Det.
GrRap. HartTh. LosA. MIT. Mich. Mil. Min. NHav. Newb. Ost. Peab. Prin.

Spr. StLP. and Star. All of these use the Hammond machine except
the Newb. and StLP. which use the Remington. Of the 191 libraries
addressed in the first circular 40 reported the Hammond machine in
use and all but 8 found it satisfactory. Three libraries, Col. Harv. and
StLM. stated that they found a typewriter distinctly unsatisfrcwry
for cards.
· Printed cards are now supplied by the Library Bureau at a moderate price for current new books, while some libraries print their own
cards or mount printed slips on cards for their card catalog. Those
reporting the use of printed cards are BA. (Library Bureau cards, also
to some extent printed Rlips mounted), Bos. Bowd. (L. B. cards and
mounted slips), Cin. (slips from Bulletins mounted), Clev. (since Oct.
1894), Harv. Jers. (slips mnunted), NYS. (L. B. cards), PhL. Prin.
(intends eventually to use linotype altogether), Prov. (L. B. cards).
5

CATALOG RULES.

The best codes of rules are mentioned above. Few libraries follow
any one code absolutely, but most take one or another (or, it may be
two togetller) as a general guide, and change what details seem arlvisable. It is this general use which is intended in the following statement:
Cutter's rules are adopted by Amh. Ast. BA. Bowd. BrL. Cal. Cam. Chic.
Clev. Corn. Det. Drex. EnPr. Forbes, How. LosA. MIT. Man. Mich. Min. NHav.
NYFC, NYM. NYY. Newt. PhL, Prov. Sal. Spr, StLM. Stan. Wat. Well.
Wore. Yale, Cutter and Lin<lerfelt by Buf. Harv. Mil. Ser.; Cutter and
Albany Library school by BrY. and HartP. Cutter and A. L.A. rules
by Jers.; Cutter and Jewett by Bos.
The A. L. A. Rules are followed by GrRap. Ost. PhM. and Pratt; the
.Albauy Library School Rules by Arm. Col. (with many changes), and
NYS.; and Lin<lerfelt by HartTh. Cong. reports a specially adap.ted
system.
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6 RELATION OF SUBJECT TO AUTI-iOR CAHDS.

The general principle which should govern the relative fullness of
author and subject cards in bibliographic and descriptive particulars
would seem to be that on the author catalog, its primary object berng
to determine whether a given book is ow-ned, it is essential to distinguish accurately (1) between different authors with similar or identical
names, (2) between different books by the ·same author, and (3) l.>etween
different editions of the same book, while on the subject catalog, wbiclt
is intended to bring together books on the same subject, the csseutial
point is to display the differences in character and scope between tbese
books. It would follow that whatever degree of accuracy in regard to
authors' names is aimed at or whatever bibliographic detail is expressed
should be given first of all on the author cards and is of secondary
importance on the subject cards, and that any fullness of description
in the title further than what is needed to distinguish between two
works by the same author or to make a title recognizable by the
inquirer belongs first of all on the subject card and is of secomlary
importanee on the author card. In actual practice however there. is a
great variety in the methods followed, the result no doubt partly of the
fact that the author catalog has generally been considered the more
important record and was for long the only record, and that tbe subject
catalog is a later development and was at first little more than an index
to the other. Certain practical considerations such as tbe printing Of
cards, and the copying of one kind from the other instead. of directly from
the title-page also influence the application of the principles stated.
The practices of tu e ya,rious libraries as nearly as they can be stated
in regard to the bibliographic and descriptive particulars of the subject
carcls (not includiu g the fullness of tlle author's name) fall iuto eight
classes.
1. Descriptive part of the title less full, bibliographic particulars le s
fall, Amh; Ast. Bowd. Clev. Cong. EnPr. HartTh. How. Mil. Newb. Newt.
Peab. PhL. PhM. Prov. Ser. Stan.
2. De er. les fnll, bibl. same, Chic. GrRap. Jers. NYFC.
3. Descr. les full, bibl. fuller, Min.
4. Des r. sam(->;, bibl. le s full, BrL. Col. Corn. Det. Mich. Newt.*
5. De ·er. ame, bibl. same (i . e. both cards alike). Bos. Brown. Cin.
Drex. HartP. Harv. Man. NHav. NYM. NYY. Ost. Pratt. Prin. Sal. Spr.
StLM. StLP. Wore. Yale. Of the above, it may be noted, Bos. Cin. Harv.
au 1 Prin. mpl y 1wint in orne form .
. 1 e r. foll r bibl. 1 . ' foll, Forbes. Harv.* LosA. StLM.• Wat.
e 'l'. fuller, ibl. sam , Arm. BA. BrY. Cam. NYS.
er. full r ibl. full r Buf. ( <Ti ve 110 iblioo·. particular an
ri f itl n au h r ·d:. ) Cal. Prov.· Well.
n
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AUTHOR'S NA:\1E IN HRADIXG.

The general feeliug has been that an author's name in order t~ clistingmsh him from others of similar name must be given in as complete
a form as possible, and that therefore even names which he has seldom
or never himself used should be given if they have once been his by
baptism. This, if carried out means much time spent in investigatiou, for
it is frequently fouud that dictionaries differ in regard to these unused
names or their proper order and that authorities must be compared
and weighed in order to arrive at a result. The opinion has been gaining_ grouud in recent ;rears that this has be.en carried too far, while some
librarians have even maintained that the object should be to give the
author's name as nearly us possible in the form which he customarily
uses himself excepting only that initials should be filled out if possible.
It is especially difficult to classify libraries on the basis of their usage
in this r,e spect or to represent fairly in any brief form their practice. I
have divided them roughly below judging as best I conld from tl.J.eir
answers to my question.
a The name generally given, in as foll a form as can be found, bnt
with many exceptions as noted, Arm. (usually). Ast. Bos. (with exceptions), BrL. Brown. Cal. (try to use all initials or Cutter's abbreviations),
Cam. (except French and German), Chic. Cin. Clev. (sometimes omit names
not used), Cong. Corn. Det. Drex. (unless author is decidedly better known
under shorter form), EnPr. GrRap. HartP. HartTh. Jrs-. (put on all initials
bnt do not amplify, inserting usual form in parenthesis, and makingrefifrence from it when alph. sequence is different), Los-A. Mich. Mil. (for
printed catalog), NHav. NYFC. NYS. NYY. Newb. (in German aud
French use the well known name and refer from the full name), Newt.
(of doubtfui value), Ost. (of doubtful value), Peah. PhM. Pratt. Prin. Prov.
Sal. Ser. (moderate fullness, sufficient to distinguish), Spr. StLP. (as far
as can be readily found), Wat. Well. (no extensive searching), Wore
Yale.
b Omit (especially in French and German) such names as are not
orclilrnrily used by the author. Amh. BA. Bowd. (formerly gave names in
full), Bry. (fill out initials if pos-sible), Col. (less known names given iu
fall), E:nPr.* Forbes (pursues a middle course), Harv. How. (as correctly
as possible, not as full as possible), MIT. (give as foll as ever used by
the author), Man. (fill out initials, but never search for unused names),
Pratt:" Sal. i, Stan.
c Follow the title-page in hand, and give but little investigation.
Buf. (except in cases where identHieation is necessary), Min. (<lid attempt
to find full names, but now believe it to be wasted time to do more tban
follow title-page except in rare cases). NYM. PhL. (added information
is bracketed elsewhere), StLM. (unless uecessary to give full name for
ideu tifica tion).
"Lihr::triau favors particn]:.1r practico 1rnmP.d rather tlrnn some other wlli<:h is in
actual use.
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8.

ENTRY OF PSEUDONYMOUS WORKS .

The rule to enter under the real name when it can be found aud refer
from the pseudonym is still followed by the larger number of libraries,
many making occasional exceptions, but the follo wing libraries rever e
the rule and euter under the pseudonym when it is customarily used
by the author, and refer from the real name, BA. Brown. Buf. Cal. Drex.
EnPr. (in finding-lists), Forbes. GrRap. Harv,* MIT. (to a limited extent).
Man. Mil. (card catal.) NHav, NYFC. NYM. PhL. Sal.* StLM..StLP. Stan.
Wat.* Wore.
9.

ENTRY OF ANONYMOUS WORKS OF UNKNOWN AUTHORSHiP.

The genera1 rule is to enter under the first word not an article, but
the following libraries except prepositions also and enter under the
first word not an article or preposition , Bowd. BrY. Harv. (except fiction ) MIT. NYM. PhM. Prov. Stan. Yale. A third method is to enter
un<ler the first prominent word, but while this is occasionally resorted
to by Newb. Ost. and Well. it is only Cin. which makes a practice of it,
and this library excevts fiction.
a .A.nonymous biographic works. Most libraries make an exception
of these and enter under the name of the person only j such are Ast,
Bos. Bowd. BrL. BrY. Cal. Cam. Cin. Clev. Corn. EnPr. Harv. How. Mich.
NYFC. NYM. NYS. NYY. Newb. Newt. Ost. Ser. Spr. Stan. Wore.; also the
following which occasionally make a title-entry also, Amh. Arm, Buf. Det,
Forbes, Mil. Min. PhL.
b Anonymous works relating to a place. A smaller number of libraries make an exception of these works also and enter only under tbe
name of the place; such are Ast. Bowd. BrL. BrY. Cal. Cam. Cin. Clev,
EnP1·. How. NYFC. NYM. NYY. Newb. Spr. Stan.; also the following which
occasionally make a title-entry also, Amh. Buf. Det. Forbes, Mil. Min.
Mewt. PhL.
10

ENGLISH NOI3LEMEN .

Usage is not very unevenly divided in the treatment of these troublesome persons; the following libraries make their l'ule to e ter them
under their titles, generally with references from their family name ,
Amh. Ast. (usually), BrY. Brown (generally), Buf. (unless family name i
better known), Cal. (usual1y), Cam. Chic. Col. Corn. Drex. (unless family
name is much better known), EnPr. (on :fi.n<l.ing-list), Forbes, HartP.
Harv.* Jers. MIT. Mil. (on cards), Min. NHav. NYFC. NYM. NYS (with a
£ w ex ption ), NYY. PhL. PhM. Pratt, Sal. Ser. StLM. StLP. Stan. Well
Wore.; whil th :£ Uowino· ent r in gene al under the family name and
refer from the title, Arm. (u ua1ly), BA. Bos. Bowd. BrL. Cin. Clev. Cong.
Det. EnPr. ( n card'), Harv. How. LosA. Man. (unle · title is better
h1 11), 'ch. Mil. (print, cata.1.), Newb. Newt. Ost. Peab. Prin. Prov.
Spr. Wat. Yale.
1 ih nri. n fav r,., 1'· rticnlur prnctic·
lunl u .
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11 NAMES OF SOVEREIGNS.

While most names whe.n used as headings should ce written in their
vernacular form, an exception has generally been made for the names
of sovereigns and these . are usually given in their English form. A
few libraries however write these also in their proper vernacular; they
are Brown (in general), Cong. Drex. GrRap. HartTh. Jers. MIT. (for more
common languages), Mil. (on printed catal.), NYFC. NYS. (with brief
second entry under English), Newt. (recent change), Prov.
12 NAMES OF CITIES.

The general custom bas been to use the proper vernacular form for
the names of cities and towns unless a different English form were
well established, as e. g. Munich for Miinchen, Florence for Firenze.
The foll0wing libraries however use the vernacular form in .all cases,
Cal. Cin. Cong. NYS. Prin. Prov. ·
13

ENTRY OF SOCIETrns, ETC.

Th8 best method to pur.:me in entering societies in an alphabetic
catalog has always been a difficult question and one that has received
many answers. There are at least :five distinct systems each in use by
a number of libraries, though it should be said that few libraries are
altogether consistent in following the rule they adopt.
a Enter always under first word of tit]e. Bos. Clev. (under :first
distinctive word), Cong. Corn. (except foreign universities), Det. (with
references from familiarly used titles), EnPr. HartP. Jers. LosA. Mich.
(sometimes under name of place), NHav. Newt. Ost. PhL. Prin.* Stan.
b Enter under the name of the place where situated. Ast. Cin. PhM.
Prin. Spr. Wat. Yale. Amh. and How. follow sometimes one rule and som~times the other of these two.
c Enter under the name of the place when that enters into the name
of the society, in other cases under the :first word. BrL. Brown, Harv.
NYM. Well.
d Enter English and American societies under the first word, others
under the na.me of the place. BA. Cal. Col. (with many variations),
HartTh. Man. NYY. Newb. Peab. (not incl. all foreign societies), Wore.
e The "5th plan" proposed by Mr. Cutter in his rules, § 56. The
details of this plan are too long to state here, but in general it inclines
to entry under the first word of the corporate name except for local
bodies and foreign universities. Arm. Bowd.* Cam. Chic. Drex. Forbes,
MIT. (with some further enlargement of exception 7), Mil. (with some
differences, see Linderfelt's Eclectic rules, §§ 200). Minn. NYFC. NYS.
Pratt, Prov. Sal. Ser. (with exceptions), StLP.
~ Librarian fa,·ors r,articular practice named rather than some other which is in
actual us·.
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14 ENTRY Olf SERIE~.

Most libraries now enter a series (as American commonwealths,
English men of letters, &c.) under the first word of the title, uuJess
better known by the editor's name, and often with reference from the
editor, but the older practice was to ente1· under the editor as being
properly the author of the series. The following are the only libraries
of those asked who retain this rule, BA. BrY. Cin. Clev. HartTh. Harv.
NYFC. Ost. Peab. Prin. BA. NYFC. anu Harv. express their preference
for the rule now generally followed.
15 THE GER~IAN A 1 0 1 U.

In alphabeting shall these vowels be treated as rn, re and ue or as
simple a, o, aucl u ~ Usage is almost equally divided.
Arm. Bowd. Brown, Buf. Cal. Cam. Cin. Col. Cong. Corn. Det. Forbes, GrRap.
How, LosA. MIT. Mil. Min. NYFC. NYS. Newb. Newt. PhM. Pratt, Sal. Ser.
StLM. Well. Wore. treat these letters as simply a, o, and u.
Amh. Ast. BA. Bos. BrY. Chic. Clev. Drex. HartP. HartTh. Harv. Jers.
Man. Mich. NHav. NYM. NYY. Ost. Peab. PhL. Sal.* Spr. StLP. Stan. Wat.
Yale arrange these letters as if they were written rn, re and ue. Prov.
treats them as separate characters.
16

INDICATION OF SIZES.

The fold symbols so, 40, &c. are used by Ast. Bos. BrL. Cam. Chic.
Cin. Cong. Corn. Det. Harv. How. NYM. Newb. Peab. Prin. Spr. Wat. Well.
(on author eds.), Wore. Yale, and are preferred by BA. The letter abbreviations, O., Q., &c., are u sed by Amh. Arm. BA. Bowd. BrY. Brown, Buf.
Cal. Clev. Col. Drex. Forbes, Jers. LosA. MIT. Mich. Mil. Min. NHav. NYS.
NYY. liewt. Ost. PhL. Phid. Pratt, Sal. StLP. Stan. Well. (subj. eds) . The
hi ght measurement in cenii'meters is given by Clev. EnPr. (formerly used
fold symbols), HartP. HartTh. and Prov. and is approved by Prin. The
mea, urement in inches is given by Bes. for American books, and is
ap1lrovecl by StLM.
All indication of size is omitted by GrRap. Man. NYFC. Pratt (except
the larger and smaller size ), Ser. and StLM.
17 PAGING .

Tb nnmber of page i. given on the catalog by Arm. (main pag.
in only) Bos. Bowd. BrY. Cin. (£ r works iu 1 to 5 vol..), Clev. Cal. Cong.
Corn. Det. Drex. (m in paging only), HartP. MIT. (without too much
tail) Mich. Min. NHav. NYS. NYY. Ost. (exc pt fiction), PhL. PhM. SaL
(with 1t <.l tail) Stan. ( n autl1or eel .), Well. (on ·ubj. cd,'. with nt
1 t· il ). ~ I any f the a ov mi pa 111 o· a1tog th r if th work i in
111

r • ha
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The nnmber of pages is given only when less than 100 by Amh. Brown,
Cal. Forbes, Newb. Peab. Stan. (on subject eds.) Wat. and Yale; when less
I
th:m 100 or over 600 by Harv.; and when less than 50 or over 500 by
Pratt; all of these omit it in other cases. Sal. recommends giving the
pages only when less than 50. The number of pages is omitted in all
cases (except, it ma.y be, incunabula, etc.) by Ast. BA. BrL. Buf. Cam.
Chic. EnPr. GrRap. HartTh. How. Jers. (except in accession-book), LosA.
Man. Mil. NYFC. NYM. Newt. Prin. Prov. (except in accession-book), Ser.
Spr. StLM. StLP. Well. (on author eds.), Wore.
18

N A""IES OF · ARTISTS.

Artists, especially those of the medieval and Renaissance periods, are
often better knowu nnder sobriquets than under their family 01· baptismal names. The following libraries gi~e the preference to the sobriquet over the real name as a heading: Amh. Arm. Ast. BA. Bos. (sometimes), Bowd. BrL. BrG. Brown. Buf. (formerly entered under the real
name), Cal. Cam. Chic. Clev. Col. Drex. EnPr. (on finding-list), Forbes,
RartTh. Harv.* Jers. LosA. Man. Mich. Mil. (on card catal.) Min. NHav.
NYM. NYS. Newt. Peab. PhL.. Ph:rtr. Pratt. Sal. Ser. StLM. StLP. Stan. Wore.
Yale.

The following enter nuder the real name: Cin. Cong. Corn. Det. EnPr.
(on card catal), GrRap. HartP. Harv. How. Mil. (printed catal), NYFC.
NYY. Newb. Ost. Prin. Prov. Spr. Well.
19

TRANSLITERATION.

The rules and tables compiled by a committee of the A. L. A. and
printed. in the Library journal, 10: 302 and in tlrn appendix to Cutter's
rules have been generally adopted by those librarians which have occasion to transliterate, but BrL. HartTh. Newb. Peab. and StLP. state that
they do not u se them . Det. sometimes follows other catalogs and Corn.
follows the British Museum for Sanskrit names.
20

SUBJECT HEADINGS IN A DICTIONARY CATALOG.

"a

Sections 96 and 07 of Cutter's rules provide that
work treating of
a general subject with special reference to a place'' shall be" entered
under the place with merely a reference from the subject," that is, that
subject headings shall be made subordinate to place headings and not
place headings to subject headings, that headings such as ~'Boston,
Biography," "New York, Geology," "Greece, Art," "France, Law," and
the like shall be used rather than "Geology, New Yorlc," "Music, Gerrnany," '' Sculpture, Greece," and the like.
The following librarjes hold in general to tbe rule as laid down by
Cutter: Ast. (except in some philosophical subjects), BA. Bos. (not considered satisfactory by itself; special lists jn the Bulletin give the
* Librarian favora particular prnctice nu.med rather than some other which is in
actual uso.
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advantages of the other system), Cam. Chic. (in general, in the old
catal.), Col. (follow the method which seems in each case most useful,
with strong leaning from experience to the Cutter rule), Det. GrRap.
Min. NYM. NYY. Newt. (entries often made under both forms), Peab.
Pratt, Sal. StLP. (diet. catal. of juvenile literature only), Wat: Wore.
Many libraries however now incline especially in art and science
subjects to make the place subordinate to the subject heading; such
are Amh. BA.* Bowd. BrL. BrY. Brown, Cal. Clev. Cong. Corn. Drex. EnPr.
Forbes, Jers. LosA. (in all cases except literature and history), Man.
Mich. Mil. Min::« NHav. NYFC. Newb. Ost. PhM. Prin. (much of the old
work on the other basis, making double entry frequently necessary),
Ser. Spr. StLM. Stan. Wat.* (for a large catalog). HartP. and Prov. enter
in both ways, and How. replies that it " gives equal prominence to
subject and place."
The A.. L.A.. appointed a committee in 1892 to study t,he question of
subject headings and report. They reported to the Chicago Conference
in 1893 (see the Proceedings, p. 79) treating of certain general principles and attempting to draw the line between subjects which can best
be made subdivisions under places and those which should themselves
have place subdivisions under them. In 1894 ,. the same committee
reported a plan for a list of subject headings which was approved by
the Association and is to be published by its publishing section.
A. list of the 58 libraries follows, from whose replies the facts stated
above in regard to catalog and cataloging have been drawn: The
abbreviations u sed are given in the same list.
Amherst College Library, Amherst, Mass. W. I. Fletcher, librarian.
Armour Institnte, Chicago, Ill. Katharine L. Sharp, librarian.
Astor Library, New York, N. Y. Robbins Little, superintendent.
Boston .A.thenaeum, Boston, Mass. William C . Lane, librarian.
Boston Public Library. Ilerbert Putnam, librarian.
Bowdoin College Library, Brunswick, Me. Geo . T. Little, librarian.
Brooklyn (N. Y.) Library. W. A. Bardwell, librarian.
Brooklyn (N. Y.) Young Men's Christian Association.
ilas H. Berry,
librnrian.
Brown. Library of Brown University, Providence, R. I. Harry L. Koopman, A.. M.,
librarian.
Buf.
Buffalo (N. Y.) Library. J. N. Larned, superintendent.
Cal.
Library of the
ni,,ersity of California, Berkeley, Cal. J. C. Rowell,
librarian.
am.
Cambridge (Mass.) Public Library. W. L. R. ifford, librarian.
Chic.
Chicago ublic Lihrary. I•red. H. IIild, librarian.
Public Lihrary of Cincinnati, 0. A. W. Whelpley, librarian.
Public Libr ry, Cl v land 0 . Wm. H. Brett, librarian.
'olumhia 'ollego Library, ,:'cw York, N. Y.
o. II. Baker, librarian.
Lihrar~· of ongr . , Wa bington D. C. A. R. Spofford, librarian.
'om 11 Gui\· r it Lihrary, Ithaca -r _ Y. G o. "\ m. Harris librarian.
roit (. Iich.) Puhli · Lihrary. H: .r. tlcy librarian.

Amh.
Arm.
Ast.
BA.
Bos.
Bowd.
BrL.
BrY.

-----

- - - - - ---
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Drex.
EnPr.
Forbes.
GrRap.
HartP .
HartTh.
Harv.
How.
Jers.
LosA.
MIT.
Man.
Mich.
Mil.
Min.
NHav.
NYFC.
NYU.
NYS.
NYY.
Newb.
Newt.
Ost.
Peab.
PbL.
PhM.
Pratt.
Prin.
Prov .
Sal.
Ser.
Spr.
StLM.
StLP.
Stan.
Wat.
Well.
Wore.
Yale .
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Drexel Institute Librnry, Philadelphia, Pa. Alice B. Kroeger, librarian.
Enoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore City, Md. Bernard C. Steiner,
librarian.
Forbes Library, Northampton, Mass. C :A. Cutter, librarian.
Public School Library, Grand Rapids, Mich. Lucy Ball, librarian.
Hartford (Conn.) Public Library. Caroline M. Hewins, librarian.
Case Memorial Library of tho Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford,
Conn. Alfred T . Perry, librari an .
Harvard University Library, Cambridge, Mass. Justin "\¥insor, librarian.
Howard Memorial Library, New Orlea"!'ls, La. William Beer, librarian.
F r ee Public L'ibrary, Jersey City, N. J. Geo. Watson Cole, lilmn'ian.
Los Angeles (Cal.) Public LilJrary. Tessa L. Kelso, librarian.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass. Clement,¥. Arnlrews,
librarian.
City LilJrary, Manchester, N. H. Kate E. Sanborn, librarian.
General Library, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. Raymond C.
Davis, librarian.
Public Library of the City of Milwaukee, Wis. Theresa \Vest, librarian .
Minneapolis (Minn.) Public Library. J ames IL Hosmer, librarian .
Free Public Libra.ry, New Haven, Conn. W. K. Stetson, librarian.
New York Free Circulating Library. Ellen M. Coe, librarian.
Mercantile Library of New York. W. T. Peoples, librarian.
New York State Library, Albany, N. Y. Melvil Dewey, director.
L ibrary of the Young Men's Christian Association, New York City. R. B.
Poole, librarian .
Newberry Library, Cliicago, Ill. J: V. Cheney, librarian.
Newton (Mass.) Free Library. Elizabeth P. Thurston, librarian .
Osterhout Free Library, ·wilkes Barre, Pa. Hannah P. James, librarian.
Library of the Peabody Institute, Baltimore, Md. P.R. Uhler, librarian.
Library Company of Phil adelphia, Pa. James G. Barnwell, librarian .
Mercantile Library, Philadelphia, Pa. John Edmands, librarian.
Pratt Ins titnte Pree Library, Brooklyn, N. Y. MaryW. Plummer, librarian.
Library of the College of New Jersey, Princeton, N. J. Ernest C. Richardson, librarian.
Providence (R. I.) Public L ibrary. William E. Foster, librarian.
Salem (Mass . ) Public Library . Gardner M. Jones, librarian.
Scranton (Pa.) Pnblic Library. Henry J . Carr, librarian.
City Library Association, Springfield, Mass. W illiam Rice, ·librarian.
St. Louis Mercantile Library . Horace Kephart, librarian.
St. Louis Public Library. F: M. Crunden, librarhtn.
Leland Stanford, Jr., University Library, Palo Alto, Cal. E. H. \¥oodru:ff,
librarian.
}'ree Public Library of Watertown, Mass. Solon F. Whitney, librarian.
Wellesley College Library, Wellesley, Mass. Lydia B . Godfrey, librarian.
F ree Public Library of the City of Worcester, Mass. Samuel Swett Green,
librarian.
Yale UniYersity Liurary, New Haven, Conn. A<l.dison Van Name, librarian.

ED
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MUSE"CMS, ART GALLERIES, AND LEC'.reRES IN CONNECTIO)I WITH
PUBLIC LIBRARIES.

By JAMES BAI:N, Jr., Chief Librarian, Toronto Public Library.

The chapter by Professor Frieze, iu the report on the Public Librarie.
of the United States, by the Bureau of Education for 1876, on "Art
museums and their connection with public libraries" was the fu-st official proposal to extend the work of public libraries .. It does not seem
to have commended itself to American libraries, for few, if any, institutions based on his proposed lines have been organized since that
date. As he then pointed out, the collection of paintings and sculpture
exhibited by the Boston Athemenm was the only one of the kind connected with a library, and speaking of the value of this, he sa.ys that
he and many others look back with gratitude to the comparatiYely
small and humble art museum of this institution a8 the training school
to which he owes in a great degree his power to appreciate tl.Je rich
treasures of sculpture and painting in the Old World. In 1881 l\Ir.
James Hibbert Preston, England, printed for private distribution
"Notes on free public libraries and museums" which formed part of
the materials collected. to assist in framing the ground work of a report
on the proposed Harris Free Liurai·y and Museum, in which be reviewed
the history and present condition of the pubJic libraries of Europe an<l.
America and pressed strongly the claims of an art gallery ancl mu enm
to for m 11art of the proposed library. In t1rn same year the fate Dr.
Holmes, of the New York State Library, Albany~ proposed, in a valuable
paper read at the Washington conference of the A. L. A., to go further
than Professor Frieze, and urged tbe addition of popular museums a
wen as of art galleries to public libraries, calliug- attention to the remarkable series of amendments in the laws of tbe United Kiugdom pe ial1y
directed to this end. In the discussion uhich followed, tlie two pcakers
who opposed the views of Dr. Holmes stated that they did not thiuk
it expedient to divert any part of the taxes for libraries to tlte maiutcnan~e of museums, lecture , or concert . '' Where a town or city can
get only a small amonut of money for educational purpo e , it i be t
not to ruu the risk of dividing this amount too much in trying to further
v ral objects. The re:ult might ue, poor chool , a poor library ~n<l
a poor mu cum.
}fr. . S. Green said that in Worce ter the library
wa.· ·l ·
·onne ted with th natural hi ·tory ociety and two art
i 'ti · whi ·h fre ly u ·ed the hook.· in tbe library individually and in
l,: :. Th' fe lin of tb
onvention wa
Yi<.l ntly ngaiu t r.
(T
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paper is reported. Among the pap.e rs read at the Birmingham meeting
of the L.A. U. K., 1887, ,vas one by 0. Whitworth Wallis, curator of
the Birmingham art galleries and museum, on the connection between
free libraries and art galleries and museums, which elicited considerable
interest. The writer was fortunate in being able to re\riew the successful career of an institution which he had been instrumental in building
up and of being able to exhibit it to the members of the association in
daily working order. Mr. Thomas Greenwood published in 1888 a
book on Museums and Art Galleries, which contains a, general history of
mm:eums in Great Britain and Ireland with a detailed descriptio:1 of
the more important, together with a brief account of those in America, Germany, France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, and Italy. It is
of special value for its descriptions and statistics of rate-supportedmuseums and art galleries of the United Kingdom, almost all of which
arc connected with public libraries. The aids to popularizing the
museum are worthy of careful consideration. Inquiries made at the
Baltimore meeting of the adjourned Lakewood convention of the A.
L . A ., 1892, as to what had been done in this direction by :my members
failed to draw any response, but the president-elect, Mr. Dewey, stated
that he was disposed to view tho matter in a differe11t light from that
of former days, and recommended careful consideration of the question
as preparatory to fuller discussion at a future meeting.
Desirability.-" Libraries combined with museums iu the sa.me institution are desirable for a double purpose. One is that museums of
science and art have an intrinsic value in themselves for the education
of any community. The other is that the association of the free
public library with free museums, in the same building and under the
same trustees, increases the utility of and interest in both, with the least
expenditure. The museums contemplated are of any and every kind
attainable-of science, art., or both together. They should be allowed
to embrace all objects which it might suit the means, the taste, or the
ge11erosity of t110 citizens of a town to supply. In art, they would by
no means be limited to collections of paintings and sculpture, but would
embrace every form of production from the hand of mau. A mere
enumeration of the objects which properly compose such art museums
indicates the vastness of the field from which the supply is to be
drawn: Pottery and porcelain; carvings iu wood, ivory, and shell; inlaid
and lacquered work; jewelry, and works in gold, silver, copper, brass,
and iron; textile manufactures, laces, embroidery, and carpets; articles
of furniture and house decoration; arms and armor; engraved gems,
coin~, medals, seals; illnstrations of architecture, engraving, typograpby, ancient manuscripts, historic pictures and portraits. .l\Iany of
tbe above carry with them the idea of archrnology, and the collections
would naturally receive whatever would portray ancient Europe, Rome,
Gr ecc, Egypt, and Assyria, reaching back to the prehistoric period.
The New World would be exhibited by the earliest memorials of human
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existeuce to be found here, coming <lowu to all such as illustrate the
civilization and customs of the native races of this hemisphere to the
present time. rrhere remains to be enumerated museums of natural
science, embracing the animal and -vegetable kingdom and inorganic
matter." 1
Of the value of such museums there cau be little difference of opinion;
as means of educating, of awakening interest in science and art in
untrained minds, of stimulating and guiding historic and artistic taste,
as affording storehouses for the numberless articles which we would
fain preserve for the pleasure and instruction of future generation,
the museum should be as necessary to the city or town as the free
library. Mr. Emerson sounds the true note: "I wish to find in my own
town a library and museum which is the property of the town, where
I can deposit this precious treasure, where I and my children can
see it from time to time, and where it has its proper place among
hundreds of such donations from other citizens who have brought
thither whatever articles they have judged to be in their nature a public rather than a private property. A collection of this kind, the prop ·
erty of each town, would dignify the town, aucl we should love and
respect our neighbors more; obviously, it would be easy for every
town to discharge this truly municipal duty." 2
The advantage of uniting tlie public library, museum, and art gallery
under one management are equal1y apparent, eitller from th~ standpoint of utility or of expense. The power of referring directly from
the printed description to the work of art is of immense value to the art
student and art worker. No book can convey the same impres ion as
the article itself; nor, on the other hand, can tlle student fully appredate the work of art till his attention has beeu drawn directly to its
salient features. The student or the miner may pore over Danas
Mineralogy for hours without getting that definite klea of the appearance and character of any mineral that he would gain in as many miuutes by aid of the museum specimen. With book and pecimen the
young archreologist or ethnologist realize rapidly what we know of our
:predecessors on this continent or of the condition of the yet uncivilized
races of the earth. In all branches of art and science the book aud
sp ·imen are complementary and hould be drawn tog .ther a clo ely
a po ible. American librarian , have not stron ly di puted the e
tat ment. , ut have re ted their oppo ition to tlle union with either
mu eum or art gall ri · on two trong practical objection :
1. Th t he libr riau ha quite enouo·h to do to look after bis book ·
ll
.:.1,

r

ha all

c

ail l>l • fnud

ar r quired for buying l>o k ' aud main-

' ining h lil rary.
JJr. J[olrn · : Library ,Jonrnal, VI
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With the first objection I will deal when considering how libraries
and museums should be managed, and for the second see wl1ether any
light can be obtained from abroad.
History in the United Kingdom.-In the United Kingdom private and
semiprivate libraries have grown up side by side, and it is curious to
notice that the museums were the first to be made free. The relics of
Britain's varied civilization during successive centuries ~onstituted a
treasure of archrnologica.I and antiquarian interest which could not well
be looked for in newer lands, and which continued to fospire the antiquary to entrancing but unrequited toil, gathering together materials
for a J1!USeurn. When to these were added the gleanings from foreign
lands, brought by collector, traveler, or sailor, and later when the natural sciences awakened a love for systematize.d collections of rocks,
plants, animals, birds, and shells, the . museum assumed proportions
which compelled attention to the necessity for providing proper accommodation and supervision.
'ro depend upon voluntary subscriptions was to insure a slow and
painful extinction. The dusty and moth-eaten collection in a dark
room, rarely visited, was proverbial. The museums act of 1845, by which
public free museums were authorized to be established in cities and
boroughs containing not less than 10,000 inhabitants was the first step
toward putting things on a popular basis. By the museum and libraries .act of 1850, the act of 1845 was repealed, and town councils were
authorized to establish public libraries and museums in towns where a
two-thirds vote could be secured. This act restricted the library rate
to a half- penny in the pound, and the amount raised was only applicable
to maintaining a museum and library when formed, and did not allow
any part of the funds to be expended in buying books for the library
or specimens for the museum. ~he public libraries act of 1855 extended
these powers and authorized increasing· the library rate to one• penny
in the pound, and also the appropriation of any part of the rate to the
purchase of books and specimens. Amendments were made to this act,
in 1866, 1868, 1871, 1877, 1884, 1885, which, among other improvements,
gave permission to any public library, museum, school of science or art,
or art gallery, to add any or all of these to its institution, and extended
the provisions of the public libraries act to smaller parishes in combination, any two or more of which having an aggregate population
exceeding 5,000 persons, are empowered, after taking the necesRary
legal steps, to establish a public library or museum, or both. As the
most prominent example in the world, the British Museum at once
occur8 to every mind. But while exhibiting the advantages of combination, its national character places it on an entirely different footing
from those under consideration.
In 1888, 41 free public libraries and museums or art galleries, or both,
were in operation. 'rhere were also 3 libraries aud museums supported
by subscription, and 8 free museums. Salford (population, 198,140) aud
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Warrington (population, 45,253) were the first to adopt the act of 184G.
The former opened its museum in 1850, when its population was only
87,533, and art gallery in 1854, and between these dates and 1880 o·rnr
15,000,000 visitors were admitted, and the annual issue of books in tb.e
library had risen to 38G,528. The books, pictures, specimens, ancl buil<l.ings were valued at from $ 300,000 to $350,000. Tbe city of Liverpool
(population, 5_1 7,950) is an excellent and well-known example of the success which bas attended the effort to combine the different institutions
under a common government for a common good. One of the striking
features which catches the eye of the traveler on landing at Liverpoolis
the handsome group of buildings which crown t he rising ground in the
center of the city. It is the combined free library, museum, lecture
hall, and picture gallery which public enterprise and private beneficence have given to the citizens. First established as a library in 1852,
it now contains in the lending library 60,147 volumes, and issued for
home rP-ading in 1892 463,256, besides 636,860 used in the reading
rooms. It also contains 101,262 volumes in it8 reference library, from
which 201,705 were issued in 1892. In addition to this, 327,448 persons
visited the museum, 619,64:7 the art gallery, and 38,611 attended the
lectures. The building for the library and museum was given by Sir
WHliam Brown in 1860 and the art gallery in 1871. The rate produced
in 1892, £11,300, which, with the small fee charged for entry to the loan
exhibition, seems to be the entire revenue of the institution, though tlrn
committee state that owing to a falling off in the amount of the rate,
"it would have been impossible to maintain the institutions in their
present state of efficiency" without an extra grant from the city council. The report of 18!)1 says "the desire of the committee is to popularize the noble and unique group of institutions under their control
and to avail themselves of all the many and varied opportunities tlley
afford for the education and entertainment of the people." In 1892 they
report "that free lectures have now for a, period of twenty-eight years
formed part-and in their results a most important part-of tllC educational work carried on in connection with these institutions," and furni 'h
a list of thirty-one lectures on science, history, geography, and art,
illustrated by experiment or lime light. The mu ·emn ha been enriched
by such magnificent gifts as the Philips collection of mineral , the
u tin coll ction of fossil , the Mariat collection of h 11 ·, the Earl of
er Y · ollectio:n of mammal and bird~, compri ing 20,000 pe imen
the l\Iayal olle Lion f hi torical art treasure , and m1m rou .muller
coll ti n f inter t and alu . The art gall ry ha also been h1 ·r a cd
Y fr (JU nt gift.·,
ibat tb p rman nt coll ction forms the uu lcu
of a 'T, u
U ry whi h will
ntinue to attract ·i it r at time
wh n th 1 an xl i 1tio11,· , r, a an n . The number f vi it r an l
tlt ,
, inc:r , . of r , r. · in tb Ii rary
m. · t 1 e 1l fl ting
n i ipati n: f h ·ommitt "that one f th 1 rimaIT
forming tl1 · 11, ·ti · wa to in truct not nly thr un-h
1
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the works themselves, but also through t.b.e literature in tbe library."
And we find expressly -noted iu the report for 1892 the large increase
in books on science and art.
_The Birmingham library has a somewl1at similar record.· Establislied
as a library in 1860, it was not till 1864 that tho first steps were taken
to form an art gallery, and not till 1870 when the formation of
industrial museum was commenced. Soon it was found that tlie comparatively small rooms were overcrowded, and the committee were compelled
to remove both the museum and art collections to Ashton Hal1, about
2½ miles from the city. · But in 1881 arrangements were completed
with the municipal authorities enabling the generosity of private individuals to endow the beautiful building near the library. In 1801 the
library contained in the reference department 110,759 volumes., and
the number issued was 375,m,2. The lending library also contained
58,471 volumes, with an issue for home reading of 480,004. The
number of visitors to the museum and art galleries in 1888, the ~last
year for which I h::we statistics, was 1,105,268. The proceeds of the
rate in 1891 was £9,874 9s. lOd., and £679 lls. 4d. was realized from
catalogs, fines, etc., making a total of £10,554 ls. 2d. This sum was.
absorbed by the main library and branches; but gifts covered the ad-ditional expense of the museum and art gallery. This <loes not seem a
large expenditure. for so large an<l wealthy a city as Birmingham (po.puJation, 420,170), and shows what can be done by careful and energetic
extension in all directions. Mr. Wallis thus sums up the "relations
which exist between this free library, art gallery, and museum: FiTSt
of all their aims are identical, for they have in view the one end, the
culture of the people; secondly, they apr)eal to the same mental faculties witlJ. which all men are endowed in a greater or less degree; and
tltirdly, to a very great extent one of them, the museum, to carry out
its proper fuuctions io a great measure is dependent upon the other,
the library. It leans upon it, as it were; it ·looks to it to minister to
the museum visitors that knowledge and information which the most
comprelrnnsive cataJog and labels in the world would fail to supply.
In a case like Birmingham this is particularly the case, for the books
on art and art workmanship are, as a rule, beyond the reach of the ordinary workman, and his appetite having been whetted by a slight clescription of some object or process in the museum, he must of necessity have
recourse to the library to acquire farther knowledge."
Other instances might be given of the success of tlle joint institutions in the United Kingdom, and reference made to Booth (population, 27,334), Bradford (population, 216,360), Dundee (population,
155,680), Exeter (population, 47,154), Leicester (population, 47,154),
Nottingham (population, 211,084), Sheffield (population, 324,240),
Swan ·ea (population, 55,417). But sufficient has been said to show:
1. That the union of the three institutions has been &uccessful in the
United Kingdom.

an
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2. That it is possible to carry on all the work on the moderate rate
which tlie act permits them to collect.
3. That invariably museums aud art galleries under proper management commend themselves so -much to the wealthy that a large proportion of their contents are given or lent.
Mr. Justin Winsor 1 was struck by the fact "that the public lil>rary
system in this country (England) takes on, in its museum:, of antiquities, an adjunct in the popular instruction which we have failed in
America to embrace in its agencies. The local antiquary and arcln"eologist has here a recognized duty beside the public librarian. I found
at Worcester, for instance, tliat on the inner walls of the librarylmil<l.ing were painted geological charts of the neighborhood, thus presenting to tlie minds of tlie young the place in the development of the
country's surface of the rema.ins to be seen in the cases. Similar helps,
I was told, were arranged in the library at Shrewsbury. I have met
everywhere with people who were popularizing a knowledge of the local
British and Roman antiquities, and one can not fail to see how the
dissemination of such information makes more intelligent readers for
such books as Green's Making of England."
Mr. Greenwood, 2 speaking of the museum and gymnasium act of
1891 says: ,: Here again as with the libraries, the towns have not been
'
.
slow to avail themselves of the power conveyed. by these acts. Puuhc
library and museum must necessarily go band in hand, and our hope is
that wherever there is one of the institutions the twin brother should
soon come into operation."
After some years' experience Mr. Hibbert (Preston) says: '' The views
that I have expressed in my notes as to the conjunction of libraries and
museums I still hold. A library considered as a means of public
instruction is incomplete without a museum, both as respects the fine
arts and physical science."
In the Unitt3d States.-In the United States the conditions of life were
different from those in the older lands. The population was sparer
the means of obtaining a higher education more limited, and collectiou'
of books were only to be found in the older cities of the Ea tem seaboard, and there in colleges and private houses. It ,va8 natural, ther ·
for , that the demand only extended to free librarie . On ·e e tabli bed
the 11 rgies of the librarian and trustees were expended in iucrea ing
the 1mm r of vol um ~s and extending the facilitie:· for reading. Tbe
, oil al. o yield l few antiquitie . The tone tools and weapon of tlle
lllclian w re ind d found in many di trict , but th y did not onv Y t
th •find~r h
m hum nint re.·twhich the
man, a on and ormau
r ·1nain: di
h ir f 11 w-w rk r in ~ urop . :ror bad natural hi tory
· 11 • ~ i 11.· i11 c ny g n r 1 n.· b n b gun.
rca
·liaug •: ha - ak n >l· ·
have b
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whole country-many of them in large and beautiful buildings. The
number of books per capita has become equal to almost any country
in the world. Annual meetings of theA.L.A.have directed the attention of librarians to many channels through which to extend the
knowledge of the contents of their books and of increasing their use.
Does it not seem as if the time had come to adopt fuller and more perfect methods of reaching, directing, aJ?.d stimulating the popular taste1
In 1876 Professor Frieze was able to point to the instance of the Boston Athemeum as the sin gle example of an art gallery in connection
with a library, and the position yet remains unaltered. But a natural
movement in the direction of extension is taking place. In 1885 l\linnesota granted a charter to Minneapolis creating a board with power
"to establish and maintain public libraries and reading rooms, galleries
of art and museums." This library uas partially availed itself of the
power and possesses some valuable paintings, and has on loan for ex1ibition some casts from t he antique, keramics, tapestries, and miscellaneous specimens of art worknianship. The New York Free Circulating
Library reports (1889) that "all the libraries have been enriched by a
gift of a series of :fine steel engravings, permanent photograph8, and
casts of celebrated sculptures. These have been selected with discrimination aud care, appropriately framed, aud placed on the walls. The
series comprises historical, geographic, and artistic illustrations from
the works of the best artists, and greatly promote a taste for books on
these subjects. A zest for reading is encouraged in this way: lJ nder a
:fine line engraving of Washington or Napoleon is placed a list of all
tLe works in the library relating to him or bis period; under the photographs of the best monuments of Egypt is a list of books relating to
Egyptian art and history, while Raphael and his best known Madonnas,
and casts from Lucca d ella Robbia and other Italian artists serve to
introduce the literature of Italian art."
Worcester, Toronto, and some other libraries report that the exhibition of the prints of t1e Arundel Society have tended to awaken an
interest in art and the history of these times, while others by the
exhibition of illuminated manuscripts, artistic printiug and binding,
are working to t~e same end. Malden, Mass., reports (1888) even more
decidedly. "If there has ever been a doubt as to the expediency of conn ecting an art gallery with a public library it has been diRpelled in our
experience, for we can s_e c many advantages which have arisen from
their connection. Visitors who might otherwise have never come to
the library are gradually brought within its influence by the means
which attract, them. Better still the gallery is a most important aud
helpful companion to our books; for its pictures, all of which are good,
and several excellent, may often answer questions which the books can
not, or create an interest which the book may afterward s foster. There
is a sincere art spirit among our people which the library 1as done
much to stimulate and w1ich the gallery will tend to ext.end and per-
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l)etuate. A useful adjunct to both the library and the gallery which
will come iu tirn_e will be a collection of photographs of the world's great
pictures, so tllat the student may become acquainted with them by
siglit as weU as by name. Such a collection, arranged by schools, or
by galleries, and correctly named, could not fail to awaken interest, if
not enthusiasm, in those who might view their., and would be worth its
cost in the cause of popular or iudividual art education."
A different method of comb111in g library and museum bas been
adopted by the Salem public library. 1 "By way of increasing the educational value of the collection in the museum and of giving illustrations to readers of books in the public library, a system of reference
cards bas been adopted by the officers of the Peabody Academy of
Sciences, giving tlle author's name, title, and ca11 number of such books
in the Salem public library as treat of the specimen or group of specimens on which the canls are placed. With our normal and high
schools, and the proximity of numerous other schools and academies of
higher gra<le in neighboring towns, it is of the utmost importance that
these scientific and educational iustitntions should work in harmony in
order to be of the greatest value to the public."
The Buffalo public library has arranged its beautiful building so as
to lodge the natural history museum, the art gallery, aud the Historical Society Museum under the same roof.
In 1883 th; Province of Ontario passed an act authorizing the esta,blishment, by board s11ecially appointed, of free libraries, museums, and
art _galleries, but while free libraries have been formed, none have
availed themselves of the full power of the act.
Fina11y, the State of New York has, in amending and consolidating
its university law, inserted a clause which should afford a model to
enry State in the Union:
SEC. 35. All provisions of sections thirty-five to forty-one shall apply equally to
libraries, museums, and to combineu. libraries aucl nrnsenms; aml the worcl "library"
shall Lo construe_cl to incluclo reference and circulating libraries and r eading room ·

(Laws of New York, 1892, ch. 378, approi·ecl .L111ril 27, 18Dfd .)

It is evident, therefore, that we are drifting in the direction of combiuec.l libn1ries, mu eums or art ga11eries, or both, and that the combination i gradually approving it elf for its educational and refining
illflu nee.. The economy with which they can be carried on under the
pr,_. ut organization i patent from tb0 example of similar institution
in th Tnit d Kingdom. Our aim should be, not to ru ·h into the formL ·
ti n f 1 r , pe i liz •d mu um r xpcn jye art gallerie , but uietly
t w rk tli ·m up a n c:.-, ry part. of the library, and if arri cl n iu
tlii: manu r h annual
11 · "m f, rm a, y ry ,'mall portion f the
gr: 11 t • nd will n th
tli r haud 1 ad to "Teat r lib rL lity nth
pt 1 of th a lwriti
1
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Bints for managmnent.-Do not be afraid to sta,rt witli a small collection. It will soon grow. Get tlle reporters to write up in the local
papers the douations as they arrive, and make it general1y known tllat
you want specimens. You will speedily have plenty offered, if you
will undertake t::> supply cases. Some of the best museums in the
United States do not buy anything. Reserve always the 1'ight to
exclude what is useless or at least valueless for your purposes. Set
out with a definite idea of what form you intend your museum to take
and it will be comparatively easy to mold it. In some localities you
can enlist the services of members of the natural history, the historical,
or art societies in the work who will relieve the librarian from much
difficulty in making a beginning. Place your collections of specimens
or pictures in a spare room or rooms well lighted and arranged for
extension. E very new library building should be planned to afford
an1plo accommodation of tlie best kind. Never permit, even tcrn1)0rarily, any cases or pictures to be left in the library proper, as a doorway would be open:e<l. at once to talking and disorder which it wm be
difficult to correct. A.bove all a, special assistant with some knowledge
of the natural sciences must be appointed, with complete cl:mrge under :
the general guidance of the librarian, who must be left free to a,ttend
to bis regular work. It is uot a.difficult matter to obtain the services of a young htdy with college training, with a real Joye for the work, who
could talrn charge, do the labeling, enter all arrivals iu the accession
book, and be able to give as much information to visitors as is requisite
in most small museums. As it need not be open more than si::s: or eight hours a, day, not more than one is required.
The connection with the books must be closely maintained, not only
by giving references to special books, but by exhibiting side by side
the special illustrations referring to them, or by erecting in close proximity small shelves on which can be placed the most conveuieut manuals. As for example, Le Conte's Geology, NiclJolson's Paheontology,
Dana's Mineralogy, Gray's Botany, Packard's Entomology, Nuttall's
Ornithology, Abbott's Primitive Industry. The label on each specimen
shoul<l. be very clear and distinct, giving the scientific and common
name, the locality whence it came, and the name and address of the
donor. As each library should be the repository of the local printed
matter, so each mu~eum should aim first at having a thorough representation of the natural physical characteristics an<l. fauna and flora
of the snrrouncling district, so that the stranger will be able, almost at
a, glance, to se.e the Jeadiugfea,tures of tlle country, and the young thus
accustomed to observe their own, will be better able to examine intelligently collections of other aud Jarger cities an<l. more comprehensive
institutions. Much ma,y be done by a large relief model of the surrounding country or by geological sections painted on the wall. In manufacturing cities, specimens of raw materials under all stages of
manufacture arc of great interest-, and, when supplemented by like
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specimens from abroad, form n, technological museum of a highly Yaluable character.
If free lectures can be arranged, having for their subject the contents
of any of the cases or of books bearing on them, a wider interest is
roused in both library and museum. Let your lecturers be men, however bumble, who understand their special work, not mere general
talkers. If, in addition, occasional open nights can be arranged, when
some special attraction is announcet1, many will be induced to enter ancl
remain in the building who in ordinary course would misspend their
time elsewhere. Collections of art workma,nship and pictures are -very
attractive, and loan exhibitions can almost always be provided atleast
once a year. Valuable paintings are becoming more numerous in the
homes of our wealthy citizens, and, except in rare cases, can be readily
borrowed for public exhibition. Temporary exchanges with other
libraries and art galleries of special pictures could be effected, and a
brief newspaper notice that a new object of art or picture could be seen
at the public library would stimulate regularly the public attention.
Following the example of other institutions, a small charge might be
made to defray extra expenses. As pointed out by Professor Frieze,
casts of almost all the famous statues can be obtained at small cost,
and would familiarize the mind of youth with the glories of ancient art.
Finally, the librarian must never forget that the museum is neither a
storehouse nor a bazaar, but an additional means of extendin g and popularizing knowledge; therefore bis collections are worthless unless
systematically arranged and his pictures properly described, and that
at all times the rooms must be kept bright, attractive, and comfortable.
The curators of the United States National Museum, Washington, aud
of the Cincinnati . .'\..rt
.
Museum have devised model cases, about which
they readily give all information.
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By

HORACE KEPHART,

Librarian, St. Louis Mercantile Library.

This paper is limited to arrangement of books on the shelves.
There is an essential difference between catalog and shelf arrangement, inasmuch as a title may be duplicated ip. a catalog, whereas the
book itself can stand in but one place at a time. A subtler judgment
must therefore he exercised in shelving books than in making a subject
catalog, aud expediency must sometimes rule, instead of strict logical
principles; hence it is not surprising that the matter of classification
on the shelves has not passed beyond the stage of controversy.
I originally intended to discuss some underlying principles of classification, hoping that we might discover room for further cooperation without pushing uniformity too far. It seemed to me that if it were shown
that the admitted faults of our more popular systems were not necessary
evils, we would have advanced somewhat toward a solution of the
problem. Indeed, I even went so far as to write a critical examination
of the field. But the essay grew forbidding by mere bulk, and an
attempt to condense only resulted in obscurity. Consequently, the
present chapter is limited to methods now pursued in our larger libraries, and to the views of their librarians on a few fundamental problems
which beset the classifier.
Such a conspectus should have more than statistical value, since the
literature of classification which has appeared in this country within
the past twenty years, though extensive, is the work of but a few men,
and does not show the conclusions of American librarians as a cla,sr::;.
I regret that space forbids my including a similar showing of the
various methods employed by our foreign colleagues. Such an addition might go towards correcting the tendency to a fatuous provincialism which is not unknown among us. In default of anything better, I
append a reference liRt, which includes foreign as well as native works
relating to classification.
Early in 18!.)3 I sen~ the following cir~ular of inquiry to the head
of every library in the Uuited States whicli, so far as I could learn,
contained 25,000 -volumes and upwards. Undoubtedly many smaller
institutions might have been heard from with profit, but this line was
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chosen as roughly indicating the point beyond which the merits and
demerits of clas~ification systems are likely to be felt:
CIRCULATI •

.1 How many volumes are there in your library 1
2 Do you use the Cutter, Dewey, Edmancls, Fletcher, Harvard,1 Larned, 1 Perkins,
Schwartz, or Smith classification ? 1
3 If so, do you modify it, and ho,v 1 What changes in it woulu you suggest if it
wero to be made over again 1
4 If you u se neither of the above, pleaso give an outline of the ma.in diYisions of your
shelf-classification, with class marks, an<l. examples of your usage in numbering
books. If a synopsis has been printed, a copy of it will suffice.
5 How long has the present system been used in your libraryf
6 If you were to classify your-books a,new, what method woultl you adoptf
7 Do you favor "close" classification ( closer, for example, than the first three figures
of the Dewey, or first two letters of the Cutter system) f
8 Do you think that the mnemonic element in such notations as the Cutter, De,rny,
Schwartz, is worth what it costs~
9 Do yon find by actual test that close-classification wastes spacef

One hundred and eighty-three circulars were sent out, to which 130
replies were received. Three libraries reporting had less than 25,000
volumes, thus leaving 127 available returns. To print these reports in
ful'l would take too much space, but the gist of them is given in the
annexed table and abstracts.
For the benefit of begiuners it may be well to define a few of the
technical terms here used.
When we sort out a lot of things (minerals, plants, books-no matter
what) so that similars are grouped together, and then arrange these
groups into a system, that is a classification. When we assign a distinguishing mark to each number of such a system, that is a notation.
Classification is a method of work; notation is a mere label to help us
in handling the material. It is a mischievous error to confound the two.
Iu many libraries the notation bas little or no reference to the scheme
of classification, the books being numbered according to the shelves
which they occupy. This, in library parlance, is called fixed location.
In others, numbers refer to divisions in the classification, and thi is
known as mova.ble or rela-tive locat-ion. The difference between the e
methods i clearly shown by Mr. Cutter, as follows:
The former [fixe(l] may bo compared to the lino in the directory which states that
a man liv s at 129 Grace street; tho la.tter [movable] to the Army R gister, which
says tliat h is captain of Company , I• ifth ReO'iruent,, M. V. The street i1:1 immovable but the r giment may l> marched from one part of the country to another, yet
tho man i easily fonncl by his po ition in it.
imilarly books may bo found by
th •ir po ition h1 a c rtain las , tbourrh th class its lf be moved from one alco"'e t-0
ano~ller. If th man moy to an w street a new directory i8 needed· but the .Army
gi tcrdo snotbav tob :.i.lt r d,jn tbccansetber gimcntba been quarter din
d11T r nt town. L. j. 4: 236 (1 7!)].
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The terms close classification and broad or loose classification can not
be defined with any exactness. In general, advocates of broad classification would have, at most, only a few hundred subject divisions for a
miscellaneous library, while the cloee classifiers often use several thousand. In Schleiermacher's Bibliographisches system/ (1852) there are
13,016 headings, and the later classifications of Dewey, Hartwig, and
Cutter arc likewise very minutely subdivide<l. The extremes may be
illustrated, on the one hand, by the story of the theological library
(prolrnbly mythical) in which the books were disposed on two sides of
tlle room, according as they were "sound" or "unsound;" and on the
otlier hand, by the rubric 267. 34145 in the Dewey classification, whicb,
being interpreted, seems to mean, "In Young Men's Christian .Associations, have the general secretary and his assistants, as salaried officers,
a right to keep company with ladies."
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Synopsis of retnrns from 127 Ubraries of 25,000 ·1:oliimes anil upward, 1893.
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Oti.'i, 000

I
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System of classification
u sed.

System preferred.

I Favor clo.se classifi· I Favor mnemonic
cation 1

nota t ions?

·

Yrs .
Library of Congress, Washi ngton, D. C. Movable; broad ... . _. . . .. _.

Siu, !!3i 1 llo:iton publio, Boston, Mass ...... - .. - .. Shur tleff's decimal; fixed;
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!!SO, OOOl rninin1ity of Chicago, Chicago. TI!.... D owey, slightly modified.
Cutter a u thor numbers.
!!15, 38!lJ \.stor, Now York, N. Y .... ·-···-·-··-· F ixed : broad·-·-·····--· ....

Same, expanded

I H as n ot been consid·

16

er ed.
Should k eep m aster
of' any system. ·
Same.

ordinarily desir-, No·--··----····--· 1 Yes.
able.
No exp erience ... . . _. . No experience._ .. No experience.

I

Yes; depends upon I If not slavishly Not enough to l a.
the sub,iect.
followed.
ment it.
Yes; use 6 figures. . . . Yes; d ecidedly.. . No.
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Same, modified as No . . ·--··
needed.
73 H as worked well; too
York morcnntilo, New York, N . Y. Movable; apb abetical ; no
subject classification.
I expensiYeto change.
• -- - - •........... - ...•••
!!15, 500J inle tnivorsity, New Ilaven, Conn._ .. Movable; close . .... . ... ... . (5)
De,eloping one, prob~bly
(5) I .• - •• • •. • • •. • • •. • •• - - • ••
!.'OU, 000 , Sutro, San .ltrancisco, Cal.
fixed, based upon that of
Halle.
]8$, 478 Chicago public, Chicago, TII .. . - - - .. ... . Poole; movable; broad .... .
177, ji7G Cincinnati public, Cincinnati, Ohio .. - .. Fixed; see report .... _..... .
I
171. 000 Library Company of Philadelphia, Smith ....... ·-· . .. ···-· .. --·
15 Not prepared to an. I No ....................
J>bilnllelphin. Pa.
swer.
170,000 Boston .A.thenrcum, Hoston, Mass ... - .. . Cutter·s .A.thenreum . . _. ___ . · 1 13 ···-· .. ·-- .. ····-· ·-·· .. Yes .. ·· -·-·--··· . .. . ..
169, 715 New York State, .A.lbany, N. Y ........ . Dewey, not modified . _... __ .
ltl!l, 000 Philn<lelphia mercantile, Philadelphia, Edmands ····· ··- --- ··-···· .
~·~·b-(ii ~;i·a.-~zl·
Pa.
moreminutely. .
160,000 Columbia College, Now York City ... _.. Dowey, partially· -- .. _. __ _._
10 Bydepartmentsofm· Yes; depends ..... .. _.
struction .
133, 000 7 Cornell rniversity, Ithaca, N. y _. . __ .. Similar to that of the Brit·
4 Probably same .... -· -· Notver y clo~e ........
ishMuseum.
126. 343 Enoch Pratt, Baltimore, 1\ld ... _... ____ . Movable; broad; ba"3ed upon
7 \ Mi;:~xpausible sys· ·····-·-· · ··
Poole's Chicago public.
118,000 Brooklyn, Brookl yn, N. Y .. ····-··-·--· Mixed·········-···-········
ll8, 000 Detroit public, Detroit, Mirh ........ _. _ Dewey, slightly modified .. .
ll6, 000 1~eabody Institutt', Baltimore, 1\ld. ___ .. Fixed; broad···- ·· ...... . . .
115,000 Newberry, Chicago, Ill.
Poole; movable; ex pands
and subdivides as needed.
Same, w ith still larger I In some classes .. __. . .
llO, 0008\ Univorsity of Pennsylvania, Philadel· Dewey, much modified. ___ ..
modifications.
phia,Pa.
15 80ra;~~~i~~utt~~:~· 1 No.· -· · ··· -········ ·· ·
108,000 9 \ UuiLe<l States Surgeon·Genoral's, Movable; broad ... ---· -·--· .
Washington, D. C.
.A. modified D e ,vey · · - · · ··· ·· · ···-···· ···· ·
98,000 \ l)eunsylvania State, Ilarrisburg, Pa .. _.
system .
21 I See report·- · ·· ·· ····· No ........ ·--·········
05, 000 Gl'nornl Society of l\lot'lrn.nics nn<l Schwartz . __ ... __ .. ___ . _. __ .
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No.--············ · Not tested
No·--·---··- - ·· · · ·
Not ter,tod.--- · · · ··1 N o.
Y es ........ .. .. . . . Not the slightest..
No ..... . ..... .... .
No.·- ·· ····- ·· ·--·
Yes ... . .. .. . .. - . . . No inconvenience .
No·-····-·· · ···-··
.......... · ······ -··
Schwa~tz's
costs
notlnug.

Not tried .

Wastc·s timo.
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92,000
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Georgetown University, Washington,
D.C.
Lehig:h UniYersit3~ So. Bethlehem. Pa.
"\Vorcester free pnblic, Worcester, De,wey in r eference depart·
ment; circulation depart.
J\fass.

t:l +90. OOO! American .A.ntiqnarian Society, Wor·
caster, Mass.
California State, Sacramento, Cal ... . . .

~ !JO, 000

I

::·(·?·)·:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::·:: :::::::! ::::

I

1

:~If;:~,~: ;:~: .: •: ····;·11:::: :::: ::::•:::::::: :::::: : :::: .• : ::: ·~; ::: :: :

partm ents.
College of New Jersey, Princeton, N. J. Mo,ablc; close.............
St. Louis public, St. Louis, Mo ........ . W.T.Harris,expanded ....

!JO, 000
90,000
Ot
01 8-!, 17~

0 · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::

( 11 )7 I Cutter or Dewey ...... Yes ..... . ......... ... ............ .. .. ...... ,

II No.
.
( j ···· .... .. ........... . .. Yes . .... ............ .. ......... ... . ...... ·j
23 Same, revi sed and Yes . ............ ..... . No(?) ...... .. ..... Nottried.
closer.
i
(5)
Same, modified nota. Yes .... ... ............ No ................ No .
tions .
Ko experience .... '. .A lii"tle.
10 .A movable system ... ·I Tes; generally . ....

6)

St. Louis ruercantik, St. Louis, Mo ..... I Cutter's sixth and seventh,
modified.
Fixed; close ...... ... . ..... .
Mich.
+80,000 Wisconsin State Historical Society, Movable; close; nonotation.1···· .. I Will adopt the best .. ·1··· · · · ···· ·· · ··· ·· ··· · · · \· · · · ·· ··· · · · · · · - 13
Madison Wi11.
80,000 Brown "C'ni,ersity, Providence, R. L .. . Cutter, somewhat moclified.
(5)
Sometimes ... . .... .. .. ! Doubtfu l ...... .. . ·
80, ouo San Francisco public,. San Francisco, Dewey, somewhat modified .
13 \Same ..... ........... ....... ....... . ... .. ......... . ....... . .. . .... 1
Cal.
I
75, 000 Dartmouth College. Hai.o,er, N . H ... . Fixed; broad .............. .
Broad; r elative.
No ... _................ . No ................ i Yes.
72,000 CleYelancl public, ClevPland, Ohio . ... . Dewey, somewhat modified.
6 D ewe~', l ess mod1fied. Yes; 1tpays, . ....... . Yes ..... .. . .. ... . . ! No.
70, 000 Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y ........ .. ..... .. . Dewey, modified in deta il . .
15 .Aneclecticone ........ Yes;depends ........ . Yes; within limits . I Not nltirnately .
70,000 U nited States Senate,Washington , D. C. Library made up almo11t
13 Same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . No experience .... . .. . No opinion ....... l N o experience.
wholly of Government
I •
documents, arranged by
Congresses, etc.
68,633 Union Theological Seminary, New Fixed; broad· ... ... . ... .... .
16 Same as San Francisco A d elusion and a j No faith in it .. .. . Yes.
York, N. Y.
Theological Semi·
snare.
nary.
67. 000 M il waukee public, Milwaukee, W i~ .. -I Dewey, modified .. . ..... ... .
14 Hesitates . ........... · 1 Yes; decidedly. _.... · 1 ~ot w:orth much No.
sacrifice.
66,878 I NPw York free circulating, New Dewey, slig htly modified .. .
l:l Same .. . . ... . ... .. ... . Yes; whereneecled . . Yes .............. . No .
York, N. Y.
65,000 San Francisco mercantile, San Fran. Dewey; Cutterauthornum .
Satisfied ..
. ... . do ... . ..... .... ... 1 Questionable . . .. : Unobjectionable.
CISCO , Cal.
b ers.
6-!, 400 Minneapolis public, Minneapolis, M in n . Edmands,r edn ced; author.
4 1Cntter, or Edmands Yes; Cutter's seventh Scarcely ..... . .. . No.
table of 1,000.
expanded.
none too close .
62, 7761 Pro,idence public, P r ovidence, R. I .. .
]3y 110 m eans.
0
+60,000 Essex Instit ute, Salem, Mass ...... ... .
~: :: : : : : : :: :: : : :
60,000 .Amherst College, .Amherst, Mass ..... . Dewey,mu chmodified,di s
Fletcher .... . ..... ... . Yes . .................. N o(?) ........... . No.
. regarding decimal plan.
.
60,000 Young Men·s mercantile, Cincinnati, Mo,able; broad . . . . . . . . . . . .
58 Same . .......... .. ......... . ............... . ................... . . .
Ohio.
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Includin g; branches.
?Anrl 310,000 pamphlets.
3
Incluclin~ pamphlets.(7)
4
Kot io cluding p amphlets,

5

Applying it.
And 24,515 pamphlets.
Including law.
8 .And llO, 000 pamphlets, etc,

6
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rrs.
XM,· Bctlfonl 1mblic, New Bedford,
Mnss .

Dewey; Cutter
author
Lablo in fiction.
:Movable; close; Cutter au·
fortl, Con11.
thor.table and local list.
~:-,. ~,: l~1~linnnpolis p,nblic. ~ndianapoli~, Ind. Movable; close ( 1) .••.• • ••••
;,I, 6tl, l rHH'Oton
1heological
:::;cmmary, .. .. . do ......... .
Princtilon, X. ,T .
51, 000 1 UniYt•r~ity t•f- Yirginia, University Fixed; broad .... ... .... ... .
l'ost.()tliet\ , n.
5:!, 000 lla,orhill 1rnblic, Haverh ill, Mass ..... Shurtleff's decimal (?) .••••.
5:!. 000 Mmn csotn lI istorical :::;ociety, St. Paul , Fixecl {1); broad .... , ...... .
.:\fiun.
·
5:!,000 Un i1·ors1 ty of California, Berkeley, Cal. Mo,able; close ............ .
50, S00 llowcoiu College, Brunswick, :lle ..... Dewey, somewhat modified.
GJ, 000

...\ mPrio:rn Philosophical Sodety, PhiJa..

50, 000

Movable; cl ose ...... .. .... .

delphin, l'n.
50,000 Lowell <'ity, Low·ell, Mass . ............ Dewey, sligbtly modified ...
M. 000 'l'rinity Co)kge, IIarLford, Conu ............. do ...... . .............. .
-l--i0,000 ..t.\.n<lovcr Theological Seminary, .And· Fixed (?);broad . .... . ..... .
onir. Mass.
.
48, 0:)0 Xew York State ln-w, Albany, N. Y .. . Broad; no book numbers ....
47, OUU Lyun public, Lynn, Mass .............. 1\Iovable; close ( ?) ..•...•.•.
45, !!SO 1JoiYersity ofYermont, .Burlington, Vt. Dewey, sornewb at modi.fiecl.

Yes ................... 1 Can do no harm ..

(I)

l(j

Same, slightly modi· Depends .............. I No ... .... ......... I Not t ested.
'lied.
U nd ecided ...... .....
Satisfied . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Yes.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . No.
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Same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . No experience........ No ....... .. ....... 1 No experience.

q

55, 000 . Ilnrt liml Thcologicnl Seminary, Hart·

20

19

25
(~)

G
30

10
(5)

26

'iG
15
6

·1·..............·... ......................... .

g:~ii:~ .(-1!_: :: ::: :::: J N~ ·~;p~~i~~:;~~:::::::: ·N~ ·~~i;~r:i~~~~ : ::: / No experience.
· p·/~b;bi;;c~1t·t~·r: ~ith ·1¥::: :·:::: :: :::::::::::I ~~:::: ::: :::::::::I~~-waste.
a nothe r notation.
Edmands . . . . . . . . . . . . . No ... .. .

No ... .. ........ . . .

·················1 ···················1······· ·············[

Same more modified .. No
.
Yes.
Same,
Depends
... . .... . ..... No ................ Yes.
Same .......... . ...... No .......... .......... No experience . . . .

I Same
... . .. .... .
Same, or Cutter

... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(1) . •. Not very close ....... . No ............... .
Probably same ....... . 1 In a few cases ........ 1 Yes ............... I Kot
thoroughl y
tested.
4:'l, 000 Illinois State, Springfield. Ill ......... . nro:ul .......... .. ......... · ···· .................. · .. · .. · · · · · · ......... .... · · · .... · 1· · · · • • • .. • • · · • • · · • • ·
45,000 Omahn ]lnblic, Omaha, Nebr
Samonslntliauapolis public.I
51 Probably Cutter ...... No ....... ........ -- .. ·1No.·············· · Ko(?).
45, 000 l'eoria pn blic, Peoria, Ill .............. . ,V. 'l'. Harris, elaborated... .
20 Satisfied ........ ...... Yes................... No experience ... . No.
4-1, 523 Iowa State, Des Moine~. Iowa .. .. .. ... .
Ko.
43. 300 Wellesley Colle~e. , Vell es Joy, Mass ... .
Y es; but ·worth H.
43,000 Sne:o Library, '£heolo_gical Seminary,
New 1!runswick, N. J.
4'.?, 000 Mnino State, Augusta, Mo ........... . . · 1 Dewey, modifiecl .... .. ..... .
2 .Amoclificationof l Yes ....... .. . ......... To a limited OX· 1 Yes; wheu Yei·y
Dewey.
tent only. . . . . . . .
close.
4 ~ relative 0110 •••.•••• No ........ .. ........ . . No ... . ...... .. ... . ~ot 11ecessHily.
42, oooc Syracnso Uni.ersity, Syracuse, N. :S:- . . · \ Fixocl; broad ............. ..
10 :::;a.me, or Brooklyn .... Yes; depends . . ....... Yes ............... :Nottcstetl.
41,000 NowYorkY.M.C.A.,~ewYork,N.Y. Dewey; Cntterauthor ,and
1
sizo notation
40, 973 1 New York Bar Association, New Tork, MoYal>le; broacl ....... .
N.Y.
0, 000 \ l'hiht1lelphin ,\ tl1om1.•um, Philadelphia Fixed; "broml.
J>a..
10,000 l'mtt 1l1 i'titut,,, nroolclyn, N. Y ........ Dowoy ..................... .
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40,000
38, ll7\l
38,000

We!'\loyan Univcrsity,Midtll etow11, Conn
"\V'oollstock College, ·woodstock, Md ... .
Newark µublic, Newark, N . .J ......... .
Cambridge 1rnblic, Cambridge, Mass .. .

3~, 000 8 1

Cntter's seventh .. .... ..... .
Fixetl; uroatl ( ?) •••.•••.•••.
Dewey ..................... .
Cutter classification; Bos·
ton public notation, made
movable.
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa ... Fixed; broacl .............. .

4
( )

l ..... clo .....•.....

18

CutterorDewey ...... No .................... Doubtful ......... Yes.

18

Dewey; Cutter author
numbers.

··1

Hnrtford pulJlic, Hartford , Conn .....
Dewey, modified ......... .. .
~
Oberlin Colle~e, Oberlin, Ohio ..._.. '. ...... ·.· .clo ................. .... .
16
Portland public, Portland, A.le ......... Fixed; broad ..
23
Newton public, Newton, Mass .............. do .
20
Massachusetts Historical Society, Bos .......... ......... ........... .
ton, Mass.
36, 300 Redwood, Newport, R. I. .............. . Cutter's Athen::eum; slight.
4
Jy modified.
36,087 Taunton pnbhc, Taunton, Mass ........ 1 No definite shelf classifica·
tion.
40
31,l, 062 101United States Military Academy, West Fixed; broad .............. .
Poiut,N. Y.
35,913 Manchester city, Manchester, N. R ... . Numbered consecutively ;
3
no class marks.
35, 000 Ilamil ton College, Clinton, N. Y .. . .... . Dewey, slightly modified .. .
51
:.15, 000 Philadelphia .Academy of Natural Sci. Fixed; broad .............. .
47
onces, Philadelphia, Pa.
34, 232 1 Bangor public, Bangor, Me ....... .... . . Dewey; Cutter author uurn·
bers.
34, 171 Jersey City public, .J erse,v City, N. J ........ do ..................... .
33 , 7i6 Peabody Institute, Peabody, Mass -·... Cutter ..................... .
33,469 Toledo public, Toledo, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . Dewoy, modified ..... .. ... . .
a:i , 420 Lawrence public. Lawrence, hla&s ...... Movable; uroacl
21
33,000 "Cnitecl States :N"aval Academy, Au ...... do ..................... .
24
napolis. Mel.
·
32,
Dayton public. Dayton, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . Movable; broad ........... .
13
3~ . 000 11 Kansas Stnte, Topeka, Kans ... ........ Smith. with additions ...... .
7
3:.!, 000' 21 San Francisco law, San :Francisco, Cal . . Fixed (1); broad ........ ... .
20
:Jl , 000 ,Voburnpubl!c, ,Voburn,Mass ........ Dewey ..................... .
14
30 , 59:1 . Boston Library Society. Boston, Mass ............................. .. . (13)
30 000 14 Iowa State University, Iowa City, Iowa. Dewey, sli$htly modified,
7
for main hbrar,v.
10I
3,0,000 \ Nebraska State, ~incoln, Ne~r ......... Perkins, modified . .. ..... .
:JO, 000 St. Loms UmYers1ty, St. Loms, Mo ..... Dewey ........•...................
38,000
38, 000 9
37,600
37,000
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No replies were received from the following libraries:
Bancroft Pacific.
Baptist TTnion Theological
Seminary.
Boston Societ_y of Natural
History.
Brookline Public.
Connecticut Historical Society.
Congregational (Boston).
Cooper Union.
Fall River Public.
Georgia State.
German Society of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia).
Grosvenor (Buffalo).
Hobart College.
Johns Hopkins University.
Kentucky State.
L enox.
Long Island Historical Society.
Louisiana State.
Maimonides (New York) ..
Maryland. State.

Massachusetts State.
Michigan State.
Mississippi State.
New J ersey State.
New York Academy of
Medicine.
New York Historica.l Society.
New York L:tw Institute.
New York Society.
Pennsylvania Historical
Society:
People's (Newport).
Phila<l.elphia College of
Physicians.
Philadelphia Mutual Library Company.
Polytechuic Society of
Kentucky.
Providence Athenreum.
Rutgers College.
St. Mary's Theological
Seminary.

St. Paul Public.
San Francisco Mech,anics'
Institute.
San Francisco OddjFellows'.
Silas Bronson (Wate.rbury).
South Carolina College.
Springfield City.
Tennessee State.
Tulane University.
United States House of Represen ta ti ves.
United States Patent Office.
United States State Department.
University of Notre Dame.
Virginia State.
Wabash College.
Watkinson Reference
(Hartford).
Western Theological Seminary.
Williams College.

ABSTRACTS OF REPORTS.

Library of Congress.-.A.djustable or eclectic system; e.g.: Political
economy is numbered 25, Government is 25.7, and the label of a book
on government might read:~, the denominator being the 8heH mark.
Under each subject books are arranged alphabetically by authors'
names, as far as possible, individual biography in six great cJ~sses,
alphabeted by subjects; collective biography, :fiction, poetry, polygraphy, etc., by authors. Would prefer a more thorough subdivision
of the great classes of subjects, and. an extension of alphabetic arrangement by authors. (Ainsworth R. Spofford, Lib'n.)
Boston Public.-Books arranged on two sides and ends of a large
hall, tbree :floors. Space on each side of hall divided into 10 alcoves of
10 ranges eacl1. Movable shelves, numbered from bottom, o, 1, 2, 3, etc.,
up to 9 (or 9 a if room for supplementary shelf). Alcoves numbered
21, 22, etc. , aJong 011e sitle of room and then back along the other to
40; then 41 is the alcove above 21 alld so round on the second floor,
while the third floor begins with 61 above 41, a.ud so on. Hence, regular sequence of alcoves, both perpendicularly and horizontally. To
designate the shelf four figures are used, thus : in 2675 the figures 26
tand for alcove, 7 for range, and 5 for shelf. To this shelf number is
affixed the number of the book (work 1 not volume) on tl1e shelf, 3852.17
being the seventeenth book on second sbelf of fifth ra11ge of alcove 38.
A Yolumc in a, , et i. indicate<l by adding its number (date, if a serial)
to book number, thus 7537 .10.2 or *':-3115.1 (1877). Books marked 'A' can
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only be taken out of building l>y permission of officer in charge; ** can
not circulate; "H'* permission of trustees required. System devised
by the late Nathaniel B. Shurtleff [see Reference list at end of tlli '
chapter], and details carried out by the late P rof. C : C. Jewett. On e
or more alcoves arc assigHed to each of eighteen grm1d divisions of
subjects, and in each alcove ranges are assigned to certain subdivision .
Public denied access to shelves. Diction ary catalog has no relation
to shelf classification. The idea of reclassifyiug bas never been entertaiuccl for a · moment, so no examination of other systems has ever
been made. (Theodore F. Dwight, Lib'n.)
Harvard University.-A.bout one-third of the books are classified,
:filling the present stack; when new stack is :finislJ.ed tlle rest will be
classified. Many suhjects are taken out of the general classification,
wllen well rounded as collections, and form independent groups, e.g.,
classics, angling literature, Dante, etc. (Justin Winsor, Lib'n.)
University of Chicago,_:_Began to a1)ply Dewey system two years
ago. Delighted with it. Modifies biography ouly. (Zella Allen Dixson, Ass't Lib'n.)
Astor.-In 1854 Dr. Cogswell adopted Brunet's system with five
main divisions; subsequently the main divisions ·were reduced to four:
Literature and art (six subdivisions), history (six subdivisions), science
(seven subdivisions), philosophy (seven ~mbdivisions). Subdivisious
can not be absolutei but depend much on practical convenience aud free
growth of different branclles of learnin g. (Frederick Saunders, L-ib'n.)
New York Mercantile.-' 'Standard literature"1s arranged on the
shelves alphabetically by authors' names. Different 11orks by same
author are alphabeted under llis name uy titles. Fiction is separated
from stanclanl books and alphabetecl by titles regardless of autllor.
No shelf marks nor class numbers. Only number used is accession
number, stamped on title-page. Thus far the system bas worked very
11ell. llas its drawbacks, as all others have, but knowi11g the vast
labor and expen se of reclassifying, little thought bas been given to
new methods. It co, ts less than some others, and books can be di'·
tributed more quickly by it. (W. T. Peoples, Lib'n.)
Yale University.-Applyi11g a, new clas Hi.cation . Main cla e
marked y letter , and maller divisions by figures; e.g., history (other
than American) i B, Italian hi tory i · Bm, l)eriod · aud local divi ion
f Italian hi. tory ur Bm 1 to Dm 09.
ornctime a third iett r i add d
£ r rough nl1 baueting, tbu : c, Arnericc n genealogy ( ollectiYe) ;
b,
m ri ·an famili
o-innnill with n. ( enealoo-y i treated a one
f th pr l o-om 11:1 in D, and a .A.m rican g UCc logy C, Il not II ll
b · P• r t l f1 ru 'ngli:h, it c m in
in t ad of with .American
hi t ry in .) I : f u cl Ilart\\·i
Hall ,"ch ma mo t h 1 fol but
ll• 1~. wi ·ly fr m
r u t ti n to
omplicat 1. (Adc.li u
0•

1.

: n - , 111 L 'b , . )
SutTo.-no k · rn 1,
i 11 )ll iu ·ipl : t1Hl 'l' ~

0·

Iv d nfix llo , ·

all

ch ma, with
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some modifications from the Perkins classification. Eleven main classes.
Details of class marks, book numbers, etc., not yet fixed. Every g.rowing library needs abundance of empty slielving. (Geo. Moss, Act'g
Lib'n.)
Chicago Public. -System devised by Dr. Wm.F.Poole. [See References; J Nineteen main classes; example of book-label

n

G

1

1

~~, l63f,

(Fred.

IT. Hild, Lib'n.)
Cincinnati Public.-[Scheme pTinted in 1879. See References.]
Lil>rary crowded, and embarrassed by fix.eel location on shelves. If any
change were made, would probably use Dewey. (A. W. Whelpley, Lib'n~ )
Library Co. of Philad.e lphia.-If any changes were ma.de, would be
mere matters of detail, not of wincjpJe involved in the Smith system.
(Geo. l\fauricc Abbot, Asst. Lib'n.)
B-0sto11 Athenreum.~La w and medicine still unclassified. Close
classification favored, at least for books much used at shelves. l\fn.emonic notation '' <loes not cost mu-ch in o_ur case, and is rather convenient." (Wm. C. Laue, Lib'n.)
New York State.-W-0uld modify Dewey system by tr.a-nsposiug
classes 4 and 9, so as t-0 bring sociology and h-isto:ry, philology and literature, togeth er. "vVe should also make some minor changes if it
were possible to start anew; but it is clearly yastly better to 11se as now
than to saCJ.'i.fice tlie great gain that comes from using a system in
common with several hundred libraries." (MBlvil Dewey1 .l}ir-eotor.)
Philadelphia Mercantile.-Would make no chang.e in the Edmands,
if it were to be made over again_, except to subdivid.e farther. Decimal
system is artificial antl unnatural. De~rey ancl Cutt-er notations are
wasteful and too com plicateq.. (,John Edmands, Lib'n.)
Columbia College.-Moilifled .Dewey classification used ·-in larger
part of library, but some sections have classifications better suited to
their character. Biography in one al1)habet, literatures
fo<lividual
peo_pleR sometimes i11 one alphabet, sometimes in 3 or 4 peTiocl subdivii;;ion s. Many classes in later editions of Dewey are not used. If
starting in to apply it, or make it over again, would use a much more
limited nurn ber of classes. If classifying this 1ibrnry anew would
group as far as possible by departments of iJ1struction. Would discard auy classification based on ideal or subjective grnu13ing of all
hnman knowledge, but would arrange books as the various departments of the univer ity found it desirable to u se them. Favo.r close
clas:i:fication as far as clearly defined, unmistakable, and generally
recognized classe. of books can be created. Do not think any library
justified in any great extra expense in classification. .Any attempt in
a large library to make classification a, substitute for the catalog as
an index to the contents of the library must be uusuccessful. On the
other hand, books which are like e.ach other a,nd unlike other books
may a w 11 l>e kept together. 1\-Inemouic notation in a large libr.ary is
of very little importauce; is of no account to the reader. In reality

of
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the Dewey notation has no mnemonic elements. Uniformity of country subdivisions and notation is useful. In a library that is .not growing, clo$e classification requires somewhat more space thau broad. In
a library rapidly growing, space should be left a,s generally dispersed as
possible. No material waste is caused by closecl classification. (Geo.
H. Baker, Lib'n.)
Cornell University.-System similar to that of the British Museum
[see Refereuce list]. Numbers 1-10,000 taken, each number represe:1tin g a press, or, if need be, a vertical section including two or more
presses. Each shelf denoted by a letter. Numbers (presses) assigned
as follows: 1-100, reading room; 101-1000, philology, oriental and
classical literature; 1001-3000, modern literature; 3001-6000, history;
6001-7000, social aud political science; 7001-7400, philosophy; 74017700, religion; 7701-8000 fine arts and architecture; 8001-8325, industrial arts and engineering; 8326-9050, general aud physical science, and
geology; 9051-10000, natural history, agriculture, and medicine. (The
law library is in another building, and has a classification of its own.}
In practice large gaps are left in numbering, e.g., press 3476 is now fol- lowed by press 3491. So, on the shelves, 100 numbers are assigned to
each shelf, and similar gaps are left in the shelf numbers. The form of
the book number is 2967 D 19. At present Power's B£indy Boole Aboiit
Books, 2978 A 20, is followed on the shelf by Ronveyre's Connaissances
Necessaires, etc., 2978 A 31-32. In the case of serials a 1mmber is given
to a group, and each serial receives a letter, e. g., Library Journal, 2975
A. "The present method seems to work fairly well, and I know of no
perfect system as yet evolved." Do not favor very close classification,
but would be governed by circumstances in each case. (Geo. Wm.
Harris, Lib'n.)
Enoch Pratt.-System based on Poole's Chicago public library,
divided into 26 grand classes designated by letters. In each class the
numbers from 1 to 10000 are assigned to subdivisions according to
which the books are shelf-listed. The first 10,000 being filled, the numbers from 1000 to 20000 are in like manner subdivided, etc.; c. g., works
in modern languages being E, German books are to E 1 to 500 and
E 15,000 to 30000; French books, E 5000 to 13000; Spani h book ,
E :30000 to 40000; Portuguei:;e book, E 40000 to 41000; Italian book ,
E 50000 to 60000. Not an ideal 'ystem, but too much trouble to change.
Pr fer a more cxpan ible on . (Bernard C. Steiner, Lib n.)
Brooklyn.-Li r, ry divided into 4-4 main cla ,·e , numb r d 1 to 3
m ·l , .-e having two or thr e mnnuer , accorJilw to e.·t nt, a theol
gy, 3,3-37. Th , 4 ·la.·.·e.· in ·Jude about 400 ubcla. ,, . In ther
·l, : . : th, 11 .fi tio11 tlt h 1f nu rk i mad up of la ,. numb r + b If+
r, n,,. + h k. Th 1., 111. 1 mean
•la . .- o. (hi . tory), 1 fir t ~h If f
1" ng 1
1 ing fir. 1 ol· on tb ,·h lf. 'fhc hook. n a giY n belf
1_ m_
n h 1 ,(1 fr m 1 to 0, 1 , Yill"r blank numb r. for int rpolati n
1 hPtl 11 ·a ·h an h r 11,: , munh r with 5 r
f fiv lin
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each left between each author for new entries, giving room enough for
all additions for next 20 or 30 years, and keeping the arrangemm1t
alphabetic. Local significance of shelf number is a great help in finding
a book. Generally close classification is desirable, but not as a substitute for subj ect catalog. (W . .A. B ardwell, Lib'n.)
Detroit P ublic.-Dewey modified in detail, but not iu principle.
Would not r ecommeud these changes to others, nor any radical departure from D ewey system. Mnemonic feature of notation affords aid and ·
symmetry; h as yet to learn that it sacrifices anything that would be
more helpful to the practical classifie.r under the system. (H. lVL Utley,
Lib'n.)
Peabody Institute, Baltimore.-System devised by Rev. John G.
Morris and P . R. Ull ler in 1861. S even main classes subdivided as
required. Not arran ged by decimal system "or any other iron-clad
method." Each volume marked for floor, alcove, case, and shelf, tlms:
1345, meaning floo r 1, alcove 3, ca se 4, shelf 5, of west side of hall.
Books shelved on east side of room have similar marks, but with a minus
sign prefixed. Oases in alcoves are numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., up to 0. Each
·s ubject ext ends fro m below upwards through the different floors or
tiers. No change is contemplated or desired, other than minor ones to
suit n ew conditions. (Philip R. Uhler, :Lib'n.)
Newberry.-P oole method fsee Refere11ces]. · Expands, subdivides,
and makes new classes, as the library increases, but does not modify the
system in any other r espect. "It has always seemed to me that there
was a n atural way of classifying a library which is self-evident to a
practical man who will do his own thinking. It is so simple that it
hardly n eeds an explanation. New attendants, r eaders, and t he public
at large take in its meaning at once. I r egard the time and ingenuity
spent in devising artificial systems of classification and mnemonic
notations as wasted ener gy, and I have long since ceased to give them
auy attention. I h av e n ever r ead ' the first three :figures of the D ewey,'
and d o not care to; and do n ot know what 'the firs t two letters of the
Cutter ' are. I do not think the mnemonic element of m1y v alue, and
will h ave none of it in mine. What I understand as 'close-classification' I regard as a useless fad, or something worse." (Wm. F. Poole,
Lib'n.)
_ University of Pennsylvania.-Dewey, modified considerably. Religion an d philosophy almost entirely ch an ged. Discard t he fo rm of
divi ions in the various literat ur es, except America n and English,
and rC'ject the period divisions i n all. A lso rna!1y min or changes in
subdivisions in all classes. If b eginning a new, would u se tho same,
with still larger modifications of D ewey. (Gregory B. Keen, Lib'n.)
U . S . S urge on General's Ofiice.-Books alphabet ed by authors, as
far a. poRsible, un der each of a number of graml division s, e.g.., a natomy,
physiology, medicine, surgery, gyrn:ecology and obst etrics, jurisprudence, oplith almology, h ygiene, etc. Journals and tran sactions alpha-
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beted by countries. Parnplllets alphaJwtic in numbered bo:s:es. Book
numbered in one series. No access to shelves. Index catalogue takes
place of classification thus far. If classifying a11ew ·m,ul<l. divid-c
library into about 80 classes and arrange bookR alphabetically in each
class. (John S. Billings, Lib'n.)
Pennsylvania State.-Wonkl use a modifi-ed Dewey plan. Not
wedded to any particular system. (Wm. H. Egle, Lib'n.)
General Society of Me:ehanics and Tradesmen "Apprentices").
- I f changing the present [Schwartz] system would .arrange books
according to following scheme of classes.:·
0 ]'iction.

1 Biography.
2 History and geograpby.
3 Political and social science.
4 Philosophy and theology.
5 Natural science.
6 Useful -n,nd nne arts.
7 Language and literature.
8 Foreign literature (in other languages than English).
9 Polygraphy.
·

By beginning with fiction (class 0) one number is saved, as the O is
not written but understood. Two hundred and nfty thousand separate
work_s can be numbered by using only five symbols. ·would. divide
these departments into 1,000 sections, and these would be so arranged
that they would form an endless chain. It would. then be immaterial
where the classification began. Polygraphy would have as it la.st
division juvenile literature, ending with ju venilc .fiction, tll.ns counecting
with class O, .fiction.
·
If making a new clas ification, would arrange under 1,000 , ection
in which the subject classes (Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, of above cheme) would
have one section each, but the Jonn classes (Nos. O, 1, 7, , 0) would
have not l ess than 10 nor more than 100 sections each (thus poetry
would have 10 sections, biography and fiction 100 each, drama 10, e · ay
10). "The error that all the current chcmes make i to multiply
numb r. in the mo. t popular clas es." Iu tead of an author-tal>le to
nmnb r individual book in th ubject cla. e.· , would , irnr ly u
he
iuitial f th auth r, follow d by 1, 2, 3, et . But in the form la se
tu
,t . would n t , tan for initial of antltor, but for a subdivisi n f on
f th
tion . Thu , if I oetry has , ction. 570 to 5"'9,
hen ...... 1 rnigh . t, n l for au hor who initial. ar ..A. and B, 5,.. for
and T arnl ,T
for I h, k 1) r , 57
r f, r Th m
n, and so on .
lo
·la ·. .:ific·a i n w, t · nnmb r: a1 cl th r f, r wa te tirn
f r a ler
an<l librarian, . {, , · b I hwartz I.Ab n.)
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Georgetown University.-Modifies Dewey by dividing theology
into dogma, aml moral. Where the Dewey llecimal does not suffice, uses
letters; e. g., Algonquin lang. is masked 497.1, arnl the 107 dialects are
marked 1197.1 A, etc. "Dewey's system has proved to b0 so satisfactory
tlint it has not occurred to us that any change in our present order is
desirable." (J. F. X. Mulvaney, S. J., Lib'n.)
Lehigh University.-Dewey, modified by alphabeting all individual
biography in one series; no period divisions in liter:iture; in United
States·local history and geography sec.tional subdivision stops with the
States, all cities, towns, counties, etc., being alphabeted under State.
(Wm. H. Chandler, Dfrector.)
Worcester Free Public.-Dewey in refere:n~e library (48,G00 volumes), no classification in circulating library (42,400 volumes). More
books with four and five figures than with three. Do not care for closer
cla,ssificatiou than this. (Samuel S. Green, Lib'n.)
American Antiquarian Society.-Library classified by subjects in
alcoves. Books alphabeted on shelves_ by subjects, by aL1thors, or
chronologically. (Edmund M. Barton, Lib'n.)
- California State.--Recently reclassified on a scheme drawn up afteicarefal examination of ·Dewey, Pm·kins, Fletcher, and personal inspection of sevel:'al Eastern libraries. ·vvorks in general library gro.upoo in
11 classes, subdivided to a degree determined by nmnbe.r of books in
respective: snbdivisious. (W. D. Perkins, Lib'n.)
College of New Jersey.-Reclassifying tlie whole library, using, as
far as possible, tho main divisions of the old system aml same s-equence,but wit11 a movable location. Will probably us.e a 4-figure class mun- b er, followed by a 2, 3, or 4 figure author number, with a third number
for t:l.le book, thus: 3175.31.3. In this example the author number, 31,
represents anything from Charles de Blois to Oiverchio in a system
which divides the biographic dictionary [Phillips'1] into about 9,.000
parts and uses 2, 3, or 4 figures for author unmber according to size of
class. English fiction, poetry, and some other classes have special letter marks, letter8 and numbers 1-99 being reserved for special libraries
or things taken out of logical order. Believe in close-classification, but
think the later editions of Dewey cai-ry it altogether too far for practical us<.>, though some of the sections shoulll be expanded. (Ernest 0.
Richardson, Lib'n.)
St. Louis Public.- vV: T. Harris system, "on which the Dewey
system is based," expanded [see Referencesj. If classifying anew,·
woukl revise present system, working iu some of the subdivisions of
the Dewey. In general, should u ' e mnemonics 01ily so far as can be
employed withou_t str:tiuing and exce ' Sive artificiality. (Frederfok M._
Crundeu, Lib'n.)
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St. Louis Mercantile.- A.pplying Cutter's sixtlJ, with additions from
seventh as fas t as it appears. Disregard Cutter notation in literature.
Subdivide (and mark ) English literature as follows :
1 Collected works.
2 Poetry.
3 D r ama.
4. Oratory.
5 Essays.
6 Wi t and humor .
7 Fiction.
8 tT u veniles [ not used ].
9 F olk literatur e.
The principal modern literatures are marked with 2 fig ures, by adding
one or other of the above figureR to 1 for Italian, 2 for Spanish, 3 for
Por tuguese, 4 for French, 5 for Russian, 6 for Swedish, 7 for Da110Norwegian , 8 for German, 9 for Dutch. Thus the mark for Italia,11
poetry is 12, for German fiction it is 87, and so on. This is not confusing, as figures alone are not used in the Cutter notation, and it shortens
marks for most-used books very materially. Letters (correspondence)
go with biography, and so do criticisms of an author's works. Uses a
classification of its own for law. United States Government documents are marked with 3 figures and 2 letters, thus: 422 H E = Fortysecond Congress, second session, House Executive. If classifying
anew, would use same scheme, still more modified as to notation; or an
entirely new one if could spare the time to make it. Mnemonics
responsible for most of the faults in Dewey, Cutter, and similar schemes.
(Horace Kephart, Lib'n.)
University of Michigan.-Fixed location. "In onr classification
we bring together as closely as possible, on the . helve , matter on the
same subject. * * '*' I consult Dew~y's, Edmands's, and Perkin 's
systems more frequently than others." No separate class of biography; lives of men distributed according to subject with which they
were identified. If classifying anew would use a movable ·ystem. (Raymond 0. Davis, Lib'n.)
Wisconsin State Historical Society.-Books have no helf number , aud con: quently no definite clas. ification. '' We hope in the near
futnr t be abl • to adopt and make u e of the beHt . ystem extant.'
(I aa · . Bradl y, Lib n.)
Brown Univers·ty.-Introclu ing Cutter. Modify wherever reuir <l b · 11e l.· of , univ r .. ity library. Biographie pla cd with the
ul,j
th y mu .. tr, t . I h ·tori· with ·ornpo ition. (Harr· L. K P·
men, Lib n. )
San Francisco Public.-i'ee t. bl .
Dartmouth College.-Fi
m. :ttul - for: 1 h . id .
f l I ar
·. · n l , n

·I I

111

nt rnarh•,1
h rm rk . imilar t
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Cleveland Public.-Dewey, modified by arranging biography (individual), poetry, essays, novels, and stories for the y0un~· alpllabetically,
and by redistributing numbers in some classes. If beginning anew,
would retain the alphabetic arrangement, but would not vary from
Dewey in any other way, the convenience of shorter numbers and
desirable readjustments being more than counterbalanced by inconvenience of departing from the printed form. Carry the Dewey out to
6 or even 7 figures when necessary, and think it pays. (Wm. H. Brett,
Lib'n.) .
Buffalo.-Dewey, modified in detail but not in principle. Prefer an
eclectic system. Favor close classification to a certain extent, dependent
on size and character of library and of the various classes. Mnemouics
useful witliin limits, but not when applied as a system throughout.
J. N. Larned, Supt.)
United States Senate.-See table. (Alonzo '\V. Church, Lib'n.)
Union Theological Seminary.-Classification based upon divisions
in Ragenbach's Theologische Encyklopiidie. Added to these are other
divisions for the non-theological books, which are arranged largely
according to frequency of use. San Francisco Theological Seminary
library arranged iu same manner. "I consider a 'close' classification a
delusion and tL snare, as it is not the practice of men to write many books
which lend themselves to it. * * * Even such 'close' classification
as I have carried out wastes space, and ultimately leads to confusion."
(Chas. R. Gillett, Lib'n.)
Milwaukee Public.-Except as to .fiction~ Dewey system not greatly
modified. Scheme as used is printed in catl"ilog of 1885. Changes
from original are almost entirely tl10se made for Buffalo library. Would
change biography entirely, probably alphabetiug all individual lives
in one series. [I/ classifying anew? J "This question I could only
auswer after the most careful thought and comparison, and then in fear
and trembling, if the necessity came. We are bound to tlle Dewey
classification, aud any ideas of change are playthings merely. W c
feel the pinches of the Dewey scheme, but I migllt hesitate to chauge
on the principle of the first swarm of flies and the fox. I admire the
new Cutter expansive classification. It, naturally, solves many of the
Dewey problems; but I think the mixed letters aud numbers of the
notation an objection. It is colllpa,ratively simple for attendants to
learu any scheme, but the general public is troubled by a hinoglyphiclooking book: number. I think the general tendency i ' to underrate
this difficulty." [ Close dassijication? j "Decidedly, yes. If the dream
of access of borrowers to the shelves ever is realized, I think the sllelf
cla ·Hi.cation will be even more important tLan now. My only objectioll is the more comp!icatecl notaiiou required." [1llnemonics?] "All
other thing· being equal, the mnemonic clement is sometimes a convenience. It lrnrdly ,· ems worth much sacrifice, however. ('Iheresa
West Act'g Lib'n.)
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New York Free Circulating.-1\fodifies Dewey by using 813 for
juvenile fiction, and placing novels by .Americau authors, as well as
translations of foreign fiction, with English fiction in 823. Ras felt crowding and restriction in sos, collections, treatises, rhetoric. r1lfoe1nonics?]
"\Vo do not see that it costs.anything, and it is invaluable in directing
runners in finding books." (Ellen M. Coe, L ·ib'n .)
San Francisco Mercantile. -Dewcy, with Cutter author marks.
"Hl:l.Ne no changes to suggest, inasmuch as both systems seem to suit
our purpose admirably." Uses 3 :figures of Dewey. '' For special
libraries would think a closer classification indispensable." (H. R.
Coleman, Lil}n.)
Minneapolis Public.-Did not modify Etln1amls iu principle, but
red11ced it ny combining many subclasses and changing author notation from 10,000 to 1,000. Regret this change. "'~hose who liave not
used close classification sooner or later need to do it, a1Hl the seventh
classification of Mr. Cutter s.eems none too close." (Jame-s K. Hosmer,
Lib'n.)
Providence Public.- Use a dt--cimal s.ys.tem strongly resembling the
Dewey iu notation. •' It is not the Dewey system; but this is simply
O\\'i.ng to the fact that some system had to l>e adopted. before the Dewey
system had been so fully developed. as it is at present. If I wero starting anew, I shoultl not ]Jcsitatc to take tltc Dewey system as it now
stands. I favor the opportunity of l>eiug able to uso :i, 'closer' cla i:ficatiou than 'the first 3 figures,' on occasion. As n, matter of fact, we
sel<lom go beyond 4 figures." [See l\Ir. Fostel''s paper in L.j.15: 0 6--9'.]
(Wm. E. Foster, Lib'n.)
Essex Institute.-See table.
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for; we can get what is wanted without reference to the catalog. Tbe
systems of numbering 011 tlie outside of the book I object to as practically debarring librarians from wllat they should know, i. e., the
co11tents of eYery book. .As librarian for .fifteen years, I have examined many systems, but find none tllat I would use." (John M. Newtou,
Lib'n.)
New Bedford Public.-Has used a very -broad. classification owing
to crowded shelves. Beginuiug to apply Dewey. (R. 0. Ingraham,
Lib'n.)
Hartford Theological Seminary.-(Oase .M:emorial).-.Applying a
system prepared for specialfaed theological library, with 2G general
classes marked A-Z, each with form divisions 01-09,. and subdivisions
0-9. Full outline submitted. It is very interesting, and the compiler
regrets that be has not. space to print it verbatim. Use Cutter authortable and local list. Exam ple of labels:
CF 88 E 2 G 31
F i2
H 74 K 984 6
Z 63
R 11' L--mr-' 187rB-72' 'l' 45' M 37 '11:s71 P 73·

If cbauging would put biography before history.· "I think that, as
in building a house, so in making a, classification, it ireeds about three
trials to make a success. In my opinion Outter has done the best work
iu classification of any whose work I have seen." (.A. T. Perry, Lib'n:)
Indianapolis Public.-Library divided into twenty-three m·ain
classes, .A-Z. Fiction andjuveniles arranged alphab£:;tical]y by authors_;
otlicr classes, by subjects. Books (separate works) in each class numbered from 1 upward8, a,s A 1-.A 750. Numbers plentifully skipped to
leave room for new books. In case of a, block, anoth-er letter is added;
e.g. ) A GOO, A 601, AA GOl, .AB 601, .A 602. Same system used in Omalrn,
Public. '' I do not like this systen1, and if it were not fo1· the magnitude of the work, would change; but am not prepared at present to
say which one I would cl.Joose." (Eliza G. Browning, Lib'n.)
Princeton Theological Seminary.-Two main· divisions: (1) Theological, with 7 subdivisions marked A-G, and (2) secular, with 14 subdivisions marked I-XIV. Books alphabeted under each subdivision.
(Joseph H. Dulles, Lib'n.)
University of Virginia.-Library grouped in 15 divisions, alphabeted t,herem1der. Fixed location. (F. W. Page, Lib'n.)
Haverhill Public.-See table. (Edward Capen, Lib'n.)
Minnesota Historical Society.-Overcrowded. When new building is completed will use Cutter. (J. Fletcher Williams, Lib'n.)
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University of California.-Applying new system, of whicb the following is a brief outline:
A
B
C
1-15
16-51
52
54
54- 255
256- 287
289-296
300
315-332
333
337-356
357- 371
372
401
425
431

Bibliography.
Dictionaries.
Periodicals.
Philosophy.
R eligion.
Biography.
Geography.
Geography and history.
Politics; administration.
Law.
Social science.
Economics.
Science.
Mathematics.
Astronomy.
Physics; m echanics.
Civil engineering.
~atural history.
Geology.

440
442
461
480
506
507
523
536
554
580
590
600
610
613
617
623
640

Paleontology.
Botany.
Zoology.
Medicine.
Ind nstrial arts.
Agriculture.
Chemistry .
Chem ical technology.
Mining.
Manufactures.
Building arts.
Arch itecture.
Domestic economy.
Recreation .
Business .
Art of war.
Esthetics .
Fine arts.
-999 Languages and literatures.

Class subdivisions are made by adding a lower-case letter or letters,
of which a, b, c, invariably stand for bibliographies. dictionaries, and
periodicals, respectively. Example:
305. Educat10n.
305a. Bibliography.
305b. Cyclopedias, dictionaries.
305c. Periodicals.
305d. History of education .
305e. Pedagogics; teacbiug.
30.3em. Teachin g of mathematics.
305m. Classical, "liberal," education.
305n. T echnical, industrjal education.
305w. Woman's education; coeducation.
305z. Biographies of educators.
Bowdoin College. -Dewey. Biography and genealogy alphabeted
in one collection marked B . Lives of ki11gs placed in history; of literary
m n, with th ir work. . A special cla s marked M, with several huuubclivi.'ion.·, tak . the place of 971.1, and includes pecial colleen Iain . If th Ry t m wPre to be made over, would demand
mor room for Eno-li:h hi.-tory, a better place for constitutional hi tory
and c n entir r c·a 'tin()· of r k , ncl Latin Jiter,ttur . ' In general, I
ho lcl a:k t hav th· fa.- .. : fit th book: rath r than th 'Y tem
atH l •a
·ec i nal pla · .. for a 11 w nh.1ect. * * * W do not
lt0 \ <'\ ·r iut ncl to 1 r al· a,\, yin c ny important p rticular from the
.! \' ! . ··y.-.t . Ill.
[ If cl~ ·ifyin . HJl w '.]
r an no ll w r
' h >U , f. 111 r . ·a111i11n ion of ?\fr. JU t •r · :y ·t 111. I thinl· I llould
J

C
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prefer that, in case som e geuius would arrange a mun riC'n ~ 11
the various subdivisions, on the basis, say, of 10, 00 po:s1hl
(Geo. T. Little, L-ib'n.)
American Philosophical Society.- U se " a r mar ]· a l>l .·. •, t ' II
invented by a prior librarian, dissimilar to all mention <l [ in tl 1
lar of inquiry 1, * * * It is far from sati foetory, l>u hn .·
use too loug to cllan ge." The system is p r inted iu cntnlo 0 • of ah>\'
library, 1863. (Henry Phillips, jr., Lib'n.)
Lowell City.-Dewey, to only three :figure. for • h 1Yillh l ·i111: 1
for catalog. In 822 the Shaksperiana are number d f1 om ,)0 0 n1n .. u . l
and other books 1-5000. "Where the readers do not luff
shelves I see no advantage in a closer classification tha11 tl1
figures of Dewey; certainly not for a library no larg r
(Fred. A. Chase, Lib'n. )
Trinity College.-Dewey, somewhat modified in th, 1 gy. ( 11 r 1.
erick B. Cole, Lib'n.)
Andover Theological Seminary.-Books grouped in
classes, as far as shelves permit,'' recognizing su ch subdivi:i 11
be natural a,ncl convenient." "For library purposes I shoul l
avoid minute subdivision." ('Wm. L. Ropes, Lib'n.)
New York State Law.-Outline of classification :
1 a New York reports.
b New York digests of reports.
c New York statutes.
d New York legislative journals aud documents.
2 American reports, digests, and statutes.
a States.
b United States.
3 Amer. state papers (including legislative debate , j nrnal ,
and documents).
a States.
b United States.
4 Br~t~sh reports and digests (including provinces, except India).
5 Bnt1sb state papers (including parliamentary debate,, journals, and documents).
6 Indian reports and statutes.
7 Treatises (in English).
8 Law periodicals.
9 Trials (civil and criminal).
10 :France.
a Treatises.
b Reports.
c Statutes.
11 Foreign law (other than French).
Statutes and state papers arranged chronologically; all other books
alphabeted under author or title, as usually cited. No book uumbers
ED 93--56
.
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"Convenience of bench au<l. bar determines classification cf a law library.
Lawyers must have access to shelves, and they greatly prefer to help
themselves to the books wanted. Hence the classification should l>e
as simple and compact as possible. A lawyer finds it much easier to
run <l.own the alphabet t hrough a collection of 2,000 ,~oJnmcs of treati es
to find the rnlume wanted than to have the same collection divided into
100 lots representing as many subjects. In the latter m-u;;e, h e has first
to find the subject, and seconcl to find the volume. It is seldom that a
lawyer wishes to sec a,11 or any considerable number of the works contained in the library. His inquiry usually is for the latest and be t
work on the topic he is interested in . . From an e:s:perieuco of twentyfive years as librarian of this library, I am able to sa,y that tho methotl
of classification outlined [above l * * * has given the very best
satisfaction. (Stephen B. Griswold, Lib'n.)
Lynn Public.-Olassification includes ninetee n main classes and
marked by initial of subjPct, or other letter, subdivided l>y addiug a.
second letter, and still further, if desired, by :figures. "l\Iy plan was
adopted after studying all tho methods then l1878 j h1 use. It has given
good satisfaction; but if I were called to arrange a new library I should
make a study of all methods now jn use. I am favorably impressed
with tho Cutter system. I do not favor very close clas ification for
libraries of ordinary size." (J. 0. Houghton~ Lib'n.)
University of Vermont.-Dewey. Biography alphabeted.; lin~s of
authors with their works. (H. A. P. Torrey, Lib'n.)
Illinois State.-Rough topical gronpillgs. Memory of librarian tbe
only guide in finding books. (W. H. Ilinricllsen, Sec. of State and ex
off. Lib'n.)
Omaha Public.-See table. (Jes~ie Allan, Lib'n.)
Peoria Public.-Sec table. (E. S. Willcox, Lib'n.)
Iowa State.-Scc t able. (•Mrs. l\f ary TI. l\Iiller, Lib'n.)
Wellesley College.-De,vey. "\Vonld cha,ngc sequence of classe ,
bringin g history aud sociology on succeeding numbers; so also liter:1ture and . language, aud biography with hi,-tory. (Lydia. B. Godfrey
Lib'n.)
Sage Library. (Tltcol. em .,.New Bnms1cick, "!:{. J.).' a common . ensc, illog·ical, nnconcate11atcd, n11related, unnumb 1 1, uncl,. ·
sifi d cla ification. Con:nlt an encyclopedia and pnt oal u11c1cr oaJ
antl 1 n t try tor a:on ont thnt it h lon gs in tl1c Ram eatC'crory with
diamond: or 1>ig iron. Th 1mhlic won't n•ason your way.
u it dow·n
arhitrnril ·oal nncl 1 ti go. It i. worth while cla , ifying fa; m r lat cl
nhj
c·b~ bu i L· 11ot worth whil to .·how th locri,
f tb ·la, i1i ·a.
b
ti n o m1y gr < t . t nt. On tllC' :hl·lf, or in th alcoY or clc1 artm nt
1m ~ 11 tl1 fiu art: to tl1 ·1· podry painting, .·c·nlptnr , arcl1it rtnr :
<lrm 1, • 1 nt n rnv •cl g m · t 11 ·r, too lrn t <1on fo , i.' on it that it i
• l • 1 ,f, · 1lp 1r - : <1i ·i. io11, or a ·nhclivi ion. L
i . tan 1 a1 par·• 1 ' 1111 1, l. •
,. ' ·Ja .. ii · 0111· h )Ok, in al: v .-, referrin«
0

·
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in catalog to the alcove, right or left side of it. 'When in the alcove
the shelf tags do th e rest. No numbers on the books, which are alphabeted by author, nnder subject. This would probably not work well
in a large public library, but in a small scholars' library like tl:is it
does very well. We have too mariy rare and handsomely bound books
to plaster them over ,1ith labels or stam11cd numbers. The great stillhunt of library science at present seems to l>e after .finding ci book on
the shelf. As to whether it is worth a rap after it is found, your average librarian does not concern himself; yet that is just the most important part of llis business. He should guide to the best books and tell
the reader what h e needs. If librarians knew more alJout the 1-rr;ilue of
books and less about their number, the public would be better for it.
Of course this is an old fogy idea. I got it from an old fogy h1 the
British Museum many years ago. His name is Richard Garnett-bless
him! * * * I believe in many subjects unclassified. Two books on
suicide shoulc1 have a subject division of suicide, but should not figure
under tlrn chief head of medicine, .social science, or auything of that
sort. I don't believe in any system that presupposes knowledge or
ability or insight in the reader. Tho average reader is a dunce and
neither knows nor cares anything about systerns. Further, I don't
believe in making an obscure science out of a few plain facts. Make
everything as plain as a barn door." (John 0. Van Dyke, L ib'1i.)
Maine State.-Dewey. Classification of Jaw modified and enlarged.
Dewey classification of law very defective; that of history nearly perfect. Recommends bringing form divisions of literature (as :fiction)
togetl_ier and subdividing by langua,ges, instead of' the reverse. Will
use Cutter's author table. "Some of his [Dewey's] great classes are
not clearly defined and entirely logical in arrangement. Nevertheless,
it s-eems to me that Dewey's work is the best I llave seen. Some of our
librarians have run nearly mad on the subject of classification, and
have rendered life a burden to those who attempted to carry out folly
their tlieoretical classification. The simplest form is best, in tpis as in
everything else intended for real help ·and use." , (L. D. Carver, Lib'n.)
Syracuse University.-Uses provisioually a fixed location, but
books are so arranged that, as far a,s possible, the initial of tlie subject
division corresponds with the letter of stack section. "The intention
is to have a relative syste~n eventually. From what I have seen of the
several systems I think tha,t none now in use will be absolutely adopted,
but a modification of some one of them, or a uew one entirely." (Henry
0. Sibley, Lib'n.)
New York Y. M. C. A.-Dewey. Changes suggested; index enlarged. History, travels, biography, too crowded; medicine under
science; amusements under sociology. [If beginning anewfJ '' Ithillk
I should adopt the same system ; I, however, might use J\fr. -.Noyes'
(Brooklyn) admirable system after a more tbos:ough ~tudy of it."
(R. B. Poole, Lib'n.)
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New York Bar Association.--Reports and statute law, arranged
by countries and States. Text-books, etc., alphabetica11y by author .
(Wm. J.C. Berry, Lib'n.)
Philadelphia Athenreum.-See table. (Louis K. Lewis, Lib'n.)
Wesleyan University.-See tabl"e. (Wm. J. James, Lib'n.)
Woodstock College. -Library largely theological. Theology in 10
divisions, of which, e.g., scriptura sacra subdivided into Biblia (Latina,
Gneca, etc.), Introductio, Vindicim Cathol., Philolog. Biblica, Concordantim, Comment. Cathol., Comment . .Acathol., Tractatus Varii, etc.
Fixed. location. "Were I to begin the arrangement of the library anew
I should follow the same method. * * * For pra.ctical purposes it
matters very little whether I find a book according to the decimal system or any other. In my opinion classification should depend. entirely
on the particular library, on the room, and. the number of books to be
placed." (.A. J. Maas, Lib'n.)
Newark Public.-Dewey, unimportant modifications. Sometimes
carries classification to 5 :figures, 9ut "for sma11 libraries should say
most deci<1edly not closer than 3 of Dewey." (Frank P. nm, .Lib'n.)
Cai11bridge Public.-Cutter classification. Moved· into new building just after issuing a new catalog, and could not change notat.iou,
which was tliat of the Boston Public, now u sed to indicate movable
location. '' Were I to start anew I should choose between Cutter's and
Dewey's systems; should prefer the former, only the iutrodnction of
letters very much increases the probability of mistakes on the part
of the public. * * * I have arranged my reference library by the
Dewey system and like it for that. I should not use either for a small
library-say less than: 10,000 volumes." (.Almira L. Ilaywanl, Lib'n.)
Franklin Institute.-Broad classification, fixed location. Would
use Dewey, with Cutter's author table, classifying as closely as possible.
(Alfred Rigling, Lib'n.)
Hartford Public.-Dewey, with modificatious, partly Fletcher' .
E11glish fiction, biography, poetry, arrange(l alpbabeticn lly. Frenc11,
German, juveniles, by themselves, classified. (Mi s C. L Ifrwiu ,
Lib'n.)
Oberlin College.-Dewey, modified.

In the -la -.:ics and Sbak I re
all trau lations, biographi ,, , ·ritici. ms, etc., go wH,h author's \York ·
ith th . e xc p i n the D wey author mark iu literature are li ·
regarclecl and alp11, b tic arrang ment u:ed, a.· al. o in biograph ..
P rio li al' incl x cl in oole, arran d alphab tically by th m 1v
la., numh r; .- al." r -C 1· n ·
oks.
nit cl • t, t . do ·ument
, ·la : ift ·a i n • 11cl notation of th
. t cl:
bin
hil . ophy a
with h ir u
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main divisions. UDder class 300, rewrite 321 and 328, putting 328
somewhere tmder 350, all of which should be rewritten with reference
to books and not to tlJeoretical division. Class 570 is unsatisfactory.
Should forego advantages of 0 in 900-909, putting geogfa,phy and
travel under 900-909, biography 910-£)20, and what is now 900-910
under 920-930. "Though from s tandpoint of classification I like some
parts of Cutter much better, still the simplicity of the Dewey call n11inbers, or, rather, the ease with which the _average student can use them
after a short period, is too great _a n advantage to give up." (A. S.
Root, Lib'n.)
Pratt Institute.-Dewey, carried out to 3 figures only, save in a few
cla,sses. Does not favor closer classification except for libraries of
60,000 volumes and upwards. (Mary vV. Plummer, Lib'n.)
Portland (Me.) Public.-See table. (Alice C. Furbish, Act'g Lib'n.)
Newton Public.-Fixed location, except for peri~dicals. Library
divided into 10 classes. Example of notation: 51.430 = class 5, shelf 1,
430th work. (Elizabeth P. Thurston, Lib'n.)
Massachusetts Historical Society.-See table. (Samuel A. Green,
Lib'n.) .
Redwood, Newport.-Outter's Atherneum, occasionally modified by
transposing sul>divistons, as in sociology. "As I have worked for several years with Mr. 0. in elaborating his classification, I feel sufficiently
familiar with it to be able to make the changes without confusion."
Prefer Cutter's sixth . [Mnemonic notcitions worth their cost?] "By no
means ! ! Except for some few grand divisions, I have litt,le faith in the
mnemonic element." (Richard Bliss, Lib'n.)
Taunton Public.-Awaiting removal into larger building before
introducing new classification on the shelves. (E. 0. Arnold, Lib'n.)
United States Military Academy.-See table. (Lieut. Sedgwick
Pratt, Lib'n.)
Manchester City.-Cutter classification in catalog. Books numbered consecutively on shelves. No class marks. Would use Cutter.
(Mrs. M. J. Buncher, Lib'n.)
Hamilton College.-See table. (Me1vin G. Dodge, Lib'n.)
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Schmces.-Library devoted
exclusively to natural sciences; divided into two sections: (1) Periodicals, etc., arranged geographically, and (2) monographs, subdivided
under 18 heads. Books numbered consecutively under each department. "The desirability of a closer classifi.ca,tion in some of the departments * * ,)lo is evident, but not pressing. Practically the arrangement
works very well, the fixed location of each book being of advantage." If
changing, would probably use Dewey, with modifications. (Edw. J.
Nolan, Lib'n.)
Bangor Public.-See table. (Mary H. Curran, Lib'n.)
Jersey City Public.-Dewey, with Cutter author numbers. "I
would carry out the cla,ssifi.cation to one or two decimals in all cases
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where subdivisions are called for were I to start anew. In tlrn Cutter
numbers I would also use the fable c:s:tern:led to three figures instead of
the one using only two. The main difficulty we have i::, in getting th
books back on their shelves in their correct order with the help "-e employ-girls from 14 to 1G years of age. The combination of fignres and
letters seems to puzzle them, and requires more care than if only figure
or letters were used sepaTately. If some author table like Edmand ·.,,
composed entirely,of figures, were carefully worked out and bad proved
satisfactory in its apphcation, I an;i not sure but that with the clas. of
help employed in this library it would work more satisfactorily than the
Cutter taules." * * '!I' "ThE- mnemonic element is certainly very
valuable after tho system is in practice." (Geo. Watson Cole, Lib'n.)
Peabody Institute, Peabody, Mass.-Cutter. "As we shall not
change anything at pres€nt, it is unnecessary for mo to venture an
opinion [as to choosing anew]. Probably in five years some of' the
present systems * * * will be changed for something simpler and
more economical." (J. W.arren Upton, Lib'n.)
Toledo Public.-Dewcy, modifiecl. Recommends "greater implicity, not so close classification. ·The excess in numbers added is often
perplexing to those going for books in a. hurry." (Mrs. Frances D. Jermain, Lib'n.)
Lawrence (Mass.) Public.-" In a library where the public do not
have access to the she.l ves a close classification is not of much importance. If the assistants can find the books readily that is all that i necessary. The fewer letters and numbers borrow·ers have to write on the
call slips the bettei they are suited, and the les. likely are th y to make
mistakes. All frequenters of the library have acce s to cla ed catalogs, and can find books treating of any particular subject." (Frederic
H. Hedge, Lib'n.)
United States Naval Academy.-Ten main classes, A-I, with
subdivisions, 1-50, etc. Would prefer " some Rystem with more than
10 classes.)' (A. N. Brown, Lib'n.)
~ Dayton Public.-Twenty main clas c ·, subdivided a convenient.
"F~om the experience which we have had, taking into on iilerati n
the size of library, present rate of growth, character of help rnpl Y d
promptue s of s rvicc, etc., we would use the s, me i)rinciple of cla sification [if be -inning anew], only applied in gret tcr detail, and ·arri •cl
on t it la:t
uen e,. The r ult would be au arra11g '111" nt
m ·h lik tlrnt f th
ougr .. ional Libr ry or th r abo ly In tit
( , 1 im r ).
(...Ii,. , . . linta I. J r
,n, Lib'n.)
Kansas State.- mi h with aclditio11 .·. \'\ronlc.l u ·
cw y- :: .
s- Y, m • , t I n- r: (I . .
11ni.·, Lib'n. )
San Francisco Law.-L gal t .·t-b ok.- arra110- <l nlr bab ti , 11 ·;
. 111 ·ri ~au
I rt. alpll, ti<·, Jl ' • tat 'S; En o·li ' h r ' P rt a11 h,
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Woburn Public.-" In 187D was introduced the Dewey 1, 2, 3 system,
the. classes represented by a letter (a numeral would do equally as good)
and the individuals by a number. This is still in use, unmodified."
[Mnenwnics 1.tsefitl ?] "No; I do not believe in burdening patrons with
an unnecessary number of symbols. They mean nothing to them, and
not much more to anyone else. The old-fashioned shelf munber (say
5553.25) is best understood by the public generally." (W. R. Cutter,
Lib'n.)
Boston Library Society.-.S ee table. (Miss Letitia F. Stubbs,
Lib'n.)
Iowa State University.-" The Dewey has so far been reasonab1y
satisfactory, hence see no reason to change." (J. W. Rich, Lib'n.)
Nebraska State.-Largely law. .1.v.Iiscell aneous division classified
somewhat after Perkins's method. Expects to add largely to the latter,
and will then reclassify, deciding upon a system after publication of
this report. (D. A. Campbell, Lib'n.)
St. Louis University.-Dewey. "The purposes of a public library,
to be used by all cl:isses of persons, and those of a learned fostitution
being considerably divergent, I find that.the mechanical application of
the a,bove [Dewey] system, which has already been made here, is defective in many respects: (1) Because -o f the superfluity of clas.ses for a,
purpose more or less specialized; (2) because of the unimportant localization assigned to the prime divisions, in the same premises. * * *
[Cites examples in theology.] If there is any one of the above systems ·
[mentioned in circular of inquiry] which would meet our requirements,
I should be glad to adopt it. Oth~rwise [if clianging] I would take suggestions from them and strike 0~1t on the above line [outlined]." :,:, * -*
(Thos. Hughes, S. J ., Lib'n.)
Troy Young Men's Association.-Fixed. Alphabeted under a few
general divisions. '' I believe that the most -simple arrangement and
classification of books is, under any and all circumstance.s, the best
method. Close classificatiou destroys chances for memorizing place,
contents of volume, and general usefulness, is costly, and of no real
value." (DeWitt Clinton, Lib'n.)
University of Minnesota.-By departments of iustruction. No
class marks. When moving into new building wil1 carefu1ly consider
plans of classification and. shelving. Classification in subject catalog
based upon Poole's Cbicago Public; full outline submitted in MS.
"For a college libra,ry of moderate size it seems to me tliat a roug'l1
classification according to the departments of iustructiou will be as
useful as any." (Wm. vV. Folwell, Lib'n.)
University of the South.-Dewey. Iu literature follows Dewey
only to third figure, and in bfography to the fourth; Cutter marks thereaft r in each ca ·e; so also in 283; elsewhere, tlie 5-pJace Dewey. "If
I had the work to begh1 again I i-;hould be content with tl1ree places
for a, library foe size of 01uH." (Benj. W. Wells, L-ib'n.)
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Los Angeles Public.-Dewey. Fiction and juveniles alphabetic,
closely following Milwaukee notation. In music, "where Dewey give
782.2 to a book on Wagnerian music, we would classify the music itself
78.22, i. e., simply carry the third number over th~ decimal." Bouud
magazines arranged alphabetically. U nited States public documents
have a non-Dewey classification. If beginning again, would classify
very closely. (Tessa L. Kelso, Lib'n.)
Newburyport Public.-r If classifyi ng anew?] "This is a question
I can not answe,r. The mor-e I study the v arious schemes, tl1e harder
I find it to come to a decision; but, on the whole, I rather favor the
Dewey system, rnodjfied to meet my particular case, but I have no
desire to establish a museum of minute classification." (John D.
Parsons, Lib'n,)
Haverford College.-[ Would use ?J "Probably a modification of
Perkins. Lack of funds and hope of a new building have prevented
revision. No system should be followed rigidly. Whatever gives most
economy of space, clearness in detail, ease in find in g a book, should be
followed iu accordance with circumstances. Dare to be inconsistent."
(Allen C. Thom as; Lib'n.)
•
U niversity of Wisconsin.-Within a year will probably adopt
either Dewey or Cutter, with modifications. "Our present clas ification in it; large clivisiorn, corresponds to departments of in struction in
the university, and naturally and rightly, I must think, sin~ against
any theoretical system of classification in some points." (Walter M.
Smith, Lib'n.)
Massachusetts Institute, of Technology.-Dewey. "Have redivided. 547, a.ud have subdivided further a few of the divisions. There
are manj,~ arrangements which are inconvenient for us, for example, the
separation of 400 and 800, of 380 and 330, of 332 and 336, of 335 and 331.
The principles of the system seem to me about as simple and ea ily
learned as possible." [ Close classification ?] "Yes; where acce s to
the shelves is perfectly free the closest possible classification seems to
me de.:irable." (Clement W. Andrews, Lib'n.)
Colby University.-Dewey in galleries; fixed location on ground
floor (mo t -u ed books). Free access. No belf numbers. "Am very
wel1 pleased with the [Dewey] system." Often u e 7 fig"!}re ,. Make
no u of mnemonic . (Edward W. Ilall, Lib'n.)
University of Rochester.-" The Dewey y tern (4th ed.) i used in
la.· ifying new b ok and in a gradual r cla ifi ·atiou of tll old r pori 11 f th li rar . T11i wa. don la t January, anew librarian ha in ()'
b n , Pl1 int fr rn h fc ·ulty of in tru ·tion. Being ·hown thi blank
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details of the Dewey system I find what seem to me to be the disjunction of sirnilars au<l the conjunction of dissimilai's, as well as the failure
to give adequate treatment to some important subjects. * *
*
Persona,lly, I think the obsolescent system, * * * with some further
subdivision in the case of a few classes, is adequate to thA purposes of
a college library till it attains a, much larger size than ours." (H. _K .
Phinney, Ass't Lib'n.)
College of the City of New York.-Books classed under 14 main
divisions and 270 subdivisions, corresponding to headings in printed
subject catalog. Present system satisfactory. (Chas. G. Herbermann,
Lib'n.)
Kansas State Historical Society.--:See table. (F. G. Adams,
Lib'n.).
Northwestern University.-Awaiting a new building. (Lodilla
Ambrose, Ass't Lib'n.)
Salem Public.-Dewey, with 3 :figures, except in history and travels,
where 4 or 5 are used; F for all :fiction in English, original or translated;
B for individual biography, with Cutter number; 920 for collective biographie.s in one series by authors. Suggested changes: A better country arrangement; consolidation of philology and literature, giving room
for better arrangement of travels. If beginning anew, would adopt
Cutter's sixth. "'l'his seems to me about what is needed in the average public library of 10,0J0 to 100,000 volumes. Nearly all the necessary subdivisions can be made with two letters, or one letter and two
:figures." (Gardner M. Jones, Lib'n.)
Rochester Theological Seminary.-,-Theology only. See table.
(Howard Osgood, Lib'n.)
Northampton Public.-Books classified in nine departments. (Caroline S. Laidley, Lib'n.)
Fletcher Free, Burlington, Vt.-Similar to Brookline and Ames
Library at North Easton, Mass. (Sarah 0. Hagar, Lib'n.)
North Carolina State.-See table. (J. 0. Ellington, Lib'n.)
South Carolina State.-Oontains ·only United States and State
documents. "I have had no [previous J experience in library work aud
have no system. I have arr:rnged the books just after a common-sense
p1an, a11d as it seems to work well I have attempted notbihg else. Being
a woman, and having very little experience, I do not feel competent to ·
make any suggestions. Each State in the Union is given space and
the books are arranged according to years. The members of the legislature tell me that this plan suits them better than any that has ever
been tried in this library." (Mrs. Caroline Le Conte, Lib'n.)
SUMMA.RY OF RETURNS.

To put the results of this canva s into a ballot box and :figure out
exactly how many librarians favor this 01· the other method, would be
mo~t misleading, for several 1·caso11s. Otllcr things being equal, the
exp rience gathered in a library of 500,000 volumes is worth about ten
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times as much, from the classifier's standpoiut, as that afforclecl by working in one of 50,000 volumes. The answers to my queries are iu some
cases intended to apply to libraries generally, but most of the librarians
have had only their own institutions in view, and, as these differ· so
widely from each other in scope and functions, it is certain that the
same man might have answered differently if bis experience bad been
confined to libraries of another class. Many of the officers reporting
have given bnt slight attention to the inethods introducecl within the
past few years, being satisfied with the systems bequeathed to them
or finding it quite impracticable to change. Finally, many of the
replies are indefinite, and a few are ambiguous.
The only summary of results tha.t I can glean from tl1ese returns is
as follows:
1 American librarians a,re substantially agreed that books should be
classified on the shelves in the order of subjects treated rather than
in that of accession, or chronologiea,l ly, alphabetically, by size alone, or
by any other criteria, leaving the subarrangement (under classes) to
be determined by the requirements of each case. This is the only
point in the problem of classification that can be considered settled.
2 One-balf of the libraries reporting, illcluding most of the older
and larger ones, use systems of their own.
3 Of tbe printed schemes that have appeared within the past seventeen years, the Dewey system, which is the oldest, is u sed wholly or
partly in one-third of the libraries on our list. Mr. Cutter's expansive
system (not yet finished) is rapidly growing in favor . The others are
little u sed.
4 Most of the users of the printed schemes modify them more or les .
The chief objections urgeu against the Dewey, Cut,ter, and imi1ar 'Y t erns are that the classification is arbitrary, that it is bound up in its
notation, and that the latter is too complicated or too loug.
5 A movable location is generally p referred to fixed shelf number ,
but some librarians of wide experience r~ject it.
G Tbe tendency is strongly toward close cla .. ifi.cation, but it is
warmly opposed by many.
7 :Mnemonie notation s are ·ontlenmed l>y a majority of tho e ex:pre · ing an upinio11~ l>nt in a co1rnidcraulc number of librari s .·uch xp ·
lieut ar fonml u ·efu1.
Tl1i · i .· all that 1 hav b u al>le to make on of the ma· of data _ubthat book. liou1cl b e la ·ified y
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I conclu<le that the day of cooperative classifying is not yet, and
that if such a project ever be realized it will only come tllrongh tlle
work of a committee of experts. No one man is competent.
Granting that it would be practicable to parcel out the labor of
devising a system for classifying books, so that each science and art
wonld be subdivided by a sp~cialist, the gain would be twofol<l :
1 Each librarian would save the time and expense of devising a
scheme of his own, or of patching up the antiquated one bequeathed
to him; and
2 A system prepared by snch a body would give greater promise of
permanence and general usefulness than any drawn up by the average
librarian.
It is evident that the same system c8"n n~t be used in all kinds of
libraries. Yet if we take any two university libraries, for example, or
any two free popular libraries-, it will be found tlrnt they differ from
each other mostly in size or in degree of symmetry, but not in scope,;
nor in the character and wants of their users. I can see no good
reason why all libraries of a given class might not use the same general
method with mutual advantage,
·T he principal reason wliy snch n, scheme ~as not been undertaken is
clearly stated in Professor Do Morgan's obJection to a classed catalog,
that "it is more difficult to use than to make, being one man's idea of
the subdivision of knowledge."
No system for classifying books in large libraries can give general
satisfaction unless it be based ori something more durable than personal taste. In order to be reasonably permanent and usable, the
method adopted must be governed by some underlying principle of
association which is commonly accepted by students in the differe11t
departments of knowledge. Tlle question as to whether a uniform
system of classification may be practicable for a given cla:ss of libraries,
r esolves itself into the question whether a, method can be found which
will be scientific rather than arbitrary. All schemes looking only to
present conveniences must soon result in that confusion which reigns
in nearly an great libraries at the present day; a confusion which
makes library service doubly expensive, and causes those irritating
delays with which scholars the world over are but too familiar.
But it is objected that no logical classification of books is possible,
owin g to these two facts:
1 The same books may treat successively of many different things;
that is to say, it may be of composite structure, or even a conglomerate.
2 A 1Jook may discuss a problem involYing many entirely diverse
principles and branches of knowledge. Cousequently our classes will
necessarily overlap, and the boundary liHes between them will be
shadowy.
But precisely the same difficulties arise when we attempt to classify
anythiug else whatsoever. Th ere may be as many different classifi.ca-
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tions of a thing aR it has characteristics which may be measured
against those of other things, and these various classifications may e
equally logical, equally scientific. Three dimensions of space would
not suffice to show for any one thing in nature all of the relationships
that it bears to other things. Nothing of this sort has been attempted
in any science, antl it is unfair to criticise a classification of books on
the ground that it does not bring all correlatives together. When we
come to conglomerates, such as a volume of essays, or Burton's "Anatomy of Melancholy," we must classify them jnst as a geologist classifies
the conglomerate rocks, by form or locality, rather than by compositiou
or stmcture. There is no greater difficulty in the one case than in the
other.
The boundary lines between our classes will often be vague and
shadowy. But so they are in any classification. We do not even know
where plant life stops and animal life begins; yet that does not prevent
our having a science of botany and another of zoology.
Tl.le object of a classification is to bring together things which are
like and to separate things which are unlike. It is as easy to bring
together books of similar scope as to bring together plants of similar
type. If different types of plants can be arranged in a system which
will show their relative development, so can the literature of plants be
arranged with scientific method, and so can all literature.
It is a singular fact that many schemes of classificati011 are eu laved
to their notations. The attempt to make out of the boo]s: number a
structural formula, showing the dependence of classes by giving a ,·eparate :figure or letter to each stage of descent, invariably results in an
irrational classification disfigured with loug and cabalistic marks. Tlle
obj ect of a notation i3 to enable us to :find or replace a book with ea e
and certainty. Anything that interferes with this is a mistake. Tlle
scheme of classification should be made without any thought of a notation , and numb/ers a ssigned to it afterwardE\, taking care to allow for
the future growth of the various classes.
By using a bo1k number, which shall in no case be louger or more complicated than 1234az (in which the :figures are read a int ger , and
the order of fi gures and letters is alway. the ame), it is po ible to
mark 7,000,000 volume so tlitLt each volume i:-; identifi <la it woul<l b
by au a ·ce ion numb.er. Furthermore, ·nch a number will iudi at
he xa t r lati v 1>0 ·ition of each , ubje t, author, work, tran latio11
iti n v lum , c y in a collecti n of 7,000,000 olum , in wbi 11
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cent in estimatin g the growth of every subdivision in- his scheme.
Thereafter, by adding characters, be could provide for interpolations at
any point and to any extent. · A similar notation usiug nothing but
:figures would b e quite practicable. In such a case it is not likely that
a uumber longer than 1~34.567 would ever be needed in any library,
rnve a few of the great national collections, and this number woul<l. be
read as it stands, the figures before the decimal point being integers.
In order to attain this ·we have only to sacrifice the halfway structural formula, with its attendant halfway mnemonicity.
REFERENCE LIST ON CLASSIFICATION.
The following list of references is by no means exhaustive. With a few exception ,
it includes only th e later literature of the subject. The abbreviations stand for the
following periodicals, etc. :
Central.
Central'olatt fiir hibliothekswcsen. Leip_zig.
Conj. lib. Loncl. Conference of libi·arians in London, Oct., 1877. London.
L.A. U. K.
Transactions and proceedings of the mmual meetings of the Library
Association of the United Kingdom. Londou.
Library journal. New York.
L.j.
The Ji brary [ su.ccessor to Library chronicle J. London.
Lib.
Library chronicle. London.
Lib. chron.
Rivista delle biblioteche. Firenze.
Riv.
u. s. BUREAU 01? EDUCATION. Public libr~ries in the Unite<1 Sta'. es
U. S. '76 rep.
of America . . . Special report. Washington, 1876. 8° .
Classification of knowledge.

This has a very considernule literature of its own. For a r esume of the older systems see A. E. B. Woodward's system of universal science (Phil., 1816. 4c·). On the
scientific method, the following are recommenclecl:

BAIN, A. Log ic. New ed. N. Y. (Longrnans), 1882. 12°.
DAVIDSON, W. L. The logic of classification. (Mind, 12: 233-53.)
JEY0NS, W. S. Principles of science. N. Y. (Macmillan), 1874. 2Y. so. One vol.
ed., 1889. 12° . His remarks on the classification of books show little
acquaintanco with the problem.
·
SPENCER, H. Classification of tho sciences. (In 7!-is Recent discussions. N. Y.
(Appleton), 1871. 12° .)
STANLEY, H. M. Classification of the sciences. (Mind, 9: 265- 74.)
Classification of books.

HISTORY.

OUTLINES OF OLDER SYSTEMS.

CRITICISM.

C0LLAN; K. Om bibliografiska systemer och bibliotheksmethocler .
. Helsing- .
fors (Frenclcell), 1861. 8° . 4+64+13 p.
Cousrn, J. De l'orgaanistion [sic] et de !'administration des bibliotheques .
Paris (Pedone-Lau1·iel), 1882. Sm. 8° . [3]+11+374 p.
EDWARDS, E . Memoirs of libraries; including a handbook of library economy.
London (Triibner), 1 59. 2v. so.
PUMAGALLT, G. Cataloghi di biblioteche e indici bibliografici
Firenze
(Sansorii), 1887. 8°. 19+199 p. (See Central, 4: 5fi6-58. Kephart, L.j.,
12: 5'17-48.)
- - . Della, collocazioue clei libri nelle pubbliche biblioteche
. Firenze
(Sansoni), 1890. 8° . 7+165+[1] p. (See Bruschi, R-iv., 3: 46.)
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GAn, T.

Letturc di bil>liologia
Torino ( Unione Tipogr. Ed.), 18G8. o.
18+340 p., table.
GRAESEL, A. Gruudziig-o der bibliothekslehre .
. L eipzig ( Trebel'), 1890. 16 ' .
12+424 p. (Seo Meyer, Central., 8: 5-1- 57. Bruschi, Riv., 3: 47. Hnll, L. j.,
16: 118-19. Tr. into Italian by Capra, 1893.)
OTTINO, G. BiLliogru,fia , . . 2<l. ed. Milano (Hoepli), 1892. J.G 0 • [3J-8+166p.
- - - and FUMAGALLI, G. Bibliotheca bibliogrnphica italica-Catalogo <lcgli scritti
<l.i bibliologia, bibliogmfia o biblioteconomia pubblic:1ti in Italia, c di quclli
risguardanti l'Itali::t, pnbblicati a11' estero
. Roma (Loreto Pasqualueei), 1889. 8°. ·24+431+[2] p.
PARK, R. Pa,ntology; or, A systematic survey of human knowledge . . . [nlso
applie(l to the classifi.cation of books]. 3ll ed. Philadelphia (Hogan 9·
Thompson), 18-14. 8° . G87 p. 12 plates.
PEI_GXOT, G. Dictionnaire raisonne de bibli ologic .
. Paris ( Villier), 1802-1.
3 v. 8°.
PETZHOLDT, J. Bibliotheca bibliographic:1 .
. Leipzig (Engelmann), 1866.
s0 • 12+939 p.
RICHOU, G.
. Trnite de !'administration des bibliothcques publiqucs . . ,
Paris (Dupont)) 1885. sm. 8° . 8+4211),
~
SACCONI-Rrccr, GIULIA. Una visita ad alcuno bibliotcche dclla Svizzem, della Germania, o dell' Austria. :Firenze (Carnesecehi), 1892. sq. 16° . [2]+28 p.
+14 fold. Tables. (ReJ:?r, from Riv., 4.)
SYSTEMS OF CLASSIFICATION.
(Includes systems intende<l for catalogs.)

BONAZZI, G. Schema di catalogo sistematico per l e bibliotechc
. , Parma
(Battei), 1890. 8°. [3]-14+105+[1] p. (See Fumagalli, I'.iv. 2: 78-79.
Bruschi, Riv. 3: 47-48. Bliss, L. j. 14: 5-8.)
BRITISH MUSEUM SYSTEJ.~. (Gamett, Co-nj. lib. Lonll. 108-14, 188-03; L. j. 2: J.D4-200.
G. W. Harris, L. j. 12: 331-34. On tho Cornell univ. a<la.pta.tion s ,e Harri,
L. j. 16: 138-39.)
Buow::s-mLL, J. Science ancl art: A theory of library classification. (Lib. chron.,
3: 133-36.)
CUTTER, C. A. Another plan of numbering books . (L. j. 3 : 248-51; ,J.: 88-90.)
- - Clas ·ification on the shelves. (L. j. 4: 23.J.--!3.)
- - Thirty-five versus ten. (L. j. 7: G2-63.)
- - - Expansive classification. [Ur. Cutter's new system. Seven ·lassi11cations,
cumulativ<', adapted to libraries of cliffcrent sizes . Tho 1 t-6th arc pnhli bed, with index; tho 7th is in press. Puhl. b y tho n.nthor, Forbes library
Northampton, Mass.] (On Ir. Cutter's systems seo , chwn.rtz, L. j. 3: 302.
Gocl<l.ard, L. j. 10: 55-56. Bliss, L. j. H: 2-12-4.1. Kephart, L. j. 17: 22 ·
Thomas, L. A.. U. K. 4-5: 182-81. Graescl's Bibliothc,k. lchrr, 236-37.
Fumagalli s clla co1locazion , 129-31.)
DEWEY ,1m,v1L. D cimnl classification an<l re]atfre jnclrx, . . . iHh cl. no,ton
(Librar!J bureau), 1 DL , m. 4.". 41+[2i0]+407-593+[5] p. (1 t ed., 1 ·7 ·
2d, 1 ;- · 3<1 1 , ; 4th 1 1. Tr. into Italian hy I ndino in 1 - (Pal rm o, .
C. 1 • iG I: p. 613-18. Larned L. j. 7: 127-2 . Lau , L. j. 10: 2;:;
(lJ w y'. r ·pl ·, L. j. l : 31G). P ,rhn nn(l, ·b.wnrtz, L. j. 11: ~}7-13, -, ,
136-6 (D •w y·. l"<'ply, L. j. 11: 100-G, 132-.,D · ...Iann , 11: 13!)-.J.1). Axon,
onf. lib. Lo11d., 1G6. Thomas T,, .t. r K. 4-G: 1 2. Kn,, J. Tineleenth c 11'''."!1, ,.. 1 I p. ,21-2. (Thomas s r,•pl ~·, Lib. cltro11. l: 1 l 2). irar ·el
r e11_1r,~1. n: :-12 antl lii. Bihlio h .k lchr , 231. :r, umagalli's 'ntaloo-hi 133-37,
an, l i I> ·11.
11 cazionC' 12~2 , 1' . Larn d's modification, in L. j. -1 : 4
~- l it~}H\ ri·k', L.j.1: 11.)
1
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ED1IANDS, J. New system of classincation n,nd scheme foT numbering books .
Philadelphia [1lfrrcantUe library], 1883. 8° . 29 p. (Seo a lso his art. in L. j.
4: 38-40, 56. Seo Dewey, L.j. 4: 42-44.)
FLETCHER, W. I. Lillrary classification: theory and practice. (L. j. 1-4: 22-23,
77-79, 113-16. See Bliss, L. j. 14: 244.)
- - - Library classification. Reprinted, with alterations, additions, and an index
from his" Public libraries in America" [ of same elate]. Bos_ton (Rr/berts
Bros.), 1894. 8°. 32 p.
HARRIS, W. T. System of classitlc-a'tion [with an] ess'ay on [the same]. (In Catalog of tho St. Lo1:1is 1rnblie school iibraTy (S-t. Louis, 1870. 8° .) pp. 3-16.
See U. S. '76 Rep. 660-62. Jou,rn. of spec. philos. 4: 114-29. Thomas, L. A.
U. K. 4-5 : 181.)
HAnnvrn, 0. Schema dos roallrn,talogs der k. U11iversitatsbiu!1othek zu Halle a. S.
3es heiheft znm Centralblatt fur biuliothekswesen. Leipzig ( Harrcissowitz),
1888. 8°. [3]+345+['1] p. (See BTiss, L.j. 14: 24'5-46. Tedder, Lib. l: 21.
HARVARD uxrv. LIB. SYSTE:'11. (Ou tho classification in c:atalo-g ·and on shelves sec
L. j. 6: 9-10, 5-!, 11G; 9: 50-51; 10: 259-60; l1: 208-9.
Winsor, Conj. lib.
Lona. 164. Also tlio index to the subject-catalog, mentioned below.)
LARXED, J. N. A nomenclature of classification. ( L. j. 9: 62-69. See Cutter, L. j.
9: 115. Lane, L.j. 10: 257-58.)
OGLE, J. J. Outline of n, new scheme of classification applicable to books. (Lib.
ch1•on. 2: 160.)
PALERMO, P. Classazione dei libri a stampa dell' I.E. R. Pala..tina, in corrispondonza
di un nuovo ordi namento dello scibilo umano. Firenz,e (Bibl. Palatina), 1854.
4° . 114+[1]+388p.
PERKINS, F. B. A rational classification of literature for shelving and cataloging
books in n, library .
. Revised eel. San Francisco (the author) [now
sold by Lib1·ary bureait, Bos-ton], 1882. 8° . 57+4 p. (First ed., 1881. See
also his art., L. j. 4: 226-34. Dewey,L. j. 7: 60-62. Larned, L. j. 7:
128-30. Smith, L. j. 7: 17-1. Thomas 1 L. A. U. K. 4-5: 181. Fumagalli's '
Della collocazionc, 135-36.)
PooLE 1 W. F. (See his article on Organizati"on a-nd Management of Public Librari es
in U. S. '76 Rep. 492-95, all(l the :finfliug lis·ts of. Chicago public library.)
SCHLEIEIUIACHER, A. A. E. Bibl iographisches syste-m der gesammten wissenschaftsknndo, mit eiuer an.lei tung zum orclne1l. · von bibliotheko.u .
. Braunschweig ( Vieweg) 1 1852. 2v. 8° .
SCHWARTZ, J. A" combined" system for arranging and numbering. (L. j. 3: 6-10.
See U. S. '76 Rep . 657-60. Dewey and Cutter in L. j. 3: 339-40.)
- - - A mnemonic system of classification. (L. j. 4: 3-7. Seo Dowey, Perkins1
and Cutter, L.j. 4: 92.)
- - - A new classification an<l notation. (L . j. 7: 148-66. Seo also his art., L. j.
7: 84.-85.)
An alphabetico-mnemonic system of classifying an<l nnmbering books. (L . j
10: 25-27, 77-78, 14-9-50, 174-75, 371-,5. See Lano, L. j. 10: 257. Lane and
Cutter, L. j. 11: 8-9.)
SHURTLEFF, N. B. A clecimal system fo~ the arrangement and aclministrntion of
libraries . Boston (prit'alely printed), 1836. 4° . [4]+80 p. (A deci1mJ system of notation applied to fixed shelves. Used in the Boston r,uulic library
smce 1858. Seo Dewc,r 1 L. j . 4: 61, 120.)
S1\-IITII, L. P. Ou the cla sification of books .
Boston (Libra?'!J bll1·eait), 1882.
8° · 70 p. ( ec his a.rt, L. j. 7 : 172-74. Also Thomas, L . ..d. . U. K., 4-5 : l84c.
Fumaga.lh's I clla collocazione, 134-35.)
STEFFE~HAGEN 1 E. Die ordnnngsprrncipieu der Universitlt:i-Bi.l>hotltek Kiel
Bnrg (IIopfer), 1888. 8° . 6+38 p . (Seo al o his ·~ber uorrua.lhoheu
f. biichergcschosse . Kiel, 1885. 8'\ 11 r,.)
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VILLA PERNICE, A. Norme per l'ordinamento delle biblioteche. Milano ( Galli e Bai.
moncli), 1889. 4°. 27 p.
ZANGEMEISTER, K. System des real-katalogs der Universitatsbibliothek Heidelberg.
Heidelberg ( Winter), 1885. 1. 8° . 9+54 p. (See Harrnssowitz Central.
2: 425-27.)
[Same. 2d ed.] Heidelberg (no publ.), 1893. fO . [43] p.
Other references may be found in Graesel's Bibliothekslehre, 386, and in Fumagalli's works.
The following indexes of subjects will be found useful:
CINCINNATI PUBLIC LIBRARY. Subject index to the location of the books and
pamphlets contained in the .
library . . . Cincinnati (the librnl'y ),
1879. 1. 8°. 6+[5]-61 p.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY LIBRARY . Index to the subject catalog. Cambridge, Mas.
(the libra1·y), 18.8 6-91. 8° . 4+165 p. For sale by the Library bureaii, Bo ton.
MAES, C. Saggio d'indice per materie a sistema nuovissimo d ella R. Biblictcca
Universitaria di Roma. Roma (Forzani), 1881. 4° . 126+r1J p.
·
I have not seen the printe<l systems of classification of the following libraries:
Berlin, K. k. Bibliothek.
Franckfurt a /M. Stadtbibliothek.
UKIFORMITY OF PRACTICE.
DeweJ·, L. j. 3: 231. Cutter, L. j. 4: 242; 6: 67. Richardson, L. j. 10: 212. Scudder, L. j. 12: 224. L.A. U. IC committee on a scheme suitable for general
use, L. A. U. K. 4-5: 219-20; 6: 3, 176; 7: 3; 8: 4. Bradshaw, L . .A. U. K.
4-5: 220. Bailey, Lib. chron. 3: 110. Fumagalli's Cataloghi, 133, 158-59 (in
subj ect catalogs) .
CLASSIFICATION

BY

SUBJECTS.

FoR.-Cutter, L. j. 3: 371; 4 : 234-43; 6: 66. Dewey, L . j. 4: 117-20, 191-94-. Perkins, L. j. 4: 29. Nicholson, Bullen, and Cutter, Conj. lib. Land. 165-67.
Wilson, L.A. U. K. 2: 79-84. Poole, U. S. '76 Rep. 492. Forstemann, Centrnl. 1: 293-303 (on s11bj. catal.), and Uhlirz, Central . 1: 461-7. Kay in
Nineteenth century, July, 1893, 101-9.
AGAINST.-De Morgan, Jevons, Fumagalli, already-cited, and refs. in latter (but on
subj. cat. see his Cataloghi, 125-76). Magnusson, Conj. lib. Land. 161-66.
LOGICAL OR SCIENTIFIC CLASSIFICATION.
Fou.-Bliss, L. j. 7: 104,251; 14: 240-42, 244. Kephart, L. j. 18: 240-42.
AGAINST.-Fletcher, L. j. 4: 244. Schwartz, L. j. 7: 229. Towry in Bibliogra])her,
5: 168; 6: 62. Fumagalli's Cataloghi, 140 et seq.
SPECIAL Dll!'FICULTIES
Jones, Conj. lib. Lond. 12 (L. j. 2: 110).
entral. 2: 426-27.
LA, IFICATI0,

F

01r

CLASSIFICATION.

Perkins, L. j. 4: 233-234 .
PARTICULAR ,

Harra owitz,

BJECT .

arr, L. j. 9: 172-75.

, L . .f. 9: 156.
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LAW. Lane, L. j. 10: 260-61.
LIBRARY ECONOMY. Cutter, L. j. 7: 271.
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES. Lord Lindsay, L. j. 4: 150-52.
MATHEMATICS (Pure). Rowell, L. j. 17: 447.
NATURAL SCIENCES . Cutter, L. j. 5: 163-66.
PHILOSOPHY. Cutter and Larned, L. j. 10: 79-82.
RECREATIVE ARTS. Cutter, L. j. 10: 6-7.
SHAKESPEARIANA. Cutter , L. j. 9: 137-38. Noyes, L. j. 9: 156. Tedder, L. j. 11:
441-42, 449.
SOCIOLOGY. L arned, L. j. 9: 66-69.
THEOLOGY. Richardson, L. j. 8: 320-21.
U. S. (States). Cutter, L. j. 205-8. G. W. Harris, Cornell iiniv. bullet.in, Nov., 1889.
ZOOLOGY. Mann, L . j. 5 : 143-44.
Classification of a scientific society's library . Scudder, L. j. 12: 221-24. Bailey,
Lib. chron. 3: 109-14.
Classification of a typographical library. Reed, Lib. 4: 36-44.
Classification of photogr aphic collections. Borden, L. j. 17: 195-97.
LOOSE OR CLOSE CLASSIFICATION.
FOH LOOSE.-Sch wartz, L. j. 3 : 302. Edmands, L. j. 6: 119. Flf'tcher, L. j. 10: 316;
11: 209-12, 353; 14: 22-23. Wheatley, Conj. lib . Lond., 128. Kerler, Central.,
6: 76-80.
FOR CLOSl~.-Garnett, L. j. 2: 198. Nicholson, L. j. 2: 268. Cutter, L. j. 3: 340,453;
4: 240-41; 6: 66,119; 10: 180-84, 403, 467; 11: 167, 180-84; 14: 153-54; 15:
clOO. Poole, L . j. 6: 122. Lane, L . j. 10: 260; 11: 352-53. Dewey, L. j. 11:
350-53. Larned, Biscoe, Richardson, and Coe, L. j. 11: 352-53. May, L. j.
12: 80. Cole, L. j. 12: 356-60.
FIXED OR MOVABLE LOCATION,
1:<'0R FIXED.-Winso::-, L. j . 6: 116.
FOR MOVABLE.-Cutter, L. j . 4: 234,236; 6: 68-69.
'76 Rep., 494.

Poole, L. j. 6; 121-22, and U. S.

SUBORDINATE ARRANGEMENT.
Dewey, L. j. 11: 296-301.
AUTHORS. See the Cutter and Sanborn author tables (Boston, Library bnreau); also
the Edmands table in his new system of classif., and his art., L. j. 4: 38-40,
56. Dewey, L. j. 4 : 43. Cutter, L. j. 4: 45-46; 12: 251-52, 549. Massey, L.j.
o: 7-9. On Greek and Latin authors see Lane, L. j. 8: 50-51, and Cutter,
L . j. 11: 280-89 .
S1zE. Dewey, L. j. 4.: 118-20.
CHRONOLOGIC. Arnold's, L. j. 6: 66. Biscoe, L. j. 10: 246-47. G. P[oggialH] Le
Lfore (bibl. ret.). 9: 252-56 .
ACCESSION. Dewey, L . j. 4 : 120.
'fITLES (ex. of difficulties).
Cutter, L . j. 12: 355.

Notation.
ON MIXING LETTERS AND FIGURES. Cutter, L. j. 7: 195-96.
L ENGTH Olt' SYMBOLS. Cutter, L . j. 4 : 47. Cole, L. j. 12: 359-60.
L ARGE BA,'E, Dewey, L.j. 4: 7-10, 75-78. Cutter, L.j. 4 : 88-90; 7: 62-63. Bliss,
L. j. 16: 6. Marshall, L. A . U. K. 3: 77-86,
MNEMONIC . Richar<lsou, L. j. 10: 208-11. Schwartz, L. j. 11: 232-44. Soule, L. j.
14: 286.
NOTATIO~ FOR SMALL LIBRARrnS . Cutter, L . j. 12: 324-26, 430-31.
ED
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LOAN SYSTEMS .

By

MARY vVRIGHT PLUMM ER ,

Librarian Pratt Institute, Brookl yn.

Definition.-The charging or loan system is that part of a library'.
administration by which chiefly its commuuication with borrowers is
carried on. The word loan applies to it because the books are lent,
and the word charg-ing because every library, no matter how small, with
any pretense to method, bas some way of k eeping account of these
loans.
Requisites.-The characteristic of a loan syst em bei:;t appreciated
by the public is the speed. wit h which it can receive and deiiver books.
The trifling annoyance of h avin g t o wait a few minutes for a book will
drive many persons away from a library, and to a certain extent from
the habit of r eading. It therefore behooves the library administrators
to consider speed when plannin g th eir charging system.
Another requisite is simplicity, n ot only because it implies speed and
makes the work easier, but b ecau se it insures greater accur acy. The
more complicated t h e system the greater the chance for error.
The third thing to keep in mind is that the less the borrower's part
in the operation the better he likes t he system. The library must be
sure that it asks of him only the facts absolutely necessary to :fill bis
order, and that any r ed tape should be kept behind the desk.
These three things, then, are essential, for it is certain that if t here
is more than one library in a place people will go to th e on e where they
are most quickly waited on with t he least trouble t o tll emselves, and
with the fewest mistakes.
A library, even a free li brar y, is a business iustitntion, and mu t keep
a recor d of it s t ran sactions. It would be as absurd to k eep no account
in order to please th e people and send. them away sooner as it would
b e t o enter no ch ar ges against t he customers of a, shop. The tangle
that its affair s would soon find t h ern8elves iii would be infinitely more
troublesome to the borrower than the short time spent in waiti ng wllile
the library r ecorded a, few essent ial facts. It should therefore be tak n
for granted, in deciding on a charging . ystem, that the public will be
p ati nt a,ncl reasona ble if tlle library does 11ot impose on it.
The library, if it keeps pace with the rest of the ,rnrld, mu t know
wh at it is doiug. It is ea. y nough to hand out books day after day
without knowin or carin°· wh~th r more p op1e are reading than tlii
time , Y ar ago, whetb r tlie u . t book. are r ally called for, what the
pr vai1iu()· ta ·t of th readinrrcomu1uuity i:, whether people ar gradu, 11 , c ·mn lati11 <r prirn.t 'coll ·ti u · of book. at th library e:s:p 11 '
wh her ,. r ·on i · ,· iu"· au •qual chanc at the popular book'.
·h 1 al.> ok i. that p opl k • •p ·allil1g for a11d that doe.· not make it·
• ~11> ·ara1H: ' ncl a <l z n th ·r thingr· that will o ·m· t
very lil.n'il·
11
' ". a fl ·h il. th·
h' u n: h1ow in <ml rt be ma.-t r of th .·i uati n.
If I ari
· nclu ·t · l 011 th g 1 •. worl· vl 11, librarian ·hip w ultl
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deserve small pay and smaller honor, for an automaton could be constructed that would take in and hand out books, and learned pigs have
been taught to pick ont numbers and letters.
The charging system ,should, to a great extent, tell whether the
library is really of use to the community, and in order to do this it
must put the library in possession of certain statistics. The question
is bow to get these statistics at least cost of time and trouble to the
public, with least expenditure of labor and least risk of error on the
part of the library.
Questions answered by charging systems,-In 1882 tbe librarian
of the Milwaukee public library sent to the Library journcil the following list of 20 questions, answered by the charging system of that
library. The questions in parentheses have been added in preparing
this paper, in order to make these questions a basis for examination of
various charging systems:
1 Is a given book out'?
2 If out, who bas it'?
3 When did he take it'?
4 When is it to be sent for as overdue1
5 Has tho book ever been out'?
6 How many times and when ha!: the book been ouU
7 How many (:1nd what) books were issued on a given day'?
7a (How many (and what) books are due on a given day'?)
8 How many ( and what) books in each class were issued on a given day'?
9 How many (and what) books are now out, charged to borrowers,
10 How many (and what) books are at the bindery'?
11 Has a certain book been reboundJ and when'?
12 ·what books have been discardetl '?
13 Does the circulation of a discarded book warrant its being replaced'?
14 Has a given borrower a book charged to him '1
14a (How many books are charged to him f)
14b (What books arc charged to him')
15 How many persons have now books charged to them f
16 Arc these the persons who registered earliest or latesU
17 How often has a, borrower made use of tho library f
18 Has a borrower had a given book before f
19 ·what has been the ch aracter of t h o borrower's readingf
20 Is the borrower's card still in force and used,
21 (Has this person a right to draw books n

The principle of the grouping given above will be readily understood
to be a rough classification b;y book, date, and borrower's account.
It does not follow necessarily that the system which answers the most
questions is the best, for they may be answered at an expense of time
and labor out of all proportion to the value of the information. That is
a point which each library must decide for itself. The college library,
the free city library, the village library, have a widely differiug patronage and qmte as widely differing resources.
Loan systems may be roughly divided iuto four rrroups: Ledger system~, temporary-slip system. , permanent-slip or card systems, indicator
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systems. There are many ingenious devices that belong to none of
these, but they are used in so few libraries that they hardly merit the
name of system.
Ledger system.-By ledger system we now mean a system in which
books are used for recording charges. It is often taken for granted
that in using a ledger the library keeps its accounts only under the
borrower-'s name; but it is possible to keep trace of the books also, and
even to keep the accounts by date. Originally the charges were made
in a daybook, a simple daily record of transact.ions such as kept by
any retail shop man. No doubt it was considered a great step in
advance when the library began to post these daily entries in a regular ledger instead of looking baek through all its charges till the one
wanted was found.
The ledger account by borrower bas the borrower's name for a beading and should have a page to itself in order that no two borrowers
shall have the Harne folio number. The caU number of the book and
the date of issue are noted in pencil in columns or squares ruled for
them, and when the book is returned the borrower's folio number, if he
has forgotten it, may be found from the index at the back of the ledger,
and the entry is either crossed off or the date of return noted, which
closes the account till another book is drawn . . The advantages and
disadvantages of this method may be summed up as follows:
ADVANTAGES.

1. The entries can not b e lost or mislaid.

2. The ledger tak es up l ess space than th e same information in any other form.
3. It can be handled rapidly.
4. 1 The borrower's previous reading shows and may help in making selections for
him or prevent the second taking of a book b y mistake.
5. It is easy to tell when a borrower's connection with the library ceases and bow
many live accounts there are on the book .
DISADVANTAGE S .

1. Impossible to change the order of accounts to alphabetic 2 or other order to get

,,

at certain facts .
2. Page , wben soiled, can not be replaced.
3. 3 ln the course of time an active reader may have several folio number , which
would tend to confusion.
4. But on p r on can use the ledcrer at a time.
5. It is next to 1mpos ible to get at the delinquent accounts in ord r to end
no ice .

it
ms.
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additional aid vantages that the charge is very quickly made, the post- .
ing being postponed to a leisure moment, and that the circulation of
each day can be easily classified, _footed up, and set down. This book,
hke the ledger, can be used by only one person at a time, and it can
not be used for discharging debts unless the date be given as a key.
In the Library journal for 1883 a description is given of the method
used by many Canadian libraries, notably those of the Mechanics'
institutes, in which two ledgers figure, the one arranged by readers'
accounts, the other by call numbers for the books, making book
accounts. A day book is used with this system, for the sake of speedy
charging.
To the borrower the day book charge is very likely to be satisfactory.
He has only to give the call number of the book wanted and his name.
The charge is dashed down aud he does 11ot need to wait. When he
returns tlie book., his name or folio number refers to the charge, now on
the ledger, which is crossed off or the date of return jotte<! clown opposite it, and that is all. He ki10ws nothing of the time and labor given
to rewriting every charge, or the difficulties that arise each day from
the fact .that the library has no account with the book.
Temporary-slip systeni.-The inflexibility of the ledger system
could not fail to be felt, auc.1 it has been superseded in many libraries by
tile temporary-slip system, of which a great advantage over the ledger
system is that more than one person at a time can be engaged in chargrng and discharging books. The slips may be used exactly as the
ledger pages are used to keep an account with the reader, the difference
in that case being that the ledger is a permanent and the slip a temporary recoi·d. The slip may be written out by the b orrower, in which
case it serves as a receip t, or by the assistant for the sake of greater
speed. It is usually required that the borrower's name or number, the
call number of the book (or its author and title), and the date be
written. When the book is returned and fines paid, if any, the slip
may be destroyed or returned to the borrower. The slips may be
arr·a nged in a tray or in pigeonholes in any of three ways : (1) With
guide cards or blocks for each day, making a day book; (2) by borrower's name or number, making an account with the bonower; (3) by
call number, making au account with the book.
The first arrangement Las the advantages of the regular c.laybook as
to speed, provided that all that is written ou the slip be the borrower's
name or number and the ca11 number. The date is here not necessary,
although it is well to have it lest a slip should by accident be taken
from its compartment. Tbe slip is then dropped into the tray in the
• proper date division, and the l>orrower goes away with his book. The
disadvantage is also the same, that, without remembering the date, a
charge can not be canceled. It would be possilJle to keep a ledger in
connection with this arrangement of slips, as with the regular day book.
The questions answered would then be 7, 8, 9, 14-20. It bas the advan-
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tage over the daybook that after the arran gement by date the slips
can be put in a subarrangement b y borrower's number or call number,
and that the dates once written on the guides do not have to be rewritten. T he daybook, on the other hand, by the mere lapse of time,
becomes a record of delinquents in such shape that it can not be lost,
whereas the .delinquent slips, in order to be quite safe, must be copied
into a book after a certain period.
When the slips are arranged by borrower's name or number, tbey
represent the borrower's ledger with its outstanding accounts only.
As the slips themselves are u su ally of thin p aper, it is customary to
_ ha-ve cardboard guides, each bearing a borrower's name or number, or
both, and when the charge is made the slip is dropped behind or in front
'of the borrower's card and remains there while the book is out. If the
guides are arranged by borrowers' n u mbers there must be an alphabetic
index t o the tray, as the numb ers are often forgotten. This system
answers questions 9, 14, 14a, 14b, 15, 16. The questions 17-20, which
arc answered by the ledger system, can not be solved. by any t emporary
record. The main advantage of t h is way of keeping the borrowers'
accounts is the one mentioned above as pertaining t o any slip syst em,
that more than one person nrny work at it at one t im e. It requires more
writing than the ledger, inasm uch as the borrower 's name or number
must be r ecorded. The diffi cult.y of getting at t h e number of overdue
books is quite as great, an d if , d elinquent notices are sen t the whole
tray must be o-verhauled per iodically. If these notices are sent only
at long intervals, as in man y subscription libraries, t his is not so st rong
an objection as in tbe case of public libraries; which must send out
notices d aily. To th e college library, or one t hat was watchful of its influence on v arious classes of readers, the fac t that t he record of a
borrower's reading could n ot b e kept would be a strong obj ection to tlie
t emporary slip system.
The th ird arrangement, t hat of k eeping the slips in order of the call
num ber of t he b ook s, ltas b een seldom tried where t he slips were for
t em p or ary u se only. It answers questious 1-4, 9. The obj ection with
r egard t o delinquent notices h olds here, as in the previous arrangement.
A ny ch ange in the ch aracter of t he circulation within a given period
woul d fail to be noticed by t his system. Its main advantage lies in it
11 ecly answer to questions 1, 2, and. 3, questions which arc more often
a kcd 1 perhap , t h an any other, and in its convenience when it become
time o ta1- the inventory. It is but fair to the la t two arrangement
to ay that if the lay ·irculation i: k pt apart from the other ·barge
till it can
c·ln · ifi. d all(l counted, one of the above <li advantage , the
in, bilit ~ t di · v r cbanf;<> · in t11e haracter of the general rea ing
wo lcl i ·c ppe. r ancl qn ;·ti n. 7 and
ou]d be an. w 'r d .
n, om lihr. ri . tl, .·1ip i: mad larg nough to s rye fi r a li. of
ol·: an l if 11. rnl <1 a ·l· t th l> rr wer when he return one o k
. •1 'C ~ 1 th r .
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The late librarian of Princeton, Dr. F. Vinton, suggested in Library
jo'Urnal, 2: 53-7, that the slips, before being sorted in their pigeonholes, be copied, in order to make two arrangements possible, one by
borrowers and one by books. Whenever there is copying done, there
is an extra, liability to mistakes, and the writer suggests, instead, the
use of the carbon copy used by many dry goods and notion houses t<?
make duplicate checks for goods bought. Both entries would be in
the same writing, made simultaneously, and if one was correct the
other would have to be.
Card system.-The card system differs from the slip system chiefly
from the fact that the cards, larger and more durable than slips, are
kept as a permanent record. .Aside from this, they are subject to the
same limitation, admit of the same arrangement, and answer the same
purposes as slips.
_
If but one kind of card is used by the library, it can be arranged
with others to form an account with-the borrower, with the book, or by
date; and the same subarrangements possible with the slips are possible here. The advantages and disadvantages ~re the same as with
the same arrangement of slips. With cards it is advisable to have
ruled columns to keep the record. If the card is a borrower's card,
the columns should contain the call number and the dates of ·taking
and of return. If it is a book card, that is, kept in order of the call
numbers, tlie columns should contain borrower's number and dates.
Some libraries sliow the discharge of a debt by stamping or punching
out the charge instead of stamping the return date, which is thus lost
from the records. The borrower's card, kept by the library, answers
questions 14-20, inclusive. By keeping the day's charges in a separate
place till the end of the day's circulation, questions 7 and 8 may be
answered. If a single card is a book card, it will answer questions
1-6, 13, 18, with 7 and 8 if the day's charges are kept apart and
counted. If the book card is used, it may be kept in a pocket in the
book when the book is in, or it may be placed in a separate tray at the
desk to show what books are in and save useless trips to the shelves.
Used in this way; it helps to form a card indicator, at the same time
lessening the risk of loss of the card. If the cards of books out are
kept in strict call-number order, without subarrangement by date, they
may serve to indicate instantly the books out and thus fulfill the same
office. The pocket for the book card is very generally used in libraries
that have the book canl. It serves for the borrower's card when the
book is out, in case the borrower carries his own card, and lessens the
risk of its los ·. The labor of pocketing and repocketing, however, is
con iderable, and even asi<l.c from this, the writer questions whether
for the library with few attendants the advantages from the card inclicator do not outweigh those from the use of the pocket.
The card bas an advantage over the slip, inasmuch as the library
can obtain from it, according to the arrangement by book or borrower,
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a record of the book's use or the borrower's reading. It is customary,
in date systems, to have the date of taking written or stamped omewhere in the book, either on the pocket or on a date slip tipped into the
book, to avoid the necessity of leaving the fact to the memory of borrower or assistant.
Two-card system.-W 13 come now to the two-card systems, in which
the cards are those of the borrower and of t4e book, the latter kept
usually in date order. We shall take up first the system which allows
(or obliges) the borrower to carry his own card and present it when he
wants a -book. This provision answers at once question 21, the presumption being that if the borrower is not the person presenting the
card he Las delegated his authority to that person by giving him the
card. A system without any card carried by the borrower either causes
the library to run the risk of giving books to per~ons who have no right
to draw them, or, as in the case of the Apprentices library in New
York city, must require a written order when a book is wanted and
po book is returned for exchange, and compare the signature of tlie
order with that on the register. The library with a small clientelcrun
.no great risk in requiring no card of identification, as every borrower
would be apt to be known at the library, but the city library, with its
large and ever-shifting body of readers, must have some method of
identifying them and the card is certainly the simplest.
The borrower's card for identification and the same as a part of foe
charging system are different things. For either use; the card should
contain the borrower's name, address, number, and the date of expiration of bis privileges.
There is a risk in making the borrower's card au essential part of the
charging system when it is carried by the borrower, on account of the
liability to loss; but if the facts noted on it serve simply as a check or
to corroborate the record kept at the library, the question become
simply one of economy of time and labor. '11he two-card system mo t
widely used is probably that in wbich the borrower's card records tlie
call number and date, and the book card the borrower's number and
date. On the return of a book, the dating Hlip in it and the date on
the borrower's card should confirm each other, the latter can be mark d
with date of return and handed back, wbile the book card can be
easily found by mean· of the number in the book at any conveni nt
moment, whether l pt in trict call-number ord r or by date. Wh n
£ md th cl.at f return i noted on it, the card placed in the pock t
r he carcl indi tor and the proce s i · complet . It will be n t
tba Tcry little f thi · ha.·
b done in the borrow r pr en . Th
que ·ti 11 , ri : f what u e i. th ·nll 1mml> r on tl1e borroF r' , r l
a. i • ·m · t< h mrn · · :. , ry in th •h ·king off pro e::. I give; f
•
.
!TOW r ,' rea iug, but a
he carri , it the t 1'
no 1 ~ · 1 • lla '1u t th, lihrari, 11. It gi · 110 dew t th b ok. if
·, 1 l i
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Some libraries dispense with this record, therefore, and save the tJ.me
of writing. By doing this, the amount of writing before a book goes
out is reduced to the elate on the borrower's card, aud the borrower's
number and date on the book card. This item can be omitted, however,
only in case the library allows but one book on a card. The question
may also be asked, what is the use of the date on the book card, if it
is already on the borrower's card and in the book, and the book cards
are kept in date arrangement f One reason for this is that the book
card is a record kept by the library~ and the time of keeping a book is
often a matter of interest in the gathering of statistics and a guide
to a reader's thoroughness; another, that if a book card should get
out of i_ts compartment by accident, there would be no way of :finding
its place again if it bore no date.
By this system questions 1-9, 13-14, 17-21 are answered. Questions
10-12 may be answered by any system u sing the book card, provided
the cards of books sent to the binder or discarded are kept in separate
compartments in the charging tray, by order of their call numbers.
It must be remembered, however, that the answers to questions 14, 17,
19, 20, and 21 are in the hands of the borrower and liable at any time
to be lost. This system, with variations, is growing in favor among
librarians, and has much to recommend it.
The modus operandi of the Milwaukee public library, the Apprentices' library of New York City, the library of the Boston Atllem:euin,
and of the Buffalo library has been described in the Library journal
with some fullness and will be found interesting and suggestive, but
would occupy too much space if described lrnre. Of the few card systems which are in use in English libraries, we may mention the system
of the Bradford library, which is described in the Library, vol. 3: 390.
Dummy system.-The dummy system is an ingenious one for use
in libraries with a limited constituency. Each borrower is represented
by a wooden dummy, with his name and number on the outer edge.
Th e sides are covered with paper ruled in columns. When a borrower
wishes a book his dummy is takell from the alphabetic or numerical
arrangement in which it is kept, the call number and date of issue
noted o-n it, and it then takes the place of the book on the shelf. The
return of the book g ives the call number, the dummy is found and the
charge canceled, the book returned to its place, and the dummy is
ready for another charge and to iake the place of another book. If
there is a ca.U for a book not in, the dummy shows who bas it and when
it is due. This answers qu estions 1-4, 9-9a, 15, when the borrower is
using a book, and 14, 17, 18, 19, when he has no book.
Indicator System.-It is said that where the indicator is used for
charging, as in many English libraries, the same method does not prevail
in any two libraries; hence it is mmecessary to detai l the various systems; they differ from American chargilig Rystems chiefly in making use
of a perpendicular in~tead of a .horizontal tray for the cards or blocks.
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The indicator is a large wooden frame containing tiny oblong pigeonholes, into which are fitted blocks, pegs, or cardboard slips representing the books in the library, or certain classes of books. On both euds
of the block is printed the call number of the book, one end having a
blue ground, the other a red one. By making the red represent books
in, and the blue books out, the public can tell at once if a given book
can be had and need not ask useless questions. The saving of time
and labor, therefore, is greater than with the card indicator, where the
assistant has to look through the cards in order to say if a book is in,
but both devices save unnecessary journeys to the sbelves, and the
card indicator occupies less space. The use of the block indicator is
confined, so far, almost entirely to British libraries. Where the indicator is used for charging, the block is superseded by a tiny book in
which the charges are made, the top and bottom of the book being colored like the blocks referred to.
A feature that exists iu some of the indicator systems and in many
card systems is the movable date kay. The date register of the indicator has, for instance, 11 columns for books not overdue and one extra
column for overdue books, and the date tray has 14 compartments for
the former and one for the latter. These trays move from right to left.
As to-day's circulation becomes yesterday's, its tray is move.d one space
to the left, while the fourtoonth tray shows that all cards left in it
represent books one day overdue. These are removed to the tray for
delinquents, leaving the empty tray to be used for the clay's circulation.
For a brief historical treatment of charging systems and the statistics of their use by United States libraries in 1889, see admirable report
by H.J. Carr, in A. L. A. proceedin gs for 1889, pages 203-214.
For bibliography of charging systems from 1876 to 1888, see appendix
to above report, or L. j ., 1889, 14: 213-214.
Since 1888 have appeared:
ScmYARTZ, J. Apprentices lilJrary chargin g system. Lib . j., 1889, 14: 4()8-469.
Device for preserving call numbers. Lib. j., 1889, H: 281.
ALDANY Y. M. C. A. library. Charging system. Lib. j., 1891, 16: 232.
CUTLER, M. S. Charging systems in foreign libraries. Lib. j., 1891, 16: C51-52.
FE~:NER, L.B. Accounts with books and borrow ers . Lib . j., 1891, 16: 246.
PLUlll.IER, M. W.
acramcuto public library tag system.
- - ,'au I!rancisco Mechn.nics' Institute charging system.
- - , an Francisco puulic library wheel for borrowers' cards.
(In hn "\ T • tern libraries Yisit <l by the A. L.A. party. Lib. j., 18!:Jl, lG: 33-1-336.)
Tew Ifampshir . Boarcl f library commi. ioners. Cbar ring yi,tems. Lib. j., 1 93,
1 : 12. Also iu their ·ircular.
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ELEMENTS OF LIBRARY BINDING.

By D. V. R. JOHNSTON,
New York State Reference Librarian.

Though the principles of library bookbinding are well known to
librarians, a novice has difficulty in :finding a usable statement of
them. There .are numerous good books on binding, but they are either
text-books for the use of practical workmen or expositions of the his~
tory and artistic development of binding, written for book lovers and collectors. All these books are interesting and useful, but none of
them give compactly just the information needed by practical librarians.
While the Public libraries report of 1876, the proceedings of the
A. L. A., and the L. A . U. K., the Library journcil, and other library
11eriodicals and manuals contain nearly all of value 011 the_subject,. yet
there are many partly conflicting statements which must be examined
and some misstatements which must be corrected. .Binding a book
means not only covering it, but preserving it. As binding is always
expensive_, a careful librarian must see that he gets the best binding for
the purpose for the least money.
Guard against extravagant or wasteful methods or habits of false
economy, which are far worse. Good binding, even at a high price, has
the advantages of educating public taste and promoting a desire to
protect a library from injury and loss.
·
Cheap binding not only degrades books, but is actually liable to cost
more in the en<l. than good work. The lalJor expended on a book prop- _
erly bound in half morocco, calf, or sheep should be worth about the
same, and is not much less for a cloth binding, so that if unsuitable
material is used, not only must it be replaced, but the labor, generally
the most expensive item, must be paid for a second time. Each time a
book is taken apart, scraped, cut, and rebound, it is more or less injured,
and, if this is kept up, must in time be ruined. Strong, solid work and
good materials are always worth their price, and 20 per cent added to
the first cost of binding may often be regarded as insurance against
further expense.
As waste comes from not u sing material suited to the purpose, and as
the market is full of fraudulent materials, the beginner's first business
is to inform himself carefully as t o characte1·, value, cost, and strength
of all common binding materials.
The most important binding material is that covering the back and
forming the llinges. This costs most, represents most labor, and has
hardest usage, but must not wear out if the binding is to be preserved.
It i. therefore necessary to know what material is best for different
uses, and what grades of different materials will give greatest service
for the cost. All who understand this subject agree on morocco as best ·
for a book which is to have considerable use, but is not to be worn out
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in circulation. Morncco or goatskin has by nature a long, tough texture, and is supposed to be, and generally is, tanned by simple methods
and not by modern chemical processes, so it will not only stand constant hard usage but will resist better than other leathers the corroding influences of heat, foul air, and gas. But moroccos vary widely in
quality and price, and are so cleverly imitated as to deceive even the
best informed. Not only is it often hard to tell imitations from genuine
morocco when in books, but still harder to tell the different grades of
morocco from each other, so the only way that the inexperienced can
keep from being cheated is to employ honest binders.
That only the best morocco should be used is not strictly true. Use
the best for each purpose; but the same thing is not best for all uses.
The best morocco is Levant, costing from $42 to $60 a dozen, or from
$3.50 to $5 a skin. This is about 50 to 65 cents a square foot, or about
20 to 30 cents for each half-bound 8°. Though Levant is not only the
handsomest morocco, but will outlast all otber8, its use in a library is
generally counted extravagant, because its endurance is not proportionate to its added cost. Some few librarians, however, believe otherwise, and continue to use Levant.
The morocco best suited for library use is the grade known in the
market as'' Ha,ussmann" or "genuine morocco," whicll costs, according
to size, t hickness, and finish, from $18 to $33 a dozen, or from $1.50 to
$2.75 per skin. All this grade of leather is good for some kinds of work,
but usually that costing most is _most enduring and hence cheapest.
Morocco which costs from $26 to $33 a dozen, if it is of proper finish
and thickness for good wprk, will cost just about the same per square
foot, from 38 to 40 cents, the difference in priee representing the difference in size only. Since the smaller skins are always open to suspicion
as to their general quality and usually give more waste, those costillg
from $30 to $33 per dozen are preferable, unless for some special rea on.
A $2.75 skin measures about 7 square feet, so this leather approximates
40 cents per square foot, or from 13 to 15 cents for a, half.bound 8°.
As price of leather, size of skins, size of books, amount of waste, etc.,
are variable, all bind1ng figures are approximations.
The cheaper grades of "genuiue morocco," co ting from $18 to 24
per dozen, are smaller and thinner skins, and can be u ·ed to ad vantage
only on small books having no bard use. This leather costs about the
ame a the better Persian morocco described below, but for most puro: e i.
tt r.
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There seems to be little use for Persians, as only the better qualities,
which overlap in price the cheaper grades of" genuine morocco," can be
trusted. Librarians in this country who have tried it do not report it
satisfactory, though English ci-rculating libraries, like Mudie's and
Smith's, now use considerable of it. Persian, though looking and
wearing pretty well, is more apt to fade than "genuine morocco," and
on exposure to heat sooner becomes hard and brittle. The lighter
shades are apt to streak and scratch, so that the darker shades only
are commonly in market.
There arc other grades of morocco, at from $6 to $1~ a dozen, but the
skins are very small and thin and have no place in library work, and
indeed are very little used for binding.
The so-called French and German moroccos, $15 to $18 a dozen, or
about 7 to 9 cents for a half-bound 8°, are not much used in this
country for library binding, though many imported books are bound in
them. While most, if not all, this leather is made from sheepskin, yet
it is often so well tanned that it will wear nearly as well as Persian,
and European binders do not hesitate to advertise it under that name.
It should, however, be avoided.
Another imitation of morocco made from Persian sheep is known as
bock. It is a small skin, costing $9 to $11 a dozen, or from 5 to 7 cents
for a half-bound 8°. It wears scarcely better than good roan, and is a
dangerous imitation, because it is hardly distinguishable from morocco
on newly bound books. A considerable number of libraries, however,
still use it.
Other imitations of morocco are often made from common sheepskin,
buffing, and other leathers, but as a rule they are not hard to detect.
They are all bad.
J.B. Nicliolson (Manual on the Art of Bookbinding, Phil., 1856, p. 16)
says that "there are in the British Museum books in calf supposed to
have been bound in the time of Henry VIII." Whether this is true or
not, certainly no calf binding done to-day will ever reach such antiquity. Calf in private collections is one of the handsomest of bindings,
but for library purposes it must be condemned. Grades commonly used
cost from $21 to $29 a dozen, and the cost per book of the different
grades is almost the same as for morocco. As it requires careful handling in the bindery to keep it from soiling and needs extra finishing,
the cost of calf work is apt to be still higher in proportion.
Aside from cost, calf has many faults. It becomes brittle and wears
out at the joints; it is reduced to powder by heat and gas, so that volumes will often break their bindings by their own weight, and on
account of the even, close grain it js easily soiled and scratched.
Though these bad qualities are generally admitted, some librarians
Atill prefer to stand the trouble and expense of using it rather tlian
change the binding on long and handsome sets, and some contend that
it is a good leather for circulating books, as it does not rot when in con-
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stant use. All having to do with law books regret that full calf bindings are so largely used hy British and colonial law publishers, as this
style of binding is very dear, and yet hardly more useful than ordinary
half-law sheep.
Slieepskin, too, whetlier as black sheep, roan, or skiver, ought to be
avoided when possible, as it is thoroughly unreliable. Roan costs from
$8 to $11 a dozen, and varies much in durability and according to no
kno·wn law, except that black and very dark leather is apt to be poorest.
Skivers, or split roan, cost from $5 to $9 per dozen, and vary in strength
from paper upwards, the best being more lasting than some roans.
Skiver of course can only be used on very thin books, but even on
them cloth is much better if the book is not worth a morocco binding.
Likewise it is well to substitute morocco or cluck for roan on much-used
books, or cloth if the book will spend most of its time on the shelves,
as roan will stand neither the effects of usage nor of time.
Law sheep, $6 to $12 a dozen, aucl law skiver, which costs the same,
though standard bindings for law books and public documents, and in
considerable use for other purposes, are thoroughly bad, as they look
mean, wear poorly, and are dirty to handle. Their use in libraries
should be curtailed as much as possible, specially as substitutes are
easily found that _look and wear better and cost less.
Without a doubt, _b etter sheepskin than that now in market could be
made. Sheep and even skiver bindings nsecl for forty or :fifty years are
not uncommon, and the old sumac-tanned sheep was really an excellent
binding, bnt tl~e sheepskin now sold is hopelessly bad. Skiver, sheep,
and roan arc worth from 7 to 10 cents per square foot, or from 2 to 2½
cents for a half-bound 8°.
Another bad leather is russia,, but as it is expem-ive, costing from
$3.50 to $6 per skin, according to size, it is not much used. It is
stronger than calf, but, like it, wears out at the joints and crumbles
under action of heat and gas. The theory that its peculiar odor
protects it from worms has been long ago exploded.
Much better than genuine russia is its imitation, American ru · ia.
It is made from cowhide, and is a good, strong lerather, the best next to
morocco. American russia costs from 12 to 18 ceut8 a ·qnar foot
when plain, or from 16 to 24 cents a square foot when grained to imitate
morocco, eal, or other leathers. This is about 3 to G c nts for each 0
book for plain, and 4 to 8 c nt for the fancy kind. Buffing, or split
m rican ru. ia, co ts from 5 to 10 cents a, square foot or from 1!
to ... ~ c ut per 8°. Th dnrauility of this Jeather dcp ud very mu h
on it. thi ·kn .- . Wh n tlii k it an be used on map , new pal_., r
t . with go cl r . u]t. tho 1gh b tt r r ult can e had for le,· m ney
k.
·li , p l ath r bindin g Ameri a ru · i· i pre£ r .. fr 11
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wear far better than sheep and cost not more than 2 cents a volume·
more than half sheep.
Pigskin now in the market costs from $7.25 to $11.75, according to
size quality and finish. It has handsome finish and a grain quite as
'
L'
•
good looking as morocco. As a pigskin. is from two to three times
larger than a genuine morocco, the price per square foot is about the .
same. It is an intractable leather and requires careful handling to
make it look well in a book. It tends to harden and become brittle if
not handled often, and is suspected of mildewing, so it seems unwise to
bind in it for general use. However, it seems a very good if not the
best material for table books, such as dictionaries, catalogs, etc., as · it
stands rough usage without scratching or becoming shabby.
The use of buckram in this country has never been large, and many
librarians who have experimented with it have given it up. It is not
at all cheap, as it costs 35 to 50 cents a yard. It is bard to work, as
it ta.kes glue and gold badly. On exposure it becomes brittle and is
liable to fade like any book cloth. Linen buckram, the highest priced
and best, has been practically unknown to the American market from
the first, thoug·h, as it is hard to tell it from the cotton cloth, the fact is
not generally known. Wherever buckram is used duck will answer
most of the purposes at less cost, as it is worth only from 10 to 20 cents
per yard. Duck is easily worked and possesses all the requirements
for a strong, cheap binding suitable for circulating libraries, oversize
books in little u se, maps, and newspapers. On t~e other hand, duck is
rough, ill lookiug, and will not take gold lettering well; and as it is not
wise to letter on labels, one is limited to shades light enough to show
. ink lettering and dark enough not to show soil. Since the friction of
duck is great, it is always a good plan to bind very large volumes in
half cluck with paper sides. The use of half duck on smaller books is
growing in favor.
Books having infrequent n se 1 if not oversize, will last quite as well
in cloth a s in leather. Book cloth, costing from 12 to 20 cents per yard,
will answer even better than expensive morocco, since heat and gas have
no effect on its vegetable fiber. Remember, though, that cloth work is
generally case work and will not stand much wear.
The use of vellum in this country has so far disappeared that no data
regarding it can be obtained. Some of the English binders claim to
use it with satisfaction.
When binding in leather avoid both very light shades, which are most
expensive and will not keep clean, and very dark, specially black and
very dark green, which may be tender. Skins which are failures in
lighter shades are often re-dyed black, and this t ends to rot the leatu.er.
Tho best colors are the lighter browns, red, light greens, olive, blue, and
maroon.
Bindings should be pleasing to tlle eye and sufficiently diversified not
to rob the books of their iuchviduality. But as it is annoying to choose

a
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a color for each book and to have innumerable styles which must be
matched, different color schemes have been devised and used by different librarians, some assigning colors to subjects, some to languages,
etc. None of these schemes are without objections, and none are in
common use.
Reports of societies, institutions, etc., should be bound by regular
periods, such as decades or semidecades, as they are more useful in
such condition. Pamphlets when bound should be flush at the top so
a s not to gather dust. Some larger libraries bind coyers of p eriodicals,
pamphlets, and books issued in parts, some placing them at the end of
the volume and others binding them in their original order. The custom, too, is gaining favor of binding half titles, advertising leaves, etc.,
with the covers. This custom is uot indorsed for any but very large
reference libraries, as it materially adds to the expense; but for them
it is strongly recommended. The public have the right to expect that
a library maintained in part for collecting and preserving records of
human thought and action will not neglect to preserve in original form
the issue of the contemporary press; and a proper regard for the future
demands the preservation of all the printed matter possible.
Sewing.-To secure tho best results in sewing-to gain strength and
:flexibility-the book must not be deeply sewed, and every fold of more
than four leaves should be sewn" all along" whenever possible. If, however, a smaller thread must be used in sewing all along to produce tbe
correct swell to the back, it is better to sew "two on'' or alternately
with a stronger thread. Hayes's Irish linen thread, costing from 90 cents
to $1.10 per pound, ·will give best results. Every volume above a 16mo
should be sewn on at least three bands, and this number sho.uld be
increased according to size and thickness of volume. The thread in all
cases should always completely encircle each band, not simply pass over
or under it in a loop. The first and last signatures should be overcast
or whip-stitched, or sewed with a sewing machi11e.
All maps and folding plates in books which have much use should be
backed with muslin, but as this costs 6 cents apiece, for less u ,·ed books
a muslin joint at the fold can be used, costing only about a third as
much. AU plates, however, in large volumes should be mounted at
least on a cloth guard, or they are apt to be crumpled or torn.
Books which are sewn on tapes, parchment strips, or other rai ed
bands, last better and open more freely than other , with the add d
advantage f not being de ply s wed.
ome , uppose that they are not
d at all hnt a· a rule a shallow cut is made on ea h ide of th
gni l' h ·. w r.
1-h. n<l ,· •winrr u t eing o-enerally practiced and · w r
~s~dll ~ i <loin,,. ~1 work, it i.·e apt t be xpen ·i;e, ometime
01
i nr t m' th pnc , of orclin< ry .-ewing.
nt if rai ed-band
·omr rm her ·· m t b u rea ·ou why th o t
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be more than 5 or 10 cents a volume higher than good band sewing.
Outside the large cities almost the only place where tape sewing is
practiced is in certain blank-book binderies, and such places, as a rule,
do not do good library binding.
In spite of the added cost, books having the most frequent use should
be sewed without sawing or on raised bands. On books of music, volumes of maps, plates, manuscripts, and other works which should open
with the greatest freedom, tapes should be used.
Tapes are not generally laced into boards, but are glued on the inside
of the covers, so in this respect band sewing has the advantage ·as the
bands can be laced completely through the board, thus giving the book
greater strength.
Every book, if bound for use, should have vellum corners, which, if
properly put on, is a great protection ju case the book js carelessly
dropped, as it will dent the wood of the floor rather than break. These
corners should be carefully skived down so as not to make a projection
against which the siding wm wear itself out, and should be not less than
3 cm. long on a book larger than a · 12mo as, in case of a fall, a small
corner will help break off the board inclosed by it. There should be
no added charge for vellum over leather corners, as scrap vellum is
large enough for this use.
Whether tight or loose backs are the better is hard to determine.
The latter are used by most American libraries, presumably for good
reasons,' while the former are recommended by nearly all binding
experts. In a tight back, the leather being fastened to the back forms
part of the book itself, binding it close at every point and acting as a
binge joint at each place where the book is opened. In a loose back,
the leather is hardly more than a connection between the boards, the
first linings being· all the support to the back; hence, at the joint at
tbe euge of the board there is a constant strain which must result in
breaking the cord if the book is in frequent use. Unless a tight back
is well made it will not wear smoothly nor open freely; but when the
work is well done it will outlast a loose back and
open very nearly
as well. A loose back looks better, especially when :finished with false
raised bands, but as these bands add nothing to the strength of a
book , and may even weaken the leather, their use is inadvisable.
The cost of :finishing the tops and edges should be reduced as much
as possible, as all that is needed is to protect the top from dust. Burnishing with agate at a cost not exceeding 1½ cents a volume will do
this almost as well as gilding, which costs from 10 to 20 cents a top, or
marbling at from 3 to 5 cents, or coloring at about 10 cents per volume.
In :finishing the back all tooling and ornamentation should be eschewed,
except perhaps plain gilt cross lines and blind tooling to divide the
back into panels, and perhaps a plain gilt fillet where the leather and
sidings join. The lettering should be in plain Roman capitals and
ED 93--58
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Arabic numerals, large enough to be easily read, and should be stampecl
on the binding and never on labels, which are liable to come off. Use of
old English, German, or other fancy types, punctuation marks, and
Roman notation, is confusing to the eye and should not be allowed. It
is a great convenience to have-the lettering always in the same relative
position, and the following arrangement is recommended: Name of
author in top pane], with initial:, if needed; a brief comprehensive title
condensed from title-page if possible, in the second; editor, translator,
or commentator, if necessary, in the third; and the year, whole number
of the volume, the series and series volume, in the order mentioned,
without prefixing v., vol., band, etc., in the fourth. Rarely, as in newspapers, it is well also to add the months. When books are bound
together put the author of the leading book in the top panel and its
title in the second, and the author and title of the second book in the
third panel. When books have permanent class and l>ook numbers
they should be gilded on the bottom panel in 8° and smaller volumes,
and in the top of the first panel of larger volumes. Lettering costs
only from 3 to 5 cents per line, and the saving in time and trouble spent
in constantly replacing paper numbers will warrant the ontlay.
Paper sidings are ordinarily most satisfactory, cost 2 or 3 cents less
than cloth and wear almost as long. They give little friction on tlle
shelves, do not curl at the edges, fray at the ends, nor blister with
moisture, as will cloth. Moreover, paper when worn out can be more
easily replaced. Full leather work, except in rare cases, is very costly,
and having no advantage has no place in a library.
Cost of binding varies so much in different places and with tl1e style
_and quali~y of work, that it is hard to give reliable figures. According to the answers given to the binding circular sent out by the comparative library exl1ibit, an 8° binding costs inBoards. ____ .. ___ . __ . _____ $0. 08 to $0. 25
Muslin ______ ...... _-----·
. 25 to . 85
.25 to . 90
Duck-----··---·--··----Buckram ________ .... _---·
. 4-0 to • 65
Half skiver ______________
.50 to . 55
Half sheep __ . _____ .. _____
. 30 to 1.00
Ilalf roan ___ . ____ .. ______
.25 to . 90
Half buffing . _. ____ . _____
. 28 to . 90
Half American rnssia _. __
.40 to 1.00

Half
Half
Half
Half
Half
Half
Half
Half
Half

russia ·-·--· .. -----· $0. 95 to $1. 00
vellum ----··.·---·· 2. 00 to 3.00
. 50 to 1. 50
pigskin. ____ -------. 60 to 1.20
calf _____ . __ . - - - - -- bock ________ .. - _- - .
. 50 to 1. 00
. 37 to 1.25
Persian goat - . - - - -- . 40 to 1. 50
Turkey morocco __ - grosgrain morocco . - . 95 to 1. 50
. 75 to 2.50
Levant morocco ·-·-

there is quite as much difference an l clearly no pracJudging from the actual co t
tate library bindery and from the price for
y ntra tin Tew York tate, it would e m
nr , pecifi.cation , in wllich all grade of ork
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are as thoroughly sewed awl carefully forwarded as in the best morocco ·
(except that muslin binding is case work), is worth as follows:
Size.
Half
Ha1f
centi- morocco .. duck.
Symbol. Tn
meters.
--- --- --- --F
Q
0

D

s

30-35
25-30
20-25
15-20
15-17. 5

$1. 50
1. 20·
• 95
• 75
. 60

$1. 25
. 95
• 70
• 60
. 45

Cloth.

$1. 0.0
. 70
• 60
. 50
• 35

Half law
sheep or
AmeriP-an
russia.
$1. 35
1. 00
. 75
. 65
• 50

While in parts of the country, owing to competition and other
causes, binding prices have goue clown within the last fow years, yet,
as iu most European countries the cost has risen in spite of competition, we have no reason to expect that work will ever be much cheaper
here than at present.
Of foreign work the French is cheapest and most satisfactory.
English bindin g, when in morocco, is excellent, specially in the for- .
warding; and German work, while sometimes not so good as either of
the others, is now generally good, and is certainly au advance on that
of a few years ago.
The cost of binding an 8° in half morocco is, in London, 3s. 6d. [84
cents]; in Leipzig, 2m. 25pf. [56 cents]; in Paris, 2f. [40 cents J, so money
can still be saved by having books bouncl_abroad·.
The temptation to start· a bindery in a library i8 often very great
to anyone familiar with the cost and character of good work. Good
binderies and fair prices are- not common even in large cities, and in
places remote from these centers bookbinding is either crudely done or
is charged for at fancy rates.
A library wishing first-class work of all kin-ds. w:Hf almost certainly
lose money by doing its own work, if its binding_ account is :not more
than $2,500 per year, and if it expends from. $2,500 to $3,000 it will
still be on the doubtful list, but on larger sums it should make money.
Success depends entfrely on a proper subdivision of labor, and no
bindery can hope to make a profit if it has not work for at least three
hands. The experiment has been thoroughly tried, and enough data
have been collected to show that none but large and rapidly growing
libraries can expect to run a bindery at a profit, and that even these
can hope for on1y small financial gain ..
One great exception to this rule should be noted. Some of tlrn
rapidly circulating libraries in large cities, where books are bound for
constant use, and with the expectation that many will wear out in
service, have found that they can save money by doing their own work
when their binding bill is no more than $1,000 or $1,500 3'. year. Not
requiring good workmanship, cost of labor is low, sometimes less than
$VOO; and by binding in duck, buffing, and other cheap materials, often
using the ol<l covers, the cost of stock is kept clown, sometimes below
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5 cents a volume. They find that in binding 3,500 volumes or more
they can save money. This kind of binding is suitable for this purpose, but has no place in a library which binds for preservation. In
that the case is different. Suppose you have your plant, which will
cost from $650 to $800, all paid for, and are willing to leave out of
calculation the interest on both plant and stock, cost of light, heat,
bookkeeping, insurance, etc., and you expect to do $2,500 worth of
work a year. You will require a finisher at $20 a week, a forwarder at
$12, and a sewer at $6, so in round numbers the labor will cost $1,975
a year. But the stock used in doing this work, if conditions are the
same as now exist in the New York State library, will cost from $575
to $625, so that total cost will be from $2,550 to $2,600. If, however,
you do $3,000 worth of work, you may require another hand, an apprentice at $4 a week, which will make your labor cost in round numbers
$2,185, and the stock will cost from $690 to $750, so that the total cost
will be from $2,875 to $2,935.
These approximations, deduced from practical experience, are meant
to represent in all cases the highest cost and most disadvantageous
circumstances. The indirect advantages, however, are many and valuable: Safety, convenience, saving of time, certainty of having work
done as wanted, and the ability to have work done outside at figures
much lower than binders would give if they did not have to- compete
with your own. These advantages are not to be disregarded or underestimated, but if direct money gain alone is to be considered it can not
be looked for in a library bindery.
SCHOOL A.ND COLLEGE LIBRA.RIES .

By GEORGE T. LITTLE,
Librarian of Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me.

The object of school and college libraries is to aid in the education
of a limited number of persons. This aim separates them in a measure
from public libraries and alone justifies the attempt to treat in a iugle
chapter of the administration of collections varying in size from 300 to
300,000 volumes. 1
No institution of learning can live without book . No group of
stud nts, whether young or old, can grow in knowledge without acce,
to a libral'y. This library become for tbe time being an agent in their
du ation. Like any pi ce of school apparatu it may bring injury by
mi." 1. , lo it, valu
y n lect, r, well manao-ed, prodn e re ult
n fi j, 1 h y nd anti ·ipa ion. In any case its purpo e r main the
nt
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same. It is there to supplement and make real the instruction givep_
by text-book and teacher. So different, however, are its methods of'
working in schools of different grades and among students of different
attainments, that at the outset a rough distinction must be drawn
between the school, the college, and the university library. 1
School libraries.-The school or academy library should be operated_
by the teachers witho ut a professional librarian. 2 It should be limited
in size. It should require no catalog besides a simple shelf list. JDach
teacher should know its contents.- Its volumes should be selected with
the utmost care. 3 The best and only the best should be the motto. It
should contain every reference book that the ingenuity of the instructor
can get his pupils to consult with profit. Duplicates, and even tripli1
Recent thought refuses to treat "college" and "university" as synonyms, and
differentiates as sharply between college and university as between high ·school and
college . The college course proper begins where the high school leaves off and completes the gymnasia! training which should precede the purely elective study and
research of the university, or the direct preparation for duty given by professional
and technical schools. The word university, inst;ad of being loosely used as a
synonym for college, or as referring to a group of professional and technical schools,
properly refers to an institution which in faculty, libraries, laboratories, material
equipment and endowment offers facilities for exhaustive scholarly research of that
type for which a complete college education with its thorough gymnasia! training
is assumed as the necessary preliminary. Thus the eight years' gymnasium training is divided into the four-year high school course followed by the four-year college course. In fact, however sound this theory, few American colleges fit these
proper definitions. Of the 450 alleged colleges and universities, perhaps a majority
are doing more or less high-school work, not really requiring the four years of preparation. Of the better institutions, a large number, instead of beginning as they
should where the high school leaves off, require a year or more of further preparation for admission. Not a few, however, carry the college work over by a ye~tr- or
ffiore into the proper university field. Then the word bas in the past been so indefinitely used that many colleges are of much higher grade than many other institutions which have taken the name university.
In reading this paper, therefore, the academy and university library may be
clearly understood, but the theory of the college library will depend on what the
college means. If 'by strict definition it is the last four y ears of a gymnasial course,
it will resernble the academy library more closely. If, however, as most laymen
assume, it is really an undersized university, then the ideals for the university
library should be the guide and be modified and reduced to fit this conception. All
will doubtless concede however that a sharp distinction exists between academy
and college library; that the former is for the older school children, while the college library treats its readers as adults. Between high school and college seems to
run the line that separates the b oy from the man in education, though he attains·
his legal majority some three years later, or about senior year.-M. D.
1
The words school and academy are here used to denote an institution occupying
a single building for educational purposes, in which pupils spend several hours of
the day in study and recitation. It is obvious that the libraries of certain normal
schools and of old and well-endowed academies with advanced courses of study are
not to be limited either in the way or to the degree essential to the 1m.::cess of libraries in city schools and country academies, where with difficulty a single room is
secured for them.
3 The use to which such books can be put is well set forth in Library Journal, 8: 24.
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cates in some cases, of the most popular and useful of these must be
supplied. Waiting one's turn after school to consult Webster's dictionary will destroy the efficiency of the library for the ordinary academy
scholar almost as much as the absence of that work. It should contain
an abunda~t supply of wllat may be termed collateral reading-: i. e.,
popular and instructive books relating to every part of the curriculum.
These books should be bougllt only on satisfactory evidence of their
being adapted for the work in question. They should be alluded to and
quoted by the teachers in their recitations; they should be personally
recommended to different individuals, and, in general, circulated as
widely as possible among the pupils. When a volume is found to be
both instructive and specially interesting let there be no hesitation in
procuring duplicates. More is accomplished by five copies of a good
book that finds its own readers than by ten good books that must be
helped to an audience: ·
The-school library should be classified by some simple system. Tile
appreciation of the distinction between general books of reference,
books on histoTy, on science, of general literature, is the first step to
their correct use. The growth of the collection, moreover, must not be
allowed to interfere with those material conveniences which make the
use of books easy and afford the charm that so often characterizes the
private library=---spacious tables, a broad window seat, comfortable
chairs. Better an extra easy chair than an extra case of government
documents. But it must grow. Nothing will injure its efficiency more
than lack of new books. New editions of standard works of reference
must be secured. Rees's Cyclopedia was a most valuable work in its
day. Its presence now in a school library of 2,000 volumes will rightly
cast suspicion on the entire collection. New books for collateral reading should be constantly added. Whenever the book -of the day about
which everyone is talking happens to be fitted for this purpose let it
be secured without delay. The addition of one such book may give
the library an importance and influence in some quarters that it has
hitherto failed to gain.
One characteristic of the school library sharply separates it from the
majority of public libraries. Its growth is limited by physical con ·iderations which can be overcome only at great expense and with doubtful
11rofi.t. Con tant acce ions mu t not convert the reading room into a
bo k tack. ln a word, the duty of withdrawing books when the c 11 ction i in anger of becomiug unwieldy i as great as that of car in
,el ·tion at th out et. The ta k L· difficult, but quite fcasible. 1 T~ l·c
ar that om lar<T library in th n ighborhood bas a copy of ea h Y 1be i
d. r h n ithdr w pr mptly Id edition of re£ ren
pli at ' n long r u. cl ml autiou ly that larcre la of
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books, excellent in their day, but less po1iular than their younger rivals;
e.g., remove Mrs. Mann's Flower People to give place for Miss Harris's
Wild Flowers and Where they Grow.1
These few sentences, though relating to concrete matters, perhaps
explain sufficiently the special field of the school or academy library.
It should enabl e the teacher to round out the instruction of the recitation hour by referring the pupil to standard sources of information for
answers to the questions that natur,ally arise; and, what is alike more
important and more difficult, it should enable him to rouse and maintain an interest in the subject studied by attractive and entertaining ·
collateral reading. Its efficiency, however, depends largely not only on
the hearty cooperation of the teachers, but also on the time and thou_ght
which they can devotP- to it. With the simplest possible organization
much care and labor is needed ·to keep the collection in order. This
often makes it wiser not to form a special library arid to depend on the
public library of the place, specially when this is conducted according
to advanced and liberal views. Each room will still require certain
books of reference, but in place of a collection from which shall be
drawn the reading matter for the entire school, each teacher should -be
encouraged to call on the public library for the books required to illustrate bis teacliing. The various methods of bringing about this helpful ·
relation between the two great educational forces in the community are
fully set forth by Miss H. P. James in the article on "Libraries and
schools" (see p. 693).
College libraries.-Whilc the college library accomplishes much
that has been allotted to the school library, its aim is distinctly broader
and higher. Its instruction is confined to no cµrriculum. It answers
all questions. It should teach alike the wideness of human knowledge
and the interdependence of its various departments. While the school
library does its work well with 2,000 volumes the college library may
require 50,000. These are to be selected carefuHy and systematically,
though n ot with that painstaking exclusion of all save the best which
characterized the building of the former. A sprinkling of second and
third rate books will help rather than hurt. For having in school
learned to put his trust in books as the source of truth, the pupil is to
,discover in college how untrustworthy and contradictory a source some
of them are. The varying factors of the purpose and the prejudices of
their authors must be brought to his attention and he must disc~·iminate. In other words, he must learn to think, the best lesson a college
course can teach. The ability to comprehend different statements of
fact, to weigh the value of differing opinions and to form an impartial
judgment as to the truth , means success in after life. The college
library is the workshop where this trait can be developed and trained.
1
For discussion of this weeding-out process for town libraries see S. S. Green's
chapter on "Adaptation of librnries to constitueucies, n p. 698, aucl the note as to the
serious oujections to the plan.-M. D.
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It should, therefore, be encyclopedic in its range and impartial jn it
selection. It is as unwise to exclude the Bridgewater treatises a out
of date as to reject Haeckel as atheistic. There must be constant effort
both to secure as soon as possible an authoritative statement of each
recent advance in knowledge, and to keep on the shelves the best compends and popular presentations of each department 0f religious, natural, and social science. Too often this completeness is sacrificed either
to the inordinate demands of a few instructors or to a striving for mere
numbers. It is pitiable for a college library to say as loudly as books
can speak, "We care for nothing here save philology and political economy;" or to :find another that has existed half a century, numbers as
many thousand volumes, and yet can not supply material for a course
of reading in the national literature.
University libraries.-If the college library teaches scholars, the university library teaches teachers. While it is able to do the work of the
two classes just mentioned, the function that separates it from them is
the aid it renders to original research. It is an engine by which new
truth is discovered. All knowledge is its sphere, whether that knowledge has been digested in books or not. Hence the university library
is often called on to expend a,s many thousands on periodicals alone as
the college library devotes to books and periodicals. The investigator
must both stand on the :past and be abreast with the present. The
university library is not ~nly warranted in storing away every bit of
the printed thought of bygone days it can obtain, but is al o forced to
be constantly seeking the latest tidings from workers in widely separated :fields. It must be catholic; it refuses no gift; it countR nothing
trash. The college library may, the university library must, have departmental libraries. It must not only duplicate many of its books,
but be so well organized as to place at short notice all of it resour e
on any topic in a departmental library or a laboratory for the u, e of the
investigator and as readily withdraw to the central storehouse what i
no longer of service.1 The general public, too, has its claim . As the
ideal university profe sor stands for the advance of truth in l1i department, and answers honest inquiries from the outside world a readily
as those from his lecture room, so the university library , hou1cl place
it trea ures at the di posal of any intelliO'ent seeker after knowled e
who ·e que tions au not el ·ewhere be a,nswerecl.
OLLEGE LIBRA.RY ECONOMY.
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principal th e library of a country academy may well supply the place
of a village circulating library of high grade. A college library is
sometimes called on to do the work of a State historical society.
The existence close at hand of endowed libraries devoted to special
branches of knowledge justifies a univereity library in neglecting its
development along those lines. In every case, howev(pr, these . three
cla.sses of libraries are collections of books which must be obtained,
recorded, arranged, consulted, and circulated. The methods employed
in accomplishing t his will not in most details differ materially from
tbose purs~ed in the ordinary public library of similar si.ze. It is proposed, therefore, t.o mention only those points of library economy which
either in themselves .or in the degree of attention to be given them
demand the special consideration of the coll ege librarian. 1 Unless
otherwise specified, the following statements refer in general to institutions having from 30,000 to 60,000 volumes and purchasing from 1,000
to 2,000 annually.
Selection of books.-This task, the more important the more limited the means, is di vided between teachers and librarian. Through
a library committee, of which the librarian is the working member, a
rough division is made among the departments of the amount available for buying books and p eriodicals, a considerable part being reserved
for special purchases and possible contingencies. Books are then formally recommended from time to time by the various professors and
bought t o the extent of the appropriation. The librarian should
assume the duty of selecting books in departments not claimed, or, as
occasionally happens, n eglect ed by the faculty. He feels most keenly
any deficiency of th e library in standard works, either of reference or
in general literature, a nd i s, therefor e, the one who should endeavor
gradually to supply th is lack.2 It sometimes becomes his duty to check
an otherwise exemplary teacher who p ersh;ts in or dering only what is of
service t o himself, ignorin g the n eeds of the student body. Tbe baue
of a small college librar y is an ambitious specialist allowed to have his
owu way.
1
Tho w rit er has had t h e privil ege of examining the r eplies to an ex tend ed series of
inq uiries, p repared by Ch arles E . Lowrey , librarian of the University of Colorado, .
and r elating to every de tail of college library administration. Hjs regret that the
sp ace at bis disposal will not all ow the insertion of e ven a di gest is l essened by the
h ope that a full statement of t h em may lrn printed l ate:r.
·
Many valuable suggestions can be obta ined from th e annual reports of Melvil
Dewey, lib rarian of Columb ia Colleg e, 1884- 88.
~The prin cipl es governing selection of books are outlined by James M. Anderson
m Library J ournal, 2: 150. A full a nd logi cal statement of the class of books a college library should contain i s g iven b y Otis H . R obinson ju Library Journal, 6: 96.
See also tho l atter part of Justin Winsor 's article in United States Bureau of Educat ion, Circul ar of Information No . 1, 1880, "College libraries as aids to instruction."
This p amphlet , invaluable to ever y college librarian, tou ch es on many of the points
considered in this chapter, an d is h ere cited once for all.
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It may seem superfluous to add that each college library should possess all publications of the institution itself ancl works of its alumni.
Unfortunately, the experience of the older colleges shows the danger of
delay or neglect in this direction. Great pains must be taken and
patience exercised to give to this department the special value that
comes from completeness.
Hardly less important than the selection of books is that of periodicals.1 Generally the demand of the progressive members of the faculty
for serials in their departments is far in excess of the means to supply
them. Each department should have some of the material needed in
keeping abreast with discovery and research in that line. At the same
time it is incumbent on the librarian to g-uard against such an expenditure on publications giving tentative results and preliminary sketches
as will prevent the library from procuring the monographs digested
from this mass. These latter will continue serviceable long after the
journals themselves have become useful only in studying the history of
the science. The college library, being debarred by its income from
attempting to cover the entire :field, should take, :first of all, representative periodicals in English sufficient to enable the student body to
keep in touch with the subjects of the day, adding, if possible, one general or literary periodical of France and of Germany ; then it should
endeavor to supply the wants of its professors, having regard more to
the use likely to be made by the various departments than to an impartial division among them.
It is rarely the case that cooperation can not double this material
with but slight increase of expenditure. Most teachers will be willing
to take personally some periodical that the library can not afford, and
frequently will put this, with the exception of current numbers, at the
disposal of the librarian. Many graduates will be willing to supply the
publications of some society in which their membership is more a matter
of general than of personal interest. Neighboring public libraries can
be depended on for the loan of less used serials, while consultation at
the time of making up the periodical list will often lessen the individual
and increase the joint list. As a rule it is a mistake to di continue a
periodical taken for several years:l, except on account of a marked change
in its character or standing. The value of tlie early volume l>ecomin omore and more hi torical, thi i: increased iu proportion to he length
of time ov r d.
Classification of books.-'When the books , uited to tb purpo e f
the library have b n thu selected by instructors who may be onsid r d xp rt in their ev ral departm nt , and by a librari n who h,
ac ·
t 11
iblio 0 T, phic aid and has been train d in th ir u e
th r · till r m, in th probl m of btiugino· the book. and the tu ent
<t th r.
' hi: iny 1 . at 1 , .· thr thino· , fa ifi ation f book by
·h Iv -' hy
and in tru ti n in bibli 1 ""'
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· by professors or librarian. All admit that an arrangement of bo_oks by
subjects is essential to the proper administration of a college hb_rary.
There is fast coming to be a practical agreement that under orclmary
conditions this arraugement can be successfully maintained only by
combination with what is known as the '' movable location;" i. e., a system of marking which indicates the place of each book by its subjectmatter rather than the place assigned it 01~ -a certain shelf.
As to the system of classification to be adopted, there is a wide difference of opinion. In our oldest university library," the idea has 1?een
to make such an arrangemen t as would best accommodate the officers
0f the university who may have occasion to _work at the shelves." 1 In
another young and prosperous university this obJect has been attained
by a large number of departmental libraries, built up, it woul<l. almost
seem, at the expense of the central library, which recently did not
noticeably exceed S()me of them in size and attractiveness. At Cornell University, also, "practical co1:1venience rather than any strictly
logical method" has be-en followed in the classification adopted. 2 At
Columbia College the decimal classification ~as introduced by its author
in 1883, and. the phenomenally rapid growth of th~ collection of L>ooks
there has not as yet led to any es-sen tial modification of the system of
arrangement.
Not following the example set them by many well-endowed universi- ,
ties, most of the colleges that have been Jed. to reclassify their libraries
d.uring the las-t :fifteen years have adopted some one of the fully elabo-·
rated and published schemes of classification, too wen known to require
mention here, and have not attempted to construct a new scheme that :
should avoid the defects of the former and better answer local requirements. It is in place to- mention briefly the advantages of this course.
Experience has proved these not perfect, but practicable. College or
l'arge reference libraries h ave use-cl them with satisfaction. They have
had the advantage of the best thought and criticism of the library profession of the day, and the changes that the future will make necessary
are not likely to be so great as in a scheme devised from the standpoint
of a single library and necessarily molded in a great degree by its ·
present condition.
Again, the fact that their various subdivisions are clearly stated in
print gives them a definiteness that is of great practical value-. The
librarian, his assistants, and all interested in the matter can understand
from the outset the arrangement that is attempted. Reclassification
may go on in different subjects· without danger of interference. As a
rule a new scheme is put in operation be-fore all the details are decided.
The almost inevitable result is that frequent changes are made out of
deference to some influential teacher, whose views were not known at
1

Second ::mcl third reports of Justin Winsor, librai:ian of Harva:nl Unjversity.
"Classification of Cornell University library," by George Wimam Harris, in Li,..
brary .fournal, 16: 138.
2
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the start and may prove exactly opposite to those of his successor. It
is agreed, for instance, that a chronologic arrangement of English
literature is helpful for purposes of study; but it is not likely that three
successive occupants of the chair of English will hold the same opinion
as to how far this principle should be followed in arranging the books,
or the number of periods to be recognized.
The slighting allusions occasionally made by prominent librarians to
these schemes seem often to apply t.o the notation recommended by
their authors, or the minute classification which they will allow, rather
than to the arrangement of books they aim to accomplish. The material
accessories in the way of indexes, explanatory matter, and printed shelf
labels, which are offered in connection with at least one of these systems,
are of considerable importance and could not be secured for a new
scheme save at a cost almost prohibitive to the ordinary college library.
Access to shelves.-A scheme of classification having been carried
out and made obvious by shelf labels and placards, access to the shelves
becomes necessary, not merely to reap the benefits of the labor thus
expended but also to accomplish the aim of the library itself. To have
the literature of a subject together where it can be surveyed at a glance
is as needful for thorough as for speedy investigation. Every time a
student removes from the shelves four or five books on the same topic,
glances at tlieir contents and selects the one that in his opinion will
best serve his purpose, he not only takes the most important step
toward attainment of the desired information, but also employs his
faculties in the manner best adapted to strengthen his power of judgment and to quicken his perception of truth. This tasting before one
eats can not be done by proxy. The hand of the attendant and the
moments of time intervening between the seeker and his shelf full of
books is in practice <lestructive of this use of the library.
A certain familiarity with the titles and appearance of book , only
to be gained by repeatedly seeing them on the shelves, is often of value
to the college graduate in after life. In some communities he i still
supposed to have studied everything. IIis influence in his specialty i
impaired if he shows ignorance of other matter ~. A mere knowledge
of the physical difference between Stalker' Life of Paul and Young
Concor<lance may convince all the teachers in the Sunday chool tilat
the village phy i ian should be consulted in electing tlie villag library.
Furth rmore, the idle curio ity that lead many a tudent to roam
thr ugh the al ·ov s of the college lil>rary, generally far the large t
· 11 :ti n f b ok he ha
ver een i frequently tL germ of th< t
bo ki.-lrn , ·hare ·t ri ti of literar; worker . Forbid the gratifi a·urio:ity c 11 l y u may ifl , ta. te that would oth rwi e
t it
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freedom of shelves is granted to advanced students and to those
specially recommended by their instructors, while undergraduate needs
are met by class room libraries and large reference collections in the
main reading room. Often the practice of temporarily reserving books
for a particular class, a practice primarily intended to secure equal
rights to each member of the class, is carried to such an extent as to
bring forth the entire resources of the library on a certain subject, and
thus in part to afford the advantages of free access to the shelves. 1
Departmental libraries.-The popularity of the student society
libraries which were a marked feature of college life during the first
half of this century, was unquestionably due to the prominence they
gave to general literature and to the freedom of access to books they
granted as· compared with the college library. When the literary activity of these societies languished or ceased, it became necessary to
protect their librar1es, often more used than the college collection, by
combining it with the latter. This union has been carried out very
generally since the issue of the United States report on libraries in
18'76. Tlie change, however, in the methods of college instruction has
in the last ten years developed the need and existence of departmental
and class room libraries. The wave of combination is fast followed by
one of division. "The tendency is to make the university library to an
increasing extent a collection of department libraries round a center
consisting of those books to the making of which different departments have contributed in common and which they will use in common,
and the method of study requires free access to the books in these
department libral'ies." 2 This movement woul<l. make even the ordinary
college libra.ry "a collection of department libraries containing books
selected by the professor ancl instructor in that department rather than
one ·library having a systematic and unifying principle of growth and
administration." (W. I. Fletcher, L. j. 10: 268.) This necessal'ily leads
to the housing in different laboratories and seminary rooms of a very
consideral>le portion of the books belonging to tbe institution. The
advantages thus gained may be briefly summarized a8 relief to the
main library room, which rarely has the facilities both for a large number of books and a large number of workers, greater freedom with
diminished danger from misplacement of books, and assurance of the
personal aid and instruction of professors in their use. (Edith E.
Clarke, L.j.14: 340; L.j.14: 464; 15: c 143.)
The movement is so general that its dangers, specially in case of unendowed libra~ies, demand a fuller statement. They appear twofold; on
the practical side, the cost and difficulty in successfully maintaining
1
For access to shelves in college libraries, see Library Journal, 2: 55, 69, 70; 10: 221;
13: 35; 17: c70, c86; 18: 113, and fourteenth report [1891] of Justin Winsor.
2
Edwin H. Wooclruff, liurariau of Lelanc1 Stanford Junior University, in a paper
entitled" Some present tendencies in university libraries," read before the Inter:i.ational Congr ss of Librarians at Chicago, Jnly 14, 1893.
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separately housed and rapidly growing collections of books, selectetl by
as many different persons; on the theoretic side, the lessening of the
importance and influence of the central library as a humanizing factor
in college life and as a unifying force in the different fields of intellectual
pursuit. 1 In case volunteer assistance equal to that of trained library
attendants is forthcoming from the various departments served, the first
objection is met in great measure. There still remains the difficulty of
securing a symmetrical growth of the different collections without
impairing the efficiency of the central library by unduly stinting its
purchases. With the iucreased use of the department libraries it is
inevitable that the demand for duplicates will be more and more. based
on convenience rather than necessity, while the fields of knowled ge not
at any one period the subject of study will be temporarily neglected,
unless the librarian shows unusual foresight and p~rsistence.
While many believe there is no time in college for what is known as
a desultory use of books, all agree that it is the time to learn how to
read and what to read. (R. R. Bowker, L. j. 2: 60.) Now, the central
library must possess a preeminence, not alone in size, but in attractiveness, if this object is to be accomplished. The student must find in it
not only that scanty "literature of power" which will elude many a
departmental division of books, but also a firs t-class selection from the
boundless "literature of knowledge." Otherwise his mind, however
sharpened and trained by his special studies, will uuconscious1y learn
to forego the pleasure of investigatini the miscellaneous topics that
haye momentarily aroused its curiosity, since this involves the use, it
may be, of a dozen different departmental libraries, all more or les
unfamiliar to him. If, as has been recently said, our universities are
domiuated by the scientific spirit, it is the more needful that the central university library by its inclusiveness, symmetry, and influence
should represent the spirit of liberal culture, not as the anta.g-onist, but
as the end and aim of specializing study.2
1 That tb ere is great danger of thus neglecting a centrn.l library may appear from
th e following extra.ct from the sixteenth annual report of the president of John
Hopkins niversity. " * * * Thesnmof$2,000giventotheuniver itybyWilliam
A. 'la.ter, esq., of Norwich, Conn., has Leen expended in th purcha ·e of costly book·,
not absolutely essential to our daily work, but of great attraction to stndents. The
most of the purchases were in Eno-lish literature, and among them w re th be t
library editions of hakespcare, Beaumont, and Fletcher, and other dramati t ,
cbam, dilton, Ev lyn, Johnson, Dryden, Pop<', Scott, ,Vord wortb, oleriuo-c
old mith, Lamb, Browning, Tennyson, Low 11, Longfellow, "Whitti r, and otli r
writ rs. - ...
" Th ay r:~,,. coll gc, specially if located in a country town can
not n.fforcl to nit for a pccial gift to place on its . helYcs the best library edition of
1 :diurr au hor:; in Engli:h lit ratur .
• Th r ar two way of mhininrr th l vi us nclvanta
of 1 oth plan .
nc,
_'-·p n iv to h pr ti al unl :. in ,cry rar a c , i to in ur the h avy co t f
lm,·mrr ho h ntr: 1 ancl cl partm nt lilJrari •. omplet 1,y th free lJPying of clupli1 •
'l h <> h •r i
m, k th ! lihr n' h c• nfor of th univ r ity gr noel , autl
·r of <1 'JI• rhn •n ltlJrariP , ·ith h ir s minar , in ro ms adj ininrr th
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Instruction in bibliology.-Since Mr. Emerson made hi"s_ famous
demand on tlle colleges for a professorship of books and readrng, and
specially since the publications of the Bureau o_f Education have shown
what has been done in this direction and how 1t may best be clone, few
college libraries have failed to make some ·attemp~, ei_ther tln~oug~h the
librarian or interested members of the faculty, to give rnstruct10n m the
use of books. These attempts have necessarily been informal aud.
largely spasmodic. Hardly a dozen institutions provide to-day systematic courses of instruction in bibliology. 1 This is clue partly to pressure
of other work on the librarian, partly to the inability of the college to
:find or pay a proper salary to a "good encyclopedic adviser in the flesh,
ever ready, alluring in manner, aud with an enthusiasm for his work}'
(Justin Winsor, L. j. 3: 120.) All professional librarians, however, fully
realize the need both of formal lectures and of that hand to hand, face
to face instruction in the library itself, by which methods of investigation are taught, experience gained, and enthusiasm communicated.
Quiet but effective work of this character is done in many colleges. 2
Subject catalogs.-As a rule, college librarians feel it incumbent
on them to supply a subject as well ,~s an author catalog. So laborious
and expensive is this task, when carried out with the elaborateness
practiced in larger libraries, that many have envied rather than imitated
catalogs such as the College of New Jersey issued in 1884 and the University of California in 1890. Of late a prominent librarian has repeatedly expressed his conviction that this costly key to the resources of a
growing library must be given up. 3 The argument against its use in
the college or university library is, briefly, this: It is harmful to the
ordinary student, who, using it without discrimination, often selects
from the numerous titles cited obsolet,e or misleading books. To the
specialist it fails to present the entire resources of the library on any
subject, since it does not analyze and include many serial publications.
In particular, it failH to mention the existence of important works not
in the library. For the former a printed :finding list of picked collec-

a

general library and surrounding it as a center. This would enable the students in
each seminar room to use the general books and the readers of the genera,l library to
reach anything in a department library by merely passing to au adjoining room.
This plan requires that the space next the main libra,ry shall not be nsed for administration, museum, general recit::ition, or any other purposes not requiring immediate
contact with tlle library, siuce the space on every siclo will be none too much to provide for seminar rooms ancl professors' studies in the great field of studv of which
the library is the laboratory where both professors arnl stu<lents must vconstantly
work.-M. D.
1
The University of Michigan seems to have been the first in this country to incorporate and maintain in its curriculum :1regnla.r course of lectures upon bibliogra.phy.
This course is fully described by the lecturer, R. C. Davis, in Library Journal, 11: 289.
2
A short course of instruction in Bow<loin College, in which some prominence was
given to this feature, is described in Library Journn,l, 17: c87.
3 \V. I.Fletcher in Library Journal, 17: c4; n,n<l in address on Library cataloo·s in
0
the twentieth century, at World's Congress of Librarians July 13, 1893.
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tion of 5,000 or_10,000 books of recognized merit will be more useful.
The latter will find more complete and accurate guidance in printed
bibliographies. 1
The subject catalog, in its development and almost univers~l use, is
peculiarly American, and the views just expressed have yet to win
general adoption on this side the Atlantic. (Justin Winsor, L.j. 8: 33;
16: 214.) They serve, however, to emphasize the need of careful annotation of the subject catalogs in our college libraries by or under
direction of the various professors, and the frequent reference to such
separate bibliographies and bibliographic guides as the library llas.
Many earnest advocates of a subject catalog would doubtless advise a
college library mainly composed of recent books to check up an inter_leaved Qopy of Sonnenschein's "Best books " with its location mark.., ,
rather than attempt to make a subject catalog, whenever the latter
course would unquestionably r estrict the a,mount available for future
-purchases. The extent to which the printed dictionary catalogs of other
libraries may b e made to serve as a substitute for a subject catalog is
seldom fully appreciated in smaller libraries. The recently completed
catalog of the Peabody Institute, Baltimore, is well adapted for thi
. use. The task of entering on the margins the location marks of the
.volumes possessed by a small college library is largely mechanical ancl
can b e intrustecl to any careful student helper. Entering on the iuterleaved pages subject references to specially important n ew books will
not unduly burden the librarian himself, specialJy if he secures the cooperatfon of interest ed members of the faculty . Such a subject catalog
being ~ainly in print can be used even more conveniently than a card
catalog when th e number of those who consult it is limited.
Library privileges.-Near-ly all college libraries during the la t
twenty years have extended the privileges granted undergraduate ·
The spirit that restricted a freshman to one book and a sophomore to
two books each half term has practically disappeared. In 1877 it would
appear that 1 in 7 of the college libraries were not open daily; the proportion now is onl y 1 in 40, while over one-half are open upwar l of thirty
hours a week. Then, a a rule, the profes.·ors only could maike the collection a direct aid in their tudics; now, by meain of reserv d book ~
and lon g library hours, the privilege is e. tended to all , tu<lent . The
very few univer ity libraries that do not leucl book8 to undergraduat
provide ~very facility for their con. ·ultation in the buildin°·.
. ~any I_ibrari , till fail to allow- an undergraduc te to borr w for a
l m~i _ d tnn all th b k . b ne cl: on a definite ubje t .
by thi ·
nvil ,· 0 :a t
a.· , matter of c lll'<'e to t a h r , hould e refu d
1 • rn .r. 1. n t ntir ly ·le r . Th u ·nal argum nt liabi1ity to alm e.
.. . m t Y th
vio .· r ply th tit i. iu th pow .r f h admini ~1• _
t m
to
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account with both book and borrower, and registers requests for books
not found on the shelves, enables the librarian to ascertain just wh~n
liberal ]!)ans to one individual affect the efficiency of the library for
others. (Justin ,Vinsor, L. j. 3: 338.) In seve!'al libraries any undergraduate is allowed, on written application approved by the librarian,
to borrow for a short period a number of specified books on a definite
subject in addition to the usual number allowed him. In a small college, or wherever the rules provide for recall of books specially needed,
this plan works successfully.
The period of usefulness of each book added to the library is in a
certain sense limited. The time necessary for an individual to make
the proper use of that, book is also limited. Rules about circulation
shoul<l have regard to these limitati011s. The rule or practice so often
met of allowing professors to keep books without a -time limit antagonizes this principle, and almost invariably leads to almse. (Melvil
Dewey, L. j. 4: 448.) It has arisen from the fact that certain books are
of more use to the professor than to anyone else. These books, however, are so few iu number that their withdrawal should be an exception to the rules, rather than that the rules should he framed to cover
the exception.
The gradual _abandonment of the practice of attaching the librarianship to some college chair has given the undergraduate another privilege, that of having a librarian. With some very rna,rked exceptions,
the librarian under the old regime was for the teachers rather than the
students. With so mucb of his thought and energies engrossed with
other duties, he was necessarily a custodian rather than a dispenser of
books. The opportunity of consulting and enjoying the personal aid
and direction of a librarian of mature judgment, wide experience, and
full acquaintance with the collection under his charge, is a boon ljach
college should strive to afford its students. The need and the difficulty
of securing this in every case are too obvious to require further statement. (T. K. Davis, L. j. 10: 100.) Not least among the 11ew privileges
afforded college students is that resulting from the growth of the belief
that library buildings must be constructed for readers a,s well as for
books. Another article 1 discusses problems of library architecture,
and the college librarian should be acquainted with the facilities offered
by the new buildings at Cornell University, and at Hartford Theological
Seminary, as well as with the plans of the proposed additions to Gore
Hall at Ilarvard. (L._j. 14: 121, 264.)
Devices for popularizing the library.-0 f various devices for popularizing a library sev ral are specially helpful in a college library. One,
1
Illness of tho author caused the omission of this important article. Reference
is wade to his paper on "Points of agr emoot iu library architecture" (L.j . 16:
C17-19), and to the two special works on library buildings, which tho eclitor of this
volume bas now in preparation; one ,1 compact summary of the lessons of experience, th e otb r n, full treatment of the. ubject.-M. D.
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:first u sed at Harvard, is thus described: "Slips of paper, headed Notes
and queries, followed by a few words of direction, were prepared, and
a row of hooks was arranged in a couspicuous place to hoJ<l them. A
slip having been :filled out with a question and hung up, anybody who
possesses the information wanted answers the question on the same
slip, or refers the inquirer to sources of information." t In many libraries a blank book properly labeled and placed in a conspicuous position
is found to serve nearly as well, while requiring less space.
A book of complaints may also prove of service. The peculiar ideas
of honor prevailing among undergraduates prevent some of them from
reporting in person to the librarian annoyances arising from purposely
misplaced books, loud talking in study rooms, abstraction of current
periodicals, and repeated failure to secure a popular book, though allow·
ing the expression of grievances through this channel.
Even when a library il' compelled to buy frugaJly, His well to solicit
suggestions from all who use it as to books to be bought. This can be
done by use of a blank book exposed in a prominent place like the book
of complaints. The advantage lies not 111erely in occasional discovery
of a notable de:fidency, but in the opportunity to become acquainted with
wauts and tastes of individuals making requests. Such request often
leads to an interview in which the present resources of tbe library in
that direction, its :financfal restrictions and the comparative merits of
the book are so discussed a s to excite rather than dimtnisb the general
int_e rest of the applicant, even though his request is refused .
The practice of regularly placing on prominent sbelves the new book
added to the library-new books seem always to find themselves rea<lers- shoulcl be supplemented by display from time to time of a selection. of the resources of the library on some topic of the clay, or on some
subject toward which the librarian desires to attract attention. Thi
indirect method of guiding the reading of undergraduates co t little
in time and is often as effective as more formal efforts.
Cooperation.-Glancing at the condition of the college librnl'ie
throughout the entire country, one can hardly fail to be irupre sed with
the restrictions tliat poverty places on the work many of th m migh
otherwise accomplish. Of 450 institutions of higher learning in th
United States only 200 have collections of books larg enough to b •
ranked as college librarie ·. Of the ·e 200 only a third have profe ·
f this third a smaller fraction are well ndow l
sional li rarian~.
ancl rrraniz d. Till thi. 1mrdc1 of po-v rty is liftc 1 it , cm
th : t th u1 · w < Y for a g neral increa e in cfficienry Ii sin wi co I r~ 1 11 bo li :vith otb r libral'i : of their clas · and w1 h public librari · ·
m . 1.1 ·ir. ·i ·iui ·. Th
li o-ation to h •Ip, which always ·ome "·i h th
'1 iltt . 1.
r·< 11 • • c·k no"·1 1 l ,.uy ._h larg aucl well- nc.1 w (1 um-.
bi · ~ . i. ta11C·
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dered without expense in the matter of cataloging. Now here is good ·
cataloging more essential than in a college library. Nowhere is there
so often n, compulsory·choice be~we-en buying books and ptoperly cataloging them. Yet of the new books obtained by tbe average library
. of this class all have just been fully and accurately cataloged by some
university library close at hand, if one speaks from the standpoint of
' the mail service. If several smaller libmries share the expense, printed
or typewritten copies of these catalog cards can be s-e cured each month
at a fraction of the original cost. For the older books bougllt and the
miscellaneous yolumes given them let these same libraries, joining with
them small public libraries in the neighborhood, group themselves
geographically and engage a professional cataloger, who should pass
from one to the other. Thus all accessions could lJe properly cataloged
without undue delay and at far less expens-e than would be the case
otherwise. The librarian, relieved of this time-consuming work, for
which, perclrnnce, he has neither aptitude nor training, can devote his
energies to duties of his position previously neglected by constraint.
Cooperative cataloging, though so often urged and so obvious a
means of diminishing the cost of library administration, is by no means
the only channel in which union of effort will bring increased efficiency to smaller college libraries. The practice of lending books from
one library to another has not b-een developed or systematized to the
extent it could be, were there a hearty spirit or' cooperation . Its importance and usefulness depend, of course, on a certain degree of specialization on the part of neighboring libraries and some consideration and
inquiry before buying expensive works. It is a shame that two colleges
with modest hook funds and only 50 miles apart should each buy a cq:,y of Sargent's Silva of North America, and neither be able to su1>ply an
inquirer with Scud<ler's Butterflies of the Eastern United States. It
may happen that the institutions in one State can make a single set of
the Transactions of the Royal Society of Great Britain serve them all.
This mode of cooperation is specially advantageous in case of the publishing societies. In the department of English, for instance, no small
college can afford to buy tbe issues of the Philologica], Early English Text, New Shakespeare, Spenser, ancl Browning societies, and yet
by agreement with its neighbors it is possible for each professor of
English literature to have a complete set of one of them at haud, as
well a~ access to all the others at slight expense.
By specializing on State and local history a.group of college libraries
may supply themselves with sufficient and s uitable material for original
WOTk. in American history. Let each turu over from its accessions all
that belongs to the field. assigned another, thus securing special rights
as a future borrower. Students from the various towns can be intere ted in collecting municipal repor t and local publications. Others
will be willing to undertake the compilation of scrapbooks co11taining
all hi torical and biographic matter of note that appears in local papers.
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Such a course systematically followed for a score of years by a dozen
cooperating libraries in any section of the country would give the
teachers and the students in the smallest of these colleges better facilities in the manner of completeness of historical matter than is now
offered by the largest.
The department of bibliography, in which the university libraries
have already done much elaborate work, is also one in which much
more can be accomplished by joint action. The need as well as the
demand for books like Adams's Manual -0f Historical Literature is ever
increasing. Such work must be revised so frequently that it is unlikely
to be undertaken and kept up to date from merely commercial considerations. Is it not,, however, practicable so to appor tion the field that
the colleges of the United States may together give their undergraduates and the public simple statements in print of the scope and
comparative merits of those books in English that are most used and
best adapted for affording information in each of the departments
represented in their curricula1 Much that has already been done coulq
be used, or by reference made more widely known, and, most important
of all, provision could be made for the future revision and issne of th3se
lists. No one library can and no publisher will do this. But all college libraries have daily use for such a series of brief annotated bibliographies and together are able, through the men whose services they
can secure, to pr·epare and to publish them. 1
The college library and the public library.-If the proprietary
library is the parent of the free public library, college and school
libraries may justly claim rank as paternal and maternal grandparents.2
Though, as often happens on_ this side the Atlantic, the child has outstripped its ancestors in size and importance, and has occasionally
forced them to follow rather than lead in new and improved methods,
still friendly, if not :filial, relations must be maintained . When they
exist side by side in the same town one can easily supplement the work
of the other. Few would claim that the college student should be
denied access to the popular litemture of the day; all agree that it mu t
not be too accessible. The college library can, therefore, leave thi. field
1
At the Chicago meeting, where this paper was read, the A. L . A. publishing ction was r organized and is actively engaged in several enterprise such a i here
suggested, and proposes to organize others as fa t as the demand and upport of
lihrarians jnstify. Full inform ation of tlte work of the section and of the <liff r ent
~nhlir ntionH in preparation ran be hacl from the president, Melvil D wey, , tate
l1hr::tr~' , 11 any, -T· Y.-M. D.
To th · wh h, v r a<l. tis II. Robin on s report on cooperi1tive college cataloging in Library Journal 1: 431-t it hnt one out of many r efer n es that might be
madc- i i olivi u hat h
sngge. Hons are by no m ans nov l. College librarian
a in,liviclua]. ho~· Y(•r h , v hacl so promin nt a part in tho cooperative work
:w<·ompli h"'l . in 1
th, ti ,-p m pro er to 11rg on roll ge librarians a a cla.
lu nc·Nl of T " niz ·cl lior in th• . am<' clirection.
1
u th• IIi t ric·til volnti n f tbC> frc public library in Library
• ' . 'l vl :t
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to be entirely supplied by its neighbor. On the other haud, the public
library should be encouraged by the college library to refer to it school
teachers and all persons of studious tastes who :find its collection too
limited for th eir needs. The college, through the librarian and professors, can increase its efficiency as an educational factor by lectures
or informal talks, setting forth its resources in the departments they
represent (L.j. 12: 253; 16: 214). The use of a university library as a
semipublic reference library is in strict accord with the general purpose
for which the institution was founded (Otis H: Robinson, L. j. 2: 57).
It is 1-mrely to their credit that a recent traveler has written that in
.America the coJlege libraries offer the best facilities for literary work
on the premi ses. In large cities, it sometimes happens that the relative
position of the college and the public library is reversed. The latter
from its age and large income can supply all that the collegian requires,
save a carefully se_kcted collection of reference books in connection
with his recitation rooms.
If the process of sifting or weeding out public libraries, discussed in
another chapter, 1 is generally adopted, it becomes specially desirable
that each university library should have the privilege of seleeting certain classes of books ; for instance, text-books used in the past in the
institution, writings of its alumni, reports of charitable bodies useful
in sociologic study, before these are consigned to tlle auction room~
In return for such gift s, temporary loans may be made <luring the continuance of university extension lectures of scientific and expensive
books which would not otherwise be obtainable. In a word, the spirit
of mutual helpfulness is alike necessary and profitable if the two classes
of libraries are to attain to their ideal.
FICTION.

By

ELLEN

M. COJ,;, librarian New York free circulating librnry.

The importance of the careful consideration of :fiction, especially in /
free public libraries, is never questioned. It was discus.sed at length
at the first meetin g of the A. L. A.. in fbiladelphia in 1876 (L. j. 1: 96,
98); also at the :first meeting of the L. A.. U. K., London, 1877 (L. j.
2: 255); and again at the Boston conference of the A.. L. A.. in 1879,
when a number of valuable papers were contributed (L. j. 4 : 319). It
is the subject of a report of the cooperation committee (L. j. 7: 28), and
of a symposium (L. j. 15: 261-64; 16 : 8-10) . Magazines and periodicals
are constantly publishing articles on the various relations of libraries
and librarians to the reading and supply of :fiction; the L-ibrary journal alone in its 16 volumes indexes over 120 articles and paragraphs.
Criticisms by men of letters and by educators which are everywhere
met in print are not to be ignored by the library profession; no president's address at any meetiug of library association or club fails to
touch feelingly this impol'tant subject ; and speakers at the opening of
libraries always point the moral and utter the note of warning. Books
1

ee discussion by

: , . Green, p. 698; also p. 918 of this paper.
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and pamphlets in great number and of no little value have been pnblisbed, and, indeed, it would at first seem impossible to gain from this
mass of material tho fair judgment of tho majority. After carefully
reading some hundreds of books, pamphlets, articles, and letters on the
subject, and considering the opinions brought out in the discussion 0£
this and kindred topics at the A.. L . .A. Chicago meeting, I present the
following as :1 fair deduction, not affected by my own feelings or opinions.
Value of fiction.-The utterance is almost as one volce that fiction is
of the greatest value in developing a taste for reading, but is most certainly injurious unless of good quality, or if the :reading of that class
of literature is indulged in exclusively. It is agreed that false literary
taste in the young may by judicious direction be corrected, but that in
adults tlle effect of bad reading is almost ineradicable. It is urged that
everyone should be familiar with the great works of imagination, and
the fact is pointed out that nearly all the greatest-tho immortalliterature of the world is fiction.
The educational value of the novel is maintained. It is claimed that
the imagination is the first faculty that should. be developed in childhood, but it is believed, however, that the reading of stories by children should be largely in connection with their studies and under their
teachers' direction. In particular the educational value of the historical
novel and the travel story is emphasized as helping to fix in the reader's
minu. the facts of history, and as giving vivid and cnduri11g pictures of
remote times nncl places. Snch books are admitted to libraries from
wuich romantic fiction is excluded.
It is, however, chiefly as" pastime reading" that fiction is demanded,
and tho argument for its supply by the public library runs mainly as
fo1lows: The majority of people are busy so many hours of the clay ti.lat
when they 1uwc time to read they lrnvo little strength for such reading
as may task tho brain. Reading is at once the most ele,-atiug and
refining of all pastime, and people have the same right io it that th Y
have to recreation in tho public parks. While n, librarian should try
to guide his readers judiciously from lighter fiction to that of the be t
class, and al o to works of more serious character, it is deemed di tinctly his duty to furnish. .entertaining r ading matter to his 1rnbli .
The function of the public library becomes ~nore and more educational and it i · interesting to not an ::u.l vanc toward the ra lical wing
of the livi:ion. l\Iany librarians in their pnbli heel writing , as ,r 11 a
in th ir r c nt 1 tter:· to 11.c on this subj ct, ackuowledge tllat tb ir
th ri ,' and pra ·ti· : ar u omin/'J' more ,·trict ,·iuce they do not tin l
th nr e: ity laicl n th m to provide n, o-reat deal of Ii o·llt cntertaium m fi r h •ir pu Ii·.
h .·• 1i1 im th v lu of then ,- l a: n, pr per m an f r t
' IH~ 1 •lax: i 1t , ft · . Y r' 111 n al r phy,'ical toil i · onstar tly m·o· l.
1
• · cm ,n lt'Cl ho
na. · u provicl d in a.mpl<' quantity
ill O 1 t1
ti 1m l from th tri ·t literan- r
1
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moral standpoiut. Many writern on tbis subject deprecate the excessive reading of even the best novels., believing that in most cases it is
only an excuse for mental laziness, and that it weakens the power of
serious study and application, and unfits for the high-er dnties of life.
Schopenhauer r.emarks tbat "feeble writing unfit-s us for stronger food."
From this point the argument leads naturally to the extreme view that
pul>lic libraries should draw the line absolutely at what is believed to
be of educational value.
Quality of fiction supplie.d.-Regarding the literary qnality of the
:fiction which a public library should supply opinions vary from "admit
whatever is called for" to '' exclude the works of all living novelists
while admitting very few by the dead ones," but the great and reasonable majority reaffirms the theory that "it is best to avoid the lowest
classes of books and to keep up a high standard.') A. large provision
of trashy :fiction is not necessary to draw t'he 1mblic to the library;
indeed only a very small minority expresses it~elf in favor of this
practice, which wonlcl find its only excuse in provirig that this kind of
literature is the most entertaining. The 11oint is made that much :fiction
wbich is light and entertaining is, at the same time, of excellent literary quality. The pertinent question is asked, '' Why should a c(_Ufferent
literary standard be applied to :fiction than to other e.Ia.sses of books in
the selection of which the greatest care is taken, and tbe opiDions and
criticism of experts sought in order that the best books may be chosen
for library lists?" .Also, "Sinee cve11 the largest libraries must s.elect,
as they can not buy all the novels published-, wl.ly not select the best?"
There is much testimony to show th at tbe public likes the best
books, and will read them when provided. One writeT says, ·" Supply
fiction liberally, but at the start furnish only the higher grades, adding
sensational books sparingly to catch certain classes of readBrs when it
is fouud impossible to attract . them otherwise." That libraries should
be obliged to furnish l>ooks which they would, for sound r~asons,
oth erwise ,reject '' in order to gain the public support tliat comes from
an extended use of the library" wouI<l seem unfortun ate, and a distinct
degradation of the purpose of the library, that of public benefactor.
The moral aspect of the question provokes little discussion, and that
mainly in treating of translations. Feeliug unquestionably favors admitting in tlle original much which would be excluded iu translation,
always on the ground that this is necessary to the study of foreign literature, and that the books will be mainly used for such study. The
universal opinion is that as far as possible an evil should be kept from
the young.
Quantity of fiction supplied.-Tbis varies, according to answers to
my -circular Jetter, from 10 to 45 per cent of the whole number of volumes in the library. The average is 24, ,vhicµ i somewhat laTger than
the 20 per cent advised in starting new libraries. '.Ille percentage
allowed by tile committee for the A. L. A. librnry wa · only 16.
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The library making the largest provision for fiction reports tbe largest
yearly is&ue of fiction. Exactly the same fact was observed by Mr. T.
Mason in determining the average per cent circulation of :fiction in 25
libraries of Great Britain, and is noted in his report (L. j. 15: 265- 66).
Fifteen per cent of the money allowed for buying books is believed to
be ample for fiction, these publications being usually of low prices and
large discounts.
Selection.-Tbis is not usually, and probably should never be, left
wholly to the librarian, as this involves undue responsibility. In most
cases purchase lists are made up by the librarian from reviews, aided
by requests and suggestions from readers. '' Books called for" are noted
in a blank-book or on slips giving publisher, price, and, whenever possible, reliable criticism, and are usually signed by the person rnakiug t,he
request; duplicates wanted are indicated in the same way. These lists
are approved and should always be signed by a trustee, and preserved,
in order that the librarian may be protected from adverse criticism.
Direction of fiction reading.-This is not often attempted except
through the annotated catalogs and lists, and by pr'eparing lists and
bulletins of "Best novels," "Historical novels," etc. Bulletins of carefully selected and annotated books suitable to various school grades are
constantly appearing. Personal effort by librarians is usually judiciously limited to such as is requested by readers or by parents and
guardians. In small towns or communities tbe librarian becomes the
acquaintance aud friend to whom the reader naturally turns for advice,
when the conditions become quite different from those existing in tbe
general public library, where the keeper and distributor of books can
not be held responsible for the moral and intellectual well-being of the
community. Common-sense and tact must direct in this as in all
departments of library work.
Classification.-Fiction is almost always alphabeted uuder authors'
names, and Cutter book numbers are generally used . Fiction suited
to the young is sometimes separated from other for convenience in
delivering books, and ,_, hould always be indicated by some, ign on the
outside of the book which will serve as instruction to attendant in
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to Boston, Philadelphia, and other'' Historical fiction" lists, Griswold's
"Descriptive lists," etc.
It would not be just to omit from this eonsensr.s of opinion the report
of William Kite, librarian of Friend's free library, of Germantown,
Pa., the only public library reporting to me which admits no novels.
This report gives assurance that, after persevering for twenty years in
its extreme radical course, the library stands in its community as the
expQnent of the highest benevolent and educational ideas, and the :management sees no reason to change its attitude on the :fiction question.
AIDS TO READING AND THE SELECTION OF BOOKS FOR LIBRARIES.
ABBOTT, LYMAN, ed. Hints for home r eading. N. Y. 1880.
BALDWIN, J: The book lover; a guide to the best reading. N. Y. 1888.
Boston Pub. Lib. List of books on books and reading. Bulletin No. 9.
BURT, M. E. Literary landmarks; a g uide to good r eading for young people, and
teacher's assistant. N . Y. 1889.
CALLER, M . A. Literary guide for home a nd school. N. Y.
HARRISON, F: Choice of books. N. Y.
PARSONR, F. , ancl others. , vorld's best books. Bost. 1889.
PERKINS, F. B. The best r eading. (With supplements) by L. E. Jones. N. Y.
1879-91.
PORTER, NOAII. Books and reading. With an app. containing a select catalogue of
books. N. Y. 1881.
PRYDE, D. Highways of liter ature, p. 26. N. Y. (1883 .)
PYCROFT, J. Course of English reading, p. 65. N. Y. 1845.
RICHARDSON, C. F. The choice of books. N. Y. 1882.
SARGANT, E. B., and WHISHAW, B. Guide-book to books. Loud. 1891.
SONNENSCI-IEIN, \V: S. The best books. A reader's gui<le. Lond. · 1891.
VAN RHYN, G. A. F. What and how to reacl. N. Y. 1876.
Consult also the A. L. A. cahlog, fiction list.
ANNOTATED AND SELECTED LISTS OF NOVELS.
Boston Pub. Lib. Chronological index to historical fict ion.
- - - Cl ass list of English prose :fiction, including translations and juvenile books,
with notes for readers, inteude<l. to point out for parallel reading the historical sources of works of fiction. 1877.
- - Catalogue of English prose fiction a nd books for t he young. 1885.
Bow1m, C. Descriptive catalogue of historical novels and tales. Lond. 1882.
HR ETT, W: H. Best ten novels for the minister. Advance, Nov. 28, 1891.
GRISWOLD, W: M. Descriptive lists of novels and tales dealing with life jn France,
Germany, etc.
GuY, W: E. Pastime reading; a partial list of no vels t b at would probably be called
standard by the majority of r eaders, prepared for the convenience of th ose
who are at a loss for some light but good reading. St. Louis. 1891. 248
tit·les.
HARDY, G : E., ed. Five hundred books for the young. N. Y. 1892.
Hartford, Conn., Library Association . Author list of novels. 1893 . (Annotated.)
- - - Boys' and girls' books . 1892. (Historical and critical n otes .) See also
Hewins, C. M.
HF:WIN , ' . M. Grown np fairy tales . Travelers record, v. 26, No. 6.
- - - Totes on novels . Bulletin of the Hartford Libr:1ry Ass'n. v . 12.
- - - nr grandmothers' novel . Travelers record, v. 26, Nos . 1, 2.
- - - , omo historical novels . Travelers record, Y . 25, Nos . 2, 3.
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HEWINS, C. M. Some novels to r ead. Travelers record.
- -- Ten years' novels. Travelers record, v. 27, No. 7.
Hundred greatest novels. L.j. 17: 55.
LrmmRFELT, IL A. Historical novels of Alex. Dumas. Arranged chronologicallyaccording to the date when each 0110 begins (etc.) . L.j. 15 : 270.
- - - One hundred of the best English novels.
- - - Fifty of the best foreign novels in English dress. L. j . 15: 67.
Pall l\fall Gazette. Dest hundred books. 1887.
Philadelphia, Mercantile Lib. Historical fiction. Bulletins, Oct. 1886-90. 17 nos.
St. Louis Pub. Lib. Best books for the young. A selected aml graded list . 1884-.
- -- "Best te-n," "Next best ten," "Best hundred/I etc. A consensus of opinion.
Bulletin No. 28, also in pamphlet.
Salem, Mass. Pub. Lib . Somo of the best novels. Bulletin, April 1891.
- -- Fairy talcs, Mythology, etc. Bulletin, Sept. 1891.
San Francisco F r ee Public Library. Classified English prose fiction: including translations a-nd juvenile works wit.h notes .and index to subject-references. 1891 .
.SARGENT, J: F :, eel. Reading for the young; n, classified and.annotated catalog. N. Y.
1890.
·worcester, Mai-s. Free Pub. Lib. Bulletins (Annotated) .
·world almanac. List of ten best novels.
- - - List of one hundred best .novels. L.j. 17: 55.
BOOKS, ARTICLES, PAPERS, ETC., RELATING TO :FICTION.
ALISON, Sir A., The historical romance. Essays, v. 3. Edin. 1850.
ATKINSON, W. P. On the right use of books; a lecture. Bost. 1880.
BATES, ARLO. Realism ::mcl the art of fiction. Scrib. 2: 241.
Battle of the novels. From tho Saturclay review. L. j. 15: 310-11.
Books which have influenced. me. N. Y. n. cl.
CALVERT, G: H . Books for boys. In Brief essays.
CARLYLE, T: On the choice ofbooks. Loncl.1871.
Chambers Cyclopmclia, new ed. Article: Novels.
Church quarterly. Theology and morality in fiction. April 1892.
COWELL, P . On the aclmissi.on of Fiction iu free libraries. P.n,per rcacl at tlrn conference of libraria11s helcl in Lonclon, Oct. 1877. L. j . 2: 152-59.
CRAIK, D. M. M. On novels :.m u nove1-makers . In Plain speaking. N. Y. l 82.
CR .'DEN, F: L. Literat-nrc in education. Alldress be-fore the Unitanan c1ul.J of
-St. Louis.
CUTT1m, C: A. Common sense-in libraries. President's address. L. j. H: 150-51.
CUTTING, M. D. Two forces in iictiou. Forum 10: 216.
DOL:11AX, F. The social reformer in fiction. Westminster review. Muy 1 92.
EGAX, 1. P. An olu-fashionecl Yicw of tho novel. Lippin ott's mag. ,July '93.
ELIOT, GEORGE. Si11y no,els by lady novelists. Essays, p. 157. N. Y. 1 3.
FOSTER, J: Morality of works of fi tion. Critical essays, 1: 417. (Bolrn ed.)
o CIIKN, G. J . Cultivation of the imagination; an a<lclress. Loud. 187 .
'o. E, ED'.\IU. ·o . Tyranny of tho nov ,1. Iu Qn stions at issue. Also Eclectic :\fag.
;clay, 1 02.
<'mar1·s at ronfer nee of librarians, Phil a. 1 76. L. j. 1: 9!>-100.
--ma.rk at confer ·nc of lilJrarians, Lon!l. 1 77. L.j. 2: 2,3G-57.
- - - V: P r r I a.
nfcr 11 ·o of hur,:rian , no. t. 1879. L.j. 4: 345_3-;-, al-o in
pa.mphlP .
(Essays by)

: 1:'. Adam

jr.,

:;,
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HARDY, G: E. Tho school library as a factor in education. Paper ren,cl before the
N. Y. State teachers' ass'n. L.j.14: 3'14-347.
HARRIS, M. C. Soventh-commanclment novels. Lippincott's monthly maga,zine.
Feb. 1893.
HODGSON, W. E. A prig in tho Elysian fields. National review. April 1892.
HUBBARD, J: A. Tho public library and the school children. An appeal to tho
parents, clergymen, and teachers of Boston. Bost. 1881.
JEAFFRESON, J.C. Novels and novelists from Elizabeth to Victoria. 2 v. Loud.
1858 .
JEFFERSON, T: On novel-reading. From n, letter printocl in :Ford's ",vf itings of
Jefferson." L . j. 18: 154.
KITE, W: Fiction in public libraries. Phila. 1880.
- - Demoralizing literature and art. Phila. Tract association of Friends. 1882.
LANG, ANDREW. The last fashionable novel. Essays in little, p. 93.
LARNED, J. N. Public (libraries n,nd public cduc:1tion. Am. social sci. ass'n. Proceedings, 1883, also L. j. 9 : 6-12.
LOWELL, J. R. Books and libraries. In Democracy and other essays. N. Y. 1886.
MABIE, H. W. Fiction as a literary form. Scrib. 5: 620.
MARTIN, Sir THEODORE. NoYel-reacling. Address in aid of funds, Llangollen,
Wales, Pub. Lib. L. j. 17: 241-42.
MAsox, T: Fiction in free libraries. Paper read at the annual meeting of the L.A.
U. IL Loud. 1889. L. j. 15: 265- 66.
MASSON, DA vrn. British novelists and their styles. Lond. 1859.
MATTHEWS, BitANDEIL Home library by Arthur Penn . (pseucl.). N. Y. 1883,
- - - Recent British fiction. Cosmopolitan, Juno 1892.
MAUTIICE, F: D. The friendship of books. N. Y. 1874.
MILLEr., Humr. Our moral literature. In Essays. Bost. 1865.
Novel-reading: pro and con. In Girls and th,~ir ways. A book for an<l about girls.
By one who knows them. Lond. 1881.
Poou:, R. ll. Fiction in Association libraries. Young men's era. Chic. Alff, 301 191.
- - - Fiction in libraries. L. j. 16: 8-10.
POOLE, W: F. Fiction in free libraries. ·Discussion. L.j. 2: 256.
- - - Some popular objections to public libraries. Papers read at the conference
of librarians at Phib. 1876. L. j. 1: 45-51.
Rus1nN, J: Sesame and lilies. N. Y. 1892 .
ScnormrnAuEn, A. On bool-:;s and reading. In Religion; a dialogue. Loud. 1890.
S1fiTII, GoLDWIN, Lamps of fiction. Lectures n,nd essays, p. 69.
STEVENSON, R: L. Some gentlemen in :fiction. Scrib. 3: 764.
Suu,Y, J. The future of :fiction. Forum, 9: 644.
Tnw1xG, C: F. The reading of books; its pleasures, profits, an<l. perils. Bost. 1883.
Consult also A. L.A. Index to general literature: Books and Reading, p . 33, I<iction, p. 105; Novels, p. 207 .
I{EGULATIONS FOR READERS.

By W. H. BRETT, Cleveland (Ohi.o) Public Library.

The following paper is based upon replies to a series of questions
upon the subject, received from 110 free 1mblic libraries, 22 public
libraries for the use of which a fee or subscription is required, 34
libraries of colleges and other iustitutions of learning, 12 libraries of
societies of various sorts, and 13 State libraries; 191 in all.
The assignment of papers for this meeting contemplated a historic
review of each topic for the past seventeen years, but the subjects in
:regaru to which rules are framed are so various that the most which
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can be attempted is a brief survey of library practice. I think I may
fairly say, however, from such information as I can gather, that while
the changes that have occurred in that time have been few, so far as
they have been made they have been in the direction of greater liberality.
A gener--al free public library in a large city, comprising both a reference and a circulating department, comprehends 'ITithin the scope of its
work ~yery phase of library activity. It includes upon its shelves,
more or less fully, the whole range of human knowledge, and it meets
so far as possible the wants of all classes of people. In framing its
rules it is necessary to consider almost every possible problem in library
economy.
The discussion of a comprehensive code of rules for a public library
would include, therefore, every condition likely to confront the librarian
of any library. I can at this time only attempt io present to you a
resume of the rules now governing many of the public libraries of this
country, some brief notice of the variations therefrom in other classes
of libraries, and the suggestion of a few questions which may be fairly
regarded as open for discussion.
Library rules naturally fall under two heads: First, the qualifications
of the reader; second, methods in tho library; or, in other words, they
answer the questions: Who shall use the library, How shall be use it¥
QUALIFICATION S.

The qualifications usually regarded are as follows:
Residence.-Most libraries issue books for home use to the re,..:idents of the town or city only. In a few cases it i extended to tbe
county, and in one instance, a radius of 10 miles is mentioned as the
limit. The use of many free endowed libraries is limitefl to the community which is the recipient of the beneficence, and the prevailing
practice among those supported by public funds is to limit tbe use to
the territory taxed for its support. A small number of librarie ,
among them some supported by taxation, extend all their privileges to
all within their reach.
Age.-M:ost librarie fix an age before which a child may not lraw
books. In 31 librarie from which I have heard, the limit i · 12 years,
in 24: it i 14: y ar , in 12 10 year·, in a~ w other age var ing from 6
to 16. In 22 no at", wa. fixed, but the qualification wa yarjou ly
, tc t.' l a.· "a ili y tor a
' to u e a bo k properly, or ' to write on
er ons

1 h' or Ju inrr , ppli ., . onl ' t th
wli) wi.-h to <lra,w
· Ill• f • ,. lil 1: ri · irnilar 1 •: ri ·tiou.- apply t th u
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departments and reading rooms. In most libraries, however, these are
practically open to all, the only qualification b~ing proper behavior.
RULES FOR L I BRARY M A NAGE ME N T.

These relate to the hours of opening, facilities for the selection and
use of books in the library, and for their issue. This subject can not
be treated fully without trenching on other fields, but this will be done
only so far as necessary.
Library hours.-Usage varies greatly. Libraries of the larger cities
are usually open twelve hours each week-day, the time of opening vary. ing from 8 to 10 o'clock a. m., and of closing from !) to 10 p. m. In some
libraries the reference department is open longer than the circulating
department.
Sunday and holiday opening.- In most ()f the larger and some of
the smaller libraries, the reference and reading rooms are open on Sunday afternoon and evening, in a few instances for the afternoon only,
and in three libraries of which I am informed. these departments are
open in the forenoon also. A
libraries keep the circulating department open on Sunday. The smaller libraries throughout the country;
specially in New England, generally close. The reply to the question
in_regard to this was usually accompanied by the remark that it was
not desired nor needed, and occasionally by an adverse opinion as to
its propriety. The experience of many libraries covers a period of from
t en to twenty years or more, so that it can not be regarded as an experiment. Those librariaus who have had experience almost unanimously
favor opening reading and reference rooms on Sunday afternoons and
evenings, and with equal unanimity regard it as unnecessary to open
the circulating department.
~
In some of the larger and a few smaller libraries the reference and
reading rooms, and in two or three instances the circulating department also, are opened on holidays. Two or three libraries report it as
their practice to close on Christmas, the universal holiday, and Fourth
of July, the national one, and to open on all others.
The whole question of library hours during the week, and of Sunday
and holiday opening, is purely a local one, in which uniformity is
neither possible nor desirable. Each library must conform to the needs
of its own locality.
Selection of books. -1\fost public libraries have printed or card
catalogs, or both, to assist readrrs in selecting books. Besides this a
small number permit general access to the shelves in the circulafang
department, for the examination and selection of books. In about 55
per cent such access is entirely prohibited, and in tho remainder, or
about 45 per cent, although prohibited generally, exceptions are made.
The e exceptions are variously stated as being in favor of ''profo~sional
men," "ministers," "teachers," '' students," ·or a_s being "occasional"
or "for sufficient reason." Views as to its desirability differ wiuely.
1
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The opinion of those librarians where access is permitted are with a
single exception favorable, some enthusiastically so. It is curious to
note that to a large extent the fayorable opinion seems to be Lased
on experience, and the unfavorable on a lack of it.
In the reference department the reverse of this condition prevails.
In not less than 75 per cent of the public libraries from "°hich I have
information, free ac"cess is permitted to most books in the reference
department, the exceptions noted being that special care is taken of
fine illustrated books and of medical works. In a number of other
libraries, the most commo:a books of' reference-as dictionaries, gazetteers, cyclopedias-arc placed where they can be freely used, and all
others are given out on application.
Reading rooms.-In a majority of libraries maga:1-ines and papers
are 11laced where readers can select for themselves. In some libraries
})apers are left on files, but magazines are given out from the desk ancl
a receipt taken. In a very few libraries only are both papers and magazines given out in this way.
Issue of books borrowers' cards.-More than DO per cent of tlio ·e
public libraries furnishing iuformation require n, card of rncmb r. hip to
be presented each time a book is drawn or returned. On mo t of these
au entry is made, usually the date of issue and return, and in a few
'cases the book number also. In a few cases only 110 entry is made.
Aboutone-fourth of those libraries adopting this plan make exceptions
'and permit books to be issued occasionally on a temporary slip or
'memorandum, In the others the rule is, presumably, rigidly euforced.
'About 10 per cent do not require membership cards.
Number cf books.-The general practice is to issue one v lume at
a time on a card, e.:s:cept that two or more volumes of the same set are
issued as one book. In a few lil>raries two, m d in one ca e three,
book s are regularly issued at one time on one card. Frequent exceptions, llowever, are noted to this rule, in which additio11al yolnm are
issued to students. The rules very generally allow additional volume
to teachers.
1

1

1

h • r 11< r c1nir : that all boo1- b r turn 1 n
ii r au ~ nu ml examinati 11, during ,v1ich t

I
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Fines.-The current rate of fine for overdetention is 2 cents for each_
day. In a few cases this is 1 ~ent or 3, and in one instance only, 5.
Rarely the fine is assessed by the week, at lO or 25 cents. ·
MISCELLANEOUS RULES.

Ru1es requiring proper behavior an<l forbidding the use of tobacco
are almost universal, as are tho:$e which forbid copying or tracing of
illustrations without permission, or the use of ink at the tables. Can vassing or the display of advertisements is also forbidden.
A rule which occurs in some codes requires the borrower to notify
the librarian promptly if a case of contagions disease occurs in the
household of which he is a mmnber, aud to retain the book until a,
proper disposition can be made of it.
·
Some of the larger libraries have formulated codes of rules for the
library assistants. The only ones which have come under my notice
which affect the users of the library, even indirectly, is one which forbids conversation of a personal nature, and another which restricts the
privileges of the assistant as a borrower of new books.
Subscription libra.ries.-The practice in public libraries requiring
the pa.yment of a fee varies little from that of other public libraries,
except in that particular. There is apparently somewhat greater freedom permitted iu the library, as about one-half of the libraries from
which I have information permit unrestrained access to the shelves.
The libraries of secret and other socities are practically subscription
libraries. Among the Y. M. 0. A. libraries of which I am informed,
one is a free circulating and reference library, another is a, free library,
for reference only, and a third charges a sma11 fee in its circulating
department,, but makes its reference department practically free.
College libraries.-The practice in college libraries varies greatly.
A majority are for the use of those connected with the institutions
only. In others the privileges are extended to graduates and to professional men or special students, auJ a few are free to aH who wish to
use them. Some -libraries issue books for home use to members of the
faculty only, limiting their u se by studeuts to the libra,ry rooms, but
generally they are issued to both students and professors. The hours
of opening are generally less than those of public libraries, only about
one-third being open evenings. More than one-half the libraries from
wllich I have information permit general access to the shelves, and in
most iu which the practice does not prevail members of the faculty
inYariably hase the freedom of tlle shelves, and permission is grauted
to the students for any sufficient reason. Most college libraries which
is ·ue books fix a definite period for which they may be kept, nnd assess
a fine for their overdetention, as in public libraries.
State libraries.-These vary so wide1y in their scope and methods
that no general statement of these rules can be attempted from the
data at hand.

•
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RE.A.DING OF '.l'HE YOUNG.
CAROLINE

6

M.

HEWINS,

Hartford Public Librarian.

In the Government report on libraries, 1876, the relation of public
libraries and the young was treated by Mr. vV. I. Fletcher, who discussed age-restrictions, <l.irection of reading, choice of books, and incidentally the relation of libraries to schools, referring to librarians and
trustees as "the trainers of gymnasts who seek to provide that which
will be of greatest service to their men." The report was suggestive,
and called for several radical changes in the usual management. of
libraries. .No statistics were given, for none had been called for, and
the number of libraries which were working in the modern spirit was
not large. Mr. Green, in his paper at the Philadelphia conference of
1876 (L. j . 1: 74), gave some suggestions as to how to teach school boys
and girls the u se of books, and in one or two of the discussions the
influence of a librarian on young readers was noticed, but the American Library Association did not give much time to th~ subject till the
Boston conference of 1879, when a whole session was devoted to schools,
libraries, and fiction (L. j. 4: 319) 7 the general expression of opinion
being similar to the formula expressed in the paper by Miss Mary A.
Bean, "Lessen the quantity and improve tlrn quality." In 1881, Mr. J .
.N. Larned, of the Buffalo Young Men's Library, issued his pamphlet,
"Books for young readers." The report on '' Boys' and girls' reading''
which 1 had the honor of making at the Cincinnati conference of 1882
has answers from some ~5 librarians to the question "What are you
doing to encourage a love of goocl reading in boys and girl::; 1" (L. j.
7: 182.) Several speak of special catalogs or bul1eti11.·, most of personal interest in and friendship with young readers. 011e writes, "Give
a popular boy a good book, and there is not much rest for that book.
Librarians should like children.;' It was in 1883 that, by the ugge tion
and advice of our lamented friend, Frederick Lypol<lt, I pul>li bed a
little classified pamphlet, "Books for the young." In January of the
same year the Library J onrnal began a department of "Literature for
the young," which was transferred at the end of the year to the Publishers' Weekly, where it still remain . The report on the subject, made
for the Buffalo conference lJy Miss Bean, i, on the same line a the
former on . with th addition of the experi uce of ome maller libra.1 ie '.
Sh say., ' I believe the Lynn library Las hit a fundamental
trnth, and appli c.l the over ign remedy, so far as th que tion con<· rn. pnl>li · li rarie in it: 'on -hook-a-w ek' rule for pupil of the
,<·hooL' .
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children's book to oue or two a week. At the St. Louis conference of
1889 Miss Mary Sargent reported on '' Reading for the yom1g~' (L. j.
14: 226). One librarian fears that lists of books prepared for boys and
girls will soon become lists to be avoided by them, on account of young
people's jealous suspicion of undue influence'. Sargent's "Reading for
the young" was published just after ~he White Mountain conference of
1890, and the subject was not discussed in San Francisco in 1891 or at
Lakewood in 1892 except in relaticn to schools.
The Ladies' Commission on Sunday school books is at least five years
older than the American Library Association. · It has done good ~ervice
in printing lists of books specially adapted to Unitarian Sunday schools,
others unfitted for them only by a few doctrinal pages or senten~es, and
a third class recommended as household friends on account of their
interests, literary value, and good tone. The Church Library Association stands in the same relation to Episcopal Sunday schools, recommen ding in yearly pamphlets:
1 Books bearing directly on church life, history, and doctrine.
2 Books recommended, but not distinctly church books.
The Connecticut Ladies' Commission has, at the request of the Connecticut Congregational Club, published since 1881 several carefully
chosen and annotated lists.
The National Young Folks' Reading Circle, the Chautauqua Young
Folks' Reading Union, and the Columbian Reading Union, the latter a
Catholic society, the others undenominationa.l, have published good
lists for young readers. The Catholic Church also recommends many
recent stories for children which have no reference to doctrines or differences in belief.
One hundred and :fifty-two out of 160 libraries have answered the
following questions:
l Are your children's books kept by themselves'?
2 Are they classified, an d bow f
3 Have they a separate card catalog or printed finding lisU
4 Are they covered'?
5 Do yon enforce rules with regard to clean hands '?
6 Have you an age limit, and if so, what is it '?
7 Do you allow more than ori.e book a week on a child's card'?
8 Are children's car<l.s different in color from others f
9 What authors are most rea<l. by children who take books from your library'?
10 What methods have you of directing their reading f Have you a special assistant for them, or are they encouraged to consult the librarian and all the assistants 1
11 Have you a children's reading room f

Seventy-seven reply to the :first question that their children's books
are kept by themselves, 22 that stories or other books are separate from
the rest of the library, and 53 that there is no juvenile division.
Three answer simply" Yes" to the second questio11, 24 have adopted
the Dewey system, in two or three cases with the Cutter author marks,
4 the Cutter, and 1 the Linderfe1t systemj 10 arrange by authors, 18 by
ED 93--60
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subjects; 4 by authors and subjects, 42 report methods of their own or
c-1:_;tssi:6.cation.like the rest of the library, and 46 do not classify children's
books at an.
In answer to the third question, 6 libraries report both a -separate
caJ·d catalog arn:1 :finding list, 43 a :finding list for sa1e o-r distribution,
15 .a c-ard -c atalog for children, and 88 no separate fist. Of the pTinteu
finding lists 4 .are Sargent's, 1 Lamed's, 2 Hardy's, and 2 Miss J ames's.
The fourth question relates t.o covering books for children. Eigbtyftve libraries do not cover them, 30 cover some, either ·those with light
bindings or othern that li ave -become soiled an d worn, 35 cover a1I, and
2 do not report.
In reply to the fifth question, 45 libraries require that children's hands
shaH be clean b.efore they can i;.ake books from the library, or at least
when they use books or pe1·iodioals in the buildingJ and 50 have no such
rules~ Oth:e1"'.S try various methods of moral suasion, including in one
instance a j a nitor who directs the unwashed to a lavatoTy, and in
another a nne of a few cents for a second offense.
The _sixth question, whether there is au age limit or not, brings various replies. Thir"ty-six libr-a1'ies have n011e, ftve bas-e it on abili'ty to
read or write, on:e :fixe-s it at 6, one.at 7-, and 0110 at 8. Ten libraries allow
a cb.ild a card in his own n ame at 10, two at 11, forty-seven at 12, six at
13, thlrty-throo at 14, four at 15, and six at 16. They qualify tlrnir
statements in many cases by addin g tha-t children may use the card of
oldeT p ersons, or may have them if they bring a written guarantee from
their parents or are in cert ain .c1as·ses in the public schools.
Question 7 deals with the number of books a week allowed to children. Ninety-five libraries allow them to . change a book every day;
one (subscrip'ti-0n) gives them a dozen a day if they wi h. Fifteen
limit them to two, and 3 to three a week, and 1G to only one. -Se cral
librmfans in libraries ,,here children arc allowed a book a day c:xpre
their disapproval of the custom, and one has enter ll iuto an engagement with her younO" readers to take 1 book in ev ry 4 from omc other
class than :fiction. 0th rs do not an wer definitely. .A. few librarie:
issuin g two card , or two-1)0ok cawls, allow children the 1ise of two
book, a week, if one i not a novel or story.
Qu ,·tion 8 is a le , important one, whether hildrcn's card, are f a
di r nt ·olor from oth r . Th re is no differen b w en th card
of adult and hil l r n in 124 librari ·
~ e of •hool ·ard ·
. ..,. In 4 t h
m
1 r of ar l for horn '
and 4 report oth r
li.
lip, . Eigh 1 uo
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only two or three authors _are given, they are -usually of the Alger,
Castleman, Finley, Optic grade. These four d-0 not a.ppear -in the
reports from 35 libraries, where Alden, Ballantyne, Mrs. Burnett, Susan
Coolidge, Elli s, Henty, Kellogg, Lucy Lillie, Munroe, Otis, Stoddard,
and various fairy tales fill their places . . Seven are allowing .Alger,
Castlemon, Finley, and Optic to wear out without beiug replaced, and
soon find that books of a higher type are just as interesting to young
readers.
Question 10 asks what methods are used in dh·ecting chil<lTen's read·
ing, and if a special assistant is at tlrnir service, or if they are encourage<rl to consult the librarian alld all the assistants. Many librarians
overconscientionsly say, "No methods," but at the"Bame time -aclrnowl- ·
edge the persona l snpe!l.·vision and friendly foterest that were meant in
the query. Only11ine do not report something of tbis kind. Six have,
or are about to have,
special a-ssistant, or have already -opened a
bureau of iuformatiOl). Five say that they pay special attention to
selecting the best books, 4 of the larger libraries have open shelves,
and 2 are careful in the choice and supervision of assistants.In answer to question 11, 5 report spe-Cial reading rooms, p1~esent or
prospective, for chiidren; 3 more wish that they ·had them, while
others believe that the use of a room in commou with -older readers
teaches them to be courteous and consid ~rate to others. Mo-st reading
rooms are open to children, who sometimes have a table -of their own,
but in a few cases those under 14 -are excluded.
My own opinion ou the subjects treated in the questions are:
1 It is easier for a librarian or assist,ant to iincf a, book for a child if
whatever is adapted to bis intelligence on a certain subject is kept by
itseJf~ and not with other books which m.ay pe dry, out of date, or
wrjtten for a trained student of mature mind.
2 It is easier to help a child work up a subject if tlie books which
he can use are divided into classes, not all alphabeted under authors.
3 A separate card catalog for children often relieves a crowd at the
other cases. A priutccl dictionary catalog without notes does uot help
a child.
A public library can make no better investment than iil printing a
classified list for children, with short notes on stories illustrating hfatory or life in different countries, and references to interesting books
written for older readers. Such a list should be sold for 5 cents, much
less than cost.
4 The money spent in paying for the paper and time used in covering books is just as well employed in binding, and the attractive covers
are pleasant to look at.
5 The books can be kept reasonably clean if children are made to
understand that they must not be taken away, returned, or jf possible,
read with unwashed hands. City children soon begin-to understand
tbis if they are spoken to pleasantly and sent away without a book till
they come back in a fit state to handle it.
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6 As soon as a child can read and write he should be allowed tou e·
books. A proper guarantee from parent or teacher should, of course,
be required.
7 A cbil<.l in school can not read more than one story book a week
without neglectiug his work. If he ueeds another book in connection
with nis studies he should take it on a school teacher's, or nonfiction
card.
·
8 It is best, if a child has only one book a week, for his card to be
of a different .~olor from others, that it may be more easily distinguished
at the chargiug desk.
9 It has been proved by actual experiment that children will read
books which are good in a literary sense if they are intei'esting. New
libraries have the adv_a ntage over old ones, that they are not obliged
to struggle against a demand for the boys' series that were supplied in
large quantities fifteen or twenty years ago.
10 As soon as children learn that in a library there are books -and
people to help them on any subject, from the care of a sick rabbit to a
costume for the Landing of the Pilgrims, they begin to ask advice
about their reading. It is a good thing if some of the library assistants are elder sisters in large families who have tumbled about among
books, and if soµie of the questions asked of applicants for library
positions relate to what they would give boys or girls to read. If an
assistant in a large library shows a special fitness for work with children, it is best to give it into her charge. If all the assistants like it,
let them have their share of it.
11 The question of a children's reading room depends on the size of
tlie room for older readers, and how much it is used by them in the
afternoons. Conditions vary so much in libraries that it is impo sil>le
for one to make a rule for another in this case.
SHORT LIST OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES SUGGESTED FOR REA..DI G, 1804.

Lists like those by Mr. Sawin, of Providence, belong to libraries ancl schools. The
bibliography of children's uooks, although most interestjug to a student, does not
bear directly on their relation to libraries. Welsh's Bookseller of the last century,
Lond., 18 5, and Mr . E. C. Fi lcl's Child ancl his book, Lond., 1 91, with the article
inclexed in the three volum s of Pool , aro the best authorities on the subject .
.A.nn

TT, L., ul. Hint for home readmg. 4+147 p. N. Y. 1 80.
B1~A. - d. A. Evil in unlimit d fr edom in th u st, of juvenile fi.cticn.
BuooK,, 1. II. , unclay-scbool libraries. L. j. 4.: 33 .

B

E . Literary landmark . 8+152 p. Bost. 1 9.
\V: I. Public librari ancl the young. ( See . . Bureau of Eclu ation
I epor on Public L11,rarie. in the United, tat€ , 1 76, 1: 412. )
w·: E. II w to u e th public library. (In his libraries and r ad r . ~- - Y.
1 3. )
L. j. 1: 74..

' ItT 111.

l'LLr UEJ,

·o
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L. j. 4.: 3-11.
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HARDY, G: E_. Five hundred books for the young. 6+94 p. N. Y. 1892.
HAWTHORNE, J. Literature for chilJren. No. Am. 138: 383; also in his Confessions and criticisms. Bost. 1887,
HEWINS, C. M. Books for the young. N. Y. 1882.
- - Yearly report on boys' and girls' reading, 1882. L. j. 7: 182.
Home libraries of the Children's Aid Society. L. j. 16: 278.
JAMES, H.P. Yearly repor t on reading of the young. L. j. 10: 278 . .
Massachusetts Free Public Library Commiss ion. Reports, 3 v. Bost. 1891-93.
MATTHEWS, B. (Arthur Penn). Home library. (Appleton's home books.) 154 p.
N. Y. 1883.
REPPLIER, A. What chil<lren read. (.Atlan. 59: 23; also in her Books and men.
Bost. 1888. )
SARGii:NT, J: F: Reading for tho young. 4-t-121 p. Bost. 1890.
SARGENT, M. E. Yearly report on reading of . the young. L. j. 14: 226.
SCUDDER_, H. E. Childhood in English literature ancl art. .Atlan. 56: 369,471.
- - Childhood in literature and art, with some ohservations on literature for
children. 253 p. Bost. 1894.
- - Childhood in modern literature and art,. .Atlan. 56: 751.
STEARNS, L. E. Reading of the young. L. j. 19: 81, 136.
WELLS, K. G. Responsibility of parents in the selection of reading for the young.
L. j. 4: 325.
WIGGIN, K. D. What shall children read f Cosmopo°l. 7: 355; also in her Children's
rights.
YONGE, C. M. What books to lend and what to give. Lond. 1888.
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Answers froni librm·ians to questions on pd{}e 945-Part I.
3

l::;

\LlfOll:-;'I,\.

\lnml'lb, .Al:unrcln fr<'() li·

hrnn·: ,1. \\'. Il:1rbo11rno.
l.t>S ,\11i:1•h·~. Lus ..-\ll)!'ClrS
JIJlblfo library; 1'l's~a L.
h.l·lso.

.1klnnd, Onklnncl pnblic li·
hr.tr\': lfrnry F. l>atcrilou .
l'a~ndt·1i:1, l'nsndonn pnhlic
Jibrarr; .Mrs. S. E. Mer·
ritt. ·
lliYrr,dde, Rh-eriliclCI public
libmry; Mary M. Smitl.J.

ncrameuto, free pnblic li·
brnry; Caroline G. Han.

I. .

4

I

u

.

u"(

I

6

7

8

No ........ ,.1 Yes ................ / 14ycars .. , .. I Yes ........... 1No .
ration.
Yes .......... . ........ 1 No ......... . ! Yes ................ 1 12;ycars ... . . I Yes ........... l :No.

Yes .......... ·I Yes ......•...•....... ·1Find~ng list in prepaLinderfeltmetbodfor
fiction . X sign for
juvenile.

No; I:uucon·
Yinccd wo
aro all on t-b o
wrong track
by separat·
ing books

t;rj

anll ohil·
ch·en in the
library nn·
dor the jn·
venile head.
No.
..... do ...... 1 N o.
Yes .... . ..... . .A.uthorand subject ... Partial; willbaveRu· 1 Ycs .. ...... . l Yes ..
dolph indexer.
l!'iotion only .. I Dewey and Cutter Wchaveafindinglist. No .......... Ycs ................ 1. . . . . do ... , .. 1 No .. . . .. . . .... l NC5 .
I (fiction).

!

No ............ I With tbootber books, I No .... .
uccorcling to D ewey
system, and marked
with an X .
Yes ... ........ 1 By Dowey system ... .

No .......... l No; we haYo
rule.

110

t ... ..

do ...... 1 Ycs ........... l No.

No ..•....... l No ................. 1. . . • . do ...... 1 No ............ / No.

l

I

l.....

COLORADO.

Yes ........... l No .................... l No .................... 1 No .......... / Yes ................ / ~2years ..... l Yes .. .... , .... ! No.
Yes ........... 1 By Dewey system,
'with X prefixed.

Finding list, but not No ..... .... . 1 Some; wonlcl more
if we bad good
complete. .Am'jus t
accommodations
about to put iuto
for washing.
use Hardy's "500
books for the young."

No .......... l Ko ............ l

ONXF.CTICOT.

lihrnry;

~

~

~t-3
I--"

!

\111\1111111

cz

CY)

No .......... l Yes .... .. '.~ ........ l..... do ...... 1 Yes ........... ! Ko.
Diego, San Diego public No .......... .. 1. . . . do
library ; Lu Yom1k.i11.
Santa llarbnra, free public Yes .... .... . . . Byanthors ............ Printed finding list ... \ If in light Wetryto ... . ......
do ...... , Yes······ · ·····j No.
covers.
libl'llry; Mrs. M. C. Rn~t.
Snnta Rosa; Bertlm Knmli . . Yes ........... No .. ............. .... . . No ....... .. ........... No .......... We 11:ive no rules .. 14years .... . Yes ........... No.

F ,,l , ~\lt'llui.::.

0
~

0

('OCk.

AT1 sonl11,

tj
;-i

!;:tt
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Denver, ru errantilo library;
C. R. Dudley.
Donvor, publio library; J".
Dana.

, o

Yr!I . .......... I Fiction; Nlncntion:tl.. l No .... .. ............. . l No .... .... .. l So far as possiule .. 1••••••••• • •• ,. , ••••••••••••• • • •

No.

<:D
l-v
I

<:D

~

Erid~eport, Bridgeport pnb·
lio 1ibrnry; Mrs. A. Hills.
Bristol, Brist-ol public
brary; E. Peck.

Yes ........... / Roughly, as fiction,
biography, science,
trnvel. history, and
miscellaneous.
Yes ........... I Al, juvenile stories;
A2, juvenile travel;
A3, juvenilb sci·
ence; A4, .iuvenile
history; A5, juve·
nile biography; A6,
juvenile literature;
A7, juvenile reli·
gion and ethics.
Yes .......... . I Only under the. head
of juveniles.

li·

Danbury, Danlmi·v libra.ry;
Mrs. C.H. Sanford.
East Rartford,Raymom1 li·
brary; Jessie ·w.Hayden.
Falls Village, DavidJ'if. Hunt
librm·y; U. Belle Maltbie.
Hartfor'd, Hartford public
library; Caroline M. Hew.
ins.

Middletown,Russelllibra.ry;
L. F . Philbrook.
Mo.o dus, East Haddam free
public library; N . E.Chaf.
fee.

New Britain, New Britain
Institute; Lilian Whiting.
N ew HaYen, New Haven
freo public library; W. K.
Stetson.

Separate c:trd catalog
(dictionary), and an
anthor list in the
~eneral finding list.
They are in a sepa·
rate section of card
catalog.

No ..

~
·=·1

Yoe._ ...........

C.C
.l

12yeaca ..... l: Yo, ........... I' No.

No .......... /' Occasionally ....... I 14 years ..... Yes ........... / No.

We have a classified No . . . . . . . 1
No .......... 1 Yes ........... l No.
catalog in book
form . .
I No ............ l No ................... . No ... ................. I· No .......... I We have no such No .......... ! No . ........ ... 1 No.
rules, as there
aro 110 young
children.
Yes ....... · .. · Alphnbetically, by No .
No •......... l No ..... .
No .......... 1· No ............ l No.
authors.
Yes ........... . In 10 classes, with J. We have a printed
No .......... ! Yes ........... ,.., .. I Ability to Only one a Yes.
prefbrnd , J. 0, mag.
author list; classi\v1"ek when
w r i t e
azines; J.10,history
fied and annotated.
the schools
on e ' s
and biography; J.
name
and
are in ses·
20, religion; J. 30,
residence.
sion.
morals and man·
ners; J. 40, travel;
J. 50, science; J. 00,
useful arts; J. 70,
flue arts anJ amliSe·
, rnents; J. 80, sto.
ries; J. 90, fairy
tales and poetry.
No ........... . ,No.
No ...... .
Some of
14 yel'.tts ..••. J, ............... I No.
To quite an They are not SQ defi. Tho children's books ': them.
No
..........
/
·We
tryto
.....
.....
l
No .......... 1 Yes
Ko.
extent, not
nitely classified as
are separate in the
entirely.
the others, for bi's·
printetl fi.mhng list,
tory and travel are
and ,others suitable
together. In some
for them are marketl
divisions juveniles
with a star.
are with others.
Y es .......... . Division of Juvenile
No . ........ , ......•.... I :No ..... : .... 1.No ...... ~ •. ~ ........ ! 12 years ... ·1 Yes ....·, , .a., .. 1 No cards: .,
under fiction.
l edger
charging
Fiction is kept I Non.fi ction has the
I
.system.
by itself.
Dewey class iii ca. Printetlfind~ng list ... ! No .... ··:··· No ................ ·...... do ...... Yes ..........•. No.
tion.
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I

I
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Answers froni librarians to ques tions on page .945-Part I -Continued.

:,;-U:CTICl'T-l'llllli11m•l1.

:•,flu-

Un,,m.

No ... . ....... ...... . .. 1 No ... . ...... / No need . It is not
a free library.

No ...... ..... ·I Only as the other
books are classified,
by subj ect.

Y111111?! )t1·11·s

l11stit11tl1: \\' . ._\ . Hur,ll-11 .

I

::-.·11w I.umlu11, Nt•w J,ondou I No.··· ······· · As other books Jma:rkecl on general
(Dewey) with J pre·
findir:.g list.
11111,lk IJhrnr~, )I. A.
fixed to class num·
l.ichurJ~on.
ber.
1
Norfolk. Xorf11lk Jil.Jrary; res .. ........ . D ewey classification .. , ........... .
ls:1lwlln 1-:hlritll!l'.
.:-."oith lir:111h)·, ·co~sitt Ii· res ...... ... . ·1 No .................... No . . ... .
ht1\n": Kato E. l>t•wt·Y.
~o r wit:h, Oti~ librnry; jou· 1 Tos ........... ByDewey ,class num. No separate catalog ;
thuu 'l'rumbull.
b ers, and .J.
in printed finding
list , not separated.
No ................... .
No ... .. .
~alishttr)·, ~nlhtlmry lil.Jrnry; T
11. E. " '· Wumor.
·1

South Norwnlk, South Nor.
walk 1mbli<· librnry; An·
gdino :-;cott.
t:~tl~~:~\,~:.::ff
librnry;
Torriugtou, Torrington Li.
bran· .A.1,sociution; no
~iiru:1tnro.
"·ntcrbury. Silns Bronson
librnn·; IT. I~ . .Bnssett.
'\Y N, t Ifortfonl, West llar t·
forcl pnblic l ibrary; Eliz.
nbetb ~- Elnwr.
" ·est Winsf('l<l, Rc-nrclsley
librnQ ; L.111. Carrington.

1~:~n

·willimnntic, 11ublic librnr_y ;

A. Dl•ll

5

4

3

2

1

No ............ / No .......••••......... ! Separate typewritten
list.

l

Tes ........... Under a l etter . ..... .. ! No separate catalog;
in the general one.
Yes ........... No . . .... .............. No ..... .

No .....•.•.. , .....

6

8

No . ....... . . They can take No cards.
out and r e ·
turn a,1ozen
a day if they
like.
12 years ... . Yes ..••....... No.

I
···········1
l
l
No ........ .. I Yes .................... . do .... . . Yes ....... .. . . No.

A £ho:~~nof No . .. ...
No .......... Y es ........... No.
No ........ .. Y es .. . ... . . . ......._ 12years ... .. Yes ...... .. ... No.

At present ;
the COV•
ers will
soon be
removed.
Yes .. .. ... . . No ..... .

No .......... l Yes . . . .. ...... I No.

~

No .......... , Yes . ... .. .. ........ , No .......... , Two a day .. .. , No.
No .......... N o . ... ..... ... ... .. No .......... Yes ......... . . No cards.

l;,j

~
I-'
00

co
l'v
I

1\Iostlv ...... . / Cer tain sbel,es are
!!;iven to history and
illustrated tra,els,
more to stories.
No ..... ....... / No.

No .......... ! Hints, rather than
rules .

No ......... . I One book
week.

Yes ........ .

12 years ..... I Yes ........... I No.

.A.tl:mtn, Yo1111i: )Ien !I J.,. Yrs ........... .Alplrnbehcally .. .... . N() ............. .. ..... S<>meofthem ,.
brttry Atu,ociation; Mit1H \
,
]
\
\\'nlfo.:l•.

0

co

Fiction is
covered.

I

~

tr::1

No ..... ... .... / \\"ith other books, ac.
cording to s ubject.

I

::.,..

H

1-rj

l2years ..... 1• . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . ! No.

I

.

0

l;,j

No . . ........ As far as practica- ·\ No .......... , One a day ..... , No.

I

tr::1

t,

d

0

No ............ / No ..... .

~;!~:\~~-. ' . I

~
~

N ~:~:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 years. . . . . Yes ... . \ . . . . . . lf o cards.

No ... .... .. .

Ye,

a

-- ---1

No.

~

ILLINOIS.

.Aurora, public library; Jas.
Shaw .

J n Yenile fir. j They are classified
tion is kept
with other books.
by itself.

.Alton, public library; Flor.
mce Doller.

Yes ... .. . ... .. I History, travels, fie·
tion .

.BelleYille, Belleville public
library; F. J. Staufcnbiel.

Yes .. . ........ I .Alphabetically under
authors . The class.
es, history, geogra·
phy, science, trav.
els, fiction, have
b een abolished.
Tes ........... l No .... . .... ... . ...... . No .................... 1 No .......... i Yes ................ 1 8 years ...... ! Yes .... . ...... 1 N o.

D ecatur, free public library;
no officer named.
Chicago, Chicagn public li.
brary, F. 8. Hild.
Gn!csbnrg, public library;
Eliz. Phillips.

Joliet, public library ; no
s ignature.
Ottawa, Recldick's library;
L.Macy.
P eoria, Peoria, public libra·
r y; E. S. Vlillcox.

Quincy, fre e public library;
Jas . Gallaher.
Rockford, public librar.v; no
signature.

No ............... . .... l No ......... . .Attempts are made
when the n eed is
s pecially appar·
ent.
No ..... .
. .. , No ... . ..... . No; they are clean
children.

No ......... . Two on each No.
card. Any
number at
5 cents a
week each .
No . ....... . . l Yes ............. ·... I No ......... . Yes ..... . .... . ~o; ibeissu.
ing s 1 ip s
are differ
ent.

Included in catalog
of English prose fie.
tion.
No ..... ....... N:~~~~······ ......•.... Children's book num.
bers are in italics in
the finding list.
Yes .......... ·1.Al.:?habetically by au.

No .......... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 No .......... l Yes .... .. ..... I No.

Yes ... .-....... 1 .Alphabetically, by
authors .
Y es ..... : ..... Yes; by subject; re.
ligion, science, my.
tliology, literature,
travel:i, history, bi.
og;raphy, German,
miscellaneous.
Y es .... ....... ! History, biography,
adventure, ,travel,
n ction,

Yes
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~

trj

~
0

~

~

W e have no rules, 16 years ..... l Yes ........... I No .
but children un.
derstand that }i.
brarybooksmust
be handled with
clean hands.
Yes ..•........ l Yes ..........•........ l No .......•............ l No ....... '; .. No ................ . 12 years .... I Yes ........... l No.
Part of
them.

No .. ........ l Yes .... .

tj
UJ.~

r-s

~

t:d

~

>
~

. .... do ...... 1 No ........... . I No.

~

Separate card catal6g. j No ......... . j Yes ........•....... l No .... ...... 1 Yes ..... ....-.. 1 No.

a
0

zQ

~

Printed finding list ... j,

Yes ........... No ..•......•..........
J

INDIANA.

E vans.ville, Willard library;
Lomsa Scantlin .
Indianapolis, 1mblic library;
Eliza G. Browning.

15 years .... I Yes ........ ... l No.

Yes ... ... ... .. l No .....•.............. Inprintedfindinglist
of 1111 books.
No ........•... Juvenile fiction is Printed finding list,
kept by itself· oth·
not of late date;
ers are not 'sepa·
new one to be is.
rated.
sued.

.A.!Jft!a. get
Not until
visibly
soiled.

~

Old enough Yes ......... .. ! No.
to write
applica·
tion.
Yes ................ I 14y~ars .... . Yes .......... .

Wetry

U1

!"12

No ......... . ! Yes . .............. . 12 years ... -1 Two ... ....... 1 No.
No .......... ! Yes ............... . 10 years ... . Y es ........... No.
1
~

c.:n

~

~
~

.A.nswm·s f1·orn Ubrarians to questions on page 945-Pait I-Continued.

1~1>1.\~·.,-l•c>ntinuctl.

J~lrhmmul, :\[orrisson Ji.
hmry; ~fr~. S .•\. ·wrigll•)".
JOW.\.

Uurllngton, puulio llbrnry;
110 ~ii,:noton-.
ll.l,·1111wrt, J.1hrnry ...\ssocin·
tiou, :::: .. \. llil'lvu.
lluh11111w, Youn!! ~fen's Li·

Ycs . .......... l Wo are auout to clas ..
sify.

7 .

6

4

3

2

8

No ........ ........ . l No .......... 1 We issue to I No cards.
the J1ead of
a family.

Both .............. . .... .

No ...................... 1 No; some No ................. I 12 years ... ·1 Yes. _.......... I No.
are.
Not printed; not sep· 1 No ........... , No; but if spoken No .......... Yes ........ ,..
arate .
to they seldom
come with soiled
hands again.
Yes ...... ...... l Not specially ... . ...... / No ... . ..... ........... / No ........... / It is not n ecessar y. No ............... 1 Yes ........... I No cards.
Yes; by autllor nnd
l"
subject.
Yes ........... 1 By authors

l>mr,\' , \i;:,;udat ion; no sig·
unturo.
Yes ......... l We try to.:-:-=:: ....... / No ............ / Yes ............ l No.

Ycs ............. l Byst7b")cctandauthor.

MAISSACTTUSETTS.

Hn11tnn, Hn11ton -pnl>ll~ li·
hnu y ; l\lnry A. J c11 kmH.

~

t:_,r:j

i-o
0

:;:c
~

No.-••....... I .Janitor bas orders 113 years . ... ·1 Yve allow five
to direct those
books in tile
with dirty bands
room.
to the wash room.

No ............ I With general classifi·
cati,m.

,.....
00
i::,
N:)

I

c.o

No .......... ... , BytheDeweyclassifi·
cation.
Yes ........... No .................... / No.

No ....

Ycs ................. l No .......... l Yes ...... .... .. l No.

Yes ...

Yes; in the r ead .. j 14year s ..... I Yes
ingroom.

No.

MA.RYLAND .

Baltimore, Enoch Pratt free
library; 13ornarcl U.
Steiner.

0

~

MADIE.

Bang-or, 1mulicliurary; Mary
JI. Curran.
Portland, Portland public
llbrnry; .A.lice C. Furbish.

d

>ed

z

LOC!S!A.'1/A.

X1•wOrlcnns, IIowarcl1fcmo·
rial library ; ,vminm Beer.

~

t:1

0

KA..'ISAS .

'l"opt•kn. fret, 1mblic liurnry;
-'lr~. K S. Lowis.

~

I Yes; mainly .. \ .Alphabetically
UI1der I No.
authors.

I

No .••••...•... \ Eaohfinclsitsplltcein

tho r.1'~ td1~r library
la::1Hthcm.1011.

I

Not unless \ No ......
bound in
white.

l

• .... clo ....... \ Ycs . .......... l No.

l

No ................. =.. ]:fo .......... \ No ............. .... \ 12yonrs ..... Yes ........... \ No.

~

Brockton, public library; no
signature.

Only the fie.
tion.

Fiction is divided in·
to books for boys,
books for girls, and
books for childten
under 10.
Brookline, Brookline public Yes .......... . .Juvenile fiction has a
library; M. A. Bean.
separ:rte alco,e, ar·
ranged by authors.
Cambriclge, Cambridgopubli.e J Yes .......... . No ........ .
library ; Almira L. Hay.
ward.

They have Sargent's
Reading for ' the
Young, and a sepa·
rate list in the fie.
tion catalog.
Separate typewritten
card catalog.

Yes .•••..... ) No ....••...•..••••. ! 13years .••.. 1 Two .......... ) No.

Yes ......... l Yes ....•........... ! 12years ..... j Yes ........... l No.

I

Printed finding list .. . Not un ti 1
soiled
or much
worn.

Ch elsea, Fitz public library; Yes .... ....... ! .Juvenile ............. .
j\{edora Simpson.
Cli nton, Bigelow free pub· No ........... . With other books, by No ....... .
lie lil.Jrary; C. L. Greene.
anthor and subject.
Concord, Concord free pub· Yes .......... . .A.n attempt was m!lde No .... .
lie library; Ellen F. Whit.
to putjuvenile tra,.
ney.
el, histories, stories,
etc., together , but
the alcove is now
too crowded.
Dellhnm, Dedham public li. No ..... , .. ~~ .. U ntler juvenile fiction .
br:n.v; F. M. Mmm.
Fall Ri,er, Fall River public No .....•...... ! No .................... ! No ........ .
library; '\'\' °m. R Ballard.
Fitchlmrg, Fit!ll.1burg pub. No ............ I As juveniles .......... I Card catalog .......... /
lie library; P. C. Rice.
Framingham. town library; T"es ........... l Vetyslightly, accord.
No .................... l
Emma L. Clarke.
ing to subject.

::r.

Hnxerhill, Haverhill public
library; Edward Capen.
Holyoke, Holyoke public Ir
brary; no signature.
Lancaster, Lancaster town
library; R. M. Marvin.
Lawrence, Lawrence public
library; Mary]', Packard.
Lincoln, Lincoln library;
Miss H. A. Howes.
Lowell, city librnry; T . .A..
Chase.

Not when
new.
As soon as
soileti.
Yes; after
first t hree
months.

.A.lasf No ........ ; . 13 years, or Yes ........... ! No.
high est
class in
grammar
school. ·
Yes.
14years ..... ·Yes . ......... .

1-3

No ................. !..... do ...... 1 Yes ........... J No.

~

We liave no rules 12yeats ..... 1 Yes ........... i N6.
except when a
severe case seems
to call for them.

~~

Yes ......... ! When

we can ...... ! 14yeats .. ... J Yes ........... ! No .

Yes ......... l No.

H

Yes ......... / Yes ................ I..... do ...... J Three ........ J No.
Yes ......... ! Thisisseldomnec·
essary.

J

Yes .......... .
No .......... ..

No .....

Yes .......... .

We h. ~ve a few lists
made out by people
ittterestecl iil reaa.
ing for the young.

Yes ...... .... .
No ............ I They are class1fiecl
·
wtth our other
books, Dewey sys·
tern -and author in·

dex.

·

Yes ......... ! No ...... , .......... ]' 12 year~ ..... i No.

I Yes ......... l Weclean
recommend I 14years ..... ! Yes ...........
hands.

8

w.""
~

..... do ...... 1 No ........... .

14years, but Yes ..... ...... ! No.
at any age
if parents
will be re·
sponsible.
No ..... .
No .......... J Nortiles; we some. 12years ..... Yes ........... No.
times require a
washing of hands.
No .................... ! No ... ....... ! Wotryto .......... j 14years ..... J Two .. ........ J No.

N<.5 ........... .

0::

Nd.
j

~
>

~
~

d

0

zs

~

t,::,:j

m
~

No.

:~ ·;1~~·~. ~..s.~~~~~~~. ;: ·~~ ~;s~~. : ~ ~~; ~~:: ·. ~ ~:: :.~~ .~: r~~ .: :: ~~l~.i~.~~~; I: ::
1

::~

card catalog and
intend to print a
finding lisu.

'but soon
have to be.

'

.

strictly en.
forced.

(S

Cl

Q'(

~

.Ansu•e1·s fl'om librarians to qnestions on page 945-Par t 1-Contin'.led.

Yes .......... ·I Only in the catalog;
children have access
to the s helves.

w,•11. :\litltlh>~e'C )[ocl111 n·

k~' l 11:;titnt~1 ;
,,,nt.

•.\. .

L. Snr .

Yes ...... .. . . . Y es; general works,
fktion , biography,
history, poetry,
science, and arts,
travels.
No ... . ....... . No ..... .

Lnw, fn ,, public library;
• l;, llun!!hlon.

~nhlen. 1>11 hlic 11 brnry;
\. Willium:-.

:Xatit•k. Mor,-e
:Xollio L. Fox.

No sep ar ate card cat·
alog; lists of n ew
booli:s are p rinted
in t h e local paper s .
Printed fi n di n g list.

Xe"

Bedford, freo pub'lic
lil.irarJ; R C. Ingraham.

Newbmyport, public li ·
brnry ; Johu D. P:m:;ons.
Now ton, fr ee 1ibrary; Eliz·
11botl.t P. '.rhmstuu.
North A<lnms, pnblic
bmrs ; ::"l. t h.18 Duutou.

Ji.

1

The same as others,
and with them with
the exception of fie.
tion.

No. . ....... . Withotberbooks, and
classified
are

as

they

I
1

Practically ... Not classified save as
. ' ' juveniles. "
No ........... . No ..... .

I Yes ... . . . . ... ·I Juyenile
:fiction same
as other :fiction,

with J. prefixed.
Other books classi.
fled also with J .

No . .. . ...... 1 Iti s notneces1-ary .

I

~

N o . ........ . 1 Y es ;ifw:1n ted. l No cards .

ble.

t_rj

Printed list pr ep ared

•

Institute; I Juvenile fl c ·
tion is.

I

8

6

5

··1N o ....... ···1.As much as p ossi. I 12 y rnrs .... . I Y es .•......... I No.

~~iti~i!:~l ~~;ste\~t
No ....... . ... . Like the other books. No
Juvenile fiction is
b y itself.
Yes .......... . Travel, history, fie. Separate card cat a ·
tion.
·
log.
Yes .......... . Cutter classification . .. No ..... .

.:',!nrbl1•hen1l. \bhot pnbliu
llbrnr.,·; ) ! rs. S . F. Greg·
urr.
)lnrh111rc1, puhlil' library;
::;i1r:ih E. c·ottiu,z.
:hh-1lti,r,I, publi\• lihrary; 110
~i.!!llllllll'O.

4

3

2

Ot

W e have Sargent's
Reading for the
Young, with the
numbers on the
margin.

Ko ..... .

No .. . ...... . l So far aspossible . . 1• . . . . do ...... 1 Y es .... . ...... / N o.

After t h ey
be c ome
soiled.
.As soon as
soiled.

d

~

fl

We charge a few I 14years . . ... l Y'es .. .. ... .... l N o.
cents for the sec·
ond offen se.
Yes . . .. . .. .. No .. . .. ..... .. .. . . . I 12years .. .. . I Yes .. .. .. .. .. . 1 No.
Most o
t h em.

Cl

Yes

No ... . .... . . l Yes . . ....... . . l No.

H

0

z
~

· trj

"'Cl

I demand that all 12years ..... l Yes . .......... I No.
books shall bR
handled with
car e. .Au:v care.
lessness is fin.
able.
In fi.ct1on, I have n ever ex. 14years ..... / Yes . .. . ....... l No.
yes; in
amined
the
hands . We fine
other de·
them if t h ey in·
partments,
no.
jure the books.
Yes .... . . . . . No . . .... . .... . ... . 16 year s . .. . . I Yes . ... . . . ... . I No.

No; they are entered
on accession lists
and bulletin s as ju.
venile literature.
We n s e Sargent's Yes ...... ... l .As far as practi·
cable.
R eading f o r th e
Young,- with our
call 11tunbers.
No .... ..... . . ...... . . . No . ..... . ... l We ta l k co n·
stantly .

P>

~

I 12years ... .. l Yes ;

seven .. .

14year s ..... j Two . ..... . .. . l T :ue:itc t ~ d
·with a let ·
ter J.

0

~

~i-3
I-'
00
(-0
I,;:)

I

(0

~

Nortlinmpton,

L1brnry.

freo 1rnblic

North Easton, .A.mes frco
lil.Jrnry.

Peabody, Peabody library;
,T. " 7 arren Upton.
Pittsfield, Berkshire athe.
neum; Harlan IL Ballard.

Qn1Dcy, Thomas Crane pub.
lie library.

Salem, Salem public librar.y;
Gardner M. Jones.
Slielb11rne Falls, .Arms li·
brary; Flora A. Halligan.
Somenille, Somerville pub.
lio library; Harriet .A.
Adnms .
Southln·id~_e, Southbridge
public library; A. Jen.
nette Comin1:1.
Springfiel<l, City Library As.
socia.tion; William Rice.
Sioneharu, Stoneham public
library; M. H. Boyce.

l

No ...... ······/ Fiction and juvenile .. Written lists and
Yes ......... Yes ............. . .. J 12 years .... -I Yes ........... I No
numbers a.ftixed to
Sargent's Reading
for the Young.
Yos; in asep. The children's alcove We have a printed Yes ......... l No, but there are
14 years .. - . -I Yes ..... _.... _I No .
arate alcoYe.
has four ranges.
bulletin. Edition
fines for ho o ks
One bas books of a
exhausted.
badly soiled or
miscellaneous char.
torn .
acter. ' l'he second
aud third are rough·
ly divided into
books for boys and
books for girls, his•
tory and discovery
are in the boys'
range, science and
natural history in
girls'. The fourth
has biographies.
No ... ... ..... . No ................... . No ................... .
..... do ...... I Yes·-···-·····I :No.
J

Yes ........... l History, travel,
amusements,
sto·
ries, periodicals,
science.

No ........... .

No ........... .
No ........... .
Mostly ....... .

Printed finding list .. . .A.bout half. No printed rules, 15years ... _.l Yes; nocards.l
We have
but we suggest
abandoned
washiIJg hands
the prao·
when needed.
tioe after
thorough
trial.
They are arranged ..... do .........••..... Yes ...•..... No ..•..••..•.......
14 years, No ............ l
with other books,
and all
such as history,
children
biography, travels,
of .A.. and
literature, poetry,
B
gram·
and fiction.
mar grade.
Dewey classification
No.·-··-···········
··--1
No
.......
Only
in
reading
12years
..... Yes ........... l
andJ.
room.
.A.s .i u v en i l e s in
No
....
·--·-·
No
..
....
.........
1
No
..........
,. .
printed ca.talo".
They are not cYassi·
They
have
none
..
....
!
Yes
...
:·
····
1
Yes
........
.......
114years
..
..
1
No.·-··-·····-1
fied.

·-·1

No cards
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l:?=j

~
0
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ts
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H

t:o

~

No.

>-

~

t-<

a
0

No.

z~

~
l:?=j

No.

rn
ff1

Yes ...... ..... I Under history, biog.
raphy, travel, fie.
tion.

No-········--···-····-1 Y es .. -.... .. 1 Yes ................ l No ... _..... . Yes; Ithinka
child should
be allowed
bu tone book
a week.
Yes ......... _. , Yes; broadly, as far I Both ...... .......
No .......... , Yes; in extreme
14years ..... 'l'bree ....... . No.
as space permits.
oases.
No ............ No·-·- ····-··-· ·-···· · They are distin. Not gener. No ..
l0years ..... 1 No ...... ·-··-·1 No.
guished by a star.
ally; only
the oldest
ones.

··-··1

~
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.Answers from librarians to questions on page 945-Part r....:....cont'irnied.
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library;

I

I JnpnrL ....... ,

E. 0 . .Arnold.

•

Tboyareindicated by
daggert1 in the gen·
eral finding list.

I

•

No ........ .

I

•

I . •

Yes;though We try, bnt don 't
alw:zys succeed.
we are ex.
periment.
ing w ith .
n ew bin d·

I

•

I

'

I '

15 years ..... 1 Yes .. ......... I No.

~fa"~t~f

Wnlthurn, ,,nlthnm 1mblic

libr,1ry; l[ri,. :\l. J,;. Bill.
""nrr,:11, \\':1rrl'II public Ji.
hrnn·: no ~i!!nntun•.

trj
t,

ate that
· necessity.
Printed finding list ... Yes .. ..... . .

I

N1, .......... .. Yes; like the others,
Dowey system .
No; except. Classified with the
ing fiction.
other books.

No.

14 years . .. . . t Two . ...... . .. I No.

No .......... / Sometimes ..•...... ! No .......... / Yes . ......... . ! No.

t

I

Bnr City, Un:, Cih· 1rnb1io
ltl>rary, .A.unio ]!'. l~nrsous.

1>1•troit, p11h1i1• library; IL
\l. Utl,-y.

>""'3
H

We sometimes ask 12 years; 10 Yes ........... l No.
We ha,e Sargent's
by special
a chitcl to wash
Reading for the
p ermis·
his hands be.f{)re
Young, and Miss
sion.
giving him a
.Jarnes's school list,
book.
to which our num·
bers aro added .
''tobnr11, public library; no Yes ........... ! Ko ................... . They have a separnte Yes ......... ! Ifwecao .......... l 12years ..... l Yes .. .. . ... .. . No.
plac~ in the printed
~iJ!U:ttlll'l'.
catalog.
~o ..•................. Not until Yes; as well as we No limit, but Two .......... ! Yes.
Worco,-t<>r, fr<'<' pnhlic li· Ko ............ ! No .... .
tho cliscre.
the covers
can.
brnry; ::imuuel Swett Green.
tion of t he'
aro much
head of the
clcfacecl.
circulat.
_ iogdepart·
ment.
:mcmG.\N.
Wi,ymiiulh, 'l'nft'ij library;
C . ..l. lllnuohurd.

q
a

I

Yes ... . .. .. .. . By subjects: Most of Wo use the Sargent I No .......... \ Sometimes .. .. . . .. . \ 12 years ..... I Yes ........... I No.
catalog, checking
tho histories, biog.
our books io r ed.
ra11hies, books on
sciences and trav.
ols are w11ero tho
chilclren see tliem
and select for thom.
selves.
No.
No ........... . No ................... . No .... , ..... '.......... I No .......... ! No ................. ! 14yoars .... .
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Grand Rapids; Lucy Ball.. .. ! Yes ........... / .A.rrang-ed alpl.Jabetic.
ally Dy a uthors .

Kalamazoo ................... ! No . .. ..... ... . ,......... .

There is a list for the
public schools, but
this is not a com.
plete ~atalog of ju.
venile books in the
library.

No ..... .

MINNESOTA.

No ............. : ... ! lOyears .... . / If a child I No.
draws a
book a day
he is limited
to two a
week, un.
less other·
wise re.
quested. by
parent or
teacher.
No .......... l No ................. I 6 years ...... I Two .......... / No.

j

Minneapolis; J. K. Hosmer ..

Fiction and juveniles
are in one finding
list.

St. Paul, St. Paul public I Yes ........... 1 Juvenileliterature ... .
library; Helen J. McCainc.

No .......... I Not to any extent .. 14 years, ex· Yes ........... / No.
cepttoyu.
pilsrecom.
mended by
teachers.
Not gener· I No ................ . No ......... . Yes ........... ! No.
ally.

MISSOURI.

Kansas City, Kansa3 City
pnblic library; Carrie W.
Whitney.
St. Louis, St. Louis puulic
librnry; F. M. Crunden.
MO)lTANA.

Helena, Ilelena public Ji.
brary; Fra.nk C. Patter.

~
0

~

tJ

u,No ............ / Yea . ...... ............ / Separate card catalog, Yes ......... No .........•••..... l No .......... 1 Yes ........... / No.
also included in die·
tionary catalog.
.
.
.
.
Yes .......... . l Science,history, biog. I Se1Jara.te card catalog. No ...... .... Only for books I No .. ........ 1 Yes ..•........ / Yes .
raphy, travels and
used in the Ji.
adventure, fiction.
brary.
No •........... / With rest of library . We expect to make a
No .......... / We are growing
Cutter classification.
classified printed
:more anil more
list. Hardy's "500
particular.
Books for the
Y 01.mg" will be
used for the present.

NEBRASKA.

Omal1a; Jessic.A.lla.n . •....... I Fiction is .. ... I They are kept with
other books .
?,,"EW IIAMPSHIRE.
Concord, public library; D.
F.Secomb.

~

t:::l

Webaveaprintedlist./ No .. ....... .

l:.-1

~

t;j

~

>

~
~

0

12years; we
expect to
abolish it-,
but re·
quire sig·
nature of
parent for
under 14.

Yes . .......... / No.

0

21

0

~

U).

~

lOyears .. : .. 1 Two ......... . / No.

No .... : ..... ! No; we examine 110 years . .. . 1 Two .•........ / No.
their hands
sometimes a n d
recommend soap
and water.

<:.O

~

<:.o

~

A.11su·crs fro111, l-ibrar-ians to questions on page 945-Pm·t I-Continued.
1
~K\I' 11 .\~ll':-IIIHE-l' OUt'd.

,~,/;~;1 Jt ~1:1~-l~~~J~r.r; C:tr·
)l;111rhl'11tC1r, 11 n n ch l' 11 tr 1·
City lil>rnr); )!rs. M. J.
H1111 chl'r.
Nn,.hn:1, pul>lic lil>rary:
llnrriot, <Jrombio.

froe public Ji.
brnry; R K 1Ucb.

l'tH·t ;.111011th,

NEW JERSEi.

N't·.wnrk, Xownrk public Ji.
br.11·) ; }'. I'. Hill.

r1g~~~~~,·~~i1ro~t~!.~librnry;
l ' lnin!khl , public lil>rary; E.
L . .Adn1t1s.
NEW YORK.

Alhnny, homo libraries;
:lltu·y S. Culler.
Brooklyn, Pratt Institute;
:llory W . Plummer.

Brooklyn , Union for Chris·
Linu \\' ork; Fnuny Ilull.

3

2

I

Yes ...... . ... . Fict ion and part of No; but children eas.
travel are by them·
ily u se the general
sel, es; but I like
card catalog.
them lJet ter sheh ed
with their classes.
Not ex:c lu· No .................... ,........... .
si,cly.

4

5

O':l

6

8 ·

Li <rbt.bouud Yes ....... ... ...... [ 12years .... -j Two; rule not I No.
always en.
books at
forced.
on ce; otb·
ors as tr,ey.
need.
Yes .. ...... . No············ ; ···· l 16yeara_ .. _·.I Yes .....•..... [ No.

Yes ........... / Y es; under ju,enile .. j They have a separate No ...........1 No ................ -1 ...• _do ...... / Two .......... / No.
card catalog, and are
in the priutecl catalog.
No ............ / Only under juvenile .. / No .••......•.......•.. j No .......... j W e can not ........ j 12years .... . Yes; but the No.
librarian
checks e x·
ces s es in
school chil·
dren.
No . ........... ! Yes; like an other No; use _Sar g- en t' s ! When soiled.j Not offensively .... j 14 years ..... Yes .. ....•.. . . No .
Reading for the
books, and with J.
Young with our call
numl>er.
No . ........... / Same ns other books . No ................... :/ As a rule, no_ No. We :fine peo. .. . ...·do ...... / Yes ... .. . . .... / No .
ple who soil or
use books unrea.
sonably.
Their story ByDeweys:,stem ..... No; we have a se. No . ..... ... . We have notfouml ..... do .... . . [ Yes . .. ..... ... [ :Ko.
it n ecessar y.
lected list kept at
books nre.
the '' children's ta.
ble."
Librarian h as card· No .......... / Clean hands are en· About 8 to One book, one No cards.
They are all No ..... .
15 years.
number of a
catalog, each child
couraged.
children's
periodical.
a written list in al·
booki;.
phabeti cal order.
Yes ; for chil. Like the rest of t h e li· Tifut~'Titten :finding Y es ......... / Yes ; in reading No_ .... - .... [ Two- ·· ··· ··· - Yes; under
14, li g ht
room.
br ary, by the D ewey
clren under
brown
H.
system .
stamped
children 's
card.
12years
....
No ............ / Yes; same as other Yes; children's list of I When soiled . j Partly
authors anrl titles at
boo1,s. Dewry clas.
the end of the cartl
sification.
catalog. They aro
also in the general
card catalog.
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:Bnffalo, Buffalo library; J.
N. Lamed.

for youn g
Ft:~:1!\;
it~ 1······ ····· ............ . "Books
readers " was print.
self.

t:,,j

t:f GloYersYille, GloYer s'" i 11 e
~
free library: .A.. L. Peck.

r
,_.

~

Newburg, Newb urg free
library; CJ. Estabrook.
New York, Aguilar library;
no signature.
New York, New York free
circulating library; Ellen
lU. Coe.

Yes ........... I History ancl biog;ra.
phy, poetry, sci·
ences, travel, fi C·
tion, prose litera.
ture.

cclinl881. Juvenile
books are starred in
our prin ted finding
l ist.
Printed :finding list.

Yes .... . ... . ! We enforce ' th e
rule str i ctly.
Children having
dirty bands must
wash tliem be.
fore thoy apply
for books . A
lavatory is con.
nected witli each
room .

No .......... / 600 free tick.
ets are dis.
tributed in
the public
schools.

12years ..... Yes. How· I
ever, I fre.
quently call
the atten.
tion of par.
ents, teach·
ers,and cbil·
dren to the
evil effect of
too many
No ....... .... .
books.
No ....... . ............ 1 No ........ . L Yes .. ........ .. .... I Ability to Not to chil.
read.
dren under
1
10.
Yes ...... .. ... Dewey classification .. Printed list . ....... .. .
A ll except Yes .. ... . .... . . . . . 11 ;years .... . Y es ...........
1
new books.
Fiction only
Withauthorletterand No; except:fiction. In
Not at first . No absolute rule; 12years . ... . Yes; in our
book number.
each class, however,
We think
,
but we try to in.
library the
all books recom.
t h at an
fluence the chll.
ch ildr en
attractive
dren in that re·
have e n.
a~·~
co v e r
spect.
terecl
into
guished by an as.
teaches
an
engage.
te::-i.sk following the
careful
ment with
book number.
as e of
th e libra.
books.
rian that
every fifth
book shall
be of berse·
lection and
other than
No .... . .... . . . ! In the catolog by
fiction.
The juvenile fiction is I Yes ... . ..
Yes .. .............. ! No .. . .. ... . . Yes ...........
su.bjects.
separately classi .
.tied in our :finding
list of fiction, and
the other jnvenv ile
lit erat ur e cata.
loged by classes in
onr finding list of
general works.

··1

::a~::

New York; no name of li.
brary or signature.

No .. ....... · I In regard to books
·
used in tho Ji.
brary .

Yes; school
tickets
are.

No.
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.Answers f1·01n-lib1~ rians to questions on page 945-Part I-Continued.
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SJ-:W \'1ll!K- l'\)llli111H'l1.

l',"rw Y,•rk, Y. ,z.
S:1111h ""· C11ttl'll.

.

1',,11::hk,•cpsil', ,John C. Sick·

1,,,..

tun.

Utica, 11l'11ool <li!drirt Ji.
hrnry ; .E liznucth A. Jn.
COU>i.

01110.

(;h1Y1•lnncl, Cl,~n·l:md public
library; "\\"111. ll. 13rci.t.

I>nrton, public library; no

~ignntnro.
Sprini::,fichl, War,lrr pnb1ic
library; R <.:. " ' oodwnrd.
Tolo<lo, public librnry; 1\Irn.
11'. D. Jermniu.

I

I

4

I

6

I

I

6

I No .. ..... ......... . 1 14ycars ..... l

Not un t il
,soiled or
worn.

No .. ... ... .

No .......... , Not unl ess books

Yos ......... . · 1 .Alpha rn•,i-:nlly by au·
thors, etc.

We have a printed
:finding list.

No . .........

No .. ....... ... 1 .Alphabetically by ti·
tlo and author.

They are kept by
themselves in the
catalog.

No .. ........ l We try

1

'1'1"fli·. •rrov Yonu.,.?if<'n's""\ s.
1-1:rfoti!ln; l>o \\"itt Clin·

S

No; they are in the
general card c ata·
log.

Yes ... ........ 1 No; tl10yareni-r:tngecl
alphabetica ll y by
author under class
mark.J.
No .... ........ ! No ..

. \ .;

l

N~~~.~~~~~~~· ......

,

7

I

Yes ........... l No.

I No.········ ·[ Yes ........ . .. , No.
12years; not Yes ... ........ No.
strictly
enforced.
No.
10 years . .... I No .

trl
tj

C1
0

ll>-

Stories :uo by Books of other classes We have no separate No ... . ..... . I As far as possible .. I 14years .... · 1 2storybooks . . l No.
lists for children.
nro with books of
tbcmsclYes,
the same sort for
nlphabotic·
older people.
ally by an·
thors.
Yes . ....... .. . S:tmeasotherbooks .. l No ..... ............•.. 1 No .. .. .... .. l Do not knowhow; I 10years ..... l Yes .. •. ....... l No.
occasionally we
renl()nstrate.
to 15 I Yes . . ......... 1 Yes.
Like therestoftho Ii· I Separatec::ml catnlog. No ........ .. I We try to . ..... ... . I 10
Y
years.
brnry, butwithasep·
nratc class number.
Storiesonly .. . 1 With tho rest of tho \..... do ................ \ No ........ . . \ Yes ................ \ lOyears .... . l Two . ...... . .. l No.
library.
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P EXXSYLVANIA.

.1.\ll<'gh<'ny, Cnmcgio free Fiction is ..... 1 With other books Un•
der tho Dowey clas·
lil.Jrary; Wm. M. Steven·
sification .
~on.
rrmnntown. Friends' frco Ycs ... .. ...... l No ............... . ... .
librnry; Willinm JUk.
Philaclclphin, .Apprentices' No ............ l ·withotherbool;sun· No ........... . ..... ...
der tho Dowey clas·
Librnry Com1inny; C. M.
sification.
r1ull'rhill.
Stranto11, Scrnnton public No ............ \ Like otberl>ooks ... .. No ............ . ... .. ..
libl'llry; Jlcnry ,J. Cnrr.
Yes ........... Likootlwrbookswith No; exceptin g a l ist
,YilkcKlmrro, OKtN·l1011l fro
J. prefixed.
for school use.
hbrnry; llununh l'. J tune:, .

8

CD

Afeware ... l Yes ......... .. ..... l 12years ..... l Yes ........... l No.
No . ........ . l Notstrictly ..... .. . l . . . . . do ..... . 1 No ..... : ..... .

l

No .... ...... Veryoften ......... .Ability
read.

to I Two ...... . . .. l No.

N.o . ......... Same as for any No ......... . ! Yes ........... l No.
book takers .
Yes . ....... . We try to .... : .... . 12 years; but Yes ... ....... . ! No.
encoura ge
childr e n
to use their
p,trents'
cards.

:''

RTIODE I SLAND.

Nowport, Newport public
library; no signature.
Pawtucket, Pawtucket public Library; Minerni, A..
Sonders .

No. __ ___ --- - -- 1 They arc with fiction,
llllt on se par ate
shelves.
Largely_ . ___ _-1J3ytbeDeweysystem .

M ,muscript catalog s
ofjm·euilo books.
N either; our shelves
are open and have
printe,l labels .

.r'roYitlence, Pro'\"i1lence public library ; 1.Y. E . Foster.

Y P.S - ____ - ____ • I Yes. _____ .

l'i·oonsocket, Ilarris Institnto library; Auna Metcalf.

No __________ __j Notseparately ____ __ __l I 11:wo prepared a
school catalog of
desirable books.

No ____ _

I

Not nulE'ss
15 years. - __ -I No_. - . _. _. _- _.
badiyworn ·
or soiled. /
Yes_ ._ ... _-· Rigidly _____ . ____ __ No; e ac h
.A.t the discre- No.
pupil fo
t ion of tl1e
the public
librarian.
schools
hasacanl
marked
"school."
T"es .. .. . . ___ j Yes
14years .. __. .A.syet · - -·· ·- ·1 No; but the
school card
is.
Y es · --·- --- -1 I can not ___ ______ J ____ do
Yes. __________ No .

·-----1

0

Mostly _.. - - - -I Fiction, travels, scionco, biography.

l;j

vYrittenlists ___ ______ / Fiction always; others generally.

St . .Johnsbnr:r, St.Jolmsbury I No ___ ______ ---1 With rest of library __
.\thcnroum ; LouiseL.Bartlett.
Yergennos,MaryP.Tucker. Yes ___________ Alphabetically ·---- --1No ________ _
W .ASB!~GTON.

Occasionally .. _. __ _ 14 years;
Yes-·-··----- -1 No.
younger
children
take books
on cards
of p arents;
cooks,
cc:tchmen,
No __________ / W o ~ryto. Were- 14etc.
years ___ _ No------···---1 No.
qmre books to bo
wrappediupaper.
Yes. _______ .l No_· ··········--- .. 1 7 years -- ---1 Notusually.-- 1 No.

Se~ttle,
public library ; Mrs., Yes ___ ___ - - -- -1 Dewey system._ ... _--1 Typewrit
te_n ; wi 11 j Yes._ ----_ -· j·. _·- __________ ·- ___ .j 12years .... -1Yes. __ . ____ ... I No.
S. K. Ilarnett.
soon be prmted.
WISCONSIN.

Milwaukee, Milwaukee pnblic library; Ther esa rr_
Wost.

~

~

YERl\lONT.

Bnrlington, FletcbE'r free
library; Sarah C. Hagar.

H

o5

No ____________ j Like r est of library,
with X added to
ntuuber.

Printed lisfa:i__ ____ - -- .I

No_--_______ , Not Yery well ____ -- I No __ _·---· .. I Yes ___ ·- -- .. --1
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Answers from Ubrarians to questions on page 945-Part II.
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Ucott, .Alger, Castlemon, Douglas, Kellogg, Optic . -1 They are encouraged to consult librarian and assistants .. , No.

;\h1111t•1l:1 1 . \lnnH•tln fret' Ji.
bran·: ,T. \\". llnrbournCI.
,1;,, .. a.\llt::t•ks, Lo,i .\ngt>lt•11

1111hllt1 - Jil.Jrury; Tt•ssa L.
.Kelso.
()akl,11111, Onklnntl 1rnblic li- .A.lcott,Butterworth, Coffin, Champney, 'Irowbriclge,
Y-oage's historic::; .
l1rnrY: llt•m·,· F. Putt-rson.
l'i11-,1tlr·11n, l'n~mlt•un 1mblic ..lkott and Trowbridge
llhmn·: Mr;1.::,; E.~forritt.
Hin•~iilu, Hin•r11ilh• publiu .Alcott, .Alger, Ca&tlemon, Finley, Henty, Sophie
::'tfa)', Optic .
libr:1n·: :\Inn· .U. Smith.
',llt'nllllClllO, ft:,,e )>Ublic Ji- Alger, Castlemon, Ellis, Optic
hrnn· · C:•roliuo G. Hunn,d,·.

Interestin~_parents, teachers, and the children them- No.
selves. 'We have a special assistant, and tbev are encouraged to consult the librarian and all the assistants.
They are encouraged to consult the librarian ... .......... I No.
Personal suggestion; we try to select the very bestread-1 No; t h ey use the large read- ·
ing. I would exclude Trowbridge if I could.
ing room.
Help_ is always willingly rendered by librarian and No.
assistants.
None; we recommend when there is op110rtunity to do so. No.

Personal advice mainly; we have Sargent and Burt; the
ambitious readers are asked to choo&e books; no special
assistant.
By
personal interest in them; they consult the librarian
S:m1n _B_nrbar,1, free p~-iblic .Alcott, Alden, Henty, Stoddard, Trowbridge ....... and assistants.
L1hr.11., ; )!rs. hl. C. hast.
~:mta ltosa: Berthn, Kumli.. .Alcott, Coffin, Ewing, Henty, Optic, Reid, etc .. .... _ They are encouraged to consult the librarian by teachers,
who sometimes send lists.
..\lcott, Alger, Coffin, Fenn, Henty, Knox, Ober,
Towle, Mark Twain .

l>i,'!!'ll, S1.11 Dit•go public
libmrJ; Lu Younkin.

,:111

I

CO~ECTICUT.

n:<onia, .Ansonia library ;
F. J. Merline:.
llritl~oport, Bridgeport 11ublic library; Mrs . .A.. llills.

BriRtol, DriRtol public 11brt\r)·; K l'ock.
D,rnlmr.,, Dnnlinry library;
.Mr11. C. JI. Kuufortl.
l~1111t llart r,ml. ltnymoncl library; J ca~io "r. 1I11ytlou.

_\.Jger, Castlemon, Ilenty, Optic ........ .
Alcott, Ballantyne. Coffin, Fenn, Kellogg, Knox,
Trowbridge, :llark Tw::un; we do not have Optic,
Castlcmon, Alger, Elsie books .

>
~

1--4

No.

~
t_:rj

No.

No methods; they are encouraged to consult the assist-1 No.
ants .
Keep the quality of books fairly high; talk to them when No; wish we had.
they come to the library; print special lists; get the
teachers to look after them; they are encouraged to
consult librarian and assistants.

.Alcott, Optic, Henty ............ .... ..... - .... ....... . Calling attention to books useful and helpful, which I No.
have read myself. I frequently converse with the children, and try to make them feel that I am a friend.
Abbott, .A.lcott, Alden, Ballantyne, Bolton. Burnett, We have tried or are trying most of the popular methods, No; we believe that the
quiet order ancl politeness
:Butterworth, Champney, Church, Coftin, Fenn,
but have little faith in anythin~ except clirect persou al
we exact from them teach
Hnle, Ellis, Henty, Kellogg, Kingston, Knox , Lillie,
influence; tried having a special assistant ancl window;
many most valuable lesfind t h at children have their favorites, and it is better
Sophie May, Molesworth, Otis . Reid, Scudder,
sons.
Margaret Sidney, Stephens, Stoddard, Trowbridge,
to let them go to the assistant they like best.
Verne, Woolse:v .
Ileuty, Roe. Columbian histories .......... _. . ........ · Snc_lt personal advice as the librarian finds occasion to
1 gwe.
Alcot~, Alger, Ca~Uemon, Ellis, Kellogg, Perry, We ha,e but one librarian, and they are all exp ected to No.
Optic, :llark Twam.
consult her.
Alcott, ..l.lger, Cooper, .Henty, Kellogg, Optic, Stoel- We h a,e no children under 14 ancl not more than half a No.
<.lnrd, Whitney.
dozen under 18.

I

d
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No.

COLORADO.

I>t•m·t•r, mercnntilo library;
G. H. Ducllt'y.
D,•un•r, 1>ublic library; J.
Dana.
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Falls Village, Dnsid M. Hunt
lilmi.ry; C. Belle Maltbie.
Ilartford, Ilartford public
library; Caroline M. Hewins.

.Alcott, Alger, Coolidg&, Renty.

No special methods; no assistant . ....·.. - ...... -- -- - - - . - - -1 No.

Alcott, A. ldeu, Burnett, Coffin, Coolidge, Fenn,
Henty, Kellogg-, Meacle, Molesworth, .Munroe,
Stoddard, Mark Twain, Uncle Tom's C:1bin, Black
.Beanty, Verne, and fairy tales. Boarding-school
stories are very popular and there is a special Ii.st
of them.

General friendliness of librarian and assistants, bool,s on No.
open shelves, talks in school, and cooperation with teachers. 1!oth assistants and books nro carefully chosen.
The children have access to about a hundred books at a
time on the open s helves. The supply is constantly
renewed. The printed author list was ready as soon as
the library was open, and has been of the greatest use.
Children make opt the lists among themselves, and the I No.
librarian uses h er own judgment about :finding books
"out" and substituting others better suited to the age
and intelligence of the child.
An interest in each child and his needs as far as possible; I No.
they show a willingness to be helped.

Middletown , Russell library,
L. F. Philbrook.

Alcott, Burnett, Coolidge, Cooper, Henty. Kellogg,
Marryat, May, Stowe (Uncle Tom's Cabin), Trowbridge, Verne.

:llooclus, East Haclclaro free
public library; N. E.Chaffee.
New Britain, New Britain
Institute; Lilian Whiting.
Now Raven, New llaven
free public library; W. IL
Stet!lon.
New Raven, Young Men's
Institute; "\V. A. l:3orden.

Alcott, Burnett, Coffin, "H. H.," Kellogg, Knox,
Trowbridge.

Alcott, Burnett, Coffin, Henty, Stoddard, Trowbridge, I Encouraged to consult the librarians ..... - - ............. - -1 No.
Wiggin.
Alger, Cast.lemon, Ellis, Optic, Troworidge ......... _ Encouraged to consult librarian and assistants ....... ___ . No.

~
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Alcott, Alger, Castlemoll, Finley, Henty, Kellogg,
Optic, Ray, Verne.

No methods; they have access to shelves; we keep our I No.
juvenile books with all the others because we prefer the
children to see and handle other bvoks than those specially written for them. 'l'welYe per cent of last year's
circulation was among boys and 6 per cent among girls .
They are encouraged to consult the librarian and assistants.

New London, New London Alcott, .Aldeu, Champney, Coolidge, Coffin, Ellis,
public library; M. A.
Finley, Henty, KPllogg, lter, Sophie May, Munroe,
.Richardson.
Trowbridge, Mark Twain.
Norfolk, Norfolk library;
They are helped by the librarian; they occupy the general No.
Isabella Eldridge.
reaclihg room almost to exclusion of adults.
North Granby, Cossitt li - Alcott, Burnett, Coolidge, Edgeworth, Eggleston, No special methods; they are encouraged to consult the No.
brary; Kate E . Dewey.
Finley, Page, Richards, Scudder, Trowbridge,
lihrarian.
Wiggin.
Norwich, Otis library ; Jon- Alcott, Coffin, Coolidgo, Henty, Trowbriclg;e, ..A.uder- They are encouraged to consult regarding books; we also I No.
athan Trumbull.
sen, Grimm, aml other fairy stories. A lger aml
aim to supply them through the teachers.
Optic much called for, but kept in diminishing
supply.
Salisbury, Salisbury library; Alcott, Cooli~ge, Coffin, etc., Howell's Library of The librarian takes great interest in them, and has great I No.
II. E. W. Warner.
Adventure is very popular.
tact and judgment in recommending books.
South Norwalk, South Nor- Alcott, Burnett., Coffin, Cooper Mrs. Custer, Kellogg, The librarian assists them personally ..... _........ ___ ___ No ; thegeneralreadingroom
walk public library; AnKer, Knox, Sophie Mav, Munroe, Optic, Mayne
is open to children on good
geliue Scott.
Reid, Margaret Sidney,'Stoddard.
behavior.
Staf_r~~P~~~fs~n library; Alcott, Coolictge, Lillie, Optic .. _.. _. _.....
No methods; they make thefr own selection ...... __ . ..... I No.
Torrington, 'l'orrington Li- Alcott, Alger, Henty, Optic, Trowbridge. ·_.. . - - - - - - - - No methods .. .... ____ . .
No.
brary Association; no
signature.
Waterbury; Silas Bronson Alcott, Castlemon, Cha,r opney, Ellis, Kellogg, Optic, Librarian and assistants render aid if allowed to do so;
No; in the new building
library, H.F. Bassett.
Stephens.
teachers do something.
there will be rooms for
children and classes.
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nctiT-coutinnt'd.
W1\St, lfort (onl, \\.t•~t Jfnrtfonl puhlic library, .Bli1.beth ~- J:11111:r.
Wost \'\"'in~tctl, TINmlsh'Y
llhmrr, I. . .M. Gnrrln~tou.
WHliuuintit-, puhlit: lil.i1·,1r,r;
\ . l>t'll Carpcnt,•1·.

~\l rott, Bolton, ~urnctt, Carroll, Ewing, Ilent:r,
lCnox, Perry, Scndder, Stoddard, Uncle Tom's
C:tbin, Trowbridge. Bonnel volumes of children's
rna)!azines nre much used.
]311tterworth, Castlemon, Ellis, Optic, Stoddard,
Trow brid go .

T hey ar e en couraged to r ead something besides stori es .. I No.

Observing their tastes, and giving as little "advice" as I No.
possible.
No methods; they are en couraged to con sult the librarian . No.

,\"ll nnl:l, Youn~ :\.[t•n'R T,ihrnn• ~bsocii1tion; Miss

0

.A.hbolt, Alrott, BurnC't.t, CookC', Cooper, Ewing,
~(•nn, Harris, l\foatlc, Optic, Verne.

~

1-3
.....

\\'ullnci•.

0

ILl,lXOIS.

.\ 11ror11, public librnry; Jas.
Shaw.
•

Alcott, .Alger, Bnrnett, Castlemon, Ellis, Finley,
"Pansy, t, Trowbridge .

When a desire to read for n, purpose is ob served in any- No.
one, we do what is possible to direct and develop it, by
directing attention to suitable books. We have found
Sar;ent's Reading for the Young very useful. Our
j nmor assistant is making tho children her special
field .
.Alton, pnhlio librnry; Flor- .Alcott, Bnrnott, Castlemon, Cooper, Ellis, Finley, When tliey ask, I direct them, and they read what I se- No; they have access to the
1•111·0 Doller.
Henty, 1',fa:,, Optic, Stoddard, ]fairy Talcs.
lect. It is rare for parents to send lists.
cases.
JMlonlli•, lh-!lc\'i\10 public .Ahbott, Alcott, .Arthur, Ballantyne, Castlemon, Cof- The superintendent of schools has made an extract from No; the board of directors
library; F.J.Staufoubicl.
fin, De .Mille, Eggleston, Ellis, Ilill, Kellogg, Optic,
tlie J)rinted catalog for the se,cral grades of schools,
intends to exclud e children
Richards, :Finley, Wesselhoeft, St. Nicholas, and
and teachers recommend book11; the children consult
from tlie general readiug
Chatterbox. l\fany German books for children .
room.
tl,is list, the catalogue or librarian or assistants.
Ikcatur. frc<' public library; .Alcott, Alger, Finley, Ticnty ............ .
Atlvice given at cles'ir; they are encouraged to consult No; a s eparate table.
110 oflicN· n:nnetl.
any of the l ibrary force .
C'hil'nl!O, Chica)!o pnblio Ji. Wo havo no,cr kept statistics of this kind ...... __ . . . No special assistan t.
No.
bmr,·; I!'. I! . Hild.
;11ll'1<bnrg, J>ublio library; .A!colt, Dnttcrworth, Champney, Coolidge, Coffin, Children are enconraged to consult the librarian, and fre- 1 No.
lmz. l'billipR,
l•'inloy, Henty, Optic, Margaret Sidney, Uncle
qently she is asked to select books for them.
Tom's Cabin.
,Toliot, public library; 110
bbott . .Al~cr, Cnstlemou, Coolid~c, Finley, Renty, We ha,e no special assistant ..... . . ___ ............ . ...... No.
i;i~naturc.
Sophio ::\lay, 01it:c, Stowe, Trowbridge.
No.
Ottawa, Rcdclick's library; No special author ...... _.. . .
Advising mothers
L . .'.\lnry.

l'<·o~·in,~ l'~ori~ lm~lio Jihr:i.r) ; L. H. \\ 11 cox.
(~11i1ll'y, Ft'CO 1mhlic. lihrn1·y;
,Ina. l} 11111\h,,r.

t_:rj
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.Alrott, BallantynCI, ChampnC'y, Coffin, Cooper,
Personal sugo-estion; best and newest books are exposed I No.
µleRt<m, Ellis. Ucnt.,·. Knox, Lillie, Mead , Munroe,
in a case b;bind wire net; no special assistant.
Uir l1nn\~, Sto<ld,~nl ,'l'row1Jl'itlgo, Lang's Fairy Tnles.
.
.
.
.
lcott, lhn·uctt, Ellis, 11,•nty. . ......... ___ .. __ ... _. Suggestion to readers, J>arents, or fne~ds; they aro on- No; Jnvon1l«;1 dcpar1rof'nt 1 n
cournged to consult librnrinu and assistants.
largo n •a<lmg room.
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Rockford, public library; no
signature.

Abbot, Abbott, Alcott, .A.lg-er, Burnett, 13utt:c:rworth,
Champney, Coolidg;e, Finley, Henty, Kellogg,
hlay, Optic, Pyle, Stoddard, Trowbridge.

We use lists by Sargent, Hewins, Sawin, Hard:y, and
others; aicl is given freely; we have no special assistant.

Alcott, Alger, Coffin, Eggleston, Ilcnty, Lillie, May,
Mumoe, Optic.
Alcott, Alger, Uastlemon, Coolidge, Ellis, Finley,
Henty, Kellogg, Lillie, May, lleid, Stoddard,
Wiggin .
Alcott, Alger, Burnett, Butterworth, Cast.lemon,
llouty, Knox, Optic, "Pansy," Trowbridge.

Encouraged to consult tho librarian ancl assistant ....... · 1 No.

No.

L,'DJA~A.

En.ns,ille, Will:u:(1 library;
Louisa Scantlin.
lll<linnapolis, public library;
Eliza G. Browning.
Richmond, Morri~son li1.Jrnry; Mrs.S . .A.Wriglcy.

There is an information clerk whose duty it is to give :tfo.
help to all who apply for it; th/3 librarian and :1ssistants also give constar!t help.
They choose for themseives; we are glad to advise thorn .. I No.

1-3

IOWA.

Burlington, public library;
no signature.
D:wonport, Library Associa.tion; S. .A.. J3ielon.
Dubuque, Young Mon's Library Association; no sig1i:1turo.

~

Alcott, .Alger, Butterworth, C.1stlemon 1 "Pansy," None; they generally consult each other .
and others .
.Alcott, Cast'lemon, Trowbridge; fairy tales ......... . Th~y frequently read what I ask them to read; they are
a11owed to ask for any help they wish or select themsol ves, but as soon as they come regularly I try to select
for them .
.Alcott, Alger, Burnett, Carey, Castlemon , Kingston, Different methods
May, Reid, Trowbridge.

No.

t_-::j

No; but a separate reading
table.

~

No; they are perfectl y quiet
in the general reading
room.

LOUISIANA.

Alcott. It is a r eference library .

.A.d vice of libr arian ancl assistants: .. ......... . ...... _-.... I We set a part tables for ladies
and children .

;MAINE.

Portland, Portland 1mblic
library; .A.lice C. Furbish.
MARYLAND .

Baltimore, Enoch Pratt free
library; Bernard- C.
Steiner.

"Cf).

~

Topeka, free pu~lic library; : .Alcott, Alger, Castlemo11, Finley, Optic, Trowbridge. - I No special method; they consult all. ..................... ! No.
Mrs. E. S. Lewis.

Bangor; MaryH. Curran .....

~

t"'
t:1~

t'!

KANSAS.

New Orleans, Howard Memorial library; "\Villi am Beer.

0

Librar)an aml assistant .a re ready to give all allvic. o \ No; separate tables.
reqmred.
.Alcott, Coffin, Coolidge, Finley, Hcnty, Kellogg, May, The children are encouraged to ask about their 1e::iding, :No.
Trowbridge .
and t he entire library force stands ready to help them
in every possible way.
.Alcott, Alger, Burnett, Castlornon, Coolidge, Ellis,
Ewing, lienty, Kellogg, May, Dptic, Stowe, Mark
'l'wain, Verne, Yonge; fairy tales.

Counsel, if called for; the delivery assistants are always
gl::td to help them select books .
., ._.,,,,. ··
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li-1 Alcott,
Coffin , Dou glas, Fenn, H enty , M ay, Trowbr idge, Yonge.

llositm. Bchtou public
br,u·y; )larr ..,\.. Jt•nklll~-

I

I .Alcott,
.Alger, Burnett, :Butter worth, Castlemon,
Coftin, Coolidge, .Henty, Optic, Trowbr idge; fairy
I
tales .
l!rooklim•, Brookline public ..llcott, Alger, Castlemon, Coolidge, Ellis, Ewing,
Broc.kton, 11nlilic library; no
,.ig111tt urn.
library; :ll . ..1. Benn.
'ambritlgc>, Cnm 1.'ricln-e pub-

lic library; Almi.J.·a.'L. Ilayward.

I

Hcnty, May, Meade, Molesworth, Optic, Trowbridge; fairy tales.
Optic anu .A.Igor would bo if we had enough to sup-_
11Iy the demand, but we have but one of each. If
wo had none, better books woulil be more read. I
would if I coulu put all the children's books around
their 1·eading room, giYe them a wide-awake attendant. nnd let them choose their owH books.
Much time is wasted tryin~ to get books "ou t,"
trying again and again amt stayin g an h om· in stead of tive minutes.
..i.lcott, Alger, Optic, et c ........... .

T Jie y oung peopl e are encouraged to ask h elp of the I N o.
librarian or catalog assistant for th eir sch ool work an d
also for their gen er al r eading. We avail ourselves of
every opport unit,y t o " lend a h elpin g h an d, " or s peak 1 •
a word in season. We k eep a shelf full of assorterl and
selected g ood r eading , wher e th ey can see a n d look over
t h e book s if tbe:y w is h, and in this way t h ey g et acqu ainted with man y books au d a uthors . Book s are
car efully examined b efor e t hey nr e accepted, and m any
ar e rej ected. We d o not w arn agains t book s, but endeaYor to s upply so much t !1 at 1"s good that the others
will be for gotten . We wor k steaaily upon our plan of
teachin g how to use our card -cntalogs, and w e are sure
that t h e p lan is produ cin g good r esults . T he r an ge of
reading is wider, and the libr ary in tluence i,i stronger ,
and an intelligen t use of t h e lib r ary has rap id grow t h .
.A.ny of the li brar y force is a lways ready to s u ggest I No.
hooks, pick them out for children , or help them to
make lists.
.
Catalog, bulletins, and Sargent. The entire staff is a l- , Yes ; since .June, 1890 (see
way11 r eady to do them service. Under the new reg ime,
repor ts).
the children seem to feel that the librarian is their
special property.
We have a large revolving case kept fu ll of good juve- N o; they use the l arge genniles. When a child fails to cli:aw a book he under e r al r eading r oom, wher e
stands he ma.v select fr om th e case. M any always
two tables a r e set a p ar t for
gelect from t h e case at on ce, as w e ar e g lad t o al1ow.
them . Near by ar e t wo or
Many parents, too, ar e glad t o select for children from
thr ee sh elves of children 's
i t, knowing t h ose b ooks ar e safe .
m agazines.

No sp ecial m ethod s ; they are encouraged to eonsult
libr ari an an d assistan ts .
.A.lcott, .A.Iden , .A lger , K ellogg, Optic, "Zeme. The T h rou gh the teachers; they :tre en couraged to consult
the libr arian.
committee have not a<ldecl any of Optic's or .Alger's
books for ten years, but the olrl ones are read and
reread until they are nearly worn out.
unt·ortl. Cmwor<l fr,•o pnh- .A.lcott, Burnett, Coolidge, Hon ty, Kirk Munroe .. .... \ I u se Sar gen t's Readin g for t he Y oung, giving our numbers in in k :rnd select m an y books m yself. I hold mylie lihmry; Irneu .I!'.
self in rea di ness to h elp ohl. an<l y oung.
Whit1wy.
lk1\lta111, D<'tlhnm p.thlk li- , A l gN·, astlemon , Finley, Kellogg . ... . .. ........ . . . . \ :Xo methods; no special assistant . . ... . .. - - - - - · ·· - · · · ·· · · ·
hrary; I•'. ill. :'llnnu.
,
hclson, Fitz :\)11 blic library:
::'i[t•dorn J. Snnpson.
liutou, Bigl'low freo public
library; <..:. L. l}recne.

Yes.
N o.

No; the chi\tlren are allowed
the u se of the r eading room
if they are quiet .
No.
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Fnll Ri'l'er, Fall River public
lil.Jrarv; Wm. R.13allanl.
Fitchb11rg, Fitchburg- pnbl ic Ii brary; 1>. C. Rice.
Framingham, town library;
Emma. L. Clarke.
liaverhill, 1::1.aYerhill public
hbrary; Edward Capen.

None--- --- ----

---·

-----

·········--·

No special methods; they can at any tirue consult the
librarian or assistants .
Alcott, Alden, Alger, Castlemon , Coolidg_e0 Cox, Ellis, No specia l methods; no special assistant; they consult
Kellogg, Lang, Lillie, May, Meade, Molesworth,
H they wish.
'' Pansy,'' Phelps, Rich:irds .
Ilolyoke, Holyoke public li- If left to choose. boys take .Alger, Ellis, Optic ; girls, No special methods; quiet suggestion; li sts sent to
.Alcott, Finley, Stowe.
brary; 110 signatures.
· teachers.
Lancaster, Lancaster town .Alcott. Kellogg, Optic, May, Trow bridge __ - ____ . ___ - Sargent's Reading for the Yonng; they are encouraged
to consult the librarian .
library; K . .M. 1\farvin ..
Lawrence, Lawrence Jmbbc Alcott, Alger, Ellis, Castlemon, Optic ... _.. _________ .. No methods; tbe older children are enconraged to consnlt
library; Mary F. Packard.
the librarian and assistan t s, hut little is clone for th e
youn ger ones. We have teachers' cards a nd Sargent's
Reading for the Young with numbers filled out and
sent to the s0l1ools.
Lincoln, Li11coln library ;
T each ers recommend books, parente often select for their
'M iss H. A. Howes .
young children, and the librarian or assistant is supposed to give h elp w henever i t is needed .
Lowell, city library ; T. A . We have no satisfactory data
No methods as yet; the librarian ancl assistants are
Chase.
easily accessible to our readers, aml do a great deal of
personal work among them .
Lowell, Middl esex M:chan - Alcott, Burnett, Coolidge, F enn , Henty, Molesworth, Personal suggestion and adding only good books _____ .. __
Trowbridge.
fos ' Instituto; A. L. Sargent.

Lynn . free public library;
J.C. Houghton.
Malden, public library; L.
A . Williams.
:Marblehead, Abbot public
librarj, Mrs. S. E. Gregory.
Marlboro, public library ;
Sarah E. Cotting.
Medford, public library;
110 signature .
Natick, Morse Instit ute;
Nellie L. Fox .

Ko.

'\V. J. Abbot, J. Abbott, A..lcott, Castlemon , Henty. - - . / We make out lists; we have not a special assistnnt _______ \ No.

No ; a long table in the main
ball.
No.
No .
No.
No.

t-3
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No.
No.
The children have a long
table in the library, where
attractive books are always kept. The table bas
a raised center and sloping
sides to form a comfortable
reading desk.
No.

.Alcott, .A.Men, .Alger, Buckley, Butterworth, Castle- No special assistant; the librarian and assistants make
mon, Champney, Coffin , Ellis, Farrar, Hale, Knox,
special efforts to aid th e young.
Ober, Optir, "~fargaret Sidney."
Alcott, Finley, Benty, Trowbridge ____ ._ - --- - - - --- - - -I I do what I can, especially before ancl after school, leav- No.
ing other work for the purpose.
Alcott, .Alger, Burnett, Castlern on , Champn ey, Coffin, Helping them select personally ____________ . ________ ... _. _ No; tl.tey use the one conHenty, Knox, Lillie, Marsh all, Marryat, Ma:y,
nected wit.h the library.
Meade, Molesworth, Optic, "Pansy," l'belps, Sidney. Stoddard, Trowbridge, Wiggin.
Alcott, Collin , Henty, Kellogg, May, Optic _- ... _- - - - - No special methods; they are encouraged to consult the No; therei1-astndents'room
librarian.
for scholars of high and
grammar schools.
.Alger, Castlemon, Coffin, Coolidge, Henty, Sidney, P ersonal advice; they are ,mcouraged to consult the They have tables.
Stoddard , Wiggin.
librarian.
W. J. Abbot, Alcott, Alger, Castelmon, Coffin, Optic, Sta1· (*) books for the young. They are encouraged to No; the children :tre ex"Pansy"
n.sk questions of the desk attendant, whether librarian
pected to sit in the room
or aHsistant, anu. arc always gi, en all th e :itten~ion
with older readns an1l not
11flcess?.r y . Our children n eed more assistance otten
disturbthom. Iftbechikl
than t h e older patrons.
b ecomes restless he is
asked to l eaYe the room.
This seldom occurs.
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Xnwf1111, fn•,, lil>rnry;

EJi,,.

Noclnta .................... . ... .

Personal attention and consultation with par ents .... .•. . -1 No.

.Alcott, Cnstlrmon, F onn, Henty, Knox, Stoddard,
'frowbridge. Several popnlar juvenile authors
111 ·0 not represented in this library.
Alcott, Ellis, llenty, Trowllridge

Mild suggestion, avoiding every appearance of trying to
find "I.Jetter books " for them . They ar e encouraged
to consult the librarian and assistants.
Pulllic school t eachers are helping very much. The chil·
dren are encouraged to consult the librarian and assist·
ants.
Teachers suggP-st books in reference to work, or good in·
teresting books for home i;eading. We should have no
others in the library.
No methods. We :find in most cases that children like to
choose for themselves.
'the children are en couraged to consult me, and I offer to
go out into the <,;atalog room to help them choose what
the y want.

beth P . 'l'hm·tnon.
Xnrth .\1ln111s, public Ji.
hrary; ~lis::i Dunton.
Xorthampton, fn•o 11111.>lic
liltran·.
Nnrth tnstnu, . \mes frco
lil>mry.
1•.. 11 hotly, r,•n body librnry;

,r. " "urnm U11ton.

l'it tsfit•ld, Bl'rkshiro .a the·
11N1m; Ilarlnu II. J3allnrd.
(~nint'_\·. Thomas Crane 1rnb·

lie library.

Sakm, Snh•m public library;
Uanlnt' r ~I. Jones.
Slll'lburno l •'alls, Anm1 Ji.
brar:, ; Flora A. llalligan .
Somcnillc-, Somervillo pub.
lie libmry; llarriet .1.\ .
A1lams.

Southbrid ge-,
Southbricl~o
1n1hlic librm·y; .A. J cu·
1wtto Comins.

Spri11itl1olt1, CityLihrnl'y As·
11uci11tim1; \\'illh1m Hlct•.

11

10

..l.kott, .Alger, Butterworth, Coffin, Coolidge, H cnty,
Knox, Ma\·, Optic, '£rowllridge, "\Vide Awake, l::;t .
Nicholas, '.rrarper's Young P eople .
.A lc'ott, ...\lger, Castlemon, .lfinley, Molesworth, Op·
tic, ancl fairy books .
Alcott, Castlemon, Coffin, Coolidge, Douglas, Fin·
lcy, K e.t.logg, Ma.y, Pyle, Trowbridge.

Wo k<.'ep no account. ................................. j We think that teachers have more time than the libra.
rian, who has only high.school boys who charge and
dis charg(l books and do the running.
' .Abllott, Alcott, .Alger, Castlcmon, Ellis, Finley,.H en . No set methods. vVhatever help we can render as occa·
ty, Molesworth, Optic, "Pansy, " Phelps, Stowe,
sion indicates.
Trowllriclg<', Vnnclcgrift.
Alcott, Alger, .13n1lnntync. Cnstlemon, Coolidge, Ellis, Through the teachers, and the librarian and assistants .. . I
Ewing, l!'inloy, Kingston, May, Stowe, Trowbridge,
"\Varuer, "\Vhitney.
.Alger, Cnstlemon, Ellis, Ilcnty, Optic, Trowbridge, They are invited to consult the librarian . ..
fairy tales; Abbot, Beard, Coffin , also.
Aicott, Alger, Butterworth, Castl emon, Coffin, Coop· W e ]1ave no special rules for the children, but give them
c1·, Kellogg, Nay," Pansy,,. Stocldarcl, Towle, Trow·
all the advice ancl assistance they will accept.
bridge, :Mark Twain.
Akott, .Alger, Ballm1tyne, Castleman, Coffin, Ellis, Our method is simply to p:uido. W e all assist, but as to
1riuley, Ilcnty, Kingston, Knox, Molesworth,
directing I think they like best to choose.
1 Thayer, Trowbridge, Verne.
Ak11tt, Alger, Burnett, Butterworth, Champney, I ha,e n ev er fonnd it result in good to make too much
Hale, llci1ty, K11ox, Nar, Optic, Stephens, Trow·
effort to direct the r eading of children; at the same
time I.am constantly doing all.I can in that direction
lll'idgo. '\Ye discard 0Jltic's s tories as the volumes
without their perceiving it, I think with much success.
wear out. " 'o c-mleavor to lead them from stories
Our books are earcfully and judiciously sel ected. Some
to histories without their knowletlge, offering, for
pareuts request mo not to give their children sensa·
instance, ono of Uoffiu 's histories when the story for
tional r eading. A fow com e t.o m e for su ggestion .
it is not to bo h ncl.
J\kott, .All);e1·, Ilntterwortll, Coolidge, Ellis, Finley, No special assistant; assistance is freely givell by all
members of the force.
1 Hcut:,, Knox, May, Optic.

No.
No .
No.
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No; and the limit i s ·now 14
years. I am making an
effort to have it reduced
to 12.
No.
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No.
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No.
No.

No: the tables near tho ,in·
venile card catalog aro
usually taken by child1·en.

I

c.o

Stoneham, Slonoham public
library; 1\l. ll. lloycu.
'l'n1111ton, Jrnlllic . library;
E. C. Arnold.
\\~altlrnm , Waltham public
library; Mrs. M. E. mll.
Warren, Warren, public Ji.
brary; no signaturr.
\\~ cymoutl1, Tuft's library;
C. .A.. Blauchard.

Alcott, .Alger, Butterworth, Cnstlemon, Kellogg,
May, Opt1c, "l>ansy."
We keep no account with individual authors, bnt of
courso writers of juvenile fiction arc most sought.

No methods; they consult the librarian or assistants .. . .. j No.

.Alcott,.Alden, .Alger, Coolidge, Ellis, Finley, Hen ty,
May, Molesworth, Munroe, Optic, Otis, l~ei<l, Stoel·
dard, Trowbridge, .Andersen, and other fairy tales.
.Alger, Castlemon, Optic .......... .

We direct by lists and personal effort. The librarian
ancl assistant are glad to help as much as they can .

No; we have a large table.

Only the catalog; they are encouraged to consult the
librarian ::mcl assistants .
The assistants are instructed to look carefnlly after the
r eading of persons holding children's cards:

No.

i-;i

No.

t_rj

No methods, except that the daggers enable parents or No; those over 14 yearR
have access t.o the general
icachers to choose. We invite everybody desiring in·
formation to apply at 1,he desk, and wo have a large
reading room.
reference. room.
.Alcott, Ellis, Henty, Trowbridge ........ .. ......... . They are encouraged to consult the librarian and assist. No.
ants.
Alcott, .Allen, Burnett, Sidney .. ............. ....... . They consult the assistant librarian ..................... . No.

Wolmrn, puulic library; no
Big-nature.
'\Yorce~tcr, free 1mblic li· Can not 1.ell. Tho grratest care is taken in the p1ir.
l>rary; Samuel Swett Green.
chase of books for children .

~
0

l\Il CII!GAN.

Bay City, Bay City pnl>lic
lil>rary; Annie 1',. Parsons.

.Abbot, .Abbott, .Alcott, Butterworth, Champney,
Cofliu, Eggleston, Henty, Knox, Pyle, Stoddard,
Whitney.

I

We have a list for each !£rade above the fourth printed in I No.
the course of study 01 the schools. I am able to gh-e
them a groat deal of personal attention, ancl :find that
most of them a.r e very easily influenced.
Special reading list of good books for young people ...... \ No.

D etroit, public library; H. .Alcott, .Alden, .Alger, Castlemon, Church, Coolidge,
M. Utley .
Henty, Verne, Whitney.
Grand Rapids; Lucy Ball ... .Alcott, Alger, Castlemon, Optic ...................... 1 They are encouraged to consult all, thongh one assistant I No.
who was formerly a teacher has a general oversight of
their reading.
Kalamazoo ................... \ .Abbott, Alcott, Coffin, Coolidge, Henty, Kellogg, Principally through their teachers. '\Ve have no special I No.
Knox, "\\' iggin.
assistant;.
MINNESOTA.

0

Minneapolis; ;J. K. Hosm er. I Alcott, Ellis, Coffin, Henty, Optic ............... . .... \ No methocls; no special assistant, expect to have one
soon.
St . Paul, St. Paul public .Alcott, Castlemon, Ellis, Finley, Benty, Pansy ...... They are encourage-cl to consult the assistants at the
library; H elen J. hlcCaine.
·
delivery desk ancl bureau of in.formation.

No.

l\IONT.A...,A.

H elena, H elena pulilic Ji.
bmry; Frank C. Patter.

.Alcott, Burnett, ~offin, Henty, Mark Twain, fairy
tales, arc especially popular .
.Alger, Fosdick, and Optfo h::tvo been dropl)ecl, but
are still among the authors most called for. Bal·
lantyne, Butterworth, Coffin, Fenn, Honty, Kings·
ton, Kno~, Stephens, Stoddard, Verne, for boys,
Alcott, Fm~ey, Lathrop, Lillie, Matt~ows, May,
"Pansy. " Richards, Shaw, Sidney, for g1rls, artl the
most popular.
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The librarian anrl all the assistants take special interest
in the chilclren's reading. The law in Missouri makes
the library a part of the public school system.
Personal advice. Sargent, Hewins, Hardy, and our own
graded list.

No.

en

Personal help. Lack of time forbids _being as helpful as
I Rhould like, l>ut we shall. make improvement grad·
ually.

No.

~
t_rj

MISSOURI .

Kansa~ C_it,y, Kan sas City
nubhc library; Carrie W.
'\Yhitnry.
St._ Louis, St. Lonis public
llbi-::1.ry; F. M.. Crunden.

P:1

r.n

No.

1

.Alcott, A.lger, Ballan;,yne, Burnett Castlemon, Doug.
las, Finley, Kingston, Kellogg, 'Meade, "Pan~y,"
Trowliridge.

~
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0111ulan; ,Jc.3>1il1 .Allan ....... . ~ bl>Mt, Alcott, Burnett. Coffin , Dodge, Renty, Knox,
::-tothlanl, Snrg-en t's Reading for the Young, witll
spt•cia ll y printed book mllUbers, 1s place<l m nll the
::1chools of the city. On our r emoval to our n e w
l>uilding in October, two hours on Saturday morning are to be given by the librarian to the sole nse
of the children. .Books are to be taken to the class
r oom.
l\'EW ll.\~fPSHffiE.

;,,m·ortl, public library; D.

F ~-·1:omb.
•
1
1>~:l·i~:l;
~~~lt~t'Q"; Car-

t1'.

:\!nudH•,;tcr, Mn n ch o st er
t;it ,· lil>rnry; Mrs . .M. J .
Bui1l'lwr.
Xnshun, pub Ii c library;
llurl'iot Crombie.
rvr~,-,m_onth, ~fr~~· public liblllr~ ; R. E. l,1ch.
NEW JERSEY.

'\",·wnrk, Now ark public Ji.
hrnn; 1•'. l'. Hill.
Pater,:on. frl•t' 1111 bliclibrary;
U. It'. Winchester.

1

11

10

Lists of books have been furnished the superintendent
of the pnblic schools. .A. shelf of g ood books, not
neces,mrily uew, is displayed for inspection or choice.
.A willingness to make selections for the children has
influenced. the reading more than any of the above .

No.

No.
No; but the chlldren have a
table in the general room
and are made welcome at
the general tables.
No.
No.
No.

I
Optic, .Alger, Henty, .Alcott, Trowbridge ______ ._ .. __ . Persons in charge of bureau of information direct when
asked .
No special assistant; advice in selection of books, and
assistance when opportunity offers .

No.
No.

}.fory \V. Plummer.

Brool1lvn, Unio11 for Chri>1tia11 \\'ork; 1"a1111y l111ll .
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\.lcott, Coolidge, Stoddard ......... .

Personal work ................ .

No.

They are obliged to take books from the list we have compiled. .A.t present, any assistant waits on them.

Nii~~!~cl!~t:~1f~~~~!
the children's library and

No special assistant. They are encouraged to consult
the librarian and all th e assistants.

'

<:C

_\.kott, aucl all fairy tale,,. Boys OYer H read Henty
largl'ly.

A lrott, Alger, Coffin, Coolidge, Finl<1y, lJrnt)·, Opti(' ,
'1'1·01\ britl~<'..

00

~
I::,:)

?=>

NEW YORK.

Mnr,· S. Cnllt'r.
Brooklyn, Pmtt Institute;

u

C
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.Abbott., .Alcott. Alger, A.nclerscn, Burnett, Coolidge,
Du Chaillu, .Finley, Grimm, Knox, Optic, 'l'rowhridge.
l'lainfit•ltl. public library; E. 1, Alcott ....... .
L. Adnua;.
.\.111:111,·, homl' 1 i brarios;

t~

trj

.Alcott, .Alger, Castlemon, Ellis, Trowbridge ......... · I Give them a good book, ask them to read it, and report.
No special assistant.
PJ'Obably Castleroon and Finley , for, alas! w e have Personal effort ancl work with the teachera. I am about
to try boys' clubs . The children are invited to come
them l>oth. Kellogg, Trowbridge, Alcott, and
freely to us all.
Coolidge push them hnrd . Little Lord Fauntleroy is the ouepopulm' book.
Alcott, .Alger, Ilurnett. Castlemon, Champney, Cool- No special methods; no special assistant ................. I
jdge, Ellis, Henty, Kello~g, Lillie, Molesworth,
"Pansv," Stephens, TrowLJridgc.
.Alger, Champney, Collin, Du Chaillu, Henty, Knox, No special methods . .... .
::'ifal'garet Sidney.
Personal advice, and very little time for that . ............ I
.Alger, Castlemon, etc ..... .

I
I

c:.;)

- -1

~~:i~~fvfii~p:~!~1~lt!~a:
ants and access to all but
fiction shelves.
No; a separate table.

J3nffalo, Ruffalo .ibrary ; ;J.
N. Larned.

Alcott, Aldrich, Al_ger, Ballantyne, Burnett, Coffin, They are encouraged to consult the librarian and all the
Coolidge, Mrs. vuster, De l!'oe, Dodge, Dana,
assistants .
Ewing, Fenn, Ha,,thorne, Henty, Knox, Lillie,
Optic, Otis, Molesworth, Noble, Shaw, Stanley,
Stockton, Verne, Pittenger's Capturin~ a locomotive, Beard's American boy's h andy-boon:, Grimm's
Tales, Lanier 's King Arthur, and a steady and voracious demand for everything on electricity. .A.I·
ger and Optic are discourag:ed. Sargent's guide is
is kept on tbe children's shel,es; various library
,iuvenile catalogs and guides are among the aids
to r eaders, and t.ypewritten lists mounted on pasteboard are hung where they will attract attention.
Glo1·ersville, Glovers vi 11 e Boys' b9oks: Trowbridge, Kingston, Ballantyne, Tl.l e children's reading I always considered of so great
Henty,
Fenn, Kellogg, Ellis, Fosdick, and Alger,
importance as to give it my constant care ancl attention.
free library; A.. L. Peck.
I try to become acquaintecl with the children by frcKnox is quite popular with elder boyR, and Church
qnentYisits to the schools . At these visits I invite the
with boys studying Roman and Greek history or
cl1ildren anu their teachers to come to the library, and
the classics; so also Bald win. Girls' books: A lcott,
Clarke (Sophie May), Mathews, Douglas, Champlin,
assu re t hem of my readiness to be of usP- to t hem in
Sidney, Alden (.Pansy), Towusend, Mathews,
their lessons as well as in the selection of t h eir home
Dod rre, Mulholland and Finley. All children reml
reading . .A. large number of children have their book s
Lorcf Fauntleroy and the other of Mrs . Burn ett's
selected at the library . The children are always weljuveniles .. .Abbott's American pioneers and E,"'gle,
come at the librarian's office, and they frequently come
ston's Ind1:i,n~ tLre very much in demand, and ThJCle
there for aid and advice.
Tom's cabm 11:1 as popular as ever. We also find
girls who r ead Alger, Fosdick, and Ellis. While
there are a great many boys who seem to think that
the world's greatest writers are Alger, Fosdick
Ellis, and A.clams, and are not inclinecl to read any'.
thing else, and while the never-ending Elsie seei11s
to be the only model heroine of so many girls, I
have every reason to believe that the children's
r ea~ing in this pla~e is improving. W e stopped
buymg Alger, Fosdick, and Ellis about three years
ago, and do not expect to replace them when worn
out. Of Adams 's (Optic) books w e only have the
following: Young America abroad Soldier and
Sailor series , and The blue and the g~ay .
Newburg, Newburg free A lger, Coolidge, Finley, 11 Pa.nsy," etc ....•.......... The children feel perfectly free to consult tbe librarian and
lilJrary; C. Estabrook.
all tho assistauts . The librarian is well known to them.
Th o children recognize him and his assistants as thei r
friends.
New York, Aguilar library; Alcott, Alger, Bolton, Burnett, Butterworth, Castle- P rin ted lists. They consult the librarian and assistants ..
no signature.
mon, Coffin, Cooper, Coolidge, Dodge, Donglas,
Grimm, B enty, Knox, Pratt May, Otis, Stowe,
Trowbridge, Verne.
'
New York, New York free In fiction, Henty is just now takin g the lead with Constaut superv1s1on of assistants, special bulletins,
circulating library; Ellen
boys, supplan ting Alger and Castlemon. With
books recommend ed iu ratalog ns stated. .A ssistnnts
M. Coe.
girls, Alcott, Burnett, and Coolid ge. In history,
refer s11<· h qm•sticms nH they C'au not auswer to tholibr~Coffin. Much popular science is read by children.
rian, who holds h erself always ready to assist in this
most important service.

No; because we cannot afford
the necessary attendant.

Not yet. We expect to have
one as soon as we move.
At present we have in the
delivery room a children's
table, a sort of punishment
for the unruly ones who
need supervision.
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We l1ave but one r eading
room, n.nd readers of all ages
use it, without disturbmg
each other.
No; but we expect to have
one.

w

rn

Part of tho main reading
room at each branch is
railed off for use of special
students and children.
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SE\\" \'01:K-t'llll!inm•tl.

Xow Yt>rk; 111> 111111111 t>f liln•nn· or :-il!nat11n1 •
Xe"· \"1,rk, ·y. \\ . C. A.;
:-iarnh \\'. Cuttl'll.

1'011:;hkc•t•p:-il•, ,Tolin C. Sicklcy.
l'ro\', ' l'n\\' \'01111;.:- )fpn'~ .\si<lidatioi,; .llo Witt Cliu11111.

lltic•n,

i:l'l100I cliidrict.
b r:11T; 1-:lizal.Jcth A.

t·ous:

liJa-

.Alcott, Alger, Castlernon, Fenn, Finley, Kellogg, Publication of selected lists of the most popular books .. -1 No.
Ilolrnci-, 1.,cc, Sophie Ma:,, Optic. "Pansy."
.Ucott, Burnett, Coolidge, Finley, Whitney, Wiggin . Girls between 14 ancl 10 must either select books from
the "juvenile" collection or must have the approval
of the librarian or assistant in charge. Our "suggestion list" has been very helpful.
We have lists adaptecl to different grades sent to the No; only a table.
teachers in tlle schools .
.Alger, Castlcmon , Finley, Ilenty, Knox, Optic. _____ _ We direct but little. They are not as a rule encouraged to No.
consult the librarian or assistants.

I

.Abbott, Alcott, .Alger, Castlemon, Coolidge, Douglas, :Farrar, Fenn, lienty, Kellogg, Optic, •'Pansy,"
Trowbritlgu.

If they do not take books from catalog, we select what we
think they should read. They consult tho librarian and
assistant.

I No.

I Akotl,
Bnrnett, Coolidge, Eggleston, Finley, Henty,
Lillie, Stoddard, Trowbridge.

Jlaytun , public li brnry; no
"iguaturc.

I .Alcott, .Alger. Cnstkmon, Coffin, Ellis, Finley.Henty,

f-pri1,;.:-fieltl, Wnrdcr pnblic
hl.irary; RC. \\'ootlwanl.

Alrott, lluttcrworth, Champney, Coolidge, Douglas,
l!'inloy, Knox, .llcadc, Optic, Stodclarcl, '£rowbrrdge.

'l'oledo, pnblir library ; 1\Irs.
1''. D.Jerrnniu.

Algt>r, Cnstlcmon, Ellis, Farrar, Henty, :Kellogg,
Knox, .May, Hcicl, Trowbritlge.

Lillie, 1\1.a,tthcws, May, Meade, O1Jtic, "Pansy."

No; they have access to the
general reading room.

Personal attention from the assistant who is in charge of
the fiction alcove and pays special attention to the children.
Talking to tlJem ancl selecting for them as we may. We
ba,c no special assistant, ancl they are not particularly
encouraged to consult the librarian and assistants .
Free access to the shelves under guidance of one or two
assistants. They are at liberty to consult the librarian
and all the assistants.
Simply suggestion. There is no special assistant. They
r efer requests to the present attendant.

.,_\.Jcott, Algor,'Fiu1cy, Henty, Optic ... _. ___ . ____ ______ -I Bulletins. They are encouragec to consult the libra.rian
and assistants .

No .

I
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Not at present. \'Vo hope to
have .

co

No.

W e do not interfere except with occasional ad vice. They No.
haYC no special assistant, but consult the librarian .
.ta\.lcott, 1311 ttcrwort h, Heu ly , Knox, Trowbridgo. ____ _ H elping them in their selections. 'l'bey are told to ask No .
for h elp. At present we can tlo vel'y little because we
ha,e 110 room, lrn.t in the not distant future I ho110 for
a special r eading room aucl a spocial assistant.
..
Not as yet.
};c-r1111ton, Rcrnnton 1111hlil'. No 11tntistics nr yet--··--··- ---------·--···-------·-1
hhrlll·l'; llcuryJ.Curr.
We do not put :fiction on the sbehes

j

Sorry to 'say one thing that
our fine building lacks.

i-011.

C.t•rmantown , Fricncls' free
lll.,1-;1n·; \V1lliam Kitr.
Ph1ladcipbin, .AJ1p1·1•ut1crs
11 11fol\Jpany; C . .ll.

p,

z

PEXXS\"LYA1'IA.

\ 1ll't:hrny, Carnrgio frco
library;· "Wm . .M. Sto,·en-

0

0

OHIO .

<.'1t•,·1•lnml, C'h'Y<'l:mtl public
libntl") ; Wm. II. Bret t.

t_:rj
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.Alcott, Cotlin, Ellis, Heuty, Kcllog,g, Knox, P e ny
Stotlclarcl.

Ko met.hods excepting the greatest care in selecting the
best hooks for tbem. .:lssistance is readily given when
asked, but we ha,c no one whoso special duty it is to
assist tllom. The school list has been of great help
to the children and trachers. I ba,o never been suc.
cessful in finding children wh<;> wished to be advised,
They al wa~-s pr(lfer to choose their own books. I find
the teachers are influencin~ the children, however, and
tbey are learning to care for Uooks other than story·
books, b;v: getting interest ecl in the _schdo~l)Ooks. .A.
number of teachers have toltl me that the ch1lllren from
the poorest homes care 1eaijt for stories. They haven't
been brought up on fiction, and take readily to facts.

NPwpod, Newport public
library; no signature.

No statistics kept, but the average reading is of a
good character .

Pawtncket, Pawtucket pub·
lic library; Miner,a A.
Sauclers.

.Alcott, Jane Anilrews, Burnett. Butterworth, Cool·
idg-e, De Foe, Dodge, Hcnty, Knox. OliYe 'l'lrn-?.'ne
Miller, Scudder, Sidney, Stoclclan1, Trowbridge.

l>roddence, ProYidencepul.>·
lic libmry; "\Y. R :Foster.
\\' oonsorket, Harris Insti.
tute library; Anna Met.
calf.

\\re refuse them books that are too old for them. We No.
haYe no special assistant. Our library bas 30,000 vol.
nmes, 40,000 circulation, one overworked and underpaid
librarian, one cheap boy, and no janitor. We have tlo
time for special reports nor for special work.
Book lists; but I get the best results from personal guid· No; there is scarcely a time,
except during school hours,
ance and interest. 'l'he children understand that it is
when there are not from 20
their privilege to ask tl1e librarian and assistants for all
to 60 chill;lren at our tabl es .
tho rieccssary help, which is gi vcn cheerfully.
Chiefly to consult tlle clerk at tlle information desk ...... . No.

Alger and Optic, I am sorry to say, though it is
mostly the new patrons that rtiac1 nothing else .

Wilkeslrnrre, Ostrrhont frl'O
library; llann:th l'. James.

RIIODE ISLAND.

8

Talks in tho schools; required rea<ling in f.hc schools;
chjldren's catalog. They are helped and advisecl by all
if they will accept.

No.

.A bbott,,.A.clott,Bnrnctt, Coffin, Coolidge,]Ienty, Knox, Personal influence of libtarian aml teachers; no very
Meade, Reid, Trowbridge, St.Nicholas, Uncle Tom'A
poor fiction in library. I c110ose books if I can, and
cabin. Alger, Castlemon, Optic, '1')1omes, and the
h elp the children wlten sent by teachers.
pseudo Mayne Reidarcnotallbwedin the library.
St. Jol111sbury,St. Johnsbury Alcott, Burnett., Collin, Coolidge, Cooper, Fenn, Fin - Personal suggestion, and attractive l>oo1rn 011 sbeh-eA,
.A.tbenamm; Louise L. Bartlcy, Henty, 'J:rowbridgc. "\Vll do not replace 0I'l'eetc. They are encouraged to consult the libratian and
lett.
bind Alger.
assisfants.
Vergennes, Mary P . Tucker . Alcott, Burnett, Farrar, Kellogg, Optic, Reid . ...... . Suggel'.tions. Their custom is to ask tbe librarian per·
sonally, and hers to gnido tbeir taste from adventures
and light reading to a higller tasto.
WASHINGTON.

No.

Seattle, public library; Mrs. j A lcott, Henty, Kellogg, Optic . ........... .
8. K. Harnett.

No; we hope td have Special
arrnngements for cbildt·cn
iu the new building.

"'\"ERMONT.

Bnrlington, Fletcher free li.
brary; Sarah C. Hagar.

"\Ve h_ave no speciai assistant, but all try to gi,e tlle best
booJ.Cs.

WISCONSIN.

Milwan·kee, ~Iilwaukce pub·
lie library; Theresa H.
"\\Test.

I A.lcott, Burnett, Henty, Kingston,

Stoc1daru ... -... -. No special assistant yet; we hope fo.- t11at in the new
building. 'l'h e best work is Jone through the teacllers ..
It is ratber hopeless to attempt to guide tho reading of
chiluren individually at tho library, where one can _not
lrnow either tho tastes or tlio character of the particular child. One of the limitatiotis of largo city libraries,
to my mind.
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REFERENCE BOOKS.

By ERNEST ,CUSHING RICHARDSON, Librarian Princeton College.

The " r eference book" in current library use has three recognized
meanings:
1 Refer ence book proper, to be consulted for definite points of informat ion (rather than read through), and arranged with explicit reference to ease in finding specific facts.
2 Books not allowed to circulate, but kept for "reference only."
3 Books accessible to the public.
These definitions are historically related in the fact that the reference
book proper, on the principles of frequency and urgency of use, and
specially method of use, needs to be restrained from circulation; and, as
the most prominent class of restrained books, gives name to all books
which do not circulate, including those restrained on account of special
value, and even other varieties of kept books. Again, from method of
use, this class of books is most troublesome both to user and to librarian, if each one must be signed for and given out, so that it is the first
class to compel placing books on shelves accessible to the public, and
thus gives name to a class which may include many works not strictly
of refer~nce.
POINTS OF AGREEMENT.

1 A good collection of reference books is fundamental (a) to tlie
proper accumulation of a library aml (b) to its effective use.
a The first step in founding· a library is to get a suitable collection of
bibliographic reference books-bibliographies, publishers' and library
catalogs, etc. This is the way Dr. Cogswell proceeded in building the
Astor library, and what Dr. Poole has done iu the Newberry. It is
beyond dispute the only sensible and economical way to gather a library,
for such works guide to the best books on a subject, the best editions,
and the Le8t prices. Moreover they often furnish iu themselves indirectly the clue to what general works will be most m,eful; e.g., the
''periodicals indexed in Poole " have been gathered often simply because
being indexed there they are far more u ·eful to the public than ma11y
other,· of C<J.nal intrinsic value. This principle h, capable of a much
more sy, tematic ap1)1icatio11 than is ge11crally made.
b In all libraries, specially those of researcli (including all libraries
at all touched with the modern libra,ry idea), the most importaut of all
ook,·, e.·cept th ,· mall num r of literary masterpiece , are tho e
whi ·h afford:
1 Primary information on every ,ubjrct; 2, refer uces to ·where forth ·r in£ rmation can h fom1<l.
n extf mely w •11-coll •cted library of
,· '1wral work.' -hi:tor ' bi 0 Tc phy etc.-la<"ki11g good r fc,r n ·e book,
mav. qnit lil· •1v b far 1 •:: n <•fnl tha11 a, rath r mi:· llancou,· on
vith rroocl ·y ·lop lia · <li ·tion, ri ,· index :, etc.
'tre : i: laid on thi ·
j
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circumstance since, from the fact that refer nee book ar g 11 ra11y
relatively dear per volume, the policy in rnedinrn- faed Jibrari i: to
generally to neglect these for "much called-for" travel and fi ·tio11.
2 Wherever practicable, means shon Jd be taken to train read r ' to
use reference books. This is done (a) by iudividual a 'istance to readers (see chapter by Foster); (b) by lectures, as by Dr. Poole (L. j.
51-52) and by various oth0rs, specially iucollege librarie ; (c) by printed
guides to the use of books (Green, Library aids, ha11clbook of various
libraries, etc.); (d) by devfoes to induce practical use of the book (e. g.,
Library questions and answers, L. j. 3: 126,159).
3 The following classes are reference books under all definition :
General bibliographies, general cyclopedias, general dictionaries of
words, persons, places, or things, atlases, and general indexes.
4 The most used reference books, with all unique and excessively
valuable books, should be restricted in circulation or restrained altogether.
The reasons underlying tlie restriction of books are (a) that they will
be needed by others ; (b) that they will be in danger of receiving injury;
(c) that tlley will be fa danger of doing injury.
5 At least a small selection of the best reference books should be
accessible to the public. These have come to be known as the reference
department, and are in general · usage, par excellence, reference books.
6 That more and better reference books are needed, aucl that librarians have responsibilities in their making.
This is recognized in the special committee of the A. L. A. on cool)eration (see chapter by Fletcher on Indexes). The systematic effort of
the association has h1therto been chiefly directed to cooperation of many
members in single works (Poole's Index, A. L.A. indexes). This :field
is by no means filled, and one of the most practical objects for early
future work is an index to biography (see Ford, L. j. 17: 85-86) on a
method combining that of Poole's Index with that of Phillips' Dictionary of Biographical Reference. An even larger field is to be found in
· cooperation by division of labor by which each librarian takes some
larger or smaller specialty, according to his tools and energy, and makes
this his lifelong care. This has been recognized in our A. L. A. system
of annual reporters and particularly in this subdivided handbook. To
carry it out each cooperator should considd his subject, or some subdivision of it, a perpetual specialty, should produce a monograph and
keep it up to date, printing as opportunity occurs. As Mr. Cutter is a
specialist on rules for cataloging and various other things, Miss Sargent on books for the youug, others should take other subjects and be
perpetually responsible for them.
ED 93--62
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POINTS STILL UNSETTLED.

1 Shall tho loan of reference books be absolutely forbidden,
Some librarians are forbidden by terms of gift and others by their
own law to lend any book or any reference book out of the building.
The majority, however, who are free from the bondage of the law,
though under the law of righteousness make exceptions to the rule,
which fulfill its spirit; e. g., in a library which closes at dark reference
books may be lent one night, or less. used reference books may be lent
on condition of immediate return if wanted by someone else. In some
libraries periodicals are regarded as reference books, and are not lent
at all, or lent for one, two, or three clays. The sensible principle seems
to be that, just as frequently used books which are to be read through
are restricted in time to thP; shortest time (say seven days) in which they
can be conveniently read, so reference books should be restricted to
seven, three, one, or a fraction, and lengthened for special circumstances.
On loan of reference books, see l\fadau> Bodleian lending, Oxf., 1888;
L.j. G: 226 (1881).
2 What are the exact limits of restricted books of reference,
Valuable books and immoral book~ are evidently not strictly ;, reference books,'' and the term "kept books, " sometimes applied to one or
both of these, might be a better general term for restricted books, valuable books, " Facetirn," etc.
Books like periodicals, restricted to one to three days, are more
nearly reference books, but are not ,~ for reference only," nor yet kept
books; therefore the term "restricted books" might be used for all
books lent for less than regular time or on special conditions of deposit,
guarantee, etc.
Tempornry reference books, or books temporarily withdr~wn from circulation for some special reason (e. g., college, school, and literary societies' essays and debates), are strictly reference books, but are sometimes
called " reserved books."
In libraries with large, accessible reference departments, text-books,
histories, etc., are included, which are not strictly or generally in other
libraries regardetl as reference books, and on the other hand some
libraries circulate little-called-for books which (e.g., Savage's Dictiona,ry
of Genealogy, Burke's Peerage) in others are much in demand and
r 0 ·ard d as strictly reference books.
8 Wheth r book. generally considered immoral in tendency honld be
(a) circulated fr ely, (b) re:trictecl to special application, (c) excluded
·ntirel ·.

'Th
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4 How far books shall be accessible to the public (Question of reference department-access to ·shelves).
Tlrn question is quite apart from one of circulating or not circulating.
The largest "reference libraries" (e. g., the British l\Iusenrn) Jrnye
'' Reference departments," or books placed at the free disposition of
readers-a wheel within a wheel. Again, tho books exposed (c. g., once
more, the British Museum) are seldom confined to technical reference
books. They are rather a '' miniature of the whole library, 77 the cream
(from the worker's standpoint) of the whole collection, ba1""ing representatives from every class. These are reference books in_ the most
general usage of the present clay. The general question of the reference department is therefore a much broader one than that of the technical, unquestioned reference books which it may contain, and iu-rnl·vcs
the whole problem of access to the shelves.
The reference department, as now constituted, is a compromise
between the ideal demand of readers for access to all tho books and
the recent total denial of the right of access, which, beginning iu a
laudable spirit of exact organization, grew into a spirit of red tape.
The demand for a more· general access to the shelves is being more
and more recognized as a just one. The practical advantage· to the
student (L. j. 2: 62; 12: 184; 13: 180; 15: 20-21) or even the general
reader (L.j.15: 033-37) of access to and handling his books is generally
acknowledged, though some librarians maintain the rather futile contention that readers are better and more quickly served by catalog and
attendant than by aimless ( f) wandering among the books. The fact of
advantage settled, it is with the modern librarian merely a question of
"none, or some, or all." The •'none" is now eliminated l>y mti\.,.Grsal
consent, and the "all" must be also dropped by libraries which have
valuable books, leaving only the question of how many aud howdegree and method-questions o-f casuistry.
The range of this question extends from a small collectiou of reference books to all but a few extra valuable or '' inexpedient 7' books, and
every phase has its counterpart in•actual usage. Some libraries give
access to none, others to all but valuables. Some give access to substantially all but :fiction, others to noue but. fiction, and still make
various degrees between (e.g., Patents and Fine arts).
Tho difficulties in free access to shelves are:
1 Danger of los~ or mutilation of books.
2 Danger of confosion through misplacement of books.
Something of both must be counted on, and this constitutes a difficulty great enough to make access of everybody to everytlliug impossible in the largest libraries, though practicable in many small ones.
Thi.s impracticability of a very desirable thing has led to compromises
and substitutes, tbe most uni,~ersal of which is the reference department having as large a selection as can be managed of tl1e best working
book , or even the best books for readiug (a '' library of l>est l>ooks,"
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see Larned, L. j. 14: 127), and having besides this fixed collection various features of a more or less changing character, such as collections
of books on special topics placed in reference department when these
subjects are specially inquired after, the "Seminary library," where
special classes of books are gathered for special classes of students,
and now quite commonly, the" Latest accessions," which, placed where
they can be looked over, satisfy the most clamorous demand of the
general rea,der.
Another compromise or substitute is admitting certain classes of
users who will receive the greatest probable advantage and do the
least prob~ble harm. Sometimes this is done only when the reader'is
accompanied by a library attendant, but often it is allowed with simple
shelf-permit. This is a common practice in college libraries, where
professors often have free access and can grant permits to students.
The result of endless discussion on the whole subject is that there is
an increased number of libraries giving access to most or some classes,
a great increase in select reference departments and increase of facilities for alcove use, and
genuine disposition to grant the broadest
practicable access.
Following are the more interesting references bearing on the
question:

a

GENERAL. L. j. * 8: 241 (Foster); 13: 35 (Cornell); * 15: 100; "103, 133-i4;
* 15: 197-98, 229-31, 296 (Symposium on access); "16: 268-69 (Higginson) ;
*16: 297-300 (N. Y. Lib. Club); 16: C62 .
DISCUSSIONS. L. j. 2: 275- 78 (London); 12: 44; * 13: 309 (Catskills); 16: 108
(San Francisco); 17: 69-70 (Lakewood); 18: 124 (Minn. L.A.).
SPECIAL CLASSES. 18: 189 (English); 5: 180 (students); 14: 127-28 (class-room);
115: 142-43 (seminary); 17: 86 (co'llcge); ** 18: 116 (college).
INDIVIDUAL LIBRARIES. L. j. 12: 229-30 (Buffalo); 15: 137; 16: 34; 17: 445 (Cleveland); 16: 175; 18: 160 (Minneapolis); 15: 20-1 (N. Y. Astor); 12: 397 (Pawtucket);
14: 484 (Phil. mercantile); 3: 71 (San Francisco mercantile); 10: 157 (Odd Fellows,
San F.); 4: 353; 7: 141, 144 (Worcester) .
5: 210 (Brown); 17: 50-1 (Chicago); 17: 59, and Lib. Notes 2: 216 (Columbia) ;
** 18: 181 (Cornell); 12: 189 (Harvard); 2: 53-7 (Princeton).
12: 519 (Birminghn,m, Eng.); 6: 52; 12: 522-3 (Cambridge, Eng.); 18: 184 (Hamilton, Ont.); 12: 202 (Mell.>onrue, Austral.).
1

Beside the above references, various allusious will be found in the
Library journa,1, direct or implied, in accounts of "Reference libraries"
uch as th Briti h Mu 'emn aud Bodleial}., the Astor, Newberry, Watkin on, P-tc. J\Ior over, the que 'tion is a live one, and information is to
he expected in current number f periodicals, and it is treated in other
}_)aper· in thi v lnme.
5 Final] librarian ' ar
r ,f r n · l, k . Thi. , h
f a 0 T m nt n a· · unt
Th ·hi f 1 oint: ar
t k p ~ cur, t !ly lom
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A frequent method of numbering reference books is simply to prefix
R or Ref. to the regular number. To protect from loss or confu ion
the fundamental means are frequent examination with shelf list, conspicuous numbers on outside of books, and the use of dummies.
The best discussion of methods for reference is Austin, L. j. 18:
181-83 (1893); see also (method of recording use) L. j. 15: 221 (1890),
and (arrangement) L. j. 5: 180 (1880).
Bibliography of reference books.-Cutter's Rules (Wash., 1891),
·p. 128, give a sufficient list of best reference books for cataloging. Of
reference books for public use the chief of all lists is the books of reference in the reading room of . the British Museum (Lond., ed. 1, 1871,
ed. 3, 1889).
This does not answer the same practical purpose as Cutter's, on
account of the great number and variety of books included, but in the
latest edition the lists, arranged like D1'\ Spofford's list in the 1876
report under various subjects, make an exceedingly usefµl and on the
whole the best guide to reference books for a large library. Somewhat
nearer to average need is the list in WhP-a.tley, How to form a library
(1887), pp. 91- 129 and 141-173.
To supplement these lists for the most practical uses consult the A.
L. A. report on aids and guides; Green, 1882; Foster, 1883; Crunden,
1886; Lane, 1887; Lane, 1889; Beer, 1890; also Green's Library aids,
Lane's Indexes to best and recent reference lists in the Harvard University Bibliographical contributions Nos. 17 and 29, and Carr's Index
to recent lists, L. j. 8: 27-32 (1883). These with Whitney's List of
bibliographies in the Boston public library are the best helps for the
average library, but the larger libraries will find the bibliographies of
bibliographies by Petzholdt and Vallee primary. To keep lists up to
date see bibliographic- departments of tile Library journal and the
Oentralblatt.
For select lists Winsor's reference books in English (L. j. 1: 247-49)
is a model of practical method and just discrimination, now partly
but not wholly out of date. Miss Hewins (L. j. 11: 305-8 passim)
indicates reference books for the smallest libraries. Later lists of considerable help au<l varying critical value are found jn works of Sonnenschein (Best books), Sargent (Guide book to books), and Acland.
These represent libraries of say 50,000, 15,000, and 2,000 vols. Tliey
all give hints of prices. The standard lists for a smaJI library at the
present day is of course the catalog of the A. L. A. library.
On the whole, decidedly the best recent apparatus regarding reference books is found in the latest edition of Chambers's Encyclopedia
under "Encyclopedias" where there is a list given of the best ones
general and special, and where under the various articles there are
bibliographic references.
It may be said in general that as the first and most general "reference book" to ue cho en for a library is a cyclopedia, so in all the sue-
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ceedin.g generations of such works, that one will always be "best'' for
library purp0ses which fulfills the two functions of. a reference book
furnishing both a condensed Sllmmary of every s11bject, and references
to the best ex.tended treatises-on 'e ach.
~-'\.SSIST.A.NCE TO READERS.

By W. E.

FOSTER,

P·roviclcnce (R. I.) Public Li1.Jrarian.

The experience of libraries generally shows that a comprehensive
policy of assist.ance to re.a.ders must take into account the follow ing
conditions:
·
1 Discrimination in shaping the collection.
2 Marshaling the books on the shelves by an effective system or
classification.
3 Utilizing the different· forms of cataloging helps.
· 4 Planning the library building with specific regard to facilitating
assistance.
5 Supplementing all the above by personal assistance-.
1 Discrirnination in shaping the collection.-Library officers are generally agreed that strength does not lie in mere numbers; that it is as
true of books as of soldiers that, for truly effective work, 1,000 carefully picked are worth 2,000 assemblecl at random. All but a very few
(such as the Library of Congress, which receives two copies of every
book copyrighted) would omit also the distinctly bad and the distinctly
worthless books. So far as concerns current publications all agree as
to the desirability of some guide to their selection, which shall be suf:fident1y comprehensive, trustworthy, and regular in its appearance, but
they are not yet so nearly agreed as to its practicability. T_hat particular variety, however, advocated by Mr. Iles 1 perhaps comes nearest to
meeting with general acceptance, and is indeed, already tentatively in
operation, lists on electricity and other subjects, prepared l>y competent specialists, having been put into print.
There is also general agreement as to the necessity of discarding,
from time to time, u seless parts of a collection already gathered, but
dccidecl disagreement as to the extent of it. The extreme position in
tlle direction of "winnowing" is represented by Mr. Charles Francis
Adams. 2 Difficulties in the way of maintaining an arbitrarily'' fixed
number" of vol nm s are pointed out editorially in the Library Journal
(1 : 10 ), the objections to making even the smaller libraries l ss than
·omplcte in su ·h pecialtie as local town history or local industrie
are ernpha ized by .i..:Ir. in or,3 and the inh rent un ertainty attending auy · re a t f th futnr need of a con.·titnency are ·ugge"'tcd by

J · al1:10 in his
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Oolonel -Higginson. 1 lYir . .Adams has himself done much to facilitate a
more general agreement with the principle of winnowing which he
advocates by linking with it ill later discussions 2 the principle of differ. entiation in libraries, with which, indeed, it is inseparably connccted. 3
The following may perhaps be safely acce1)ted as harmonizing different
views: Not only must single individuals be taken into accountin deciding on the serviceableness of a. given_ book or line of publication in
any library, but groups of individllals, such as classes, clubs, societies,
etc., and, back of- that, whole interests in the community, such as the
schools,4 the press,5 the departments of the municipal government (as,
for instance, the city engineer's o:f:fice), 6 and, emphatically, the local
industrfos. 7 Where a library is· the only one existing in the place, its
constant aim should be "to :fit· the comm1rnity like a glove." If, however, them are several, as in most large cities, a cmnmon imderstanding
as to each other's specialties or limitations will go far toward assuring
that in some one 8 of the libraries, at least, each reader or student will
find approximately all that he needs· on his particular subject. The
''unit of constituency" is thus not so limited a conception as that of a
single library, but that of the town or city as a whole. Itis- possible,
moreover, to preserve a general" library equilibrium" by transfers of
whole classes of publications, c. g., pamphlets or government publications, from a library less able or willing to care for tllem to one ,vhich
is more so. 0 Dit,3carcling:should I:?e employed emphatically i~1-the case of
publications which are liable to prove misleading or antiquated, and
particularly in natural and applied science. It is of the first impor.
tance that an artisan in searcll of the. best work for his purpose in electricity, where a treatise goes out of date, in ten years, should not find
his way blocked up with the publications of two decades ago. 10 Yet
1

In aclclress before Mass. Library Club, June 12, 1893. See L. j. (Ag., 1893), 18: 294-.
Iu his address of Juno 12, 1893, before the Mass. Library Club, which he entililes
"The differentiation of libraries, and the proper :fieltrof local librarics.n
3
For other discussion of the above subject see the Nation, March 23., 1892, 56:
210-11; L. j. (.Ap., 1893), 18: 118-19; also S: S. Green's paper at Chicago conferonco,
1893, see 1), 698, and discussion by Messrs. Poole, Dewey, Crnnden, and others, Chicago proceedings, pp . 18-22.
'Miss C. M. Hewins, L. j. (JI. 1893), 18: 251-53.
5
1'hero are few public libraries in large cities where constant a,ncl heavy drafts
on their resources by members of the press are not most willingly responded to.
6
lnstauces of the kind referrecl to may be founcl in the annual rcport:1 of nearly
every large library.
7
Testimony such as "the assurance, verbally or by-fotter, thn;t the resources placed
at the clisposal of tbose in charge of these industries have proved unexpectedly
serviceable, and arc sure to bo he-arcl from in the shape of better work" (Providence
Public Library, 14th an. rept., 1891, p. 13), is not uncommon in this-connection.
8
See discussion of this point-in Prov. Pub. Library, 13th arr. rept., 1890, p. G.
9
See S: S. Green's paper, L. j. (Jl., 1893), 18: 220, where C: A. Cutter's suggestion
is also quoted.
10
In any case, dates, not of imprints but of actual iir t appearance ( copyright,
prefa ce, etc.), inserted in the entry, should servo to waru off the reader or student,
or the reverse.
2
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even these antiqnated volumes may not be valueless, always and everywhere, if the cooperative principle be kept in view and the" unit of
constituency" be expanded beyond the limits of a, single municipality.
There is, for example, one library 1 in the country engagetl in scientifically collecting antiquated text-books as part of the equipment needed
for a serious study of pedagogy. "Library equilibrium " is subserved,
not merely by permanent" transfers,'7 hut by temporary loans, whether
from larger libraries to those of medium size, or from those in turn to
the smaller ones, particularly for the accommodation of individual
scholars, where the principle of'' the library's comity toward literature" requires it. There may even be, as proposed in connection with
some of the State library comrnissions,2 a system of transfers from a
central bureau to a number of libraries in succession. The ideal condition, in regard to adequately meeting the needs of a reader-whether
the reader be an accomplished scholar of many years' standing, or a
beginner in the use of books-will be attained when a system as elastic
as the waves of the ocean, which respond absolutely to all the variations and unevennesses of the bed of the sea, shall supply, in every
part of the country, just what is needed and just when it is wanted.
2 Marshaling the books on the shelves by an effective systern of clrtssification.-Libraries substantially agree as to the necessity for some
, system of classification, for no one who has searched for a given publication in a secondhand book dealer's unarra.nged mass of books and
pa,pers, and has afterwards used a library where an obvious and natur-al order is tlic means of leading easily to the book wanted, needs to be
convinced of the utility of this feature of assistance to readers. As to
specific systems of classification, there is the widest disa,greement; 3
yet even here few will question that it is of less consequence which
one, than that some one of the different systems be faithfully followed;
since it is but a means to an end, and not an end in itself. The sharp- est line of cleavage is perhaps along the question of "close or coarse
classification." 4 The experience of an increasing number of small
libraries, however, shows that., even for their purposes, a somewhat
clo ely divided system offers many advantages, provided they are left
free to adapt it to tli:eir conditions.
3 Utiliz·ing the different forms of cataloging helps.-Whether or not the
reader ha · direct ace ss to the helve , it is easy to see of how real
1

The library of the American Antiquarian Society, Worcester; Mas . .
article, Atlantic, June, 1 93, 71: 815-18; also provision of New
' e Ir. "\ insor
York tate Library fr "traveling librari ," L. j. ( . 1892), 17: 4 7-88. A very
far-r a hing uggcstion also i that of fr. : . Gr en in regard to the function of
, , tat library c mmi ion, in providin,,. r for n e books an l the nece ary equipm nt f r an weriug inquiri , in th a of th maller libraries. [L. j. (N. 1894),
1 : 2.]
ee p. 861, an<l al o
i well-nigh endless.
2
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assistance to him is the ability to say: '' On this shelf you will :find,
.approximately, all that the library contains on electricity," or even
on the division '' electric transportation," or even on the subdivision
"trolley electric roads." Yet it is essential that the inherent limitations of that form of assistance should be clearly appreciated. Of
only a part of the books or snbjects represented in a library is the
principle of'' one subject to a book" 1 true. The fact that, for instance,
volumes of collected essays defy this assignment is one of the reasons
why the larger librari.es many years ago resorted to analytic cataloging, for it is possible, fortunately, to say of a catalog what can not
be said of a shelf: "On this page, or in this drawer, you will find all
that th~ library contains on your subject;" and it explains, also~ the
wide serviceableness which printed catalogs, like tLat of the Boston
Athenamm, have had in other libraries than those for which they were
made. The agreement among libraries as to the necessity of cooperation to render such facilities universal could not have received more
emphatic testimony than in the successful achievement of Poole's Index
and the "A. L. A." index to general literature, the one transforming
files of periodical literature from dead lumber to the livest of circulating material, and the other perfor1p.ing the same service for volumes
of essays, ete. Disagreement in regard to the lengths to which this
principle of cooperative cataloging may be carried is not at all over the
question whether it is desirable, but whether it is practicable; but the
successful execution of the catalog of the ."A. L. A. library," at the
World's Columbian Exposition, has placed this matter in a clearer
light. .
The future of the "subject catalog" of an individual library is at
present attended with some uncertainty. There can be little question
that when it shall be no longer necessary for each separate library, with
its limited funds, to do in a thousand cities and towns what can be done
at a central point, once for all,2 the better endowed libraries will find
themselves at liberty to spend their funds in making their development
more symmetrical and possibly in supplying elaborate subject catalogs ·
of the '' special collections." The relative superiority of the bibliography and the subject catalog has been earne·s tly discussed ; 3 but serious
students can not afford to dispense with either of them. 4 An increasing number of libraries during the pa,st :fifteen years have mad~ wide use of" reference lists," and perhaps no other form of library help surpasses this in flexibility. '' The bibliography aims at completeness for
the sake of completeness," while '' the reference list is as complete as it
serves its purpose to be." 5 The purpose of the latter is particular in
1

A. L.A. Proc., 1890, p. 6.
See L. j. (Ag. 1893) 18: 278.
3 See articles of C: H. Hull, L. j. 15: 167-71; and C: A. Cutter, L. j. 15: 163-64, 196.
4
W: E. Foster, in A. L. A. Proc., 1890, p. 7.
'
6 L. j. 4 : 86.
2
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the extreme-namely to extend specific assistance on a subject of interest at a specific time, and, in many cases, to a specific student. It is
thus free from the trammels of the bibliography, which would compel
it to include editions or treatises of a recognized antiquated or misleading nature; and also from those of the subject catalog, which ·would
compel it to omit the one test book on the- subject if the library should
not happen to own it. In the latter case, the student cau go, with the
reference list in his hands, to some other library which has the book;
or the library itse1f may promptly order the book. An advantage of
the card-catalog principle, as compared with the printed or stereotyped
catalog, which has repeatedly been emphasized, is that while the latter'
crystallizes a condition of things which once existed but exists no
longer, the former responds unerringly to what exists at the time ; and
this advantage is eminently true of the reference list. Timeliness 1 in
meeting a want· at the time when it arises,2 lies at the foundation of this
method of assistance. There is- here also a deeper significance as
regards what may be called the adequate cataloging of the library. In
more than one sense no library ca~ be cataloged "once for all," but if~
as occasion .arises, and from the hundreds of different points of view
which are continually presenting th~mselves, its re-sources in these particular directions be enumerated, and if, moreover, these successive all(r
minute reference lists be filed and indexed, so~ething will have been
done,3 analogous to the" placer" wor.k to which the miner resorts, to
exhaust, if possible, an the ways in which the particle of gold might
succeed in escaping his search. In this r espect a wider employment of
the reference list principle on the part of the smaller libraries rniglit
do much to illustrate Mr. Adams's suggestion 4 that a collection of a limited number of books, kept tlown by a weeding process, and repeatedly
and minutely re-cataloged, is worth more to its readers than one of twice
the n umber of volumes with no sifting processe;·, and with infrequent
cataloging or none at all. The reference list, however, exists in many
different forms-. In its daily or occasional form, it is usually prepared
in Emnuscript, or by some copying process; and, if the latter, can reach
a wide circle of users. In it.s weekly form it i, frequently met ·within addition to the instances just named-in the columns of some news11aper, and thus reache~ the eyes of thousands of readers. In its
monthly or quarterly form jt. is found either as a separately priutecl
sh tor as forming a cli. tin tive feature of the library's official "Bull tin: To the manus J:'.ipt in tances above referred to u ually in the
. n , h t.~, may be added the particular variety
'
£r
f writt
wherein
1b titntecl for he t. ; and in more than one quarter

t cl iu \Y: 1:. . Fo t r'i-; papn a , t. Loui con for nc ,
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the very serviceable suggestion has been made of applying the Rudolph
Continuous Indexer to tho purposes of reference lists, a s well as to tllosc
of the general catalog.
There are few principles so deserving of constant remembrance within
the walls of a library as that emphasized in an address at a recent
libra.ry dedication, namely, that "Books are made to be read." 1 Acting
on this principle, it is the practice in many libraries to study all possible opportunities of getting the books down from the shelrns and into
the hands of students 3ind readers. Oousequently the answer to a
reader inquiring "How many books may I hn,ve for use in the refe:rP:ncc room at any one tirneP will necessarily be: "As many as you
Il(!ed-a lmndred if necessary." 2 Consequently also a close attention
to subjects of current interest will reveal the fact that nearly every
book in a collection. of ordinary sizB will have had its special interest
for some reader, at some time, in the course of five years. Consequently also the principle that fore-very book added to the library there
exists a reader needing to use the book, if he.can only be appri8-ed of
it, will de-velop the nse of methods 3 to bring the booi and the reader
into connection . Thero is no ~urer way of cutting down to a minimum
percentage the "books never ca11ed for," 4 than _by tho methods above
mentioned.
Divergence of opinion exists in referenc6 to the note-asily s-ett]ecl question as to the balance of advantage be-tween the published catalog of
a single library, with its series of printed supp-lement.s on the one lland
and the card catalog on the other. 5 The printed catalog has the advantages of legibility and convenience of handling, and the disadvantage
of an ever-increasing multiplicity of alphabets unless the expensive
"consolidated catalog" shall be resorted to. The ca.rd catalog, in
its usual form, has the disadvantage of inconvenience 6 of handling,
a11d the great a,dvantage in the case of a dictionary catalog of a single
alphabet. 7
In a large percentage- of libraries the "shelf list" and t11e. "class 1is-t"
are identical, thus supplying a manuscript subjec-t catalog which, if
allowed to be consulted by the public as well as the staff, and supple1

E . E. Hale, at dedication of St. Louis Public Libra.ry, 1893.
A. L.A. Proc., 1890, 11 . 7.
~some of these methods are indicated in Prov. Pub. Library, 15th an. rept., p. 3.
4
Governmeut publications aro among tho material which the Quincy pol1.cy would
suggest discarding, yet these in some public Ii braries are umoug the "Ii vest" of
material in active use. The- tendency to "faun the general reader, in many instances,
into tho special student," is to complicu.te the 11roblem of winuowing.-L. j. (Ag.
1893), 18: 294.
1
See P. L. Ford's Chicago paper, L. j. (JI. 1893), 18: 219.
cIt is true that the sn bsti tu tion of the "tray " variety of card catalog for the
common "drawer" type will largely tend to diminish this inconvenience.
'Enrly comment on the Hudol1)h Continnons Index.er is to be found in Lib. Jour.,
16: 313; 17: 25, 371-72; 18: 120-21. Later and moro decided recognition of its capabilities is in L. j. (Ag. 1893), 1 : 277-7 ; Natiou, Ag-. 31, 1893, 57: 150.
2
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mented with a comprehensive subject index, comprises one more link
in the chain of assistance to readers. This " class list " being a precise
reproduction of the order in which the books stand on the shelves, it is
subject to the same advantages and disadvantages which have already
been shown to attach to shelf arrangement, as a help to readers; with
this difference, however, that the class list shows the titles of books
which are out, as well as those which are in. Here also, as in the case
of the shelves, it does not follow, from the limitations pointed out above,
that as little classification as possible is going to help us. If you are
on a train running from New York to Chicago, and you wish to comnnJ.nicate for a moment with your friend, and :find that he is not in the
same car with you, it is something to be thankful for, is it not, if he is
in another car of the same train-and that a vestibule train-rather
than on another train on a different railroad 1
4 Planning the library building with specific regard to facilitating
assist_a nce.-The library architecture of the past ten years is perhaps in
no one particular better worth studying than
the effective adaptation of well-chosen means to specific ends. Doubtless some of the most
effective library work may have been performed in buildings illustrating every conceivable fault of library arrangement; and yet, if the
opportunities for usefulness which have been lost, even under this intelli.gent effort, be enumerated, they would show how enormously the maximum of usefulness even of such a library could have been increased.
A few principles which experience has shown to be fundamental and
about which there is general agreement may be named. ( 1) Determining the position of the natural centers or axes, in the relation of the
different parts to each other, and thence radiating in such a way as to
secure the least expenditure of time, space, and effort, as well as the
11earest approach to straight lines of access. (2) Foresight in making
such a disposition of the parts at the outset as will not be negatived,
but rather emphasized, in all subsequent extensions which may be made
necessary. (3) Combining, so far as possible, compactness in the storage of books, with the most generous provision for the specific needs of
individual student' and reaclers.1 In all these details, and particularly
the provision for the ''least expenditure" of time, space, and effort, it
would be easy to mi conceive of the matter as one affectili g t11e conveni nee ancl efforts of the library attendant alone. It must not be
forgotten, however, that, even where the reader or tudent does not
pr
allyvi.·itth helve ,he does o,vicariously,intheper onofthe
li rary at u lant. 2 To a fruit mer haut in New York a shipment of
p a lie ' which con um s five day· when one day might have erved is
f ital n equ n t him, ev n if he cloe not take the railroad jonru y him lf· n
i · n 1 ,.. vi al t th r ad r or student that an
f 1a · , int ·r
<l b tween th attenclan ' tart-

in

ubje ·t by Ie rs.
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ing point and the book required by the reader, shall not multiply to an
annoying extent the time which the reader must wait before obtaining
his book. The question of access t.o the shelves 1 at all on the part of
the reader is one which has two sid.es, even in this matter of timesaving. In a very small library it is probably true of the greater number of the books charged to readers that they will have been taken
fro·m the shelves by the readers themselves and brought by them to the
desk to be charged. Here the balance of advantage would be decidedly
~u favor of access to shelves, on the basis of time saving. These conditions would be almost wholly reversed in a large library. In its stack,
if of the convent10nal type, with its labyrinthine passages, the book
borrowers would be not only bewildered, but in each other's way; while
the impossibility of supervision, resulting in large loss of books and in
very certain displacement of them, would inevitably waste the reader's
time and convenience. The conventional stack com;truction is not the
only one available. Few principles in library construction seem likely
to prove so fruitful as those associated with the name of the late Dr.
W: F: Poole, namely, the housing of each great class in a separate
room, with its own _attendants, and supplied with all the apparatus of
a great study room or laboratory. The fact that Dr. Poole's application
of his own principles,2 in the Newberry Library at Chic3,igo, 3 is on a scale
far beyond the means of the average library, does not in anyway impair
the general soundness of these principles, nor the duty of each library
to avail itself of their benefits, so far as its own conditions will admit.
This is, in fact, one of those instauces where very much more than "half
a loaf" can be secured. In an increasing number of libraries the following principles are now recognized: 4
(1) .A sharp distinction between the circulating department and the
reference department, thus admitting of placing the latter (dictionaries,
cyclopedias, etc.) on open book shelves in the reference room, where
they are constantly accessible to all readers without the necessity for ·
applying to an attendant.
,
(2) Providing au open bookcase in the delivery room, for tl.Je current
additions of a specified number of weeks back (eight, ten, or twelve).
These books may be there handled and examined, and, when desired,
charged to the reader, for home use. .A reader who should have closely
followed up his opportunities in connection with this open bookcase for
a year in succession, would have practically had" access to the shelves,"
so far as the additions of that year are concerned.
1
A subject whos~ voluminous literature may be traced by the index in all tho
recent volumes of the Library Journal. But see particularly the following: 15:
197-98, 229-31; 16: 268-69; A. L.A. Proc., 1890, p. 33-37; Chic. Proc., July, 1893, p. 217,
219,231.
2
Elaborated in his "Construction of library buildings," 1881; and his "Remarks
on library construction," 1 83; also in Lib. Jour., passim.
3
Explained by Dr. Poole, with plan, in 1890, Proc., pp.107-11;
4
See also Prov. Pub. Library, 15th an. rept.., 1892, p. 6.
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(3) Selection of one or more of the classes usually stored in the
stack, to be shelved in a room by themselves; an application of the
:Newberry library plan, witl.l. its tables, desks, and other facilities, not
-to the whole library, but to a fragment of it. In some libraries the
bound volumes of periodicals are so treated, in close proximity to the
readiug room for current periodicals; in others the industrial works in
close relations with the patent room, etc.
(4) Provision of rooms in portions of the building adjacent to the
stack to be usecl as special "study rooms," "class rooms," "dictating
rooms/' etc., in which the needs of special students, or classes, or university extension centers,1 or study clubs, or other studious individuals
or groups may be specifically met.
(5) The provision of other "study rooms" or "study tables," within
the walls of the stack itself, for the use of any serious students who
may with confidence be trusted there.
(6) The system of "permits to enter the stack," for an even wider
section of the public, which bas been developed under very interesting
conditions at Cleveland 2 aucl l\:Iinneapolis. 3 In some communities the
local conditions will admit of going further than in others in the direction indicated, but there are few which can not avail themselves to some
extent of the manifest advantage thus rendered possible. Indeed, the
planning of library interiors for some time to come is likely to throw
additional light on the caJ)abilities of lil>rary architecture in facilitating assistance to readers.
5 The personal element.- The library may be equipped with a collectiou of books most skillfully chosen and sifted; the books may be
marshaled on the shelves iu a.n arrangement which most perfectly
facilitates the path of the student to the desired subject or book; the
contents of the volumes may be elaborately set forth in every form of
cataloging helps; and every feature of the building even may be dominateu by attention to specific needs of students and readers; and still,
pos5ibly there may be a missing factor_,the operation of which is necessary to the maximum of effective assistance. It is true that lil.Jrary
"machinery" is excellent in its way, and any library which disregards
the necessity for bestowing much time upon it and effectually avoiding
every tendency to clogging, or congestion, or irregularity, wiJI (lo so
t0 its co. t. But long observation has everywhere confirmed the conviction th£t a reliance solely on " general methods," those for tlle
publi at large, i lik u ·ing a rak with teeth too far apart, and inevitably om of the library'. 11 ost vital opportunities for u efulne s will
sli ) p£ t, unre QO'uize . Th per ual contact of the library officer
-with h indi vi lu 1 r ad 1· i till n cl <l after all 1 e ha been said
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and done. In lil>raries where the force is inconveniently small, one of
two results is likely to follow. On the one hand, exclusive tl.epeuclence
may be placed on the perfection of the library" machinery/ with tbe
result of great smootlmess of routine administration, but also with the
resulting waste of opportunities just referred to. On the other lutnd,
while the advantage of the needed contact of reader with library
atten~lant is secured, this comes as a SOl't of "running fire" all along
the line, and there is consequently tlie disadvantage of intToclucing a
constant element of uncertainty into the accomplishment of the routine
work 1 of the respective attendants appealed to. One of the earliest
libraries to respond to the demands of this problem and to concentrate
this work upon a single officer, was the Boston public, in ·which, from
the :first, the volume of assistance to readers l.Jas undoubtedly been
larger than in any otfle-r American library. Several other libraries
have, within more recent years, established an information desk; 2 and
in one 3 of these -at least the-officer is provided with no other ·work, but
finds every moment of time claimed by tlle applications of individual
readers and students for specific assistance and direction in the use of
reference books in pursuing inquiries, etc.
'l'bere is plainly a, growing tendency among libraries to adopt this
fundamentally effective feature of assistance to readers, but there are
certain aspects of the matter which should be clearly recognized, else
disappointment may resnlt. For instance, so strongly does one librarian fear the tendency of this concentration on one cierk, to produce
apathy in the 1natter ot assistance to reaaers on the part of all the
others, that he would take the risk of constant interfer~nce with the
time of every clerk. There are several ways of meeting this objection.
Where the force is large, or of '' average size," it is possible to arrange
a, comprehensive scheme, whereby, at some time duriug the week or
mouth, the service of every other member of the staff is called iuto
requisitiou, as a substitute, either at meal times, half holidays, vacations, or othe1~ necessary absences of the regular clerk. , Extremely
useful also in the same direction, though for other reasons besides, is
the practice of holding monthly or fortnightly "staff meetings," 4 followed with great s·u ccess in at least one library, in which the study of
the many-sided subject of assistance to readers, both in tl1e shape of
specific instances and of comprehensive general principles, is a constant
feature. vVbile it is not possible, even by this method, for a library to
brrng a,11 the beneficial influences of th.e '' library school" to its own
doors, iu one particular it is invariably effective; namely, iu developing
on the part of all the staff not_only a true esprit de corps, but, in particular, an eagerness to render the best service of which they are capable,
1 ProY.

Pnl>. Library, 13th an. rept., 1890, p . 9.
L. ;'. 16: 271-72, 263; 18: 178, 179, 219 ,
3 Prov. Pub. Librnry, 13th an. rcpt_, p. 9; 14th, p.10-11; 15th p.10.
4
Prov. Pub . Library, 13th au. re1)t., 1890, p. 1!.
2
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in this matter of assistance to readers. The fundamental importance
of this "unperfunctory" element in the work of the information desk
is not easily to be overestimated. Indeed, it will be far better not to
establish this position at all than to be obliged to fill it with one who
gives it a careless, an unintelligent, above all, a perfunctory attention.
This is one of those positions where the bright face of the attendant
meeting the application, timidly perhaps presented by the reader or
student, puts the latter at once and completely at bis ease, a,nd goes far
to make actual the ideal suggested by Mrs. M. A. Sanders at the February, 1893, meeting of the Massaehusetts Library Club, that the librarian
should meet the reader in t,he position of a host or hostess welcoming
a, guest. There is, moreover, another side to this matter even, due to
the fact not only of the immensely differing needs of individual readers,
but of, their no less widely differing temperaments and capabilities as
well.1 To read that it fell to a certain librarian to hear during one and
and the same week two such apparently contradictory commendations
of this feature of his library as the following, may suggest a paradox:
"I like your information desk; one is put so completely at bis ease by
the attendant's interest;" and "I like the service of your information
desk; it is so impersonal." Yet it only goes to show the success with
which the attendant had suited the manner as well as the material of
the as·s istance to the varying conditions of the two individuals.
The successful coordination of appa-rently divergent cong..itions is not
an easy matter here, any more than in architecture; yet it is in triumphs
such as .these that the mastery of the art is shown, in tbe one case as
well as in, the other. Not only trained intelligence and genuine interest,
but tact and discrimination, are requisite here; and it should be borne
in mind by library directors, not only that the establishment of the
information desk as a distinct position will involve a generous allowance of additional time and the consequent expense, but also that the
officer who can successfully meet the requirements of such a position is
necessarily one whose services should be well remunerated. There is,
doubtles , a certain quality of intellectual force and helpfulness in the
books themselve,, in the case of a library of average excellence, and
others besides Sir Walter Scott have profited from the mere opportunity
of "browsing in libraries;" yet to base on this fact an argument against
employing well-directed efforts of a sistance, when needed, is to repeat
the fallacy un erlying the familiar '' self-made-man" argument against
e u ati n. The man, in an in tance of the kind named, would have
mad , n tan inf rior, but an even greater achievement, if, to his undeni ly ex ti nal native gift , he ]1acl been able to add that which the
i ·ci lin of e u ation au u ply. The book will po
not a le ,
b t a fa r at r
r
f ffi. i u y if to th ir inb r nt vitality and
11 b
b 11 iu 1t an l c mpr hen ive tudy
th b k ·, n b part f a tlior1
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oughly equippe<l lib:·a,ry officer. That tlle needs r eferr ed to reaily
exist, tlie experienc:~ of the larger and small er libraries alike go to
show. "The timidity of the average person desiring information, au d
especially the stranger who comes to the library for the first time, i a
factor in library admini stration which must be acknowled ged aud dealt
with. * * ,x, We have seen person after person enter a library,
and, after a brief struggle with the card or printed catalog, leave the
building. * "t.- * Yet, wheuever we have spoken to such people, we
have found they wanted a definite thing." 1
It is the significa,nce of instances like these that has led one of the
most progressive of librarians to distrust the desfrablen ess of universal
access to the shelves, since in this way much the larger part of the class
of readers referred to would miss the personal guidance and assi tance
which they obviously require.
In at least two of the libraries where this personal element of assistance has been most comprehensively developed, this fundamental rule
is in sisted on, that if the library officer to whom a question happens to
be brought has the slightest reason to suppose that the information
which he is able to supply is not an adequate and satisfactory answer,
the question must be referred to some other library officer who is reasonably sure to be able to do this. In one of these two libi·aries, printed
forms 2 are kept constantly at hand for this purpose. Sometimes it will
happen that the library itself is found not to be in possession of the
work or works which alone will answer the inquiry. In this case either
an order is at once given for the book, or recourse is had to the scheme of
library transfers mentioned elsewhere. Even when the rea,der finds t he
library classified by a comprehensive system, sufficiently closely dassi~
fled to respond to his va1:ying needs, supplied with a subject index, as
a ready key to the whole, arranged on the shelves with as close an
approach to correspoudeuce to abstract classification as is found practicable, and the shelves accessible to the iutelligent reader wherever
practicable, he must, after all, have these forms of assistance, plus the
privilege of a special study room where the bringing of books from other
portions of the library may correct the inadequacy of shelf arrangement
already referred to; plus the helps furnished by bibliographies in supplying a bird's-eye view of the subject not possible in this particular
library; plus the helps supplied by subject catalogs for subjects on
which no bibliographies have been printed; plus all reference lists and
other mi cellaneous varieties of help. And even this is not sufficient
unless we add, also, tbe librarian himself, that he may correct and supplement all deficiencies and inadequacies of the various kinds specifi-.
cally mentioned above, by hi. own trained, interested, and effectual
service of the reader. 3
L. j. 16 : 263.
ee Prov. Pub. Library, 14th an . rept., 1891, p. 11.
3
ee A. L.A. Proc., 1890, p. 9.
1
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ANNOTA'l'ION

OF

BOOIC TITLES-INDEXING LITERATURE

OTHER 'l'HAN

By

GEORGE ILES,

Boo1rn.
New York.

There is much in a welcome. The stranger who enters the Boston
Public Library is met almost at the threshold by an attendant who
inYites questions and answers them in the most helpful possible way.
To tl10se unfamiliar with the card catalog he explains it; he can often
stw11ly a forgotten name or a title; frequently he names a book his ques- tioner needs and has never heard about. Such an officer makes people
feel tlrnt the public library is really theirs; that its machinery, formidable though it seems, is in fact simple; and when, as in Boston, the officer
charged with reception moves about quite freely, instead of occupying
a desk clerk fashion, his hospitalities can be multiplied. Next iu vaJue
to his services, to a stranger at least, comes the aid of a card catalog,
from its inclus"iveness vastly to be preferred to any catalog in book
form , and, speaking fro_m my o,Yn experience, best arranged under a
single alphabet. The, card catalog has now a formidable rival iu the
Rudolph conti~mous indexer, which novel device, from its nonliability
to wear or soiling, removes the excuse oftenest given for withholding the
card catalog from the reader. Only when the foll catalog, whafoyer its
form, and the shelves themselves are at the free di&posal of the public,
does the public library fully stand by the promise of its open door.
But a reader, specially of the serious stamp, needs yet more; it is not
enough that good books in abundance be offered him, for how shall he
know which of them can best servo his purpose, Suppose that he is
to inform himself regarding the principles underlying the transmission
of electricity from Niagara, ]?alls to the lamps and motors of Buffalo,
which of the scores of books presented in the department of electricity
will take him, beginner that he is, and lead him to a full comprehension
of tho subject, Or, imagine him to be curious respecting the latest
achievements of the camera-its seizure of stars beyond the telescopic '
range, its interpretation of color ·in black and white with truth of
ffect, its repro<luctiou of color itself, or its super edure of the grav:orwhi •h of foe mauywork on photography at hand will answer his questions in th clear ·t way, If, in a very different branch of literatme,
he . k to h1ow, mething about tho government of the nation, a
topi tr at
by h rn<lr l1 f w1iter , to which of them may ho with
c nfid n e turn .
r if h l ·ir to acquaint himself with th fundantals of p liti ·al
n my, what authoriti .' ·hall he choo e.
r :pon · t ·h
iuquiri : i: giv n in a card ata1 g of four ub. en · f h m 1 I library ;h wn y h • m ri an Library A, ociation
a · 1 a1 t
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department of electricity by F. B. Oroclrnr, professor of electrical engineering at the school of mines, Columbia College, New York; in that of
photography by the committee on literature of the Camera Club, New
York; in that of .American Government by Dr. J. 0. Schwab, instructor
of political economy, Yale University; and in that of general political
economy by E. R. A. Seligman, professor of political economy and
finance in the school of political science, Columbia College. The notes
printed on slips arc distributed at the exhibit in Chicago and are also
to be had from the Bureau of Education, Washington. It is hoped tlrnt
in connect.ion with the American Library Association a bureau will be
established for systematically extending this plan of appraisal to the
whole working literature of education. To be as nseful as it can a note
card should tell: Whether a book is a mere compilation or a transcript
of fact and experience by a doer or a worker; the comparative merits
of various editions where t.hey exist; for what classes of readers a book
is .best suited; its special excellencies or <lefects, and important errors,
if any; how it compares with other books in the same field, and if in
its field-let us say of taxation, or money-there is no book up to date,
reference may be made to sources of information in periodicals or elsewhere; if a book treats a subject in debate, as homeopathy, protection,
or socialism, fact and opinion will be carefully distinguished, and views
of critics of opposed schools may be given; and, finally, the . best
extended reviews will be mentioned. The annotator should append his
name and place with date. To this signing I find no objection raised
by the revie11ers whom I have thus far engaged.
It has been estimated that books of importance in onlinary demand do not exceed 10,000. It is suggested that these works, divided into
departments, be selected and annotated for public libraries by the men
and women most fit for the task. Every day these men and women are
asked for direction in the fields of literature they have made their own.
Through the public libraries their judgments can be placed at the service not only of an individual here aud there, but at /that of every
inquirer in America. Guidance here will chiefly come from teachers
whose life work it is iu the study, the class room, or the laboratory, to
know the latest books in a specific domain and master the best, whether
old or new. To these teachers can be joined scholars and critics of distinction specially versed in history, belles-lettres, the literature of art.
So far as an appeal has been made to teachers and others on behalf of
this new aid to readers, the most coTdia1 response has been given;
busy men ho,ve turned aside from pressing tasks to write the notes
offered in the model library. Their generous assistance has arisen in
seeing that the need for the help contemplated is urgent and growing.
.Alliances between tho public school and the public library are becoming closer. These alliances, together with Chautauqua and similar
agencies, prove that popular reading can ri e to a, new interest and
value when it has consecutivenc sand purpose. .At the same time new
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books abound and superabound. Clearly it is more than ever desirable that trustworthy pilots be organized to spare the p eople the time
and effort they now waste in reading books other than the best, to
warn them as to defective statements and loose arguments, to invite
them into paths of study which without a guide they would never dare
to enter. The notes, of course, will often name books not possessed ·
by a library, jn which case uot only will a reader be told about a book
he needs, but the librarian will receive a hint for buying which will be
of inestimable value when the system has matured sufficiently to keep
pace with the latest issues of the press. As public libraries multiply
and strengthen we may expect the notes to bring to birth a class of valuable books, translations of sterling foreign works and books by American authors, which to-day could not afford the advertising broadside
required to hit here and there the scholars who want them. In the
Atlantic Monthly for June, 1893, Mr. Justin Winsor saystbat the Socie.te
. Franklin, of Paris, which acts as a central agency for the libraries of
~ranee, has found that with the sale its circle of libraries · assures, a
trained writer and a responsible publisher can be engaged to supply
any needed bo9k.
As to the :financial side of the plan for book notes. 'rhe cost of /
annotating 10,000 important books, including sending note cards to,
say, 500 libraries, is estimated at $100,000, and the tirue necessary for
the task at one year. To continue the work on new books of the same
relative importance, as they appear, would probably require $ 10,000 a
year. Can this amount be collected from the libraries served, It is
doubtful. As elsewhere in the :field of education, a service worth vastly
· more than its cost can not be paid for by the men and women to whom
it is rendered. An opportunity thus offers itself for an endowment
which at no greater outlay than that needed to establish and maintain
a single good library can double the usefulness of 500.
It is said, with truth, that in many towns and cities there is but
slight demand for the guidance proposed in this scheme of book notes;
but is it disputed that that demand ought to be increased, and how can
it be increased better than by supply' To take a homely illustration,
ba not the advent of the Italian fruit vender, passive though he is,
greatly stimulated the consumption of bananas and oranges~ Let the
tru. tee of literature learn of him, and rest content only when the
trea ure in their k eping are hospitably proffei-ed to tlle people, the
invit tion mad a t Hing as it can be by having the best critic join in
it. If th i norant cho ·e to remain untaught to miss the light and
lif th t
k tan l'e cly t b ·tow, let them do o only when every
f wi nii1 · h ir int r t h
b en xhau ted. In thi matt r
e
t hi ry
ur p1: li librarie · i .· full of promi e. Every
in -r ": in th ir . t ·1~ , ncl t r
ry impro m nt in their arrauge11 in a l gree
hi h ha
t I ublic libr, rie not
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only contain but indicate the most helpful books and we shall find
the public library more than ever the people's university. It constantly befalls that a great book reaches us too late to bring its best
message; the regret, "why was not this book pressed upon our attention long ago'" should lead us to do what we can to spare others the
labor of mining any vein but gold.
Up to this point we have had in mind only the serious reader; it
is time that we remembered the reader who simply seeks recreation.
Scott maintains his primacy as a novelist, yet it is worth while to learn
in what particulars modern research, historical and antiquarian, must
affect our estimate of Ivanhoe, the Talisman, and Quentin Durward.
In the life of Darwin by his son we are told that the naturalist was
wont to refresh himself with the novels of Mrs. Oliphant, but who
shall tell us which of her many. romances are best worth reading?
Browning, too, is abundantly represented on library shelves, but which
of his longer poems best deserve perusal and why' His works come
to us as 17 lusty tomes, while few students care for a single book of
selections, eveir though it be the poet's own. When the literature of
instruction has been surveyed by the annotator and its guide posts set
up, it will be fitting that other literature recaive the same attention, of
necessity with a lighter and less laborious touch.
On the general lines here suggested a pioneering attack has been
undertakeu by Mrs. Augusta H. Leypoldt, editor Literary News, New
York, and the present writer. Their project is to compile and edit an
annotated list of about two thousand books suitable for girls and
women and their clubs. This list will comprise carefully chosen titles
in the whole round of instruction and recreation. The works of fiction
will be selected and annotated by a reviewer for the Nation. Other
contributors of mark have agreed to cooperate in preparing the list
which, as far as it goes, will be of service to all public libraries, to
readers and inquirers everywhere. The list will be published by the
American Library Association in October, 1895. It is expected soon to
enlarge its departments of art and. music so as to fairly give ~hem complete scope.
Let us now return to the reader in science and consider one of his
perplexities, born with the present generation. Day by day he finds
periodicals multiplying to so prodigious an extent that the fuel of
information threatens to put out the fire; on every band he sees the
serial steadily encroaching on the sphere of the book. For this there
are many reasons, the weekly or monthly can tell a fresher story than
the book, it can tell a story too short for a book; advertising which
falls on the book as a crushing tax provides the periodical's main support; through the wider sale of periodicals they give buyers more for
their money than books possibly ca.n; many a book on technical science
is but a reprint or a summary of what has appeared in serial form, a
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circumstance, by the way, of no little advantage to the book. And·
where in the swirl that now encircles the press shall the reader find
what he seeks~ If he is pursuing the causes wl.lich have cheapened
steel, be-must consult no£ on]y the journals devoted to mining and to
steel manufactt~re, he will also have much to learn from the engiueering
and architectural press. And so aggressive is the enterprise of the
magazines that the latest word regarding the domination of the air by
the inventor, may come in the Century, and a review of the cotton-oil
industry in the Engineering JJfogcizine. Here it is plain that to be of
value an index must be very foll.
An attempt to meet the emergencies of the case has been made by
the Engineering .Maga.zine at Chicago, the Rei,ieio of Revie1cs of New
York, and other publications, each presenting a list of articles in '
selected periodicals; none of these lists is full enough, yet the ]abor of
consulting them, particularly as a year approaches its end, is what
few readers have time for. The linotype, which enables a title to be
cast as a solid line of metal, promises to lend itself to the quarterly and
annual recapitulations here demanded. The world of science, as ne-ver
before, is to-day roused to the necessity of taking stock of its wealth.
In the Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
vol. 14 (1893), Mr. vV. L. Chase presents a plan for extending the Dewey
classHication to engineering literature. The Royal Society of Great
Britain announces an author index of its monumental list of technical
papers. Mr. H. Beckhold, of Frankfort-on-the-Main, began the issue,
beginning with 1894, of-a monthly and yearly index to pa,pers in pure
and applied chemistry; the Physical Society of London in 1895 began
to publish a monthly pamphlet giving abstracts of all the papers which
appear in the principal foreign journals of physics. And a concerted
movement is afoot which aims, by 1900, at organizing on an international basis, a comprehensive in<l.ex to all scientific literature. This
done, experiment in every workshop and laboratory of the world can be
supplemented by full information of every recorded result achieved in
all other workshops and laboratories. Then the man of research can
avoid the blunders of bis fellows, nee<l. not uselessly duplicate their
labor , and can seek their cooperation in ambitious tasks beyond bis
iudivi<lual reach.
re book: and periodical. di. po~e<l.and indicated as they ought to be,
w ,·lioul l ti11 b<' far from liaving exhausted literature. There remains
a fl cl f 11Jli • tion., many of wbich contain valuable data for the
in, io-< t r frui fol
1 h ught for th tu lent and literary worker.
Ir f •r o th· t ·an· c ion· of le(. rn 1 oci tie , th proceeding· of in tint ,' ( 11 l a ·a mi : f. u ·h g Y rnmeut ffic · a is ue report , labor
ur , n g cl >tYi ·(. l · u-v · au l th lik .
ppr , ·ive h; the multipli', ion f lt •: , liat h pr ·i 1 nt fth
riti. h h mical 'o ·i ty,in 1 ,..,94,
"· 1 h
n ·olic1· i n f a 1 h rit, iv .· ·i ·ntifi
r an. tur no·ltou
1
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the English-speaking world. This however, would be only in part a
remedy. Suppose that the rate at which the cousumption of liquor
aclvauces or recedes is to be ascertained, the information is set forth
authoritatively in reports of the Secretary of the Treasury, where illciclentally we are told how far the use of strong waters has been affected
by the competition of beer and light wines. One would scarcely look
in the Proceedings of the American Institute of Mining Engineers for
light on the labor problem, yet the volume for 1890 contains a masterly
discussion of it by Hon. Abram S. Hewitt, in the course of his treatment of "Iron and labor." Two examples, these, of lrnnclreds which
might be cited. In. such documents as have been named rm tap the
stream of knowledge at its very source, and yet for lack of inde:xiug
how little is clone with a wealth of material it costs so great pains to
create! Mr. Talcott Williams, of the Philadelphia Press, who hns given
the question a good deal of thought, estimates the expense of indexing this important branch of literature at $50,000. His suggestion is
that the work be attacked cooperatively, and that publication of tlle
manuscript indexes be sougllt at the hands of the Smithsonian or
other public-spirited institution. To the Smithsonian a debt beyond
estimate is already due for its issue of bibliographies, the last and
greatest of which is Dr. H. Carrington Bolton's bibliography of cllernistry. Mr. Williams believes that a considerable uumber of learned
societies could provide the money needed to index their transactions;
for the 1 est he proposes an appeal to unpaid volunteers such as those
who, under the leadership of Dr. W. F. Poole and Mr. "'\V. I. Fletcher,
have in times past done so much to bring tlle bread of knowledge
within i·each of the })eople.
Were all this accomplished, together with the h1dexing of current
periodicals and the annotation of books, I know not what t1rn reader
conld wish for in the way of stock-taking in literature; everytliing of
importance in print would be placed at his service. If ,the librarian's
finances forbade his having other than a small library, he would uever·
theless be able to tell a reader where to get what he wanted, and perhaps through the cooperation of larger libraries be able to procure it for
him. Speed the day when between the seekers and the light there shall
be no obstacle of any kind, the day when the generous, the wise, and
the informed. shall give their less favored fellows all the aid they can!
1

SCRAPBOOKS.

By "\V . .A.. BARDWELL, Librarin,n of the Brooklyn Library) Bi::ooklyn; N. Y.

Among the minor uepartments of library work that have, in some institutions, come to be recognized as u eful and valuable i · "scrapping,"
or the collecting odds and ends of information not contained in books
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or the cyclopedias, but clipped from newspapers or from magazines not
covered by Poole's or the cooperative indexes. In this way may be
preserved for convenient reference the most recent .facts, which otherwise would be buried and lost in the mass of back :files.
· Thomas Townsend's "War library of national, State, and biographical records," the largest coliection of scrapbooks in existence, is still
deposited at the Columbia College library, New York. This work is in
more than 100 volumes, each as large as a man can easily lift. The
work is, well indexed and is an invaluable fund of material relating to
the civil war. The arrangement is chronologic from December, 1860,
to the end of General Grant's second administration. The price at
which this collection is held is $50,000, though Mr. Townsend would
have sold it to the United States at a somewhat lower :figure. He has
also suggested a scheme to dispose of it by means of popular subscriptions, each subscriber having the right to vote where the work shall be
deposited.
The Los Angeles public library bas recently formed a plan for collecting information regarding local interests, which is thus described in
their library bulletin:

s:

CLIPPING BUREAU,

The realization of the utter lack of practical books on th e local manufacturing,
agricultural, and industrial inter ests and the impossibility to procure such information has r esulted in the project of a clipping bureau, and a systematic segregation
of reliable matter bearing on these subjects is to be begun at once. A practical
scheme has been worked out to handle and prepare this material. The chamber of
commerce has agreed to cooperate to the extent of furnishin g material on hand, and
we ea.rnestly invite the further cooperation on the part of fruit growers, bee keepers,
fruit packing and drying specialists, and others who have from time to time made
scrap collections . We invite them to come to the library to have our system explained
to them.
LIBRARY SCRAPPING.

In order to preserve the great amount of floating material on topics of local value
constantly appearing in newspapers and periodicals, it i s proposed to detail special
attendants to the collection, segregation, and arrangement of this matter. The
clippings in the first place will be kept in a series of indexed envelopes, and when
enough material has accumulated on any one subject it will be carefully examined,
and only that of some real value will be retained. For final preservation the clip:pmg ar to lJe pasted in scrapbook desio-ned for this purpose. The binder was
inst ructeJ. to furni ha quantity of ordinary manila paper, cut 11 by 17 inches, and
fold ed int section of 10 leaves each, and punched on the fold. These l eaves will
hold the ·lipping. and the sections may b strung together like the sections of a
b k. To on s ,tion i eyer to holcl clipping. on more than one subject; thus there
may be
ri of s ction u the orange, and when the e are sufficient in number
b y will b bonnd f rmincr
omplete volume of stati ti son orange culture. The
uhj ct s f r ·lippin,. Ul'J>O e will b a igned, an it i anticipated that by this
. p li n man y f 11 dr wback
f th ordinar, · rap book will b <lone away
·itb. • u~
t u for moclifi • tion.
ill 1, c n id r d and result noted.
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Since t he report on scrapbooks in 1889 a considerable number of
libraries have done some work in clippings. A circular_ recently.
addressed to more t h an 100 representative l!braries throughout the
country has elicited responses from about half that number of librarians
who cultivate the general art of scrapping to some extent, while others
who have not yet fo und time for it are favorably impressed with the
idea, and confident of its utility. The information supplied in response
to the circular is epitomized below:

~

Scrapping work in cei·tain librcwies.
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E:s:trn. help required ,
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magazines a nd
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falo library.
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l?t'l!<'nts' work, higher
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oconomy nncl history,
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pliti<'tl spelling.
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Burlington, Vt., Uni·
Yersitv of Ycrmout
lil>rary .

T11c nniver sit.y :mci h er [..... do .. ... ..... .. .... J .
alumni.

Broo1d_n1, N. Y., tlie
Brooklyn library.

Biography: Indh-idual,
collecth-o, special;
Beecher, Grant, Lin·
r o l n, ,,~ashington,
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Fair.
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authors.
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public 1il>rar,r.

Clticago, Ill ., Univcr.
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Cinci1inati, Ohio, Y . J\I.
mercantile library.
Cleveland, Ohio, pub·
lie library.
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.. ..
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as mdex to contents
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wood, covered w ith
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useful in giving information too recent
to be found in books.
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.
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Scrapping work in certain libraries-Continued.
Nn1m, vf liur,u·y.
Hurtfunl, Cvnn., Hnnfunl Jilm1ry.

City, )Co., publk lil>m1·y.

K1111,1,1,1

'l'OJl\'kll, Knm1., Knnsns
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tbat the collection
will be very useful.
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t_rj
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Kept to date as far as
can; papers are inspected aud markeel,
then at end of week
are clipped; depend
on volunteer help
largely.
Range is limiteJ;
have some outside
help in gathering
clippings.
Inuexed and classified .. Kept up to date: part
of time of one assistant being devoted
to lookin g over and
marking articles for
clipping.
Envelops alphabeted ;
scrapbook ·indexed.

Utilized l>y readers.

0
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Used occasionally and
found valuable. as
they contain material not to be found
elsewhere.
Found quite useful to
readers.
Quite useful, as everything is so thorough ly classified as
to be accessible to
all.

No extra assistance .. . \ Thought to be useful.
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Mmneapolis, Minn.,
public library.
New :Bedford, Mass.,
public library.

The library ............. / Any source .......... 1 Pasted ini-<crapbooks .. / Notinclexcd .... ..... ... 1.•.••.• •.••• ••••..•...•. 1 Uscfultothestaff.
History and genealogy .. J Local and New York Mounted on 8° ,;l1eets .Arrnnge<l alphabeti.
.A.n·:tnged to elate as Quite useful so far as
newspapers.
and in scrapbooks.
cally.
far as possible; in.
developed.
t.encl to have envel·
ops late;r.
New Haven, Conn., :Biographic notices of
Mounted
in
scrapbooks
Yale College u.
------·------------------- 1----·················--graduates; history of
with binder's pa~te.
brary.
tho colle"e.
New London, Conn., Arctic expior ati ons;
Current publications. I In scrapbooks .......... I Indexed ................ I .Arrangement kept np I Quite useful.
public library.
modern authors.
without ext,r aassist·
ance.
New Orleans, Howard
History of the library; L.... do ................ , In enYelops ............. Indexed and numbered. Collectionisnotlarge;
Memorial library.
I
Louisianafolklore.
I
work mostly done Is thought th at it will
he Yery useful later
New York, Appren. Illustrations ............ I Back numbers of il.
by librarian.
on
In manila scrapbooks
tices' library.
-------------------------------··········-·
·---Very
much u sed.
lustr:i,ted papers.
mounted with binder's
I
paste .
New York, Columbia Columbia college; pur. Currentpublicatfons .
Collected but not Not arranged . ......... . Regularsta!f ......... .
ColJege library.
chase of new site, etc.
mounted.
New York, free circu. Libraries, chiefly the N. Mainly from N. Y .
Pasted in scrapbooks .... Arranged chronologi.
lating library.
Y. F.C. L.
newspapers.
cally.
New York, Y.M.C. The Library; the A. L. Current publications; I..... do
A. library.
A separate book for No extrahelp . ........ Isthoughtthatintime
A., and library mat.
a few scrapbooks
each subject; not in.
ters; important
have been given.
this material will
dexed.
eventR.
possess much his·
Omaha, Nebr., public Agriculture, fa m o us
Daily papers (after Mounted on manila
toric interest.
library.
speech es, fugitive
one month), weekly
sheets and kept in Classified by subjects .. . j The work is contin. Decidedly yes.
facts, holidays; local
nous and is done b:v
papers (after two
boxes.
history of the North.
a library attendant.
months); periodi.
west, Hawaii, annexa.
cals, such as are not
tions of Cuba, Canada,
indexed in Poole,
etc.; World's Fair.
etc.
Palo .Alto, Cal., L eland Railroad. matters, eco.
From current p eriodi- Partlypastedin donated I Scra1lbooks uninclexed;
' Stanford .Junior
nomic, historic, and
cals, and from news·
University.
scrapbooks,andpartly
unm ounte<l scraps Noextrahelprequired I Quite useful to thf>
technical.
papers when the
students of railroad
unmounted.
are classified.
article has substan.
affairs.
tial value.
Pawt.ucket, R. I., free Civil war, 23 v. fo; local
Much from local news. In boxes at first; after.
public library.
history,froml801, 16,.
papers._
wards pasted in books. The23volun~P-sarranged I Work done by the j Not very largely used.
chronologically; the
librarian and staff
The earlier volumes
16 volumes are in.
as other work per.
were part of a private
dexed.
mits.
Platteville, Wis., State General subjects; arti.
collection.
Publishers of daily In 6½·inch manila envel.
Normal School
cles of merit on any
Filed in alphabetic or.
library.
pa.pers give their
ops; name of subject
useful topic.
der like a <lictionary Kept up as far as pos. , Quite useful; often sup.
exchanges for scrap·
typewritten in upper
sible, but only by
plies students with
catalog; new clip.
ping purposes.
left corner.
regular employees.
material not to be
pings incorporated as
Philaclelpbia, .Academy\ Reports of meetings of
found elsewhere.
received . .Current newspapers ..
.Natural Science.
the Academy.
................ 1----- ····--·
Useful to the academy.
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Scrappin,rJ work in cei·tain libraries-Continued.
Sources from w hich
mntcri::il is obtained.

SubjPrts or spccinltil's
iu l'Crapping-.

I

ol-

ProvitlC111er, n. T.,
llruwu Uni ni rRi t ,·

lihr:1n-.
~I

·

l,on'is, :\lcrrnnt ii"

)i1)1~1ry.

lippings rognrding
th o collego for forty
~ ,-ars.
CiYil ·witr; St. Louis
mattcis.

:\filmcsota history nnd
hiography.

St. T'nnl, "'.\rinn., Historic Soril'ty.

l

'\Yom:m's cdncation, Curr cntpublications . . Pasted in largo invoice
won1nn's work; Vnsbooks.
i.nr Collogr .
Eiblio~raphic
notes in
'i\'il war; billliograpby. j From clipping bnroau
envelops with tops
to some extent.
cut o:fl:' nncl treated
like cards in a catalog.

J1lo::raphy, local cclcllritil's, nml minornotnbilitics; holidnys; tho
Ji llrary; St. Louis.

St.. r.oni:i. puhlio Lil>rary.

Method of indexing or
classification.

Method of preserving.

Currentpulilications. -I In scrapbooks .........
No now collections
made; those on
hand wore pr esented.
Entirely from current
pulllicatious .

Mostly from Minnesota journals.

·I

0
0
Extra help req uired,
or Ji brar_y staff only.

Not indexed , but The work is kept up
roug;hly classified;
by a stude.ut.
~ easily accessible.
:No ...•••.•••.•........•. An immen se mass of
material not ye t
classified but wnitiug- the results of
inquiries .
Arranged clironol o gi- Kept up without excally.
tra. h elp.

Utilized by readers.
Quite useful.
WitlJ time to develop
clippiIJg system it
would lie of g reat
practical adv a n .
tage.
Most useful book in
the library.

Very seldom used.

1\founted in scrapbooks The book ruled into colof h eav y white paper.
umns, paged arnl ind exed.

'l'he work kept up by
thj3 reading-room
attendant, anrl one
other assistant.
About a dozen arc
fli ed ; much is re ady
to be rnount,ed; w ork
clone by regular
staff.

Pasted on 8° manila Classified an d indexed .. / Kept n p within a
sheets aml bound
mo nth; no outside
::-;:1h' t11.
each year by itself.
help.
Salt'm, Mns~. , public The library .. ........... Curr ent ncwspu.pers .. In Mark 'l'wain Rcra,p- Arranged chronol o g i- I Kept up by regular
library.
books; but shall use
cally.
staff.
some other kind hereI
after.
rhila<lC'lpltin, ra., (1) E,C'rything 0011· , ...••.
In envelops arranged Arranged alphabetically -I Arranged by fits and
\\'nf:'ner ln:-;titnto or
ceruing libraries; (2)
alphabetically ( cl i cstart::i at any t ime.
'l'tcilnology.
scientific scraps; (3)
tionary).
C'\'t•r,rthing relating to
' th e institute.
,,asliington, n. ("., Li- Autogrnplt lC't.ters ..... .
Bound up in scrapbooks . I..... do .......... ... .. . . . , ......... - . brary of Congrcs;;.
,Ya:-;hiugton, D. C., Li- Yellow fowir epidemics , ............ ....... .... . Pa s t~d on sheets an<l
hrmT of tl1<1 t,;uror 1878-70; medical
bound in scrapbooks.
goon-Geuoral's Oflicc.
jurisprmleucc.

I

t_,,j
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Pasted in scrapbooks .... j "Book of Days" classified; indexed in all
cases.

H

The col1ection of library cut.tings (5 or
6 v.) is very useful
to staff; tho "Book
of Days ·" is quite
u seful to m om bors.
Very useful; tl.Je matt er contained in the
completed books has
man y times been of
g r eat value to seeker!l.

R:1l«'m. , :i\fnss.. J'.:,:;sox I Tlio institute obit,ua- , Snlcm newspapers and
lnstituto.
I rics; 1iorsonal noticcs;
a few-others .

0)

·

Quite useful.
Useful to libra.rian.

Very nseful in helping
young essay writers,
,,hen the sulljectwns
one not fully treatetl
in reference books . .
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Wrllesley, Mass., College library.

Economics; modern his-

.-1

tory.

Mounted on slleuts ancl
kept in portfolios .

Classified · by Dowey
system; new material
can be incorporated
at any time.

WorcC'ster, .Mass., Antiquarian Society.

Biogrtl})hy; ciYil war.._ I Not obtained from
current publications.

In e nvelops _. __ . ..... _-I Classifietl and appear in
the card catalog.

WorcC'Rtcr. ll[ass., public library.

General. ..... __ .... __ .. I Current newspapers,
etc.

Pnstcd on manila sheets
7 by 9~ inches.

Not k ept up to date;
tho work was formally carried on by
tho college d epartments.
A.rrangecl to date an d
kept up by the cataloger.

Kept in hea.Yy manila 8 I Regular staff .. .. . ... .
b y 10 inch em·elo ps
and arr an g e d o n
shelves with boo1rn
on same subjects; cataloged same as book.
~

Not founu to be very
useful.

Very valuable in some
instances, as it may
be the only available
material upon the
subject.
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In the fall of 1892 the Society ot Old Broo~lynites deposited in the
Brooklyn library a very interesting collection of very elegant pictorial
scrapbooks, carefully mounted, in six elephant folio volumes. It consists of several thousaud pictures and engravings, including many
portraits of distinguished personages. The pictures were collected
and mounted. by Dr. Nellie M. Flint, a granddaughter of Capt. David
Morris, of the prison ship Jersey.
Our own collection of biographic clippings have proved very valuable
iu supplementing biographic dictionaries. Local clippings on Brooklyn,
Long Island, and New -York contain much not to be found elsewhere;
and the collection of fugitive poems, quotations, etc., has many things
not found in books. Our clippings are thrown into square boxes till
there is time to sort and paste them. Some libraries keep their clippings arranged permanently in such boxes. Probably the best method
of preserving for ready reference is to paste the clippings on pieces of
manila paper, or on sheets folded once, of uniform size. These sheets
can be laid on each other and kept in boxes, and further additions ·
incorporated as received, the contents of each box being indicated on
its back.
The advantage of pasting on sheets folded in the middle is that they
can at any time be readily bound and shelved with books in the class
to which they belong. This relieves the scrap collection of some of its
bulk, and, as has been suggested, admits weeding out some sheets
containing obsolete matter. The sheets in each case or box should l>e
numbered from 1 up, with rubber stamp, later additions being marked
la, 2a, etc., so that the wayfaring man need have no difficulty in ke~ping the sheets arranged. Should the wayfaring man, however, as is
q_uite likely, mix the contents of a box, an assistant can occasionally
set things straight.
OPINIONS, ETC.

The following views are expressed by some librarians who have as
yet no scrap collections:
Arnherst College.-Sorry to say we have as yet done nothing in this line. I believe
in it though, heartily. (W. I. Fletcher.)
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.-We do not keep scrap book in thii; library;
would like to do so if we had time. (Alice B. Kroeger.)
IIa,-ris Institute lib1'ary, Woonsoclcet, R. I-It seems to me very u seful and very desiraul in thi library. But with only two persons to do all the work, when there is
a C'ircnlation s metim of 1,000 a month, it is impossible to fin<l the time . (Anna.
I t alf.)
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and as we have no newspaper reading room, we are sadly deficient in information.
When the days are twice as long as now I shall keep a scrap collection. (Hannah P.
James.)
Peoria (Ill.) public libra1'y.-l should think they would be valuable, and I only await
informatiou such as you are collecting to make a beginning on some approvecl plan.
(E. S. Willcox. )
Philadelphia rneroantile libra1·y.-l can see great advantages in the plan if they are
kept in such a way as to be quickly and surely available. Our staff is not large
enough for doing this work. (John Edmands.)
St. Paul (Minn.) piiblic li bra1·y.-l believe in jt and hope to do considerable as soon
as time will admit. The attendant in charge of our bureau of information has some
newspaper clippings, but we have no scrapbook for public use. (Helen J. McCaine.)
Watkinson library, Hartford, Conn.-Tbis library does not collect scraps, as we are
very short handed. I thoroughly believe in it and would go into it to-morrow if I
could. I am inclined to think that the best-way of preserving scraps would be in
envelops, classified and indexed on each; though not handy when full, or when
there are many scraps on a subject, the great advantage of sifting out those which
have fully passed their usefulness will overbalance the unhandiness. With the
various handbooks and yearbooks gathering up constantly the res ults, there is
nothing drearier than an old scrapbook-the living fastened to the d ead.
The future city library must certainly scrap, and every village library should clip
all local matter. Local history is best preserved in books, and I :find the Mark Twain
book very useful. (Frank B. Gay.)

Opinion is generally favorable regarding the utility of scrap collecting. Where it is_followed judiciously it supplies a fund of information
not elsewhere available.
One of the devices for preserving clippings is the "Inde-x scrap file,"
manufactured by Rev. H: Crocker, Fairfax, Vt. This consists of a
piece of light manila cardboard, 9½ by 10 inches, folded twice, one of
the folds being clipped into strips half an inch wide, to which the clippings are to be attached by paste with number of the scrap at margin.
When these strips are folded in, the other side is folded over on them,
leaving a space on the back of the file for lettering contents. This is a
rather ingenious contrivance, and would do very well if handled only
by the librarian; if used by the public the narrow strips, to which the
clippings are pasted, would be very soon torn off.
The plan of keeping clippings in envelops, lettered and alphabeted
by subjects, is a favorite one, and answers very well when there are
but few scraps on a subject, but these soon become bulky and crammed
if there is rapid growth in a subject, as in "Biography."
In nearly all cases scrapping is done by some of the regular staff;
but sometimes assistance is volunteered by pt3ople not connected with
the library but interested in its welfare and who, having time to spare,
are willing to devote some of it to this work.
As the time required for scrapbook making is more expensive ·th~n
the material used, it seems that much might be done by volunteer aid.
In nearly every place where there is a public library there are people
who could spare time at intervals to do something, under the direction
of the librarian, towards developing a scrap collection. The work of
ED 93--64
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iuspecting papers, marking and clipping, sifting and classifying, pasting
an<l. -indexiug could thus be carried on without drawing very much on
the time of the librarian or his assistants, and the volunteers could
·hardly fail to become more aeep]y interested in the irn;;;titution to which
they were giving their aid. In the jtfiddlesex Mechanics' Institute at
Lowell and at the Lynn public 1ibr:1ry some outside lielp is utilized.
At Wellesley, Mass., the work was at one time carried on by the college
departments.
INDEXES A.ND INDEXING.
By \V. I.

FLETCHER,

Librarian of Amherst College.

Three kinds of guides to literature are found necessary in a libl'arycata1ogs, hibliographies, and indexes. These are not so distinct but
that tliey overlap and are largely commingled, but they may be properly defined so as to show the due limitations of each.
A catalog deals with books as se1)arate entries and gives a list of
them arranged systematically. usually by authors and titles, sometimes
'by subjects.
A bibliography, properly speaking, is au accou:qt of the literature of
one definite subject, or in one limited class, the term bei11g most strictly
appropriate when applied to a list of the works of a certain autl10r, calcu1ated to exhibit and describe all the editions. The term "national
bibliography" is loosely applied, sometimes to a catalog of the books
referring to a certain country, more commonly of late to a catalog of
all the publications issued in the country. A subject bibliography is
an exhibit of all publications on a certain subject, so far as it can be
made, generally ' including pamphlets and articles in periodicals and
transactions, its chief value usually lying in the fact that it brings to
light stores of otherwise hidden material not exhibited in an ordinary
subject catalog. Sometimes a bibliography includes ms. materialas for example the recently issued Bibliography of the Algonquia.n
Languages, by J. 0. Pilling-which refers to many vocabularies, etc.,
which exist only in the author's odginal manuscripts.
A.n index is an arrangement (generally alphabetic, but sometimes
classified) of the aualyzell contents of one book, or of the books in a
certain class, and is intended to show in what books and at wbat places
in those books information is to be found on a certain subject.
\. libnrrics arc used more for 1:eference and study, the need of
ind - s to literature is more and more felt and snpplied. In many
library ·atalog analy ic cntrie, have been s numerously made as to
• 11 ti tn
th m ind x . a ". 11 a
atalog . Thi is notably true of
h weH-hw ;,;·n rr oklyn > a.body In, titute and Cleveland catalog ,
an 1 of. 0111 ot
h fm.
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issued briug·ino· the alphabet down to " Sut," and c utainiI1 rr
'
z,
• l
.
ences to 71,900 volumes, 127,000 pamphlets, and 424,
r 1•
m
jouruals, etc.
,
. .
.
But as libraries have increasingly done tlns rntlexrn °· f
k
their catalogs it has become apparent tllat it is work '\'fhi •h rnjo·h
ter be done through regular printed indexes available to other li rad
as well as to the one where the indexing is done.
When Dr. Poole, while yet a student in Yale College, prepar cl for
use in the library of the literary society of Brothers in U ity, ~ m .
index to periodicals, be soon-saw that it would be equally u efnl •l where. This led to its publication and to its becoming the germ of h
great Poole's Index of to-day, elsewhere spoken of as one f th mo t
indispensable of library l1elps. The publication of Poole's Ind _.,. au i
its supplements represe11t the transfer of the whole field of I ri <.li , l
articles from the cataloging process to that of indexi11g-i. e., to tlle
printed book li.seful alike in all libraries.
It has long been evident that another large c1ass of works woul l be
better treated in the same way, namely, collections of essays, pap rs,
a)ld monographs, and the A, L.A. Index was lately published to meet
tbis clemand. This index with its supplements and in successive new
editions will obviate tlle necessity of analytic cataloging of tllis kind
of books in individual libraries. Still another class of literature closely
allied to that of periodicals requires similar treatment and will doubtless soon receive it-i. e., transactions and memoirs of the learned
societies. lVI uch of the most valuable discussion of scientific subjects
is locked up in these volumes, waiting for the key which shall unlock
them an<l make them available. Few librarie8 have undertaken to
catalog separately the papers in these publications; an ha-vc admitted
tlrnt an index is the needed key.
The Royal Society of Loudon bas issued a catalog of these papers in
nine large volumes, wbicll is of great service; but tlrn index by subjects,
when it can be made, will be much more useful. And it seems to need
only the same energetic cooperation among those interested that was
applied to the prevaration of Poole's Index to secure the carrying out
of this greater and more difficult task. Many other departments of
literature, which arc now quite imperfeetly covered by onr library catalogs, await iudcxiug. Poole's Index and the .A.. L . .A. Index are confined to works in the English language. There is great need of an index
to the French and German periodicals and books of essays, etc. The
admirable ''Contents Index" of the University of California library
furnishes a hint of what is needed in this direction, and ought to be so
issued as to be available to every library.
An index to biographic sketches and especialJy an index to portraits
are also much called for.
It is 11ot the purpose of this paper to tell how indexes shoulrl. be
matle. This bas l>een well clone by several writers, to whom reference
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js made at the end of this article. A few general considerations only
will be touched on here. In the first place it may be said that the
alphabetic method of arrangement is generally to be preferred to any
other. Classified lists of titles always present the serious difficulty of
requiring a knowledge of the system in order to use them with any
facility, and although the classified arrangement is found advantageous
for certain purposes; it is probably becoming more thoroughly agreed
among librarians that' no other system is so generally useful as the
alphabetic.
Another essential point in indexing is that each entry should be made
specific. Nothing is more discouraging when attempting to make use
of an index than to find a large number of references with a single
heading and without specifications to show how one reference may be
of more or less value than another for a special purpose.
References should be clear a,nd as free as possible from mere teclmicalities. Titles of books or papers referred to may be contractedl but
it should be done in such a way as to leave it entirely plain what reference is intended without the use of a table or code of marks and
symbols.
The work of indexing requires careful and intelligent attention , especially to two things: The real subject of the article or chapter indexed
and the best heading to be chosen for it in the index. To do indexing
well one ought to read the matter indexed closely enough to understand thoroughly its drift, and not be misled by artificial and fanciful
headings· or titles. In one volume of a now defunct American periodical an article on the East River bridge is called "Up among the
spiders," and the only reference to it in the index of the volume is
under "Spiders, Up among the." Having looked at this article enou·gh
to learn what· its subject really is there remain s the other questiou,
What shall this subject be call in the index-Brooklyn bridge; Bridge,
East River; or East River bridge, That is, of several names properly
or improperly applicable to the same thing, one must be chosen and
adhered to, and it shoulcl be the one by which the thing is most commonly known; at the same time there must be a consistency in the
practice of the index in similar or allied cases. The demand thus put
on the maker of an index to understand th~ subject-matter indexed and
also to have such a general acquaintance with the whole field of knowldge that he can avoid inconsistencies and absurdities in the choice
ancl arrangement of headings, indicates that indexing is no mere hackwork, but calls for real scholarship and the exercise of the best gifts
of r a:on an intelligence. In fact, it might well be claimed that a
maj ri y of all he in<lex , now made are example of "bow not to do
it ' hen ju g d by the high tandard thu et. On th a umption
th
dy ·a
ake an ind x,' ·h ~p and i experiencecl help i
ft ·11 mpl ' cl, th r ult
iug , ·b t mi 0 ·ht be expe ted, cheap and
· r hl · in le.·e . n my .·p ri 11 • i11 irecting co perati ind .-in ·
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it has often been noticed that the indexing work of some quite competent and scholarly men is apt to be imperfectly done for want of the
painstakin g attention t_o detail and the good common sense needed for
the best results.
As to the mechanical details of index making, some hints may profitably be given. If an ind.ex is to be kept in manuscript for some time
and com;tantly added to, there is no other method so good as the card
system. Instead of the thick cards used for a permanent card catalog·,
however, thin slips may be employed, effecting a great saving in the
cost of' the cards and in the space required for holding them. The
great index catalog of the Surgeon-Geueral's library, already referred
to, has been so prepared, and it is difficult to see how it could have
been clone otherwise.
But when a certain amount of indexing is to be done, to be printed
immediately, the best method seems to be that of ·writing the titles on
sheets of foolscap paper, cuttiug them apart, arranging them alphabetically, and then mounting them on large sheets as copy for the printer.
This was done in the case of Poole's Index, edition of 1882, involving
the cutting up and sortiJJg out of about 200,000 of these siugle Iiue
slipsJ making 4,500 large sheets for the printer.
The Rudolph indexer wiU doubtless be found of great service in some
of its various forms, especially in keeping up an index which is constantly growing. The lino-type also promises to be of value in the same
direction, providiug a simple means of printing an index of a certain
length at one time, and afterwards reprinting it indefinitely with additions inserted alphabetically and without the resetting of type.
When one considers the enormous growth of literature in the last
half of the nineteenth century, the conviction grows that no literary
work will be of greater importance in the century just before us tllan
htdexing. Already one who would read on any subject finds himself
confronted with a mass of material beyond his ability to cope with, and
is often forced to spend a large share of his reading time in learning
just where in the mass is to be found the exact thing he wants. With
every year the difficulty increases, and it would soon be insupport,able but for the great number of bibliographies and indexes which are
now appearing. The American Library Association has done- much
to promote this work of making existing knowledge available, and may
yet do much more through an earnest and generous cooperation. It is
greatly to be regretted that for want of this spirit of cooperation
excellent indexes and bibliographic works are constantly being issued
by individual libraries as part of their own system of catalogs or bulletins, and are thus available to other libraries only so far as they
receive them by gift or exchange. Some means should be found of
bringing pressure to bear on the libraries ·which are thus doing good
work, but limiting the 1mmber of those to whom it is available, so that
they may be induced to put the results of their bibliographic labors in
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the bands of our publishing section, contributing also to its support a,
Jess sum than their separate publication is now costing them, and
so putting these valuable aids within reach of all libraries and a11
imlividual literary workers.
REF E HEXCES.

B. What is an I:adex ~ London, 1879.
J. BEN . Imle:s:ing. L. j. 17: 406-19.
ConYict indexes. L. j. 8: 72, 73.
Reference should also be made to the indexes to a,ll the volumes of t ho Library
journal, no one of which is without some contribution to tl10 subject.

VVIIEATLEY, HENRY
NICHOLS,

CHAPTER X
NOTES ON EDUCATION .AT THE COLUMBIAN EXHIBITION.
By Hon. Jor-rn

EATON,

Ex-United States Commissioner of Education.

A final smvey of education at the Columbian Exhibition should
include not only an examination of the collections ns installed, but all
that was printed by exhibitors mid others leading -i1p to it and following it. This, of course, is imvossible. The purposes of a survey may
be as varied as those of the millions of the visitors. Shall it aim only
or mainly at noting the principles and methods of teaching, tracing
them .as they appear in different collections f Shall it emphasize the
growth of syHtems and institutions, and note especially failm'es ·or successes f Shall it dwell specially on the lessons brought out for teacbers,
or those brought out for the public, Shall it consider what the ex11ibitions illustrate of school legislation or laws, or what the influence of
private agencies has been, Shall it gather up the lessons offered in
the way of illustrating the influence of such exhibitions, or the mistakes
in preparati011 or installation with a view to their avoida11ce in fnturnf
Only notes can be attempted. Education in the classification was
included in the Department of Liberal A.-rtR. Its collections were
located in tlie main in the ga,Uery of the grer~t building devoted to
that department. It was in the charge of Selim H. Peabody, LL. D.,
who had won the confidence of educators by bis ability, fairness, :fidelity,
and attainments as an educator in various places of trial, but especially
as president of the University of Illinois. It should be ke1)t in mind
tLat he was not carrying out bis own plans, but those ·o f the management over him. The failure of the management to appreciate the
importance of the exhibit of education was early manifest, aud its
unfavorable effect should be kept in mind in forming any opinion of
the exhibit. They did not understand that m no other way than
through the schools of the country could the interest in these plans
become so uuiversal. Their hesitancy in granting -adequate spaoo
promptly had a discouraging effect upon those who would exhibit
either from our own or other countries. In the co,.npaTisons suggested
by the numerous exhibitions, .great as a.re their possible adva11tages,
tbere is much need of caution. A.re all the conditions taken iuto
account~ No doubt great benefit would arise if teachers in schools
and professors iu colleges studied mol'e each others' work. Just now
1015
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an eminent gentleman who comes from au English to an American university as professor, gives us an interesting comparison between the
two classes of students. He concludes that the average American
undergraduate takes a more comprehensive view of history, has a
better grasp of its essential facts, and surpasses his English cousiri of
corresponding grade in power of generalization; but the American
student is lamentably deficient in his knowledge of details, and also
writes very poor English. The professor thought the essays written
by his undergraduate American student were on the whole better
than similar English essays, although he sharply criticised the spelling, grammar, and generally careless style of the Americans. When,
however, h e set his American students an examination of twenty questions concerning- dates and places, he was overwhelmed by the lack
of knowledge of facts displayed in the answers. More than half the
class failed to pass the examination, tihe average percentage being
about forty, and, as a rule, the students who wrote the best essays
handed in the poorest examination papers. Another from a different
point of ·view might reach opposite conclusions, so divers are the standpoints of observation or the standards of measurement. Indeed, however useful these comparisons may be it is easy to press them too far
whatever the data on which they are predicated, whether on actual class
work in progress under the eye, or its results as gathered at Chicago.
The amount of space given to different systems and institutions or
features of education in these notes in no sense indicates the writer's
opinion of any one of these systems, institutions, or topics. The circumst ances surrounding the work have compelled the doing of it in
fragments. The extent of any notice depends upon the time at command for the examination, or the data at hand, or the opportunity
possible at the time of writing to dwell upon a given topi.c. Naturally
these notes include illustrations of education exhibited which may not
be included in any system of public instruction. My indebtedness to
the many who have aided me is heartily acknowledged. I am specially indebted to J. H. McGibbons, chief clerk of the Department L,
Bureau of A wards. 1
I.-UNITED S'F.A.TES EXHIBITS.
M.A.INE .
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body of its teachers. Some of the old academies, such as Brighton,
took an interest in the exhibit. From collections from_ the Farmington
normal school there could be learned something of the educational
training furnished those who attend the normal schools of the State.
The pictures and specimens of students' work, exhibited by tlle College of Agriculture, gave evidence of the good opportunities there
afforded in letters and in manual training and of the exteut to wllicll
they are improved by the youth in attendance.
There were articles from the schools of Hockland, Richmond, Lewiston, Gardiner, and Bangor, giving proof that the best principles and
methods are employed by teachers and improved by pupils. But tlle
uncertainty about space and the lack of means were deeply felt; and
the exhibit, in spite of its points of excellence, as recognized by the
board of judges, failed to do justice to the educational opportunities
in the State, alike in the information furnished visitors and the collections presented for their examiuation. Those who were so fortunate
as to obtain a Maine souvenir gained much valuable information of its
summer resorts and of the attractions of the college at Orono, and
those into whose hands the Maine register fell could post themselves
in regard to almost any subject of interest in the State.
That those directing the educational affairs of the State were 11ot
indifferent to the event which the Chicago Exhibition celebrated, and
that it was not allowed to pass without a measure of advantage to the
youth of the State, in addition to what was made manifest at Chicago,
is further evidenced by the following extract from the report of Hon.
N. A. Luce, State superintendent of common schools:
On the observance of Columbian Da,y [he remarked] perhaps no more ·n otable
event in the history of our country has occurred than the almost universal celebration, by the schools, of the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of the New
World. That the millions of children enrolled in our public schools could he
brought to engage simultaneously in a uniform observance, by patriotic ceremonies,
of that notable event, was an idea almost sublime in conception. And the event
was worthy of the conception. The gathering of the children in holiday attire at
tens of thousands of schoolhot1ses; the salutes by tho~e children to tens of thousands of flags flo ating above those schoolhouses; the vows of devotion reverently
taken with upraised hands to that starry emblem and all that it symbolizes; the
inspiration of patriotic song and recital of the nation's glorious past and present,
all combined to form a spectacle such as the world has never before witnessed,
and which can hardly have failed to plant the seeds of a deep and fervent love of
country in the minds of those who were actors in or observers of that spectacle.
In these observances the schools of Maine were not far behind those of other States.
Unfortunately the time fell when only a part of our schools were in session. Few
of those which were in session, however, failed to give fit observance to the event,
either independently or in connection with others. Judging from the programmes
of exercises, prepared by the committee of the national department of superintendents having the matter in charge, which were distributed to schools calling for them,
the children in nearly or quite two thousand different schools participated in those
exercises. Probably more than one hundred thousand of the children of Maine on
that 21st day of October took the oath of fealty to the national :flag and of loyalty
to country.
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There was no one continuously charged with the care of this exhibit.
Holl. :E, l\L Shaw, commissioner for tlrn State, said:
The educational exhibit was not fairly representative of tho State, as many cities
and towns from which much might have been expected failed to participate. During the months "-h en these exhibits should hav:e been prepared no space in the
Liberal Arts Building had been assigned to New Hampshire , nor was it certain that
any would uc. This uncertainty occasioned delay, and finally a lethargy anu lack
of interest which proved to ue fatal.

The scientific department of Dartmouth College, undei· Professor
Ruggles, made a fine showing of drawings, and the ch-ernical department, under Professor Bartlett, made a limited, but very valuable,
exhibit of students' laboratory work.
_
Several of the higher ·educational institutions were represented by
photographs, and some cities aud towns made partia1 exhibits of work
and showed photographs of school bmldings. The village scl.1001s of
Littleton were completely and carefully r epresented by mounted drawings and a portfolio of primary work, bound volumes of work in language
aud map drawing, a display of pupils' work in written papers, and an
excellent and extensive herbarium. The only cities fully represented
were Naslma, Dover, and Portsmoutb. All these presented comprel.Jen- sive exhibits of drawings, mounted and bound, and of pupils' written
work, and some made exhibits of clay modeliug. A. distinctive feature
of the Dover exhibit was a :fine set of relief maps made by pupils.
Portsmouth made a large and creditable exhibit of needlework, and
N aslma a fine display of work in language aud literature, in many
cases illustrated, and in all tastefully arranged. The Catholic schools
of the Manchester diocese also made a magnificent exhibit.
The exhibit from the State normal and training school was large and
comprehensive. On wing frames and on the walls was dispfayed the
work of pupils of the training school, in drawiug, color, etc. , from the
kindergarten through the high school, and from all classes in t he normal
school. Th0 normal school comprised the range of work in drawing
which its pupils- are trained to teach through the various grades of the
training school, aud a complete course of charcoal work from models.
There were several frames of photograph of exterior aud interior views
of the school buildin gs, and of pupils' work in clay modeling. The
written work of 1mpils was bound in volumes, showing the course and
m tho s fin tiuction in the various branehes of study throughout
the raining au normals hool ·otu es, a11d al o illustrating by paper.
and. b. p]an f les,·ons tlie method of rofessional instruction and
tr. iniug int a ·hing, cl t din the normal school. The training chool
f 1-r to .- I art of the n rn < l , ho l , y t m con. i ts of the ch ol"
f h , il1a ·
f 1 ·11 onth wb r th n rmal s hool is located, from
Th . . ·hool ar under the
Thi: peculiar au<l. exceedingly
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valuable feature of the New Hampshire system enables the pupils of
the normal scliool to become proficient in teaching by daily practical
experience in what is called the training scl.1001, lnder the direct
eye of the principal. The 11rincipl~s of teaching taught in the normal
scliool arc here practically illustra tecl and enforced. · This normal
school has made excellent progress under its able principal, Prof. 0. 0.
Rounds, Ph. D., who is especially accomplished both in the theory and
practice of teaching. The award prepared by the individual judge,
Hon. Josia,h H. Shinn, State superintendent of instruction for Arkansas, and approved by the board of judges is very discl'iminating and
just.
AWARD,

Development of teachers by practice with pupils, guided by competent instruction
regularly given.
Persistent efforts to put the spirit of trne science teacliiug into tho scllools of the
country, throng~ pupils trained to tl.iis end.
The mi'ion of kiudergarten with .primary work; model language forms and moral
teaching.
General excellence in original plan of practice school, conscientious devotion to
truth, and diligent effort at proper teaching in color~ form, shadiug, construction,
decoration, design, and models; marked efficiency of the teacher-pupils ,v~10 adhere
to its work.

One studying this exliibit, and familiar witl1 education in the State,
could not fail to render a hearty tribute of praise to the great ability
and services of Hon. James Willis Patterson, ·LL. D., so long State
superintendent of public instruction. Other States attempting similar
steps of progress failed and New Hampsmre went steadily forward.
This was especially due to his efforts and the confidence the people had
in his leadership.
A word should be added both in regard to the Slate normal school
and Dartmouth College. The normal school was authorized by act of
the legislature passed in 1870. For this Dr. Hiram Orcutt deserves
much credit as a member of the legislature. It was located at Plymouth, and began its :first term March 15, 1871. The Ieg:islatures of
1887 and 1889 made liberal appropriations for new buildings, and in the
year 1891 a schoolhouse and boarding l1a1l were erected. The school
first occupied these in September, 1892. In tllc twenty-four years of
its existence the total number of different pupils Las been 1,870, and
477 have graduated from its courses of study.
Plymouth is near the center of New Hampshire, in the beautifol valley of th e Pemigewassct, 25 miles south of tlio Profile and Franconia
Notch. It is on the Concord and Montreal Railroad, at its junction
with the Pemigewasset Valley Railroad, 51 miles north of Concord and
126 miles from Boston.
Dart mout h College, located on the Comie9ticut River, in Hanover,
N. H., and reach eel via Norwich, a station on the Vermont Cell tral
Railroad, is the outgrowth of a school which Eleazar Wheelock opened
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in his home at Lebanon, Conn., December 18, 1754, for the Christian
education of Indian boys. The school, however, was known as Moor's
Indian Charity School, so named from Joshua Moor, who in the following year contrilmted a house and 2 acres of land. In 1764 30 scholars
were in attendance, of whom about one-half were English students preparing to serve as missionaries to the Indians.
Funds for the maintenance of the school were received from various
sources-from private individuals, from the general courts of Massachusetts B~y and of New Hamp~hire, but chiefly from Great Britaill,
where the enterprise had awakened the greatest interest. Through
the agency largely of Samson Occom, the Indian preacher who made
the tour of 'England and Scotland in 1765, the sum of £10,000 was
raised, and committed to the charge of a board of trustees, with the
Earl of Dartmouth at its head. As the result of this endowment it was
determined by Dr. Wheelock to enlarge the purpose of the school,
especially to reach "a greater proportion of English youth," and to
change its location. Various proposals for a site were made, but after
careful investigation the site chosen was the township of Hanover, in
the region of Co was .01: Coos, in the province of New Hampshire.
Apart from the nearness of this site to the Canadian Indians, the
determining reason for the choice seems to have been the attractiveness of the location, and the fact that it was the natural center of
" more than two hundred towns chartered, settled, or about to be
settled." Removal to the province of New Hampshire also gave the
assurance of a charter, which it had thus far been difficult to obtain.
The charter was given by Governor John Wentworth in the name of
King George III, aud bore the date of December 13, 1769. A draft of
the charter submitted by Wheelock received important modifications
from the governor. In particular he rejected the suggestion of a coordinate board of trustees in Great Britain. He gave to the college the name
of Lord Dartmouth, its most active patron in Great Britain, although
Wheelock bad proposed to the governor to call it by the name of w ·e ntworth; and instead of incorporating it as a "school" or '' academy"
he adopted a hint from Wheelock's postscript and made it a'' college."
The first board of trustees consisted of the governor with three of his
council, the speaker of the New Hampshire house of representatives,
one member of the Conoocticut colonial government, and six Connecticut clergymen selected by Dr. Wheelock.
Dr. Wheelock wa elected president of the college, with Mr. Bezaleel
Woolwar<l., a graduate of Yale in 1764, as his associate. The first
cl,.-. of four tutlent wa graduated in 1771, the commencement b iug
a t n l l · f th governor of the province of ew Hampshire and a
l)< Y f g ntlemen fr m
rt ·mouth, who made their way in part
th1· 1 h , m . r 11 · · £ re. t .
h
h 1 ;vl i ·h
el ·k hacl rou h with bim fr m Le anon,
n 1 In li< 11 ·, wa. put int the ·harg
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of Mr. David McClure. It was made an independent institutiou, with
a separate charter, to be known as Moor's School. Tbis school Y,a
maintaiued as late as 1849. It still retains its charter, has a bo1:ll'd of
trustees, and holds a small endowment.
Two events in the early history of the college materially affected its
character and growth. First, the gradual withdrawal of the support
of its patrons in Gr.e at Britain, especially during the Revolutionary
war; second, the lawsuit between the college and the State of New _
Hampshire for the control of the college, which resulted in a fiual
decision ·by the Supreme Court of the United States in favor of the
trustees of Dartmouth College. The decision was rendered in February, 1819. Since the reestablishment of the college by this deci8ion,
its history has followed the general course of educational progress in .
New England.
·
Other institutions have from time to time been associated with or
incorporated into the college.
The Dartmouth Medical College dates from the establishment in
1798 of a professorship of medicine in the college, first filled by Dr.
Nathan Smith, who was instrumental in its establishment. The college
is.under the general control of the tmstees of Dartmouth College, by
which body degrees are conferred, but the management of its affairs
is committed to the medical faculty. Associated with the medical college is the Mary Hitchcock Hospital established in 1893, the memorial
gift of Hira~ Hitchcock, esq ., of Hanover.
The Chandler School of Science and the Arts, established in 1851 by
a resolution of the tru.s tees, in acceptance of a sum bequeathed to
them in trust by Abiel Chandler, esq., "for the establishment and support of a permanent departmeut or school of instruction in the college
in the practical and useful arts of life," was more formally incorporated
into the college by the joint action of the trustees of the college and
the visitors of the Chandler School in 1893, and is now known as the
Chandler scientific course in the college, leading up to the degree of
B.S.
In 1866 the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic
Arts was established by an act of the legislature, on the basis of the
Congressional land grant, authorizing its location in Hanover in connection with Dartmouth College. Its board of trustees was appointed
partly by the governor and council and partly by the corporation of
Dartmouth College. In 1892 this arrangement between the State and
Dartmouth College was discontinued, and the New Hampshire College
of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts was removed to Durham. The
buildings and land which had been occupied by it became the property
of Dartmouth College through the grant of the State or by purchase.
The Thayer School of Civil Engineering, established in 1867 by the
bequest of Gen. Sylvanus Thayer, is essentially a graduate school, covering a courne of two years, and conferring the degree of civil engineer.
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The fnuds of the school are iu charge of the trustees of the college.
but its affairs are ma.11aged by a board of overseers, which is a close
corporation.
'!,lie presidency of the college has teen held as follows: Eleazar
Wheelock, 1769-1779; John Wheelock, 1779-1815 ; Francis Brown,
1815-1820; Daniel Dana, 1820-1821; Bennett Tyler, 1821-1828 ; Nathan
Lord, 1828-1863; Asa Dodge _Smitll, 1863-1877; Samuel Colcord Bartlett,, 1877-1892; William Jewett Tucker, 1893 to elate.
MASSACHUSETTS.

The public schooi" exhibit of the State of Massachusetts was complete in the sense that it exhibited work of every kind done in the
public and normal schools of tlrn State from the crude attempts of the
little children in the kindergartens to the fine art display of the normal
art school; from the first Leginniugs of scholastic education in the
primary grades to the work of the pupils just taking their college examinations; every phase of school life was shown. The exhibit was incomplete in the sense that it did not represent tlrn work of the entire State.
·or the 252 cities and towns, only 40 sent work which gives a picture of
the school system in operation, and many of these exhibits show only
partially the work that is done. This fact is offset, however, by the fact
tllat cities and towns of every size, and schools of every grade and
character are shown, so that while the picture is not complete it is true
and satisfactory.
The coHection shown, by the board of education gives n, good ideal
view of the work which this dignified body does, and the character of
the scbool system of the State of Massachusetts. The distinctive
fea,ture of this system is the control of the public scliools by the local
committees so far as the choice of teachers, methods of teaching, and
courses of study are concerned. Under tl.Je law local committees are
supreme, and from this fact arises the greatest possible diversity in
subjects and methods of study. The system has its disadvantages,
which are apparent wberever the systeni is contrasted with tlrnt of
States haviug a State course of study with a strong central authority.
Committees and teachers are continually making experiments along
liues that have been l)roved to lead to no good result by many former
ex11eriments. Pupils moving from one city or town to another are
}.)lac .data great di advantage becau e of tbedifferent studies pursued
in cliff r nt 1>l~tces. On the other hand, the advantages of this system
ar
n in th wond rfnl activity of teachers and scl10ol officials, in
them 1ltitu e of ri inal inv ti ation which are made in every portion
f h
tat , in th mnL ti n which :xi.-t between the different com11 nni.ti '
11(1 in h on. tant ff r t

au t11,
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attendance · and expenditures in an exte-nsive public school s;vstem .
. They form a, history of education in this country, so far as progress bas
been made in subjects of stu<ly aud metbods of instruction; tlle great
questions of organization and discipline, of the means ancl ends of
public school education are here discussed by the foremost thinkers of
tlie day, and are universally acknowledged to be of the greatest value.
A series of · maps gives the location of the training schools and
classes maintained by the various cities and towns throughout t:he
State to supplement the normal school instruction; the places at which
teachers' institutes have been l1el<l during tlfree successive yeaTs;
expenses incurred by the various cities and towns in th~ transportation of pupils to and from school; and _ghfog the location of cities and
towns which have local su_perintendence. Incidentally the last map
exhibits the extent to which the system of loca-1 superintendence has
rnached, and prophesies that within a few years the entire teaching
force -of the State wiJl be under the direction of skilled local superintendents; statistics of attendance and expenditure; of the preparation
of teachers for their work; of teachers of the different sexes_; of comparative wages; the attendance in evening schools; the increasing
expenditure for public schools; the average membership in public
schools; important dates in the history of the public school system
and the extent of supervision; text-books and supplies_; and conveying pupils to and from school are shown in a series of charts in a
graphic and forcible manner. Two largo portfolios con.ta.in the a<lministrati ve forms used by the school committees and school superintendents throughout the State, and form a suggestive and be]11fol
exhibition of the fertility of the minds of school authoriti-es, the care
and time devoted to securing the best possible execution -of the laws
and rules governing the schools of the State. A brge ma-p shows, as
wen as a ma1) can show, the location of the common · schools of tlie
State. Its one distinctive lesson is that every portion of the State is
covernd with schoolhouses, and that ev·ery child who is in its borders
may receive at least the elements of a good education. Another clrnr.t
show·s the location and number of free libraries in the State; its principal lesson lies in the fact that 97 per ceut of the popul::ttion of the
State have access to a, free public library within the limits of their own
municipality.
Pamphlets for public clistributi'on give a detailed account of the system and its principal historic features. Among them all public statutes of the State relating to public instruction, with annotations and
ex_pla.nations; an historical sketch of the growth of the Massachusetts
public school system; a descriptive sketch of its salient features; a
descriptive sketch of teachers' training schools and classes; an account
of ti.le recent movement to promote nature study; an account of the
movem~nt to provide free transportation for pupils when it is advisable
t.o discontinue rural schools; historical account of the instruction in
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drawing, and of music; a report of the free library commission of the
State; C(lpies of the course of study recommended for use in the common schools of the State; historical account of the normal schools.
Closely connected with the exhibit of the °!)oard of education is the
exhibit of the State normal schools. This exhibit shows by a series
of photographs the means of instruction provided in the five normal
schools of the State; by specimens of the pupils' work it shows the
character of the work secured, and by charts and other ml3thods it
shows the courses of study pursued and the methods of instruction
adopted. The normal schools of the State of Massachusetts are organized upon the following plan: The work of the school is twofold:
(1) Purely professional instruction, namely, instruction in educational
psychology, in the principles of education, in tlle best .methods of
instruction and their historical development; (2) in the presentation
and study of various branches of human learning with a view to ascertaining the best methods of teaching these branches--that is, various
branches of study pursued in the public schools are reviewed and
studied in the normal schools, 'but al ways with the purpose of ascertaining the best method of presenting these studies to pupils, the
normal pupils thereby acquiring a fresh knowledge of the subjects
investigated, together with a knowledge of good methods of teaching
t he branches. .A.11 but one of these schools provide opportunities for
pupils to put into practice the principles and methods which they learn
in their studies, the practice school forming an important and essential
portion of the normal school. They do not go to the extent of the
famous Cook County Normal School in making the practice school the
center of observation and inference for the entire work of the school.
Of the various cities and towns contributing to the exhibit, Boston is
by far the most prominent. It shows work of every character done in
the public schools of the city, over a hundred different subjects in all
being illustrated, and gives work from every schoolroom and laboratory
in the city. Immense portfolios, huge volumes, and large walls are
devoted to this display. Photographs alone occupy twenty-five large
albums, and give a truthful representation of the means of instruction
afforded by this city. .A.11 the usual subjects of instruction are illustrated fully, and so related to the course of study and accompanied by
such full explanations of the methods of instruction and the conditions
under which the work of the pupils was done that one is able to study
thee ·hibit with ea ·e and satisfaction. The display in drawing covers
the ntir .fi ld, from Mr . Cutler's cour e in primary form and color
w rk t theela orate work of the vening drawing schools. The drawin · <li ·play hown i f gr ate t merit. The model drawings and designs
fr m the hi h · ·h ols re al' r m rk bly fine. The illu tration in the
vol m : f npil.' , rk are full
d ex· llent in book devoted to
·i 11 ific .·tucli ' e. pe ·ially in th hi"·h ·hool d partment· but the
' contain
or .mar , · rl· f r th •ramm r an l primary gr de do 110t
1
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the same kind of illustration that appears in the work of some of the
schools in other cities of the State. The exhibit in the various departments of manual t raining in Boston is very full, and is excellent in
every particular. P hotographs ·show clearly the conditions under
which this work is done, and the illustrative work of pupils shows the
courses of study and the character of the work secured. In sewing
the entire course of study is shown by numerous examples of pupils'
work. In large albums and in a number of show cases are completed
garments. Photographs show the pupils at work, with entfre classes
dressed in clothing which they have made with their own hands. The
work in sewing is d eveloped in general along sloyd principles-that is,
every process taught is applied at once in the making of some completed article. In woodwork there are three systems now in use in the
B~ston gr:ammar schools~the so-called Eliot school course, as arranged
by l\fr. Leavitt; the course in sloyd, as arranged by Mr. Larssen, and
the course arranged by Mr. Eddy. The work in each of these three
exhibits shows careful thought and experiment on the part of the promoters, and the fact that the three courses are in use side by side indicates the determination of the city to solve· by long-continued experiment the problem of the best form of manual training for common
schools. · What the outcome will be is uncertain. I am inclined to the
opinion that the course of Mr. Larssen, either in its present form or
in some modified form, is likely to become a standard system for the
schools of lower grade. Whether the principles of sloyd can be properly carried to schools of higher grades is an open question, as is also
the general question of what models to employ.
Some of the special exhibits of the city may be briefly mentioned
as follows: Work in kindergarten is characterized by the delicacy of
color employed in the materials used by children, and the wonderful
perfection of the children's work. Olay modeling is of a high degree
of excellence. The work in the English language, from the lowest
primary to the ·1ast year in the high school, is of ex~eptional interest
and importance because of the 'success attained in the teaching of
tllis important branch. The e::d 1ibit shows that Boston's reputation in
this direction is well founded, and the prefaces of the teachers explainin~· their methods of teaching form a treatise of remarkable value.
The character of tLe penmanship in this exhibit is similar to that in
most cities. The form of the letters used in copies is that known as
the Spencerian style. There is an absence of shading, and the effect
in the best specimens is pleasant to the eye, and the work is legible
when the ink is of good quality. On the other hand, it is evidently
· written with great painstaking and very slowly, and the problem of
beautiful, legible, rapid handwriting seems not to have been generally
solved throughout the city. Perhaps most should begin the use of the
pen earlier in the course.
ED
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The distinguishing clrnracteristic of the Boston drawin g is the large
number of original designs. The division of elementary drawing, which
has now become common throughout Massachusetts, namely, mechanical, decorative, and illustrative, seems not to be carried on with unison
throughout the entire grammar course. One of the resulb~of this exposition will be to secure, on the part of the drawing teachers in all parts
of the country, greate; attention to pictorial drawing; but this should.
not be used to the exclusion of design and geometrical drawing; tlte
three .s hould go hand in hand .
...!\.. relief map of North America, which had been made from a newspaper soaked in warm water, is the best relief map in the exhibit.
The work in relief maps in the public schools should he made in all
cases as correct as possible in point of elevation and borders. In the
production of these maps contour maps should be used as far as possible, and the methods adopted by professional makers of relief maps
is probably the best. One large and accurate and beautiful map, of
which all the 1mpils in the room have had a hand in the making, will
prove of much greater value than many batches in putty and pulp
made by individual pupils, and ending in nothing better. It would
be well if a good relief map of the State could be placed in every
schoolroom in each State. VVherever possible, pupils in the room
8l10nld ma,ke the map from the contour maps published by the Gover mcnt. Where this is· impracticable, the city or State should furnish a
good ma,p of this character. From this may be taught, better than
from any other source, a host of facts pertaining to the drainage of
the State, the character of its productions, the varieties of its climate,
and the historical _development of its manufactures and commerce. An
interesting map showing these facts was to be seen in the Russian
section.
The exbibit of the normal school of the city of Boston shows very
fully the character of tbe work done in this institution. The school
has an houorable history, and it has had a great influence iu maintaining and improving the character of instruction in the schools of the
city.
From the girls' high school comes a vo lume of rare value, a de cription of t~e art collections of this school, and a catalogue of its libraries.
From tlle Horace Mann School for the Deaf are papers in geography,
hi ·to1·y, arithmetic, physiology, and Engli h that would do credit to
pupil· ·w hose ·ensc are all iu a normal state, with sloycl work of a
v ry high d •gr' f xccllence.
Th Yi ·w: of th :M: ·bani· Art. Iligh School,jnst opened in Bo tou,
,how th , ·c mm <lati n ' whi h Bo ton ba prepared for a manual·
tr, ining; Jijc,·Ji . hool.
1 markable fact connected with this high
h ~l i · 11. munl> r f pupil· wb have applied for admi sion at its
~>I ·11111 ,r · .' · 1 u. ~ ~ , rl · a: m:rny pupil. hav ap1 lied for admis ion to
1 · low·:
·la:· a: th· ·ntir · l nil lin er i · capabl, of accommoda,ting.
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.The result is that the city bas at once_made preparations for building
an additional school of the same character.
A. military organization is maintained by its high schools. The boys
· of the various high schools form one regiment, commanded by officers
selected from their number. Each of the schools is organized as a
battalion with several companies, varying according to the number of
students. This military organization has been maintained for a long
time and is popular with the pupils and with the community. The
instruction in military science is in the hands of a special director who
devote::; bis entire time to the work .
The five school p apers published by five of the liigh schools form an
interesting portion of the Boston exhibit. These papers are published
and edited by tlie pupils of the various schools and reflect credit upon
their managers.
It is specially interesting to note in connectiou with public instruction in Boston :
(1) That the city holds itself under solemn obligation to provide for
.every boy and girl of school age educational facilities, including every
known pedagogical aid and convenience.
(2) It holds the education of every child obligatory. Years ago Hon.
John D; Philbrick, the eminent superintendent o{public instruction,
under whom the schools rose to their great exce11ence, said that not
over one child in a hundred of school age could be found uninstructed.
(3) A.ddecl to the general excellence of its elementary schools is
manual training, beginning with the kindergarten and reaching by
means of clay modeling, sewing, and woodwork all the pupils of this
grade.

(4) Its system of physical culture, carefully supervised by experts,
extending through all grades and reaching every pupil.
(5) Its system of evening schools crowned with a ltigh school.
(G) Its system of day high school instruction, numbering ten schools.
A very competent judge, after careful study of their work, places tllem
in the following order:
1. Girls' high.
2. English high.
3. Roxbury high.
4. Boys' Latin.

5. Girls' Latin .
6. Charlestown high.
7. West Roxbury high.
8. East Boston high.

9. Dorchester Ligh.
10. Brighton high.

A.n<l grammar schools :
1. Everett.
2. Shurtleff.
3. Dwight.
4. Putnam.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Gaston.
Mather.
Prince.
Dillaway.

9. Warren.
10. Hancock.

Here every child in the city, boy or girl, who will, is invited to a
measurably liberal education, gauged by former standards, or to an ·
ample preparation for admission to college. What a power for the
assurance of the intelligence, good order, and prosperity of the city!
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(7) The sacred devotion of public moneys to public school instruction.
(8) The extent to which the public school administration has been
kept free from partisanship either in politics or religion.
Next in importance to the exhibit from Boston stands the exhibit of
the city of_Springfield. This exhibit does not aim to give a complete
picture of the school work in the city. It rather aims to show the
lines of work to which the school authorities have given special attention in recent years. In a general way, these subjects are arithmetic, drawing, manual training, music, and writing. The work in
arithmetic is unique in various particulars. Perhaps it may be best
characterized by saying that in the lower grades it is based upon form
study and elementary geometry. It is closely C<)Ordinated with drawing and with English. According to this plan, mansuration begins in
the lowest grades and is continued through the entire course. The area
of tsurfaces and the contents of solids are discussed and measured in
grades several years lower than is the custom in other cities. All the
work in arithmetic is very full and carefully illustrated, and no portion
of the Massachusetts exhibit has been more carefully studied than this.
It gives evidence of most careful thought and experiment, and some of
the results exhibited are surprising.
Drawing is shown by two collections of charts giving an epitome of
the course, and by large portfolios giving many examples from the
work of pupils in all grades. These are systematically arrange<l. and
affor d excellent opportunity to study the course as oatiined by the
director iu drawing. A special feature of the work is the excellence
of the object drawing. Another important feature is its correlation to
the work in the high school. For example, an important portion of the
high school drawing consists in illustration of the work <l.oue in biology,
physics, and chemistry. The drawing of the lower grades looks forward to this and prepares for it. The high school drawing is shown
only in application to science work, and these applications have very
high merit. A feature of this work which has attracted very marked
attention is the color work in botany and zoology. This work is cloue
in water colors, and is of such excellence that it could well be used as
charts for iustruction in these branches in the lower grades of school.
Springfiel<l. furnishes the only exhibit in music which Las any prominence in the Ma sachu etts department. This exhibit consists of the
written exer ·i es of the pupil , from dictation, written examinations in
mu i ·, an<l. mu ic written to expres what the pupils have heard sung
r ph yed. The teacher , ings or plays jn the presence of the pupils,
and th y write to tlrn mu ic which th y bear. This exhibit has received
l · 1 of attenti u.
ork for every grade from the
· ·hool. It cousi t of work in
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connected with the work in drawing. The work in paper folding and
other kindergarten exercises is followed by simple wood carving and
other forms of knife work. This alludes to the two Messrs. Kilbon's
well-known course in manual training in wood and iron. This work is
shown in large frames by carefully numbered models and the proper
explanatory legends. The Kilbon course, as is well known, is neither
sloyd nor the usual Russian forms of manual training. It is, however,
remarkably systematic, and the results secured under his efficient
instruction are such as to commend }Jis system.
The work in penmanship in the Springfield public schools is better
than that of any other exhibit from the State of Massachusetts. This
is owing in a great degree to the instruction given by the supervisor in
writing, Miss Hill. The letters are of the usual Spencerian form, and
shading is taught from the first. Instruction in form is combined with
a great variety of exercises-movement exercises. These exercises are
an important part of the work and a very striking feature of the exhibit.
The results show a style of handwriting which is not different in character from that which is taught in business schools, and the excellence
of which is acknowledged. The selected specimens of high school
pupils' work show a degree of facility in pen work which it is difficult to
excel. The high school exhibit is confined principally to work in
science.
The exhibit from the Springfield training school shows the course of
study and methods of training employed in this school. Its efficiency
is due in a great degree to the skill and devotion of its principal, Miss
Read, and the volume is a satisfactory exhibit of the work done in this
respect.
Brookline furnishes a small but accurate picture of the work done
in the public schools of this remarkable town. The conditions for
school work are here very favorab.le. The town is so wealthy that it
can devote to its public schools a large sum of money without taxing
itself to the same extent that other communities must do to secure a
meager sum for schools. As a result, a great amount of money has
been spent during the last decade in the building and furnishing of
schoolhouses and in securing the best available superintendent and
teachers. 'fhe first characteristic which strikes one in examining the
Brookline work is its wonderful extent. A list of subjects taught to
pupils of the common school age includes all the ordinary scl10ol
branches, and drawing, English literature, zoology, botany, domestic
economy, sewing, and work in wood and iron, mineralogy, physics, and
chemistry. The appliances for teaching these subjects are complete iu
every particular. Workshops, kitchens, and sewing rooms are provi<led
freely, and no effort is spared to make the work of the school life a complete epitome of all that a child should learn, as well as a means of
training mind and body to a high degree of excellence. The work shown
illustrates all the features of this very comprehensive system. Photo-
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graphs give pictures of schoolhouses, schoolrooms, a,ml school appli~mces; notable among the last are the art treasures contributed by l\fr.
Wil1iam H. Lincoln, for many years a most efficient member of the
school commit.tee. The written work of pupils cove.rs nearly all the
subjects c·ontained in the course of study. Somo of the work which
has received the most -atteution is that in domestic economy, in the
natural sciences, and in sewing. It seems strange at least to read in
the ordinary school work of grammar school children how to dnst a
room , how to sweep a floor, and how to wash a sink; but who shall say
that it is not as important information as how many cities there are
upon the Erie Ca,na1, or how long th e river Lena is, Another remarkable book is the one devoted to sewing. Hero the pupil wF-ites clearly
a description of what she proposes to do, illustrates her composition
with appropriate drawing, and then does the work which she has <l.escribed. This "\Tork is attached to the composition, and so this threefold representation is exhibite,1 as a whole.
Brookline is one of the few pl.aces in Massachusetts which furnishes
fr ee public kindergartens, and. tlrn work of these kindergartens is
shown in frames upon the wall and in a portfolio. It consists of the
usual work of kindergartens, paper-folding, we,wing, etc., and a few
special exercises designed for waU decoration, on special cfays. 'Ihere
are also shown several cases oi collect.ions of natural objects made by
the pupils and the teachers, a.n·d designed to illustrate the work in
geography and natural history. These cases bayo given rise to the
suggestion that printers> type cases are well adapted to collections of
this cha,racter.
Chelsea shows drawing and work in English for primary and grammar
schools, together with high school work in nearly all bra-ncl1es taught
in New England high schools. The ,vork in English is distiuguished by
several peculiarities; tlie most prominent of these is tho exhibition of
the superintendent's metl10d of teaching readiug, known as the thought
method. It would seem to be impossible to show the r esults except by
statements aR to the ability with which the pupils begin with in a given
- time to read at sight. By a series of photographs of classes and printed
explanatious b eneath them, he shows very satisfactorily the steps in
his method. Some of the prominent features of this system are (1)
the thought always precedes the expression; (2) all reading from printed
text-book· is sight reading; (3) in reading the pupil looks at his paper
anc.l 11ot at l1i: book, and t11 exercises reRemb1e a conversation Jes ·on
m r than au ordiuary reading le son . This exhibit has attracted a
g l <l. al f • tt ntion from educators in all I arts of tlle country and
from fo irrn onntri . .
·1rnr, ct ri i f the grnmmar-: ·hool work in Engli his th large
f m m rizi11(l' lit ra.tm
m:.
t i: ·I ar that tliis exer ·i..e
i. • 1 I a • 11
n i r h 1rn1 i1 · ancl it. re. ult mn t be beneficial to
th ·ir YO ·r bn1ar · , n 1 fi rm: of .·pr ·:ion . Tlle course in drawing i
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shoTI"n in full and conforms· in general to the outline of the State course.
The work shown is good.
A distinguishing feature of the work from the high school is the
written translations of Greek and Latin read in preparation for college.
Every pupil, it seems, is required as a part of his work to make complete written translations of all the Greek and Latin which he reads.
The wisdom of this courBe is at least doubtful.
Holyoke makes no general display of its woTk, but exhibits some of
its features in a highly attractive way. The drawing is excellent, par~
ticularJy the model and object dntwing aucl histOTical object ornameut
from pupils of the high school. Its work fa penmanship is excellent
in character and shows the most ·careful training in this branch of
study. A volume of manuscript written and illustrated by pupils in
the public schools is a work of great e:s:cellence, and has attracted much
attention. Holyoke furnishes a good nmnber of relief maps made from
putty and from pulp. These are paintedto show elevations, and are suggestive of possibilities in this sort of work which are not often secured.
One volume gives the record of tl10 history nnd the course of study in
the normal training school of the city. This school is considered by
many observers to be one of the best of its kind iu the State. A series
of hi:storical charts prepared by pupils of one of the grammar schools to
illustrate history is unique in character and of value to teachers who
examine it.
Malden furnishes two bound volumes of high school work and a case
of chemical products from the high school laboratory. The volume on
pliysics gives the method of instruction_pursued in this study, and
sufficient pupils' work to indicate its general character. The method
of instruction is adapted to the conditions under which it is given
and the results are very satisfactory. Some of the illustrated drawings are unusually well executed. The work in chemistry likewise has
great value. Original laboratory note-books in the solution of chemical
problems and the determination of unknowns in qualifatfre analysis
are of excellent character. The organization and plan of work in the
normal training school of this city is also shown. A p::1,mphlet by the
superintendent of schools shows the method of promotion employed in
this city, whernby rapid promotion of bright pupils is easy. This
method is believed to be lrnique and very successful in practice~
Medford shows English, botany, drawing, and modern languages
from its high school. .All the work is good aud some of it is excellent.
An herbarium of native wild flowers, scientifically arranged, forms a
prominent portion of this exhibit.
Pittsfield shows dn:Lwings of all grades and of excellent character.
A bound volume of language work in the grammar grades, a case of
construction in clay a11J paper, and a very elaborate and artistic herbarium of 1iative flowers. The method of rnountrng and the excellence
of this work have attracted a good deal of attention.
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Quincy shows her drawing, construction work, and the usual studies
of primary, grammar, and high school. The work of this city has been
much sought after by visitors on account of the reputation of so-called
''Quincy methods." These methods have, however, been so much modified as to differ essentially from the original methods which took this
title under the direction of Colonel Parker. The methods now used in
the city do not in general differ from those used in other cities of Massachusetts~ wherever under the direction of skillful superintendents.
The work, however, is excellent in every line and worthy of the study
which it has received. This is particularly true in the nature study
which has been exhibited very fully and_ in some particulars more
completely than that of any other city. In this city we find nature
work has been more carefully elaborated and systematized and put
upon a more scientific basis than in most of the cities, and towns of the
State. The drawing of Quincy is also notable: It forms a large part of
the State course as illustrated upon the walls of the Massachusetts
exhibit, and fills several large portfolios, besides occupying a large portion of one of the winged frames. The work is carefully graded and
well executed. ·
Salem furnishes thirty volumes of pupils' exercises, elegantly bound
in half calf. These volumes are in general of two kinds; one kind contains annual examinations, the other contains illustrative lessons. The
work of Salem differs from most of that shown in the Massachusetts
exhibit, in the fact that it shows the work of entire classes alone, no
selected work having been sent. This of. course detracts from the
appearance of the volumes, while it adds to th~ir interest. On the
whole they give an admirable picture of the work being done in a New
England city which has clung to old methods of instruction for many
years and which is gradually making progress on modern lines under
the direction of Prof. William A. Mowry, the energetic and philosophic
superintendent. A remarkable volume is entitled .An Historic Album.
This album consist::; of a very large number of photographs of objects of
interest~ both local and historical. Salem abounds in these objects, and
tl1e pictures have, therefore, great interest and historic value. These
photographs have been taken and :finished by pupils in the Salem high
s ·hool. With each photograph is a descriptive essay, written by some
:pupil in the high cliool and copied by means of a typewriter. These
de ription how patient research and good ability am:t a good degree
of power in idiomatic anrl. picturesque English. It has been said that,
u th whole, no h r object in the Massachusetts educational exllibit
ha grec t r in r . t r hi.·toric value than thi. remarkable volume.
n ther album gi v . fine photographic view of the school buildings
h 1. of alem. ' h high s hool al o end a copy of it library
, ;h win
h t h library of he, chool i.- large and ha been
1 with
, i <1om and r .
noth r valna 1 £ atur of the
• 1 m ·uil it i · l fn m l 1 i · ttr ; f room: d · 1" t d under the direc-
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tion of Ross Turner, esq., for the purpose of art decoration in the pub·lic schools. The influence of Sale:m in this particular, and of Boston
·that began a similar work about the same time, will be far-reaching in
this important work.
Somerville shows work in color, drawing, in nature study, in elementary science, in language, in geography, and in sewing. Somerville is
one of tlle few places in Massachusetts that support free kindergartens,
the others. being Boston, Cambridge, Lowell, Newton, and Brookline.
The course in color is very elaborate and systematic, and the drawing
under the direction of Miss Balch is excellent. The course in sewing
is carefully graded and arranged, and its method of exhibition could
hardly be improved. Tl.te processes taught and their application in
completed garments fill about fifteen show cases and form a very
attractive and instructive exhibit.
Waltham shows only drawing and manual training. Drawing from
the evening schools and from the high school is excellent. The manual
training shows Mr. Schwartz's completed course, so far as was developed at the time of the opening of the Exposition. This course is
original with Mr. Schwartz in many of its features. He follows sloyd
principles, but his models are somewhat different from those of other
teachers of manual training. Moreover, he carries the sloyd principle
into work for high school pupils, including work in iron. Bis exhibit
has received much attention, and has great excellence.
Westfield shows high school work only. One volume is devoted to
physics, another to business practice and bookkeeping, another to
chemistry, botany, physiology, and another to English. All the work
in the~e volumes is characterized by excellent penmanship and general
appearance of neatness, and are very creditable to the school. The
work in bookkeeping and business practice gives a picture of the commercial part of the school justly celebrated for its efficiency. The work
in chemistry autl physics is laboratory work of a high order: The work
in English is carefully arranged and graded. In addition to the bound
volumes the school has sent several of its exercise books, not ·prepared
for the Expositio n, but showing very clearly,that the work of the bound
volumes is but a fair sample of the ,vork ordinarily.
Worcester devotes one bound volume to the work of its primary
schools, seven volumes to the work of its grammar grades, ancl three
to the work of its classical high school. The primary work is taken
from the third grade only, and. shows the results of the ordinary manner of teaching the ordinary branches of study in this grade. The
volumes devoted to the grammar schools show the results obtained in
these schools. The methods of teaching seem to have some degree of
originality and to be generally good. ~rhe course of study has not been
seriously affected by modern notions and knowledge, and facility in its
use seems to be a primary purpose of school authorities. In following
out this object they reach good results. One volume from this city is
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unique and valuable. It consists of pupils' monthly record books.
These monthly record books are an attempt to adapt the li'rench system to American conditions, and seem to be successful. The record
books are prepared, however, not for the instructor, as in France, but
for the parents, and are showu to tho parents every month . The suggestion which Worcester rna,kes in this line is worthy of being taken
up and used in other places with a view to find the best metliod of
using the monthly record book.
The high school volumes coutain the usual work of the classical high
schools, with a record of the work of the school in preparing its pupils
for college. The record is an honorable one and it seems to have a high
degree of si1ccess. All the ,r'ork shown is good and some is very striking and suggestive. The drawing from Worcester primary and grammar schools is limite1,l in amount a,ml consists mostly of bound drawing
books selected from tlle various schools in tlie city. This method of
exhibiting has ti.le advantage of showing actual results secured. in tlle
regular work. Drawings from the high school are excellent and inC:ticate a high quality of teaching. The sketches in water color have been
particularly admired. An album of photographs shows the school
buildings of the city and the classes at work. A. series of relief maps
illustrates the careful work <l.one in geograpl1y. Framed photographs
of school buildings an<l. classes taken by pupils in the public schools
show the extent of ail'nateur photography among school children. The
evening drawing schools, long known as an initiative effort in this
direction, make a display of mec1rnnicaJ, df>corative, and pictorial drawing which does great credit to pupils and instructor. With this work
is a series of plas ter casts from the bands of pupils in this school.
These are well executed.
·
Since the exhibition, the Hon. J. vV. Dickinson has resigned and
closed liis seventeen years' service as the executive officer of the State
board of educatio11. In parting with the schools and his associates in
their administration, it can be no small source of satisfaction to him
tlJ.at this exhibition could set forth the public school -work of the State
in a condition so far advanced in comparison ·with any other civilized
Commonwealth represented. at Chicago. The effective influence of tLe
exhibit was in no small measure due to the constant presence and
unfailing courtc y of Profe ·sor Gay and bis assistant. Professor Gay
not only .ntcred fully into the spirit of the educational progress of the
tat , n wa. abl to give mu h educational hi tory which threw light
upon Ir . n ·011<.Hti n .
JIARYAnD

.'l'VER ITY.

light to studious vi. ·itors.
f the ubtle force and
hat a revelation of the
f 0 rntitude to Pr , i<l.ent

J
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.Charles W. Eliot for the conception of tlrn exhibit, aud the nnfoluing
of that conception in the material colleeted and its arrangement. There
was no lack of explanatory prints freely supplied, aud the courteous
explam1tions of Professor Cummings and his wife, and others in charge,
left nothing to be desired by American or foreign observers. But this
tl,e oldest and most largely attended of our institutions of superior
instruction, oy thus leading in tllc exllibit of education, only performed
the part which would naturally be assigned to it, and reasonably exp~ctecl of it. Tho method and matter of the exhibit deserve the great
commendations bestowed. Bl'sides giving awards to the several departments of the univer~3ity the board of judges enumerated tlie points of
excellence as follows:
(1) For its extent, variety, ancl cffecti,·eness in the scientific presentation of eclncational methods, resources, mid equipment, ::m d for generous cooperation in the
effort of the Columbian Expos'ition to stimulate interest in education, and interchange of experience among teachers) students, and educational institutions~
(2) For the complete and scientific Listory of the growth nncl equipment of Harvard Uni ,ersi ty as an enllowe<l institution, exhibited in a cohercn t series of statistical
charts, colored diagrams, a,n<1 publications, showing the annual increase in teachers,
students, courses of instruction, income-yielding fnuds, aml expenditures; the growth
aud present resour ces of gcnern,l, special, and departmental libraries; the increased
annual expenditures for scholarships, fellowships, and other aid to students; the
number of degre es conferred, :mfl the geographical diHtril>ution of students.
(3) For vast resources of Harvard University manifest in endowments, builtlings,
muse ums, laboratories, ouservatories, and other property devoted to university purposes, and for extensive equipment in number of teach ers, library resources, apparatus for instruction, and facilities for special investigation and research.
(4 For tho great number and variety of departments rnprese-ntecl in the faculty
of arts and sciences; for the completeness of their equipment in teachers , libraries,
museums, and collections; for tl10 great number and variety of courses offered, and
for the exceptionnl opportunitie:3 offerell for selection, study, ancl research thus open
to undergraduates and other students.
(5) For the exceptional facilities in academic training, advanced study, and
r esearch open to members of the grnduate school and cant1idates fqr the hjgher
degrees.
(6) For the size, number and importance, present resources, and equipment of the
professional schools of Harvard University-divinity, law, medicine, deutistry,
veterinary medicine, and agricult ure.
(7) Examples of work of students, not ebooks, drawings, specimens of origi"ual
research, and scientific apparatus constructed by them.
(8) For valuable investigations in regard to the liealth and physique of the
American ~allege youth, and a systematic presentation of facilities for applying to
th e supervision of physical training and athletic exercise the scientific methods
with which other educational problems are approached.
(9) For the successful aud praiseworthy efforts to extend the facilities and
instruction of the uniYersity to teachers in colleges and secondary schools and to
other students, in the summer schools established.
·
(10) For the signal increase in annual expenditures for scholarships, fellowships,
and other methods of extent1ing the privileges of the nni versity to needy and meritorious students.
(11) For the generous devotion of men and money to the advancement of knowledge in astronomy, pby. ics, chemistr.v, medicine, and other departments of science.
(12) For the persistent aud memorable services in raising the standard of education in American universities and schools.
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(13) For an unbroken 1:,eries of distinguished contributions to literature and
science by Harvard's graduates and teachers for a period of two centuries and a
half.

'fhe awards to .departments is illustrated by that given to the Harvard museums:
(1) For the magnitude, variety, and excellence of the collections comprised in the
museum of comparative zoology, the natural history l aboratories of zoology, paleontology, geology, and the museums of miner alogy and botany, illustrated elaborately
by architectural plans and elevations, showing the arrangement and location of ·
collections, anu by a corresponding series of photographs showing the chamcter of
the buildings and contents of rooms.
(2) For the great resources and effect,ive organization of the Peabody Museum of
American Archreology and Ethnology, illustrated by a typical example of the devices
employed in representing the exact methods and results of explorations.
(3) For exceptional facilities for study and research offered by the rich collections
of the mineralogical museum, represented by a typical group of specimens illustrating the formation and artificial coloring of agates, and by a remarkable and
unique series of specimens illustrating an investigation in regard to the crystalline
structure of meteoric iron.
(4) For the great historical and scientific value and the marked facilities for
instruction and research represented by the museum of fine arts and tho semitic
museum, and the special collections of the departments and professional schools.

Harvard College was founded in 1636. What is now known as Harvard University includes the college, tlle scientific school, the graduate school, and six professional schools.
The college, graduate school, a~1d the divinity, law, and scientific
schools are situated in Cambridge, Mass., a city of over 70,000 inhabitants. The medical school, the dental school, the school of veterinary
Jp edicine, and the Bussey institution (a school of agriculture and horticulture) are situated in Boston, a city of about 450,000 inhabitants.
The two cities are connected by steam, electric, and horse railways, and
are separated by the Charles River. TLe distance from t he college
buildings to the business center of Boston is 3 mHes.
The university is governecl primarily by two boards, the corporation
and the overseers. The corporation (of which the legal title is the
P resident and Fellows of Harvard College) consists of tlle pl'esident,
treasurer, and five fellows, all of whom hold office for life. In it is
vested the title to the property of the _u niversity, estimated to be worth
between eleyen and twelve million dollars. Tbe overseers number
thirty-t~rn, inclu<l.ing the president and treasurer of tlle university,
who are ex officio members. Five of the overseers go out of office each
year, their place b ing filleu on commencement day by an election, in
whic a1nmni of the ollege of five years' standing, master of art~,
11
hold r of h uorary d gl' e' from the university are entitled to
t if 1>r 1 t i
er ·on.
he prin ·11. l clmiui trativ filcer of the uuiver i:ty are the pr i1 u t th
r a ur I th d
of the al'iou fa ·ulti ' , ,·chool , a11d
hniui tr< i
th bnr ar, , nd th . e -retary. Th pre ident
i. h
· rporati n and of each of the facultie ,
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and he exercises a general superintendence over all the . manifold concerns of the institution. The treasurer is the custodian of the property of the university, makes its investments, and keeps its financial
accounts. The deans conduct the business of the several faculties or
administrative boards. The bursar is the treasurer's agent in dealing
with students in renting rooms, settling term bills, and similar matters.
The secretary conducts the correspondence of the university.
The college, scientific school, and graduate school are under the control of the faculty of arts and sciences, from which are appointed three
executive committees, called administrative boards, each of which has
its de-an, and by which the college, the scientific school, and the graduate school are severally governed.
Each professional school has a separate faculty, composed of all its
professors and other teachers. holding appointments for more than one
year.
The degrees conferred by the various departments are eleven in
number, as follows:
By the faculty of arts and sciences: Bachelor of arts, bachelor of
science, ma.ster of arts, doctor of philosophy, and doctor of science.By the faculty of the divinity school: Bachelor of divinity.
By the faculty of the law school: Bachelor of laws.
By the faculty of the medical school: Doctor of medicine.
By the faculty of the dental school: Doctor of dental medicine.
By the faculty of the veterinary school: Doctor of veterinary medicine.
By the faculty of the Bussey institution: Bachelor of agricultural
science.
The degree of master of arts is given with the professional degree to
graduates with high credit of the divinity, law, and medical schools
who are also graduates of Harvard College or whose previous training
has been recognized by the faculty of arts and sciences as equivalent
to that of a Harvard bachelor of arts.
The honorary degrees of master of arts, doctor of divinity, and doctor
of laws are occasionally conferred upon eminent persons selected by
the corporation and approved by the overseers.
The roll of graduates of the Harvard University includes the names
of nearly 18,000 meu, of whom about one-half are supposed to be
living.
·
The libraries of the university contain about 400,000 bound volumes
and an approximately equal number of pamphlets. Students are
charged no fees for the use of books. Ample endowments make it
possible for teachers to have books of reference needed for the instruction of their classes purchased by the library.
In addition to the various <lepartments already named, the university
has several other important branches, such as the astronomical observatory, the university museum, including the museum of comparative
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zoology and its natural history laboratories, the botanical and mineralogical museums, the Peabody Museum of American .Archreology and
Ethnology, the semitic museum, tho anatomical museum, the botanic
garden, the berbarium, the Arnold arboretum, the chemical bboratory,
the Jefferson physical laboratory, and the veterinary l10spi.tal. The
Hemenway gymnasium is for the use of the whole university. The
m1iversity chapel, sea,ting 900 persons, is controlled by the preachers
to the university, who are ordained ministers representing different
Protestant denominations. The studies in the history of the university, brought out graphically, were extremely instructive. The following collection from these studies it has been found possible to r eproduce
here; each tells its own story. They were preceded by a brief statement which is also inserted here:
Han-ard Universitv is a chartered n,nd eudowed institution fostered by the State.
The charter, given" to the president and fel1011s in 1650, is still fa force unaltered.
Tho direct grants of money made by the legislature of Massachusetts to Harvard
College between 1636 and 1785 amounted to $116,000. In 1814 the legislature granted
$10,000 a year for ten years.
Between 1638 ancl 1724 the town of Cambridge r·epcatedly gave laml to the college.
In common with other Massachusetts institutions of education, religion, and
cbarit,r, tlic university enjoys e:s.emption from taxation on its personal property and
on real estate occupied for its own purposes.
Beginning with John Harvard in 1638, private benefactors have given to the
university in land, buildings, arnl money at least $11,000,000.
The principal objects of permanent endowment havo been as follows : (1) Instruction and research (a . professorships, b. observatories, laboratories, and workshops);
(2) collections (libn,rics, museums, gardens, and arboretum); (3) aid for students
(schola.rships, fellowships, aml other aids); ( 4-) prizes (for essays, versions, and
speaking); (5) publications (anna1s, journals, memoirs, monographs, ancl 1.mlletins);
(6) au.ministration (salaries in administrative offices, libraries, ::md collections).
John IIarvarLl was a master of arts of Emmauuel Collcgp,, Cambridge, England,
foundel l>y Sir "\Valter Mildmay.
"Coming to Court after he hatl foumlcd bis College, the Queen told him} Sir \Valter,
I hear yon haYe erected a Puritan Foundation. No, Madam, saith ho, farre be it from
me to countenance any thing contrary to your established Lawes, but I have set an
Acorn, \Yhich ,Yhen it becomes an Oake, God alone knows what will be the fruit
thereof." (Thomas Fuller's History of the University of Cambridge, 1655.)
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HARVARD UNIVJ<~RSITY.-HARVARD COLLEGE AND THE GRAD UATE SCHOOL.

Classifiecl enrollment of stuclents, by clepari1nents of instrucU011, .from 1863 to 1893.
[The unit in this table is one student receiving three hours of instruction per week, throughout the
y ear, exclusive of l aboratory hours.]
Courses of study. 1863-64. 1864-65. 1865-66. 1866-67. 1867-68. 1868- 69 . 1869-70. 1870-71. 1871-72. 1872-73
Semitic languages
3 . ... .. . ........ .
and history ................................ . .. ................. .
Indo-Iranian lan.
gua,ges . . . . . . . . . . . ...... - . ..... -. -..... - - ..... - - - -.... - - - ..... - - - -· · · · · -· · · · · - - - - -· - - -· · ·
Greek •... .. .. . . . .
415
404
308
314
383
.348
347
398
380
Latin.............
417
371
389
S62
407
355
404
411
427
English..... . . . . . .
231
231
223
213
198
220
182
174
251
German . . . . . . . . . .
37
36
91
106
209
274
274
214
361
Germanic philol·
.

13
1
375
433
319
330

Fie1Vch·::::::::::: ·····,ii" ····-53- ·····10· .... .40- ·····52· ····207· ····iog· ····234- .... i54 ...... i5i
Italian............
2ti
22
35
4
6
45
74
61
26
23
Spanish......... ..
3 . . . .. . . . . . . .. . •.
1 ........
3 ........
12
12
9
Romance philol·
ogy .... .. .............. . ................ ········ ··· ·· ··· ... .................... .
Comparative lit.
erature .......... . .... ... ... . .. .... ...... ___ .. __ ........ .. . _.. . . .. .. . .. ... _.. . ............. -.. · ·
Philosophy. . . . . . .
203
158
219
196
302
262
253
272
251
239
Economics... .... .
33
26
35
31
26
18
104
119
9S
92
History.·-· ..... _.
170
132
183
165
202
236
282
239
258
244
1

G1:~~.~~. ~~-~~~.

-----··· · - · · · · · - · · - · · · - · · - · · · · - - · · · · · · · - · · · - · · · ·

26

95

21

41

rf~:i~r.t_s_::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::: :::: : :::::::: ::::::::::::::::·-···ii . ....... 7
Mathematics .. _..
286
244
272
277
281
243
238
300
334
313
Engineering ...........•... - . - .......... - - ...... - - .. - - - . - - · · · · ... - · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Physics...........
148
175
163
133
137
132
269
416
389
3~2
Chemistry........
138
147
146
153
132
205
152
198
366
3 0
19
Botany .. ~........
53
47
63
37
50
65
58
lti
22

i~~l~i~ :::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ......~ . ..... ~'. . :::::::: ..... ~'. . ..... ~~.
Total . . . . . . .

2, 201

2, 046

2, 205

2, 049

2, 385

2, 630

5~

2, 801

3, 225

7
~8

~~

3,455 ~

Courses of study. 1873-74. 1874-75. 1875-76. 1876-77. 1877- 78.11878-79. 11879-80. 1880-81. 1881-82. 1882-83.
- -- -- - - 1 1 - - - - --

Semitic languages
and history .....
Inclo.Iranian l an.

Gf~~~~::::::::::

--- --- --- --- --- -

-- --- ---

3

1
2

3

380

354

1
427
500
357
437

6

7

399

386

22
301
1
100
214
78
f,6

20
RS
320
325
2
2
200
178
216
216
77
105
97
10'.l
05 _100 _

385

7
438

5
425

5!l
352
3
200
231
02
52
106

51
341
3
213
233
111
71

7

6
434
431
504
446

491

473
Latin . ...... . .. .. .
499
410
434
455
454'
447
503
4#
344
English .......... .
458
440
335
41'/
490
419
517
German ......... .
324
428
424
370
397
447
479
Germanic philol.
2
3
ogy . ................. . .............. . .. . ............ ..• . ···· · ··· ....... .
3
172
218
French . . . . . . . . . . .
167
228
248
228
218
208
190
183
22
64
Italian........... .
24
38
56
70
43
80
74
50
42
51
Spanish . . . . . . . . . .
19
27
32
58
62
60
40
45
Romance philol·
ogy ....... .. ... .
16 .................... ..... ...... .
Comparative lit.
craturo ... : .................................... .. . ..... ...... ............ · · ·· ··· · · · ·· ·· · · · · ·· ···
Philosophy . . . . . . .
276
302
285
312
306
326
252
306
154
221
Economi cs ........
99
166
171
128
136
157
145
125
181
190
Histor y.. .. .......
844
285
271
833
298
232
309
361
442
435
Gov rnment and
law...... . ......
28
52
63
117
95
91
42
52
101
96
Fine arts....... . . . . . . . . . .
63
116
90
78
223
135
67
105
137

8
10
27
391
336
330
Engin<'f"ring. ·-. ..
7
2
l'hy ic .. ··-· .... ·
300
32'!
3i
lu•mi r · ....... ·
311
203
lC,Q
, o · ny · · · · · · · · · · •
0
56
:17
7;ooloi: ·······---··
78
1'.l
11
ulo '.) · •· · · · · · · · ~ ~ _ _
5._

Mn. ic ....... - . . . .
:Math ·matic· . . . . .

·1

I. .. ·-..

3, no

a, 7:!7

I 3, o;o

:i _

I

I 3, o G I 3, o:i I 4, 20 I 4, 2w ·

41
338
5
23-1
202
03
63
lU!J _110

4,130

I ,J., 2os

42
406
2
241
106
48
132
285
1

4, 004
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Courses of study. 1883-84. 1884.-S::i. 1885-86. /1886-87. ; 1887-8S. 1868-S!l. 18S9-90 . 1890-91. 1831- 9'.l. 1892-93.
Semitic bnp;nages
and hiiltory . . .. .
Indo-lranian lan-

Gf!ig~~: :: :::::::

Latin ......... . .. .

Eng-lish ...... .. .. .

10

i6

19

17

11

10

8

11

40;!
470
555

8

3

38-!
437
928
426

428
448
81-<2
456

349
401
822
555

4:l2

Gcrrnrm ....... . . . .
442
Germanic philol·
og-y .•.•....... • .
French . . . . . . . . . . .
207
Italian........ . . . .
23
Spanish . . . . . . . . . .
46
Romance p!Jilology ········· · ··· . . ..... .
Con1p:1rative literature ....... . .
Philosuph V... . ...
245
Euonomic8........
297
History........ . ..
363
GoYernruent a ml
law - -. . . . . . . . . . •
103
Fine arts . . . . . . . . .
177
:Music............
56
Mathematics . . . . .
395
.Engineerin g ......
4
Physics...........
239
Chemistry... . ... .
210

365
33
47

379
37
41

378
38
39

315
904.
514
387
49
41

2

ED

4, 717

03--G6

48

7
3-!2
468
1,055
527

5
289

3

7
59-!
51
53

462
50
4S

393

1 , 120
63-!

4
617
71
!)2

11

4

209
383
475

312
426
699

361
403
541

415
427
593 ·

36-!
307
635

45-!
352
5-!7

48 l
39-!
700

166
51
108
22-!
8
120
223

148
20 l
70
218
27

144
164
76
228
32
144
252

179
28-!
55
316
26
131
302

181
291
35
322
70
128
249

200
30d
46
34'3
80
137
202

20'.l
3:W
38
37-!
76
123
319

mo

201

~i~1f{( ~ ~: ~ ~:::: f!~ ~~~ ~il 2!l 2ti
Total.......

21

4
310
392
035
421

2lg

85
5

434
412
1, 2: G
707
11
616

61
181

13'
368550
1,48@
814

14741
84

sz

10

15

12
38!)
589
831

517
706

223
403
41
424
5-!
1S5
348

;i~ ;!I H;

1G
1, 150-

298"
44846·
42587
216
354

!:

5,051/~15,442 5,740 ~O ~5rG,802/~iro,'wo

~

0

0

~
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION OF THE AGGREGATE TIME OF ALL STUDENTS, FROM 1863 TO 1893,
MEASURED BY HOURS OF WEEKLY ATTENDANCE, OMITTING LABORATORY HOURS.
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CHAR"l: SHOWING NUMBER OF COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AND NUMBER
OF TEACHERS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 1823-1893.
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lust ruction i11 clecti:i:e and vrescribed ,qtndies offeretl to canclic{ates for the degrees of A. B. and .A. M. in the thirty years, 1863 to 1893.
[Stated in hours per week, and excluding laboratory hours nncl exercises repeated.]
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EDUCATION REPORT·, 1892-93,

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ELECTIVE SYSTEM, HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
HOURS PER WEEK OF ELECTIVE STUDiES~ PRESCRIBED STUDIES, AND PRESCRIB\:D ENGLISH
COMPOSITION REQUIRED OF CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF A.B. DURING THE 30 YEARS,
1863- 1893.
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EDUCATIGN AT THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

CHART SHOWING NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 1873-1893.
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]_
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892-93.
Harval'Cl University.-Departmcnt of English, 1867 to 1893.
1867-G8. 1 1S72-73. 1877-78. I 1882-83. 1887-S8. 189'.!-93.

.

I

- - - - - - -- - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
3
2
Professors . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
3
2
10
4
4
Oth er iustructors. ...... .... .. ...... ...... ...... .. . .
1
2
0
4
1
0
0
.A.ssistants.... ........................ ......... .. . . .
0
0
25
!)
15
10
Conrses of irn,trnction..................................
G
6
a
4
3
3
3
Prescril.Je,i English compofiition . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .
3
4
2
1
1
Elective English composition.................... ...............
0
0
13
7
5
4
3
Electirn English language and literature..............
1
5
2
1
1
Elective oral deliate an,l elocution ............. ... ........
2*
0
39
27
17
lG
10
Total lion rs of instruction per week......................
4
Total enrollment:
7~9
5iS ]
346
328
277
Prescribe<! courses ......... ~............................
198
701
!JS
8!)
4.2
Elective courses ............................ ~-................ .
32G I

* Prescribed.

HarMra University.-Departrnent of hist01·y, including government and law, 1867 to 1893.
1_s_
67_-__6_s.. _1_s_72_-_7_3.\ 1s11-7s . 1ss2-8s.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..
1

~

I1s92-93.

1

~ ........ ~.

~~~~~c;:i!:;ii~t~~;:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~

i

*

t

*

Assh,taut.s ........................................................................ . .... . ....... . ········ ······-Courses ofinstrudion............................... ... .. .. .
3
9
11
15
18
Courses of researeh inclndcrl in above....... ........ . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
4
'fotn l l1ours of instruction per week................
6
2H
28
40¼
57
iota\ enroll1;1ent.......................................
202
285393
531·
~~~
nro 1ment m A.merican history.~ ............ . . . . . .
40
94.
lOG
178

i

32
7
72

1,

!ii:

* Including one emeritus.

Harvard Unfrei·sity.-Departrnent of mathematics, 1867 to 1893.
1867-68. 1872-73. 1877-78. 1882-83. 1887-88. 1892-93.
- - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
4
Professors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
4
5
4
3
2
Other instructors ............ ........ ............. ...................
1
1
1
9
11
12
5
8
3
24
19
Totalnumberofcourse~ .............................. ... ..........
5
12
13
]2

1!~~~1~t1:£~H:~:::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::·: . . . . ~ . . . . . . ~ . . . . . J . . . J
~~l~i

~~:~~11i1~::ts~r~~t~~1~iit~l~ week.......... . ...........

17
208
73

Required ...........................................................
Elective . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .

28
2:l5
78

30½
255
71

60

4.6½

31

Hai·vard univers-ity.-Department of economics, 1867 to 1893.
0

lSG7-G8. 1872-73.l1877-78.11SS2-83. 1887-88. 1802-!:J3.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lntrocluctory a11<l hi~toricnl cours ·~........... ..... .. .. . .. ..

1

2

i]

1

2

3
2
8

liours of instruction per week........................... . . ..

1

3½

G

7

22½

30

i}~~~~.,~~~!;,~ci~;a::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .......... ~ .......... ~.

2 ......... ~.

~:l~r:~~/N :'.~~~~~<!.e.~~1~~~.1~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ·----·i· ............ 2.
Enrollmrnt of Rtml nt11 in:

I

I

I

4

~

I

5

I

,•11·ralintrodu('toryco11 r ...........................
20
02
108
lii'.l
208
335
lli11ton al, adv:wced, and appLi ·<l ·ourt1 •s ................................... __ .
28
38
219
311
To · 1
,
----------------a nrollm nt. .... .. .. .... . .. .... . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .
!J'.l
1:lG
_ l!JO
427 1
700

26 1

I
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EDUCATION AT. THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

CHA RT SH OWING THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN COURSES, MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 1870-1893_.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892-93.
Harvai·d Uni1!ersil!J.-Department of physics, 1867 to 1893.
1867-68. 1872-73. 1877-78. 1882-83. 1887-88. 1892-93.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - -Professors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other instructors . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .
Assistant,i.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
Number of courses of ins1rnetiou ............... __ .
Hours of instruction per week...... . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .

2
O
O

. =

2
4

Enrollment:
•
Prescribed courses .. __ ...... _.... .... __ ,. _.....
133
Elccti ve courses . _....................... _... __ . __ ..... .
Total e:nrollment ............. .,...... .........

1331

4
O
1

7
1G
=========

3
O
1

7
l9

:::::::=:=:=:::

--- -----3
4
3
1
2
2
1
O
5
9
12
14
24
27?!
36

=======-= ====-====
178

49

151
58

322

209

241

273

====-

02 ....... .
69
216

63

·

131 ~

Harvard Unit'ersity .-'Tlw philoso1>hical aei;arfmenf, 1867 to 1893.

1807-68. 1872-73. 18i7-78. 1882-83; 1887-88. 1802-93.

- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ---- - - - - - ProftJssors ... _. __ .. _... _............ _.... _. . . . . . • • • .
3
2
4
4
!5
7
Otberiustructors...................................
O
1
0
1
0
1
Assistants .. _...... _... . .... .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. ..
O
o
O
O
1
2
Total number of students ..... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .
58
184
247
460
618

~~~1~~~i~f~?c~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... 4.

!itt;!;~:~l\1l~!~::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::

~

g

~

~

g

1~

~

i~

I~

f Ii

Courscsusingtext-boolcs ................................. .
4
O
6
8
7
~
Courses using laboratory .... _........... _..........
0
0
0
0
1
Annual cost of department .. .... .. ........... __ ....................................... · .. · · - · · · · · · · ·
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EDUCATION AT THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

Harrar,l TJnire1'sity.-Depa1'tment of Germ.an, inclnd'ing Germanic philology, 18(]7 to 1893.

!

\301-os. 18,2-n. 18,7- 78. 1882-83. 1887-88.11802-!)3.

- - - -- -- - - -- - -- - - - -- -- 1- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - 2
0
2
Profossors ......................................... .
1
2
4
1
1
Other instructors ................................. ..
2
4
3
5
3
7
Number of undergraduate courses ................. .
4
9
7
13
Number of graduate c-ourse& .... .. .. .............. .
0
1
0
1
9
3
4
10
9
Total 1mmber of courses ........................... .
8
21
8
~2
26
10
ea
Hours of in::itruction per week ...............• -· .. .
20~
Total enrollment of students20!)
S!l
117
197
255
338
Prescribed courses ............................ .
120
200
264
276
Elective courses ............................... .
213
019
120
0
0
0
21
Enrollment in graduate courses ................... .

Han:anl Unirersi,ty.-Chart showing number of degrees conferred, 164,1 to 1893.
[Grand total, 20,873.J

________ ____ ,__ -

-

-

--- ---- - -

-- -- --

- -

Honorarv ,legrecs........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
3
5
4
23
3-!
Doctors "of philosophy and
doctors of science ............................................................................. .

M~~t!.~~-.~.r.t!..~!.~.~~~~- .............................................................. /..... .
Bachelors of divinit.y and

•

n:1h~~ls ~f1\:~~!~:-~~~~~~:: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: ::::::
:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
Bache)o_rs and doctors of
•
0

mcd1c1no . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....
Doctorsofdentalrncdicine .......................................•.............................
Do?tors of yeterinary medi·
cine ............................................................................... 1. • . . . . • • • • . •
Bachelors of sci ence, C. E.,
M. R., and B . .A.. S ........ . ..... ................. ............... . .... ... ...... .... ······
Bachelors of arts ............ 56 78 G2 47 04
141
119
100
:!58
300
255
291
447
- - -- - · - - - - ---------Total for ten years .... 56 78 63 47 041 141
19'.)
3G3
302
259
314
481
121

--

.,.;
00

~

Ilonorary <loirees........... SI
Doctors cf p1dlosophy and

8
d,

00

~

70

8
00

4

Ol

0

~

J0

c,;

(N

~~

~

~

32

95 /132

00
rl

B
~
~

93

i:..;
'<11

I

~
~

61

.,,;

Cl':)

J

J,

1136

1'>7

-

g

~

~

JL-

m

""~

~

t--

.,,;

co

60

M1mir~t/?~n~~:~~:~~i: :::~:::: :::: :::r:: :::::: ::::::c::.--:::::: .-.-.-: .-.

c,;

t(')
(N

ri,

C>

~

i5

;'.:l

H

1, C84

o;.-,

52

11.0

34

58

02

87

281

3()8

1

Bachelors of divinity ancl
alumni of divinity school.. ......... _.. . . . . 44
80
76
85
:Bachelors of laws ............ _.. . . . . . . . . . .. . 8
31
182
428
Bachelors ancl doctoi-s of
medicine .......... ....... _ . . . . 9 25 24 128
213
207
364
Doc torn of dental medicine ........................ _... . . . . . . . .. . . .
Do?tors of veterinary mfldl·

70
544

48
342

48

525

574

:!30

2, 43!)

377

714

516
60

C93
118

3, 273
217

74

39

=~~~:t~tn:tt >;,; ,; ,; ,;, k :;;;·:;;; I~i :ii :. :ii ,. i ,. ,;; "· ;;
0

Total for ten years . . ~ 420 1432

14.86

583 ,0-!G 1,006 1,054 /1, 008

12, 122

12,638

~ 4,138 ~O, 873
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1892-93.

CHART SHOWING GROWTH OF THE LIBRARY OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY,

1830-1893.
VOLUMES
AND
DOLLARS.

400,000.
)

Harvard College library began in 1638 with John Harvard's bequest of
260 volumes. In 1~64 the library had jncreased to more than 5,000 volumes, when it was burned, only two or three hundred books being saved.
A chief benefactor in restorlng it was Thomas Hollis, of Ebgland, who
gave many volumes, and, in 17~4, left a fund of £500, which is the oldest
book fund of the library at present. In 1800 Samuel Shapleigh, its librarian, died and left the second fund. · These two funds, amounting
together- to ~6,000, remained the only rnurce of regular income for the
· buyiri-., of books tm 1842, when a number of Dm,ton merchants contrib•
uted S4:2,0CO, which was not, however, funcj.ed: but was spen~.

j

A~,"
i

I

/
300,000.
~

J

The Libraries of the Law, Medical, and 'f11<:~ological Schools taking
form sixty to seventy years ago. toget11er with the College Library, I 1
were held to constitute 1 he Library of Harvard University, and
this conglomerate collection of books now consists of the cen'
tral or college library, of ten department libraries (Law,
J
Scientific, Medical and Divinity Schools, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Astronomical Observatory, Herbarium,
f
Btio.sey Institution, Arnold Arboretum, and Peabody
_.,,, ~
Museum of Ethnology 1, of the collections of seven
I
laboratories and nineteen class-rooms, making a
IA
I
total of thirty-one libraries bdonging to the .Uni1
versity, organized as a whoie with about 415,000
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CHART SHOWING INCOME-Yl·ELDING FUNDS, EXCLUSIVE OF ESTATES,
BUILDINGS, AND EQUIPMENTS, DEVOTED TO EDUCATIONAL
PURPOSES, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 1803~1893.
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CHART SH-OWlNG GIFTS ENTERED IN THE TREASURER'S ACCOUNTS
OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY, TAKEN FROM THE ANNUAL STATEMENTS, 1856-1892.
.
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CHART SHOWING ANNUAL EXPENDITU.RES OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
EXCLUDING INVESTMENTS, PAYMENTS OF CAPITAL, EXPENSES ON
REAL ESTATE HELD AS INVESTMENTS, AND PAYMENTS FOR FUEL,
GAS, BOOKS, AND BOARD OF STUDENTS, WHICH WERE SUBSEQUENTLY REPAID, 1856-1892.
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CHART SHOWING ANNUAL PAYMEN T S FROM THE UNIVERSITY TREASURY FOR SCHOLARSHIPS AND OT HER AIDS FOR STU DENTS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, NOT INCLUD ING PAYMENTS MAD E BY OTHER
TRUSTEES OR PRIVATE PERSON S DIRECTLY TO STU DENT BENEFICIARIES, 1856-1792.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE 01!' TECHNOLOGY.

This has become one of the most important of the institutions which
assnre the progress of intelligence and culture in Boston. It promotes
the skill of industry in various departments of activity, such as commerce and manufactures, as well as culture in literature and science.
When started, it was a great departure from the old order. Hon. John
D. Philbrick, LL. D., superintendent of the schools of the city, was one
of the leaders who felt the need of this departure. A group of eminent men have guided it wisely toward the day of its great triumph.
At the Centennial at Philadelphia, Professor Runkle, after a careful
study of the Russian manual training exhibit there, adopted for the
institute in the main the features there illustrated, and since then the
institute . has made important contributions to this department of
instruction. Fortunately the doors of the institute are open to women.
Here Mrs. Richards led the way in women's work in the chemical laboratory, and has done great credit to all concerned. The space occupied by the institute exhibit was packed with facts and thought. The
board of judges expressed its points of excellence appropriately in
their award, as follows:
For excellence (1) as a general school of technology, covering ~~arly the whole
gronnd of science as applied to the useful arts, being the largest institntion of its
kirnl in the United States; (2) of extensive and varied equipment and admirable
appliances and methods of instruction; (3) of courses of study arranged to SU,Pplement and reinforce one another, requiring thorough general scientific and literary
preparation for specialized work; (4) of high character of students' work as sl.Jown
by drawings, plats and sketches, shopwork in wood and metals, and particularly by
theses of graduated students; (5) in the cultivatfon of correct taste as shown in students' work in general, but especially in th; fine execution and lettering of drawings, and in the tinting and shading of architectural work; (6) of original researches
carried on in chemistry, biology, electricity-and other specialties, for example, the
examination of the potable waters of Massachusetts, both chemical and biological,
carried on for the past five years in the laboratories of the institute; ('l) for designs
for textile fabrics by the students of the Lowell free school, a branch of the institute, showing intelligent appreciation of the need of adapting designs to the processes and machines of manufacture; (8) lecture notes, covering several thousand
pages, prepared by members of the faculty and printed for the use of students; (9)
of high degree of specialization-for example, courses by experts in heating and
ventilation, in heat measurement in the department of physics, and in snch practical
arts as railway signals and electric-light wiring; (10) of arrangements and devices
for administration as conducted by Gen. Francis A. Walker, president.

The exhibit of Amherst college showed the American college idea
preserved in its integrity but advanced in principles and methods as
well as in means and appliances to the front in their adaptation to preseducational activity. The exhibit made no attempt to be striking,
but yielded ample reward to every careful examination. There practice
follows the theory that the number of students should not so outnumber the faculty that the influence of the latter may not permeate the
whole body of the college and their personal contact or intercourse
ED 93--67
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fail to b ecome a predominating factor in the life of the youth in attendance. The line of eminent presidents is w~ll sustained by Hon. Merrill
E . Gates, LL. D.
Williams College was represented chiefly by photogr·aphs, which
recalled its solid work for Christian learning, and specially that under
its great president, Mark Hopkins. Fortunately bis administrative
nrn.ntle is not unworthily worn by President Franklin Carter, Pb. D.,
LL.D.
.
Tufts College, a new foundation, appropriately set forth its increasing advantages. Its president, E. H. Capen, D.D., is active in bringing
the college in all its relations to educational progress. It now admits
women .
. Clark University has a history of only a few years_, but · has already
won leadership in special lines. Its exhibit, in addition to photos, consisted of forty volumes of advanced research. Its president is the
eminent educator, G. Stanley Hall, Pb. D., LL.D.
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE HIGHER JmUCATION OF WO:\IEN.

Coeducation of the sexes has not yet been adopted by the older colleges for men in Massachusetts, but the provision for the higher education of women in the State is made in a group of institutions of great
merit, beginning with Mount Holyoke, where Mary Lyon led the way
·iu· a great forward step i11 the education of women, which now furnishes
a full college course. Then there is Smith and ·wellesley, and the Har·vard Annex-not to mention.Abbott, Bradford, and Lasell, and others,
which famish most excellent opportunities of their grade for women,
in addition to the instruction open to them in normal schools and high
schools in the State. In the alcove where this feature of the exhibit
was gatherecl the progressive women from all lands were often found
taking notes. More literature could have been furnished to advantage.
The pamphlet entitled Mount Holyoke College fitly says:
Throngh Mary Lyon, and the school sho founded, God led his people into a.fuller
recognition of the truth that not for one sex alone was intellectual culture designed;
that in His likeness woman as well as man was formed, and the gifts bestowed on
her were not to be neglected. First of the chartered institutions to hold permanent
funus for the education of women, its mission was twofold. First, to educate the
inc1ivi.dual woman to tho highest development of her powers; second, to educate the
public to allow and desire this development.

In truction in the Catholic institutions of the State has been responiY to the g n ral proo-re s of education in buildings, principles, and

m thod . ti uaf rtun, te that at any time there has been conflict
b ". n h ir fri ud an 1 the public school.' . The quality of their
w rl· i: r o niz
y the nnmerou awards bestowed upon eparate
n: an 1 · ·h 1. by th board of judges.
a. , chu e t. for it · feeble-minded and blind
11 l l m1
,.·hil it cl: l :erv . spe -ial attention. Indeed,
· l ·ati nal <' ·1.Jibit from thi tate alone might ea ily
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IX OTHER LANDS.

AU peoples and nations have rna<le c~utributions toward the lmildiug of the institutions of A merica. ..What can be more natural than
that the AD?erican people should endeavor to make some return by promoting education in other lands f
The exhibits of two institutions, originating with Americans, "ere
installed in an alcove mainly occupied by l\Iount Holyoke and other
institutions for th e higher educatiou of women in l\Iassaclmsetts.
The Internat-ional Institute for Girls in Spain.-This was establisl.ted
under the immediate care of Mrs. Alice Gordon Gulick some ten ye::1rs
ago as a boarding school for the higher Christian education of girls of
the mid<lle and lower classes. During tllis time tllerc have been 113
boarding pupils, 90 of whom were Spanish, 18 English, 4 Americans,
and I German. Thirty Spanish girls have graduated. RecentJy
classes for boys have been added, and evening classes for men. The
system of instruction is graded from the kindergarten to the class
which is expected to take the degree of bachelor of arts from the
State institute. The first girls in the history of Spaiu that have been
prepared in a woman's school for the exhirnination of the State institute for boys of the province of Gnipuzcoa, located at San Sebastian,
as candidates for the degree of bachelor of arts were prepared in this
school. Two of the girls examined in 1890 received the highest marks
given. The exhibit, iucluding the explanatory literature, gives a favor·
able idea of the excellent work accomplished. ·
The Amerfoan College for Girls at Gonstantinople.-This exliibit also
was of special interest. The aim of this institution is to meet the
demand of the Turkish Empire at Constantinople for higher Christian
education for the daughters of the people of an classes of tlrn various
nationalities, for boarding and day students. The students come from
Batoum in Russia, from distant cities in the Turkish Empire, and
from Roumania, Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Greece, besides many from
Constantinople. American ladies constitute the faculty. Tl.le college
course embraces a period of four years. It is expected that another
year will be added. Special courses may be pursued. The language
of the college is English . Each lady of the faculty adopts one of the
spoken languages of the students, and the president, Miss Patrick, is
proficient in six la nguages. Each student is required to study her
own vernacular and pass examinations in it. To meet a special want
a preparatory course, including the kindergarten, bas been established.
The college occupies two buildings, located on a comnianding site in
Scutari, a suburb of Constantinople on the .Asiatic shore, overlooking
the city, the Bosporus, and the Sea of Marmora.
The income from tl1e students has already amounted to over $100,000.
The boarding student number nearly 100. Of the DO graduate, of the
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institution 50 are engaged in teaching. In the three years since the
institution became a college, 19 students have taken the degree of
b achelor of arts.
SOCIETY TO ENCOURAGE STUDIES AT HOME.

A modest but effective exhibit called attention to the efficient work
of this Boston society. This society stands in well-marked contrast to
some similar efforts which beguile people into buying diplomas. The
society was founded in 1873, with the purpose of inducing ladies to
form the habit of devoting some part of every day to study of a systematic and thorough kind. It is found that, even if the time devoted
daily to this u se is short, much can be aceomplished by perseverance,
and the habit soon becomes a delightful one. Its methods have been
gradually matured during the nineteen years of its existence, and they
will continue to be improved as experience may recommend them to
the managers. Nearly two hundred ladies give their services in the
instruction by correspon<lence, each one attaching herself to some specialty. Each one being furnished with lists of books as well as with
printed directions, and constantly communicating with the head of her
department, uniformity is secured, while each student is treated individually with regard to her special needs. Each student being advised
also to confine herself to one or at most two subjects at a time, learns
the advantage of thoroughness and the pleasure of accurate knowl-edge. Special reliance is placed upon monthly correspondence, the
habit of making memory notes, and frequent examination on topics or
books, the student being on honor not to refer to her books on answering. There are no competitive examinations and no diplomas are given.
The lending library is found to be of special advantage.
The report of the twentieth annual meeting, June 1, 1803, at the
house of the secretary, 41 Marlborough street, Boston, is full of interest.
Eighty members were present. Such distant points as Syracuse, N. Y.,
and Bangor, Me., were represented. The chairman, Samuel Eliot,
LL. D., presided. The work of the year was carefully reviewed, and
reported much encouragement. The term extends from October 1 to
June 1. In twenty years 6,534 names have been entered, some of them
for fifteen, sixteen, and seventeen terms. The students are mainly
from Massachusetts and the Middle States, but 28 are from t he Pacific
Coast tate , 2 from Canada, 1 from the Sandwich Islands, and 2 from
Japan, out of the 423 enter d this term, of whom 193 were new stud nt . There w re 7 5 xamiuations, 3,465 letters written to students,
and 12 r · iv d fr m tudent ; the total expenditure was 827.99.
nt in , ·1 u
r n ourag d to study after A ga siz, from ·peci11 l 11 t fr 1U b
k.•.
TIO.·
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of cooking, which has for three years been carried on as an educational
agency by Mrs. Prof. Robert H. Richards, of the Institute of Technology,
and Mrs. Dr. Jolm J . .Abel, with pecuniary assistance from certain
public-spirited citizens of Boston.
The Massachusetts board of World's Fair managers, recognizing the
high scientific character of those who have initiated and conducted this
enterpdse, and believing that such practical demonstration of the usefulness of domestic science could not fail to be of ad vantage to multitudes of visitors to the Columbian Exposition, invited the ladies named
to opeu the Rumford Kitchen as a part of the exhibit of Massachusetts
in connection with the bureau of hygiene and sanitation. In order to
reduce, in some degree, the expenses of this exhibit, the food cooked in
the Rumford Kitchen was sold under a concession from the administration of the· Exposition; but it should be understood that this was not a
money-making exhibit; that nothing was cooked for the sake of being
sold, and that the enterprise was to be regarded as absolutely a scientific and educational one. The exhibit consisted of ten parts:
(1) A. selection from the apparatus used in the New England Kitchen
in Boston for the preparation of certain kinds of food.
(2) Samples of the food served at the tables to illustrate the effects
of cookin g by the methods used.
(3) Samples of food prepare<l for the very sick.
(4) Menus giving the composition and food value of the dishes thus
cooked aud served.
(5) Charts and diagrams illustrating methods of teaching important
facts in connection with food.
(6) Models of some of Count Rumford's inventions.
(7) Alibrary containing Count Rumford's complete works, and v~nious
other publications of interest.
(8) A series of leaflets written expressly for this exhibit by eminent
authorities, or selected from the literature of the New England Kitchen.
(9) A. kitchen laboratory table with indispensable apparatus.
(10) Some forms of apparatus an(l some utensils especially desirable
for home use.
The purpose of the exhibit was, first, to commemorate the services
to the cause of domestic science rendered by Count Rumford one hundred years ago, services which to-day stand unrivaled in spite of the
progress of other departments during this century; second, to serve as
an incentive to further work in the same direction, as he expressed it,
"to provoke men to investigation ," "to cause doubt, that first step
toward knowledge.''
The Rumford Kjtchen, then, stands for t.he application of science to
the preparation of food. Tue common practice is now welJ-njgh as bad
as when Count Rumford so strongly deprecated it. We can to-day only
echo his statements, "The common kitchen ra11ge seems to have b~en
calculated for tlle express I urpose of devouring fuel." "It is a com-
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mon habit to boil a dish of tea with fuel .sufficient to cook a diuuer for
:fifty men." ".A real improvement in the art of cookery which unites
the advantage of economy with wholesomeness and an iucreased. enjoyment in eating appears to me very interestin g." The century which bas
passed has indeed added some things to our knowledge of food. The
· increase in facility of transportation and in means of preservation has
increased many times the number of food materials available. Cllernical analysis has given us the ultimate composition of most of these
food mateTials, and the agricultural experiment stations have, as a
side issue, determined in a few cases the amount of these food urnteria.Js
which are daily required by the human animal, so that we have already
a basis upon which to build; but there still remains the most important
branch of the subject, the one to wbich Count Rumford. gave bis attention, namely, the relation of the proportion of food materials and their
.combination to the best and most economical nutrition: of men. In
fact we ·must carry on the study of the "science of nutrition" which
Count Rumford so well began. It is, then, not as an exponent of any
theory, not as an advocate of any process, not as illustrating a univBrsal panacea for all of the ills of mankind, not as offering a completed
plan to be exactly followed that the Rumford Kitchen has been fitted
up, but rather to show that certain knowledge is within our reach and
that. certain improvements are possible in the line of our daily life. It
is hoped to arouse the intelligent, thinking citizen to tbe need and to
the possibility of improvements in these directions.
RHODE ISLAND.

Rhode Island exhibited characteristic features of her educational
work. The State board of education gave an itlea of its efficient
rnetl10ds. Brown University called. attention to its excellent equipment for the sound college instruction which it has iu1parted d.uring
its long history, showing some specimens from its valnable museum of
natural history.
Secondary instruction was represented by that excellent institution
known as the Friends' School, so highly reputed for its thoroughness
in all departments of work, and by a number of the well-equipped aud
well-conducted high schools like those of Providence and Pawtucket.
It was gratifying to observe that these imltitutions are conduc ted with
car fol recrurd for the grades below and tlle grades above, and for the
entrance of pu1 ils upon active life. The quc tion of the support of the
uhli high : hool has been eltled by its demon trated utility. Tllcrc
i._ ~n in r , ·ii: d maud for its grade of iu truction beyond the large
1
• •1
wh r 1 "·a · fir. t d veloped.
o adequate opportnni ·y was
aflor< ll
:tu Y 11 w rk f th ungrnd d country chools, in which
· h~ r f h p pl r c ive h ir only in. truction. But the
f th •'t, ()·iv .- th
ar 1 f edu ·a.tion an<l. the elevating
f h
11 r
p r, in · ag ncie , such a, tlie higll chools,
1
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normal schools, and the university, the opportunity to reach favorably
the most obscure flistricts. The elemeutary_work shown ' by cities was
of excellent quality. It gave good evidence of the advance of the
qualificati on of teachers and of the -n-isdom of the supervision. The
uormal school, once ab.olished, has, since its restoration, done such good
work iu uplifting the schools of the State by improving the teacbiug,
tbat no one now woulcl think the State could do witlrnut it. The influence of Wayland, Barnard, Hazard, Bicknell, and their coadjutors,
upon the education of the State is still manifest.
The constant effort of Hon. T. B. Stockwe11, the present experienced
and faithful commissioner, made apparent by the exhibition to devise
and adapt improved .methods of teaching common schools, deserves
special mention .
- The drawing learned by the pupils is brong11t iuto immediate use to
add interest to history, physiology, and geography. Iu some instances
these drawings were of a high onlBr. The progressive map drawing
and dictation exercises attracted special attention. The efforts of the
pupils to make apparatus and collections to aid them in their work,
especially of antiquities of the place of their resideuce and of tllc products of its industries, were an agreeable surprise to mauy.
, All grades of work in Newport and Westerly were h artily commended. The School of Design (Provideuce) showed an xce11 ,nt
exhibit.
CONNECTICUT.
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intrusted to a State board of education, whose executive officer is the
secretary, Hon. Charles D. Hine. Hon. B. G. Northrop was for many
years known to the country as the active and zealous secretary of this
board. The expenses of the p ublic schools are met by disbursements
from the State treasury and by local tax levied by the several towns.
Connecticut has a historic lilchool furid derived from the sale of western
reserve lands whose operations aud influence from the first is well
worth careful study. The office of the secretary of the State board
of education was represented by a very valuable series of State
reports. There shou1d be complete sets for historical purposes in the
several towns as well as in the State office. The enforcement of the
laws against absentees in this State has not only secured good results
in the attendance and training of the youth, but has received decided
approval from the people. The industrial school for the reform of
juvenile offenders showed work indicative of good training in letters,
industry, and character. The school for the education of the deaf and
dumb at Hartford is the first in the United States founded for this
unfortunate class. The elder Gallaudet, a man of scholarly attainments
and of tender sympathies and devoted Christain character, was touched
by the sight of the misfortune of the deaf-mute Alice, and went to
Europe and brought to America the methods there already devised for
the instruction of those deprived of the sense of h earing and the power
of speech. The difficulties to be overcome were many, but the zeal of
Dr. Gallaudet was rewarded by triumph over them all. The public, as
pupils were trained, was called to see the results; exh,i bitions and
explanations were made in different parts of the country. The cause
was seen to be one of public concern, and State after State made provi.~ion for -its deaf and dumb. The aid of Congress was successfully
invoked and the education of deaf-mutes in America was not left to the
uncertain private action to the extent that it was in European countries.
The inclination to call these institutions asylums did not prevent their
becoming a part of the public provision for the education of youth.
Cities now have deaf-mute schools of their own. Tbe Horace Mann
School of Boston is a worthy illustration.
The provision for the preparation of teachers is shown by the exhibit
to be made in part by the State and partly by cities. '.rhe State now
provides for two normal chools, one at New Britain and one at Willimantic. The former, one of the first in the country, bas a history
p cial1y w rtby of , tudy. It establi hment was inspired by Hon.
nry arnard LL. ., that a l early, and indefatig·able educatio11al
w rk r.
. hil rick wa rincipal for two year~, but the
n i h r int lligent nor , teady. However, after
l
1 gav it heir con:fi.d nc , and tbe pr eut
hr ll
'c n 11 h , b n or lially upported in bi
furni ·h for h
a ·h r f .A.he Sta · th be ·t training
( ((
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· kindergarten and the several advanced grades of the public schools.
The success of the school has led lately to the establishment of another,
and had no small share in promoting the formation of training classes
in several of the cities, such as that in Norwich. The effect of this
normal training in the best methods is manffest in all parts of the
exhibition. Tbe :five alcoves in which the exhibits are grouped by
towns are: (1) Willimantic; (2) New Britain, Middletown; (3) Stamford,
Touington, Norwich, Bristol; (4) Waterbury, Saybrook, Colchester,
Hartford; (5) New Haven, Bridgeport.
The Willimantic normal training school exhibit showed exercises
in primary reading prepared and illustrated by the teachers for the
children in the model schools; models for use in manual trainiug;
material and aids for teaching arithmetic, history, civil government,
literature, and geography. On the north wall of the alcove are many
drawings by pupils from 6 years of age and older. These drawings are
all conuected with and illustrate subjects in other studies. The exhibits from the New Britaiu normal training school were largely made up of
drawings and color work. Work was shown by pupils from the kindergarten to the grammar schools, comprising nature work, ilhu;tration,
sketching, perspective, decora,ti ve, and original work in illustrating
selections which they have read. A set of modified sloyd models were
shown, and with them the work of children between 7 and 15 years of
age, the work of the normal pupils, and a set of homemade apparatus
for illustrating science teaching. Specimens of the work of children
from 8 to 10 years of age in clay modeling were also shown. The normal department of the Norwich Free Academy exhibited a chart showing its inception aud course of study, and another showing methods in
reading and books prepared by the normal pupils outlining methods in
reading, numbe~, physics, zoology, botany, and mineralogy.
The Broad street school, Norwich, used as a training school for the
normal department, exhibited outlines for literature lessons and color
lessons in primary grades, a plan for history lessons and for zoology
lessons, and aJ?, outline of the work actually done in the kindergarten
for the year. In folios were shown children's work in color, kindergart en, history, literature, and primary reading, in connection with history
for children one year in school.
The Norwich city schools showed outlines for teaching arithmetic,
history, language, literature, and geography. A large putty map of
Norwich and another of the United States, made by pupils in the 'last
year of the grammar school, and a large "production" map by pupils
of the third class, also a set of booklets and illustrated journeys in
geography, a scrapbook of geographical pictures, and a collection of
maps. There were also typical lessons in geography, arithmetic, history, and botauy. Necessarily there was much sameness in the material from different schools of the same grade, but this was the basis
for comparison by visitors; and yet, all can not be here repeated in
detail.
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In a.ddition, it may be men tiouerl thnt Middletm,n showed an outline of science teaching and a collection of specimens used in natural
history, zoology, botany, etc.; also plans for teaching vocal music, and
the individual work of pupils, and plans for reading in connection with
science studies; Bristol, aids in geography and science and geogrnphy
combined, and a scrapbook illustrating geography and sloyd, the result
of twenty-five hours' instruction; Waterbury, a chart showing the story
of the flag; Hartford, designs and folded forms in inventional geometry, teacller's outline of lessons in history, and stenographic reports of
lessons; N~w Haven, map drawing by the meridian system, and original
dr~twing illustrating literature, history, science, and geography. Charts
,vere used effectively in connection with various subjects. There was .
good evidence of progress in manual training for boys and girls in various scl10ols. There were excellent specimens of sloyd .
.A substantially com,plete set of the works of Hon. Henry Barnard,
LL. D., was a unique feature of the exhibit. This was a rare collection
of educational literature, containing the treatment of every variety of
educational t9pics by the ablest thinkers from the earliest periods in
differe~1t nations, together with much of the history of the various educationa1 institution s and systems. It included (a) copies of his official
reports while president of colleges in Connecticut, Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Maryland, and as United States Commissioner of Education
at vVashington; (b) the American Journal of Education, Volumes I to
XXXI; (c) a set of his Library of Education, and (d) other publications, including Tracta.tes and Treatises. It is a monument to the zeal,
scholarship, industry, and self-sacrifice of a great educational leader.
The exhibit of high school work showed how these iustitutions 011en
up the way in the public school sy~tem for the poor as well as the rich
to the advantages of superior instructiOil. This instruction in tho State
was represented by Yale University. The exhibit was composed mainly
of photographs, which gave an idea of the numerous and imposing
buildin gs and vaded opportunities for culture now furnished by that
great university. There is little in foe present imposing conditions to _
suggest the humble beginning, when the ministers of tho colony, anxious for a school of higher learning, to their conferences each brought
treasures from his own library, and as be laid them clown said: "I give
these books for the founcling of a college in this colony." It was chartered, not by ~oyalty but by the colony, in 1701, as a ''co1legiate school,"
and located at Sc ybrooke. Its fir, t buihUng was erected at New
Daven t whi h place it wa r moved in 1716, and becoming a college
in nam a.· well a. in fa ·t, wa known as Yale College, after its largest
~ r1y rn •f. ·t 1, from 71 until 1 7 when, having for. ome time done
th worl· f a ni r. i y tho title rale Univer ity was legaUzed by
I · bi. torv i · full f in. tru ·tion. Gr at difficultie.
r ' 1 ! •11 • nut r <1; ~r a , a rifi · : w r m, cl gr at men w re fonnd
11
•1t
• · ·ry
<1 i · ]jcrht ll' r fail d, but oTew in 11lumi-
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nating power, becoming a beacon not only to individuals au<l generations
but to the nations of the eartb . The college adhered to its own line
of thorough work, advancing its standard as circumstances warranted,
and gradually there came to it a, school of theology, of medicine, of law,
of science, and of art, with their special laboratories, libraries, museums,
halls, and funds; but the college seemed preeminent attention and by
far the largest attendance. In more recent years tlle Sheffield school of
science, the law scl.1001, and other attached schools, as well as miscellaneous post-graduate studies, have made great advances hi importa.uce
and numbers. The Sheffield Scieutific School, named for its principal
early benefactor, founded in 18-i 7 and reorganized on a more extensive
scale in ] 860, has the benefit of the United States grant of lands to Connecticut for the establishment of a college of agriculture and mechanic
arts, save tllat expended on the Storrs school. Under President Timothy Dwight, wllo assumed the office in 1886, grandson of a most
eminent president, the number in attendance in the entire university
increased in the first six years of his administration from 1,07G to 1,9G9
and in the first four years of his vresidency the university received
$1,244,390. It is stated that the average age of students at entrance
for the first fifty years was 17, and that for the succeeding fifty years
the average age was less; now it is over 18, so that most graduates ai'e
over 22 years of age.
The list of graduates contains the names of 1 Vi<,;e-President of the
Unitrd States, 17 cabinet officers, 1 chief justice of the Unifed States,
1 chief justice of Canada, 2 national officers of the Hawaiian Islands, 1
minister plenipotentiary from China to the United States~ 3 judges of the
United States Supreme Court, 1 surgeon-general of the United States
Army, 50 United States Senators, 20 United States district judges, 1
circuit judge of the United States, 22 ministers plenipotentiary of the
United States, 160 State judges, 4 chance1lors, 18'7 members of Congress, 40 State governors, and. 92 college presidents. Four Yale menLivingston, Morris, vVolcott, and Hall-signed tlte Declaration of Independence. The same number, Dyer, Livingston, ,Jolrnson, and Bald win,
signed the Federal Constitution . In liistory Yale is represented by
Trumbull, Holmes, and Pitkin; in geography by Morse; in poetry by
Pereival, Hillhouse, Barlow, Trumbull, Stedman, and Sill. In literature we find such names as Cooper, ·wmis, Judd, Bristed, and Mitcllell;
in scholarship, Webster, Worcester, Woolsey, Hadley, and Whitney.
Silliman, Morse, Eli Whitney, Dana, Chauvenet, Loomis, and Marsh
are among Yale's famous sons in science and invention. Edwards,
Hopkins, BeHamy, Emmons, Dwigllt, Stuart, Bushnell, Taylor, Murdock, Beecher, Nettleton, Tyler, and Seabury in divinity; Gallaudct and
Cogswell in the education of the deaf and dumb. In politics and law
we find, uch names as Kent, Jeremiah l\fason, Grimke, Evarts, Waite,
Til1leu, an<l. Depew; in philo ophy, among others, Noah Porter, H enry
N. Day, and William 'r. Hanis; among tile 1-nissiouaries, John Sergeant
and DaYid Brainerd.
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But Yale's chief pride is that, like Virginia of old, she is a mother of
presidents. Except Harvard, there are few prominent colleges which
llave not had at one time or another a Yale man at their head. The
first presidents of the following colleges and universities were Yale
men: Princeton, Columbia, Dartmouth, Williams, Hamilton, University
of Georgia, Kenyon, University of Illinois, Wabash, University of Missouri, University of Mississippi, University of Wisconsin, Beloit, Chicago University, University of California, Cornell, and Johns Hopkins.
Iowa University, -Washington University, University of Pennsylvania,
College of South Carolina, Transylvania College of Eastern Tennessee,
Hampden-Sydney, Beyroot, and Oahu have a.Iso had one Yale president.
Many colleges were not content with one Yale man at their head,
but came to that source of supply again and again. Columbia has
had 3 Yale men as president; Rutgers, 2; Princeton, 3; University
of Vermont, 2; Middlebury, 2; Hamilton, 5; Western Reserve, 3; Illinois, 2; University 0£ Wisconsin, 2; University of .Missouri, 2; Washington University, 2; and the universities of California, Georgia, and
Mississippi, each 2. Not only in numbers tut in character do Yale
educators stand foremost. Among them are Jon a than Dickinson,
Samuel Johnson, Jonathan Edwards, Aaron Burr, Timothy Dwight,
Theodore D. Woolsey, Noah Porter, Henry Barnard, Francis A. P.
Barnard, Andrew D. White, Charles J. Stille, Daniel 0. Gilman, and
William T. Harri~. No picture of Yale would be natural without bringing into view its beautiful elms. Willis fitly said:
I:f you were to set a poet to make a town with carte blanche as to trees, gardens,
and green blinds, he would probably turn ont very much snch a place as New Haven.
The first thought of the inventor of New Haven was to lay ont the streets in squares;
the second was to plant them from suburb to water side with the magnificent elms
of the country. Tho result is that, at the end of fifty years, the town is buried in
trees.

In September, 1803, the corporation passed a vote to which the
campus owes much of its beauty, "that trees should be set out next
spring on both ides of the college buildings, in such order as sllall
best conduce to couvenieuce and beauty," and thus Yale has her elms,
a.nd every '' true-hearted son of St. Elihu loves the spot where the
elm tree growti." The control of the uuiversity is vested in the corpora- ·
tion, which is composed of the president and eighteen fellows. The
administration i' in the hands of the president and the facnltie of the
' C eral (le-partment .
The number of profe sors, in tructors, and l~ctul'er for be
1 92-93 , as 185. The total number of students,
·9 · ming fr m 45 States and TerritorieR and 16
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NEW YORK.

The educational exhibit of the State of New York, under the supervision of Prof. M. Dewey, secretary of the board of regents, presented,
systematically, educational methods and results in all departments,
from the kindergarten to the university, comprehending institutions of
secondary, superior, and professional instruction, under the board of
regents, and all schools; including those for the training teachers,
under the direction 6f the superintendent of public instruction. It
occupied 1,200 square feet of :floor space, the partitioning and furniture
were of oak; the upholstering was in purple, the State color. The
classification was graded, presenting, year by year, a collective and
comparative exhibit of school work from the various parts of the State.
Its arran gement sought to typify the organization, pecnliar to New
York, of departments and institutions. A system of signs, labels, and
numbers, indexes and cross references, was used for the purpose of
calling attention to allied exhibits. Experts were in attendance, speaking the principal foreign languages, who courteously answered questions. Much explanatory literature was freely distributed. It was
sought to make the exhibit an attractive head quarters for New York
educators. The exposition of the organization, government, and work
of the kindergarten, primary, and grammar grades was made from
material gathered from various parts of the State including Syracuse,
Poughkeepsie, Rochester, New York City, Binghamton, Plattsburg,
Cohoes, Buffalo, and Albany. Secondary instruction was exhibited by
photograph, specimens of work, courses of study, and other explanations from over three hundred academies, high schools, and union
schools, under the regents of the University of the State of New York;
also a similar display from other institutions of the same grade. The
normal schools were illustrated by photograph, illustrative work, courses of study, methods, and teaching devices from eleven of these
institutions.
The photographic, historical, statistical, and literary display of colleges and universities was shared by Columbia College, Cornell University, University of the City of New York, Vassar College, Rochester
University, Hamilton College, Colgate University, Teachers' College,
College of the City of New York, and Normal College.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, New York trade schools, and Rochester Athenamm and Mechanic's Institute presented specimens of all
departments of their work, including statistics and historical and other
illustrative photographs. The Unive.rsity of the State of New York
made au extensive and systematic display of the organization, governments, and methods of each of its six departments, known as executive, examination, extension, State library, State museum, and public
librarie .
Univer ity exten ion was set forth in a valuable collection, showing
form , methods, and examination for University of tbe State of New
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York, Chautauqua Circle, Catholic Summer School, University of
Chicago, Uuiversity of Edinburgh, and People's Palace, London, and
other centers, bo'th domestic and foreign. The exhibit included 3,500
photographs of school grounds, exteriors and interiors of buildings,
groups, classes at work, etc.
Tbe collection iucluded 000 volumes of specimens of students' ~ork
jn all grades, certified
the regular work of the classes, and not
"improveu" for the occasion . The phonograph gave reproductions of
the methods of t eaching music in schools, with illustrative songs,
choruses, etc., from the cities of Albany, Rochester, Syracuse, and New
·York. There was a graded display of work in manual training from
the Albany high school, Newburg Free Academy, New York puLlic
schools, and Teachers' College. There were exhibited minimum and
standard sets of approved scientific apparatus required by the regents
of the university for schools of secondary instruction; also a graded
display of models of homemade apparatus for illustrating scientific
experiments. Administrative blanks and forms for study were collected from the cities, towns, schools, and colleges, as printed for use in
school government.
The growth of education in the State was shown by 100 graphic
and printed charts. A series of 53 handbooks was on hand for distribution, giving the history, equipment, and courses of study of various
institutions and systems. A. large educational map sbowed the location,
grade, and snpport of every educational institution under the regents
of the university and the department of public instrnction . M:my
historical relics, curios, paintings, and busts added special interest to
the exhibition.
The opportunity to study adequately rural schools of the State was
wanting. City systems received considerable attention. New York
City exhibited its ward schools in four divisions; first, work in common
branches of the primary schools; second, work in tbe common branches
of the grammar schools; third, manual training in the primary schools;
fourth, manual training in the grammar schools. Separate exhibits
showed the work of the college of the city, which crowns the system
of in truction for boys, so long well known for its efficiency; and the
normal college in which is giyen the most advanced instruction furni,·11 d girls by the city, and where they may receive training in preparation for teaching.
'n1)ervi ion in hi· sy. tem has received marked recognition, as is
manjf',: el y the s~1ari . vaid. The wi. ·dom of this supervision has
cl 11 nm ·ht r li •ve th , y t m of in.·truction for so larrre a uumber
of th ! t ' 11 ncy t 1 rn ·bin' work, and to afford larger roomb for inclividial • 11 l,-1,ont 11 ·ou: a ·tion of trach r and pupil . In om iu tances
;1. rni ( h:
hew rk i clou w ·11 in seven ear tlrnt othel'wise

as

l

t.
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The imperfection of tbe system is seen mainly in its inadequacy.
It does not furnish sufficient sittings; it does not enforce the education of every child; it allows wayward children to grow U}) a, peril to
society; it allows children of foreign birth or foreign parents to grow
up withont being Americanized.
The exhitit of the College of the City of New York set forth tlle
advanced instruction furnished for youug men by the public system,
and that of the normal college what opportunities ,are afforded by it
for the advanced instruction for young women and their preparati'on as .
teachers. Th.e growth and work of each furnish interesting studies for
the educator. The college for young men takes the place of the academy and is its outgrowth. The normal college is a more recent growth
out of the grammar school, which came through the wisdom and ·efficiency of that eminent teacher, lVIiss Lydia Wadleigh. She took upon
herself the additional labor of furnishing the instruction desired of her
by young women, until the demand for it and the expediency of giving
it were so manifest that it could no longer be deferred, and the normal
college was provided.
In Rochester the free academy still remains, and holds close relation
with the university there as well as with other college work in the State.
In .Albany, the Albany .Academy, greatly honored. ty the name -of
Prof. Joseph Henry, and later by that of Dr. Murray, whose service for
education in Japan won world-wide recognitio-n, and still later by that
of JVIerrill E. Gates, once president of Rutgers College, New Jersey,
and now president of .Amherst, Massachusetts, maintains its excellent
work. Here .the high school has grown up and pedormed its great
work for a large number of young people. .At first it was claimed that
the high school was not needed, and its establishment was sharply
antagonized, the mayor at that time attempting to prevent it. In
the argument for it, the facts were specially drawn from the n'ational
Bureau of Education. But once established, and guided by the wisdom of its efficient principal, Prof. J. D. Bradley, it was found tliat it
had a great work to do for the city, altogether in harmony with the
academy.
In Buffalo much excellent work is done by the public school, but
the efficiency of the system bas been embarrassed by too close connection with the general municipal administration.
In the Rochester exhiLit the kindergarten of the city was effectively
shown.
The entire normal school work of the State was not fully exhibited.
The visitor naturally looked. for tlle work of the pioneer normal scllool
that received. so much of its early inspiration under D. P. Page, whose
theory and practice of teachiug has clone so much to uplift the profession tbrougllout the country.
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THE RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

The Rensselaei~ Polytechnic Institute attracted special attention.
Nothing connected with it awakened more interest and more strongly
emphasized the value of jts instruction than the partial record furnished
of the wo~k of its graduates. It was founded by Hon. Stephen Van
Rensselaer in 1824, and during the sixty-nine years of its history it
has adhered strictly to the idea of a thorough school of engineering.
The results, found in what its graduates have accomplished, are most
gratifying. It is difficult, of course, to secure all data of alumni, but an
approximately full summary of particulars iR given. From this it appears
that there have been numbered among the graduates of the institute
at least 33 presidents, 121 vice-presidents, managers, and superintendents, and 69 chief engineers of railroad companies, steel and iron works,
bridge companies, waterworks, electric companies, mining companies,
sewerage systems, canals, etc. The register shows, besides, that 56 of
the graduates have been professors in 35 institutions of learning; that
its graduates have assisted in the design or construction of 44 of the
great bridges of this country, and in the construction of over 109,000
miles of railroad in North America. The register includes a list of
those who have been State geologists, but does not name those who
have attained eminence in other branches of science and engineering,
not easily classified.
PRATT INSTITUTE.

This institute was founded by the generosity of Charles Pratt, esq.,
and is located in Brooklyn, N. Y. This exhibit was favorably located
and well installed. It was of extreme interest to all who studie~ it,
but especially to those who are familiar with lYir. Pratt's life, from
the days of his own manual labor, through the years of his successful
struggles to the accumulation of millions, and had witnessed his
numerous and patient investigations, preparatory to carrying out the
purpose to establish an institution in which others struggling as he
had in his early years might receive the instruction and aid which
he could not find. There was nothing visionary in his plans. He had
come to realize the power of education as ap:plied to industry and the
common duties of life.
Every de:partment of the exhibit showed honesty of work, clear
apprehen ion of the theoretical principles involved, and industry and
fidelity in their xecution. 'rhe exhibit was a credit to founder,
teacher, and upil.
I
dition t ,·t
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literature, science, ancl art; to inculcate habits of industry and thrift,
and to foster all that makes for right living and good citizenship.
In accordance with these principles, the work of the institute is
prosecuted upon four several lines, with four distinct aims in view:
(1) Educational, pure and simple; the purpose being the harmonious
development of the faculties, as in the work of the high school.
(2) Normal, the ultimate aim being the preparation of the student
to become a teacher. Normal training is at present given in the
departme.nt of art, of domestic science, of domestic art, and of kindergarten s.
(3) Technical or special training to secure practical skill in the various branches of industrial and domestic art, the handicrafts, and the
mechanical trades.
(4) Supplementary and special, intended for the benefit of those who
wish to supplement the training of school or college by attention to
special subjects conducing to more intelligent direction of domestic,
:financial, social, or philanthropical interests; such training as is given
in the kindergarten, domestic science, library school, and other classes.
The institute is provided with a Hberal endowment, which enables it
to make a merely nominal charge for tuition, and-at the same time to
secure the best talent and facilities for the accomplishment of its aim
and purpose.
Pratt Institute occupies four large buildings-the main building, the
high ~chool building, the science and technology building, and t~e
trade school building. Ground has already been broken for another
building, which shall contain large additional accommodation for
students, as well as for the public features of the institute work, such
as muse.urn, auditorium, lecture halls, and library.
The institute is under the control of a board of t-rnstees, with a secretary as executive officer. It is divided into departments, the director
of each being directly responsible for the work thereof.
Instruction is given to both sexes in day and evening classes. The
terms for day clasHes extend from September to July, and for the evening from October to April.
The first class was organized October 16, 1887, and numbered 12
pupils in drawing. At present there are 9 different departments with
a total enrollment of 3,940 pupils.
'
MISS HUNTINGDON'S KITCHEN GARDEN.

The kitchen gardP-n was devised and developed by Miss Emily Huntingdon, of Norwich, Conn., when she was superintendent of the Wilson
Mission, 125 St. Mark's Place, New York City. It may be said to be a
suggestion from the kindergarten. Miniature tabl~, dishes, and other
articles of use in the kitchen and dining room, are supplied and the
little girls are trained in their care and use. The exercises are made
attractive and the practice ha~ proved exce~dingly helpful as a prepED

93--68
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amtion. Girls go from this training with great advantage to the actual
care of the house, and for women, young and old, who have had no
opportunity for learning to perform these household duties in a neat
and orderly way, this method of training has been found op_e of the
most effective yet devised.
A lesson ti;unk has been prepared fort.he transportation of the nee·
essary articles of use. This may be furnished to a school or class. The
operation as exhibited in the Children's :Building is thus described:
A visit from this trunk is to be considered a reward. It is to he sent
lorked by a teacher or missionary where it has been merited in some
way, and is to be used not only as an object lesson, but for the actual
serving of a simple meal for t1 family of six. The teacher can carry the
key when she takes the food, which should be something that the children would enjoy without being too expensive or elaborate, never costing more than $1 for the supper-. The teacher should pack her basket
neatly, as an example, and observe the following rules in using tlie
outfit:
Q. How do you place six 11eople at a table 1
A. One at each encl a:n<l two on each side.
Q. Who sits at the end places~
A. The parents or elder members of the family.
Q. Who pours the ten.~
A. Tho motber.Q. ·who serves the meat1
A. The fo,ther.
Q. Tell just how the trunk table should bo set:
A. (1) Lay the cloth straight; (2) 11lace the knives an<l. forks and spoons-kniYes at
the right, as you uso them with tho right han<l.; spoons a,lso; forkA at ihe left. You
cut with the knife and eat with the fork; (3) anange one encl with teapot, milk
pitcher, aml sugar bowl at the right-hand side 1 and the six: mugs in two neat rows
a.t tho left haml of the one, who is to serve tea or coffee; ( 4) put plates in lllaces_.
salt and l)epper in the center if there is nothing prettier, putting ihe food on lastthe meat to be served at the opposite ond from tho cups 1 ::md tho other plates of
fooLl at intervals beLween. Now it is rcarly.
Q. ·when are the children ready <?
A. ,vhen faces and handi'I and hair are neat.
Q. How should they be seatetl <?
A. All at the same time.
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Q. How do yon wash these dishes 1
A. 'Phc spoons, then the cups, then the pitchers, then the teapots, then tho platter,
then tho other dishes, last the knives and forks, rubbing off the spots with n. piece
-of raw potato. As the pan is small, get clean water often, and as hot as po sible.
Now get clean water to wash the towels and pan and put to dry before l)ackino-.
"Wipe the enamel cloth nicely. Pack trunk and leave locked to be returned to the
school.

·

One teacher writes of the use of the trunk an<l. lesson:
I began with tho children I knew had never sat down to a table to eat a meal in their
lives. 'l'hey acted awkwardly, of course, and I think would have enjoyed the good
things better could they have taken them in tlleir :fingers and stood around. Yet I
feel that that meal will long be remembered. The parents looked on in open-mouthed
wonder. They were as much delighted as the children. Such beautiful mugs and
pretty plates, an:l those knives and forks and spoons, were complete wonders.
SCHOOL OF APPLIED DESIGN FOR WOMEN.

(No. 200 West Twenty-third street, New York.)

The ex11ibit of this school called attention to an educational enterprise of rare merit. Miss Ellen J. Bond, secretary, under date of
November 10, 1893, sets forth the facts and expectations as follows:
Tho New York School of Applied Design for ,vomen was founded a year ago, its
object being to enlarge the field for women of thorough practical, technical designing in all branches. This object it is impossible to attain unless the student comes in
direct contact with the manufacturer and the trade; therefore the instructors of each
department are the heaclpaicl designers oft.be greatest manufacturing establishments
in tho city.
The unpreeeclented ,success of this scheme of instruction is shown in the fact that
we now have 300 stutlents, and in the month of February, 1893, when the school was
but five months old, $1,500 worth of designs were sold, the entire amount of .which
went to the students. vVe already occupy a l arge four-story building and are about
to fill another of the same size.
Our students come from 25 States, from Texas to Oregon and from Maine to Florida.
Talent is irrespective of location and springs up at all points of the compass.
Tho school is divided into two departments-the elementary for drawing and the
advanced for designing. All students are required to pass an examination in the elementary instruction before entering the adyancecl courses. The advanced department is divided into several branches-the application of design to wall paper, carpets,
silks, rugs; and the application of the elementary instruction to illustrating, etching
and lithography, and to tho work of an architect draftsman. Tho latter branch is
especially adaptable to women, and we have received a gold medal from tho World's
Fair for our work in this department, as well as me<lals for other departments.
1Vo are now :finishing pla.ns for a hospital in San Francisco to cost $30,000, and a
large 1.milding for offices for London, to cost $300,000, the first building in England
built by woman. These we got in competition with several architectural firms, and
we arc al ways glad to have the privilege of competing on any work done in an architect's office.
The first six months' work has been specially successful. The best judges have
commended it in strong terms.
Students havo received offers for positions in architects' offices, even before they
have completed tho co:irse of two years' instruction required by the school to fit
them as draftsmen.
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Our designs have been purchased by English firms as fast · as finished 1 and we
have orders ahead until March 1 1894. Vvr:, have filled many positions in various
cities 1 in all of which women receive the same salaries as men.
This is the only school in the world in which the instructors are the paid head
designer s in the largest manufactories and architects' offices in the country.
The school is self-supporting (a phenomenal record), and the directors intend it to
be the greatest trade school for women iu the world.
NEW JERSEY.

The excellent plans adopted at the start by the State of New Jersey
for the educational exhibit are worthy of note. General cha:r:ge of the
subject was given to a committee of the State board, composed of
W. R. Barricklo, chairma.n; Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, and John
M. Scudder.
There was also a stron g executive committee of educators appointed;
with Hon. Addison B. Poland, State superintendent of public instruction, as chairman, and including such well-known names as educators
as Principal Green an<l. Superintendents Barringer, Spalding, Schnider,
and others.
A special committee was assigned to the direct care of preparing the
exhibits in different subjects, such as:
Scho ol ground and buildings.-Supt. Vernon L. Davey, chairman,
with a number of excellent associates.
StMistics.- Prindpal Augu~tns Scarlett, chairman, etc.
l['inclergarten.-Supt. B. 0. Gregory, chairman.
Drawing.-Langton S. Thompson.
Manual training.-Horatio Draper.
Natiiral science.- Austin 0. Apgar, chairman, etc.
There were eleven of these committees. Each committee sent out its
circulars of instructions, and for general purposes the wllole were
bound together. .Apparently from the start, no matter what uncertain-'
ties or difficulties were encountered, there was an intelligent ancl fixed
purpose to get the most for the State out of the opportunity, aud a
well-defined plan of what to do within the Stace aH<l. what to do at Chicago. So great was the interest aroused that the committee reports
measure)-; lia<l t o be taken to dL courage too extensive participation iu
the preparation of material, and had all participated who desired to
ake part the 1 ,000 squar feet of space originally a keel for would
ave been insufficient.
,' rnio-ht have be n expected, the exliibit was
n of
ial Y, Lu and r c iv d mark cl approval both from th uoar<.l
f jud , a11 1 Yi.·iting ducator . Tw lYe ·ities and nine count,i held
hom xh· iti 11 . · of their co11 ctio11 · l fi 1
nding them to Trenton
for · l11_111n •11 to 'hi ·a,,. . ' 11 ,.,
xhil>itio11 . wer yery much
ap1 r ·<_-rnt ·,1 } n,1 w r :aln c1ry in ha
ff <'t. B f< r f rwarding the
111 • •n ,~l tn
lt1C·~ 0 ·, it wa. · r ·full in, p t d and '1a 'ified; v ry little
r '.l • t 1.
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The participation of country schools js remarkable. Every one of
the 24 districtil in Union County took part, sending 5,033 specimens.
Of the 71 djstricts in Somerset County 50 participated.
The expense of the exhibit should not be forgotten. The State furnished paper, binding, arid transportation, and pai(~ for installation
ai;id care and printing. Fortunately S. R. Morse, for a long time the
efficient superintendent of schools for Atlantic County, and his wife
were secured as custodians of the exhibit. To tlJ.eir intelligent oversight and tireless industry the success of the State exhibit is in no small
measure due. As might have been expected, the exhibit was not only
one of special value, but received marked approval both from the
judges and visiting educators. The lack of room led to the invention
and use of the New Jersey school cabinet, a device which it is said
increased more than thirtyfold the extent of the available space. 1t
consisted of a case 36 by 28 inches, having a glass door, aud containing a series of 15 wing frames swinging upon hinges, each frame
designed to contain 2 large cardboards 22 by 28 inches, upon wllich
exhibits were mounted. When closed, these cabinets preserved the
exhibits from injury by dust and e~posure; when opened, by simply
turning like the leaves of a book, 33 frames of exhibits were successively presented to the eye of the observer. It was admitted by
all who inspected the New Jersey exhibit that this device for multiplying available space was one of the most unique and valuable coutributio11s made by any State or country to the educational department of
the World's Fair.
Considering the large amount of labor jnvolved, tile result was so
satisfactory-as remarked by the committee, only by reason of having
the exhibit so thoroughly planned, organized, and classified, the furniture and furni shings so perfectly fitted to their place, and use before
being forward ed from Trenton-that it was only necessary to unpack
and set up the exhibit in couformity with the plan adopted in order to
make it complete.
·
The variety of points of excellence recoguized in the awards is worthy
of special note. For Atlantic County it is said :,urn course of study
and the system of graduating pupils are exce1lent." A special award
is given to Miss Lottie Gertrude J olmson, of Trenton, for showing [LD
origiua.I way of interesting young children in the stu<ly of music. In
ge110ral, in the public schools of that city, it is Lleclared an excellent
system of supervision lias made its good effects manifest in music, language, science, dra wing, mid kill(lergarte11. The pnblic schools of Vine
aud are commen ded for i11tclligent instruction and good 1>rogress iu
school work in all grades, especially work in wood carving. Cumberland Uounty public S'ihools 1·et ive au award for exc:ellence of work,
showing progre ..·s m rnral and village scliooJs. Burlington County
pnblic schools, it i1;; affirmed, are good generally, but especially in mathematics and lan guao·e. In cou11ectio1i with E~izal>etb, attention is called
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to the manifestly good teaching, making special mention of merit in
reading, English compositiou, and iu the study of German. Of Newark,
for thorough and accurate work in primary, grammar, and high schools.
Of Jersey Qjty elementa1·y schools special mention is made of specimens in naturaJ science, gathered and prepared by pupils, and in the
sttidy of geography, in which countries are illustrated by maps, and
careful preparation of their products, together with manuscripts descriptive of the same. The manual training in Camden is commended
for excellence of work generally, aml specially, first, in mechanical and
perspective drawing; second, superiority iu carpentry; third, variety
in skillful designs, and for execution in forging. Newark is noted
for excellence and improvement in mechanical, arcbitectual, and freehand drawing. Plainfield , for systematic teaching in all grades, fitting
stndeuts in Latin and Greek to enter college, and also preparing them
for business. The school for the feeble-rninde<l. is commended for full
and instructive showing of the excellent work done for the 1,631 persons of this class in the State, including organization; appliances, and
methods, aud especiaJly in results as seen, first, l>y what the pupils have
accomplished in composition, arithmetic, and other branches of study;
and second, in the several industries taught. Of the school for the
deaf there was exhibited a carefully prepared, instructive collection
showing the good work of the pupils and the efficiency and excellence of
the instructors. The collection from the single State normal school,
under Prof. James M. Green, and its model schools was large, varied,
aud very instruetiYe. In language there were 800 specimens; in singin g, 1_00 specimens; in peda,gogy, 700 specimens; in mathematics, 400
specimens; in penmanship, 200 specimens; in bookkeeping, 200 specimem,; in geogra,phy, 400 specimens; in history, 400 specimens; and a
large number and of excellent quality in the sciences and in miscellaueous snbj ectB, such as drawing and manual training. The design of
the exhibit was declared to l>c to show both method and quality and
t1Je relations of academic a11d pedagogical work.
The committee of the State boa,rcl of etlncation, remarking· upon the
value of their exhibit, say:
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to sustain nnd advance it moro intense an<l. universal. Teachers ha-·o been encouraged by tho favorabl e comparison of their work with the work of teachers in other
States; pupils have been made more enthn si::tstic to e:s:cel in their studie . It may
safely be affirmed that nothing since the fast State exhibit at PbilacleJphia., in 1893,
has done more to awaken a general interest ill education throughout ihe State than
tlle World's Fair exhibit of 1893.
The committee may well congratulate themselves that of the $15,000 appropriated
by the State for the educational exhibit a balance of $2,500 remained. They print a
complete cafalogne of the several parts of the exhibit and recommend that these
catalogues be preserved by the respecti-ye schools. In regard to the final disposition
of the exhibit, the committee urgecl that it be kept intact and be made nse of for
purposes of education within the State. Thousands of persons who were unable to
visit tho World's Fair would be delighted to see the State school exhibit, and these
would be greatly benefited if the. exhibit were suitably and permanently house<l.
where it could be inspected.
Placed in a State museum xt Trenton and made re.'.l.clily accessil>Je, it would be
visited by teachers, school officers, and pupils from all parts of the State. Renewed
from time to time by fresh accessions, it would represent for any given date the
high-water mark of educational progress throughout the State. Your committee
would, therefore, most strongly urge that a suitable place for a permanent State
school exhibit be provided by the legislature at its n e:s:t session.
-

The committee very earnestly commend State Superintendent Poland
in behalf of the exhibition.
PRlNCETO~ COLLF.GE,

The position given to Princeton College was in the gallery at the
south end of the Liberal Arts Building, immediately over its main
central aisle. Harvard University was located on one side of it and
Columbia College on the other.
It had at its disposal 2,000 feet of floor SJJace, and about 1,500 square
feet of wall surface. The whole space was divided into two portions
by the aisle of the gallery. The partition wall surrounding the space
was 10 feet high.
The background of the southern space was occupied by a bookcase
extending across the whole width of the section (38 feet). This case
was about 4 feet high, anµ contained a collection of books aggregating
some 3,000 volumes, the writings of the alumni and of members of the
faculty; a series of the college annuals, memorabilia, etc. Above the
bookcase was a series of oil paintings; in the center of the line was the
la1~ge picture of Washington painted by 0. W. Peale in 1784, whicll for
a century had hnug undisturbed in North College. This picture was
handsom ely draped with an American flag. On either side of this
painting were arranged the portraits of ten distinguished deceased
presidents of the college, from Dickinson io Maclean. ·On the side
wall of this space, facing one another, were handsome crayons of exPresident Mccosh and President Patton. On the same wa11s, one on
each side, were the portraits of two Revolutionary governors, .Belcher
and Patterson. The remainder of this wall space was occupied by
pictures of the college grounds and buildings. Thirty large platino-
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types, illustrating all the college buildings, were prepared especially
for this purpose, and among them was placed a collection of architects'
colored sketches of some of the buildings.
In the center of this space was the model of the college grounds.
This was a large relief map, showing each building, terrace, and tree
upon the campus. It measured 8 by 6 feet, and being upon a good
scale showed the arrangement of the grounds perfectly, forming au
attractive feature of the exhibit,
· Upon two easels, one on either side of this model, were placed a munber of interesting college curios. Among them were the two oldest
cafalogues known to be extant. These were the broadsides of 1805
and 1818; a commencement programme of 1760, in Latin; a series of
old diplomas, containing nearly all the signatures of the former presidents of the college; Professor Guyot's manuscript map of the distribution of the erratic bowlders of Switzerland (1849), and an original
manuscript, Physical Map of the World, by Carl Ritter (Berlin, 1806).
On one of the easels were photographs of the various members of the
faculty.
The other space had but two side walls; it was, however, closed upon
the side toward the edge of the gallery by a handsome arch of open
grill work, which bore the legend, '' Princeton College, 17 46," upon bot,h
sides. At its center it supported the arms of the college (taken from
its seal), surrounded by a group of national and college flags. The effect
of the arch was very striking, and it Wl:LS almost impossible for anyone
to pass through the main aisle of the great building without seeing it,
as it was one of the most prominent objects in the gallery.
Upon one of the side walls of this space was placed the exhibits from
the µepartments of civil engineering and graphics. The other side
wall was devotefl to the student organizations, the balls, literary mag. azines, religious societies, football, lacrosse and gymnastics teams, etc.
Under the arch was a long table case which contained a series of
literary treasures from the library, also specimena from the museum of
historic art, consisting of samples of engravings, photographs, slides,
and. specimens from the Trumbull-Prime collection of pottery. Across
the 01)en space next to the aisle was another table case, containing the
apparatus of Profes or Henry and an exhibit from the departmeut of
ph ·ical geography, the fir t being the world-renowned . et of instrument: y mean of which Profe sor Henry'., di coverics in electricity
wer ma le. The other set con. i. ted of a historical collection of instrum 'llt. , om of h m uniqu and other valuable for their a., ociation .
rn ng th 'I w r
Ulll l> ldt
magnetomet r, an original Fahreubeit
b rm m ·t r ( m."t rdam, n .w ) , therm om ter and. l>aromet r u cd
0

11

·a:. iz and ( 1 • in th ir 'wi. · ·Iacial work, , c.
h l> ·n, pa· <'tw 11 th wall. ud 11 t Llc ·a ·e.· w r two tall
·r ·h r,v .· cl :1·.
l th ". hiuit of the
1
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unique specimens from each of the geographical epochs. There were
also casts of some of the more valuable things iu the museum which
could not be sent. The other case contained a collection of mounted
birds, representing the Atlantic Coast species, from the lJiological museum of the John 0. Green school of science.
The Rittenhouse orrery (1770) was placed upon a, platform by itself;
and Franklin's electrical machine and Professor Henry's great magnet
were placed near tlrn end of the table case containing the rest of his
apparatus. Under the engineering and graphics exliibit were some
construction models, and upon a table were albums contaiuing work
from the department of graphics.
The exhibit was ·intended to cover the history, the activity, and tlle
scope of the institution.
The exhibit was under the charge of Mr. Street (1892). He was well
supplied with catalogues, directories, and also with the handbook which
was prepared for free distribution with the purpose of giving concise
information upon the history of the college, its buildings, its organization, and its courses of study.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Miss Sarah A. Stewart was in charge of the Pennsylvania education
exhibit, located in the southwestern corner of the Liberal Arts Building at the intersection of the two inside aisles.
The public schools, academies, colleges, and universities were ar-.
ranged in one group, and occupied 6,525 square feet of space. The
art schools, in close proximity, covered with their exhibits 3,158 square
feet of screens. The schools for the defective classes occupied 1,850
square feet of wall space and a small amount of floor space upon the
western aisle near by, and the medical schools, located in the southwestern corner of the same gallery, filled 200 feet of floor space.
(a) It is claimed that the congregate exhibits of these several classes
is fairly representative of the educational work v;rhich is being done in
the State.· Forty-six cities and counties are represented in the graded
public school system. The leading cities of the State show a sequential development of school work from the :first gra<l.e through to the high
school course. The kindergarten, manual traiuing, drawing, form and
color, serving and cooking are each shown in their relation to the other
courses of instruction, and mark an advance in educational method.
Seven normal schools, 4 colleges, 3 universities, 4 art schools, aud 3
medical schools represent the work which is being done in higber education in a creditable degree.
(b) The vi ·itor was especially aided who was fortunate enough to
examine, in common with this exhibit, two series of charts in the
northeast co1 uer of the same building, showing the scientific status of
Pennsylvania and its material progre . One was prepared by the
meteorological committee of Franklin In titute, of Philadelphia, and
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consists of two sets of twelve charts each, one recording the weather
observations of the institute and the other the same service performed
with less adva,utages half n, century ago. Tlle other series was .prepared by Mr. Lorin Blodg·ett, of Philadelphia, and graphically presents
tlle wealth of the State as shown by industrial statistics.
In Pennsylvania the educational system makes prominent the borough and the county, instead of the town, as iu Now England. A
county superintendent of common schools is elected by school directors
and commissioned by the State superintendent, who js nominated by
the governor and confirmed by th e senate, and who is the administrator of public instruction for tl10 State. The legislatnrc makes the
appropriations for education. The supervision is first, ty the State,
second by counties, third by cities. A county superintendent is
required by law to llave certain educational qualifications. He is paid
a salary which is intended to be a reasonable compensation for hls services. He devotes himself to the improvement of the schools, visiting,
examining, inaking addresses, holding teachers' institutes, and reportin g his work to the State superintendent. Supervision ltas .been an
effective agency for advancing the intelligence of the people.
Philadelphia was the last large city to adopt supervision, a,nd,
although the change was resisted by certain influeuces, it has resulted
in great benefit to the schools, and is more a,nd more commended by
· intelligent public opinion. The elements of improvement will iu time
leaven the entire educational work of the city.
· The exnibit of the office of State superintendent was not emphasized, but from · its reports and graphics could be "learned somethiug
of the history and scope of its beneficent workings.
The school products exhibited came mostly from cities. Tliey showed
careful grading and thoroughness in the long-established essentials of
common school instruction. The kindergarten exhibit outside of Philadelphia was limited. From that city there were excellent examples of
numerous gifts, including folding, weaving, sewing, drawing, molding,
and modeling. Corry, too, showed good kindergarten specimens.
Drawing in the elementary scho'ols of the State is fast becomiug as
common as w·r itiug. The question of the date at which to begin the
use of tbe pencil or pen, or both, bas apparently not always been intelligently ettlecl, but the use of both was generally good in the Jower
grades. lf l'Om Pitt bnrg, Altoona, Reading, Titusville, Wil1iamsport,
aud oth r ,' I all r 1>lace · there were good nature and geographical drawing:-;· from IIaui:bnr an. 1 ·o of on truction, life, mocle1, and de ign;
from Phi1acl ·1p1iia th ·uhj e; • 1, ·te<.l, illu:trativ of the growth of
nr ·<mntry cl•. rv : ·omm nclc tion .
~~P ·i: 1 a t .11 ic n n. at ra ·t d to th mu ic wol'l- of Alto na and
11 ' rn ~- 0 11 ·: i_c,11 ,f h ll[rtu •·c w rl- fr m .· m of th grammar · ·hool ·.
1 · ~th f"t >i 1: 11 "ll' p;c· 1 ·. : 011 . an! g nera11y well ch . u from n ture
r ohJ1 • • • or 'l, • • \··1t111· 11 11 <>1> l'\'a t·1011 o f' th pup1L·;
·
·
:om ·t11n
·
1
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picture is u sed to advan t age.

Ticacling '' Lowed good le

011

011

p1auts

and animal s.

'l1he one Y-olnm e of bookkeeping from AJ1egh eny seeme<l. lou ·orue, it
luul so few companions.
'.l'ho exhibit from the State l eft the impression that high school w01k
needs greater empll asis; that more center1:, of popuJation should lla\·e
high ·scl10ols. Tlle IJenefits derived from this gra<l e of instruction where
it llas been eujoyed would seem to afford sufficient argument for it
adoption wherever tho number of pupils warrants it. The efficiency and
streugth of high school work in Plliladelphia and Pittsburg ha,yc long
been conspicuous. It will be remem b ered that lon g after the establishment of tile boys' high school in Philadelphia J ndge Kelley, then on
the bench, was able to say tbat up to tilat date not one of tile graduates
had been co11victed of crime.
STATE COLLEGE.

State College, founded on the national grant in aid. of coileges of ngricultnre and mec hanic arts, an institution of growiDg , importance,
showed" systematic 1wogressive " work in different depa rtments. P ennsylvania, has uot a State university. This college under the patronnge
of the State and its able president may yet fill that place. The exhiLit
indicates how closety it has sought to follow the law for the establish·
meut of these institutions.
Drawing has been well developed, especially in its application s. The
a.griGnltural experiment station showed. good results; tllere were good
plans for the improvement of dairy farming; a Chautauqua course of
reading in agricultqre suggests a similar course for minors and rnecl.ianics; model garden tools pointed to improvement in horticulture; portfolios contained specimens of students' work in botany, g eology, and
mineralogy; the exhibition in mechanic arts was elementary.
The educational work of the State may be farther studied jn the education of the blind, the deaf-mutes, and tho feeole-rninded; i11 the homes
for cbil<lreu of soldiers, and in the institutions for juvenile offenders.
SCHOOL FOlt FEEBLE-:i.\fDiDED.

The school for feeble-minded, under Dr. Isaac N. Kerlin, at Elwyn,
wbich receiv~d so much notice, called att ention t o a most deserving
institution . Dr. Kerlln bas been among the most effective leader s in
bis efforts to improve the opportunities of thi8 unfortunate class. The
r esponse his efforts ha.ve r eceived from the people of the State is not
nu fitly pointed out as a measure of tlrn progress of our age. None
familiar with the in capacity of i.ilis class of youth can fail to be both
surpri ed a1lCl g-rntificd at t lrn evidence of tile progress they make in
letter1:;, baud work, and conduct, nnder t he skillful aud patient trainiug
of their teacher: . In institutions of tll i character teachers may learn
rua,ny Yalua ule lessons of fo e greatest import in tl.Je theory a nd practic of teaclJiug. Methods mu t be tmalyzcd aud adapted to the pupil
to th e la t degree.
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T E.-\.C HI.NG SPEECH TO I N F ANT DEAF-MUTES.

This exhibition in the Children's Building is made a t the expense of
the State commissioners from the Home for t he Training in Speech of
Deaf-mute Children b efore they ar e of sch ool age, in Philadelphia. The
school is t he result of t he skill and sacrifices of Miss E mma Garrett
and her sister , Miss Mary S. G arrett, an d their friends and coadjutors.
I can not do better than quote the description of the school, written by
Miss Emma G arrett j nst befor e her d eat h i n July at the F air, " caused
by the overwork, a nxiet y, and constant st rain of fifteen year s of unremitting d evotion t o the conduct and well-being of the school." The
followin g is t he d escription:
T h e " ork of t he home, like t h e learning t o t a lk of h ear ing children , goes on through
the su mmer as in winter. It ·w as t her efor e a com paratively easy matt er t o tran sfer
the trainin g nurser y work from the home in Bel m ont avenue, Philadelphia, to tlle
Children's Building a.t tho World's Fair for the summer . It was also fi ttin g that it
shoulu appear as a Pennsylvania exhibit, since P ennsylYani a was the fi r st goverumeut
in the wor1ll to aid d eaf chilllren to l earn to t alk at t h e natural age, although many
of onr governmen ts ar e n ow help ing t h em t o learn to talk iu the oral schools for t he
deaf. P ennsyl vania., h owever, h as r ecogni zed th at deaf children would l ose as much
as hearing on es if t,h ey were n ot t aught to t alk u n til th ey began to go to scho ol.
The t eaching goes on in the Chilllren 's Building just as at the Home . The children ha Ye t,h eir b acks to the audien ce, and do not h ear t h em, so they ar e not emb arrassed b y them, althoug h the cl asses h a ve b een v isited by p eo.ile from nll p arts of the
w orlu. Am ong t h ese are m an y mluca t ors and p ar ents of deaf chilclreu, who b ave
b een greatly hclp ecl by seeing t he ac tual work .
There arc two c1asses of t welve each ; one is com posed of children wh o have been
trndcr t rainin g s ince th e openin g of the home hero in F ebruary, 1892, an d t he other
of l ittle ones who b a v e just enter ed and th ose \"ho h ave b een there from a few
mon th s to a year .
TUE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANiA:

This is an in stitution whose fo un d ations were laid by Franklin , as is
often said, or by his ins11iration. It is a ch artered institution, a dm inistered by a self-perpetuating board, sustained. by private beneficence,
and therefore is t lrn University of Pennsylvania in name only- a uame
which it is greatly and increa ing]y honoring.
It::; exhibit presented omething of its past history and of its present
wol'k and appliance . Rare specimens were shown from its museurns wood, iron, and copper objects from the valley of the Delaware, clay
t al>let.;, brick,: , and an inseribeu stone from Bal.,ylon, aud mummies, llistori al inscription', ancl objects in wood; iron, bra s, and° bone textiles
pecial attention was drawn to the color mixcl', its a,ppafrom i..igypt.
ratu. forpr
ntiugc. fl.a ltofwl1itelight; it. coutourapparatusfortraci11 g tl~ e utlin of '- body, the rate f it. mov~ments, and apparatt1s
from .1 t: · b ·at r · f xp rim ntal p ycholo ,·y. Tl.le ,·tncl nt of it
.:bihit i1 ~h mi 1 ·t of th' r gnrd , ltown for antiquity, wa deli gllted
·v1<l •11 · , Um h llliver:ity i.· ·pec-i, 1ly c(1uippcd aud anxi 1
"1 1
prof u1Hl arnl a<l ' U1! t·et1 qu ·~tio11. of univer . ity
·a1fon: d l>< rtm ll · · hf t it i: maki11 g i;;neh coutri', t 11 i n and ther
J
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The American Society for University Extension is closely associated
with the university. Dr. Edmund J. James, professor in the university,
is president of the society. To the extension of advanced information _
and higher thought among the people the university has given itself
most heartily. The effect has been most salutary. Cour8es of lectures
by men of eminence have been delivered, and received with great favor
in the localities where before such opportunities were rare, or perhaps
altogether beyond reach. It has brought to many busy people, and
to those otherwise unable to avail themselves of the advantages of
superior instruction, the inspiration of the profounder subjects, too,
whose consideration is often limited to colleg·e halls. The intellectual
horizon is enlarged, aspiring minds catch new clews by which they rise
to a higher intellectual and moral life. It appears as a new aid to
sound and healthy self-culture. Science, carried thus freely among the
people by men well trained in the college or university, adds a measure
of protection against the charlatanism which too often masquerades in
the name of science, and imposes upon the public science falsely so
called.
It is extremely gratifying to observe the successful efforts made by
the university to add to its museums valuable specimens in different
departments from the rare collections exhibited at Chicago.
WESTERN UNIVERSITY.

From the pictures exhibited the visito~ eould get a fair idea of the
exterior and interior views aud of the personuel of the faculty, trustees,
and distin g uished alumni. Specimens of drawings made by classes~ of
carpentering and wood turning by the freshman class, and of pipe
fitting, forging, chipping·, and filing by the sophomore class, and
machine tool work by the junior class, gave evidences of careful attention to thorough and systematic instruction in these subjects. The
mathematical models, by Prof. R. T. Stewart, in wire, plaster, and paper,
as well as those "transformable," and those for '' folding," were heartily
commended as specially helpful. The observatory work deserved
special attention. The good work of the university deserves special
consideration from the great accumulated wealth of Allegheny and
Pittsburg. There is ample room for those who would emulate the
liberality of the late Hon. William Thaw, whose beneficence in his Ilfetime did so much for the university and other widely scattered institutions of e<l.ucation and charity.
FHA..i.~KLIN AND l\fARSIIALL COLLEGE.

Franklin and Marshall College exhibited documents, catalogues,
publications, views of the college and its presidents, but nothing which
attracted m01·e attention tbau the specimens from its historic co1Iectio11, including the Zurich Bible of 1551, all(.l the Barba,ra 1 ritchie
Bible of 1771, a Roman missal of the twelfth ceutury, aud a Luther
memorial of 1546.
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LEllIGH UNIVEI:SITY.

The exhibit of Lehigh University· brought out well ifa scheme and
its results in the work of students. There were views of buildings,
exteriors and interiors, statistics, charts, maps, publications by the
university and by its alumni and professors; there were graduatiog
theses of students in the classical course, in mechanical, eiectrical, and
civil engineering, also in chemistry, mining, and metallurgy, as well as
notebooks and drawings. No doubt was ]eft on the minds of the careful observers of the strength of the institution or of the thorough work
it does in its several departments of applied science.
The pleasing effect of the alcoves of Bryn Mawr and the Ogontz
School caused many a passer-by to pause and examine.
llRYN l\'.IAWR.

Bryn Mawr showed its models, grounds, and buildings, and tlle cap
and gown of tbe students; also photographs of exterior and interior
views, publications, charts of its statistics, and courses of study for
undergraduates and graduates, the whole suggesting a certain resemblance to Johns Hopkins University, and giving assurance of a most
thorough and advanced work for women. Many looked with special
interest into the scheme for improvement.
OGONTZ SCHOOL.

Ogontz School exhibited its flag, pin, memorial spoon, catalogues of
art exhibits, programmes, views of buildings, of classes at work, but
especially students' work in water color, in oil, in black and white, in
modeling clay, charts of chemical analysis, specimens in botany, and of
w9rk in astronomy, maps in ancient history, diagram for the study of
the history of art, notebooks of pupils, compositions in English literature, modern history, and history of art. ~rhere were desks designed
expressly for use in the school. The high aims of this school, an<l its
sound pedagogical methods and scheme for the education of girls, were
effectively et forth.
GIRARD COLLEGE.
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the lads in attendance upon the iustitution. The in titntion, although
tlesignated as a college, it should be remembered, attempt only tho e
studies which may be considered preparatory to apprenticeship, an_d
not the advanced instruction expected of an American coJlege proper.
It stands as one of the most conspicuous of our earlyedirnational in titutions -enriched with great funds -bestowed by private individuals, the
marvel of those who are accustomed to see such large benefaetion'
come from tlie hands of royalty only.
SPRL',G GARDEN INSTIT TE.

The Spring Garden Institute gained great credit by its exhibit for
tlle work it is doing in both day and night schools. Not a few poiut to
their training in these excelient schools as the cause of their success
in life.
THE SCHOOL OF DE.SIGN FOR WO:\IBN, I?HILADELPHIA.

(Miss. Emily Sartin, principal.)

Its collection was large and varied, including silk, china, oilcloth,
linoleum, cotton prints, stained glass, book covers, book headings, carpets (Brussels and ingrain). The who.le was of special merit. Educationally the collection was specially deserving. The subjects were
wen chosen and the specimens o.f work gave evidence of s:uceessful
training. The execution showed taste and skill. Thero were drawings
from casts and from life, clay modeling, water colors. and oil paintings
from life. Tbe school exhib-ited some- meritorious work iu the Woman's
Building. In tliat building, also, there was much relating to woman's
education in the State, women~s training in hospitals, in journalism,
and archreology; in the library were 400 books by women of the State.
The exhibit of the Woman's Medical College, of Philadelphia,
pointed to an institution of marked efficiency, the annual attendance
having reached nearly two hundred. The installation of this exhibit
was especially e:ffe<.:tive.
The Halmemann Medical College exhibited a collection which
received marked attention. It showed excellence of equipment of tile
college and hospital, and instructive illustration of the eye, of heart
and respiratory system, of the brain and nerves . of sensation and
motion, including a rare specimen of actual dissection in. one piece of
the cerebral-spinal nervous system of a human bo,:ly.
SAXITATIO~.

Instruction in sanitary living was especially promoted by the exhibition of the Philadelphia Workingman's Horne in 1\fidway Plaisance.
This is especially credited to Miss Ellen Duane Davis. The exhibit
consisted of a two- tory and basement house, and is one of 150,000
preci ely sjrnilar homes in the city of Philadelphia. It is claimed that
in 1 DO Phila,de1phia, ith only two-thir l as many pe-0pler bad twice
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as many houses as New York; with just as many people as Chicago,
it had half as many more houses. In Philadelphia seven families out
of eight lived in separate houses; in New York the proportion was
only one family in six; and in Chicago less than one-half the families
live in separate houses. What the State does for public sanitation
may be learned in part from the exhibition of the State board of
health.
The Woman's Silk Culture Association gave interesting instruction
in ~he Agricultural Building in this important industry, so much
neglected in America. The complete process of silk manufacture was
exbibited-illustrated. There were shown the silk reel, silk loom, and
the cocoon under the most favorable circumstances.
The exhibit of the manual training high school of Philadelphia, established under Supt. James MacAlister, LL. D., was des-ervedly much
commended. The manual training gave evidence of being conducted
on sound pedagogical principles, and of fitting admirably the course 0£
instruction in the lower grades as well as that of the high schools previously established. It created no jar; it was characterized by no foolishness. This exhibit was especially strong and full.
The work in manual training from Pittsburg was of good quality.
There was a notable series of charts from Pittsburg, presenting work
in natural science, commercial business, model and constructive drawing, and in methods in physics and biology.
The normal schools that have clone so great a work for education iu
the State did not do themselves justice in their exhibit. None of them
were adequately represented. So far as could be seen from their
exhibits, they are compelled to do a large amount of work in te~ching
the subjects to b e taught by their graduates. If the high school work
of the State could be adequately increased, the normal schools could
more reasonably devote their efforts to training in principles and
methods, and thus specially advance the qualifications of the teachers
employed in the schools of the State. It is gra.tifying to find evidence
iu the exhibit -that this change is being made.
PUBLIC INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOL, PlllLADELPllIA,
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was widely called for. Mr. Tadd observe tllat 'the fact that we tri d
seventeen different metllods of hand work proved the earn tne -with
which we struggled with the problem of hand training in the pu lie
schools." "To be of the greatest service," he observe , '' some sy tern
of manual training should be adopted which can be taught to that
large number of pupils who leave school at or before 14 year of age.
These boys and girls are the ones who require our most careful attention. It is mainly this class that will be called upon to do the work
that manual training schools prepare for. It is folly to say that children should not handle tools before they are 14 years of age. Knives,
spoons, forks, scissors, pencils, pens, are tools which require delicate
handling, yet children become quite expert in their use at a very early
age. Facility in the manipulation of musical instruments, such as violins, pianos, flutes, etc., can be best attained while the pupil is young.
The hands must grow accustomed to them. Is this not true of other
means of expression which require similar skill, such as modeling, carving, designing, engraving, and many other processes ? Certainly our
twelve years of experience indicate that such is the case, and that the
true education of the senses can not be begun too early in life." He
adds "manual training includes all processes that train the muscles and
mind to work in harmony. In some of its applications it gives skill in
planing boards and shaping iron; but just as legitimately does it make
the hand cunning to dissect a curve, to engrave au etching, or to finger
a violin. What it must teach is this: Processes that will make the
pupil muscularly as ready to begin any work when he is grown, ~s
arithmetic and geography made him mentally ready. A.t the Industrial Art School they would find a dexterity taught, inculcating
methods underlying success in any of 240 trades. Regard for the indi- ,
vi.duality of the pupil is the thing to be constantly kept in view; to
give additional power and facility to his hand, arm, eye, and brain.
Give him the power to think and create anew; see that his eye is
trained, his hand made dextrous, and his brain quickened, and you
may trust him to learn with ease the art of handling machines or instruments of precision. He will haudle and use them the better that his
w~1ole organization has been trained. Michael A.nge]o said, 'Man must
carry his measuring tools in his eye, not iu his hand.' While the
hand, the brain, the eye are growing, is ,the time to give them the
habits essential to their highest utility, such as dexterity, flexibility,
skill, and powers of perception and conception." He further says,
"Many educators are willing to grant the intellectual advan'tages of
our system of manual training, lmt are slow to perceive its moral
results. To 'fill the mind,' to 'enrich the understanding,' is_, in their
view, the sole purpose of such education. This is the object, though
not the sole one, of manual training by means of exact and definite
study of concrete and ab tract impressions of thing , received physically and mentally. Notice a, child drawing the Authemion with both
0
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hands! Coordinations are being made, (1) physically, by means of
visual, muscular, and tactual irnpTessions in four different directions,
up, down, to the right, and to the left; (2) intellectually, coordinations
are being made in balance, proportion, fitness, even distribution, symmetry, tangential curves, growth, etc.; (3) morally, coordinations are
being made in judgment, self-control, taste, grace, and beauty, and, as
power develops, higher stages of these qualities come into play in the
distinguishing of differences between goodness and badness, rectitude
and integrity, and their opposites in nature." He declares, "the four
fundamental principles of our systelll of instruction are:
''First. Free-hand drawing in its simplest form. For instance, we
draw a circle or leaf, one of the elementary forms in constant use, on
the blackboard. In making this circle the pupils are taught to swing
their hands around without support, and to make a clean drawn circular line. When .any simple form can be made at a single stroke an
important element of manual training h~s been gained. In this process both hands are employed, so as to give to each the same dexterity.
"Second. These elementary forms aTe modeled in soft clay.
"Third. The same forms are made in tlle opposite of soft clay, i. e.,
tough wood.
"Fourth. These elementary processes arc fol1owed by designing in
those materials; creatiu·g forms on flat surfaces, in soft clay and in.
tough wood. By these fom processes the pupils are taught- to draw
simple forms and all forms by aid of the hand and eye alone, and without recourse to rule and measure; to develop, diversify, and combine
thesP; so as to create original designs, and finally to give their ideas
permanent expression in clay or wood. Of the numerous trades now
in existence there is not one that does not have one of these four princi111es as- a fundamental element; and if the eye, the hand, and the
judgment-all tools-are well trnined, the instrum ents of any ttade
can be freely handled."
The individuality alone of the child is called into play. There are
no artificial aids to the result. No marks, no construction lines, 110
rulers, no calipers are employed; only the mind, tue eye, and the llaud.
W. N. llailmau, Pb. D., superintendent of Indian schools, remarked:
Dnring the Exposition at Chicago one of my chief delights was the discovery of
this school. It came to me as a reproach and a prophecy-a reproach for my despondenc~·, a. prophecy of a new eureka. Here there was not a stroke of work tlu:tt clid
not cmho<ly a complete thought clearly elaborated in the learner's mind. At every
step I aw tli m intently, and yet without strain, O'aining at the same time clear •r
com pr ·b n ion of th o1)ject of tb •ir work and grentcr confidence in then· powers of
ac ·nrat , ln ·itl s lf-c.·pr, . ion .
'AHLI LJ
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and citizen, and the way in which he had progre secl from barbari m l>y
association with the whites, and became as ure l of his capability.
n
:fighting Indian s be had compared the Indiau and negr , and aid if
the negroes were so changed by association tho Iudian can be; tlier fore he concluded, if the Indian is treated as n, man among men, if right
metlwds are adopted, he can and will become civilized-and Ohri tianized,
a promoter instead · of a destroyer of lrnman welfare. These views Jed
him, when detailed. in charge of captured savages sent from Fort Sill
to Florida, for a long term of cou:finement, to secure permission to
instruct them in letters, industry, and conduct. This was granted, and
as a result when the time was at hand to return them to their tribe
some 22 young men asked to stay East and go to school three years, in
order to learn to live more like white men. This vrns brought about by
the aid of friend s, and 17 of them went to Hampton In stitute, 4 to
Utica, and 1 to Tarrytown, N. Y. Later Captain Pratt brought 49
others from different tribes to Hampton, and cooperated in securing
their adaptation to the new conditions and to their becoming "interested in education." His obFlervations Jed to reflections out of which
sprang a separate school at Carlisle, Pa. Generctl Hancock said, "I
know of no better place for the establishment of such a school."
September G, 1879, Captain Pratt was detailed to report to the Sec retary of the Interior to work out his plans, and in October following
he gatltered 136 pupils from a half dozen Indian agencies, and t he 11ork
was l>egnn among them which still continues to gro,v iu efficiency.
We quote from Captain P ratt's report to the Commissioner of India n
Affairs, dated August 31, 1893:
During these years 2,361 students were ::tdmittetl to tho scl,1001, of ;,born 1,483
were boys ::trn1 378 girls. These came from 59 different tribes . One thousand five
hundred ancl ninety-seven l1ave l eft the school, of ,vhom only 60 grntluated, all sin ce
188!;), none h aving completed the course earlier; 131 di ed a t th e school, and 635 still
rem:1iu a,t date of this report.
During this perio ll we have furnished to other schools more th:111 200 of our pupils
as employees in tho various capacities of tea cb ers, assistant t each ers, industrial
teachers, mechanics, seamstresses, l aundresses, cooks, an d other assistants, an cl more
th~u 250 have been employecl a t t he ::i,geucies as clerks, assistant clerk s, farmers,
assist:mt farmers , arnl in the various m ech ::tnical and other :1uthorizecl Governmen t
positions. About 80 of our students have loft t h eir tribes, a,t l eas t temporarily~ to
try their fortunes ::tmong the wh ites.
The normal department, established fonr years ago,. carries from 60 to 70 of the
smartest pupils in two rooms, using from 8 to 10 of our most advanced pupils under
tho normal instructor as ass istant teachers . These :1ttencl to their own studies in
the higher deprntments one-half cl::ty, ancl teach the other half. This practice teaching has been of the greatest benefit to tlle pnpil t eachers, aucl is no detriment to tl.tc
younger pupils.
Industrial featnres.-Dnring the past year wo have continued to give practical
instruction in mechanical and other industries. Tbe system of one-half day work
and one-half clay school, est.aulislled in tho beginning, bas continued to seom to ns
the best adapted for the clonblc purpose of tra.iuing in industries and at tl.te same
time giving a literary education. Through onr shops we lrnvo largely met tbo demnncls of the school in supplying onr own wants, ancl have manufactured lrnrness,
wagons, and tinware in exccsi,, for i.hc ag n cies .
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In the carpentering departm ent the work has been generally repairs and improve:
ments to buildings, making and mendiug of furniture, fences, etc. The blacksmith
aud wago.n-making department has manufactured spring wagons and attended to
the repair work ·of the tschool, including two farms, made bolts, hinges, staples,
etc., and has shod our horses a.nu mules. The shoemaking department has prn.ctica1ly mad e tho shoes for our large number of students and attended to the
repaumg. The harness-making department has manufactured a large amount of
harness for the agencies. A gentleman from Boston, who had worked twenty-two
years at harness making, visited this department during the year, watched an
Iu<lian boy making one of the most troublesome pieces about harness, and pronounced him a wonder as a workman. The boy had worked at the trade four years
and two months, half-day periods only. Nearly all the suits for 450 boys have been
made in the tailoring department. The tinning and painting departwents have
clone their paH in the system.
A number of our students have been efficient helpers in the care of our large
steam plant where important changes have been made, and by their ability have
saved us the employment of outside skilled labor.
The farms have been carried on as heretofore, with a farmer in charge of each
- and a number of Indian boys to assist. The products of the farms have been below
- those of former yer.rs because of the very dry season. We made another trial of
the ensilage system in feeding our stock, and with less waste than the previous
yea1', but I am still not satisfied. The drought prevented the corn from maturing,
and I regret to report the same occurs again this year.
The dairy has been well co~ductecl by one of our former students (a Cheyenne),
and his ability in the mana,gement of our herd is most gratifying. He obtained the
knowledge which fitted him for this important place under our outing system.
The bakery is also in charge of a former stuclent who, with the assistance of
Inu.ian boys, has provided good bread for the students.
The printing office, which bas always ueen one of the most valuable departments
of the school, calls for more special mention than I have heretofore at any time
given to it. The work of this d epartment comprises the publication of two papers :
The Red Man, an eight page quarto, standard s ize, monthly, with a circulation of
from 2,000 to 3,000, and The Indian Helper (10¾ by 15), weekly, circulation 9,000;
also all the job work of the institution, consisting of numerous circulars, ulank
reports for the different departments, l etter h eads , envelopes, lists of pupils for use
at the several quarters, constitution and by-laws for the societies and clubs, labels,
pamphlets, official documents, blank receipts, booklets, and l esson leaves for the
educational department, invitations, visiting and business cards, programmes, photograph cards, and numerous other jobs covering a valuation of hundreds of dollars if
contracted for outside of the school.
It is our aim to give to each apprentice a full course in composition, and as much
of a course in the job, stone, aud press work, as the facilities allow.
We have had under instrnctiou clnring the year 35 apprentices, with an average
daily attendance of 16.
'lhe sewing department has made all th girls' clothing ancl tbe uoys' urnlerwear.
The lm·ger and more effic:ieut gi1·ls have b en sp cially trained iu dressmak ing.
While a number of boys wh liave been trained in our iu<l.ustrial departments
ha.v' r a ·h d the b'Tado of fair journeymen workers, and have gone out among the
me haui ·s of this s ction and in other parts of the country, ancl worked succes folly in
mp tition arning tb ir own living, it is a pleasure to note that girls
raiu d in ur
win ' d1-partm ut hav al o 1> en enabled to take care of thern1;: · , ft r 1 • ·iug th chool thr ngh tho kn wl clge gained. iu that deparliment .
• • 111 <· • tbi!
o,· •111111 ·n
. tabli h ·<l 'arli lo as an industrial school th idea of
rn,111 rial trainin•r i11 ·hool ha mad wouderfnl progre tbrough~nt th whole
nntr · ao1l n v rict • of manual.
·bnical, an,1 trade hools have be 11 oricrinat <1.
uurub x of p ·1 on in ·r , t <l in . tabli~hlllf' th. o chool::1 bav vi ited 'arli le
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anfl studied our m ethods. I may mention particnlarly Mr. Auchmuty, of the celebrated An chmuty Tm.de Sch~ol of New York, who spent two days with me before
he started his scheme, and closely followed our system in his school. Mr. Pratt, of
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, sent his principal ma,n here before establishing his school,
and some of our features were adopted there.
The outing system.-This is the placing of our students out among farmer and
others during vacation t hat they may earn money for themselves, and learn practically those lesson s in civilized life that can be taught only imperfectly and theoretically in any school. It also provides that a considerable number may enjoy the
privileges of public and other schools and association with white children. During
the year 621 pupils w ere thus out, of whom 376 were boys and 245 girls. We received
requests for 692 boys and 591 girls, so that we were a.b le to supply less than half as
many as were asked for. Two hundred remained out in the public schools for tho
winter.
There are two Sioux who were among the first pupils of Carlisle, one of whom
remained four years, the other five years. They are indebted to this school for all
the English and all the education and industrial training they had at the time of
leaving it. They each spent over a year of their stay, nuder Carlisle's care, in Mr.
Wairnmaker's great store in Philadelphia, one in the accounts department and the
other in the shipping department. One bas been at home eight ;rears, and the other
n ine. They have been continuously, as I have been constantly informed, rendering
most valuable assistance in the school work on their reservations . The short period
they each spent under the influence of the push of Mr. Wanamaker's hive of industr.v did more to fit them for usefulness than ten years in the best Indian school that
could be devised, equipping them not only for the vrnrk they have since been able to
accomplish on the reservation, but rendering them perfectly competent to swing out
from the reservation and hold their own among white men, which is after all to
become the final lot of all Indians if the Government is ever to be freed from the
care of them .
Two former students of Carlisle who began life under the most veritable savage
conditions, and came to Carlisle directly from those conditions, have been elected to,
and are now fillin g, responsible county offices in the West called thereto by the votes
of white men. Other examples by the score can be supplied.
The inquiry that should be made by all true friends of the Indian in regard to the
results of Indian schools should not be that which is so universal, "What becomes
of them after they go back; what do they clo on the reservation 1" but should be,
"What progress are Indian schools making toward rendering Indian youth capable
of citizenship and independent of the tribe, reservation, and Government support f"
In answer to these last questions Carlisle is now and al ways has been ready with a
full reply.
I state again, what I have so often stated before, that, tha11ks to the outing system
and onr facili t ies for a pplymg it here, not more than one of our children in twenty
who has passed three years or more under our care is unable to succeed in civilized
pursuits among civili7,ed people. Through their onting experiences their fears of
the white man and of associatiug with him and of competing with him have been
rnmoved, and were it not for the tremendous pressure manipulated to draw them
back to the r eser vation, many times a larger proportion would pass out and assume
place in our civilized communities.
Savings system.-Tbis system originated here and was established in the beginning
of tho school. It covers the wages earned in the industries of the school and the
earnings of the pupils during their outings, and furnishes an opportunity to give all
students instruction in economy and thrift and the keeping of accounts. All their
earnings are d eposited. An exact account is kept, and each depositor has a bank
book, and i s encourag ed to put as much money as possible on interest. Under the
regulations of the Department, apprentices work the first four months for nothing;
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thereafter, for the first year tbey receive 4. cents for each half-day's work; the second
year, 6 cents; the third year and after, 12 cents . These small payments give them
valuable encouragement.
The earnings uncler t,he outing system arc very much more material. All stnclents
arc urged to save. Once a month they arc given an opportunity to make purcllases
of ncce.ssa,ry art icles. These expenditures are macle uncler tlie supervision of the
officers of the school. That they may be made wisely, each scholar is furnished with
an application blank on which to state how much money is wanted and for what purpose; likewise the amo~t in bank, which the student finds by balancing his account
book. Book and. application arc then handed. in for e:s:amination and approval and,
if tho balance be correct and. the articles be approved, his paper is cashed and. be
makes tho purchases, which are submitted to tho inspection of the matron or disciplinarian;
They earned during the year $24,121.19, of which the boys earned $18,351.54 and
the girls $5,769.65. Their savings at tho end of June amounted to $15,274.99, of
which $11,991.51 remained to the credit of the boys and $3,283.44 to the credit of
the girls. About $7,000 of these amounts bears interest at 6 per cent and 3 per cent.
Nearly every student returning home at tha close of the year ha<l. money thus
earned. One party of 86 took over $1,300. Home-going students usually bave a
good trunk well filled, and some take sots of tools and other facili ties to make
earnings elsewhere.

The exhibit of the school contained a, wagon made for the United
States Government; in carpentering, doors, shutters, desks, various
ways of joining, cabinets, wood. work; in blacksmithing and work in
metal, tools for work in iron and wood, horseshoes, ironwork for wagons,
steam-pipe fittings; tinware, coffeepots, cup3, buckets, and pans; in
harness making, one single set, two double sets of harness; in shoemaking, men's and women's high and low shoes; in dressmaking, plain
sewing, mending, darning, and knitting; sev eral specimens of embroidery in silk, linen, and cotton; in china painting, several specimens; in
graded common school work from the urst through the ninth grade in
spelling, arithmetic, writing, drawing, language, geography, physiology,
and history. Many photographs, charts, and publications added helpfnl
information.
But the most effective exhibit by the Carlisle Indian School was the
visit of 500 of its pupils to the Fair in October. They came by special
train. Captain Pratt secured special rates and they paid their expenses
from their savings. The \i\Thite Cfoy was a wonder world to them. A
programme was offered for each day, but they were given entire freedom either to accept it or to choose their own objects of interest. For
four days the boys and girl· . aw the sights. Their yello,v ribbon tolu
ev rybody who they were. Their good dres:, made of good material
by their own hand , their ord rly conuuct and quiet, respectful manner. a
eao- ·r iut llio- ut ob: rvation, won from the hundred· of tl.1011. of vi i 1-.· u he rrouud <.lurino· the day.· of their tay mo t
Y ~ Pl?f \, 1. 1
hj ·t le .. on in In ian education. The
l t v ··nth I a1H th ml 11dian .. howing th m. elve. about
f 1 ,· 11 y. o many.
t 1 ft in the mind of the
h I w rful h ·11 fL • •ut ,ffect of edn ·< tion. Their
·p d 1 t
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What lessons they learned in patriotism and conduct, in history and
the progress of arts an d industries in the world ! What lessons from
the Fair will they teach to others as long as they live!
Pennsylvania took care to instruct tbose vioiting its exhibit both in
natural history and the history of its occupation by the white man.
In the Mines Building, its rich mineral resources and the processes of
their development could be studied ; in the Forestry Building, its Yariety
of trees; in the Anthropological BuHding, its birds and mammals-a
rare collection. The scientific character and education al value of this
collection is greatly enhanced by the attractive and realistic manner
in which it is mounted. A. miniature mountain and valley with rocks,
trees, caves, and a streani of running water afford opportunities for
mounting each specimen in some characteristic attitude or act, and the
visitor feels that he is observing nature in reality. In the same building were the very instructive exhibits of the bureau of charities and
correction, a portion of which are elsewhere separately mentioned.
The educational hi.fluence of tbe State exhibit of fine stock, farm
products, methods and appliances of horticulture, machinery for the
farm, the mine, and the manufactory can not fail to be the most helpful
among her own citizens, as well as information to the multitude of visitors from other quarters.
In promoting the education of the historical sentiment the State was
eminently successful. It furnished a large number of instructive
articles to the colonia.l loan exhibit in the Government Building.
Elsewhere relics were gathered, too numerous to mention. A. model _
re.c alled the building in which Congress .met in its retreat at York; the
State Building by architecture, sculpture, and painting repeated something of history at every turn, while to the whole was fitly added the
veritable Liberty Bell, cast in 1752, or twenty-four years before the
Decla.ration of Independence was . made, and bearing the inscription,
"By order of the Province of Pennsylvania, in the statehouse of the
city of Philadelphia, 1752. Proclaim liberty throughout all the land
to all the inhabitauts thereof."
lVIARYLAND.

The exhibit of Maryland education, which came as a unit before the
board of judges, was separate in its installation. The visitor, as he
approached the Johns Hopkins University alcove and surveyed its
abundant evidences of scientific instruction and scientific research on
a scale so large aud in directions so numerous, was not prepared to
learn the limited number of years it has been in existence. Fortunately, at the start the fund were large and the management had the
wisdom and good fortune to secure the tiervices of Daniel 0 . Gilman as
president. Under his guidance came at once fuU form into the educational world-a univer ity indeed. The evidences of this were so
arranged in tbe exhibition as to be readily studied and to leave no
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doubt of the comprehensiveness of the theory of its administration and
of the effectual execution of that theory in practice. The country stood
in great need of the opportunities it offered after the work of the
American college is completed. Fortunately, it has furnished many
American students what they otherwise would have gone to Europe to
obtain. Wisely, the university has emphasized publication; this was
well illustrated at the exhibition. 'l'he collection from the university
was an illustration of the educational possibilities of the State in
which its people may well take the profoundest interest. There is
occasion for special remark in the extent to which the university bas
come to meet the demand of the country as indicated by the number
of important historical and scientific associations which center around
its officers. The puplic school system and the State normal school are
still moving forward on the plans aud under the inspiration given them
by the Hon. M. A. Newell, LL.D., for twenty years their able, scholarly, and efficient superintendent. -As would be expected, the schools
at Baltimore, under Supt. Henry A. Wise, lead the State. Tbe hand
work from both the white and colored manual training schools received
awards. The judges also ga,v e awards to the primary grammar and
high schools and City College of Baltimore, and the office of the
State superintendent. Among the other institutions recognized by
the judges were the Bryn Mawr school, the English-German school,
the Woman's College, and the Girls' Latin school. In the State the
number of Catholic schools which received awards was large. Among
them, some of the most important v.ere Rock Hill Co1lege and the
Ammondale Normal School.
There was no exhibit from the Pratt Library or the Peaborly Institution, having great educational influence in the city of Baltimore.
OHIO.

arke, Auglaize, Butl r, Knox,
·ar wa, A:hland, , nd Clark.
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teachers and pupils. Tllere wer~ specimens, too, of marked merit in
the several subj ects of instruction from towns like Gallion, Piqua, Norwalk, Sandusky, Middleton, Mansfield, Lancaster, and Hamilton. But
the great strength of the public school exhibit was from the three citie ,
Columbus, Cleveland, aud Cincinnati. These collections recalled not
·only the care and skill of thorn at present in charge, but the self-sacrificing labors of Lord, Stevemion, Hancock, Peaslee, Freese, Ricko:ff, and
White. Some of the work in these cities it would be difficult to excel.
It showed the mastery of the best principles and rne.thods. What a
triumph if all had come up to the standard of the best! All grades of
work in these cities were heartily commended. A more general application of sound pedagogical principles would soon be apparent in results
if the State would do its duty in providing normal training for its
teachers. Ohio made little special effort to show the progress of manual
training. What there was exhibited was of good quality. The exhibit
from the manual training school of Toledo gave great satisfaction. This
school is a part of the public school system and is located in a wing of
the high school building. Manual training is formalJy assigned its
place in the course of study. It conflicts with nothing and is fairly
treated. Its exhibit was well installed and much· of the time well
explained. It afforded an opportunity to get a fair comparative estimate of the pedagogical value of this department of training, and made
a strong argument in favor of its having a place in the public school ·
..
system.
The technical school at Cincinnati is wo:r:king on philosophica~ lines
and if amply supported has an important future.
The exhibit of Wesleyan University called attention to this important
Methodist institution and its great promise for the future. Oberlin
College exhibit, composed of catalogues, photographs, students' work,
and maps slwwing the location of its graduates in different parts of
the world, called up its interesting history, the struggle of its worthy
founders , the great work they did for Christian education, and pointed
to the deserved recognition it bas at last received in promoting the
progress of the world. Oberlin led the way in admitting women to the
same college instruction as men. Wilberforce University, founded and
conducted by colored men for colored people, is aided by the State, but
not under State direction . Its exhibition told the story of the trying
conditions under which the institution arose in a State where slavery
never existed, and illustrated the usefulness it has at last achieved for
the colored people.
The illustratious in mathematics were a specially attractive feature
in the exhibit in the institution for normal instruction at .Ada.
The Catholic schools of the State gave a hearty response to the call
of their church authorities and gained a number of awards.
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The school exhibit of Indiana, under the supervision of Hon. W. N.
Hailmann, showed a clear pedagogical conception of the system which
the State has for a number of years been working out with intelligence.
The publicatioµs of the students, the opportunity to know the school
laws of the State, the growth of the system of education, the relation of
district and high and normal schools to the State University and to
Purdue University, which takes the place of a college of agriculture
and mechanic arts, and the gradations from the kinderga rten to tbe
college or university, were readily understood. The plan, arrangement,
and devices were excellent. It gave the impression that one had before
him, in a fair measure of completeness, the characteris~ics of the country, viliage, and city schools of the State; it showed a Stat~ system
the different parts of which came together in a way to give strength to
each and to the whole.
The State superintendent, or chief executive officer of the system, is
elected by the people every two years. Fortun ately, he is sometimes
reelected. He has general supervision of the administration of the system, its funds and revenues, the interpretation of the school law, and.
the reports to the governor and assembly of the State, and for this purpose compiles the statistics, visits schools, apportions revenues, and
distributes the school laws.
The State board of education is composed of the governor, State
superintendent, president of the State University, president of Purdue
University, president of the State normal school, and the school superintendents of the three principal cities, Indianapolis, Bvansville, and
Terre Haute. It regulates the examinations for the State certificates
and licenses, and attends to such other matters as may be assigned to
it; and it supervises the adoption of the text-books.
The State is divided into counties, the counties into townships, or
towns and cities.
Each county ha a superintendent elected by the township trustees
every two years. Fortunately, a considerable number are reelected, and
some are continued in office a fair number of years, thus saving much
friction and loss. The duties of the county superintendent are examining and securing teachers, holding county institutes, compiling school
stati ·tics, reporting to the State superintendent, and carrying out the
direction given by him and tlle State board.
In th town:hip th l)Coplc elect the school trustees every four
Y_ •ar: · in th town tlt
own l>o" rel or city council appoint thr e trustees
i r t~ir Y , r:· . '.Ht ir n i .· ar he management of school property,
1 '~ ·u~~ l<~ ·, l :c·hool ta.· · 1h · m1 l ym ut of teacher , holding townli P 111 ·tit c · aud r •pol't in <>· t county ·up riuteu<l.ent aud commis-
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School directors are elected by the patron of each cli trict fi r on
year. Directors preside at school meetings, mediate betw en th people and trustees, care for the schoolhouse, provide fueJ, and may e yclu<.le
refractory pupil s.
The growth of the educational iutere twas at first slow, but it fina1Iy
developed into an effective system. The first constitution of the ~tate
required the general assembly to enact an efficient and general chool
law. The State had the benefit of the national educational graut of
land. Ineffectual efforts were made to carry out its requirements.
There was no ·supervision, State or county; administration was to be
dependent upon the votes of the school district. The revise<l constitution required the establishment of a system_ eg_ ually 011en to all of
school age, and required the election of a State superintendeut to direct
the organizatioJ?.. and administration bf the system.
The required law was enacted in 1852; this act contains tlle germs
of the present system. After several revisions, a comprehensiye act
was passed in 1865, and, with amendments, constitutes the law of to-day.
There a11 e two permanent scl10ol fonds-the common scl.1001 fond and
the Uongressional township fund. They may be increased, but they
never can be diminished. Both school funds amount to $7,454,032.41,
and are derivc<l (1) from the surplus revenue received from the United
States in 1836, amounting to $-537,502.96; (2) from the bank-tax fund,
amounting to $80,000, that came from a tax on banks by the act of
1845; (3) £rom the sa1ine fund, amounting to $85,000, and arising from
the sale of lands around salt springs; (4) from the sinking fund created
in 1834, and amounting to $3,904,783.22; (5) from the seminary fund,
derived from t'he sale of county semirnuies by the act of 1852, and
amounting to $100,000. The Congressional township fund arises from
the sale of the sixteentll section, given to each township, in accordance
with the ordinance of 1787 and under the act of 1816, amounting to
$2,532,223.18.
Th0 generations to come can not too carefoliy keep in mind the con-

:fluence of influence which affords them the advantages of free education. There is also a contingent fund derived from :fines and escheats,
estrays, roa<l sales, delinquent taxes, and sale of swamp lands granted
by Congress in 1850, amount.ing to $2,263,936.24. These sources of revenue, together with the income from tbe State school fund, yielded for
the year $7,845,674. By the reports it appears that something over
this sum was expended, or a total of $8,367,619.
Common schools.-In townships these embrace ungraded and graded
elementary district schools and township high schools; in towns and
cities kindergarten (children from 4 to 6), graded elementary sclwols,
high schools, night schools (in cities of 3,000 or more inlrnbitants for
per ons from 14 to 30 years old), and manual training scllools (in cities
of 100,000 or more inhabitauts-Indianapoli ).
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A course of study has been outlined by a committee of experienced
educators and offered to the schools of the State as an aid to classification. In the course for the district school, the first, second, and third
year grades of the course require each a year; the fourth grade, two
years; the fifth grade, three years. High schools are known as "commissioned," those whose certificate admits to the university, and
"noncommis$ion~d," those from which pupils are not admitted to the
university on the certificate of having taken their course. Commissioned high schools Lave a minimum course of three years, or twentyseven months, and a longer course of four years, or thirty -six months.
The exhibit was arranged to allow the study of the results of these
courses.
The kindergarten work from Indianapolis and Laporte deserved the
hearty commendation it received, especially that from the normal classes.
These kindergartens furnish good examples for study. They are formed
in a thorough understanding of both the principles and the methods of
Froebe!. The accuracy with which each gift was prepared in the
Laporte collection, and the harmony of the whole, were to be expected
from the training by Mrs. Hailmann.
'rlle free kindergarten movement in Indianapolis is one of special
mark. It is under the direction of an organization of ladies. The first
president, Mrs. Peelle, wife of Hon. Stanton J. Peelle, once a member
of Congress and now one of the judges of the United States Court of
Claims, as a pioneer president, sacrificed her health in making the
movement a success. Mrs. Eliza G. Wiley is now president. The
a,ssociation reports an attendance of 4,182 in all departments of its
work. In addition to the kindergarten proper, it has a training school
for kindergarten teachers; also a domestic training school in which
kitchen garden is taught, and a variety of sloyd for boys and girls.
Mothers' meetings are held and literary clubs encouraged.
The training school for kindergarten teachers, under Mrs. Eudora L.
Hailmann, Laporte, occupies a building adjoining the residence. The
principal lives with the tudents from three to four hours daily, working, playing, thinking, and discussing with them. The course of study
is thorough and much educational literature is mastered. The aim
of the school i to develop in the student full, rich womanhood as the
indi pen able condition of truly helpful guidance in tke educational
life of the home, kinderg£ rten, and school.
Tb c 11 cti 11 from all grad of the schools of Laporte and fodiana li adc.l t he high qu, lity of the Indiana exhibit. Iu each colleci u th r :ult· of · 11 ral w l'king ideas are apparent. From Laporte
n · ' . h fr_nit f th kiu r art n in he higher grade ; sentimeut,
11_1 nt rn h
rm. n ,· h 1 manif t its pre en e-the euti' hi 1
· h h m
t11
rioti m which cheri he the
1_
b ·tu y f f rm t o, 1 prominent. In the
ion h r · ar nu ny in li · tion, of the wi e u e made
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of the studv of nature. One sees that attention is given to the cultivation of both the reflective and the expressive faculties in rea ouable
proportion. The regard for prjnciples and methods is characterized
by marked freedom of choice. The work in manual training de erves
special mention.
It was refreshing to come upon the .work of district country schools
in the cuu.nty exhibits. These country schools, which furnish all the
school training for so large a majority of the children of the land, on
account of many hindrances, make small showing of' their vast work.
In Indiana they feel the power of the State system, and it was easier
to bring into exhibition something of their work. The sigus of +he influence of the course of study provided by the State could be discovered
here and there.
The specimens from Miss Della Brown's school in Marion County
caught the eye of many an approving teacher.
Charts of the young peop_le's reading circles and of the teachers'
reading circles pointed to a most excellent influence of these organiza. tions upon the reading of the young and of the teachers of the State.
The authorities of Purdue University, Hon. James H. Smart, LL. D.,
president, appreciated their opportunity and improved it. The exhibit
was large, showing the several departments to advantage. Prof. W.
W. Folwell :fitly commended it, :first,
excellence as a general polytechnic school, subdivided into departments, each well provided for
in buildings, faboratories, apparatus, and other appliances of instruction, as shown by means of photographs, drawings, and blue prints,
and by skillfully arranged charts; second, for the work of students, as
shown by specimens of drawings and prints, sketches and illustrations, fine machine tools designed and made by students, wood carving, patterns, metal work, notebook·s, and theses, all of high merit;
third, for the idea and plan of the display itself-to exhibit the courses
of study, the progressive steps of instruction, and the graded processes
of work by means of a limited number of specimens suitably arranged,
no effort being made to impose by mere mass of material; fourth, for
the union of science and practice in the work of the institution.
The State schools for the blind, deaf, and feeble-minded-these specially interesting classes-all exhibit work of great merit, and have
won favorable opinions for the provision made for their institution by
the State. The emphasis placed upon training in usMul industries and
in conduct deserves hearty commendation.
The Girls' Classical School of Indianapolis made an exhibit that disclosed excellent system and training.
As was frequently observed, the student of this State educational
exhibit, as step by step be discovered its merits, was not surprised that
the educators of the State set out with a purpose to render Indiana's
educational exhibit "the initial act of a new educational era in the
school history of the State."

for
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Catholic schools.-The Catholic schools in tlie State joined the other
Catholic schools in their exhibit. There was a good evenness of merit
in the elementary work . . In addition to the usual branclles, such as
spelling, writing, drawing, reading, geography, grammar, physiology,
history, and arithmetic, there was evidence of much attention t o
Christian Bible history, and to bookkeeping, business forms, typewriting, stenography, music, painting, needlework, and embroidery.
Great care in preparation was manifest. The work of the higher
grades bore the same marks of careful. preparation in advanced mathematics, Frencll, German, chemistry, physics, rhetoric, logic, the classics,
and commercial law and 1iteratnre. The diocese of Fort Wayne represented seventy schools. The exhibit of the Sisters of Providence
from St. Mary's Institute, St. Marys, Vigo County, commanded special
attention. It was not ouly large in amount and varied in character,
but of superior quality. Bnt the most imposing of the Catholic
exhibits of the State was, as might be expected, under the auspices of
the Congregation of the Holy Cross from the University of Notre
Dame, Notre Dame. The students' work in letters and in manual ·
training wa,s effectively shown. There were twenty-six volumes of
Notre Dame scholastics containing students' work in English composition, rhetoric, and belles-lettre_s, crayons and casts from life, application of drawing in wood and metal, specimens of books printed and
published, painting and lithographs illustrating the growth of the
university. Photography was u sed with special effect in setting forth
bacteriology, microscopy, electricail engineering, the art schools, libraries, cabinets, lecture rooms, laboratories, department of natural history, school of ·la,w and music~ the gymnasium, preparatory scl10ol of
manual training, normal school, colleges, halls, and associations, social,
athletic, and literary.
But the stndy of the historical collection was specially rewarded.
It would require an extended catalogue to mention the articles exhibited connected with the history of the church, its m,uked events, its_
eminent officers, teachers, priests, bishops and archbishops, cardinals
and popes.
ILLIJ.~OIS.
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CITY OF CHICAGO.

Hon. A. J. La~e,city superintendent of public instruction, und r the
Columbia educational exhibit gives an outliue of the effort made to
secure to the schools the greatest advantage from the possible influences to be exerted by the exhibition. It may be quoted as giving not
only what was undertaken in 011icago, but as illustrating the plans
undertaken elsewhere for a similar purpose. Of course, elsewhere
~here was no._such proximity to the exhibition. He says:
COLUl\IBIAN EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.

The year bas been eventful to the children of Chicago 1 because they have been so
fully acquainted with all the preparatory ste1)s which have been taken to secure
and inaugurate the grea.test exposition of the a.rts and sciences, commerce and
agriculture, ancl till the won d erful achievements of men which the world has ever
witnessed.
At the beginning of the school year tho board of education purchased for each
school a set of r eaders entitled The Story of Columbus.
The children reviewed .the history of Columbus and the discovery of America,
prior to the public celebr:1tion of ,: Columbus Day 1' on October 21, 1892. A uniform
programme of excrcises 1 such as was used in a ll the schools of the United States,
was follow ed in the Chicago scliool s, as follows:
NATIONAL SCROOL CELEBRATION.

Colurnbiis Days, October 19, 20, ancl 21, 1892.
PROGRAMl\'fE.

Reading the Presillent's proclama.tion .
Raising the flag.
Salute to the flag ancl pledge, by the pupils:
"I p ledge a.llegianco to my fla.g and the Republic for wliich it stands; one nation,
indivisible, witli liberty and justice for a11."
.
Music-America. . _. _... ___ .. __ ... _____ . __ ... ____ .. _. ___ ."My country, 'tis of thee."
Acknowledgment of God 1 iu song or selected reading.
·
Song -- - - - - - - _. __ . _. ____ . _. _.. _.... ____ . ___ . ___ .. ___ .. ____ .. _____ "Columbus Day/'
Hist orical essays, readings, declamations 1 and patriotic songs, arranged by the
teachers.
Song ----- - --·- ............ _____ _______ -··· ____ ···- __________ --·· ---- "Columbus."
\Von1s by Joaquin Miller. Music arranged by 0 . Blackman.
·
Adclress by a pupil. __ _____ . ____ _____ __.. ____ ,: The Meaning of the Four Centuri es."
Published by Youth's Compan ion .
Rea.ding- By a pupil.
Ode ...... ___ . ________ . ____ . . __ .... ..... __ . __ .. . . __.. _. ...... ucolumbia's Banner/'
By Edna Dean Proctor.
Song .. - __ . ___ .. _... _.. ______ . _____ .. __ . _ ... _.. ___ .. _. .. _.. __ .. "Flag of tho Free/'
This programme was extended, however, iu mally of the scliools and eml>ra.ced
historical essays, patriotic songs, and short a.ddresses from citizens.
The dedication of the building at Jackson Park afforded nn opportunity for t.lie
school to fully stuc1y the aims and purposes of the Exposition . A map of the
grounds, showing tlie landscape gardening, and tho location, size, and general
appearance of tho buildings1 was used. The location and cli.aracter of the exli ibits
placed in the different buil<lings were quite generally stndio<l. Dnring l\fay and
Juno many of tho pupils vi ited tho Exposition antl reported. the results of their
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observations. Quite generally the teachers used the exhibits to illustrate geography
and history, and selected special readin g to bring them into us<.,, to make real the
things which had been formerly known only by written descriptions. The t eachers
appreciated the fact that this was the opportunity of a lifetime for the pupils to
study the products, manufactures, and inventions, the habits and characteristics of
the nations of the earth.
At the beginning of the school year the principals were r equested to preserve
p ~tpers from the daily work of the pupils, which should be used in making a l ocal
exhibit in each school of what was done in the different grades. Ca1ds for moun t ing the written paper and drawings were furnished. At the close of the school year,
in June, exhibits were made in every school in Chicago and the parents were invited
to come and inspect them,
The assistant superintendents were requested to select from the work of the different schools papers, maps, sketches, etc., which would most fairly represent in the
Columbian Exposition the educational work of the Chicago schools.
The best representative work in the different subjects in each grade was selected
and bound into volumes. These included papers on the different topics in each
branch of study, arranged in the order given in the course of study and showing the
process and methods used in d eveloping them. ·
Volumes for each grade were prepar ed giving the work of whol e classes. These
included the princjpal's examinations for promotion s in the grade work, the t eacher's written reviews, class exercises in physiology, familiar science lessons, historical
sketch es, geographical aescriptions, etc.
Single papers representing the most suggestive plan in the development of each
subject of eve ry grade were selected and mounted upon cards. Some w ere framed
with glass for a wall exhibit, and others were placed in cabinets, each holding 33
cards or 132 p apers.
In addition to the written work, the exhibits embraced drawings from every grade;
pen and ink sketches illustrating historical events and science l essons; maps
showing relief of countries, territorial g rowth, political divisions, distribution of
products and other facts, in geogr aphy and history·; illustrated work in the varied
topics of arithmetic and forms of bookkeeping; paper folding in the primary
grades; d esigniug in col ored papers showing h armony in colors and beauty in form;
pencil, crayon, and water-color sketches of objects which were studied in science
lesso ns ; specimens of cfay modeling of typical forms, a sphere, cylinder, sq_uare,
pyramid, ovoid, etc.; fru i ts and l eaves with other natural objects nearest these type
forms; specimens of sewing as it was taught from the second to the fifth grades;
and woodwork showin g the various objects constructed and the principles applied
in manual training in the primary and grammar gr ad es.
The kindergartens presented a limited exhibit showing the different forms of construction work w hich children un<l cr 6 years of age are taught Lo do.
The high schools presented full exhibits of their work in free-l1and, mechanical,
and architectural dr::iwing. Th ere were sketches from casts, ancl water-color pictur s of naturn.l objects tndied in science lesson,, including microscopic drawings.
Th •re were papers nnd sketches slto"·ing the progr ossho steps in 1,iology, that is,
zoology and botany, or fir ·t-y ar science ; in physics ancl chemistry, with illustrated
draw in s howing xperiment ; also in history and literature. One volume of es ay
wa _fun~i. ·hcd fro each high school.
ne biological table, with a case having an
. utfi f rn -~r~ment u.-f'd in sci nc t aching in high schools, was exhibited, showmg th pr n ·ion niad l > 'th hoard of edu ation for the <1 partment of science.
B k a·
,. r ~I
plac din th oxbil,it, with opies of all the text-books and
nppl •m ·ntal r ·,ulm lJooks furni. h <l by the board. Many papers, drawing , and
11_ rb rt · wcr arrnn , cl for th wall xhil>it.
on In
Lu:· 11 h hi"h arnl 111a1111al-trai1111w fl ·hool pr se11ted a omplete exhibit of the
1
·
_1 u ' 1 • ,·oi in ,·o cl an,l iron· kc·t ·he bowinrr •verv st p in mechani al and
u.r 111 ·turul lra ··10 • ma
· 11 a" ·ry larg an,l comprehensive
'"'
J
exhibit of theil' work.

.
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. The evening schools were r epresented by a case contaiuing thirty-three sketches
of house plans and ele vations, mechauica~ drawings, and geometric pr jection .
· The whole exhibit w as very complete and was a creditable pre entation of the
work done in the v ar ious departments of the school system of hicao·o. The
products are only the outward symbols of the real work which js clone. The braining of the mind, tlle unfold ing of mental power, the development of ri O'ht ch ar a cter,
are the real work of the schools. These results are exhibited in tho live and characters of the millions of Ameri can citizens who not (:mly produced the great Columbian Exposition but will visit it and assemble in the great congresses to discuss
the problems of human progress.

Other cities more n early equal in size vied with each other in presentation of school work. The collection from rural schools was specially commended. The collections from this State alone would make
a valuable exhibit. Kindergarten principles were extensively illustrated. In portions of the State manual training is· winning its way,
and will become more and more a part of the public school system.
THE STATE NORMAL INSTRUCTION.

_ Two State institutions are doing a most important work for the
advancement of the qualifications of the teachers, and thus for the
benefit of the children of the State. The Southern Normal, founded
the later of the two, is following closely after the Normal University
at ~ormal. · This was the first institution under the auspices of the
State to give an uplift to the intelligence of its people. Gen. Charles
E. Hovey, a graduate of Dartmouth College, who brought to the State
experiences from Eastern schools, and was a teacher at Peoria before
the State system had taken shape, was organizer and superintendent
of public schools there. As editor of the Journal of Education and an
officer of the State Educational .Association he l~d in the formative
measures adopted, especially in determining the action in the steps
taken which led to the establishment of the university, became its first
president, and stamped his impress on it for all time. Jt has done a
high grade of pedagogical work, a.nd its students are performing
important services in Illinois and elsewhere throughout the country.
Its present president, John W. Cook, has won a high position among
the educators of the country, as did his predecessor, Dr. Hewitt.
The Public School Journal, published at Bloomingtop. and edited by
George P. Brown and E. S. Hewitt, received the following award:
For excellence: First, as a practical, progressive, stimulating educational journal,
critical, but appreciative of serious effort toward improvement in every department
of educational work; second, fol' its high standard of administration, supervision,
and methods of teaching; third, for its philosophical treatment of all subjects, and
for its sound pedagogical principle; fourth, for its literary work.

This State exhibit did not come under the considera.tion of the judges
until late, but r eceiveu numerous awards.
The exhibition of the university was. a study in itself. To one observant of its origin and growth it was full of deep significance. The
ED 93--70
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pictures of its two presidents indicated that it was of recent foundation. Unfortunately for Illinois, _there sprang up no great State uni_versity from the National Government grant for that purpose, as in
Michigan, but the State was not without those tlioughtful, forecasting
citizens who sought such a boon for their Commonwealth. The s-o-called
national agricultural college land grant fnrnished them the means and
opportunity for the realization of their desires. lllinoi~ received by
this grant scrip for 480,000 acres. Fortunately, John M. Gregory,
LL. D., who had been president of the college at Kalamazoo, Mich., and
superintemlent of schools in that State, was called to be the first president or regent, a man eminently :fitted, for the untried responsibility,
poth by nature and attainment. The institution was located May 8,
1867, in Champaign County. Work began March 2, 1868, when there
were present, besides the regent, 3 professors and some 50 students,
mostly from the vicinity. During the first term another instructor was
added, and there was a total enrollment of 77 students, all young men.
The attendance was small, but the plans were large. In the courses of
study adopted May 8, 1867, s-ix general departments were outlined, and
under these were named fifteen cournes of study. The extent to which
the ind1:'lstries, as disttnguished from the professions, were considered
indicated a s-uhstantially new depllirture in State universit.y ,work. The
spitit of its fot:tnders is well indicated in the following words :
Le·t the State open wide, then, this Pierian fount of learning. Let her bid freely
all her sons to the full ancl unfailing fl.ow; those whose thirst and neecl'l:l are little,
to what they rec1uire; those whose thirst and capacities ar~ large, to drink their fi11.
Let tbe university be worthy of t,he great State whose name it bears, worthy the
grand and splendid industries it seeks to promote, ancl worthy of the great century
in which we live.

In 1870 shop instruction was commenced; in the same year women
were admitted. Since then they have con stituted one-sixth to one-fifth
of the total number of students. In 1875 the university led off for the
country with a course in domestic science, in charge of Miss Allen,
afterwards Mrs. Dr. J. l\L Gregory. The pictures of grounds, buildings,
and appliances, the work of students in the various departments of
in tmction and practice, and the literature freely furnished gave evidence of the great progress of the institution in fnl:filling the purpose
of its founders. The picture of the second president, Dr. Peabody,
recall,' the fidelity and ability with which he sought to promote the
))1' gr s of th univer ity. During lli presidency he had won national
r ·0°·ui ion and from whi h he came to uperintend the importu.nt
'l, r 11 n f 1i ral art' in 11 gr at Exhibition. 'Ihe total attendau · in 1
r 1 wom n an<l 610 m n.
OOK
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First. This is a purely professional school for tlle training of teach rR.
No one is admitted in to the school unless they have had a foru· years'
coarse in a ltigh school or college. Connected with the normal depart1nen.t there is a practice school and kindergarten consisting of some
5()0 pupils.
Second. The pedagogical doctrine applied by the school is known
under the lli'1me of "Concentration," or "The unification of stncUcs."
The education exhibit is the outcome of tbe application of this doctrine.
Third. The exhibit consisted of(1) One lnmdred volumes of bound work: (a) Work of the professional trainh1g class, consisting of plans for teaching, including drawings, paintings, and all the items of which a series of lessons consist;
(b) about fifty volumes of books consisting of the work of pupils in tlle
practice school from the first to the eighth grades, inclusive, showing
the relatim1 of seience to art and to pe11manship.
(2) The art work upon the walls consisted of paintings and drawings
which sprang immedfat~ly from the science or history work. The
theory of this method is that the art exp.ressio.n of the thought enhances
intrinsic thought itself. These paintings and drawings were mustrations of s.cie11:cc and history work; both from the practice s~chool and
the training e1ass.. Abont a hundred single unbound books were JJTesented, being the work of individual pupils in the different .subjects of
science, history, and arithmetic. These books were written ar:.d the art
illustrations appended to illustrate the written work.
(3) In geography two large relief maps of North America and South
America, 42 by 62 inches, were shown. Also, maps drawn by a new
method of map drawing, called chalk mode_ling. This method shows
by one stroke of the crayon the vertical and horizontal forms of land
smface. The principal charts were orographical maps of Greece, Spain,
fodia, the Nile Basin, etc.
(4) The pasteboard and wood sloyd work of the school was shown
as a feature in the school work. Also, a large amount of apparatus
made by the children to illustrate elementary physics and chemistry.
The particular features of the work may be summed up as the application of the theory of concentration or the unification of stmlies, and
the introduction of the conceptive modes of expression making, modeling, 11ainting, and drawing. The honesty of the work was apparent.
It was not touched by the teacher or worked over by the child.
EDUCATION OF WO:\IEN AS DOCTons AND NURSES.
1

Cl. he education of women as doctors and nurses in Illinois afforded
the opportunity for an interesting study of their work in the hospital,
or the Illinois hospital, or the emergency hospital, as it was variously
called. Those whose sufferings on the ground wern relieved in it may
well ten of it only as a hos11ital; here it is considered in its relation to
education of women . Its pfau embraced under one roof "a model
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operating room with all appliances; a model diet kitchen fully equipped
for hospital necessities; a model office and reception room ; a section of
a child's ward; -a section of a woman's ward; and a private room for
patients; in the lat,ter eyery comfort and convenience and the best of
care for any woman or child who may desire to apply for medical services, or who may be brought to the hospital. All three schools of
medicine were represented in the attending physicians ; a resident·
physician of each school being appointed for daily service. Volunteer
physicians from each school of medicine were in attenq.ance for varying
periods during the continuance of the Fair. A head nurse was constantly in the building, and every training school in the State was to
be represented some time during the six months, through one or more
of its graduates, who served likewise for varying periods as circumstances might require.
Before passing, it should be noted that during the Fair 2,290 patients
received treatment, while neither the number of visitors to ''the show"
portion of the building nor the inquiries answered can be estimated.
Here one learned that the movement in Illinois for the education of
women as physicians began in 1870, in the Women's Hospital Medical
College of Chicago, afterwards known as the Woman's Medical College
of Chicago, and in 1892 secured universal recognition, and is now The
Northwestern University Woman's Medical School, and past as well as
future graduates of the school are made alumm:e of the university. In
this connection it is interesting to recall thatIn 1859 two women educated as physicians came to Chicago, and in spite of opposition and discouragements succeeded in establishing themselves in the practice of
medicine . One by one others followed, until now about 310 are practicing medicine
in Illinois, and the number is increa,sing. About 145 belong to the regular school of
medicine, 130 to the homeopathic, and 35 to the eclectic. Nearly 210 are located
within the pre.sent boundaries of Chicag,o, the remainder are scattered through the
towns of the State. Reliable reports indicate that a large percentage are successful,
The majority are in general practice, while a few are specialists, and many are doing
surgical work to a greater or less extent. Almost all opemtions for the diseases of
women are being performed by them, as well as many general surgical operations.
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is added to the income of the fund, in order to supply as many famili s
as possible.
Of the 337 graduates, 23 hold responsible positions, some as superintendents, some as matrons, others as head nurses hi institution ' and
hospitals -in Chicago and elsewhere; some are employed as Crerar
nurses, a· few have become physicians, but most of them are private
nurses in Chicago and other cities.
In 1885 there followed the org·anization of the school for nurses connected with the Women and Children's Hospital, also that connected
with St. Luke's Hospital, and in 1876 the Bethesda School; in 1888, the
Rockford School; in 1889, the Lincoln Park School; in 1890, the Michael
Reese Hospital School. The training school for city, home, and foreign
missions is located at 114 Dearborn avenue. The Visiting Nurses'
Association of Chicago, reorganized through _the efforts of the Ethical
Society in 1885, and again through the aid given by Miss Shumway in
1887 as a memorial to her mother, has already been generally recognized as . an effective agency; indeed, its nurses in a single year have
extended their care to 2,478 patients.
The number of Catholic schools of all grades in the State which participated in their exhibit was very large, and their merit was such as
to secure many awards.
MICHIGAN.

If the education al exhibit of Michigan did not receive so many
awards as those of other States of approximately the same size in
respect to educational work it presented numerous points of special
study. The student speedily found his interest concentrated on a few
leading lines; first, the public school work; second, that of the normal
sclwols; third, that of the college of agriculture; and fourth, and by
no means least, that of the State University at Ann Arbor.
In Michigan what is known as the "State University" has reached its
highest development in America.
Hon. Henry R. Pattengill, superintendent of public instruction,
briefly summarizes the public school system of Michigan as follows:
First, the common schools.
Second, the high schools .
Third, the university, founuecl in 1837: Department of literature, science, and the
arts; department of medicineancl surgery ; department of law; school of pharmacy;
homeopathic medical college; college of dental surgery.
Fourth, tho State normal school, Ypsilanti, 1852.
Fifth, the State Agricultural College, Lansing, 1855.
Sixth, the mining sch ool, Houghtqn, 1885.
Seventh, schools for special classes : School for the Deaf, Flint, 1854; Sc1hool for
DepEmdent Children, Coldwat er, 1874; School for the Blind, Lansing, 1880.
Eighth, reformatory schools: Industrial School for Boys, Lansing, 1856; Industrial
Home for Girls, Adrian, 1881.

'
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The history of the uni versify is, in brief:
Territory of Michigan organized. by Congress, and one township of land
given for a university-- ~........................... ............. .......
1805
Gr.ant :mnul'led, and two townsl1i11s given ... ... __ ........................
1.8 26
OrgaRizati<:m of :firs·t board of regents ....... _.. ~ ...... ........... ....... June, 1837
University lands pu.t €»n the market ...... __ .... ....... __ .............. __ .
1837
Legislative grant of $100,000 ............... . . ___ ... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ...
1838
First class entered ..................... _........ . .. _............ ........
1841
First cl:iss grnd:uated .......... __ ......... ~. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-!5
Department of medicine rune. su-r.gery organized.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1850
Dr. Tapp.an ap11ointecl first president ... ______ .... _ . ... _.......... .......
1852
B.o-a.rd ·@:f re gen ts made elective lDy the new State co:nstituti on .... -·.. . . . .
1852
Department oflaw o:rganized ____ ...... . ..... .. ..... . .... ...... .. .. .... ....
1859
School of pharmacy organized ........... ......... ___ .... _...... _.... . __ .
·1868
Women aclmitted (discussion begun, 1858)...... .... .... ...... ..... ......
1870
Legislative a;ppropriatio.n of one-twentieth mill tax annually...... ......
1873
Homeopathic medieal college orga1,1ized... _............ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1875
College of ·d.e.ntal surgery organized ......... "-·- _.......... -. __ ........ _. .
1875
Legislative apprnpriaticm of one-sixth mill tax annually......... . . . . . . . .
1893
Presidents.
Henry Philip Tappan, D. D., LL. D ....... _. __ ... -~ _............ _......... 1852-1863
Erastus Otis Haven, D. D., LL. D ................... . ...... ........ ....... 1863-1869
1869-1871
Henry Simmons Frieze, LL. D. (acting president) ...... - . - ... - . - - -- - - - · { 1880-1882

James Burrill Angell, LL. D ... ..... _.. .................................. 187101'clinary annual income.
From university fund ... _...... _... ... . . .... _.... : . . .,................... .
From one-sixth mill tax ............................. _................. - .
From students' fees an.d other sources ............. _...................... .

$38,000
188,000
144,000
370,000

Expenil!ifores for bui1clings since 1887.
.
About ........ ···-· · ....................................... ........ .... .

$350,000

Officers of instruction ancl government, 189,"d-93.
Professors .. _........ _. - - ................. _......... _.......... - .... - . - .
Assistant professors and lecturers ....... _................ ............. .. .
Instrnctors and demon strators .......................................... .
Assistants ............................................................. .

56

30
38
41

Total nurnber of degrees conferrecl to Decembel' 31, 1892.
Department of literature, science, and the arts:
rclinary degrees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 870
Higher degre sin course ............. _........................
482
High r <1 b'Tees n exrLmination................................
193
3, 5-15
2, 94
· .. · · ..... · · · · ... - - .. - .............. 4, 4 4:

· · · · · · · · · · · - -- - - - . . . • . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . •

,11

·••··· ••·· ·•··•· ..•.. .•.. ... .
• .... ... . ..... .. .... .... ...... ... .

G37
3

4,325

610
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Homeopathic medical college :
Degree of doctor of medicine ....................................... .
Department of dentistry :
Degree of doctor of dental surgery ................................. .
Honorary degrees ....... . .............................. - . - ... - .•..... • - -

2 2

4.65

98
12,449

Deduct for cases where more t h an one degree has been conferred upon the
same person ........... . ......................... - .... - - .... · · · · · · · · · ·

1,075

Total number of persons r eceiving degrees .................... ·- ... .

11,374

Sum.rnary of students in attendance, 1892-93.

Department of· Jlterat nrc, sci en c-e, ancr the arts:
Graduate-students- . . . . .. ·· - ··· ................•...... ··--·· ... .
116
Undergraduates-.. __ .... . ___ _ ·-- .. -·-- ................. ·--. - -·· - . ···-· 1,375
Dc1mrtment of me_di cine and surgery:
Gracluate stmlents-............... .,.................................. Undergraduates ............................ ~ .. ·-··-· ...... ··--

1,491
3
3J2
345

Department-of faw:
Graduate students .......... - · ....... -· ....................... .
Undergraduates ........... ·- ···- --·-·-··· ·-·· ······-········ ···-··

24
616

S-chool of pharmacy:
Grachtate students ....... _... .. ..... ·......... ....... -- .......... .
Undergraduates ....... - ····---. ·---~ - ____=-- . • - -· ••••• -·- · ·· ··-. • ••• •

80

Homeopathic medical college :
Graduate students .......... ·-·-···· ..-.----- ....•........ ·-·····-···Unu.e:rgradua.tes-.. · · - .... ___ .. -~·-·····-- -~- ........ ·-··. ----- .. -- · -- ·
College o-f, dental surgery:
Graduate students ......... · ·-- ...................... .... ......... .
Und.ergra.dnutes ...... ____....... -· ...... ~.- .....•..... ·- ...... · ··- ..

6-10
2

82
1
62
63
7
182
189

Deduct for names counted more than once .............. ·- ... -· .•..... ·.. .

2,810
30

Total .... ···-······ -- ··············································

2,780

D egrees conferrecl upon women, 1871-92.
[Women first admitted to the u.n frersity in 1870.J

Bachelor of arts, philosophy, science, or letters.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Muster of arts, ph ilosoph y, science, or l etters............................
Doctor of philosophy, on examination ...... .'............................
Doctor of medicine, depurtmen.t of medicine and surgery ........ -·......
Bachelor of laws·................ -· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pharme.ceutical chemist.......................................... .... ...
Doctor of m edicine, homeopathic medical college.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Doctor of dental imrgery ........................... _... ·""' ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Honorary...............................................................

367
45
5
287
28
21
7326
2

854:
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Department of literature, science, and the arts...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of medicine ancl surgery.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of law............................... ................... ...
School of pharmacy ........................... .:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Homeopathic medical college. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
College of dental surgery . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

514
71
2
6
14
7

614
Libraries: 84,000 volumes, 16,000 pamphlets.
Museums: Of natural history, Chinese civilization, chemistry and pharmacognosy, •
archrnology and ethnology, fine arts ancl history, anatomy and pathology, and collections illustrating industrial arts.
·

The board of judges, apparently, were most attracted by the exhibitions from the State superintendent's office at Lansing, the State University, the agricultural college, aud by the exhibitions from the public
schools of Bay City, Saginaw, and Ann Arbor.
The exhibition of the university especially gave it appropriate rank
among the institutions of its class.
Friends of the schools in the State could but regret some of the
important omissions, and naturally asked, '' Do not these omissions
point to a certain inadequacy in the organization of the State system'
If that system · operated with equal efficiency in every part of the
State, and in every grade of instruction, would not the response in
such a movement as this be more complete, place by place and grade
by grade~"
[1
The report of the State superintendent for the current year, 1893,
the fifty-seventh in the series for the State, is as usual a valuable document. From it a reasonable survey of the condition of education
may be obtained, the attendance by localities and by grades, the number of teachers, the -receipts and expenditures, and the many item8 USU·
ally contained in such reports. From it one can learn much in regard
to the legal requirements regulating public schools, and the relation to
the several"public institutions to the system of public instruction.
·
One feature of the repo~t i' unique and of special interest, and that
is a. ,~eries of sketcHes of the ex-superintendents of public instruction
for the State, together with portraits of each, beginning with Rev.
Davis Pierce and coming down to and including Cortland P. Stebbins,
ex-depu y superinten lent.
The university is acknowledged to be the mo t conspicuous of State
uni r . iti ,' and be normal school at Ypsilanti is ju tifying its foundati n. r ll agl'i ·ul ural ·oll g wa one of the fir t organized. The Ii t
fin ·ti u i n, in· rp rat •cl b 1 n t , u tained by the tate contains col. l mi of mark l m rit. The reformatory work by the
n~ · p i. l c t n i n.
mm·l· c 1 ,
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It should be noted tha t of tlle $8,000 expended on th educational
exhibit of the State, only $2,000 were appropriated by the l g-i l· tur ,
and over $4,000 were r aised by penny contributio~s. It will b e n how
great were the sacrifices of those who carried the exhibition through.
WISCONSIN.

Wisconsin is one of the States that sought, in connection wi h the
educational exhibit, to give the widest, most periranent, and mo t levating character to the influence of the occasion celebrated by the
Columbian Exposition.
Hon. E. 0. Wells, the State superintendent of schools, issued the
Columbian circular, containing patriotic and histol'ic selection for
October 21, 1892, together with the proclamation of President Ilarrison issued in accordance with the resolution of Congress; al o the
proclamation of Governor Peck, in which he embodied the resolution
offered by Hon. W. T. Harris, United States Commissioner o_f Education, and adopted by t_h e department of superintendence of the National
Educational A.ssociation at its meeting in Brooklyn~ N. Y., in February,
1892. The circular was effective in arousing interest. A.ppropriate
exercises were widely held. .A large amount of valuable information
took effect upon the thought of the people of the State. Especiallywere
the children better prepared t.o understand the instructive occurrences
connected with the Exposition.
Worthy of special attention is a volume of 720 pages, "p~blished
under the authority and by the direction of the State committee on the
educational exhibit for Wisconsin, 1893," containing contributions from
a large number of educators. It was edited by Prof. J. W. Stearns, of
the State University, and editor of the School Journal, and specially
promoted by Prof. William E . .Anderson, who was for nine years superintendent of schools, Milwaukee, and who did s·o much to make effective the education al exhibit of the State. The volume is filled with
valuable da,ta. Much of it is written by those who took part in the
events which they describe. It will be specially valuable to those who
would study the educational progress of Wisconsil)..
With this history in hand and the educational exhibit before us the '
student can hardly fail to gain a correct view of the progress and
conditions of education in the Commonwealth.
Education began in a most primitive way under the Territorial
organization. The State constitution has from the first required provi ion for education. The legislative and administrative experience
under that requirement. furnish most important lessons, some of them
full of serious meaning.
•
The district, a subdivision of the town, as the smallest geographical
and civil unit for school purposes, was imrorted fato the State from
New England before it evils had led to its rejection there. There
the town was first the unit. The district or subdivision of the
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town was adopted la,ter, in an evil moment. and remained until its
injurious effects compelled State after State to abolish district con,.
trol and re.turn to the town system . 'Ihe damage clone in Wisconsin
can not be recounted. Prejudice is so strong that unequal t.:uation.,
poor schoolhouses, inferior teachers, lack of grading in schools, and
unnecessary expenses are tolerated rather than to adopt the township
system in accordance with the law of 1869, which allows towns to do so
at their option, by vote. Comparatively few towns have a.vailed themselves of this l)rovision.
Centers of population have thus effective indepe.ud.e.nt organizations
·and carry on. their own administration and supervision, re12orting to
the State superintendent. The constitution adopted in 1848 required a
State superintendent, and the legislation of the next year nrovided for
town superintendents. The State superintendent is ex:officio a member
of the board of university regents a~<l of the normal school regents.
His responsibilities. are great. He bas an assistant and clerical aid.
Hts relations to all the pa.rts of the State system have a tendency to
give harmony and increased efficiency to the If hole.
In 1860 a law was passed providing for county superintendents. The
efficiency of the office has not always met. expectations, especia11y when
the salary has been too small to secure comJ?et.e nt service, or when for
any reason ther.e is au incumbent who is not qualified for the important
duties of the office. But, on the whole, the office bas added greatly to
the efficiency of the system ancl produced marked improvement in the
schools in the last thirty years. Two counties, Dane and Rock, are.
reported to have each two superintendents. Some counties clo not
furnish stationery.
High schools.-The progress of grading, resulting in high schools, was
slow at :first, but the experiment, when tried, proved its wisdom . The
first high school class in tlle State is said to have graduated at Racine
December 24, 1857. The Milwaukee high school opened in January,
1868, with 128 pupils. In 1860 there were less than 50 graded schools
iu the State. The State Teachers' Association in 1871 recommended a
course of study for g.racled schools and for public high schoolR. City
and county superintendents took similar action in behalf of couuty
ungraded schools in the following year. In 1875 the legislature, to
eucotua o-e thee tabli. hment of free high school , passed a law makiug
an annual approvriation of $25,000, of which each high school e ·tabli 11 (l might receive ·300 and an additional sum pro rata for the popu1, ti 1 unit •cl in thi action.
To])· m t h 1 . r . ult. the tate uperintend nt propo ed three
f 1l ·om· · of :t 1 ly, t"·o 1nbr ing f ur year , for cities of G,000 popu' n,1 < thircl f thr e y ar for town of 1 s than
.
<u th high ·li 1 · had incr a ed t 1 2, or lf)2 iucludlll'" l
n
aicl cl 1 • 11 1 ' ,
h }W l t, ti< 11 Jf
; ' •
tate niY r:ity
• 1 • 11 , ) 1 • i .
·ial a ·ti n " 'a t< k n until
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1870, when the_State Teachers' .Association recommended tllat graded
sehools prepare for admission to the normal school and that bigh schools
prepare for admission to the university, on certificate, without examination. The next y ear the State superint~ndent accentuated thi recommendation, and the year after it was enacted into a law by the legislature. ThP,re are now reported 85 schools in the State and 8D in other
States from which students are received into the university at Madison
without examination, on the certificate of the principal.
The State superintendent is provided with aid specially for inspecting high schools. In 1890 the State report of education cle.elared the
high schools the mos t potent fact~r in the educational system of the
State. This is the very opposite of the situation generally in our
country. Om secondary instruction has been confessedly the wea,kest
point in our .American system of schools .
.A specially hlteresting fact bas been brought out in the State report
i-n connection with the financial condition of families .sending pupils to
the high school. Of 119 high -schools reported it app~ared that 6,369
children attended, representing 5,491 families. Of these families 2,732
were rated below $1,000 '\\Orth of taxable property as assessed by the
State. Those rated between $1,000 and $25,000 numbered 5,645. Only
216 families are rated above $10,000. In other words, more than onehalf the patrons of the high schools are assessed at less than $1,000,
morn than three-fourths below $2,500, and only 1 in 25 above $10,00D.
The State superintendent adds, "The free high school is emphatically
the school of the poor man and of those in moderate circumstances."
As was to be expected under the circnmsta.nces, the public school
exhibit of the State was mainly from the graded school system, in which
the high school work was prominent. Peshtigo was comrnendedforexcellence of system; the South Kaukauna high school, for methods :fitted to
develop reasoning powers; Green Bay, specially for early introduction
of instruction in science; Little Chute, for general excellence; Racine,
for simplicity and naturalness in all grades. Tlle Milwaukee schools
were commended by l\fiss Fredriksen, first, for comprehensive presentation of system, statistics, courses of study, aucl buildings; second,
for good kindergarten work in clay, building, and tablet work; third,
for good work in physiology and geography in all grades; fourth, for
scientific work in high school ; fifth, for mechanical drawing in high
school; sixth, for practical manual training. The manual training
school of Eau Claire received a special award.
Nonnal schools.-From the first the teacher was the center of all
improvement in education in the State. Every friend of improvement
looked to him. Row could his qualifications be advanced f State superintendents constantly gave special attention to the answer of this question. Teachers' institutes, known as temporary normal schools, were
early held, sometimes wholly at the expense of the teachers, aided by
a few friends of education. The constitution of 1848 recognized normal sehools, but there was Jack of money for their organization. The
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university sought to promote the advance of qualifications among teachers, but it lacked means. Chancellor Lothrop asked of the legislature
an appropriation of $2,000 to establish a professorship and to support
a normal professor, "whose undivided time and energies should be
devoted to the duties of his charge." This was not granted. Professor
- Read, however, delivered two courses of professional lectures in 1856
and 1857 on the art of teaching. Eighteen students attended in 1856
and 28 in 1857.
In 1857, after a struggle, two bills of quite opposite import resulted
in the act for the encouragement of academies and normal schools, and
set apart one-fourth of the income from the sale of swamp lands, and
a board of normal school regents was created. The board did not
establish separate normal schools, but aided institutions already established which adopted the prescribed normal course, and also allowed $30
for each studeut pursuing that course. Excellent institutes formed
normal classes, such as Lawrence University, Milton Academy, A.Hens
Grove Academy, Beloit high school, Plattville Academy, Albion Academy, and Waupaca high school, but the plan did not work. The normal
training was subordinated to common academic work, and the result
desired was not attaine·d. In 1856 Dr. Henry Barnard, the eminent
educator, was elected by the regents of the university its chancellor,
and by the normal school regents their agent. He remained in these
positions and did his utmost to elevate the educational thought and
effort of the State, devoting himself especially to improving the qualifications of teachers and the work of the public schools. The growth
of intelligent sentiment was such that in 1865 the legislature provided
a larger endowment for normal instruction in the State in distinctively
normal schools. In 1869 the acts relating to normal teaching were
codified.
February 28, 1866, the board of regents voted to locate normal schools
at Whitewater and Plattville. At Plattville the local donation included
the grounds and buildings of the academy, and that school opened October 9, 1866, with Charles H. Allen as principal. Mr. Allen was then
in charge of the normal department of the university. The Whitewater school wa dedicated April 21, 1864. Oliver Arey became principal. He had brought the high school of Buffalo, N. Y., to a marked
degree of ucce and had had favorable experience as principal of the
Albrrny n rmal chool, in which Mr. Page, author of Theory and Practi
li hi.' grea work.
Th
th f th
rmal chool work de erves extended tudy. It
v in nali y an 1 iucrea ed in amount.
· h l 1 ·, t <l, r pe ively, at Plattville, Whitewater,
, 11 and 1il w, uk in 1 9 -1802 r orted a total
nr al
r,rmntofl597-mal~,4U ;femal,
f tn ly r
nr 'U 1-on
f tw y ar , fitting
tn ry · ·ho 1 · , n l u f hre, ' ear :fitting tea h r
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for the higher work of the graded schools. A model school, or practice department, was a ttached to each scl.1001. Gradually student· have
. required less in so-called academic studies, and been able to do more in
pure pedagogical work . Sin ce the opening of the :first normal school,
1,568 have completed the course, 792 the advanced course, and 776 the
elementary course. About one-third are men. Ninety-five per cent
have taught. It.is estimat ed that 10,000 of those who have attended
these schools but have not graduated have taught in the common
schools, thus dissemin ating something of their better methods. These
schools have alw-ays stood for high moral character and thoroughness
of instruction among teachers, with increasing specialization toward
principles and improved methods of education. Kindergarten and
manual training have been taken up cautiously.
The collective exhibit of these normal schools attracted deserved
attention. It was commended by Judge Fry, :first, for completeness as
a distinct presentation of normal training; second, for the evidence of
painstaking work on the part of the teachers, and intelligent effort on
the part of the pupils, a s seen in their practical criticism, methods of
study, and indications of originality. The award to Plattville noted
excellence of methods, results, especially in language, kindergarten, and
child observation. That to Whitewater, :first, the excellence of normal
work in its entirety; second, the excellence of 11ormal high professional
aim; third, method of original work; fourth, pedagogical text-books
by the faculty; :fifth, good drawing. Special note was taken of the
apparatus made by the pupils at River Falls.
Music in the Milwaukee school was specially mentioned.
·All the schools shared in these excellencies.
State University.-It may be well to remember that Wisconsin was
not erected into a separate Territory until 1836, and that it became a
State in 1848. The first Territorial legislature met at Belmont, Iowa
County, October 25, 1836. A law was passed protecting school· lands,
and an act establishing a university at Belmont. Tbe trustees were
authorized also to establish "colleges, academies, and schools dependent on the university." Twelve years passed be{ore the university
had an actual existence. Meantime Madison became the capital, and
the university was located there, the regents pnrcbaslng 50 acres of land.
Meantime, also, the legislature freely chartered colleges and academies.
February 5, 1849, a preparatory school was organized under Prof. J. W.
Sterling, whose connection with the university continued thirty-four
years. But the :first university class, so called, was formed August 4,
1850. The State did not give a dollar to the university before 1866, forgetting that the lands gr; nted were given as a sacred trust for the maintenance and support of a university, and that ,the State should do the
rest. The sum of $ 104,339.42, by act of the legislature, was taken from
the fund and applied to the erection of buildiugs. Be it remembered,
for the honor of the State, that this was restored by law. The univer-
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sity was meantime, however, so far crippled for furnls for current
teaching expenses.
Early after the act of Congress of 1862 making grants of land for
colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts was passed, the State turned
'its port1on over to the university, the moneys derived therefrom to oe
known as the agricultural college fund.
In 1866 a reorganization occurred. In the following year women
were admitted. Normal instruction, which had been so long in mind,
was formally provided for. A normal department was opened and 112
students entered. of whom 7G were women. In 1869 this department
was enlarged int~ a female college. In] 870 the State gave $50,000 for
the erection of a ha11 for young ladies. In 1878 Hon. 0. 0. Washburn,
once general, governor, and member of Congress, erected and eqnip1)ed
the observatory at bis own expens e.
In 1876 the tax of one-tenth of a .mill on -the dollar on the assessed
valuation of taxable property was authorized for the benefit of the university. In 1883 this tax was increased to one-eighth of a mill. In
1891 a State tax of one-tenth of a mill was ordered levied for six years
for the '' erectieu and maintenance of buildin gs for the military, dairy,
and law departments."
Iu 1885 the long struggling purpose to maintain a full normal professorship was realized in the establishment of the chair of the art
aml science of teaching. The very competent Prof. J. W. Stearns was
elected. He had been professor in the Chicago University, now
extinct. He had had special experience as principal of a Government
normal-school in Tucuman, in the Argentine Republic, and also for six
years a,s principal of the normal school at Whitewater. He bad also,
by the State act of 1885, given annually thirty or forty public lectures
in connection with teachers' institutes.
In 1888 a chair of agricultural puysics was established; also a chair
and laboratory of experimental and comparative psychology after the
plan -of the College of France. It comes into close relation to the
normal schools by arranging two special normal courses. "PrelegaJ,
premedical, and prejournalistic" course'=' were also established.
Farmers' in titute were underta,ken in 188G; already 61 bave been
held in a ingle year, with an attendance of 30,000. In 1887 a summ r
school of four week for tea ·.hers was opened, offering twenty conr es
of in ·tmction, whi h ha already r ach <l. an attendance of lnl. In
1 02 h
·h ol f hi ·tory political cienc , and economic was created,
i. h 1 rof. R
. Ely, of John· II pkin placed in
0
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sibility after rich experience as professor at .Ann .Arbor aud president
of Cornell Unive1·sity.
It may be said that the university is not only fast becoming a great
university, but, fn truth, the center of learning for the people of the
State. The income of the university for the year ending June 30, 1892,
is reported to be $268,510.60. Tuition is free to the residents of the
State.
. The exhibit of the university wa.s largely made up of photogTaphs
together with the record of changes published. The award of the judges
could be appropriately given for progress and instructive changes in
attemlance, appropriations, courses of study, and results of instruction
in the university, together with photographs of interior and exterior
views.
For the entire edncational exhibit of the State, Hon. J . H. Shinn
couid fitly recommend an award-first, for the evidence of good training
from the common schools through the university; second, for excellent
attainment of pupils in the elementary, secondary, college, and ·university instruction.
The State Teachers' .Association, which exerted a most helpful influence upon the course of educational progress in the State, represented
by Prof. W. E . .Anderson, was adjudged an award for the completeness
of its his_torical presentation and progress of instruction, the establishment of the university, normal schools, colleges, and other institutions
of learning in the State.
State institutions for special classes.-Their exhibit was found joined
with that of other institutions of this character.
I. A. Lapham called the attention of Hon. M. M. Strong, president of
the council of the Territory, as early as 1843 to the duty of providing
instruction to the deaf and blind. In 1848-49, Miss Wealthy Howes,
a resident of Magnolia and a graduate of the New York Institution for
the Deaf, began to teach .Ariadne Cheseboro, a deaf girl,_ at her home,
_together with J . .A. Dudley, a deaf boy. l\Ir: J. A. Mills, also from the
New York school, took up the woTk for four months with six pupils .
.April rn, 1852, tlie Wisconsin Institution for the Education of the
Deaf and Dumb was incorporated, to be located near the village of
Delavan. The present site is known as Phmnix Green, comprising 37
acres, of which 11 were donated by F. K. Phmnix. The school has an
instructive history. The buildings were burned on September 16, 1870,
and rebuilt, with improvements, by the State in 1880. The course of
in. truction is elementary, covering ten years, having advanced work
to be done at the National College at Washington, where twenty have_
enter,ed. Instruction is given in industries, both in the manual and oral
method . Nine hundred and twenty have shared in the advantages of
the in. titution.
·
The establi ·hrnent of the School for tbe Blind, at Janesville, followed
a movement inaugurated by the citizens of tllat place the 27th of
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August, 1849. The subscription was raised and a few pupils instructed.
In February, 1850, the legislature chartered the Wisconsin Institution
for the Blind. The growth of the institution is full of interest. In
i862 Superintendent Thomas H. Little announced three departmentsliterary, musical, and industrial. In 1878 kindergarten was introduced. In 1879 books printed for the blind, at Louisville, by the
National Grant, began to come to the institution. In 1891-02 the
school was graded to correspond with the graded schools of the State-.
'"kindergarten, three primary, four grammar, and a four years' high
school course." Piano tuning, typewriting, and housekeeping are
taught. Attention is given to physical culture. The school is in session forty weeks each year. It is free to all blind children in the State,
and, together with the school for the deaf and dumb, is regarded as a
part of tlrn State sys tem of public instruction. The school is located
-one main building-on 40 acres of land, on the south bank of Rock
Creek, within tlle city limits. The officers, assistants, and pupils,
October 1, 1892, numbered 120.
The Phonological InstUute.-In June, 1878, a permanent organization
of those speaking German, and eS!jecially interested in the oral method
for the deaf, was effected under this name. January 20, 1879, it was
incorporated with 120 members. For a time its proceedings and records
were in the German language. The Ladies' Aid Society gave it special
as~istance. A nonnal department for the trainin g of teachers in oral
me-thod was started, and in connection with it a, private day school.
Prof. Alexander Graham Bell became interested. Governor Rusk
recommended legislation to improve the treatment and education of
deaf-mutes. Professor Bell spent a couple of weeks explaining the
measure to the members of the legislature. March 31, 1885, the bill
became a law, by which was established what is now known as the
Wisconsin system for the education of deaf-mutes. The State provided
for the instruction of classes of deaf-mutes with the oral method, and
appropriated $100 for each pupil taught. There are now schools and
classes as follows : One in Milwaukee, with 42 pupils; one in Wausau,
with 5 pupils; one in La Crosse, with 8 pupils; another is about to be
established in Morristown. The same course of study is pursued as in
the day chool . The normal department of the Phonological Institute has trained 22 teachers by the oral method.
Ger?nan and English Seminary and .Academy, llfilwaukee.-The exhibit
f hi· in tituti n a tract d the attention of many special students.
ry fitly rec iv d, n award for excellence in drawing and e pecially
in i 1 ,
f £ rm and kill in ca ting. In fact the exhibit pointe t o
·h h t th • w r l i n t ' cify. Ilere work i done in accord with
_h m · t 11 r_ lV•h
rman m hod i both German and Engli h, and
~ .-,~1 . 1 ht 1', 11y Y rman f w alth. Th building i a model
ll\ hu1J lUIY ll '
•
.
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kindergarten, manual training department for boys, needle and faucy
work department for girls, and the gymuastic department, afford excellent opportunities alike for mental and physical training. Ilere young
ladies and gentlemen are fitted for teaching both Gerrnau and Engli h.
The methods fo11ow closely those of tbe German teachers' seminaries.
Here, too, is permanently located the normal school of the North
American German Union for the training of teachers of gymnastics.
Downer Oollege.-Tbis in stitution, named for its benefactor, is located
at Fox Lake . . It aims to give· higher instruction to women. It is under
the presidency of Miss Ellen 0. Sabin, formerly superintendent of
schools at Portland, Oreg. Downer College made a modest but effective exhibit, and received an award from the board of judges for general
excellence, wise direction, and great promise.
The Spencerian Business College, Milwaukee, deserved the recognition among business colleges which it received for excellence of methods
generally, but especially in stenography and typewriting.
Catholic schools.-The collections from the Catholic schools were found
in the Catholic exhibit. Many participated, and a large proportion was
recognized in the awards.
Not a few names preserve the memory of tbe first Catholic explorers
and settlers. They early established schools. . The State is now divided
into dioceses, and they report 279 parochial schools. Of these, 140 are
in the archdiocese of Milwaukee, 77 in the diocese of Green Bay, and
62 fo the diocese of L a Crosse. These schools enroll 44_,669 children;
23,939, or nine tenths of all the Catholic children, being in the archdiocese of Milwaukee, 12,200 in the diocese of Gi'een Bay, and 8,530
in that of La Crosse.
]}farquette College.-Tbis college, named for the eminent explorer,
was chartered by the legislature in 1864. It had its beginnings in St.
Aloysius Academy and St. Gall's Academy. The curriculum is the
same as that of the other Jesuit colleges in the United States. It
embraces two courses, the commereial and the classical. The commercial fills fonr years. TLe classical is more comprehensive, and is divided
into two departments-the academic, :filling three years of training in
the elements of English and the classics, and the collegiate, :filling also
three years with higher studies. Catholic doctrine is given systematically throughout all the courses, but the study of German and French
is optional. The method is that of the famous Ratio of Studiorum of
the Society of Jesus, adapted to the present circumstances. The Jesuits,
as a teaching body, do not change courses or methods with the change
of teachers; courses and methods remain the same.
Oathol-ic Normal School of the Holy Fa-mily, and Pio Nono College, St.
Francis, near Milwaukee.-The special aim of this institution is the
training of teachers for the Catholic parochial schools. Its imposing
building was dedicated January 2, 1871. In 1892-93 over 100 students
were nrolled. Here the American Cecilian S.ociety was founded in
1873, for the cultivation of true ecclesiastical music.
ED
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:The Provincial Se1ninary of St. Francis of Sales.-This institution, or
theological seminary, for the training of the priesthood, dates back to
efforts made in 1853. More than 600 priests, as wen a,s distinguished
bishops, received training here.
St. John's Instit1ite for .Deafmu.tes.-This school, located at St.
Francis, near Milwaukee, was opened May 10, 1876. It furnishes one
of the specially interesting features of Catholic education in the State.
The majority in attendance are the children of. the poor. For a time
the oral method was employed, but it was finally given up for lack of
time. A special feature is the training of the pupils iu the manufacture
of cburch furniture, altars, pulpits, ancl all ·kinds of carved work used
on pulpits. Orders come in from various quarters. It lrns an excellent plant, and turns out from $20,000 to $30,000 worth of work annually. The usual instruction in English is given to boys and girls.
Girls are also taught domestic economy.
The Catholic institutions in the State are generally reported without
large endowments, and are therefore supported by much self-sacrificing
effort. The large number of them which participated in the exhibition,
and the fullness, variety, and excellence of their collections, gave evidence of their :fidelity to the call of those who sought that there should
be no pause in the progress of improved methods.
MINNESOTA.

The expert, studying tlle exhibition of education from tbis State soon
saw indications of a closeness of relation and fitness of part to part
which indicated system. There is little room for the waste arising either
from overlapping or from lack of harmony. The College of Agriculture
and Mechanic A:rts is a part of the university. Their work, however
it may differ in any respect, is a unit in purpose. In this, as iu the
saving of tlle university from its early wreck, or from the mistake in tlt e
use of its lands, the wise devotion and la,bor of Hon. John S. Pillsbury,
as state senator, and governor daring three terms, ~ave borne most
abundant fruit. Fortunately, he is still a laborious trustee. The university has had only two presidents since its reorganization, Hon. W.
W. Folwell, LL. D., now an houored pro£ ssor, and II011. Cyrus Northrop, LL. D., its present nible and efficient administrative officer.
tis
fa t becoming one of our leading State universities in quality, breadth
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cation to every detail of educatio11al work. County supervision, as
a rule, is effi_cient,. Much attention has beeu given to buildings, Duluth
claiming to excel in its building for the high school. St. Paul and :M:inneap_olis, fortunately, haYe had able superintendents, who have held
the work up to a high stautlard, and taken care to introduce good
teachers.
Kindergartens are having a healthy growth, so also is manual training, without doing harm to instruction in other subjects. Libraries are
beginning to do their wor k both for pupils and those who have passed
beyond the school age. The board of judges, in addition to the merits
they saw in the office of the State superintendent, and of the university, and of the several normal schools, poiuted out t.he excellencies
~hey saw in the exhibit from a considerable number of citieG and towns,
including Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth, Stillwater, Winona, Henderson, Richfield, and Red wing. An award was given to the School
for the Feeble-Minded, at Faribault. Carlton College, under religious
auspices, located at Northfield, participated in the exhibition and was
awarded a diploma.
IOWA.

Anyone studying the Iowa educational .exhibit would find it <lift1cult

to believe that it came from a State in which the legislature half a century ago took retrogressive action with regard to schools and abolished
the office of State superintendent of instruction. · There were, ho-nrever,
pioneers in the State who were ready to support schools before they
were provided by law, and their spirit has prevailed and brought about
the present system of public education, embracing elementary, secondary, and normal schools, schools for the blind, dumb, and feeble-minded,
a college of agriculture and tlic mechanic arts, and a State university,
the whole sustained by tlle people in accordance with the organic law
of the State. Unfortunately, the unity of the entire system of instruction is not presented in the exhibition. Iowa, like her sister States,
shared m the great educational land grants from the National Govern. ment. Her pioneers encountered the usual hardships. lVIany mistakes
marked the early educa tional history. However, in 1856, Governor
Grimes had the wisdom to recommend that a commission lJe appointed
to revise the laws with regard to the lands and to schools. This was
done, and Horace Mann, then president of Antioch College, and Amos
Dean, of the Albany Law School and chancellor of the· University of
Iowa, and Mr. Bissel, of Dubuque, were named. Mr. Bissel was unable
to act, and Mr. Maun and Mr. Dean did the work, and the result waR the
school law of 1858, which lias done so much for education. So rapid
was the progress of education from this date that it could be said of
the public schools that" they were able to resist the shock of the civil
war more successfully than any other interest." It is worth remembering that this law made each township a district; all residents, colored
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as well as white, between the ages of 5 and 21, could attend school.
The property of the State must educate the children of the State.
Graded schools were continued, and each board of directors fixed the
branches to be taught; a county superintendent was to examine
teachers and visit schools; aid was provided for teachers' institutes;
high schools were authorized; districts could purchase Webster's dictionary and libraries; the whole was brought under the supervision of
a State executive school officer. In 1876 it was provided by law that
no person "shall be deemed ineligible by reason of sex t~ any school
office in the State," and women have since become school directors and.
superintendents. The map that shows the location of the high schools
in the State gives good evidence of the strength and efficiency of the
public school system. Teachers' institutes have done a great work i:q.
Iowa. Dr. J. L. Pickard conducted an institute in Dubuque as early
as 1849. More or less normal training was furni shed in colleges. Prof.
S. N. Fellows became instructor in the normal department of the university in 1867, and the State normal school was opened under J.C.
Gilchrist as principal September 14, 1876; his associates were N. W.
Bartlett, .A.• M.; D. S. Wright, A. M.; Miss Frances L. Webster, and
E, W. Burnham.
In 1893, under Homer H. Seer1ey, A. M., as president, the attendance
reached 811. In 1858 the State provided for an agricultural college and
appropriated $10,000 for the purpose, but gave no further aid for six
years. The national grant was accepted in 1862. The institution has not
been marked by that iutelligent and steady support which it deserves;
the attendance, however, bas advanced to about 300. The State University has grown out of the national university grant and the gift of
saline lands. It was established by an act of th~ legislature approved
February 25, 1847. It has experienced varied fortune. The several
able presidents found their post beset with many difficulties. During
the administration of President Pickard marked changes were effected,
bringing the work of the university more in barmouy with its great
central idea. Dr. Pickard had great advantage in guiding these
changes from his experience as young man in the East, as principal
for thirteen years of Platt vi11c Academy, Wisconsin; as superiutenclnt of public in truction for four years for that State, and for thirteen
yearn ,•uperintendent of hicago public schools. Among tlle great
hange n ade under hL· pr i<lency may be mentioned the abolition of
th pr parat ry de artment th articulation of the high school. with
h univ r . it ·, the i1 er a.· of ele ·tive and of the work of several
hair: u h a. 11, ural i n • nd hi.:tory. It ha been described" a
grat fully r
mb ,r lb ,· tud nt. a. a period in their liv when they
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tions as opportunities offer. The university extension is receiving
attention. Although the high schools have done a great work iu econdary education in the State, institutions of this grade, under private
direction, have been found useful and received very considerable support. Notable among them is Cedar Valley Seminary, founded in 1862,
located at Osage; principal, Alonzo Abernathy, Ph. D., for four years
the efficient superintendent of public instruction. Its attendance has
reached over 200.
1'here are numerous denominational colleges. All have preparatory
departments, nearly all of them admit women as students, and most of
them have women in their faculties. The Baptists haYe three institutions-Burlington University, Central University, at Pella, and the Des
Moines College. The Church of Christ (Christian) maintains Drake
University, at Des Moines, which has reported an enrollment of 907
students. They also maintain Oskaloosa Co11ege. The Congregationalists have two co1leges, one at Tabor and one at Grinnell. Tabor has
maintained itself through a remarkable series of trials. The co1lege
has now five buildings and its prospect is improving. Iowa College
was incorporated in 1847. Its first president, George F. Magoun, D. D.,
was electecl in 1862, and entered formally upon his duties in 1865,
and remained until 1884. Under his able presidency, in spite of the
greatest hardships, the college continued to grow with a faculty increasing to 15 and the attendance to 350, and having enrolled altogether
4,000 stnden ts. Under President George A. Gates the attendance has
advanced to 588. Among its alumni. it names H. H. Belfield (1858),
director of the Chicago Manual Training School; Irving J. Manatt
(1869), consul at Athens, Greece, and previously chancellor of the
University of Nebraska; Jesse Macy (1870), author of Our Government; Henry 0. Adams (1874), professor in Michigan University and
statistician of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and Albert Shaw
(1879), Americau editor of the Review of Reviews. The Episcopalians
have established Griswold College, at Davenport. Its real estate is
already valued at $325,000, and has a productive endowment of
$80,000. The Friends have two colleges-Penn College, at Oskaloosa,
and Whittier College, at Salem. The Methodists have five institutions
for superior instruction-Wesleyan University, at Mount Pleasant;
Simpson College, at Indianola; the University of the Northwest, at
Sioux City; Upper Iowa University, at Fayette, and Cornell Co11ege,
so long under the presidency of Rev. W. F. King, D. D., LL. D., located
at Mount Vernon. Bishop Haven said, "Never have I seen a lovelier
landscape than that which stretches out from Mount Vernon." The
colleg't3 was founded by Dr. Bowman. Dr. King has been president
since 1863, and the enrollment has advanced to 600 and over. The
exhibition of the colle.ge at Chicago was substantial, instructive, aud
deserved the award which it received from the board of judges.
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The United Brethren maintain Western College, at Toledo, w_hich h as
375 students. Amity College, undenominationa1, is located at College
Springs. The Presbyterians maintain Coe College, at Cedar Rapids;
Lenox College, at Hopkinton, and Parsons' College, located at Fairfield.
Had all these institutions adequately participated in the exhibition
much would have been added to its value and much instructive history
would have been brought to public attention. The school statistics
were presented in a very effective manner. A. map drawn by a pupil
of the Montezuma schools presented ~t a glance the location of each
one of the 13,275 public schools of the State. There was also an interesting chart giving comparative statistics. The work of the State
office was brought out with good effect. The showing of kindergarten
work was small, but indicating that the idea is receiving favor among
the teachers 4.n many of the citie8. Drawing is making good progress;
nature studies apparently r eceive limit ed attention. The same is true
of manual training.
The number of awards bestowed upon city schools was deser vedly
large. The school for the feeble minded received especial recognition.
The collections from Catholic schools were found in the Catholic cuucation al exhibit. In additio'n to the usual class work, they exhibited
typmyriting, business forms, music, and knitting·, embroidery, and fa,~cy
work by girls. Mrs. F. Hutchinson's school at Cedar Rapids received
an award for designs in silk, and Elio.t's Business College at Burlington
for bookkeepiug, typewriting, and stenography.
MISSOURI.

The visitor to the educ:1tional exhibit of Missouri was fortunate if
he h acl in haud the pamphlet entitled The Educational System of
Missouri. True, it di<l. not contain a description of some of the most
important features exhibited, omitting as it did to give any specific
information iu regard to such most instructive collections as tbose from
St. Louis and Kansas City, but it was in effect a key to the State system of education. It makes clear that the object so long sought by
the most eminent educators of the State, a system crowned with an
efficient university an<l. grading dowu to the primary school is already
sub ·tantia11y realized. The whole may be said to date back to the
organic act of Congres. by which tlie Territory of Missouri was in
lSL erect d out of Louisiana, which provid ed that religion, morality,
and know1 d b iuo· uece. aryto good government and the happrne~s
of man kin l ·hoo1 · an l th m ans of dncation shall be encouraffcd
~n l 1>r vi l ·d for from th p bli · lan<l. of the uited States in :-;aid
'I ni ory in • n ·h mann r a· '011gr . . 11all Jeem exp <lient. Tlie ffift
cf '· i ll G in ev 1 • town hip f 11 w <.1. • ortunately1 for a con, ic.ler, hl • nun h •r f Y • 1-. 110 , 1
a11o ~- cl. In 1 31 the leo·i latnre
r1 nn
I
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husbanded; i'n others foe lands sold at nominal prices and perhaps
the income squandered. Out 0f the wreck, however, there remain
$3,370,369.90. - Another fund, known as the county fund, was derived
from the sale of swamp and overflowed lands, amounting to abont
4,000,000 acres. This went through a similar· experience of mismanagement, but now amounts to $3,788,559.28. What was known as
the State common scJ.1001 fund was derived from the surplus distributed
from the United States Treasury in 1837 and from the sale of saline
lands given by the United States Government. Tlms it will be seen
what a large patron tbe National Government was of public common
school education in Missouri.. A debt of gratitude is due to those wlJO
labored for the honest and efficient administration of these national
gifts to education. Among the most valiant defenders of these funds
was Hon. R. D. Shannon, State superintendent of instruction. The
organization and administration from the university down is rcg·ulated
by the State legislature. The university, under its scholarly and accomplished president, R. H. Jesse, LL. D., is advancing in efficiency in all
its departments. It has already accomplished much for the lower
grades of instruction by bringing into such close relations with itself
53 high schools scattered over the State that their graduates are
admitted without examination to its courses iu ·the academic department and the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. The preparation of teachers for their important duties is provided for by a professor of the theory and practice of teaching in the university, by the
normal training furnished in such cities as St. Louis and Kansas City,
and by the normal schools at Kirksville, Warrensburg, and Cape
Girardeau, for whites, and in Lincoln Institute, in J e:fferson City, for
blacks.
The entire exhibition of th~ State deserved careful study. The
pupils' work from ~arrisville, Nevada, and MeJ.:ico had points of excellence which deserved recognition, but the cities of St. Louis, with its
population of 450,245, and Kansas City, with its population of 132,416,
by the last census, crowned the State public school exhibit in point of
ex cell en ce.
Both cities showed the results of philosophical syst em, part fitting
part, and each part, either subject or grade, fitted to its plan, and
adapted according to sound principles and by the best methods to do
the work assigned it, and to help toward the great end in view.
The St. Louis Rystem led the way, under the guidance of the practical
and philosophical care of Supt. William T. Harris, and has continued
its wise and effective course under the devoted and prudent guidance
of Supt. E. H. Long.
Here, under the supervision of Dr. Harris, by the devoted and skillful efforts of Miss Blow, kindergarten. was adopted into the public
school system, and thus St. Louis was the pioneer in the movement
which bas led so many cities to make the kindergarten a part of the

•
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public school programme. The high school, under Professor Soldan, is
one of established merit. The normal trainin g is of a higb order.
Kansas City has been fortunate in the continued able and devoted
supervision of J.M. Greenwood. If as a city it did not lead at the
start, its schools have come to rank among the best. Merit is limited
to no grade, but is found from the kindergarten to the high school.
Here the use of the pen and pen~il are introduced together, and the
upright stroke in writing is well established.
There were reported in 1892 in attendance in public kindergartens
in the State of Missouri 6,890 pupils, of whom 6,830 were in St. Louis.
ST. LOUIS MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.

A leaflet prepared by Prof. 0. M. Woodward, its able director, gave
the desired information. The St. Louis Manual Training School is a
subdepartment of Washington University. Besides the usual college
or literary department, the university contains six professional schools,
all of high grade: Engineering, law, medicine, dentistry, fine arts, and
a school of botany. There a~e three subdepartments: An academy
for girls, a classical school for boys, and the manual training school.
Graduates of the three last enter the undergraduate department (college and engineering school) as freshmen. This shows that the ·manual
training school is a school of secondary grade.
The manual training school was organized to effect several ends:
(1) To furnish a broader and more appropriate foundation for higher
technical education.
(2) To serve as a developing school where pupils may discover their
innate capacities and aptitudes, whether in the direction'" of literature,
science, engineering, or the practical arts while securing a liberal
elementary training.
(3) To furnish those who look forward to industrial life with a suitable preparation.
(4) To stimulate and develop tlrn whole boy b y cultivating memory,
taste, observation, invention, judgment, will, and habits of industry,
circumspection, precision, and exact thought. It is thus seen that the
manual training school is a school for general rather. than for special
education. It pre erves all approved methods of promoting intellectual
growth and vigor, but is not limited to them. While it adds a new
·ulture, i enha
.· the value of old one . His not a trade school, nor
.. -pro-£ · i nal hool though it cover three year the condition of
a lmi · i n ing , u ta tially the ame as for good high school . The
· ·h
f a ·a
ic nd manu 1 work embraces five parallel line , a
f 11 w::
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(3) .A course in language and literature, including English grammar,
spelling, rhetoric, composition, literature, llistory, aud the elements of
civics and political economy. Latin, French, and German are introduced as electives with a part of the English ·and science.
(4) .A course in penmanship, free-hand and instrumental drawing.
(5) A course of tool instruction, including joinery, wood carving,
wood turning, molding, pattern making, brazing, soldering, forging,
and bench and machine work in metals.
There is no option as to the kind or extent of shop work; no narrow
selection is permitted. None of the work here exhibited, except the
programmf's and descriptive drawings, was made for this Fair. Selections were made from regular class work, and several specimens of each
exercise are presented, so as to show that none of the work is exceptional. It is all student .work. No skilled workers are employed to
execute the difficult parts. Every piece of shopwork is made from a
drawing. .As a ru1e the drawings here seen belong to the boys who
made them ~nd must be returned to them.
NORTH DA.KOT.A..

The two great States, N ortb and South Dakota, were carved out of
the Territory for some years known as Dakota. There was a strong
and active disposition to sell the lands intended for educational purposes, or in some way divert them during the Territorial period; but
by the watchful care of friends in the Territory, aided by the watchfulness of the Bureau of Education at Washington, this was prevented, and these States, when organized, came into the inheritance
of a large domain sacred to the education of youth. The income from
this source has been found already helpful and will continue to be so
while the honor of the State lasts.
The following is the statement furnislled of lands assigned to educational purposes in North Dakota:
• Acres.

University. ____ . _..•.. _.. _: ______ . __ .. _. _.......• _•. __ .. ____ . _. _.. _. ____
96, 000
Agricultural college ____ .. _............. _. ...... __ ..... _... ____ . __ .. __ ..
90, 000
Reform school ....... __ .. ___ ....·.. _... _.... ____ . _.... _.... _... .... __ .. . .
20, 000
40, 000
School of mines ...... _..... _.. _. __ ...... _. _...... _...... _. _........ __ .. .
State normal school._ ....... __ ......•....... _......... _......... __ .. _.. .
80, 000
School for the deaf ... __ . _. _.. _. _.... _.. _................... _. . . . . . . . . . . .
40, 000
School for the bliud .. ___ .. _..... _..... _ ... __ ...... __- ... __ ......... _.. . . .
30, 000
School for the feeble -minded ... _........... ___ ............ ___ ...... _....
20: 000
Normal training school. .. _... _. __ ... _.............. __ .......... __ .. _. _..
20, 000
, chool of forestry .. _.. _....... ___ ... _.... __ ...... __ ................. ___ .
40, 000
Scientific school .... __ ....... ... . __ .. _............ _.. __ ... _.. _.......... _
40, 000
Public schools .. _.... _. __ .... _.. ,_. __ ...... _.... _. _... _................. 2,404, 000
Total ........ ___ ... ___ . _.. _ ....... __ .... _. __ ... ___ ...... _. .... _. _. 2, 950, 000

This State has added to the agricultural college grant, and the
amount now named as belopgiug to the college is 150,000 acres.

.
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The State was fortunate in having early as State superintendent of
public instruction the Hon. John Ogden, who was prepared by long.
experience ancl wide observation to select for the people the best things
in education. In prepa,r ing for the exhibition he sought that the schools
should speak for themselves and tell the story "of their birth, purpose,
and present progress." In addition to the usual communications by
letter and circulars advising and stimulating effort for the exhibition,
he sp~ent some six weeks in actual organization and in inspecting the
work to be sent forward from more than twenty of the leading schools
in both city and country. He early sought to add from private means
to the $20,000 appropriated by tho State. The plan of the exhibit was
excellent; the views of buildings and grounds showed careful attention
to pedagogical conditions; the programmes of study were constructed
on the most improved principles; the work of the pupils, especially from
the chief towns, indicated good methods. There was good kindergarten
work, particularly from Fargo. Good drawing is already taught, as was
seen in most of the city work, notably in that of Valley City and J arnestown among the smaller places. 'rhe high merit of work from the large
cities, such as Fargo and Grand Forks, was manifest. · Examples in the
common branches from the remote schools and sparsely settled counties
gave evidence of the extension of the advantages of the public school
system to the mos~ out-of-the-way pioneer settlements. What this signifies for these young Statecs can not be described. Already the beneficial influences of the higher institutions of learning established is
recognized. The agricultural college was opened to students on the 5th
of January, 1892. It is located near Fargo, and its grounds and farm
comprise 640 acres. Each county in the State is given one scholarship.
9
The two normal schools, one at Valley City and the other at Mayville,
are doing promising work. The university, located at Grand Irorks,
was chartered by the Territorial legislature on the 27th of February,
1883. In 1884-85 the attendance was 79; in 1891-92, 343.
The character of the faculty is a guaranty of good pioneer work.
SOU'l'Il DA.KO'fA.
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tural college exhibited illustratiye pllotographs; tlle -normal school
exhibited four volumes of work. The number of towns and districts
tllat participated was large. Some of the centers of population gave
evidence of having well-graded systems. Pupils' work from country
districts gave evidence of great abiiity of the teachers, and of intelligent
and earnest work on the part of pupils. Both kindergarten and manual training arc beginning to receive attention. From some cities the
drawing was in excellent taste. The large map showing the number
and location of all school buildings of every kind, public, private, and
denominational, as well as the large map showing the location and area
of all school lands, with statistics, was especially full of promise for the
future. The first schoolhouse in Dakota, in oil, was exhibited. by Mrs.
D. P. ·ward. The awar<ls given to the State were discriminating and
were bestowed upon the State as a whole, upon the State University,.
upon the systems of some of the leadiug towns, and upon the common
schools of two counties. The Catholic schools were included in tlleir
special exhibit, and several of then1 were recognized among the 8iwards.
NEBRAS:{r.A.

The educational exhibit from this State had a close resemblance to
th at of others similarly situated; you were sure it was American. T~e
efforts of the State superintendent in behalf of the exhibit was manifest, and received an award. All grades, il!cluding· the university, were
represent8d. Under President Canfield tlle university has enjoyed
more peace and consequently been more prosperous. Its laboratory
work was TT'ell brought out. In the public school collections, manual
training was not so extensively re1jresented proportionately as in some
of the other States. Illustrative lessous were largely exhibited and full
of interest, showing the intelligence, :fidelity, and skill of the teachers,
and often the invention of the pupils. The school collections of Omaha
led, but others followed closely from York, Hastings, Stanton, Beatrice;
Lancaster, Holdredge, Wyman, Grand Island, Parnell, aml Nebraska
City, and each received au award naming its points of excellence.
KANS.AS.

The spirit of liberty, so characteristic of this State, has never failed
to manifest interest ju the education of the people. The schools of the
State, as in other cases, were not all represented; but there was afforded
a fair opportunity ~o study their characteristics. The effect of the
superiority of individual teachers or officers, or of a local spirit, was
Been here as elsewhere. One could not fail to recognize the iu:flueuce of
the proximity of so large a center as Kansas City, iu Missouri, which is
due in no small degree to the efficiency of the eminent educator, Hon.
J.
Greenwood, uperiutenclent of instruction. From the ilrst, there
hav been schools ju fhB State at the very front in tlle use of all appli-
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ances, methods, and principles. In some cases it is to be confessed that
injury has been done by too freq ueut changes of officers and teachers.
The exhibit as a whole did the State credit. The methods of the
kindergarten are by no ·m eans universal in the schools, but they have
taken firm hold, and by a considerable number of teachers and officers
are well understood and intelligently employed. From the kindergarten
to the most advanced university work the State system is showing
increasing steadiness and efficiency, whether there is under observation
the university itself, or the college of agriculture, or the normal school,
including the increasing of the number of high schools as well as those of
a lower grade. Everywhere, as officer and teacher, or pupil, woman
has her place. The several disseminating agencies under the State
superintendent, aided by educational journalism, are carrying into every
part of the commonwealt.h ·the best there is in education. The calamities which have overtaken industry have necessarily affected the school
work. The board of judges, in their critical examination, granted.
diplomas to the State school office, State university, college of agriculture, normal school, and to a, considerable number of towns, and to the
rural schools of several counties.
·
COLOR.ADO.

The v1s1tor approaching the Colorado exhibit will recall the fact that
the State was admitted to the Union in 1876, the year of the Centennial
at Philadelphia.
The exhibit is one of a series that point to the increase in number of
States in the few years which have elapsed since that Exposition. It
affords great assurance to ~lie patriotic statesman that these new
States have laid, in the education of the people, a foundation for future
order, prosperity, and greatness. Here, too, becomes apparent t,he care
of the General Governmeut. Each university, each college of agriculture audits experiment stat.ion has, by aid of grants from the NatioDal
Government had a fin aucial foundation at the start, to give assurance
of success to the first feeble efforts after th0 orgauizatiou of the State.
The ame is emphatically true of the common schools. '.l'he granting
of the sixteenth ection of land to the support of common schools,
dating back to the ordinance of 1787, which applied to all the territory
owned by the nited State northwe t of the Ohio, has been a nio t
J.) t 11 factor in the progre · of the intelligence of the people in all the
ta ,., form cl ·in ·e bat dat . ~ Trn , a number of States mi managed
tu
na i u 1 b n ficeuc , aud lo much of the advautage it "·as
t · rnr .
be tat · mor r c ,ntly organized come into the
, · ·.·i n f < m gnifi 11
part to common hool ' aud
miv ·r i i • , I> · rv
·mall mea ure by the vi ·i1· n
· r •· f l1 .,. m· ' l
•
ir
cl 1cation, which I ar d no
f r h I r ·r i n f hi , great gra
,n1
1 " 1 ,· ·u im ·nt
nt r upon it admini -
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tration well informed of the instructive experience 0f the States that
had previously entered upon the use or abuse of this heritage. Indeed
we must turn to the annual reports of the National Bureau of Education for the fullest anuual data of the education c,f this vast region
before its organization into States. There foreign students will find a
solution of the puzzle which they encounter in the history of the education of th e new States. In these reports they will learn of efforts
which created the systems of education in these States and made them
ready for efficiency upon tho first entrance to statehood.
Colorado fitly suggests its growth of common schools by setting a
model of its earliest district schoolhouse over against the exhibition of
the improved ·architecture and conveniences of its most recent school
structures, which were the admiration of so many visitors. The State
system of education has in it elements well adapted to efficiency. Its
supervision is provided (l) for the State, (2) for counties, (3) for cities
or large centers of population. Good pro.vision is made for local
action. The State brings the different parts of the State activity in
education in to a fair measure of correlation or cooperation, viz, the
common schools, normal schools, college of agriculture and mechanic
arts, and the State University. Charters are granted the institutions
of learning by the legislature, as in other States .
.As Denver has outnumbered other cities of the State in population,
so it has been called upon to lead in educational influence. Fortunately, it early secured Hon. Aaron Gove as the superintendent of its
city schools. He had not only the love of the work to be done and
the ability to do it, but · he had a rare equipment. His is one of
the names of emiuence associated with the early years of the Normal
U nivernity of Illinois, founded by Gen. 0. E. Hovey. His experience
as a Union officer and teacher added to his outfit. He believed that
Denver and Colorado ought to have the best there is in education.
The exhibition gives good evidence of his wisdom and that of those
who with him have done the work of laying the fou~dation of education in the State.
Hou. J. H. Shinn, superintendent of schools for Arkansas, commended
in strong terms the State exhibit of Colorado for, first, the fine display
of college and normal school work; second, the large display from the
public schools; third, for careful provision for the complete educatfon
of all the children of the State; fourth, the sound pedagogy of tbe mass
of the schools and especially those of Denver; :fifth1 for the manifestly
careful supervision of the ex-State superintendent, H on. Nathan B. Coy.
The exhibit of the schools of Denver was made especially realistic by
the aid of the stenographer and the phonograph. The stenographer
gave an e act report, mistakes and all, of the course of exercises in a
given grade or school. The phonograph preserved the exact tones of
the voice of teachers in reading and mu ic. The plans of schoolhouses,
the principles and method of organization, administration, and instruc-
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tion were much commended. The ex"i1ibits of Greeley, Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, Boulder, Longmont, and Leadville compare with Denver, or
follow closely the iines of its success. The normal school at Greeley
received strong commendation. The judge said that the exbil>it
deserved an award, first, for a Iarg·e and varied collection, well installed,
containing charts used as a device for showing the semiconcrete idea
involved, the amount of knowiedge gained, and the test of its assimilation ;\.second, for sloid work arranged by programmes from tlle kiudergarten to the high school, setting forth the usefulness of the articles
made, the accuracy of pupils in drawing, making drawings, and the
working from them, together with essays by students on the tools and
articles u sed, and the economies thereof; third, work in science after
Agassiz, testing power to apprehend the object studied and to express
in drawing as well as in words what was seen, together with tlle usual
class vrnrk; fourth, programmes and work in (a.) kindergarten, (b) English, (c) arithmetic and other stnclies; fifth, specimens of stucly, showing professional training in tlle laboratory method of investigating and
reviewing each subject by clearness of thought, accuracy of expression,
and excellence of elaboration in the history and .p hilosophy of educatio n, applied methods and psychology not limited to text-books, but
studying se]f, others, literature, and history.
The school at Colorado Springs for blind and deaf is <l.oing excellent
work. The school of mines at Golden p romises great usefulness in
applying science to the great mining interests of the State.
The agricultural college at Fort Collins has aJready won a strong
position by its helpfulness in solving the problem of agriculture peculiar
to tho State.
The State University at Boulder bas laid good foundations , and
promises to keep up with the increasing demands of the growing population .
Of the chartered institutions for superior instruction under private
direction the university (l\fetbodist) at. Denyer and the college (Congregational) at Colorado Springs are the most notable.
Connected with the educa,tional exhibit of the State, several priyate
exhibits have special merit; among them may be mentioned the so-called
alphab t busy work, by J\'Iiss J. l\'I. Mitchell, associating the J)honetic
sound with the form of the letter; the McDonald globe; the Carter
<.l , k ea el t be used in teaching drawin g, and the contour map of the
1
1 tat , by l\1 . sr:.
oy Jack. on and Van D ie t.
' h Catholic chool· of the State were repre:ente<l in the Catholic
.·hil>i ai~d r c ·i Al mn ·h ·omm ndatior for their general excellence,
~>e •ial~~' t I' ll tll W r}r .. IHl embroicl ry, typewriting, bookkeep.
lll ~. I th1 11 to 'r, am 1111:ic.
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ARKANSAS.

The educational exhibit of Arkansas represented the schools both ~f
the white and the colored population, and in addition to the common
schools the work of the State included that of the normal schools, the
colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts, the university, and other ·
institutions of superior instruction.
The public school system is administered unc}er the legal enactments
of the State. The chief executive officers are the State superintendent
of public instruction, county examiners or superintendents, and_ cit.y
superintendents of schools.
The excellence of the State exhibit of education is especially due to
the energy and zeal of Hon. Josiah H. Shinn, the State superintendent
of public instruction. The State adopts for its motto in respect of education "A well-e{].ucatecl child is the best legacy possible to leave to the
State."
The advance of instruction, especially in recent years, is full of
encouragement. Better buildings are erected, better qualifications are
reqnired on the part of teachers, and more interest is shown by parents.
In 1883 the expenditures reported for education were $479,471, and in
1890, $1,622,510.28; and in 1891 the school enrollment reached half a
million. Careful provision is made for the education of-the deaf, dumb,
and blind. The schools in the larger towns and cities, especially in
Pine Bluff, H elena, Batesville, Fort Smith, and Little Rock, deserve
the high commendation so generalJy bestowed.
Separate schools are provided for the blacks and whites. The plant,
the buildiugs, grounds, machinery, and other appliances for the Colored
Industrial School at Pine Bluff have been selected with reference to
tb~ best and most recent standards.
ICENTUCKY.

In spite of the obstacles in the way of friends of education in this
State, it made an exllibit of education honorable to themselves, honorable to the localities and institutions participating, and helpful to their
work. The judges pointed out appropriately in their awards the
excellence of the ·office of the superintendent, of the university at Lexington, and of the schools of Louisville, especially noting the free kiuclcrgarten and the manual training- and lligh school ·and the public
schools of Lexington and Frankfort; the text-books and work of Ephraim Smith, and the school work from the seminary under Dr. Sayre,
both of Lexington. The work for both the feeble-minded aud tlle
blind. in the State has for years attracted special attention, and both
the schooi for feeble-mind ed. at Frankfort and the .American Printing
House for the Blind, at Louisville, received awards. The number of
Catholic institQtious on which awards were bestowed was comparatively large, located in the principal towns- eight at Covington.
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WEST VIRGINIA..

• This State, which constituted- a part of Virginia until set off by itself
during the civil war, did not make a full exhibit of its educational work,
but set forth quite faithfully, as far as it went, the progress of the common schools for the education of its people. It consisted chiefly of
pupils' work from the various grades, reports, photographs, and other
articles illustrating edu~ational conditions. The judges, in granting
awards, pointed out special excellencies in the schools of Wheeling,
Parkersburg, Charlestown, Fairmount, Martinsburg, Morgantown, and
Mount Pleasant. The office of the State superintendent received
an award. · A unique feature was the collection from twenty-three villages. Educational progress is greatly indebted to the aid received
from the Peabody fund.
FLORID.A.

Considering the embarrassing circumstances, this State deserves
great credit for its educational exhibit. Awards were given to collections from schools in the counties of Orange, Escambia, and Volusia,
also for work from Palatka, and from both colored and white schools in
tTacksonville and St. Augustine, and to the county normal, De Land, the
Normal and Industrial College at Tallahassee, and to the office of State
superintendent of schools. St. Joseph's Academy, at St. Augustine,
was also awarded a medal.
CATHOLIC S CHOOLS.

Catholic schools were the only oDes, or chief ones, which exhibited
from several States. From Alabama, three Catholic schools received
awards; from Louisiana, Soule's Commercial College, New Orleans 7
received an award, otherwise the awards were given to Catholic institutions of learning, of which 11 were located in New Orlean ; from
Mi sissippi, only Catholic schools exhibited, and received 7 awards, 3
of these being located at Natchez; from Tennessee, only the Aslrn Art
School, Memphis, Central Tennessee College, Nashville, under Methodist auspices, and St. Patrick's school, received awards, and notably
the Chri tian Brother College, Memphis, whose very worthy president,
Brother Maurelian, wa director of the Catholic exhibit; from Texa
nly atholic chool.· exhibited, and 3 received awards; and from
rm nt uly a h lie instruction was exhibited, and St. Joseph
c
u award.
A'l'LANT.A UNIVERSITY.

cqlored people and
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The exhibit gave ample evidence of good training, furnished in letters,
in the sciences, and in handiwork. Moral and spiritual aims pervade
every department of the institution.
THE FREEDMEN'S AID SOCIETY OF THE METHODIS'.l' EPISCOPAL
CHURCH.

[Rev. J. C. Hartsell, secretary.]

This society, with the some forty schools and colleges under its supervision, about half of them devoted to colored education, exhibited work
from Central College, Nashville, Tenn., and from Claflin University,
South Carolina, and received for the same deserved recognition by the
board of judges. The exhibit included the students' work in the several literary and scientific subjects taught, and specimens in manual
training. The whole gave good evidence of the great work carried on
by the society, and left no doubt ef the capacity of the colored youth
to receive education in both lines. It was unfortunate for those who
came to the great exhibition to get a just view of the education now
furnished in the country to a race who were so recently slaves that
more of the education offered them both by public and private means
was not represented. This great side of .American education was too
nearly-left out of view.
HAMPTON INS'l'I'.l'UTE.

Tlie exhibit from this institute) located at Hampton, Va., recalled its
phenomenal history. It rec--eives for the benefit of its colored students
from Virginia a portion of that State's national grant in aid of agriculture, but is mostly sustained by benevolent friends. For a considerable time it has received Indians as well as negroes. Its methods with
Indians are much the same as those at Carlisle, Pa. (which see). The
exhibit fitly contained a portrait of Gen. S. C . .Armstrong, made by one
of the students. Its work with the negroes from the first has been most
satisfactory. Its attendance is large and not limited to Virginia, and
its students have gone out to all parts of the South. Great pains have
been taken to follow them, whether Indians o.r negroes, and 'the results
are most conclusive of tbe good work done. General .Armstrong was
the son of a missionary to the Hawaiian Islands, and grew up amid
opportunities of seeing how a degraded people is to be elevated. He
was a graduate of Williams College and an officer, and gained his rank
in the Union Army. He was ready to be guided not by untried theories, but by the facts he encountered, by the condition · of those whom
he sought to educate. He was an enthusiast of a high or<ler. His wisdom won approval by its practical results, both from those who favored
and those who opposed the education of the colored people. The institution receives both sexes, and combines study with work by the hand.
The greatest empha i i placed upon moral training. The exhibition
wa one of extr me er dit, a1Hl received hearty commendation from the
board of judge:, and from the han<l of tbose who examined it.
ED
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MONTANA AND UTAH.

_This new State and this old Territory illustrate how school systems
grow up in our Territories and become a fixed part of the administration of each State as it enters the Union. Each is aided by great
land grants from the General Government, encouraging and requiring
public instruction, graded from the first steps in learning up to the last
work of the university, modified especially to meet the great demands
of the agricultural and mechanical industries. _ Nowhere else are Commonwealths started witb. such an outfit; and these exhibits are evidence
that there may be_found in each localities and people that enter folly
into the appreciation of the opportunities offered them. Their school
law, admfoistration, architecture, books, teachers, and the work of their
pupils sometimes will not be found behind the best in the land. One
is amazed to notice so often evidences of the knowledge of the best
principles and methods shown in the most dist.ant and out-of-the-way
places. It may be fairly claimed that this result is largely dne to the
United States Bureau of Education, which communicates with all alike,
wherever located, bringing each into the great educational family and
sending to each the information it gains from all.
·
CALIFORNIA.

The educational exhibit of California was separated from the· main
body of exhibits in the Liberal Arts Building; the State concentrated
its efforts in several departments in the California Building. Tllis was
an imitation of one of the old missions found in the country when taken
possession of by the United States. The buildiug was unique aud
added to the variety and historic interest -of the collection of State
buildings, and fnrnished an excellent opportunity for the installation of
the characteristic products of the State, and maps and pictures and a
V8riety of objects telling the story of its marvelous growth, especially
since tlle "gold fever" of '4D, presenting views of its interesting vale,
mountain, and water scenery, of its various productive agricultural
lands, its vast vineyards, its noted ranches, its 1uxuriant orchard.· of
orange, lemon, aml other semitropical fruit , not omitting its giant trees.
There were, ,·triking representations of the manelous growth of its
citie:, and attractive pictur of its palatial homes and beautiful villns.
II re a11(l there pictur of it public in titntion showed the quality
of utility, combi11 <l "·itll ir 1prc. :ive arcl1itecture· a great -variety of
. .
'
, ati:h ·: n. w ·11 : • forth, and a large amount of vuluaule litera;va.· i tri 1 <1. In th mid. t of this great tate di ·play the
phi ·al · H 11 Ya: not .-, ti:ft cl itlrnr with the opportunity
o · h < i pl. Y of ·11 1c, ti n r ·i h the e.·t nt to which th
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were, however, educational collections of merit as recognized both by
casual visitors and the experts of the board of judges.
An award was given -to the public schools of Oakland, San Jose,
Temescal, San Diego, St. James, Pasadena, Santa Barbara County,
the Coggswell Polytechnic College, and the Golden Gate Kindergarten
of San Francisco, and a large number of Catholic institutions.
To estimate correctly the wisdom and value of the educational efforts
in the State, there should be kept in mind the motives and conditions
of its settlement-the varied sources of its population. The early rush
of settlers was not for the purpose of :finding relief from oppression or
to found a great model State, but to get gain, to gather gold, with little
thonght beyond; but in this condition of affairs there were those who
lrnd other thoughts, who sought to lay foundations deep, broad, and
sure for the social, civil, and religious institutions of liberty". They
builded in the midst of overwhelming difficulties. They builded well.
In connection with educational beginnings no name is more deservedly conspicuous than that of John Swett, a native of New Hampshire, a born teacher, and favored with the best training in principles
and methods. He was among the :first teachers on the Coast, and with
his legal friend has to be credited with the draft of the first school law
enacted, which has operated ever since so efficiently in the establishment of schools and in promoting the intelligence and virtue of the
people of the State. Its points of excellence and their results are most
instrncth-e.
Hon. J. W. Anderson, superintendent of public instructiou, reports"
a school population of 203,897 between the ages of 5 and 17 years for
the year 1892. Of these 213,359 attended public schools, ·21,001 were
in private schools, and 59,537 uid not attend any school during the
year. There jg in the State a compulsory attendance law, and in explanation of these absences the State superintendent observes that many
of those absent are between the ages of 5 and 6 years; others are
employed at home; others are detained by ill healtl1; some by preference are not started to school until 7 or s, and some taught at home.
It is interesting to note that of the children enumerated by the census
1,835 were negroes, 1,361 were Indians, and 1,364 were Chinese.
Subordinate to the State supervision there is supervision of instruction in the cities and larger towns, and county supervision in the
rural sections of the State; 2,Hn districts maintain schools over eight
months, 30 district' less than six months.
Of the 238,095 pupils enrolled in public schools, 170,683 were in primary classes, 61,.39 in grammar clas es, and 6,021 in high .schools. Of
the 5,891 teachers employed 1,222 are males and 4,6u0 females. Tlte
average salary paid to female teachers is $66.12 per month, and to male
teachers $82.96. Of the teachers 4,721 subscribe for some educational
journal, and 1,134 are gTadnate of California State normal schools and
382 of other normal chooI . The total valuation of school property is
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reported to be $15,193,996. _ Of this $355,780 is in school apparatus,
$637,438 in school libraries, and $14,200,778 in sites, houses, and furniture. The total annual expenditure is given as $5,351,891.32, of which
$608,229.27 were paid for sites, buildings, and furniture, and the balance
for apparatus, libraries, salaries, and contingent expenses. The State
report for 1891-92 does not contain either the reports of the normal
scl:.wols or that of the State University, which crowns the system of public instruction in the State. The teachers' institutes are an interesting
feature of the school work of the State. The State superintendent
reports having personally visited the teachers' institutes in 36 different
counties, and that of the 5,991 teachers employed there were reported
in attendance upon teachers' institutes 5,609.
The city of San Francisco, by far the largest in the State, in the
report for 1894 shows a school census population of 68,390, a total valuation of school property of $5,063,363.85, a total annual expenditure of
$889,009.32, a total enrollment of 44,349 youth, of whom 1,230 were in
the two high schools, 571 in the commercial high school, 38,262 in the
grammar schools, and 4,286 in the evening schools.
Hon. John Swett, the veteran educator, in closing his four years'
administration as city superintendent of schools, remarked:
I have done my utmost to secure some method of appointing teachers better than
that of personal favoritism or of political spoils.
In taking leave of the 900 teachers of the school department, some of whom have
been my personal friends and coworkers for many years, and nearly one-half of
whom were my pupils in the girls' high and normal schools, I do so with regret, as
my retirement from office, in all probability, marks the end of my life work in teaching and in school supervision.
I wish also in closing this report to return my sjncere thanks to the people of
this city for their long-continued kindness to me, both in prosperity and adversity.
Forty years ago I came here a young man, friendless and unknown. I secured an
humble position as a teacher. Here I have devoted my youth, my manhood, and my
advancing years to the public schools.
As teacher, as State superintendent of public instruction 1 as city superintendent
of public schools, I have put into my work all my enthusiasm and all my energy.
I love the city of my adoption. I am proud of her schools. I ha Ye a pro found faith
that a good system of public schools is essential to the preservation of good government. The public school mus12_ he made the nurseries of intelligent patriotism.
They must be jealously guarded arrainst attack, and must be kept in line with the
b st of modern thought in education.
I arn thankfnl that it ha been my privil ge to aid in l aying the foundation of the
:public sc-hool, y t m of this ity and of the State of California.
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service of others. Her efforts for the uplifting of all conditions and
classes of society accord with Christian principles and methods. She
has received no compensation for her continued and untiring efforts
in the promotion of kindergarten training. Her reports are prized
wherever there is interest in this important subject. She teaches a
Bible class which has sometimes reached an attendance of 700, and
has been a most important auxiliary in her great labors.
Some incidents in the introduction of the kindt'rgarten to the Pacific
Coast are worthy of note. The call reached the East for a kindergarten Qn this coast. By the aid of the Bureau of Education Miss Emma
Marwedale, a lady of German descent, peculiarly devoted to child training, responded. Prof. Felix Adler, in an address in -San Francisco,
deeply impil.·essed the importance of kindergarten. Miss Kate Smith,
now the well-known authoress Mrs. Kate Wiggin, received training
from Miss Marwedale, and began teaching kindergarten in San Fran~isco, perfecting herself in kindergarten methods by improving other
opportunities. Her sister, Miss Nora Smith, joined her in these efforts,
and bas continued in this important service. Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper,
who was employed many years by the United States Bureau of Education as its agent in securing information on the Coast, visited one of
these kindergartens, and at sight apprehended its revelation of possibilities of good for the child, and immedfately began her efforts in this
behalf, which have been crowned with unparalleled results. Miss
Hattie Cooper is her secretary and special assistant.
This exhibit at Chicago consisted of large books of work beautifully
bound,. the hand work of little children. The photographs of over
3,000 children were taken in groups, the different nationalities being
strongly brought out, including the American, Irish, Spanish, Italian,
Scandinavian, and African races. Children possessing striking characteristics were taken separately. It was constantly remarked by
visitors who saw these pictures that California children seemed to be
both healthy and handsome. AJI these pictures were tastefully framed
and lettered, indicating the different schools, ages of children, etc.
These are the Stanford, Hearst, Helping Hand, Lux Potter, Lester
Norris, Pacific, Pope, Emily P. Walker, Hazel Montgomery, Willard,
Emily Faithful, Two Friends, Potrero, Lulu Shattuck, Pearl Dowda,
Joseph Rosenberg, William N. Steuben, Sarah H. Congdon, Osgood
and Grace, Produce Exchange, Merchants', Insurance, Attorneys', Real
E state, Mayfielu, and Menlo Park kindergartens-thirty-eight in all in
which there have been enrolled 18,126 children.
Over 3,000 children are thus grouped, and California wiII have good
reason to be proud of the healthy, hearty, intelJigent-looking little folks
at the World's Columbian Exposition. Miss Martha Philip, an amateur photographer of fine taste, has been taking these pictures for several months. She has worked con amore, as i,· evident from beautiful
and artistic work. The interiors of ome of the kindergartens are
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exceedingly well done, notably the Lester Norris and Stanford Memorial
kindergartens.
Two exquisite circnlar charts, very large in size, designed by 1\Iiss
Anna M. Stovall, the trainer of the Golden Gate Normal School, have
-called forth warm encomiums from art connoisseurs for their artistic
bea.uty and originality of design. One is called "The Love Chart,"
and illustrates the mother love, begi~rning with the animal creation
and rising in its development until it reaches all that is highest and
best in human life. The othe.r is a ''Time Cbart,' 7 representing the
divisions of time for daily work and rest, unfolding into the larger
divisions of weeks and months, the completed circle expanding into
various seasons, which have been beautifully illuminated and illustrated by the artistic hand of :M.iss Helen '11. Bacon, a teacher of the
Golden Gate Association, whose fine talent is well known in San
Francisco.
In addition to this there are several thousand copies of the Thir-,
teenth Annual Report-a World's Fair edition-together with a like
number of a handsome pamphlet entitled Symmetrical Outlines of
Development and Training. This latter is a valuable work, especially
prepared for the Golden GMe Ass~ciation by Prof. C.H. McGrew,
president of the Summer School of Methods of San Jose. These constitute a valuable feature of the exhibit.
The exhibit of the Catholic schools of California was to be found in
the Catholic school exhibit in the Liberal Arts Buil<l.ing. The Catholic
societies which planted the early missions in the region, when the territory became a part of the United States retained their lands- and
properties, an<l. in some cases these turned out of great value, and have
furnished them large means for prosecuting with efficiency their educational work. Tho dignitaries of the church and the teachers and pupils,
appreciating the opportunity, took a great interest in preparing for the
exhibition.
The succe.::s of their efforts is evidenced by the attention their several collections commanded at the exhibition an<l. the large number of
awards bestowed by the judges. All grades of 'instruction, from the
kindergarten to the university, were revresented. The variety was
very great, both in hand work and in letters. The girls showed great
skin, e pecially with the neecll ; some of the embroidery was exquisite.
OREGON.
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now derived from these sources are not so large as the age of the State
might lead one to expect. It has, however, the university, the agricultural college, and the common schools, aided by the national grants.
As the mistakes of the past arc noted, not a few will recall the efforts
of Rev. George -Atkinson, D. D., and others to have them corrected.
The cxi1ibit, as in so many other cases, was prepared in no small degree
by tlle ·sacrifice and enterprise of leading educators, teachers, aud tllcir
friends.
The effort to secure the exhibit began as early as December, 1891,
aud was under the direction of a committee of which I. W. Pratt,
superintendent of schools of Portland, was chairman, and Prof. D. J.
Hawthorn, of the State University, was secretary. Its preparation had
a wholesome, stimulating, aucl patriotic effect upon the schools. As
might be expected, Portland led with its 200 teachers and 2Q,OOO
children. The excellence of its high school building attracted special
attention. Considerable slate work was photogmpbed and much observed. The collections from Salem, Ashland, Albany, Astoria, Jacksonville, and Eugene did their teachers and pupils great credit, giving
good evidence of the qualification of teachers and the faithful efforts of
pupils. There were good drawings, good penmanship, and good specimens in the various other subjects taught. The college of agriculture,
the State University crowning the public system of education, and the
university at ·wmamette, under Metllodist auspices, illustrated what is
done for higller education in the State. It was unfortunate for the
early history of Oregon that the office of the superintendent of schools
was joined with tllat of the governor at the first and so remained
until 1873. Since tllese -duties have been intrusted to a separate officer
the progress of education has been much more satisfactory.
W .A.SHINGTON.

This is one of the States more recently admitted into the Union. Its
educational exhibit was in its own unique building, and did not come
under the attention of the board of judges until near tlle close of the
Exposition. A visitor who entered the building, so as first to gain an
idea of the educational collections, and thus to have in mind as he
advanced the foundations so laid for the intelligence of the people of
the State ·who are to enter into the possession of its great natural
advantages, was quite ready to foretell for it a great future. Unfortu-.
nate1y, under Territorial management the first university grant in a
sense disappeared, but by the generosity of the National Government
Washington has come in as a State for the usual patrimony of land
grants for educational purposes. The judges gave awards for the
scllools of Tacoma, Spokane, Pullman, Olympia, aud Seattle. The
award to the State office specified general exce1lence of work, mcluding
good exhibits from rural districts; valuable tatistical charts and meritorious classification. The exhibit consisted of drawings and other
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pupils' work from all grades; also _charts and maps in geography,
bird's-eye view maps, photographs showing physical culture, exercises,
and buildings; specimens of soap carving, clay models, work in science,
and statistical charts.
EDUCATION .A.ND THE GOVERNMENT EXHIBIT.

The building in which the Government exhibit was installed had a
floor space of 157,500 square feet and in the galleries 33,500 square
feet, or a total of 191,000 square feet of floor space. There were added
four auxiliary structures, specially adapted to the exhibits of the
Naval Observatory, the United States Army Medical Department, and
of the Weather Bureau, and Indian Bureau, respectively.
.Against the opposition of not a few the Government of the United
States has taken part as a separate agency in a series of exhibitions.
Some of these opponents may ask, What has the Government exhibit
to do with education~ The reply should be made known in all its
borders, that its exhibit should educate the people in what the Government is and what it does, that they may understand it and love it,
and be ready intelligently to defend it from force within and without.
The person who has traveled in this country and foreign lands can not
fail to observe how much more is done by governments there than here
to entertain the people and make them familiar with its beneficences.
In international exhibitions other forms of government, such as imperial
and monarchial, are brought in direct comparison with ours. Republican government in a sense is put on trial. Can it do this better than
other forms of governmenU Is it more intelligent or honest~ Does
it serve the people better ·i Are they under it more free, intelligent,
orderly, and happy~ Courtesy may not allow these questions to be
asked audibly in our presence, but are they not natural and likely to
be revolving in the mind of every thoughtful visitor, In this ·view
any infelicity in the action of Congress which makes a law not adapted
to its purpose, or any act on the part of the administration of the
exhibit which defeats its best operation-its attainment of the end in
view-becomes a ground for preferring other forms of government in
which the people have le participation.
1 ranee did not participate in the scheme of awards at Chicago.
This
1 d to many critici ms upon that Republic, when in fact on closer in.qmry
i may tmn out to be due to the whim of ·a particular comm1 sioner. It
wo 11
be part f wi om if error either in legislation or aumirn r· ti 11 in ny xhi ition by a ·overnmen t could be pointed out for its
C \'
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the officers in charge of the Government exhibit, but to the rules
imposed upon them by the general management of the Columbian
Exhibition.
- In no other building was the logic of arrangement so excellent. Several of the departments, by pictures and various presentations, carried
the thought of the observer through there in their history from the
foundation of the Government to the present time. Never had so many
of our citizens the opportunity of such object IesRons in our history.
Here were the Presidents and Cabinet officers and others who had contributed to the happiness of our people, the growth and form of our
institutions, and the glory of our flag in peace and in war. How small
were tbe beginnings! How vast and mighty the results!
The State Department told the story of our relations to other governments; the Treasury, of our finances and of the work of the several
great bureaus under its direction; the War and Navy, of our preparations for internal and external defense; the Department of Justice
recalled tlie system of courts by which even-handed justice is meted
out through the land, crowneJ by the Supreme Court of the United
States, than which there is no superior among the nations of the earth;
the Department of Agriculture disclosed the aid the Government seeks
to afford the great body of people directly interested in the tilling of
the soil. What a revelation was made of the application of science
to their various interests! The Post-Office Department, to which President Grant was fond of pointing as a great educator of the people,
illustrated its beneficent methods of handling their communications
with each other, whether in regions near or remote, barren or productive, semitropical or arctic, by a post-office in actual operatfon, and by
a still exhibit of its appliances for transportation by land and water, in
cars, steamships, on horseback, or by dog trains, or on the back of the
weary messenger; the Interior Department told the story of ]ands and
patents-but the Commissioner of Patents did not al1ow that exhibit
of the inventive genius of the country to be submitted to the examination of the board of judges-of the Indians, railroads, and of -various
beneficent institutions in tbe District of Columbia; and of the census
of the people, and of the condition of the several Territories reporting
to it; and of the Bureau of Education, by far the most influential office
of education in the world. How manifest everywhere the results of
science in all its forms.
Clearly here might the visitor say, "Here is the vanguard of the
world's welfare." Looking to the exhibits of governments extremely
monarchial in form, you :find the presence of science in its most
advanced results; but it is there in the naval and military service or
civil service for the efficiency of that service, and with little or no reference to its di. emination amo11g the people for their enlightenment and
comfort; whereas science i made to do its be. t for our Government
service in different forms-it is everywhere compelled to have constant
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direct reference to the people; everywhere its progress and all its iufor.
mation are reported to them and made subservieut to their demands,
to their progress and happiness in untold forms and ways. How many
bureaus are the very embodiments of the agencies which keep scientific
research on the alert ancl at the front in lines beyond numeration .
Here especially the Smithsonian, that great institution for the dissemination of knowledge among mankind, is present in most effective form.
In no exhibition on the ground is the space more crowded; old and
young, in every condition that can move about by themselves or by the
aid of others and observe, crowd each other in eager inspection of the
numerous objects of natural histury and human conditions. 'rhe whole
_is arranged with dne regard to two great fundamental conditions of
instruction-the historical and comparative. Here is the origin, here
are the several steps of progress, and here are the opportunities for com parison. The collections of the Smithsonian and the National lVInseum
are united. Fortunately they are under tlie direction of Dr. G. Brown
Goode, who brings to their organization' and installation the experience
of so many exhibitions. In the department of arts and industries there
were various subdivisions in the collections: Fisheries, naval models,
including the Scillie Constant and the JJ![ayflower, animal products, fishes
and textiles, foods, musical instruments, costumes, ceramics, historical
collections, graphic arts (Professor Roose, a German exper t, declares
this collection unique, and says probably it stands alone in the world),
materia · medica, department of ethnology, prehistoric anthropology,
oriental antiquities, religions ceremonials, American aboriginal pottery,
. department of mammals, of birds, birds' eggs, reptiles, etc.; fishes,
vertebrate fossils, mollusks, insects, marine invertebrates, comparative
anatomy, including homologies, general and special, such as the
mouuted skeleton of the man and horse, the skull and teeth of the
horse, domestic; numerous composition of th·e human body, and tbi8 on
to the end, of which even the instructive enumeration is here impossible.
The whofo was so distinctly labeled as to make it especially intelligible.
How much teachers of the country carried awaiy for uso in schools· no
one can tell. No one can examine this vast exhibit without feeling
how faithfully the purpose of the founder of the Smithsonian is being
carried out. The colonial collections and the repre enfatives of couditiou of life in the other American Republics added greatly to the
intere. t of foe building.
~h . Indian. ffice illustrated its chool work among the Indians in a
~u~ lrng sp ~, lly -prepared for the pur1)0 e. Ilere representatives of
_ltfl r u~ 11 li. ~ ·ho 1 , t L ·h r t nd pupil , followed each other in
illu ·trt rn er th 1r cho 1 . · rci' . in uaily operation· here were also
nuc t d witl udi, n life.
'
11
· _11 ·1 ·
~. io-n d ._ th ,ur a 1 of ~ducation wa. the center
1
lll, 1
n<ly
rt in c lnc< tion, both Am rican and forv ·r · : I t 1i ·ati 11 • 1 port· annual ancl .:pccial, it cirT
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culars of information, and bulletins, covering all pbases of education in
aJl quartel's of the globe, giving in the form of statistical tables graphic
and descriptive text, together with articles by the ablest writers on
education . Here was information for the student of education to be
found nowhere else in the exhibition; showing the office to be a veritable educational exchange for the special benefit of the United States
iudeed; while drawing its information so largely from the United
States, it also gathers all of value from other lands, and is responsive
to the inquiries of all visitors. By the aid of the American Library
Association, represented by Melvil Dewey, A. M., of Albany, N . Y .,
secretary of the board of regents for that State and State librarian,
the library as an educational agency, supplemental and helpful, to all
instructive, was very fully represented. Here was a model library of
5,000 volumes, installed in the modern stack system of shelves, here
was library architecture, furniture, binding, indexing, cataloguing, and
administration complete, together with a person in charge to answer
iuqumes. Secondary schools were represented by photographs, catalogues, and reports; colleges and universit~es were shown by photographs and catalogues; educational periodicals in great variety; school
architectures, exteriors and interiors; in school furniture, specimens and
models 5howing its growth; school apparatus, etc., including models
for illustrating complete methods; school superintendents, as set forth
in State and local reports; the school, as seen in operation in photograp ~s; school savings banks, documents illustrating their methods and
progress ; time scliedules, including mechanical appliance used in the
University of Kansas in arranging hours for recitations, lectures, etc.
The Alaska public schools, which have been under the Bureau from
the first as organized by Rev. Sheldon Jackson, D . D., appointed by the
Commissioner and approved by the Secretary of the Interior, general
agent for education in .Alaska, were shown by photographs of grounds,
buildings, and pupils, and by a variety of specimens of pupils' work.
This is a unique featui:e of the working i.Qfluence of the Bureau. From
the acquisition of tha t distant territory the United States were pledged
by solemn treaty to provide for the natives the privileges enjoyed l~y
our citizens. In the annual report of the Bureau for 1870 attention
was caUed to the fact that nothing subs tau tial had been done to discharge these obligations. Year after year attention was called in the
annual report to this great neglect.
Even the enterprise of American missionaries did not enter the Territory. Dr. Sheldon J ackson, a most heroic minister of the Presbyterian Church, had advertised in vain for some one to enter the field
until he secured Mrs . .l\foFarlaml, who had been in the Indian service,
and he led the way and located her as teacller at Fort Wrangel. Congre s wa. long heedless of aJI appeals for legislation until Hon. Benjamin Harrison entered the Senate, and as a member of the Committee
on Territories took up the subject, and secured the passage of a bill giv-
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ing a limited form of Territorial. government to that neglected country.
under this legislation schools were authorized, and their organization
and management have been directed by this Bureau. Fortunately no
war8 have occurred with the natives, nor has the policy of feedi11g on
the reservations been adopted, which, misapplied, has so delayed the
development of American aborigines elsewhere. Schools as initiative
of Government action are likely not only to save the native population
from destruction, but to make them an element of intelligence and
str~ngth and the means of producing wealth.
The whole educational exhibit has been made more attractive to
visitors by the courteous explanations of Mr. Parks, the attendant in
charge. No visitor, unless he carefully examine the publications of the
Bureau, would suspect the influence the Ii.on. W. T. Harris, its Commissioner, has had upon all others either of educational congresses or
educational collections in the Columbian Exposition. In his office and
at his hand were the addresses of all the educational systems, State
and city institutions, of every grade in the United States; nay, more,
all the chief educational agencies, ministries, and institutions in the
world over. Little has been said of how active and earnest his efforts
have been to secure prope~· attention to the exhibition of education, to
assure it proper space, to secure for it the proper consideration of educators in this and other countries by letters and circulars, and by the
approval of such measures as the celebration of Columbus Day, promoted so efficiently by the Youth's Companion newspaper.
SOME SPECIAL EXHIBITS.
THE BUSINESS EDUCATION EXHIBIT,
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of the schools. Some of them are keeping books-real books-containing the records of real transactions; others are making out ~ills of
purchase and writing letters-real bills and real letters-pertaining
to real business that is occurring daily with the same regularity and
fullness of detail that distinguishes business everywhere. Dr. Selim
Peabody, chief of department of liberal arts, has said the exhibit being
collective has no competitor, and I may be permitted to say that it is
unique, comprehensive, complete, and, for every reason, admirable. It
illustrates the excellent results which may be secured in a collective
exhibit, using time, money, and skill to the best advantage.
INSTRUCTION IN HOME BUILDING.

A happy thought came to the social economical science committee of
the Women's Auxiliary of Philadelphia when the association decided
to erect on the exhibition grounds at Chicago a workingman~s house as
a model for the study of visitors.
Every American is interested that his country should be a land of
homes. The late census made an investigation never before made into
farm and home proprietorship in the several States and Territories.
The condition of the family is the measure of civilization. If society
is to advance, the solitary must be set apart in families. The heart
delights to think that there is no · place like home. The home fills a
large place in all progr~ssive civilization. How often it is the theme
of poetry. Says Thompson:
Home is the resort
Of love, of joy, of peace, and plenty; where
Supporting and supported, polished· friends
And dear relations. min'gle into bliss.

The ladies of Philadelphia, in carrying out their plan, attempted
nothing fanciful. Philadelphia, noted as a city of homes, furnished
them the model.
The house was built in brick, and was an exact counterpart of many
occupied by the workingmen of their city. There was no attempt at
palatial conditions, and while utility and health were consulted at
every turn, there was careful regard for taste. The ground and elevation plans were prepared and could be obtained by those who sought
them.
How vast this interest is may be judged by the investigations of the
last census.
Of the 12,690,152 families in the whole country 47.80 per cent own
their farms and homes and 52.20 per cent hire; and of .the families
ownin g their farms and homes 27.97 per cent have incumbrance thereon
and 72.03 per cent no incumbrance. Among 100 families, on the average, 52 hire their farms and homes, 35 own free of incum brance, and 13
own subject to incumbrauc . The number of resident owners of land
in the United State. i 6,066,417 plu such a number of landown rs as
may b'e living int nant famihe '.
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The farm families uumbcr4-,767,179,of which65.92 per ceut own their
farms and 34.08 per cent hire, ·while of tbe owuing families 28.22· per cent
have il1cumb-rance on their farms and 71.78 per cent have none. In
1880 25-.56 per cent of the farms were hired. Among 100 farm families,
on the average, 34 hire their farms, 47 own free of incumbrance, ancl 19
own subject to incumbrance.
The results for the 7,922,973 home families are that 36.90 per cent own
their homes and 63.10, per cent hire them, while of the owning families 21.70 per ~ent own their homes subject to incmnbrancB and 72.30
per cent free. One hundred home families on the average contain 63
that hire their homes, 27 that own free of in cumbrance, and 10 that own
subject to incumbrance.
The cities and towns of 8,000 to 100,000 population are aggregated
for the 1,749,579 home families that live in them, and of these families
35.96 per cent own their homes and 64.04 per cent hire, while of the
owning families 34.11 per cent own subject to incumbrance and 65.89
pet cent without incumbrance. In 100 home families, on the average,
64 hire their homes, 24 own free of incumbrance, and 12 own subject to
incumbra,nce.
In the cities that contaiu over 100,000 population there are 1,948,834
home families, of which 22.83 per cent own their homes and 77.17 per
cent hire, while of the owning families 37.80 per cent own subject to
jncumbru.nce, and 62.20 per. cent free of incumbrance. In 100 home
farniliPs· in these cities, on the average, 77 hire their homes, 14 own free
of in cumbrance, and 9 own under incumbrance.
EXHIBIT OE UTE. llARO:N' DE lllRSC IT TRADE SCHOOLS.

ThesP, schools bear the name of the well-known philanthropist. The
object of the schools is to teach Jewish boys and men who have arrived
from Russia and Roumania such trades as arc likely to afford them a
living-not to make them :finished mechanics, for that would require
too much time, but to impart to them sufficient knowledge to make
them" handy men" in shops, where they can continue their education,
and eventually become ma ster workmen in their employments. The
func] , upplies them with money, wheu necessary, to cuter trades unions,
,·o a. not to in auy manner conflict with organized labor.
The exhibit contained specimens in carpentry, iromYOrk, house and
ign paintinrr, turning, carvino-, arti ·tic metal work, electroplating,
plumuin °· and ga fitting .
Tllo. who attend tu day cla::--e. · ancl liave no means of support are
board c.l - th fnncl and , r rec1nircd to attend the eycning Engli:h
da s •:. Tic ·our· of . tu ie. occupy from four to six month., accordiiirr o abili - , nd th nature of th "·ork done l>y the 1mpiI., and they
l in . hop to L c·c m s ·Jf-. upporting. Largo numl>er. ha·v
:u1.; fonn l a 1 , <1 .. ,· lc·o111 in . me of th 1 e ·t ·hop: iu Tew York
I ~.-11 r .
r~ 11 ·po1 aticm wh n 11 dccl i: giy n to them by the
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fund, and they thus bftcome meclianics, with an honorable living nearly
always assured them.
Inquiries can be addressed to general agent of the fund A . S. Solomons, 45 Broadway, New York City.
EDUCATIO~ OF THE DEFECTIVE CLASSES, FEEBLE-MINDED, DEAF, AND BLIND.

Several countries exhibited some of the wor.k done in education for
the defective classes, but no foreign country showed the evidences of
progress furnished from the United States. Elsewhere, in the main,
the education of these classes ]J as been treated as a charity and left to
the uncertainties of private efforts. In America, the institutions for
their benefit were early, unfortunately, called asylums, but wisely their
ad.ministration was made one of public concern and of public expense
-became a part of public provision for education, from which none are
to be excluded and in which all are to share according to their ability.
These exhibits were both collective and by institutions. In, the collective exhibit for the deaf 25 institutions participate.d and in that for
the blind 9 were represented, offering admirable opportunities for
critical study. Here were plans of grounds, exterior and interior
views of buildings, descriptious of administration, specimens of appliances, especially of the most improved, together with the work of
sttldents in great variety, both in letters and in manual training. It
was a deligh~ to see bow education has been made to introduce these
unfortunate classes into s.o large a share of tho life of those given
normal powers of mind, or speech, bearing, or sjght. '' What hath
God wrought!" Their lives need no long·er be so apart from others, so
restricted in occupation, enjoyment, and growth, or so great a burden
to others. If dependent on the1nselves, they have tho means of self.
support and comfort. They may share in the current intellectual,
moral, and spiritual life of others. The Brailie inventions, originated
in the Illinois institutions for the blind, have added greatly to their
facilities in the use of letters both for purposes of printing and writing.
The library for the blind, priuted at Louisville, Ky., at the expense
of a fund provided by a grant from the United States Treasury, and
distributed pro rata to each Uongressioual district in the nation, is a
provision for their jntelligence as beneficent as it is beautiful. The Dr .
.l\Ioon (of .England) system for tl.te home learning and reading of the
blind is also doing great service. Many are familiar with the work so
efficient in all the departments, but especially accomplishing so great
results ju music in the Hoyal Normal Colleg·e for tlie Blind, Westow
street, Upper Norwood, S. E., London, England, founded and conducted by Prof. F. J. Campbell, Ph . D., a native of Tennessee, United
States, himself blind. 1he work for the deaf and dumb was fitly
crowned by the c.s:1Jib1t of Gallaudct College, loca.t <l at Kendall Green,
1\.,. a ·hingtou, D . C., a ua ioual college of excelle11t . tan<Iar<ls, and the
only institution of thi' grade of instruction for tli deaf iu tlw world,
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founded and conducted at national expense under E. M. Gallaudet,
LL. D., president. The exhibit also reminded the observer of the introduction of deaf-mute instruction into our country by the elder Gallaudet.
The exhibit of 75 volumes of the volta bureau, sustained by the munificence of A lexander Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone, and under
the direction of Ron. John Ritts, illustrated the good work it is doing.
The improvements in teaching visible speech were specially illustrated
in t he school under Miss M. 0. Gowen. (Which see.)
THE EXHIBIT OF THE ALLIANCE ISRAELITE UNIVERSELLE.

_ This exhibit was in care of Joseph Biefeld, of Chicago, and was sent
from the central office in Paris in care of the New York branch, of
which A. S. Solomons, 45 Broadway, New York, is president. The
exhibit showed something of the work of pupils and the plans and
literature of the society.
In 1860 this philantrophic organization was formed at, Paris, and
to-day it numbers 40,000 members, of every nation, united in a central
committee that meets at Paris. In addition, it has two cooperative
societies that work upon the same plan and may be practically called a
part of the main organization-the Anglo-Jewish Association of England, and the Israelitische Allianz of Vienna.
Ith, emphatically a benevolent society in the broader sense, having
no political or religious bea.ring iu any direct way. It aims to promote
the emancipation and moral progress of the ,T ewish people in countries·
where they are still denied civil and religious liberty, and extends aid
to those who suffer socially and politically by reason of their being
Jews. As stated in its original address, the alliance is to defend the
honor of Judaism whenever attacked, to encourage labor and useful
trades and professions, to fight against ignorance and vice due to baseless prejudice, to promote by peaceful means the emancipation of
brethren still oppressed by exceptional legislation, and to perfect general freedom by intellectual and moral regeneration.
Its work for the past thirty-two years has been steadily in the line
thus prefigured. It ha.., avoided religious discussion and political
interference. It ha endeavored to raise the standing of oppressed
I rael wherever located, by making them, in sympathy with the nations
wi h ;vhom they were d w Hing, as patriotic as their neighbors, so that
he mi tak .' of , ctariani m could not be charged against the schools
th t th alliance wa developi11g. In Turkey, the pupils are taught
h Jang ao- l i.'t ry, an geography of Turkey; in Bulgaria and Rou< ni
h pu il , r tc nght th hi:tory and geography of tho e counri . ., c n l in 1 r ·o h p 1 il.' of the . 1001.. at Tangier , Tetuan, and
ri.'h ·liil lr n i th ir ao- rne to be informed about
1 m ·nt f bi.' an ·i nt domain. While iu i ting
11 1, t_: mili:11 i )
i · pupil.- wi lt b hi. t ry a cl g nius of Judai m, it
11
111 h · · 11 m min ilin 1 r
pa ri tic; t l>e French in France,
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German in Germany, English in English colonie . Its aim i to J v l
the barriers th at separate the Jews from other people , to m k Judaism a living creed, not a political division.
Education is thus the sole work of the alliance-teaching the hildreu of the poor and the ignorant in the language and traditions f the
country of their birth, that they shall not be ·trangers within tlleir
·own land, and teaching_tolerance to the representatives of authorit in
regions where benighted prejudice and restrictive laws still ubject the
Jews to harsh treatment and grievous wrong.
As soon as the central committee learns of a,n y act of oppres ion .
due to the revival of antiquated laws or the enactment of :aew legislation opposed to the spi~it of the age, its secretary appeals to the better
sense of the government through the local press, and tries to reach tbe
ears of the leaders of thought and action by timely presentation of
liberal ideas and argument. The press has been its noblest champion.
The alliance · is recognized for its peaceful humanitarian mission in
all liberal governments.
The alliance schools are e·s tablished along the Mediterranean, spread
in Turkey and Bulgaria, are to be found in .Asia, and are flourishing in
Morocco. Instead of the narrow and ill-ventilated Talmud Torah,
these schools are commodious, airy, and under modern methods, with
teachers trained to give varied instruction. Everywhere the establishment of these schools has inspired in neighboring classes and sects
respect for the Jews, and they are used as models for others to foJlow
in reorganizing their systems of instruction.
In addition to the general education of the children, they acquire
practical knowledge in trades· and agriculture; the girls are taught
housework and needlework:. Each school has a library of over 300
volumes. In the Jerusalem school there are six workshops, for upholstery, tailoring, shoemaking, turning, etc.
In the Jaffa Agricultural School, for~ed in 1870, the Porte leased 240
hectares of fine land at a nominal rent, the lease to extend indefinitely,
So much has this school grown, that a recent report gives a glowing
description of the state of the buildings, the large p·r oducts of the farms,
and the prospects of the pupils. They raise oxen, sheep, horses, mules,
pigeons, etc. The annual output of oranges is large. .Among the
the pupils are 20 gardeners, 10 winegrowers, and carpenters, tanners,
and blacksmiths. There are 100 pupils in au; 50 being Russian exiles,
the rest natives of Turkey and Roumania. On leaving the school
graduates receive a subvention of nearly 1,000 francs. These graduates
find ready work as directors of other schools and farms in the East and
in the Argentine. The expenses of the school for this year reach
98,000 francs. The assured income will not reach 75,000 francs.
There are reported enrolled in all the schools-boys, 8,888; girls,
4,445.
ED
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SCHOOL SA YIXG S TIAXKS.

The rapidity with whfch extreme poverty swells up its victims is one
of the startling facts in social science. The public school, acting upon
every child, must be the great public agency for the arrest of this evil.
If every child can be trained to save, as well as given the knowledge
and habits which assure his earni11g, much will bo done toward saving
the very poor from the temptations and sufferings of poverty. School
savings banks have already yielded excellent results in this direction.
They have been most extensively adopted in Belgium and France. In
Belgium, iu 188D, there were reported 5,250 of these banks, with 212,037
depositors, to whom were dne $78,213.4~. In France there were
reportcd_in 1887 23,371 savings banks, with 1G 1,387 depositors, to whom
"·ere due $2,421, 229.G2. They were introduced into this country by
J. H. Thiry, esq., when commissioner of tho .schools of Long Island
City, N. Y. His efforts from that date have received the approval
of the United States Bureau of Education and of many of the most
eminent American educators. It appeared from the data furnished in
the exltibition that they had been adopted in 78 different districts or
cities, in which there were reported 33,810 depositors, who had deposited
$345,643.52. Mr. Thiry acts on the principle that method is the arithmetic of success. Mr. A. E. Winship, editor of the Journal of Education, remarks: '' M. de Molance has been the greatNit promoter of school
savings banks in France. It is found advisable in the elementary
schools there to have the deposit received at least twice a week, and
even a daily opportunity is better."
It is now thought that the best time to receive deposits is for fifteen
minutes before the afternoon session daily. In this way not much time
is required, and some of tlie fifteen minutes can be used for other
things. There should be regularity and promptness in tlle meeting of
appointments for tho receipt of funds. The school savings bank prevents waste of pennies, prevents the formation of ltabits of buying
candies, gum, etc. The influence of the economy is seen in all things,
even in the care of clothing and school property. There shoulu. be 110
emphasis placed upon large deposits; there should be no reports of the
large t deposits. The aim is to have the principle emplrnsizecl.
The school deposit hould go to the regular savings bank at least
once a we k. If this is done ou Friday the books will be ready for
di ·trilrntion to pnpil · on Monday. It is a valuable'' hu. iuess training for the teacher and i worth all it co t . In France tlie cbool
.·avinr,·: i in every grade, from th low st primary to ·the highest.
he: ,h l . aving: , nk tend: to pr .vent 1mn1>eri m crime sickue
. 1·it an varion: vi· , and to make children ' thrifty' orderly,
1n· l 1~.
' bas it
· n 1111. ·, 1 di:c·riminating in ach n. e of mon y. It
n1 11 a1l 1 ha. · f • · 11 111 r in time and virtue a: w 11 a
T
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TEMPERANCE EDUCATION AT THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN· EXPOSITION.
[States in white have a temperance P-ducation law; those in black have none.)

EXPLANATION OF MAP.KS.

The cross ~ig:r:iifies that scientific temperance is a mandatory study in public schools.
x The star s1gmfies a penalty attached to the enforcing clause of this statute in tl:!e State or Territory to which it is affixed.
1- The dagger signifies that the study is not only mandatory, but is required of all pupils in all
schools.
+ The double dagger signifies that the study is required of all pupils in all schools and is to be
pursued with text-books in the hands of pupils able to read.
II The parallel indicates that the study is to be taught in the same manner and as thoroughly as
other r equired branches.
§ The section mark indicates that text-boo.k s on this topic must give at least one-fourth their space
to temperance matter, and those used in the highest grade of graded school~ at least 20 pages.
'f_ TLe paragraph)ndicates that no teacher who has not passed a satisfactory examination in this
subJect is granted a certificate or authorized to teach.
Temperance education laws have since been passed in South Carolina, Indiana, and Tennessee.
X
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THE PROGRESS .A.ND EXTENT OF TEMPERANCE EDUC.A.TION. 1

During the twelve years prior to the World's Columbian Exposition
the school study of physiology and hygiene, with special reference to
the nature and effects of alcoholic drinks and other narcotics, came into
great prominence as a, preventive measure for the vice of intemperance.
By State enactment, as indicated by the above map, it bas been made
a mandatory branch for all pupils in the 1mblic schools of 38 of the 44
States of the United States, and by act of Congress, for all pupils in
all scho-ols under Federal control, including those in the Territories,
national, military, and naval academies, and the Indian and colored
schools. The distinctive feature common to all these laws is the
emphasis, in connection with the study of physiology and hygiene,
9f the nature and effects of alcoholic drinks and narcotics upon the
human system.
The provincial parliaments of the Canadian provinces, either by act
of parliament or by order of the provincial boards of education, have
made the same study obligatory in the public schoolu of the Dominion
of Canada.
The Parliament of Sweden bas also enacted-laws which make scientific or ph~rsiological temperance a part of the public education of
Sweden.
A large, well graded, and authentic school literature, with methods
of study founded on modern pedagogical ideas, has been produced, and
was, with copies of the laws requiring this study, on exhibit at the
Columbian Exposition. Throughout all Christendom there is a, spirit
of interested inquiry concerning this "Educational method for the prevention of intemperance.'' Hence a report of the educational force8
represented at the Exposition, forces which are destined to influence ·
character and shape individual and national destiny, would be incomplete should it omit the temperance educational movement. Therefore
an examination was ordered of all the pupil work in physiology on
exhibit, in order that, in so far as that would indicate, an idea might be
gained of the real progres of the study in the -schools of the States
unuer this legislation.
In e tirnating the following report of this examination it should be
borne in mind that the States did not in every instance send to the
Expo ition ample of work in all branches pursued in their chool ;
and a in only a few in tance wa there any, pecial effort maue to
H cure· ample
f ,'ch 1 work in thi ranch, it absence does not nee. arily impl n gl ·t r in ifferenc . I11 tbi report honorable mention
i.· giv n nlv t pap r that how n t only a knowledge of , tructure
an<l fu!1 ti n b 1 , L· , know! d e f the con equences of the violation
c,f h ·gi nic 1 w iu th i.· f al h lie drink, and narcotic, .
T
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The pupil work of each State was examiued with reference to its
compliance with the law of that State. As these laws differ in some
particulars, a brief digest of the law applying i~ placed before each
report. The reports of the pupil work in the different States are given
-in the order in which the laws requiring such work were enacted.
VERMONT,

The scientific temperance education law was enacted in 1882, with
strengthening amendments in 1886, requiring physiological temper- ance to be taught orally to all pupils in the schools as thoroughly as
other branches to pupils who are not able to read, with text-books in
the hands of pqpils who are able to read; text-books to give at least
one-fotirth of their space to temperance matter, and those for the highest grade of graded schools at ~east 20 pages. Examination of teachers required upon the nature of alcoholic drinks and narcotics and
their effects upon the human system. Penalty attached for nonenforcement of the law.
Pupil work.-Pupil work was exhibited from several towns; including
Cabot and Newfane; this showed positive teachings against alcoholic
drinks, especially the lighter liq~ors, and against tobacco.
MICHIGAN.

The law was enacted in 1883, with strengthening amendments added
in 1886. It requires that instruction shall be given in physiology and
hygiene, with special reference to the nature of alcohol and narcotics
and their effects upon the human system, as thoroughly as other
branches, with text-books that meet the established standard (see foregoing map) in the hands of pupils able to read. Examination of
teachers required; penalty for nonenforcement of law.
Pupil work.--State normal school.-Physiology as required by law is
taught in this State normal school and in the normal training schools.
No student work from this institution on exhibit.
Public schools.-The late superintendent of public instruction, Hon.
F. S. Finch, in charge of the exhibit, reports the study universally
taught as the law requires. Thirteen cities and villages sent pupil
work. Those from the Quincy schools seemed to be most in harmony
with the spirit and letter of the law.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

The law was enacted in 1883, making this a mandatory study "in all
mixed schools and in all graded ~chools above the primary grade."
Teachers receiving certificates must pass an examination on the subject.
Pupil work.-Normal school.-This study is pursued in the State normal and training chool . The pupil work exhibited from the eventh
and eighth grade of the normal traiuiug school was largely anatomical.
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'Publ-ic sehools.-Tlle pulJlic schools, inchH1ing those of Nashua and
Portsmouth, exhibited pupil work w llich was chiefly anatomical, with
little or no hygiene or any adequate treatrne11t of the nature and effects
of alcoholic drinks aud narcotics.
NEW YORK.

The law was enacted in 1884-, requiring iustrnction on this subject to
Le given to all pupils in all schools under State control, and the examination of teachers in the sa.me.
Pupil work.-PuQlic schools.-The educational exhibit of this State
reports physiological work from 146 cities, towns, and institutions.
That examined showed descriptions of structural physiology, rather
than a presentation of the more important subject of hygiene; including the nature and effects of alcoholic drinks and narcotics.
The fact that there were no text-books ready for the use of pupils in
all grades when the law in this State was enacted was a great hindrance
to its prompt enforcement. That so many towns and cities sent in
exhibits of pupil work is au evidence of an increasiug sentiment iu favor
of the complete enforcement of the law iu all schools as required.
Physiology is one of the required studies for the academic credentials
is~ned by the State of New York. Examinations for these credentials
include questions on the effects of alcohol and tobacco.
RHODE ISLAXD.

The 1aw was enacted iu 1884, requiring this study of all pupils in all
schools. No penalty attached.
No exhibit of physiology pupil work of any kind at tl.ie World's
Columbian Exposition.
PENNSYLVAKIA.

The law was enacted in 1885, requiring this study of all pupils iu a11
public schools and institutions to be taught as thorougLly as otller
branches. Examination of teachers required; penalty of forfeiture of
public money for nonenforcernent of law.
Pupil work.-Norma,l schools.-Seven of foe thirteen normal school.·
had exhibit~ to a limited exteut. Only two had physiofogy exllibits,
both on purely anr,tomical subjects.
Public schools.-There wa a very general cxhilJit of pupil work on
tlli. . ubj ct from the public schools of the State. Among these wa
w rl· from the school. of ,ve t Che ter, Pittsburg, Bryn l\Ia.wr, and
l hiladelphia. That from the .,.ewton girls' combined school of Pllila11,bia for ·kill in anat mical drawing,· , full and clear description of
· trn · m ~ 11 Ii · ien
f th· or 0 'au d cribed and for the clear clescripti<n~ of _h • ph •. ic, 1 m lit, 1, ancl moral ffect.· followiug the u e of alco11 he lrmk .. ,1 .. n· honorabl m ntion.
Ii· .·l il i .' f P 11 il w rk in h fonrth grade of th"' Drexel S ho 1
P ·1,11 · Hum ·tHlation f 1· •• tatemeut of fact.· coucerning he
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origin and nature of alcoholic drinks and their effects upon the organs
described. The language of the papers is natmal, showing them to be
a11 expression of knowledge and logical understanding 011 the part of
tu.e pupils.
l\IAIXE.

The temperance education law of I\Iainc "\\as enacted in 1885. It
requires this study of all pupils in all schools supported by public money,
with the examination of teachers.
Pupil work.-Norm,al schools.-Physiology is taught in the tluee
State normal schools. No exhibit of work from any except Farmington; that chiefly anatomical with a little hygiene, and less reference to
the effects of alcohol and narcotics.
- State college at Orono is under this Jaw, but bad no exhibit.
Public schools.-Fourteen towns and cities sent manuscript pupfl
work; five of these included the effects of alcoJiol and narcotics.
MASSACHUSETTS.

The law was enacted in 1885. It requires that this study he taught
to all pupils in all schools, as thoroug·hly as other branches, and that
teachers pass an examination on the subject before receiving certificates.
Penalty attached for nonenforcement of the Jaw.
Pupil work.-Normal schools.-Five normal schools and the reform
schools and. defective clas; schoois are all included under tbis ·1aw. No
exhibit of physiology pupil work was made by them.
Public schools.-Of the manuscript physiology work from this State,
including the effects of alcoholic drinks and narcotics, the work of the
sixth grade of the Boston schools, as well as that from the grammar
grade of the Salem Bentley school, and from the vVest Boylston high
school, deserves commendation. The work from the Hyde Park schools
deserves honorable mention. The course and methods · of study there
adopted, as illustrated by the pupil work, deserve especial mentiou.
The facts taught are presented in a manner suited to each grade, anu
the subject receives enlarged treatment from grade to grade.
ALABAMA.

The law was -enacted in 1885, and was subsequently reinforced by
strengthening amendments in 1891. It requires this study of all pupils
in all schools, taught as thoroughly as other branches, with text-books
in the hands of pupils able to read, and examination of teachers.
There was no exhibit of physiology pupil work.
WISCONSI~.

The law was enacted in 1885, requiring this study of aJI pupils in all
schools; also the examination of teachers.
Pupil work.-Nonnal school .-No pupil work on pllysiology on
exbibit from either of tlle five normal chools.
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Public schools. -A. few anatomical charts were exhibited by some
high schools. No exhibit of pupil work on hygiene or the effects of
alcohol and narcotics.
MISSOURI •

. In 1885 Missouri enacted a permissive temperance education law, but
required the examination of teachers in physiological temperance.
Pupil work.-Normal schools.-There was no physiology pupil work
exhibited by any of the six . -state normal schools, except the St.
Louis normal school; the papers from this showed commendable lessons on the effects of alcoholic drinks.
Public schools.-The physiology exhibit of the Kansas City Central
high school deserves honorable mention for its intelligent discussion
of the origin of alcohol through fermentation, and the physical effects
of this beverage. That of the fourth grade of the Humboldt and Jefferson schools, Kansas City, deserves commendation.
KANSAS,

The law was enacted in 1885, requiring this study of all pupils in all
schools, and also the examination of teachers.
·
Pupil work-Normal. schools.-Tbe State University, the agricultural college, and the normal school are under this law, and physiological temperance is in their courses of study. The normal gives
twenty weeks in the seventh year to this branch.
Normal institutes are held in each county four weeks of each year.
Two or three days are given to the topic of hygiene, including the consequences of violating hygienic law by the use of alcohol, tobacco, and
other narcotics.
Public schools.-Some manuscript pupil work in physiology was exhibite_d , all of which included the effects of alcohol and narcotics.
The superintendent of the exhibit reported that the study is
thoroughly taught in all the Kansas schools so far as known, and that
the study is effecting ail that could be desired in giving pupils an intelligent trend toward abstinence from alcoholic drinks and tobacco and
in favor of obedience to all law of health.
NEBRAo.c K.A.,

in lu ling hygi ne and the ffect. of
r. e of udy. N exhibit ofpl.Jy iology
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Public schools.~The county school officials of 49 counties reported
"Physiological temperance regularly and systematically taught in tlie
public schools. '' Twenty counties reported this study taught incide11tally. Eight counties reported it not taught at all. Thirteen counties
made no report.
Eight towns and cities sent exhibits of pupil work in this brancl1.
Two other/:! exhibited pupil work in physiology which was purely anatomical, with no reference to alcoholic drinks, tobacco, and hygiene.
The pupil work of the eighth grade in the Pawnee City public
schools deserves honorable mention.
OREGON.

This law was enacted in 1885, requiring that this study be pursued
by all pupils in wll schools.
_Pupil work.-Normal schools.-The University of Oregon and t,rn
normal schools are under this law. Physiology and hygiene, i11cluding
th·e effects of narcotics, are in their courses of study. No exhibit of
student work in this branoh was contributed.
Public schools,_:._It was reported that this branch is universally
taught, beginning with the third or fourth grade. A limited exhibit
of physiolog:y pupil work showed some treatment of the effect of
alcohol and narcotics.
NEVADA.

The law was enacted in 1885, making this a mandatory study in aU
public schools.
Publi<: schools.-No exhibit in physiological temperauce.
CONN EC TIC UT.

The law was enacted in 1886, but with an amendment requiring this
study to be taught from a book prepared by a State board. Little
or no pursuit of tbe subject in the schools followed. In 1893 the law
was amended requiring this study of aII pupils in all schools, and that
it be taught as thoroughly a,s other branches, with text-books in the
hands of the pupils. These text-books must devote at least one-fifth
of their space to temperance teaching for the primary and intermediate grades, and at least 20 p_ages for the highest grade of graded
schools. Examination of teachers required, with penalty for nonenforcement of the law.
As this law was not approved until May 26, 1893, there could be no
exhibit of pupil work as a rt·sult of the amended Jaw.
P'l tpil work.-Normal schools.-There are three normal schools and
one agricultural college that come under this law. No physiology
student work exhibited by these schools.
P itblio schools.-Goocl work in physiology, but including no reference
to hygiene or to the effects of alcohol and tobacco upon the human sys-
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tern was e:xhibitecl by severa,l schools. The Pawcatnck high school
sent .commendable papers showing a good knowledge of the orig~n,
nature, and effects of alcoholic drinks aud narcotics.
:KATIOXAL TEl\1PERANCE EDU-CATION LAW.

Iu 1886 the National Congress enacted a law applying to all the
pupils in· all tho public schools of the Territories and of the District of
Coltm1bia, iu the Military and Naval ..Aca.dcmies, and in Indian and
coJored schools. This law requires that physiological temperance be
studied by all pupils iu schools, and that it be taught as thoroughly as
other branches, with the use of text-books in the h::tncls of the pupils.
The examination of ·teachers for a certificate is req uirecl, and a penalty
for nonenforcement of the la,w is attaclled;
·
The lack of any extended pupil work following this law is not an
indication of its nonenforcement iu the field to whid1 it applies.
NEW l\IEXICO.

The subject is taught to a limited extent, but evidently not from text·
·
books up to the standard.
UTAH.

There was a limited exhibit of physiology pupil work from the public
schools, but it included no adequate treatment of hygiene or the effects
of alcohol and narcotics.
IXDIAX TEHRITORY,

.No exhibit of physiology pupil work.
AIUZOXA.

No exhibit of physiology pupil work.
MARYLAND,

The.Jaw was enacted in 188G, and requires that the study be pursued
by all pupils in all schools with text-books in the llands of pupils able
to read. Instruction must be as thorough as in other branches.
Pupil ,1 cork.-Public schools.-Tlie pupil work exhibited by tbe Baltimore city grammar ,·chool ' showed very good instmctiou, especially
in the "eventh and eigbth gratles, and that of the seventh grade
cl .- rve. honorable mention. The manuscript ent by the female grammat, chool No. 7, wa · e. peciallycomplete and satisfactory. Good work
wa.- al ·o 11l'e. nte l by th color <l training , c]10ol of Baltimore.
IOWA,
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Pupil worlc.-State University.-Tbis ~ustitution has pllysiology in its
conrse of study, but made no exhibit of student work.
Nor1nal sahoo ls.-Temperance physiologf is in their course of study,
but they had no exhibit of pupil work in physiolog;y. It ,rns reported
t hat temperance physiology is taugllt.
Public schools.-Manuscript and chart work on scientific temperance
was exhibited by 13 towns and cities. . That from the Oscaloosa schools
deserves commendation; and that from tue fifth, sixtlJ, seventh, and
eighth grades of the West Des Moines sphools deserves honorable
mention.
DELAvVARE.

The law was enacted in 1887, requiring tlJis study of all ·pupils in all
schools, and also the examination of teachers. No physiology pupil
work was exhibited.
WEST YIRGIXIA.

The law, enacted in 1887, requires that this subject be taugh t all
pupils in all schools as thoroughly as other branches. Examination
of teachers required. Penalty for nonenforcement attached to the faw.
Piipjl ivork.-N.ormal schools,_:._There are six normal schools, no11e of
which exhibit any physiology pupil work.
Public schools.-The primary and grammar grades showed very good
instruction in anatomy and hygiene; but the papers examined gave
little attention fo the effects of alcohol and narcotics.
.
The superintendent in charge of the exhibit reported that excellent
work is _done in the public schools throughout the State, but that the.
papers on exhibit were not gathered with reference to scientific temperance instruction.
COLORADO.

The law, enacted in 1887, requires this study of all pupils in all
schools to be taught as thoroughly as other branches, with text-books
in the bands of pupils able to read; penalty for nonenforcement.
Pupil work.-Nornial school.-This institution has physiology in its
course of study, but no pupil ·work except charts and anatomical drawiugs. was exhibited.
Piiblic schools.-The State superintendent of public instruction, in
charge of the exhibit, reported tJ1at the result of such faithful teachings of scientific temperµ,nce as he had observed was all tl.tat the most
sanguine friends of the movement could desire in creating an intelligent aversion for alcoholic drinks and narcotics.
l\UN~ESOTA.

The law was enacted in 1887, and· requires this study of alJ pupils ju
all school , also the examinatiou of teacb.ers; penalty attacll.ed for uonenforcement of the law.
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Pupil work.-Norrnal schools.-Physiology is taught in the four normal
schools, but they sent no exhibit of student work in this branch.
Public schools.-The pupil work exhibited by the high schools shows
a good knowledge of anatomy, but seems to indicate that the textbooks used are old ones, not yet brought up to date, for only the
"habitual" and "excessive" use of alcohol is condemned.
CALIFORNIA.

The law was enacted in 1887. It _requires this study of all pupils in
a.U schools. A penalty for nonenforcement is attached.
Pupil work.-Normal schools.-Each of the three normal schools has
a regular course in physiology and hygiene, with microscopic work, and
prize essays on the subject of ·narcotics. There was no pupil work on
this subject in the normal exhibits.
Public schools.-Of the pupil work in physiology exhibited by the
schools of this State, that from the Lincoln school of Oakland shmved
the most practical comprehension of the subject from the standpoint of
hygiene and the consequences of a violation of hygienic law in the use
of alcoholic drinks.
LOUISIANA.

The law was enacted in 1888, requiring the study of all pupils in all
schools, with text-books in the hands of pupils able to mad. These
books must devote at least one-fourth of their space to temperance
matter, and at least 20 pages for those used in the highest grade of
graded schools. The subject must be taught as thoroughly as other
branches; teachers examined; penalty for nonenforcement attached.
No exhibit of pupil work in temperance physiology.
OHIO.

The law, enacted in 1888, requires that this study be pursued by all
pupils in all schools, and that teachers be examined in it before receiving certificates. Penalty attached for violation of the law.
Pupil work.-There was no exhibit of pupil work, except that from
the Cleveland high school, which was eutirely lacking in any mention
of the effect of alcohol and narcotics, and that from the Mount Sterling .
school, which was only fair. The papers presented moral rather · tlJan
sci en tifi.c reasons for total abstinence.
FLORIDA.

c

The law wa enacted in 1 0. It require this study of all pupils in
11 , h I. . • x mine ti n of teacher i required.
irpil u:otk.- ...ormal school .-The e chool pr ented no phy iology
· <l n

rk.

,· nt pupil work which howed
wu

, ugh , and h, t in th low r grade the in true-
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JLLU,01S.

The law was enacted in 1889, making this a mandatory s udy in public schools and requiring the examination of teacher .
Pupil work.-Normal schools.-The University of Illinois comes
within the provisions of this law, and the exhibitors reported that
physiology is extensively taught.
The State Normal University gives physiology a place iu its curriculu m. The exhibit showed good anatomical work, but there was no
treatment of hygiene or the effects of alcohol and narcotics. The
Southern Illinois State University also showed in its exhibit little
attention paid to hygiene and the nature and effects of alcohol and
narcotics.
Public schools.-There were exhibits of physiology pupil work from
Chicago, Rock Island, Nashville, Springfield, La Salle, Kewanee, and
from Pulaski and Clark counties. All of them contained more or Jess
reference to the nature and effects of alcohol and narcotics. In the
Chicago schools there is no inst.ruction in this branch below the eighth
grade.
MONTANA.

Being a Territory in 1886, Montana came under the national temperance education law then enacted. The Pathfinder Physiologies were
in 1889 adopted for six years~ and are consequently now in use.
Pupil ioorlc.-Public schools.-Many towns and cities sent manuscript
work in temperance physiology. That from the third grade of the
Helena schools showed excellent training. The papers sent by the
fifth grade of the Marysville schools indicated that the subject . of
hygiene and the effects of narcotics had been faithfully studied, and
the work deserves commendation, while that from the ninth grade of
the same school should receive honorable mention.
NORTH DAKOTA .

. The law, enacted in ~890, requires this study of all pupils in all schools,
to be taught as thoroughly as other branches, with text-books in the
hands of pupils able to read: These text-books must meet the required
standard (see map); penalty attached for nonenforcement of the law.
Examination of teachers is required.
Pitpil work.-There was an exhibit of high school pupil work in
physiology, which, however, consisted chiefly of technical anatomy.
SOUTH DAKOTA.

The law was enaoted in 1890, and requires the study of all pupils in
all schools ·to be taught as thoroughly as other branches, with textbooks in the bands of pupils able to read. These books must meet the
eBtabli bed standard (see map), aud teachers must pass an examination on the subject. Penalty attached for violation of the law.
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Pupil work........:..Normal schools.-It was reported that these. schools
lrnve physiology in tlleir course of study, and tlle pupil work exhibited
by the Madison Normal School showed that the subjects of hygiene and
11arcotic_s received attention.
Pitblic schools.- The county superintendent, in charge of the c 4hibit,
reported very satisfactory results arisfog from the thorough teaching
given in this study throughout the State. There are, according to his_
report, 26,732 pupils pursuing the subject with text-books. The manuscript pupil work showed a thorough knowledge of the nature a.nd
effects of alcohol and narcotics; and the exhibit of pupil work, as a
whole, deserves 11onorable mention.
WASHINGTON.

The law, enacted in 1890, makes physiological temperance a mandatory study, and attaches a penalty for nonenforcement.
Pupil work.-Normal schools.-There was no student work exhibited _
from either of the two recently established normal scbools.
Pitblic schools.-There was a very commendable exhibit of anatomical drawings done in pencil, ink, and crayon, which gave especial prominence to the results of violating hygienic laws in tbe use of alcoholic
drinks and -tobacco. Those from the Pullman schools, showing the
effects of alcohol and tobacco upon the pulse, and the effect of alcohol
upon the brain, merit special commendation. The manuscript work in
the sixth gra<l.e of the Olympia schools deserves honorable mention for
its presentation of the effec~s of alcoholic driu ks and narcotics.
NORTH C.A.ROLI);'A.

The law was enacted in 1891: and requires that this study be taught all
pupils in all schools as thoroughly as otller hranclles, with text-books in
the hands of pupils who are able to reacl. These hooks mtrnt meet the
established standard (see map). Examination of teachers is required
and a penalty for nonenforcement of the law is attached. No exhibit
of physiology pupil work.
•
MISSISSIPPI.

The law was enacted in 18V2, making this a mandatory study, to be
taught in the same manner and as thoroughly as other branches. Examination of teachers required. No exhibit of physiology pn1)il work.
KEXTUCKY.

TE.·A
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am,roved until after the opening of the Exposition, no work under the
law could be presented.
ARKA~SAS.

TLis State has no temperance education laif. Some physiology work
,Yas on exhibition, but contaiued no reference to the l)0wer and effects
of alcohol and narcotics.
IXDIA~A.

This State has no temperance education law. The course of study
in the Indi ana Institution for Deaf-Mutes contains -physiology h1 the
academic year.
NEW JERSEY.

This State h as no t,m1perance education law.
Pupil 1.corlc.-Normal school.-It was reported that the Trenton normal scl10ol has the subject of the "Effects of narcotics " taught by a
specialist in the regular course.
Pitblic schools.-The Jersey City high school exhibited superior anatomical work by the pupils. There were several very commendable
charts illustrating the effect ol alcohol upon the stomach a11d liver.
In the Atlantic County schools, as sho~n by the pupil work, the subjects of bygiene and the effects of alcohol and narcotics are well taught
iii all grades. The primary grades showed especially good work. The
effect of alcohol Qn the organs of the body was illustrated and described
in superior pupil work from the Westwood school, and deserves honorable mention.
CATHOLIC COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Many colleges and'Illany of the higher ,grade schools exhibited work
in technical physiology, in which there was a comparatively small
amount of hygiene, and in only a few instances was reference made to
the effects of alcohol and narcotics. A very commendable outline of
the various phases of the subject, under the head of "Alcoholic drinks
and narcotics," was exhibited in a paper by Thomas J. Murphy, of
Manhattan Col1ege, New York Oity. Unfortunately tllis was not
exemplified in the material exhibited. There seemed to be, in these
scl10ols: a need of more treatment of the nature of alcoholic drinks and
of the power of a little alcohol to create an appetite.
I

SUMMARY.

Three of the 38 States haviug temperance education laws made no
educational exhibit whatever. Of the remaining 35 States, tlle Jaws of
Kentucky, Texas, and the amended law of Connecticut did not go into
effect until after the opening of the Exposition, llence they could make
no exhibit of work as a result of the Jaw. Counecticut, l10wever, fornL·hed some comm ndable papers l.10wing a good, comprehensive
knowledge of the subject.
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Seven of the remaining 32 States did not include physiology and
hygiene in tbeir exhibit, viz: Rhode Island, Alabama, Nevada, Delaware, Louisiana, North Carolina, and Mississippi; and 2 of the 4 Territories, Arizona and Indian, made no exhibit of physiology pupil work.
Thi~, however, does not indica_te that the subject is not taught, as
schools made their own choice of what they would send.
There were, then, 25 States under special temperance laws, not including Connecticut, that showed temperance physiology in their exhibits
at the World's Columbian Exposition. Of these, it appears from the
foregoing report; more than one-third presented work of such excellence, showing an intelligent knowledge of physiology and hygiene,
and of the effects of alcohol and narcotics upon the human system as
to merit· special commendation or honorable mention, viz: Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Missouri, Nebraska, Maryland, Iowa, Montana,
South Dakota, and Washington.
Of the States not having a temperance education law, New Jersey
showe4 such superior pupil work on the subject of hygiene and the
effects of alcohol and narcotics as to merit houorable mention.
A number of institutions and some States having no temperance
physiology, or but little, on exhibition were reported by the superin tendent of public instruction or other officials to have the study well
taught and accordiiig to the conditions of the law-notably, Michigan,
Kansas, Oregon, West Virginia, and Colorado.
In view of the fact that the subject-matter to be taught in this branch
was new not only to pupils, but to teachers, and that the school literature. had to be written and methods of study to be devised after the
first laws were enacted, the entire exhibit of pupil work in temperance
physiology at the World's Columbian Exposition was most encouraging.
The testimony of those in charge of exhibits from the various States
who are in sympathy with this branch, and therefore have been watching its progress in different vicinities, is that the study is not only
making an impression upon the minds of the pupils in favor of total
ab tinence from alcoholic liquors and narcotics and in favor of hygienic
living, but that it is strongly influencing the habits of the children
and through them reaching the homes so widely that it is sure to
hape the future of the nation.
II.-EXHIBITS FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
ENGL N

SCO'.rL.A.ND, IRELAND, .A.ND W .A.LES.
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late to accept on the part of the State any responsibility for proYilliug
the means of public education. It can not be said eyen yet to p ossess
a coherent aud symmetrical system, such, for example, as that wllich
the foretllou ght of Swiss and German statesmen, of John Knox in
Scotland, or of the founders of the New England States created for
maintaining a sufficient supply of schools. Its present educational
position has been attained by slow degrees and by means of numerous
experiments and compromises. Until the middle of the present century the only institutions which had existed for public education were
endowetl or foundation schools, aud schools established voluntarily by
societies or private benefactors. The earlier endowed schools date from
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and a small number from the fourteenth century, and had for their main purposes the teachi ng of Latin
and Greek-then the chief, if not the only, accessible instruments of
intellectual culture-and the pr.e paration. of scholars for the ancient
universities. Another large group of endowed schools, dating clliefly
from the beginning of the eighteenth century, had for their chief object
the education of the poor in the elements of k nowledge and in the
"principles of the Established Church." Under the name of parochial,
or charity schools, endowed foundations of this type continued until
· recent times to furnish gratuitous instruction of a humble kind, and
often to i)royide clothing and apprenticeship. In the beginning of the
present century Dr. Andrew Bell and Joseph Lancaster aroused by
their personal efforts considerable enthusiasm on behalf of popular education, and became the founders of two great societies, the N atioual
Society for the Education of the Poor in connection with the Established
Church, and the British and Foreign School Society, which was composed of persons of various Christian denominations,, but which sought
to make the school instruction scriptural but nonsectarian. Both societies achieved large success in inducing local committees in all parts of
the country to establish and maintain elementary schools. In 1839,
when, at the instance of Lord Lan.sdowne, Lord Brougham, and Lord
John Russell the :first grants were made by Parliament in aid of public
education, it was through the agency of these two societies that those
grants were made. A committee of privy council was then formed to
administer such funds as might from time to time be intrusted to it by
Parliament, and in 1846 appeared the :first minutes of council, framed
largely by Sir James Shuttleworth, the secretary of the department.
These minutes established a system of public inspection, provided for
the training and certification of teachers, and defined the conditions
under which public arn should be dispensed to the schools.
Until the year 1870, however, the State made no provision for the
establishment of new school·, but simply con.fined its action to the ·
administration of grants in aid of such schools as were founded or managed by the two ocietie, and other voluntary or religious bodies. In
that year the elementary education act recognized for the :fir t t ime the
ED
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duty of the State to provide for all her children the means of instruction. It proceeded on the asst~mption that the voluntary system existed,
and ought to be maintained and encouraged, but that it ueedecl to be
supplemented by other provisions wherever it proved to be deficient.
It enacted, therefore, that in those places school boards should be elected
by the ratepayers, a.nd should be charged with the duty of erecting and
maintaining such schools as were needed to make the supply of instruction-computed as accommodation for 1 in 6 of the whole populationcornplete. The act of 1870 further enjoined that in all aided schools,
denominational and undenominational alike, parents who objected · to
any form of religious teaching or worship might withdraw their children from such teaching without losing any of the other benefits of
the school. It was also enacted that in all schools provided by local
boards, and aided by rates, no catechism or religious formula distinctive of any particular denomination should be used. The education
department was empowered to administer public a.id impartially to all
public day schools which fulfilled the required conditions as to the
qualifications and number of the staff, the suitableness of the bnilclings,
aud the quality of the secular instruction, but was not charged with
the minor duty of inquiring into or regulating tho religious instruction,
which was in all cases to be given in such part of the day as to leave
for every meeting of the school two hours of unbroken secular teaching.
·other provisions of the education act empowered school boards to fram e
local by-laws compelling the attendance of children at school, and subsequent acts have created school attendance committees to exercise
this power wherever boards do not exist. There is now in every part
of the country a local authority which, by mea,ns of its officers, enforces
the attendance of children between the ages of 5 and 14, except t11ose
11artially or wholly exempted for labor, by passing the standard e:s:amination appropriate to their age.
These measures have proved very effective for th eir purpose. In
1870, the year of the passage of the education act, there "\Tere in
En gland and Wales 9,563 voluntary schools receiving Government aid
arnl inspection, with a total of 1,152,389 scholars, and 12,467 certified
teachei . The Parliamentary grant amounted to £464,943. The report
of the education department for the year 1801-92 shows that there are
now 4,846,891 cholar on the registers, and 3,749,956 in average attendance in day , chools and 51,974: in evening schools; the total number of
rtifi l t ach r, lrn . ri:cn to 47,823, that of assi.·tants to 23,508, of
pur il t , ch rs to 2 ,1 1, and of students in training colleges to 3,310.
f th larg a l<litional , chool accommodation thus provided during
11 la. tw n y y ar tll
hool board , iu the exercise of their , tatnry Jl w r. hav furni.-h cl lc.ce for about 2,000,000. scholars, and th
7. , l c th fri 11 :
t' v 1unt, ry h l: about 1 750,000. Th re is now
~ 111 11 a · · n 111 <la i, n in I nblic l m ntary s hool.- for 5,5 0, 00 cbiltlr 11 • r f, · · n i l •rnbl · mor than 11 •• ixth f the entire populat101J .
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The fnud s by which these schools are maintained in efficiency 11ere,
until recently, derived from three sources: (1) The Parliamentary
.grant, amounting to £3,434,759; (2) local contributions, either iu the
form of rates to board schools or subscriptions to voluntary schools, 1
and (3) the fees paid by parents, amounting to about £2,000,000. But
fa 18!)1 the assisted education act transferred this last charge, or nearly
tho whole of it, from the parents to the imperial revenue, and gave to
all children the right to gratuitous education. It may now be roughly
estimated that of the total annual cost of elementary education in
- England and Wales (£7,813,706) nearly £5,500,000 will be paid out of
the public funds by the central department, £1,500,000 by the local
rates, and nearly £800,000, or about one-tenth of i.110 11hole, by voluntary contributions. The figures for Scot1an'C1, which has a seJ)aratc
education department of its own, show similar general result. There
are in the primary' schools of that country 680,.:'580 child1~en, or more
than 1 in G of the entire population, of wllom an average of 540,028
are iu daily attendance.
Tlie administration of the English education department is in trusted
mainly to the vice-president of the privy council. Of those who have
held this office since its establishment in 185G the most conspicuous
and influential have been Mr. Robert Lowe, afterwards Lord Sherbrooke,
who introduced the system of assessing the amount of the grant by
the efficiency of the school as tested by examination; Mr. vV. E.
Forster, tlrn author of the education act of 1870; l\fr. .A.. J. Mnndella,,
who in 1881 greatly improved the educational provisions of the code,
and, in particular, did much to encourage the adoption of tlle methods
of Froebe! and Pcstalozzi in the infant schools; and Sir Hart-Dyke,
under whose administration was passed the assisted education act.
It is also to the last mentioned of these statesmen that is to be
credited an important new experiment in respect of the training of
· teachers. Tho Government has long assisted by Jarge annual grants
tlrn normal colleges-44 in number-in which 1:;cllool masters and mistresses arc trained for their special work. But these institutions do
not supply the whole annual demand for t-rained teacllers, and accordingly the universities of the United Kingdom and tLe numerous provincial colleges of university rank, which ha,-e of late been founded in
the principal town8, have been invited to cooperate with tlie depart.
ment by attaclling to them normal classes for the special professional
trainiI1g of such students as desire to become elementary teachers. In
tu.is way the supply of persons who have received a liberal education,
and who have also been specially trained in the art of teaching, will be
greatly increased.
·
It will thus be. :,:;eeu that the whole of tlie provision for elementary
education js now aided and ~ontrolletl by the State. But 1Jitherto 110
public aid or npervi ·ion Im.. l>een extended in England to secondary
education. The proYi iou of econclary and intermediate scliools con-
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sists mainly (1) of endowed foundations, usually called grammar schools ;
(2) of proprietary schools established by societies, companies, or other
local bodies, and (3) o{ private schools. Of these, the schools of the
first class only c~u be regarded as in any sense within the purview of
the Government; for the charity commission, which is a permanent
department of the State, is intrusted with the power of framing schemes
for the government of ·all endbwed schools and of determining their
educational character.
Mauy recent facts in our history, however, indicate that the sphere ,
of public influence over secondary instruction is widening, and is
lik ely to be further enlarged. In Wales an intermediate education
_ act (1889) is already operating beneficially in coordinating the work of
the secondary schools. In Scotland the influence of the education
department has extended to institutions considerably above the rank
of elementary schools. The local taxation act of 1890 for England
and Wales set free a large annual sum derived from liquor licenses
and placed it at tlle disposal of county councils for the promotion of
technical and secondary instruction. At present a large portion of
this sum is being expended in encouraging such forms of science teaching and of handicraft as have a more direct bearing on the local industries; but much of it will doubtless become available for other forms
of advanced ed ucation. Treasury grants have recently been made to
provincial colleges in the largest industrial centers. .A. select committee of the House of Commons has recommended the enactment of a
measure for the registration and better qualification of secondary teachers, and a bill empowering municipal bodies to establish, with the aid
of local rates, secondary schools wherever they may be needed was
framed and introduced into the late Parliament by Mr. Arthur Acland,
the new vice-president of the council.
Among the questions still under consideration, and on which Parliament and the public will probably ere long express a decisive opinion,
are: (1) The enlargement of the powers of tbe education departmellt
under a responsible minister of public instruction, so as to bring into
harmony the various agencies for primary, secondary, and university
instruction, at the ame time leaving large scope for local effort and
initiative, for varied type of schools, and for the liberty of teaching;
(2) the provi ion of sucll link between all institutions for public
in truction a may enable cholars of promi e to proceed from the
l m ntar to b ·eco cl, ry ebool and thence to the university; (3)
b t r r vi i n f r th profe -.·ional training of s coudary teacher ,
11 l g u
hat wbi h h · pro ed o valuable in the department of
l m n ry ~n r ·ti n; ( ) u h publicity re pecting the aims a,nd
. ~ lar , n<l hi h r · ·ho L a, may enable par ut to
,
n<li 1 n • n l t ·h o wh, twill uit them b t; (5) the
1
,}i _1 l· ·
f m: 11nal and in 1 i:tri, l tr, ining and f 1>ractical and
·.·p rm ·1 ' 1
in th · :h m · t ,. 11 ral •dncati n and tlle rela-
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tion in whicli such training ought to stand to the traditional discipline
in languages and to intellectual culture generally; (6) the best means
of enlisting tho cooperation of local and academic bodies with the
Government in the maintenance of a high ideal standard of education,
and in it improvement from year to year.
The science aud art department, South Kensington, London, SW.,
exhibited examples of drawing, painti11g, modeling and design executed by art students in the National Art Schools, South Kensington,
London, and in other schools of art in the United Kingdom, showing
the principal stages of art instruction under the <lepartment of science
and art.
D. J. Cunningham, M. D., Trinity College, University of Dublin,
exhibited a selection from a series of models prepared with ~i view of
sliowing the topographical relations of the brain in man and the apes;
models of the cerebral hemispheres of an adult woman, a new born
child, a chimpanzee, and an orang-outang, removed from the cranial
cavity; modeh; illustrative of the anatomy of the fully flexed. elbow joiut.
The examination schools, Oxford, exhibited books, papers, photographs, and drawings illustrative of the history and methods of the
university extension system.
The school board for London exhibited specimens of work done by
pupils in the schools in writing, map drawing, designing in colors an<l
in colored papers, modeling in cardboard and in clay, woodwork 7 ironwork, brasswork, needlework, kindergarten hand work, laundry work;
specimens of school materials and appliances, including books, pictures,
diagrams, scientific and other apparatus, school museum; models, plans,
and elevations (exhibited by T. J. Bailey, architect) of schools and class
rooms; regulations, reports.
There was perhaps enough in these exhibits to turn the thoughtful
visitor to the examination of the resµlts already attained by public
education in England, aud interest him in the history of the heroic
struggle by which these results have been secured.
WOMAN'S EDUCATION.

Woman's education in these countries, especially her training in art
and industry, was more fully brought out by the efforts of the lady
managers. It was recalled that it was a picture by Lady Butler,
painted when she was Miss Elizabeth Thompson, which led Mr. Ruskin
to retract the dictum he had laid down, that no woman could ever compose and paint a picture.
Nor was it forgotten that we read in Boswell's life of ,Tobnson:
Johnson was in s.:ich good spirits that everything seemed to please him as we
drove along. Our conversation turned on a variety of subjects. He thought portrait pain tino- an impropn employment for a woman: "Public practice of any art,''
be ob erved, "and starinO' in men's faces is very indelicate in a female."
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It was desired, too, that visitors should keep in mind that Sidney
Smith, writiug in 1810, remarked:
0

That, at that time, owing to the Yery low stnndanl of cclucation nmong women
and the absence of u.ny kind of encouru.gemcnt to them to undertake intellectual
exertion, there was hu.rdly u, single work, either of reason or imaginatiou, written
by u, woman jn English liter:1ture, u.nd that scarcely one woman even had crept into
the ranks of t h e minor poets.

The object of the woman's committee, as stated by lVIrs. Fawcet, was
to collect such a series of exhibits as wonld form within certain limits
a fair representation of English women's work in various fields of
activity. The selection admitted 110 work in which mell shared.
vVoman's work was divided roughly into two heads: (1) Occupations
that lrnve been in the hands of women from time immemorial; (2) occupations ·in which women have taken au active part only ,vitllin comparatively modern times.
The distinction is perhaps more apparent than real, because the same
spirit that has caused women to enter upon new fields of activity lias
also caused them to <lo tlleir old work with such a greatly increasetl
knowlellge an<l thoroughness as to invest it practically with new life.
'l'llere is as great difference between the Mrs. Gamp of half a, ceutury
ago and the trained nurne of to-day; between the governess of lrnlf a,
century ago-who taught a.11 the arts aud sciences as well as deportment
and the use of the globes-and the high school teacher of to day, as
there is between Mrs. Squecrs, with her daily administration of brimstone and treaGle aud the woman doctor of to-day. It is not merely
that new employments have been introduced, but that the old Lave been
made new by the new 8pirit breathed into them. The d epartments of
woman's work were selected and assigned as follows:
Lace.-IIer Grace the Duchess of Abercorn.
Enibroidery anci needlework-Lady Henry Grovenor .
Hanclicrajts.-La.dy Roberts.
Artistic designs in vestibule.-Mrs. Robert Austen,'
Scottfah and Irish domestic industries.-Tlie Countess of Aberdeen.
lrelsh domestic inditsfries.-Tlle Lady Aberdare.
Liternture.-)Ir:,. Gol'<lou.
Nnrsing and hygie1 e.-l\Irs. Beu.ford Fenwick.
Philanthropic work.-Tbe Baroness Burdett-Coutts.
Education, i ncluding medical.-:.Ir~. Fawcet.
Th ub cction mu ing is on in wllicll English women take especial
prid . Th beli ve tho work of th ie countrywom en in thi d part111 ·nt to
ftr:t in point of ' X C' Hcnc , a. it was, under tlle able guidf .Jli ·: 1 lor e11c . . j, ·lltingal , fir t in point of time. A ycry
· mpl ·t ·olle ·tion " -, . proYic1, 1 in thi .·ul> eetion of yery kiud f
applian e au · ntrivan u · d in mu. int.··
\\fr . 1 a, · ·
b er
d a com1iletc clrnn~ in th e nims nncl
11 tlH' l ~uitccl I'iug <l um.
-n iY •r::;1t y cd u-
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cation has been placed witbin the reach of women nll oYer England, Scotlnncl, ancl
Irel::mc1 1 and largo numbers of women lul.Ye ::i,vailecl thernsel ves of it and hn,yo sho,Yn
not only by their educational honors, but by their subsequent work in a great vn,riety
of directions, that tho labor of cultiYation has not been applied to au ungrateful soil.
Durin g tho s::nne periotl a corresponding change n,nd impro,-cmont has taken pl:.icc in
the cducitional ~-ork done in girls' schools. It is 11rohably no exaggeration to say
tlrn,t there is not n, girls' school in tho United Kingdom that l.J.as not benefited by it.
The exhibits sent by tho girls' school company afford an illustrat'ion of the lines
upon which the education of girls is now conducted.
Ono part of the exhibit r,alls for special remark and explanation. The lon g row
of bcautifnl children whoso mothers l.J.ayo h::ul a university education l.J.as the motto
appended to it: "Non Anggli sed angeli." This intended to reassure tho timid and
to remind them that for 11 300 years tl.J.e beauty of English children has passed into n,
pro,erb ; so far, it hns not been injured by educating their mothers. Experience, as
far as it has gone, justifies the belief that e11ucatiou is n ot one of the things that
harm distinctive womanhood .
·

From England there were exhibits from eight colleges, viz, Girton,
Newnh am, Cambridge; Somerville anc1 Lady Margaret Halls, Oxford;
Royal Holloway College, Surrey; University College, Nottingham;
vVest Field College and Bedford College, London. Girton sent architect's <lrawing of the college buildings, students' rooms, views of the
college, and pottery found in the garden at Girton. Medical education
was illustrated by representations from the new hospital for women;
from the Royal Free Hospital., where women medical students receive
clinical iustruction; London School of Medicine for Women, aml from
Ul apham Maternity Hospital.
Among the schools especially represented were the North Loudon
OoJJegiate School for Girls, one of the earliest public schools in E1;1gJa11d for girls, and upon which high schools were in a degree modeled.
Fro~ Ireland there were exhibited official representations of the educational systems for both sexes. It is not generally kno"TTn. that the
system of public education elates back to 1834-35, when there was
enrolled 1.8 per cent of the population, which in 1890 had increased to
· 828,520, or 17 .G per- cent of the population, when the expenditures
reached $4,729,082. The system is administered by a board of commissioners, in which there is no participation by local agencies, there being
no local boards elected as in England or Scotland. Tlle commiss10ners are appointed by the Lord Lieutenant for Ireland. The managers of the schools are generally clergymen. At tlle outset it was
declared to be a system of education from which should be banished
eyen the snsi,icion of proselytism, and which, admitting children of all
religious persuasions, should not interfere with the peculiar tenets of
any. Religious instruction was specially remitted to tlie clergy of the
respective denominations. A. system of model or graclecl scllools has
been introduced, of w11ich there are 2!J, including 3 in Dublin. These
schools now enroll about 10,000 pupils. Convent and monastery schools
haYe an attendance of 65,548. There came into operation, under the
poor law of 1840, '10rkhou:e Rchools, which are now attended by 9,434:
1rnpil · ; tller arc al ·o 5~ eveniug chools, with an average attendance

•
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of 1,747. Of the total of 11,119 classified teachers, 5,021 were women
and 5,498 men. In the cities the schools of the Chris !:fan Brothers are
11umerous. Indeed, it was declared in Parliament in 1892 that the
Christian Brothers had practically the education of the whole Irish
city population in their hands, for their schools were situated in all the
chief centers of population. Since 1878 limited Government aid has
been bestowed upon secondary education; 244 schools are now said to
share in this aid. Trinity College, University of Dublin, the earliest
institution for superior instruction in Ireland, was chartered by Queen
Elizabeth, and Roman Catholj.cs were excluded until 1793, when they
were permitted to take degrees and all tests were abolished except in
the faculty of theology. The college of the Catholic University was
founded in 1854.
In 1849 t1rn so-called Queen's colleges were established in Cork, Belfast, and Galway. In 1879 the Royal University was created, whose
_examinations for degrees are open to all candidates, including women.
According to the census in 1881, 25.2 per cent of the population were
·illiterate, which was reduced in 1891 to 18.4 per cent. During the same
decade it may be noted that there was a decrease of 15. 7 per cent in
the number of children under 15 years of age. This decrease reaches
19 per cent among children 1 to 5 years of age. A writer remarks
that "this .decrea.se is not due to immigration alone, but is the proof of
a check in the normal increase of the population." It should not be
forgotten thait the science and art department maintains in Dublin a
very useful institution known as the Royal College of Science. Of the
colleges founded by women for women participating in the exhibition,
there were Alexandra College, Dublin, and Victoria College, Belfast.
Of the schools founded and carried on by women giving advan<Jed education there were 21 represented.
Of special schools there was tbe Rechelle school, Cork, for daughters
of army officers and profe sional men; there were also 7 schools belong- .
ing to the Society of Friend .
From Scotland there were exhibits from the school board of Edinburgh, including the Royal high school, founded early in the twelfth
century, and everal public schools. From the same city there was the
School of Medicine for Women and the Scottish Association for the
Medical Education of W omeu, and from the school board of Glasgow
th re wa. an e.·bibit f plans of schools, maps, reports, drawing , etc.
Tb re, a al o an xhibit from Queen Margaret Medical College.
n fine art H r :Maje ty the Queen sent six original sketches from
al o a copy i water colors from an oil painting, life-size.
pi · u , in il by er Ro al Highue. Princes Christian of
1.t in w re xhibit d; al. o a tudy from natur in water
r
' l 1ighn .'
riu . . Loui e, Mar ·hione ·s of Lome;
v l Ili hu , rin e ·
atrice, Princes
h
h r picture of intere ·t wa one
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, by Madame Bodichon, founder of Girton College. In handicrafts the'
, Queen exhibited t~o napkins made from flax spun by herself, also a
hat plaited by herself, given to her granddaughter Princess Victoria;
there was also a corner chair carved of oak and cut and embossed cowhide by Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales; embroidery on
liuen and knitted jersey by Her Royal Highness Princess Helena; a·
music stool of carved oak and cut and embossed cowhide by Her Royal
Highness Princess Victoria of Wales; also one by Her Royal Highness
Princess Maud of Wales.
Illustrations of training in handiwork by women were numerous and
instructive, especially for the students of manual training.
Education in agriculture, forestry, and veterinary is carried on less
in schools and more in practical association with farm work. Compared
with other nations, progress in agriculture has been only slightly pr?moted by State aid, but has been mainly due to voluntary associations
and to private individual exertions. In 1889 the board of agriculture
was created, with a president directly responsible to Parliament. To
this new department was intrusted the small_ Government grant in aid
of technical agricultural instruction and experimental research, the
collection of the agricultural statistics, the administration of acts
relating to the contagious diseases of animals, and all matters connected with land, such as commons, inclosures, copyholds, drainage,
buildings, and the like, as well as the ordinance survey; educatiop.
r~ceiving a small share of its attention.
The Royal Agricultural Society of England exercises many functions
ana,logous to those which are in other countries performed by the State.
It holds annual fairs in different districts takln in rotation; tests inventions and enterprises, and offers prizes for improved live stock and
implements and products; indeed, the society's operations embrace
practically every department of rural economy. In Scotland a similar
society was formed in 1884, and has kindred functions. In Irela--r{d
agriculture is fostered maiuly by the agricu1tural department of the
Irish la.ncl commission. A great impetus has been given to agricultural education since 1889 -by imperial grauts administered by the
county councils. As results, lectures in various departments of rural
economy, butter-making demonstrations, and other kiuds of dairy
iustruction have been largely organized and are accomplishing a most
useful work. All students of agriculture appreciated the great Rotliamsted exhibition. The world-renowned Rothamsted experiments, commenced in 1843 by Mr: Lawes (now Sir John Lawes, Bart.), celebrated
their jubilee in 1893. Dr. Gilbert joined Mr. Lawes as chemist and colleague at the beginning. Sir John Lawes has recently created a municipal trust of $500,000 for the perpetuation of his experiments, thus
continuing them as a moRt important contribution to agriculture. It
will be seen from the above that there was no adequate representation
of the work done in connection with the South Kensington anti through-
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ont England in technical and industrial education under the science
ancl art department. We may be sllre America would have given a
most hearty welcome to a foll historic and comparative exhibit from
tlle un iversities of Oxford and Cam bridge.
INDUSTRY TEACHING IN .DONEGAL, IRELAND.

This exhibit was under the supervision of Mrs. Dr. Hart, London1
England. The building in which tlie exhibition was installed, as you
approached it, bad the appearance of a castle. In the several rooms
iu the interior was exhibited the actual work of spinning, weaving,
making lace, etc., as carried on under the supervision of Mrs. Hart in
the congested districts of Donegal. Here one obtained an idea of the
rude looms, wheels, etc., as they were found, and of the improved
machines introduced by Mrs. Hart.
The population of the congested districts is believed to number not
loss than 100,000 persons. To understand the facts in the case, one
needs to turn aside from the good high TOacls and wander among the
thatched cottages, built of rough, unhewed stone. Thickly scattered
among the granite bow lders are, on the treeless black bogs of the
unhospitable coast, the _hardy, penurious, and industrious population.
The recurrent famines induced Dr. and Mrs. Hart to examine the facts
for themselves. Their conclusion was that tbe remedy was not so
mucb in legislat.ion as in education. They believed that the training
they had seen among the peasants in Bohemia and the Tyrol could be
made effective here. She began by establishing small experimental
knitting agencies, then undertook the improvement in the making of
homespuns. Then Donegal articles were of short lengths, of nndyed
woo1, badly spmi and woven, and of very primitive make, and there
was no demand for them in the ,market. She found wild the same
plant that elsewhere with skillful treatment furnished the best of
vegetable dyes. Her first step, therefore, was to train the wca,vers
and spinners in simple ·technical arts, to teach them how to extract
beautiful and permanent dyes from the wild plants of the bogs, to
induce and train them to spin with care and accuracy to certain counts,
to improve their loom , and to instruct the weavers bow to draft and
twill and to make patterns. In all thi Mrs. Hart's knowledge of chemi.-try, obtained in connection with her pharmaceutical studies, was of
SJJ -ial , rYi e to her, a, well a3 her extensive ob.-ervation and study in
th •l Yation of peopl s el ewhere by the improvement of their industry.
She fir ·t train d a Mr. Tiglt , au l then ,·tarfod him out among the
c tb g
n an itin rant , y, t m f t ·lmical teaching of the spinners
• 1Hl :\' , v 1· in th ir wn hom . Th p tato pot, set up in , ome , heln cl , pot am n · h r · k ha l b n th ir dye yat, and the leech.cs,
h , l, r an l 1 ra ·l· n f he
rr,- w ·re their dyeing material.-. l\Ir .
•
<1 •i ·
th r ·lL
mhr idcri . /- ( n l took , pe ·im n. of iJ.
J • ·hibi i 1: and to th
l 1 • ·<l > • 1
mark t · aud 0011 there
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was :1 ·demand for them. The attention of the Governmeut was attracted
to her well-directed efforts, and n, small substancy was granted, and the
work was extended to include the training of the peasants by itinerant
teachers in carpentry and wood carving and housekeeping. As tlle
,vork advanced and its results justified, a school was esta~lished, and
progress greatly quickened. l\ferclumts begau to :find profits in connection with the new industry. A mill was established, and now it is
believed as a result of these labors not less than a hundred thousand
dollars are now annua11y paid into the congested Donegal district for
homespuns. In tlle school established boys and girls are practically
trained in spinning and weaving, both by hand and by machinery, in
the technic of cloth manufacture, in dyeing, drawing, wood carving, carpentry, wheelwright's work, sewing, lace making-, embroidery, making
cloths, and tailoring. This school, with its advant~geous workshops,
forms a model for practical industry schools for the agricultural districts of Ireland. But of more value perhaps than all else is tho reviving of hope, the awakened intelligence, and the increased industry of
the. people. Much remains to be done.
·
FRANCE.

Those wLo had seen the exhibitions of education by France in Paris,
or that in New Orleans under the supervision of Mr. Buisson, were disappointed in the French exhibition at Chicago. There were special
e.xhil>its of education from Paris in the French Building, but tLo documents and tbe pupils' work sent by tbe ministry "ere in the French
section of the Liberal Arts Building and the illustrations in agricultnral instruction in the Agricultural Building. 1H each portion of tlie
exhibit the logic of the French mind and ti1e excellence of principles
and methods were well marked. The educational collections in the
French Building were of more value to those interested in industrial·
and reformatory training. In the French section one was able to gain
a knowledge of tho school laws; the.methods of administration under
the ministry; the q ualifi.cations required of teachers; the fnnctions of
the several bureaus; the gradation of instruction, from the infant
school to the m1iversity; the qualifications required of teacllers; the
place and methods of normal schools; the place alld metl10cls of examinations; indeed, there were opportunities to gain information upon
almost any feature of education in the Republic in wllich the ,;isitor
might be interested. T.!Je studies in the subject of education could be
greatly increased in value if the visitor examined, in connection with
them, the economica,l and social statistics which were beautifully worked
out in graphic form and presented to the eye in the same section.
Stndies equalling these in , ocial economics have lJeen rarely offered.
The pupils' work e.·hibited, we were assured, was not speciallypreparecl
for CLicngo. The well kept notebooks of pupils were especially iustrnctiYc. Into the ll.lore pennaueu t l>ooks the pupils at intervals
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transfer their temporary work, and when they are preserved froni year
to year they furnish tlie opportunity of marking the improvement of the
pupil from term to term and year to year. The careful gradation of
French manual training is especially noteworthy, and so is the use of
illustrations in teaching natural history and science.
The influence of the pedagogical museum can not be too highly commended. The libraries furnished for the r_eading of parents were well
illustrated. The excellent quality of the drawing was universally commended. It will be remembered that the French commission were dissatisfied with the methods of awards adopted by the managers of the
Columbian Expositio11. The educationa,l, therefore, like other features
of the French exhibit, was not offered for the examination of the board
of judges. Moreover, these boards were deprived of the advantage
that would have been gained from the cooperation of eminent French
experts in the several departments. Fortunately, educators had the
opportunity of meeting and conferring with the eminent French educators present, especially in the International Congress of E ducation.
In the elementary section Mr. Buisson, delegate from the ministry of
public instruction, in discussing the question, What shall be the plan
of work for a common public school? showed with what care the currfoulum of public instruction is prepared. Ile called attention to the
tendency of each one to overestimate the value of his specialty. One
would make too much of arithmetic, another of geography, another of
reading, another of handicraft. In the reform of education in France
he gave us to understand that the greatest possible effort had been
made to give each subject its proper place and amount of attention.
He said:
After tho important bills which do so much honor to the repul>licn,n government,
and by which all necessary schoolhouses and training colleges, even of th e higher
• order, were created, and education was made free, unsectarian, compulsory, after the
example of America, our educators and school authorities had to face the theory
problem of the curriculum.
I must ay that they took great pains over it, and here I think it is not out of
place to (1e cribe shortly, to those who are less familiar with our modern French
institution, a most important · one in regar<l to eclu ational matters. I mean our
Cous il supcrieur de l'in, truction publiq_ue, a kind of semi-elective counci l of advisers
of th mini ter of education, whose principal function is precisely to prepare or
revi e school programmes, school curri ·nla of all grades.
This assembly, which is uni<Jlie, as far as I know, in th e world, is most liberal and
r pr s ntatiY iu its composition. It was created by a law (1880), and includes,
be ides high fnnctionaric of the edu ati, n depn,rtment appointed by the head of
tb ,'tat, 4- m mb r 1 cted hy the nniYersities, learne<l societies, and schools and
coll r of all grad . Th
l mentary tea ·hers themselve elect 6 repr sentatives
in th c un ·il, which i r ally a parliam nt of education and p erhaps the only one
in I:urop .
. :ow i L tho. g 11 1 m n, pr siclc<l OYer by the education minister, who sat
torre her an<l slowly ancl carcfnlly l:thorat <1 onr nrricnlnm, which i surely not
P rf · , hnt which wa. th ohj • t of n111 ·h thinking, ncl talking over.
~ mbra · moral ancl c·h·ic- , r a.<liurr, langnage (with ol j ct 1 s ons, of course),
anthui ·tic, ' iu Y, ·l ·111 ·ut. of natural ci •nee, ·l •went of na.tioual history, ge g-
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raphy, writin g, drawing, singing, ancl gymnastics, with the addition of manual work,
graduated so as to continue what was already begun in kindergarten ( card.board
sloyd in small schools, bench and metal work in large ones), and also elements of
commercial tuition and elements of agriculture.
The industrial and agricultural programme, which is entered upon even in the
elementary schools, is of course much developed in the high school, which we call
ecole primaire superieur, and which is quite different from the classical high school,
or lycee, whi ch in France belongs to what we call secondary justruction. As a fact,
this scheme exists in France, generalized by our centralization.
As I saicl, the fault of this programme, it may be candidly admitted, is, perhaps,
that it is too complete; there is "surabondance de richesse." And of course it would
be better to omit some branches than to flutter about everyone, butterfly like, for
if we avoid the danger of narrowness w~ ought not to run in the opposite danger of
overpressure and overloading.
But, in my opinion, thjs danger may be avoided if the teacher is well trained and
keeps to the spirit, not to the letter, of the programme. The1·e are very good pre. ambles explaining the curriculum in the same way as those which many of your
~ity and State superintenden ts, if I remember 1ightly, place before the school regulations issued by the board.
Here are, for instance, the instructions to the teachers about the mental or intellectual part of the school curriculum, subdivided into the three studies-physical,
intellectual, and moral. In conclusion, if the school programme is thus understood
with its obj ective instructive character, less bookish, less scholarly and formal than
in former times, a nd worked in that spirit by the teacher, if the school time is not
cut up into small sections, if reading is made the m eans by which a great portion of
the supplement ary subjects are introduced into the school routine, even an extensive
curriculum may be carried out without confusion and overpressure.
But, of course, the success depends a great deal on the tea.cher; all will be easy if
h e or she carefully prepares a lesson on chemistry, physiology, or botany, for instance,
by diagrams, pictures, and specimens. For this purpose school museums are invaluable and can scarce}_;, be dispensed with. As to ma-nrral work, either cardboard
work, or woodwork, or ironwork, or modeling with clay, or gardening for boys, and
needlework, cooking, and ironing for girls; let those occupations be advocated as
most necessary whenever the school authorities can afford to supply the teacher with
the necessary implements, for even when this kind of occupation cloes not serve to
turn the children's tastes toward adopting industry and trade as their avocations,
they have a most beneficial influence, first, as derivative from overpressure in mental
work; secondly, from a social point of view in enforcing respect for the dignity of
handicraft and manual labor; thirdly, on purely pedagogical grounds. But before
the age of 10 or 12; if they are added to the school curriculum, means must be devised
so as to bring them partly before or after the regular school 'hours, or else the children's
time for the most necessary branches, those which bear the examination for the certificate of elementary studies in France, would be insufficie11t. When parents leave
their children at school until they reach 14 years of age, manual work or scientific
notions necessary to agriculture and gardening are most useful, for it is between
12 and 14 that the children show a great fondness for those active occupations and
are capable of making some real progress in them, and, besides, jt is a critical age,
a turning point iu life, when they are likely to choose their avocation, and a wellordained course ju manual or agricultural work may h ave a very decisive influence
over their destiny.
'.I.'HE GERMAN EMPIRE.

The exhibits of the German Empire were numerous and most interesting. They were, on the whole, uot excelled by those of any foreign
country. It was speciaJly appropriate that German education should
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· have fair attention, and it was much to be regretted that the space
assigned it was not alf that could be desired. Germany, through its
education, has taught the world. .All other progressive nations have
taken lessons of German schoolmasters. America has not been behind
in laying under contribution either their learning or their methods.
Different German-speaking States have sent their representative .
teachers abroad to every section of our land. But from no State have
they come iu larger numbers than from Prussia. Thither, too, many
American educators have hastened for their own preparation in the
management of schools. Prussian schools chiefly occupied the reports
of Bache, Barnard, Mann, and Stowe, who did so much a generation
ago to shape our educational ideas and activities. It is well known
that Rev. Charles Brooks traveled up and down Massachusetts informing, by his lectures, the people of the advantages of normal schools
and urging their establishment before the first was opened at Lexington under I1'ather Pierce by the aid of Mr. Dwight's $10,000. It is
perhaps also well known that Mr. Brooks gained bis knowledge and
inspiration from conversations with a German gentleman whom he met
on boanl a vessel crosshig the .Atlantic. Not a department of our
school work has failed to receive aid from what has been done in Germany. It was specially pleasing to .Americans that a gentleman so
eminent as Dr. Stephan Waetzoldt, a professor from the University of
Berlin, should represcn t German education as the chief commh;sioner of
his excellency the Prussian minister of education. It should be kept
in mind that the German Empire, like our own National Government,
is made up by the union of different States. .As with us, so there,
there is no national system of education. Each State directs its own
scllool policy. American visitors would have enjoyed· a representation
from all the German States, but they recognized a fitness in the fact that
thi great German educational exhibit should be so largely from Prussia.
Notwithstanding the space assigned to education was so limited that to
give the material a reasonably fair display it was necessary to erect a
second gallery above the main gallery where it was placed, its installation made the most of the opportunity. Tllose were most fortunate
who ujoyed the advantage of Dr. Waetzoklt's explanations. ··what
might seem to the ca. ual observer as too mechanical in the way of syst m regulations, book , methods, and illustrations became only the
mat rial conditions hel1 ful to the poutaneous efforts of teaC'her and
I upi1. Th th ory of German eJ.ucation is iudeed compulsory. The
t, t fixe.- tlie co11 ition all(l the parent mu:t comply. The teacl1er
mu · l> cinalifi cl an 1 <1 hi. work up to a high standard, according to
r ,,·nlati 1 •· •
h pnpil nm: • ttencl aml conform h1 conduct and study
. t 1 ·qui! 111 ·ut:.
o h upil a11cl t acher must be worl-er. . Tll 11irit
of military rill aud 1,re Liou i manifest.
• ·h l I p rt ar 11 t ubU, hed as frequently and as fully as they
thi · u tr,;.
lie u titution of forty ycal's or so ago contains
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the fundamental principles of education upon which the system rests.
But tLe special legislation expected to follow these educational provi8ions of tll e constitution has never been enacted, the orders or regufations of the ministry sufficing. The high order of education depends
less upon the free choice of parents than upon the vigorous administration of the ministry and the universal excellent qualifications of
the teachers. The constitution makes education compulsory, provides
the ways and means, allows none to teach but those whose qualifications reach the required standard, and teachers and pupils and parents
are required to discharge their respecth~e parts in the work of elementary education. The expenses of the schools are met by payments
from tlle State treasury and from the local community, the State
treasurer paying 18 per cent a,ll(l the local communities 1mying 82 per
cent. The amount paid by the State is derived mainly from taxation,
but in part from the income of permanent school funds. Formerly
tuition fees were required; but a recent tendency to make ·the schools
free has manifested itself, aud since 1888 tuition bas been borne in part
or in whole by the Government. Notwithstanding the compulsory
character of tlle State school laws, there is great freedom of local
action in certain particulars, and especially in cities. There is su1Jervision, but there is less expected of it than in certain American States-.
Indeed, as has been said, the superior qualifications of the teachers
re11der it less necessary. Tbe profession has the same rank as that of
medicine or law or the ministry. Women are allowed to be teachers,
but of the 75,000 teachers in the elementary schools only 10.6 11er cent
are women, and 89.4 per cent are men.
There are 106 normal schools for men and 8 for women. Of these 114
schools, 38 were Catholic, 72 Protestant, and 4 were mixed. The course
of stndy extend::; over three or four years. No foreign languages are
tau ght. The common subjects of instruction are reviewed, and great
emphasis is placed upon pedagogy. The teacher enters the profession
for life. He is as much an officer of the State as is a military officer.
After his active service ceases a pension is provided for him; and if
he dies his widow and orphan children receive it. The compulsory
scl1ool age is from 6 to 14. Schools continue during week days, but are
closed the afteruoons of Wednesday and Saturday, session geuerally
continuing from 8 till 12 and 2 till 4, or 8 till l and 3 till 4. Schoolhouses are not generally equal to those in America in elegance and
convenience. Bencbes are generally long, with desks attached. Single
desks are rare, but great improvements have recently been made in
school architecture. The exhibition made manifest tlle great superiority of the German schools in apparatus; charts, maps, specimens of
natural history, models, instnunellts, etc. These aids to education are
not collected llaphazar<l. They accord with the best pedagogical principles and are fumi lled by tho ·chool officer or selected by the teachrs ,Yho know what i ' fit and appropriate. 'reat care is given to the
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conditions of health. The conrse of elementary studies corresponds
very much with ours, perhaps placing more emphasis on drawing aud
natural or nature studies; which are receiving more attention in American schools. T,e xt-books are less used; instruction is more largely
oral. The scientific method is manifest in the text-hooks and in the
oral method. The thorough qualification of tlie teacher saves him from
extravagances in the treatment of subjects and from the cultivation of
tlte faculties of his pupils out of balance. The reasoning faculty is not
sacrificed to the memory. The teacher is al ways on the alert and geuerally on his feet. Instruction in school hours is unsectarian. Religious instruction is provided in· other ways, according to personal choice,
whether Protestant, Catholic, or Israelite. If the schools are of mixed
faith, those of one belief retire while those of the other receive instruction. Much less is made of examinations than in this country. Discipline is strict. The docility of German children is often the subject
of remark. While woman does not hold the position as teacher that
she occupies in .t his country, many facts connected with the exhibition
indicate the increase of opportunities for her instruction. The models
of school baths was a subject of general surprise; yet it is true that
the bathing pool connected with the gymnasium is found in America.
However superior the scientific treatment of subjects in German textbooks, they are far less attractive to the eye than American in paper,
printing, and illustration. As might have been expected, the collection of works on the history, theory, and practice of teaching was
large. The exhibition made it clear that Germany knows how to honor
those who do the people great service. The busts of her great educators emphasize the personality of educational progress with excellent
effect.
WOMEN'S EDUCATIO 'AL UNION, BRESLAU, GERMANY.

This interesting exhibition in the Women's Building was presented
in five different part ~. The first included plans, photographs, etc.; the
second, industrial school work in embroidery, monogTams, millinery,
dre smaking, mending, darning, and patching; third, training . school
for nurses, including especially sewing with hand and machine on articles for use in nursing babies and in dressmaking for children; fourth,
pecimens of work from the seminary for teachers of needlework, united
with training for kindergarten teacher ; fifth, school for photography,
including vi w of the city and photograph of the pupils of the school
:£ r h u · keeping chool for cooking, and kindergarten and trai11ing
chool £ r m-. s.
A
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articles illustrative of education or in the presentation of educational
information. Yet there was much in the commercial and industrial
exllibit of the Empire to sugge.st to thoughtful minds the condition
of instruction among the people. Both commerce and industry begin
to respond to the increase of educational efforts in both countrirs.
But the presence of rude methods and implementA of industry among
a considerabl e portion of the common people point to the greatness of
the task which remains to be accomplished. In estimating the progress
made it should be remembered that little .had. been attempted for the
people generally before the revolution of 1848. From that period
we- find educational enactments and an educational ministry. In both
countries religious questio11s are a great source of embarrassment.
In each country there is limited local participation with the ministry
in the direction of school affairs. The constitution, which guarantees
"all nation alities equal rights," also affirms that" each has the inalienable right to secure and maintain its language." This results in the
multiplication of languages, often in small districts as weJl as large,
and thus greatly hinders the progress of education.
AUS'I'RIA.

All statistics at hand. are inadequate. Of the 24,000,000 set down in
round numbers as the population of Austria, 3,200,000, or about 13.3
per cent, are iu the schools below the universities. Public regulations
give early attention to child life, but they are not efficiently carried out.
Definite provision is made for day nurseries for children of "working
people for daily care and suitable occupation and to accustom them to
cleanliness, orderliness, and good behavior, a.s well as to instill mto
them a love of work." Infants under 3 years of age are not received.
Elaborate regulations also provide for kindergartens, attendance, methods, aims, and q uahfications of teachers. Vienna has led the way in
educational progress. Some 546 kindergartens are reported. Of the
elementary schools over 50 per cent are ungraded. Of these 17,276 public elemeutary schools, 19.4 per cent, are half-time or half-day schools.
Pupils are entitled to instruction without distinction of sex, and also
without distinction of religious belief whether Protestant, Greek, Roman
Catholic, or Jew. The language of instruction is German in 41 per cent
of the public schools; Bohemian, in 25.5 per cent; Polish, in 9.6 per cent;
Ita.Iian, in 4.9 per cent; Servian, in 1.8 per cent, etc. Of the 60,126
teachers in the public elementary schools, 76 per cent were men and 24
per cent women . Of the women, 61 930 taught only knitting, sewing,
embroidery, or other handiwork to the girls twice a week, and of the
men, 13,875 were teachers of religion, reducing the total to 39,321 who
are engaged in teaching letter . Of every 100 persons in A.ustria 14.1
are of school age-6 to 14-hut only 11.9 per cent are enrolled in school.
The e~'ecution of the cornpul ory education Ia,w was attended with
nearly 200,000 sentence , either in imprisonments qr fines; the resistED

9 --75
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ance is largely among the Slavic population. Physical training is
taught in over 11,000 scllools and industrial in over 10,000. Over
13,000 schools have libraries and 428 districts have pedagogical libraries.
In 1889, 55,846 students were enrolled in the schools of secondary
instruction.
'
.Austria has 8 universities, 6 polytechnic schools, 1 of agriculture, 3 of
fine arts, 43 of theology, and 69 normal schools. During 1889 there
were delivered 3,266 lectures in the universities; during the winter
semester they were attended by 15,562 students; of these Vienna had
6,371.
The 6 polytechnic schools were attended during the winter by 1,724
students, showing a considerable falling off since 1885, when the attendanc~ was 2,026; the :1gricultural_for the same term was attended by 246,
which also shows a considerable falling off; the two mining schools enrolled U7, and the schools of fine arts 433. Of the 43 theological schools
39 were Catholic and 4 of other confession'S. The 69 normal schools
have an attendance of 9,415 students. Forty-two of these schools were
for men and 27 for women. In 39 German was the language of instruc·
tion, in 12 Bohemian, in 6 Polish, in 2 Italian, in 2 Servian, and in 8 several languages were employed. In commercial schools 10,000 students
were enrolled. In 1889 there were reported 619 special industrial
schools, with an attendance of 64,000 students. There were enrolled
in music schools 13,979 students, and in schools of forestry and agriculture 2,618.
HUNGARY.

The interest in all which concerns Hungary, created in .America by
the visit of Kossutli, has by no means disappeared. .A full exhibition
of education and a full representation of its facts would have been most
welcome at Chicago. The degree of self-goyernment attained by Hungary in 1866 was followed in three years by special Hungarian direction
of its own school affairs. By the census of 1880 the population was
13,749,603, and the school population between the ages of 6 and 15 was
· 2,408,624, and there were enrolled in elementary schools 2,015,612, or
14.66 per cent of the children of school age. The enforcement of compul ory attendance is in the hands of communal authorities. There
was expenued on schools 39 cents per capita of the total population.
n 18, fJ the tate maintained 25 normal schools and the church 47, and
the tot 1 ttend ce was 3,7 1 tudents, of whom 2,666 were young men
and 2,11 young w men. Th re were in attenclance upon infant schools
" L b y ; girl.·, 21 04' ; total, 59,0Gu. There is reported a need of
additi
1 h olro n to prev t over rowding. Generally the
, re fund. he 1 with lackboard,·, aid to teaching arithmetic,
rnll t p mocJel £ r drawfo 0 ·, and other aids to in truction.
'"' :'~
u ·ali 11, l ud jnv nile libraries. Of every 1 0 0
h ·ca ·hool ~, rel u; -, -4 chools have hall · for gymna - o.)
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tics, and 7,855 have grounds for open-air gymnastics; 70 per cent of
the elementary teachers have their re8idences connected with the schoolhouses. There were 43,070 students receiving secondary instruction;
of the::;e 45.7 spoke one language and 54.3 per cent spoke two or more.
Hungary has 3 universities-in Klausenburg, .A.gram, and Budapest;
1 pulytechnic school, 1~ law schools, and 53 schools of theology. The
number of students in attendance on the universities was 4,098, on the
polytechnic school 616, on the law schools· 792, and on the schools of
theology 1,855. According to the report of the same minister, Hungary had 278 courses for industrial training or instruction in trades,
with 46,288 students; it also bad 83 workshops for home industries
with 5,466 apprentices; it bad 75 elementary and 22 secondary commercial schools, the former having an attendance of 4,086 and the latter
1,870. Students in schools for midwifery numbered 472. A normal
sc11ool for teachers of drawing was attended by 90 students; a similar
school for fine arts by 110 students; a school for music and drama by
136, and the schools for defective classes had 3,210 pupils. The total
annual appropriation for 1891-92 was reported to be $3,643,762.
ITALY.

Italy as a government did not exhibit 1ts education at Chicago.
Public attention is most attracted to what is said in current publications (1) of the appropriations to education, w!:1-ich, however inadequate,
have gone up from $9,000,000 in 1872 to $ 18,500,000 in 1890, and (2)
to what is said of Italian illiteracy, which bas gone clown in a similar
period from 78 per cent to 50 per cent.
The high position of Italian art gives the worhl some notion of what
is clone for its cultivation, while the frequency with which workmen
from Italy are fonnd who have been trained in Rome trade school conveys some idea of the dissemination of industrial education, Tlle
efforts of _C avour in behalf of the latter are well known. Indeed, that
great statesman did not fail to comprehend the part that education
must perform in the unification of Italy. He believed that the enlightenment of the people would enable them to rise from the degradation
to which they had sunk, and increased facilities for their instruction
marked every step of progress. Schools established for the benefit of
the soldiers have done a great work. Their enrollment in 1891 reached
36D,OOO, and the total enrollment of elementary schools 3,306726G. Sec-_
ondary instruction is imparted in nautical, commercial, agricultural,
and other industrial and normal schools and in classical schools. Th~
attendance on secondary instruction advanced from 43,798 in 1871 · to
85,GOO in 18!:J0 in classical and technical schools. There are 134 normal
schools, of which 26 rank as inferior and 108 as superior; 36 are for men
and 98 for women. Under the new regime the education of women llas
mmle great advance in Italy a11d Iler condition has correspondingly
improved, but much remains to be done. The progress of the iustruc-
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tion in agriculture has done much to restore barren lands to productiveness and increase the fruits from the soil, and thus promote the
comfort of the people. To the world outside of Italy its universities
have long been the most conspicuous illustrations of its educational
opportunities. There are 21 having the faculties of law and jurisprudence; 11 philosophy and literature; 20 medicine and surgery; 15
mathematics and physics. As aids to university work there are 239
laboratories and museums. Important reforms in administration and
instruction have been for some time under consideration. Instruction
iri. the fine arts and in music have long been highly regarded in Italy,
In connection with education special attention is paid to antiquities.
The unification of educational administration is well established. A.t
its head is the minister of public instruction; he is assisted by a council
composed of 22 members; associated with the ministry there is a royal
commission of 5 members; cooperating with the ministry are C!> provincial councils. In the leading cities there are already G female inspectors; 6 special experts are charged with the care of antiquities, monuments, excavations, museums, a,n d art galleries; 6 others license the
exportation of antiquities and fine arts. Infant asylums in Italy have
lon g contained large numbers of children to which a limited measure of
instruction was imparted. Of late the methods of Frobrel have been
introduced to great advantage. In 1889 there were 2,818 of these institutions containing 268,954 children. It is hoped that ere long kindergarten methods will prevail among them all.
DENMARK.
COMMON SCHOOLS.

The present arrangement and administration of these schools is
founded on two laws from 1814, which have, however, been altered by
later decrees. One of the said laws regulates the common schools in
towns, the other those in the country, but the fundamental principles
are alike for both.
Still, it must be noted that in the course of some twenty or thirty
years most of the greater towns have themselves reorganized their
common chool , which nowadays give the pupils an amount of knowledg that gTeatly urpas es the standard fixed by the laws. A.ll childr n at the ag of 7 to 14 years must attend some school, unless their
parent r tutors have them taught sati factorily in some other manner.
metim . hil lren are permitted to leave school at the age of 13, proi<l l tb y b, ve a tain d the knowledge and ability they have to
a· 1uire during heir ·h 1 time. Parent who neglect to end their
l1il 11'
·h 1 are fin d.
nth
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aim of the school is to make the children good Christians and citizens,
and to give them such knowledge and powers as will' serve this eud.
Every parish is to have a school, but several of them have more than
one. This is necessary, partly because the law forbids any child to
have a longer way to school than 1 English mile and partly because no
single teacher must have a greater _number of children than 100 in the
country or 80 in the towns.
In towns every school often has two teachers or more, but in . the
country it is common that one teacher has two schools, namely, a primary school for children from 7 to 10 years and the usual common
school.
Every parish has to pay school expenses, but the Government gives
yearly 400,000 kreutzer to the salaries of teachers and 365,000 to the
school funds, out of which are paid pensions for teachers and contributions to the salaries of assistant teachers.
Every appointed teacher who has held a situation for ten years is
entitled to a pension in case of his being unable to work any more.
After ten years of service his pension will be half of bis salary, and
after twenty-nine years two-thirds of it.
Teachers' widows only receive one-eighth of the salary, but every
teacher has to secure his wife some life insurance, and the Government
takes care that he-performs this duty.
Every parish or town has its school board, which works under tbe
superintendence of the Government. The supreme authority under
which resort all the school,; of the country is the ministry of church
and schools. ·
STATISTICS. -

Accordiug to statements from reports of 1880 the num1er of schools
in the country was: (1) Public common schools, 1,586, with 3,103
teachers, of whom 400 had passed no examination; women teachers, 160,
of whom 142 had pai:;sed no examinatiou; pupils, 203,107. (2) Private
common schools, 270, with 181 teachers, of whom 94 without any examination; women teachers, 96, 94 without any examination. (3) Private
primary schools, 168; teachers, 41; women teachers, 127; pupils, 2,355.
The expenses of the parishes to common schools in the country were
about 3,000,000 kroner. To private common schools was given about
10,000 kroner, and to primary.schools, 3,000 krouer, besides 8,000 kroner
to sewing schools.
In 1890 there were in towns (Copenhagen not included) 118 common
schools, with 601 teachers; 463 women teachers, and 40,364 pupils. Tbe
school expenses in towns were in 1880 about 10,000 kroner; 1890, about
12,000 kroner.
TilE RIGITER SCHOOLS.

The Latin schools were forrneily superintended by the board of the
university, but ince 1848 they l1ave been Jaitl under the ministry of
clmrch and , cboo] . A bill of Pal'liam ·nt is necessary to change the
material foundation of tbe higb r chool .
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The schools are superinteuded by a board of 3 members selected for
three years by the Government. They haye special superintenden ce
for gymnastics and singing.
The number of public Latin schools is 12. Unly one of them, that
of Soro, is a boarding school. The n:n_mber of pupils is, for the present,
1,863.
At every school is appointed a rector, several head masters, and
assistants. The salary of the rector is 4,000 to 5,000 krone.r. The
teachers are all entitled to pension; their widows, too.
The conditions on which a boy is admitted to a L atin school are that
he must be 12 years of age and have a sufficient amount of knowledge.
Most Latin schools have founded preparatory schools. 'Ihe schools
have G classes, each of one year. As a rule the 1mmber of pupils in a
clas.s is no·t to surpass 25. The daily school time is not divided, according to a geueral wish of the parents. It is six hours a day-in summer
from 8 to 2, and in winter from 9 to 3 o'clock, with ten minutes' play
every hom· and twenty minutes for breakfast. Only at Soro is the ·school
time divided.
The aim of tlle Latin schools is chiefly a sound general culture, besides
to prepare the pupils for the university, and .finalJy to give them the
scientific education which is also necessary in other positious.
The instruction falls into two subdivisions-the linguistic-historical
and the mathematic-scientific,
The following disciplines are taught: Danish (including Old Icelandic
and Swedish), German , French, English, Latin, GTeek, religion, history,
geography, arithmetic, science, drawing, writing, singing, and gymuastics. French is considered the most important of living tongues. English is only taught as an experiment. In Latin 120 chapters of Cicero
must be read, one book of Livius, one of Tacitus, two books of Virgil's
JEneid, the letters of Ilorace and two of bis odes, besides as mnch cursory readi11g as will be equal to two books of Livins. Iu mathematics
the pupils learn arithmetic and algebra, stereometry, plane geometry,
analytic geometry, etc.; in science, chemical and rnechauical physics,
and astronomy.
There are taught gymnas-tics, military drill, swimming, and sometimes
· clauving and s1oyd.
Except in the two highe t classes the home work is not to xceed
three hours a clay. The pupils graduate publicly every year.
>art of the pupil graduate from the fourth class, and then baye tlie
, amc ri 0 bt a tho
wll have pas ed the so-called 'Prreliminc. re:s:• m n/ which will b mentioned later on.
'rom
i.·th ·la.. th pupil. graduate to th unirnrsity. Those
1 no- t the lingni:ti ·-hi tori ·al ran ·hare c.-amined in Latin,
~, rench · r ·i , , ncl .· ·i n · · tlt mathe1 mtic- ·eientific, in math' mm u for uoth c r D~ ni:h, Fre11cll, Gerrnau,
1
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Those who have graduated in the mathematic-scientific. branch have
access to the polytechnical school, besides to tlie university.
The payment for instruction at the public Latin schools varies from
120 to 170 kroner yearly. It is not difficult for poor, diligent pupils
to obtain stipends. Gratis instruction can be given to- one-sixth of the
pupils. Pupils who have been taught privately can obtain access t o _
t he university by passing an examination either at a public Latin school
or at a private one which has the right of graduating pupils.
A privat~ Latin school can be founded with the permission of the
King. The Government controls the examinations passed there.
There are at present 22 private Latin schools, of which one is a
school for girls, managed by a woman, as is also one of the boys'
schools. The number of pupils in these schools is 2,221.
"Pn.elimimerexamen" is an examination introduced in 1881 instead
of different smaller and greater examinations. It can be passed at
public and at private schools. The pupils graduate in Danish, English,
German, or French; history, geography, mathematics, and science.
Religion, writing, drawing, gymnastics and singing are generally taught.
This examination gives access to the Veterinary and Agricultural College, the lower law school, the school for pharmacy, for dentists, for
officers, to appointments in the post and telegraph service, etc. With
several additions it will also give access to the university.
Women arc not admitted as pupils to the public Latin schools, but
tliey are allowed to graduate there. From 1882 they have the right of
passing tlie "Prrelimimerexamen" and many secondary schools take
pupils of. both sexes. '' Prreliminrerexarnen" gives to ½omen the same
access to schools and examinations as men have, but it gives them no
right to public appointments.
Women are admitted to the university on the same conditions as men.
They may also pass all examinations at the university except that of
theology; here there is a special examination arranged for them which
does not give them any right of preaching.
To the university belong a great many donations for the benefit of
poor students, houses where they can live free, etc.
There is a library, n botanical garden, a zoological and a mineralogical museum, an observatory, several laboratories, etc.
The university is a State institution to which belong several funrls,
consisting partly of ]ands, partly of money.
Denmark has only one university, founded 1478 by King Christian I.
It is superintended by the ministry of church and schools. Before
a professor is appointed the special faculty is consulted. If there are
more solicitors a public competition will take place. The election is to
be confirmed by the King. Everybody who has acquired the degree of a
<l.octor has the right of giving lectures at the faculty to which he belongs.
All the professors form an association which assembles four times a
week or whenev r the rector of the nniver ity want it. This association ha to cl.loo e the rector.
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Thero are five faculties-the theological, the medical, the philosophical, the mathematic-scientific, that of law and political economy.
The number of students who in 1893 graduated to the univ~rsity was
400. The students must have graduated from a Latin schooi; they have
liberty to hear whatever lectures they choose.
When the professor permits it, others, too, who do not prepare for any
examination, may attend his lectures.
AU lectures and exercises, belonging to studies of examinations, are
gratis. The academic year is divided into two semesters of four
months each.
After the first year's study, every student passes an examination of
philosophical propredeutic. The students are examined now and then
to try their diligence and progress.
Every student must prove that he has followed a certain number of
lectures before be is admitted to tbe final graduation. The students
are examined by their own professors. Oensors are appointed and
paid by the Go:vernment.
Besides the here-mentioned schools, Copenhagen has a very large and
excellent State university for farmers, gardeners, and foresters, another
for engineers (" ,Polytechnic" school), a manual training school ('' Tecnic school"), and an academy for pharmacists. Only the first of these
schools admits women (till now only one woman has graduated there).
Four State normal schools for teachers (in the country) admit 011ly
men, while a number of private normal schools educate either female
or male teachers. A special Danish kind of schools (adopted, though
after Danish pattern, by Sweden and Norway) are the so-called hig·h
schools where in winter young men, in summer young women, sometimes both sexes together (mostly of the serving clas·ses), seek a relief
from manual labor and a renewal of their school knowledge, while still
the chief object of these schools is to give them a more ideal view of life
than is generally found among hand laborers. In some of these schools
the course is longer, and then farming or manual training may form
part of the curriculum. Generally the chief part of the teaching is oral
(lecture ), no part of it is compulRory, and no examination ever takes
place. The e choolR are from the beginning wholly due to this private
initiative of tbe enthusia. tic followers of the poet-pastor Grundtvig
(1791-1 77). For year. they were considered dangerous, as fostering
t much oliti al independence. In la,ter years they have been imitat l y cliff r nt more con ervative factions. Now it is thought that
th y may co mt ra t, o iali, m in a happy way, and they accordingly
ar n w u
rt d by the overnment.
SWEDEN.

of model. il111 trating
loyd or needlework in
uperintende11t of this
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The models were made by pupils in the public schools (primary and
grammar) of Stockholm (age 7 to 14 years). The model were w 11
executed and were so installed as to convey a clear idea of the y ' t m.
Miss Lundin says:
The aim of the instruction of girls in sloycl is: (1) To exercise hand and eye; (2)
to quicken the power of thought; (3) to strengthen love of order; (4) to develop
independence; (5) to inspire r espect for carefu1ly and intelligently exe utecl work ;
and at the same time (6) to prepare girls for the execution of their dom stic duties.
'fhe instruction h as two objects in view: (a) It shall be an educational medium;
(b ) it shall fit the girls for practical life.

Experience has proved that the desired res_u lts can be best reached
by (1) practical demonstration of the subject, (2) progressive order
with regard to the exercises, and (3) class instruction.
(1) Practical demonstration in sewing is accomplished by means of a
sewing frame, and in knitting by means of large wooden needles and
colored balls of yarn. At the same time, bl ackboard drawings are
constantly being made.
(2) The exercises are planned and carried out in the most strictly
progressive order, so as to enable the pupils to execute well the work
required of them.
(3) The instruction in sloyd should, like that in other branches, be
given to the whole class at the same time, otherwise the time wh~ch the
teacher could devote to each pupil separately would be insufficient to
secure the desired results.
In order to illustrate the progress from the simple to the more complex in the teaching of sloyd (this term embraces all kinds of handiwork) we giye the following class divisions of the subjects which are in
use at the present time in the public schools of Stockholm:
ST.A.:ND.A.RD 1.

1. Plain knitting with ~wo needles-a pair of garters.
2. Plain knitting-a pair of warm wristers.
ST.A.ND.A.RD 2.

3. Plain knitting-a towel. · Practice in the different kinds of stitches; running,
stitching, hemming, and overcasting-Lt lamp mat.
4. The application of the already named stitches-one small and one l arge needlework bag.
ST.A.ND.ARD 3.

5. A needlework case.
6. An ap ron.

Simple darning on canvas-a mat for a candlestick.
ST.A.ND.A.RD 4.

7. Plain and purl knitting-slate eraser and a pn.ir of mittens.
8. A. plain chemise.
·T a:NDARD 5.

9. I nitting-a pair of sto krng .
10. Drawing the pattern, cn Lting tlUt, and making a chemise.
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STANDARD 6.

11. P atching on colored material.-Plain stocking clarning .-Buttonholes. -Buttons
made of thread.-Sewing on tapes, hooks ancl eyes.
12. Drawing the 'pattern, cutting out, and making a, shirt or a pair of drawers.
STANDARD 7.

13. Fine darning and marking.-Drawing tbe pattern for a clress.-Cutting out such
articles as are required in standards 2 to 4.
14. Drawing the pattern, cutting out, and making a <l.ress.
Time given to needlework per week.
Hours.

Standard 1 ... __ .... _..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Standards 2, 3, and 4 ............................................... ...... .......
Standards 5 and 6 ...... ...... ----·· ............................... ....... .. . ....
Standard 7 .. ....... _.. . . . . . . ....... _..................... __ .... ..... - . . . . . . . . . .

2
4
5
6

Miss Lundin calls attention to the fact that the simple, logical, and
progressive plan adopted in teaching other branches has been too much
neglected in manual training. She says it is not sufficient to give out
lessons to be committed to mein~ry; they must also be thoroughly
explained by the teacher; suitable mediums of instruction must be
sought and class teaching maintained in order to secure thoroughness
and inspire interest. As soon as any exercise is well learned, it should
be applied to something useful either in the school or home. In this
way the pupil's interest is awakened and strengthened. The child will,
in such cases, see the result of its work such as it can uuderstarid;
moreover, the parents' sympathy will be won.
She holds that the teachers by appealing to the whole class at once
can secure the at.tention of the pupils and awaken lively interest. She
can impress ideas of form, size, and the reason for doing this and not
doing that, thus making the instruction both developing and educating.
But class teaching should not be all. The teacher must not guide every
step. It is only the new in each step that should be explained to tbe
whole class. When the pupils have learned through explanation and
illn. tration what they must do, they should work independently of each
other, and the teacher shonld give attention to them separately, seeing
that each performs correctly the required exercise. She should observe
the positions of the body and the hand, also whether the pupils hold
th work at a proper di tance from their eyes, so that they may not
gain ·kill at th expen ..e of their eyesight. She repeats with emphasis
tb, t the teacher of mauual work should not only instruct, but educate
b . 1mpi1 a: w 11. Tb r ~fore the cboo. ing of the teacher is not an
in:in-nifica.ut m, tt r.
:id· manual dexterity, teachers should be
>O .• - • <l of pe ag o·i al .·hll.
Thcr fore for the traiuin b.
o· of teachers
.
m 1 ~ 11 1al r, ining: ·itb r p cial 11 rrnal schools sbonlcl be cstabli bed
r ·h t i wi ut d u t b ·tter e.·i ting normal ~chools should place
m, 1 ual haminrr in th ·ir 1ni ·ul 1m on an qual footing ,-.,.ith other
, 1 ·h . >f
Th, ti now lon • in w deu.
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She holds, too, that not only girl , but the youn°· r b y boulcl b
instructed iu girls' sloyd. The boys h uld be tang ht tbi" b "'au it
introduces variety and interest, trains the band and eye, and r ud l f '
them able to meet many possible conditions of nee ity.
The Swedish or the "Ling 7 8Y tem of gyrnna tic ·an bo brief! '
characterized. as follows:
Tlle movements in their nature and their number are founded on the
human organism's natural need of exercise, and the po . . ibility of it.
perfect development to health and capability of work. The gymnastic
can also preserve or secure a development already gained.
The aim of these gymnastics is to obtain as perfect health as possible;
that is, a harmony bet"TI'een the different organs and bet-w en heir
fun ctions. Skillfulness has but a secondary place, but it is obYious
that the human body will best receive the barmonious development for
which it is fitted when the organism itself is used in its own perfection
in relation to physiological laws.
The num erous exercises which come into uRe in these gymuastics are
divided into families, groups, or tables arranged according- to likeness
iu the effects produced upon the different organs .
.All the movements in one such group are arranged in relation to the
d~gree of exertion they cause. It is also a necessity, in the application
of tlie exercises, to use the different movements of a group iu the progression thus obtained; that is, the easier movements must precede
those that are more difficult in such a manner that a coming movement
is 11·ell prepared and introduced by the more simple exercises in the
same family. This method most easily promotes vigor and pre-veuts
straining.
The exercises ought to be practiced daily, each lesson to be composed
of a harmonious collection of movements chosen from the various
groups. This produces most completely a proportional development of
all the organs.
The Swedish system of gymnastics is, more tlrnn a:ny other, founded
upon anatomical and physiological laws. It uses no movement witbout
a knowledge of its effect, and, having always an end for its proceedings, it has acquired the right to be called rational.
It contains a great number of movements to be found in 110 other.
system, and these movements are adapted in the manner most suitabl.e
for the wants of tl.Je body. The apparatus in use has been constructed
in regard to this view, a.nd is so arranged that it facilitates the movements. Briefly, the movements are adapted to the body, and the apparatus has recefred a, form that suits the movements.
The apparatus in a gymnasium is arranged with a view to free space
and its own acces ibility. In generaJ, it cau be said, the Swedish apparatn and its arrangement in the gymnasium facilitate its use by a
great number imultaneou:1y. From 100 to 200 boys can be seen taking
gymna tic: at the , ame time in a large Swedish gymnasium with 'but
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one master present. The greater the similarity in age and development that exists among the pupils, the greater the number that can
receive simultaneous instruction in gymnastics.
NORWAY, .

This exhibit contained copies of pattern drawing and sewing of
boys' clothing, also of women's and children's dressmaking, by Amalia
Johannesen. Miss Rosing exhibited dressmaking and needlework as
a common school branch, including plans and drawing for exercises in
cutting and economizing, published by contribution by the Norwegian
Government. One publisher presented an extremely interesting collection of school material, showing how largely instruction in Norway
is aided by illustrated pictures. To aid in teaching religion, there
were portfolios of biblical pictures, from the Old Testament and the
New; for use in connection with arithmetic, a portfolio of metric
measures and weights; to aid in writing and drawing, similar illustration s. The illustration of history, geography, natural science, sewing·,
and dressmaking were specially effective.
A watchmaker exhibited a text-book on the art ·of watchmaking in
our times, with engravings and drawjngs. A teacher of deaf-mutes
exhibited(l) drawings for instruction in handicraft, and (2) a school desk
and bench for combined common school use and instruction in manual
training.
A systematic exhibit of instruction as given in the elementary and
secondary schools and the university and professional and special
schools was wanting.
Nothing from Norway attracted more attention than the Viking,
under Capt. Magnus Andersen, which left Bergen, Norway, April 30,
a,n<l which successfully overcame all difficulties of an ocean r)assage
and reacl1ed Chicago safely, to the great delight of all visitors.
In 1880 a vessel was exhumed from Gog, a mound at Gogstad, near
Sanefjord, in sou~bern Norway, which is now preserved in the university in Christiania, and it is supposed dates from about the year
900; in a sepulcher in the vessel were fouud human remains. The
Viking was an exact facsimile of this old vessel, and her successful
ail aero . the Atlantic has a most important bearing upon whether
th
or.·emen could have cro ed the Northern Atlantic in the ninth,
t nth, and eleventh ceuturie .
R SIA .

of Rus ia
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schools to the authority by which they were directed. Indeed, a com
paratively small share of the Ru sian educational xhibit wa catalogued in Department L, liberal arts, group 14:9. It may be said that
far from the total of the educational activities of the Empire are under
the ministry of public instruction. Under the ministry of :finances
was exhibited the work of the trades schools, including (1) programmes
of blacksmiths' an d locksmiths' handiwork, samples of work, drawings
and design s; (2) programmes of turners' work, and samples; (3) programme of joiners' work, and specimens, such as cupboard and tables;
(4) drilling lathes ; (5) force pumps; (6) cross-planing lathes; (7) gearturning lathe. Under the ministry of communication are important
schools. The pedagogical museum is under the ministry of war.
Through the several ministers who communicate directly with the
Czar, he conveys his imperial will to the vast Empire, embracing oneseventh of the surface of the globe. Under the ministers are a variety
of subordinate grades of authority reaching -every corner of the realm
and every soul in it. There is (1) t,he Holy Synod, directing religious
affairs; (2) the ruling Senate, with its nine subdivisions; (3) the council of state. Looking at administration we see a series of subdivisions,
called governments aud districts. Each governor-general represents
the authority of the Czar, both .in regard to civil and military affairs.
Here and there the deliberative element appears. The heads of families
in a village community may assemble and deliberate and elect their own
elder. These village communities may unite i~ a canton, and each
canton has a chief officer elected by c.antonal assembly; but at every
step the action of these subordinate grades of authority is limited by
the will of the Czar, which is . supreme over all. As a rule, class distinctions are marked, and the diversity of population is great.
In adaptation to this complexity of governmental forms, the ministry
of education organizes its system of Rchools, dividing the country into
twelve circuits or divisions, with a chief for each 7 whom we might call
· curator, who has assistants or inspectors by which he reaches every
school. Each public school is organized in accordance with the edict
of 1874, which modified that of 1862. Schools may be originated by
individual or prfvate enterprise, but must conform to established regulations. The types of schools are numerous, but the universities, gymnasia, progymnasia, polytechnic, ~nd real schools correspond in a
measure to those of central Europe. The age of attendance varies
greatly. No uniformity is observed in the provision of separate schools
for boys and girls. There has been a gymnasium for girls since 1858.
The highel' education of young women has been looked upon with much
favor, and especially their instruction in medicine. It has been stated,
"the Rus ians have become so alive to the value of women physicians
that the Imperial Government ha grauted $200,000 for a medical
school for wome11, to be e. tablished at St. P tersburg, and that tbe site
ha been giveu by the city. ' The fact that ouly 20 in 100 of those who

a
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enter the army can read and write does not prepare one to expect the
high order of scientific ideaH found in many of the exhibits of educational institutions, methods, and appliances. It would be difficult to
name a government more vigilant in laying the progress of the world
in science under contribution for the benefit of its adrnmistrative purposes. Everywhere in the Government may be found. evidence of the
presence of the most advanced scientific attainments ; especially is this
true of the army. As one meets these indications he is disposed to
exclaim, If these scientific attainments could become universal among
the people of all classes, what a multiplication of the power of the
Empire would the worhl witness! The latest and fullest statement of
the expenditures for education available are those for 1885, making
under the minister of education $ 11,394,339, and under the Holy Synod
and minister of war,_navy, finance, of the state domain, of the interior,
of communication, of justice, of foreign affairs, and the director of tlie
royal stud, $7,785,986, or a total of $19,180,325.
· Of this the· universities received $1,621,760 and secondary schools
$3,393,364. In the support of education the provinces and communes
share; but how much they pay it i~ impossible to state. In the administration the scientific and local element are seen t o bear an interesting
part. In the minist ry there is a scientific council, which proposes
courses of study and text-books, and provinces and communes bear a
part both in expenses and the provision of plans. I n the universities
one supervising office r is appointed by the minister, but the programme
of studies and the discipline are ·otherwise committed to the faculties.
A gymnasium may have one council for general administration aud
auother for pedagogical direction. The preparation of teachers has
for a considerable period received increasing attention. Those gradu atin g from normal schools, classes, or seminaries are authorized to
teach without further examination. Those seeking to teach who have
not bad the advantage of any of these pedagogical courses may be certificated by the authorized commission on passing the examination
required for the specified grade.
Men and women are both employed as teachers. Often the women
outnumber the men. Salaries in rural districts range from $277 down
to $02 per annum in addition to lodging and garden; in city schools,
from :182 to 386 with a hou e. In secondary schools and normal
s ·ho 1 the teacher might receive $.300, and the director or clirectress
twice a mucb, with lodging. Teachers in rural districts are not always
c n icler a. h 1 ing such a reh tion to the Government as to entitle
th m t p n. i n , ut tho e who are employed by the State receive
a p n:ion after twenty-ftv y ars f. ervice. The ubjects and methods
f i 1. tru ·ti n in l t r: re rnch like tho. e which prevail 1 ·ewher ,
h e.· lleu ·e of t
t acher. The methods of Froebel
1 • f, v re i the infant or maternal schools.
iqih. iz 1: . p ·i, lly th, t f he Greek Church in tlie
·h 1 an l in h · • rn 'l' th II ly yuod. The xhibit
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gave most ample evidence of the great extent to' wllich industrial and
technical instruction is favored in elementary, secondary, and special
schools. The schools under the several ministers other than the ministry of public instr·uction generally aim to train in the theory and practice of the operations carried on under it. These practice schools are,
therefore, very numerous, and their representation at the Fair constituted a large sbare· of the Russian educational exhibit. .An eminent
Russian educational writer says:
From the earliest period our Government has endeavored to improve general education and spread it among the people, but middle and low grade technical m1d
industrial education (not taking into consideration the practical technological institute at St. Petersburg and tlle imperial technological school at Moscow, later
merged into higher educational establishments) did not begin earlier tllan a quarter
of a century ago.

Americans will remember the impulse given to technical and industrial education among us by the Russian exhibit at Philadelphia in
1876. President Runkle, of the Boston Polytechnic Institute, made
special effort to call attention to its pedagogical excellence. In 1878
the ministry of :finance was charged with devising a plan for these
schools. In 1881 many of them were transferred to the minister of
education; and in 1888 a special division was organized in this ministry
for the direction of technical and industrial schools, and the minister
was required to create a temporary commission on which there should
be a representation of each ministry under which these schools had
previously been conducted. The action of th~ commission was approved
in June, 1889. Thus it will be seen that the plan went forward under
favorable auspices in a way to eliminate the earlier mistakes and adopt
the best results at each step. Tll:ese establishments for technical and
industrial education were divided into five groups. To the first group
belong three schools-the technical school at Moscow, the high grade
artisa,n school at Lodzi, and the technical school at Irkutsk. To tLe
second group belong the technfoal school at Oherepoveth, the artisan
school at Timbirsk, and the Nicholas artisan school at St. Petersburg.
Various railroad schools were also given the privilege of the third rank
in military service, with the exception of the Nicholas artisan school
at St. Petersburg, which enjoys high military privileges. The general ,
instruction in these schools is much the same as in city schools, with
the addition of physics, mechanics, the technology of wood and metals,
and bookkeeping. Drawing is specially emphillsized.
To the third group belong the artisan schools, instructing in suqjccts
t augllt in elementary schools or village schools, of two classes. 11hey
aim at preparing master workmen in the various domestic industries
of the village and in factories, such as cabinetmaking, lJlacksmithing, carpentry, carving, tailoring, slloemaking, bookbinding, and harness waking.
.
To the fourth group belong i:;cl.1001 for adult , , uch a. the arfo:an
sch ol at Riga and tho e unc.ler the te •llmcal ociety of t. Pete1"burg.
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Instruction is given evenings and Sundays, when workmen are not
occupied.
To the fifth group belong the general educational low-grade establishments, including elementary, district, and city ·schools, with the
extra artisan departments attached. To encourage local action the
minister of education offers a subsidy wherP; the local authority or
individuals bear part of the expense. It is to be expected that there
would be defects in the operations of so vast and varied a system.
But this mere outline of it gives an idea of the vastness of its possible
consequences. In 1890 a technical and professional congress was held
to promote the efficiency of technical and industrial education. It is
impossible to enumerate the exhibits which illustrate the progress of
the adoption of these plans aud have their place in these various
groups. Of the 60 awards bestowed upon Russian educational exhibits
9 were received by institutions each of which was named women's college, and 8 of which were known as girls' institute. Outside of group
149 there were many exhibits illustrative of museums and the work of
societies for the promotion of improvement in home industries. The
technical museum for peasants' work at Moscow exhibited 22 articles ;
the children's education bazaar of the same city, 10 articles, all illustrating what is done in this home education in the making of those articles
of common use. Foundling and orphan asylums exhibited many articles illustrative of training of the children in these numerous childsaving institutions. The ministry of public instruction exhibited (1)
its reports; (2) programmes and plans of teachings; (3) samples of
schoolbooks and appliances u sed in middle and high schools; (4) writings of professors of Russian universities; (5) work of pupils in different subjects and grades of instruction; (6) natural history collections
illustrative of different subjects taught; (7) photographs of schools;
(8) publications of scientific societies, high schools, and pedagogical
societie .
The pedagogical museum, under the ministry of war, was undoubtedly
the center of attraction among the various Russian educational exhibits
Those were especially fortunate who had the opportunity to examine
this exhibition under the guidance ~f Prof. J.C. Heard, who had long
had official connection with the museum, and held a rank in the Husian military ervice corre ponding to that of colonel in the American
rmy. )Iany m rican. will r member him a pre ent at the Philalphi, • xhi iti n. S holarly and of high character, devoted to the
1·vi e f
' zar h wa one of the mo t re pected member of tbe
, r 1 f jnd , in
I artm nt L. Among hi, duties at Chicago was
h
f pnr ·ha. ing h
article which he might find valuable in
h
y f r 111 ting h impr vem nt of educational method condi.
l
.
1 n · nm ap h· 11 · :, h r fi r
.~ira 1 in his mu eum. The 'date of
11 • fom1 1, i n of hi: mu. nm ha b 11 given a 1 63 b 1t its form 1 cl> •ni11 " i · t, ·cl t h, ,. b en th
th of e rua/y, 1 64. Its
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:first co11ections came mainly from Germany, Englan~, France. and Italy.
With it was connected a pedagogic library. Its first aim was the
improvement of the methods and appliances of army schools, but it
speedily influenced the manufacture of pedagogical aids in Russia, and
its influence began to reach other schools. Indeed, when the museum
originated, little school ~pparatus was made in Russia, and it took
upon itself the manufacture of those articles which H exhibited.
It 1871 the museum was removed to better quarters. From time to
time it bas been reorganized and special additions made. At preRent
its director has the aid of two committees : (1) The household committee,
which consists of all the officers of the museum, and specially concerns
itself with its administration; (2) the school educational committee,
who by their experience and pedagogical knowledge may be specially
helpful in promoting the objects of the museum. It is now treated as
a section of the Practical Science Museum of St. Petersburg. It seeks
to attain its object by (a) permanent and temporary exhibitions; (b)
explanations of the scientific and practical significance of its co1lections ; (o) ~cientific study in tlrn museum, aided by its apparatus; (d)
indication of means and methods for acquiring ·technical knowledge,
publication of books, etc.; (e) communication with those needing its
help. It has done much in organizing exhibitions at home and in sharing in exhibitions there and abroad, thus: (1) Acquainting schools with
improvements; (2) bringing foreign apparatus to the attention of Rus- _
sian manufacturers for their reproduction; (3) improving the quality
and reducing the price of apparatus.
At Paris, in tbe geographical exhibition in 1875, it stimulated the
establishment of similar museums in other countries. Its sLare in the
hygienic exhibition in Brussels in 1876 led to the establishment of the
pedagogical museum in Belgium. The same year it shared -in the exhibitions at London and Philadelphia. It exhibited in ·Paris in 1878, and
was greatly honored. In 1871 readings and lectures were commenced,
.illustrated with its apparatus. These have been specially successful.
One is before the writer on the subject of salt, printed in English, with
illustrative pictures conveying a great amount of valuable information
in a most attractive way. There are at present 28 technical railway
schools in Russia, of which all but 3 belong to the Government, and
the others are under its inspection.
Russian subjects a-re admitted to these schools, but they are speciaily
intended for the children, from 14 to 18, of those engaged in railway
service. Their course of instruction embraces .:five years, three for
study and two for practice on railways. During the three years of study
in school there is taught: (ct) Religion; (b) elementary mathematics, with
the fundamental knowledge of bookkeeping and ·1and surveying; (c)
general knowledge of phy. ics and practical knowledge of telegraphy;
(d) a hort cour,'e of g n ral and app1i cl m d1a11ics (cle:-,criptive); (e) a
short cour e in worhng, ·o l and 111 •tal; (/) I •rn utary k1iow1ec1ge f
ED
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architecture; (g) practice of railway business; (h )'elementary and special
drawing by hand and with the aid of instruments, as wen as caligraphy,
and (i) handicrafts, as locksmiths', blacksmiths', aucl joiners' work.
Besides this there are introduced iuto the school singing and gymnastics.
Progress has been made in the education of the deaf and dumb. In
sparsely settled regions ambulatory scl10ols have been introduced with
excellent results.
JAPAN.

Intelligent persons were prepared to expect an interesting and instructive exhibit of education from Japan, especially those who were
either familiar with its recent progress or acquainted with the wisdom
of its Government in using education as the initiative and directing
means in that progress, or who had been observant of the skill of its
officers in employing exhibitions as opportunities for bringing the great
improvements made in the Empire to the attention of the other peoples
of the world, and they were not disappointed.
Y ct there was no special emphasis placed upon the educatiqnal
exhibit by the Empire. The Japanese obtain important advantage
from their care to use in speech, writing, and printing the language of
the people with whom they do business. At Chicago, while using other
modern languages, they were careful to use English; this greatly aided
American study of their exhibits.
Unfortunately, the space assigned did not permit them to exhibit to
tile best advantage all the articles which they brought.
Their exhibition of education was strongest in kindergarten, industrial and technical training, and grades of instruction below the university.
The kindergarten exhibition was sufficiently complete to show that
kiudergarieners there strive to understand and practice the true principles of child culture.
The intere tin the earliest training of the child was so great that soon
af'ter it efficient introduction there were not enough trained conductors to be found to answer the demand; consequently a, private traininO' school was e tablislled in Tokyo, and classes were formed for trainin condu tors in th Tokyo Government normal school. It appears
tha there wer , fo 18UO, 138 kindergartens, with 271 conductors, and
4 '"' oy. and ,301 girl, or a total of 7,486in attendance; of these
0 w r ~ und d y private beue:fi.ccnc and 90 by the Government.
Th ir in ·rea: i.· en ouraging. As in other land., kindergartens are
har 11y known ut i 1e of th citie . In 1 Dl the attendance reached
12 4
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gnage taught does not admit of the rapid progress in its acqusition
common in learning English, German, French, Italian, or Spanish.
The introduction of modern text-books and. methods, however, has
redneed the time consumed, especially as compared with that occupied
in China.
Before the restoration of the Imperial Government the elementary
schools were chiefly those established by feudal lords, and admitted for
instruction the children of the upper military class, and sometimes the
children of the lower military class. The length of the course exten<led
over six or seven years and. included reading of Chinese characters,
writing, arithmetic, etc. A small fee was charged.
After the restoration the new order of schools began in Kioto. The
improvement was slight at first. The marked development began in
1871, when six schools were brought under formal regulations. In 1872
the education code established school districts and prescribed a course
of study. The population of an elementary school district was estimated at 600. Ordinary elementary schools were divided into two
grades, the upper and lower; the lower received children from 6 to 9 and
the upper from 10 to 13 years of age-the whole course extending over
ejgllt ye_a rs. The expense was hDme by the district; tuition fees were
charged. But as the people were unprepared for so great an expense at
once-8chool buildings, books, apparatus, teachers' salaries, etc.-the
Government granted aid from the public·treasury, which amounted to
4,005,500 yen before the grant was discontinued inl881. In 1879 school
districts were abolished and schools were to be maintained by town or
village corporations and managed by committees, and those trained in
uormal schools were to be employed as teachers; when this was inexpedient, there was provision for ambulatory schools-tuition fees were
to be charged or remitted according _to local conditions; local taxes
were supplemented by Government grants. Thus the progress of the
schools has been marked by various changes.
Schools in other countries llave been much studied. Americans will
remember tlie great interest taken in all that pertained to education by
the Hon. Arinori Morj, that eminent and progressive statesman, the
first Japanese minister resident at Washington. He spent much time
in the Bureau of Education, sought the best educational experience in
tlle country, published a book contajning the opinions of eminent
American educators, and drew in every possible way upon American
experience for the benefit of his Government. Connected with the
embassy extraordinary which visited Washington ctming his residence
there were.commi sions of various kinds to study aud report upon special departments of government, military, naval, financial, postal, educational, etc.
The chief of the commission in charge of educational inquiry was
Hon. Fujimaro T, naka a, cholarly and judi ions fate ·man, and he
had a, number of us 'OCiates and a si taut , wbo for week command d
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the time that could be spared by the Commissioner of the United
States Bureau of Education, and on hiR recommendation visited ancl
studied important examples of education in th e United States and consulted with our most eminent educators. Mr. Tanaka was senior viceminister of education 187 4 to 1878, and also 1878 and 1879.
The interpreter for this commission was Joseph Hardy N esima, in
whom Americans became so deeply in terested. He came to Boston as
a lad in one of the vessels owned by Mr. Alpheus Hardy, and at his
expense was educated at Amherst and Andover, and returning to Japan
founded a Christian university.
The son of Mr. Hardy, a well-known author and the professor of
mathematics in Dartmouth College, bas written an exceedingly interesting and instructive life of Mr. Nesima, which is a valuable contribution to the history of education among the Japanese.
Mr. Tanaka has been in the foreign service of his couutry and has
advanced from one :position of honor to another, and is now one of the
most trusted councilors of the Emperor.
Mr. Mori for a time was thought at home to be too progressive, but
was again called to positions of public trust, and was minister of state
for education from December 22, 1885, to 1889, when he dieu by the
hands of an assassin. When the embassy extraordinary was in this
country, Hon. David Murry, LL. D., of Albany, was employed to go to
J apan as the foreign councilor of the department of education, and fulfilled his engagement to the great satisfaction of the people of Japan.
It is not surprising, therefore, tha,t in this exhibit of education we find
much to remind us of our own schools and methods, while the organization and administration of the Japanese system of schools necessarily
conforms to the imperial form of government, and therefore presents
a complete contrast in this respect to forms of administering public
in struction in America.
As stated by an eminent Japanese authority:
Notwithstanding the partial a!lverse influences exercised by the frequent changes
effected in the educational laws, by faults in tho manner of ac1ministration 1 aml by
the vici ·situdes of political events, stiU it is an undeniable fact that dnring this
short interval of twenty years education has, on the whole, been :firmly establislied
and stea<lily diffused from year to year.
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It should be remembered that up to the time of the restoration of tbe
Emperor to supreme power, female education in Japan was chiefly left
to the home circle, and no provision was made for instruction of girls
in public educational institutions. In 1872 the Tokyo female school was
established; good progress was made, but the school was abolished and
a special course was established for females in the Tokyo normal school.
In 1882 a new higher school for females was organized. in connection with
the Tokyo normal school for females, and "a higher general course was
taught with the view of educating refined and gentle women, the principles of morality being taken as the basis of instruction." The subjects of study were morals, reading, composition, writing, arithmetic,
geography, the history of Japan, natural history, physics, chemistry,
drawing, sewing, etiquette, l10usehold management, music, and gymnastics. The course of study extended over five years.
In 1879 female schools were organized in five ken. In 1882 the schools
were much improved by the regulations of the department of education. According to statistical inyestigationR made at the end of 1890,
the number of public higher female schools was 7, c1nd that of private
schools 21, w:hile the number of pupils was about 3,000. '' Although
female education would seem to have made tolerable progress, it is
exposed to the continual vicissitudes of the times, and is not as firmly
established as that of the males. Thus there is as yet no educational
equality between the sexes."
In a report given out since the Exhibition·for the year 1892 there is
stated to be in one grade of schools 987_,391 female pupils to 2,298,311
male pupils; 4,267 female teachers to 62,555 male teachers. The Empress
specially promoted the advancement of woman's education by becoming the patroness of the Female Normal School.
Of the total population of 41,696,847, there are enumerated 7,356,262
of school age, 6 to 14, of whom 55.14 per cent are attending school.
The Japanese, early in the new order of things, recognized the training of teachers as the fountain of all. education, and established a
normal school in Tokyo in 1872. Ever since the national Government
has emphasized the importance of training teachers iu principles and
methods. In 1874 four others were added. Now normal schools are not
only sustained by the national Government, but by local authority-by
the fu aud ken. Their graduates are authorized teachers, and persons
not graduates must be examined before they can t each. Recently
teachers' institutes have been organized, and close inspection has been
provided in order to in ure good instruction and discipline in all schools.
A marvelous work ha been accompli hed in twenty years. Much pains
h ave been taken to introduce from other countries the recent pedagogical literatur .
It should e 11 ted hat the Tokyo Educational Mu ·eum is under the
care of the hi<rh r normal ·hool. Tll
ov rnment, it will be remembered, early iu it· ff, rt fi r clu 'c tiou, ·ar fully c 11 •ct d from other
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countries illustrations of school architecture, text-books, and appliances
in order to hasten the acquaintance of teachers with the improvements
so~1ght to be ade. Text. books were :first published by the Government, and often distributed free to hasten their publication by private
parties. These were frequently translations from approved text-books
of other lands. The Japanese had the ,visdom to lay the progress of
all otller nations under contribt1tion for their own advancement. It
will be remembered that Japanese young men were sent abroad to study
in considerable numbers-in 1873 they numbered 373, of whom 250
were sent at the expense of the Government-and that many foreign
teachers were em ploy eel in their schools.
In 1872 provision was made for schools above the elementary, known
as middle schools, with a course extending over three years. This
grade of instru,ction has continued through all vicissitudes. Regulations provide for the establishment and conduct of three schools in
each fa and ken, and they have multiplied accordingly. In the course of
study morals stand first, and then follow the subjects usual in such a
grade, together with provision for instruction in special subjects, such as
foreign langu ages, gymnastics, agriculture, etc. The first foreign language is usually English, the second German or French. At first these
schools did not prepare for the university, but gradually the necessity
of extendin g their course to meet that of the university has been recognized, and ere Jong it is anticipaitet:i. that the step will be easy from the
higher middle school to the university.
The Imperial University is now firmly established on most modern
scientific principles. It naturally crowns the educational work of t.Le
Empire. Aspiring students gather here from all its borders. As early
as 1871 the Government ordered the various feudal lords to select young
and intelligent pn11ils in number proportionate to the extent of their
territories to be sent as students to the university. In 1873 courses in
Jaw, science, engineering, polytecbnics, and mining were established.
Law, science, an<l. engine ·ring were taught in English; polytechnics m
French; mining in German. Preparatory courses were also provided.
Tlle univer ity has kept up with the progre. s of the Empire, or rather
bas led it, adapting itself with great wisdom to the new conditions and
demands. Accord.inn- to the imperial ordinance it has for its objects
the t achiug of such art ands iences as are required for the purpo es
of th
tat and tbe pro e ution of original iuve tigation in such arts
and . e;i n
t on ist of the univer i y hall, establi hed for the puro
f ricrina1 i vcsti 0 ·ation, and the coll ges for instruction, both
t11 r ti al , nd J>rarti al, viz (1) the ollege of law; (2) of medicine;
(, ) f ncrin ring· ( ) f li rat
; (5) of sci nc · (G) of agriculture,
hi ·h h, · nly r
11 ly
n a 11 1.
h lti ·t r f h Im1 rial
i u1 iral
·tfr < u1 iUu. trat . h
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more peaceful pursuits. The uorthern islands of Japan, vaguely called
Yezo, a sort of terra incognito, attracted special consideration. Known
as the abode of a barbarian folk, called the Ainu, they were regarded
as a dreary waste of snow and ice, unfit for the habitation of a race of
higher culture. Soon it was found that the land was endowed with
magnificent natural resources, a~most untouclled by the human hand.
The task of directing the Government's efforts in this behalf was committed to Gen . K. Kuroda, afterwards count and minister of communication. At the end of two months he made a report dwelling upon
education as a most potent factor in effecting the changes contemplated.
Three months later he emphasized the same i<lea, and prev~iled upon
the Government to send abroad some young men to be prepared for the
pioneer labors required. Where should they be sent but to America,
where new lands were being brought under cultivation~ His appreciation of education rose higher than ever. He visited America and
studied for himself. He was especially struck with the part woman
performed in promoting American progress, and in his reports to the
Government showed tllat the pioneering must not be confined to the
improvement of rivers or mountairn;, or even to the increase of population, but that it must take cognizance of the important labor of fostering human talents, of training youthful minds-that the first grea,t aim
must be the providing of men and women, properly equipped, to become
the leaders of the new order of affairs. He closed by recommending
the sending abroad of some young girls, and several were sent to America. On his further suggestion a school was opened on the 21st of June
in Tokyo, providing two courses, a general and special, to be taught
by foreign specialists. Agriculture was to be included amollg the subjects of instruction. General Kuroda, when iu America, with the
authority given him, employed as the commissioner and a,dviser of the
colouial office G-en. Horace Capron, then U nitecl States Commissioner
of Agriculture. The result was that not only American plants, animals,
aud machines were introduced, but General Capron urged the education in agriculture, and especially the establishment of a colJege of
agriculture. This was so in accord with General Kuroda's plan that
General Capron's recommendation was adopted, and Col. William Smith
Clark, then president of the college of agriculture at Amherst, Mass.,
was ·selected for the task. The result of the movement thus begun is
seen iu the agricultural industries in every part of the realm. The
college at Sapporo lrns furnL~hed trained men for the promotion of every
public and private interest.
It is of interest to note that in 1891 there were in the university hall
43, and a grand total in all departments of 1,304 students. In the college of agriculture there were 228. There are two hospitals connected
with the college of medicine. In astronomy a certain advantage is
sccure<l by tracing ba ·k op ration .. conn cted wit,h a tronomical observations in tbe mo t ancient tim . n 1 8 a seismological ob ervatory
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was founded for the study of earthquake phenomena. Results of its
work, of extreme interest, beautifuily set forth, were exhibited at Obi~
cago. Its several laboratories and opportunities for experimentation
with plants and animals are extensive. The university library contain s
180,000 volumes, exclusive of 13,963 volumes belongiug to the college ·
of agriculture. It may be remarked here that in former times public
libraries were most rare; the Government had certain large collections
for the benefit of scholars, and feuda.l lordR bad libraries of their own.
Under the new order Tokyo has led the way in the establishment of a
public library, which in 18!)1 reported on its sbelves 294,344 volumes,
and during the year visitors to the number of 60,000, who used daily on
an average over 1,000 volumes. Some nineteen other libraries, public
and private, have sprung up in other parts of the Empire. The Imperial Museum has large collections, especially in natural history, and
carries on a system of exchanges with other countries that has been
especially helpful to progress in many directions.
I The Japanese early apprehended the relation of education to indusltry. The Tokyo technical school was esfablished by the department
of education in 1881 and designed to prepare persons as instructors in
industrial schools and foremen or directors of manufactories. In 1890
its courseR were enlarged; an electrical section was added, and weaving
was introduced into the section of dyeing, and special training was
prQvided for those intending to be teachers of manual training in
normal schools. The school is manned by an able corps of well-trained
teachers and is having great influence in promoting correct ideas in
manual training in subordinate schools. The Tokyo music school was
established in 1879, and Lowell Mason, of Boston, selected as instruct0r,
and Japanese music was compl~tely revolutionized, preserving what
there wa of specjal value in the old and introducing the best from
other nations of the world. The unique art of Japan had reached a
very high degree of excellence before the restoration, but began to lose
its uperiority under the influence of military commotions and of the
high price that inferior pecimens commanded among foreign nations.
Thoughtful mind apprehending the disadvantage of losing this superiority in art began iu 1870 to organize instruction in painting and
" nlpture. Thi effort re ulted in 1887 1 the establishment of the
T kyo Fin Art School, with a g neral course of two years and a p·ecial
c ur e of three year , omp1L ing painting, sculpture, architecture, and
. igu. t. la rep rt howed an attendance of 180. It is expected
t lo mncl in preparing t a her: of drawing and of art. The speci11, of w rk l y it· pnpil e.· i ited at
hi ao-o showed mo. t en onrgin r : 11 , n<l w re T ~ tly mm nd c1 by the be tjuflg s. On the
,.;
Y rr ntl m n viz, 1 .. r,. :I. Furukawa, . T ·uchl,
. l i. 11 cl, , nd r. ,ur hardt, mi sionary of the G rb 11' h, h lcl , onrnlt tion at Dr. IIeury
· 11,j ·t f e u ·ation for the bliud, and
1
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organized a philanthropic society, which led to the foundation of a
school for the blind and the dumb. The next year Mr. Y. Yamao, the
senior vice-minister of public works, join_e d the society and objected to
its dependence upon a foreign church for its support, and in accordance with his urgency those interested, whether native or foreign,
regardless of religious differences, joined in the effort. The Emperor
contributed 3,000 yen. The difficulties of overcoming the prejudiceg
against educating these unfortunates were very great. At last two
blind children and one dumb pupil were secured. An alphabet for the
blind was devised, based on Braille's system. In 1888 his excellency
A rinori Mora, minister of state for education, visited the institution
au cl gave it mos't emphatic public approval. The minister conferred
the certificates, and in his remarks called -to mind the neglect of the
blind and the dumb in the past, and said to them:
You must not be content with your present condition, but endeavor to advance
your knowledge and skill with a view to the increase of your happiness; your prosperity wHl not concern yourselves alone, but will not a little in cite even those whose
senses are complete to study and work. Thus your endeavors will be productive of
good results in the education of the whole community.

In 1892 there was an attendance of 92.
The total expenditure for education for the year 1S90, under the
d epartment of education, reached the sum of 1,284,960,471 yen. In
all courses of instruction special emphasis is placed upon moral training. The regulations for elementary education significantly declare
that '' the culture of the moral sensibilities should be chiefly attended
to in the education of children." It is added, "Hence in teaching any
subject of study special attention should be paid to those topics that
are connected with moral education and with education especially
adapted to make of the children good members of the community."
The board of judges conferred upon the Japanese exhibit of education
some thirty a wards.
There is in Japan an organization of learned men for the ' advancement of their national civilization known as the "Academy.". It was
organized in 1879 and allowed to have 40 members. Now 15 are nominated by the Emperor and 25 by the members, subject to the approval
of the minister of education,
There is also an educational society, dating back to 1870, with mP-mbers numbering over 2,000, scattered over the Empire, ready to promote
the progress of education.
.
In addition to schools and educational activities under the direction
of the department of education there are also importan t schools for
instruction under other departments. Under the imperial household
department there is the chool for the sons of nobles, on which there is
an attendance of 600 pupi1s. There is al o under the same department
a school for th girls of the nobi1ity, with an attendance of 364. Under
the war department there ar :five, ell ol for the instruction of officers
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and soldiers.

In tho naval department there are fl.ye schools also for
The department of communications has a nautical school and a school for instruction in teiegrnpby
aucl postal service.
The Japanese woman's commission, under the patronage of the
Empress, with Princess Mori as chairman, ,,ere active in promoting a
knowledge of the education of women: (1) Woman's position in society ;
(2) in administration; (3) in literature; (4) in religion; (5) in the home,
(a) child, (b) wife~ (c) mother; (6) in industrial occupations, (a) agriculture and sericulture, (b) handicrafts, (c) mercantile businesR; (7) in
refined accomplishn1ents, fine arts, music, painting, floral arrangemeuts,
incense and tea, ceremonies; (8) womau's work in the present period,
or since 1868, charitable and female philanthropic work, etc.
The university founded by Joseph N eesirna has in connection with
it a Yery prosperous school for nurses.

the benefit of those in the naval service.

TURKEY.

Text-books from Turkey were brought to the attention of the board
of judges of the liberal arts and wei'e awarded recognitiou. Tlley
showed an attempt to adopt modern principles of education and modern
metllods of tea,ching. Turkey bas a minister of public instruction. In
1869 a scbool law was decreed containing the following provi sions: (1)
Each ward or village must bave at least one primary school; in towns
containing more than 500 houses, primary schools of a higher gralle
shall be established; (2) each town contai11ing more than 1,000 houses
must have a preparatory school or college, and. the capital of each
province ruust have a lyceum; (3) at Con stantinople there shall be an
imperial university au<l. great council of education. "But these excellent legal provisions," says an eminent authority, "have never been
carried out, and neither new primary schools nor colleges nor lyceums
btLYe been e 'tabli hed." There was both a Jack of fonds and competent teachers. The difficultie in the way of educational progress are
great; (1) the difference of race, (2) of creed, (3) of language, (4) the
condition of woman, (5) the unnamed tradition wbich obstru.cts progress.
Th l)eo le are faced ba ·kwal'd. 'l'he schools that exist to a cerfoin
xt •nt are known a ward or di ' trict , chool ·, where the teacher
in tru ·t in th Tnrki. h alphabet and reads tbe Y oran in Arabic with
hi: pupil.- who ar
uppo eel to remai:n with bim five or ·ix years and
, y , m, 11 f . \ b n I upil advance beyond thi in truction they
nt r a high ·r gra , wh r th y till pursu Turki. h and take up the
r ulil n
f arithmeti an th bi tory of th ir c untry. Thi com\.,e
l:l. t. fi · r . ix J r..
f , high r grade ar the mo que schools in
hi<"11 urki.'11 i.
ntin 1 1, n<l ra i , phil . phy, theology and. hi 1 li
ittl r no t 11ti n i: giv n to the natural' cience .
;li.m ·t r f · ·i ntifi · i11~ rmati n wh n imparted at all, may be
· h · 1 1 n·
111 ri , n, that '' in conn ction
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with the application of electricity to telegraphy nothing waR known of
eitller Franklin or Morse." It will be remembered that ·the Koran is
the source both of civil and religious laws. The Koran, therefore, aud
its commentaries are the chief subjects of study, and much time is
devoted to committing them to memory.
There are certain special schools nuder the direction of the Governmeut,, such as the military academy, the naval academy, the artillery
scl1001, and the school of medicine. The Turkish language is so destitute of scientific terms that the French language is largely used in
th ese schools. Latin scieutifi.c terms are also much employed. The
Catholics established schools in Constantinople three centuries ago aucl
they now maintain schools fa many parts ,of the Empire. The Protestants have more recently• established schools of great efficiency for both
sexes.
EGYPT.

The schools of Egypt were represented by a siugle exhibitor, James
Blackmore, of Cairo. The exhibit attracted marked interest. The
material consisted mainly of text-books, the manuscript work of pupils
in their native language, and in arithmetic and geography, together with
specimens of manual training. Of course, with Mohammedans, the
Koran takes the place of the Bible. Education encounters unnumbered
obstacles. Egypt bas in Cairo a uni-versity as old as the city. In 1302 ·
the building was greatly injured ,by an earthquake, but within the
next two centuries was restored and enlarged. To describe its size it
has been said that "on the 21st of October, 1798, when an insurrection
broke out against the French, 15 7000 insurgents took refuge within its
walls and did not surrender until Napoleon brought artillery to bear
u1)on them." The object of the instruction is to make lawyers and
theologians. There are four divisions or grades of study, the first
two comprising grammar and syntax; the third, the , doctrine of God
ancl Ilis attributes; tlie fourth _, law, and consists in committing to
memory commentaries of the Koran and the principles of jurisprudence.
Besides these four essential studies there may be pursued rhetoric,
prosody, logic, arithmetic, and mathematics. · Recent Klledives have
sought to establish effective systems of public instruction, seeking
to iutroduce something from European and American improvements.
A school of medicine, dating from 1827, which ha,s bad at times among
its professors eminent European physicians, has done excellent service.
There is connected with it a large hospital, a botanic garden, a library
and a museum of anatomy and natural history, a school of pharmacy,
and a chemical laboratory, in which medicines are prepared for the
provinces. It bas also a, cbool for 11ur es, ·w hid1 give to its students
not ouly the special in trnction required, out a more general education
than is usually found among women of tl.w Ea t.
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In 1868 the school law was thoroughly revised. Since then at different times education bas received more efficient attention, and the Government with reasonable exertion could have made a much more
extensive and instructive exhibition at Chicago of public education.
Rev. Horace Eaton, D. D., writing of his visit to Egypt, states thatThe minister of educ~tion of Egypt seems to be sparing no pains to improve and
extend education among the people. The higher departments in Cairo are directly
under his inspection. His excellency, in person, favored the consul and myself with
a visit to five dep artments. While they all study Arabic, mathematics, and philosophy, one class was reciting in German, an-other in French, and another in English.
The sentences presented to us by the students in English were accurate and well
written. Another class of young men was studying the laws of the country. The
building used wa.s convenient and inviting, imrrounded with fountains and gardens .
The departments visited were supported by the Kheclive with the purpose of fitting
students of the greatest promise to serve as engineers.

The Copts maintain schools of their own, of different grades, in which
the Bible is used instead of the Koran. They have schools- for girls as
well as for boys. The Jews also maintain a number of schools of their
own. .Efficient schools have been established by different churches,
including the Greek, Romau Catholic, and Protestant. The Americans
have schools at Cairo, Alexandria, Kous, and Mansurab, and two other
points in the country.
LIBERIA.

The exhibition of education from this State was more significant in
its absence than the collection it presented. In the main, the collections
from the country either illustrated the conditions and characteristics
of the natives or the industries and commerce of the negroes who bad
emigrated from America and the government they had established.
There was much that was instructive in regard to the possibilities of
the country, the richness of the soil, and the variety of tropical plants
useful to man. Everything points to the needs and character for
development.. Education should be the first consideration of every
intere t.
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ernment. Good roads have not been provided. The means of adaptation to the climate and other conditions of the country have not been
sufficiently studied to assure comfort, health, prosperous indust~·y, and
the development of higher personal, social, and civil life. Mauy who
have come to the country were not able or sufficiently intelligent to
maintain a higher order of life from the homes from which they came,
surrounded by the conditions of civilization.
In spite of these adverse facts, not a few have come to the front as
worthy leaders, and what has been accomplished in it has much of
promise. The American Colonization Society in its activities, under
its secretary, Hon. J. Ormond Wilson, who became widely known as
the wise and successful upbuilder and superintendent of the system of
free schools in the District of Columbia, has changed its policy. It
now seeks to aid Liberia in cooperating along lines having jn them the
greatest possibility of improvement. It sends out few emigrants, and
only those prepared to be good citizens and contribute to the highest
welfare of their adopted country, persons of intelligence and means,
skillful in the common indust~ies, or physicians and teachers. The
society is seeking especially to cooperate with the Government in revising the school system, in securing appropriate sites and houses, good
and uniform text-books at reasonable rates, and efficient and faithful
teachers. The bulletin published by the society is fu11 of valuable
information, both for Liberia and the formation of correct opinions· by
its friends.
THE DOMINION OF C.A.N.A.D.A..

The colonies in forming the Dominion of Canada retained their own
educational autonomy. The Dominion Government attempts no authority over them in matters of education. A. single fact is the source of
great embarrassment in the Provhice of Quebec. The scheme of education, instead of being managed by civil administration irres.pective of
denominational creeds, is divided between Roman Catholics and Protestants. Each has, for instance, a separate public-school system of its
own The school tax levied on the property of Cat.holies is expended in
the support of schools managed by a Catholic board of education, taught
by Catholic teachers, and attended by Catholin pupils. The same is
true of Protestants. Another embarrassment arises from the use of
two languages, French aud English.
The education of Ontario has attracted more attention than that of
any other Province. The conspicuous :figure ~nd hero of-its early struggles, as well as of its later triumphs, was Rev. Edgerton Ryerson,
LL. D., so long the chief educational officer of the Province. Elementary schools were put on a comprehensive basis in 1844. The chief
educational officer has been known as minister of education since 1876.
The present minister is Hon. George W . Ro s, LL. D. Dr. Ryerson's
deputy and life-long friend and coadjutor was Ilon. John George Hod-
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gins, l\f. A., LL. D., barrister at law, greatly honored in Oauaua and the
United States, who still survives and occupies in the department the
post of librarian and historiographer. Dr. Ryerson acted on the theory
that nothing was too good for Ontario schools; that they deserved the
best to be found anywhere. As a result, it may be said, in the language
of the deputy minister, thatFrom the State of New York Ontario borrowed the machinery of their schools;
from Massachusetts the system of local ta:s:a.tion; from Ireland their first series of
text-books; from Scotland the cooperation of the p::n ents with the teacher, in upholtl, ing his authority; from Germany the system of normal schools ancl the kindergarten;
and from the United States generally tho undenomina.tional character of elementary,
secondary, and university education .
Genera,l and local authority work in harmony; tho several grades are clearly
defined, especially tho relations of the high schools to the university; teachers are
professionally trained; 110 person can be an inspector or superintendent who has not
had experience as a teacher, and does not hold a high-grade certificate; inspectors
removable if inefficient, but subject to removal by popular vote; the examinations
of teachers under provincial instead of lo cal control; the acceptance of a com mon
matriculation e:s:amination for admittance to tho universities and to the learned professions; a uniform series of text-books for tho whole Province.

The kindergarten is now a part of the public system. There is no
established church in Ontario or connection between church and state.
No religious body has any voice in the management of the high and
public schools or the university. These institutions are far from being
Godless or irreligious. Though not denominational, they are institutions of a Chl'istian people. The doctrines of no clrnrch are taught, but
the principles of Cluistianity form an essential feature of the daily
exercises. The teachers are, with very rare exceptions, men and w_omen
of high moral character. Regulations of the education department
provide that(1) Every school sb.oulu bo oponetl with tho Lord's Prayer and closed with tho
rea<ling f tho Scriptures and the Lord's · Prayer or tho prayer authorized by tl.te
department; (2) the criptures sbaH be road daily and sy tomatically and without
omment; (3) trustees ma.y or<ler the reading of the Bible or the authorized selections by bo h tea,chers and pupils at the opening and the closing of the school, and
tl.tc repeating of the Ten Commandments at least once a week; ( 4) no pupil shall
bo requirecl to take part in any religions exorcise objected to by bis parents or
guardian; (5) abs nee during the religious exercises is not treated as an offense.

It is assumed that tbe parent as well as the State lias duties to 11erIt is held to be the duty of the State to
proYid fr e elem ntary chool , and that compulsory edueation is a
nece ary corolh ry f free education. If the State gives the boon of
fre eclu tio t 11 it ha a right to see that the :s:pected advantage
, liz l.
tt ndau ·e i. · nfi reed b tween the ages of 8 and 14;
i ht· f
11. i n e are uar led.
nalti . are not infli ·ted if the
·hil<l i · rncl r ffi ·i nt riv te in. ructi n or unable to attend through
th r rnav i la.bl
au. . A penalty of 20 i impo eel
·hill uncl r 1
ar: of ng during cllool
r uro-en t he m, y be ~cu ·ed ix

f rm re 0 ·urdin · educatiou .
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weeks of a term. Vicious or immoral cliildren are sent to an industrial school. Truant officers must be a,ppointed in every . city and
village and may be for every school section. Truant officers must
report annually to the department of education. The friends of the
public schools endeavor to preserve them free from partisan influences:
Already 6G kindergartens, with an -attendance of 6,375 pupils, are
reported. The population of Ontario is reported as 2,114,321, and the
school population as 615,781, and the pupils enrolled 4nl,741. Certain
'educational privileges were guaranteed Roman Catholics by the act of
confederation, and they may establish what are known as separate
schools. This may be done also by the Protestants and for colored persons. Two hundred and eighty-nine separate schoo1s are reported in
the Province. Two public normal schools are maintained, one in
Toronto an d the other in Ottawa, each having a model or practice
school associated with jt. There is also a so-called school of pedagogy
in Toronto. · For thirty years the teachers' institutes have been noted
for their efficiency. Thorough school inspection is an important factor
in educational progress. The education department, in addition to tlle
general care of education, is authorized to manage and inspect mechanics' institutes, libraries, reading rooms, evening classes, and art
schools. There m:e reported to be in these libraries 4~6,96G volumes.
:MEXICO.

Our opii1ions of Mexico, our nea,r neighbor, suffer from inadequate or
inaccurate information. Tlle Mexican exhibit at Chicago furnished a,
rare opportunity for obtaining full and accurate cfata upon the most
important topics concerning that very interesting country. A large
amount of literature was di stributed, private and official. The fact
that most of it was in tlle Spa,nish language was a bar to its use to
those who knew only English. l\1any of the books were gotten up,
printed., illustrated, and bound in the highest style of the printer's art.
There were treatises embodying the most thorough_scientific investigations into the geography, geology, mineralogy, and other features of
the natural history of the country. There were many evidences that
the General Government and that of some of the States are layiug
under contribution the most advanced scientific research and experiments to promote the advancement of the interests of the people. . The
ancient bistory of the country has long been the subject of speculatiou.
It is autlloritatively stated that it h ad at the time of the conquest over
30,000,000 of people and that within a period of thirty-six years from
that date 3,500,000 of the native inhabitants died, and that - this
depopulation went on at such a rate that by the year 1793 the population of New Spain, so called, " scarcely amounted to 3,865,499." The
total population by the last census is given as 11,834,822. The-censuses
are believed not to be free from imperfections. From official data it
appears that from the years 1852 to 1862 the population increased at
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the rate of 9.58 per,cent; from 1862 to 1872, 8.34 per cent; from 1872
to 1882, 9.94 per cent; from 1882 to 1892, 18.29 per cent. The Federa.l
District, or capital, has 329,535 inhabitants. A geographical SP 1 division of population is made as follows: The Pacific State , 4,023,L . .., ,
the Gulf States, 1,322,649; the Middle States, inclurling the Fed~ral
District, 5,564,845; the States of the North, 9.23,952. Under the head
of'' races" an official authority remarks:
The present predominatmg race in Mexico is not the Indian, as in the tiwes previous to the conquest, nor the Spanish race, as in the time of government by dceroys,
nor even the creole, as in the first years of independence, but a, people springing
from the commingling of the blood of the Spanish and American. The European
and Indian have amalgamated to such an extent that comparatively few of the dis tinct races excel in Mexico. Very few Europeans become naturalized citizens of the
couutry, and as for the Indians, they live in nearly absolute im1ependence, as is the
case with those who inhabit the mountains of Chia pas and Oaxaca; the one in a semibarbaric, the other in a secluded manner, either in a lamentab1ll and fallen state, as
in the central table-lands,· or next to the barbaric, as in Sonora and Chjhuahua. 'l'he
Indians, by virtue of their .endowments received, are preeminent in aptitude for any
kind of accomplishment, and will not separate themselves from their tribal customs
to join in the general movement of progress and civilization and the uniting of their
race with the more intelligent one. The Spanish-American, which forms an energetic
race, impr0ved by amalgamation, has preserved much of the Indian tenacity, endurance in adversity, and their war spirit and inclina tion to strife; while from the
Spaniards he has derived his mental qualifications, and a restless, chivalrous spirit,
with not a little of his lack of practical common sense. The mixed race are the managers of the industries, directors of the finances, and form the chief portion of the tax
paying class of Mexico. The Indian, stupefied a.ncl dis couraged by the oppression ,"f
the Spaniard, and degenerated by superstition, still finds himself unable to shake otf
the inertia, which has had its consuming effect, not for the want of intellectual
capacities, but because the race is weighted down with two great elements of degeneration, viz, oppression. and fanaticism, which prevent it from rising above its degraded
condition .
The horde of semibarbarians of Yucatan are obedient to only two motives-hate
and detestation for the white r ace and love of the priests. Notwithstanding this, it
would be ridiculous at the present day to enter into a discussion as to the capacity
of the Indians to "conceive abstract ideas," as in the time of Robertson, or to discuss their "strength and resistance," as in that of Dr. Benito Maria Moxo, which
were hardly conceded. But such subjects are not worthy to occupy too much attention from intelligent persons. There is scarcely in existence one solitary individual
possessor of rudimentary ethnical knowledge who would dare to doubt the moral
gifts of the Indian or his physical r esistance The Indian, as a soldier, is sufficiently
!mown to European nations, and in order to form an idea of his moral gifts it is suf:ficient to read the story of Juarez, Ramirez, Altamirano, and many others whose
names have been; and will continue to be, ha.nded down on the brightest page of
history.
Until now we have considered the Indian by comparison in th e light of two
extremes, from the highest grade of intelligence to that of the barbaric; we have
also spoken of the degenerate Indian; and we will now consider him as one joined
to civilization, that is to say, regenerated or become amalgamated with the pred ominant race. The Indian, iu order to attain the civilization of his more fortunate
neighbor, has two roads before him-the army aucl the workshop. The army is a.
s hoo1 an<1 l add r for the I ndian; th e school where h e can obtain a rudimentary education to place him on the road to securing higher positions among the Spanish-
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A~erican element; therefore iucidentally it may be statetl thut so Ion" as th r
exists so largo it number of Indians in Mexico tho rccluctiou of tho arm/ of whii·h
so mu0l bas been sai<l, would be it censm:able measure.
·
. 1:.~es the army the In<l.~an has another road to civilization-incln try. In the
focto:;es and _workshops he 1s pfaced in contact with tho acti vo antl iutcllig ut elements, a?~l will ere long _receive the benefits of the stimulus; ho commcnc R in hiA
new position by abandonrng his dress, which is only so in 1iamc arnl atloptine1 tha.t
of the Spanish-American, finally acquiring intelligence antl 'uevclopmcnt ~f his
moral faculties.
The Spanish-American, to which race belongs tho greater portion of the pnb1ie
functionaries and literary men of Mexico, has succcc<led, after tho most nergetie
efforts and with tho rnatenal aid of the ne,tiYe Im1i:m clemeut,, in reconstructing
the national character, biuding together all its parts, fusing its dissolvcnt cl mcute
in a commo11 wass, a1ld inspiring in all classes, with the love of country, the spiri~
of true progress.

of public instruction.
ED 93--77
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The :first law in regard to public education appeared the 30.th of
October, 1833; further action was taken in 1834-, 1843, 1846, 1854, and
1855. In 1861 a law was pa,ssed upon public instruction under the
department of justice. On the reestablishment in 1869 in the city of
Mexico of the constitutional Government, education, which had reached
a most deplorable condition, began to receive new and more vigorous
attention. New opportunities were opened - for women, and primary
instruction was made obligatory in the Federal District and territories.
Still more definite and effective legislation was had in 1888. In the
following year the minister of justice organized a congress of educa~
tion, to be com1)ose.d of eminent educators, including representatives
from the different States appointed by their respective governors.
This congress was found so effective in harmonizing views, administration, and legislation, and in awakening interest in the public mind
in the establishment of schools and the instruction of youth, tha.t other
congresses have followed, each doing, if possible, more effective work
than its predecessor. It is impossible to describe the difficulties
encountered. The most· rudimentary steps were necessar.y. In general it was agreed that every means should be adopted to establish
schools and improve instruction, alike for girls and boys. The scholastic year was to consi~t of ten months, beginning on the 7th of January;
the scholastic week of five days beginning Monday and closing Friday.
The instruction was to include the practical duties of' the man, the
woman, ancl the citizen; reading and writing the national language;
arithmetic; the rudiments of the natural sciences, of geography, and .
of national history; practical notions of geometry; drawing; sketching
of common and simple objects; singing; gymnastics and military exercises; manual training adapted to boys and to girls. Local committees are organized in different sections to see that the law is carried out
by parent , teachers, and children. To stimulate teachers prizes are
offered for spBciaUy meritorious efforts. Meantime the General Government, in meeting the great demands upon scientific knowledge in the
di charge of its duties to the people in the military, naval, and civil
service, has organized schools of medicine; of .engineering in all its
d partment& ; of agriculture and veterinary surgery; of commerce and
admini ·tration; of arts and trades for men and for women; of fine arts,
in ·luding· painti11g, sculpture, and engraving, anc1 a conservatory of
,· •ho 1 for d af-mu
wa e.·tabldied in the City of 1\Icxico
au l on -£ r t11c u1incl in 1 70. .A. school of jurisprudence or
as
u · in l "'G , with a ix year,, course. In 18 5 a, normal
1 f, · t11
f t ath r. for th l , 1 entary s ·11001 waK tab·ha '<T f th
partm nt of ju tice and
· tu:-e wa. · pro vi lecl an I xperi nee
r ' knowfodrr of hnd r art n
nc m ~t 11 cl m, y lJ
t· in• . · Th mo<l •l ,· ·h ol for pre- r · i · · · fr m h · G y rnmeut ~ 11 c nuual
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allowance of over $60,000, and has already become well known for its
efficiency; prizes are offored to stimulate the preparation for feaching.
In the libraries at the capital, which are sup-ported: by the Federal Government, there are _eportecl 220,.538.vo1u1!1es, of which 159,000 are in the
national library. Twenty literary and scientific societies are reported
in the Federal District. , Attention was given to the establishment of
nrnseums as early
1786, but· interes-t SO· languished that little remains
of them. The national museum,. however, has been re0_rganized on an
efficient basis, and now receives $12,000 annually for its support. In
archffiology Mex.ice has done much to attract the· admiration of
scholars in all countries. There are reported 390 periodic publications
in the entire Republic. For 18:9.2, $206,000 were ex1,ende<l for public
instruction in the City of Mexico- aJld 21,159 pupils were enrolled.
Statistics of public instruction rure lackin·g from four of the States, but
in t h ose reporting there we1~e in 1890 enrolled 221,952 males and 104,945
females, or a total of 326,.897.
Some twenty awards were bestowed on group 14.9.. A considerable
. number were given to·schools that exhibited pho.tograp-hs-of their build ings, grounds,. and- app.Iia,nces-, and the work of their pupils, and were
distributed among different States,. as well as in the· Federal District.
Some were given on r_e ports and statistics; others on school furniture;
most were bestowed for the excellence of school work. Specimens of
drawing in m·ayon and with pencil and specimens of penmanship
attracted especial attention.

as

BRAZIL.

Brazil erected an imposing representative building, and occupied in
different departments important space with industrial and commercial
ex hibits, but the representation of education was inadequate both in
educational, literary, and illustrative articles. Indeed, comparatively
few visitors were able, from information obtainable on the grounds, to
fonu any definite i<lea of what is accomplished in that country for the
advan m nt of the intelligence of :fts J)eople. A national museum of
natural historywa establi bed irr Rio as early as 1817. Others of like
character are found in Para, Ceara, Ouropreto. The national library
in Rio numbers over 100,00 volumes. The college at Rio mm1 ber 22
profossors. Considerable attention 'is paid to military education. The
Central College has 11 professors, devoted to higher branches of military science and engineering. There is also an astronomical observatory a. ·ociated with it. There are two faculties of medicine, one at Rio
an<l. another at Bahia. There are faculties of law at Sao, P .. ulo, and
Recife. There i a commercial institute at Rio. There is also an iu titution for the blind and deaf and dumb. Rio has al o an academy of
:fine arts and a, con erYatory of music. Each of the several ~tat carries n a y tern of public ducation, including I mentary and , · uda.ry chool . Ther are mauy I riv. te chool , e 11ccially mnll ou ,
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of great merit. The Province or State of Ceara, where the inhabitants
in.1890 numbered 757,662, numbered according to the latest reports in
.its schools for primary and secondary instruction 4,443 boys and 4,546
. girls. · Oeara maintains a normal school.
URUGUAY •

. · The Republic of Uruguay made an exhibit of education in the agricultural building. . There were collected text-books used in .different
grades of instruction,. specimens of school furniture, seats and desks,
and illustrations of the apparatus used, and the pupils' work. The
exhibition was not large, but showed with what intelligence and zeal
the people are striviug to meet the difficulties in the way of universal
education. Among the important agencies employed for the dissemination of correct ideas is a pedagogical museum. In this an effort is
made to show the importance in appliances used in other countries.
Already education has been declared free and attendance compulsory.
The children of school age are reported as 5.4 per cent of the total population, or about 30,000. Public schools are by law unsectarian . . . The
· best methods of organization and instruction are slowly making their
.way among the people. Advanced education is very limited. A uni·versity was founded at Montevideo in 1838. Much good has been
accomplished by it, but the instruction has not reached the high grade
l I found in the universities of Europe or in the United States.
As high
a number as 1,300 students have been reported in attendance. There
is also a well-known school of arts and trades.
A.RGEN'l'INE REPUBLIC.

The visit to this country of Sarmiento, the enlightened and uistinguishcd Argentine statesman, created an interest in the education of
his country which has by no means disappeared from the American
mind. Ile apprehended the importance of the careful training of the
oung to the establishment and perpetuity of free institutions. No.
South American statesman ever did more for the training of the youth
of bis country. There was not a little disappointment that the present
condition of Argentine education was not fully represented at Chicago.
The period of the Government neglect of public education in that country i a triking illu tration of the opportunity furnished by the ignorau e of the people for the reign of tyranny and terror. Whatever
tabili y and 1n· perity have come to that country may be traced to the
eff rt to train ·hildr n in virtue, intelli o·ence, and industry. The most
ati ·fact ry in£ rmati n obt< inc ble at Cbicago in r gard to Ar_gentine
<lu ·ation wa th
furni:hetl in re~ rence to secondary instruction in
national <: 11 rr
, nd normal . cho l ·. The com· e in the national coll ,. : <•mhr, · fiy y r . 1 r the ftr t y ar Spani h, practi al arithm ti(·, ·urrr, phv, hi ·t r r Fr , h. 'Ill
•c:ontl · ar .' pani ·b, arithmeti<· L. iu hi t ry (an ·i n ) g ographJ 11 r n ·h. Third y~ar Spani h,
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Lat-in, history (Europe, middle ages), geography (Europe, physical and
political), algebra, fun<lamental rules, plane geometry (first si~ books
of Euclid), French (reviewing of grammar and reading), English (grammar and composition). Fourth year Spanish, elements of rhetoric and
forms of literary productions, notions of etymology (formation of· the
N eo-Latin languages), Latin (Livy, Sallust, an<l. Cicero), history (America
at the time of discovery and the wars of independence), solid geometry,
physics, mechanical forces, natural history (zoology), philosophy (psycliology), .E11g1isl1, reading and composition. Fifth year, Spanish (his0torical view of tlie language, literary movement in Spanish-American
· co untries), Latin (Cicero and Horace), civil government (Argentine
constitution compared viith that of tLe United States), physics (light,
electricity, acoustics), _cosmography (historic), history (French revolution, Germany, unification of Italy, intellectual movement), Argentine
history_ (colonial), viceroyalty, the Republic, era of anarchy, tyranny
of Rosas, orga1_1 ization of the Republic, chemistry (inorganic and
organic), natural history (vegetable anatomy and physiology), geology
(constitution of our globe), _m ineralogy, grouping of mineral substances,
philosophy (logic), ethics (duties and rights), English (study of special
authors). It is complained that since 18G3 the plan of study has suffered eight modifications, and that now ~atin is compulsory from the
. second to the fifth year. A.s in other national establishments of edu. cation, no system of religion is taught, but an important place is assigned
to instruction in morality. Candidates for admission must have completed their twelfth year. Sixteen national colleges are reported with
2,G04 pupils in attendance, costing annually $685,980. In addition to
the natioual colleges, private colleges may be incorporated by complying with certain specified conditions. There are 17 of these colleges ::.:-eporie<l with an attendance varying from 28 to 500. The plan
of a national college includes a library. The number of volumes in
these libraries lias reached 36,788. Much pains is taken to furnish the
colleges with maps and charts, laboratories, and mnseums. They are
all under the supervision of the inspector-general, who has two assistants, and reports to the minister of public instruction. Great interest
is manifested in the introduction of manual training into the course of
i11struction of these institutions.
NOR:'11:AL SCHOOLS.

Sarmiento in 1868, when he returned from North America to occur)Y
the Pl'esiuency of the Republic, established the normal school at
Parama. Mr. George Stearns, a New England teacller, became its
principa l. There are now 13 110rmal schools for males with an attend:rnce of 3,130, and 14 normal schools for females with an attendance of
3,837, and there are 7 mixed normal school with an attendance of 250
i11 the normal com-. c ·. .,.ormal, cbools are of.two classes, those of the
low r grad with a thr y ',ll' ·' cour' , and tbo ·e of tbe higher with a

./
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:five years' course. In the male normal schools there is military drill;. in
the girls' normal school there are courses in sewing and domestie
economy. There were in 1892 6 kindergartens attached to as · niauy
normal schools. The first was open.ed at Parama in 1883-, un<iler ·Mrs.
Eccleston, from the United States. In 1890- n, national school of commerce was established, whose graduates are given preferen·ce in the
public service.
HAITI.

There was pec-ulia,r interest attached to tb.e presence of Haiti in the
World's Columbian Exposition at t.he four hundredth anniversary of
the' discovery of the American continent by Columbus. ·T he Government erected on the grounds- a pavilion of merit as a general rendezvous for its visi.ting citizens, and occupied spa-ce with interesting
exhibits in the departments of agriculture, mines and mining, forestry,
and others.
Inquiries for education were only answered by a ·very brief and
inadequate statement, ma.de by the s-e9rctary of state, for public instruction, which contained a general description of the condition of affairs
in the Republic of Haiti in the year 1892. The data contained iu this
report showed a condition of things far from encouraging to the friends
of education. Educational expenditures were inadequate,.schools were
not sufficient in number, teachers were n.ot well q11.3ilified, a-ttendance
was limited and irregular.
Those among the leaders of the people who are. seeking to promote
the best things in education are at great disadvantage. The people
generally mus-t become more dee-ply interested in intelligence and
virtue before their Republic can ex1)ect that p:reval-enee of law, order,
and prosperity which gives stability to government.
It was a fact of great nromise tha.t the Hon. Frederick Douglass, late
United States minister to Haiti, was selected by that Government as
its representative to tlrn ex.-position. He was the most conspicuous
representative of what th.e colored man may attain. When be spoke,
he voiced not only the possibilities of Haiti, but of the colored race.
TEW SOU'l'H

w ALES.

educational cx11ibit of New South Wales deserves ::,pecial attenThc literature wa~· abundant. One could learn all about that
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thus making clear that the educational experience of the world is laid
under contribt1tion for the benefit of edueation in the colouy. The
public system of instruction is admjnistercd under a .9entral office,
which was set forth in detail.. The colony is appmpriately subdivided,
and the schools are carefully graded from the university downward to
the kindergarten . These grades were carefully set forth by systems of
classification, views of grounds, buildings, and the specimens it has,
and appliances connected with ea.ch grade, and the school work of the
same, both from country and city, _all carefully catalogued. There
were 4 views of the technical college and 12 of common public school
buildings and specimens of pupils' work from 574 public scliools.
The first class for technical education in tho _colony was held at the
Sydney Mechanics' School of .Arts, 1865. There is now a technical
college located at Oltirno, with a large number of branch schools in
otller considerable ceuters of population, and the whole is under the
ministry, supervised by a superintendent of technical education, and
the number of individual students enrolled in 1892 was 8,329.
Specimens of their work were exhibited in architecture, carpentry,
cabinetmaking, sanitary plumbing, masonry, stone and marble carving, in masonry drawing, mechanical drawing, pattern making, iron
founding, boiler making, fitting and turning, and coach building, in
modeling, photolitllography, industrial art, caligraphy, and pbonograpby. The Tecllnological Museum contains 9,000 specimens, and a
large number of these were on exhibition, carefully catalogued, with
illustrations of economical application, including foods, medicines, and
specifying -resins, gums, barks, fibers, and galls. There were great
numbers of specimens of wool, both for educational and commercial
purposes. The work done for the deaf and blind was illustrated by
photogr aphs of tlle. blind, by statistical reports, and specimens of the
work done by the pupils. There were 7 photographs of the University of Syd11ey, which received the royal assent the 1st of October, and declares its object to be the advancement of religion and
morality and the promotion of useful knowle<lge. It has buildings on
a site allotted by the government which cost $1,000,000, nd iuclndes
scien tifi.c laborat01~ies arnl museums equipped with all modern appliances. In 1892 it had 14 professors and 40 lecturers and demonstrators and 598 students in attendance, including 99 women. There are
4 affiliated coJleges. There was a large number of specimens exhibited from the collcctious in the mu ' emn of the university. Tlle free
1mblic library contained 97,349 volumes·, and its visitors are carefully
reported, as are those to the museum and the Jlational galJer.V-of art.
The total enrollment of pupils in 1892 was 210, 641.
Kiuclergarten is now taught in all the training clnsse . Cookery and
need.le in tructiou for girl· and manual training for boys a.re incr a ingly demanded. The legal cl100J nge i · 4 to 14. An arbor day is
extensively ob erved.
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A considerable number of evening schools are maintained. There
are reported so-called house-to-1.louse scl10ols. These are ·composed of
the cllildren of fa,mihes residing in localities several miles apart. Each
locality forms a teaching station or house-to-house school, and the
teacller journeys from station to station and collects as mauy children
as possible at a central point. The instruction is confined to readiug,
writing, and arithmetic. Every teacher is required to supplement his
oral instruction by a system of instruction of home lesson s. Unless
this portion of bis duties were faithfully attended to much of bis time
and teaclling would be wasted.

